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FALCONER, Hugh, M.D. During the eight-

eenth century, when ethical and metapliysical sj^ecu-

lation was accounted tlie highest effort of intellect,

the Scottish mind heartily sympathized in the study.

It was an outlet to the keen investigating character

which formed one of the national distinctions, and
the writings of Hume and others of his countrymen
soon effected a revolution in the world of abstract

thought. But in the nineteenth century, when the

tide had entirely changed—when metaphysics was
exchanged for physics, and the theoretic for the

practical, so that the ])resent age came to be called

the age of utilitarianism—Scotland was not found
wanting. Hence in every department of natural

science we find her children among the foremost; and
not the least of these was Hugh Falconer, the sub-

ject of the present biographical notice. He was born
at Forres, Morayshire, on the 29th of February,

1808. Having prosecuted his literary and general

education at King's College, Aberdeen, where he
took the degree of A.M., after completing the usual

curriculum, he went to Edinburgh about the year

1S26, and studied at its university until he had
finished his medical education, and received the

diplomas of surgeon and M.D. But although he
acquired a competent knowledge of the medical pro-

fession, it was not to the mysteries of the healing art

that he exclusively, or even chiefly, confined his at-

tention : his enthusiasm was directed to natural

science, while his comprehensive intellect ranged
over its wide and diversified field—and the lessons of

Professors Jameson and Graham, as well as the so-

ciety of their chief pupils, aided and animated him in

liis scientific career. He was also a member of the

Plinian Society, where he found associates with whom
he maintained acloseintimacy that lasted till his death.

Having graduated for the medical profession, Hugh
Falconer commenced his active course as assistant-

surgeon in the East India Company's service, and on
his arrival in Bengal he was so fortunate as to find a

field already prepared for him. His favourite study
had been botany, and in this his proficiency \\-as so

marked, as to show him a fit successor to tlie Rox-
burglis and Wallichs, by whom the gardens of the

Honourable East India Company hatl been superin-
tended. He was therefore placed in charge of them,
first at Seharunpoor, and latterly at Calcutta. His
giittilication at the appointment, and modest estimate
ot hi> own claims to such distinction, are ihus men-
tion:,! in one of his letters written from Mu^sotuve.
jooo feet in heiglu among the Himalp.ya Mouutuin^:

Vol. 11.

I

"Botany is now a sort of jirofession with me. I am
I superintendent of a botanic garden in India. I had

I

the luck to get it before I was a year in the country,

and perhaps long before I could have expected any-

thing of the kind; but as there are few in the medical

I

service in India who trouble themselves with botany,

I

I got the charge in lack of a fitter man."
Of his superior fitness for such a charge, even

I

though able competitors had been at hand, it ^\as

i soon evident that there could be little cjucstion.

During a tenure of office that lasted twenty years,

his researches extended from Calcutta to Cashmere
in a northerly and westerly, and from Calcutta to

Burmah in a south-easterly direction, while his in-

quiries were directed to every branch by which the

resources of India could be developed, and the in-

terests of natural science promoted. In Indian
botany he may be pronounced the creator of the teas

of Assam, the first attempt to transfer the Chinese
plant to other regions, by which the world at a

future day may be made independent of its exclusive

supplies of tea from China. It was he also \\ho

developed the resources of the great teak forests of

Martaban, where the sound of the woodman's axe

had never been heard; and who first suggested the

naturalization of the Jesuit's bark of Peru in the

Himalaya Mountains and the Neilgherry Hills. But
independently of these strictly j^rofessional duties,

were I-'alconer's discoveries in palirontology while in

India. In the Sewalik Mountains, the lowest ranue

of the Himalayas, he classified, described, and brouglit

to England the largest collection of fossils, the organic

beings of a former state of the world, that any in-

dividual had ever hitherto collected. Thus briefly

we are compelled to comprise the narrative i)! a

twenty years' scientific life in India—a life filled wit!,

active adventure, scientific discovery, and suecesshd

experiment, by v.'hich the boundaries of knowledge
were enlarged, and the welfare of society jiromoted.

And, with the exception of the usual furlough to

luH'ope, these years had been jiassed. and these toils

undergone, in the diversified clinuites and under the

burning sun ol' t!ie V.a>i. Having thus so alily di.^-

charged his ta>k, 1 »r. Fnlc^'Hcr retired from the

service, and returned to Ij.igl.^nid, ; luU allliough his

constitution was con>idcraiily shattered, his menial

aetivitv was as great and his love of scientific re-

search as strong a> ever. .\s soon, therefore, as h>
healt!i was partially recruited, he resumedi tho.-o

]ial>vontological in(|uiries among the field> of luiropi.-.

wliich he had so succe^siullv prosecuted in li'.ia.

SG



WILLIAM FALCONER.

And for this also he was admirably qualified, as, in-

depenilently of his enthusiasm in the jiursuit, and

his intellectual adaptation for such a task as that of

collecting the fragments of a past existence, and out

of these educing the forms and characters of the

creatures to which they had belongeii—a work in

which he showed himself equal to the most di>tin-

gui>hed ]ial.eontologists of the day, he possessed an

amount of experience derived from the earliest eastern

fields of prehistoric life to which they could not lay

claim. In the course of his investigations he visited

the drift of .\micns, the caverns of southern France,

and those of Sicily. 1 le also, in the autumn of 1864,

made a voy.age to C.ibraltar in company with Pro-

fessor Husk, the eminent naturalist and an.atomist,

for the purpose of exploring its caves, in which not

»>nly the fossilized bones of extinct animals were

di>covered, such as mastoilons, cave-lions, cave-bears,

and clejihants, but those of man himself. This jour-

ney, however, terminated his life as well as his

>cientiric incjuiries. On returning to England through

.'^pain, exposure to the weather tried his constitution

so severely that he was unable to rally from its effects,

and he died in Park Crescent, London, on the 31st

of January. 1S65, being only fifty-five years old.

Such wa-, Dr. Hugh Falconer, a man whose many-
.'•idevl mind this brief sketch can but imperfectly

delineate. In every department of natural science,

and the dei)artments of knowledge connected with

them, he was completely versed. A perfect master
vf geok)gv. botany, and zoology, he was also an ex-

cellent ethnologist and archaeologist, while in litera-

ture he was not only well acquainted with the clas-

sical but oriental languages. 1 laving died a bachelor,

he left no children to succeed him, and it was un-

fortunate that his busy life allowed him no leisure

to construct such a work as might have shown the

amount of his acquirements, and been a lasting

monument to his fame. His two j^rincipal publica-

tions, of which, however, the labour was sharerl with

otliers, were— I. "/•)///;/(/ Aiitiiiua Si-'alonis, being

the Fos.il /.oology of the Sewalik Hills, in the North
of India" (in conjuncticjn with T. Cautley), Lond.
f)l. 1S46 49; and. 2. .•/ Dt-scriptiir Catalir^ue of the

K'ssil k'iiii til! i 0/ I W,'i'''>\!/(j in the Mtiscniit of Jior^al
(in conjunctiiin with H. Walker). Calcutta, 8vo,

1S59. ])L->idcs thee, he contributed several jiajiers

to the chief >Licntitic societies, especially the (ieulo-

j;ic;il an 1 I'hil'jvjiyhical, which are i)ublislied in their

FALCONER, Wii.i.iam. nutlior of The Shif>-

7rr,y':, a ]M.L-;n, wa. iiorii in I'jlinburgh about the
year l7iO. II;. f.itlier wa. a buinr and wig-niakcr
in a \v.-!l.kii')v. !i .inrt ea'led t'.ie Nctherbow, wliere

li _• iiltini'.le'.y be aiiu- in. «.Kent. .\ brotliiT and
s..ter of llic tunrlul I'.ik'inir llic only in'li\ iiKial.

wh ) .lo'i i in lli.it ri-lation to liini-wrre b'irn deaf
and dumli; and the l.iMi-r, on account (if hi-r inlinni-

tii'.. wa. a c in.tant inmali- of the Royal Iniinnnrvof
1-. Iribiirgli. ^onie lini'- aftrr the ii.;.;inning of the

i

rrviit century. Th^- (.uIkt of the jioet wa. a

L I i.lii-giTii::!n of the K'-v. Mr. Kolieit.on, luini.ter

ot til'; ]i.iri-li of liirthwiek; .0 that this IniniMe !)ar<l

'.' '.- a v.'-v iie.ir lel.itj,,!! ,,f the autlior of the H: t,'rv

• f'.S' •f.r.ii. an! ,il.o of Lord r..-oii-lirini and \'au\'.

*
''

1 f.i! i:,' r. h-in;.; reduted to in.ol\eiiey, was
<-;iah!'- i l,y hi. fiJ.:!iM. to o].en a grocer', .hop; but
ifing d-'prive 1 of li;, wife, \\ho w.'.s a ])niileiit and
re.tive woin.m. hi-a'iaii-. on'.e more lietame del .ing'^

I,

an 1 lie tiT-;im,ii.-l Ir. I.fe 111 extreme indigence.
d'tie eliieaiii!! (,f Voing falconer was of tliat

1 Tniile kin 1 whiidi mi :!i; Inve been expected from
\v.3 lal'ner'. cncuni-laii^e.. .X teacher of llie name of

Webster gave him instnictions in reading, writing,

and arithmetic. He used to say that this was the
whole amount of his .school education. It appears
that he possessed, even in early youth, an ardour of
genius, and a zeal in the acquisition of knowledge,
which in a great measure supplied his deficiencies.

In his poem of the Shipiurcck he evidently alludes to

his own attainments in the following lines :

—

"On liim fair .science dawned in fiappier hour,
Awakening into bloom young fancy's flower;

liut .soon adversity, with freezinf; blast,

'file blossom withered and the dawn o'crcast;

Forlorn of heart, and, by severe decree,
Condemned, reluctant, to the faithless sea;

With long farewell, he left the laurel grove,
Where science and the tuneful sisters rove."

When very young he was torn from his self-pursued

studies, and entered as an api>renlice on board a

merchant vessel belonging to Leith. He afterwards

became servant to Mr. Camjibell, the author of Z^vv/-

phancs, who was jiurser of the ship to which he
belonged, and who, finding in him an aptitude for

knowledge, kindly undertook to give him some in-

structions in person. He subsequently became
second mate in the Jiritannia, a vessel in the Levant
trade, which, on her passage from Alexandria to

Venice, was shipwrecked off Cape Colonna, on the

coast of Greece. Only three of the crew- were saved,

and Falconer was of the number. The event fur-

nished him with the material of a poem, by which
it is probable his name will be for ever remembered.
The poet was at this time about eighteen years of

age. In 1751, when two or three years older, he is

found residing in his native city, where he published
his first know n work, a poem, Sacred to the Jlleniory

of His Koyal Ilii^hitcss T'rederick Prince of Wales.

He is said to have followed up this cffcnt by several

minor pieces which he transmitted to the (ien-

tlemaii's Ma;^azine. Mr. Clarke, the editor of a

respectal.ilc edition of his jioems, jioints out 'J'he

Chaflaiit's Petition to the Lieutenants in the ll'ar//-

rooin, the Description of a Xinety-i;iin Ship, ami
some lines On the iinconnnon Seareity of Poetry, as

among these fugitive jiroductions. >lr. Clarke has

likewise presented his readers with a whimsical little

])oem, descriptive of the abode and senlinients of a

midshipman, which was one of the ])oet's early ]iro-

ductions, and offers some reasons for su])])osiiig that

he was the author of the ]iopular .song, Cease, rude
/ioreas.

Little is known of h'alconer during this ]:ieriod of

his life excejit that he must have been making con-

siderable additions to his stock of knowledge and
ideas. His poem 'J'he S'ufr7oreek was jiublished in

1762, being dedicated to I'.dward, Duke of \'ork,

brother of (ieorge 111. This ctniijiositioii disjilaysa

degree of ])oli.h and an array of classical allusions

which could oiil\- have been nc<piired !))• extensive

reading. It was at once jilaced in the fiist rank of

descrijitive jioetiy, where it has ever since continued.

"The di.tant ocean," says an eminent critic, "and
its grand ])Iienomena lia\e emploved the pens of the

most emiiuMit ]io(_-ts, but the\' have generally pro-

duced an eir<-ct !•} iiideiiiiite outline;, and iniaginniy

incidents. In ]''.-ilco!ier we haw the ]iaintiiig of a

great arti.t, taken on the spot, with such niimite

tidelit}-, as Well as ])icluie.(|ue efiei t, that we are

chained to the scene with.-ill the feelings of actual

terror. In the u.e of imagery Falcoiur di.plays

original ]iowers. His sun-e!, midnight, morning,
iVc, are not such as have; descended ti'om ]ioet to

poet. He beheld thr-e oljjei:ls under ciicum.tances

in which it i. the lot (jf few to be ]ilaced. His
image., therefore, cannot b'- tiansfeiied or boiavjwed;

'.hey have an ai>p;opiial;un which must not be dis-
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turbed, nor can we trace them to any source but that

of genuine poetry." Another writer remarks, " 7y/t'

Shtpivrcck is didactic as well as descriptive, and may
be recommended to a younj^ sailor, not only to excite

his enthusiasm, hut improve his knowledge of the art.

It is of inestimable value to this country, since it

contains within itself the rudiments of navigation: if

not sufficient to form a complete seaman, it may cer-

tainly be considered as the grammar of his profes-

sional science. I have heard many experienced

officers declare that the rules and maxims delivered

in this poem for the conduct of a ship in the most
]icrilous emergency form the best, indeed the only

opinions which a skilful mariner should adopt."

Against such a poem it forms no proj^er objection

that much of the language, being technical, is only

perfectly understood by a class.

15y his dedication the poet gained the notice and
patronage of the Duke of York, who, it will be recol-

lected, was himself a seaman. Almost immediately
after the poem was published his royal highness in-

duced P'alconer to leave the merchant service, and
procured him the rank of a midshipman in Sir l'2d-

ward Mawke's ship, the Koyal George. In gratitude.

Falconer wrote an Ode on the Duke of Yo) ISs Second
Departurefrom En-^Iand as Rear-admiral, which \\'as

published, but displays a merit more commensurate
with the unimportance of the subject than the genius

of the author. It is said that Falconer composed
this poem "during an occasional absence from his

messmates, when he retired into a small space formed
between the cable tiers and the ship's side."

In 1763, the war being brought to a close.

Falconer's ship was paid off,—long before he had
completed that period of service which could have
entitled him to promotion. He then exchanged the

military for the civil department of the naval ser-

vice, and became purser of the Glory frigate of 32
guns. Either in the interval between the two ser-

vices, or before his appointment as a midshipman,
he paid a visit to Scotland, and s]ient some time in

the manse of CJladsmuir with Dr. Robertson, the his-

torian, who, we are told, was proud to acknowledge
the relationsliip that existed between him and this

self-instructed and ingenious man.
Soon after this period Falconer married a Miss

I licks, daughter of the surgeon of Sheerness Yard.
She has bjen described as "a woman of cultivated

mind, elegant in her per>on, and sensibleand agreeable
in convei'sation."^ It is said that the match was
entered into against the will of her parents, who, look-

ing only to the external circumstances of the poet,

thought her thrown away ujion a jioor Scottish ad-
venturer. Notwithstanding this painful circumstance,
and there is reason to fear real jioverty besides, the

pair lived happily. Falconer endeavoured to sup-
])ort himself by literature. He compiled a Universal
Marine Dictionary, which, from its usefulness as a

book of reference, soon became generally used in the
navy. Like most other literary Scotsmen of that
]ieriod, he was a zealous partisan of the Ihite ad-
ministration, and endeavoured to defend it against
the attacks of its jealous and illiberal enemies. For
this purpose he published a satire, called 'J'he Dcnia-
f^oj^ue, which was ni ire jiarticulaily aimed at Lord
Cliatham, Wilkes, and Cliurcliill.' We have not
learned that it was attended with any particular
elect. I'"alconer at tliis time li\ed in a inannei' at

once economical, and liighlv appropriate to his
literary character. '•When 'the Glory wis laid
in ordinary at Chatham, Commissioner Ilanwav,
hrotlier to the benevolent Jonas Ilanwav, becan'ie

1 Letter -ph M

.

delighted with the genius of its purser. The cap-

tain's cabin was ordered to be fitted up with a stove,

and with every addition of comfort that could be
procured, in order that Falconer might thus be
enabled to enjoy his favourite propensity, without
either molestation or expense" (Clarke's Life).

In 1769 tile poet had removed to London, and
resided for some time in the former l)uildings of

.Somerset House. From this place he dated the last

edition of the S/ii/noreck published in iiis own life-

time. That Falconer must have possessed the per-

sonal qualities of a man of the world, rather than

those of an abstracted student or child of the muses,

seems to be proved by Mr. Murray, the bookseller,

having proposed to take him into jiartnership. He
is supposed to have been only prevented fnmi acced-

ing to this proposal by receiving an appointment to

the pursership of the Aurora frigate, which was
ordered to carry out to India Messrs. Vansittart,

Scrofton, and Forde, as supervisors of the affairs

of the Company. He was also promised the oftlcc

of private secretary to those gentlemen, a situation

from which his friends conceived hopes that he might
eventually obtain lasting advantages. It had been
otherwise ordered. The Aurora sailed from Eng-
land on the 30th of September, 1769, and, after

touching at the Cape, was lost during the remainder
of the passage, in a manner that left no trace by
which the cause of the calamity could l)e discovered.

It was conjectured that the vessel took fire at sea;

but the more probable supposition is that she foun-

dered in the Mosambique Chamiel. The widow of

Falconer (who eventually died at I'ath) resided for

some years afterwards in his apartments at .Somerset

House, partly supported by Mr. Miller, the book-
seller, who, in consideration of the rapid sale of the

Marine Dictionary, generously bestowed upon her
sums not stipulated for in his contract with the author.

Mr. Moser, whom we have already cjuoted, mentions
that he once met her walking in the garden, near
her lodging, and, without knowing \\\\o she was,

happened, in conversation, to express his admiration
oi^\<i Shifr^i'reck. She was instantly in tears. "She
]iresented me," says Mr. M., "with a copy of the

Shipwreck, and seemed much affected by my com-
miseration of the misfortunes of a man whose work
appears in its catastrophe prophetic." They had
never had any children.

"In person," says Mr. Clarke, "Falconer \\as

about five feet seven inches in height; of a thin light

make, with a dark weather-beaten complexion, and
rather what is termeti liard-featured, being consider-

ably marked with the small-])ox; his hair was of a

brownish lute. In point of ad<lress, his manner wa<
blunt, awkward, and forbidding; but he >poke \\\\\\

great fhiency; and his simple yet inqiressive diction

was couched in words which reminded his ht.aror>

of the terseness of Swift. Though he ]ios-e->cd :.

warm and friendlv disposition, he was f>nd of con-

troversy, and inclined to satire. His oi)SLT\ation

was keen and rapid; his criticisms on any inaccuracy

of language or exjiression were frequently scN'ere;

yet this severity was always intended to create mirth,

and not by any means to show his own superiority,

or to give the smallest offence. In his natural tem-
per he was clieeri'ul, and frequently used to nniu~e

his messmates liv conq^o-ing acrostics on their fav( utr-

iles. in whieii he particularly excelled. As a jao-

fessional man, he was a iliorough seaman; aukl, like

mo-t K^{ tli.it profession, was kind, generous, and
benevolent.

'

FARQUHAR. J^iix. Tliis remarkalile char-

ajter, who \ver;t t._) India a j enniless \'outh an 1 re-
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tunicl a millionaire, was the son of poor parents,

and born in Crimond, Aberdeenshire, in 1751. In

early life he went to India as a cadet in the IJombay

establishment, and in the voyage was a chum of the

late tieneral Kerr. A dangerous wound in the hip,

which affected his health and occasioned lamenos,

distjuallftetl him for the military ser%ice, and by the

advice of his friends he removeil to Bengal, where

he became a free merchant. Either his original

tendoncies, or the confinement occasioned by his

wound, made him turn his mind to close study,

m which chemistn.- and its pr.ictical apjilication was

the favourite pursuit. It was upon this that the

found.nion of his immense fortune was laid. The
manufacturing of gimpowder in the interior at Pultali

being defective, Mr. Farquhar was selected by Lord
Cornwalli>, the govenior-geneial of India, to aid in

rectifying it, and this he did so effectually as to secure

the confidence of his superiors, and gradually to ob-

tain the management of the concern, until at last he

became the sole contractor with the government.

Thus he rapidly rose to wealth and distinction, and
won the particular favour and confidence of Warren
Ha-tings; and tliat this rise was merited he showed
byliis close application, extraordinary mental vigour,

an 1 activity. He also evinced, by his habits of

]->enuriousness, that he could keep a good hold of

the wealth that tlowed in so abundantly upon him.

After years of labour he returned from India with

n fortune estininted at half-a-million, the greater part

of which was profitably invested by Mr. Iloare, his

banker, in the funds.

On landing at Gravesend on lii-< reUirn to Flngland,

such was the appearance of this Indian Crresus, that

no pickpocket however hungry would have thought

him w(jrth a search. His cli'thes were tlircadbare

and could scarcely hang together, wliile his whole
appearance wa< that of a pauper on his way to the

W(irkhiju-~e. He took the outride of the coach to

Lonil'in to save expen-e, and his first visit ^\'as to

his banker; but on asking to see Mr. Iloare, the

clerk-. w!io saw him covered with dust and dirt,

treated him with hauteur, and oliliged him to wait
a> a ])clitioner in tlie ca--h ofilce. On .Mr. Iloare
iii-^jig tiirough it, he exclianged a few words witli

:h_- sujipos'vl mendicant, and was thunderstruck to

lin 1 that this was no other tlian his great Indian
c\i-« ):ner. Farquhar drew oidy ^^25 and took his

I'-ivj. He thi-n went In tlie house of a relation, a
!)'i: .r.rt, and tliere took up his re.>i'iep.ce; liut his
•• iv.r:y--trieki-n npjtearame was an eyesore and
:i i::". a;iC'.-to tile wh >Iri->'.a!i!i-]i;nent. At last, a great
'J:ir>tnir., entertainment wa> to lie given in llie man-
si' «n. ;• con-e'|uence uf which lii-. relative, a week ])re-

v: .U-. hnited the pi' jpriely of improving his co>tiune,
.-.nd p.'C.mmended a Wr.vl Street tail, .r who woidd
< r.i; •(,• h;m in tli" iv.ve-t an! um^I .Tppr ivi-d fa-liion.

Indignant at tl;;- a-ji'-r-iun of hi> fno irile co-.tiinie,

a-/l t!i- audacity of -ui:!i interfere-nce. Mr. Far'pdiar
•iniir.-diatrly packe'i up lii, trunk, ordep'd the servant
T . '-I'l a coacli, and took hi> dei>arture. He then;

1 liiin-e!f in L'pjier I'.akcr Street, v.lieie iii,^

!: '._ v.as ^O' ,n characteii/e- 1 by it-, forioi-n app'r.r-
:•:'; tlv; windows were uni i.-aii.-d, ill-- aopruaeli
iiT'y >:;1 n-glecte-l, vd.ile the o:ily nn-iiial ol whom
tie: e-t :Mi-liinent c ,-.:l 1 1/oa-t v.a> a:i old ^^i in:\ii.

H.- i-,'.;i favov.rite- room wa> a ^an^ tiiary \\hi(li slie

".va- i.ot allo-.'.r'l to enter, or a lirv.-li or broom to
protiirie; the tl-or wa. I.ttered v.elli l)o.,ks and l-aper-,
v.i'.ere th--y w.-rv tiirown and aliowe-d to 1;.-, when
•h-.r - r\]._r v.:^. r,:- r: a;;d the' ino~t active pai't of
.:- ! ,r:::'-_:r.- \'.:!- an o! j j.,-ni ,,i' ].ipkin, in wliicli h
^>ua!:y ..o ked l.i- i;,a];n,ii ii al meal of rice. lii,

l.ei;j':'io;;r, were alarnie 1 at tlii- ai.oearanLC of e\-

treme destitution, and in several cases some of them
offered him alms, supposing that he was a reduced
gentleman starving in poverty. His relations, how-
ever, were too wise to neglect such a rich kinsman,
let his dress and eccentricities be as annoying as they

might, antl he was often invited to their tables. But
while he thus saved himself the expense of the day's

provender, he was not the less careful for the morrow,
and rolls or pieces of bread found their way into his

pocket to furnish the next day's breakfast or dinner.

His hosts were too wise to notice such abstractions,

and in the end were no losers by their short-sighted-

ness.

While Farquhar was thus saving in the common
necessaries of life, his mountain of money was not
allowed to lie idle. He became a partner in the
great agency house in the city having for its title

"Basset, Farquhar, & Co.," antl ]-iurchased the late

Mr. Whitebread's share in the brewery. With part

of his wealth he purchased estates, but the bulk of

it was invested in stock, and allowed to increase on
the princijde of compound interest. Every half

year he drew his dividends, his mercantile profits,

and his rents, and purchased in the funds, so that

his cai>ital with e -ery 3-ear was steadily and rapidly

increasing. But the most wonderful of his mercan-
tile transactions was in the ' nse of that gorgeous
Aladdin palace, I-'onthill Abbey. In 1S22 that

splendid edifice with all its rich treasures \\as an-

nounced for sale, and while the public mind antici-

pated the whole wealth and aristocracy of Britain

as bidders at the auction, the land was amazed
to learn that Mr. Farquhar— that most frugal man
and impersonation of poverty—had jiurchased the

whole by private bargain for ;^330,ooo. Occasion-

ally also he resided afterwards in the abbey, like a

living sermon upon the vanity of its graniieur, until

the fall of its tower in December, 1825. The re-

maining wing of the older mansion he converted

into a woollen manufactory.

In this strange manner Air. Farquhar held onward
in his career until its course was terminated, aston-

ishing the world by his vast wealth, but still more b}-

his penurious habits. Wdiatever he touched seemed
to turn into gold; but this, though he was able, he

was unwilling to enjoy, so that hi^ Midas-like famine
was his own delilierate choice. liut he was no ordi-

nary miser; and while hoarding scra]is of victuals and
saving pence and farthings, he could freely part with

hundreds of pounds in acts of charity and benevo-

lence. Although slovenly in drcss and disagreeable

in the usages of the table, he coidd yet be courteous

and gentlemanlv in his manners and conveisation.

He ^\as an accom])Iished sclnjlar and well versed in

the classics, and although disinclined to corresi^.n-

dence, when he jirevailed ujion himself to write, his

style was terse, elegant, and correct. In matlie-

niatical, chi-niical, nnd mechanical science he abo
-bowed remarkable ])roficiency, while his conversa-

tion was rich, animated, and varied. lUit the ]io—

S';--ion of these endowments only inerea-ed the

general odium occasioned by his insane lo\ eof nione)',

a-com])ared with his ca])ability for liiglicraiid lietter

l.iir>uits. What were his religion- opinions e\en the

ino-t intimate of his frien<!s coidd not ascertain, bul

it was su-peeted, from his mode of li\iiig. aiul lii>

admiration of the jure nnd abstinent precepts of

Bra.hminism, that he was at Ka-t a half-co-n-ert to

the Hindoo creed. It was also said tliat he offered

to de\ote /'lOO.OOO in f )un.d:ng a college in Aberdeen
on the ino-t eidarged ]'lan of education, from which,
however, the- sidijecl of religion was to In: cxchideil.

b'it \vliieh the legi-lature relu.scd to sanction, so that

the iihui vas alxmdoncd.
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After having thus continued to be a wonder to

society, John Farquhar was suddenly withdrawn
from its gaze. On the 5th of July, 1826, he had
taken an airing in liis carriage, and returned to his

house in the New Ruad, opposite tlie Regent's Park,

at seven in the evening, and retired to rest between

the hours of ten and eleven. At eight in the follow-

ing morning his servant, according to custom, took

up breakfast to his master in his bedroom, but found

him a corpse. .Suddenly and at midnight the rich

nian's soul had been required of him, and he liad

ajjparently died instantaneously and without a strug-

gle. As Mr. Farquhar died intestate, his fortune,

supposed to amount to a million and a half, was
divided among seven nephews and nieces.

FERGUSON, Dr. Adam, was the son of the

Rev. Adam Ferguson, parish minister of Logic Rait,

in Perthshire, descended of the respectal)le family of

Dunfallandy; his mother was from the county of

^Vberdeen. He was born in the year 1724, in the

mause of his father's parish, and was the youngest
of a numeruus family. He received the rudiments
of instruction at the parish school; but his father,

who had devoted much of his time to the tuition of

his son, became so fully convinced of the superior

abilities of the boy, that he determined to spare no
expense in the completion of his education. He
was accordingly sent to Perth and placed under the

care of Mr. rilartin, who enjoyed great celebrity as

a teacher. -Vt this seminary Ferguson highly dis-

tinguished himself, as well in the classical branches
of education as in the composition of essays; an ex-

ercise which his master was in the habit of prescrib-

ing to his pupils. His theses were not only praised

at the time of their being delivered, but were long
jireserveil and shown with pride by Mr. Martin, as

the proiluction of a youthful sch )lar. In October,

1739, Ferguson was, at the age of fifteen, removed
to the university of St. Andrews, where he was par-

ticularly recommended to the notice of Mr. Tulli-

delph, who had been lately promoted to the office

of principal of one of the colleges. At St. Andrews
there is an annual exhibition for four bursaries, when
the successful competitors in writing and translating

Latin obtain gratuitous board at the college table

during tour years. Ferguson stood first among the

competit(3rs of the undergraduate course for the year
he entered the college. At that period the Oreek
language was seldom taught in the grammar-schools
in Scotland; and although young Ferguson had thus

honourably distinguished himself by his knowledge
of Latin, he seems to have been unacquainted with
Greek. ]5y his assiduity, however, he amply re-

gained his lost time; f^ir so ardently did he ajiply

himself to the study of that language, that, before

the close of the session, he was able to con>true
Homer; nor did his ardour cease with liis attendance
at college, for during the vacation he tas'ced him-
self to prepare one hundred lines of the Iliad every
day, and facility increasing as he advanced in know-
letlge, he was enabled to enlarge his task, so that

by the commencement of the succeeding session, or
term, he had gone through the whole poem. This
laborious course of study enabled liini to devote the

succeeding years of his attendance at college to the

attainment of a knowledge of malhematic>, logic,

metaphysics, and ethics.

!• rom St. Andrews, o\\ the close of liis clemenlarv'
studies, Mr. Ferguson removed to Ldinburgh to

mix with, and form a distinguished member of that
galaxy of great men whieli adorned the northern
metropolis about the middle of the iSth century.
Xor war, ;t long bjfore his r.c i't.-.iutance amor.g th.^^e

who were thus to shed a lustre over .Scotland com-
menced, for soon after his arrival in Edinburgh he
became a member of a philosophical society, which
comprehended Dr. Robertson, Dr. Blair, Mr. John
Home the author of Douglas, and Mr. Alexander
Carlyle. .\ society composed of young men of

abilities so eminent, it may easily be believed, was
an institution peculiarly well adapted to promote in-

tellectual improvement and the acquisition of know-
ledge. 'Jdiis society afterwards merged in the Specu-
lative .Society, which has been the favourite resort

of most of the young men of talent who have been
educated in Edinburgh during the last hundred years.

"In his private studies" (we are informed by one
of his most intimate friends) Mr. Ferguson, while

in Edinburgh, devoted his chief attention "to natural,

moral, and political philosophy. His strong and
inquiring unprejudiced mind, versed in Grecian and
Roman literature, rendered him a zealous friend of

rational and well-regulated liberty. He was a con-

stitutional Whig, equally removed from Republican
licentiousness and Tory bigotry, .\ware that all

political establishments ought to be for the good of
the whole people, he wished the means to vary in

different cases, according to the diversity of char-

acter and circumstances; and was convinced, with
Aristotle, that the perfection or defect of the institu-

tions of one country does not necessarily imply either

perfection or defect of the similar institutions of

another; and that restraint is nece^sary, in the in-

verse proportion of general knowledge and virtue.

These were the sentiments he cherished in his youth;

these the sentiments he cherished in his old age."

Mr. Ferguson was intended for the church, and
had not pursued the study of divinity beyond two
years when, in 1744, Mr. Murray, brother to Lord
Elibank, offered him the situation of deputy chap-

lain, under himself, in the 42(1 regiment. In order,

however, to obtain a license as a preacher in the

Church of Scotland, it was necessary at that time to

have studied divinity for six years, and although the

fact of Ferguson having some slight knowledge of

the Gaelic language might have entitled him to have

two of these years discounted, still no presbytery was
authorized to have granted him his license. He was
therefore obliged to apply to the General Assembly
of the Church of Scotland, when, in consideration of

the high testimonials which he produced from several

professors, a dispensation was granted in his favour,

and having passed his trials, he obtained his license

as a preacher; immediately after which he joined

his regiment, then in active service in Flanders. In

a short time he had tlie good fortune to J)c promotcl
to the rank of jirincipal chaplain.

Mr. Gibbon has declared that the maiKtuvres of a

battalion of militia, of which he was colonel. ha<l

enalded him to comjirehend and describe the evolu-

tiijiis of the Roman legion; and no iloubt Mr. Fer-

guson ONved his knowledge of military affairs, by

which he was enabled to give sucli tli>tiiictne.-s and

liveliness to his descriptions of wars and battles, to

the exjierience which he acquired while with his

regiment on the Continent. Nor did his service

prove less beneficial to him by tlirowiiig (.[len a wide

and instructive field of observation of the human
character, and imparting a practical knowledge o{

the main>j)iing of ]«jlitieal events.

On ilie ]xace of Aix-l.i-Chapelle .Mr. Fergu^'';t

obtained leave of ab>ence, when he visited hi- nati%e

country. At lionie he >i'ent his time partly in Pertli-

shire, wandering about in com]~iarative ii.ilenes-, cn-

io\ing the lieautil'ul .-cenery which surr(_Hind.ed ]i;s

father's man.~e. and ]'artlv in the capital, where he

rcnewjd hi= acouaiiuance witli the frieivls of his
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youth, .•\bout this period he solicited the Duke of

Athul for the livinj,' of Caputh, a beautiful and re-

tired parish near Dunkeld, in I'ertlishire ; he was,

however, unsuccessful in his application, and it was

owinjj perhaps to this disappointment that he did

not ask the iiviiij^ of Logic Rait, on the death of

his father, which took place shortly after. Having
rejoine<l his re^^^inient, he seems thenceforward to

have abandoned all intention of undert.aking a par-

ochial charge. Indeed his talents did not peculiarly

fit him for the office of a preacher; for although he

had acquirevl a great facility in writing, his sermons

were rather moral essays than eloquent discourses.

This, in a great measure, disqualilied him for be-

coming a favourite with a Presbyterian congregation,

in which so much always depends on the preacher's

cap.acity to excite and sustain a spirit of devotion

among his hearers, by the fidelity, earnestness, and

energv of his exhortations, and the fervour of his

prayers, .\hhough thus untitled by the nature of

his genius to shine as a preacher, Mr. Ferguson's

great abilities, his polished manners, and the benevo-

lence of his disposition, peculiarly fitted him for

taking a prominent part in literature and in private

society.

In the year 1757 Mr. Ferguson resigned the chap-

laincy of tiie 421 1 regiment, after which he was em-
ploved for u]iwards of two years as private tutor in

the family of the Karl of Hute; and in the year 1759
he was chosen professor of natural ]ihiloso])liy in the

university of Edinburgh ; which chair he retained

until the year 1 764, when he obtained the professor-

-ihi]) of moral ]iliiios()phy—a chair much better suited

t.) his genius, and to the course of study whicli he
had pur^uc'l.

In 1766 he pulilished his Essays on Cii-il Soi-iiiy.

The object of this work is—according to the favourite

mode of the literary men with whom l'"erguson

associated— to trace man through the several .stejis

in his progress from barbarism to civili/ation. Tiiis,

which was his fir>t publication, contriliuted not a

little to rai^e Mr. l-'erguson in i)ubiic estimation,

and the university of Edinburgh hastened to confer

on him the honorary degree of I.L.I). In the same
year he revisited the scenes of his youth, and delighted

the old parisliioners of his father by recollecting them
individually, while they were no less proud tjiat their

parish ha I produced a man who was held in such

es'inn;;o;i i:i the world. During this year aKo he

was married to Miss liuniet, from Aberdee-nshire,

th-- amiable nii:ce of the distiiiguislied I'rofe-sor

iJlaLk.of Ivlinliur^h. In order to render his lectures

more ii-ef;d to his jiUpiU, Dr. l-'ergus'.n about ihis

time l-ubhshed his Iii.;itutiSor.Syii,\r-^i..<'j/ns /,,v

-

lur...

Dr. F'-r^u-on continued to enjoy the literary so-

ciety of L linlrirgh, interrupted oiil}' by the recrea-

tion of cultivating a simill firm ill th" inighbourhooil

of th'.- citv, until tli^- vear 177 1; uIh-u h<- was in-

d;!r.-l by'llie hberal'olTers ,.f Lord (liesterfieM,

:;':.!i---.v to the c/lelirated earl, to nicompaiiy him
ill !i:~ tr.ivels. .\fter a tour lliroii;di iiio-t of the

V.' , i:!'ri'-s of Lur'ijie, Dr. lergn-on returiinl in 1775
•o ti:-- '!ut:e, oi' his I hair, \\liit !i, diuin^' h s ahs'-iirc,

h '. 1 !• 11 aMy p.-rfirmed by the well-kiiow 11 l)n.;aM

Stv.'. .1:'. 'ilii-^ r<-lii-f from h!s a(.:elrniual ihilies

l.rovd II' -t only highly advantageous to Dr. I'er-

ga- ei ill a
]

•• iiiiary point ijf view, but C'lit riimted

I jiis: ien'.ly !o liis iin] rovemeiit. llis jeitures on
h.- re' ;ia v. f not r,ii|y niiinerousjy attended liy the

u- id 10; r;;;.- . ,! -'i],!,.,,!-. but by m'-ii of the first rank
an! tal--;,ts in ila- country. \Ve have- the- te-stimony

of .Jiv; \\!i'., ai'!i'.M-h y,\\v/j_ at tli" time. s!-en)s to

liave !"-eii v.'Ti ab!i; to aiaae'Liate his talcnt.s, as to

Dr. Ferguson's manner as a lecturer:
—"The doctor' .4

mode of communicating knowledge was firm, manly,

anil impressive, but mild and elegant; he was mild,

but justly severe in his rebukes to the inattentive and
negligent. One day that he was engaged in that part

of his course that treated of the practical application

of the moral qualities which he had before described,

and was speaking of the folly of idleness and inatten-

tion to the business in hand, some thoughtless young
men were whispering and trilling in the gallery.

'Gentlemen,' said he, 'please to attend; this subject

peculiarly concerns you.'" In the year 1776 Dr.

Ferguson answered Dr. Price's production on civil

and religious liberty. The ground on which he
differed with Dr. Price was on the ap])licability of

his doctrine to society and to imperfect man.
We have an early notice of Dr. Ferguson's being

engaged in the composition of his History of the

Roman Republic in the following valuable letter,

addressed by him to Edward (Hbbon, dated Edin-

burgh, l8th April, 1776:— "Dear sir, I should make
some apology for not writing you sooner an answer
to your obliging letter; but if you should honour me
fretpiently with such recpiests, you will find that,

with very good iiuentions, I am a very dilatory and
irregular correspondent. I am scnry to tell you
that our respectable friend Mr. Hume is still declin-

ing in his health; he is greatly emaciated, and loses

strength. He talks familiarly of his near prospect

of dying. His mother, it seems, died under the

same symptoms; and it appears so little necessary,

or proper, to flatter him, that no one attempts it. I

never observed his understanding more clear, or his

humour more pleasant or lively. He has a great

aversion to leaving the tranquillity of his own house
to go in search of health among inns and hostlers.

.'\nd his friends here gave way to him for some time;

but now think it necessary tiiat he should make an
effort to try what change of place and air, or any-

tliing else .Sir John I'ringle may advise, can do for

him. I left him this morning in the mind to comjdy
in this article, and I hope that he will be j^revailed

on to set out in a few davs. He is just now si.xty-

five.

"I am very glad that the jdeasure you give us

recoils a little on yfiurself through our feeble testi-

mony. I have, as you suiipose, been employed, at

any intervals of leisure or rest I have had for some
years, in taking notes, (jr collectiiig materials for a
history of the destruction that broke <lown the Roman
republic, and ended in tile establishment of .\ugustus

and llis iinniediate successors. The compliment you
are ]<leased to ])ay, I cannot accept of even to my
subject. \'oiir subject now a]>])ears witii advantages

it was not sujiposed to have hail, ami 1 suspect that

the magnificence of the mouldering luin will apjiear

more striking than tlie same building \\hen the

view is jieiplexed with scaffolding, workmen, ami
disordiTlv loiigers, and the ear is stunned with the

noise of <lestnietions and re])airs, and the alarms of

tin'. Tlie night which von i)egin to describe is

solemn, and there are gleams of liglit su]i(aior to

\\liat is to be f)und in any other lime. I comfort
myM.-lf that, as my trade is the studv of human nature,

1 coulil not fix on a more interesting corner ol it

than the end of the Roman republic. Whether ni\-

j

compil.uions sliiiuld ever deserve the attention of

I

any one Ik- ides myself, must remain to be deter-

mined after they are fartlua- advanced. 1 take

i

the l;!)erty to trouble you with the inclt/sed for Mr.
.'--niith (I)r. .Adam Smith), whose uncertain stay

in London makes nie at a loss how to direct for

! him. \'ou have both siicli rea-on to be jdeased

I

with the world ju.st now, iliat I h. .pe y(ju are plca.scd
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with each other. I am, with the greatest respect,

dear sir, your most obedient and humble servant,

Adam Flkgusox." This letter is not only vahiable

from its intrinsic wortii and the reference it has to

the com[)o^ition of The History of the Roman A'e-

puhlic, but from its presenting, connected by one link,

four of the greatest names in British literature. Mr.

Ferguson, liciwever, was interrupted in the prosecu-

tion of his historical labours, having been, through

the influence of his friend Mr. Dundas, afterwards

Lord Melville, appointed secretary to the commis-
sioners sent out to America in the year 177S, to

negotiate an arrangement with our revolted colonies

in that continent, 'i'iie following historical detail

will show the success of this mission:

—

"In the i)eginning of June, 177S, the new com-
missioners arrived at Philadelphia, more than a month
after the ratification of the treaty with France had
been formally exchangetl. The reception they met
with was such as men the most opposite in their

politics had foreseen and foretold. Dr. Ferguson,

secretary to the commission, was refused a passport

to the congress, and they were compelled to forward

their papers by the common means.

"The commissioners, at the very outset, made
concessions far greater than the Americans, in their

several petitions to the king, had requested or de-

sired—greater, indeed, than the powers conferred

upon them by the act seemed to authorize. Amongst
the most remarkable of these was the engagement
to agree that no military force should be kept up in

the different states of America without the consent

of the general congress of the several assemblies

—

to concur in measures calculated to discharge the

debts of America, and to raise the credit and value

of the paper circulation—to admit of representatives

from tlie several states, who should have a seat and
voice in the parliament of Great Britain—to establish

a freed(jm of legislation and internal government,
comprehending every privilege short of a total sepa-

ration of interest, or consistent with that union of

force in wliich the safety of the common religion and
liberty depends.

"These papers, when laid before the congress,

were read with astonishment and regret, but from
the declaration of independence, they had neither

the will nor the power to recede. An answer,
therefore, brief but conclusive, was returned by the

president, Henry Laurens, declaring, 'that nothing
but an earnest desire to spare the farther effusion of
human blond could have induced them to read a

paper containing expressions so disrespectful to his

most Christian majesty, their ally, or to consider of

propositions so derogatory to the honour of an inde-

pendent nation. The commission under which they

act supposes the people of America to be still sub-

ject to the crown of Great Britain, which is an idea

utterly inadmissible.' The president added, 'that

he was directed to inform t'neir excellencies of the

inclination of the congress to peace, notwithstanding
the unjust claims from which this war originated,

and the savage manner in whicii it had been con-

ducted. They will, therefore, i^e ready to enter upon
the consideration of a treaty of peace and commerce,
n'jt incon>:sient \\\\\\ treaties already subsi>ting,

when tile king of Great Britain shall demonstrate a

sincere di.^positinn for that purpose; and the oiilv

solid proof of this disposition will be an explicit

acknowlcilgment of the independence of the United
States, or the withdrawing his fleets and arniies.'"

Condmt so haughty on the part of the Americans
nece>sarily put a stop to ail farther negotiation, and
tlie ciiinnii>sioners Jiaving, in a valedictorv mani-
festo, appealed to the people, relurned home.

On his return to .Scotland Dr. Ferguson resumed
the charge of his class and continued the preparation

of the Roman History. That work made its appear-
ance in the year 1783; and two years afterwards, he
resigned the chair of moral philosophy in favour of
Mr. Dugald .Stewart; while he was himself jjermitted

to retire on the salary of the mathematical class

which Mr. Stewart had held. Dr. Ferguson then

took up his residence at Manor, in the county of

Peebles, where he passed his time in literary ease

and in farming; an occupation for which he had n.

peculiar taste, but which he ultimately found so un-

profitable, that he was glad to relinquish it. He
seems also to have devoted his attention to the cor-

rection of his lectures, which he published in 1793.
While exempt from all cares, and in the enjoyment

of good health and of a competent fortune, Dr.
Ferguson, in his old age, conceived the extraordinary

project of visiting Rome. He accordingly repaired

once more to the Continent, visiting the cities of

Berlin and Vienna, where he was received with
great attention. His progress southward was, how-
ever, stopped by the convulsions associated with the
French revolution. To this great political pheno-
menon Dr. Ferguson's attention had been earnestly

directed, and it is curious to know, that he had
drawn up (although he did not publish it) a memorial
pointing out the dangers to which the lil)erties of

Europe were exposed, and proposing a congress with
objects similar to those which occupied the congress
of Vienna in 1814.

On his return home Dr. Ferguson retired for the

remainder of his life to St. Andrews, a place endeared
to him by early habits and admirably fitted for the

retreat of a literary man in easy circumstances.

There, in addition to the professors of that ancient

university, he enjoyed the society of the patriotic

George Dempster, of Dunnichen; and having had
almost uninterrupted good health up to the patri-

archal age of ninety-three, he died on the 22(1 of

P'ebruary, 1816. "He was,'' to use the words of an
intimate friend of the family, "the last great man of

the preceding centurv', whose writings did honour
to the age in which they lived, and to their country;

and none of them united in a more distinguished

degree the acquirements of ancient learning to a
perfect knowledge of the world, or more eminently

adtled to tiie manners of a most acconqili^hed gentle-

man the princi]"iles of the purest virtue>."

Li his person Dr. Ferguson was well lormed. ac-

tive, and muscular; his comi)lexion was fair, his eyes

Idue, his features handsome, intelligent, antl thought-

ful. There is a very fine and correct jiortrait of him
in an anteroom at Brompton Grove, the seat of .'^ir

John Macj^herson. Unlike many who have devoted

themselves to the abstruse study of idiiloso]diy, he

had an intimate knowledge of the world; having

mixed much with courtiers, statesmen. ])oliticiar.>.

and the learned and acconij>li>hed, not only in Great

Britain, but throughout Furojie. \\\> kni.iwledge i>i

the human character was con.-equeirily accurate anti

extensive; his manners were i)oli>hed, >iniple, and
unostentatious; while his conversation wa> agreeable

and instructive. Warned by an illr.e.^ witii which
he was seized when about tlie age k^\ fifty, roembling
in it^ character an apoiilectic fit. he abstained frijm

the use of wine, anil during the remainder of his lile

lived most alxieniiou-ly, and enjoyed an uninter-

rupted cour.-e of good health. His fortune was
afiluent; l:)e>i'!es the i"ee> and .-alaries eif his class anl
the i>rice of his \\ork>. he held two ]-)en>ions, oi;-j

from governnuiii ^A /.400, an<l another fi-om Lord
Chesterfield of £100 a year. By tb.ese means, aided

l-y a r.r.uii:iceiii gift from his pupil. Sir John Mac-
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pherson, he was enabled to purchase a small estate

near St. Andrews; he was also possessed of a house

and garden in that city, on which he expended

;^IOOO.

Bred in the tenets of the Church of Scotland, he

was a respectful believer in the truths of revelation;

he did not, however, conceive himself e.xcluded from

cultivating the acquaintance of those who were

directly opposed to him in their religious opinions,

and his intimate friendship with David Hume sub-

jected him to the reprehension of many of the Chris-

tian professors of his time. A list of those with whom
Dr. Ferguson maintained an intimate acquaintance

and intercourse, would include all who rose to emin-

ence during the last half of the eighteenth, and the

early part of the present century. Dr. Ferguson left

six children; three sons and three daughters: Adam
in the army, John in the navy, and the third son in

the Eajt India Company's service.'

FERGUSON, James, an ingenious experimental

philoso[>her, mechanist, and astronomer. Of this

miracle cf self-instruction and native genius, we can-

not do better than give his own account, as drawn
up by himself a very few years before his death, and
prefixed to YaiScurt Mechanical Exercises. It is one

of the most interesting specimens of autobiography

in the language.

I was born in the year 1 710, a few miles from

Keith, a little village in Banffshire, in the north of

Scotland; and can with pleasure say that my parents,

though poor, were religious and honest ; lived in

good repute with all who knew them; and died with

good characters.

As my father had nothing to support a large family

but his daily labour, and the profits arising from a

i-;\v acres of land which he rented, it was not to lie

expected that he could bestow much on the educa-

ti)n of his chiKlren; yet they were not neglected;

f.)r at his lei>ure hours he taught them to read and
write. And it was while he was teaching my elder

brother to read the Scottish catechism that I acquired
my reading. Ashamed to ask my father to instruct

m.', I u.ied, when he and my brother were abroad,
to take tlie catechism, and study the lesson which
lie had been teaching my linnher; and when any
diificulty occurred, I went to a neighbouring old
Woman, who gave me such help as enabled me tf)

read toleniljly \vi.-ll before my father had thouglu of

teaching me.
Some time after, he was agreeably surprised to find

me rt-a ling by myself: he thereupon gave me further

in-tru;tion, and al>o taught me to write; which, with
al) lilt three months I afterwards had at the grammar-
scii.iol at Keith, wa> all the education I ever received.

My t.-i.>te fir mechanics arose from an odd accident.
Wiieii :i:) )ut seven or eight years of age. a part of
the roof of t!ie ]vm~.c being decayed, my father, de-
^.rni-. of meiuiing it, apjdied a ])roj) and lever to an
upright spar to r.iisc it to its former situ.ation; and,
t I my great a_>t(jnishment, I saw him, without con-
.-i lenii,; tlie reason, lift up tiie ponderous roof as if

it ha 1 been a small weight. I attributed this at first

1 I :.; f !! -.s-MS. Is a Iivt r>f Dr. Fcr.,-.:^'.T/s wurl.,:
//.•. //, -t 'yv "f Cr.'il Socirty. in '.ii'; v .lu:ne, [.iiiJi-.h'.-'l 17^6.
II-.. l>:.l:t:,trs r/ M.»;il /'hii^ii/'/iy. 8vo, ijf.,).

W- Ar-f-r A. /)r. PrU-ei LcUlratcd Olit-r-.'aii.m^ ov
' ' ''^'"// ''''•• '"' I.il'crty. iTjC, This pninphlut is peculiarly
r-; ::nr',..i' ;: f r thf ;i'-.cr.ility .-inil dcliciry with wiiicli he treats
t:i'.- {rim .;,>;, .m-! intfrntifius r,f his .-iiita^-t)!!!.!.

/'/';/• //.•/>>;. r/ tlu- J'r,Ji^r,-st cinJ fcrminntUni of tJie

r. 'n:in !:,/:,: !:. , •.,!,. ,jt ,. ,;- ,.

.\:.\ : i-tly. !,.- r,.\..- r,„. .; ., .^v^
rntitli-'!. '/V;,- rnucif>l.-s of

M-y.il .;>;/ y',i/,.'.- ,,/.',,,„,•. 1.:,!^' ,/;„•/,•; a Ket>-os/H\t of
J.- tun i d'.-;:-. rroj in th, C-<i.,;c rf l:,ii,tbi,rf;k, 2 vols. 410,

to a degree of strength that excited my terror as well

as wonder: but, thinking further of the matter, I re-

collected that he had applied his strength to that end
of the lever which was furthest from the prop; and
finding, on inquiry, that this was the means whereby
the seeming wonder was effected, I began making
levers (which I then called bars); and by applying

weights to them different ways, I found the power
gained by my bar was just in proportion to the

lengths of the different parts of the bar on either side

of the prop.— I then thought it was a great pity,

that, by means of this bar, a weight could be raised

but a very little way. On this I soon imagined that,

by pulling round a wheel, the weight might be raised

to any height by tying a rope to the weight, and
winding the rope round the axle of the wheel; and
that the power gained must be just as great as the

wheel was broader than the axle was thick; and
found it to be exactly so, by hanging one weight to

a rope put round the wheel, and another to the rope
that coiled round the axle. So that, in these two
machines, it appeared very plain that their advantage
was as great as the space gone through by the work-
ing power exceeded the space gone through by the

weight. And th!s pro]:>erty I also thought must take

place in a wedge for cleaving wood; but then I hap-
pened not to think of the screw. By means of a
turning lathe which my father had, and sometimes
used, and a little knife, I was enabled to make wheels
and other things necessary for my purpose.

I then wrote a short account of these machines,
and sketched out figures of them with a pen, ima-
gining it to be the first treatise of the kind that ever

was written, but found my mistake when I after-

wards showed it to a gentleman, who told me that

these things were known long before, and .showed
me a printed book in which they were treated of;

and I was much pleased when I found that my ac-

count (so far as I had carried it) agreed with the

principles of mechanics in the book he showed me.
And from that time my mind ])reserved a constant

tendency to improve in that science.

But as my father could not afford to maintain me
while I was in pursuit only of these matters, and I

was rather too young and weak for hard labour, he
put me out to a neighbour to keep shee]i, which I

continued to do for some years; and in that time I

began to study the stars in the night. In the day-
time I amused myself by making models of mills,

spinning-wheels, and such other things as I ha]ipened
to see.

I then went to serve a considerable farmer in the

ncighbfturhuotl, whose name was James Glashan.
I found him very kind and indulgent; but he soon
oljserved that in the evenings, \\ lien my work was
over, I went into a field with a blanket about me,
lay down on my back, and stretched a tliread with
small beads upon it, at arm'sdength, between my eye
and the stars, sliding the beads upon it till they hid
such and such stars from my eye, in order to take
their ai)j)arent distances from one another, and then,

laying the thread down on a ]iaper, I marked the
stars thereon by the beads, according to their respec-

tive positions, having a candle by me. My master
at first laughed at me; but when I explained my
meaning to him, he encouraged me to go on; and
that I might make fair copies in the day-time of what
1 had (lone in the night, he often worked for me
hini-elf I shall always ha\e a re.-pect for the
memory of that man.

( )iie day he hnppened to sen<l mc witii a mes'iage
to the Rev. Mr. John ( lilchri.st, minister at Keith, to
whom I had been known from my childhood. I

carried my star-fwpers to sliow them t(j him, and
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found him looking over a large parcel of maps, which
I surveyed witii great pleasure, as they were the first

I had ever seen. He then told me that the earth

is round like a I)all, and explained the map of it to

me. I requested him to lend me that map, to take

a copy of it in the evenings. He cheerfully con-

sented to this, giving me at the same time a pair of

compasses, a ruler, pens, ink, and paper; and dis-

missed me with an injunction not to neglect my
master's business by copying the map, which I might

keei> as long as I pleased.

P'or this i)leasant employment my master gave me
more time than I could reasonably expect; and often

took the threshing-llail out of my hands, and worked
himself, while I sat by him in the barn, Vjusy with

my compasses, raler, and pen.

When I had finished the copy I asked leave to

carry home the map ; he told me I was at liberty to

do so, and might stay two hours to converse with the

minister. In my way tliither I happened to pass by
the school at which I had been before, and saw a

genteel-looking man, whose name I afterwards

learned was Cantley, painting a sun-dial on the wall.

I stopped a while to observe him, and the school-

master came out and asked me what parcel it was that

I had under my arm. I showed him the map, and
the copy I had made of it, wherewith he appeared to

be very well pleased; and asked me whether I should

not like to learn of Mr. Cantley to make sun-dials?

Mr. Cantley looked at the copy of the map, and com-
mended it much; telling the schoolmaster, Mr. John
Skinner, that it was a pity I did not meet with notice

and encouragement. I had a good deal of conversa-

tion with him, and found him to be quite affalale and
communicative ; which made me think I should be
extremely happy if I could be further acquainted
with him.

I then proceeded with the map to the minister,

and showed him the copy of it. While we were
conversing together, a neighbouring gentleman,
Thomas Grant, Esq., of Achoynaney, happened to

come in, and the minister immediately introduced
me to him, showing him what I had done. He ex-

pressed great satisfaction, asked me some questions

about the construction of maps, and told me that if

I would go and live at his house, he would order his

butler, .Vlexander Cantley, to give me a great deal

of instruction. Finding that this Cantley was the

man whom I had seen painting the sun-dial, and of

whom I had already conceived a very high opinion,

I told "squire Grant that I should rejoice to be at

his house as soon as the time was expired for wliich

I was engaged with my present master. He verv

politely offered to put one in my place, but this I

declined.

When the term of my servitude was out I left

my gooil niiister and went to the gentleman's house,

where I quickly found myself with a most humane
good family. ^Ir. Cantley the butler soon became
my friend, and continued so till liis death. He was
the most cxtraonliunry man that I ever was ac-

quainted vv'itli, or jierhaps ever sliall see; for he ^^•as

a complete master of arithmetic, a good matliema-
tician, a master of music on every known instrument
excejit the harp, understood Latin, I-'rench, and
Greek, let lilood extremely well, and could even
prescribe as a physician upon any urgent occasion.
He was what is generally called self-taught; but I

think he might with much greater projjricty have
been termed God .-Mmighty's scholar.'
He innnediately began to teach me decimal arith-

metic an I algebra; for I had already learned vulgar
nrithmotic at my leisure hours from books. He tlien

proceeded to leaeh me the elements of geometrv:

but, to my inexpressible grief, ju.st as I was begin-
ning that branch of science, he left Mr. Grant, and
went to the late Earl Fife's, at several miles' distance.

The good family I was then with could not prevail

with me to stay after he was gone; so I left them, and
went to my father's.

He had made me a present of Gordon^s Geographi-

cal Gfamniar, which at that time was to me a great

treasure. There is no figure of a globe in it, although
it contains a tolerable descri])tion of the globes, and
their use. P'rom this description I made a glol)e in

three weeks at my father's, having turned the ball

thereof out of a piece of wood; which ball I covered
with paper, and delineated a map of the world upon
it, made the meridian ring and horizon of wood,
covered them with paper, and graduated them ; and
was hap])y to find that by my globe, which was the

first I ever saw, I could solve the problems.

But this was not likely to afford me bread; and I

could not think of staying with my father, who, I

knew full well, could not maintain me in that way,
as it could be of no service to him; and he had,
without my assistance, hands sufiicient for all his

work.
I then went to a miller, thinking it would be a

very easy business to attend the mill, and that I

should have a great deal of leisure time to study
decimal arithmetic and geometry. But my master,

being too fond of tippling at an ale-house, left the
whole care of the mill to me, and almost starved me
for want of victuals; so that I was glad when I could
have a little oatmeal mixed with cold water to eat.

I was engaged for a year in that man's service; at

the end of which I left him, and returned in a very

weak state to my father's.

Soon after I had recovered my former strength, a
neighbouring farmer, who practised as a phy>ician

in that part of the country, came to my father's,

wanting to have me as a laliouring servant. My
father advised me to go to Dr. Young, telling me
that the doctor would instruct me in that part of his

business. This he ]:iromised to do, which was a

temptation to me. But instead of performing his

promise, he kept me constantly at very hard labour,

and never once showed me one of his books. AH
his servants complained that he was the hardest

master they had ever lived with; and it was my mis-

fortune to be engaged with him for half a year. But
at the end of three months I was so much over-

wrought that I was almost disabled, which obliged

me to leave him; and he was so unjust as to give me
nothing at all for the time I had been with him,

l)ecause I did not complete my half-year's service;

though he knew that I was not able, and had seen

me working for the last fortnight as much as iio->ib!e

with one hand and arm, wlien I could not lift tb.e

other from my side. And \v hat I thought ^^a^ ] .^.r-

ticularly hai'd, he never once tried to give me t!;e

least relief, further than once bleetling me. vv-li.ieh

rather did me hurt than good, as I wa> very weak,

and nnich emaciated. I then went to my father's,

where I was confined for two month- ^n account C'!

my hurt, and despaired of ever recover;:'.g the u>e <il

my left arm. And during all tliat time the doctor

never once came to see me, al'liough tlie distance

was not (juite t\\o miles. But my friend Mr. Cantley,

h.eariiig of my misfortune, at t\vel\e mile^' distance,

sent me jiropcr medicines and ap|>lications, l)y means
of which I recovered the u^e of my arm; V)ut found

mvself too weak U) tiiink <:'f going into service again,

and had er.tii'ely lo.~t my a]qietite, so tliat I could

take notiiir.g l)Ut a draught of milk once a day fjr

mar.y week-.

In order to amuse m^sc•!f in this low state, I made
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a wooden clock, the frame of which was also of wood;

and it kepi time pretty well. The liell on which the

hammer struck the hours was the neck of a broken

bottle. Having then no idea how any time-keeper

could go but by a weii^ht and a line, I wonderetl

h iw a watch could ^o in all positions; and was sorry

that I h.id neverthoiigiit of asking .Mr. Cantley, who
could very easily have informed me. But happening

one day to see a gentleman ride by my father's house,

which w;is close by a iniblic roatl, I asked him what

o'clock it then was; he looked at his watch and told

me. As he did that wnh so much good nature, I

begged of him to show me the inside of his watch;

and though he w.as an entire stranger, he immedi-

ately opened the watch and put it into my hands.

I saw the spring-box with jiartof the chain round it,

and asked iiim what it was th.U made tlie box turn

round; he told me that it was turned round by a

steel spring within it. Having then never seen any

other sjiring than that of my father's gun-lock, I

asked how a spring within a box could turn tlie box

so often round as to wind all the chain upon it. He
answered tiiat the sjiriug was long and thin, that one

end of it was fastened to the axis of the bo.\, and the

otiier end to the insitle of the box, that the axis was
lixed, and the box was loose upon it. I told him I did

not yet thoroughly understand tiie matter :—" Well,

my lad," says he, "take a long thin ])iece of w^hale-

bjne, hold one end of it fast between your finger and
thumb, and wind it round your finger, it will then

emleavour to unwind itself; and if you fix the other

en 1 of it to the inside of a small hoop, and leave it

to itseif, it will turn the hoop r(jund and round, and
wind uj) a thread tied to the outride of the hoop."

—

I thanked the gentleman, and told him that I under-

>to )d the thing very well. I then tried to make a

watch with wooden wheels, and made the spring of

whalebone; but fnuid that I could not make the

watch go when the balance was put on, because the

teeth of the wheels were rather too weak to bear the

f^rce of a spring sufficient to move the balance;
although tlie wheels WMuld run fast enough when the

balance was taken off I inclosed the whole in a
woo leii case very little bigger than a breakfast tea-

cuji; but a clumpy neighljour one day looking at my
watch, happened to ]i;t it fall, and turning hastily

about to ])ick it up, set his foot upon it, and crushed
it all t < [liece^; which >o provoked my father that he
was alnio>t ready to beat the man, and discouraged
nie so nuKli that 1 never attempted to make sucli

another machine aL;aiii, especially :i> I was th(jrouglily

convinced I coul i never make one that W(ndd be of
any red u~e.

.\-, -ooii a^ I was able to go aljroad I carried ir.y

globe, clock, and copie-, ol some oilier maps besides
that of the- woiM. to the late Sir jainc^ Dunbar of
Duin. about >ev.:ii liiii -^ from where my father lived,

a^ I had heard tliat Sir laiue^ wa> a verv good-
naturcii. friendly, icrii^it ive gentleman. lie re-

cei'.ed ine in a \ery k:ii i manner, wa^ pleased with
what 1 -ho.ved hi'm, and i!e-ir,_-d 1 would clean his

clok-. This, fir tile hr-t time, I nttenipted; and
;ii-ii began to ]jick up some money in tluil way
r.ijoiit 'he c onii'i}-, making ."^.r James'., liousc my
ho;n" !• Ills d'sir-;.

Two iarg'- gc.bnlar stone, stood on the top of his

;'ate; on .in.,- .,f ilieni 1 painted with oil-col',uis a
111 ip oi lii.' ti rresinal ;.;lobe, and on the other a map
of the ^e^-•;^^l, f|-,,ni a pl.'.nispheie of tilt; stars wlii(h

I coj.i 1 ,,ii |':p(.-r from a celestial gh-lie behiiii^nig
•

) a lieigiroouung genileman. 'ilie poles of tlie

painted glolK.-s ,;,,.,d .....v.ird tile pole. ,,f the heaven s;

on eacii the t weni yd"' mr hours ueve placed around
tile e-j'-.inoct.al, so as to show tlie time of tlie diiv

when the sun shone out, by the boundary where the

half of the globe at any time enlightened by the sun
was i^arted from the other half in the shade; the

enlightened parts of the terrestrial globe answering to

the like enlightened parts of the earth at all times.

So that whenever the sun shone on the globe, one
might see to wdiat places the sun was then rising, to

what places it was setting, and all the places where
it was then day or night throughout the earth.

During the time I was at Sir James's hospitable

house, his sister, the honourable Lady Dipple, came
there on a visit, and .Sir James introduced me to her.

She asked me whether I could draw patterns for

needle-work on aprons and gowns. On showing
me some I undertook the work, and drew several

for her; some of which were copied from her patterns,

and the rest I did according to my own fancy. On
this I was sent for by other ladies in the country,

and began to think myself growing very rich by the

money I got for such drawings, out of which 1 had
the pleasure of occasionally supplying the w^ants of

my poor father.

Yet all this while I could not leave off star-gazing

in the nights, and taking the jdaces of the planets

among the stars by my above-mentioned thread.

By this I could observe how the planets changeil

their places among the stars, and delineated their

paths on the celestial map, which I had copied from
the above-mentioned celestial globe.

By observing what constellations the ecliptic

passed through in that map, and com])aring these

w ith the starry heaven, I was so impressed as some-
times to imagine that I saw the ecliptic in the

heaven, among the stars, like a broad circular road
for the sun's apparent course; and fancied the paths

of the planets to resemble the narrow^ ruts made by
cart-wdieels, sometimes on one side of a plain road,

and sometimes on the other, crossing the road at

small angles, but never going far from either side of

it.

.Sir James's house was full of ]iictures and prints,

several of w hich I copied with pen and ink ; this

made him think I might become a ])ainter.

Lady Dipple had been but a few weeks there

when William Baird, Esq. of Auchmetlden, came on
a visit ; he was the husband of one of that lady's

daughters, and I found him to be very ingenious and
connnunicative ; he invited me to go to his house
and stay some time with him, telling me that I

should have free access to his library, which was a

very large one, and that he would furnish me with

all s(jrts of implements for drawing. I went thither,

and stayed about eight months; but was much dis-

ap]iointed in finding no books of astronomy in his

library, except what was in the two volumes of

Harris's Lrxico)! Tcclnuanii, although there weie

many books on geography an<l other sciences.

Several of these indeed were in Latin, and more in

l-'reiich, which being languages that 1 did not under-

stand, I had recourse to liiiii for what I wanted to

know of these subjects, which he cheerlully rt-ad to

me; and it was as easy lor him at si:;lit to read

I'inglish from a (ireek, Latin, or Lreiich book, as

from an English one. lie furnished me with ]jencils

and Indian iid<, showing me how to draw with them;
and although he had but an indifferent hand at that

Work, }et he was a very acute judge, and coiise-

'puiitly a \eiy fit ]ierson fin' showing me how to

correct my own woik. He was the hist who ever

sat to me for a picture; and I found it was much
I

easier to draw from the Ide than b'om any ]>icture

!
whatever, as nature was more striking than any ind-

'

latioii of it.

I

Lad}- Dipj)le came to his house in about half a
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year after I went thither ; and as they thou;;;ht I had
u genius for paititini;, they consulted togetlier al)out

what might he the hc^t way to put nie forward.

Mr. Baird thought it woukl be no (HfTicult matter to

make a collection for me among the neighbouring

gentlemen, to put me to a painter at Edinburgh; but

he found, upon trial, that nothing worth the while

could be done among them : and as to himself, he

could not do much tliat way, because he had but a

small estate, and a very numerous family.

Lady Dipple then told me that she was to go to

Edinburgh next spring, and that if I would go thither

she would give me a year's bed and board at her

house gratis; and make all the interest she could for

me among her acquaintance there. I thankfully

accepted of her kiml offer; and, instead of giving me
one year, she gave me two. I carried with me a

letter of recommendation from the Lord Pitsligo, a

near neighjjour of .Squire Baird's, to Mr. John Alex-

ander, a painter in Edinburgh, who allowed me to

pass an hour every day at his house for a month, to

copy from his drawings; and said he would teach me
to paint in oil-colours if I would serve him seven

years, and my friends would maintain me all that

time; but this was too much for me to desire them to

do, nor did I choose to serve so long. I was then

recommended to other painters, but they would do
nothing without money; so I was quite at a loss what
to do.

In a few days after this I received a letter of re-

commendation from my good friend Squire Baird

to the Rev. Dr. Robert Keith at Edinburgh, to whom
I gave an account of my bad success among the

painters there. He told me, that if I would copy
from nature I might do without their assistance, as

all the rules for drawing signified but very little when
one came to draw from the life; and by what he had
seen of my drawings brought from the north, he
judged I might succeed very well in drawing pictures

froni the life, in Ltdian iid-c, on vellum. He then sat

to me for his own picture, and sent me with it and
a letter of recommendation to the Right Honourable
the Lady Jane Douglas, who lived with her mother,
the Marchioness of Douglas, at Merchiston House,
near Edinburgh. Both the marchioness and Lady
Jane bcb.aved to me in tlie most friendly manner, on
Dr. Keith's account, and sat for their pictures, telling

me at the same time that I was in the very room in

which Lord Xapier invented and computed the loga-

rithms; and that if I thought it would inspire me, I

should always have the same room whenever I came
to Merchiston. I stayed there several days, and
drew several jiictures of Latly Jane, of whom it was
hard to say whether the greatness of her beautv or

the g(jodness of her temper and disposition was the

most predominant. She sent these pictures to ladies

of her acquaintance, in order to recommend me to

tiiem; b\- which means I soon had as much business
as I could possibly man.ige, so as not only to put a

good de.il of money in my own pocket, but also to

spare what was suflicient to help to supply my father

and mother in their old age. Thus a business was
providentially put into my hands, which I followed
for six and twciuy years.

Lady 1 )ip|i!e. Ixing a w<.)man of the strictest pietv,

kept a watchful eye over me at th'st, and made me
give her an exact account at night of what firmilies

I had been in throughout the day, atid of the money
I had received. She took the money each night,
dc-iring [ would keep an account of what I had put
into her hand-,; telhng me tliat I should duly have
out of it what I wanted fur clothes, and to s'end to
my father. Hut in less ilum half a year she told me
that she would tlicaceforih tru,->t me witit beiu'^ mv

own banker; for she liad made a good deal of private
incjuiry how I had behaved when I was out of her sight

through the day, and was satisfied with my conduct.
During my two years' stay at Edinburgh I .some-

how took a violent inclination to study anatomy,
surgery, and physic, all fn^m reading of books, and
conversing with gentlemen on these subjects, which
for that time put all thoughts of astronomy out of my
mind; and I had no inclination to become ac<iuainted

with any one there who taught either mathematics
or astronomy, for nothing would serve me but to \>(i

a doctor.

-At the end of the second year I left Edinburgh
and went to see my father, thinking myself tolerably

well qualified to be a physician in that part of the

country, and I carried a good deal of medicines,

jdaisters, &c., thither; but to my mortification I soon
found that all my medical theories and study were
of little use in practice. And then, finding tliat very

few paitl me for the medicines they had, and that I

was far from being so successful as I could wish, I

quite left off that business, and began to think of

taking to the more sure one of drawing pictures

again. For this purpose I went to Inverness, where
I had eight months' business.

When I was there I began to think of astronomy
again, and was heartily sorry for having quite ne-

glected it at Edinburgh, where I might have improved
my knowledge by conversing with those who were
very able to assist me. I began to compare the
ecliptic with its twelve signs, through which the sun
goes in twelve months, to the circle of twelve hours
on the dial-plate of a watch, the hour-hand to the

sun, and the minute-hand to the moon, moving in

the ecliptic, the one always overtaking the other at

a place forwarder than it did at their last conjunction

before. On this I contrived and finished a scheme
on paper for showing the motions and places of the

sun and moon in the ecliptic on each day of the year

j^erpctually; and consequently, the da}s of all the

new and full moons.
To this I wanted to add a method for showing tlie

eclipses of the sun and moon; of which I knew the

cause long before, by having observed that the mocui

was for one half of her period on the north side of

the ecliptic, and for the other half on the south.

But not having observed her course long enough
among the stars by my above-mentioned thread, ?o

as to delineate her path on my celestial map, in order

to find the two o]iposite points of the ecliptic in

which her orbit crosses it, I was altogether at a loss

how and where in the ecliptic, in my scliemc, to

place these intersecting points: this was in the year

1739-
At last I recollected, that when I was with l^vjutre

Grant of Auchoynaney, in the year 1730, I had reai],

that on the 1st of January, l6go, the moon's ascen.!-

ing node was in the tenth minute of the tu>t degree

of Aries; and that her nodes moved Ixackward

through the whole eclijitic in 18 years ami 224 days,

which was at the rate of 3 minutes II -cco-.id-, every

24 hours. P)Ut as I scarce knew in tl)e year 1730

what the moon's nodes meant. I took no kirtlicr

notice ot it at that time.

However, in the year 1739. I <et to worlc at Inver-

ness ; and after a tcJious calcuiaiion ol the slow

motion of the nodes from January. 1690, to January.

1740, it appeared to me that (if I was sure I had
rememliered right) the niouu's ascending node mu-t

be in 23 dei;ree> 25 rainute> of Cancer at the be-

ginning of the ycj.v 1 740. And so I added tb.e

eclipse i^art to my sclieme, and called it the Astro-

nomical Ri'tula.

\Micn I liad hnidied it I showed it to the Rev.
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Mr. Alexander Macbean, one of the ministers at

Inverness; who told me he hail a set of almanacs by

him for several years past, antl would examine it by
the eclipses mentioned in them. We examined it

tojjether, and found that it agreed throughout with

the ilays of all the new and full moons and eclipses

mentionevl in these almanacs; which made me think

1 had constructed it upon true astronomical j^rin-

ciples. On this Mr Macbean liesired me to write to

Mr. .Macl.iurin, jnofessor of mathematics at Edin-

burgh, and give him an account of the methods by
which I havl formed my plan, requesting him to

correct it where it was wrong. He returned me a

most polite and friendly answer, although I had

never seen him during my stay at I'dinl)urgh, and

informed me that I had only mistaken the radical

mean place of the ascending node by a quarter of a

degree; and that if I would send the drawing of my
rotula to him, he would examine it, and endeavour

to procure me a subscription to defray the charges

of engraving it on copperplates, if I chose to pub-

lish it. I then made a new and correct drawing of

it, and sent it to him: who soon got me a very hand-

some ^ubscription, by setting the example himself,

and sending subscription papers to others.

I then returned to Edinburgh, and had the rotula

]-/lates engraved there by Mr. Cooper.^ It has gone
through several impressions, and always sold very

well till the year 1752, when the style was changed,

which rendered it quite useless. Mr. Maclaurin

received me with the greatest civility when I first

went to see him at Edinburgh, lie then became an
exceeding good friend to me, and continued so till

hi.^ death.

One day I requested him to show me his orrery,

whicii he immediately did; I was greatly delighted

with the motions of the earth and moon in it, and
wuuld gladly have seen the wheel-work, which was
concealed in a brass box, and the box and planets

nb >ve it were surrounded by an armillary sphere,

liut he told me that he never had opened it; and I

could easily perceive that it could not be opened but
by the hand of some ingenious clock-maker, and not
without a great deal of time and trouble.

.After a good deal of thinking and calculation, I

f;)und that I could contrive the wheel-work for turn-

ing the planets in such a machine, and giving them
their progressive motions; but should be very well
satisfic 1 if I could make an orrery to show the mo-
ti m- of the earth and mrxjn, and of the sun round
its a\!s. I then employed a turner to make me a
sufnci'.-iit nuinljer of wheels and axles, according to

patter:>.s which I gave him in drawing; and after
]iavi:;g cut the teeth in the wheels by a knife, and
],\'.t t!ie whole to;etlier, I f lund that it answered all

my expe-tation-. It -howe'l llie sun's motion round
its a\i^, the diurnal and annual motions of the earth
on its i:!c!ined axis, which kejU its parallelism in its

whole course roun<l the sun; the motions and phases
lithe moon, v.ith the retrograde motion of the nodes
'if her orbit: and consequently, all the variety of
- M-";)-. the different lengths (jf days ami nights, the
'lay. of the new and full moons, and eclips.-s.

\Vl;_-n it was all completed except tlie box tliat

cover, til.; \\heeb, I .showe'l it to Mr. Maclauiin,
wb.'j oiiHilenled it in ])resence of a greU nianv \-oung
g':it!i_-:nen V. Ii'> atteli'led his lectuits. lie ilesiied

ni:_' t . r-:\ ] tliein a lecture on it, which I did wiihonl
any h st.-ri ,n, s'-eing I had no reason to be :i(v:\i<\ of
s:)v'?.k'.ng hel're a gri-at and gof)'l man who wa< niv
fne;ii. .-SM ,1, after t'li! I s,-nt it in a j'Tesent to line

' I' :.'T -.vri, n;i-t'_T t. t>," j ; ;',v ':•,!•_' r.itcd .Sir K',;.crt

reverend and ingenious Mr. Alexander Irvine, one
of the ministers at Elgin, in Scotland.

I then made a smaller and neater orrery, of w hich

all the wheels were of ivory, and I cut the teeth in

them with a file. This was done in the lieginning

of the year 1743; and in May that year I brought it

with me to London, w here it was soon after bought
by .Sir Dudley Rider. I have made six orreries since

that time, and there are not any two of them in which
the wheel-work is alike, for I could never Ijcar to

copy one thing of that kind from another, because I

still saw there was great room for improvements.
I had a letter of recommendation from Mr. Baron

Eldin at Edinburgh, to the Right Honourable .Stejjhen

Poyntz, Esq., at St. James's, who had been ]}re-

ceptor to his royal highness the late Duke of Cum-
berland, and was well known to be possessed of all

the good qnalities that can adorn a human mind.
To me his goodness was really beyond my power of

expression; and I had not been a month in London
till he informed me that he had written to an eminent
professor of mathematics to take me into his house,
and give me board and lodging, with all pro])er in-

structions to qualify me for teaching a mathematical
school he (Mr. Poyntz) had in view for me, and
would get me settled in it. This I should have liked

very well, especially as I began to be tired of draw-
ing pictures; in which, I confess, I never strove to

excel, because my mind was still pursuing things

more agreeable. lie soon after told me he had just

received an answer from the mathematical master,

desiring I might be sent immediately to him. On
hearing this I told 'Mr. Poyntz that I did not know
how to maintain my wife during the time I must be

under the master's tuition. " What !" says he, "are
you a married man?" I told him I had been so ever

since May in the year 1739. lie said he was soriy

for it, because it quite defeated his scheme, as the

master of the school lie had in view for me must
be a bachelor.

He then asked me what business I intended to

follow? I answered that I knew (jf none besides

that of drawing pictures. On this he desired me to

draw the pictures of his lady and children, that he

might show them, in order to recommend me to

others, and told me that when I was out of business

I should come to him and he would find me as much
as he could; and I soon found as much as I could

execute; but he died in a lew years aiter, to my in-

expressible grief

Soon afterward it ajipeared to me, that although

the moon goes round the earth, and that the sun is

far on the outside of the moon's orbit, yet the moon's

motion must be in a line, that is, always concave

toward the sun; and upon making a delineation re-

presenting her absolute path in the heavens, 1 found

it to be really so. I then made a sinqjle machine

for delineating both her i)ath and tlie earlli's 'ai a

long pa])er laid on the lloor. I carried the machine

and delineation to the late Martin holkes, I^sq.,

president of the Royal Society, on a Thursday after-

noon, lie ex])ressed great satisiaction at seeing it.

as it was a new discovery, and took me that evening

with him to the Royal Society, where 1 sli'iwc! the

delineation, and the method of doing it.

Wlieti the business of the society was (jver, oi.e

')f the members desired me to dine witli him next

Saturday at Hackney, telling me that his name v. as

Lllic'itt, and that he wa.s a w atclimal;er.

I accordingly went to Hackney, and wa^ kindly

iveeive'l by Sir. John fdlicott, who t!ien showed me
tlie very same kind of delineation, and ]iart of tlie

niacliine by which he had done it; telling me tliat

iie ha! thiiuglit of it twenty yeais before. 1 ovAd
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easily sec by the colour of the paper, and of the ink

lines upon it, that it must have been done many
years before I saw it. He then told me what was
very certain, that he had neither stolen the thought

from me, nor had I from him. And from that time

till his death IMr. Ellicott was one of my best friends.

The figure of this machine and delineation is in the

seventh plate of my book of Astronomy.

Soon after the style was changed I had my rotula

new engraved; but have neglected it too much, by

not fitting it up and advertising it. After this I

drew out a scheme, and had it engraved, for showing
all the problems of the rotula except the eclipses;

and in place of that it shows the times of rising and
setting of the sun, moon, and stars; and the positions

of the stars for any time of the night.

In the year 1747 I pulilished a dissertation on the

phenomena of the harvest-moon, with the description

of a new orrery, in which tliere are only four wheels.

But having never had grammatical education, nor
time to study the rules of just composition, I acknow-
ledge that I was afraid to put it to the press; and for

the same cause I ought to have the same fears still.

But having the pleasure to find that this my first

work was not ill received, I was emboldened to go
on in publishing vay Astronomy, I[Lrha>iical Lectures,

tables and tracts relative to several arts and sciences,

the Yoinig Gentleman and Ladyi's Astronomy, a small

treatise on electricity, and the following sheets.

In the year 1748 I ventured to read lectures on
the eclipse of the sun that fell on the 14th of July in

that year. Afterwards I began to read astronomical

lectures on an orrery which I made, and of which
the figures of all the wheel-work are contained in the

sixth and seventh plates of this book. I next began
tj make an apparatus for lectures on mechanics, and
gradually increased the apparatus for other parts of

experimental philosophy, buying from others what I

could not make for myself, till I brought it to its

jiresent state. I then entirely left off .drawing pic-

tures, and employed myself in the much pleasanter

business of reading lectures on mechanics, hydro-
statics, hydraulics, pneumatics, electricity, and astro-

nomy, in all which my encouragement has been
greater than I could have expectetl.

The best machine I ever contrived is the eclip-

.sareon, of which there is a figure in the thirteenth

])!ate of my Astronomy. It shows the time, quantity,

duration, and progress of solar eclipses at all parts of

the earth. My next best contrivance is the universal

dialing cylinder, of wliich there is a figure in the
eighth plate of tlie supplement to mv MeeJianicul
Lectures.

It is now thirty years since I came to London, and
during ail that time I liave met with the highest

instances of friendship from all ranks of peojile, l^oth

in town and country, which I do here acknowledge
with the utmost respect and gratitude, and particu-

larly the goodness of our present gracious sovereign,

who, out of his privy purse, allows me ^50 a year,

wliich is regularly paid without any deduction.

T1.1 this narrative v/e sliall add the few ]iart;culars

wliicli are necessary to complete the view of Fcrgu-
s Ill's life and character.

'

' Th'j fnllowin;; is a succinct list of iiis published works:

—

I. Astro,;.;;,u-al Tables, it::,/ /'n\r/>[s for CaicuiuUm^ Uic
fnu- fi,Kcs of Xo-.o and l-'iill Moor.s. &.•-.. 17CS.— 2. Tahlos
r.n.i Tracts rotatko to .St-.'cral Arts ard Soicn^os. 1767.— ^.

.;>; Eisy Introduction to Astronomy, for )'o:tnir Cont/ornon
r;d L.id:,s._ 2d edit. 1-69.—4. Asfn'noiny Explained upon
. n- is lao W-.i'ton's Prinoiplos, 5th edit. 1772.— :;. Lectures( .V.-.'-..' Subjects in Mechanics. Hvdrosfatics. J'l-euitmtics,
arii^i-tis. 4th edit. 1772.— 6. .S'eleJt .Medianical E.ver^sses.
:,..-•; ,: .S'aort Aecrunf of the Life of the . turhor. by liiniself
'-••— 7- t'he Art of Draioin^^ in Tersfectize Made Ji ;,c;-.

K:i—i- AiK Introduction to Eie^truitv, 177 = .— q. '1 ioo

Ferguson was honoured with the royal bounty,
which he himself mentions, through the mere zeal of
King George III. in behalf of science. His majesty
had attended some of the lectures of the ingenious

astronomer, and often sent for him, after his acces-

sion, to converse upon scientific and curious topics.

He had the extraordinary honour of being elected a
member of the Royal Society without paying either

the initiatory or the annual fees, which were dis-

pensed with in his case from a supposition of his

being too poor to pay them without inconvenience.

Fnjm the same idea many persons gave him very

handsome presents. But to the astonishment of all

who knew him, he died worth about ;^6ooo.
" Ferguson," says Charles Hutton in his Mathe-

matical Dictionary, "must be allowed to have been
a very uncommon genius, especially in mechanical
contrivances and inventions, for he constructed many
machines himself in a very neat manner. He had
also a good taste in astronomy as well as in natural

and experimental philosophy, and was possessed of

a happy manner of explaining himself in a clear, easy,

and familiar way. His general mathematical know-
ledge, however, was little or nothing. Of algebra
he understood but little more than the notation; and
he has often told me that he could never demonstrate
one proposition in liiiclid's Elements, his constant
method being to satisfy himself as to the truth of any
problem with a measurement by scale and compasses."
He was a man of very clear judgment in anything
that he professed, and of unwearied application to

study: benevolent, meek, and innocent in his man-
ners as a child ; humble, courteous, and communi-
cative : instead of pedantry, philosophy seemed to

produce in him only diffidence and urbanity—a love

for mankind and for his Maker. His whole life was
an example of resignation and Christian piety. He
might be called an enthusiast in his love of God, if

religion founded on such substantial and enlightened

grounds as his was could be like enthusiasm. After

a long and useful life, unhappy in his family connec-

tions, in a feeble and precarious state of health, worn
out with study, age, and infirmities, he died on the

i6th of Xovember, 1776.

"Ferguson's only daughter," says Mr. Niclrds in

his life of Bowyer, "was lost in a very singular

manner at about the age of eighteen. She was re-

markable for the elegance of he-r person, the agree-

ablenessand vivacity of her conversation, and in philo-

sophic genius and knowledge worthy of such a fatlier.

His son, Mr. Murdoch Ferguson, was a surgeon, and
attempted to settle at Bury, stayed but a little while,

went to sea, was cast away, and lost his all, a little

Ijefore his father's death, but found himself in x\o \y\<X

plight after that event. He had another son, wlio

stutlied at Marischal College, Aberdeen, from 1772
to 1777, and afterwards, it ib believed, appketl to

physic.''

The astronomer has been thus elegantly r.ntic' d. in

Endocia, a J'.Kin on the i'liiz-crse, liv Mr. Capel

Llofi:—
" Xor shall thy sjuidance but conduct our feet,

h.inoured shepherd of our later day-!

Thee from the IIoc'ks, while thy iuitutore ! s ul,

Mature in childhood, trace. 1 th.e starry course,

Astronomy, enamoured., centl>' led.

Through all the splend.i! labyrinths of heaven.
And taught tlice her sf.Uv-nd ^us laws; and clLth.ed

In all the XvcXx of fur sin.plicity,

Thv apt expresM n."

\-v. :.;>: 7-h:: Kennedy. 177;.— 10. A Third
7'. Mr. J.hn K.nnedy. 1--'. He c nunuui-
•:U letters t . the Royal Society, w! ioh^ are

rransac::ons. In 1^05 a very valu.aloe e litii n

..s published at Kdin' u-gh 1 y 1 'r. ];re'..>ter.

;!; n tes a!:d an appen bx, ti-.e v/b.^le adaptc-l

ite ^f the arts and scien.e=.

L tte?-s to t

L ttcr to th

ca ted also s

jirintcd in. th

of his lectur
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FERGUSSON, Roreut, an ingenious poet, like

his succes-or Hums, drew his dcM;eiit Ironi ilie coun-

try north of the Forth. His fiUher, William l-"ergus-

son. after serving an apprenticeship to a tradesman

in Aberdeen, and having married r;ii/.al)eth Forbes,

bv whom he h.id three chddren, removed, in 1746,

t ) Ldinlnirgh, where he was employed as a clerk by

several ma>ters in succes?io!i. It ajipears that the

father of the poet had himself in early life courted

the Muses, and was at all periods remarkable as a

man of ta•^le and ingenuity. When acting as clerk to

Messrs. Wardropand Peat.U]iholsterersin Carrubber's

Close, he framed a very useful book of rates; and he

eventually attained the respectable situation of ac-

countant to the British Linen Company, but whether

in its ultimate capacity of a bank has not been men-

tioned. I'revious to his arrival in Edinburgh he

had two M)ns and a daughter, born in the following

order: Henry, 1742; i^arbara.' 1744; John (who

seems to have died young), 1746. After removing

thither he had at least two other children, Robert,

born 1750. and Margaret," 1 753.

The subject of this memoir was born on the 17th

of October,^ '75°' ^"'^' ^^'^^ ^" exceedingly delicate

child. Owing to the state of his health, he was not

sent to .school till his sixth year, though it is likely

that his parents gave him a good deal of private in-

struction before that time. What renders this the

more prob.able is, that he had not been six months

under his first teacher (a Mr. Philp in Xiddry's

Wynd) when he was judged fit to be transferred to

the high-schoul, and entered in the first Latin class.

Here he went through the usual classical course of

four years, under a teacher named Gilchrist. What
degree of ])roficiency he might have attained under

(..rdinan.- circumstances it is impossible to determine;

but it is to be related to his credit, that, though fre-

([uently absent for a considerable period in conse-

(juence of bad health, he nevertheless kept fully

ahrea-.t of his companions, a temporary ap])lication

b.-ing sufncient t(j l)ring him uj) to any point which the

class had attained in his absence. At the same time

he acquireii. in the leisure of confinement, a taste for

general reading, and it ^ stated that tlie Lible was
his favourite bouk. A remarkable instance of the

\ ivid im[irc->-linns of which iiewas susceptible occurrefl

at an early jurl'id. In perusing the I'r^iverljs of

.'^ol.niujii one i<n>>age struck hi.^ infant mind with
jrjculiar firee; and hastening to his mother's ajiart-

ment in tear-, he bcsougiit her {0 chastise him. Sur-
prised at a reque-t so exlraordinar)-, she iixpiired the

eau.^e of it, w lien he exclaimed -"O mothei I he that

spareth the rod lialcth the child !''
.'->o ingenuous by

nature wa- the n;ind <;f this buy. and such the pure
source wlieiice liLs ymr.h ilrew instructions, which,
disregarded Iri! i:ot forgotten amid tin: gaieties of a
long Cdius-.: '.f dissipitiDn, at l.i^t nasserted in a fear-

ful manner th'ir inlluijnce over him.
l-'ergUsson finished Ids clenieiitary eiiucalion at the

graminar-stho .1 of Lundee, which he attended for

iwo year-. Mis ],areiits h.iij re-olved to educate' jiini

tor the I h irrh. a;id with tliil \;ew removed liiin in

!us thirteenlli }ear to the university of St. .Andrews,
w hi<.h he eiitcre 1 with t!;e ad\.u,t.ige of a buisarx',

end iwed by a Mr. I'ergUsson, for tjie beiietit of
\o;::,g rren ' f the same name. Here lii, abiiities re-

coiiDneii'le 1 hirn to t!ie notice of 1 )r. Wilkie. aiitlior

1 \^., .,,

-A)':.r.'

fMr, ]r

r Mr. a:

'.T, fr

lyMr=, li

S.;,,vnil.'vr, whi.!, a;.l---.r..

v,I, IM l:r,v.; l.-.'n th- 1 ,r!l,.

i .I'.- a'ov'j i, till; d.e.c eiv'.a

of the Epii^oniad, then professor of natural ])hiIo-

sophy, and it has even been said that learned person

maile choice of him to read his lectures to his class

when sickness or other causes prevented his own
performance of the duty. Dr. Irving ridicules the

idea of a youth of sixteen "mounting," as he expresses

it, "the professorial rostrum;" and besides the in-

adequacy of years, Fergusson ]50ssessed none of that

gravity of demeanour which was calculated to secure

the respectful attention of his compeers. His classi-

cal attainments were respectable, but for the austerer

branches of scholastic and scientific knowledge he
always expressed, with the petulance of a youth of

lively parts who did not wish to be subjected to the
lai)our of hard study, a decided contempt. Dr.
Wilkie's regards must therefore have been attracted

by other qualifications than those of the graver and
more solid cast—namely, by the sprightly humour and
uncommon powers of conversation for which Fergus-
son was already in a remarkable degree distinguished.

The story of his reading the lectures in public

arose from his having been employed to transcribe

them. Professor Vilant, in a letter to Mr. Inverarity

on this subject, says, "A youthful frolicsome exhi-

bition of your cncle first directed Dr. Wilkie's at-

tention to him, and he afterwards employed him one
summer and part of another in transcribing a fair

copy of his academical lectures." On the doctor's

death, in 1772, Fergusson showed his gratitude in

a poem dedicated to his memory. In this composi-
tion, which assumed the form of a Scottish eclogue,

Wilkie's success as an agricultural imjirover was not

forgotten. He had cultivated, with a very remark-
able degree of skill, a farm in the vicinity of St.

Andrews; and we must go back to the time when
our fathers were contented to raise small patches of

stunted corn here and there, on the uninclosed moor,
in order to appreciate fully the enterprise which
merited the youthful poet's compliment:

—

" Lang had the thrisdes and the dockans been
In use to wag their taps iipo' tlic green
W'hare now his bonny rigs de'.iglit the view.

And thriving hedges drink the cauler deu."

Among his fellow-students Fergusson was distin-

guished for vivacity and humour, and his poetical

talents soon began to display themselves on sulijccts

of local and occasional interest, in such a way as to

attract the notice both of his comjmnions and of their

teachers. We are warranted in concluding, that

the pieces to which he owed this celebrity were dis-

tinguished Ijy ])assages of no ordinary merit, for j)ro-

fessors are not a set of men upon whotii it is easy to

produce an impression. It is indeed said that the

youthful ]ioet chose the ready instrument of sarcasm

with which t(0 mcn'e their calm collecte<lr.ess; but if

tliis were true, tlie satire must have been of a ]'layful

j

nature; for, from all tliat lias appeared, these gentle-

j

men manifested notliing but kindly feelings towards

their pu])il, and he a corresiionding affection and re-

! spect for them. Besides the triliute which he ]iaid

to tlie memory of Wilkie, he wrote an elegy on the

deatli of Mr. Gregory, the jirofessor of mathematics.

I

in wliich, though the ]irevailing lone is that of re-

I

spectful regret, \ve probably have an example of t1ie

;

length to which he ventured in his satirical effusions.

I

r.ewailing the loss that the scietitific world had sus-

' tallied by the decease of this learned jierson, and

eiiumerating various instances of h;.s s,i'.;aei'}'. he

says, w ith irre])ressible waggery,

I

'
I'.y nun-.bers. too, he could di\ine

'I'iiat three times tliree just niarl.j \\y nine;

!

.Anothf.'r effusion f>f which iIk; occasion may lie re-

, f.rrc 1 to the time of Fergusson's alteu'.iance at college,
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is his elegy on John Hogg, porter to the university;

in this i)iece he alludes with some humour to the

unwillingness with which he was wont to quit his

comfortable bed in a morning after some frolic,

when that functionary was sent to summon him he-

fore the college tribunal. The familiarity of the old

door-keei)er, together with the demi- professorial

stram of his admonitions, is not unhappily portrayed

in the stanza

—

' When I had lx;en fu' luith to rise,

John then begude to moralize

—

' The tithcr nap—the shiggard cries,

And turns him roimd;
S.ie spak auld Solomon the wise,

Divine profound!'"

If Fergussoa thus remembered in a kindly manner
the species of intercourse wliich his exploits had ren-

dered necessary between him and the servants of the

luiiversity, they seem on their part to have cherished

a corresponding degree of partiality for him. Mr.

James Inverarity, a nephew of the poet, had the

curiosity to ask one of them if he recollected Robert

Fergusson. "Bob Fergusson !" exclaimed the man;
"that I do I Many a time I've put him to the door

—ah, he was a tricky callant; but," he added, "a
line laddie for a' that." lie seemed to feel great

jileasure in the recollection of so lively and so amiable

a boy.

While at college the young poet used to put in

j')ractice a frolic which marks the singular vivacity

of his character. Whenever he received a remittance
tVom his friends at E-.linburgh, he hung out the

money in a little bag attached by a string to the end
of a pole fixed in his window; and there he would
let it dangle for a wh )le day in the wind. He is

supposed to have done this jiartly from puerile exul-

tation in the possession of his wealth, and partly by
way of making a bravado in the eyes of his com-
panions; among whom, no doubt, the slenderness of
iheir funds and the failure of supplies would be fre-

quent subjects of raillery.

Mis talents of mimicry were great, and his sportive
Innnour was ever too exul^erant, and sometimes led
him to overstep the bounds of justifiable indulgence.
"An instance of this," says Mr. Tennant in the Edin-
l>ur:^h LitcTary fo:<nial (Xo. 164), "was communi-
cated to me by the late Rev. Dr. James Brown, his

fellow-student at St. Andrews, who was also a poet,^

and who, from kindred delights and svmpathies, en-
joyed much of Fergusson's society. (Jn the afternoon
of a college holiday they took a walk together into
the country, and after perambulating many farms,
and tripping with fraternal glee over field and hil-

lock, they at last, being desirous of a little rest, be-
thought themselves of calling at a small farmhouse,
ox pendicle, as it is name 1. on the king's nuiirs of
Denino. They ajjproached the house and were
kindly invite 1 to a seat by tlie rustic and honest-
hearted family. A frank and unceremonious con-
versation immediately took place, in the course
of which it was discovered that a voung person, a
member of the family, was lying ill of fever. The
])layful Fergus-on instantly tf.iok it into his head to
])rofess liimsjlf a meilical jiractitioner;—he started
10 his feet, begged to be shown t') the sick-bed; ap-
proached, and fell the jnilse of the patient; assumed
a serious air; jiut the usual pathological interroga-
tories; and pronounced his opinion with a pomp and
dignity worthy of a true doctor of physic. In short,

' " Pr. Brown, who was for thirlv years rector oii a cr:nsi,Ier-
aole pa:-.-h m t!ie neighbourhoo 1 ,.f I.m„,;,,„. w.,., the author of a
1- .em called Britain /-'r,-.v;-:v,7. wriifn al.o.it 1707. in refer-
e:i, e to. and co:n:nen Jation of, Mr. I'iu'j ['l.in of i-'olicv, taen

-'pled.

he personated Iiis assumed character so perfectly,

that his friend Brown, though somewhat vexed, was
confounded into silent admiration of his dexterity.

On leaving the house, liowever, Mr. Brown expostu-
lated with him on the indefensibility of practising so

boldly on the simplicity of an imsuspecting family,

and of misleading their conceptions as to the cure of
the distemper, by a .stratagem, on which, however
witty, neither of tliem could congratulate themselves."
The impulse of the moment seems to have been

at all times irresistible with Fergusson, without any
dread or consideration of the consequences which
his levity might ])roduce. His voice being good, he
was requested, oftener than was agreeable to him,
to officiate as precentor at ])rayers. His wicked wit

suggested a method of getting rid of the distasteful

employment, which he did not scruple to put in prac-

tice, though there was great danger that it would
incense the heads of the college against him. It is

customary in the .Scottish churches for persons whu
are considered to be in a dangerous state of illness

to request tlie prayers of the congregation, which it

is the duty of the jirecentor publicly to intimate.

One morning when Fergusson occupied the desk,
he rose up, and, with the solemnity of tone usual
upon such occasions, jironounced—"Remember in

prayer, , a young man (then present) of
whoin, from the sudden effects of inebriety, there ap-
pears but small hope of recovery."

A proceeding so inflec<jr(jus could not Init Ijc

frowned upon by the professors; and another i)ici-

dent, which it was still less in their power to over-

look, soon occurred. The circumstances a'tending
the expulsion of the poet from the university have
occasioned some controversy, and we therefoi'e deem
it best to give the account drawn up in iSoi l:>y Dr.
Hill, and attested by Professor \'ilant, \\ho wa-
unable from sickness to do more at that time than
affix his name to it. "Mr. Xicholas Vilant," says

this document, "professor of mathematics, the onlv
person now in the university who was then a mem-
ber of it, declares, that in the year 1767, as he re-

collects, at the first institution of the prizes given 1)_\-

the Earl of Kinnoul, late chancellor of this univer-

sity, there was a meeting one night, after the deter-

mination of the jjrizes (or that year, of the wiiMiers

in one room of the united college, and a meeting of

the losers in another room at a small distance; that,

in consequence of some communication between tlie

winners and the losers, a scufile arose, wliich was
reported to the masters of the college, and th.at

Robert Fergusson and some others who had at'ipeared

the most active were expelled; but that liie next

day, or the day thereafter, they were all received

back into the college upon jiromises of good beh.av-

iourfor the future.'' Dr. Wilkie's intercessi'ins were
exerted on this occasion in behah'" of tlie]''>et; n^r
are we to su'ijiose that tlie coniial co-opt-rnt;' -n :

others was wanting, for Mr. Iiiverarity a~~i:res i>

that in Mr. \"ilant, Fergu-son ha
and judicious tiirector of ]ii> stu-

this transaction atTords a jiro.if tl

ever might be his in(li>creiii'ii-

tiny or disresj^ectful coiiiUict, r

noxious to ti.e liead> of the i

that been the ca-e, it is to l.j
]

have availed theinsL-h'e- "t liii

demical discii'Iine to in:ike g' ." 1 his exjiul-ion. I;',

therefore, the fir.-t asj^ii-atii ms ol liis muse were em-
])loved in satirical eil'ii-ions again>t his iiis'iuctor.-.

it must have been with an aliseiice of all bittenie-.-.

and in a \"ein ol plea-antry which was not meant to

be. and did \\-<\ pro\-e. oiTcii-ive.

Of the p.- 'gros:^ made i .y Fergus^jn in hi^ studi-.:
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we have no means of forming a very exact estimate.

"He performed," says Dr. Ir%ing, "with a sufiicient

share of applause, the various exercises which the

niles of his college prescribed." \cl it is acknow-

ledged that he found more pleasure in the active

sports of youth, and in social enjoyment, than in

habits of recluse study. His time, however, does

not seem to have been spent without some plans of

more serious application. A book which belonged

to him, entitled ./ Dihiuf of tlu- Church Gozcrtimait,

F^nlh, H\>rshtp, and Spirit ofliu- Prcshyta-ians, is pre-

served; tlie blank leaves of this volume were de-

voted by him to the somewhat incongruous purpose

of receiving scraps of speeches, evidently the germs

of a pl.ay which he meditated writing. Another

dramatic scheme of his assumed a more decided

shape; he tinished two acts of a tr.igedy, founded on

the aclujvements .and fxte of .Sir William Wallace,

but ab.indoued the undertaking, having seen another

j)lay on the same subject, and being afraid that his

own might be considered a plagiarism. Probably

b )th productions were of a commoni^lace descrip-

tion; and the poet, perceiving the flatness of that

of which he was not the author, and conscious of the

simil.irity of his own, relinquished an undertaking to

which his abilities certainly were not equal. It has

been observed, that the choice of the subject affords

an evidence of P'ergusson's judgment; inasmuch as

the t'.it J of the illustrious .Scottish hero, together with

his disinterested patriotism and l)ravery, supply a

mucli more eligible theme for the tragical muse, than

the <leaths of .Macbeth, Richard HI., Pizarro, or any

other tyrant of ancient or modern times, whose ca-

ta-itrophes. being nothing more than the vengeance

due to their crimes, cannot excite those sympatlietic

feelings that arise only from the contemplation of

suffering virtue. This would be very justly said

if it were true tliat the success of a dramatic author

depends upon his enlisting tlie aj)probation of the

au iicnce in behalf of his hero. J5ut the case is

v.-iilcly dilfercnt. A view of human nature under
the intluence of some ])Owerful emotion, witli which
mankind in general are not familiar, seems to be
wh.it is mainly reipiired. .All men are not acquainted

witli the workings of an ambitiinis and wicked heart;

and hence, when the tyrant is exliibited before them,
t icy learn something that is new and sur])ri^ing, and
the -kill of the jjuet meets with its pr(jj)onionate

mec! ot a])|)I.iuse. liut there are 'icv;, indeed, who
have not considered from their )<iuth up the cliar-

acter of a great i).itriol like W:dlace; their admira-
\\ t\\ and j)ity h:ive been be.->ti)\ved ii])()n him from
their teivlere.it year-^, and tliere is noihing left fir

]r)ctry to effect. .Nor was the geniu^ (jf f'ergusson

titte 1 f'lr the delineation of a majestic characler.

lb; had a fun 1 of luini'iur, an a;^reea!)le gaietv, hut

ivit much reach of j.a-M (U or of feeling. In lu> I'^ng-

iidi blank ver^e^ there i-; n-i ^t.ilely llow ii'ii- clev;i-

li'iii of ^.entiineiit. His mind, inurL-iiver, djrl not

p M^e-s ^trengtli sufficient to aeconipli>li niDie than
can i<e done in a series of occasional verges; lie had
n .; a- much rcs'ilution to carry him thiMUgh the

.1 :<:e~-iM!i nf efforts necessary fir the conipleli'in of

a 'Irani.itic [loem; and, on tli'.- whole, we see no occa-
s; ):i '-itii'-r tor surjjri^e or rejret that he never ])er-

fe^t- I h:s thipl act.

\Shi' wen- the reasons fir PergUss. .!i abar.doning
h. s :; i'i.in;.:il ijareer is nowliere inenlione 1. l'i(j-

b'.'.'y I.'- li.- i no great iieart fir the ]/rofess;on to

v.-:i.'_:i t,'- ha 1 li—:ii de-tined, and was iireveiiled by
want of p'.-i i-.niary means from jmrsuing his stmlics

willi a v;ew t. any other. When the term of his

bur-:iry ••..y.U) 1. v.hi, h was at tile en.l of four year,.

he qintted .'-t. ,\p.'lre-.vs, and retmned to Pdiiibuii'h,

to his mother's house, his father having died two
years before. I lere, if his prospects were not gloomy,
his plans were unsettled, and never took any decided

aim for his settlement in life. The profession of a

teacher has been resorted to by many who liave

acquired some learning, but whose narrow circum-

stances did not allow them to aspire to more pleas-

ant and profitable employments; and, even after

qualifying themselves for superior oftlces, numbers^
of young men, failing to obtain the reward of their

labours, fall back upon that humbler means of ob-

taining a subsistence. But for the patient duties of

a schoolmaster Fergusson's ardent tem]ierament

completely disqualified him, and probably he never
thought of the alternative. The study of medicine
was suggested to him; but this was no less distaste-

ful, for to .such vivid nervous excitement was he
liable, that he could not read the descri}>tion of a

disease without imagining that his own frame felt

its symptoms.
After some time spent in vain hope that some

opening would present itself, he paid a visit to Mr.
John Forbes, a maternal uncle, near Aberdeen, who,
being in easy circumstances, was expected to do
something for hi= nephew. That gentleman, accord-

ing to the usual account, entertained him for some
time, hoping, perhaps, that after a reasonalde stay,

such as the hospitality of an uncle's roof might war-
rant, he would take his leave and give him no farther

trouble. But time slipped on, and Fergusson still

continued his guest. At last the habiliments of the

dependent relative began to grow somewhat shabby,

and an intimation was conveyed to him that he was
no longer fit to apj^ear at Mr. Forbes's talile. The
indignant j^oet immediately retired to an ale-house

in the neighbourhood, where he penned a letter tiill

of resentment of the usage he had received. This

remonstrance produced some little effect, for his

uncle sent him, by a messenger, a few shillings to

bear his charges to Edinburgh. He jierformed the

journey on foot, and returned to his mother's house
so worn out with fatigue, and overwhelmed with

mortification, that he fell into a serious illness. In
a fev/ days his strength of body revived, and he re-

gained sufficient composure of mind to exjiress his

vexation in a poem, entitled The Decay of J-'riciidshif,

and his grounds for jihilosopliic resignation in another,

A'^ainst Repining at Fortinic. These pieces exhibit

some fluency of versification, but do not breathe any
poetic fire. In the first he bewails tlie ingratitude

of man, and, according to ancient usage, determines

to resort to some solitary shore, there to disclose

his griefs to the murmuring surge, and teach the

hollow caverns to resound his woes. In the second

he declares that he was able to conteni])late the

gorgeous vanity of state with a cool disdain, and
alter reasoning the matter on the inadecpiacy of wealth

to ])roeure happiness, concludes that virtue is the

sacred source of permanent and heartdelt s:;tisfacti<in

— a fact, the truth of which is so very gciu rally ac-

knowledged, that the statement and eliici<lation of

it is no longer considered to constitute jioetiy.

d'he l)elia\iour of Mr. I'Vn-lies in the in:ittcr just

relateil has been reprobated as ungenerous in the

extreme. Put it seems (piestionable wluther the
ciMisure be merited in its full extent. P.vei}- man is,

no doubt, bound to assist his fellow-men, :ind more
]i:iilicular!_\' those who are connected with his own
lanr.ly, or have other claims to hi.s ])atroiiage, as far

as lies in his pouer. Put it is dilTicull to fix the
limits to V. liich his exertions ought, in any jiarticular

ca-e, to be carried. It may seem very clear to every

[

one at the jiresent day that Pergusse>n was a man of

j

genius, and ought to liave been proiuoled to some
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office which might have conferred independence, at

the same time that it left him leisure for the cultiva-

tion of hi-s literary talents. This was, however, by
no means so apparent at the period to which we refer,

nor perhaps at any future period during the poet's

lifetime. He presented himself in his uncle's house

an expectant of favour; but his expectations might

not, to any ordinary-minded person, appear very rea-

sonable, lie was a young man that had addicted

himself to the jjrofitless occupation of rhyming (who
couUl tell he was to render himself eminent by it?)

;

he could not submit his mind to common business,

and had aversions, that did not appear to rest on very

feasible foundations, to certain employments which
were proposed to him : and when we consider to

how close a scrutiny it is reasonable that those who
solicit patronage should be prepared to submit, it

does not seem wonderful that he should have been
regarded as a young man who was disposed to re-

main idle, and that his friends should have been dis-

couraged from using their influence in behalf of one
who did not seem willing to do what he could for

himself. We know few of the circumstances that

took place during Fergusson's residence with his

uncle, and it is unjust to deal out reproaches so much
at random.
Some time after his return to Edinburgh, Fergus-

son obtained employment as a copyist of legal papers,

in the office of the commissary clerk of Edinburgh;
a situation miserably inferior to his talents, but

which his straitened circumstances and his total want
of an aim in life compelled him to accept. With
the exception of some months devoted to similar

duties at the sheriff-clerk's office, he spent, in this

humble employment, the remainder of his brief and
unhappy life. The change from the one office to

the other seems to have been dictated purely by that

desire of an alternation of misery, which caused the

soldier who suffered under flagellation to cry first

"strike high," and then "strike low." Having ex-

jjerienced some trouble from the fretful temper of the

deputy commissary clerk, Mr. Abercromby, under
whom he performed his drudgery, he sought relief

in the other office ; but finding worse evils there in

the painful nature of the sheriff's duties as an enforcer
of executions, he speedily solicited re-admission to

his former place, and was glad to obtain it. It is

generally supposed that Fergusson's employment
involved the study of law, and that in that lay the
un})leasantness of his situation. But in reality, the
study of law, allowing it to be as dry as several of
Fergusson's biographers have represented it, and as

unsuitable as they have supposed to the mercurial
genius of a poet, would have been absolutely a daily
delight of the highest kind, compared to the monoto-
nous duties of perpetual transcription, which formed
in reality the extent of the poet's professional la-

bours.

This wretched drudgery, however, was relieved
in two ways. Fergusson, during the whole period
of his residence in Edinburgh as a clerk or copyist,
wrote more or less poetry almost even,' clay. At the
same time he sjient a part of almost every evening
in those convivial regalements with which the citizens
of Edinburgh of all classes were then accustomed to
solace themselves after the drudgery of the day.
The mind of the poet was partly directed to Eng-

lish clas>ical models : he wrote pastorals and dia-
logues, in the manner of Tope, Shenstonc, and
Sumerville; but these are mere exhibitions of lan-
gu.ige, totally uninspired by the least force or origi-
nality ot ideas, and would now wear}' even the mo^t
patient anticiuary in the perusal. P^ortunatelv lie

also adventured upon the course lately left vacant liv
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Ramsay, and there found themes for which his genius

was better adapted. The humours and peculiarities

of social life in the ancient city of Edinburgh attracted

his attention, and became in his hands the materials

of various specimens of Scottish poetry, which far

surpassed the similar poems of Ramsay, and are but
little inferior to those of Burns. In his Leith Races,

77te A'isinj^ and Siting of the Session, Caiiler Oysters,

and The Kiui^s Birth-day, there is a power of hum-
orous description which at once stamps him as a

poet of superior genius, even if the nervous sense of

his Braid Clailh, Caiiler Water, and other poems
upon general subjects, and the homely grace of his

T'armcr's Ingle, which describes in the most vivid

and genuine colours a scene worthy of the highest

efforts of the muse, had not placed him still more
unequivocally in that rank. The language employed
by Fergusson is much more purely Scottish than

that of Burns, and he uses it with a readiness and
ease in the highest degree pleasing. He has not the

firm and vigorous tone of Burns, but more softness

and polish, such as might have been expected from
his gentler and perhaps more instructed mind. The
poet chiefly wrote these effusions for a periodical

work, entitled Ruddirnaii's Weekly Magazine, where
they attracted a considerable share of public atten-

tion, not only in Edinburgh but throughout the
country.

The convivialities of Fergusson have been generally

described as bordering on excess, and as characteriz-

ing himself in particular, amidst a population gene-
rally sober. The real truth is, that the poor poet
indulged exactly in the .same way, and in general to

the same extent, as other young men of that day.

The want of public amusements, the less general

taste for reading, and the limited accommodations
of private houses in those days, led partly to a
practice which, as already mentioned, prevailed

among all orders of people in Edinburgh of frequent-

ing taverns in the evening for the sake of relaxation

and exercise of the intellect. The favourite haunt of
Robert Fergusson, and many other persons of his

own standing, was Lucky Middlemass's tavern in the

Cowgate, which he celebrates in his poem on Caaler
Oysters. One of the individuals who almost nightly

enjoyed his company there, communicated to the

present writer, in 1827, the following particulars re-

specting the extent and nature of their convivi-

alities :

—

"The entertainment almost invariably consisted

of a few boards of raw oysters, porter, gin, and
occasionally a rizzared [dried] haddock, which was
neither more nor less than what formed the evening
enjoyments of most of the citizens of Eciinburgli.

The best gin was then sold at about five shillings a

gallon, and accordingly the gill at Luckv Middle-
mass's cost only threepence. The whole clebaueli of

the young men seldom came to more than sixpence

or sevenpence. Mr. S distinctly recollects that

Fergusson always seemed unwilling to spend any
more. They generally met at eight o'clock, and
rose to depart at ten ; but Fergusson was sometimes
prevailed upon to outsit his friends, Ijy olher persons

who came in later, and, f)r the sake of his company,
entreated him to join them in iiirther jxitations.

The humour of his conversation, which was in itself

the highest treat, fixMjuently turned upon the otM
and obnoxious characters who then abounde<l in the

town. In the case, hi)\vever, of the latter, he never

permitted his satire to become in the least rancorous.

He generally contented himself with conceivir.g

tltcm in ludicrous or awkward situations, such, for

instance, as their .going home at night, and having
their clotb.es bleached bv an impure ablution Ironi
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the garrets—a verj- common occurrence at that time,

and the mention of which was sufficient to awaken
the sympathies of all present."

The personal appearance of the poet is thus de-

scribed by the same informant:— "In stature Fergus-

son was about five feet nine, slender and handsome.

His face never exhibited the least trace of red, but

w.as perfectly and uniformly pale, or rather yellow.

He had all the appearance of a person in delicate

health; and Mr. S remembers that, at last, he

could not eat raw oysters, but was compelled l>y the

weakness of his stomach to ask for them pickled.

His forehead was elevatcil, and his whole countenance

open and pleasing. He wore his own fair brown
hair, with a long massive curl along each side of the

head, and terminating in a queue, dressed with a

black silk riband. His dress was never very good,

but often much fade<I, and the white thread stockings

which he generally wore in preference to the more
common kind of gray worsted, he often permitted

to become considerably soiled before changing them."

The following anecdote has been related for the

puq>ose of showing the irksomeness of the poet

under his usual avocations. In copying out the

extract of a deed, one forenoon, he blundered it two
ditTerent times, and was at length oljliged to abandon
the task without completing it. On returning in

the evening he found that the extract had been
much wanted, and he accordingly sat down with

great reluctance to attemjit it a third time. He had
not, however, half accomplished his task, when he

cried out to his office companion that a thought had
just struck him, which he would instantly put into

verse, and carry to Ruddiman's i\[a;^azinc (on the eve

of publication), but that he would instantly return and
complete the extract. He immediately scrawled

out the fjllowing stanza on one Thomas Lancashire,

wiio, after acting the gravedigger in Hamlet, and
other such characters, on the Edinburgh stage, had
set up a public-house, in which he died :

—

"-Mas, poor Tom! how oft, with merry heart,

Have we beheld thee pl:iy the .sexton's part

!

Kach coTTiic heart mu>t now he grieved to see

Tlie se.xtjn's dreary part performed on thee.'

On his return towards the office he called at the

shop of his friend Sommers, paintseller and glazier,

in the I'arliament Close, where he found a boy read-

ing a poem on creation. Tiiis circumstance furnished

him with the point of another ejngram, which he
immediately scnl^iblcd down, and left for Mr. Som-
mers's |)erusal. Thfse ])rocfedings occupied him
about twenty minutes, and lie then returned to his

dnidgery.

Uniform tradition, and every other testimony,

ascribe tf) I'ergu^^ou an excellent voice, and a mo-,t

captivating maimer of singing tlie simple melodies

of his native country. His J>ir/:s of Iia'crmav long

survived in the recollection of his associates as a

musical gem of the fir-t lustre. The following anec-

dote, communicated by his l)iogra|(!ier Sommers, at

once [)roves his vocal ]iowers and rellects a light

upon his character. "In one of liis convivial frolics

lie laid a wager with some of lii-, a>sf)ciates that, if

they wo'.il I furni-h him with a certain number of

])ri;ited ballads (no matter what kind), he would
underlr.ke to di-])o.^e of them as a street sin^^er in the

cour-e of two hours. The bet was laid, and next
evening, l.'-i:ig in the month of Xovcmber, a large

bundle of Ij.illads were procure<l for hitn. He
wrapi)'-d liiin-'-If in a shabby greatcoat, put (Jti an
old M_rau li .vig, .nnd m thi- 'i;>gui-ed form comnu-nccd
his adventure at tlie weigh-liouse, head of the \Ve-.t

r> )W. In his g"i:ig (!mwii the I.awnmarkel and
Higli Street, he had the address to collect ureal

multitudes around him, while he amused them with

a variety of favourite Scottish songs, by no means
such as he had ballads for, and gained the wager by
disposing of the whole collection. He waited on
his companions by eight o'clock that evening, and
spent with them in mirthful glee the produce of his

street adventure."

Fergusson's disposition led him into many frolics;

of which the following instances are recounted. His
landlord happened to be a man very much given to

intemperance, at the same time that he aspired to

all the honours of a saint. One night he attempted
to perform family worship in a state of complete in-

toxication, when, to his inconceivable horror, every
sentence of his prayer was echoed by some unseen
being at no great distance. Confounded with drunken
terror, he ordered his family to retire, and tak cnva

the btiiks. It was Fergusson who thus alarmed him
from a neighbouring closet. Afterwards the poor
man gave his family an impressive lecture on the

necessity of their improving their ways, as lie felt

certain that something serious was about to befall

them. He even unbosomed his own conscience to

the w^aggish cause of all his terrors, and received,

with marks of extreme contrition, the absolution

which Fergusson administered to him in considera-

tion of his repentance. On another occasion Fer-

gusson went, with some companions, to the door of

a similar zealot, and began to whine forth a psalm in

burlesque of the hypocritical habits (as he considered

them) of those within. With even less justifiable

thoughtlessness, he once threw into the open window
of a Cjlassite meeting-house a paper, on which he
had inscribed some lines in imitation of the manner
in which they were pleased to perform theirdevotions.

A more innocent frolicwasas follows: having procured
a sailor's dress, he dressed himself in it, assumed a

huge stick, and sallying out, paid a round of visits to

his acquaintances. He was so effectually disguised

that few or none of them knew him; and by throwing
forth hints of some of their former indiscretions, he
so much surprised them that they imputed his know-
ledge to divination. By this means he procured from
many of them such a fund of information as enabled
him to give them a greater sur]irise when he resumed
the genuine character of Kobby Fergusson. For in

the sailor's habit he informed them of many frailties

and hidings, which they imagined it impossilde for

any one of his ajJiiearance to know ; and in the

habit of Robby Fergusson he divulged many things

which they believed none but the ragged sailor was
acfpiainted with. Fergusson's ])ower of mimicry
was indeed admirable, and he di.sjilayed a consider-

able turn for acting in general. Towards the end
of his life he was the very life and soul rjf a jiarlicu-

lar si)outing clab to which he attached himself.

In the circle of his acquaintance, though it ex-

tended tlirouoh nearly ail ranks of society, he had
few more respectalile friends than Mr. NVoods, a

distinguished player long established in lulinburgh.

Woods was a ninn of wit, taste, and gooii sense, to

which good (iiialilies he added a jirudence (jf con-

duct, in which it is Im be \vi>lied that the ])oel had
uniformly imitated him. Through the inilucnce of

Mr. \\'ooll-^, and in con>iderati()n ])erhaps of occa-

sional poetical ser\ices, he enjoyed a free a<lniission

to the theatre, of which he took n(;t unfrecpient

ailvantage. To quote a memorandum which has
been sup]ilied to us on this subject :

—"He always
^at in the ccmlral box, (lenoniinated the .Shakspeare

box ; and his morle of exjiressing a])probation in

comic ])erforinances was very singular. Instead of

clajifiing his hands, or using any exclamations, he
Used to show how much he \\as delighted by raising
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his right hand clenched above his head, and bringing

it down emphatically on the front of the box, with

a sweeping blow."

His brother Henry, who was eight years older

than himself, had before this period been obliged by

some youthful indiscretions to go to sea. Henry

was a youth of considerable acquirements and in-

genuity, and in particular had an extraordinary taste

for fencing. Some letters are extant which tlie

young sailor addressed to his mother and brother,

and they certainly display powers of mind and haljits

of reflection which, if discovered on shipboard, must

have astonished his superiors. Apparently quite

tired of the hopeless drudgery of his office, and per-

haps impelled by more pressing considerations,

Robert Fergusson at one time contemplated the

course of life now pursued by his brother, the wild

dangers of which might have some charm to a poet's

breast. He thus humorously alludes to his design

in an epigram:

—

"Fortune and Bob, e'er since his birth.

Could never yet agree;

She fairly kicked him from the earth,

To try his fate at sea."

He was not destined, however, to execute this resolu-

tion.

In 1773 Fergusson's poems were collected from

the IVt-c'Hv Magazine into one volume; but it does

not appear that the poet reaped any pecuniary benefit

from the publication. It is proljable, indeed, that

this admired son of genius never realized a single

shilling by his writings.

For a brief number of years Fergusson led the

aimless life which we have endeavoured to describe,

obtaining the means of a scanty subsistence by a ser-

vile and unworthy drudgery, and cheering his leisure

moments with mingled intellectual exertion and con-

vivial dissipation. To many persons he was recom-

mended by his fascinating conversation, his modesty,

and his gentle and affectionate character. Of these,

however, with but one exception, there were none
who either felt called upon, or had it in their power,

to advance his worldly fortunes. That exception

was a Mr. Burnet, who, becoming mucli attached to

the poet at Edinburgh, was afterwards enabled to

send him a draught for a hundred pounds from

India, with an invitation to come thither, in order

to experience still more solid and lasting proofs of

his friendship. Even of this single ray of kindness

from his fellowmen the poor poet was destined to

reap no advantage, being dead before the money and
the invitation arrived. The unhappy youth con-

tinued, so long as his mind was sensible of anything,

to feel that, witli powers which elevated him above

most of his fellows, and were likely to make him l)e

remembered when all of them were forgotten, he yet

ate every day a bitterer and a scantier meal, and
moiled on and on in hopeless poverty, at once the

instrument and the victim of their pleasures.

Early in the year 1774, when his frame was pe-

culiarly exposed by the effects of a certain medicine

to cold, he was induced to accompany some gentle-

men, who were interested in an election business, to

one of the eastern counties of Scotland. It is no
uncommon tiling for cold, contracted under such
circumstances, to produce mental derangement; and
such was the melancholy destiny of Fergusson ! Be-
ing involved in the riotous scenes of the election,

he easily caught the baneful distemper, the effects

of which were quite as mucli mental as physical.

While in this disordered state he happened one day
to wander into the churchyard, wliere he was soon
after accosted by the venerable John Brown, author

of many well-known works in divinity, and who
exercised the humble but respectable functions of a

dissenting clergyman in the town. After a few
trivial remarks had passed between them, Mr. Brown
was led by the nature of the scene to advert to the

mortality of man, observing that in a short time they

would soon be laid in the dust, and that therefore it

was wise to prepare for eternity. To Mr. Brown
the conversation seemed the most casual and unim-

portant that could well be. But such were not its

effects. In the present state of the poet's mind his

early religious impressions were fast reviving, and
while the penalties of folly wrung his nerves, his

thoughts wandered back over his misspent and un-

prosperous life. Upon a mind so prepared the acci-

dental remarks of the divine (who did not even know
who he was) sunk as deep as if they had been im-

printed in characters of fire. He returned home an
altered and despairing man.
One of his intimate friends, who met him in

March, 1774, a short time after this event, found

him somewhat tranquillized, but still in a very pre-

carious state. The poor bard gave an account of the

excesses which had lately produced such dreadful

effects, and spoke with terror of what would be
unavoidable in the event of a relapse—confinement
in the common asylum for insane persons. He also

introduced the subject of religion, and conversed
with much earnestness on some of its fundamental
doctrines. " Upon a particular occasion, which he
specified, he said a Mr. Ferrier, at or near St. An-
drews, had alarmed and rather displeased him by
maintaining what are usually denominated the ortho-

dox tenets of our Scottish creeds : and Fergusson
appeared to differ, in a very considerable degree,

from the commonly received notions on these sub-

jects. He did not seem to be satisfied of the ne-

cessity of the fall of man, and of a mediatorial sac-

rifice for human iniquity ; and he questioned, with

considerable boldness, the consistency of such doc-

trines with the attributes of divine wisdom and good-

ness. At the same time, however, he confessed the

imperfect nature of the human intellect, and the un-

fathomable depth of all such inquiries. This is the

only gleam of infidelity which ever seems to have

diminished the fearful gloom of superstitious terror:

no consoling rays of genuine religion charmed his

bosom; no sounds of peace gladdened his heart, and

enabled him to sustain, with fortitude and calmness,

the sorrows which oppressed him. He anticipated
' the last peal of the thunder of heaven ' as the voice

of eternal vengeance speaking in wrath, and con-

signing him to irremediable perdition."'

After having partially recovered from his disorder,

his mind is said to have received another shock from

the following incident :

—

"In the room adjoining to that in which he slept

was a starling, which being seized one night liy a cat

that had found its way down the chimney, awakened
Mr. Fergusson by the most alarming screams.

Having learned- the cause of the alarm, he began

seriously to reflect how often he, an accountable

and immortal being, had in the hour of iiUemperance

set death at defiance, though it was thus terrible, in

reality, to an unaccountai)le and sinless creature.

This 'brought to his recollection the conversation of

the clergyman, whicli, aided by the solemnity of

midnight, wrought his mind up to a pitch of remorse

that almost borclcred on frantic despair. Sleep now
forsook his eyelids; and he rose in the morning, not

as he had formerly done, to mix again with the

1 PeterkiiiV LifcofFc7-^usscn, prefixed to London cdilion

of his pocnis, iboy.
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social and the gay, but to be a recluse from society,

and to allow the remembrance of his past follies to

prey upon his vitals. All his vivacity now forsook

him; tliose lips which were formed to give delight

were closed as by the hand of death, and on his

countenance sat horror plumed!"'
It is probably to this period that we are to refer

two anecdotes which have been related as giving

the first proofs of a decided craze in his understand-

ing. Mr. Tennant, in an article which has been

already (juotcd, says:
— "It is difficult, even in sane

persons, to determine where wit ends and temporary

reeling of the imagination begins; and in the case of

Fergusson, whose conceptions were ever so vivid,

and whose wit was so fant.astical and irregular, it

was ditlicult for his friends to discriminate between

his wit and his madness—to set a boundar>--line be-

tween those of his days that were but frolicsome and

funny, and those that were desperately and invariably

delirious. The first occurrence that .startled his

comrades, and put them in alarm for the safety of

his understanding, took place one day in the High
Street of lulinburgh, when Mr. B , one of his

friends (who, I believe, is .still alive), was standing

engaged in conversation with a knot of acquain-

tances. Fergusson came nmning up, apparently in

a state of high perturbation ; and, accosting them
familiarly, as he was wont, acquainted them that,

confused and perturl)ed as he was, it was a marvel

that they saw him alive that day at all. On ques-

tioning him, with a desire that he should ex])lain

himself, he informed them that on the night before

he had met with some Irish students in the street,

with whom he had an altercation that led to a
quarrel; that they scuffied and buffeted each other
furiously ; that the combat deepened to deadly
ferocity, wiien one of them, the bloodiest homicide
of the troop, at last drew out a cutlass, with which
he smote off his head at one IjIow; that his head
ran down the strand trembling and streaming blood
for many paces; that had it not been for his presence
of min<l he must infallibly have been a dead man;
but that, running instantly after the he.-id, decapitated
as he was, he snatched it up, and re])laced it so
nicely on its former ])osition, that the parts coalesced,
and no man could discover any vestiges of decapita-
tion. This story was told with such wild looks and
extravagant gesticulation as impressed the hearers
with the sus])icion that his mind had shifted from its

wonted 'form and pressure;' a suspicion that was
afterwards fully confirmed \>y otiier more decided
and unfortunate indications.''

The other anecdote, which indicates a more ad-
vanced stage of insanity, is as f.lKnvs:— Mr. Woods,
of the Theatre Royal, on(' d.iy met him at the bottom
of -St. .Anne Street, under the North iSri-lge (a street
which doe-i not now exist i, and f juivI liim in a very
disordered state. "I have ju.t,'' said Kergusson in

a confidential tone, "made a nio>i important dis-

covery." On Mr. Wood, inquiring what it was, lie

answered, "I have fiuiid out one of tlie reprobates
w!io crucified our Saviour; and in order to hrin"
him to proper ])Uni>linient I am gonig to lo.l.'e an
int'ormation agauist him with Lord Kaiiw,.'' He
then walked off towanK tlie residence of that dis-
t;n:;'ai>li-fl i)liil</so])lier and judge.

I-.ven from this second sliock liis rea-on was be-
ginning to recover, when all was thrown into tenf)l(l
di^orcjc-r l.y a fall wliich he met with one evening in

descending a stair. Having mt his iiead s,.verelv,

he lo.t a great deal of l,!ood, and was carried home

' T.iff; }.y Mr. Invr-r.-.rity, la Gl-iy's S!</f!,i;:cnt to the I'.n-
cyci f'a-.ita L>nCii):n:.a.

to his mother's house in a state of delirium, and
totally insensible of his deplorable condition. His
reason seemed to be now in a great measure de-

stroyed. He passed nights and days in total abstin-

ence from food, sometimes muttering dolefully to

himself, and at other times so outrageous that it

required the strength of several men to keep him in

his bed. Occasionally he sang his favourite melodies,

but in a style of pathos and tenderness such as lie

had never before reached. In particular, he chanted
The Birks of Invcrtnay with such exquisite melody,
that those who heard his notes could never forget the

sound. While in this state, probably anticipating

that miserable catastrophe which soon after happened,
he burned all his manuscripts, remarking, when the

task was done, "I am satisfied; I feel some consola-
tion in never having written anything against re-

ligion." Like Collins he now used but one book,
but he probably felt, with that unfortunate bard,
"that it was the best." It is needless to mention
that this sole companion of his moody hours was the
Bible.

The circumstances of his widowed mother were
not, unfortunately, of such a kind as to enable her to

keep her son, and procure for him the attendance
necessary for his malady in her own house. She
was, therefore, compelled to make arrangements for

consigning him to a very wretched public asylum,
which, before the erection of an elegant building at

Morningside, was the only place in connection with
the Scottish capital wdiere such accommodations
could be obtained. This house was situated within
a gloomy nook of the old city wall, with another large

building closing it up in front, as if it had been
thought necessary to select for the insane a scene as

sombre and wretched as their own mental condition.

To this horrid mansion it was found necessary to con-
vey Fergusson by a kind of stratagem, for he was too
well aware of what was contemplated, and too much
alive to the horrors of the place, to have either gone
willingly himself, or to have been conveyed thilher

without some indecent exposure. Two friends, tliere-

fore, were instructed to pay him a visit about night-

fall, as if for the purpose of inquiring after his wel-
fare. He met them with easy confidence, and after

some conversation, in which he took part like a sane
man, they proposed that he should accompany them
on a visit to a friend at another part of the town.
To this he cheerfully consented, and was accordingly

placed in a sedan which they had in readiness at tlie

bottom of the stair. The unhappy youth then ])er-

mitted himself to be conveyed ])eaceably aliMig the

streets till he arrived at the place which he had all

along feared would lie his final abode. The chair

was conveyed into the hall, and it was only \\hen
I'ergiisson stepped out that he perceived the decep-
tion which had been practised upon him. One wild
halloo—the heart-burst of despair—broke fr<mi him,
and was immediately echoed from the tenants of the

surrounding cells. Thrilled with hornjr, his friends

de])arted, and left the wretched l-'crgusson \.o his

fate.

"During the first night of liis confinement," says

Mr. Sommers, "he sle]>t none; and when the keeper
visited him in the morning, he found him walking
along the stone floor of his cell, with his arms fidded,

and in sullen sadness, uttering not a word. After
some minutes' silence, he clapped his right han<i on
his f)rehead, and complained much of pain. He
asked tlie keeper who brought him there? He
answered, 'friends.' '\'es, friends, indeed,' re-

filicd Rolicrt; 'they think I am t(jo wicked to live,

but you will soon see me a burni7V^ and a shiiiin;/^

!-'j^it.' 'Vou have been so alreadv,' obsen'cd the
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keeper, alluding to his poems. 'You mistake me,'

said the poet: 'I mean, you shall see and hear of

me as a bright minister of the gospel.'"

Fergussun continued about two months to occupy

a cell in this gloomy mansion. Occasionally, when
the comparative tranquillity of his mind permitted it,

his frientls were allowed to visit him. A few days

before his dissolution his mother and sister found

him lying on his straw bed calm and collected. The
evening was chill and damp: he requested his mother

to gather the bed-clothes about him, and sit on his

feet, for he said they were so very cold as to be

almost insensible to the touch. She did so, and his

sister took her seat by the bedside. lie then looked

wistfully in the face of his affectionate parent, and
said, "Oh, mother, this is kind indeed." Then ad-

dressing his sister, he said, "Might you not come
frequently and sit beside me

;
you cannot imagine

how comfortable it would be; you might fetch your

seam, and sew beside me." To this no answer was
returned: an interval of silence was filled up by sobs

and tears. "What ails ye?" inquired the dying poet;

"wherefore sorrow for me, sirs? I am very well

cared for here—I do assure you, I want for nothing

—but it is cold—it is very cold. You know I told

you it would come to this at last—yes, I told you so.

Oh, do not go yet, mother—I hope to be soon—oh,

do not go yet—clo not leave me!" The keeper,

however, whispered that it was time to depart, and
this was the last time tliat Fergusson saw these

beloved relatives.

Mr. Sommers thus describes his last inien,-iew with

the poet, which took place in company with Dr.

John Aitken, another friend of the unfortunate

maniac:—" We.got immediate access to the cell, and
found Robert lying with his clothes on, stretched

upon a bed of loose uncovered straw. The moment
he heard my voice he arose, got me in his arms, and
wept. The doctor felt his pulse, and declared it to

be favourable. I asked the keeper to allow him to

accompany us into an adjoining back-court, by way
of taking the air. lie consented. Robert took hold

of me by the arm, placing me on his right, and the

doctor on his left, and in tliis form we walked back-

ward and forward along the court, conversing for

nearly an hour, in the course of which many ques-

tions were asked both by the doctor and myself, to

which he returned most satisfactory answers; but he
seemed very anxious to obtain his liberty. Having
]iassed two hours with him on this visit, we found it

necessary to take our leave, the doctor assuring him
that he would soon be restored to his friends, and
that I would visit him again in a day or two. He
calmly and without a murmur walked with us to tlie

cell, and, upon parting, reminded the doctor of his

]iromise to get him soon at liljerty, and of mine to

see him next day. Neither of us, however, had an
opportunity of accomplishing our promise, for in a

few days thereafter I received an intimation from the

keeper that Robert Fergusson had breathed his last."

liefore this period ^Irs. Fergusson had been en-

abled, by a remittance from her son Henry, to make
some preparations for receiving the poor maniac liack

into her own house, where superior accommodations,
and the tenderness of a motlier's and a sister's love,

might have been expected to produce some favourable
eliect. But it came too late: misery had already
secured her victim. "In the solitude of liis cell."

says Mr. I'eterkin, "amid the terrors of the night,

'without a hand to help or an eye to pity,' the poet
expired. His dying couch was a mat of straw, the
la-,r ojunds that pealed upon his ear were the hmvl-
ing> of insanity. No tongue whispered peace; and
cvc:! a consoling tear of sympathy mingled not wiili

those of contrition and hope, which, in charity I

trust, illumined his closing eye."

Robert Fergusson died on the l6th of October,

1774, aged one day less than twenty-four years. His
body was interred in the Canongate Churchyard,
where his grave remained quite undistinguished, until

his successor, and (as he was pleased to acknowledge)
his imitator, Robert Burns, appeared in Edinburgh.

When Burns came to the grave of Fergusson he
uncovered his head, and, with his characteristic en-

thusiasm, kneeling down, embraced the venerated

clay. He afterwards ol^tained permission from the

magistrates to erect a monument to Fergusson, which
he inscribed with the following stanza :

—

" No sculptured marble here, nor pompous lay,
' No storied urn, nor animated bust;'

'this simple stone directs pale Scotia's way
To pour her sorrows o'er her poet's dust."

On the reverse of the monument, which is literally

a "simple stone," is the following honourable inscrip-

tion: "By special grant of the managers to Robert
Burns, who erected this stone, this burial-place is

ever to remain sacred to the memory of Robert Fer-

gusson." In more than one of his effusions in prose

and poetry the Ayrshire jioet has bewailed the fate

of Fergusson; but perhaps the following little elegy,

which he inscribed on a cojsy of the works of that

poet which he presented to a young lady (March 19,

17S7), is less generally known than the rest :

—

"Curse on ungrateful man, that can be pleased
And yet can starve the author of his pleasure!

Oh thou, my elder brother in misfortune,
By far my elder brother in the muses,
With tears I pity thy unhappy fate!

Why is the bard unfitted for the world,
Vet has so keen a relish of its pleasures!"

Whatever may be thought of the philosojihy of this

stanza, its feeling has an irresistible apjieal.

The external appearance of Fergusson, so far as

it is left undelineated in the sketch already quoted,

was as follows:^ His countenance was somewhat
effeminate, but redeemed by the animation imparted

to it by his large black eyes. Mingled with the

penetrative glance of an acute and active mind was
that modesty which gives to superior intellect its

greatest charm. Unfortunately there is no authentic

portrait in existence, though it may be worth \\hile

to mention that his grand-niece, the late Miss Inver-

aritv, the actress, bore so strong a resemblance to

him as to have struck the mind of an individual who
remembered the appearance of Fergusson, and who
had learned neither the name of the young lady nor

her relation to the poet. Fergusson's manners were
always accommodated to the moment: he v.-as gay,

serious, set the table in a roar, charmed witli his

powers of song, or bore with becoming dignity his

part in learned or philosojjhical disquisition. "In
short, he had united in him," says Mr. Alexander

Campbell, "the sprightliness and innocence v( a

child, with the knowledge of a profound and iudicious

thinker." "Centleness and humanity of (li>r'i.-,iti(in,''

says Dr. Irving, "he possessed in an eminent ilegree.

Tlie impulse of lienevolence frequently led him to

bestow his la->t firtliing on thr)-.e who solicited his

charity. His survivnig relations retain a pleasing

remembrance of his dutiful 1,'ehaviour towards his

parents; and the tender regard with which his memor^•

is still cherisheii by his numerous acquaintance fully

demonstrates his value as a friend." It may be

added that, to tlii-^ day, tliere ju'evails but or.e ur.i-

versal impre.->ion in I'.uour of Fergusson. Cut i ff in

' Accorui:;:; t • an^ ther iiuiiviiiual who rcc^'I'ects seeir:;^ him,

'"hf w.is vorv sir !,'/; a:id liclicatc, a little iii-kneca, and

tf.;;V.'-./ a ^jA Cell in walking."
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the greenest of his days, he still lives in the feeling

of the worKl exactly what he really was in life—

a

gentle and youthful being, of whom no one could

think any ill, and who was the friend and brother of

everybo<ly.

FERRIER, James FRF.nERicK, professor of

morals and political economy in the university of

St. Andrews. This profouml metaphysician and elo-

quent writer in general literature, was born at 1-Alin-

burgh in November, iSoS. He was the nephew
of .Miss Ferrier, the talented and popular auliioress

of Marriit^c and The- Inluritaitci:, of whom a memoir
will appear in our pages. He became a student in

the university of Edinburgh when a new impulse had

been given to the study of ethics anil metaphysics

by DugaUl Stewart and Professor Brown, which was

continued by the enthusiastic elotpience of John
Wilson, afterwards tiie fatiier-in-law of Ferrier—and

under such intluences, an acute active mind could

scarcely be idle or undistinguished. Accordingly,

in the class of moral philosophy James Ferrier dis-

played those intellectual powers which augured well

ibr his future career; and a class ]ioem which he

j)roducetl during that year carried off the prize, and
was long after remembered for its superiority to such

class productions as have been successful in a gene-

ral competition. This acknowledged superiority,

so often the close of a student's career, was with

Ferrier only the starting-point, and from the univer-

sity oi Edinburgh he passed to that of Oxford, where
his studies were alternated with classics and ])hilo-

sophy until the latter secured his undivided attention,

but not until he had become a rij)e classical scholar.

Tiiere also he graduated in arts, and passed the usual

examinations with distinction. Desirous to enlarge

his k:iowlcdge in general learning and metaphysics,

he afterwards became a student in one of the (ierman
universities, and tlie mastery of the German language
which he there acquired enabled him to advance into

tho-.c i)rof<;uiKl speculations which as yet were little

known in the culleges of Britain. The literature of

(jermany, and especially its ])oetry, occujiied much
of his itudy; and from his knowledge in this depart-

ment, as well as his acquaintance with the niceties of

the (ierman language, he was enal/ied to aid the

studies of tlio^e wh.> were emiiloyed in a similar

field. In tins way he was of such service in inter-

jireting the j)i^ctry of (ioethe and Schiller, tliat Sir

BuKver l.ytton in his translalimi of tile latter ])oel

dedicated the publicatiwii V> l-'errier.

In 1S32 James I'errier was admitted to tlie Scot-

tish !)ar. W'itli a per^un of >ucli a cast of mind, and
so educated, tlic dry study of the law and oratory

of the liar could hav<; little congeniality, an<l lii-^

tlioice of >ucli a jirofe^-ion might excite our wonder
mixed with not a little a^toiii^hinenl. That he hail

no j)urp(He, howeNer, to involve iiini^elf in the octu-

])ations of a .Scottish advocate, was evident from hi-^

neitlier attaining nor yet M-ekmg >U(_h di>lijKtioii.

'i'lie charm-) of literature and peaceful contemi)lalioii

had more attractioiii for him than the acti\e .>tir of

litigation and tlie prospect of a --ilk g<iwn, while
/)'/./.';;.',''(/'.> Mi!\^ituiie MU]iplied a ^uflicient outlet

tor \\\~. lii^l attempt-, in author.^liip. .\nd to the

p.i:;'-- ol til!-, (ii^tingui-,hed jieriodical, now at the

hei^:ii ot ill reputation, the contribution^ of I'errier

were .ilw.iy^ welcome; for besides hi> Tmy i)rinci]jles,

he wrote ',v,;ii a vigour, eloquence, wit, and learning

tiiat r';> alle'l to memory the early articles of Wilson,
Lockh.irl, .ind other di>tingui>lied founders of the

magazine. For a .^erie-. of years his contributions
were continied; wnA while they were remarkable f(;r

llieir fre.,iin-,:i, of .v.ylc and originality of thought,

they excited the attention of the reflective, among
other subjects, to the Berkleian philosophy, and the

effects of German thought upon the writings of Cole-

riilge.

With all this acknowledged excellence, Ferrier

was worthy of a more permanent field of action,

and this was openeil to him in 1845 ^^y '^'S appoint-

ment to the professorship of moral philosophy and
political economy in the university of St. Andrews.
Into this important charge he brought an earnestness

and elocjuence, and an amount of scholarship not

often exhibited in the chairs of that ancient seat of

learning; and their effect was shown in the new in-

tellectual impulse which he imi)arted to his students,

and the devotedness with which they loved their

distinguished teacher. The professorship of moral
philosophy in the university of Edinburgh having
become vacant by the retirement of John Wilson,

his father-in-law, Ferrier became a candidate for the

chair, but was unsuccessful. That the failure, how-
ever, was owing to no lack of qualification for the

office was proved two years afterwards, when he
published his Theory of Kiicnuing and Beiiv^, a work
of great power but uj)on a doubtful and debatable

subject. His attempts to solve the great metaphy-
sical problem, of course, found as many opponents
as advocates, but all were at one in their opinion of

the originality and ingenuity of many of its accessory

ideas, and the brilliant eloquence with which the

work was pervaded. In 1854 he Avas again a com-
petitor for an hklinburgh chair, inconsequence of the

death of Sir William Hamilton, by which the pro-

fessorship of logic and mctajihysics was left vacant

in the university of the northern capital. Ferrier

was one of the candidates, the competition was a

keen one, and to a pamphlet written in favour of the

successful candidate he jniblished a stinging answer,

under the title of Scottish Philosophy: the Old mid the

Xezo. Once more defeated in his attempts to estab-

lish himself in the university of Edinburgh, Ferrier

resumed his duties in St. Andrews with undiminished

zeal and success, until his failing health warned him
that evening was at hand when his day was little

more than half ended. That mysterious and fatal

disease so prevalent in our own period, to which
people of anient temperament and active brain are

s<j jieculiarly subject—commonly called disease of

the heart- had manifested itself in repeated attacks

o^ aiii^rjna pectoris, and so unfitted him for his ])ublic

duties, tliat he was obliged to ilevolve the charge

of his class into other hanils. Recovery from such

a malady was ho]")eless, however the end might be

delayed, and he died at .St. Andrews on the iith of

June, 1S64.

To this brief account of Professor I'errier we sub-

join a sketch of his character contained in a short

meini;ir inserted in the I:d!iihiir;^h /'.7'Ciinig Coinnat,

I'rom which the foregoing statement- have been taken.

In a life otherwise so uneventful such a jiorlrait is ne-

cessary, in order to see him more effectually both in

his public ami ])rivate relatioiishi])s; and this, it is

hojied, will justify the length and hilness of llie

quotation:

"In private life the profe-sor added to tho.e solid

ijualities which are universally respected, a jileasant-

ness and refinement of manner not al\\a\s found in

the occupants of i/ur Scoitish chairs. 'I'he visitcir

who entt:red his house at St. .Andrews found tliere

not hospitality only, but a certain c»i/-rcsscriiciit of

])oliteness which recalled the old school, niul which
was so far from being stiff that it contributed by its

grace to the charm of his fre-h and lively coinersa-

tion. He was not .a jihilosopher alone, but a man
of letters, and took an interest in the beautiful and
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the humorous—in poetry and anecdotes of life and
character—as well as in those severer studies to which
he owed his fame. The worthy admirer of Berkeley
was also the worthy friend of Wilson ; and you felt

yourself, when witli him in his social hour, connected

by a livini^ link with those eminent Scotsmen of an
older day whose great attraction was that they were
learned without pedantry, and polished without

pri:^gishness.

"His death leaves a vacancy in the front rank of

Scottish thinkers and men of letters which will not

easily be filled up. Beloved by all his students, en-

deared to a large circle of friends by his generous
character, his great accomplishments, his philoso-

phical power, and his stores of wit and humour,
Mr. Ferrier's death will be felt as another blank in

the brilliant group of literary men of whom Wilson
and Lockhart were the acknowledged chiefs, and
whose congenial organ ^\•as LVarhcoocfs Magazine.
Tory as he was, he will leave few generous Scots-
men, of whatever party, unregretful of his premature
decease ; while scholars of whatever degree, and
philosophers of whatever school, will join in mourn-
ing the loss of one whose literary sympathies were
as wide as they were discriminating, and whose
philosophy perhaps fell short of conclusiveness by
its too ardent efforts after catholicity."

FERRIER, Si'SAX Edmonston. Of this highly

talented novelist, whose works created such a popu-
lar sensation in their favour, little is known beyond
the fact that she was the authoress of three highly
])opular novels, and that their sterling merits have
secured for them a durability seldom accorded to

works of this nature. Miss Ferrier was born in

Edinburgh in 1 782, and was the aunt of the learned

professor whom we have previously recorded. Her
father, James Ferrier, a writer to the signet, was
one of the princijial clerks of the Court of Session,

and colleague in that office of Sir Walter Scott. Of
the early years and educational training of Miss
Ferrier we have no account ; but the society of the
eminent literaiy characters with which Edinburgh
at that time abounded, and with whom her father
lived in daily intimacy, is enough to prove that

she had superior opportunities for the development
of her intellectual powers, while her writings show
that she had turned these opportunities to the best

account. The society of such men, and especially
of Sir Walter Scott, could not be enjoyed by a
mind like that of our authoress without the im-
])rovement which mere reading would fail to impart;
and the result was such as .Sir Walter himself has
recorded in his private diary. Speaking of Miss
Ferrier, he. describes her as "a gifted personage,
having, besides her great talents, conversation the
least cxigcantc of any author, female at least, whom
I have ever seen, among the long list I have en-
countereil; simple, full of humour, and exceedingly
ready at repartee; and all this without the least affec-

tation of the blue-stocking."

With all this intellectual vivacity and humour, and
great conversational powers, M'iss Ferrier could
comliine a tact which notliing but the most delicate
benevolence could inspire. ( if this a striking instance
is

^
given in Lockhart's Lifr of Sir Walter Scott

.

When the great poet and n()veli>t was in the decline
both of his health and intellect, but still as eager for
intellectual work and as indu.-.trious as ever,"it was
th(- aim of his family in liis occasional visits to them
trom the study, to render these visits as long and
ire([uent as possiljle, and for this purpose thev invited
his tVier.d Miss Ferrier to Abbotsford. "ller com-
ing," adds the biographer, "was serviceable; for she

knew and loved him well, and .she had seen enough
of affliction akin to his to be well .skilled in dealing
with it. She could not be an hour in his company
without observing what fdled his children with more
sorrow than all the rest of the case. He would begin
a story as gaily as ever, and go on, in spite of the

hesitation in his speech, to tell it with highly pic-

tures(]ue effect; but before he reached the point, it

would seem as if some internal spring had given way:
he paused, and gazed round him with the blank
anxiety of look that a blind man has when he has
dropped his staff. Unthinking friends sometimes
pained him sadly by giving him the catch-word
abruptly. I noticed the delicacy of Miss Ferrier on
such occasion.s. Her sight was bad, and she took
care not to use her glasses when he was speaking;
and she affected to be also troubled with deafness,

and would say, 'Well, I am getting as dull as a post;

I have not heard a word since you said so and so,'

Ijeing sure to mention a circumstance behind that at

whicli he had really halted. He then took up the
thread with his habitual smile of courtesy, as if for-

getting his case entirely in the consideration of the
lady's infirmity."

From these brief glimpses, which reveal Miss
Ferrier's character—and which so amiably reveal it

that we are compelled to regret that they are so few
—we pass to her literary productions. Her first

work, entitled Marriage, was published in the year
1818, when she had attained the r\\x age of thirty-

six, and therefore, although her first production, the

novel indicated a mind completely matured. As
such, Marriage at once became popular, even al-

though the "Great Unknown" was in the field, and
occupying it without a rival; and the author of

Waverley sanctioned this public judgment with his

heartiest approbation. In the conclusion of his Tales

ofMy Landlord, he welcomed his "sister shadow,"
the author of '

' the verj- lively work entitled Marriage,

as one of the labourers capable of gathering in the

large harvest of Scottish character and fiction." The
great merit of the work, indeed, and that which dis-

tinguished her subsequent productions, was the force

and fidelity of her Scottish portraits, in which depart-

ment none perhaps but Sir Walter him>elf was her

superior; and on this account her novels have still an
intrinsic charm which keeps them alive after so much
in the literary world of fiction has passed away. The
publishing of her first work was therefore the open-

ing of a picture-gallery, and the public who crowded
in could not sufficiently admire the life-like sketches

of Mrs. Violet Macshake, the grim, sarcastic, but

really affectionate lady of ninety, a glorious relic of

the old .Scotch school, who pronounced everything

new a folly and an abomination—and I.ady Mac-
lauchlan, shrewd, short, and snappish—and tlie three

old spinster sisters. Miss Jacky, Miss Grizzy, and
Miss Nicky—each having her separate originality,

but all tugging at the same oar. But while excelling

in female portraits, Mi>s Ferrier sliowetl that she

could also hit off male characters with alniust equal

power, whether by single toucb.es ur elalx irate de-

scrijjtions, and produce a narrative by which her

readers would be spell-bound witliMut gi'ing beyond
tlie limits of every-day life, ller next n<j\Ll, T/w
Itihcrita>ice, with etjual origir.aiit}', was of a still

more elaborate and fini-he'l docrijuion, and the

religious element with wliich it is mixed is so judi-

ciouslv introduced, a^ to throw an attractive sunshine

over the whole t.^le. While the Inheritance also

dealt with a Iii^tier spliere of life, and nmre im-

portant object^ than Marriage, the comic, in which
.Mi>s Ferrier excelled, wa> not neglected; arid her

de.^criinions of tlie i'ompi)Us old earl, of Uncle
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Adam, and Miss Pratt, are among the choicest of

her many dehneations of the kind. Her last tale,

entitled Destiny; or, the Chiefs Daughter, appeared

in 1S31; but as the characters, incidents, manners,

and scenery are Highland, it does not possess the

same variety and attractiveness as her former works,

and this production was on the whole a failure.

After this she laid aside her pen, to the regret of

those whom her writings had so greatly charmed,

and retired into private life. Her death occurred

near the close of 1854; but the particular date of it

we are unable to ascertain.

FIULANS, James. This excellent sculptor was
the son of John Thomson Fillans, who had served

as sailor in the Speedy under Lord Cochrane, but

after\vards found employment in the ironworks of

Camwath. He was born at Wilsontown in Lanark-

shire, on the 27th of March, 1808, and was the

third but eldest surviving son of a family of thirteen

children. In consequence of his father's misfortunes

in trade, he was only a short time at school; but he

had already chosen his future occupation, and com-
menced a course of self- training for its work, so tliat

when a boy his chief delight was to mould the figures

of men anil animals from no better material than

snow. From his eighth to his twelfth year, his regu-

lar occupation was to herd cattle at Busljy in tlie

Mearns, where he had ample opportunity of study-

ing tlie beauty of nature; after which he removed
with the members of his family to Paisley, and was
there set to learn weaving as his future craft. In

spite, however, of his dull emjiloyment at the loom
—perhaps even invited by its dulness and monotony
—his artistic bias became more intense; and he be-

t ;)ok himself to fashioning in clay, such models of

the animal form as astonished his companions, and
even excited the admiration of more critical judges.

While following this favourite bent, obstacles did
not deter him; and on one occasion, when he was
ambitious to model a helmet such as Sir William
Wallace was supposed to wear, he kneaded his clay

into proper ductility, and afterwards clapped it, for

want of a block, upon his younger brother's head,
where it remained until he had fashioned it into the
likeness of a warlike and highly ornamented head-
j)iece.

As weaving was not congenial to such a spirit, he
quitted it in le^s than a twclvemi^nlh, and with an
t.-ye to the i^ractice of sculjjtare and the use of its

tools, became apprentice to a stone-mason. He had
now greater scope frir the study cjf his favourite art,

and wliiie he continued to execute ukjiIcIs in clay
which were always advancing in improvement, his

r.ange of ideas was eidarged, and his jierception of
the grand and beautiful rehncd l)y reading works of
history ami biography. .\s a w<jrknian, also, those
tasks were consigned to him wliich required a superior
exertion of ])r(;re-ional skill. His apprenticeship
being fmishe 1 while still in hi, minority, he con-
tinued to wi>rk as a jiniriieyinan, and in Paisley an<l

( .reenock carvings are still pointerl out which were
executed by his chisel. ( )ver the door of a hou>e at

I.anend, that was once a smithv, is the hmire of a
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1. ih.it he rewarded the artist with two pounds
trjuble—the first jjrofessional fee which as

had touched. In 1S2S, when he had reached
his t'.ven;i'-th year, I''illans was emplrjyed to carve
some of the ornamental pnrts of the Cilasgow Royal
l-'.xchange, then in the course of erection. The
splendid Corinthian capitals in tiie interior of the

building, which were especially his workmanship,
and his enthusiasm for Grecian art, were so con-

spicuous among his fellow-workmen, that they dubbed
him, as a mark of honourable distinction, with the

title of "Young Athens."
Although he had now acquired the character of a

first-rate mason, this was but a step to the object of

his ambition, and being encouraged by his friend

Motherwell, who at this time was editor of the

Paisley Advertiser, F'illans set up his studio as a

statuary in the manufacturing town of Paisley, where
his productions soon became popular, and commis-
sions continued to tlow upon him. Besides executing

the busts of some of the pnncipal citizens, he pro-

duced several ideal figures in groups, the fame of

which quickly extended to Glasgow, and made its

citizens desirous of securing the services of the

young rising artist. In compliance with their invita-

tions, he removed to this great city of the west,

and opened his studio in Miller Street, where his

professional engagements were so numerous, that he
employed two of his brothers to assist in the mecha-
nical operations of his art. He was now a thriving

man; he had been married between two and three

years to the object of his warmest affections ; and
everything seemed to promise that at last he had
found his right home, and would select it as his per-

manent abode. But nothing short of perfection as

a sculptor would satisfy him, and this could not be
effected without the instructions that could only be
obtained by travel. He accordingly commenced his

professional pilgrimage in October, 1835, and after

visiting Dulilin and London, he arrived on the fol-

lowing month in Paris. After studying the master-

pieces contained in the Louvre, F'illans returned after

an absence of only three months, the shortness of

his tour being occasioned by scanty funds and the

exigencies of a growing family. He now resolved

to settle in London as the most congenial home for

an artist, and best mart for his productions, and in

the capital he accordingly established his residence,

first in South Bank, Regent's Park, and afterwards

in Baker Street, Portman Scpiare. To bring him-
self into notice in the wide world of London, it was
necessary that his claims should be publicly exhibited,

and accordingly he had no fewer than seven busts in

marble in the exhibition of the Royal Academy in

Trafalgar S([uare. One of these was a likeness of

his friend Allan Cunningham, which not only excited

general attention, but obtained the approbation of

Chantrey himself Still, however, his principal

orders came from Scotland, among the chief of which

was a bust of Mr. Hastie, ^LP. for Paisley; and

the model of a jug illustrative of the tale of Tar,!

O'Shanter, in the .style of Cellini. Other connnis-

sions succeeded so numerously that his life was spent

alternately in Limdon and Scotland, greatly to the

interruption of his professional studies, although such

calls were l)ut the consecpience of his acknowledged

excellence. He naturally exulted, however, in these

warm tokens of his increasing celebrity, while his

friends, who triimiphed in his success, exclaimed,
" Vou have now the ball at your foot; keep it rolling !''

.\ bust of Richard Oswald, Y.>(\., of Auchincruive,

which he was commissicmed to execute, occasional,

in 1841, his journey to Florence, where that gentle-

man resided. It was a delightfid tour; it was also

a profitable one in an artistic point of view, :\s it af-

forded him amjde leisure to study the rich collections

of art in the city of F'lorence. Wdien the bust was
finished and brinight home, his constituents, the

(^)-.\\ald committee, were loud and unanimous in their

appr<il)ation; the local journals confirmed their suf-

frage; and \\ lien it was placed in the Assembly Rooms
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of Ayr, it was universally acknowledged, that as a

work of art nothing equal to it had ever been seen in

that city.

Having been thus far so successful, Fillans did

not relapse into idleness, and allow the ball at his

foot to remain at rest; so that the various commis-

sions which he was engaged to execute kept him in

almost perpetual transition between England and

Scotland. Of the works he accomplished at this time,

nothing so highly excited the general applause as his

group of statuary entitled "The Blind Teaching the

lUind." It was an original and poetical idea, while

the style of its execution was as happy as the concep-

tion. The following account of it is from one of the

journals of the period:—-"Mr. Fillans has not only

the merit of being the first to depict the blind in this

interesting light, but he has done so in a manner
which seems to defy any attempt to surpass it. In-

deed, we cannot imagine the subject treated differ-

ently and so well. The group is ex(juisitely simple.

A young girl, with beautifully rounded features, is

sitting upon a low seat with the Scriptures in raised

letters open upon her knee, and her fingers resting

on the inspired words; while another female, some-
what older and taller, but still young, is kneeling by
her side, her head resting affectionately on that of

her pupil, and one hand gently touching her heart,

as if to impress the lesson upon her with greater

earnestness. The former is the principal figure, and
concentrates within itself the sentiment of the piece.

If it be the highest effort of art to depict, not the

mere outward forms of nature, but the invisible

essence of mind which surrounds these like a fra-

grance, Mr. Fillans has been eminently successful.

The whole figure of the learner is a visible embodi-
ment of the ideal. The acute sense of touch almost

apparent in the action of the hand, the half-parted

lips—nay, the very sightless orbs uplifted, not in

vain, to heaven, are instinct with awakening thoughts,

and indicative of a radiance within, which iDurns only
the more brightly from the daylight being quite shut

out. Indeed the darkness which veils her eyes

seems but tlie shadow of the illumined spirit en-

shrined in the perishable clay; and we can almost
lancy, as we gaze upon her sainted and beaming as-

pect, that her eyes are closed only that she may re-

ceive tlie words of truth through some diviner sense,

and, undisturbed by earthly visions, commune in

secret with the angels. The draping is simple and
appropriate, and the outline and general effect of the

grouping is sweet, expressive, and beautiful."' To
this critique we may add the following incident, as

related by the artist's biographer:—"Two of the
best-looking inmates of the Blind Asylum were se-

lected by -Mr. Fiilans to sit for the model. Delicate
as beautiful, neither of them seems to have been
capable of resisting tliose scourges of the sensitive

and lovely—consumption and small-pox. The one
died, and the other cannot now be recognized as one
of the originals in this divine group. A friend who
accompanied the sculptor to see the bust of Mr.
Alston, saw this girl under very interesting circum-
stances. She was walking with a companion in front
of the asylum, when Mr. Fillans asked if the gover-
ness was at home. Knowing his voice slie sprang
towards him, throwing up her arms with an exclama-
tion ofjoy; but, instantly recollecting herself, stopped
short, hung down her head, and answered his rjues-
tion in a subdued and tremulous voice. Nothing
onild more forcibly illustrate the impression produced
on the mind of the blind and desolate girl at the
reC'>llection of the kindness and affability of the
warni-hcarted and generous sculptor, who seemed
much affected at the sight of her altered appear-

ance, and the death of her still more beautiful com-
panion."

In consequence of his high reputation, Fillans was
now the sculptor generally employed on the busts

and statues of eminent .Scotsmen (lesigned as public

monuments. They are too numerous to particu-

lari/.e, so that we can only mention the monument
at Beith to Captain Wilson, who fell in the Kyber
Pass, Afghanistan; the statue of Sir James .Shaw for

Kilmarnock; and the bust of Professor Wilson for

the coffee-room of Paisley. Scotland had now be-

come proud of her favourite sculptor; public bodies

uniteil in their admiration of his excellence; and two
jjublic dinners were given in his honour; one at

Paisley, the other at Bums' cottage, Ayrshire, and
at both, the laudations heaped upon the artist, how-
ever ample, as post-prandial compliments are wont
to be, could only have been called forth by an ex-

traordinary amount of merit. Surely, then, he was
securing an ample fortune as the natural fruit of such

public distinction ! But numerous and well-paid

though his productions were, he still continued to

be comparatively poor—and for this the nature of

his occupations will account. Although his home
was in London, his commissions for the greater part

came from Scotland, so that his constant journeys

thither were a serious drawback upon his funds. He
was also liberal perhaps to a fault, so that he be-

stowed not merely his money but also his art in

deeds of benevolence, giving statues or groups as

contributions to the funds of charitable institutions.

To add to his difficulties, an accideiU while employed
upon a scaffold at Glasgow, by wliich his knee was
sprained, laid him aside from work for a considerable

period. On his recovery and return to London, he
set himself in earnest to model a series of bas-reliefs

under the title of "Taming the Wild Horse," and to

represent the animal in its principal attitudes, and
the mode of its capture as practised in the pampas
of Southern America. The study of the horse was
new to him; but the citizens of Glasgow were already

talking of an equestrian statue to commemorate the

queen's visit to their city, and the friends of Fillans

were hopeful that he would be commissioned to

execute it. L'pon this new attempt, therefjre, he
laboured night and day in his studio in London;
and as the apartment was damp, it is believed that

there, and at this time, he laid the foundation of his

future ill health. When this splendid series of bas-

reliefs was finislied, his next work was to model the

Flying Dutchman, a celebrated race-horse belonging

to the Farl of P^glinton. But the equestrian statue

f(3r Glasgow was not consigned to his workmanship
after all, but to a foreign artist. This and other

professional disappointments damped his sj-irit, while

the failure of occupation induced him to break up his

costly establishment in London, and take up his

permanent abode in Glasgow. lie ncconiingly re-

moved to that city in Decemlxr. I^5I: but the

change was made too late. The sprain i>f his knee

and the effects of his damp Lomii^n >:i;'Iiii settled

into a confirmed rheumatism, wliich gvathmlly as-

cended from his limbs to the neiglilnurli.Hid of the

heart, and he died in Gla-gii\v on the 27th of Sep-

temlier, 1S52. aged about f.ny-f..ur yiar>, leaving

behind him a widow and eiglit your.g children.

Among the many [iroofs of i!ic nfiection and esteem

in which Lilians' was held, tlie t'ollowing was of too

amiable a cliaracter to lie omitted. Immediately

after his funeral a meeting of the friends of the de-

ceased was called, a committee was formed, and such

steps Were adojited in rai.-ing a tur.'l for tl'.e relief (t

the \\idow aii'l t'aniily as [placed them aliove imme-
diate \\'ar.:. A:>1, in the >ub?e';uent exliibition ul
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the West of Scotland Academy of Artists, where
numerous j^roductions of the <leceased wore exliibited,

the acaileinicians exerted themselves in iheir sale,

that -Mrs. Killans and her children miglit reap the

l)enefit.

Fillans might be called an artist in the widest

acceptation of tlie term: his whole heart was ]ier-

vaded with a love of the beautiful, and his emotions

expressed themselves not merely in statuary, but in

paintin;^ an^i iK)etry, in each of which he might have

attained distinction had he not been so higlily de-

voted to his first love. It was therefore as a sculptor

that his fame will descend to posterity, and of all

his productions, those will be most admired where

the subject was of his own choosing, and in the

hamlling of which he was allowed to follow the bent

of his own genius. Of this his " Blind Teaching the

Blind," "Hoy and Fawn," colossal statue of Sir

James Shaw, and bust of Professor Wilson, not to

mention others, are sufficient evidence.

FLEMING, Rr.v. John, D.D., F.R.S.E., pro-

fessor of natural science. New College, Edinburgh.

This eminent naturalist was the son of .Mr. Alexander

Fleming, a small farmer in Linlithgowshire, and was
bom at Kirkroatls, near Bathgate, in 1785. Like
his father, he might have been destined to the occupa-

tion of a hard-working peasant, had he not in early

life evinced talents that were worthy of a better con-

dition; and tliis was aided by the wish of his mother,

who, above ail things, desired that her son John
should be trained for the ministry. Accordingly,

after his preliminary education was finished, he, at

the age of seventeen, became a student at the uni-

%ersity of Edinburgh. But the particular direction

of his studies had t)ecn already fixed, as from his

earliest youth he had shown an exclusive predilection

for natural science; and l)ef)re he went to college he
was no ordinary proficient in zoology, botany, and
geology. In l-iis researches connected with these de-

])artnifnts of science he had made several important
discoveries, in consequence of which he had hoped to

render the same service to his native Linlithgow-
shire which White had <lone for Selbonie. Al-
though his intention was frustrated by his lot being
cast in a different locality, he partly accomplished
it liy diffiisiiig the resv.lt of his explorations in the
Oiitliiu- vf the //>ra of Ijnl:tii:;in,<slnre, a jjaper read
to the Wernerian Socieiy m 1S09, and several other
scientific coujuumicaiions.

While Fleming was a student, the university of
l-jlini)urg!i wa, dislinguished Ijy the eminence of its

])rofessors in iiaiiiral science, and (jf sucli an oi)por-
tunity he s, caiei'jliy availed liJinself, that when little

more tlian twenty years old he was ah'cadv distin-

guished 1a- ilie ma'iurily of his attainments. In con-
sequence of this, ulieii lie iiad In.-cn licensed as a
preacher, he was coinini-sioiied by Sir John .Sinclair,

in 1S07, to undertake asiiivey of ihe eeoiKHnical mine-
ralogy of tile iiorliiern isles. This lie willingly did,

atvl while ern[iIo}ed in tlie task it unexpectedly jiro-

(.:re I fir him a eiiiireh living. '1 hat of the parish
of llressay having iKcome vacant, and the jiatron

fiilaig within the sj,ei;ifi.,-.l tinu- to exercise liis right

of present It. on, 1 lie right devolved, by th.-i^ci Ies>a,ti'i.al

l.iw u\ >ro;!:!nd, upon the presb_\trry oi" 1 .erw iek ; and
i'.s ni.'iiilj.-r, lia'.-ing been wnw by the- rare attainniints
and agr •a: !, manners ol the young jneaeh'-r and
iMtura.i-' ',vii(, r-'siiled among tiiein, nnanimoudy
elected h ihi n'.'n: -•.! of the jiarish. Soon after his

ordination, an i b-f.,re he- iiad completed his twenty-
third year, Ij.-ming drew up f.r ])ublication //},•

J.'-.>Uuiu:-,i! \r.:irr.:! -y rf the Orinicv and ZcL'-inJ
J.'.iiiJ:, V, l.i Ji i., ihu. characterued by his Ijiographer:

"There are evidences in it of great descriptive power,

readiness in the ai^plication of the nomenclature of

the science, correctness of eye, and such a quick ap-

preciation of the economical value of the rocks de-

scribed, as would not discredit the ablest mineralogist

at the present time." This also was but a portion of

liis scientific writings in his island seclusion of Bressay,

as in the same month in which his mineralogical

report was published, he communicated to the Wer-
nerian Society a paper On the A^anual or Sea-tcnicorfi.

At the close of the same year he also sent to the Wer-
nerian Society several papers, entitled Contributions

to the British Fauna.
It was fortunate for Fleming as well as for science

that he was not long doomed to waste his energies

among the listless solitudes of Shetland. In 1810
he was transferred to the parish of Flisk, Fifeshire,

where, amidst a wide field for scientific investigation,

and numerous as.sociates in such pursuits, he had for

his next neighbour Dr. Chalmers, who at that time
was minister of the adjacent parish ofKiimany. In
Fifeshire Mr. Fleming prosecuted his favourite .studies

with renewed ardour, and a reputation always increas-

ing; and whilefaithfullydischarginghisclerical duties,

his eye was continually on the watch for such pro-

ductions as might enlarge the boundaries of natural

science, or throw additional light upon former dis-

coveries. On this account his communications were
frequent both in letters to his scientific friends and
in papers to the Wernerian Society. In these com-
munications also he occasionally gives scope to that

dry sarcastic spirit which had been one of his charac-

teristics from boyhood, and which the theories of the

day would not allow to slumljer. But this causticity

was especially reserved for those theorists who did

not trouble themselves about facts, or who concluded
from insufficient data. To him the book of nature

was a sacred gospel, and woe be to the heretic who
misinterpreted or perverted it I While he thus in-

tently prosecuted his investigations in chemistry and
mineralogy, in geology, botany, and zoology, he was
so fortunate as to find a fit helpmate in Miss Melville

Christie, second daughter of Andrew Christie, Esq.,

banker, Cupar, whom he niarried in March, 1813,

and who entered into his pursuits with a zeal alinosl

equal to his own. Having also artistic skill in a very

high degree, she was able to assist him with her pen-

cil, and the plates of his I'hilosopJty of Zooloi^y were
taken from drawings which she had executed for the

purpose. While such a blessing was added both

to the comforts of his firesitle ami the retpiirements

of his study, the honours -which his jdiilosophical

achievements had merited were not withheld, lie

was already a member of the Anticjuarian .S(-iciety;

in 1S13 the university of St. Ai-idrews conferred upon
him the degree (jf Doctor in Divinity; and in January,

1S14, he was elected a fellow of ijie Royal Society

of Ldiiiburgh.

.-Mthougii minister of Flisk, the stipend was not

more than ^150 per ainnnn, and Dr. I'leming, if he

could luive found afrvoiu-alileopporliniity, was willing

to make the study of science tlie sole business of his

life, instead of a divided occupation. \\\ ojiportunity

for this change seemed to occur in 1815 by the estab-

lishment of tiie Cork Institution, and its advertise-

ment for a lecturer in natural history, which was in-

S'-rted in the h^dinburgh newspajtei-s. I ie hojied also

that in addition to the salary of /."too ])eram^um which
was attached to the lectureship, he inigiit have private

cla-sc-s, the fees of which might more tiian rennmer.ate

him for the sacrifice of his parish stipend. ( )n second
tliotights, however, the abandonment u{ .such a cer-

tainty as flisk ajjpeared so hazardous, that he re-

solved to proceed -without comnutting himself, and
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with this view ofTered to the Cork Institution to de-

liver one course of lectures by way of experimental

trial. He accordingly repaired to Ireland in the

spring of 1816, and delivered eighteen lectures on
botany, his pulpit of Flisk during his absence being

supplied by his brethren of the presbytery. Finding,

however, no adequate inducement to accept the lec-

tureshij), he, greatly to the satisfaction of his friends,

returned to his clerical charge in Fifeshire. After

his return from Ireland he published an outline en-

tilled Obsa-<atio)ts on the Alincralogy of the Neigh-

hoitrhood of Cork, and soon after read a j^aper to the

Koyal Society of Ol>sef-<.uitioits on the yunction of the

Fresh Water of Rivers and the Salt Water of the Sea.

At this time the increasing expense of living, and the

smallness of his income, made it impossible for him
to further his studies by the resources of a library and
costly apparatus, or even the aids of travelling. All

was to be accomplished by his own personal obser-

vation, and within the limited sphere of his own dis-

trict. Writing to a friend he says, "It is my inten-

tion to collect facts patiently, to read nature more
than books, and trust to Providence more than to

politicians." In 1S19 Dr. Fleming wrote the article

"Ichthyology" for the Edinburgh Ejicyclopiedia, by
which his scientific reputation was considerably in-

creased. In producing this elaborate article, its

author neglected no opportunity of perfecting his

knowledge on the subject, having consulted the

writings of twenty-four authors, and examined eight-

een systems for the purpose.

Having finished the article on ichthyology, Dr.
Fleming resumed his studies, which were directed to

the construction of his great work. The Philosophy of
Zoology. In this way the year 1820 was a busy
]ieriod, as he communicated several zoological articles

to the Wcrnerian Society, the EdinburgJi Philosophical

'Journal, tlie Edinburgh Review, and the Edinburgh
Encyclopedia. For the last-mentioned work he
wrote two elaborate articles on Jnsecta and Helniin-

thology. The importance of these patient researches,

devoted to such insignificant creatures as insects and
worms, he thus vindicated, in treating of the despised
worm :

— " Dew-worms, though in appearance a small

and despicable link in the chain of nature, yet, if lost,

might make a lamentable chasm. For, to say nothing
of half the birds and some quadrupeds which are

almost entirely supported by them, worms seem to be
the great promoters of vegetation (which would pro-

ceed but ill without them), by boring, perforating,

and loosening the soil, and rendering it pervious to

rains and the fibres of plants; by drawing straws and
stalks of leaves and twigs into it; and, most of ail, by
throwing up such infinite numbers of lumps called

worm-casts, which forni a fine manure for grain and
grass. Worms probably provide new soil for hills

and slojics when the rain washes the earth away;
and they affect slopes, probably to avoid being flooded.

"

In this ]-)hilosophic way he broke ground upon a sub-

ject which at that time was comparatively new and little

understood, but which has now become so greatly
amplified and improved. After communicating jiapers

to the Wernerian Society on "Dew-like Drops on
Leaves of Corn," "The Water-rail," "Sertularia,"'

"New Species of Vorticclla," cVc. ; to the I-ldinburgh
PhdosopJiical Jourjial articles on "The Arctic and
Skua Gulls," "Sertularia Gelatinosa," "Changes of
Colour in the Feathers of Birds,'' c^c, when "tliese

exertions made relaxation and change desirable, Dr.
1- leming accompanied Robert Stevenson, his friend,
the superintendent of Northern Lighthouaes in one
ol his periotlical cruises along the v,-e.->tern coa>t in

the government lighthouse yacht, and on arriving
.".t CamplKdtown the distinguished pair were compli-

mented by the magistrates with the freedom of the

town. ]5ut in this otherwise delightful trip we find

the doctor sighing for the want of a dredge on Vjoard,

with which he might have fished up the zoophytes of

the western sea, and congratulating himself that he
had found an Asterias niger new to Britain, and a

'I'erebratula different from that of Zetland.

On returning from his cruise among the northern

lighthouses, Dr. Fleming resumed Ins clerical and
philosophical labours with fresh vigour, and during

that and the following year wrote three jiapers, entitled

"Gleanings of Natural History during a Voyage in

1 82 1," for the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal; and
a notice of a submarine forest in the Firth of Tay, for

the Royal Society. But it was in 1823 that Dr.

Fleming's great work. The Philosophy of Zoology,

appeared. It was upon this that he had been em-
ployed for years, and in which the most important
of his discoveries and observations were contained.

Its reception by the scientific world was gratifying in

the highest degree. Baron Cuvier wrote to its author

eulogizing its merits ; it was translated into Italian

by Zendrini, the accomplished professor of mineralogy
and zoology at Pavia; and Dr. Turton, the celebrated

conchologist, in writing to Dr. Fleming, thus expresses

himself on his Philosophy of Zoology : "Thirty years

and more have I been an anxious inquirer into the
progress of natural science, and can safely say that,

except from the works of Linne, I have never been
so fully gratified. It is just what this department of
science wanted: a brief but sufficiently comprehensive
display of this attractive department of human know-
ledge. Lamark is too diffuse; Stewart is too con-

fined. Your work ranks you not only among the

scriptoresfeliciores, but among they/zwi/trAv-i-j-." Flem-
ing was now indeed regarded by many competent
judges as the first naturalist of the age. In the midst
of all this well-merited laudation, instead of reposing

under the shade of his own laurels, he was still

busy, and still prosecuting his inquiries into the many
departments of his beloved sciences; and soon after

the publication of his great work, he transmitted se-

veral papers to Professor Jameson's philosophical

journal. Among these were "The Influence of Society

in the Distribution of British Animals," "Remarks
on Modern .Strata," and "The Geological Deluge,

as interpreted by Baron Cuvier and Protcssor Buck-
land, inconsistent with the Testimony of Moses and
the Phenomena of Nature.

"

The next separate work of Dr. Fleming, after The
Philosophy of Zoology, was I'h; British Animals,

i:iublishecl in 182S. It was a subject upon which he

had cogitated from his boyhood, and in his matured
age the work was written as a handbook for students,

to whom such a help was still wanting. "To this

task," \\'rites his biographer, "he had brought rare

attainments in the knowledge of the literature of the

sciences, ami of the habits and habitats of the ani-

mals described, as well as of extinct species. It is

not saying too much to aver that fev,-, if nny, recent

British systematic naturalists have not been oljliged

to it. This is evident from the rcierences to it in

almost every monograph in difi'crcnt departments of

zoology and paL-eontology. Tlie [.alaontological part

of the volume was a r.cw feature in a work of

this kind. ... It i-- in every sen>e a histcry of

Ih-itish animals ; and the strong antiquarian tastes

which characterized its author enabled him to bring

illustrati'ins from many remote sources." The -.\-ork

was \\clcomed by tlie mo-t eminent naturalists of tb.e

dav. It is true. i:;deed, tliat in tlie progress of natural

science nianv additions have been made to the species

there nier.lioned, and suchniodifications been effected

in s}-;lenis of classification, that Fler.iing's work is
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now nearly useless to mere beginners in the study;

but to those who took from it their early lessons,

and who have used it as a manual and book of refer-

ence, it is still invaluable.

In iSj9 Dr. Fleming wrote a paper for the Edin-
burgh Xi.'u< Philosophical yournal on "The Insuf-

ticiency of the Evidence of the .Supposed Change of

Climate of the Arctic Regions;" and in proof of his

position he had referred, among other instances, to

nmiinating animals. "Observation," he said, "had
discovered many .animals with clo%en hoofs wliich

ruminate; but in sucii circumstances would it be safe

to infer that all cloven-hoofed animals ruminate?"
"Conceive ourselves," he added, "contemplating
the footmarks of a sheep and sow. Under the guid-

ance of Cuvier"s tleclarations we would conclude tliat

both ruminated—an inference tnie in the one case,

and false in the other." Tliis attack upon a favour-

ite theorv' of the day excited the indignation of the

Rev. \V. Conybeare, author of the Geology of Eng-
LinJ ciJiJ Wales, and a keen controversy between the

reverend philosophers was the result, conducted with

a severity of language at which the laity might well

have been astonished. The debate at last was nar-

rowed to siicli limits, that it mainly rested upon wliat

Fleming hatl alleged concerning the sow; and from
this circumstance it came to be termed the "pig's-

foot controversy." Mr. Conybeare, who lived in the

country, and, like other country parsons, kept pork-
ers, thought he had triumphantly settled the question

by the following declaration: "Now, my pigs are

not bisulcous, hut wear four distinct toes on their feet,

.ilthough the middle ones, being most elongated, and
armed with large hoofs, certainly produce an external

resemblance to cloven-footed animals, which has oc-

casioned their being classed in the Levitical law
(which purports not to be a ])liilosophical arrange-

ment) as dividing the hoof, though chewing not the

cud. The imj^re^sinn of their feet in walking may,
if carefully examined, as Cuvier says, be distinguished

from the genuine bisulca." Here was a question for

the .Scottish naturalists to settle. Are .Sc(jttish pigs

bisulcous, or actually fiur-toed? The facts might
be ascertained by watching their footste]>s; but

these sages had not been wont so to study pigs'

feet. In thi-. new dilemma the Wcrnerians of Edin-
burgh a>-,emljled, l)ut being unable to decide, they
ret'crred the matter to a committee, who were to ex-

jierimeiU, and report ti) the next meeting. The com-
mittee reported accordingly, and among other things

statc'l, "That wit!\ some difficulty they caused the
pigs ti) walk across a board s])rcad over with soft

clay— that the inijiressjons were; in some places

biiulcatod — that in others, besides t!ie bisulcous

marks, ihcrL- WL-re thos'j of two posterior toes~-that

owing to th'.- u;iruly nature of the animals tlicy could

not make them walk along the board when [;laccd

as an inclined plane, and that they had to ])Iace it

horizontally,'' iVc. It was a strange and humbling
accident tliat had re'luced the settl<;nu-nt of i-ueh nn
im;< jrtant theory to a qm-stion of jiettitoes. The
in [Hirers awoke from their ]/liilovopl)ica! leverie-

r iu,e i, no doubt, by the laughter that surrounded
them -wliile Dr. I'leming, leaving them to settle

'he qu'-i'ioii as tliey might, jfrocecded to tile more
seriou^ branches of the arg\iment.

Notwithstanding hi-i many discoveries in natural

scien'-e', ?..\'\ the distinction they had acquired not
only for himvlf but lii.s country. Dr. ]-'le'niing

still rem.iiivd in the ol;scure parisii of Flisk. In

writing ot" tliis to liis friend, .Mr. Neil, he says, "Hut
I have no ch jiee. 1 have been cast by Providence
in a seclu'led situation, with a stinted incr)me, and
exposed to the malevolence of tho.-.e who fancied that

I might interfere with their interests. In this way
the best of my life has been lost to the public, but
the accompanying discipline has not, I hope, been
lost upon myself." Even the results of his geologi-

cal researches, which he honestly and fearlessly an-

nounced, had subjected him to suspicions of being

unsound in the faith; and because he demurred at

the Mosaic account of the creation, as interpreted

by the old-world divines, he was suspected of the

wish to remove the foundation-stone of the whole
structure of revelation. Alluding to this in the same
letter, he says, "If you mean to say that I am
thought heterodox, I can only reply that it is not in-

tentional if I be so; and I have reason to believe,

aye, good ?-caso>i, that I am not thought so by those

who have the best opportunities of judging. " It was
no wonder that he was desirous of change, or that

the desire became so strong that sometimes he
thought of emigrating to some of our colonies. The
prospect of removal to a more eligible locality at

length occurred by a vacancy in the parish church of

Auchtermuchty, and 400 of the parishioners—every

member of the church except one—signed a petition

for his appointment as their minister. Although the

patron did not assent to their desire, Fleming was
gratified at what he justly termed "a unanimous
call from the parish—the most complete even a wor-
shipper of popularity could desire." It was not
long, however, until his wishes for a removal from
Flisk were gratified by a presentation to the parish

of Clackmannan. This occurred in 1832, and al-

though the removal was from the charge of a parish

of less than 300 to one of more than 3000 souls,

while much of the zeal and ardour of youth had de-

parted from him, he addressed himself to the duties

of his new charge with renewed diligence. IN-en

here, however, he was not long to remain, as a still

more congenial field of occupation awaited him. It

had long been felt that a university was his j)ropcr

sphere; and in 1 834 a vacancy occurred in the natural

philosophy chair of King's College, Aberdeen. The
senatus of the college, who were patrons of the

charge, offered it to Dr. Fleming, and by him it was
gratefully accepted.

Occujiying so congenial a position, Dr. Fleming
entered heartily into its duties, and while instructing

his class he continued those studies l)y^\hich natural

science might be improved, and new discoveries

made in it. In this manner he quietly continued

his course from year to year, and although the life

of an Aberdonian ]>rofessor is seldom abundant in

incident, his investigations continued to enlarge the

])f)undaries of knowledge, and add to his reputation.

This was manifested in 1S40, when Agassi/ and
IJuckland visited him at Aljerdeen: on this occasion

the celebrated .Swiss naturalist acknow ledged that 1 )r.

Fleming had the merit of being the first who had dis-

covered the traces of fossil fishes in the old red sand-

stone. This important scientific discover}-, which he
had started in earlier life, and ])roseculed ste]i by step

witli increasing conviction, wliik' each fiesh convic-

tion had been made the subject of a ]jublic nnnounce-
iiu;nt, was finally confn'ined beyond question b)- the

remains of a fish which he found connected with a
bed of coal in Clackmannan. His account fd the
iliscovery is interesting, as it s!io\\s the ])atient watch-
fiilncss with which he regarded these ])henomena of
nature, and the caution with which he advaiije<l to a
coneliidoii. Writing of tlie judcess and its result to

I'role-sor Jameson, he says: "WIkmi this organism
was fir--t exhibited to ine, I was at no loss to recog-

nize the resemblance between the plates or scales

with which it was invested, and which occur in

natural juxtai)osilion, and objects of a similar form
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and structure, though detached or unconnected,

which twenty years before I had procured in the

county of P'ife, from a bed covering the marine or

mountain limestone on which the coal-formation of

that district rests as its fundamental rock. As the

consideration of the form, structure, and composition

of the organisms from Fife had induced me to con-

sider them as the scales ofa fish, I was led, under the

inlluence of this opinion, and observing the scales

of the Clackmannan pertrifaction occupying Ijoth

sides of the specimen, to seek for traces of the ap-

pearance of the vertebral column, and I soon satisfied

myself as to the indications of its existence at both

extremities of tlie mass. In this conviction I de-

spatched the example to Edinburgh, with directions

to the lapidary for making a section confirmatory of

the views of its nature which I entertained. When
in the hands of the lapidary it was inspected by

several members of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,

whose zeal in the study of organic remains had re-

ceived a fresh impulse from the numerous specimens

which had been found in the limestone of Burdie

House. In the opinion of more than one member of

the society, labouring at the time under saurian or

saiiroid prejudices, my specimen was pronounced to

be the fragment of a reptile, not of a fish."

In 1840, the Aberdeen Philosophical Societyhaving

been formed. Professor Fleming felt much interest in

its progress, and at its first meeting, on the 7th of

February, read to it a paper "On a Vein of Animal
Origin occurring on a Reef of Rocks called Skerry

Vore, on the West Coast of Scotland." In 1841 he
communicated to the Edinburgh Philosophical Jour-

nal a paper on a more important subject, which was
the "Description of a Species of Skate new to the

British Fauna." The next subject that occupied the

mind of Dr. Fleming was a proposal in which natural

science was to be made subservient to the interests

of humanity. Wliile residing at Aberdeen he be-

came aware of the yearly loss of life that occurred on
the east coast, from the want of safe harbours for

vessels overtaken by a storm. In this case he com-
municated in an extended form, to the Edinburgh
Ncio Philosophical jfournal, a paper which he had pre-

viously read to the Aberdeen Philosophical Society,

"On the Expediency of forming Harbours of Refuge
on the East Coast of Scotland, between the Moray
Frith and the Frith of Forth." In this communi-
cation liis geological knowledge was employed both
in pointing out the localities which should be chosen
and tliose that were to be avoided, while his patriot-

ism was indignant, and his causticity called forth by
the indifference of our government authorities to an
evil that had so long invoked the remedy. "That
no public inquiry," he said, "should have been insti-

tuted respecting the exposed state of the east coast

of Scotland, with a view to the formation of harbours
of refuge, when it was granted elsewhere, may seem
inexplicable, unless we bear in mind that lamentable
apatliy exhibited by our representatives in parliament

whenever Scottish interests of a general character are

concerned." Attention, although tardily, was directed

to the subject, and it is hoped that the appeal will

not finally be in vain.

Although Dr. Fleming was so devoted a follower
of science, he had never lieen neglectful of the duties

of his clerical office; and this was altestetl by the
affection with which his parishioners of Bressay,
Hisk, and Clackmannan had successively regarded
him, and the regret they had sho\\-n in parting with
him. Even when he became a professor, also, he
never ceased to remember that he had been a min-
ister, or to be indifferent about the welfare of the
church. And now that the church ^\as in difficulties

from which a disruption was inevitable, he was pre-

pared to show, by his sacrifice both of yjosition and
emolument, how deeply he had felt upon the ques-
tion at issue. It is true, indeed, that while the ten

years' conflict was going on he had continued his

studies as before, and only raised his head at inter-

vals to ascertain the movements of the parties: but
it must be remembered that he had neither talent nor
liking for controversies of ecclesiastical polity, and
he saw that the field was occupied by those who were
better fitted for such contests. He therefore con-

tinued to find "sermons in stones," and not only

sermons, but profound scientific tnUhs, and calmly

to announce them to the world while the Ijattle was
raging around him. When the time approached he
was resolved to join the retiring party, and not abide

by his professorship until he should be thrust out of

it by those who had won the victor)'. But must he
therefore abandon his beloved pursuits, in which he
had hitherto been so successful, and commence life

anew? Even this kind of martyrdom he was resolved

to endure for what he considered the cause of con-

science, and the inalienable rights of the church.

Writing to Dr. Chalmers in 1843, soon after the

Disruption had occurred, and announcing the likeli-

hood of his departure from King's College, he thus
expresses himself in regard to his prospects for the
future:

—"Now it becomes a measure of necessity to

look the evil in the face and provide against it,

especially after what has taken place in the House
of Lords. ... I might recommence preaching,
and, although an old razor and rather rusty, I might
yet get a call and be usefully employed. But while
I labour under the conviction that in such a station

I could not do nmch good to the Free Church, I have
strong bodily and mental objections to such a course,

as you may easily conceive, after having been nine

years absent from a parish charge." He then sug-

gests the mode in which he might be employed more
profitably to the cause and the interests of religion

at large. "Were a Free Church College started in

Edinburgh, I could, in the chair of natu)-al history,

bring an amount of influence in that department, in

which I formerly published a good deal, likely to be
highly useful to the institution. Were a chair of

natural theology attached to the Divinity Hall, I

think I could occupy it with considerable advantage

to the Free Church." He then gives his views of a

course of this kind extending over three years, of

which the first year should comprise the inorganic

kingdom; the second biology and phytology, or the

structure, functions, and distribution of plants; and
the third, zoology. After mentioning the subjects

that should be treated under each head of the three

years' course, he proceeds to state the advantages

that would result from it. ".Such a course would
qualify for conversing with farmers, miners, fislier-

men, (S:c. , not merely by a knowledge of facts, but

by an acquaintance with the philosophy of the sub-

ject, and, viewed in this light, it would give a certain

amount of authority, as you are well aware, to a

parish minister. But to a missionary what a power
would be acquired ! . . . 1 need not expatiate

tojj'cwon the influence whicli sucli a course would
exercise on the minds of the students of the Free

Church, or the power of ]iulpit illustration which it

would furnish. Multitudes tlo nut see God in his

works because they are not qualified to read the book
of nature. They have not studied llie subject sutT;-

ciently in its details to ]ihilosophize safely. Now,
were tlie facts sutuciently numerous and varied in

their character, the conclusions would be useful and
stable. Such a course would supply to the divinity

student the ], dace of classes of mineralogy and geo-
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logy, phytology and zoolog)', and constitute a theo-

logical commentary on the earth, its contents and
inhabitants." After this enthusiastic but not over-

strained description of the benefits whicli such a

course would impart to the future teachers of religion.

Dr. Fleming disinterestedly adds, "I beg of you, in

judging of this scheme of a natural theology chair,

to keep nu out of view, and to determine respecting

it wholly as a new branch of educational prepara-

tion exclusively tJ;/ :/s cncn merits." To Dr. Chalmers
such an application could not be made in vain. From
the taste which h.-vd sprung up among the highest

intellects for the study of geology and zoology, he

saw that the church must keep ahead, or at least

abreast, of such a scientific movement, in wliich the

interests of religion were so deeply implicated, and

that unle.-s theological students were accomplished

in such knowledge, they could no longer be the au-

thoritative teachers and guides of the people. lie

therefore cordially received the proposal, and entered

into it with his wonted enthusiasm. It was sub-

mitted to the founders and heads of the contemplated
Free Cl'urch College, who regarded it with equal

partiality. By their desire a new plan was drawn
out by Dr. Fleming, in which a single year's course

was su!)stituted for one of three, and various modifi-

cations introduced into the details, to suit the wants
of the age and the difficulties of a newly constructed

church. The chair of natural science being estab-

lished in the Free Church College, there was but

one opinion as to the man best titted to occupy it;

and accordingly, in 1845, at the General Assembly
of the Free Church hekl at Inverness, Dr. Fleming
was unanimously ai^pointed to the professorship.

After this the life (jf the venerable professor was
spent partly in the duties of his charge, and partly

in communicating through the press the discoveries

he was still continuing to prosecute; and, in the latter

case, his cliief medium was the NortJi British Rcvieiv,

established cliielly Ivy Free Church influence, and
placeil under the editorship of Dr. Welsh. Old age,

without abating the intellectual energy and activity,

or blunting the wit of Dr. Fleming, which always
had a keen edge, only mellowed his temper and re-

pressed iiis ]iugnacity, so that he was not only at

peace with the world at large, hut in close friendship

with his farmer rivals and antagonists in science, who
now could oidy wi;nder why they liad ([uarrelled with
him. 15ut tu the last his chief intellectual character-

istic, and one so necessary Utx a guide in the investi-

gations of natural science, abode with him —to wit,

liis love of f,'>J^, and contempt for mere hypotheses.
What he examined with his own senses, or received
from tesrimony that coul<l not be impeached, he ad-
milted into his system - but theories he despised,

and to the theorist he turned a deaf ear let him
theon/.e never so wisely. Am<)ng the many incidents

illustrative of tliis scruiiulous allegiance to the hard
re'|uirements u{ science with which he startled and
s'juietimes aniusjd his students, was one which oc-

curred uhile he was professor in the free Church
Colhg!^ ()a a scientific excursion with his class

h-; wa^ explaining to them the bouMcr-clav, and the
order of the successive strata that lay beneath it, when
a dipper young student, impatient to chip the earth's

sh'-ll and get l'> the Ijottom of things, .ihruptly ask.-d,

"l;\!l. doctor, what is at the centre of all ?" "1 don't

know, sir," replied the professor, "for 1 ne\er was
tlr;r-:.''

After he had held his professorshiji in the I'ree

Chur.:h Coll(.-.;e for twelve years, Dr. Fleming died
alter a sliort ilhie-s; and it was characteristic of hi,

love of science and itvlefatigable indu-tr\-, that he
waj withdrawn while in tlie midat of active occupa-

tion. He had written his last work, Tlic Lithology

oflidinhurgh, and had passed the whole of it through
the press, with the exception of the last half-sheet,

when his final brief sickness surprised him. But he
scarcely could be said to be surprised who had been
living in readiness to die ; and he departed in the

consciousness that he was removing to a sphere of

clearer vision, and a more intimate knowledge of the

Creator. His death occurred on the i8th of Novem-
ber, 1 85 7, and his best epitaph is the following

notice from the minutes of the Royal Physical So-
ciety:— " In his capacity as professor of natural science

in the New College, it is believed that Dr. Fleming
has been eminently successful in imparting much of

his own healthy spirit to the many students who
have listened to his prelections, while his own full

testimony to the compatibility of a sincere belief in

revealed truth with the acceptance of the facts and
views of modern science, must have helped not a
little to stem the torrent of sjieculative infidelity

which threatened not long ago to break forth in our
land."

FLEMING, Robert, an eminent divine and
theological writer, was the son of the Rev. Robert
Fleming, a clergyman, first at Cambuslang, and
afterwards at Rotterdam, and author of a well-known
work, entitled The Fulfilling of the Scriptures. The
subject of this memoir received his education partly

in his native country, and partly in the universities

of Feyden and Utrecht. He first officiated as a

clergyman to the English congregation at Leyden,
and afterwards he succeeded to the church at Rotter-

dam, where his father died in 1694. In the year

1698 he removed to London to settle as pastor of

the Scottish congregation in Lothbury, not only at

the earnest invitation of the people, but by the desire

of King William, with wdiom he had formed an inti-

macy in Holland. This monarch used fre<]uently to

send for Fleming, to consult with him upon Scottish

affairs; an intercourse conducted, at the desire of the

divine, with the greatest secrecy.

Fleming, though a dissenter from the Church of

.Scotland as now estaljlished, was an admirer of her

fundamental and original institution. It was not in-

consistent with this profession that he zealously up-

held hereditary monarchy as a princijile in govern-

ment. Popery in the church, and tyramiy in the

state, were what he most detested. In personal

character Fleming was a pious, miUI, and aludile man.
In learning he stood very high, being conversant not

only with the fathers and councils, and the ecclesias-

tical and civil historians. |jut v.ith the oi'ieiital lan-

guages, the works of the Jewish rabbis, and the whole
circle of polite authors, ancient an<l modern. ( »n

account of his amiable manners and extensive

knowledge, he was held in great e-teem b(;th by the

foreign universities and by the most learned persons

at h(jme. The .Archbishoj) of Canterbury, and many
other eminent dignitaries of the I'.nglish church,

extended their friendship to him. lly the dissenting

clergymen of the city, though connecti-d with a dil-

ferent national church, he was chosen one of the

jireacher of the merchants' Tuesday lecture at Salters'

ilall. Lord ("armichacd, the si-cretary of state for

Scotland, offered him the oflKeof principal of the

university of ( dasgow, v\hich he declined, from con-

scientious scrujdes.

I'leming pul)lishcd various woiks in divinity; but

the most remarkable was a discourse, ])rinted in

1 701, on The Rise aud I'all of the I'apary. Like
many other sincerely pious men of that age, he was
deeply affected by the ])osition in which the I'rotes-

tant religion stood in re.- peel ol the Papacy, threat-
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ened as Great Britain was, by the power of France,

and the designs of a Catholic claimant of the throne.

Proceeding upon the mysteries of the Apocalypse

and other data, he made some calculations of a very

striking nature, and which were strangely verified.

On the subject of the pouring out of the fourth vial,

he says:
—"There is ground to hope that, about

the beginning of another such century, things may
again alter for the belter, for I cannot but hope that

some new mortification of the chief supporters of

antichrist will then happen; and perhaps the French

monarchy may begin to be considerably humbled
about that time : that, whereas the present French

king takes for his motto A'fc plunbus itnpar, he

may at length, or rather his successors, and the

monarchy itself (at least before the year 1794), be

forced to acknowledge, that, in respect to neighbour-

ing potentates, he is even singulis iiupar.

"But as to the expiration of this vial," he con-

tinues, "I do fear it will not be until the year 1794.

The reason of which conjecture is this—that I find

the pope got a new foundation of exaltation when
Justinian, upon his concjucst of Italy, left it in a

great measure to the pope's management, being

willing to eclipse his own authority to advance that

of this haughty prelate. Now, this being in the

year 552, this, by the addition of 1260, reaches down
to the year 181 1, which, according to prophetical

account, is the year 1794. And then I do suppose

the fourth vial will end, and the fifth commence, by

a new mortification of the Papacy, after this vial has

lasted 148 years; which indeed is long in comparison

with the former vials; but if it be considered in rela-

tion to the fourth, fifth, and sixth trumpets, it is but

short, seeing the fourth lasted 190 years, the fifth

302, and the sixth 393."

It is important to observe, that Fleming imme-
dately subjoins, that he gave "his speculations of

what is future no higher character than guesses."

He adds: "therefore, in the fourth and last place,

we may justly suppose that the French monarchy,
after it has scorched others, will itself consume by
doing so; its fire and that which is the fuel that

maintains it, resting insensibly till towards the end
of this century, as the Spanish monarchy did before,

towards the end of the sixteenth age."

In the month of January, 1793, when Louis XVI.
was about to suffer on the scaffold, the apparent
]ire(lictions of Fleming came into notice in the

13ritish newspapers. Again, in 1848, the attempt
to liberate Italy, and the temporary flight of the

pope, attracted attention to P'leming's very re-

marka!)le calculation as to the time of the pouring
out of the fifth vial. "This judgment," says he,

"will probably begin about the year 1794, and ex-

pire about the year 184S; . . . for I do suppose
that, seeing the pope received the title of supreme
bishop no sooner than tlie year 606, he cannot be
supposed to have any vial poured out upon his seat

immediately (so as to ruin his authority so signally

as this judgment must be su]iposed to do) until the

year 184S, which is the date of the 1260 years in

prophetical account, when they are reckoned from
the year 606."

The anxiety of this wortliy man respecting the
fate of Protestantism and the Hanover succession,
at length brought on a disease which obstructed his

usefulness, and threatened his life. Though he re-

covered from it, and lived some years, his feeble
constitution finally sank under his grief for the loss of
some dear friends, the death of some noble i^atriots,

the divisions amongst Protestants, and the con-
federacy of France and Rome to b'.nd Europe in
chains. He died May 24, 1716.

FLETCHER, Andrew, so much celelirated for

his patriotism and political knowledge, was the son

of Sir Robert Fletcher of Salton and Innerpeffer,

by Catharine Bruce, daughter of Sir Henry Bruce
of Clackmannan, and was born in the year 1653.

His descent was truly noble, his father being the

fifth in a direct line from Sir Bernard Fletcher of

the county of York, and his mother of the noble

race of Bruce; the patriarch of the family of Clack-

mannan having been the third son of Robert de

Bruce, Lord of Annandale, grandfather of Robert de

Bruce, King of Scots. The subject of this memoir
had the misfortune to lose his father in early youth;

but he was, by that parent, on his death-bed, con-

signed to the care of Gilbert Burnet, then minister

of .Salton, and afterwards Bishop of Salisbury, who
carefully instructed him in literature and religion, as

well as in the principles of free government, of which
Fletcher became afterwards such an eminent advo-

cate. After completing his course of education

under his excellent preceptor, he went upon his

travels, and spent several years in surveying the

manners and examining the institutions of the prin-

cipal continental states. His first appearance as a
public character was in the jiarliament held by
James, Duke of York, as royal commissioner in the

year 1681. In this parliament Fletcher sat as com-
missioner for the shire of East Lothian, and mani-
fested the most determined opposition to the arbitrary

and tyrannical measures of the court. In a short

time he found it necessary to withdraw himself, first

into England, to consult with his reverend preceptor.

Dr. Burnet, and afterwards, by his advice, to

Holland. For his opposition to the test, and to the

general spirit of the government, he was, not long
after, summoned to appear before the lords of his

majesty's privy-council at Edinburgh. Of the spirit

of this court, the most abominable that has disgraced

the annals of Great Britain, Fletcher was too well

aware to put himself in its power; and for his non-

appearance he was outlawed and his e>tate confis-

cated. Holland was at this time the resort of many
of the best men of both kingdoms who had been
obliged to expatriate themselves to esca])e the fury

of an infatuated government, and v.-ith these Fletcher

formed the closest intimacy. In the year 1683 he
accompanied Baillie of Jerviswood to England, in

order to concert measures with the friends of liberty

there, and was admitted into the secrets of Loni
Russell's council of six. This assembly consisted of

the Duke of Monmouth, the Lords Russell, Essex,

and Howard, Algernon Sydney, and John Hampden,
grandson to the immortal patriot of that name.
Tyranny was, however, at this time triumphant.

Monmouth was obliged to abscond; Russell wrs
apprehended, tried, and executed, principally through

the evidence of his associate, the unprincipled Loril

Howard. Essex was imprisoneil, and eitlicr cut his

own throat, or had it cut by as>assins— hi>ton.- ha>

never determined which. Sydney was executeti,

and Howard subjected to a fine of /"40.CXX3 sterling.

Many other persons of infei'i(jr note were executed

for this plot. Tervi.-wood fell \vXo tlie hands (.f

tlie Scottish administration, and \vas nn'-t illegally

and iniquitously put to deaili. Fletclier too was
eagerly sought after, and, had he l:een ajqirehended,

would certainly have >b.ared tlie same fate. He,
however, escaped again to the Ci>ntiiient, where he

devoted his time to the study nf pul)l;c law. an 1

for some time seems t^i have had little corre-pondence

with his native country.

In the beginning of the year 16S5, when Tame-
\TI. acceded to the throne of Britain. Fletcher cair.e

to the Hague, where were assembled Monmouth,
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Arg)-le, Melville, PoKvorth, Tonvoodlie, Mr. James
Stuart, Lord Stair, and many other gentlemen, both

Scottish and English, when the unfortunate expedi-

tions of Arg)le and Monmouth were concerted. It

does not appear, however, that Fletcher was a leader

among these gentlemen. His temper was of the

most stern and unaccommodating character, and he

was bent upon setting up a commonwealth in Scot-

land, or at least a monarchy so limited as to bear

very little resemblance to a kingdom. He had

drunk deep of the sjnrit of ancient Greece, with which
the greater part of his associates, jiatriots though they

were, had no great accjuaintance; and he had a

consciousness of his own superiority that could not

go well down with tliose feudal chieftains who sup-

posed that their birth alone entitled them to prcce-

liency in council, as well as to command in the field.

His own country was certainly dearer to him than

any other, and in it he was likely to put forth his

energies witli the greatest effect; yet from his dis-

satisfaction with their plans of operation, he did not

embark with his countrymen but with tlie Duke of

Monmouth, in wliom, if successful, he expected less

obstruction to his republican views. Fletcher was
certainly at the outset warmly attached to Monmouth's
scheme of landing in England, though he subse-

quently wished it to be laid aside; and he afterwards

told Burnet that Monmouth, though a weak young
man, was sensil)le of the imprudence of his adven-

ture, but that he was pushed on to it against his

own sense and reason, and was piqued upon the

point of honour in hazarding his person with his

friends. He accordingly landed at Lynn, in Dorset-

shire, on the nth of June, 16S5, with about loo
follower>, of wliom the subject of this memoir was
one of the most distinguished. Crowds of people
soon flocked to join the standard of Monmouth, and
had he been ([ualified for such an enterprise as that

he had now undertaken tlie Revolution of 16S8 might
perhaps have been anticipated. He, however, pos-

sessed no such fpialifications, nor did those on whom
he had j^rincipally depended. Lord Gray, to whom
he had given the command of the horse, was sent

out wit!i a small jiarty to disperse a detachment of

militia tliat had tjeen assembled to oppose him. The
militia retreated before the troo])s of Monmouth,
who stood firm; but Gray their general fled, carry-

ing back to his cam]) tlie news of a defeat, which
was in a short time contradicted by the return of the
troops in good order. .Monmouth had intended to

join Metcher along with Gray in the command of his

cavalry, and tlie Scolti.di jiatriot certainly would not
have lied, so long as one man stood by him; but
unforuinately, at the very time whtn Gray was out
on the service in which he so completely disgraced
his character, Fletciier wa-, sent out in an<;tlier direc-

ti(jn, in which he v,-as scarcely less unfortunate,
having, in a pergonal quarrel about a horse which
he had too hastily laid h'lid of for his own use, killed

the mayor of Lynn, who had newly come in to join

t!ie insurgent army, in consequence of which he was
under the necessity of leaving the cainj) immedintelv.
The mc-hnc!io!y fite of .Monniouih is generallv
imowii.

Tli'nigh there cannot be a doubt tluit the sliooiing

of ihi; rnay'<r of Lynn was the real cau.M- of !• Irtcher'.^

ahaii'Inniiig the enter|)rise so early, lie liiinsclf never
admit tcl it. He had j(jined, he said, the Duke of
.M'liiinuuth 'in the fjoting of his maiiife^^lations,

which jiiomis'jd to ])rovide for the permanent security
of civil hbcrty and the Protestant religion, by the
calling of a general congress of delegates from tlie

pe )p'ie at largr, to firm a free constitution of govern-
ment, in wh.cli no cLiini to the throne was to be ad-

mitted, but with the free choice of the representatives

of the people. From the proclaiming of Monmouth
king, which was done at Taunton, he saw, he said,

that he h.id been deceived, and resolved to proceed
no further, every step from that moment being trea-

.son against the just rights of the nation, and deep
treachery on the part of Monmouth. At any rate,

finding that he could be no longer useful, he left

Taunton, and embarked aboard a vessel for Spain,

where he no sooner arrived, than he was thrown
into prison, and, on the application of the British

ambassador, was ordered to be delivered up and
transmitted to London in a Spanish ship fitted up for

that purpose. In this hopeless situation, looking
one morning through the bars of his dungeon, he
was accosted by a person who made signs that he
wished to speak with him. Looking around him
Fletcher perceived an open door, at which he was
met by his deliverer, with whom he passed unmolested
through three different military guards, all of whom
seemed to be fast asleep, and without being permitted
to return thanks to his guide, made good his escape,

with the assistance of one who evidently had been
sent for the express purpose, but of whom he never
obtained the smallest information. Travelling in

disguise, he proceeded through Spain, and consider-

ing himself out of danger, made a leisurely pilgrim-

age through the country, amusing himself in the

libraries of the convents, where he had the good
fortune to find many rare and curious books, some
of which he was enabled to purchase and bring along
with him, to the enriching of the excellent library

he had already formed at his seat of Salton, in East
Lothian. In the course of his peregrinations he
made several very narrow escapes, among which the

following is remarkable, as having apparently fur-

nished the hint for a similar incident in a well-known
fiction. He was proceeding to a town where he in-

tended to have passed the night; but in the skirts

of a wood, a few miles from thence, upon entering

a road to the right, he was warned by a woman of
respectable appearance to take the left-hand road,

as there would be danger in the other direction.

Ujjon his arrival he found the citizens alarmed by
the news of a robbery and murder, which had taken
place on the road against which he had been cau-

tioned, and in which he would have certainly been
implicated, through an absurd Spanish law, even
although not seen to commit any crime. After leav-

ing Spain he {proceeded into Hungary, where he
entered as a volunteer into the army, and distin-

guished himself by his gallantry and military talents.

I-'rom this distant scene of activity, however, he was
soon recalled by the efforts that at length were making
to break the yoke of tyranny and the staff of the

op[)ressor that had so long lain heavy on the king-

dom of Britain. Coming to the Hague he found
there his old friends. Stair, Melville, I'olworth, Car-
dross, Stuart of Coltncss, Stuart of (joodtrees, Dr.

Burnet, and Mr. Cunningham, who still thought his

jirinciplcs high and extravagant, though tlu-y asso-

ciated with him, and were hajijiy to have the in-

fluence of his name and the weight of his talents to

aid them on so momentous an occasion. Tiiougli

not permitted to be a leailer in the great wfirk of the
Revolution -f(jr which, indeed, his j)rinci]iles, which
were sodiflercnt from those of the men \sho eft'ected

it, di^qllalifled him- he came hnme in the train of
his countrymen, who by that great event were re-

stored to their country and to their rightful jjosses-

sions; and, according to the statement of the I'^arl of
Buchan,' made a noble api)earance in the convention

1 L!/c- o/FktJicr o/i;anon.
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which met in Scotland after the Revolution for settling

the new government. Lockhart of Camwath, who
was no friend to the new government, nor of the

principles upon which it was founded, tai<es no notice

of this portion of the life of Fletcher, tiiough he is

copious upon his speeches, and indeed every part of

his conduct, when he afterwards became a violent

oppositionist.

in tlie year 1692, when every effort to bring about

a counter revolution was made, Fletcher, though
strongly, and perliaps justly, disgusted with King
William, renouncing every selfish principle, and
anxious only to promote the welfare of the country,

exerted himself to the utmost to preserve what had
been already attained in the way of a free govern-

ment, thougli it came far short of wliat he wished,

and what he fondly, too fondly, hoped the nation

had been ripe to bear. In all that regarded the

public welfare he was indeed indefatigable, and that

without any appearance of interested motives. He
was the first friend and patron of that extraordinary

man William Paterson, to whom the honour of the

formation of the Bank of England ought, in justice,

to be ascribed, and who projected the Darien Com-
pany, the most splendid idea of colonization that

was ever attempted to be put in practice. "Pater-

son," says Sir John Dalrymple, "on his return to

London, formed a friendship with Mr. Fletcher of

Salton, whose mind was inllamed with the love of

public good, and all of whose ideas to procure it had
a sublimity in them. Fletcher disliked England,
merely because he loved Scotland to excess, and
therefore the report common in Scotland is probably
true, that he was the person who persuaded Paterson

to trust the fate of his project to his own countrymen
alone, and to let them have the sole benefit, glory,

and danger in it, for in its danger Fletcher deemed
some of its glory to consist. Although Fletcher had
nothing to hope for, and nothing to fear, because
he had a good estate and no children, and though
he was of the country party, yet, in all his schemes
for the public good, he was in use to go as readily

to the king's ministers as to his own friends, being
indilTerent who had the honour of doing good, pro-

vided it was done. His house of Salton, in East
Lothian, was near to that of the Marquis of Tweed-
dale, then minister for Scotland, and they were often

together. Fletclier brought Paterson down to Scot-
land with him, presented him to the marquis, and
then, with that power which a vehement spirit always
possesses over a diftident one, persuaded the states-

man, by arguments of public good, and of the

honour that would redound to his administration,

to adopt tlie project. Lord Stair and Mr. Jolmston,
the two secretaries of state, patronized those abilities

in Paterson which they possessed in themselves, and
the lord-advocate, Sir James Stewart, the same man
who had adju-;tcd the Prince of Orange's declaration
at the Revolution, and whose son was married to a
daughter of Lord Stair, went naturally along with
his connections." From the above it appears that

Fletcher, next to the projector Paterson, wlio was,
like liimself, an ardent lover of liberty, had the prin-

cipal hand in forwarding the colonization of Darien,
and to liis ardent and expansive mind we have no
doubt that the plan owed some, at least, of its ex-

cellencies, and also perhaps the greatest of its de-
fjcts. "From tliis period," remarks Lord Puclian,
"till the meeting of the union parliament, Fletcher
was uniform and indefatigable in liis ]iarliamentary
conduct, continually attentive to the rights of the
peo],le, and jealous, as every friend of his country
ouglii to be, of their invasion l)y the king and hi'>

mini.-ters
; for it is as much of the nature uf kin,;-
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and ministers to invade and destroy the rights of the

people, as it is of foxes and weasels to rifle a poullr)'-

yard, and destroy the poultry. All of them, there-

fore," continues his lordship, "ought to be muzzled."

Among other things that Fletcher judged necessary

for the preservation of public liberty, was that of

national militia. In a discourse ujjon this subject

he says, "A good and effective militia is of such im-

portance to a nation, that it is the chief part of the

constitution of any free government. For though,
as to otlier things, the constitution be never so slight,

a good fliilitia will always preserve the public lil^erty

;

but in the best constitution that ever was, as to all

other parts of government, if the militia be not upon
a right footing, the liberty of that people must
perish."

Scotland, ever since the union of crowns, had been
stripped of all her importance in a national point of

view, and the great object at this time was to exclude

English influence from her councils, and to restore

her to her original state of independence—a thing

which could never be accomplished so long as the

King of Scotland was the King of England. James
VL, when he succeeded to the Englisli crown, wiser

than any of his statesmen, saw this difficulty, and
proposed to obviate it by the only possiljle means, a

union of the two kingdoms; but, owing to the in-

veterate prejudices of so many ages, neither of the

kingdoms could at that time be brought to submit
to the judicious proposal. Pdetcher and his com-
patriots saw what had been the miserable evils, but

they saw not the proper remedy; hence they pursued

a plan that, but for the superior wisdom of the Eng-
lish, would have separated the crowns, brought on
hostilities, and the entire subjection of the country

by force of arms. . In all the measures which had
for their object the annihilating of English influence,

Fletcher had the principal hand, and there were
some of them of singular boldness. In case of

the crowns of the two kingdoms continuing to l;e

worn by one person, the following, after pointing

out in strong terms the evils that had accrued to

Scotland from this unfortunate association, were the

limitations proposed by Fletcher:
—

"ist, That elec-

tions shall be made at every Michaelmas head court,

for a new parliament every year, to sit the 1st of

November next following, and adjourn themselves

from time to time till next Michaelmas—that they

choose their own president—and that ever\thing

shall be determined by balloting, in place of voting.

2d, That so many lesser barons shall be added to

the parliament, as there have been noblemen created

since the last augmentation of tlie number of the

barons; and that in all time coming, for every noble-

man that shall be created, there shall be a br.ron

added to the parliament. 3d, That no man have

a vote in parliament but a noljleman or electcfi

members. 4th, That the kings sliail give the ^aiic-

tion to all laws offered by tlie estates, and tliai

the president of the parliament l^e empowered !•}'

his majesty to give the sanction in liis alisence, r.nd

have ten pounds sterling a day of salary. 5tli, lliat

a committee of one-and-lhirty menit)ers. cf w liicli nine

to be a quorum, chosen out of their own numl)er by

every parliament, shall, during the intervals of par-

liament, under the king, have tlie administration of

tlie go\-ernment, lie liis council, and accoiuital)le t^i

tlie next ]iarlianicnl, witli jiowcr on extraordinary

occasions to call tlie parliament togetlier, and that,

ill said council, all thing-- be determined liy balloting

in ]ilace of voting. 6tli, That the king, wjtliout

consent of jiarlianicnt, shall not have the power ot

niakin.g ]icace ami war, or that of concluding any

trcat%- with anv other state or potentate. 7th, Thai
38
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all places and offices, both civil and military, and all

pensions, formerly conferred by our kings, shall ever

after be given by parliament. 8th, That no regiment

or company of horse, foot, or dragoons, be kept on
foot in peace or war but by consent of parliament.

9th, That all the fencihle men of the nation betwixt

sixty and sixteen, be with all diligence possible armed
with bayonets and firelocks all of a calibre, and con-

tinue always jirovided in such arms, with ammuni-
tion suitable. loth. That no general indemnity nor

pardon for any tr.insgression against the public shall

be valitl without consent of parliament, ilth, That

the fifteen senators of the college of justice shall be

incapable of being members of jjarliament, or of any

other office or pension, but the salary that belongs to

their place to he increased as the parliament shall

think fit; th.at the office of president shall be in three

of their number, to be named by parliament; and

that there be no extraordinary lords. And also,

that the lords of the justice court shall be distinct

from that of tlie session, and under the same restric-

tions. 1 2th, That if any king break in u])on any of

these Conditions of government, he shall, by the

estates, be declared to have forfeited the crown."

The above limitations did not pass the house, though
they met with very general support; yet, something

little short of them was really passed, and received

the royal assent. The so much applauded Act of

Security made many ]irovisions respecting the mode
of proceeding in parliament in case of the queen's

ileath, with the conilitions under which the successor

to the crown of England was to be allowed to suc-

ceed to that of .Scotland, which were to l)e "at least,

freedom of navigation, free conmnmication of trade

and liberty of the plantaticms to the kingdom and
subjects of -Scotland, established by the parliament

i>{ England.'' It also provided, "that the whole
I'rote.iiant heritors, with all the burghs of the king-

dom, sliould f)rthwith ])rovide themselves with fire-

arms for all the fencible men who were Protestants

within their resi)ective bounds; and they were further

(jrdaine'l and aj)pointed to exercise the said fencible

men once a month, at least.'' The ^aine ]:)arliament

pa>sed an act anent peace and war, which i)rovided,

anKjiig oilier things, that after her majesty's death,

and failing heirs other body, no person, at the same
time King or <Jueen o{ Scotland an<l ICngland, shall

liave sole power of making war witli any prince,

s'.ate, or potentate whats<)ever, without consent of

l.arHanieP.t. .\ jiroposal made at this time for

settling the succession, as the J-Jiglisli jiarliament

had done, in the Iiou^e of Hau'jver, was treated with

tile utmost contempt, some i;ro])osing to burn it, and
others in-isting that the nieni!)er who ])i-oi)oscd it

s!i<jul(l be sent to tlie ca-tle; and it was at hist tlirown

out by a majority of t"irty-se\en voi.rs. Another
limitation jiropose'i by 1' letcher was, that all ])Laccs,

oil'ices, and ])ensii)ns, which had been formerly given

by our king, should after her mnjesty and heirs of

her body, bj conferred only by parliament so long as

tlie crowns remained united. '"Without this limita-

tion," he continues, ''our poverty and subjeclion to

tiie court of I'.ugl.ind will everyday increase, and
til '|Uestion We have now befon; u^ is, whether we
v.iil be free men, or slaves for ever!-' wliether we will

Ciiutinue to (lefeiid or break the yoke of our indejien-

<! -.icei-' and whether we \\ill choose- to live |ioor and
iiii-erable, or rit:h, free, and happy? I.et no man
think to (ibject that this limitation takes away the

w'lole i")Ui,rof tile jirince; fir the sanu! condition

'f g'.vernnie!it is found in one of the most absolute
m ma:c!;ie- .f tlie v.oil.l, ( diina.'' f^>U(jting the autho-
rity of Sir W illiaui I'eiiiple firtliis f-ct, he continues,

"and if, under the gre:!test absolute monarchy of

the world, in a country where the prince actually re-

sides—if among heathens this be accounted a neces-

sary part of government for the encouragement of

virtue, shall it be denied to Christians living under a

prince who resides in another nation ? Shall it be
denied to peo])le who have a right to liberty, and
yet are not capable of any, in their ])resent circum-

stances, without this limitation?" \\'e cannot re-

frain copying the following sentences on the benefits

he anticipated from the measure:— "This limitation

will undoubtedly enrich the nation by stopping that

perpetual issue of money to England, which has re-

duced this country to extreme poverty. This limita-

tion does not flatter us with the hopes of riches, by
an uncertain project—does not require so much as

the condition of our own industry; but by saving

great sums to the country, will every year I'urnish a

stock sufficient to carry on a considerable trade, or to

establish some useful manufacture at home with the

highest probability of success: because our ministers,

by this rule of government, would be freed from the

influence of English councils, and ourtratle be entirely

inourown hands, and nolunderthe ]>ower of thecourt,

as it was in the affair of iJarien. If we do not attain

this limitation, ourattendanceat London will continue

to drain this nation of all those sums which should be
a stock for trade. Besides, by frequenting that court,

we not only spend our money, but learn the expensive

modes and ways of living of a rich and luxurious

nation; we lay out, yearly, great sums in furniture and
equipage, to the unsi)eakable prejudice of the trade

and manufactures of our own country. Not that I

think it amiss to travel into lingland, in order to .see

and learn their industiy in trade and husbandry; but at

court what can we learn, except a horrid corruption

of manners and an expensive way of living, that we
may for ever after be both poor and prolligate? This
limitation will secure to us our freedom and indepen-

dence. It has been often said in this house, that

our jjrinces are captives in England, and, indeed, one
would not wonder if, when cnir interest happens to

be different from that of England, our kings, who
must be su))ported by the riclies and j)ower of that

nation in all their undertakings, should prefer an

English interest before that of tiiis countiy; it is yet

less strange that I'higlish ministers should advise

and jirocure the advancement of such jiersons to the

ministry of .Scotland, as will conqily v.h\i their

measures and the king's or<lers, and to surmount the

dilllculties they may meet w ith from a true .Scottish

interest, that places and pensions should be bestowed
u]ion parliament men and others. I say, these things

are so far frcjni wonder, that they are inevitable in

the present state of our affairs; but I hojie they like-

wise show us that we ought not to continue any
longer in this con<lition. .\ow, this liniitalion is ad-

vantageous to all. The ])rince will no more be ]iut

u])on the hardship of deciding betwein an finglish

and a .^coltish interest, or the dilficulty ol i'ec<incil-

ing what he owes to each nation in const'juence of

his coronation oath. liven Lnglish iniiiislers will

no longer lie under the- temptalion of meddling in

Sci^tish affurs, nor the- ministeis of this kingdom,
together with all those who have |>lact-s ana! pensii.ns,

be any moi'e subjei:t to tlie worst of all sla\ery. Hut
if the inlluences I mentioned befoie still routinue,

what will any other limitation ava.il Us? What shall

We be the better fir oui' act concerning tlie jiower
of war and peace, since by the f irce of an l-.nglish

interest and inlluei.ce, we cannot fii! of being en-

gaged in every war and ne-lected in ever\- jieace ?

lly this liniilatioii our ]iarliament will become the
most uncoriupled senate of all fiurope. Xo man

j

will be templed to vote against the interest of his
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countiy, when his country shall have all the bribes

in lier own hands—offices, places, and pensions. It

will be no longer necessary to lose one half of the

customs, that parliament men may be made collec-

tors; wo will not desire to exclude the officers of

state from sitting in this house, when the country

shall have tiie nomination of them; and our parlia-

ment, free from corruption, cannot fail to redress all

our grievances. We shall then have no cause to fear

a refusal of the royal assent to our acts, for we shall

have no evil counsellor nor enemy of his country to

advise it. When this condition of government shall

take place, the royal assent will be the ornament of

the prince, and never be refused to the desires of the

people ; a general unanimity will be found in this

house, in every part of the government, and among
all ranks and conditions of men. The distinctions

of court and country party shall no more be heard in

this nation, nor shall the prince and people any
longer have a different interest. Rewards and pun-
ishments will be in the hands of those who live

among us, and consequently best know the merit of

men, by which means virtue will be recompensed
and vice discouraged, and the reign and government
of the prince will flourish in peace and justice. I

should never make an end if I should prosecute all

the great advantages of this limitation, which, like

a divine influence, turns all to good, as the want of

it has hitherto poisoned everything, and brought all

to ruin."

If Fletcher really believed the one half of what he
ascribes in this speech to his favourite limitation, he
was an enthusiast of no common order. We suspect,

however, that his design was in the first place to

render the king insignificant, and then to dismiss him
altogether, it being one of his favourite maxims,
that tlie trappings of a monarchy and a great aris-

tocracy would patch up a very clever little common-
wealth. The high-flying Tories of that day, how-
ever, or, in other words, the Jacobites, in the heat
of their rage and the bitterness of their disappoint-

ment, clung to him as their last hope, supporting
even his most deadly attacks upon the royal preroga-

tive, from the desperate pleasure of seeing the kingly
office, since they could not preserve it for their own
idol, rendered useless, ridiculous, or intolerable to

any one else who should enjoy it. By this means
there was a seeming consistency in those ebullitions

of national independence, and a strength and vigour
which tliey really did not possess, but which alarmed
the English ministry; and the union of the kingdoms,
which good sense and good feeling ought to have ac-

complished at least one century earlier, was effected

at last as a work of political necessity fully as much
as of mercy. In every stage of tiiis important Inisi-

ness Fletcher was its most determined opponent, in

w'licii he was, as usual, seconded by tlie whole
strength of the Jacobites. Happily, however, through
the i)rudence of the Englisli ministry, the richness of

her treasury, and the imbecility of the Duke of

Hamilton, the leader of the Jacoliites, he was unsuc-

cessful, and retired from public life under the melan-
choly idea that he had outlived not only his country's

glory, but her very existence, having witnessed, as he
thought, the last glimmering of ho]3e, and heard the

last sounds of freeiloni that were ever to make glad
tiie hearts of Iier unfortunate children. lie died at

London in 1716.

The character of Fletcher has been the subject

ot almost universal and unlimited ])ancgyric. '"He
v.a>,'" says the Earl of liuchan, ''by far the most
nervous and correct speaker in the parliament of

Scotland, for he drew his style from the pure models
of antiiiuit}-, and not from the grosser practical ora-

tory of his contemporaries; so that his speeches will

bear a comparison with the best speeches of the

reign of Queen Anne, the Augustan age of Great
Britain." Lockhart says, "lie was always an admirer
of both ancient and modern republics, but that he
showed a sincere and honest inclination towards the

honour and interest of his country. The idea of
England's domineering over Scotland was what his

generous soul could not endure. The indignities

and oppression Scotland lay under galled him to the

heart, so that, in his learned and elaborate discourses,

he exposed them with undaunted courage and pa-

thetic eloquence. He was l)lessed with a soul that

hated and despised whatever was mean and unbe-
coming a gentleman, and was so steadfast to what
he thought right, that no hazard nor advantage—not

the universal empire, nor the gold of America—could

tempt him to yield or desert it. And I may affirm

that in all his life he never once pursued a measure
with the least prospect of anything by end to himself,

nor farther than he judged it for the common benefit

and advantage of his country. He was master of the

English, Latin, Greek, French, and Italian languages,

and well versed in historj', the civil law, and all kinds
of learning. He was a strict and nice observer of

all the points of honour, and had some experience of

the art of war, having been some time a volunteer

in both the land and sea service. He was in his

private conversation affable to his friends (but could

not endure to converse with those he thought
enemies to their country), and free of all manner of

vice. He had a penetrating, clear, and lively ap-
prehension, but so exceedingly wedded to his own
opinions, that there were few (and these too must
be his beloved friends, and of whom he had a good
opinion) he could endure to reason against him, and
did for the most part so closely and unalterably

adhere to what he advanced, which was frequently

very singular, that he'd break with his party before

he'd alter the least jot of his scheme and maxims

;

and therefore it was impossible for any set of men,
that did not give up themselves to be absolutely

directed by him, to please him, so as to carry him
along in all points : and thence it came to pass, that

he often in parliament acted a part by himself,

though in the main he stuck close to the country

party, and was their Cicero. He was no doubt an
enemy to all monarchical governments ; but I do
very well believe, his aversion to the Engli>h and
the union was so great, that in revenge to them hed
have sided with the royal family. But as that was
a subject not fit to be entered on with him, this is

only a conjecture from some inuendocs I have heard

him make. So far is certain, he liked, commended,
and conversed with high-flying Tories more than any
other set of men, acknowledging them to be the best

countrymen, and of most honour and integrity. To
sum up all, he was a learned, gallant, honest, and

every other way well accomplished gentleman; and
if ever a man iiroposes to serve and merit well of liis

country, let him place his courage, zeal, and con-

stancv as a pattern before him, and think hini>elf

sufficiently applauded and rewarded by obtaining the

character of being like Andrew Fletcher of Salton."

—Of the general truth of these descriptions we have

no doubt; but they are stmngly coloureil through a

national jirejudice that was a jjrincijial defect in

Fletcher's own character. That he was an anient

lover of liberty and of his country his whole life

bore witne-s; Imt he \\a> of a tem])er so fiery and
ungovernable, and be>ides so excessively dogmatic,

tliat he was of little service as a coadjutor in carr\'-

ing on ]U!ljIic affairs. Hi.-, shooting the m"_\"r of

I.vnn on a trilling dispute, and his collaring Lord
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Stair in the parliament house for a word which he
thoujjht retlected upon him, showed a mind not suffi-

ciently disciplined for the business of life; and his

national partialities clouded his otherwise perspica-

cious faculties, contracted his views, and rendered

his most philosophical speculations, and his most
ardent personal exertions, of little utility. Upon the

whole, he was a man, we think, rather to be admired

than imitated; and, like many other popular charac-

ters, owes his reputation to the defects, rather than

to the excellencies, of his character.

FLETCHER. .Vndrkw, a distinguished judge,

under the designation of Lord Milton, and for many
years sons miitistrc of Scotland, under Archibald

Duke of Argjie, was a nephew of the subject of the

precetiing memoir. His father, Henry Fletcher of

Salton, was the immediate younger brother of the

patriot, but, distinguished by none of the public spirit

of that individual, was only known as a good country

gentleman. The genius of Lord Milton appeared to

liave been derived from his mother, who was a

diughtcr of Sir David Carnegy of Pitarrow, and
granddaughter of David Earl of Southesk. During

the troubles in which the family were involved, in

consetjuence of their liberal principles, this lady went
to Holland, taking with her a weaver and a mill-

wright, both men of genius and enterprise in their

respective departments, and by their means she

secretly obtained the art of weaving and dressing

the fine linen called Holland, of which she establislied

the manufacture at Salton. Andrew, the son of this

extraordinary woman, was born in 1692, and edu-

cated for the bar. He was admitted advocate in

1 71 7, one of the lords of session in 1724, when only

thirty-two years of age, and lord justice-clerk, or

])resident of the criminal court, in 1735, which office,

on being appointed keeper of the signet in 1748, he
relinquishetl.

The acuteness of Lord Milton's understanding,
his judgment and address, and his intimate know-
ledge of the laws, customs, and temper of .Scotland,

reommended liim early to the notice and confidence
of Lord Hay. afterwards Duke of Argyle, who, under
Sir Robert Waipule and subsequent ministers, was
intru>ted with the chief management of Scottish

atTair>. As Lord Hay resided chietly at the court,

he required a confidential agent in .Scotland, who
might give him all necessary information, and act as

his guide in the dispensation (A the government
])atronage. In this capacity Lord Milton served for

a considerable number of years; during which his

hous.- was, in its way, a kind of court, and himself
looked uj) to as a person little sliorl of a king. It is

umversally allowed that nothing could exceed the
discretion witli wlijidi iiis I'lrdship managed his deli-

cate and difficuh iluties; especially during the civil

war of 1745. Kven tlie JacoM'.es admitted that they
owed matiy obligations to the humanity and goo<l

sense of Lord .Milton.

In I'cbniary, 1746, when "Jie ni:;liland armv had
retired to the north, and the I>iikeof ( 'innlierland

arr;vi-d nt Ldinlturgh to [lut luni-elf at the head of

the fir-js in Scotland, he was iiideb!f<l to Lord
Milton fir the advice which induced liini to niarcli

Uorth'.Kar 1 in pursuit; without which jiroceeding the

war Wiu'.l [irobaldy have been ]irotra(ted a con-

^ideralile time. .\ft(T the suiijire^sion of tlie insur-

rc-'-tion, Milton ajij, lied himself with iinnier.v; zeal to

the gra-; 1 <l;-.ign which he had chietly at heart- tlu'

])roniot,on of ( oninierce, manufactures, and agricul-

ture in liis native country; and it would be difficult

to e-tmiate exactly the gratitude due to his memory
fj: hi^ exertions towar'!, tliat noble object. After a

truly useful and meritorious life of seventy-four years,

his lordship expired at his house of lirunstane, near
Musselburgh, on the 13th of December, 1766.

FORBES, Alf.x.\nder, Lord Pitsligo, was the

only son of Alexaniler, third Lord Pitsligo, and
Lady Sophia Erskine, daughter of John, ninth Earl
of Marr. He was born on the 22d of May, 1678,

and succeeded his father in his titles and estates in

1691, while yet a minor. He soon after went to

France ; and during his residence in that country,

embraced the opinions of Madame Guion, to whom
he had been introduced by Fenelon. On his return

to Scotland he took the oaths and his seat in par-

liament, and commenced his political career as an
oppositionist to the court party. He joined the

Duke of Athole in opposing the union; but on the

extension of the oath of abjuration to Scotland,
he withdrew from public business. A Jacobite in

principle, he took an active part in the rebellion of

1715; but escaped attainder, though he found it

expedient to withdraw for a time to the Continent,

after the suppression of that ill-judged attempt. In

1720 he returned to his native country, and devoted
himself to the .:tudy of literature and the mystical

writings of the Quietist.s, at his castle of Pitsligo, in

Aberdeenshire. His age and infinnities, as well as

experience, might have prevailed u]:>on him to abide

in silence the result of Prince Charles' enterprise in

1745; but, actuated by a sense of duty, he joined

that enterprise, and was the means, by his example,

of drawing many of the gentlemen of Aberdeenshire
into the tide of insurrection; no one thinking he
could be wrong in taking the same course with a

man of so much prudence and sagacity. Lord
Pitsligo arrived at Holyrood House some time after

the battle of Prestonpans, and was appointed by
Prince Charles to command a troop of horse, chiefly

raised out of the Aberdeenshire gentry, and ^^hich

was called Pitsligo's regiment. He accompanied
the army through all its subsequent adventures, and
having survived the disastrous afiair of Culloden,

was attainted by the government, and eagerly sought

for by its truculent emissaries. The subsequent life

of this unfortunate nobleman was a very extraordi-

nary one, as will apjiear from the following anec-

dotes, which we extract from a memoir of his lord-

ship published in connection with his llioii-^lits on
Mali's Condition, Edinburgh, 1829:

—

"After the battle of Culloden, Lord Pitsligo con-

cealed himself f)r some time in the mountainous dis-

trict of the country, and a second time experienced

the kindly dispositions of the country jieople, even

the lowest, to misfortune. The country had been

much exhausted fjr the supply of the jirince's army,

and the peo|)le who gave Inm shelter and protection

were extremely poor, yet they freely shared their

humble and scanty fare with the unknown stranger.

This fare was what is called 'watcr-brose, that is, oat-

meal moistened with hot water, on which he chielly

subsisted fir some time; and when, on one occasion,

he remarked that its taste would be nuich improved
by a little salt, the reply was, 'Ay, man, but sa't'.s

touch}-,' meaning it was too exju-nsive an indidgeiice

fir them. However, he was not always in such bad
quarters; f)r he was concealed f )r some days at the

house ofNewmiln, near I'dgin, along with his friends,

Mr. Cummineof PituIIie, Mr. Ir\ineof Drinn, and
Mr. Mercer of ,\ber<ieen, where Mr-, King, i'itullie's

sister, herself made their beds, and waited upon
them.

"It was known in London that about the end fif

.\liril. I74'i, he was lurking about the coast of Ikichan,

as it ua- si'.j poscd, with the view of finding an ojqjor-
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tunity of making his escape to France; and it required

the utmost caution on his part to elude the search

that was made for him. To such an extremity was
he reduced, that lie was actually obliged on one oc-

casion to conceal himself in a hollow place in the

earth, under the arch of a small bridge at Craigmaud,
upon his own estate, about nine miles up into the

country from Fraserburgh, and about two and a half

from where New Pitsligo now is, which was scarcely

large enough to contain him; and this most uncom-
fortable place seems to have been selected for his re-

treat just because there was little chance of detection,

as no one could conceive it possible that a human
being could be concealed in it. At this time he lay

sometimes in the daytime concealed in the mosses
near Craigmaud, and was much annoyed by the lap-

wings flying about the place, lest they should attract

notice to the spot, and direct those who were in

search of him in their pursuit.

"As yet, the estate of Pitsligo was not taken posses-

sion of by government, and Lady Pitsligo continued

to reside at the castle. Lord Pitsligo occasionally

paid secret visits to it in disguise. The disguise that

he assumed was that of a mendicant, and Lady Pit-

sligo's maid was employed to provide him with two
bags to jnit under his arms, after the fashion of the

Edie Ochiltrccs of those days. He sat beside her

while she made them, and she long related with
wonder how cheerful he was while thus superintend-

ing this work which betokened the ruin of his fortune

and the forfeiture of his life.

"When walking out in his disguise one day, he
was suddenly overtaken by a party of dragoons
scouring the countiy in pursuit of him. The increased

exertion, from his desire to elude them, brought on
a fit of asthmatic coughing which completely over-

powered him. He could proceed no further, and
was obliged to sit down by the road-side, where he
calmly waited their approach. The idea suggested

by his disguise and infirmity was acted upon, and, in

his character of a mendicant, he begged alms of the

dragoons who came to apprehend him. His calmness
and resignation did not forsake him, no perturbation

betrayed him, and one of the dragoons stopped, and,

with great kindness of heart, actually bestowed a

mite on the venerable old man, condoling with him
at the same time on the severity of his cougli.

"On another occasion Lord Pitsligo had sought
and obtained shelter in a shoemaker's house, and
shortly alter a party of dragoons were seen approach-
ing. Their errand was not doubtful; and the shoe-

maker, who had recognized the stranger, was in the

greatest trepidation, and advised him to put on one
of the workmen's aprons and some more of his clothes,

and to sit down on one of the stools and pretend to

be mending a shoe. The party came into the shop in

the course of their search; and the shoemaker, observ-
ing that the soldiers looked as if they thought the

hands of this workman were not very like those of

a practised son of King CrisjMn, and fearing that a

narrower inspection would betray him, with great

presence of mind gave orders to Lord Pitsligo, as if

he had been one of his workmen, to go to the door
and hold one of the horses, which he did accordingly.
His own composure and entire absence of hurrv
allayed susjiicion, and he escaped this danger. He
uscil afterwards jocularly to say, 'he had been at one
time a Buchan cobbler.'
"One of the narrowest escapes which he made

from discovery, when met in his mendicant's dress by
those who were in search of him, was attended with
circumstances wliich made the adventure singidarly
romantic and interesting. At tliat time there lived

in that district of the country a fool called Sandy .\n-

nand, a well-known character. The kindly feelings

of the peasantry of Scotland to persons of weak in-

tellect are well known, and are strongly marked by
the name of 'the innocent,' which is given to them.
They are generally harmless creatures, contented
with the enjoyment of the sun and air as their highest

luxuries, and privileged to the hospitality of every
house, so far as their humble wants require. There
is often, too, a mixture of shrewdness with their folly,

and they are always singularly attached to those who
are kind to them. Lord Pitsligo, disguised as usual,

had gone into a house where the fool happened to be
at the time. He immediately recognized him, and
did not restrain his feelings as others did in the same
situation, but was busily employed in showing his

respect for his lordship in his own peculiar and gro-

tesque manner, expressing his great grief at seeing

him in such a fallen state, when a party entered the

house to search for him. They asked the fool who
was the person that he was lamenting thus? What a
moment of intense anxiety both to Lord Pitsligo and
the inmates of the house! It was impossible to ex-

pect any other answer from the poor weak creature

but one which would betray the unfortunate noble-

man. Sandy, however, with that shrewdness which
men of his intellect often exhibit on the most trying

occasions, said, 'He kent him aince a muckle farmer,

but his sheep a' dee'd in the '40.' It was looked
upon as a special interposition of Providence which
put such an answer into the mouth of the fool.

"In March, 1756, and, of course, long after all

apprehension of a search had ceased, information

having been given to the commanding oftrcerat Fraser-

burgh that Lord Pitsligo was at that moment in the

house of Auchiries, it was acted upon with so much
promptness and secrecy, that the search must have
proved successful but for a verj' singular occurrence.

Mrs. Sophia Donaldson, a lady who lived much with

the family, repeatedly dreamed on that particular night

that the house was surrounded by soldiers. Her mmd
became so haunted with the idea, that she got out of

bed, and was walking through the room in hopes of

giving a different current to her thoughts before she

lay down again, when, day beginning to dawn, she

accidentally looked out at the window as she passed

it in traversing the room, and was astonished at ac-

tually observing the figures of soldiers among some
trees near the house. So completely had all itlea ot

a search been Ijy that time laid aslee]), that she suj)-

posed they had come to steal poultr\'—Jacoljite poultry

yards affording a safe object of pillage for the English

soldiers in those days. Under this impression ^Irs.

Sophia was proceetling to rouse the servants, when
her sister having awakened, and inquired what was
the matter, and being told of soldiers near the house,

exclaimeil in great alarm that she feared they wanted

something more than hens. She begged Mrs. So-

phia to look out at a window on the other side of the

house, when not only soldiers were seen in that

direction, but also an officer giving instructions liy

signals, and frequently putting his fingers on his lips,

as if enjoining silence. There was now no time to

be lost in rousing the family; and all the haste that

could be made was scarcely suilicier.t to huny the

veneral)le man from liis bed into a small recess

behind the wainscot of an adjoining r^iom, wliich

was concealed by a lied, in whicli a lady, Miss Oor-

don of Towie, who was there on a \isit, lay before

the soldiers obtained admission. A most minute

search took place. The rocmi in which Lord Pit-

sligo was Concealed did not escajie. Miss (Gordon's

bed was carefully examined, and she was iibligei! to

softer tlie rude scrutiny of one of the party li_\- feeling

her cliin, to ascerLalu that it was iKit a man in a
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lady's night-dress. Uefore the soldiers had finished

their examination in this room, the confinement and
anxiety increased Lord Pitsligo's asthma so much,
and his breathing became so loud, that it cost

Miss Gordon, lying in bed, much anil violent cough-

ing, which she counterfeited in order to prevent the

high breathings behind the wainscot from being

heard. It may easily be conceived what agony she

would suffer, lest, by overdoing her part, she should

increase suspicion and in fact lead to a discovery.

The ruse was fortunately successful. On the search

through the house being given over, Lord Pitsligo

was hastily taken from his confined situation, and

again placed in bed; and as soon as he was able to

speak, his accustomed kindness of heart made him
say to his ser\-ant, 'James, go and see that these

poor fellows get some breakfast, and a drink of warm
ale, for this is a cold morning; they are only doing

their duty, and cannot bear me any ill will.' When
the family were felicitating each other on his escape,

he pleasantly observed, ' A poor prize, had they ob-

tained it—an old dying man.'"
After this he resided constantly at Auchiries, over-

looked, or at least unmolested, by the government,

till the 2lst of December, 1762, when he breathed

his List in peace, in the eighty-fifth year of his age.

He left behind him a work entitled, Thoughts con-

cerning Man^s Condition and Duties in this Life, and
his Hopes in the IVorld to Come, the production evi-

dently of a calm and highly devotional mind, but

nowise remarkable in other respects.

FORBES, DuNX.-\N, a man whose memory is

justly entitled to the veneration of his country, was
born at Bunchrew, in the neighbourhood of Inverness,

on the loth of November, 1685. His great-grand-

father, Duncan Forbes, was of the family of Lord
Forljes, through that of Tolquhoun, and purchased
the barony of Culloden from the laird of Mackintosh
in 1625. His great-grandmother was Janet Forbes,

of the family of Corsindy, also descended from Lord
Forbes. But this early patriot was not more dis-

tinguished for honourable descent, than for public

spirit and nobility of conduct during the struggle

for religion and liberty that marked the reign of

Charles I., in which he took a decided part against

the court; and, being a member of parliament, and
lord-provost of Inverness, must have been a partisan

of no small consequence. He died in 1654, leaving

his estate to his eldest son, John, who inherited his

offices as well as his principles. Having acted in

concert witli the Manpiis of Argyle, he was, upon
the Restoration, excepted from the act of indemnity,
and had a large share of the l)arl)arous inflictions

which disgraced the reign of the restored despot.

He somehow, liowevcr, contrived to accumulate
money, and about the year 1670 doubled his landed
estate by jiurchasing the barony of Ferintf)sh an<l the

estate of Bunchreu-. He died a little before the

Revolution, leaving, liy his wife, Ann Dunbar, a

daughter of Dunbar of IIem[)rigs, in the county of

M')ray, a large family, and was succeeded by his

eldest son, Duncan, who ha<l received a liberal edu-

cation on the Continent, by which he was eminently
q:ialit"icd f )r performing a cons])icuous part in that

most au^jiicious of morlern transactions. He was a

m';inhcr of the convention parliament, a decided
^rc^l)yterian, and strongly condemned those tem-
porizing measures wliich clogged the wheels of

gfivcniincnt at the time, and in consequence of which
many of the national grievances remained afterwards
unredressed. He was, of course, highly obnoxious
to the Jacobite-, who. under I.uchan and Camion, in

16S9, ravage] lii^ estates of Culloden and Ferinlo:di;

destroying, particularly in the latter district, where
distillation was even then carried on upon an exten-

sive scale, property to the amount of ;^54,c»o Scots.

In consequence of this immense loss, the Scottish

parliament granted him a peq>etual license to distil,

duty free, the whole grain that might be raised in

the barony of Ferintosh, a valuable privilege, by
which Ferintosh very soon became the most popu-
lous and wealthy district in the north of Scotland.

He died in 1704, leaving, by his wife, Mary Innes,

daughter to the laird of Innes, two sons: John, who
succeeded him in his estates; and Duncan, the sub-

ject of this memoir; besides several daughters.

Of the early habits or studies of Duncan Forbes,
afterwards lord-president, little has been recorded.

The military profession is said to have been the

object of his first choice, influenced by the example
of his uncle John Forbes, who was a lieutenant-

colonel in the army. He had also an uncle eminent
in the law. Sir David Forbes of Newhall, and,

whether influenced by his example or not, we find

that he entered upon the study of that science at

Edinburgh, in the chambers of Professor .Spottiswood,

in the year that l.'S father died, 1704. The univer-

sity of Edinburgh had as yet attained nothing of that

celebrity by w hich it is now distinguished, its teachers

being few in number, and by no means remarkable
for acquirements; of course, all young Scotsmen of

fortune, especially for the study of law, were sent to

the Continent. Bourges had long been famous for

this species of learning, and at that university Scots-

men had been accustomed to study. I.eyden, how-
ever, had now eclipsed it, and at that famous seat of

learning Duncan Forbes took up his residence in

1705. Here he pursued his studies for two years

with the most unremitting diligence; having, besides

the science of law, made no inconsiderable progress

in the Hebrew and several other oriental languages.

He returned to .Scotland in 1707, where he continued

the study of Scottish law till the summer of 1709,
when he was, upon the 26th of July, admitted an
advocate, being in the twenty-fourth year of his age.

The closest friendship had all along subsisted be-

tween the families of Arg) le and Culloden; and the

former, being at this time in the zenith of power,

disjilayed its fidelity by bestowing u]ion Mr. Forbes,

as soon as he had taken his place at the bar, the

respectable appointment of sheriff of Mid- Lothian.

The duke and his brother the Earl of Hay, from the

very outset of his career, intrasted him with the

management of their Scottish estates, which he is

said frankly to have undertaken, though, from pro-

fessional delicacy, he declined receiving anylhing in

the shape of fee or reward, for services which ought
to have brought him some hundreds a year.

Mr. Forbes, fnjm his first ap])earance at the ]):'r,

was distinguished for the depth of his judgment, the

strength of his eloquence, and the extent of his jaac-

tice, which was such as must have jirecluded liinr

from performing an)'thing like the duties of a mere
factor, which the above statement evidently su])iioses.

That he gave his (jpinion generally, when asked,

U[>(jn the modes that ou;;ht to be adopted fir im-

proving the value of his grace's jirojierty, and the

comfort (jf his vassals in the 1 Iighlaiid>, the're can be
ni) doubt; f)r he continued to do this, not only tc)

the duke, but to his neighl)ours generally, even nfler

the highest duties of the judge had devolved upon
him; and this was probably the utmost extent of his

concern with the .Argyle estate at any peiiod of his

life. That he was in a high degree generous, there

cannot be a doubt; but we see no reason for su])pos-

iiig that he was in the habit of em])loying his legal

talents gratuitously. He was but a younger brother.
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and is said to have lost the greater part of his little

patrimony by an unguarded or an unfortunate specu-

lation; yet it is certain that he lived in a splendifl and
rather expensive manner, the first wits and the highest

noblemen of tlie age finding their enjoyments height-

ened by his company; and it is equally certain that

the fruits of iiis professional toil were all that he

could depend upon for supporting a spirit tliat

breathed nothing but honour, and a state that knew
nothing but the most stubborn independence. His
business, however, rapidly rose with his rising re-

putation, and his fortune probably kept pace with

his fame, and he very soon added to his domestic

felicity, l)y forming a matrimonial connection with

Mary Rose, daughter to the laird of Kilravock, to

whom he had been warmly attached almost from her

earliest infancy.' She was a lady of great beauty,

and highly accomplished; l)ut she died not long after

their marriage, leaving him an only son, John, who
eventually succeeded to the estate of Culloden. The
early demise of this lady, for whom Mr. Forbes
seems to have had more than an ordinary passion,

deeply affected him, and he never again entered into

the marrietl state.

Domestic calamity, operating upon a keen sensi-

bility, has often withered minds of great promise,

and cut off the fairest prospects of future usefulness.

Happily, however, Mr. Forbes did not resign him-
self to solitude and the indulgence of unavailing

sorrow. The circumstances of his family, and of his

country, in both of which he felt a deep interest, did

not indeed allow him to do so, had he been willing.

The violence of party had been very great ever since

the Revolution: it had latterly been heightened by
the Union, and had reached nearly its acme at this

time, when the unexpected death of the queen opened
the way for the peaceable accession of the new
dynasty.

With a very few exceptions, such as the Grants,
the Monroes, and the Rosses, who had been gained
over by the Forbeses of Culloden, the Highland
clans were engaged to devote their lives and fortunes

in Ijehalf of the expatriated house of Stuart; and only
waited for an opportunity of asserting the cause of

the Pretender. The loyal clans, and gentlemen, and
particularly Forbes of Culloden, were of course
highly obnoxious to the Jacobite clans; and, for their

own preservation, were obliged to be continually on
the watch, and frequently saw the brooding of the

storm, when others apprehended no danger. This
was eminently the case in the year after the accession
of the house of Brunswick; and, accordingly, so early

as the month of February, we find Monro of Fowlis
writing to Culloden:— "I find the Jacol)ites are werie
uppish, both in Edinburgh and in England, so that,

if ye go to the parliament, as I hope ye will, you will

recommend to some trusty, faithful friend, to take
care of your house of Culloden, and leave orders
with ynur people at Ferintosh, to receive directions

from me, or from your cousin (jeorge (my son), as

you are pleased to call him, which you may be sure
will be calculate to the support of your interest, in

subordination to the public cause;"—and he adds, in

a postscript to the same letter,— "The vanitv, in.-

solence, arrogance, and madness of the Jacobites
is beyond all measure insupportable. I believe thev
must be let blood. They still have the trick of pre--

suming ujion the lenity of a moderate government.
It seems (iod either destines them f)r destruction,
or infatuates mliers to allow them to l)e pricks in our
s'lles and thorns in our eves. I have accounts from

' Her hiwban'l is sai,! t,i have c.-'mpuscJ, in her h...nour, tht
bi.-^utifii; Scottish :,ur..,-, .1/:, C/u.r/s.

'

very good hands from Edinburgh, that, to their cer-

tain knowledge, saddles were making in that city for

dragoons to serve the Pretender, and that all tlie

Po])ish lords, and very many Popish and Jawjbite
gentlemen, are assembled there now; so that all

friends and loyal subjects to his present majesty are

advised to be upon their guard from thence against

an invasion or an insurrection, which is suddenly
expected, which the Jacobites expect will interrupt

the meeting of the ijarliament." In the month of

March, the same year, Culloden, writing to his

brother, the subject of this memoir, has the fol-

lowing observation:— " Vou say you have no news;
but we abound with them in this country. The
Pretender is expected every moment, and his friends

all ready; but since our statesmen take no notice of

this, I let it alone, and wish they may not repent

it when they cannot help it." Culloden was returned

a member of parliament, and went up the following

month (A]>ril) to London, whence he again writes

to his brother as follows:—"As for your Highland
neighbours, their trysts and meetings, I know not
what to say; I wish we be not too secure: I can
assure you the Tories here were never higher in their

looks and hopes, which they found upon a speedy
invasion. Whatever be in the matter, let things be
so ordered, that my house be not surprised."

Had those who were intrusted with the government
been equally sharp-sighted, much of the evil that

ensued might undoubtedly have been jjrevented; but
they were so intent upon their places, and the pursuit

of little, low intrigues, that they were caught by the
insurrection, in Scotland at least, as if it had been
a clap of thunder in a clear day. John Forbes's
direction, however, must have been attended to; for,

when his house was surrounded by the insurgents,

under Mackenzie of Coul, and Macintosh, with their

retainers, his wife refused all accommodation with
them, saying, with the s]3irit of an ancient Roman,
".She had received the keys of the house, and the

charge of all that was in it, from her husband, and
she would deliver them up to no one but himself"
In the absence of his brother, Duncan Forbes dis-

played, along with Hugh Rose of Kilravock, tlie

most indefatigable zeal, and great judgment in the

disposal of the men they could command, who were
chiefly the retainers of Culloden, Kilravock, Culcairn,

and the Grants, and by the assistance of Lord Lovat
and the Erasers finally triumphed over the insurgents

in that quarter. Nothing, indeed, could excel tlie

spirit displayed by the two brothers of Culloden, the

eldest of whom, John, spent on the occasion upwards
of ^3000 sterling out of his own jiocket for the

public service; of which, to the disgrace of the

British government, he never received in repayment
one single farthing.

Though they were ardent for the cause of rcligi'in

and liberty, and zealous in the hour of danger, yet,

when that was over, the two brothers strongly felt

the impropriety of tarnishing the triumphs ol order

and liberality I)y a violent and vindictive in'iui>i[i'.'n

into the conduct of persons, for whom so many cir-

cumstances conspired to ]ilca<!, if not for mercy, at

least f")r a candid construction of tl;eir motives. As
a Scotsman and. lawyer, Duncan Forl)es was averse

to the project of carrying the jirisejiiers out of the

country to be tried by juries of foreigners, and he
wrote to Lord Hay, v.hen he heard of a design to

api<oint him lord-advocate, in order to carry on these

prosecutions, that he \\'as determined to refuse that

em])lo\-ment. 1 le also \vrote to his brother in be-

half of a contribution for the poor prisoners wlio had
been carried to Carlisle, and were there waiting for

trial. 'Tt is certainly Cliri^tian," says he, ''and by
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no means disloyal, to sustain them in tlieir indigent

state until they are found guilty. The law has

brought them to England to be tried by foreign

juries—so far it is well—but no Law can hinder a

Scotsman to wish that his countrymen, not hitherto

condemned, should not be a derision to strangers,

or perish for want of necessary defence or sustenance

out of their own country." To the forfeitures he
was also decidedly hostile, and some of his reasons

for this hostility threw a particular light upon the

state of Scotland at that period. "There are," he
says, "none of tiie rebels who have not friends

among the king's faithful subjects, and it is not easy

to guess how far a security of this kind, unnecessarily

pushed, may alienate the affections even of these

from the government. But in particular, as this

relates to Scotland, the difticulty will be insurmount-

able. I may venture to say, there are not two hun-
tired gentlemen in the whole kingdom who are not

very nearly related to some one or other of the rebels.

Is it possible that a man can see his daughter, his

grandchildren, his nephews, or cousins, reduced to

beggary and starving unnecessarily by a government,
without thinking very ill of it? and where this is the

case of a whole nation, I tremble to think what dis-

satisfactions it will produce against a settlement so

necessary for the happiness of Britain. If all the

rebels, with their wives and children and immediate
dependants, could be at once rooted out of the earth,

the shock would be astonishing ; but time would
commit it to oblivion, and the danger would be less

to the constitution than when thousands of innocents,

puni>hed with misery and want for the offences of

their friends, are suffered to wander about the country
sighing out their complaints to Heaven, and drawing
at once tlie compassion and moving the indignation

of every human creature." "To satisfy," he adds,

'any person that the forfeitures in Scotland will

scarce defray the cliarges of the commission, if the

saving clause in favour of the creditors takes place,

I offer but two considerations that, upon inquiry,

will be found incontestaljle. First, it is certain, that

of all the gentlemen who launched out into the

late re!)ellion, the tenth man was not easy in his

circumstances, and if you abate a dozen of gentlemen,
the remainder, upon paying their debts, could not

produce mucii money clear; nor was there anything
more open to observation, than that the men of

estates, h(nvever disaffected in their jjrinciples, kept
themselves within tiie law, when at the same time
men su])posed loyal, in hopes of bettering their low
fortunes, broke louse. Be^^ides, it is known that the

titles by which almost all the estates in Scotland are

possessed are diligences upon debts afiecting those

estates [)urcha>ed in the pr(jprietor.-,' cnvn name or

in that of ^ome trustee: now, it is certain, that when
the commissioners of inquiry begin to seize such

estates, besides the debts truly due to real creditors,

such a number of latent debts will be trumped uj),

not distinguishable from the true ones by any el>e

than thj ])roprictors, as will make the inquiry fruit-

less and the commission a charge ujion the treasury,

as well as a nuisance to the nation."

.Such were the arguments, drawn from cx])ediency

and the state of the country, by which foriiearance

on the part of the government was recommended by
this excellent man, thriugh it appears that they had
Hllleeffect but to excite a susyjicion of his own loyalty.

In s;)ite of all this, his character made him loo

lJOue:iul to be resisted. In 1716 he was rewarde'i

for his services by the office f)f advocate-depute; that

i^, he became one of the inferior prosecutors for the

crown. On the 20th of .March he is found writing

thus to hi.s princijial, the lord-advocate:— "Yester-

day I was qualified, the Lord knows how, as your
depute. The justice-clerk shows a grim sort of

civility towards me, because he finds me plagiiey

stubborn. I waited upon him, however, and on the

other lords, to the end they might fix on a dyet for

the tryall of the Episcopall clergy. The justice-clerk

does not smile on their prosecution, because it is not
his own contrivance; and declared it could not come
on sooner than the first of June; but I told him that

if, as I understood was designetl, the May circuit were
suspended this year by act of parliament, I would
require his lordship to assign a dyet sooner." In

1722, with the acquiescence of the ministry, he was
returned to sit in parliament for the Inverness district

of burghs; and in 1725 he obtained the high and
responsible appointment of lord-advocate. As the

office of secretary of state for Scotland was at this

time discontinued, it became part of his duty to

carry on with his majesty's ministers, the correspon-

dence regarding the improvements necessary to be
made in her civil establishments, which he did in a

manner highly creditable to himself, and with the

happiest effect for his country. The year in which
he was appointed lord-advocate was marked by the

introduction of the laalt-tax into Scotland, ami the

mob at Cjlasgow, known by the name of Shawfield's

rabble, by which its introduction was attended.

This was a riot of a very scandalous character (the

magistrates of the city being deeply imijlicated in

fomenting it), in which nine persons were killed out-

right, and the soldiers, who had been brought from
Edinburgh for its suppression, were chased out of the

city, and were glad to take refuge in Dumbarton
Castle. General Wade, who was in Edinburgh at

the time, on his way to the Highlands, was imme-
diately ordered to Glasgow with all the troops he

could muster, and he was accompanied by the lord-

advocate in person, who first committed the whole
of the magistrates to their own tolbooth, and after-

wards, under a strong guard, sent them to Edinburgh,
where they were thnnvn into the common jail, and
it was certainly intended to proceed against them
before the justiciary court. Doubts, however, were
entertained of the legality of the proceedings, and
whether the lord-advocate had not exceetled his

powers in committing the whole magistracy of a city,

upon the warrant of a justice of peace, to their own
jail

;
public feeling at the same time recovering

strongly in their favour, they were by the justiciary

admitted to bail, nor was their case ever again

called.

In 1734 he lost his brother, John Forbes, in con-

sequence of whose death he fell heir to the extensive

and valuable estate of Culloden. In 1736 a disgrace-

ful affair, termed the I'orteous mob, occurred in

lulinburgh, in consecpience of which it was resolved

to deprive the city of her privileges. Mr. I'drl)es,

on this occasion, exerted himself to the utnujst in

behalf of the city, and was successful in ])rocuring

many modifications to lie ma<le upon the bill before

it jjassed the two houses of parliament. \\ hen we
conteni])!ate the con<lition of .Scotlaii'l in those days,

we scarcely know whether to wonder most at the

good which l''orbes was able to achieve, or the means
by which he accomi)lished it. The period might

])ro[ierly be called the dark age of .Scf)ttish histoiy.

though it contained, at the same time, the germs i f

all tile goocl that has since sprung up in the land.

The pretensions of the house of Stuart were univer-

sally received, either with favour from direct affection

to their cause, or at least without disfavour, the re-

sult of a justifiable disgust at the pf)litical status into

which the C(nuitry had been thrown by the union,

and the unjiopularity of the two first Brunswick
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princes. The commencement of a strict system of

general taxation was new; while the miserable poverty

of the country rendered it unproductive and unpopu-
lar. The great families still lorded it over their de-

pendants, and exercised legal jurisdiction witiiin their

own domains, by which the general police of the

kingdom was crippled, and the grossest local oppres-

sion praclisetl. The remedy adopted for all these

evils, which was to abate nothing and to enforce

everything, under the direction of Englisli counsels

and of Englishmen, completed the national wretched-

ness, and infused its bitterest ingredient into the brim-

ful cup. How Forbes got his views or his character

amidst such a scene, from the very heart of the very

worst part of wliich he came, it is difficult to conceive;

for with only one or two occasional exceptions, his

papers prove that he had scarcely an associate, either

in his patriotic toils or enjoyments.' However, it is

sometimes true in the political, as it generally is in

the commercial world, that supply is created by de-

mand; and the very degradation of the country held

out an immense reward to the man who should raise

it up. No man, especially the hired servant of a

disputed monarchy, could have achieved this work,
except one whose heart was as amiable as his judg-

ment was sound, and whose patriotism was as pure

as it was strong. Forbes cultivated all these quali-

ties, and not only directed the spirit of the nation,

but conciliated its discordant members with a degree

of skill tint was truly astonishing.

The leading objects of his official and parliamentary

life were suggested to him by the necessities of the

country, and they are thus ably summed up in the

work just quoted:

—

1. To extinguisli the embers of rebellion, by gain-

ing over the Jacobites. He did not try to win them,
however, in the ordinary way in which alleged rebels

are won; but by showing them what he called the

folly of their designs, by seeking their society, by ex-

cluding them from no place for which their talents

or characters gave them a fair claim, and, above all,

by protecting them from proscription. It is deliglit-

ful to perceive how much this policy, equally the
dictate of his heart and of his head, made him be
consulted and revered even by his enemies; and how
purely he kept his private affections open to good
men, and especially to old friends, in spite of all

political acrimony or alienation. He derived from
this habit one satisfaction, which seems to have
greatly diverted him, that of being occasionally abused
by both sides, and sometimes suspected of secret

Jacobitism by his own party.

2. Having thus, by commanding universal esteem
as an upright and liberal man, enabled himself to do
something for the country at large, his next object

seems to have been, to habituate the people to the
equal and regular control of the laws. It may ap-
pear at first sight unnecessary or inglorious to liave

been reduced to labour for an end so essential and
obvious in all communities as this. But the slate

of Scotland must be recollected. The provincial
despotism of the barons was common and horrid.

Old Lovat, for example, more than once writes to

him, as lord-advocate, not to trouble liimself about
certain acts of violence done in his neighbourhood,
because lie was very soon to take vengeance with his
own liands.

Nor was tliis insubordination confmed to indivi-
duals or to the provinces, for it seems to have ex-
tendeil to the capital, and to have touched the seats

\\ e here purMie a train of remarks in the F.dinhitr:ch
Rir::c-i' \ the Ciillmlen papers, an amole collection of the
kucrs, >:.;c., of the lorJ-presulent. pub'.iahed in 1S16.

of justice. There is a letter from Forbes to Mr.
Scroope, in the year 1732, in which he complains
"that it would surely provoke any man living, as it

did me, to see the last day of our term in exchequer.
The effect of every verdict we recovered from the
crown, stopped upon the triflingest pretences that

false popularity and want of sense could suggest.

If some remedy be not found for this evil we must
shut up shop. It's a pity, that when we have argued
the juries out of their mistaken notices of popularity,

the behaviour of the court should give any handle to

their relapsing." He persevered to prevent this by
argument, and by endeavouring to get the laws, es-

pecially those concerning the revenue, altered, so as

to be less unacceptable to the people.

It is chielly on account of his adherence to this

principle, that it is important to notice this subject

as a distinct part of his system. If he had been dis-

posed to govern, as is usual in turbulent times, by
mere force, he had pretences enough to have made
scarlet uniforms deform every hamlet in the kingdom
—but, except when rebellion or riot was raging, we
cannot discover from his papers that he ever, on
any one occasion, required any other assistance ex-

cept the ordinary authority of whicii law is always
possessed, when administered fairly. He rigidly in-

vestigated, though he did not severely punish, popu-
lar outrages; but he was unsparing in his prosecution
of the provincial injustice by which the people were
generally oppressed. The consequence of this was,
that he not only introduced a comparative state of

good order, but made his name a sanction that what-
ever he proposed was right, and that in him the

injured was sure to find a friend. \Vhen Thomas
Rawlinson, an Englishmaii who was engaged in a

mining concern in Glengarry (and who by-the-bye

is said to have been the first person who introduced

the philibeg into the Highlands), had two of his ser-

vants murdered by the natives there, the lord-advo-

cate was the only individual to whom it ever occurred

to him to apply for protection. But his power in

thus taming the people can only be fairly estimated

by perceiving how universally he was feared by the

higher ranks, as the certain foe of all sorts of partial,

sinister, unfair, or illiberal projects. Few men ever

wrote, or were written to, with less idea of publica-

tion than he. His correspondence has only come
accidentally to light about seventy years after his

death. Yet we have not been al)Ie to detect a single

one of his advices or proceedings, by the exijosure

of which even a jMuvate gentleman of the most
delicate honour and the most reasonable views,

would have cause to feel a moment's uneasiness.

On the contrary, though living in ferocious times—

in public life— the avowed organ of a party—anl

obliged to sway his country by managing its greatc-i

and greediest families, he uniformly maintains tlir.t

native gentleness and lairness of mind witli whicli it

is probable that most of the men \\!io are afterNsartis

hardened into corruption, begin, and resolve to con-

tinue their career. How many other pul)lic men are

there, of whose general correspondence alxive 500
letters could be published intiiscriminately, withni;t;

alarming themselves if they v,ere ali\e. or tl^eir frientis

if they were dead?
Having thus freed him-elf fmni tlie shackles of

party, and impressed all ranks with a conviction of

the necessity of sinking ilieir sul)o'.-ilinate contests in

a common re>pect f.-r tlie Liw. his next great viev.-

seems to have l)een. to turn this state of security to

its proper account, in improving tile trade and agri-

culture of the kingdom. i}{ li;e-e two sources t-f

national wealth, tb.c la>t seems to liave engaged the

I

su-iallcst portion of his attention; and it was rerhr.ps
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natural that it shouM do so. For, though agricul-

ture precedes manufactures in the onler of things,

yet, for this very reason, that the cultivation of the

land has gone on for ages, it is only in a more ad-

vanced era of refinement that the attention of legis-

lators is called to the resources it supplies and the

virtues it inspires. But projectors are immediately
attracteil towards improvements in manufactures,

which are directly convenient by employing industry,

and highly cajitivating, because their commencement
and growth can be distinctly traced ; so that they

appear more the result of preparation and design

than agriculture does ; as to which, one generation

seems only to follow the example of another, in

passively taking what the scarcely assisted powers
of nature give. Several efforts at trade had been
made by .Scotland before P'orbes appeared; but it

was both the cause and the evidence of the national

poverty, that, slender as they were, they had failed,

and that tlieir failure almost extinguished the com-
mercial hopes of the people. He was no sooner

called into public life, than he saw what trade, chiefly

internal, could do, by giving employment to the

hordes of idlers who infested the country, by in-

teresting proprietors in the improvement of their

estates, and by furnishing the means both of pay-

ing and of levying taxes, and thereby consolidat-

ing the whole island into one compact body, in-

stead of keeping the northern part a burden on the

southern.

His exertions in prosecution of this great object

^vere long and unceasing. We cannot enter here

into any details ; and therefore we shall only state,

in general, tliat he appears to have made himself

master of the nature and history of almost every

manufacture, and to have corresponded largely both
with the statesmen, the philosopliers, and tlie mer-
chants of his day, about the means of introducing

them into Scotland. The result was that he not

only ])lanted the roots of those establishments which
are now flourishing all over the country, but had the

pleasure (as he states in a memorial to government)
of seeing "a commendable spirit of launching into

new branches'' excited. He was so successful m
this way, tiiat the manufactures of Scotland are

called, by more tlian one of his correspondents, "his
ain bairns ;"—an expression which he himself uses in

one of hi-, letters to Mr. .Scroope, in which lie says

that one of his jjroposals "was disliked l)y certain

chiefs, from i;> being a cliild f)f mine."
Notwithstanding the immense good which he thus

accomjilished, and the great judgment and forbear-

ance he eviiice'l in furtliering liis imjirovements, it is

am-.ising to observe the errors into which he fell

with re-])cct to what are now some of the clearest

principles <jf taxation and of pi)li;ical economy.
These, in general, were the common errors of too

much regulation, errors wiiicli it rc'iuires the firmest

hold of the latest discoveries in these sciences to re-

sist, and which were peculiarly liable to beset a man
who liad been obliged to flo so mucii himself in the

way of direction and ])!anning. One examjile may
suthce, being the strongest we have been able- to

fi:i 1. In order to encourage agriculture by proniot-

ing the u^e of malt, he presented to go\-erninent a

long detailed scheme f )r ])reventing, or rather punish-

illg, the u>'; of tea.

"Th'.' ca;i-._'." says he, "of the mischit'f we coni-

jilain of i, evidently the excessive use of tea; which
i-. iiow Ijccoine so conimrjii, that the meanest families,

e\"en of labouring people, particularly in Ixiroiighs,

make their nioi-mng's meal of it, and thereby wholly
disuse the ale v.hieli heretofore was their accustomed
drink: and tlie same drug supplies all the labouring

women with their afternoon's entertainments, to the
exclusion of the twopenny."
The remedy for this is, to impose a prohibitory

duty on tea, and a penalty on those who shall use

this seducing poison, "if they belong to that class of
mankind in this country whose circumstances do
not permit them to come at tea that pays the duty."

The obvious difficulty attending this scheme strikes

him at once, and he removes it by a series of provi-

sions calculated to describe those who are within the

tea line, and those who are beyond it. The essence

of the system is, that when any person is suspected,

"the omis prohandi of the extent of his yearly income
may be laid on him;" and that his own oath may
be demanded, and that of the prosecutor taken.

"These provisions," the worthy author acknowledges,
"are pretty severe;" and most of his readers may be
inclined to think them pretty absurd. But it must
be recollected that he is not the only person (espe-

cially about his own time, when the first duty of a
statesman was to promote the malt-tax) who has
been eloquent and vituperative on the subject of this

famous plant. Its progress, on the contrary, has been
something like the progress of truth: suspected at

first, though very palatable to those who had cour-

age to taste it; resisted as it encroached; abused as

its popularity seemed to spread; and establishing its

triumph at last, in cheering the whole land, from the

palace to the cottage, only by the slow and resistless

efforts of time and its own virtues. Nor are the pro-

visions for enforcing his scheme so extraordinary as

may at first sight appear. The object of one half of

our existing commercial regulations is to insure the

use of our own produce and the encouragement of

our own industry; and his personal restrictions, and
domiciliary visits, are utterly harmless when com-
pared with many excise regulations of the present

day; and still more so when contrasted with certain

parts of the earlier system for levying the tax ujion

jiroperty. We have noticed this example chiefly for

the sake of showing that Forbes's views were as

sound upon these subjects as those of the persons by
whom he has been succeeded, and that if we could

oftener withdraw our eyes from the objects of their

habitual contemplation we should oftener see the

folly of many things, which appear to us correct

merely because they are common.
Being appointed jiresident of the Court of Session

in 1737, he applied himself with great zeal to a duty

which has conferred lasting service on his country,

that of improving the regulations of his court. Pre-

viously the chief judge, by having it in his ]K)wer to

post]K)ne a cause, or to call it at his pleasure, was
enabled sometimes to choose a particular time for its

decision, when certain judges whom he knew to have

made up their minds were absent. Forbes ] iit an

end to this flagrant error in the constitution of the

court, by rendering it impossible for the jmlges to

take uj) a case except as it stood on the roll. He
also exerted himself to jirevent any accumulation of

undetermined causes.

The cliaracter of the Highlanders, and the im])rf)ve-

meiit of the Highlands, li:id all along been objects

of the first magnitude with the lord-])resi<lent, wox

did he lose sight of them when his elevation to the

first place in .Scottish society brought him to be con-

versant with (Jthers equally important. \'ie-\viiig the

asj)ect of the ])oliticaI horizon, and aware that the

clans, in such times as a|)i)eared to be a])proachini(,

could scarc(dy fail to fall into the hands of political

agitators, he digested a plan (the very same for which
Chatham received so much a])])lause for carrying int >

effect) f )r endiodying the most disaffected of them
into regiments, under colonels of tiicd loyalty, l)Ut
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officered by their own chieftains, who would thus be

less liable to be tampered with by the emissaries of

the Stuarts, and be insensibly led to respect an order

of things which, it might be presumed, they disliked

chieOy because they did not comprehend it, and from

which, as yet, they did not suppose they had derived

any benefit. This proposal the lord -president com-
municated to the lord justice-clerk, Milton, who re-

ported it to Lord Hay, by whom it was laid before

Sir Robert Walpole, who at once comprehended
and atlmired it. When, however, he laid it before

the council, recommending it to be carried into im-

mediate effect, the council declared unanimously

against it. "Were the plan of the Scottish judge,"

said they, "adopted, what would the patriots say?

Would they not exclaim, Sir Robert Walpole had
all along a design upon the constitution? lie has

already imposed upon us a standing anny, in addi-

tion to which he is now raising an army of barba-

rians, for the sole purpose of enslaving the people of

England." Walpole was too well acquainted with

the temper of the patriots, as they called themselves,

not to feel the full force of this reasoning; and the

measure was given up, though he was fully convinced

that it was conceived in wisdom, and would have

been infallibly successful in its operation.

Though his advice was neglected, the event showed
that his suspicions were well founded. The disturbed

state of I'AU-ope encouraged the Jacobites, particularly

in the Highlands, to sign an association for the re-

storation of the Pretender, which was sent to him at

]\omc, in the year 1742. During the following

years there was a perpetual passing and repassing

between the court of France, the Pretender, and the

association, without the knowledge of the most vigi-

lant observers on the part of the government. So
cautiously, indeed, did the Highland chieftains con-

duct themselves, that even the lord-president, who
was intimately acquainted with their characters and
propensities, seems to have been perfectly unaware
of any immediate rising, when he was acquainted by
a letter from Macleod of Macleod, that Charles was
actually arrived, and had by young Clanronald sum-
moned himself and Sir Alexander Macdonald to join

his standard. The truth was, both Macleod and
Macdonald had pledged themselves to Prince Charles;

but a P'rench army to accompany him, and military

stores, were positive parts of the engagement, which,

not being fulfilled, led them to hesitate, and they

were willing to fortify their hesitation by the advice

of the president; whom they had long found to be an
excellent counsellor, and whose views upon the sub-

ject they were probal:)ly anxious in a covert way to

ascertain. Macleod of course wrote to the president

that such a person was on the coast, with so many
Irish or French ofticers, stating them greatly beyond
the real number, and he adds, " His views, I need
not tell you. was to raise all tlie Highlands to assist

him. Sir Alexander Macdonald and I not only gave
no sort of countenance to these people, but we used
all the interest we had with our neighbours to follow

the same prudent method, and I am persuaded we
have done it with that success, that not a man north
of the Crainpians will give any sort of assistance to

this mad rebellious attempt. As it can be of no use
to the jiublic to know whence you have this informa-
tion, it is, I fancy, needless to mention either of us;

but this we leave in your own breast, as you are a
much better judge of what is or what is not pro-pcr
to be (lone. I have wrote to none otlier, and as our
friend>1iip and confidence in you is without roerve,
so we d<iuln not of your supplying our defects pro-
]ierly. Sir Alexander is here and has seen this scrawl.

YoLuig Clam-onald has been here with us, and has

given us all possible assurances of his prudence."

The above letter was dated August 3d, 1745. and
speaks of Charles as only on the coast, though he
had in reality landed, and the assurance of young
Clanronald's prudence was a perfect farce. It was
indeed, for obvious reasons, the aim of the rebels to

lull the friends of government in their fatal security,

and we have no doubt that Clanronald, acting upon
this principle, gave the assurance to Macleod and
Mac(ionald for the very purpose of being communi-
cated to the lord-president, and it has been supposed

that the misstatements in this letter laid the founda-

tion for that pernicious counsel which sent Sir John
Cope to the north, leaving the low country open to

Charles, in consequence of which he overcame at

once the most serious difficulties he had to contend

with—want of provisions and want of money, made
himself master of the capital of Scotland, and, to the

astonishment of himself as well as of all Europe,

penetrated into the very heart of England.

Being now certain that there was danger, though
its extent was cautiously concealed from him, the

lord-president, after pointing out to the Marquis of

Tweeddale, wdio at that time was a principal man-
ager in Scottish affairs, a few things necessary to be
done in order to give full effect to his exertions, has-

tened to the north, and arrived at Culloden House
on the 13th of August, six days before Charles un-

furled his standard in Glenfinnan, and while many
of his most devoted admirers were yet at a great loss

whether to come forward to his assistance, or to re-

main undeclared till circumstances should enable

them more accurately to calculate probabilities. To
all these nothing could have been more unwelcome
than the presence of the lord-president, to whom
they, almost to a man, were under personal obliga-

tions. Lovat waited upon and dined with his lord-

ship the very day after his arrival, and ref[uested his

advice, assuring him that his wishes, as well as his

interest, still led him to support the present royal

family. Macleod of Macleod and Sir Alexander
Macdonald of Skye also wrote to him immediately

on his arrival, in a loyal strain, though their presence

was certainly expected at the unfurling of the insur-

gent standard at Glenfinnan, which was so soon to

take place. The letters are not so very explicit as

might have been wished, and, till the advice and the

presence of the lord-president encouraged them,

these gentlemen were undoubtedly not cordial for

the government. Lovat most certainly was not,

and had Charles, according to his advice, come east

by Inverness, he would no doubt have joined him
on the instant. But the clans having ruslied down
into the Lowlands, while Sir John Cope, with tlie

whole regrdar troops that were in Scotland, came
north, added ^\•eight to the lord-president's remon-

strances, and for a time neutralized all who were

not previously committed, till the ur.f irtunate affair

of Ciladsnniir gave a new impulse to their hopes.

Sir Alexander Macdonald and Macleod of Macleod
were assured by a special messenger, tliat their past

conduct was not imputed to any ^ant of zeal for

the cause or want of affection to tb.e i^er-on of

Charles, who considered their services to be now
more useful to him than evei'. and was ready to

receive them as hi- be>t friends. Lovat had a

message of the same kind, and. sure tliat now his

right master, as lie called him, woidd j-irevail, set him-

self to forward tlie marching of his Erasers without

delay. Still he ciuitinued his correspondence with

the president, and lalxured hard to keep up the

larce of loyalty, as ddd Macleod of Macleod. at the

verv moment when he was pled.ging his faith to that

arcli-hynocrite to send his Macleods to join tlvo
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Frasers, the Mackintoshes, and the Mackenzies at

Corrvarrack, within a given number ofdays. Happily
for Macleoti, he was greatly under the influence of

Sir Alexander Macdonald, whose judgment the lord-

presiilent had completely opened upon the subject,

and he not only did not fulfil his engagement with

Lovat, but actually raised and headed his men to

fight on the oj^po^ite side.

The Frasers, in the meantime, formed a scheme
for seizing upon the house of Culloden, and either

killing or making the president a prisoner. The
execution of this plot was intrusted to the laird of

Foyers, who made the attempt on the night of Tues-

day, the 15th of October, the day when the clans

were engaged upon honour to assemble at the pass

of Corrvarrack, for the purpose of reinforcing the

army of Charles at Edinburgh. The president,

however, who, liad arms been liis profession, would
probal)ly have been as celebrated a soldier as he was
a lawyer, knew his situation, and the men he lived

among, better than to suffer himself to be so surprised.

The castle itself was naturally strong; several pieces

of cannon were planted upon its rampart; and it was
occui)ied by a garrison able and willing to defend

it; so that, leaving behind them one of their number
wounded, the assailants were obliged to content

themselves with carrying off some sheep and cattle,

and robbing the gardener and the house of an honest

weaver, who, it would appear, lived under the pro-

tection of the president. Like all other projectors

of wicked things which fail in the execution, Lovat
seems to have l)een very much ashamed of tliis affair,

and he was probaljly the more so, that the Macleods,

the Macdonalds, &c., who, that same day, were to

have joined his clan at Corryarrack, had not only

not kept their word, but were actually on the road

t) take their orders from the president, which com-
pelled him once more to send, in place of troops, an
apology to Charles, with an abundance of fair pro-

mises, in wiiich lie was at all times sufficiently liberal.

The president had assured him that, by killing and
eating his sheep in broad daylight, the men who
liad made the attack upon his house were all known,
l)ut that if they did no more harm he forgave them;
only he wished they would send back the poor gar-

dener and weaver their things, and if they sent not

back the tenant his cattle, they knew he must pay for

them. Lovat, with wcll-affected concern and high
culogiums upon his lordship's goodness, declares tlie

actors in tliis villanous attempt to have Ijeen ruffians

without tlie fear of (iod or man, and that he has
ordered his son, and (if)rtu]eg his kinsman and factor,

to send l)nck all tlie jjlundcr, particularly his lord-

ship's sliec]), which he was ready tr) give double value

for, rather tlian that liis lurdship should want them,
and, in ca-.'j they ,>hi)ulil not i)e found, offered to

<livi(le with liini one hundred fat wedders, seeing

that he was under greater oljligations to him and his

family than all the sheep, oxen, cows, and lior-.e-,

he ever jiosse^sed were worth. ".And I beg, niv

lord," he add-;, ''that you may not he in the least

a]ipreheiisive that any of thf)^e rogues, or any in my
country, go and disturb your tenants, for I solemnly
swore to (iortuleg that if any \illain or rascal of my
country dur-.t i)resume to hurt or disturb any of your
lor^l-iliip's tenants, I would go personally, though
carried in a litter, and .fiV ///('w si'izt-J and liaii^cd.

So, my dear lord, I beg )T)u may have no ap])rehen-

sion tiiat a:iy of your tenants will meet witli disturb-

ance so long a. I live in this couTitry; and I iiope

tliat my -0.1 t'nat represents me will follow my ex-

ample; s I let monarchies, government, and common-
wealths tak'-- uj) fiN of revolutions and wars, for

Gu-i'.> sa'.vc, niy dear loid, let u.t live in good friend-

ship and peace together." It was but a short

time wdien, after the retreat from England, Charles

was met at Glasgow by a messenger from Lovat, re-

questing him to send north a party to seize Inverness,

and if possible secure the lord-president, who, he
afhrmed, had done him more harm than any man
living, having by his influence prevented more than
lo,CHX) men from joining him. Circumstances of

another kind than Lovat's advice or request brought
Charles to Inverness, and the lord-president, along

with Lord Loudon, was under the necessity of taking

refuge in the Island of Skye, where he remained till

after the battle of Cullotlen, when he returned to

reap, as many other good men have done, neglect

and ingratitude for all his services. Of these services

and of this neglect the reader will not be displeased

to And the following graphic description from his

own pen. It is a letter to Mr. George Ross, then

at London, inclosing letters on the same subject to

Mr. Pelham, Mr. Scroope, and the Duke of New-
castle, date Inverness, May 13th, 1746.

"Dear George, my j^eregrinations are now over.

.Some account of my adventures you surely have had
from different hards; to give an exact one is the

work of more time than I can at present afford. The
dilTiculties I had to struggle with were many ; the

issue, on the main, has been favourable; and, upon
a strict review, I am satisfied with my own conduct.

I neither know nor care what critics, who have en-

joyed ease in safety, may think. The commissions
for the independent companies I disposed of in the

way that, to me, seemed the most frugal and profit-

able to the public; the use they have already been of

to the public is very great; preventing any accession

of strength to the rebels, before they marched into

England, was no small service; the like prevention,

in some degree, and the distraction of their forces

when the duke was advancing, was of considerable

use; and now they are, by the duke, employed, und(,r

the command of E. Loudon, in Cdengarry, and must
be the hands by which the rebels are to be hunted

in their recesses. My other letter of this date gives

the reason why the returns of the officers' names,

cVc. , was not sooner made. I hope the certificate

will be sufficient to jnit them upon the establishment,

and to procure the issuing of money for them. The
returns of the several companies in the military way
I'-. Loudon Mill take care of What distressed us

most in this country, and was the real cause why the

rebels came to head after their flight from .Stirling,

was the want of arms and money, which, CJod knows,

had been enough called for and expected. Had
these come in time, we could have armed a R)rce

sufficient to have jireveiUeil them looking at us on
this side Drumachter. 'Hie men were iircpared,

several hundreds assembled in their own counties,

and some hundreds actually on the march; but un-

luckily the shi]) that lirought the few arms that were
sent, and the sum of money that came, did not ar-

rive in our road sooner than the very day on which

the rebels made themselves master of the barrack of

Kutliven. It was then too late t(^ fetch unarmed
men from distances, it wa^ even unsafe to land tlie

arms and the money; so we uere forced to suilt r

them remain on board and to retreat with the foree

we had, to preserve them for the further anno_\anc('

of the enemy. ,\nf)ther ill consetpicnce the sciim]i-

ing us of money had, was that —as there were a

great many contingent services absolutely nece^>sar_v,

and as all the nione}' that could be raised u]ion l.cnd

Loudon's credit and mine was not sufficient to an-

swer these extraoniinary services---\\e were obliged

to make free with the ca-h ii.'mitted for the subsist-

ence of the companies. '1 his al the long run will
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come out as broad as it is long when accounts

are made up and allowances made for the con-

tingent expense; but in the meantime it saddles

us with tlie trouble of settling and passing an
account.

"If any one will reflect on the situation I was in,

and consider what I had to do, he will soon be con-

vinced that the expense I laid out could not be small.

So far as I could command money of my own, you
will easily believe it was employed without hesita-

tion ; and of that I say nothing at present. But
when the expedient proposed by the Marquis of

Tweeddale of taking bills to be drawn on Mr. Pel-

ham failed, I had no resource but to take up money
where I could find it, from well-disposed persons,

on my own proper notes. That money so picked

up was at the time of great service ; and now that

peace is restored, the gentlemen with great reason

expect to be repaid. You can guess how ill I like

a dun, and I should hope now that the confusions

are over, there can be no great difficulty in procuring

me a remittance, or leave to draw upon Mr Pelham
or some other proper person, to the extent of the

sum thus borrowed, which does not exceed ;^I5C)0

sterling. ... I am heartily tired of this erratic

course I have been in, but as the prevention of

any future disturbance is a matter of great moment,
and which requires much deliberation and some
skill, if those on whom it lies to frame the scheme
for that purpose imagine I can be of any use to

them, I should not grudge the additional fatigue

of another journey ; but it is not improbable their

resolutions may be already taken," &c. There is

in this letter an honest feeling, and a frankly ex-

pressed conviction of the value of his services; and
though possessed with a prophetic anticipation of

their l)eing latterly to be overlooked, an equally open
and straightforwardly expressed determination to

continue them as long as they should be useful to his

country, strongly indicative of that high-minded de-

votion to the best interests of his species, which
peculiarly characterized this great man. At the same
time, there is manifested the most delicate feeling

with regard to tlie money part of the transaction.

What portion, and that was a large one, had been
advanced from his own treasury he makes for the

present no account of; but he pleads in the most
gentlemanly manner in behalf of those who had
assisted him at the time, and coidd scarcely he ex-

pected to have the same disinterested regard to the

public ser\'ice, and the same degree of philosophic

patience. They expect with reason, he remarks, to

be paid, and he interposes in the most delicate man-
ner his own repugnance to be dunned, as tlie most
pressing of all arguments in their favour. Surely

never was so small a recjuest, and so exceedingly
well founded, so modestly prepared, yet never ])er-

haps did a reasonable one meet with a more careless

reception. Upwards of a month elapsed before he
had an answer from George Ross, with a l_)ill for

^500, which perhaps was not for his own use. It

has been generally said that he never received one
farthing, and to his generous spirit, if he received

only this small portion, which we dare not afiirm he
did, taken in connection with the manner in whicli
he did receive it, it must have been nearly, if not
more mortifying than if he had not. His grace of
Newcastle took no notice of his letter till he was
under the necessity of writing to him upon another
sahject, two months afterwards, and then in tlie most
coKl and formal manner imaginable. Of any reply
tVoni I'elliam and Scroope we have not found' a ves-

ti-e, and would fondly hope that, courtiers as they
were, they liad so much ijrace remaininir as to be

unable to put pen to paper upon a business so dis-

graceful.

To a mind so pure and so gentle as was that of
President Forbes, this ingratitude on the part of the
government must have been exceedingly painful; but
we do not believe that it was the only or the prin-

cipal thing that weighed down his spirit. To the

morality of courts and the gratitude of courtiers he
was, in theory at least, no stranger, and as a prudent
and practical man, must have been in some measure
pre])ared to grapple with them; but for the base
duplicity and the ingratitude of his friends and neigh-

bours, many of whom had betrayed his confidence

in the grossest manner, he could scarcely be prepared,

and they must have affected him deeply. These,
while they wrung his heart with the most pungent
feelings of sorrow, furnished to the ignorant, the

suspicious, and the envious, fruitful topics of detrac-

tion and misrepresentation, against which, he must
have been aware, the best intentions and the most
upright actions have too often been found to afford

no protection. The care of the Highlands had been
imposed upon him for many years, he had been a
father and a friend to almost every principal family
they contained, and, with few exceptions, these

families had in return made the strongest professions

of loyalty to the government, and of friendship and
affection to himself This they had done too with
such apparent sincerity, as induced him to report

them perfectly loyal at the very moment they were
signing associations, purchasing arms, and ready to

appear in the field against the government. How
must he have felt to see the very men he had saved
from total destruction, procured them the favourable
notice of the government, and even high and honour-
able situations, rushing, from mistaken views of their

own or their country's interests, upon the ruin of both I

It was this, we have no doubt, gave the secret but

incural)le wound, which, though lie continued to per-

form the duties of his station with inflexible firmness,

and with imperturbable patience, brought him by
slow degrees to an untimely grave.

Though the lord-president continued to discharge

his office witlr his usual fidelity and diligence, and
though he uttered no complaints, it had long been
matter of grief to his friends to observe his health

rapidly declining, and in the month of November
it was judged necessary to send for his son from Eng-
land, who arrived only in time to receive his last ad-

vice and blessing. He died on the loth day of De-
cember, 1747, in the sixty-second year of his age.

The same day he died the following memorandum
was made by his son:—"My father entered into tlie

everlasting life of God, trusting, hoping, and be-

lieving through the blood of Christ, eternal life an^l

happiness. When I first saw my father upon the

bed of deatli, his blessing and prayer to me ^\as

—

'.My dear John, you have just come in time to see

me die. Alay the great God of lieaven and earth

bless and preserve you I "Sou have come ti) a very

poor fortune, partly tlirougii my own extravagaiice,

and partly through the oppression of power. 1 am
sure you will forgive me, liecause wliat 1 did was
with a good intentii)n. I kn()\\\"ou to Ik- an honest-

hearted lad. Andrew Mitchell loves you affection-

ately; he \\-ill advise \ou. and do what he can for

you. I depend upon Scroope, too, which you may
let him know. I will adv;>e } on never to think of

coming into parliament. I le!t some notes with the

two William Forhoes in case I ha'l not seen you.

They are two ailectionate lads, and will be af)le to

help you in some affairs Ijelter than you would have

done your-elt. John Hos-ack will help you in }-our

affairs in tlie north. My heart lileedis for poor Joim
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Steel; I recommended him to you. When I was
in the north I paid some considerably large sums
that I never dreamed of before, towards defraying

the charges occasioned by the rebellion. There is

but one thing 1 re]')ent me of in my whole life—not

to have taken better care of you. May the great

God of heaven an(i earth bless anil preserve you ! I

trust in the bkxnl of Christ. Be always religious,

fear and love Goti. You may go, you can be of no
service to me here." This shows how deeply this

first of patriots felt the unrequited sacrifices he had
made for his country, though he had never allowed

these feelings to interfere with the discharge of his

public duties. His fears were certainly not without

foundation, for his estate, in consequence of the sacri-

fices he had made, was encumbered with debts to

the amount of ^30,000 sterling; and for several years

after his death there tlid not appear to be any possi-

bility of going on with it, but by selling the one half

to preserve the other. Matters, however, proceeded

at Culloden much better than was expected. In 1749
the government bestowed a pension of ^{^400 sterling

a year upon John Forbes, the lord-president's son,

a worthy man, but possessed of no great talents for

jiublic business ; and warned by the example, and
I>rofiting by the prudent advice of his father, he spent

ills days in retirement, probably with a higher enjoy-

ment of life than if he had been surrounded with all

the splendours of the most exalted station, and in

less than tliirty years had not only cleared his estate

of all encumbrances, but added to it consideral^ly

by the purchase of contiguous lands, and thus, in his

case, were verified the words of inspiration, "The
g jod man is merciful and lendeth, and his seed is

blessed."

Though the signal services of the Lord-president

Forbes were overlooked by those who ought most
liighly to have esteemed them, and whose proper
])ruvince it was to have rewarded them, they were
nut lo.>t siglit of by his grateful countrymen, all of

whom seem to have regarded his death as a national

calamity. He had been a public character upwards
of thirty years, during which scarcely one motion
had Lec-n made for the public benefit but what had
originated witli or had received its most powerful
support from him. In the infant manufactures of

his country lie tuok unceasing interest, and his up-

right and ])ure spirit breathed into h(_-r tribunals of

justice an or^lcr and an ecjuitable impartiality to

whicli they were before total strangers, and which
to tliis day liapj/ily never has forsaken them. Be-
sides tlie new order of court as to tlie hearing of
causes, v.hicli he had tlie merit of introducing, and
whicii ha.-) been already alluded to, he wrought great

an 1 hapjjy cliangt,--, in tlie manner of the judges.

Before h;.^ time llie senators often delivered llieir

ojjinions willi a warmth that was liighly indecorous,

detracting greatly from the dignity of the court and
tb.e weight and authority of its decisions: this, by the

candour, the strict integrity, and the nice discern-

ment, combined with tliat admirable command of

teuii)er winch marked his character, he was eiialiled

completely to overcome, and to intr(;duce in its place

a dignified urlAinity and a gentlemanly deference

among tiie members 'jf court to llie o]iiiiion^ of each

other, which succeeding lord.-.-pre^i(ient Iiave fjund
no difficulty to sustain.

Tlie fillowing character has been drawn of him
by a late !i;-'ov;,in, willi wliich we shall conclu'le

tlii->ini_:!noir:— " In ])erson, the I ,ord-president I'orljo

w;',^ elegant an'l v, ell formed, liis countenance ojieli

and animated, his manner dignified, but ea.--y and
]irei")-~L---iiig. lli^ natural talent-, were of the very

fir.,i oriel', ei.ijrged 1)\' an excelleiU education, com-

pletely disciplined and fully matured by habits of in-

tense study, and of minute, and at the same time
extensive, observation ; and they were all employed
most honourably and conscientiously in the real busi-

ness of life. His learning was profound and exten-

sive beyond that of his compeers ; and, in forcible,

manly, and persuasive eloquence at the Scottish bar,

he had no comjietitor. \'et with all this vast and
visible superiority, he was never dogmatical. His
was not the paltry ambition that could gratify itself

by uttering tiny conceits or sjiarkling witticisms; nor
did he ever, like too many who have shone in his

profession, attempt to dispose of an unmanageable
subject liy hea]iing upon it a mountain of words, or

enveloping it in a whirlwinil of bombast and non-
sen.se; everything like artifice he held in abhorrence;

and truth and justice being at all times the objects

he aimed at, the law of kindness was ever on his

lips, and an impress of candour and sincerity gave an
oracular dignity to every sentiment which he uttered.

Of the volume of inspiration, which he could consult

with advantage in the original tongues, he was a
diligent student ; and that he had experienced its

transforming influence in no mean degree \\ as evi-

dent from the tone of his mind, and the whole tenor

of his life and conversation. Like another of Scot-

land's most eminent benefactors, John Knox—with
whom alone, from the magnitude and for the diffi-

culty of his services, though they were considerably

dissimilar, he deserves to be compared—he probably
felt himself called upon rather for active personal

exertion than for those efforts of mind which can

be well and successfully made only in the seclusion

of the closet, and through the medium of the press;

of course his writings are not numerous, but they

exhibit, jiarticularly his 7'hou^^Iits on l\dr^io)i, Natti-

ral and Rc7'calcd, strong traces of a pure, a pious,

and an original mind. In private life he was everv-

tiiing that is amiable—as a husband and a father,

affectionately tender—as a friend, generous in the

extreme, often distressing himself that he might fully

and seasonably perform the duties implied in the

character. His neighbours he was alway.-, ready to

oblige; and merit of every descri])tion fjund in him
a prompt, a steady, and a disinterested patron. He
was s]irung from a family whose hos])itality had been
proverbial for ages; and when his health, wiiich was
generally delicate, and his numerous avocations would
permit, few men could enjoy a bottle and a friend

with a more exquisite relish. To be of his party in

these moments of relaxation was a felicity eagerly

coveted by the greatest and the wittiest men of his

age; and, to sum up all in one word, such was the

sterling worth of his character, that he was univer-

sally feared by the bad, and as universally loved by
the good of all jiarties."

FORBES, JoH.N, second son (jf Bishop Forbes,

was t)orn May 2d, 1593, and received the rudiments

(jf his religious and literary education under the care

of iiis father. In 1607 he was sent to King's College,

.Vberdeeii, where he studied ])hiloso])hy. Afterwards

he spent some years on the Continent, .-tud) ing theo-

logy, first at Heidelberg, under the celebrated I'areus,

and sulj>equently at .Sedan and otiier eeleliiated

universities in Iqiper and Lower German}, lie de-

voted much of his attention to the writ ings of the

fullers, and made great progress in the study of

Hebrew, both of which branches of kno\\Ie<ige he
considered as of the first importance to a tluologian.

The learning whicli he thus acrpiired enaMed liim,

in 161S, to maintain a ]Hi!jlic dis|iute against the

arcliliislK)p and the Lutherans at Ujisal. Returning
liext year to Scotland, he was, at the following synocl
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of the diocese of Aberdeen, called to the profession

of the gospel, and soon after was elected professor

of divinity in King's College. By the death of his

elder brother in 1625, he became heir-apparent of

his father as laird of Corse and O'Neil, to which
honour he afterwards duly acceded. At the break-

ing out of the covenanting insurrection in 1638,

Forbes published an admonition, in which he pointed

out the evils likely to arise from the bond into which

the nation was plunging itself, and loudly and ear-

nestly implored that peace might be preserved. It

is well known that this advice was not followed,

although the people of the northern provinces gene-

rally abstained from entering into the covenant. In

summer that year a deputation of the Covenanters,

headed by the Earl of Montrose, arrived at Aber-

deen, for the purpose of arguing the inhabitants into

an acceptance of their bond; but, owing to the exer-

tions of Forbes and other preachers and professors,

tliey met with little success. The Aberdeen doctors,

as they were called, maintained a disputation against

the deputies of the covenant with such spirit and
effect as forms a curious episode in the history of the

civil war. They were warmly thanked by the king

for their loyalty, and attracted the respectful notice

of the church party in England, on account of their

pro-episcopal arguments. In a grateful letter ad-

dressed to them by the king from Whitehall,

January 31, 1639, the name of Forbes stands first

in the list. But the Covenanters were now too

warmly engaged in their opposition to the king, to

pay much attention to ai"gument. Early in 1639,

instead of a deputation to argue, an army came to

coerce; so that, finding no longer any safety in Aber-
deen, the bishop and two of the doctors took ship-

ping for England, while Forbes retired to his house
of Corse. After the pacification of Berwick he
returned to the city, and preached for some time

in one of the vacant pulpits. Flostilities, however,
were soon after renewed, and as the Covenanters were
resolved to urge the bond upon every public person,

Forbes, as well as others, was summoned before the

synod of Aberdeen, to answer for his recusancy. It

was in vain that he urged his conscientious objec-

tions: the times were not such as to allow of a re-

fined toleration, and he was deposed for contumacy.

He appears to have now devoted himself, in the

library of King's College, to the composition of his

great work, the Jlistorico- Theological Institutions,

which he was about to finish when the solemn league

and covenant occasioned a fresh application to men
of his class, and he was obliged with great reluctance

to leave his native country, April 5th, 1644. lie

resided for two years in Holland, and there com-
pleted and published his Institutions, which was by
far the most learned and valuable work of the kind

that had then been offered to the public. Returning

to his native country in 1646, he lived for some time

in unmolested retirement at Corse, where he busied

himself in making some considerable additions to the

work above mentioned, which were not published

during the author's lifetime. After a life which his

biographer has called a continual jireparation for

death, this learned, pious, and virtuous man expired,

April 29th, 1648, at the immature age of fifty-five.

He had, by his wiie, who was a native of Middle-
burg, two sons, of whom one survived him, and was
the heir of his learning and virtue, as ^\ell as of his

estates. The friends of Ur. Forbes desired that he
sh.ndd be buried in the cathedral beside his fiither;

Init this was forbidden by the party tlien in power,
and tlie mourners were ol)Iiged to cany his body to

an ordinary churchyard, where it lies witliout any
monument. It is painful to add anoth^i" iuitance <jI

the narrow spirit to which religious hostility was
carried in an age otherwise characterized by so much
zealous piety. While professor, Forbes had pur-

chased a house at Old Aberdeen, where King's

College is situated, and made it over for the use of

his successors; but, having forgot to secure his life-

rent in it, he was afterwards deprived of it by the

prevailing party.'

FORBES, Sir John, M.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.
This eminent physician was the fourth .son of Mr.
Alexander Forbes of the Earie, Banffshire, and was
born in 1787. He commenced his professional edu-

cation at Marischal College, Aberdeen, and afterwards

entered the university of Edinburgh, where, however,

he attended only one session. He entered the royal

navy as assistant surgeon, where he continued in

active service until 1816, but still finding opportunity

to attend several courses of medical lectures in Edin-

burgh, and in 181 7 he graduated there as M.D.
Being now on half-pay, he first settled as a physician

at Penzance, and afterwards at Chichester. His
leisure time was carefully devoted to the study of

science in connection with his profession, particularly

to geology and climatolog)', on which subjects he
published the results of his obser\-ations. His first

works which brought him into notice among his

brethren were his translations of the writings of

Avenbrugger and Eaennec, on auscultation and the

use of the stethoscope, especially his translation of

Laennec, which has gone through five editions; and
they had the merit of turning the attention of the

medical faculty to the improved methods of physical

diagnosis which now form so important a part of

medical practice, especially in the detection of dis-

eases of the heart and lungs.

In 1828 Dr. Forbes published a work entitled

Obse)~vations on the Climate of Penzance and Land's
End. He was also one of the founders of the Pro-

vincial Medical and Surgical Association, now called

the British Medical Association, which, among its

other objects, was to collect information with regard

to the medical topography of England; and to the

first and second volumes of its Transactions he contri-

buted an able and interesting account of the "Medi-
cal Topography of the Hundred of Penwith." In this

paper he gave an ample and minute detail of the

diseases of the districts included within tliat range,

and their relation to the soil and other physical con-

ditions of the countr}-. Such inquiries would have

turned the medical faculty into the right direction,

and had they been seconded by the British Medical

Association might have been jiiroductive of great

public benefit. In the latter part of the year 1S33

lie arranged the plan of the Cyclopudia of I^ractical

Medicine, which was completed in 1S35, and being

now its editor in conjunction with Dr. Conolly. l.e

contributed to its pages several of its best articles.

Of this Cvclopicdia it is enough to state, that the

diseases were arranged according to their alphabeti-

cal titles, and treated according to the latest and

most improved discoveries. He v,as ai>o the editor

of the British and Foreign J/ea'/ea/ /Ce: ;e:o, until its

union %\-ith the Medico-C/iiringiial Ker :e:o changed

its name into that of the T!rit:s/i and /-eregn Med:ec-

Cliirnr::ical Reiie-,'. This work, which 1ms l)e-
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come so powerful an organ for the diffusion of sound
medical information, was in its earliest state so ably

conducted by Dr. Forbes, that in literary power
alone it was as able and distinguished as the highest

quarterly reviews of the day. In its management it

mainly owed its rise to the assiduity of Forbes, who
introduced into it articles written by the most emi-

nent and ingenious medical writers of the period

—

and to his independent spirit, which would admit
nothing inferior into its pages, however influentially

patronized. But this very disinterestedness and in-

dependence of spirit not only created umbrage, but

occasioned him pecuniary loss, and he retired from

the editorship of the British ami Foreign Medical
Quarterly before he could reap the fruits of its success.

lie was not allowed, however, to depart into ob-

scurity, or remain unrewarded. In 1840 he removed
to London, where his well-established professional

reputation had preceded his arrival, and he was ap-

pointed physician in ordinary to her majesty's house-

hold, and physician extraordinary to liis royal high-

ness Prince Albert. He was early elected a fellow

of the Royal .Society, and had the degree of Doctor of

Laws conferred upon him by the university of 0.\ford.

The last years in the life of Sir John Forbes were
crowned with tlie honours he had merited, and
passed in activity and usefulness. His love of litera-

ture abode with him to the last, and tliis he indulged

I)y writing works of a lighter descrijnion than those

in which he had hitherto been engaged. In 1849 he
published A P/iysicia/t's Holiday, or a Afoiith in S'cuil-

zcrland, containing an interesting account of the

principal localities in that romantic country. In

1852 he published an account of a tour he made in

Ireland, under the title of Memoranda made in Ire-

land in the Autumn of 1852; and in 1S56 the notice

of another tour, under the title of St:^ht-seeing in Ger-

many and the 7'yrol, in the Autumn of 1S55. Re-
verting again more immediately to his profession and
past studies, he published in 1857 his treatise on
Xature and Art in the Cure of Disease, which may
be regarded as a confession of his medical creed

;

with this his public labours may be said to have
terminated. He had already been subject to vertigo,

from the sudden attacks of which he sometimes fell

to the ground; his memory was impaired, so that he
ha I but a dim recollecti'jn of objects and places;

and he had a tendency to turn to the right side.

Under such circumstances it was necessary to re-

linquish ]ii> practice, and this he did three years be-

fore he died, pre>enting at the same time his large

and valuable lil;rary to Marischal College, Aber-
deen, where he harl tirst been educated. In the same
spirit of licnevolence and mindfulness of early bene-

i\\>, he had two years before that period, in conjunc-

tion with Sir James Clark, esta!)li>hed a library at

Fordyce, where he had received lii^ education as a

school-boy. Sir |ohn died at Whitchurch, Oxfonl-

s!iire, on the 13th of November, 1861, aged seventy-

four year-.

FORBES, Patrick, an eminent prelat'', was liy

liirth laird <jf Cor>e and OWcil, in .Alienk-CM^hire,

and descended from .Sir Patrick Forbes (third son of

lames, second L(jrd Forl)e>) armour-bearer to King
Jarnes 11., from wliom in 1482 he got a charier of

the- Ijarony of (j'.N'eil. From the same branch of

t]]c nolilc family of l''orbes are descended the Forbeses

baronets u{ (haigievar, and the F(jrbescs earls of

Cranard in Ireland. The subject of this memoir
was b'irn in 1504. and received the rudiments of his

education uii'ler Tlionias lluchanan (ne]>liew of the

author of I'lic Ilttrry of Si-otlaiid), who was then

ichoolnia-ter of S'.irlirjg. He ne.\t studied ijliilosophy

under Andrew Melville at Glasgow; and when that

eminent reformer and learned man was removed to

be principal of .St. Andrews, Forbes followed him
thither, and was his pujiil in Hebrew and theology.

Such was the progress he made in these studies, and
sucli ids gravity, wisdom, and blamelessness of life,

that at an uncommonly early age he was solicited to

become a professor in the college. His father, how-
ever, suddenly recalled his son, in order that he might
settle in life as a country gentleman; and he soon after

married Lucretia Spens, daughter of David .Spens of

Wormiston, in Fife. He lived for some time in rural

retirement near Montrose, wiiere his learning and
piety attracted a great concourse of visitors, especially

of the clergy. At the death of his father he removed
to the family seat of Corse, where, to use the quaint

phrase of his Latin biographer. Garden, he at once
cultivated his books and his fields, regularly perform-

ing the duties of a clergyman every .Sunday before

his domestics.

At the time when Patrick Forbes entered into

public life, the reformed Church of .Scotland had not

settled down into any regular system of ecclesiastical

polity, and sometimes things were allowed to be
done which would now be considered as at least ec-

centric, if not indecent. At the same time, the pro-

fession of a clergyman, though holding forth little

pecuniary advantage, was invested with so much
popular power as to be highly inviting. We hence
find, in the instances of Erskine of Dun, Bruce of

Kinnaird, and others, that it had temptations even
for gentlemen of good estates. It appears that, in

the loose system of polity then acted upon, the laird

of Corse, merely because he was a devout man, and
possessed of some territorial influence, was repeatedly

entreated to perform the duties of a clergyman, as if

it had been suj^posed that any little deficiency in

point of clerical ordination that could be urged
against him would be fully comjiensated by his weight

as tlie laird of Corse. He accordingly did act tem-
porarily as a minister during the lime when the

clergymen who had attended the proscribed (Jeneral

Assembly at Aberdeen in 1605 were suffering exile

from their parishes. Instead of this exciting episcopal

interference, we are told that Patrick Blackburn,

Bishop of Aberdeen, no sooner heard (jf the excellent

ministrations of the laird of Corse than he, in con-

currence with the synod of his diocese, entreated him
to take ordination, and become the minister of his

own parish. Although this request was made oftencr

than once, Forbes steadily resisted it, alleging as a

reason his sense of the weight of the priestly duties,

and of the difficulty of the times. These things,

however, being conveyed by some malevolent ])er-

son to the ear of the primate (Gladstones, .Archbisluqi

of St. .Andrews), that dignitary sent an order jmo-

liiljiting Corse from j)reaching any more until he
should lake ordination. Having no altertiati\e, tlie

laird returned to his firmer ])ractice of lamily w(jr-

ship, attending the clnnxli every .Sunday as a ])rivatc

individual, and afterwards exercising upon a ]iortion

of the Scriptures licfiire his servants. He went on

thus fir se\en years, and \\as so far fioin exciting

schism by his well-meant exeitions, thr.l no one in

the neighbourhood was a more regular or resjiectful

attendant upon jiarochial ordinances. .At length the

neighbouring gentlemen, and even the clei'gy, fre-

quented the fandly worship at Corse, vheie they
heard most al)le elucidations of the epistles of .St.

Paul, and also those connnentaries on the Revela-
tions (jf which an aliridgment was afleiwards jjuL-

lished.

.\t the end of the jieriod alhidcii to the minister

of Keith, though a pi<jus and worthy nian, fell into a
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fit of melancholy, and, after suffering for some time,

made an attempt upon his own life. He had hardly

inflicted the fatal wound when he was overtaken by
deep remorse, and, having sent for the laird of Corse,

was immediately attended by that devout man, who
proceetled to reason with him in so earnest a manner
as to open his soul fully to a sense of spiritual in-

fluences. The unfortunate man with his dying

breatli renewed the request which had so often been
])roffered to Forbes, that he would consent to

undertake the pastoral charge of the parish; which
request, taking place vmder such impressive circum-

stances, and enforced at the same time by the elo-

quence of the neighbouring clergymen and gentry,

at length prevailed, and the laird of Corse imme-
diately became minister of Keith. He was at this

time forty-eight years of age.

In 1618 Forbes was appointed Bishop of Aber-
deen, with the sincere approbation of all classes of

the people. Attached from principle to the Episcopal
form of church government, he concurred in the

five articles of Perth, which were that year imposed
upon the Scottish church. It does not appear, how-
ever, that Bishop Forbes used any severe means to

carry these articles into practice, for we are informed
by Burnet {Life of Bedell) that, by his remarkable
prudence, he "greatly allayed, and almost conquered,

not only the distempered judgments, but the perverse

and turbulent humours, of divers in his diocese." In
his whole conduct as a bishop he appears to have been
uniformly influenced by an honest and conscientious

regard to the obligations of the character which he
had assumed, and what he conceived to be the best

means of promoting the interests of piety and virtue.

Fle was not only careful to fix worthy clergymen in

his diocese, but to make proper provision for their

support and that of their successors. lie succeeded
in recovering many of the revenues which, in the

tumults of the reforming period, had been lost or

neglected; and he used all proper methods with heri-

tors and titulars of teinds and others to make aug-
mentation of stipends, which he had no sooner effected

in some cases than he dissolved the pernicious union
of parishes, and established a clergyman in each.

Even from his own income, limited as it must have
been, he bestowed much upon the poorer clergy.

He was very strict in examining those who applied
for ordination, and thus secured for future times a
superior body of clergy. He was also indefatigable

in visiting and inspecting the clergymen of his dio-

cese—a duty which he generally performed in a some-
what singular manner. "It was his custom," says

Burnet, "to go without pomp or noise, attended only
by one servant, that he might the more easily be in-

formed of what belonged to his cure. When he was
told of the weakness or negligence of any of his

clerg}', he would go and lodge near his church on
Saturday, in the evening, witiiout making himself
known, and the next day, when he was in the pulpit,

he would go and jiear him, that by this he might be
able to judge wliat his common sermons were; and
as tlicy appeared to him, he encouraged or admon-
ished him."

Sometime after liis promotion to the bishopric
he was appointed chancellor of King's College,
Alierdecn, which institution he raised from a state
of utter desolation and neglect, to be one of the most
tlnirishing in the kingdom. He fully repaired the
buildings; he increased tlie library, revived the pro-
tes^orsliips of divinity, canon law, and physic; and
procured the addition of a new professorship in
divinity. At length, finding himself drawing near
Ills latter end, he sent for all the clergy of Aberdeen
to receive the sacrament along with him, and t\\'o

VuL. n.

days after, March 28th, 1635, breathed his last, with
the most pious expressions of hope, and full of re-

ligious consolation. At his funeral, which took place

in the cathedral church of Aberdeen, Dr. Barron
preached an appropriate sermon to a numerous
auditory, which was afterwards published.'

This great ornament of the Episcopal church in

Scotland is characterized, in the manner of the time,

as a man of singularly clear genius, solid judgment,

the highest prudence, piety, and integrity, of much
authority in counsel, and invincible fortitude and
constancy of mind. Bishop Burnet informs us that

he "scarce ever suffered any man of merit to ask

anything at his hands, but anticipated them; while

those whose characters would not bear a severe

scrutiny never dared to solicit him. He had a quick

eye and sprightly countenance, which proved an
additional ornament to his expressions, which were
grave and majestic, and of peculiar insinuation and
grace. In parliament he was elected one of the

lords of the articles, and his judgment there and in

council was considered as an oracle."

FORBES, Sir William, of Pitsligo, an eminent
banker and citizen, was born at Edinburgh on the

5th of Aprd, 1739. He was descended, by the

father's side, from a younger branch of the ancient

and respectable family of P^orbes of Monmusk, the

proprietors, at the close of the seventeenth century,

of the noble barony of that name on the banks of

the Don, in Aberdeenshire ; and by his paternal

grandmother, from the still older and more dignified

family of the Lords Pitsligo, in the same county.

His mother was also a branch of the family of Forbes
of Monmusk, one of the first families in Scotland

who were invested with the badge of Xova Scotia

baronets, which still is worn by their descendants.

His father, who was bred to the bar, and was rising

into eminence in that profession, died when he was
only four years of age, leaving his mother, then a

young woman, with two infant sons, and very slender

means of support. She lived at first at Milne of

Forgue, on the estate of Bogny in Aberdeenshire,

with the proprietor of which territory she was con-

nected through her mother, and afterwards fixed her

residence at Aberdeen with her two sons, where she

remained for several years, superintending their edu-

cation. While there the younger son, who is repre-

sented as having been a most engaging boy, died,

leaving her remaining hopes to centre on Sir William,

then her only child.

Though reared in straitened circumstances, Sir

William had not only the benefit of an excellent

education, but was under the immediate care and
superintendence of the most respectable gentlemen

in Aberdeenshire. His guardians were Lord Forbe^,

his uncle Lord I'itsligo, his maternal uncle Mr.

Morrison of Bogny, and his aunt's husl)anfl Mr.

Urquhart of Meldrum, who ^^•ere not iwly mo.-t

attentive to the duties of their trust, but lialiituated

him from his earliest years to the habits and ideas ot

good society, and laid the ioundation of tlial higlily

honouralile and gentlemanlike cliaracter whicli so

remarkably distinguishetl him in alier-liic. It has

been often observed, that the source of everything

which is pure and U]iriglu in ^ub.•^c(lucnl years, is to

be found in the lessons ni>t:llc.l into the infant min.l

by maternal love; and of lliis trutli the character of

Sir William Forbes afford.-, a signal example. He
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himself uniformly declared, and solemnly repeated

on his death-bed, that he owed everything to the

upright character, pious habits, and sedulous care of

his mother. She belonged to a class formerly well

known in this country, who, though descended from
ancient and honourable families, and intimate with

the best society in Scotland, lived in privacy, and
what would now be deemed poverty, solely engaged
in the care of their children and the discharge of

their social and religious duties. Both Sir William's

father and his mother were members of the Scottish

Episcopal church—a religious body which, although

exposed to many vexations and disabilities since the

Revolution in 1688, continued to number among its

members many of the most respectable and con-

scientious inhal)itants of the country. To this com-
munion Sir William continued ever after to belong,

and to his humane and beneficent exertions its pre-

sent comparatively prosperous and enlarged state

may be in a great measure ascribed.

As soon as the education of her son was so far

advanced as to permit of his entering upon some
jirofession, his motlier, Lady Eorbes, removed to

Edinburgh in October, 1753, where an esteemed and
excellent friend, Mr. Farquharson of Haughton,
])revailed on the Messrs. Coutts soon after to receive

him as an apprentice into their highly respectable

banking-house—among the earliest establishments

of the kind in Edinburgh. Tiie mother and son did

not, in the first instance, keep house for themselves,

but boarded with a respectable widow lady; and it

is worthy of being recorded as a proof of the differ-

ence in the style of living and the value of money
lietween that time and the present, that the sum paid

for the board of the two was only £40 a year. At
Whitsunday, 1754, as Sir William was bound an
apprentice to the banking-house, she removed to a

small house in F"orrester's Wynd, consisting only of

a single floor. Even in these humble premises she

v.-as visited by persons of the very first distinction in

Scotland, and frequently entertained them at tea

l")artics in the afternoon—a mode of seeing society

which, although almost gone into disuse with the

increasing wealth and luxury of modern manners,
was then very prevalent. At that ])eriod also,

when dinner or supper parties were given by ladies

of rank or opulence, which was sometimes though
.seldom the ca-c, their drawing-rooms were fre-

quented in the afternoon l)y the young and the

(jjd of l)oth scxe-;, and opportunities afforded for

the acquisition of elegance of manner, and a taste

for ])olite and superior conversation, of which Sir

William did not fail to profit in the very highest

degree.

Jt was an early im]iression of Sir William's, that

one of his jirincipal duties in life consisted in restor-

ing his ancient but now dilaj)i(lated family; and it

^'.•as under this feeling of duty that he engaged in

the mercantile ])rofe,>sion. 1 Ii-> nppreiiticeslii|) lasted

s'jven years, during which he continue<l to live whh
Lady Forbes in the same frugal and retired manner,
but in the enjoyment (i{ t!ie sime dignified and ex-

cellent society which they had cultivated u\>nn their

1ir->L coming to Edinburgh. After its e\])iry he acted

firtwo years as clerk in tlie establi^!lln(nt, duriTig

wliich time his increasing emoluments enabled him
t ) make a considerable addition to the conifirts of

Ills mother. In 1761 his excellent abilities and aji-

]ilication to busiue-s induced the Me^>r>. C'outt-> to

fi'hnit him a-> a jiartner, with a small share in the

bankiiig-h I He, and he ever after ascribed hi> good
f )rtune in lifu to the fortunate connection tlni> firmed
\'.;l!i that great incrc-antile family. ISv.t without

bjing in-ensiblo to the benefits arising from such a

connection, it is perhaps more just to ascribe it to

his own undeviating purity and integrity of character,

which enabled him to turn to the best advantage
those fortunate incidents which at one time or other
occur to all in life, but which so many suffer to escape
from negligence, instability, or a mistaken exercise

of their talents.

In 1763 one of the Messrs. Coutts died; another
retired from business through ill health, and the two
others were settled in London. A new company
was therefore formed, consisting of Sir William
P'orbes, Sir James Hunter Blair, and Sir Robert
Ilerries; and although none of the Messrs. Coutts
retained any connection with the firm, their name
was retained out of respect to the eminent gentlemen
of that name who had preceded them. The lousiness

was conducted on this footing till 1773, when the

name of the firm was changed to that of t'orbes.

Hunter, & Co., which it has ever since retained; .Sir

Robert Herries having formed a separate establish-

ment in .St. James Street, London. Of the new firm

Sir William Forbes continued to be the head from
that time till the period of his death; and to his sound
judgment and practical sagacity in business, much
of its subsequent prosperity was owing. His first

care was to withdraw the concern altogether from
the alluring but dangerous speculations in corn in

which all the private bankers of Scotland were at

that period so much engaged, and to restrict their

transactions to the proper business of banking. They
commenced issuing notes in 1783, and rajnclly rose,

from the respect and esteem entertained for all the

members of the firm, as well as the prudence and
judgment with which their business was conducted,

to a degree of public confidence and prosperity almost

unprecedented in this country. In 1770 he married

Miss Elizabeth Hay, eldest daughter of Dr. (after-

wards Sir James) Hay—a union productive of un-

broken hapjiiness to his future life. This event

obliged him to separate from his mother, as her habits

of privacy and retirement were inconsistent with the

more extended circle of society in which he was now
to engage. Blessed with a serene and contented

disposition, enjoying the kindness, and gratified by
the rising prosperity and high character which her

son had obtained; and fortunate in seeing the for-

tunes of her own and her husband's family rapidly

reviving under his successful exertions, she lived

happy and contented to an extreme old age, until

she died on the 26lh I)ecend)er, 1789.

The benevolence of .Sir William Forbes' cliaracter,

his unwearied charity and activity of disjiosition,

naturally led to his taking a very jironiinent share

in the numerous public charities of Ivlinljiirgh. The
first public duty of this kind which he im<lertook,

was that of a manager of the charity workhouse, to

which he was ap])ointed in 1771. At this jieriod tlie

ex])enditure of that useful establishment was greater

than its income, and it was necessary for the managers

to communicate for several years after with the magis-

trates and other ]nd)lic bodies, as to ])roviding for

the deficits, and the slate and management oi the

jioor. Sir William korbes was one of the sul)-

committee appointed l)y the nianagei's to arrange

this important matter, and upon him was devolved

the duty of drawing iq) the reports and memorials
resj)ecting that charity, \\hicli, dui'ing the years 177-
and 1773, were printed and circulated to iniluce the

public to come forward and aid the e^tablishment--

a duty which he ]ierformed with i-qnal ability and
success. The means of inqiriAing llii.T institution,

in which he ever ihrougli lile took the 'warmest in-

terest, occupied about this period a vei'v large share

of his thouglits, arid in 1777 he embodied them in
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the form of a pnmphlet, which he published in re-

ference to the subject, abounding both in practical

knowledge and enlightened benevolence.

Another most imjjortant institution about the same
period was deeply indebted to his activity and ])er-

severance for the successful termination of its diffi-

culties. The high-school having become ruinous,

and unfit for the increasing number of scholars who
attended it, a few public-spirited individuals formed

a committee in conjunction with the magistrates of

the city, to build a new one. Of this committee Sir

William Forbes was chairman ; and besides con-

tributing largely himself, it was to his activity and
perseverance that the success of the undertaking was
mainly to be ascribed. The amount subscribefl was
/^zyxy, a very large sum in those days, but still in-

sufficient to meet the expenses of the work. By his

exertions the debt of /^i 100 was gradually liquidated,

and he had the satisfaction of laying the foundation-

stone of the edifice destined to be the scene of the

early efforts of .Sir Walter .Scott, and many of the

greatest men whom Scotland has produced.

He was admitted a member of the Orphan Hos-
pital directory on the 8th of August, 1774, and acted

as manager from 1783 to 1788, and from 1797 to

I So I. He always took a warm interest in the con-

cerns of that excellent charity, and devoted a consi-

derable part of his time to the care and education of

the infants who were thus brought under his super-

intendence. He became a member of the Merchant
Company in 1784, and in 17S6 was elected master

—

an office wliich, tiiough held only for a year, was
repeatedly conferred upon him during the remainder
of his life. He always took an active share in the

management of that great company, and was the

promoter of a plan adopted long after, of renflering

the annuities to widows belonging to it a matter of

right, and not of favour or solicitation. The same
situation made him a leading member of the com-
mittee of merchants, appointed in 1772, to confer

with Sir James Montgomery, then lord-advocate, on
the new bankrupt act introduced in that year, and
many of its most valuable clauses were suggested by
his experience. In that character he took a leading

part in the affairs of the Merchant Maidens' Hospital,

which is governed by the officers of the Merchant
Comiiany, and was elected governor of that charity

in 17S6. Tlie same causes made him governor of
Watson's Hospital during the year that he was pre-

sident or assistant of the Merchant Company; and
president of the governors of Gillespie's Hosjiital,

when that charity was opened in 1802. He faith-

fully and assiduously discharged the duties connected
with the man.agement of these hospitals during all

the time that he was at their head, and devoted to

these truly benevolent objects a degree of time
which, considering his multifarious engagements in

business, is truly surprising, and affords the best

proof how much may be done, even by those most
engaged, by a proper economy in that important
particular.

From the first institution of the Society of .\nti-

quaries, and the Royal Society in 17S3, he was a

constituted member of fioth, and took an active share
in their formation and management. From 17S5
downwards he was constantly a manager of the
Royal Infirmary of E<linl)urgh, and was indefatigable
in his eii'lcavours to ameliorate the situation and
r.-i-uage the sufierings of the uhf irtunatc inmates of
I'iat admirable establisliment. At his death he left

,i'20-D to the in>titution, to be aj^plied to the fund f jr

the bc:iefit of patients.

In 17S7 he was appointed one of the trustees for

the encouragement of nianuf^ictiires and fisheries, of

which his friend Mr. Arbuthnot was secrefarj', and
he continued for the remainder of his life to Ix; one of

its most active and efficient members.
One of the greatest improvements which Edinburgh

received was the formation of the South Bridge in

1784, under the auspices and direction of his friend

Sir James Hunter Blair. In the management and
guidance of this great work that enterprising citizen

was mainly guided by the advice of his friend Sir

William Forbes, and he was after^vards one of the

most active and zealous trustees who, under the 25
Geo. HI. c. 28, carried into full execution after his

death that great jiublic undertaking. In selecting

the plan to be adopted, the more plain design which
afforded the accommodation recjuired was preferred

to the costly and magnificent one furnished by the

Messrs. Adams: and with .such judgment and wisdom
was the work carried into effect, that it was com-
pleted not only without any loss, but with a large

surplus to the public. Of this surj)lus ;!^3000 was
applied to another very great improvement, the

draining of the Meadows, while the ten per cent,

addition to the land-tax, which had been levied under
authority of the act as a guarantee fund, and not being
required for the purposes of the trust, was paid over
to the city of Edinburgh for the use of the com-
munity. When these results are contrasted with
those of similar undertakings of the present age, the

sagacity of the subject of this memoir and his partner,

.Sir James Hunter Blair, receives a new lu.-tre far

above wdiat was reflected upon them even at the time
when the benefits of their exertions were more im-
mediately felt.

In 1785 he was prevailed on to accept the situation

of chairman of the sub-committee of delegates from
the Highland counties for obtaining an alteration of

the law passed the year before in regard to small stills

within the High.land line. Nearly the whole labour

connected with this most important subject, and all

the correspondence with the gentlemen who were to

support the desired alteration in parliament, fell upon
.Sir William Forbes. By his indefatigable efforts,

however, aided by those of the Duke of Athol, the

object was at length attained, and by the 25 (jCO.

III. this important matter was put upon an improved
footing.

Ever alive to the call of humanity and the suffer-

ings of the aftlictetl, lie early directed his attention

to the fimnation of a lunatic asylum in Edinburgh
—an institution the want of which was at that time

severely felt by all, but especially the poorer classes

of society. Having collected the printed accounts

of similar institutions in other places, he drew up a

sketch of the iiitended establishment, and an ad-

vertisement for its support, in March, 1 788. Thcjugh

a sufficient sum could not be collected to set the de-

sign on foot at that time, a foundation was laid, on

which, under the auspices of his son. Sir William.

ami other benevolent and jrablic-spirited indi\idr.als.

the ])rcsent excellent structure at Morniiigsi^ie wa-
ultiniately reared.

The benevolent Dr. Johnston of l.eith having

fi)rmed in 1792 a jilan for tlie e>talil:>limem of a

blind asylum in Ivlinburgh. Sir Wiiliam Forlie^,

binh by lilieral suljscriiition and active exertion,

greatly contributed to the succe-> of the undertaking.

He was the chairman of the committee appointefl by

the subscribers to draw up regulatifins fir the estal>

j
li:^liment. and wl:en the C'>mmiitee of management
was aiipointe'i. lie w a.> nominated vice-jM-e-ideiU.

which situation he continued to hold till the time of

his death. Witlijut descending farther into detail,

it is sufficient to o"i>erve that, for the last thirty

y^ar^ of liis lii'e. Sir William was either at the head,
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or actively engaged in the management, of all the

charitable establishments of Edinburgh, and that

many of the most valuable of them owed their exist-

ence or success to his exertions.

Nor was it only to his native city that his beneficent

exertions were confined. The family estate of Pit-

sligo having Ijeen forfeited to the crown in 1746, was
brought to sale in 1758, and bought by Mr. Forbes,

Lord Pitsligo's only son. His embarrassments,

however, soon compelled him to bring the lower

barony of I'itsligo to sale, and it was bought by Mr.

Garden of Troup : Sir William Forbes being the

nearest heir of the family, soon after purchased seventy

acres of the upper barony, including the old mansion
of I'itsligo, now rootless and deserted. By the death

of Mr. Forbes in 1 781 Sir William succeeded to tiie

lower barony, with which he had now connected the

old mansion house, and thus saw realized his early

and favourite wish of restoring to his ancient family

their paternal inheritance.

The acquisition of this property, which, though
extensive, was, from the embarrassments of the

family, in a most neglected state, opened a boundless

field for .Sir William's active benevolence of disposi-

tion. In his character of landlord he was most
anxious for the improvement and happiness of the

people on his estates, and spared neither time nor

expense to effect it. He early commenced their im-

provement on a most liberal scale, and bent his at-

tention in an especial manner to the cultivation of a

large tract of moss which still remained in a state of

nature. With this view he laid out in 1783 the vil-

lage of New Pitsligo, and gave every assistance, by
lending money, and forbearance in the exaction

of rent, to the incipient exertions of the feuars.

Numbers of poor cottars were estaljlished by his care

on the most uncultivated parts of the estate, most of

wh'jm not only paid no rent for the land they occu-

pied, but were pensioners on his bounty—a mode of

proceeding which, although it l^rought only burdens

on the estate at first, has since been productive of the

greatest benefit by the continual apj^lication of that

greatest of all improvements to a barren soil— the

labour of the human hand. I'he value of this pro-

perty, and the means of improvement t(j the tenantry,

were further increased by the judicious purchase in

1787 of the contiguous estates of Pittullie and Pitten-

drum, which, by their situation on the sea-shore, af-

forded the means of obtaining in great abundance
sea-ware for tlie lands. The liberal encouragement
whicli he afforded soon brouglit settlers from all

fjuarters ; the great improvements which he made
himself served botli as a model and an incitement tu

his tenantry; the formation of the great road from
Peterhead to Banff, whicli pas>ed through ihe village

of New Pitsligo, and to which he largely contributeil,

c )unected the new feuars witji those tliriving sea-

ports; and before his death he had the satisfaction of

seeing assembled on a s\)iA which, at his ac'iuisilion

of the estate, was a barren wa>te, a tliriving po|nila-

tion of 300 souls, and several tJiou^anii acres smiling

with cultivation which were formerly llie abode only

of the moor-fowl or the curlew.

In order to encourage imlustry f»n lii^ estate, lie

estabii^iied a spinning-school at New Pitsligo, intro-

duced the linen manufacture, and erected a bleach-

tleld -undertakings which have since l)een atteii<led

with the greatest success. At the .lanie time, to ]iro-

mote the education of the young, he l.niilt a school-

hinne. where tlie Society for tiie Pro])agatioii of
j

Christian Knowle'lge established a teacher ; and in

order to afford to ])er>oiis of all persuasion^ the means
of attending that species of wcjrshi]) to which tliey 1

were inclined, lie Ijuilt and endowed n<jt only a chapel
,

of ease, with a manse for the minister, connected
with the Established Church, but a chapel, with a
dwelling-house for an Episcopal clergyman, for the

benefit of those who belonged to that persuasion.

Admirable acts of beneficence, hardly crechble in one
who resided above two hundred miles from this scene
of his bounty, and was incessantly occupied in pro-

jects of improvements or charity in his own city

!

To most men it would appear that such support
and attention to these multiiarious objects of benevo-
lence, both in Edinburgh and on his Aberdeenshire
estates, would have absorbed the wdiole of both his

fortune and his time which could be devoted to ob-

jects of beneficence. But that was not Sir William
Forbes' character. Indefatigable in activity, un-

wearied in doing good, he was not less strenuous in

private than in public charity ; and no Imman eye
will ever know, no human ear ever learn, the exten-

sive and invaluable deeds of kindness and benevolence
which he performed, not merely to all the unfortunate

who fell within his own observation, but all who
were led by his character for beneficence to apply to

him for relief. Perhaps no person ever combined to

so great a degree the most unbounded pecuniary

generosity with delicacy in the bestowal of the gift,

and discrimination in the mode in which it was ap-

plied. Without giving way to the weakness of in-

discriminately relieving all who apply fi^r charity,

which so soon surrounds those who indulge in it with

a mass of idle or profligate indigence, he made it a rule

to inquire jiersonally, or by means of those he could

trust, into the character and circumstances of those

who were partakers of his bounty: and when he found

that it was really deserved, that virtue had been re-

duced by suffering, or industry blasted by misfortune,

he put no bounds to the splendid extent of his bene-

factions. To one class in particular, in whom the

sufTerings of poverty are perha])s more severely felt

than by any other in society, the remnants of old and
respectable families who had survived their relation.-.,

or been broken down by misfortune, his charity was
in a most signal manner exerted; and numerous
aged and respectable individuals who had once known
belter days would have been reduced by his death to

absolute ruin if they had not been fortunate enougli

to find in his descendants the heirs not only of his

fortune, but of his virtue and generosity.

Both .Sir William's father and mother were of

Episcopalian families, as most of those of the higher

class in Aberdeenshire at that period were; and he

was early and strictly educated in the tenets of that

persuasion. lie attended Chief-bnron Smith's cha])e!

in Blackfriars' W)nd, of which he was one of ilic

vestry, along with the esteemed Sir Adoli)lius Ough-
ton, then commander-in-chief in Scotland. In 1771

it was resolved to join this congregation with that of

two oilier cha])els in Carruber's Clo^e and Skiimer">

('lose, and build a more s])aci(nis and coinnio(li<ii;s

place of wor>hi]) for them all united. In this under-

taking, as in most others of tlie sort, the labouring

oar fell to Sir William l-"orbes; aiul l)y his per>oi,al

exertions, and the lil)eral siil)scriplioiis of liiiiiself ;u;(!

hii friends, tlie Cowgale CiiaiJei was at length com-
pleted, afterward.-, so well known a.-, one of the iiiu.-l

poj)nlar jilace-. of woi>hi]) in Edinburgh.

\\hen the new bankrupt act, wliieh liad l)een en-

acted only for a limited time, ex])ired in 17S3, >ir

William f'orbes was appoiiiU.-d convener f)f llie inei".

cantile coiiiinittee in lidin])urgh, whicli corres])on(led

with the committee-, of (ilasgow and Aljcrdeen, of

which I'rovo-.t (.'ojijiihoun and Mr. Milne were re-

sjieclivelv convener^; and their united efforts and
intelligence juitdueed the great improvement u])on

the law which was effccled by that act. By it tlic
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saquestration law, which under the old statute had
extended to all descriptions of debtors, was confined

to merchants, traders, and others properly falling

under its spirit; the well-known regidations for the

equalization of arrestments and poindings within

sixty days, were introduced; sequestrations, which
included at first only the personal estate, were ex-

tended to the whole property; and the greatest im-

provement of all was introduced, namely, the restric-

tion of what was formerly alternative to a system of

jirivate trust, under judicial control. Sir William
l-'orbes, who corresponded with the London solicitor

who drew the liiil, had the principal share in sug-

gesting these the great outlines of the system of

mercantile bankruptcy in this country ; and accord-

ingly, when the convention of royal burghs, who paid

the expense attending it, voted thanks to the lord-

advocate for carrying it through parliament, they at

the same time (loth July, 1783) directed their prescs

to "convey the thanks of the convention to Sir

AV'illiam Forbes, Hay Campbell, Esq., solicitor-

general for Scotland, and Mr. Milne, for their great

and uncommon attention to the bill."

On the death of Mr. Forbes of Pitsligo, only son

of Lord Pitsligo, in 1782, whose estate and title

were forfeited for his accession to the rebellion in

1745, Sir William Forbes, as the nearest heir in the

female line of the eldest branch of the family of

r'orbes, claimed and obtained from the lyon-court

the designation and arms of Pitsligo. He was the

heir of the peerage under the destination in the

patent, if it had not been forfeited.

Hitherto Sir William Forbes' character has been
considered merely as that of a public-spirited, active,

and benevolent gentleman, who, by great activity

and spotless integrity, had been eminently prosperous

in life, and devoted, in the true spirit of Christian

charity, a large portion of his ample means and
valuable time to the relief of his fellow-creatures, or

works of public utility and improvement; but this

was not his only character—he was also a gentleman
of the highest breeding, and most dignified manners;
the life of every scene of innocent amusement or re-

creation, the head of the most cultivated and elegant

society in the capital; and a link between the old

Scottish aristocratical families, to which he belonged
l)y liirtli, and the rising commercial opulence with
wliich he was connected by profession, as well as

the literary circle with which he was intimate from
Iiis acquirements. His intimate acquaintance with
the first literary characters of the day, and the exten-

sive correspondence which had fallen into his hancls,

):)robab!y suggested to Sir William Forbes the idea

of writing the life of Dr. Beattie, one of his earliest

and most valued friends, and whose eminence was
n jt only such as to call for such an effort of bio-

graphy, but whose acquaintance with all the eminent
^\riters of the time, rendered his life the most favour-

able opportunity for portraying the constellation of

ilkistrious men who shed a glory over Scotland at

the cirjse of the eighteenth century. He executed
tliis work accordingly, which a]:)peared in 1S05.

shortly befire his death, in such a way as to give
the most favourable impression of the distinction

which he would have attained as an author, had his

]>ath in general not lain in a more extended and jx--

culiar sphere of usefulness. It rapidly went through
a second edition, and is now deservedly ranked higli

among the biographical and historical remains of
ihe last century.

(~>p.e peculiar and most salutary species of benevo-
lence was practised by Sir William Forljes to the
greatest extent. His situation as head of a great
Isanking establishment led to his reccivin-' frenuent

applications in the way of business for assistance,

from young men not as yet possessed of capital. By
a happy combination of caution with liberality in

making these advances, by inquiring minutely into

the habits and moral character of the individuals as-

sisted, and proportioning the advance to their means
and circumstances, he was enabled, to an almost in-

credilile extent, to assist the early efforts of industry,

without in the least endangering the funds committed
by others to his care. Hundreds in every rank in

Edinlnirgh were enabled, by his paternal assistance,

to commence life with advantage, who otherwise

could never have been established in the world; and
numbers who afterwards rose to affluence and pro-

sperity, never ceased in after-years to acknowledge
with the warmest gratitude the timely assistance

which first gave the turn to their heretofore adverse
fortunes, and laid the foundation of all the success

which they afterwards attained.

The benevolence of his disposition and the warmth
of his heart seemed to expand with the advance of life

and the increase of his wealth. L'nlike most other

men, he grew even more indulgent and humane, if

that were possible, in his older than his earlier years.

The intercourse of life, and the experience of a most
extensive business, had no effect in diminishing his

favourable opinion of mankind, or cooling his ardour
in the pursuit of beneficence. Viewing others in the

pure and unsullied mirror of his own mind, he im-

puted to them the warm and benevolent feelings

with which he himself was actuated; and thought

they were influenced by the same high springs of

conduct \\hich directed his own life. It was an
early rule with him to set aside every year a certain

portion of his income to works of charity, and this

proportion increasing with the growth of his fortune,

ultimately reached an almost incredible amount.
Unsatisfied even with the immense extent and grow-

ing weight of his public and private charities, he had,

for many years before his death, distributed large

sums annually to individuals on whom he could rely

to be the almoners of his bounty; and his revered

friend Bishop Jolly received in this way ;^ioo a year,

to be distributed around the remote village of Fraser-

burgh, in Aberdeenshire. These sums were bestowed

under the most solemn promise of secrecy, and with-

out any one but the person charged with the bounty
being aware who the donor was. Numbers in this

way in every part of the country partook of his charity,

without then knowing whose was the hand which
blessed them; and it frequently happened that the

same persons who had been succoured by his al-

moners, afterwards applied to himself; but on such

occasions, he invariably relieved them if they really

seemed to require assistance; holding, as he himselt

expressed it, that his public and private charities

were distinct; and that his right hand should not know
what his left hand had given.

Ihit the end of a life of so much dignity and use-

fulness, the pattern of benevolence, refinement, and

courtesy, was at length approaching. He had a long

and dangerous illness in 1791, from ^^lnch, at the

time, he had no hopes of recovery; and which lie

bore with the resignation and meekness which might

have been expected from h.is clmracter. Though
that complaint yiehlel to tlie skill of his medical

friends, it left the seeds of a still more dangerous

nialad\-, in a tendencv to water in the chest. In

1S02 he had the misionune to lose Lady Forbes,

the loved and wonliv partner of his virtues; wliich

sensil)lv affected liis spirits, though he bore the be-

reavement with the t'liinness and hope which his

strong reliu'i'ius princii'les insiiired. In May. 1S06,

sliortlv after liis return from London, ^^h:ther he
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had been summoned as a witness on Lord Melville's

trial, he began to feel sym|)toms of shortness of

breath; and the last house where he dined was that

of liis son, Lord Medwyn, on occasion of the christ-

ening of one of his children, on the 28th of June,

1S06. After that time he was constantly confined

to the house; the dilTiculty of breathing increased,

and his sulTerings for many months were very severe.

During all this trying period not a complaint ever

escaped his lips. He constantly prayed for assist-

ance to be enabled to bear whatever the Almighty
might send; and at length death closed his memor-
able career, on the 12th November, 1806, when
surrounded by his family, and supported by all the

hopes and consolations of religion, amidst the tears

of liis relations, and the blessings of his country.

Sir William Forbes was succeeded in his title

and estates by his son. Sir William, a man of the

most amiable and upriglit character, who having
been cut off in the middle of his years and useful-

ness, was succeeded by his son, Sir John Stuart

Forbes. Tiie subject of our memoir left two other

sons, Mr. John Hay Forbes (Lord Medwyn) alid

Mr. George Forbes, and five daughters, four of whom
were married: Lady Wood, wife of Sir Alexander
Wood; Mrs. ^L^cdonald of Glengarr)'; Mrs. Skene
of Kubislaw; and Mrs. Mackenzie of Portmore. We
close this notice of Sir William Forbes, in tlie words
of Sir Walter Scott, who, in his notes to JMarmioii,

remarks of him, that he was "unequalled, perhaps,

in the degree of individual affection entertained for

him by his friends, as well as in the general esteem
and respect of Scotland at large;" and who, in tliat

noble poem, commemorates his virtues with equal

truth and tenderness:

—

" F.ir may we se.irch before we find

A heurt so manly and so kindl"

FORDUN, or DE FORDUN, Jon\, the celc-

brate<l autlior of the Scotichronicoii, was prol)ably

b<;rn about the middle of the fourteenth century, and
at the village of Fordun, in Kincardineshire, from
which he seems to have taken his name. Walter
IJmver, the continuator of his history, speaks of him
as a simjjlc man, wlio never graduated in the schools.

It wcjuld apjK-ar. however, that he possessed sufficient

learning to fit him for tlie profession of a priest and
the compo.^ition of a Latin history, as tliese two
various kinds of labour were then practised. He
was a jiriest of tlie diocese of St. Andrews, and a

canon of the cliurch <if .\l)er(leen, where lie is saitl

to liave re>ided at tiie time wlien he comjjosed his

hi>t<)ry. Tiiis great composition was in progress, as

he himself informs u>, in the reign of Riciiard II. of

England, which extended between the years 13S7
and 1399; and this, vague as it is, is one of the 'i^iw

dates that can be supplied respecting tlie life of the

chronicler. Tiie work produced Ijv l-drdun, though
defornieil by tlie ^uper^titiou-. and incorrect i(lea> of

the age, is nevertliele-iS a respcclahle production,

Tilly qualified to bear com])ari>on witii tli<; work^ of

the contemporary Engli^>h historians. The merit (;f

the author is increased in no mean degree by tlie

motive which ijrfimpted him to umlertake tli<- coin-

position —a desire of sui)]ilyiiig tiie want of tho>e

hist'ifical monuments which Ivluard I. carried away
to i'.ii,;Iaivl. To rpiote the quaint words of a

iiio;il.isli writer :' " .Vfter tlie loss of these chronicles,

a VL-!i';ra!)le Scottisli jiriest, l)y name John l''orduii,

arose, and feeling his lieart titillated and effervescent

with ]iatriotic zeal, he applied his hand bcjldly to

' As umA-AX-A
Scottish II 'orthic

1-y Mr. I'. V. Tytler, in lii. Lives 0/
, .'irtii.lc

• Fi..rdun."

the work ; nor did he desist from the undertaking
until, by the most laborious study and perseverance,

traversing England and the adjacent provinces of

his own country, he had recovered so much of the

lost materials as enabled him to compose five vol-

umes of the delectable gests of the Scots, which he
drew up in a sufficiently chronicle-like style, as they

are to be found in the great volume entitled the

Scotichronicon. In this undertaking it is impossible

to refrain from bestowing great praise upon the in-

dustry of the author. For, adverting to the fact that

to commit all the records of jiast ages to the memory
is the attribute of God rather than man; he, upon
this consideration, travelled on foot, like an un-

wearied and investigating bee, through the floweiy

meadows of Britain, and into the oracular recesses

of Ireland; taking his way through provinces and
towns, through universities and colleges, through
churches and monasteries, entering into conversa-

tion, and not unfrequently sharing at bed and board,

with historians and chronologists; turning over their

books, debating and disputing with them, and prick-

ing down, or intitulating in his descriptive tablets, all

that most pleased him; in this manner, and by pur-

suing indefatigable investigation, he became pos-

sessed of the knowledge which was before unknown
to him, and collecting it with studious care in the

revolving sinuosities of his jiarchment code, like

rich honeycombs in a historical hive, he, as I have
already premised, divided them into five books of

elegant composition, which brought down the history

to the death of the sainted King David."
The result of Fordun's labours is, that we possess

an account of several ages of Scottish history which
otherwise would have been in a great measure blank.

The two first of the five books into which he
divides his work may be laid aside as relating only

to the fabulous part of the narrative ; the last re-

fers to the period between 1056 and 1153, and is a

valuable piece of histon.-. Posterior to the year last

mentioned Fordun has only written detached notes,

which, however, are themselves of no small value

for the facts which they contain. When the vener-

able canon found himself too infirm to continue his

labours, he committed the materials which he had
collected to Walter Bower, who, as noticed else-

where, became abbot of Inchcolm in 1418, and by
whom the work was brought dow n to the year 1436.

The Scotichroiiicon was afterwards copied in various

monasteries, and has accordingly lieen handed down
in several sha])es, each slightly different froni the

other, under the titles of the J^ook of Scoiic, the

Book of Paisley, and other denominations, l-'inally,

the earlier part formed a substructure for the anii^li-

fied work of Hector ISoece, and the elegant one of

Buchanan. The work itself has been twice jirinted,

first at Oxford, by Hearne, in five vols. 8vo, and
afterwards at I'-dinburgh in one volume lolio, witli a

preface by Goodal; but a tiaiislation is still a dcsidcr-

aliini in Scottish historical literature.

FORDYCE, David, jirofe^sor of ].lnlo-opl;y in

the Marischal (Jollege, .Vberdeeii, and aul!i(jr of

several esteemed works, was one of the twent\'-one

children of Provost I''ordyce of that city, and whosc
wife was a sister of .Alexander and Tlionir.s ISIack-

we'll, whose lives ha\ e apjiearcd ]>revioUsly in this

work. 'I'lie father of the lilackwells was ])rofess(jr

of divinity, ])i. 'lliomas Plackwell became proiessor

of (ireek, and his widow founded a chemical chair

in Marischal College, which has tlius become ideiiti-

\'w.i\ witli the history of both the Fordyces and the

lilackwells. I)a\id I-'or'l\ce was born in 1711. and
v.a.s the second son of his parents. T(j (juote the
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only accessible authority respecting him'—After be-

ing educated at the grammar-school of his native

city, he was entered of Marischal College in 1724,

where he went through a course of philosophy under

Professor Daniel Jarden, and of mathematics under

Mr. John Stewart. He took his degree of A.M. in

1728, when he was hut little more than seventeen

years old. Being intended for the church, his next

application was to the study of divinity, under the

professor of tliat branch, Mr. James Chalmers, a

man of great learning and piety, and ancestor of the

individuals who have so long carried on the Aber-

deen Jotinial newspaper. Mr. Fordyce studied

divinity with great ardour, and in time obtained a

license as a preacher of the gospel, though he was
not so fortunate as to procure a living. In 1742 he
was appointed professor of moral philosophy in

Marischal College, a chair which tlien demanded a

greater range of accomplishments than now. It was
the duty of Mr. Fordyce, not only to deliver the

usual philosophic lectures, but to give instructions

in a similar manner on natural history, chronology,

Greek and Roman antiquities, mechanics, optics,

and astronomy; and it is acknowledged that he ac-

quitted himself of this laborious task in a very respect-

able manner. Tlie connection of some of his col-

leagues with the literary system of the metropolis

appears to have introduced Mr. Fordyce to the

celebrated Dodsley, by whom he was employed to

write the article "Moral Philosophy" for the J/i?(/i.r;/

Preceptor; a task which he performed in so creditable

a manner, that it was afterwards found necessary to

publish his work in an independent form, under the

title of The Elements of Moral Philosophy. It ap-

peared in 1754, and was undoubtedly the most ele-

gant and useful compendium of moral science which
had then been given to the public. Previously to

this, Mr. Fordyce had attracted some notice as an
author, though without his name, in Dialoi^iics con-

cerniiti^ Education, the first volume of which was
published in 1745, and the second in 1748. It is

a work of very considerable merit, but somewhat
tinged by the fopperies of the school of Shaftesbury,

although entirely free from its more injurious notions.

He was engaged in other literary designs, and af-

for'.led the promise of rising to great eminence in the

world, when he was cut off by a ]:>remature death.

In 1750 he made a tour through France, Italy, and
other countries, with a particular view to visit Rome,
and was returning home in 1751 when he unhappily
lost his life in tlie forty-first year of his age, by a

storm on the coast of Holland.- His death is pathe-

tically noticed by his brother Dr. James Fordyce,
in his Addresses to the Deity, and an epitaph from
the same pen, conceived in a somewhat bombastical
style, will be found in the Gciitlenia)i s Magazine for

1796.

FORDYCE, Gkorge, a distinguished physician

and lecturer ou medicine, was burn at Aberdeen,
Xoveinher iS, 1736, and was the only and post-

humous child of Mr. George Fordyce, a brother of

the other tliree distinguished persons of the same
name recorded in the ])reseiu wurk, and the pro-
prietor of a small landed e>tate, called Broadford,

' An unnuhlUhcd article of the Bi.^^'ni/tliia Britannica,
>.;ti iteil in Cimlmers' Cciieral Biographical nictionary.

- The posthumous works of this in.^'enious person were—
T!t,-o:/rrus. a /1/atogm- cofwrni/mr Itn- Art 0/ Pycachiin:.
^2V.\•^. which is a work of considerable uti itv to voun^ divines,
:i:id ha. been repeatedly printed, alon- with his brother. Dr.
J ones Fordyce's sermon on /'/;,• Klo,)ucftcc rf th,- BulpU: and
//,•< 1, !,!/<!,• ,./ \-,yt,ic.a n,;-a„;. which was aiven to the
world Ml 1757, with some additions bv the same distinguished

in the neighbourhood of that city. His mother, not

long after, marrying again, he was taken from her,

when about two years old, and sent to Foveran, at

which place he received his school education. He
was removed thence to the university of Aberdeen,
where he was made M.A. when only fourteen years

of age. In his childhood he had taken great delight

in looking at vials of coloured liquids which were
placed at the windows of an apothecary's shop. To
this circumstance, and to his acquaintance with the

learned Alexander Garden, M.D. , many years a phy-

sician in South Carolina, and latterly in London,
but then apprentice to a surgeon and apothecary' in

Aberdeen, he used to attribute the resolution he
very early formed to study medicine. He was in

consequence sent, when about fifteen years old, to

ills uncle. Dr. John Fordyce, who, at that time,

practised medicine at Uppingham, in Northampton-
shire. With him he remained several years, and
then went to the university of Edinburgh, where,
after a residence of about three years, he received

the degree of M.D. , in October, 1758. His inaugu-

ral dissertation was upon catarrh. \Vhile at Edin-
burgh, Dr. Cullen was so much pleased with his

diligence and ingenuity, that, besides showing him
many other marks of regard, he used frequently to

give him private assistance in his studies. The pupil

was ever after grateful for this kindness, and was
accustomed to speak of his preceptor in terms of the

highest respect, calling him often "his learned and
revered master." About the end of 1758 he came
to London, but went shortly after to Leyden, for the

purpose chiefly of studying anatomy under Albinus.

He returned in 1759 to London, where he soon de-

termined to fix himself as a teacher and practitioner

of medicine. When he made known this intention

to his relations, they highly disapproved of it, as the

whole of his patrimony had been expended upon his

education. Inspired, however, with that confidence

which frequently attends the conscious possession

of great talents, he persisted in his purpose, and,

before the end of I759) commenced a course of lec-

tures upon chemistry. This was attended by nine

pupils. In 1 764 he began to lecture also upon materia

medica and the practice of physic. These three sub-

jects he continued to teach nearly thirty years, giving,

for the most part, three courses of lectures on eacli

of them every year. A course lasted nearly four

months; and, during it, a lecture of nearly an hour
was delivered six times in the week. His time ol

teaching commenced about seven o'clock in the morn-
ing, and ended at ten ; his lecture ujion the three

above-mentioned subjects being .given, one imme-
diately after the other. In 1765 he was admitted a

licentiate of the College of Fliysicians. In 1770 \\c

was chosen physician to St. Thoma.-'s Ilosiiital, after

a considerable contest with Sir \\'illiam (then Dr. I

Watson ; the numlier of votes in liis fa^our bcin:;

109, in that of Dr. Watson 106. In 1774 he l>ccanie

a member of the Literarv Club ; ami in \~'b \\?.>

elected a fellow of the Ro}al S<iciety, In 17S7 he
was admitted a fellow of the Cullegc of I'hw-icians.

Xo circumstance can demonstrate inure struiigly the

high opinion entertained of his al clitics liy the rest

of the proi'ession in London, tlian Iiis reception into

that body. He liad lieen particularly active in the

dispute which liad exi-tcd alxnu twenty years before

between tlie fellows ao.d licentiates, and had, for this

reason, it \vas th'Hii^'ht. t'urlcited all title to be ad-

mitted into tp,c iei!ow>!iip tlirough favour. Ihit the

ci)llege, in 17S7, were pre]''r.ring a new edition of

tlieir /'/'';7r.w..'cc/r;/,7 ,• and there was confesscrdy 1,0

one of their own number well acfiuaintC'l \\\\\\ pliar-

niaceutica! clieinistr".'. Thev wi.sclv, therefjre, si'.o-
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pressed their resentment of his former conduct, and,

by admitting him into their body, secured his assist-

ance in a work which they were unable to perform

well themselves. In 1793 he assisted in forming a

small society of physicians and surgeons, which after-

wards published several volumes, under the title of

^Mc'Jkai and Cliirurgical Transactions; and continued

to attend its meetings most punctually till within a

month or two of his death.

Having thus mentioned some of the principal

events of his literary life, we shall next give a list

of his various medical and philosophical works; and
lirst, of those which were published by himself:— I.

Jilcimnts of Agriatliure and V'egetatio7i. He had
given a course of lectures on these subjects to

some young men of rank ; soon after the close of

which one of his hearers, Mr. Stuart Mackenzie,

])resented him with a copy of them from notes he

had taken while they were delivered. Dr. Fordyce
corrected the copy, and afterwards pul:)lished it under

the above-mentioned title.—2. Elements ofthe Prac-

tice of Phyjic. This was used by him as a text-book

for a part of his course of lectures on that subject.

—3. A Treatise on the Digestion of Food. It was ori-

ginally read before the College of Physicians as the

Guelstonian Lecture.—4. FourDissertationson Fezer.

A fifth, which completes the subject, was left by him
in manuscript, and afterwards published. His other

works appeared in the Philosophical Transactions,

and the Medical and Chirurgical Transactions. In

the former are eight papers by him, with the follow-

ing titles:— I. "Of the Light produced by Inflam-

mation."' 2. "Examination of various Ores in the

Museum of Dr. W. Hunter." 3. "A New Method
of assaying Copper Ores." 4. "An Account of

some Experiments on the Loss of Weight in Bodies

on being Melted or Heated." 5. "An Account of

an Experiment on Heat." 6. "The Cronian Lec-
ture on Muscular Motion." 7. "On tlie Cause of

the Additional Weight which Metals acquire on
being Calcined." 8. ",\ccount of a New Pendulum,
being the Pakerian Lecture." His papers in the

Medical and Chirurgical Transactions are:— i. "Ob-
servations on the Small-pox, and Causes of Fever."

2. " An Attempt to improve the Evidence of Medi-
cine." 3. Some Observations upon the Composi-
tion of .\Iedicines." He was, besides, tlie inventor

of the experiments in heated rooms, an account of

which was given to the Royal .Society by .Sir Charles
Pladgcn; and was the author of many improvements
ill various arts connected with chemistry, on which
he u-.e(l frccjuently to be consulted by manufacturers.

Though the suljjcct of tliis memoir had projected

various literary w(jrks in a<ldition to those which
have been mentioned, nothing was left by him in

inanuscrijit, except the Dissertations on /-It ,7- already

s])oken of, and two introductory lectures, one to his

course of materia nn-dirit, the other to tlirit of the

])ractice of i)hysic. This will not appear extraordin-

ary to those who knew wiiat conlidence he had in the

accuracy of his mem(;ry. He gave all his lectures

without notes, and perha[)S never ])o^>essed any; he
took no memorandum in writing ol the engagements
he formed, wlicther of business or jilcasure, and was
always mo-^t punctual in observing them; and wlu-n

jie composed his works for the iniblic, evt-ii sucli as

describe successions of events bound togetiier, as far

as wc can ])crceivf, by no necessary tie, his materials,

sucli at lea^t as were his (jwn, were altogether drawn
from stores in hi-; memory, which had often been
laid up there many years ijcfore. In Cfuisequence

oi this rctentivi-nr>> (jf memory, and of great reading

an<l a mf)>t inventive mind, he was, pierhaps, more
L;eucrallv skillcl in the sciences wliich are eitlier

directly subservient to medicine, or remotely con-

nected with it, than any other person of his time.

One fault in his character as an author probably
arose, either wholly or in part, from the very excel-,

lence which has been mentioned. This was his de-

ficiency in the art of literary composition, the know-
ledge of which he might have insensibly acquired

to a much greater degree than was possessed by him,

had he felt the necessity in his youth of frequently

committing his thoughts to writing, for the purpose
of preserving them. Put, whether this be just or

not, it must be confessed that, notwithstanding his

great learning, which embraced many subjects no
way allied to medicine, he seldom wrote elegantly,

often obscurely and inaccurately ; and that he fre-

quently erred with respect even to orthography. His
language, however, in conversation, which confirms

the preceding conjecture, was not less correct than

that of most other persons of good education. As
a lecturer, his delivery was slow and hesitating, and
frequently interrupted by pauses not required by his

subject. .Sometimes, indeed, these continued so

long, that persons unaccustomed to his manner were
apt to fear that he was embarrassed. Put these dis-

advantages did not jirevent his having a considerable

number of pupils, actuated by the expectation of re-

ceiving from him more full and accurate instruction

than they could elsewhere obtain. His person is

said to have been handsome in his youth ; but his

countenance, from its fulness, must have been always
inexpressive of the great powers of his mind. His
manners too were less refined, and his dress in gene-

ral less studied, than what most persons in this coun-

try regard as i)ro]:)er for a physician. From these

causes, and from his spending no more time with his

patients than what was sufficient for his fonning a

just opinion of their ailments, he had for many years

but little private employment in his profession ; and
never, even in the latter part of his life, when his

rejnitation was at its height, enjoyed nearly so much
as many of his contemporaries. It is worthy of men-
tion, however, that the amount of his fees during

the year immediately preceding his decease, was
greater, notwithstanding his advanced age and infirm

health, than it had ever l)een before in the same
space of time. He had always been fond of the

])leasures of society ; and in his youtii, to render the

enjoyment of them conq^atible with his pursuits after

knowledge, he used to sleep veiy little. He has

often, indeed, been known to lecture for three hours

in a morning without having un(h"esse(l himself the

]:)receding nigiit. The vigour of his constitution

enaiiled liim to sustain, for a considerable time, with-

out a])parent injury, this debilitating mode of life.

Ihit at length he was attacked witii gout, \shich

afterwards became irregular, and for many yenrs

fre<|uently affected him with excruciating jmins in his

stomach and bowels. In the hitter jiart of his life,

al^o, his feet and ancles were almost constantly

swollen; and, shoitly before his death, he had syni])-

toms of water in the chest. Ihit these he disregardeii,

and uniforndy attriljuted his situation, which for

several weeks jirevious to his death he knew to be

ho]^eless, to the ]iresence of tht; first-mentione<i

disease. lltath uhiniately relie\ed him h'om his

sufferings, May 25, lSo2, \\ hen he was in llie sixty-

fourth year <jf his age. P}' his %\ife, %\iio \\as the

daugliter of Charles Stuart, I'.sf]., conservator of

Scots ])rivileges in tiie United Xetheriands, and
whom he had married in 17^)2, he kit four children

—two sons and two (laughters.

FORDYCE. JAMI s, I). 1)., author of the Sermons

j
/(' Vi'H^ig ll't'inen, was a yoiuiger biijlhcr of the sul)-
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jects of two scparrite articles, and the fourth son of

his parents. He was born at Aberdeen in 1720, and
received the education requisite for a minister of the

Scottish cluirch at tiie Marischal College. In 1752
he was appointed minister of Brechin, but soon after

was removetl to Alloa, where at first he had many
))rejudices to encounter, though his popular manners
and captivating style of pulpit oratory enabled him
very speedily to overcome them. During his brief

residence in this parish he published three occasional

sermons, which attracted much notice; and in 1760
he increased his fame to a great degree by a discourse

On the Folly, Infamy, and Misery of Unia'uful Plea-

sures, which he preached before the General Assembly,
and afterwards gave to the ])ublic. The novelty of

this sermon in a country where all the best sermons
\\erj evangelical, and tlie elegance of its style and
sentiments, produced a great impression throughout
the country. The preacher soon after went to Lon-
don, and notwithstanding the difference between the

Scottish Confession of Faith and the tenets of the

luiglish dissenters, offered himself on a vacancy at

the meeting in Carter Lane, but without success.

About this time he received the degree of D.D.
from the university of Cjlasgow, and was invited by
the meeting in Monkwell Street to be co-pastor with

Dr. Lawrence, then aged and infirm. This invita-

tion he accepted, and upon Dr. Lawrence's death,

which happened soon after, he became sole pastor,

and entered into the enjoyment of a very respectable

income. During his ministry in this place he ac-

(juired a higher degree of popularity than probably
ever was attained by the same means. The strong

force of his eloquence drew men of all ranks and all

persuasions to hear him. His action and elocution

were original and peculiarly striking, being not a

little assisted by his figure, which was tall beyond
the common standard, and by a set of features which
in preaching ilisplayed great variety of expression

and animation. Besides his regular attendants, who
subscribed to his support, his meeting was frecjuented

by men curious in eloquence; and it is said tliat the

celebrated David (Jarrick was more than once a

hearer, and spoke of Dr. Fordyce's skill in oratory

with great approbation. With respect to his theo-

logical sentiments, he appears to have possessed that

general liberality which is civil to all systems, with-

out being attached to any. From his printed works
it would be easier to jirove that he belonged to no
sjct, than lliat he held the principles of any. As to

the matter, morality appears to have been his chief

oljject; and as to the manner, he ardently studied a

IJolish and a spirit which was then seldom met with
in English pulpits, although it had not been unusual
in those of France.

In 1771 Dr. Fordyce married Miss Henrietta Cum-
myngs; and in 1775 he was involved in an unliap]iv

di-pute with Ids coadjutor. Mr. Toller, son-indaw
t J Dr. Lawrence. This mi>understanding originated

i 1 some omi>>iim of ceremonial politeness l)ctween

the two reverend gentlemen, ancl from the want of
mutual conces>ion the breach widene<i, till reconcilia-

tion became inijiossible. Dr. Fordvce apix-ar^, in-

deed, to have l)cen of an irriial)le temper, which led

liim on this occasion to be guilty of an act which
ultimately he bad rea>on deeply to regret, a> it

jiroved mo•^t injurious to his own intere>t. l-'or, on
undertaking to iierform the whole duty of the cliaj)el,

l,e po^^e-^ed sulTicient inlhience to have Mr. d'oller

ejected from the pastoral charge. The coii>ef|Uence
was, that the CMigregaiion became <li>->ati-ried, sp^lit

into iMrtie-;. an<l grailually di^per^ed. wlieti Dr. J-'or-

ilyce was oliligeil to resign the ministry. It i> true

that bad heaitli and the infirnuties of old a-e had

their share in constraining him to this step, but the

congregation had previously almost entirely deserted

the chapel, which was soon after .sJiut up. Finding
himself no longer useful as a jireacher. Dr. P'ordyce,

in the year 17S3, left London, and retired first to

Hampshire, and finally to Bath, where he continued

to reside until his death, which took place on the 1st

of October, 1796, in the seventy-sixth year of his

age. We have in the following letter from Mrs.
Fordyce a very intere>ting and instructing narrative

of this melancholy event, wliile it presents, at the

same time, a lively picture of Dr. Fordyce's piety

and of some of the more amiable traits of his char-

acter.

".My dear .Sir,—Being now able to sit up, I can
only say, that had the state of my health when your
last soothing but affecting letter came to hand ad-

mitted of my writing at all, such a letter from a

favourite friend would have im]>elled me to give

it an immediate re])ly. Accept, dear sir, of my
gratitude for what it contained, especially for that

sympathy I so much stand in need of; it is tlie balm
of true friendship; and though it reaches me from
various quarters, still the wound bleeds, and will

continue to bleed till God shall heal it by that re-

union of .souls which must take place ere long.

"Hardly two people accost each other without a

eulogium on his character, and a sigh for his death;

but death it was not. To all human ajipearance he
was translated. We spent a most agreeable evening
together in my dressing-room, in wliich he was fond
of sitting, on account of the thie air of the vale

behind and the prospect; for he still kepit his relish

for all that was beautiful in nature. \\"e were both
engrossed with William Cowper's sermon to the

Jews.
"I read the hymns and psalms in the little jiam-

phlet. 'Ah I' said he, 'this carries me back tt>

Monkwell .Street, where we sang it together with my
beloved flock; the strain shall be exahed when next

we sing it.' Then turning to me, he said, 'We
have read enough for to-night; before you call for

supper let us have some music' My niece is a very
line performer; she immediately sat down to accoin-

]>any him in some of his favourite airs on the piano-

forte; and a very fine cadence she sung so delighted

him, that he matle her do it over again, and turnirig

to me, he said, 'How many things have we to l)e

grateful fori The musical ear is a giit peculiar to

some, withheld from others; there are many things

in life richly to be enjoyed; all that leads up to Ciod

we may delight in, Init whatever has no reference to

him we should avoid. I'here are books called reli-

gious offices, iireparations for the sacrament, and
preparations for death, i\;c. ; but ior my tnvn ]iart. I

never could think that such jirepanitions consisted in

such times being set apart lor otiices, and llieti re-

turning to the world as ha\"iiig done with heaven t'-r

tlie time being. A man is not truly jirepared i^r

death unless by the tenor of his life he feel- hmiself

so wholly gi\en up to (iod that his mind i- in heaven
bef ire he goes hence: and he can nnl\- I'lii.g himself

to that l)y the perpetual silent relereiice in all Ir.s

words, thoughts, and actions t'> his Creator, which
I have so often mentioned to ym;." I rejihed, 'That

indeed, doctor, is the test "r criterion U> ji'.'ige himself

b}-, fir a man dare have no releix-nce or appeal for

his actions to Cod if hi- deeds condemn him to his

ownconscier.ee." *('n''. Ik- jiiaisedl' saiii lie; 'if I

sh'iuM lea\-e \"ou. I ile-ire you may avail \-oiirsclfof

them. In a'i'i'.tii'ii to religion and the Scriptures

iliere are bo, .]-,>. tViendships. nnd music: I would
' name more, br.t tiicse are siiificient; cast yourself o?i

K\<)A ihror.-h \our Redeemer. He v. dl cai'e f.'r vou
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and raise you up friends.' I aimed at changing the

conversation, and said, ' But you are better, my dear.

'

'I am certainly easier,' he replied, 'and have had less

pain and better symptoms for two or three weeks
past; and I assure you, my beloved, I am not tired

of life at all: for though the Almighty knows I have
been long ready for the summons, yet if it is his

I)leasure to let the lamp of life burn on a little longer,

I am satisfied, and I am his.'

"He sat his usual time after supper, which he par-

took of in a moderate way, without any disrelish.

About eleven lie rang for the servants, who with my
niece and myself attended him every niglit to his

bed-chamber. To my unspeakable joy it seemed to

cost him much less effort than common to mount the

stairs, which formerly was so painful a task, that at

every landing-place a chair was set for him to rest on
ere he could ascend to the next. He joined us all in

observing with gratitude and wonder that he should
gain more ease by living longer. He and I conversed
in a very pleasing style on various subjects till about
one o'clock, and then he urged my going to bed, lest

I should be hurt by such late hours. He also for-

bade me to get up in the night, as anxiety about him
had often made me do, unless I should hear him call

me; he made me promise I would not, after which
we embracLid. I left him very happv, comfortable,

and serene, I might add even cheerful. We both
slept in our dilferent apartments, and mine had a

tloor of communication with his, so he could not stir

without my hearing. He awoke about two o'clock

and lightetl a wax bougie at his lamp, one of which
stood on a dumb-waiter at his bed-side with his

medicines and cordials. He lighted it to take the
ethereal s])irit; but forgetting to blow it out, it un-

luckily took tire in the bunch, the smell of which
awoke him perha])., in some alarm. He then called

to me, who was just in my first sleep, and springing
up eagerly in the dark I stumbled, and struck my
head against tlie door; the blow for a few minutes
stunned me, and made me reel in coming up to him.
I affected to be well that he might not be alarmed.
' I called to you, my love, lest the smell of fire which
the bougie occasioned might have frightened you.

Yon have paid dear for coming to me by this blow.'

.Saying so lie got up, and calling the women with a

firm voice three or four times, they and my niece
were all at once with us. I was praying him to re-

turn to bed, l);it he refused until he sliould get me,
from their lian<ls, some sal volatile. He then said,

'.\re you better?' I answered, 'O well, well.'

'God be ])rai~ed,' said he, raiding his hands, and
with the words in his nKnith he fell in our arms
\vithout a groan, a sigh, or so much as the rattle in

the throat. The s])irit was instantly fled, and for

ever, to the (iod that gave it. He was take;i from
my arm-, who \\\\\ ever live in my heart, and I saw
him no moie.

'

Dr. Fordyce's fir>t literary atter.ipt was made as

editor of the posthumous work of his lirother, Mr.
David Fordyce, ])ul)li>he<l in 1752, entitled 'J'lw Art
of Prcachiiv^. liul he i> best known to the wcjrld bv
the ingeiiiou-, and elegant sermons which he ac 'dressed

to young women, ancl his addresses to young iiu:n.

He was author, however, of several other piibliea-

tions, 'and was remarkable for the energy and use'-

' 'I h- f-.U-.M-ii.- i. a list of Dr. I'.-nlycc's works:
1. " I ii'- l-il '•\-:i-:v>i of till: Pulpit, .-in (Jnliriatioii Scrinon,

t I ulu.;h is .I'M.j,! a ('har;,'e." i2riio, 175?.
2. "An IN-ri\- .,n the Action prop..T f.r the I'ulj)ii." 7-.>nio.

i; ^V^ th.;s.,;,r.:i,u'.'.sh.,..l at t ;:u o-n.l of
' 'Thoorlorns, a Di.l..;,,,,

c iMo-ijrnin^C the Art of Pri^achins. 1>V Uavid l-'or^lyec." ;<!

edition, i.oiio. 17".
-?. " \'\nt Mi;tiii.l i,f Ivli'M-ritlon bv I'nii'in Instniotion." an

0-b.\r.'.\Vjn >':r\\\}\:, t . '.•.:,i:.'i is a'Mcd a Ciiar.;'.-, unio, 1754.

fulness of his pulpit instructions. His j-Jiivate char-

acter was amiable, his manners those of a genllemaa
and Christian. He blended great cheerfulness with

sincere and ardent piety. He possessed a cultivated

understanding, a warm heart, and great liberality of

sentiment. He was a steady friend of civil and reli-

gious toleration—not from indifference, but from a

true spirit of Christian philanthropy.

FORDYCE, Cdi.o.NEL John, a brave and pious

officer, who fell in the Kaffir war in 185 1, was the

eldest son of Thomas J. Fordyce, Escp, of Ayton,

Berwickshire, an extensive landed proprietor of

great worth and intelligence. Under the parental

roof he was trained from his earliest years in the

best lessons of a religious education. His acconi-

l^lished and truly Christian mother, w^ho "had no
greater joy than to see her children walking in the

truth," was her son's faithful instructress in that

knowledge which maketh wise unto salvation. A
portion of the sacred volume was committed each

morning to memon.-, and around the family altar

prayer was offered daily to the Lord. At the age of

twelve the subject of this memoir had mastered
several of the higher Latin classics, and actjuired a

tolerable knowledge of Greek. For the ac([uisitioii

of languages he discovered j^eculiar aptitude, analyz-

ing with much facility the passages of his favourite

authors. It was manifest, from the enthusiasm with
which he followed Ca;sar and Hannibal, and other

heroes of antiquity, through their respective fields

of conflict, that he was destined for a military life.

The writer of these observations has a vivid recol-

lection of the graphic skill with which, after rising

from the pages of Livy or Tacitus, he described the

successes or discomfitures of the combatants, and
pronounced on the equity or injustice of the causes

of warfare, liefore leaving home for a private semi-

nary in England, he was thoroughly conversant with

the works of our best modern historians, travellers,

and poets. After his return, he completed his

literary curriculum in ICdinburgh, and was resident

for some time with Doctor (now Bishop) Terrot,

enjoying under his able siqierintendence advantages

e([uivalent to those of an English imiversity.

His first connnission as an ensign in the 34th regi-

ment was dated in 1S28. He served with that corps

(then in Xova Scotia) until 1S32, when he obtained

an unattached lieutenancy. The same year, how-
ever, he returned to full ])ay, first in the 94th, and
soon after in the 2lst. He served with the 21st

North British fusiliers until 1836, \\hen he obtained

his cijinjiany in the 35th regiment, from which he

These were delivered at tlie ordination of Mr. Jolin Cobson,

minister of .St. Ninians, M;iy 9lh, 1754.

4. "'I'he Teinule of Virtue," a Dream, isnio, 1747. 2d
edition, nuieh altered, 1755.

5. •••ihe Follv, lufamv, and Misery. if Cnlaufid J'le.isures."

a Sermon jirearhed before the ( leneral Assenddy of the C Inueh
ofScotl.uid, Z5tli May, 1760 8vo, 17110.

(<." .\ Sermon oec'asioiierl by the Death of the Ivev. Dr.
S.umiel Lawreni:e, who ileiiartt'd this Life 1st ( (ctober, 171,0,

with an .Addres-, .at Ids Interment," 8vo. \-i(n.

7. ".Sermons to N'ouUi,' Women," 2 vols, iimo, 17^)6.

8. "The (. har.irter and Conduct of th.e Female Sex, and the

.'\dv.iiU.if;es to be d,eri\ed by N ounv; .Men from the Society of
\'irtnoi!, \'oun^ \\'oi]ien;"a Disiuurse in three parts, delivered
in .Monkwell Street (.'hajjel, 1st January, 177O: 8vo, 1776.

(). ".Address(:s to N'ouUs .M'-U." 2 '.'oU. ii-nio, 1777.

10. "Tile Dehisive and I'erseeutini,' Spirit of I'operv:" .a

S.-rmon p.n;.i( hv-d in the .Monkwell Street ( hapel .)ii the' loth

of February, beiiiL; tlie d.-.y .appointed for the C.eneral Fast,

ov... 1770.

11. "( har-e delivered in Monk'.vell Street Chapel, at the
< )r''.ination of the Kev. James l.md.~ay." fcvo. :7b;. I'rinted

with the Sermon delivereil by 1 ir. Hunter on that occasion.
12. " .Addresses to tile Di'i'ty," i.;mo.

I 3.
" Poems/' I'jnio, 170''.
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exchanged into the Ilth foot in 1839. Ilavinj; in

1844 ol)tainc(l his step as major in the latter refji-

ment, he exchanged the same year into the 74th

Highlanders. In 1846 he became lieutenant-colonel

and commanding officer of this regiment, in which
important position he gained the esteem of the mili-

tary authorities, and the affection of all who served

imder him. Though possessed of a good jirivate

fortune, so strong was his esprit de corps, that in

March, 1851, he embarked with his regiment for

the Cape of (lood Hope, where, after months of

severe anil harassing warfare, he fell at the head of

his beloved Highlanders, in the prime of manhood,
and with a name already one of renown.

Endowed with a masculine understanding, a capa-

cious and retentive memory, an indomitable perse-

verance, am])le promise was afforded of literary dis-

tinction. Highly giftetl as was his intellect, which,

as if by intuition, separatcil the accessories from the

essentials of any subject, his moral qualities com-
manded still higher admiration. His bosom was the

very home of honour and generosity. ''Truth in

the inward parts, "manly independence in forming his

opinions, and uurtinching courage in expressing them,

were united with the meekness of wisdom and an

unaffected modesty of demeanour which shrank with

sensitive aversion from all ostentatious display. In

personal appearance Colonel Fordyce was consider-

ably above the ordinaiy height, with a high mas-
sive foreheail, and a countenance which revealed

profound thought, calm decision of purpose, and
delicate sensibility. There was frec[uently also a

look of pensive reflection, which indicated that he

harl been no stranger to the afflictions and sorrows

of life. l?y a stranger, indeed, he might sometimes
appear chargeable with a degree of reserve, border-

ing even on Isautcur ; but those who knew him
thoroughly could best appreciate the depth and con-

stancy of his friendships, and his wami-hearted sym-
pathy with his fellow-men, both "of high and of

low degree.
'

Deprived in youth of his excellent jiarents, to

whom he was ever a dutiful and loving son, he ful-

filled with unwearied fidelity and tenderness the

part of an elder brother towards all the other mem-
bers of the family.

In no feature of character was Colonel Fordyce
more remarkable than in liis strict conscientiousness.

Every transaction, private or public, was conducted
with a sacred regard to the authority and the glory

(jf God. This profound sense of responsibility for his

stewardship distinguished him not only in the more
])romineiit departments of duty, but in the most
minute details of every-day life. As an officer who
had been called to occupy a high position in t!ie

Britisii army, he was ardently and indefatigablv de-

voted to liis professional avocations; cheerfully ex-

pending time and strength and pecuniarv resources

in promoting the temporal and spiritual welfare of

the regiment which he cmnmanded. Whilst sta-

tioned in Cdasgow, opportunities were incidentally

off jrded for marking the solicitude which he evinced
in reg.ird to the intellectual and moral improvement
ot ^(jldicr-" children; u>ing all iiracticalile means,
by week-day and Sabbath schools, that they miglit
bo trained to a virtuous life.

The 74:11, with their gallant colonel, were ordered
fom (dasgiiv.- to Clonmel, Ireland. The following
n nice fnmi ilie Kev. Mr. Dill testifies to the estima-
tion in whieli he was held in that place :-

-

"Sir. The death of I .ieute'.iant-coloiiel Fonlvcc,
74th Ili^hhinders, has been felt as a j-ier-onal' lie-

re, iveineiit by all who knew Iiini. Clonmel was the
last home-station of the 74th, where, at'ter ei-ht

months' residence, they received orders for foreign

service in November, 1850. To these even slightly

acfpiainted with the army it will not sound strange

to hear, in the published accounts from the Cape,
'that the whole colony deplores the loss of this noble

officer. Both men and officers feel his loss severely,

and at this juncture the loss the service has sustained

is incalculable.' But those who knew Colonel

Fordyce, not only as a soldier but as a man and a

Christian, can truly estimate his loss to his regiment

and his country. As chaplain to the 74th High-
landers I had frequent opjiortunity of meeting and
(jbserving him. I can truly say that under God he
devoted himself to his regiment and the .service.

Though not a member of the Presbyterian church, he

was never absent from his j:)ew on the Lord's-day.

I continually found him superintending the regimental

.Sabbath and week-day schools, and could trace his

kind advice and charity everjwhere among the sick

in hospital, the families and recruits of his regiment.

On the evening before the 74th Iligb.landers lelt

Clonmel for the Cape of Good Hope he called, and
handed me ^10 for charitable purposes, recpiesting

that I should not give his name as the donor. Be-
sides this he had given, through my name, within

the three preceding months, £\'t^ to other charities.

What his other donations were 1 know not. From
what I have heard they must have been numerous,
as I am sure they were unostentatious. The la-

mentable death of Colonel Fordyce affords me the

sad jileasure of acknowledging the benevolence and
worth which he would not permit to be made known
while he was alive. I feel his death as if it were a

personal bereavement, and I pray that our army may
be blessed by many such officers.— I remain, yours

truly, JiiuN Dii.i..

"Manse, Clonmel, lOlh Jan. 1S52."'

As evincing the Christian and philanthropic ?]iirit

by which Colonel Fordyce was animated, one or two
extracts from his letters to the writer of these lines

may be given. The following was received after a

domestic bereavement :

—

"My dear ,
— My having been sent Irom

Dublin with a flying column in pursuit of Smith
O'Brien and other rebels must be my apolog}' for

not having written to acknowledge the receipt of th.e

announcement of the deprivation you have sustained,

and to assure you of my unfeigned sympathy. I may
exjiress my ho])e that, sustained by the same consola-

tions which you have been so long the honourci
instrument of imjiarting to others, your own bodily

health and ability for active exertion may remain
unimpaired.

'"I need not trespass upon you at this time \\\\.\

any notice of the treasonable jiroceedings here. 1 lie

news]iapers have given a full account of ever_\thii,g

that has occurred ; and so far as %\e (the column el

troops) are concerned, we have seen no enemy ex-

cepting the continual rain, which is, (A cviiise, a

very disagreeable one, as we h;:\'e been marehing
about and encamped since the 2S:h July. < > Ih'ien

is, as you know, captured, and (luietly lodged in

jail, and I have no doubt that all ;hoa-lu of open
armed reliellion is at an end fir ilie j'reseiU.

"However it mav ixxc with th:^ unfirtunate

country, any one of common observation must see

that the -whole Fr.i'opean woi-jd is in an unju-ece-

dente<l state; aiiij ih.it wliaiewr may be our exact

place in th.e series ol pre.Iicteil e\'eiUs, some great

over\vhelniiiig cliange in the whole structure I'f

human society is ira; eii'ling. My reading of filliot's

// vvr ./rrri.-. ';//.(,.' has lieen interru]i!ed h\ my
|
res-

ent (•ceupations, liel'ore 1 could get licN'ond tlie ti.'st

\i'h;iiie, or f 'rni any oinnion as to hi- s\stein of it;-
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terpretation of unfulfilled prophecy. Amidst nil the

changes, present and coming, upon this world, we
have individually many warnings to place our hopes
on a world where change and cares are alike un-

known,—considerations which it is superfluous in me
to suggest to your matured and practised mind, but

which rise naturally <is t/w gtrat subjects of the day
and hour. A tent does not afford a good writing-

table, and damp paper renders my writing more than

usually illegible. I trust that Mrs. is well; and
again assuring you of my good wishes, beg you to

believe me ever faithfully and sincerely yours,

"J. FoRDYCE.
"Tipperary, nth August, 1848."

The next extract is from a communication sent

after the death of General Sir John Buciian, Colonel
Fonlyce's uncle, and brother of the venerable Mr.
IJuchan of Kelloe:

—

" .Mthough I take a Cilasgow newspaper, the

Scottish Guardian, in which there is a full account
of the debates in your General Assembly, I have been
too much occupied with other matters to look at

them since my return, but I glanced at one speech

of Dr. Duffs regarding the Indian missions, which
apjjeared to be one of remarkable eloquence and
])o\ver. lie must be indeed gifted with no common
energy of character, in addition to genius, eloquence,

and many acquirements, to be able to resist tiie de-

pressing lassitude of an oriental climate for so many
years, and now to electrify and command a critical

aidience, as he appears to have done for hours during
tlie late meeting of the assembly."

A subsequent letter, of date Nov. 8, 1850, in-

closing a generous donation for the benefit of certain

I'ree Church students who were scantily provided,

contains the following remarks:—"I have read Dr.

lUichanan's book (the Ten Years Conjliet) witii great

interest; and although I may confess to you that, as

t ) my personal taste, I prefer the liturgy and forms
of the Church of England, and cannot (juite see that

principle required such a sacrifice as the disruption

of the Church of Scotland, I sincerely believe now
that the cause of the Free Church is in Scotland
tlie cause of Christianity, and that even jiersons

w!io have not the strong personal motives which I

have to look favourably u]:>on its exertions, should,

with a cardinal at Westminster, sink all minor dif-

ferences in their support of Protestant Christianity."
" No one," writes liis excellent brfithcr, Major

Fordyce, who had share<l along with him the toils

and perils of the disastrous struggle, "knew niv

brother's state of mind better than 1 did; for I had
f ir a long time been constantly with him, and I knew
tliat he was a faiihfid follower of C'hri-.t, and he is

now where there is no more sorrow —no more i)ain.

What a great tiling it is to have such consfjlationl

llow much more dreadful wcjuld have lieen the sad

l/;reavement if we could not have felt the confidence

\-e do that he died a (Jiristian, and tliat his reino\al

from this world was the end of all trial to him, and
tlie commencement of an eternity of joy!"

'i"he following ])articulars of the death of thi^ brave
f^fficer, who fell whilst fighting again>t the Kaltirs at

liie Cajie, are gleaned from letter^ which n]ij)ear in

t'.ie (irahanistt-ni')! yourna!. of 151!! XovcMnhei':

•'I-'ort I'.eaufort, Tuesday. -.\fter the |.\ililica-

tion of our extra, the following came to hand, and
cmtains an actoant of tlie melancholy fate of the

gallant <"„]uncl fordyce: -

"Noveni;>er 6. -This being the i")romi--ed day, all

eyes were directetl to the hilk, which we knew to

have been jilanted with the instruments of thunder.
The clouds, however, lay ]iiled in heajis long after

sunri.-e; Init no soohlt had, the ravs (jf iii.-. refu!L:eiice

escaped from the clouds which intercepted them,
than the curtain gradually rose, and by seven o'clock

the frequent report announced that another act of

the dull tragedy had commenced. Peal after peal

continued to reverberate among the steep acclivities

of the rocky eminences which rise above the dark

bush that conceals the enemy. Towards mid-day
the wind changed to the south-east, which wafted

the sounds from this direction. All were anxiously

awaiting the arrival of intelligence from the scene of

strife, as we had reason to believe that, from the

rapid reports, the conflict was maintained with

obstinacy and resolution. Hour succeeded hour,

until long after, when in broken accents it was re-

vealed that Colonel Fordyce had fallen. But as this

report rested upon the authority of a private letter

brought in by two mounted Fingoes, hopes were
entertained that, in the heat and bustle of the

moment, some mistake might have occurred. About
nine at night, however, the event was confirmed by
an eye-witness to the melancholy fact, from whom it

appears that the colonel was leading his men into

Waterkloof in column, when suddenly his march was
arrested by a rock^ precipice which flanked him in

the form of a semicircle; here he found the rebels in

considerable force, \\\\o knew too well the rules of

military tactics to let so favourable an opportunity

escape for inflicting a j^enalty. The bayonets of our

brave countrymen in such a position were powerless;

they had therefore to contend against an enemy con-

cealed among inaccessible rocks, whom they could

not assail; and thus fell, while showing to his men
by example the first duties of a soldier, the good and
the gallant P^ordyce. Tims fell the father of his

distinguished regiment, to the honour of \\hich all

his impulses were directed. The .soldier, the women
and children, to whose comforts he devoted himself

with parental solicitude, will long cherish his re-

membrance. It is to be regretted that so valu.able

a life should have Ijcen sacrificed in so ignoble a

strife."

J-Lxtract from the leading article of the Xaval and
Military Gazette, February, 1 852. . . . "And
here we may observe that there must have been

something singularly attractive in the nolde soldier

who fell at the head of the 74th Highlanders, which,

in tlie short time (six months) he had been in the

colony, and in Grahamstown in ]iai'ticular, should

have so impressed and so endeared him to the in-

hal)itants that the journals of that town amiouncing
his death shouhl be margined with black, and the

bell of their distant church has tolled his fiuieral

knell ; while the colours, half-mast high, floated

languidly in the air, in token of a hero's fall I"

FORDYCE, Sir Wii.i.iam, F.R.S., a distin-

guished jilivsician, was a younger brotlu-r ol David
and [ames I''ordyce, whose lives have already been

recorded, and was born in the year 1724. l.ike his

brethren, he was educated at the .Marischal ('ollege,

of which he died lonl-rt-ctor. .At the age ol eighteen

he finished his academic studies, in which he liad

di--tinguished himself ])articularly l)y his ])rofieieiKy

in (ireek and mathematics, the most SDlid as will as

the most ornamental ])arts of academic knowledge.
1 laving studied ])hysic and surgery under a nati\e

practitioner, he joined the army ris a \oluiUeer, and
arter\var(K serveil as surgeon to the brigade of guards
on tlie coast of France and in all the military trans-

actions which took jilace in Germany. The warm
supjioit of Ids inilitaiy friends co-operated with his

own merit in early recommending him to distinguished

])racti<:ein London. His ]nd)lications, ])ai"ticidarly

liis treatise on fevers and ulcerated sore tliroat,
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greatly extended his fame ; and he was sent for to

greater distances, and received larger fees, than ahnost

any physician of his time. The weahh which he

thus acquired he Hberally expended in benevolent

actions, and was thus the means of doing much good
as well as some Iiarm. Having patronized his brother

Alexantler, who was a banker in London, he enabled

that individual to enter upon an unusually extensive

series of transactions, which, though sound in them-
selves, exposed him to a malevolent combination of

his brethren in trade, and hence the great bankruptcy
of P'ordyce & Co., which may be termed one of tlie

most important domestic events in Britain during the

latter part of the eighteenth century. Besides the

losses which .Sir William Fordyce thus incurred, he
soon after became engaged for 2^10,000 more, which
was lost by his brother in the project of a manufacture
which totally failed ; and had it not been for the

generosity of the Messrs. Drummond, bankers, who
advancetl him the necessary sum, he must have sub-

mitted to a loss of personal liberty. Notwithstand-
ing these severe shocks to his fortune. Sir William
continued to maintain two poor families whom he
had taken under his patronage, and who had no other

resource. It is also to be mentioned, to the honour
of this excellent man, that, besides his own losses by
Alexander, he repaid those incurred by his brother

James, amounting to several thousand pounds. The
benevolence of Sir William Fordyce was a kind of

enthusiasm. When he heard of a friend being ill,

he would run to give him his advice, and take no fee

for his trouble. His house was open to all kinds of

meritorious persons in distressed circumstances, and
he hardly ever wanted company of this kind. He
was also indefatigable in his good offices towards
young Scotsmen who had come to London in search of

employment. His address had much of the courtly

suavity of a past age, and his conversation, while
unassuming, was replete with elegant anecdote and
solid information. His eye beamed gentleness and
humanity, ennobled by penetration and spirit. Al-

though originally of a delicate constitution, by tem-
perance and exercise he preserved his health for

many years, but suffered at last a long and severe ill-

ness, v/hich ended in his death, December 4, 1792.
Sir William, who had been knighted about 1787,
wrote a treatise on the Venereal Disease; another, as

already mentioned, on Ferers, and a third on Ulcer-

ated Sore Throat; besides which he published, im-
mediately before his death, a pamphlet on The Great
Importance ami Proper Method ofcultivating Ixhubarb
in Britain for Medicinal Uses.

FORREST, Robert. This self-taught sculptor

was born at Carluke, Lanarkshire, in 1790. He was
bred as a stone-mason in the quarries of Carluke;
but, having a spirit beyond his mechanical occupa-
tion, he employed his leisure hours in the higher
departments of stone-carving, until he obtained
notice and some distinction as a sculjitor. This
recognition brought him occu]iation in tlie lionour-

able profession he had adopted, and his fir>l public

work was a statue of Sir William Wallace, executed
in 181 7, and which occupies a niche in the steeple

of Lanark parish churcli. After tliis he was com-
missioned to form the colossal statue, fourteen feet

in height, of tlie first Mscount Melville, which sur-

mounts the pillar copied from Trajan's Column at

Rome, and is erected' in the centre of St. Andrew's
Square, I'Ldinburgh. Another of hi^, public works,
executed about the same time, was the >tatae of
Jidin Knox which rears its commanding form in the
XecropoHs of Cdasgow, witli an admonitory gesture
towards the ancient cathedral.

Stimulated by the public approbation which these

specimens produced, Robert Forrest opened in 1832
his public exhibition of statuary on the Calton Hill,

Edinburgh, with four equestrian statues, under the

patronage of a royal association of contributors to

the national monument. This was but the com-
mencement of a bold adventure, as thirty groups of

statues at last occupied his gallery, all of them exe-

cuted by Forrest himself. In these not only the

remarkable industry, but the talent and genius, of

the artist are exhibited; the figures being exact in

tiieir proportions, admirable in their attitudes, and
distinguished by their spirit and expressiveness. In

consefjuence of these merits Forrest's exhibition on
tiie Calton Hill became a frequent resort of the in-

habitants of Edinburgh, and one of the lions of the

sight-seers who visited the metropolis. Besides these,

a statue from his chisel of the late Mr. Ferguson of

Raith, erected in 1843 ^^ Haddington, is considered

as one of the best of his works. After an illness of

six weeks Robert Forrest died at Edinburgh, on the

29th of December, 1852, in the sixty-third year of

his age.

FORSYTH, William, distinguished in the science

of arboriculture, was born at Old Meldrum in Aber-
deenshire, in 1737. Having been bred to the busi-

ness of a gardener, he went to London in 1763, and
soon after became a pupil of the celebrated Phili]i

Miller, gardener to the compajiy of apothecaries at

their physic-garden in Chelsea. In 1771 he suc-

ceeded his master in this respectable situation, in

which he remained till 1784, when he was ajipointed

by George HI. chief superintendent of the royal

gardens at Kensington and St. James's, which em-
ployments he held till his death.

About the year 1768 Mr. Forsyth paid particular

attention to the cultivation of fruit and forest trees,

and turned his thoughts more especially to the dis-

covery of a composition to remedy the diseases and
injuries incident to them. After repeated trials b.e

at length succeeded in preparing one w hich fully an-

swered his expectations; and in the year 17S9 the

success of his experiments attracted the notice of the

commissioners of the land revenue, upon whose re-

commendation a committee of both houses of parlia-

ment was appointed to report upon the merits of his

discovery. The result of their inquiries was a perfect

conviction of its utility, and in consequence an address

was voted by the House of Commons to his majest}

,

praying that a reward might be granted to Mr. For-

syth upon his disclosing the secret of his composi-
tion to the public; wdiich was accordingly done: and
in 1 791 Mr. Forsyth ])ublished his Obserzaiious c;:

the Diseases, Defects, and Injuries of Fruit and Fere. .'

Trees, which also contains the correspondence between
the commissioners of the land revenue, the committee
of parliament, and himself In 1S02 he |H;l)li.--he i

the final result of his labours in ./ Treatise on tie

Culture and Management of I-'ruit Trees. In this

\\-ork, or in Fecs^ Cyclopedia, article •"Crjini-usition

for Trees," may be found a C()m])lele aceciunt i_.r

Mr. Forsyth's discoveries and niui.ie oi treating in-

jured wood. It may be sufiicieiu liere to mention
that his composition or medicament was formed ac-

cording to tlie foliijwing receii'it: '"Take one bushel

of fre>li cow-dung. h.\A a bu>iiel of Iime-rubbi.-h of

old !)uildings (tliai frijni tlie ceilings (jf i-o.jms is pre-

lei-ablei, half a bu.-liel of wo' id-a--lies, and a sixteeutii

part of a budiel <if ]'it or ri\-er sand; the three la-t

articles are to l)e sitied fine lieliu'e they are mixed, theri

wr>rk them wed together witlt a >]'a(le, and ai'terwaris

wiili a\\-o>>'icn Ijeater, until the stuff is very smooth,

like fine p'l.'u-ter Usj'] (or the ceilings of room?.''
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Mr. Forsyth, who was a member of the Antiqua-

rian, LinnKan, and other societies, died July 25,

1804. He enjoyed the honours paid to liim for his

useful invention with an unaffected modesty, which
gave them a higher grace; and his benevolence and
private worth were warmly attested by his friends.

A particular genus of plants has been named For-

sythia in honour of his name.

FOULIS, RonERT and Andrew, eminent printers

in the eighteenth century, were natives of Glasgow,
and were born, the elder brother on the 20tli of

April, 1707, and the younger on the 23d of Novem-
ber, 1 71 2. Their mother, who seems to have pos-

sessed shrewdnessand intelligence beyond her station,

educated them at first under her own care, and had
not Robert's talents attracted attention they would
])robably never have proceeded farther in the acqui-

sition of knowledge. At an early age Robert was
sent an apprentice to a barber; it would even seem that

he afterwards practised the art on his own account

for some time. While thus humbly employed, he

came under the notice of the celebrated Dr. Francis

Hutcheson, tiien professor of moral philosophy in

(ilasgow university. Tiiis acute observer discovered

his talents, inflamed his desire for knowledge, and
s.iggested to him the idea of becoming a book-
seller and printer. Foulis did not, however, receive

a comi)lete university education, altiiough he attended

his patron's lectures for several years, and his name
is so enrolled in the matriculation book. Andrew,
who seems to have been designed for the church,

entered the university in 1727, and probably went
through a regular course of study.

For some years after they had determined to follow

a literary life the brothers were engaged in teaching

the languages during the winter, and in making
short tours into lingland and to the Continent in sum-
mer. These excursions were of great advantage to

them; they brought them into contact with eminent
men, enal)Ied them to form connections in tlieir busi-

ness, and extenfled their knowledge of books. On
some of these occasions tliey made considerable col-

lections, which they sold at home to good account.

Thus prepared, the elder brother began business in

(ilasgow as a buokhcller about the end of 1739, and
in the following year pul)lished several works. Three
years afterwards his connection with the university

commenced. In March, 1743, he was appointed

their printer, under condition, "t'.iat he siiall not

use the designation of university printer without al-

lowance from th(.' university meeting in any books
excepting those of ancient authors."' Tlie first jiro-

ductions of his ])ress, wdiicli were issued in 1742,

were almo,-t exclusively of a religious nature, many
of them relating to tlic well-known Cleorge While-
field. In 1742 he ])ul)]ished /A v//, 7; 7,7.. Plialcicus

d'c FJociitionc, apparently the first ' ireek work printed

i;i (jlasgow, altiiough we are certain that there ex-

isted a fount of (ireek letters there nearly a century

before. It would be tedious to notice each work as it

ajipeared: the immaculate edition of Horace, an

I 'iiti(jn of Cicero's works in twenty vohunes, C;esar\s

Conimoitarics in f(jlio, Callimachus in the same si/e,

v.'i'.li engravings executed at their acadeni)-, torin

but a siiiall jjart of the sjilendid catalogue (jf their

c;a--ic-.

'I'lie ^uccce.-s wliicli had attended their exertions

as primers inrluced ttie elder Fcnilis to attempt the

estai/.:>!iiiie:it of an academy for the ctdtivation of

tile ihie ait-, a scheme for which Scotland was liul

' Th'j fj.'it'.- :.t v.r.ioli .YndrLV,- joincJ hiin in business ib .'oir.c-

wl.at uac^r;.ii;i.

ill prepared by the dissensions which had followed
the Union, and which had been succeeded by the re-

bellions of 1715 and 1745. In 1751 he went abroad,
partly with the view of extending his commercial
connections, but principally with the intention of

arranging for the establishment of this institution.

After remaining on theContinent for about two years,

and sending home several artistswhom he had engaged
in his .service, he returned to Scotland in 1 753. His
design was considered romantic; many of his friends

exerted all their eloquence to persuade him to desist.

Rut Foulis, who possessed a degree of determination
which might perhaps not unjustly be termed obsti-

nacy, was fixed in his "high resolve," and although
he nuist have observed with mortification that (to

use his own ex]iression) "there seemed to be a pretty

general emulation who should run the scheme most
down," he established his academy in the course of

the same year. He soon found that he had embarked
in an undertaking of no common difficulty. From
a letter in the Scots Magazine for 1759 it aj)pears

that the selection of proper teachers had cost him
much trouble and anxiety. He had to contend, be-

sides, with the naMonal prejudices in favour of the

works of foreign artists; and after amassing a con-

siderable collection, he found it extremely difficult to

dispose of it to advantage. In the same year it was
proposed that such persons as were willing to support

the institution should advance certain sums yearly,

for which they should be entitled to select jirints.

designs, paintings, &c. , to the amount of their sub-

scriptions.

In the meantime, the operations of their press

went on with increasing vigour. If we may judge
from the catalogue of their books, the period between

1750 and 1757 seems to have been the most tlourish-

ing era in their trade. During that time "proposals
for publishing'- by subscription the whole works of

riato" were issued, and considerable progress made
in collating MSS. in the \'atican and national libra-

ries. But the embarrassments occasioned by the ill-

fated academy seem to have prevent etl the publica-

tion of this as well as many other works which might
have added much Ijoth to their fame and their \\ealth.

\ et while we condemn the obstinacy with which this

institution was carried on when it was a daily so'arce

of anxiety and i^ecuniary difficulties, it should be re-

membered that it was the means of bringing t'orward

the "Scottish Hogarth" David Allan, and Tassie

the medallist. The latter of these, ^\hile a stone-

mason, ac(|uired a relish for the arts in visiting the

academy on a holiday, when the pictures were gene-

rally exliibited gratis.

It would be foreign to the purpose of the ]irc-ent

\\<jik to notice the various liooks which issued Iroin

tile Foulis press at this and subsequent ])eiiods. It

may be sulTicient to say, that in tlie latter ]iart of

tlieir history tlie brothers seem to have losl niueh c-l

their original energy, and the celebrity of their jjres'^

may be eonsi<iered as exjiiring with their iolio edition

of Milton, published in 1770. They continued, in-

fleed. to print till the death of Andrew, \\liieli took

])Iace suddenly c)n the iStli of Sejitember. 1775; ''^''

many of the works published rJ tli.it jierioii were of

inferior \\ (irkniaiiship.

\'v'e Miall elo-e the lii-torv of tliese rem;'. 1 i.rdile iut

- As w curi'ius csiimatc' cf the cxiicii^c of r_l,issi( al rcailir;.' in

these <iays, U(j extract the fir,t arli'Je in the iiioj.i.-als: "1.

In nini.- vnUinies in (luart'i, nf uliich the < iruL-k in ^i.\ vnhmie^
aiiii tlu; Latin translatifiii witli the ni.tes in llirer. The i,ia.e

Im suhsiTiliurs. r.iic |/'_-nny sterhn:; per 'hi.ct. 'I'hc whuli,- .^iil

l.i; ontaliK.-fl in alinnt !;'i>o sheets, w, the priec will he ahout
£7. IS. ?-,f. in qnires, .,n a fair i.aj.er. A ninnl.er « ill I'C

I
riiUed t/ii a hi.e h :„- i-aper al tv.ni eia.e MerhrL; per •-l-.eet."
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unfortunate men in a few words. After the death

of the younger brother it was determined to ex])ose

the works belonging to the academy to public sale.

For this purpose Robert, accompanied by a confi-

dential workman, went to London about the month
of April, 1776. Contrary to the advice of the auc-

tioneer and at a period when the market was glutted

by yearly importations of pictures from Paris, his

collection was sold off—and, as the reader may have

anticipated, greatly under their supposed value. Ir-

ritated at the failure of this his last hope, and with

a constitution exhausted by calamities, he left London
and reached Etlinburgh on his way homeward. On
the morning on which he intended setting out for

Cjlasgow he expired almost instantaneously, in the

sixty-ninth year of his age.

Robert Foulis was twice married. From his

second marriage, with a daughter of Mr. Boutcher, a

seedsman in Edinburgh, was descended Andrew
P'oulis, who died at Edinl^urgh, in great poverty, in

1829. He had, besides, V)y his first marriage, with

Jilizabeth Moor, a sister of the celebrated Grecian,

five daughters.

Of the .Scottish works produced at the P'oulis

press the greater number were ballads, some of them
original, and all of them since published in the col-

lections of Bishop Percy, Ritson, Cromek, &c. The
^'Memorials and Letters Relating to the History of
Britain in the reigns of James L and Charles I.,

published by Lord Ilailes, principally from the

Denmylne MSS. in the Advocates' Library," were
also published at Glasgow. But the greatest service

that they coukl have performed for Scottish histoiy

^\"ouId have been the publication of Calderwood's

M.S. history. Tliis they undoubtedly had in view.

It appears from the records of the university of Glas-

gow that they got permission to borrow their MS.^
in September, 176S. They did not, however, accom-
plish their patriotic purpose, and this valuable work
remained unpublished until the task was fulfilled,

in 1845, by tlie Wodrow Society.

FOUNTAINHALL, Lord, ^-.v Lai'dkr, Sir
Jdhn.

FRASER. jAMF.s Baii.i.ie. This distinguished

traveller, popular v.-riter, and accomplished country

gentleman belonged to a family of consequence in its

<nvii locality, and was born in the county of Inver-

ness in 1784. In early life he was engaged in the

civil service of the East India Company, in which he

rose to distinction liy his talents and activit}'. Upon
one occasion, while employed in a diplomatic mis-

sion of the l-a.>l India Company to the Persian CDurt,

lie rode on horseback from Coiistantinoi)le to Ispa-

han ; but the fatigues and hardshijis of such a jour-

ney were too much for even his Highland constitu-

tion, and gave it the first sliock, which a further

residence in the I-^ast tended to co;ifirm. \Micn the

Persian |)rinccs visited ICnglanil, Mr. Eraser, from
Ids position and accomplishment^, and his lainwledge

of Persia and its language, was reipiestcd by our

government to acconijiany thcni, and tai<e charge of

them; this task he sau^faetDrily accompli^lied, and
wlien the princes returned to their own counti'v, lie

acc<impanied tlieni as fir as Cmistantir.ople. .\s his

health hail suffered from the ea-teni climate he
finally returned to England, and, aliandoiiiiig tlie

t >ils ijf active public service, devoted the rest of
his lite to the charms of literature, and ilie iiiij^irove-

i.ie.i'ofhis Higliland estate of Reclici<, in Invcniess-

s'lire. Tlie^e improvements wei'e s,_) cffi eiual tliat

t'.ie iir.ij'eriy, considering its limited extent, was

1 u i= not, hj\v^vi.r, i!

scarcely to be equalled in the Highlands for its

magnificent woods and romantic scenery.

It was not, however, by such occujiations alone that

the active mind of Fra.ser could be satisfied, and
having acquired much knowledge of the T^ast by
personal ex])erience, he was desirous to communicate
it to the world at large. Accordingly he wrote A
'Jour through the Sntmy' Range of the Himalaya
Mountains, which was published in 1820; 'V^ A'arra-

tive of a yournc)' into Khorasan in tlie years 182 1 and
1822, including an Account of the Countries to the

North-east of Persia," which was published in 1825;
and Travels and Adventures in the J'ersian Provinces,

l)ublished in 1826. Finding, however, that the pop-
ular taste for foreign lands, characters, and manners
preferred the medium of imaginative writing to that

of plain matter-of-fact narrative; and inspired by the

example of his friend Morier, who opened up Persia

and its people to the English jniblic Ijy a series of

fascinating novels, Mr. h'raser in 1828 produced The
Kuzzilbash, a 'Tale ofKhorasan. This novel, which
was very attractive in its day, has shared the fate of

its contemporaries, notwithstanding the stirring ad-

ventures it recorded, and the terrible deeds of Nadir
.Shah, its predominant personage ; and, like many
other interesting fictions of the jieriod, we can only
say of the A'uzzilhash, that it lived its allotted hour
of .sunshine, and then passed away. The next work
of Eraser was A Winter Journeyfrom Constantinople

to Teheran, luith Travels through Various Parts of
Persia, which appeared in 1838. His last work was
a memoir of the distinguished Colonel Skinner, who
had been the intimate friend of his brotlier William
Eraser. Like himself, \VilIiam had entered the

civil service of the East India Comjianv, where he
had risen to distinction, and been ajipointed com-
missioner at Delhi, but there he was assassinated liy

a native prince in 1835.
In 1823 Mr. James Baillie Eraser married a

daughter of Lord Woodhouselee, and sister of Patrick

Eraser Tytler, author of the History of Seotlaud. tVc.

In his retirement he was a deputydieutenant <jf the

county of Inverness. lie died in the beginning of

1856, at the age of seventy-two.

FRASER, RoDF.KT. This poet, linguist, and
journalist, who was chiefly remarkable for his pur-

suit of knowledge uncler difficulties, was the son of a

mariner, and ^\as born in the village of Pathhead.

parish of Dysart, Eifesliire, on the 24th of June.

179S. When only fi)ur years old he commenced hi-

chication in the village school, at wliich he continueil

eighteen montiis ; afterwards he \\ent to another

school, where he remained about four years; and
finally ^\'as sent to the school of Pathhead, at whieii.

in 1809, he commenced the study of Latin. It w .'

s

that simple course of ordinary education witlvi.t

which a young Scot at home can scarcely hold, h;-

own, but v,-ith which, wlieii abroad. f:c can -tr.rt ..;

the career of life better eijuipped th.an h.is fell"'.\-.

and win his way to fame and fn-te.ne. In kSI2

Rolicrl Eraser v.as apprenticed to a wii^.e a;vi spii'it

merchant in Kirkcaldy, in who-e cin;'! 'v lie eontiiuied

fouryear-; liut in 1S13, Iteiiig a ftl

i

l l c i v. ith an abscess

in his right arm, %\iiieh eunfiricd liim tr. the lure.se

fir several months, he licto-o!^ hiiii-Lu' !o tliat cour.-c

of stud\- in carne-t which aKcrwar.is ga\-e him a jilacc

in literature. Ilemattire-l his s Jioi.l-livjy knowle<l,^e

of l.atin, made e* -ii^ii le::;! 'le j'l-i ificiency in ( ireek, anl
to these added Erench ami Italian, at a period \\-ljen

the siuii\- of such languages was somewhat rareamoi-.g

the common ranks ;;i Scotland. In addition to th.e-e

siiuiie- he cul;i\ated ,Ui acj-Liaintance^hipw ith ger.eral

li;i.;a;a;e. IPs aypreiuicesiiip in tlie niear;iu;e le'
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the wine and spirit merchant continued until 1S17,

when, on its termination, he abandoned the trade

altogether, and became clerk to a respectable iron-

monger in Kirkcaldy. In 1819 he commenced the

business of ironmonger in Kirkcaldy on his own ac-

count, in partnersliip with a Mr. James Robertson;

and in Marcii, 1820, before he had completed his

twenty-second year, he married a lady whose name
was >Iiss Ann Cumming. The cares of business and
domestic life did not, however, abate his love of

study, which was directed chiefly to general literature

and the acquirement of languages; and in 1825 he'

commenced thestudy of the German tongue, to which
he afterwards added the Spanish, and of both of these

languages he acquired such mastery as to translate

from them various pieces of poetry, which, with some
original productions of his own, were published in

the pages of the Edinburgh Literary Gazette, the

Edinburgh Literary Journal, and several newspapers
of the day.

It was while pursuing these honourable literary

recreations that Fraser's worldly concerns were be-

coming unprosperous. The first serious shock was
from a robbery, which no prudence could have pre-

vented. About six years after he had opened his

shop it was broken into during the night, and jewel-

lery to the value of ^200 was carried away, while no
trace could be olitained either of the property or the

thieves. In 1833, having dissolved partnership and
commenced business on his sole responsibility, he, in

1836, was so deeply involved in pecuniary difficulties

through the sudden deatli of a friend, that his health

succumbed, and, notwithstanding his stout-hearted

attempts to rally, the state of his affairs was so hope-

less that he was obliged in the following year to

compound with his creditors. Such is too often tlie

fate of a mind divided between the study and the

shop: the union is so uncongenial, that one or the

other occupation must go to the wall, and in such a

collision the desk, from its superior attractiveness, is

usually the concjueror of the counter. But Fraser's

character for honour and industry was so well estal)-

lished, that the most respectable traffickers of the

town offered to become his securities for the com-
jiosition.

Fraser having notliing left him but liis talents and
reputation, soon found them an available cajMtal, for

they ol>tained for him tiie editor;,hip of tlie Eife

Herald, to wliich he was appointed in 1S38. On
Ijaving Kirkcaldy a large party of its townsmen
showed their esteem for Jiis wcjrth by entertaining

iiini at a puljlic dinner, and presenting him with a

cony of the seventh (at that time the latest) edition

of the Eneyilof'iit/ia Mritaunicit. Ihit it was only

for a very short time that lie was able to di>charge

his editorship of the J-i/e Herald, for his constitution

was already Ijroken, so that lie was ol;liged to employ
a literary friend as iiis sul)--titute. His last acts were
in accordance witii tiie tenor (jf his literary life: while

confined to l^-d, and during the intervals of acute

pain, lie rc\i.sed and ;irranged his poenis fur tile Jires^,

a:id a sliorl time before lie died he dictated to an

amanuensis his tran.slati(_)ns fnjm certain Danish and

Norwegian writers. His death occurreil on the 22d

of .May, 1839. Such was his brief history- a lii>t<jry

(jf hundreds of his countrymen in lowly life, wlio.

witli eiiual talents and worth, have passed away into

oblivion because there was no one tr) j]reser\e their

memory. Tlie Poetical Remains of Robert I'raser,

with a ini-nioir of their author, were jmblished soon

after hi-, dr;.lli In- David \'ed(ler.

FRASER, SiMMN, twelfth Lord Lovat, a per-

son too remar!;c-J...lj in lii^torv to be overlooked in

this work, though his want of public or private

virtue might otherwise have dictated his exclusion,

was the second son of Thomas Fraser of Beaufort,

by Sybilla Macleod, daughter of the laird of Mac-
leod, and was born at Beaufort, near Inverness,

in the year 1667. Of his early years we have no
very distinct account. He has himself asserted

that, at the age of thirteen, he was imprisoned for

his exertions in the royal cause, though we do not

well see how this could happen. That his elder

brother, however, was in the insurrection of the

Viscount Dundee, and himself, after the death of

Dundee, in that under Oeneral Buchan, is certain.

After all the pains his lordshi]-) has been at to set

forth his extreme zeal for the .Stuarts, nothing can
be more evident than that, from his earliest days, the

sole purpose of his life was to promote his own power
by all feasible means, this end being the only object

of his solicitude. Agreeably to this view of his

character we find him, in the year 1694, while yet

a student at the university of Aberdeen, accepting

of a commission in the regiment of I.ord Murray,
afterwards Farl of Tullibardine. Tiiis commission
had been procured for him by his cousin Hugh Lord
Lovat, who was brother-in-law to Lord Alurray,

with the express view of bringing him "forward
most advantageously in the world ;" and though he
professed to have scruples in going against the in-

terest of King James, these were all laid asleep by
an assurance on the part of Lord Murray, that the

regiment, though ostensibly raised, and in the mean-
time to take the oaths to, and receive the pay of King
William, was really intended for King James, who
would not fail to be in the country to lay claim to

and revive his rights in the course of the succeeding

year. No sooner had young Beaufort received this

assurance than he led into the regiment a comjilete

company, almost entirely made up of the young
gentlemen of his clan. In the course of the succeed-

ing year Lord Murray was, by the favour of King
William, appointed secretary of state for Scotland,

and, in place of doing anything for King James, in-

forced upon every officer in his regiment the oath of

abjuration.

Being a young man, at liberty to follow out his

education, and in the regular receipt of his pay,

Beaufort, it might have been supposed, would have
found his situation comfortable, and been in some
measure content; but his sjiirit seems to have been
naturally restless, and anything like an under jjart

in the drama of life did not scpiare with his disposi-

tion. In the course of the year 1696, a company
f)f Lord Murray's regiment being stationed at the

castle of I-"(linl)urgli, where the enrl-niarisclial, Lord
Drummond, and other (jf the Jacobite lords were
imjjrisoned, a visit from the Pretender being at the

time expected, Simon, the subject of this narrativt-,

entered into an engagement with the rcl)el lords to

seize upon the castle, and to hold it under the earl-

iiinrisclin! for the I'rench and King James. In this

]ir(jje<:t, wiiich ap]>ears not to have been executed

only l)ecause tlie h'rench were unable to make the

jiromised demonstration, Beaufort was to jiave been

assisted by another captain of tlie same regiment,

who seems to have been ei|ually faithless and e<nially

servile with himself.

Ihit while he was thus carefid to watch the tide-;,

and to take advantage of every wiiii] that nii;^iit rutlle

the ocean of jHjIilics, liis eye was sti^adily fixed upon
tlie estate of Lovat, which, as his cousin Hugh Lord
Lovat had but one child, a daughter, lie hafl already

marked out as his own. k'fjr this end he seems to

have embracrd every ojjportunity of ingratiating

himself with his cousin, w ho appears to have been a
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man of a facile and vacillating disposition, and to

have been considerably under the influence of Lord
Murray, his brother-in-law. Of this influence Simon
of ]5eaufort was perfectly aware, and watched with

the utmost carefulness an opportunity to destroy it.

This opportunity Lord Murray himself afforded him
in the affair of the colonelcy of the regiment, which,

upon his appointment to the office of secretary, it

was expected he would have given up to his brother-

in-law Lord Lovat. Nor is it at all unlikely that

such was originally his lordship's intention ; for in

the year 1696 he sent for him to London, apparently

with the intention of doing so after having presented

him to the king. Lovat unfortunately carried along

with him his cousin Simon, whose character mu.^t

by this time have been pretty well known to King
William, and whose companionship, of course, could

be no great recommendation to the royal favour.

Lovat was, however, presented to the royal ]3resence,

most graciously received, and gratitied with a pro-

mise of being provided for. As this was all that

l,ovat expected, he took leave of his majesty, along

with Lord Murray, leaving no room for William to

suppose, for the present at least, that he either

wished or had any occasion for a further interview.

This his cousin Simon highly resented, telling him
that it was a contrivance of Lord Murray's to deprive

him of an opportunity of soliciting a regiment for him-

self, and he prevailed with him instantly to demand
of Lord Murray the reason for which he had brought

them at this time to London, at such an enormous
expense. Lord Murray frankly told him that it was
his design to have resignetl to him the command of

his regiment, but that the king had positively en-

joined him to keep it till such time as the rumours
of an invasion should subside, when he should cer-

tainly surrender it into his hands.

Had Lovat been left to himself this answer would
most probaljly have been altogether satisfactory; but

it did not satisfy .Simon nor his friends Lord Tarbat
and Alexander Mackenzie, son to the Earl of Sea-

forth, both of whom were at that time in London,
and were of service to Beaufort in persuading Lord
Lovat that Lord Murray had been all along his

mortal enemy. By the advice of all three Lovat sent

back to Lord Murray two commissions, that of cap-

tain and lieutenant-colonel, which he held under
him, expressing at the same time in strong language
his resentment of his treachery, and his fixed resolu-

tion never more to see him nor any individual of his

family, excepting his own wife. At the same time

that tlie poor old man was thus eager in casting off

his old friends, he was equally warm in his attach-

ment to the new. "Lnpressed with the tender

affection of the laird of Beaufort, and the resolution

he manifested never to leave him, he declared that

he regarded him as his own son;" and as lie had
executed at his marriage some papers which might
perhaps be ])re)udicial to the claims of this said

adopted son, he obliged liim to send for an attornev,

and made a universal bequest to him of all his

estates, in case he died without male issue. This
affectionate con<luct on the jiart of Lord Lovat
deeply, according to his own account of llic matter,

affected our hero, who i")retended "that he would
ior ever consider him as his father." In consequence
of so much anxious business, so much chagrin and
disappointment, with a pretty reasonable attendance
on taverns. Lord Lovat fell sick; but after conva-
lescing a little, was brought on his way home as far

.\s Eilinl)urgh by his affectionate Simon, wliere he
left him, proceeding by the way of Dunkeld to meet
with his wife. He had not been manv davs at

I.tunkeld when he again fell sick, and retired to an
|
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inn at Perth, where he was again waited on ])y Simon
of Beaufort, and, in a state of distraction, died in his

arms the morning after his arrival.

Though, as we have seen, the subject of this

memoir liad got a deed executed by a London attorney

under the direction of his cousin, the late Lord Lovat,

constituting him heir to the estate, it was judged by
him the more prudent method to put forward his

father as the nearest male heir to take possession of

the estate, with the honours, contenting himself with
the title of Master of Lovat. No sooner, however,
had he assumed this title than he was questioned on
the subject by his colonel, now Lord Tullibardine,

who made him the offer of a regiment with other

preferments, which should be to him an ample pro-

vision for life, provided he would execute a formal

surrender of his claim to that dignity. This produced
a violent altercation between them, which ended in

the master of Lovat throwing up his commission,
which he bade his lordship, if he pleased, bestow
upon his own footman. Through the friendship of
.Sir Tliomas Livingston, however, he received another
company in the regiment of Macgill, and his father

having taken possession of the estate and the honours
of Lovat without much apparent opposition, he must
have been, in some degree, satisfied with his good
fortune. In order, however, to secure it, and to

render his claims in every respect unexceptionable,

he made love to the heiress of his cousin, the late

Lord Lovat, and had succeeded in persuading her
to marry him without the knowledge of her friends,

when one of his agents betrayed trust, and she was
carried out of his way by the Marrjuis of Athol after

the day of the marriage had actually been apjDointed.

The Marquis of Athol, late Lord Tullibardine,

probably aware that he had an adversary of no
common activity to deal with, lost no time in con-

cluding a match for the heiress with Lord .Salton or

P'raser, whom he also took measures for having de-

clared head of the clan Eraser. Tiie first part of his

plan was not difficult to have been executed; but the

latter part, for which the first was alone contemplated,

was not of so easy a character, being oj^j^osed to the

spirit of Highland clanship. A considerable time,

however, was spent in attempting to bring it to liear.

A few Erasers only could betenqitcd to engage in it;

whose treachery no sooner came to the ears of the

lord and the master of Lovat, than orders were
issued to apprehend and punish them according to

their deserts; and it was only by a timely and well-

concerted flight that they escajicd tjeing hanged. A
letter was at the same time sent to Lord Salton,

signed by the principal men of the clan, begging
him not to attempt forcing himself upon them, and
thus destroying their tranquillity and endangering

his o\vn life. .Salton returned a soft answer; Init.

confident in the power of the Manniis of .\thol, nr.d

at any rate, in love with the conseqtience attached

to the fair estate of Lovat, whether he was in love

with the heiress or not, persevered in following out

his jilan, and with a considerable train of retainers

came to Beaufort, at that time the resi.lenee of the

dowager of Lovat, whose son-in-law he inteiKled to

be. Thomas Lord Lovat liai relied to be at this

time on the Stratherriek c>tate- a di-trict which
stretches along the south bank of 1 ( .eh \e>s. and was
recjuested l)v liis son Simon to cro--, the lake by the

nearest wav to l.o-.at. which is only three miles from

Beaufort, in or'ler to meet with Lord .^alton, while

he himself Iia-~tened to the same place by tlie way of

Inverness. At Invenie.-,s ilie ma>ter learned that

Lord Salton, |-)erseveriiig in his original design, had
I'ullv matured his plans at the house of the driwager

Ladv Lovat, wlieiice lie intcn'ied next dav to return
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into his own country, calling at Atliol and marrj'ing

the heiress of Lovat by the way, without waiting to

see either the lord or the master of Lovat. Irritated

as well as alarmed by this intelligence, he wrote by
a special messenger to Lord Salton, calling upon
him to adhere to his word " passed both to his father

and himself, and to meet him next day at two o'clock

in the afternoon, three miles from Beaufort, either

like a friend, or with sword and pistols, as he pleasetl.

"

This letter Lord Salton received at six o'clock in the

evening, and returned for answer that he would meet
the master of Lovat at the time and place appointed

as his good friend and humble servant. In the

meantime it was concluded by him and his followers

to break up from their present quarters, and to pass

the bridge of Inverness before the master of Lovat
could have any suspicion of their being in motion,

and thus escape a meeting with him for the present.

The master, however, was too good a calculator of

probabilities in this sort of intercourse to be thus

taken in, especially as his messenger to Lord Salton,

irom what he had observed at Beaufort, had strong

suspicions of what was intended. He was accord-

ingly at the road verj' early in the morning, attended

by six gentlemen and two servants, all well mounted
and amied, and meeting Lord .Salton, Lord Mungo
Murray, and their followers, to the numlier of forty,

issuing from a defile in the wood of Bunchrive, about
five miles from Inverness, disarmed and dismounted
them; first Lord Mungo Murray, then Lord Salton,

and the rest singly as they came forward, without

stroke of sword or the firing of a single musket.

Though the party of the master of Lovat was so

inconsideral)le at the outset. Lord .Salton and his

party soon found themselves surrounded by some
hundreds of enraged enemies, by whom, under the

direction of the master, they were carried prisoners

to the castle of l-\anellan, v.here they were closely

shut up under a certification that tliey should be all

lianged for their attempt to intrude themselves into

the mheritance, and to deprive the owner of his law-

ful and hereditary rights. Nor had they any assured

ground to consider this as a mere bravado: the

history of clan wars could easily furnish them with

numerous examples of such barbarous atrocity where
there was not greater provocation.

Having thus completely marred the marriage (jf

Lord .Salton, the master of Lovat immediately set

about the celebration uf his own. The heiress of

Lovat was safe in the hands of her friends at Athol;
but the (iov/ager, her mother, was in the house of

Beaufort, every avenue tu wiiich he iK-set with his

followers, ^o that it was out of her jjower to inform

her friends of anything that was going on; then, en-

tering the hcHise witli a parson, whether Catholic or

Episcopal is unknown, he made the lady go t]irf)Ugli

the form of marriage with liimself, had her forcibly

undressed and put to bed, wiiilher he as forcildy

fallowed her tiefore w itiij^-c--, t!uw constituting it,

as he sup]io^ed, a lawl'ul marriage. Tliis is one of

tlie mo-^t atrocious of the many revoking actions in

t'ae life of this i)rolligaie nobleman, though one to

•.vhich lie has given a llat denial in th'.- nieJiioir wliicli

lie has written of hiniself The- truth i-., it wa-, as
j

I'j )li-,h as it was wicked; and, after t!ie purpose for
j

.vliich it ua> committed, vi/. to remove llie enmity
!

-f the .Vtiioi fajnily, had utterly failed, lie Inm-el'f
{

must have lieen iieartily a>harned of it. There i,>

indee<l a total faUehoocl in one reas<jn that he insists

u]>on as ]-;-oviiig its iinjirobability. Slie was old

enougli, he s.ivs, to liave been his motb.er. Now she

was only four yeais oiler tlian hinisclf, having died at
|

I'erth in the year I 74;;. in tiie eightieth year of her age. I

Slie had been eitliei vi fii^hter.e'l b"v llini, or so

cajoled, as to offer, if we may believe the Duke of
Argyle, writing to the Rev. Mr. Carstairs, to give
her oath before the court of justiciary that all that

had passed between her and Lovat was voluntarv,

and as much her inclination as his; and she lived to

hear him deny his being at all concerned with her,

and to see him twice afterwards married.

But to return from this short digression. Having,
as he supposed, put himself in a fair way for being
acknowledged by the house of Athol, the master of
Lovat abandoned the idea of hanging so many of the

members and allies belonging to it as he had in

custody in his castle of Fanellan, contenting himself
with extorting a bond from Lord Salton for /'8000,

with four low-countr)' barons as his sureties, if he
ever again interfered with the affairs of the estate of

Lovat, or if ever he or the Mar([uis of Athol pro-

secuted any one individual for anything that had been
transacted in this whole affair. This was only a little

more of the same ftdly which had guided him through
the whole business, and tended but to excite the

wonder of his friends and the hatred and contempt
of his enemies, the latter of whom, on a representa-

tion to the privy-council, had him intercommuned,
and letters of fire and sword issued out against him
and all his clan. This, though perfectly in the

natural order of human affairs, was altogether un-

expected by the master of Lovat, and seems to have
reduced him to great extremity. Besides the family

of Athol, wdiich was much more powerful than his

own, troops were ready to pour in upon him from all

quarters, and even those upon whom he depended
for counsel and assistance seem at the time to have
declared against him. To the laird of Culloden
we find him writing from Beaufort in the month of

October, 1697. " Thir Lds. att Inverness, w*. 3^

rest of my implacable enemies, does so confound my
wife, that she is uneasy till she see them. I am
afraid they are so mad with this disapj)ointmenl,

that they will propose something to her that's dan-

gerous, her brother having such power with her; so

that really till things be perfectly accommodate, I do
not desire they should see her, and I know not ho\\

to manage her. So I hope you will send all the

advice you can to your obliged, &c. &c. I hope
you will excuse me for not going your length, since

I have such a hard task at home." The advice given

him by Culloden has not been preserved; but that it

was not to his mind we learn from a letter written

by that gentleman from Tnverlochy about ten or twelve

days after. "I am much concerned," says he, "that
your neighbour Beaufirt hath played not the fool,

but the madman. If, by your jiersuasion, he cannot

be induced to deliver up the so much abused lady

upon assurance of jiardon, in all probability he will

ruin both himself and his friends. 'Tis iK)t long

since he was liere and promised me other things;

but since he has run a (juile contrary course, and
stands neither to his own nor the jiroposals of an)

other, I have sent down 200 men,"' iVe. ..Ve. This
view of the matter is still further confirmed by an-

otiier letter fi'om Lovat to ('ullodeii, a few day-

after the above, when he seeni^ lo have felt that h<'

was ])retty much in the ]io\ser of his enemies. "
1

])ray you receive the inclosed account of my business,

and see if your own conscience in the sigiit of Cod
do not convince you that it is litt r.^ll)' true. I had
sent to you u])on .Saturday bst, but _\f)u were not ;it

home; houever, I sent it that day to tlie laird of

('alder, who, I hone, will not sit down u])f)n me,
but transmit it to my best friends; and I beseech you,

sir, for (iod"s sake, that you do the like. I know
the chancellor is a just man, notwithstanding lii-

friendship f^r d'ullib.irdine. I foi'give yuu for be-
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fraying of me; but neither you nor I, nor, I hope,

God himself, will not forgive them that deceived

you, and caused you do it. I am very hopeful in

my dear wife's constancy if they do not put her to

death. Now I add no more, but leaves myself to

your discretion," &c. At the same time his father.

Lord Lovat, wrote to the Duke of Argyle an ex-

planatory letter upon the subject, signed by himself

and all the principal Frasers. The great benefit of

the marriage to the estate of Lovat is chiefly insisted

on in this letter, and represented as the sole cause of

the enmity of the Athol family, who, it states, wished
to aj^propriate that fair domain to themselves.

Argyle, on the receipt of this letter, wrote to Mr.
Carstairs, who was King William's principal adviser

in all that related to Scotland, and after a consider-

able length of time was gratified by receiving the

pardon he had solicited for all the treasons with
which his client had been charged, leaving the story

of the rape for a subject of future investigation. For
this, also, had there been a little patience and prud-
ence exercised, there cannot be a doubt but he would
have ol)tained a full remission.

To be out of the way of this storm at its commence-
ment, Lord Lovat had taken shelter in the island of

Skye, with his brother-in-law the laird of Macleod,
where he died in the beginning of 1698. Simon,
who had defended himself in the best manner he
could, then assumed the title of Lord Lovat, but, to

escape the rage and superior strength of his enemies,

was also under the necessity of taking refuge in the

isles, wiiere he remained till the following year,

when the Duke of Argyle, with the promise of a

pardon, broiiglit him to London. Delays took place,

however, in procuring his remission to pass the Scot-

tish seals, till the king set out for the United Pro-

vinces, and Lovat took an excursion into France
for the purpose of lodging at the court of St. Ger-
mains a complaint against the ALirquis of Athol,

and soliciting James' protection against the malignity

of his powerful family. Having obtained his request,

and been enjoined by the exiled monarch to wait on
and make his peace with King William, Lovat pro-

ceeded by the way of London to the court of that

sovereign at Loo, toeing favoured with a letter from
the Duke of Argyle to Mr. Carstairs, through whom
he received a remission, he himself says, of all crimes
that could be imputed to him, but restricted by Sea-
field in passing the Scottish seals, as has been above
stated. With this remission, such as it was, he ven-

tured to make his appearance in pul)lic, had a cita-

tion served upon the Marquis of Athol and his family

for falsely accusing him, and for devastating his

estates; and making a progress through the north,

returned to Edinburgh with 100 gentlemen as hon-
ourable as himself to support his charges, and bear
witness to the innocence and integrity of his character;

or rather to browbeat the authorities, and extort from
fear a decision which he well knew could never be
]irocured from the voice of truth and justice. Find-
ing, however, that he had undertaken what would
fail him in the issue, he once more set out for London,
the day before the trial should have come on, and
was nonsuited in his absence; and thus, by his im-
pradent temerity, lost the opportunity of being fairly

instated in t!ie estate and honours of Lovat, as he
would certainly have been, through the interest of
Argyle and his other friends, had he allowed tlieni

to do their own work in their own way.
The restoration of King James was now Lovnt"s

sheet anchor; and, lest" the Murrav>, whom he
suspected of being warmer friends to James than he
wa^ himself, should al>o be before h'-m ]v:w. it v.-.ts

neces-ary {'v)r him to he peculiarly !nr^\;^rl. Accord-

ingly, on the death of King William in the early

part of the year 1702, he procured a commission
from several of the principal Scottish Jacobites to

the court of St. Germains, declaring their being ready
to take up arms and hazard their lives and fortunes

for the restoration of their lawful prince; as usual,

paying all manner of respect to the court of Versailles,

and requesting its assistance. With this he pro-

ceeded by the way of England and Holland, and
reached the court of .St. Germains about the begin-

ning of .September, 1702, just in time to be par-

ticularly useful in inflaming the contentions that

distracted the councils of James VHL, for the direc-

tion of whose affairs there was a most violent stniggle

among his few followers. He had for his fellow-

traveller his cousin-german Sir John Maclean, well

known in the history of the intrigues of that time,

who, leaving him at Paris, was his precursor to the

court of St. Germains, whence in two days he
returned to conduct him into the presence of the

Duke of Perth, from whom he received private in-

structions how to conduct himself towards the queen.

The principal of these was to request of the queen that

she should not make known any part of what he
proposed to Lord Middleton, who, at the time, was
the rival of Lord Perth for the supreme direction

of their affairs, which might be said to lie chiefly in

sending out spies, fabricating reports, and soliciting

pensions. Nothing could be more agreeable to

Lovat, the very elements of whose being seemed to

be mystery, and with whom to intrigue was as natural

as to breathe. To work he went, exacted the

queen's promise to keep everything secret from.

Middleton; and by the aid of the Marquis de Torcy.

the Marquis Callieres, and Cardinal Gualterio, the

pope's nuncio, fancied himself sole administrator of

the affairs of Scotland. The queen herself was so

much pleased with the opening scene, that she glad-

dened the heart of Lovat by telling him she had
sent her jewels to Paris to be sold in order to raise

the 20,000 crowns he had told her were necessary'

for bringing forward his Highlanders in a properly

effective manner. But she was not long tnie to her

promise of secrecy; and Middleton at once depicted

Lovat as "the greatest traitor in the three kingdoms:"'

nor did he treat his fiivourite Highlanders with any

more respect, representing them as mere banditti,

excellent at plundering the Lowlanders and carrying

off their cattle, but incapal)le of being formed into

a regular corps that would look a well-appointed

enemy in the face. From this day forward Lovnt

seems to have fallen in the opinion of Mar\' d'Este.

who was a woman of rather superior talents, thougii

he seems to have gone on well with De Torcy, Cal-

lieres, and Gualterio, who found in him, as they

supposed, a very fit tool for their purpose of raising in

Scotland a civil war, without much caring whether
it really promoted the interests of James or not.

After much intriguing with Perth and Mid.iltlon,

as well as with the French ministry, Lovat otitained

a commission to visit Scotland in iJOj- ^'^'^^ rather

.as an emissary of the French government than an

accredited agent for James. Tiie object of the

French government was to have an immediate di-

version created in the Ilighlanils. and they furnished

his lord-hip with 60CO iranc.- (/'250) to defr.ay the

expenses of his journey, and a commission to be a

maior-general, with j-ower to rai>e trocjps and a] -

point ot'tieers. as he siiould lind needful. .\t the

same time, to be the wiliie.-s of his behavour. the>

j.)ined with him JmIiu Murray of Abercairney, :i

gentleman wlio (ni_;b.t to have been ashamed of sucii

a comj anion as Ijivat. and harl the address to send

lames Murrav, brotiier to Murrav of Stanliove, i-o
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as to be in Scotland at least a month before him,

where he told it openly that Lovat was on his way
as agent for the pope and the King of France, to

raise a civil war in Scotland, contrary to the positive

orders of the king and his mother the queen. Owing
to this and the well-known character of Lovat, many
of the Jacobites were shy of communicating with

him, though he certainly found a few willing to

dejjend upon his promises, and to enter into his pro-

jects. His principal object, however, most probably
was to see if there were yet any openings whereby
he might reconcile himself with the government,

and be allowed to take possession of the estate of

Lovat, the first and the last grand object of his

ambition. He accordingly threw himself in the way
of Queensberry, to whom he betrayed all—perhaps

more than he knew respecting his old friend Lord
Murray, now, by the death of his brother and the

queen's favour, Duke of Athol, and his associate in

politics, the Duke of Hamilton ; but his best friend

the Duke of Argyle dying at this time, he appears

to have obtained nothing more than a free passport,

and perhaps some promises in case of further dis-

coveries; and with this he passed again into France.

Having, while in London, fallen in with, or rather

been introduced to, a well-known Jacobite, William
Keith, and the well-known framer of plots, P'erguson,

who was shortly after taken up, the whole of his

transaction took air before he had time to reach

Paris. The companion of his travels, too. Sir John
Maclean, coming to England about the same time,

surrendered himself prisoner, and, in consideration

of obtaining his liberty and a small pension, laid

open the whole of Lovat's proceedings from first

to last, so that he was discovered to both courts at

the same time. The reader, however, if he supposes

that Lovat felt any pain at these discoveries, is in

a great mistake. They were unquestionably the

very events he wished, and from which he expected

to rise in worldly estimation and in wealth, wliich

is too often the chief pillar upon which that esti-

mation is founded. There was at this period,

among all parties, a thirst for emolument which was
perfectly ravenous, and scrupled at no means by
which it might attain its gratificatitjn. Of this

fatal propensity the present affair is a remarkable
instance. Lovat hacl received from King James
the present of his picture, which, with a com-
mission for a regiment of infantry, he had in-

closed in a box made for the jniriiose. This, on
leaving Scotland, he committed to his friend Camp-
bell of Glendaruel, to keep for him, and his back
v.-as scarcely turned when Glendaruel went to the

Duke of Alhol, and offered him the Ixjx, with its

contents, provided he would give him a company
in a regiment that was held by Campbell of I'inal),

and was worth about jCi'O a year, vhich he at

once obtained, and the box with its contents was
in a short time lodged in the hands of (Jueen

Anne. Lovat, in his memoirs, relates the transac-

tion, and exclaims against its treachery, though it

was wholly his own contrivance; the box being giveii

for the express purpose of procuring a [len^ion for

his frienrl, and giving .\nne and her ministers f)Cidar

demonstration of liis own importance.

On his arrival in ?"ranee Lord Lovat foimd tlie

Larl of Middleton and the exiled (pieen as much
opposed to him and his projects as ever, but he con-

tinued his assiduities witli the French courtiers, who
informed him that he might expect very so(mi to be

the first of tlie Scottish nobility, since he would be

called on to head the insurrection not only as a

general officer to King James, Ijut as a general cjfficer

in the army of 1" ranee; cvcrytliing necessary for the

success of the expedition—land forces, a squadron of
ships, arms, and ammunition—being already pre-

pared, and nothing remaining to be done but the form
of carrying it through the privy-council, which a day
or two would accomplish. In a day or two it was
proposed in the council, when the king himself de-

clared that, though he had the highest opinion of
the excellence of the proposed plan, the Queen of

England had positively refused to sign commissions
for her subjects to engage in it, and therefore, for

the present, it was necessary to lay it aside. This
was a sad blow to the hopes of Lovat; and being
always fond of letter-writing, he wrote a letter to

the queen, in which he told her that she had at one
blow overturned a project which he had sacrificed

his property and exposed his life to bring to perfec-

tion ; and he affirmed that, so long as her majesty
followed implicitly the advice of the people who
were at the head of the English parliament, Jesus
Christ would come in the clouds before her son
would be restored; and he concluded by saying,

that, for his own part, he would never draw a sword
for the royal cause so long as the regency was in her

majesty's hands.

In consequence of this letter Lord Lovat was, at

the queen's instance, imprisoned thirty-two days in a

dark dungeon, three years in the castle of Angouleme,
and seven years in the city of Saumur. In the mean-
time the project was not abandoned. Colonel Ilooke
succeeded to the part that Lovat had played or

attempted to play. A large armament, under Ad-
miral Forbin, was fitted out in the year 1708, and
in which James himself embarked and had a sight

of the Scottish shore, when, meeting with Admiral
Byng, and afterwards encountering a violent storm,

the whole was driven back upon the French coast

with great loss. In this expedition the friends of

Lovat had requested James to employ him, and they

had received the most determined refusal, which
finally, with the failure of the expedition, cut off all

his ho]ies from that quarter. What adiled greatly to

the bitterness of his reflections, the heiress of Lovat
was now married to Mr. Alexander Mackenzie (son

of Lord Prestonhall), who had assumed the title of

Fraserdale, with the estate of Lovat settled on him
for life, with remainder to the heirs of the marriage,

who were to bear the name of Eraser, and of which
there were already more than one. Thus circum-

stanced, he confessed that he "would not merely

have enlisted himself in the party of the house of

Hanover, which was called to the crown of Scotland,

England, and Ireland Ijy ?11 the states of the king-

dom, but with any foreign ])rincc in the universe

who would have assisted him in the attainment of

his just and laudable design of re-establishing his

family, and proclaiming to all Scotland the barbarous

cruelty of the court of St. Cicrmains." In this state

of mind he formed the resolution of escaping from

Saumur, in company with some English prisoners,

and throwing himself at the feel of the Dukes of

.Marlborough and Argyle, entreating them to inter-

jxise in his favour witli ( Hteen Anne. This design

circumstances |)rcvented him from executing, but he

transmitted on various occasions letters to the Duke
of ,\rg)le and otl'.ers of his fiiends upon wlunn he

siipjiosed he could dcj^cnd, stating the dctcrniiuation

he had cjme to, and requesting their go(jd offices to

effect his reconciliation with the queen. Scune of

these letters were returned to the court of St. Gcr-

niains, shown to the c<^urt of Lrance, and nearly oc-

casione'l his being shut u]) in the Ikistile for life.

He was very soon, hinvever, engaged in forming

another plan f<jr the invasion of .Scotland, in which

he expected to be employed; but the terrible cam-
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paigns of 17 10 and 171 1 put it out of the power of

the court of France to attend to anything beyond
domestic concerns; and the Marquis de la Fuziliere,

the princijial frienil he possessed at the French court,

dyinf, at the same time, rendered all his prospects in

that country hopeless. The conclusion of peace, and
the appointment of the Duke of Hamilton to represent

Queen Anne at the court of Versailles, filled him
with still more gloomy apprehensions, from which
he was not delivered till he read in the public papers

the fatal duel that had been fought between that

nobleman and Lord .Mohun, when he again took

courage, and applied once more to the French court

to be set at liberty. The ]ierson he employed, how-
ever, had no success; his character seemed to be los-

ing rather than gaining at that court, and he was ad-

vised to make his escape. Others, certain that the

king would be immediately restored by Anne and her

ministers, and was even now on the point of setting

out for Scotland to be at hand when wanted, assured

him that to depart for Scotland without his permis-

sion was only to rush upon inevitable destruction.

This seems to have filled him with great apprehen-

sion, and he laboured to be reconciled to the Pre-

tender with the greatest but the most fruitless industry,

till he was driven to utter despair by the death of

Queen Anne, and tidings that all the Jacobite clans

in the north were arming in behalf of James, who
had again and again declared that, without the con-

sent of the Duke of Athol, he would never hear of

his name. In this dilemma one of the Frasers arrived

to request his presence with the clan, and advising

him to join the party of Argyle, who was their old

friend, and the only one that was likely to be able to

afford them protection. lie had previously to this

written to Argyle, but does not seem to have had
any reply. He now despatched a trusty servant to

consult with him and Hay, Culloden, Grant, Kil-

ravock, and other of his old friends, who stated, that

if he could make his way safely to London, the

business was done. This at once determined him to

set out for England, taking the best precautions he
could to avoid being arrested. On the 1st of No-
vember, 1 7 14, after an imprisonment of ten years,

he arrived at Dover, where, on account of extreme
fatigue, he resteil for one night. He then by a jour-

ney of two days arrived safely in London.
Here his first care was to despatch his trusty friends

James and Alexander Eraser for the Earl of Hay
and Brigadier-general Grant. The brigadier lost not

a moment in waiting on him, expressed great joy to

see him safe and well, and assured him of every good
office in his power. Hay, on the contrary, expressed
considerable regret at his having quitted the provision

which, amid all the severe treatment he met with,

had been made for him in France, while in Englanrl
he had not even the security of his life; but he engaged
to bring his case before llie king and the prince that

very night, and to let him know the result next day.
The circumstances in which Lovat had thus ]:ilaced

himself were by no means pleasant. In .Scotland

there was a sentence of death in full force against
him, and a price set upon his head, while he had
nothing to rely upon but a precarious promise from
a few friends, wlio, after all, might neither have the
will nor the power to protect him. He was, how-
ever, too deeply embarked to draw back, and he dc-
terminetl, regardless of consequences, to throw him-
se'f upon the protection of the Duke of Argyle and
the l-"arl of Hay, to take no step in his affairs'but by
their direction, and to live and die in their service.
How happy ha;l it been for his lordship had he never
lost sight of this ]irudent determination ! Next dav
Hay informed him that he had spoken of his case

both to the king and the prince, who were well dis-

posed towards him, but, without some security for

his future loyalty, were not willing to grant him a

free pardon. It would therefore be necessary for

him to present an address to the king, signed by all

his friends who were well affected towards the

present government, and that, in this address, they

should enter into an engagement for his loyalty in

any sum the king pleased. Such an address as would
be pro]3er Hay promised to draw up, which he ac-

cordingly did two days after; and Lovat, by his trusty

friend James Eraser, immediately despatched it to

the north, with the following letter to his old friend

John Forbes of Culloden, who was at the time can-

vassing for the county of Inverness.

"Much honoured and dear .Sir,—The real friend-

ship that I know you have for my person and family

makes me take the freedom to assure you of my kind
service, and to entreat of you to join with my other

friends betwixt Spey and Ness to sign the address

the court requires in order to give me my remission.

Your cousin James, who has generously exposed him-
self to bring me out of chains, will inform you of all

the steps and circumstances of my affairs since he
saw me. I wish, dear sir, you were here; I am con-

fident you would speak to the Duke of Argyle and to

the Earl of Hay to let them know their own interest

and their reiterated promises to do for me. Perhaps
they may have sooner than they expect a most serious

occasion for my service. But it's needless now to

preach that doctrine to them, they think themselves

in ane infallible security. I wish they may not be
mistaken. However, I think it's the interest of all

those who love this government betwixt Spey and
Ness to see me at the head of my clan, ready to join

them, so that I believe none of them will refuse to

sign ane address to make me a Scotchman. I am
persuaded, dear sir, that you will be of good example
to them on that head. But secrecy, above all, must
be kept, without which all may go wrong. I hope
you will be stirring for the parliament, for I will ncit

be reconciled to you if you let Prestonhall outvote

you. Brigadier Grant, to whom I am infinitely

obliged, has written to Foyers to give you his vote,

and he is an ingrate villain if he refuses him. If I

was at home, the little pitiful barons of the Aird
durst not refuse you. But I am ho]ieful that the

news of my going to Britain will hinder Prestonhall

to go north, for I may meet him when he least thinks

of me. I am very impatient to see you, and to as-

sure you most sincerely how much I am, with love

and respect, right honourable," cVc.

The above is a fair specimen of Lovat's manner
and address in complimenting those whom he Im 1

an interest in standing well with. He had indecil

use for all his activity on this occasion. The secrecy

which he recommends was also very necessary, for

Fraserdale no sooner heard of his intention of coming
down to Scotland, which was only a few days ntltr

this, than he apj>lied to the lord -justice clerk for an

extract of the process and sentence against him, r.o

doubt with the intention of putting it in execution

before his friends should be able to interpose any
shield of legal authority in h.i- defence. All his

friends, however, esjiecially Culloden, were ]Mrticu-

larlv active. The address and bond of security to

the king was sjieetlily signed by all the Whig gentle-

men of consefjuence in the r.orth, and remitted to

Lord Ilav, who carried it to L<indon in the moiuli

of March. 171 >. Culloden. in the meantime, had,

through hi> brother Duncan Forbes, afterwards lord-

pre>ident, transmitted, to be presented liy Lord Ilav,

a most loyal address to the king, signed by the

Fraseis. w iih a tender of their clan to Arg\le as tlieir
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chief. This was intended to counterbalance the ad-

dress of the Jacobites that had been transmitted to

the Earl of Marr, but which he durst not present,

and to strengthen the interest of Argyle, which the

other was calculated to weaken. Through the oppo-

sition of the Duke of Montrose, however, who had
been gained over by Prestonhall and the Duke of

Athol, Lovat's business was protracted till tlie month
of July, 1715, when the news of the preparations of

the Pretender for an invasion of Great Britain, trans-

mitted by the Earl of Stair, then ambassador at Paris,

and the general ferment that prevailed through the

country had aroused the fears of the government.

Hay availed himself of these circumstances for turning

the attention of the English minister more particu-

larly to that too long delayed affair. The addresses

which had been obtained in his favour were then

given in to his majesty, whose gracious pardon he
obtained; and in October, making the best of his

way for the north, he was arrested by a loyal party

at Dumfries as a Jacobite. Referring for his char-

acter to the Marquis of Annandale, who happened
to be in the neighbourhood, and to whom he was
known, he was immediately set at liberty. Here he
volunteered his services to lead a party of the towns-

men in attacking the rebels in their quarters at Loch-
maben, but the attack, after it had been resolved on,

was abandoned through the prudent advice of the

Marquis of Annandale, who was afraid of the con-

sequences both to themselves and the good cause in

which they were engaged.

Leaving Dumfries, his lordship found his way into

the north, where the insurgents were nearly trium-

phant, being in possession of the whole country save

the shires of Sutherland, Ross, and Caithness, with

perhaps a detached castle or two in some of the

neighbouring counties. Among these was the castle

of Culloden. The Grants and tiie Munroes had also

been able in some measure to preserve their own ter-

ritories, but the rebels were everywhere around them
in great force. The first of Lovat's proceedings was
to hold a counsel with his general, as he long after

called him, Duncan Forbes, and his brother the

laird of Culloden, who was perhaps the most trust-

worthy man in the north, after which he went home,
where he was waited upon by a considerable nunilier

of Erasers, witli whom he marched for Stratherrick,

one of his estates, and by tlie way compelled the

clan Cliattan to lay down their arms and disperse to

their homes. Macdonald of Keppocli, too, who had
300 men asi^emljled on the braes of Al)ertarf, dis-

missed them the moment he was apprised of Lovat's
approac'a. At Strailicrrick he was waited u])on by
Eraser of F(jyers and Eraser of Culduthili, wilii

their retainers; and tu j^revent the Macd(jnal(ls from
reaching the other side (jf LdcIi Ness, he himself
crossed over at IJonat, and willi 200 picked men
marched, according to agreement, for Inverness hy
Kinmayles. CoI<jnel (irant, willi a number of his

own, Elcheiz's, and Knockandtnv's men, Cajilain

Grant with 300 Grants, and all tlie oilier gentlemen
engaged in tlie cnterjirise, were at the same lime ap-

prcxiching the northern cajjilal in <;rder to rescue it

from the hands of the rebels. For this end it was
proposed thai llie gentlemen of Moray, in conjunction

willi Lord I.ovat an<l the Grants, should set upon it

from the >ouili, while the Earl of Sutherlatnl, Lord
Rae, llie Munroe-., and the Ros.-.es should aitack it

<jii the norlh. ThebC latter gentlemen, liowever,

having >i)nie of tliem upwards of fifty miles to marcli,

beside.-> lerriei lo cro>^, it was not tiiought advisable

to wail fi)V them. Captain Arthur Rose, lirolher lo

Kilravock, \\-a> therefore ordered to enter the town,
wiiile those that were already come u^) proceeded to

invest it in the best manner they could. Lord Lovat,
with his detachment, was stationed on the west end
of the bridge; Captain Grant on the south side, to

enter by Castle Street; and the Moray lieutenants,

Kilravock, Letham, Brodie, Sir Archibald Campbell,
Dunphail, &c., were to attack the east part. The
attack was led on with great spirit by Captain Arthur
Rose, who was unfortunately killed pressing on in

the front of his men; and Sir John ^lackenzie, the

rebel governor, seeing himself about to be over-

powered, abandoned the place, escaping with his

men across the frith in a number of boats, which
but a few days before he had intended to destroy,

in order to cut off all communication by the ferry.

This was upon Saturday, the I2th of November,
the day before the battle of Sheriffmuir and the

surrender of Preston. Thus the rebels were com-
pletely broken in the north, and it was a triumph
obtained with very little loss. Much of the credit

of the achievement was given to Lovat, much more
indeed than was his due ; but he was in want of

something to elevate his character, and his friends

were willing to give him all advantages. The im-

mediate consequence of the honour he acquired on
this day was the desertion of 300 Erasers, who,
under Eraserdale, were in Marr's camp at Perth;

but now denying his authority to lead them, juit

themselves under the charge of Lord Lovat at Inver-

ness, where they remained till the rebellion was
finally put down by the Earl of Argyle and General

Cadogan. But there was another consequence not

very remote and of far greater importance; it secured

him at once in the estate and all the honours of Lovat,

which it had been the great object of his whole life

to compass, but which, without some such strange

event, joined to the false step of his rival in joining the

rebel standard, was most certainly for ever beyond
his reach. Prestonhall had married the heiress of

Lovat, in whose person, by a decree of the Court of

.Session, so far back as the year 1702, rested the

honours and dignity of Lovat. He had assumed in

consequence the name of Phraser and the title of

Eraserdale, and had a numerous offspring to inherit

as heirs of marriage the estate which he had so long

possessed, and had he maintained his loyalty, nothing

but a revolution, with singular folly on his own
part, could have disjwssessed him of the property.

Most fortunately for Lovat, when he arrived in the

north, Eraserdale was with the Earl of Marr at

Perth, and there was nothing to prevent him from

executing his purpose of taking immediate jiossession

of his estates, which he did before proceeding to act

vigorously in behalf of the government, every mem-
Ixr of which knew that such was the reward he ex-

pected. The fortunate issue of this his first action

too called forth all the natural arrogancy and pre-

sumption of hi.-, character. \Ve find him in the en-

suing March, only four short months after, writing

to Duncan P'orbes in the fijllowing style:
—"My dear

general, I send ycni the inclosed letter from the i;anie

of .Macleod, which 1 hope you will make good use

of, for it's most certain I ke|)l the Maeleods at home,
which wasconsitlerable service done the government."
How had he ke])t the Maeleods at home, when the

rebellion was at its height liefore it was so much as

known if ever he would l)e allowed to enter it? Put

he goes on to s[)eak of his own achievements still

more hoastingly, and of tlie recalling of .\rgyle,

which, he s.avs, has made him sick. "I ho])e, my
dear general, you will take a start to London to ser\e

his grace and do something f )r )-our jxjor old cor-

jKjral (meaning himself); ami if you suffer (jlengarn,',

I'raserdale, or the Chish(jlni to be pardoned, I will

never carry a niusket a:nmore under votir coniniaiid.
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though I should be oljligcd to go to Afric. How-
ever, you know how obedient I am to my general's

orders; you forgot to give the order signed by you
and the other deputes to meddle with Fraserdale's

estate for the king's service. I entreat you send it

me, for is afraid to meddle without authority."

How his lordship wished Fraserdale to find no mercy
is obvious from what is above stated; but why should

(ilengarry and the Chisholm find none for the very

same reason ? Their estates lay contiguous to those

of Fraserdale; and if they could be all escheated to

the king, why might not Lovat for his own extraor-

dinary services have got all the three as well as one?
Fraserdale was escheated, and Lovat had only to

wait till the month of August, when a grant passed

his majesty's privy-seal of Scotland "for the many
brave and loyal services done and performed to his

majesty by Simon Lord Lovat, particularly for the

zeal and activity he showed in suppressing the late

unnatural rebellion in the north of Scotland, and for

his known affection to his majesty's person and
government, giving, granting, and disponing the

escheat of all goods, gear, debts, and sums of money,
jewels, gold, silver, coined or uncoined, utensils and
domecills, horse, nolt, sheep, corns, cattle, bonds,

obligations, contracts, decreets, sentences, compro-
mitts, and all other goods and gear escheatable,

which belonged to Alexander Mackenzie of Fraser-

dale, together with the said Alexander Mackenzie
his life-rent escheat of all lands, heritages, tenements,

annual rents, tacks, steadings, rooms, possessions,

as also ;^50O of sterling money, fallen in the king's

hands by the said sentence," ii.c.

This was certainly an abundant reward, though
Lovat had been a much better man, and his services

more ample than they really were. It was nothing
more, however, than he expected, and it excited no
gratitude, nor did it yield anything like content.

Fraserdale's plate he had attempted to secure, but it

fell into the hands of General Wightman, who, it

was at the time remarked, had a happy knack of

keeping what he got. However, he engaged to re-

turn it, Lovat paying him the one half in money, the

whole being only valued at ;i^i50 sterling. In the

month of A]iril he was, on his own request, allowed
to come to London, to look after all those great af-

fairs that were then going on; and his mode of writ-

ing about them gives a curious view of a worldly
man's morality:— "I want," he says to his friend

Duncan Forbes, "but a gift of the escheat to make
me easy. But if it does not do, you must find some
pretence or other that will give me a title to keep
possession, cither by the tailie my lord provost has,

or by buying off some creditors; in short, you must
make a inan of it one way or other."' lie was also

at this time on tlie eve of his marriage with Margaret
Grant, daughter of Ludovick Grant, of Grant; and
his moral feeling on this subject is equally interesting

to that which regarded the estate of Lovat:— "I spake
to the duke and my Lord Hay about my marriage,
and told them that one of my greatest motives to

the design, was to secure the joint interest of the
north. They are both fully for it, and Argyle is to

speak of it, and propose it to the king. But Hay
desired me to write to you, to know if there would
be any fear of a pursuit of ailherence from the other
]ierson (the dowager of Lovat), which is a chimerical
business, and tender fear for me in my dear Hay.
But when I told him that the lady denied before the
ju-tice court that I had anything to do with her, and
that the pretended marriage had been declared null,

which Hay says should l)e done by tlie commissaries
only; yet when I told him that the minister and
v,-i:nessjs n-cro all dcti'., who had been at the pre-

tended marriage, he was satisfied they could make
nothing of it, though they would endeavour it.

However, I entreat you, write to me or Mr. Stewart
a line on this head, to satisfy my Lord Hay's scruple."

This puts an end to all doubt respecting the rape
charged upon his lordship, of which he had often

before, and did often again declare, that he was as

innocent as the child unborn. All was now, how-
ever, forgiven; the Duke of Arg)le wrote in his fa-

vour to the (irants, recommending the match, and
in the course of the next year he obtained the young
lady for his bride.

Lovat might now have been, if worldly success

could make any man so, a very happy man. He
had been, for many years, an exile and a prisoner,

proscribed at home and abroad, and alike odious to

both parties in the state, and both claimants of the

crown. He had ventured home at the hazard of his

life, had obtained the grace of the reigning prince,

the countenance of all his friends, possession of the

inheritance of his fathers, two honourable commis-
sions among his countrymen, a young and beautiful

wife, and a handsome jiension
;
yet he was the same

as before, querulous and discontented.

In the beginning of the year 1717 we find him re-

suming the subject of the grant, and he requests

Duncan Forbes to employ Sir Waller Pringle, an<l

any one else he pleases, and consult together of some
legal way for his keeping possession of his estate;

"for," says he, "I must eitlier keep violent posses-

sion, which will return me my old misfortunes, or I

must abandon the kingdom and a young lady whom
my friends have engaged me to marry. So, my dear
general, I beg you may give me some prospect of

not being again forced to leave the kingdom, or to

fight against the king's forces. The one or the other

must be, if I do not find any legal pretence of pos-

sessing the estate but by this gift." -Vnd all this was
because a Mr. Murray or a Lord Murray had made
a motion in the House of Commons for a redeem-
ing clause to be added in favour of Fraserdale's lady,

which occasioned a few hours' debate, and was im-

proved for making remarks on Lord Lovat's char-

acter and conduct, but at last came to nothing.

Perhaps he was also a little disturbed by the move-
ments of the Spanish court in f'av(jur of James, which
were still more contem]Uible than any party motion
that ever was made in the House of Commons.

For a number of years after this Lovat was fully

occupied with the legal campaigns which he carried

on under the direction of Duncan Forbes, for the

final settlement of the Lovat estate, during all whicii

time the affairs of the Pretender gave him no trouble;

nay, they seem to have been totally forgotten. After

the lapse of a number of years, however, when he
had got everything secured in his own way. we then

find him again treating with the Pretender for a

generalship and a dukedom, and all his old unea<;-

nesses returning upon him. Having no more trj ex-

pect from his "dear general" the lord-presiilent,

he ceased to correspond with him; and on the break-

ing up of the lilack Watch, one of the ci.>miianies of

which had belonged to iiim. he withdrew his affec-

tions entirely from the existing government, and

became ready once more to act f u" llie exiled family

of Stuart.

The nation was now involved in war; and tlie

friends of the Pretender, stirred u]i by the emissaries

of the court of France, which protected him for no

other purpo^e than to make hi:n a tool on such oc-

casi(3ns— l)egan to be>tir themselves. Lovat. whose
political vie""- \\'ere very limited, never douljted but

that 1-" ranee had at all times the priwer to re^tore the

Preieii'-ler. if >lie ha 1 iutt the will; and riow tliat l;er
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])roniises were so magnificent, he fell at once into

the snare, and was the tirst to sign, in the year 1740,
that association which brought entire ruin upon the

cause, and nearly all that hatl connected themselves

with it. Still he acted upon the old principle : he
stipulated that he was to have a patent creating him
a duke, and a commission constituting him lieutenant

of all the Highlands, and of course elevating him
above even the great Argyle.

Though Lovat had now committed himself, and
was fairly in the way of "having all his old troubles

returned upon him," common sense, as in most cases,

dill not forsake him all at once. He was employed
in making preparations for the new scenes of gran-

deur that to his heated fancy lay before him, but he
ilid not run the hazard of disappointment by any ridi-

culous parade, or any weak attempts prematurely

to realize them. When Prince Charles landed at

Boradale, accompanied, not, as had been agreed
upon with the association at the head of which
Lovat had unfortunately placed his name, by 13,000
men with all necessary equipments, l>ut with seven

persons and a few domestics, his friends were per-

fectly astonished, and none of them more so than
Lovat. Accordingly, wlien he received Lochiel's

letter stating tliat Charles was come, and that he had
brought the papers stipulated upon, viz. the patent

for the dukedom and the general's commission,
Lovat returned a cold and general answer, that he
might rely upon what he had promised. Lochiel,

however, being led to take part in the enter])rise,

drew in some of his neighbours, and when the

gathering had begun, who could tell where it would
end? It might be at last successful, and all who had
been backward at the outset might expect no mercy
in tlie end. .Still Lovat was cautious. He only

sent one of his distant relations, "mad Tom of

Gortuleg," to meet Charles at Invergarry, and to

advise him to come by Stratherrick to Inverness,

and by the time he reached tlie latter place Sir

Alexander Macdonald and Macleod would have
time to come up ; besides, he might expect to Ije

there joined by the Grants, the Mackenzies, and the

Mackintoslies. These were all engaged to come for-

ward as well as Lovat, who was now, from a num-
ber of circumstances, doubtful of their constancy,

and, while he jireserved the character of a leader,

wished to see them all committed before he began
to play his ])art. All hisyf/zc'xrr, however, was of no
avail. Charles took other advice. .Sir Alexander
Macdonald, and his ]X)werruI neiglibour Macleod,
stood entirely aloof; and to crc^wn all, his "dear
general," the lonl-president, to whom he cnved all

that he possessed in the W(jrld, and to whose acute
jjowers <){ percejition he was no stranger, became
his next-door neighbour, with the almost avowe<l

purpose of watching hi^ every action. All these

circumstances reduced him to the necessity of acting

with the utmost caution, and at the same time sul)-

jected him to the mo-,t tormenting anxiety. lli>

jirei^arations for joining the Pretender he dared not

entirely suspend, lest some inferior neighbour might
ri-e to that pre-eminent place in the ]iriiice'-> favour,

which, in case he were succe>>.ful, it was the dearest

wish of his soul tf) occupy, and he knew ni)l how to

jiroceefl, lest he might stand fairly committed, and
be compelled to abide by the consequences. lie

Cii I, howuvcr, what he could: he com])elled his son

to leave his studies with a view to make him the

lea'ier of his clan; and he employed, in an underhand
way, his dependants to bring all matters connectcfl

witli tile expedition into a state of forwardness, while
he himself wrr^te letters to the lord-i)resident, filled

with lamentations for his iml)ap[)y country, and his

more unhappy situation, as having to do with such
mad people, and such an untoward and ungratelul

son. After the brilliant affair at Gladsmuir, how-
ever, when he saw "that as sure as God was in the

heavens, the mad young man would prevail," he took
a little more courage, and sent to congratulate him
on the victory, and to say that, being an old man, he
could not come himself with 5000 men, as he had
originally intended, but that he would send his son,

which he hoped would be regarded the same as if

he had come himself. As the course of events seemed
to favour or frown upon the attempt, his lordship's

conduct continued to be more ojkmi, or more con-

cealed, till Lord Loudon found it to be his duty to

take him into custody. Still, as he appeared unde-
cided, and but few of his men had gone south, and
it was hoped he might still countermand them, his

confinement was only nominal. In an evil hour he
made his escape from Lord Loudon, and, when it

was utterly useless, threw the whole weight of his

influence into the rebellion. The master of Lovat
had a share in the affair of I-"alkirk, but was only

coming up with his reinforcements lo join the army
of Charles, when he met it, totally routed, a few
miles from the fatal field of Culloden. On the

evening of that fatal day Lovat was jietrified with

the first and the last sight he ever had of Charles.

This was at Gortuleg, where the unfortunate prince

arrived about sunset, a miserable fugitive, accom-
panied by his Irish counsellors, Sheridan, Sullivan,

O'Neil, and his secretary John Hay. Lovat, on be-

ing told of his approach in this forlorn condition,

poured forth against him the bitterest execrations,

as having brought utter ruin on the house of Lovat,

and on the entry of his unexpected visitant he is

said to have run about the house in a state of distrac-

tion, calling upon his domestics to chop off his aged
head. Charles, however, who possessed the art of

flattery in great perfection, soothed him by the pro-

mise of another and better day with the elector, ol)-

serving, at the same time, that he hnd already had
two, while the elector had but one. That one, how-
ever, unluckily for him and Lovat, was better than

all the days either of them had seen, or were ever

again to see. Put the joke satisfied the old man;
supper was hastily jjrepared, as hastily eaten, and
at ten o'clock Charles changed his dress, and bade
his entertainer an everlasting farewell.

Lovat had now abundance of leisure to reflect upc'n

his folly in rejecting the sound advice of his friend

the lord-president; but as he could have little hope
of being again pardoned, he studied to prolong his

liberty and life in the best manner he coidd, first by
proposing a mountain camjiaign, ^\hich was found

impracticable, and then by betaking himself to the

fastnesses of his country, with which he was will

ac(|uainted. l''rom one of these retreats he had the

misery of seeing his house of Castledow nie laid in

ashes, and his estates everywhere plundered, the

cattle rlriven off, the shielings set on fue, and the

miserable inmates driven to tlic mountains. He hail

als(j the misfortune to see it given over by commis-
sion from the Duke of (Cumberland to James l''rnser

(jf Castle Cidlen for the behoof <>( ihe government,

which, considering what it had cost him, nncl the

value he set uiion it, nnist have Ijcen worse than

many deaths. As he had been so long a cons])icuous

character, and one of the most active movers of this

rebellion, the search after him was continued witli

the utmost keenness and perseverance, and he \\as

at last found upon an island in Loch Morar, where
he was living comfortaljly with Macdonald of .Morar,

the proprietor of the island, without any susjiicion

I

(jf being found out, having carried all the boats
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upon the loch into the island, and being at a con-

siderable distance from the sea. Information, how-
ever, having been Obtained, Captain Ferguson, of

his majesty's ship Furnace, sailed round till directly

opposite the island, when the men-of-war boats were

carried overland and launched into the loch. Most
of those that were upon the island fled by their

boats and escaped; but Lovat, being totally lame,

was unable to escape in this manner. He was,

however, carried upon his bed into the woods, and
was not found till after a search of three days.

Being in no condition to make any resistance, he

surrendered himself at once, delivered up his arms
and his strong box, was carried aboard Captain

Ferguson's ship, and brought round to Fort-William,

where he wrote a letter to the Duke of Cumberland
boasting of the extraordinary services he had per-

formed for his family, of the great kindnesses he

had then met with, and of the vast benefits he was
still capable of bestowing, should he be made a par-

ticipant of the royal mercy. Of this letter the duke
took no notice, but he treated him with much kind-

ness. A litter having been provided for him, he

was brought to Fort-Augustus on the 15th of June,

1746. On the 15th of July he was sent to Stirling

Castle, where he remained some days. From
.Stirling he was sent to Edinburgh, and thence by
Berwick to London, the journey being divided into

twenty stages, one only of which he was required to

travel in a day. In this easy way he reached Barnet

on the 14th of August, and on the 15th, the Friday

before the execution of the Lords Kilmarnock and

Balmerino, he arrived in London. On his way to

the Tower he passed the scaffold that had been

erected for the execution of those noblemen, which
he looked at with some emotion, exclaiming, " Ah I

is it come to this!" When brought to the Tower
he was received by General Williamson and con-

ducted to the apartment prepared for him, where,

as his trial ditl not come on till the beginning of

next year, he had abundance of leisure to contem-

plate the ruin he had brought upon himself and his

house by indulging a most insatiable avarice and a

ridiculous ambition. He, however, took possession

of his dreary habitation with a degree of fortitude

and an equanimity of mind worthy of a better man
and a better cause.

On the nth of December he was impeached of

high treason by the House of Commons, a committee
of which was appointed to draw up the articles and
prepare evidence. He was subsequently brought to

the bar of the House of Lords and the articles read

to him. On this occasion his lordship made a long

speech, in which he expressed the highest esteem
for his majesty and all the royal family, enumerating
at great length the many services he had performed
for them during the rebellion in 1715, and singular

flavours bestowed upon him in return by the late

king and his ministers. He then enlarged with great

eloquence upon his age and infirmities, particularly

his deafness, in consequence of which he said he had
not heard one word of the charges preferred against

him. They were of course reacl over to him again,

when he presented a petition praying that he might
have a copy of them, and that counsel and solicitors

might be assigned him. He also acquainted their

lordships that his estate had been taken forcible pos-
session of, in consequence of which he had nothing
either to support him or to bear the expenses of his

t'ial. Their lordships gave orders that he should
be allowed the income of the estate for his subsist-

ence. He also petitioned for his strong box, Init

this was refused. On this day his lordship displayed
great ability and excited considerable sympathy.

On the 13th of January, 1747, his lordship was
again placed at the bar, and gave in an answer to

the articles of impeachment, every one of which he
denied. After making a very long speech, his trial

was fixed for February the 23d. He was this day
carried back to the Tower amid the hissings and
execrations of a vast mob that attended him. In

consequence of a petition from his lordship, his trial

was put off till the 5th, and on a second petition till

the 9tli of March, on which day [Monday] it com-
menced, and was continued till Thursday the 19th,

when it was concluded, his lordship having been
found guilty by a unanimous vote of his peers, by
the lord-chancellor pronouncing upon him the awful

sentence of the law.

To give any particular account of this trial would
be to give a history of the rebellion. Suffice it to

say that on Wednesday, the sixth day occupied by
his trial, his lordship read his defences, which were
drawn up with all that sarcastic shrewdness for

which he was remarkable, and displayed his talents

to very great advantage. After being sentenced

the old man made a short sj^eech, begging their

lordships to recommend him to his majesty's mercy.

Turning to the commons at the same time, he said,

that he hoped the worthy managers, as they were
stout, would be merciful. Going from the bar he
added, "My lords and gentlemen, God Almighty
bless you all. I wish you an everlasting farewell,

for we shall never all meet again in one place."

Though he was sentenced on the 19th of March,
there were no orders issued respecting his execution

till the 3d of April, when it was fixed for the 9th

of that month. He had been in the meantime to

all appearance perfectly at his ease, and indifferent

alike to life or death. Being importuned to petition

his m.ajesty for a pardon, he replied he ^^'as so old

and infirm that his life was not worth asking. He
presented, however, a petition for the life of his son,

who was a prisoner in the castle of Edinburgh, and
who had been drawn into the rebellion solely by his

counsels. The notification of his death he received

with perfect composure, drank a glass of wine to

the health of the messenger who brought it, and en-

tertained him for a considerable time with a most
cheerful conversation, assuring him that he would
not change situations with any prince in Europe.

Next day he talked freely of his own affairs, and
took praise to himself for having been concerned in

all the schemes that had been formed in behalf of

the Stuarts since he was fifteen years of age, and
boasted that he never betrayed a private man nor a

public cause in his life. He added, }ierhaps with

more truth, tliat he never shed a drop of blood wirh

his own hand, nor ever struck a man exce]it one

young nobleman [meaning, we suppose, Lord hor-

trose in a public meeting at Invenies-] whom lie

caned for his impertinence and imjiict}'. (3n tlie

Sabbath he talked of his family, and slimvcd to his

attendants a letter he had written 10 hi-^ son in a

style affectionate and pious, breathing the resignation

of a martyr. Being asked this day ~<ime que.-tion

about his religion, lie answered thai he w as a Roman
Catholic, and would die in tliat fiith. WedneMJay,

the day before his execution, he awoke early and

prayed for a considerable time witit great fervency,

but was very merry during the day. talking generally

of public affairs, particularly of tlie bill that was

in its progress through ]\irl;ament for abolishing

heritable jurisdictions, which he liighly reprobated.

Thursdav, the day of his execution, he awoke aboitt

three in the morning, and [)rayed with great fervour.

At five b.e rose, called as usual for a glass oi wire

and water, and, beii'.g ijlaced in his chair, sat and
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read till seven, when he called for another such re-

freshment. The barber shortly after brought him
his wig, which he found fault with for not being

powdered so deeply as usual, saying that he went to

the block with pleasure, and if he had a suit of velvet,

would put it on for the occasion. He then ordered

a purse to put money in for the executioner, which,

when brought, was not to his taste, "yet he thought

no man could dislike it with ten guineas in it." At
nine he called for a plate of minced veal, of which
he ate heartily, and afterwards in wine and water

drank the healths of several of his friends. In the

meantime the crowd was collecting on Tower Hill,

where about ten o'clock the fall of a scaffold con-

verted many idle spectators into real mourners,

upwards of twenty persons being killed and a vast

number maimed. Lovat, it is said, made the remark
that ''the more mischief the better sport." About
eleven the sheritT came to demand the body, and he
was conducted to a house near the scaffold, where
he delivered to his lordship a paper, saying he might
give the word of command when he pleased and he
would obey. He then said a short prayer, desired

that his clothes might be given to his friends along

with his body, took a little brandy and bitters, and
was conducted to the scaffold, in going up to which
he looked round him and exclaimed, "God save us!

why should there be such a bustle about taking off

an old gray head, that can't get up three steps with-

out two men to support it?" Observing one of his

friends very much dejected, his lordship clapped him
on the shoulder, saying, "Cheer up, man, I am not

afraid: why should you?" On the scaffoiil the first

object of his attention was the executioner, to wliom
he gave his purse with ten guineas, bidding him do
his work well. He then felt the edge of the axe,

saying he believed it would do, looked at his coffin,

on which was written "Simon Dominus Fraser de
Lovat decollat. April 9, 1747, a^tat. sua: 80," and
sitting down in a chair set for him, repeated from
Horace,

' Dulce ct decorum est pro patria mori,"

and from (Jvid,

" Nam genus et proavos et qua: non fcciinus ipsi

Vix ea nostra voco."

He then said a short ]5raycr, called for his solicitor,

William Fraser, to whom he gave his gold-headed
cane and his hat, and requested him to see that the

executioner did not touch his clothes. ]Jeing un-

dressed he kneeled to the block, gave the signal in

half a minute, and the executioner at one blow
severed his head from his boily.

Thus died Simon Lord Lo\at, one of the most
extraordinary characters recorded in Scottish history.

He was posse>-sL-d of g(j(jd natural talents, which,
considering tlie age in which he lived, and the

trfjuhled life he led, liad l)een considerably cultivated,

but he was totally (le>litute of that wliich alone con-

stitutes true dignity of character—moral worth. His
private character, as may well be conceived from

what we have detailed of his jniblic one, was vicimis,

his ajjpetites coarse, and liis ])leasur(_-s low and un-

scrupulous. He had, however, seen much of the

world, i)o.^^es>ed great a(l(lre>^, and when he had a

jiurjrjse to serve, ould make himself
] peculiarly

a^Teealile. I'ew men have ever been so very foi-

tunate, and as few have recklessly thrown their good
fortune from them. ".V ])rotracted course of wicked-
ness," one writer has remarked, "seems at la-^t to

have iinjiaired hi^ natural shrewdness; he digged a

])it into wliicli he himself fell, Sjjread a snare with

his own hands in wliich he was caught, and in llie

just juilginent (A' (i-jd his lioary hairs came to llie

grave w:tli hi jod."

Besides his early affair with the dowager of Lovat,
his lordship was twice married, first to Margaret,
daughter to the laird of Grant, and secondly to

Primrose, daughter to John Campbell of Mamore.
This latter marriage was singularly unfortunate, and
after the most unheard-of barbarities exercised upon
the lady, his lordship was under the necessity of

granting her a separate maintenance. By his first

wife he had three children, two sons and one
daughter; and by the second one son, who even-

tually succeeded to the estate of Lovat.

FULTON, George, the author of an improved
system of education, was born February 3, 1752.
He served an apprenticeship to a printer in Glasgow,
and afterwards worked as journeyman with Mr.
Willison of Edinburgh. He also jiractised his pro-

fession for a time at Dumfries. In early life he
married the daughter of Mr. Tod, a teacher in

Edinburgh. His first appearance as a teacher was
in a charity-school in Niddry's Wynd, which he
taught for twenty pounds a year. There an ingeni-

ous and original mind led him to attempt some im-

provements in \ hat had long been a fixed, and, we
may add, sluggish art. Adopting his ideas partly

from the system of Mr. Sheridan, and partly from
his late profession, he initiated his pupils with great

care in a knowledge of the powers of the letters,

using movable characters pasted on pieces of wood
(which were kept in cases similar to those of a com-
positor in a printing-house), the result of which was,

a surprising ]n-oficiency generally manifested by his

scholars, both in the art of spelling and in that of

pronouncing and reading the English language.

Having thus given full proof of his qualifications

as an instructor of youth, Mr. Fulton was appointed
l)y the town-council one of the four teachers of

English under the patronage of the city corporaticm,

in which situation he continued till about the year

1790, when a dispute with the chief magistrate in-

duced him to resign it, and set up on his own ac-

count. He then removed from Jackson's Close in

the old town to more fashionable apartments in

Hanover Street, where he prospered exceedingly ffir

more than twenty years, being more especially

patronized by Thomas Tod, h^sq., and Mr. Ramsay
of Barnton. In leaching grammar and elocution,

and in conveying to his jnipils correct notions of

the analogies of our language, Mr. Fulton was quite

unrivalled in his day. Many teachers from other

fjuarters became his pupils, and were successful in

]M-0]iagating his system; and he had the honour
to teach many of the most tlistinguished speakers of

the day, both in the pulpit and at the bar. During
the long course f)f his professional life he was in-

defatigable in his endeavours to im]irove his method
and simplify his notation; and the residt of his

studies was eml)odied in a jirtjnouncing dictionary,

which was introduced into almost all the schools of

the kingdom.
Mr. J''uIton was an eminent instance of the union

of talent witli frugal and virtuous habits. Having
realized a considerable fortinie l)y teaching, he re-

signed his school t(j his nephew .Mr. .\ndrew
Knight, and for the last twenty years of his life

enjosed otuini nun dr^uitatc at a jileasanl villa called

Summerfield (near Newhaven), which he ]>urchased

in 1S06. In the year 1820 Mr. Fulton married, for

the second wife. Miss I'diza Stalker, Init had no
chihlren by either connection. He died Sei)teniljer

I, 1831, ill the eightieth year of his age.

FULTON, John. While the records r,f luimble

life abouiii! with the names of self-lauL'lit L'cniuses in
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poetry, languages, and the fine arts, the list of those

who have distinguished themselves by their profici-

ency in the exact sciences and skill in their practical

application, is very limited. And for this the diffi-

culty of learning astronomy or mathematics not only

without instructors but without the necessary imple-

ments, will sulhciently account. Of the few, how-
ever, who contrived to surmount such obstacles, the

name of John Fulton may claim an honourable

place.

He was the eldest son of a shoemaker in the village

of Fenwick, Ayrshire, and was born there in 1800.

His education at the parish school was confined to

the ordinary acquirements of reading and writing,

after which he took his jilace upon the shoemaker's
stall, and followed the craft of his father. Wliile

thus employed, however, his studies showed that he
was fit for something better than the mechanical oc-

cupation of making and cobl)ling shoes; and after a

course of self-teaching in astronomy and mechanics
he constnicted a planetary machine, which was so

highly appreciated that it was purchased by the Phi-

losophical Society of Kilmarnock. At a later period

he took a principal part in the construction of a small

gaswork, and made a velocipede for a lame lad in

Fenwick. He also studied botany chiefly by way of

recreation, and made in it no mean proficiency. But
his principal study still continued to be the science

of astronomy, in which his chief aim was to con-

struct a complete orrery. To this laborious and
complicated task lie addressed himself wlien scarcely

more than twenty-two years of age, with scanty

means and limited time and opportunity—and after

ten years of earnest application the task was accom-
plished. This orrery, a wonder of mechanical and
scientific c;euius cjminLj from the hands of a vilh:'e

shoemaker, was exhibited in the principal towns of

Scotland and England, and at Edinburgh the talents

of Fulton were acknowledged by the presentation to

him of the medal of the Society of Arts for Scotland,

of the value of ten sovereigns.

After this achievement the scientific mechanist was
to find a sphere and an occupation better suited to

his studies and pursuits; for he went to London and
entered into the em])loy of Mr. Bates, the mathema-
tical instrument maker to King William IV. In

this establishment he distinguished himself by his

ingenuity and skill in the more delicate parts of the

profession, especially in making balances for the

royal mint, and theodolites for the Pacha of Egypt.
But his restless inquiring mind did not confine itself

to the exact sciences, or the falirication of those in-

struments which their a])plication demands: he was
also a self-taught student of languages, and made
himself an excellent Greek, French, Italian, antl

Cierman scholar, without the instructions of a master.

It was a love of learning for its own sake; and while

he was becoming so ripe a scholar both in science

and literature, that tlie halls of a university might
have been proud to receive him, he was contented

with his present position, and also with his wages as

a workman, which ranged only from z^s. to 30^. a

week. But this literary application, which would
have been enough for a man's entire time, instead of

his occasional hour of relaxation, began to tell upon
the health and brain of poor Fulton; and although

he had been of a robust constitution, he broke do\\ u

when he had only completed his fiftieth year. In

185 1 he had to be removed to St. liartholomew's

Hospital, and there, after kind treatment, he was
able in the following year to return to his native

Fenwick, where he died in 1S53.

G.

GALL, Richard, a poet of considerable merit,

was the son of a notary in the neighbourliood of

Dunbar, where he was born in December, 1776.

He received a limited education at Haddington, and
at the age of eleven was apprenticed to his maternal

uncle, who was a house-carpenter and builder. A
decided repugnance to this mechanical art induced

him soon after to aljandon it and enter the business

of a printer, which was only a degree more suitable

to his inclinations, from its connection witii litera-

ture, to which he was already much attaclied. In

the course of an ajjprenticeship to .Mr. David Ram-
say, the liberal ami enlightened iirinter of tlie EJiv.-

hitr^Ji Evening Coiiraiit, he made great advances in

knowledge, and began at length to attempt the com-
l)osition of poetry in the manner of Burns. At the

expiry of his time he had resolved to abandon even
this more agreeable profession, as affording him too

flight opportunities of cultivating his mind, wlicn

iortunately he obtained tlie appointment of travelling

clerk to Mr. Ramsay, an employment whicli ])n)-

niised him much (jf that leisure for literary recreation

of which he was so desirous. He continued to act

in this capacity till his death by abscess in his breast,

May ID, iSoi, %\lien he wanted .still some monihs to

complete his twenty-fiUh year.

In tlie course of his brief career Mr. (iail had se-

cured. l)y his genius aiul modest manners, the friend-

sliip of various literary characters of considerable
etninence. in particular Mr. Alexander Murray, after-

wards professor of oriental languages; Mr. Thomr.s
Campbell, author of the rU-asHrcs of Hope; and Mr.
Hector Macneill, author of many admired poems in

the Scottish dialect. His own poetical remains were
published in 1819, in one small volume, and include

some pieces which have retained their place in the

body of our popular poetry, though in general they

are characterized by a tameness of thought and lan-

guage which will for ever jirevent their author from
ranking in the same class w itii Fergusson, Kamsay,
and Burns.

GALLOWAY, Sir ARCinr.Ai.in K.C.B., an

approved soldier and excellent writer, was born at

Perth in 17S0, and was the son of Mr. James (iall-

way of that city. Having chosen arms for his pro-

fession, and India iVir his destination, Arehiljaid

Galloway was nominated a cadet in 1799, and aji-

pointed to tlie 5Sth native iiifar.try. of wliich l.e

finally became colonel in 1S36. iHniiig this long

period of military service in India, extending over

thirty-five years, lie was ]iresent in several engage-

ment's, as well as six sieges and seven .-t(M-ms, in f >ur

of which he took a very active sl-.are. When Delhi,

defended l)y a handful of Britisli tniojis. maintaine'l

itself against a besieging army of 70.CXX) men and

130 pieces of eaiv.ion. ( iallow.iy was one of the bra\e

defenilcrs, and fullv sharei! in the honours of th.at

reniarkaiile resi-ta:icc. 1 !e was also pre~i;r.l at tl:e

sicj^e of r-I'.'.-.rtiM,re. Cimducted liv Lur^i Lake. Cap-
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tain Galloway's post on that occasion was especially

the post of danger, for it was that of the sappers

—

a corps so constantly under the enemy's fire, and so

frequently employed in the most perilous operations

during the siege, that all its officers, and most of its

men, were either killed or wounded. On two occa-

sions he headed it in the attack as part of the forlorn

hope, and on the last he was dangerously wounded.
Besides active services, which are too numerous to

specify, and in which his share was that of a fearless,

indefatigable, and skilful inferior officer, he was em-
ployed on important commissions on the staff, and
for several years held high charges in India in the

military engineer department, the last of which was
that of member of the Military Board under its

new constitution, to which he was appointed by the

governor-general, Lord William Bentinck. In this

responsible office he so ably acquitted himself as to

be honoured, at his departure from India, with the

highest approval of the governor-general in council.

General Galloway's various services, during his mili-

tary career, were also publicly acknowledged by
several of our Indian commanders-in-chief upon nine

different occasions—by the supreme government of

India on twenty-one, and by the court of directors and
superior authorities in England on eleven—making
an amount of distinction sufficient to show that he
only required a separate command, and an oppor-

tunity, to raise his name to the highest rank in the

annals of our Anglo-Indian warfare.

In authorship General Galloway also obtained a

distinction which will perhaps outlast the remem-
brance of his soldiership. At a time when such

knowledge was most needed by our military gover-

nors and civilians in the East, he wrote a commen-
tary on the MahoDU'tan Law, and another on the

Law, Constitution, and Government of Lndia. He
also wrote a work on Lndian Siei^es, which was so

highly esteemed that it was reprinted by the couit

of directors, and used as a text-book in their mili-

tary college, as well as distributed for general use

throughout our Indian army. In addition to these

he was author of several military treatises. lie was
nominated a Companion of the Bath in 1838, and a

Knight Commander in 184S; and liesides these public

honours, he was elected a director of the ICast India

Company in 1S46, and officiated as its chairman in

1S49. llis death, which was sudden, being after a

few hours' illness, occurred at his house, 18 UpfJer
Ilarley Street, on the 6th of April, 1850.

GALT, Joirv. This pfjpular novelist and multi-

farious writer was born at Irvine, in .\yrshire, on the

2d of .May, 1779, and was the son of a sea-captain

wlio was eini^loyed in the West India trade. The
stay of young Gait in a district with which he after-

wards made the world so well acquainted was not

long-continued, as his ])arents removed to Oirt-enock

wlien he was eleven years old. In this town of com-
mercial bustle and enterpri--e his education was soon

finished, as he was destined to follow the occupation
of a merchant ; and liy way of acquiring a proper

knowledge of his future profe--sion, he was, in the

fir^t instance, employed as a clerk in the custom-
house' of Greenock, and afterwards in a counting-

housj in the same town. Tlii-. was unfavourable

training for tliat life of aulhorsln]) which he followed

with such ardour in after-periods; but Ids diligence

and perseverance in self-education during tlie hours

of leisure not only formed the gnnindwork, but

tlie incitement, fif his future literary undertakings.

His first attemiits. as is u'^ual with young aspirants,

were in poetry; and r,ne of these, a tragedy founded

on the history of .^Ia^y (^>ueen of .'^cots, he sent to

Constable for publication, but had the MS. returned
unread. He was consoled, however, for this disap-

pointment by having his smaller lucubrations occa-

sionally published in the Greenock Adva-tiser and
one or two of the Scottish magazines. He thus saw
himself in print, and the consequences it is easy to

divine—his enthusiasm would expand into full-grown

authorship. Undismayed by the rejection of his

tragedy. Gait ne.xt attempted an epic, the title of
wiiich was Llie Battle of Luirgs. It was written in

octo-syllabic rhyme, and he prided himself not a
little on the fact that, in this matter at least, he had
preceded Sir Walter Scott. This poem, written in

five cantos, was enabled partly to struggle into light

in consequence of detached portions of it having been
publisheil in the Scots Mai^azine for 1 803 and 1804.

It is as well that the world was not troubled with it

/;/ toto, as the following invocation to Lok, which is

in "I^rcles' vein," will sufficiently testify:

—

"The hideous storm th.it dozing lay

Thick blanketed in clouds all day,
Behind sulphureous Hecl.a, we
Roused to this wrecking wrath for thee,

And sent him raging round the world,
High -n a thund'ring chariot hurl'd;

Whose steeds, exulting with their load,

As the grim fiend they drag abroad,
Whisk with their tails the turrets down
Of many a temple, tower, and town."

Or take the following description of Erie, one of the

Norse Eumenides, in which the sudden alternations

of rising and sinking can scarcely be paralleled even
by Sir Richard Blackmore :

—

" Her looks sulphureous glow

—

Her furnace-eyes, that burn'd below
A dismal forehead, glaring wide,
Like caves by night in Hecla's side,

And what her fangs for staff did grasp,

'Twas fired iron— Hell's hatchway's hasp.

At length she stood.

And scowling o'er the weltering flood,

That louder rag'd, she stretch'd her hand.
Clutching the red 'I'artarean brand
Aloft, and as the black clouds sundcr'd.

Dared the high heavens till they thunder'd."

It was in London that this poetical atteni])t was
made. He had gone to the metropolis in 1803 or

1804, and there a few months of leisure at his first

entrance had encouraged those desperate concc])-

tious in Runic mythology which he extended through

five mortal cantos. It was not, however, by writing

epics that he could support himself in London. He
therefore commenced business in good earnest, and
entered into partnership with a young couiitryman of

his own: but they soon disagreed; their affairs were
unsuccessful, and in about three years the concern

became bankrupt. This combinati(jn of poetry and
business was not sufficient for the versatile mind of

Gait; other sidijects of study occujiied his atteiitic)n,

among which were astrology, alchemy, history, and
p(jlitical economy. Was it wonderful then that his

name, before it figured in authorship, should have
found a place in the bankrupt list.''

.•\fter this mercaiUile disaster Gait tried to re-

establish himself in business, along with a brother;

but this attempt also j)roved aboitive. Sick (jf mer-

chanrlise, and im])atient to try something else, he re-

solved to <levote himself to the ])rofession of law, and
for this ]iuri)(^se entered himself at Linc(jln's Inn.

He was --oon f)verlaken by a nervous indisposition

that unfitted him for the dry studies of Coke upon
Liltlcto)! ; and, by way of solace, until the malady
should ]iass away, he- sat down to write a book,

'i'lic subject was ready to his hand ; for, in a walk
with some friends through th(.' colleges (jf (Jxfoi'd in

1S05, he had felt indignant that ('ardinal Wolsc}',

the ffjunder of Christ Church College, should ha\e
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been allowed to bequeath such a boon without a

fitting commemoration from its learned disciples;

and since better might not be, he had resolved,

alien though he was, at some time or other to repair

the deficiency. Tiiat season had now arrived; and
accordingly, about the beginning of 1809, he com-
menced a life of Cardinal W'olsey, and finished it in

a very few months. The short time that he took

for the necessary reading and research, as well as

writing, which such a suljject required, will give an

adequate conception of the natural impetuosity of his

intellect. But with this haste and hurry there was
curiously combined the grave methodical arrange-

ment of the counting-house: he transcribed upon one

part of his writing-paper the historical facts extracted

from Cavendish, Fiddes, and Hume, and wove round
them, upon the margin and between the interstices,

his own remarks and deductions, until a gay parti-

coloured web was the result, after which he systema-

tized the whole into a continuous narrative. "I was
desirous," he says of it, "to produce a work that

would deserve some attention." This work, which
lie afterwards improved and extended, was not pub-

lished till three years afterwards. As his health did

not improve, he now resolved to try the effects of

travel before being called to the English bar; and in

1809 he left England for a tour, which extended over

three years. Tiie result of this long journey was two
separate works at his return. The first was entitled

Voyages and Travels in the Yeats 1S09, 1 810, and
181 1, containing Statistical^ Commercial, and .Miscel-

laneous 0!>se>~z'ations on Gibraltar, Sardinia, Sicily,

Malta, and Turkey; and the second, Letters from
the Levant, containing Vierus of the State of Society,

Manners, Opinions, and Commerce in Greece and
Sez'cral of the I^rincipal Islands of tlie Archipelago.

These were not theonly works wliich Gait ])ublished

on his return to England. Mis poetical inspiration

still haunted him, but so much sobered down, that

during his tour he had been employing himself in

writing dramas on the plan of Alfieri, where the sim-
plicity of the plot and fewness of the characters were
to be compensated by the full force of nature and
poetic excellence. This was certainly a great sacrifice

in one whose imagination so revelled in plot, and was
so fertile in incident. The volume, which was pub-
lished in 181 2, contained the tragedies of "Maddalen,"
"Agamemnon," "Lady Macbeth," "Antonia," and
'•Clytemnestra," and as only 250 copies were printed,

the work being published on his own account, it had
little chance of undergoing the test of public opinion.

Even as it was, however, it was rougldy handled in

the Quarterly Revieiu hy an ironical criticism, in

which Gait was elevatetl to the rank of a second
Shakspeare. Soon after his return he married Eliza-

beth, daughter of Dr. Tilloch, editor of the Philoso-

phical Afagazine, and proprietor of the Star, a news-
paper on which Gait had been for some lime em-
ployed, lu the same year also (1S12), so j^rolific in

his publishing adventures, he sent thrcnigh the press
Ids Refections on Poliliial and Commercial Subjects.

Having now abandoned all tli<)ughts of devoting
himself to the l)ar. Gait was coni]iclled to have re-

course to autliorsliip until something more stal)le

should occur. He therefore wrote in x\\c Monthly
Magazine and other periodicals of the day. I le also
lirojected, with Mr. Colburn the jiublisher, a periodical
which, under the title of the Xr.o British Theatre,
should publisli the best of those dramatic productions
which the managers of the great ])lay-Iiouscs liad re-

jected. It was hoped that in tliis way deserving
talent would b^ rescued from oblivion, and "many
u gem ot jnirest ray serene" be made to glitter in the
eye of a delighted world, instead of being trampled

among the dust of the green-room. It was a most
benevolent and hopeful speculation, of which Gait,

the proposer, was ai)pointed editor. But little did

he anticipate the flood-gates of mud which such a
proposal opened. There was an instant jail-delivery

of manuscrijit plays, enough to have converted the

country into a literary Botany Bay or Alsatia; and
Gait, amidst the heap of dramatic matter under which
he was well-nigh smothered, was obliged to confess

at last that the managers of theatres were not such
reckless or unjust rejectors as they had been called.

The work at its commencement was succes>ful, but

soon afterwards fell off, although the plan was im-
proved by the admission of plays that had been
written but not presented. Before it expired Gait
j)ossessed and availed himself of the opportunity of
inserting some of his own dramatic productions,

among which was the tragedy of llie Witness, after-

wards performed in several towns with altered titles.

After this his career for some years was one of

active business, combined with authorship. During
his travels he had conceived the idea of importing
British goods through Turkey, in spite of the conti-

nental blockade by which Najioleon endeavoured to

exclude our commerce; and upon this plan he em-
ployed himself diligently for some time both in Eng-
land and Scotland. But the conception appeared
too bold and hazardous to those traders wlio were
invited to the risk; and his efforts ended in disap-

pointment. Another occupation with which he was
commissioned was to superintend a bill through the

House of Commons intrusted to him by the Union
Canal Company. As enough of leisure was afforded

him in Eondon during the suspense of this bill, he
wrote the Life and Studies of Penjamin West. He
also wrote a romance, of which the hero was the

Wandering Jew. Of this work two considerable

editions were sold, although it had never been re-

viewed. This neglect the author, -who affectionately

clung to the remembrance of his \Vandering Jew to

the last, regarded with some surprise. "How the

work," he says, "should have been so long unnoticed,

while others which treat of the same subject have
attracted considerable attention, I cannot say ; but

this I know, that many of my own far inferior pro-

ductions, in originality and beauty, have been much
applauded, and yet I doubt if they have sold so well."

We suspect that icw of our readers have been among
the purchasers of this wonderful myth, or have even
heard its name till now.
Amidst all the toil and struggle of tliese litcran,-

attempts, John Gait had not yet discovered where
ids strength lay. History, biograpliy, travels, epic

and dramatic poetry, romance—he had tried them
all, but attained success in none. His over-boiling

imagination and erratic fancy were too nnich even

for fiction, whether in prose or verse; and wlica he

attempted sober narrative, his love ot originality wa^
ever leading him into some startling paradiox wliicl;

the facts of history were unable to make good. 1 lie

eccentricity of his political opinions had al>.) given

not a little offence to the still pretloniinant party;

for although a Tory in theory, lie >eenied a very

Radical in {)ractice, and h,ad niiire liian or.ce run a

muck against tlie ]i<nvers tliat 1 k', v.lien h.e fuund

them stopping U]> his ^a}-. (in tliis account he had
also brought down ujiDn h;s head tlie ire of ll;e

Quarterly /uTw'eir, w l;o--e cen>ure \\ as enough to

blight the popularity ofanautiioramong d'ory reader.^,

and throw him out upon neutral gr<:)und. Thus, uj)

to 1S20, his atteni; its were a >er:es ut literary blund.er.-,

and Ids production of t!;at year, The TartJiijuahe—
a stern somI)re novel in tliree vcjlumes, wliicli has

shared tl^e fate o^ his otlier productior.s \\x\V.c:\
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hjfjre this period, should, in ordinary circumstances,

have been his last attempt in authorship. But in his

lonsj search in the dark he had hit upon the right

vein at last. It was not in the wild and wonderful

that he was to excel, but in the homely, the humorous,
and the caustic. "The iiero's harp, the lover's lute,"

with which he had tried to enchant the world, but to

no purpose, were to be exchant^ed for the vulgar bag-

pipe and stock-and-horn. His first attempt in this

way was the Ayrs/iirc Legatees—a work which origin-

ated in mere accident. One of his enjoyments was
to "show the lions" to such strangers as were intro-

duced to him in London; and of these, as might be
expected, were many original characters from the far

north, whose sensations among the wonders of the

great metropolis were a rich feast to his keen observ-

ant eye and quick sense of the ludicrous. It soon
occurred to him that these peculiarities might be em-
bodied in particular personages, and illustrated by
correspondent adventures; tiie whole materials were
before him like those of a ricli landscape, and only

needed artistic selection and combination to form a

very choice picture. Upon this idea he set to work,
and without any formal plot for his story, scene after

scene grew upon his hand as it was needed, until the

Ayrshire Le:^atet's was the result. It was in this way
that Iliimplirey Clinker was produced—the best of

all Smollett's productions. As fast as the chapters

of Clalt's new attempt were written, they were pub-
lished in Blackwood's Magazine of 1820 and 182 1,

and their appearance excited universal attention,

while they continued to rise in popularity to the last:

so that, when finished, they were published separately,

and eagerly devoured by the novel-reading public.

It was a style of writing which had been so long dis-

used as to have all the charms of originality, while

the truthfulness of the different characters was such
as to impart to fiction all the charms of reality,

(ialt found that he had succeeded at last, and fol-

lowed uj) his success with the .Annals of the Parish,

wliicli was published in 1821. This work, however,
although S(i late in its appearance, was, properly

speaking, the first of (jail's .Scottish novek, as it had
lieen written in 1813, but laid asitle, until the success

of the Ayrshire Legatees encouraged him to commit
it to the jires-;. In this work also he had not

troubled himself about the construction of a regular

jilot, and, like its predccessfir, it was all the better

fir the omission. I.ong before he commenced the

Annals his ambition had been to "write a liniik that

would be fir Scotland what the I'iear of IVakefield is

f>r Kngland;"' an 1 this was the result. He certainly

could not have ado])ted a bctli-r model.
No ont; can imagine that the pen of (lalt, so in-

(lefatigai)Ie when success was against it, wuuld now
relapse into idlcne>^. In \\\v: Annals of the f'arish

he had exhibited the pmgre^s uf iinjirovement in a

rural district of the west of .Scotlami; he was now
desirous of describing the same jirogre^^s in a town,

.^iich was the origin of the I'roT'ost, whicli wa^
]nil)lishod in 1822. He had now learned the tine

secret of novel-writing, as is evident fi'om tile follow-

ing statement: "In the composition of tln^ /'/v^rvV I

f jllowed tliL' same rule of art which seemed to nie so

proper in the Annals of the f'arish, naiiu'ly, to l)ring

i-npressions on the memory harmoniously toi^'cthcr;

indeed, I have adhered to the princi])le in all my
sub-^e'|uent compositions, and sometimes I fancy that

the proprietv of doing so may be justified by nature.

I think no ingenuity can make an entirely ii'-w thing.

Man can only imagine the old together; jo^n \i-^^.

and arms, and wings a^ he niav, onl}- tht: form- of

prcviou-ly-creatcd things »an lie imitated. The
Avliole tl_;:'.re miv lu ''!i!rr, niid unlike :;:!' tiling in

the heavens, or the earth, or the waters under tlie

earth; but the imitations of the human hand in the
details will ever be evident. ... In my youth I

wrote a poem called the Legend of St. Anthony,
which I undertook with the intention of depicting
comical phantasms; but I had not proceeded far till

I was induced to change my mind, by observing
that my most extravagant fancies were only things

of curious patchwork, and that the same defect might
be discerned in all those things in which the 'creative'

power of genius was said to be more indisputable.

. . . I therefore give up all pretension to belonging
to that class who deal in the wild and wonderful;
my wish is, to be estimated by the truth of whatever
I trj- to represent."

The next work of Gait was the Sleani-boat, a
novel, published originally in JUaclrwood, in which
he wished to give such an account of the coronation

of George IV. as an "abortive bailie" from .Scotland

might be likely to do. This was followed by Sir

Andreio IVyllie, in which he wished to exhibit the

rise and progress of a humble Scotchman in London.
In this tale, however, he gave way to his literaiy be-

setting sin, a fault of which he was afterwards fully

conscious; and he says of it very justly, "The inci-

dents are by far too romantic and uncommon to my
own taste, and are only redeemed from their extra-

vagance by the natural portraiture of the characters.'"

But, indeed, either accurate conception or finished

execution could scarcely be expected from Gait

in his writings at this period, when we remember
that the three last-mentioned works, viz. the frorvst.

the Steam-boat, and Sir Arnlreio IVyllie, were all

published in 1822. In the following year he pro-

duced his Gathering of the West, wliich was also

published in the first instance in Blaeldcoods Alaga-

zine. The subject was the visit of George IV. to

.Scotland— an event that apjieared in so many
ludicrous aspects to the mirthful satirical mind of

(ialt, that he could not repress his profane chuckling

at this great ai'atar, even wlien he endeavoured to

look the most composed. He therefore says of the

Gathering, and its kindred work the Steani-leat—

"Notwithstanding the deference (nv magnates and
magnificence under which these works M'ere written,

the original sin may be detected here and there peeji-

ing out, insomuch tliat those who consider Toryism
as consisting of the enjoyment of at least pensions,

must be dreadfully shocked to think even a moderate
politician of any sort could be so far left to himself

as to speak so irreverently of things which concerned

the affairs of empires and burgh towns."

We have already alluded to Gall's exuberance in

the productions of 1822; but that of l!ie following

year was still nun-e excessive-, so that it might well

be said of him, 7'ires acqnirit ennilo. Thus tlu'

f-'.ntiiil, A'ingan Gilhaize, and the .S/^7,7,7/<''- each :i

three-voluined noveb- were iiublislie<l during tiiis

year of portentous abundance. The fust of these

novels was founded niion an incident related by the

lor(l-])rovost of (ilasgow to (i.ih. It was in this

way that he was accustomed to nialsc the niost (<l

everything that he had heard or wiliie^-ed, by either

laying it down as the groundwork of a tale, or intro-

ducing it ns an amusing e])isode; and in this faculty

of adaptation lay much of the excellence of his

po]>ular worlvs. Thus his vigorous and ]iie:turesr|ue

description of the northern coa-t of Scotland in the

f''.nlail, was exjianded from an interesting account
of the localit}- given to him by a daughter of Sir

John .Sinclair; while many of the grotesque events

and humorous jokes witli which his other tales

abruind had long^ jireviously enlivened the firesides

of the ]ieasan'.ry. In liim. ho\'.e\er, it wa- r.<j small
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marit that he should have introduced them so happily,

and told them so well. As a proof of the accepta-

bility of his last-mentioned work, Gait tells us, in

his Literary Life and Miscellanies, that Sir Walter
Scott had read it thrice, and Lord Byron as often.

Of Ringan Gilhaizc he also tells us that it received

the uni(|ue and distin_<,aiished honour of being recom-

mended from the pulpit by one of the ministers of

Abertleen. Tliis tale, in which the narrator, a per-

secuted Covenanter, relates tiie history of his grand-

father, gives a sketch of the rise and progress of the

Reformation in Scotland, from the days of Knox
and Murray to the close of the reign of the Stuarts;

and for the purpose of collecting materials, and pre-

serving the accuracy of the narrative. Gait went to

Kinsory House to gather traditions, and collected

several relics of tlie battle of Killiecrankie. The
cause which incited him to write such a work was
indignation at the popularity of Old Mortality, in

which the Covenanters were held up to ridicule

;

and he was animated with a chivalrous zeal to vindi-

cate the character of these heroic but much vilified

sufferers in the cause of conscience and religion.

But unfortunately Ringan Gilhaize was no match for

Balfour of I>urley. In this tale Gait very rashly

abandoned his own field of broad reality and plain

everyday life, for one where nothing but history and
imagination could aid him; and therefore it exhibited

a marked deficiency both in execution and popular

interest. It was still worse, however, with the Spae-

'i'i/c\ where he went back from the Covenanting
periods, with which the Scottish public can still

sympathize, to the fifteenth century of Scottish history,

about which they know little and care still less; and
with all his attempts at the sublime, which often

swelled into the turgid, he could not interest his

readers one jot in the Duke of Albany and his worth-
less brood, or even in James I., our heroic minstrel

king. It was certainly an over-ambitious attempt,

and as such it failed. At this period the empire of

historical romance belonged to Sir Walter Scott,

and to him alone, without peer or rival. But that

such an attempt was the opening of a safety-valve,

ami that the work would have exploded in some
fashion or other, is manifest from tlie following state-

ment of the author:—"Tlie fate of James I. of Scot-

land early seemed to me possessed of many dramatic
capabilities ; and in the dream of my youth, to

illustrate liy tales, ballads, and dramas the ancient

history of my country, it obtained such a jiortion

of my attention that I have actually made a play
on the subject. In riper life, many years after, I

wrote the novel ; and my knowledge of the age in

which the transactions lie enabled me to complete
the story in such a manner that, merely as an anti-

([uarian essay, it merits consideration.'' 'To the

Sfiaewi/t: succeeded RotlicLm, in which, not content

with going back so far as to the reign of Edward
III., CJalt transferred the scene to l-^ngland, where
!iis great _/''/•/. as a Scottish novelist had to lie utterly

laid aside; and Rolhclaii was a fhiku'c. Among tlie

manifold aims of tiie author's ambition, .that of

bjing a gO(jd musical composer happened to be
one; and in Rothdan Clalt had not only written two
-,ongs, but also set them to music. Ihit it unfortii-

r.ately hajipened that the ]irinter M'as smitten with
tlie same ambition, and not liking tlie tunes, lie

substituted two of his own, whieji were printed
in tlie work. "At the time," says Gait, "1 was
staying with a friend, and a copy of tlie book was
lett for me in the morning. ( )n going down staii's

I found it in the lilirary, where we usually break-
fasted; and as pleased at tlie sight as a hen witli

her egg, of which -he cr.Tinot kt-ckic eiioirdi to tlie

world alxjut, I lifted the volumes, and turned to

the tunes. Courteous reader, sympathize! Instead
of my fine airs, with an original inflection that had
been much admired by a competent judge, I beheld
two that surely had been purchased at the easy
charge of a halfpenny a-piece from a street piper

!

I looked aghast, and almost fainted. There was a
grand piano in the drawing-room. I rushed, book
in hand, upstairs in a whirlwind. It was of no use
—the piano tf)0 was a particcps criinijiis, and would
only pronounce the Highland coronachs which stand
in the publication even to this day; and the worst of

it was, my friend, instead of taking out his handker-
chief and condoling becomingly, only gave vent to

'unextinguishable laughter,' and paid no attention to

my pathetic appeals at the figure I must cut, being
really no deacon among musicians, at the thought of
having two such horrid frights affiliated to me."
A change once more occurred in the life of Gait,

in which the active laborious author was to be trans-

formed into the equally active and enterprising man
of business. Besicles being reckoned only inferior to

Sir Walter Scott as a delineatcjr of Scottish character

and manners, his reputation stood high as one well
acc[uainted with the principles and practice of com-
merce; and on this account the inhabitants of Canada
commissioned him as their agent to prosecute their

claims on the home government for the losses they
had sustained during the occupation of the province
by the army of the United States. During the ne-

gotiations which occurred in conse(juence, a proposal
to sell crown -lands in Upper Canada for the in-

demnification of the sufferers was made by Mr. Gait,

and adopted by government; and a Canada company
was incorporated in 1826 to purchase land and colo-

nize it. During the previous year he had been em-
ployed in valuing the lands that were to be exposed
to sale, after which he had returned to Ungland; but

in the autumn of 1826 he went back to Canada,
where he was em]doyed by the company as their

superintendent. His able and active management
soon secured the confidence of his constituents; new
settlements were founded, a village was called by
his name, and the township of Guelph was his entire

creation. But unfortunately Cialt's activity was not

balanced by an equal amount of prudence, and in

the ardour of his proceedings he managed to involve

himself in cpiarrels with the ccdonial government, and
with Sir Peregrine Maitland, who was at its head.

Such is too often the folly and the fate of those who
go forth as the reformers of (Hir colonies ; they enter

their new sphere of action with their heads filled

with magna charta and the rights of British citizen-

ship, forgetful all the while oi^ the distance of these

colonies from the parent seat of government, and the

necessity of a more stringent rule than would be

tolerated in London or Edinburgh. This seems to

have been the error of (.Salt; and in consequence oi

the comiilaints that were sent home against him lie

was superseded by the directors of the conqiaii}'.

But, whether in the bustle of action or tlie chagrin of

disap]iointment, his pen could not lie idle; nnd

during this ]u-riod he ]iroduced the Oiao;. a tale that

was favourably revie\\'ed in FLick-.-cc^i s Ma^azuichx
Sir Walter Scott. an<l the /<;.>7 ef Ihc /.an\is, a novel

v.hich he meant to be tlie cor.tiiiuation of a class that

ha-, the Animis of the Rar:sh for it- commencement,
for the encounigemcnt of the drama in Quebec he

also wrote a farce, er.tiilcil l'i:::c--5. <;• a Trip to

Qiic'h-c, which v,'a> acted with great success by nn

amateur conii">an\'. .-\notIier. v, hicli he wrote for

\ew York, to pinnitiate the Americans, who had
talcen offence at b.is ]':5!tcrs, wa- entitled .-/;/ .'//.';//
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wood's Magazim, with the scene transferred from
New York to London. He intended to write a third

for his own town of Guelph, where his dweUing-
house was to be converted into a theatre, and the

drama introduced into this infant settlement; but his

design was suspended by more urgent demands, and
the necessity of his speedy return to England.

This event occurred in 1829, after he had been
two years and a half in America. On his return,

without a situation and almost penniless, Gait's

creditors became urgent, and he was obliged, in con-

sequence, to avail himself of the insolvent debtors'

act. The world was to be commenced anew; but

the elasticity of youth and the ardour of hope were
exhausted, and Gait, now at the age of fifty, had
alreatiy done more than most men have achieved at

that period. And yet he must continue an author,

no longer, however, from choice but necessity; for

of all that he had possessed nothing but his pen re-

mained. And bravely he girded himself for the task,

and published in succession Laiurie Todd, Soiilhcn-

tiati, and the Lijl' of Lord Byron. They were
written with his wonted rapidity, being produced
in 1829 and 1S30; but the spirit that formerly ani-

inated him had become languid, so that these works,

excellent though they are, will not stand compari-

S(jn with his former novels that so highly interested

the Scottish pul5lic. While he was occupied with

tlie Life of Lord Byron, a caustic production, in

which his loriLhip meets with somewhat rough en-

tertainment. Gait accepted the editorsliip of the

Courier, a newspaper of high Tory principles. But
liowever well adapted in many ways for such an

office, it is easy to guess that he could not continue

long to hokl it, and that the same independence of

spirit which wrecked him in Canada would mar
him as the Corypheus of any political party whatever
in the journalism of London. "The only kind of

scrujile that I felt," he says, "if such it may be called,

was in thinking the politics of the journal a little too

ardent for the spirit of the times; and, in consequence,

my first object was to render them more suitable to

what I apprehended was tlie wholesome state of

opinion, ])rcparatory to introducing occasionally more
of disquisition into the articles. . . . Accordingly,

without manifoting particular solicitude to make
myself remarkable, I began by attempting gradually

to alleviate the ultra-toryism of the paper, l)y exjila-

nations of more liberality than the sentiments of any
party." liy such an honest procedure either tiie

newspaper (jr the editor must go down; and fJalt

liius continue-; his narrative: "I had not been long

installed as eilitor fill I ])erceive(l that the business

would ni)t suit me. In point of emi)hnnenl it was
convcnieiit; but as I have cl-^ewlierc shown, money
matters ha\e ever been ])erhai)S too slightly regarded

by me, and my re-)ignatii)n, thougii it jiartook <if that

])rom[)titude of eiiuiiciatlDn whicli all my decisions

have uniformly manifoteil, wa^, however, the result

of very solemn rellecfiou. Tu men who have ju>ter

notions of tlie valut; C)f money tlian I iiave ever en-

tertained—not from ])ersua>iiiii hut frum habit, if

not constitutional carelessness -my resignation in

such a crisis of fortune will not be easily comprehen-
sible; but to those who think, as the old song sing-.,

that there are things 'which gold can never Ini}',' no
lariher explanation can be necessary."

.\!)init the same period (jalt, while thus busied

v,;t!) l;teral;ire, attenqjted to form a new .American

land comjiany, but was unsuccessful; and to aggravate

his misfirtiuies, tv.-o attacks of paralysis warned him
that his day of eiiterjirisc had ended -that he was
now chaiii(,-d to the oar. He retired to his native

country there to await hi^ time, so doubly uncertain;

and to close his eyes, when his hour came, amidst
the scenery and society which he had loved so well.

Vet he still continued to linger on from year to year,

although repeated shocks of the malady inflicted at

each visitation the "bitterness of death;" and while
his memory was impaired and his mind enfeebled,

he was still obliged to toil for the support of a life

that seemed scarcely worth having. And yet he
could still be happy, for his was that healthful

state of feeling that looked habitually upon the

bright side of things, and could find itself occupation

as long as a single faculty remained in exercise.

With an amanuensis, or a chance friend to transcribe

from his dictation, he continued to ])our forth volume
after volume, "to wrench life from famine," as he
mournfully expressed it; and although these ])roduc-

tions could scarcely bear comparison with those of

his happier years, they still retained the impress of

his former vivacity and inventiveness, as well as

much of his vigorous talent and reach of thought.

In this way he produced, among other publications,

\.\\e. Autobiography of Jolni Gait, in two volumes 8vo,

and the L^itcrary LJfc and JMiscellanics of John Gait,

in three volumes l2mo, from which the materials of

the foregoing sketch have been mainly derived. At
length, after the fourteenth stroke of paralysis, he
died at Greenock, on the iith of yVpril, 1839.
The works of Gait were very numerous, compris-

ing about fifty volumes of novels, and more than a
score of dramas, independently of his biographical

and miscellaneous works. Of these, however, only

a tithe of his tales will continue to be read and valued,

not only for their intrinsic excellence, but as the

transcripts of a state of society that is ra])idly passing
away. In this department the name of John Gait
will be perpetuated as a national remcndjrance, and
his descriptions be prized when the livi])g reality has
tleparted.

GAJRDEN, Fraxci.s, a distinguished judge under
the designation of Lord Gardenstone, was born at

Kdiidnirgh (jn the 24th of June, 1721. He was the

second son of .Vlexander Garden of Troup, in IJanff-

shire, and of Jane, daughter of Sir Francis (jrant.

Lord (Jullen, one of the judges of the Court of .Ses-

sion. He followed the usual course of education at

the grammar-school and university, and being des-

tined {nr the bar, entered as a member (jf the Faculty
of .Vdvocates on the 14th of July, 1744. During the

earlier stages of his professional career Mr. Ciarden

was distinguished for his conviviality, at a ])eriod

when, especially in Scotland, it must be admitted

that real ])roficiency was requisite to jiroeure fame in

that fpialification. A strong hale bod)- and an eas)-

benevolent mind ga\e him a jiarticular taste for social

hilarity: had he lived at a different age, he might
have turned these qualities into a different channel,

but they suited with the period, and he accordingly

became the prince of jolly livers. .Nor, when he

reache<l that jx-riod of life when certain bodily feel-

ings generally make ancient bacehanali;;!!, look back
with l)ilteni'-ss on their )'outhful Irolics, did liis ever-

contented mind lose its equaniniily. If he \\as no
longer able to indulge himself, lie bore the indul-

gences of others with charilv. His niiml was of the

same overflowing descri]»tion, and conlimied, after

tlie i)ody was disabled, to i.erfoiin its part in the

social circle. Many characteristic aneedoles have
been jireserved of his convivial ])i'o])ensities (hiring

his early ])ractice at the bar. ( >ii one occasion,

during the time when I'rince Chai'les lulward was
in ]iosscssion of l'!rlinburgh, he and a .Mr. Cun-
ningham (afterwards general) are said to have so far

jirefcrrcd wine and oysters to watching and wartl-
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Ing, that, when sent as a patrol by Sir John Cope
to watch the coast towards Musselburgh, instead of

provinji a protection to the army, they were them-
selves taken prisoners, just when the feast was at its

highest, by a single individual, who happened to be

prowling in the neighbourhood. It must, however,

be allowed, that at that period there were not many
inducements to exertion held out to Scotsmen of the

liigher rank. There were fev/ men eminent for their

genius, or even for the more passive acquirements of

classical learning which distinguished the neighbour-

ing country. The bar was the only profession which,

from its respectability and emoluments, offered itself

as a resource to the younger sons of the landed pro-

prietors, then sufficiently poor; and while the learn-

ing and information at that time required by its

members in their professional capacity were not

great, the jealousy of England, just after the union,

allowed but to one family in Scotland the rational

prospect that time and labour might be well spent

in preparing for the duties of a statesman. The
state of the country and its political influence were
singularly discouraging to the upper classes, and
from many naturally active spirits being left unem-
ployed, they turned to indolence or unprofitable

amusements those talents wliich might have rendered

them the best ornaments of their country. The
nation had then, indeed, begun by degrees to shake

off its lethargy, and by the time the sul)ject of this

memoir had advanced a little in life, he became one

of the most admired and beloved social members of

a circle of illustrious philosophers and historians,

whose names are dear to the memory of their coun-

trymen as those who first roused their slumbering

energies.

On the 14th of July, 1744, Mr. Garden was made
sheriff of Kincardineshire, and he soon after showed
the soundness of his perception and the liberality of

his mind, by stretching forth his hand to assist the

modest talent and elegant taste of the author of The
Minstrel. To those who may, from its lately extinct

remnants, have formed any idea of the stately cold-

ness preserved by the higher classes in Scotland
towards their inferiors in the middle of the eighteenth

century, it will operate as no small evidence of

the discernment and kindness of the judge, that

he began his acquaintance with the poet and philo-

sopher when that individual was only a cotter

boy sitting in a field writing with a pencil. In

.\ugust, 1759, Mr. Garden was chosen one of the

legal assessors of the town of Edinburgh; and as a

higher step in professional advancement, in April,

1761, accepted office in the latter days of Mr. Pitt's

administration, as joint solicitor-general cf .Scotland,

along with Mr. James Montgomery, afterwards lord

chief-baron. Wiiat were his professional attainments

as a lawyer it is at this distance of time ditTicult to

determine, as he has left behind him no professional

work, the only index wliicli can lead to a knowledge
of his mere technical attainments as a liarrister. As a

pleader, however, we know lie was highly estimated

—as his connection with a renowned lawsuit, which
spread its fame over all Euro]ie, and created in Scot-

land a ferment of disputation inferior only to the heat
of religious controversy, has well shown. The ap-

])earance made by Mr. Ciarden in the Douglas cause
rendered his name better known, and his talents

more appreciated, than generally falls to the lot of a

mere forensic pleader, lie was early connected with
the proceedings of this great case, in the Tournelle
]nocess in France, where he appeared as senior to

liis future friend and literary associate, the classical

IV.irnet of Monboddo, and is generally rejiortcd to

have left behind him a high opinion of his learning.
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and the powers of his eloquence, even when clothed

in a foreign language. He became connected with

the case on its transference to England, but amidst

its multifarious changes he was raised to the bench
as successor to Lord Woodhall on the 3d of July,

1764, in time to act as a judge on the case, then very

different in its aspect and material from what it was
when he performed the ])art of a counsel.

In 1762 Mr. Garden had purchased the estate of

Johnston in Kincardineshire, and in 1765 he com-
menced those improvements on his estate which, if

not among the most brilliant acts of his life, are per-

haps among those which deserve to Ije longest and
best remembered. At the time when the estate of

Johnston was purchased, the village of I.awrencekirk,

if a village it could then be called, contained but

fifty-four inhabitants, living there, not because it was
a centre of commercial or industrial circulation, but

because chance had brought a few houses to be built

in eacii other's vicinity. Lord Gardenstone caused

a new line of street to be planned out on his own
property; he gave extremely moderate leases of small

farms, and ground for building upon, to the last, for

the period of 100 years; he established a linen manu-
factory, built an inn, and with a singidar attention

to the minute comforts and happiness of his rising

flock, seldom equalled by extensive projectors, he
founded a library for the use of the villagers. To assist

the progress of society in reducing men dispersed

over the country into the compact limits of a town,

is an easy, and generally a profitable process, but to

found towns or villages where there is no previous

spirit of influx, is working to a certain degree against

nature, and can only be accomplished by labour and
expense. Although the benevolent mind of Lord
Gardenstone produced a mutual understanding and
kindness betwixt himself and his tenants, which mere
commercial speculators fail in producing, yet many
of his best-formed plans for the prosperity of the

village proved unavailing, and he was frequently

subject to disappointment and needless expense.

He seems, however, to have felt the pleasure of

being kind without jjrofiting himself. At much ex-

pense he supi^orted a printfield and manufacture of

stockings, and purchased a royal charter erecting

Lawrencekirk into a burgh of barony, with a regular

magistracy. He had the satisfaction Ix-fore his death

to find the population increase to 500 souls, and in

a letter to the inhabitants w hich he published late in

life, he says—" I have tried in some measure a variety

of the pleasures which mankind pursue; but never

relished anything so much as the pleasure arising

from the progress of my village."

In 1776 Lord Gardenstone, in addition to his

seat on the civil bench, was appointed to fill the

office of a lord-commi>sioner of justiciary, or ordinary

judge in the criminal court, as successor to Lord
Pitfour. Nine years afterwards, liaving succeeded,

by the death of his elder brother, to the extensive

estate of Troup, he relieved himself for ever from

some of his laborious jutlicial tluiies. and !"r a time

from them all, and resolved to attenq)! to recruit hi>

failing constitution, by making a plea>ure tour

through the Continent. .\ccor(.iing]\-. in 17S6, he
jiassed into France by Dover, vi.-iting Paris and
Lyons, remaining during j^avt of the winter at Mar-
seilles. In the ensuing >i)ring he jia^ed to Geneva,

where he saw the ruined remnant ul \'<)Uaire"s vil-

lage at Ferne\-, from \\liieh he was able to draw a

comparison much in favour of his own, where tlie

peo]ile enjiiyed jKrnianent political rights, wliicli

{

would render tliem independent of any fiuure superior

!
who miglit not be di.-p(j;-ed to imitate the beneficence

,
of the original patron. Lord Gardenstone sjient the

41
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remainder of his allotted time in traversing the

Netherlands, Germany, and Italy; making, in his

progress, a collection of natural curiosities, and com-
mitting to writing a number of cursory remarks on
the men and manners he encountered, and the works
of art he had seen on his tour, or met anywhere else,

part of which were submitted to the world in two
duodecimo volumes, denominated Travelling Manor-
andiims made in a Tour upon the Continent of Europe
in the year 1792, and a remaining volume was pub-

lished after his death. About the same time he
published Miscellanies in Prose and Verse, a collec-

tion of petty productions which had given him amuse-
ment, either in composing or hearing, during his

earlier days. Perhaps without affectation, the gravity

of the judge might have restrained the man from
giving to the world a publication which could not

have raised the better part of his reputation. Lord
Gardenstone was either not a poet born, or his ima-

gination had not stood the ordeal of a profession

which deals in fact and reason. His serious verses

have all the stiffness of the P'rench school, without

either the loftiness of Pope or the fire of Dryden.
The author had, to be sure, an ever-teeming mind,

which never emitted anything common or contempt-
ible, but it is to be feared that the merits his

verses possess are those of rhetoric rather than of

poetry; for, though constructed in the same work-
shop which formed words and ideas that thrilled

through the minds of a subdued audience, they are

certainly very flat and inelegant as poetical produc-

tions. The satirical pieces have a singular pungency
and acuteness, and are fine specimens of the early

natural powers of the author; but they are rather

destitute of the tact acquired by professed satirists.

.•V biographer who seems to have been intimate with
his lordship,^ describes him as having expressed

great contempt for the affectation of tliose who ex-

])res5ed disgust at the indelicacies of Horace or Swift,

and it mu^t certainly be allowed that, in his hum-
orous fragments, he has not departed from the spirit

of his precepts, or shown any respect for the feelings

of these weaker brethren. Lord Gardenstone spent

the latter d.ays of his life, as he had done the earlier,

in an unrestricted benevolence and a social inter-

course with the world, indulging in the same prin-

ciples, which years had softened in their activity, but

had not diminished. He was still an ornament and
a useful assistant to the circle of great men which
raised the respectability of his country. He con-

tinued to use his then ample fortune, and his prac-

tised acuteness, in giving encouragement to letters,

and in useful public pnijects, llie last of which ap-

pears to have t)een tlie erection of a building over
ihe mineral S])ring of St. Pernard's, in the romantic
vale of the water of Leilli, a convenience which
seems to have been much more hii^hly appreciated

formerly than now, and is always mentioned as one
of the chief incidents of the judge's life. He died at

Morningside, near I'^dinburgh, on the 22(1 of July,

1793. The village which had afforded him so much
benevolent jileasure exhibited, for a considerable

])eriod after his death, the outward signs of grief,

and, what seldom hajti^ens in the fluctuations of the

world, the philanthro[)ist was mourned by those who
had experienced his public muniticence as a piisale

frienrl.

In person, Lord Gardenstone is described as having

been a commanding man, with a higli forehead,

features intL-llectually marked, and a serious penetrat-

1 Life intro'Iuctory to vol. 3(1 of TraVi-lliiig Mf'iwranduin!:,
the only life of G.Trflenstr.ne hitherto published— at least the
fine which, ntuttit:^ tuut-riidis, has been attachetl to his name
in bi','graphic.i! diclionariei.

ing eye. He was generally a successful speaker, and
differed from many orators in being always pleas-

ing. The effect appears to have been produced
more by a deep-toned melodious voice, a majestic

ease and carelessness of manner, which made him
apj>ear unburdened with difficulties, and a flow of

language, which, whether treating of familiar or of

serious subjects, was always copious—than by the

studied art of forensic oratory. His political princi-

ples were always on the side of the people, and, so

far as may be gathered from his remarks, he would
have practically wished that every man should enjoy

every freedom and privilege which it might be con-

sonant wdth the order of society to allow, or which
might with any safety be conceded to those who
had been long accustomed to the restraints and
opinions of an unequal government. From all that

can be gathered from his life and character, it is to

be regretted that Lord Gardenstone, like many other

eminent persons of his profession in Scotland, should
have left behind him no permanent work to save his

memory from oblivion. His Travelling Memoran-
dums dis]:>lay the powers of a strongly thinking mind,
carelessly strewed about on unworthy objects; the

ideas and information are given with taste and true

feeling; but they are so destitute of organization or

settled purpose, that they can give little pleasure to

a thinking mind searching for digested and useful

information, and are only fit for those desultory

readers who cannot, or, like the author himself, will

not, devote their minds to any particular end. The
author's criticisms, scattered here and there through

his memorandums, his letters to his friends in the

Edinburgh Magazine, and numberless pencil marks
on the margins of his books, are always just and
searching, and strikingly untrammelled by the pre-

judices of the day, a quality well exhibited in his

praises of Shakspeare, then by no means fashion-

able, and of the satellites of the great bard, Shirley,

Marlow, Massinger, and Peaumont and Fletcher,

who were almost forgotten.

GARDINER, Ja.mf.s, a distinguished military

officer and Christian hero, was born at Carriden in

Linlithgowshire, January 11, 1688. Of this remark-

able person we shall abridge the pleasing and popu-

lar memoir written by Dr. Doddridge, adding such

additional particulars as have fallen under our ob-

servation in other sources of intelligence.

Colonel Gardiner was the son of Captain Patrick

fjardiner, of the family of Torwoodhead by Mrs.

Mary Hodge, of the family of (dadsniuir. Tlie

captain, who was master of a handsome estate,

served many years in the army of King William

and Queen .Vnne, and died abi-oad with the liritish

forces in (iermany, shortly after the battle of Hocli-

stet, through the fatigues he underwent in the duti(. s

of that cek-bialed campaign. He had a comiiaiiy

in the regiment of foot once commanded by Colonel

Hodge, his brotlier-in-lnw, who was slain at tlic

head of that rcj^iment at the battle <jf Sleinkiik,

1692.

Mrs. Gardiner, the colonel's mother, was a lady

of a very \aluable character; but it pleased God to

exercise her with very uncommon trials; Utr she not

only lost her husband and her brother in the service

of their coimtry, but also her eldest son, .Mr. Robert
(iardiner, on the day which conqjleted the l6th )ear

of his age, at the siege of Xamur in 1695.

Siie toi)k care to instruct her second son, the sid)-

ject of this memoir, at a very early pericjd (jf his

life in the jirinciples of Christianity. He was als()

trained u]i in human literaltu'e at the school of Lin-

lithg'jw, where he made a very considerable progress
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in the languages. Could his mother, or a very re-

ligious aunt, of whose good instructions and exhorta-

tions he often spoke with pleasure, have prevailed,

he would not have thought of a military life. But
it suited his taste ; anil tiie ardour of his spirit, ani-

mated by the persuasions of a friend who greatly

urged it, was not to be restrained. Nor will the

reader wonder that, thus excited and supported, it

easily overbore their tender remonstrances, when
he knows that this lively youth fought three duels

before he attained to the stature of a man; in one
of which, when he was but eight years old, he re-

ceived from a boy much older than himself a wound
in his right cheek, the scar of which was always

very apparent. The false sense of honour which
instigated him to it might seem indeed something
excusable in those unripencd years, and considering

the profession of his father, brotlier, and uncle; but

he was often heard to mention this rashness with
that regret which the reflection would naturally

give to so wise and good a man in the maturity of

life.

He served first as a cadet, which must have been
very early; and when at fourteen years old he bore

an ensign's commission in a Scots regiment in the

Dutch service; in wliich he continued till the year

1 702, when he received an ensign's commission from
(^ueen Anne, which he bore in the battle of Ramil-
lies, being then in the nineteenth year of his age.

In this memorable action, which was fought i\Iay

23, 1 706, our young officer was of a party in a forlorn

hope, commanded to dispossess the French of the

churchyard at Ramillies, where a considerable num-
ber of them were posted to remarkable advantage.

They succeeded much better than was expected; and
it may well be supposed that Mr. Gardiner, wlio

had before Ijeen in several encounters, was glad of

sucli an opportunity of signalizing liimself Accord-
ingly, he had planted his colours on an advanced
ground ; and while he was calling to his men he re-

ceived a shot into his mouth ; which, without beat-

ing out any of his teeth, or touching the fore-part

of his tongue, went through his neck, and came out

about an inch and a half on the left side of the

vertebro;. Not feeling at first the pain of the stroke,

he wondered what was become of the ball, and in

the wildness of his surprise l^egan to suspect he had
swallowed it; Init dropping soon after, he traced the

])assage of it by his finger, when he could discover

it no other way. This accident happened aljout five

or six in the evening; and the army pursuing its ad-

vantages against tlie French, without ever regarding
the wounded (which was the Duke of Marlborough's
constant method), tlie young officer lay all night in

the field, agitated, as may well be supposed, with a

great variety of thoughts. When he reflected upon
the circumstances of his wound, that a ball should,

as he then conceived it, go through liis head with-

out killing him, he thought God had preserved him
by miracle ; and therefore assuredly concluded that

he should live, abandoned and desperate as his state

seemed to be. His mind, at the same time, was
taken up with contrivances to secure his gold, and
he had recourse to a very odd expedient, which
proved successful. Fx]5ec'ting to be stripped, he
first took out a handful of that clotted gore of which
he was frequently obliged to clear his mouth, and
putting it into his left hand, he took out his money
(about nineteen pistoles), and shutting his hand anil

besmearing the back part of it with blood, he kept
it in this position till the blood dried in such a man-
ner that his hand could not easily fall open, thous^h
any sudden surprise should hapjien. In the morn-
ing the French, who \\-ere masicrs of tlip.t spot, came

to plunder the slain ; and seeing him to appearance
almost expiring, one of them was just applying a

sword to his breast, when, in the critical moment,
a Cordelier, who attended the plunderers, interposed,

taking him l)y his dress for a Frenchman; and said,

"Do not kill that poor child." Our young soldier

heard all that passed, though he was not able to

speak one word ; and, opening his eyes, made a

sign for something to drink. They gave him a sup
of some spirituous liquor, and afterwards carried him
to a convent in the neighbourhood, where he was
cured by the benevolent lady-abbess in the course

of a few months. He received a great many devout
admonitions from the ladies there, and they would
fain have persuaded him to acknowledge what they
thought so miraculous a deliverance, by embracing
the Catholic Faith, as they were pleased to call it.

But they could not succeed : for though no religion

lay near his heart, yet he had too much of the spirit

of a gentleman lightly to change that form of religion

which he wore, as it were, loose about him.

He served with distinction in all the other glorious

actions fought by the Duke of Marlborough, and
rose through a course of rapid and deserved promo-
tion. In 1706 he was made a lieutenant, and very
quickly after he received a cornet's commission in

the Scots Greys, then commanded by the Farl of

Stair. On the 31st of January, 1714-15, he was
made captain-lieutenant in Colonel Ker's regiment
of dragoons. At the taking of Preston in Lanca-
shire, 1 715, he headed a party of twelve, and, ad-

vancing to the barricades of the insurgents, set them
on fire, notwithstanding a furious storm of musketry,
by which eight of his men were killed. A long

peace ensued after this action^ and Gardiner, being
favourably known to the Earl of Stair, was made
his aid-de-camp, and accompanied his lordship on
his celebrated embassy to Paris. When Lord .^tair

made his splendid entrance into Paris, Captain Gar-

diner was his master of the horse; and as much of

that admirably well-adjusted ceremony fell upon
him, he gained great credit by the manner in which
he conducted it. Under his lordship's favour a

captain's commission was procured for him, dated

July 22, 1 715, in the regiment of dragoons com-
manded by Colonel .Stanhope, then Earl of Har-
rington; and in 171 7 he was advanced to the majority

of that regiment; in which office he continued till it

was reduced, November 10, 17 18, when he was put

out of commission. But his majesty King George
I. was so thoroughly apprised of his faithful and
important services, that he gave him his sign-manual

entitling him to the first majority that should becoiue

vacant in any regiment of horse or dragoons, which
happened about five years after to l^e in Croft's regi-

ment of dragoons, in which he received a commission,

dated June 1st, 1724; and on the 20th of Jul\-. tlie

same year, he was made major of an older regiment,

commanded by the Earl of .Stair.

The remainder of his military appointments may
be here summed uj"). ( )n the 24th January, 1 729-30,

he was advanced to the rank of lieutenant-colonel

in the same regiment, long under the command of

Lord Cadogan, with whose friendshi]i this brave and
vij:;i!ant officer was also honoured for many years;

and he continued in this rank and rei;iment till the

19th of April, 1743. when lie received a colonel's

commission over a new rei^nnient of dragoons, at the

head of which he was destined to fall, al>out two
years aiul a half after he had received it.

Captain Gardiner lived for several years a very

<,'av and distillate life, insomuch as even to distinguish

liiiiiselfat the ilis>ohite court of the Recent Orleans,

llir, coniluci \\us char.^cierized by every speeies of
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vice, and his constitution enabled him to pursue his

courses with sucli insouciance of manner, that he
acquired the name of "the happy rake." Still the

checks of conscience, and some remaining principles

of good education, would break in upon his most
licentious hours, and 1 particularly remember, says

Dr. Doddridge, he told me tliat when some of his

dissolute companions were once congratulating him
on his distinguished felicity, a dog happening at that

time to come into the room, he could not forbear

groaning inwardly, and saying to himself, "Oh that

1 were that dog!" But these remonstrances of rea-

son and conscience were in vain ; and, in short, he
carried things so far, in this wretched part of his life,

that I am well assured some sober English gentle-

men, who m.ade no great pretences to religion, how
agreeable soever he miglit liave been to them on
other accounts, rather declined than sought liis com-
pany, as fearing they might have been ensnared and
corrupted by it.

The crisis, however, of this course of wickedness
arrived at last. I am now come, says his biographer,

to that astonishing part of his story, the account of

his conversion, which I cannot enter upon without

assuring the reader that I have sometimes been
tempted to suppress many circumstances of it; not

only as they may seem incredible to some, and en-

thusiast ical to otiiers, but I am very sensible they

.ire liable to great abuses; which was the reason that

he gave me for concealing the most extraordinary

from many persons to whom he mentioned some of

the rest.

This memorable event happened towards the

middle of July, 1719; but I cannot be exact as to

the day. The major had spent the evening (and,

if I mistake not, it was the Sabbatli) in some gay
company, and had an unliappy assignation with a

married woman, of wliat rank or quality I did not

particularly inquire, whom he was to attend exactly

at twelve. The company broke up about eleven;

and not judging it convenient to anticipate the time-

appointed, he went into his chamber to kill tlie

tedious hour, perhaps with some amusing book, or

some other way. But it very accidentally happened
that he took up a religious i>ook which his good
mother or aunt had, without his knowledge, slipped

into his portmanteau. It was called, if I rememi^er
the title exactly. The Christian Sohlio-, or Ifcaven

tiken by Storm; and was written by Mr. Thomas
Watson, (iuessiiig by the tule of it that lie should
find some phrases of his own ])rofcssion spiritualized,

in a manner which lie tiioughl might afford him some
diversion, lie resolved to dip into it ; but he took no
serious notice of anything he read in it : and yet,

while this book was in his hand, an imjjression was
made Uj)on his iniivl (jierhaps (iod only knows
how) which drew after it a train of the im^st inq^or-

tant and hajipy con>equenees. There is indeed a

])ossil)iIity, tliat while he was sitting in this solitude,

and reading in this careless and jirnfiiie manner, he
might suddenly fail asleej), and only dream c)f what
he api^rehended he saw. But nothing tan l)e more
certain than that, when he gave me this relation

[739]> lie judged liimsclf to have been as bi()a<l

awake during the whole time as he ever was in any
])art of his life; and he mentioned it to me several

times afterwards as what undoubtedly parsed, imt

only in his imagination, but before his eyes.

He thtnight he saw an unusual blaze of liglit fall

on the book while he was rearling, which he at fir>l

imagined might hajjjK'n l)y some accident in the

candle. But lifting up his eyes he apprehended,
to his extreme amazement, that there was Ijefore

him, as it were suspended in the air, a visible re-

presentation of the Lord Jesus Christ upon the cross,

surrounded on all sides with a glory ; and was im-
pressed as if a voice, or something equivalent to a
voice, had come to Inm, to this effect (for he was
not confident as to the very words), "Oh sinner I

did I suffer this for thee, and are these the returns?"
But whether this were an audible voice, or only a
strong impression on ins mind equally striking, he
did not seem very confident, though, to the best of

my remembrance, he rather judged it to be the

former. Struck with so amazing a phenomenon as

this, there remained hardly any life in him, so that

he .sank down in the arm-chair in which he sat, and
continued, he knew not exactly how long, insensible;

which was one circumstance that made me several

times take the liberty to suggest that he might pos-

sibly be all this while asleep; but however that were,

he quickly after opened his eyes, and saw nothing
more than usual.

It may easily be supposed he was in no condition

to make any observation U})on the time in which he
had remained in an insensible state. Nor did he,

throughout all the remainder of the night, once

recollect that criminal and detestable assignation

which had before engrossed all his thoughts. lie

rose in a tumult of passions not to be conceived, and
walked to and fro in his chamber, till he was ready

to drop down in unutterable astonishment and agony
of heart ; appearing to himself the vilest monster in

the creation of God, who had all his lifetime been
cnicifying Christ afresh by his sins, and now saw,

as he assuredly believed, by a miraculous vision, the

horror of what he had done. With this was con-

nected such a view, both of the majesty and good-

ness of God, as cau.sed him to loathe and abhor him-

self, and to repent as in dust and ashes. He imme-
diately gave judgment against himself, that lie was
most justly Mortliy of eternal damnation: he was
astonished that he had not been immediately struck

dead in the midst of his wickedness: and (which I

think deserves particular remark) though he assuredly

believed that he should ere long be in hell, and set-

tled it as a point with himself for several months,

that the wisdom and justice of God did almost ne-

cessarily require that such an enormous sinner should

be made an example of everlasting vengeance, and
a sjiectacle as such both to angels and men, so that

he hardly durst presume to pray for pardon
;

yet

what he then suffered was not so much from the

fear of hell, though he concluded it would soon be

his portion, as from a sense of that liorrible ingrati-

tuile he had shown to the God of his life, and to

that blessed Redeemer who had been in so affecting

a manner setforth as crucified bejore him.

The mind of Major Gardiner continued from this

remarkable time till toward the end of October (that

is, rather more than three months, but especially tlie

two first of them) in as extraordinary a situation a:>

one can well im.agine. He knew nothing of the joys

arising from a sense of jwrdon; \m\, on tlie contrary,

for tlie greater part rif that time, and with very short

intervals of hojjc towards the end of it, took it for

granted that he must in all probability quickly

perish. Nevertheless, he had smh a sense of the

evil of hill, and of the goodness of the Divine Being,

and of the admirable tendency of the Christian

rev<-latioii, that he resolved to s])end the remainder

of his lile, while (iod continued him out of hell, in

as rational and as useful a manner as lie coidd; and
to continue casting himself at the foot of divine

mercy, everv day, and often in a day, if [>erad ventiu'c

there might be lio])e of jiardon, of wiiicli all that he

could say was, that he did not absolutely despair.

He liad at that time such a sense of the <]egeneracy
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of his own heart that he hardly durst form any
determinate resolution against sin, or pretend to

engage himself by any vow in the presence of God;
but he was continually crying to him that he would
deliver him from the bondage of corruiJtion. He
perceived in himself a most surprising alteration with

regard to the dispositions of his heart; so that, though
he felt little of the delight of religious duties, he
extremely desired o]:)portunities of being engaged in

them; and those licentious pleasures which had before

been his heaven, were now absolutely his aversion.

And indeed, when I consider how habitual all those

criminal indulgences were grown to him, and that

he was now in the prime of life, and all this while

in high health too, I cannot but be astonished to

reflect upon it, that he should be so wonderfully

sanctified in body, as well as in soul and spirit, as

that, for all tiie future years of his life, he, from that

hour, should find so constant a disinclination to, and
abhorrence of, those criminal sensualities, to which
he fancied he was before so invincibly impelled by
his very constitution, that he was used strangely to

think and to say, that Omnipotence itself could not

reform him, without destroying that body and giving

him another.

Nor was he only delivered from that bondage of

corruption which had been habitual to him for many
years, but felt in his breast so contrary a disposition,

that he was grieved to see human nature, in those to

whom he was most entirely a stranger, prostituted

to such low and contemptible pursuits. He, there-

fore, exerted his natural courage in a very new kind

of conil)at, and became an open advocate for religion,

in all its principles, so far as he was acquainted with

them, and all its precepts, relating to sobriety, right-

eousness, and godliness. Yet he was very desirous

and cautious that he might not run into an extreme,

and made it one of his first petitions to God, the

very day after these amazing impressions had been

wrought in his mind, that lie might not be suffered

to behave with such an affected strictness and pre-

ciseness, as would lead others about him into mis-

taken notions of religion, and expose it to reproach

or suspicion, as if it were an unlovely or uncomfort-
able thing. Eor this reason he endeavoured to ap-

pear as cheerful in conversation as he conscientiously

could; though, in spite of all his precautions, some
traces of that deep inward sense which he had of his

guilt and misery would at times appear. He made
no secret of it, however, that his views were entirely

changed, though he concealed the particular circum-

stances attending that change. He told his most
intimate companions freely, that he had reflected on
tlie course of life in which he had so long joined them,
and found it to be folly and madness, unworthy a

rational creature, and much more unworthy persons

calling themselves Christians. And he set up his

standard, upon all occasions, against principles of

infidelity and practices of vice, as determinately and
as boldly as ever he displayed or planted his colours,

when he bore them with so much honour in the

field.

Such is the account given by an cxceedinglv honest,

able, and pious writer of the remarkable conversion
of Colonel Ciardiner; an account too minute and
curious to be passed over by a modern biographer,
whatever credence may be given to the circumstances
of which it is composed. While the minds of our
readers will jirobably find an easy explanation of
the ••phenomenon" in the theories which some late

writers have started respecting such impressions of
the senses, we shall present a remarkalilv interesting

notice of the pious soldier which was written twentv
years before his death, and a still longer period

antecedent to Doddridge's publication, and must
therefore be considered as entitled to particular at-

tention and credit. It is extracted from a journal of

the historian Wodrow [MS. Advocates' Library],

where it appears under date May, I725> as having
just been taken down from the mouths of various in-

formants :

"From him and others I have a very pleasant ac-

count of Major Gardiner, formerly master of horse

to the Earl of Stair, and now lately, on the death of

Craig, made Major of .Stair's gray horse.

lie seems to be one of the most remarkable instances

of free grace that has been in our times. He is one
of the bravest and gallantest men in Britain, and
understands military affairs exactly well. He was a
lieutenant or a captain many years ago in Glasgow,
where he was extremely vicious. He had a criminal

correspondence with ,' as my informer tells

us he owns with sorrow. He acknowledges with
the deepest concern there was scarce an evil but

what he was addicted to it, and he observes that he
on many accounts has reason to reckon himself the

chief of sinners, much more than Paul; for besides

the multitude of the most horrid sins, he did them
not ignorantly and through unbelief, but over the

belly of light and knowledge. When he was with
my Lord Stair, ambassador at Paris, he was riding

on one of his most unruly and fiery horses, which
could not bear the spur, and in the streets met the

hostie and crowd with it. Whether of design or

accidentally I caimot say, but his horse and he soon
made a clean street, and the hostie came to the

ground. The ambassador's house was attacked for

the abuse of the hostie, and he was obliged to write

over to court about it. The change wrought on the

major a few years ago was gradual and itnperccptihlt'.

I think profane swearing was the first thing he re-

frained from, and then other vices, and still as he

refrained from them, he bore testimony against them
in others, in the army, at court, and everywhere, and
reproved them in great and small with the utmost

boldness. At length he is thoroughly reformed, and
walks most closely in ordinances; and while with his

troops in Galloway, he haunts mostly at the houses

of the ministers; and has made a sensible reformation

among the troops he commands, and nothing like

vice is to be seen among them. His walk and
conversation is most tender and Christian ; he rises

by four in summer and winter, and nobody has

access to him till eight, and some later, and these

hours he spends in secret religion. He is a close and
exemplary keeper of ordinances, and a constant

terror to vice wherever he is, and a serious keeper of

the Sabbath. We have at this time several excel-

lent ofticers in the army, and who have been in it:

Colonel Blackader, Colonel Erskine, Lieiiteiiani-

colonel Cunningham, and this gentleman. May the

Lord increase theml"'

"This resolute and exemplary Cb.ri-;tian now
entered upon that methodical manner ot li\ing \\hieh

he inu'sued through so man}' succeeding year? o( life.

.\ life anything like his could not be entered, upon in

the midst of such company as he liad been accus-

tomed to keen without great opp<)>ition, especially

as he did not entirely withdraw himself from all the

circles of cheerful conversation; but. un the contrary-,

gave several hours everv day to it, lest religion should

be rejiroached as having made him morose. He,

however, earlv Ijegan a ; ractice which, to the last

dav of hi> life he retained, of reproving vice and j'ro-

faneness. and u as never afraid to debate the matter

1 Th- iircssed in a secret hand Ubcd by tl
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with any, under the consciousness of such superiority

in the goodness of his cause.

"A remarkable instance of this happened about

the middle of the year 1720, though I cannot be very

exact as to the date of the story. It was, however,

on his first return to make any considerable abode
in England, after this remarkal^le change. He had
lieard on the other side of the water that it was cur-

rently reported among his companions at home that

he was stark mad—a report at which no reader who
knows the wisdom of the world in these matters,

will be much surprised any more than himself. He
concluded, therefore, that he should have many battles

to fight, and was willing to despatch the business as

fast as he could. And therefore, being to spend a

few days at the country-house of a person of distin-

guished rank witli whom he had been very intimate

(whose name I do not remember th.it he told me, nor

did I think it proper to inquire after it), he begged
the favour of him that he would contrive matters so

that a day or two after he came down, several of

their former gay companions might meet at his lord-

ship's table, that he might have an opportunity of

making his apology to them, and acquainting them
with the nature and reasons of his cliange. It was
accordingly agreed to; and a pretty large company
met on the day appointed, with previous notice that

Major Gardiner would be there. A good deal of

raillery passed at dinner, to which the major made
very little answer. But when the cloth was taken

away, and the servants retired, he begged their

jiatience for a few minutes, and then plainly and
seriously told them what notions he entertained of

virtue and religion, and on what c(msideralions he
had absolutely determined that, by the grace of God,
he would make it the care and business of life, what-
ever he might lose by it, and whatever censure and
contempt he might incur. He well knew liow im-

])r()i)er it was in such company to relate the extra-

ordinary manner he was awakened, which they would
probably have interpreted as a demonstration of

lunacy, against all the gravity and solidity of his dis-

course; but he contented himself with such a rational

defence of a righte(;us, sober, and godly life as he
knew none of tliem could witli any shadow of reason
contest. He then challenged them to propose any-
thing they could urge to prove that a life of irreligion

and debauciiery was ]jreferable to tlie fear, love, and
worsliip of the eternal God, and a conduct agreeable
to the prece])ls of his gospel. And he failed not to

IjL-ar his totimony, from his ow^n experience, that,

after having run the widest round of sensual pleasures,

with all the a<lvantages the best constitution and
spirits could give him, he had never tasted anything
that deserved to be called happiness till he had made
religion his refuge and his delight. He testified

calndy and bolilly the hal^itual serenity and jieace

tiiat he now felt in his own breast, and the compo-
sure and pleasure with which he looked forward to

ol)jects whicii the gayest sinner mu>t acknowledge to

be equally unav(ji(iaijle and (h-eadful. I know not

what might be attempted ])y some of the conqiany
in answer to this; but I well remember he told me
tiie master of the table, a person of a very frank ami
candid dis])(jsili(m, cut short the del)ate, and said,

'Come, let us call another cause: we thought this

man mad, and he is in good earnest ])r()viiig tiiat we
are ^o.' ( )u llie wliole, this well-judged circumstance

>:ived him a great deal of future trouble. When his

former acquaintance ol)served tliat he was still con-

versable and innocently cheerful, and tliat lie was
immovable in hi-> resolutions, they desi:^ted from
fartlier inijjortuiiity. And he has assured me that,

iiiiiead ot luring any one valuable friend by this

change in his character, he found himself much more
esteemed and regarded by many who could not per-

suade themselves to imitate his example.
"I meet not with any other remarkable event relat-

ing to Major Gardiner, which can properly be intro-

duced here, till the year 1726, when, on the ilth of

July, he was marrieil to the Right Honourable Lady
Frances Erskine, daughter to the fourth Earl of

Buchan, by wliom he had thirteen children, five only

of which survived their father—two sons and three

daughters. From this period till the commencement
of the French war he lived either at his villa of Bank-
ton in East Lothian, or moved about through the

country with his regiment. Towards the latter end
of 1742 he embarked for Flanders, and spent some
considerable time with the regiment at Ghent, where
he much regretted the want of those religious ordin-

ances and opportunities which had made his other

abodes delightful. As he had the promise of a regi-

ment before he quitted England, his friends were
continually expecting an occasion of congratulating

him on having received the command of one. But
still they were disappointed; and on some of them
the disappointment seemed to sit heavy. As for the

colonel himself, he seemed quite easy about it, and
appeared much greater in that easy situation of mind
than the highest military honours and preferments

could have made him. His majesty was at length

pleased to give him a regiment of dragoons, wdiich

was then quartered just in the neighbourhood of his

own house in Scotland. It appeared to him that

by this remarkable event Providence called him
home. Accordingly, though he had other prefer-

ments offered him in the army, he chose to return,

and, I believe, the more willingly, as he did not ex-

pect there would have been an action."

The latter years of Colonel CJardiner's life were
rendered gloomy by bad health, and for some time

before his death he appeared to move constantly

under a serious anticipation of that event. When
the insurrection of 1745 commenced in the High-
lands, his raw regiment of dragoons constituted an
important part of the small military force witli

which .Sir John Cope was required to meet the

coming storm. Cope marched in August into the

Highlands, leaving Gardiner's and Hamilton's dra-

goon regiments in the low country; and when the in-

surgents, by a strange mana'uvre, eluded the govern-

ment general, and descended upon the Lowlands,

these inexperienced troops were all that remained

to oppose their course. After an ineffectual atteni] t

to jirotect Edinburgh, the two regiments fled in a

panic to Dunbar, where they were rejoined by tlie

foot under the command of .Sir John Cope, and liie

wiiole army then marclied towards the capital in

order to meet and give battle to the clan^,. Tlie

worthy colonel was nnich depressed by the conduct

of his men, and anlicipate(l that tliey would not

behave lietter in the action alioul to take jilace: he
said, however, that though he could not inlluence

the conduct of others, he had one life to sacrihce for

his country's safely, and he would not s]iai"e it.

"The two hostile bodies came into view of each

other on the 20th of .Sejiteniber in the neiglibouiliood

of his own house near Trestoiqians. The colonel

drew up his regiment in the altenioi)n, and rode

through all their ranks, addressing them at once in

the most respectful and animating manner, both as

soliliers and as Christians, to engage them to exert

themselves courageously in the service of their coun-

try, and to neglect nothing that might have a ten-

dency to ])re])are them for whatever event might
happen. They seemed much affected with the ad-

dre.-.s, and expressed a very ardent desire of attack-
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ing the enemy immediately : a desire in which he
and another very gallant officer of distinguished rank,

dignity, and character, both for bravery and conduct,

would gladly have gratified them, if it had been in

the power of either. lie earnestly pressed it on the

commanding officer, as the soldiers were then in

better spirits than it could be supposed they would
be after having passed the night under arms. He
also apprehended, that by marching to meet them,

some advantage might have been secured with regard

to the ground ; with which, it is natural to imagine,

he must have been perfectly acquainted. He was
overruled in this advice, as also in the disposition

of the cannon, which he would have planted in the

centre of our small army, rather than just before his

regiment, which was in the right wing. And when
he found that he could not carry cither of these

points, nor some others, which, out of regard to the

common safety, he insisted upon with unusual ear-

nestness, he dropped some intimations of the con-

sequences he apprehended, and which did in fact

follow; and submitting to providence, spent the re-

mainder of the day in making as good a disposition

as circumstances would allow.

He continued all night under arms, wrapped up
in his cloak, and generally sheltered under a rick

of barley which happened to be in the field. About
three in the morning he called his domestic servants

to him, of which there were four in waiting. He
dismissed three of them, with most affectionate Chris-

tian advice, and such solemn charges relating to the

performance of their duty and the care of their souls,

as plainly seemed to intimate that he apprehended
it at least very probable he was taking his last fare-

well of them. There is great reason to believe that

he spent the little remainder of the time, which could

not be much above an hour, in those devout exercises

of soul wliich had so long been habitual to him,

and to which so many circumstances did tiien concur
to call him. The army w-as alarmed by break of

day by the noise of the approach of the enemy, and
the attack was made before sunrise

;
yet it was light

enough to discern what passed. As soon as the

enemy came within gun-shot, they made a furious

fire ; and it is said that the dragoons which consti-

tuted the left wing immediately fled. The colonel,

at the beginning of the onset, which in the whole
lasted but a few minutes, received a wound by a

bullet in his left breast, which made him give a

sudden spring in his saddle; upon which his servant,

who had led the horse, would have persuaded him
to retreat : but he said, it was only a wound in tiie

flesh, and fought on, though he ju-esently after re-

ceived a sliot in his right thigh. In the meantime
it was discerned that some of the insurgents fell by
him.

Events of this kind pass in less time than the de-

scription of them can be written, or than it can be
read. The colonel was for a few moments supported
by his men, and particularly by Lieutenant-colonel
Whitney, who was shot through the arm here, and
a few months after fell nobly in the battle of Falkirk;
and by Lieutenant West, a man of distinguished
liravery; as also by about fifteen dragoons, who stood
by him to the last. But after a faint fire, the regi-

ment in general was seized with a panic: and though
their colonel and some other gallant officers did
what they could to rally them once or twice, they
at last took a precipitate flight. And ju>t in the
moment wlien Colonel Gardiner sei-med to be mak-
ing a pau>e. to deliberate what duty required him
to do in such a circumstance, he saw a party of the
foot who wore then bravely fighting near him, and
whom he was ordered to support, had no othcer to

head them; upon which he said eagerly, "Those
brave fellows will l>e cut to pieces for want of a com-
mander;" or words to that effect: which while he
was speaking, he rode up to them, and cried out

aloud, "Fire on, my lads, and fear nothing." But
just as they were out of his mouth a Highlander
advanced towards him with a scythe fastened on a

long pole, with which he gave him such a deep
wound on his right arm that his sword dropped out

of his hand ; and at the same time several others

coming about him while he was thus dreadfully en-

tangled with that cruel weapon, he was dragged off

his horse. The moment he fell another Highlander
gave him a stroke, either with a broadsword or a

Lochaber-axe, on the hinder part of his head, which
was the mortal blow. All that his faithful attendant

saw farther at this time was, that as his hat was fall-

ing off, he took it in his left hand, and waved it as

a signal to him to retreat ; and added, what were
the last words he ever heard him to speak, "Take
care of yourself:" upon which the ser\'ant retired,

and fled to a mill at the distance of about two miles

from the spot of ground on which the colonel fell

;

where he changed his dress, and disguised like a

miller's servant, returned as soon as possible; yet

not till nearly two hours after the engagement. The
hurrj- of the action was then over, and he found his

much-honoured master not only plundered of his

watch and other things of value, but also stripped

of his upper garments and boots; yet still breathing,

though not capable of speech. In this condition

he conveyed him to the church of Tranent, from
whence he was immediately taken into the minister's

house and laid in bed; where he continued breathing

and frequently groaning, till about eleven in the

forenoon, when he took his filial leave of pain and
sorrow. Such was the close of a life which had
been so zealously devoted to God, and filled up with

so many honourable services.

His remains were interred the Tuesday following,

September 24, at the parish church at Tranent

—

where he had usually attended divine service—with

great solemnity. His obsequies were honoured with

the presence of some persons of distinction, who
were not afraid of paying that piece of respect to his

memory, though the country was then in the hands

of the enemy. But indeed there was no great hazard

in this; for his character was so well known, that

even they themselves spoke honourably of him, and
seemed to join with his friends in lamenting the fall

of so brave and so worthy a man.
In personal appearance Colonel Gardiner was

tall, well proportioned, and strongly built, his eyes

of a dark gray, and not very large ; his forehead

pretty high; his nose of a length and height no way
remarkable, but very well suited to his other features;

his cheeks not very prominent, his mouth moderately

large, and his chin rather a little inclining to be

peaked. He had a strong voice, and lively accent;

with an air very intrepid, yet attempered with much
gentleness ; and there was something in his manner
of address most perfectly easy antl obliging, which

was in a great measure the result of the great candour

and benevolence of his natural temper; and which,

no doubt, was much improved by ilie deep humility

which divine grace had wrought into his heart, as

well as his having been aecu-tomed from his early

voulh to the comjiany of persons of distinguished

rank and polite behaviour.

GARDNER. (ii^iKf.K. an eminent botanist, was
horn in iSio. at Ardentiiuiy, where his father, a

native of Aberdeen, acted as gardener to the F.arl (jf

Duiimore. He was the second son. In 1S16 his
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father became gardener to the Earl of Eglinton at

Ardrossan, and there the subject of our sketch at-

tended the parish school till 1822, when his parents

removed to Glasgow. Here he was placed at the

grammar-school, and, in the course of his studies, ac-

quired a gootl knowledge of the Latin language.

He had early imbibed, probably from his father's

occujiation, a taste for botany; but it was perhaps as

much by accident as design that he subsequently de-

voted his life to the science.

He commenced the study of medicine in the An-
dersonian university of Glasgow, and continued,

during the winter and summer sessions of 1829-1832,
to pursue his studies with a degree of zeal and per-

severing industry which won for him high distinction

in college honours. He also, in 1829- 1831, attended

the classes of anatomy, surgery, chemistry, materia
medica. Sec, in the university, where he likewise

distinguished himself in the prize-list. In 1830 he
joined tlie Glasgow Medical Society and during that

year and 1831, 1832, his attendance at the Royal
Infirmary was unremitting. Still, amidst these

severer studies, he found leisure to indulge his early

bias for botany. His first rudiments of the science

were obtained from Dr. Rattray, and he continued

to improve himself by botanizing rambles in the

countr)', and frequent visits to the Botanical Garden,
with the curator of which, Mr. Stewart Murray, he
formed a friendship which continued to the day of

his death. Through Mr. Murray, and from his

having discovered in one of his rambles the rare

A'tiphar minima or pumila, growing in Mugdock
Loch, he became known to Sir William J. Hooker,
the eminent professor of botany in the university

of Glasgow. He now attended .Sir William's botani-

cal lectures and that truly amial:)le gentleman soon
formed a high estimate of his character and talents.

As a student he made several botanical excursions

to the Highlancls with the ])rofessor and his class;

and to the intimacy thus produced may be attributed

the important cliange in his future career.

From the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of

Gkasgow, Gardner obtained his diploma as surgeon,

with high marks of distinction. Meanwhile he had
made himself acquainted with the flcnvering plants

of Scotland, and studied cry])togamic botany so sue-'

cessfully that, in 1836, he brought out a work en-

titled Miisci Britanitici, or Pocket Herbarium of
British Mosses, arranged and named according to

Hooker's British Flora. Tiiis work was flatteringly

received, and has been of great value to muscologi.-,ts.

The s])ecimens are beautifully dried, and neatly at-

tached; whilst its general accuracy can be dejiended
u[)on, as he had ni)t only free access to the si)lcn(li(l

library of Sir William Hooker, but the benefit of his

personal assistance.

A copy of the A/iisei Britamiici having reached
the late Duke of lit-dford—well known iox the in-

terest which he took in botanical science— iiis grace
became a liberal patron, and warmly encouraged his

anil)ition to proceed ui)on a foreign ex])lorat()ry mis-

sion. After the death of the lamented Druniniond,
wliMse labours in Texas and parts of Central .\ni(jiica

had greatly enriched the Royal Hotanic (iardcn, the

directors of that institution were s()licitou> still further

to promote its scientific character; and arrangements
were made for (iardner's proceeding to .\orth I'razil,

to explore the botany of that country. As in the ca<e

of nrumni'ind. Sir William Hooker undertook to

[irocure a luunbcr u{ subscribers for the dried speci-

men>, and to be at the trouble of sulxlividmg an'l

forwarding them to the respective parties; the curator,

at the same time, agreeing to take a similar charge
of the seeds and living plants sent home. Many of

the public botanical gardens, as well as a number of

amateur noblemen and gentlemen, were subscribers,

and by this means for a moderate sum had their

collections largely and richly increased. Amongst
others the Duke of Bedford was a munificent contri-

butor; and all preliminaries having been arranged for

Ciardner's departure, his grace not only interested

his son Lord Edward Russell, R.N., commanding
on the American station, in his behalf, but secured

for him a free passage out in one of H.M. ships.

This, however, he politely declined, preferring the

greater privacy of a merchant ship, that he might have
leisure to study, and especially to improve himself in

his knowledge of the Spanish and Portuguese lan-

guages. So far from being offended, the duke mag-
nanimously sent him a draft for /'50 in lieu of the
free passage.

In the summer of 1836 Gardner sailed from Liver-

pool, and, after a favourable passage, arrived at Rio
de Janeiro, with the appearance of which and the

surrounding scenery he was perfectly captivated, and
wrote home in glowing terms, descriptive of his first

impressions. Amidst scenes so tempting to a natu-

ralist Gardner did not long remain inactive. He
made frequent excui^sions in the vicinity of Rio, and
particularly to the Organ Mountains, and his first

collection of plants, seeds, and specimens for the

herbarium was drawn chiefly from this quarter.

These came home in excellent condition and proved
highly interesting. They contained many new or-

chids, liliaece, palms, &c. He subsequently pene-
trated into the interior, and spent a considerable

time in exploring the diamond regions. Five years
— from 1836 till 1841—were passed in Brazil. Be-

fore returning home, which he did in the latter year,

he paid a parting visit to the Organ Mountams, his

object in doing so being, as he himself says in one
of his letters, to "make a collection of some of the

fine shrubs and herbaceous jilants which are to be

found principally on the higher levels" of that

range, to take home with him in the living state.

After penetrating into the interior, he found the diffi-

culty of sending home living plants almost insur-

mountable; yet he continued to ])reserve large col-

lections for the herbarium, which with seeds and
such living ])lants as could endure the inland journey

prior to their long voyage, were sent home as oppor-

tunity offered. Some of the melaslomacex-, as

I'leroma benthamianiivi and miiltijlora may be men-
tioned among the number as now ornamenting every

good collection of hot-house plants; also, many
beautiful franciscas, &c.

Although botany was, of course, his chief j^iursuit,

(iardner had always an eye to what might be of in-

terest in other de])artments ol natural history -heme
his collections were swelled \\\\\\ minerals, recent

and fossil shells, jireservcd skins of l)irds, fishes, (S;c.

He at the same lime did not neglect his medical ac-

quirements. Throughout his extended journeyings,

he carried his surgical instruments along with him,

and performed several impfirlant operations with en-

tire success, which not only imjirovcd his finances,

but gained him many friends —thus securing a degree

of res])ect, comfort, and in some cases safely, among
the native tribes, which only a medical man might
ex]iect to enjoy. Amidst his nuiltifaiious labours

he kept up his home corre--]iondence with surprising

regularity, writing often to Sir William Hooker and
.Mr. -Murray, and occasionally communicating with

the more distinguished foreign botanists of the day.

Several of his pa]iers and letters were inserted by
Sir William in the yonrnal 0/ Botany. In one of

these, dated Province of Minas, September 3, 1840,

he refers to the (_ieath of his '•.jenerous patron, the
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Duke of Bedford," in terms which bespeak the deep
gratitude by which he was actuated. Nor did he
overlook the claims of his own relations to a share

in his epistolary attention; and even his juvenile

friends, such as Dr. Joseph Hooker, and Mr.
Murray's family, were not forgotten.

In 1842, not long after his return, Gardner was
elected professor of botany in the Andersonian Uni-

versity, and had prepared a course of lectures; but

he did not retain that appointment, seeing, at the

tmie, little prospect of the class being well attended.

Meanwhile he occupied himself in arranging the

materials of his Brazilian jfoiirnal with a view to

])ul)lication. The work, however, was still incom-
plete, when, in 1843, he was appointed to Ceylon,

as island botanist and superintendent of the botanic

garden there, by the colonial government. This
situation he owed to the influence of his never-failing

friend Sir William Hooker, who had himself been,

some time previously, promoted to the office of

director-general of tlie Royal Gardens at Kew.
On arriving in Ceylon his fust consideration was

bestowed on the botanic garden, whicli he repaired,

re-arranged, and greatly improved. He then began
to make botanical excursions over the island, thus

enriching the garden with the fruits of his journeys.

He also transmitted to the botanic gardens in Britain,

especially Kew, such plants and seeds as were likely

to prove acceptable, obtaining in return the produc-

tions of other climes—South America, the West
Indies, &c., for the Ceylon garden. During his

rambles he discovered the upas tree, which was not

previously known to exist in Ceylon. A writer in

one of the Ceylon papers, whose article was copied

into Chambers's Journal, says:—"When returning

to Kornegalle we were most fortunate in the plea-

sure of having for a companion Dr. CJardner, the

eminent botanist, in whose company the most insig-

nificant plant or flower has an interest, in relation

to which he has always something instructive to tell.

On our journey back to Kandy, he discovered tlie

upas tree, growing within a few miles of Kornegalle.

It was not known before that it grows in Ceylon."
Gardner's position and eminence as a botanist

led him into an extensive correspondence, notwith-

standing which, and his multifarious official duties,

he so regtdated his labours as to be able, not long
after his arrival in Ceylon, to finish the arrangement
of his Brazilian papers, which ^\ere published in

London, by Reeves Brothers, in 1846. The work,

562 pp. Svo, is entitled Travels in the Interior of
Brazil, principally throw^h the Xorthern Pro'dnces

and the Gold Districts, dnrinf^ the Years 1 836-4 1."

It was very favourably received, being sufficiently

popular in its style to interest the general reader,

whilst it did not disappoint the expectations of the

man of science.

Lord Torrington, governor of Ceylon, proved a

kind friend and jiatron to (iardner, thereby enabling
him greatly to extend his botanical labours ; so also

did Sir James Emmerson Tennent, the secretary.

Both of these honoured names are often mentioned
with grateful feelings in his letters. It was at Xeuria
KUia Rest-house, the residence of Lord Torrington,
that his demise took place. He arrived there on the
loth of .March, 1S49, aliout 3 o'clock p.m., and,
after luncheon with Lord and Lady Torrington,
retired to rest in his room, his lordship and Dr.
Fleming riding out meanwhile. Next day the p.irtv

was to have gone on an excursion to tlie Hortori
riains. Lord Torrington and the doctor had not
proceeded far when they were recalled by express,

Gardner having been attacked by a severe fit of

apoplexy. Lverything was done which inctiical

science could suggest, but all to no purpose ; he
died at il o'clock at night, surrounded by a circle

of deeply grieved friends. He was in the prime
of life, and, as remarked at luncheon by Lady Tor-
rington, never seemed in better health and spirits.

He had been remarkable throughout life for abstin-

ence. Even during three years of constant travel-

ling, irregularity, and fatigue, while exploring the

interior of Brazil, he drank nothing stronger than
tea, of which he had secured a good supply before
leaving Pernambuco.

Lord Torrington, in communicating the afflicting

intelligence to Sir William Hooker, thus warmly
eulogizes the character of the deceased: "I can
honestly say that the colony, and the ]ntblic in gene-

ral, have experienced a severe loss in this talented

and excellent man—one who was loved by all

;

never did I see so amiable a person, one who pos-

sessed more benevolence, or was more ready to im-
part information to those who asked for it."

Thus the science of botany was deprived of an
enthusiastic student, and able expositor, in the prime
of life and the vigour of intellect. It is believed by
those who best knew him, that his end was hastened
by excessive mental labour. Amongst his numerous
MSS. is one in a finished state, which he was about
to send to press, designed as an elementary work on
thebotany of India; and, as stated by Sir W. Hooker,
in noticing his death in the Journal of Botany, he
had made extensive collections towards a complete
Flora Zeylanica. As a matter of general interest,

it is not unworthy of notice that Ciardner had taken
out a patent for preparing coffee leaf, so as to afford

a beverage, by infusion, "forming an agreeable,

refreshing, and nutritive article of diet.'

According to Gardner's will, liis iiooks and her-

barium were to be offered to the Ceylon government,
to form part of the establishment at Peradinia, at

a certain valuation; and, if not accepted, to be for-

warded to his executor in Britain, Sir W. Hooker.
The government having declined the offer, they were
accordingly placed at the disposal of Sir William,

by whose disinterested efibrts the herbarium realizetl

prices much beyond what could have been expected.

GED, William, the inventor of stereotype print-

ing, was a goldsmith in Edinl)urgh, in the early part

of the eighteenth century. He is said to have first

attempted stereotyping in the year 1725. The in-

vention, as may be generally knciwn, con.--ists in cast-

ing, by means of a stucco mould, a representation

of the superficies of arranged types, which, being

fitted to a block, may be used under the press exactly

as types are used, and, being retained, may serve at

any time to throw ciff an additional impre>sion. As
the metal recpiired for this process is very little com-
pareil to that of tyi>es, stereotpying is accomplished

at an expense, which, ihcnigh it might come h.Trd

upon ordinary jobs, is incon>ideral)le in others,

where it may be tiie means of saving a new ctim-

position of tvpes for subsequent impressions. In

the case of a hook in general use. such as die Bible,

and also in cases « here tlie publication takes place

in numbers, ami one number is in danger <if being

sold to a greater extent th.-.n r.nother. the ]irocess

suggested bv Cied is of vast uliiity,' In July, 1729,

1 .A use which rcrtainlv the i

he.-n found for tiiis vaUi.,; ie :

facilit.ui:ig the •c:\\'\'\ projurti-

tion. Some weekly lierio.iicai

<inly niile to produce th

by casting; several sets

\'arious piintuiL; mac'
r.y this laears pervnl

r never ccnteinpl.ited has
11 ; to the f rinting .art. in

rks < f very large circula-

icai> f the
I
re-ent if =4 day. are

lorir.oas nunil ers require J of them
stereoty;)e plates, and cmployit^g

lines on tiie same sheet at the same time.

"lis ha\ i".c a I'irculation even • 'f half a nal-

ed t J be is.-.ued \v;t;i the utmost rcgul-iriiv.
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Mr. GeJ entered into a partnership with William
Fenner, a London stationer, and, for the purpose
of carrying his invention into practice, allowed Fen-
ner half the profits, in consideration of his advancing

the necessary funds. Afterwards Mr. John James,
an architect, was taken into the scheme for the same
purpose, as was likewise Mr. Thomas James, a

letter-founder, and Mr. James Ged, the inventors

son. In 1730 the association applied to the univer-

sity of Cainbridge for printing Bibles and Common-
prayer Books, by stereotype, and, in consequence,

tlie lease was sealed to them, April 23, 1 73 1. Li

tlieir attempt they sank a large sum of money, and
finished only two prayer-books, so that it was forced

to be relin(|uished, and the lease was given up in

1738. Ged imputed his disappointment to the

villany of the pressmen, and the ill treatment of his

partners, particularly Fenner, whom John James
and he were advised to prosecute, but declined. Li

1733 this ingenious man returned with blighted

jjrospects to Edinburgh. Afterwards, however, by
the advice of his friends, he gave to the world a

specimen of his invention, in an edition of Sallitst,

finished, it is said, in 1736, but not published till

1744, as the following imprint on the title-page testi-

fies :

—

Ediithnrgi, Giilielmus Ged, Aitrifahcr, Ediit-

eiisis, non typis mobilibus, nt vulgofieri sold, scd tab-

cllis sen laminis fusis, excudebat, MDCCXLIV. James
Ged, his son and former partner, engaged in the

insurrection of 1745 as a captain in the Duke of

Perth's regiment, and being taken at Carlisle was
condemned, but, on his father's account, by Dr.

Smith's interest with tiie Duke of Newcastle, was
released in 1745. He afterwards went to Jamaica,
where he settled, and where his brother William was
already established as a printer. William (ied, the

inventor of an art which has been of incalcula])ie

advantage to mankind, experienced what has been
the fate of too many ingenious and useful men; he
died, October 19, 1749, in very indifferent circum-

stances, after his utensils had been shipped at Leith

for London, where he intended to renew partnership

with his son James. The Misses Ged, his daughters,

lived many years after in lulinburgh, where they

kept a school for young ladies, and were much
patronized by the Jacobite gentry.^ Another mem-
ber of the family, by name Dougai, was a captain in

the town-guard, or military police, of Edinburgh, in

the days of Fergui.ion the poet.

GEDDES, Ai.KX.VNDKR, celeljratcd as a poet, a

critic, and miscellaneous writer, was born at Arra-
dowl, in the ]iari>h of Rutliven, lianffshire, in the

year 1737. His father, .\lexander (jeddes, rented a

small farm on the .\rradowl estate, and, in common
with that cla>s of people in .Scotland at tliat time,

was in very ])()or circumstances. His mother was of

the Mitchells of Dellachy, in the ncigli])ouriiig pari^ll

of I)ellay, and both were of the Roman (/alholic

])ersuasion. The parents jjcing anxious to procure

for their son tlie benefits of learning, he was, witli a

view to the service of the church, at a very teinkT

age, ])Ut to learn his letters under a woman \\\\\) kept

a school in the village, of the name of .Scllar. Here
he learned t<; read the I'jiglish IJihIe, wliich secnis

to have lieeu tlie only book his parents ]io^m.->m'(1,

and \\liich, contrary to the general practice of pcoj, If

()f tlieir communion, they encouraged him "to read

1 Anion;; tlic curiosities prcs'_-n'jd in Firi;5ri>k (,a--tl';. Portl:-

shir'.-, thf; scat of Sir I'utcr Murray 'rhrcijjlaiKl. I'.art.. 1-, a

plgc of the; st<.r.;oty[,os of Gcd\ Sallust, which hail pr .bahly
Keen o'Mainc'l frorn ttic inventor (jr his fatnily by Sir Stewart
'J'hroipian'l, wlio was a distinguished partisan of the family .'f

fcruan.

with reverence and attention. " In pcnising this book
young Geddes took a singular delight, and by the
time he was eleven years of age had got the historical

]>arts of it nearly by heart. At this period the laird

of Arradowl having engaged a tutor of the name of
Shearer, from Aberdeen, for his two sons, was look-

ing about him for three boys of promising parts,

whom he might educate gratuitously along with them,
and who might afterwards be devoted to the serv'ice

of the church. Young Geddes, already celebrated

for his talents and for his love of study, immediately
attracted his notice, and, along with a cousin of his

own, John Geddes, who afterwards became titular

Bishop of Dunkeld, and another boy, was taken into

the house of Arradowl, where lie enjoyed all the
advantages peculiar to the laird's superior situation

in life, and we may reasonably suppose, though we
have not seen it noticed, that his improvement was
correspondent to his privilege. From the hospitable

mansion of Arradowl he was, by the influence of the

laird himself, admitted into the Catholic free semi-

nary of Sculan, a seminary intended solely for young
men who were to be afterwards sent abroad to re-

ceive holy orders in some of the foreign universities.

No situation was ever better chosen for the educating

of monks than Sculan, standing in a dismal glen,

overhung with mountains on all sides, so high as to

preclude the sun from being seen for many months
in the year. "'Pray, be so kind," said Geddes,

writing from that dreary spot to one of his fellow-

students, who had obtained leave to visit his friends,

"as to make particular inquiries after the health of

the sun. Fail not to present my compliments to

him, and tell him I still hope I shall one day be able

to renew the honour of personal acquaintance with

him." Here, to a knowledge of the vulgar English

Bible, he added a knowledge of the vulgar Latin

one, which appears to have been all the benefit he

received by a seven years' seclusion from the sun,

and from the world which he illuminated. Having
attained the age of twenty-one he was removed to

the Scots College at Paris, where he completed his

knowledge of the Latin language, to which he added
Hebrew, Greek, Italian, French, Spanish, German,
and Low Dutch. Theology and biblical criticism

were the principal objects of his attention, for he had
already formed the design of making a new transla-

tion of the Bible for the use of his Catholic country-

men, to the accomplishing of which all his studies

seem to have been directecl from a very early period

of his life. When he had completed his course in

the Scots College at Paris, he was solicited to take a

share of the public labours of the college, and to fix,

of course, his residence in that gay metro]iolis. This,

liowever, after some hesitation, he declined, and,

after an absence of six years, returned to his native

country in the year 1764. Having entered into

orders, Geddes, on his arrival in Scotland, was by

Ills ecclesiastic superior ordered to reside at Dun-
dee, as ofhciating priest to the Catholics of Angus.

This situation he did not long fill, being inviteil by

the l^arl of Traquair to reside in his family at Tra-

qiiair Ibnise, whither lie repaired in tlie month of

May, 1765.

Here Air. Geddes was situated as lia|i])ily as his

heart could have wished; he had ])lenty of time, with

tlie use of an excellent lilirary, and he seems to have
]iro.-,eculed his favourite study with great diligence.

He iiad been in this happy situation, however, little

more than a year, wlieii tlu- r>i)enly-dis]-)layed affec-

tion (jf a female inmate of the house, a relation of the

earl, rendered it neee'-sary for him, having taken the

I

vow of ]jerpetual celibacy, to take an abru]it de-

j

parture from the Arcadian scenery of the Tweed.
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Leaving with the innocent author of his misfortune

a beautiful little poem, entitled The Confessional, he
again bade adieu to his native land, and in the varie-

ties and volatilities of Paris endeavoured to forget

his pain. Even in this condition, however, he did

not lose sight of his great object, as during the time

he remained in Paris he made a number of valuable

extracts from books and manuscripts which he con-

sulted in the public libraries.

Paris never was a place much to his mind, and it

was less so now than ever, when it presented him
with no definite object of pursuit. He therefore

returned to Scotland in the spring of the year 1769.

He had by this time recovered, in some degree,

])Ossession of himself; but he dared not encounter

the fascination of the beloved object, or re-engage

in the domestic scenes from which he had found it

necessary to flee. Turning, therefore, to the scenes

of his early life, he was offered the charge of a

Catholic congregation at Auchinhalrig, in the county

of Banff, which he accepted. The members of this

little community were poor, their chapel was in

ruins, and the most inveterate rancour subsisted

among themselves, and between them and their Pro-

testant neighbours. Mr. Geddes, however, was not

to be appalled by the prospect of difficulties, how-
ever numerous and formidable. His first object was
to pull down the old chapel, and to build a new one
on the spot. His own house, too, which his bio-

grapher dignifies with the name of a parsonage-

house, he found necessary to repair almost from the

foundation, and he added to it the luxury of an ex-

cellent garden, from which he was able, on many
occasions, to supply the necessities of his people.

In these proceedings Mr. Geddes was not only

useful in directing and overseeing the workmen, but

as a workman himself, many of the most important

operations being performefl with his own hands.

Having thus pr()vided for the assembling of his con-

gregation, his next object was to correct that extreme
bigotry by which they were characterized. For this

end he laboured to gain their affections by the most
jiunctilious attention to every part of his pastoral

duty, antl by the most unbounded charity and bene-

volence. The ceremonies of Popery he despised as

heartily as any Presbyterian. The Scriptures he
earnestly recommended to his people, and exhorted
them to think for themselves, and to allow the same
jMivilege to others. Many of the peculiarities of

Popery, indeed, he denounced as most iniquitous,

and utterly repugnant to the spirit of genuine catho-

licity. In his judgment of others Geddes himself
sliowed tiie utmost liberality; and he even ventured
to appear as a worshipper in the churcli of a neigh-

bouring parish on different occasions. By these

means, if he did not convert to his views the Papists

of Auchinalrig, which we believe he did not, he ac-

quired a very high character to himself, and formed
many valualile friendships among men of all descrip-

tions. Than this conduct nothing could be better

fitted to attain the ol^ject which the Papists were by
this time very generally beginning to entertain—that

of obtaining political power and influence; and in

this respect Geddes, by dereliction of principle, did

more for their cause than all other men beside: yet

their zeal could not be restrained, even for this most
obvious purpose, and he had the mortification to

find that he was provoking very generally the resent-

ment of his clerical brethren. His diocesan Ijisliop.

Hay. tlireatened him with suspension if he did not
behave with greater circuni>pcction. particularly in

regard to the dangerous and contaminating inthience
of heretical intercourse: but having no su'preme court
before wliich to bring the refractorv and rebellious

priest, the bishop was under the necessity of letting

the controversy drop. Unfortunately the poor priest

had become personally bound for considerable sums
expended in building the chapel and repairing the

manse, for the payment of which he had trusted to

the liberality of his people. There was no appear-

ance of his expectations being realized, and his

creditors—a class of people whom he could not so

easily set at defiance as the bishop—l>ecoming cla-

morous, a "charge of horning" was likely to suspend
him more effectually than the order of his diocesan,

when, through the friendship of the Earl of Traquair,

he was introduced to the notice of the Duke of Nor-
folk, who, having learned the extent of the obliga-

tions he had come under in his pastoral capacity,

claimed the privilege of discharging them as an
earnest of future friendship. Geddes was thus re-

lieved from serious embarrassments, but his income
was far too scanty to supply his necessities, though
they were by no means so numerous as those of many
others in his situation. In order to provide for him-
self without burdening his congregation, he took a

small farm at Enzie in Fochabers, in the vicinity of

Auchinalrig, which he stocked by means of a loan,

Ijuilt a little chapel upon it, where he proposed to

officiate as well as at Auchinalrig, and in imagina-

tion saw himself already haj)py and independent.

There have been men of letters who have been at

the same time men of business. They have been,

however, but few; and Geddes was not of the num-
ber. It was in the year 1775 that he commenced
his agricultural speculations, and by the year 1778
he found himself in a still deeper state of embarrass-

ment than when he had been relieved by the Duke
of Norfolk. The expedient he adopted on this occa-

sion, was one that was much more likely to have

added to his embarrassments than to have relieved

them. He published at London ''Select Satires of
Horace, translated into English verse, and for the

most part adapted to the present times and manners."'

This publication, contrary to all human probability,

succeeded so well that it brought him a clear profit

of upwards of ;^ioo, which, with some friendly aid

from other quarters, set him once more clear of

pecuniary embarrassments. The remark of one of

his biographers on this circumstance ought not to

be suppressed:—"To be brought to the brink of

ruin by farming and kirk-building, and to be saved

from it by turning poetaster, must be allowed to be
rather out of the usual course of events."

Finding that his pen was of more service to him
than his plough, Mr. Geddes now seriously thought

of quitting his retirement, and tr\-ing his fortune in

London. He was, however, so strongly attached

to his llock, that it might have been long before he

put his design into execution, had not a circumstance

occurred to give it new vig(nir. Lord Findlater

had about tliis time married a daughter of Count
Murray of Mlcgum, who, being echicated al)road,

was imacquainted with English. Mr. Geddo was

employed by his lordship to teach her that laiii;uage.

In the house of his lord?hip he wa> introiluccd to

the Rev. Mr. Buchanan, who had been tutor to hi-,

lordship, and was now minister L.f tlic jiari-h of

CuUen, with whom he formed a ni..>t intimate

acquaintance, and did not scrujile to attend occasion-

ally upon his ministry in tlie churcli of C'ullen. This

latter circumstance rckin^ilcd the long->mothcred

ire of Bisliop Hay. wlio >er.t him an at:giy remoii-

strance. which he follower! up by >u-pen(iing him
from all hi< ecclesiastical f;uicl;on>. Tliis at once

di->« lived the tie betv.cen Mr. (ieddes and his con-

gregatiiin. fr^m vlioni, in t!ie end of the year 1770,

he to<3k an affectionate leave; and selling off what
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property he possessed at Enzie by public roup,

prepareii, without regret, to leave once more his

native country. His people testified their affection

for him by buying up, with extraordinary avidity,

everything that belonged to him, even to the articles

of broken cups and saucers. Nor were his Pro-

testant friends wanting to him on this occasion.

Through their joint influence the university of Aber-
deen stepped forward with praiseworthy liberality,

and conferred on him the degree of Doctor of Laws.
Leaving Enzie Dr. Geddes devoted a few weeks

to visits of friendship, and in company with Lord
Traquair repaired to London in the beginning of

tiie year 1780. Through the influence of Lord
Traquair he was almost immediately nominated to

be officiating priest in the chapel of the imperial

ambassador. The literarv- fame he had already ac-

(juired by his imitations of Horace, and the letters

with which he was honoured by his friends in the

north, introduced him at once to the most celebrated

literary characters of the day, which gave great

elasticity to his naturally buoyant spirits. Several

libraries, loo, both public and private, being thrown
open to him, he resumed with redoul)led ardour his

early project of translating the Bible for the use

of his Roman Catholic countrymen. Through the

Duchess of Gordon he was also introduced to Lord
Petre, who was like himself a Catholic, and was
anxious to have a translation of the Bible such as

Dr. Geddes proposed to make. To enable him to

go on without any interruption, his lordship gener-

ously allowed him a salary of ;^200 a year till the

work should be finished, besides being at tlie expense
of whatever private library he might find necessary

for his purpose. This was encouragement not only

beyond what lie could reasonably have hoped for,

Ijut equal to all that he could have wished; and the

same year he pu!)lished a sketch of his plan, under
the title of An Idea of a ^\It<;i Version of tlie Holy
Bible, for the Use of the English Catholics. This
Idea in general, for we have not room to be parti-

cular, was "a new and faithful translation of the

Bible, from corrected texts of the original, unaccom-
])anied with any gloss, commentary, or annotations,

but such as are necessary to ascertain the literal

meaning of tlie text, and free of every sort of inter-

jjretation calculated to establish or defend any ])ar-

licular sy>fem of religious credence." At the close

of this year he ceased to officiate in the imperial

ambassador's chapel, the establishment being sup-

pressed by an order from the emperor Joseph H.
He continuefl to preach, however, occasionally at

the cha|iel in Duke Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, till

the Easter hulidays of 1782, wiicn he found his time
so comiijeteiy taken uj) by his literary ])rojecls,

especially his translation, that he vohintarily with-

drew fr(jm every stated ministerial function. The
following year Dr. Ceddes paid a vi-,it to .'^cotiand,

(luring which he wrote Linton, a '/'-.rerddale J'astoni/,

in Honour of the liirth of n Son and Heir to the

Xoble Idonse of 'J'raqnair. He passed with tlie earl

and his countess r)n a tour to the south of france,

came back with them to Scotland, and shortly after

returned to London. He was about this time intro-

duced to Dr. Kennicc)t, by whom he was introduced

to Dr. Lowth, and both of them took a dee]) interest

in hi^ undertaking. At the suggestion of the latter

Dr. (ieddes wr<')te a new prosi)ectus, detailing more
f'llly and explicitly the jilan he meant to follow.

Tliis was given to the ])ublic in 1786: it had a very

general circulation, and was well received. In the

year I7'^5 '''- "'-i^ elected a corresponding member
iiy the Soti'ty of Scottish .-Vntiquaries—an honour
v.'liich he a<.kno'.vledLjed in a poetical epistle to that

respectable body. This epistle is printed in the

first volume of the Transactions of the society, as

also a dissertation on the Scoto-Saxon dialect, with
the first eclogue of Virgil, and the first idyllium of

Theocritus, translated into Scottish verse.

He was now advancing with his translation ; but

in the year 1787 he published an appendix to his

prospectus, in the form of a Letter addressed to the

Bishop of London, containing Queries, Doubts, and
Difficulties relative to a Vernacular Version of the

Ihdy Scriptures. He published the same year a letter

to Dr. Priestly, in which he attempted to prove, by
one prescriptive argument, that the divinity of Jesus
Christ was a primitive tenet of Christianity. About
the same time he published his letter on the case of

the Protestant Dissenters. In the year 1788 he en-

gaged as a contributor to the Analytical Rrjiru', for

which he continued to furnish many valuable articles

during the succeeding five years and a half It was
during the year just mentioned that he issued Pro-
posals for Printing by Subscription a Nno Transla-

tion of the Holy Bible, &c. His General Atts'u'er to

the Counsels atid Criticistjts that have been communi-
cated to him since the Publication of his Proposalsfor
Printing a AVw Translatiort of the Bible, appeared
in the year 1790. Of the same date was his Ans7t>cr

to the Bishop of Comands Pastoral Letter, by a Pro-
testing Catholic, followed by A Letter to the K.R. the

Archbishop and Bishops of England, &c.. Carmen
Secjilarepro Gallica, &c., and an Epistola Macaronica
ad Eratrem, &c. In the year 1 791 he was afilicted

with a dangerous fever, and on his recover}' accepted

of an invitation to visit Lord Petre at his seat at

Norfolk. This journey produced A iVorfolk Tale,

or a Journey f'om London to A'o)-ii'ich, 'with a Pro-

logue and an Epilogue published in the following

year. The same year he published An Apologyfor
Slavery, a poem entitled LJAvocat dii Dtahle, &c.,

and The East Book of the Lliad of ILontcr, verbally

rendered into English J'crse, Sec. Amidst these

multifarious avocations he was still proceeding with

his translation, and in the year 1792, though his

subscription list was far from being filled up, he
published The Eirst Volume of the Holy Bible, or

the Books accounted Sacred by Jru's and Christians,

othern'ise called the Liooks of the Old and A eri' Co7r-

nants, faithfully J'ranslatid from Corrected 7'exts of
the Originals, 'with various Readings, Explanatory
Azotes, and Critical L^eniarks.

Dr. Geddes had by this time engaged a house for

himself in Alsop's Buildings, New Road, Mary-le-

Bonc, which he had fitted up with his own hands

in a curious and convenient style. He had also a

garden both before and behind his house, which he
cultivated with the industry of a day labourer, and
with the zeal of a botanizing jihilosojilier ; he had
"a biblical ap])aratus [a library] through the jM-incely

mimificence of Lord Petre," superior to most indi-

viduals, and he wanted only the incense of the

world's ajjplause to this idol of a translation, which
he had set up to outrage alike the faith of Jews and
Christians, to make his triiunph jierfect and his liap-

)')iness com]ilete. The vain ninn had, by his Idea,

his Profcilns, his .Ippeiidix, and his .\iis70ir to

Counsels and Qtieriff, secured, ns he su])posed, the

concurrence of mankind, whili; he had in lact only

excited expectations which, tiiough his talents had
tieen increased an Inuidred-foM, he would have
fuuid himself unalile to satisfy. What must behave
felt or thought when he found that the book, instead

rif pleasing all tlie uorld, as he had vainly hoped,
pleaserl nobody, ('l)ristians of every description

considered it an insidious attack upon the foimda-

tions of their faith, and the Catliolics, iur whose
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benefit it was stated to have been mainly intended,

were by a pastoral letter from their vicars apostolic

forbidden to read it. Geddes, in an address to the

public the following year, defended himself with

great boldness, laying claim, like every other infidel,

to the most fearless honesty and the strictest impar-

tiality. The failure of his hopes, however, affected

him so deeply that his biblical studies were for a

time nearly suspended, and it required all the atten-

tions of his friends to prevent him from sinking into

the deepest despondency. In the meantime he

soothed, or attempted to soothe, his chagrin by
writing two Latin odes in praise of the French re-

volution, but which, on the representations of his

friends, he allowed to lie unpublished till the period

of the peace in the year iSoi. Me also wrote and
published at this time a translation of Gresset's Ver
Vert, or the Parrot of A'cvers, which did him no
honour, the poem having been only a short while

before translated more happily by John Gilbert

Couper. In the year 1795 he published an Ode
to the Honourable Thomas Pelham, occasioned by his

speech on the Catholic question in the Irish House
of Commons, which was followed, in 1 796, by a

Hudibrastic paraphrase of a sermon which had been
preached by a L)r. Coulthurst on the anniversary

of his majesty's accession, before the university of

Cambridge. In 1797 he published The Battle of
B—ng—r, or the Church''s Triumph : a Comic Heroic

Peoin in Nine Cantocs. The subject of this poem
was suggested by the notable contest between Bishop
Warren and Mr. Grindly, and it is unquestionably

the most finished of all his English poems. The
same year he published the second volume of his

translation of the Bible, which brought it to the end
of the Book of Ruth, beyond which it was not

destined to advance in its regular form.

During the two succeeding years he published two
burlesque sermons, ridiculing the fast-day sermons of

the Established clergy, and in the year iSoo his

Critical Remarks on the Hehreio Sa-iptures, corres-

ponding with a nev/ translation of the Bible, vol. i.,

containing remarks on the Pentateuch. If there

had been any doubt on the public mind respecting

the principles of Dr. Geddes, this volume must have
removed it. These remarks are less scurrilous per-

haps, but not less impious, than those of Thomas
Paine, and professing to be the result of laborious
learning, sound philosophy, and a most enlarged and
enlightcnetl Christianity, are to weak minds much
more dangerous, and to the well-infjrmed more offen-

sively disgusting than even the flippancies of that

celebrated unbeliever. They had not, however, the

merit of meeting the general ideas of mankind, and
we believe are already nearly forgotten. Tiie en-

couragement with which he commenced his pulilica-

tion was greatly inadequate to meet the expense;
and this encouragement, instead of increasing, had
greatly fallen off; the work being primed too solely

at his own expense, he soon found himself involved
in pecuniary difficulties, from wliich he had not the
means of extricating himself. Never had a reckless

man, however, such a singidarly good fortune. We
have already seen him twice rescued from niin in a
way, on both occasions, which no one less fortunate
tlian himself coultl have hoped for, and on this occa-
sion his situation was no sooner disclosed than a plan
was devised for his rciicf, and executed almost with-
out his knowledge. "It is to the credit of the age
in which we live," says his biographer, "that, with-
out any further application on his own part, per-ons
of every rank and religious persuasion, Protestants
and Catholics, clergy and laity, nobility and gentrv,

several of whom had never known him but bv iia:nc.

and many of whom had professed a dislike of his

favourite tenets, united in one charitable effort to

rescue him from anxiety and distress; nor should it

be forgotten that some part at least of the amount
subscribed proceeded from the right reverend bench
itself. The sum thus collected and expended for

him from the year 1798 to the middle of the year

1800, independent of his annuity from Lord Petre,

amounted to £,ofX> sterling. Nor was this all: mea-
sures were taken at the same time to prevent any
such disagreeable occurrence in future. In the buoy-
ancy of spirit which this great deliverance excited,

he published a modest ajjology for the Catholics of

Cireat Britain, addressed to all moderate Protestants,

particularly to the members of both houses of parlia-

ment. This work was published anonymously; but
it had been written twenty years before, and from
the style and the whispers of his friends, was soon
known to be his. It was translated into the French
and German languages, and, considered as the work
of a man who professed himself to be a Catholic, is

certainly a most singular performance. It was about
this time the famous rencounter between William
Gifford, author of the Baiiad, and Dr. Wolcott,
better known by the name of Peter Pindar, took
place in the shop of Mr. Wright, bookseller in Picca-

dilly, on which Dr. Geddes published Bardomachia,
or the Battle of the Bards. This he was at the trouble

of composing first in Latin, and aftenvards translat-

ing into English, so that it was pulilished in both lan-

guages. In the following year, 1801, Dr. Geddes
sustained an irreparable loss in the death of his noble
patron. Lord Petre. His lordship died of an attack

of the gout in July, 1801, in the sixty-eighth year of

his age. By his latter will he bequeathed to Dr.
Geddes an annuity of ;i{^ioo; and his son, the heir of

his virtues as well as of his honours, when he inti-

mated the circumstance to the doctor, politely pro-

posed to add a yearly salary of the same amount.
Nor ought it to be suppressed on this occasion that

Mr. Timothy Brown of Chiswell .Street, before Dr.

Geddes was apprised of Lord Petre's generous inten-

tions, had engaged that the ;^200 a year which he

was likely to lose by the death of his patron should

be supplied by the voluntary contributions of those

friends who had so generously come forward on the

late occasion, or in case of their declining it, by an
equal salary to be annually paid by himself. Though
he was thus no loser in a pecuniary point of view,

he felt the void hereby jiroduced in his happiness,

and almost in his existence, to be irreparable; and it

was long before his mind recovered so much calmness

as to reason on the subject, or to admit tlie sympathies

of surviving friends. Ilis grief, however, began to

assume a milder character, and he attempted to

soothe his feelings by composing for his departed

friend a Latin elegy, and he gave successive proofs

that the embers of his habitual hilarity still glowed
with a few vital sj^arks. He did not, however, feel

himself at any period sufficiently colicctetl for a

regular prosecution of his favourite uiulertaking.

At the pressing re(|uest of his frieii'ls, he began to

prepare for the press the Psalm-, t.i be printed in a

separate volume. With tlie trai>latinn he did not

get further than the one huntlred and eigliteenth. A
trifling ode on the restoration of jK-aco, written in

Latin, was one of his nnui>emeiits at this time, anil

a Latin elegy on the deatli of Ciihert Wakefield was
tlie la.>t of hi> conipo>:t:ons. ?dr. Wakefield died in

the month of .September, iSoi, when Dr. Geddes
^\as already deeply afteeted with the j^ainful disea-e

that carried liini ntf early in the following spring.

Thr(WL;h the \\!iole of the winter his sufferings nui>t

often l;ave been extreme, tl'.ough he had. intervals in
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which he was comparatively easy. He died sud-

denly on the 20th of February, 1802, in the sixty-fifth

year of his age.

As there has been a story told of Dr. Geddes
having recanted his opinions on his death-bed, it be-

comes an imperious duty to state the manner of his

death, as related by those who were about him at

the time. The rites of that communion to which he

professed to belong were, notwithstanding his avowed
contempt for the greater part of them, administered

to him by his friend M. St. Martin, a doctor of the

.Sorbonne and professor of divinity. The day before

his death Dr. Geddes was visited by this friend,

who was anxious to recall him from those aberrations

he had made from the faith, and for this purpose

had a list of questions drawn up, to which he meant
to insist upon having answers. The state into which
by this time the Doctor had fallen rendered this im-

practicable. Sensible that he was in great danger,

^L St. Martin endeavoured to rouse him from his

letharg)', and proposed to him to receive absolution.

Geddes observed that in that case it would be neces-

sary for him to make his confession. M. St. Martin,

aware that this was beyond his strength, replied that

in extremis this was not necessary, that he had only

to examine the state of his own mind, and to make a

sign when he was prepared. He could not, how-
ever, avoid putting a question or two upon the more
important points upon which they differed. ""\'ou

fully," said he, "believe in the Scriptures?" Geddes,
rousing himself from his sleep, said, "Certainly."

"In the doctrine of the Trinity?" "Certainly, but

not in the manner you mean." "In the mediation

of Jesus Christ?" "No, no, no,—not as you mean;
in Jesus as our Saviour—-but not in the atone-

ment." After a pause he said, " I consent to all
"

—

but of these words M. St. Martin did not compre-
hend the meaning. The Doctor shortly after gave
the sign that he was ready, and received from M.
St. Martin absolution in the way he had proposed.

It was the intention of M. .St. Martin to have passed

the night with him, but calling in the evening, found
that the ]5liy-.ician had forbidden any of his friends

to be admitted. A domestic, however, in a neigh-

bouring house, of the Catliolic persuasion, who
knocked at the door during the niglit, just as he was
dying, was admitted, and, according to the rites of

her church, repeated over him the Creed, Paternoster,

and Ave Maria. iJr. Geddes opened his eyes as she

had concluded, gave her his benediction, and expired.

Perhaps there is not in the history of literary men
a character that calls more loudly for animadversion,

or that requires a more skilful hand to lay it open,
than that of Dr. Geddes. lie professed a savage
sort of straightforward honesty, that was at war on
multiplied occasions with the common charities of

life; yet amid his numerous writings will any man
t.ike it on him to collect what were really his opinions

upon the most important subjects of human contem-
plation? lie jirofessed himself a zealous Catholic

;

yet of all or nearly all that constitutes a Catliolic he
lias spoken with as much bitterness as it was possible

f )r any Protestant to have done. If it be objected

that he added to the adjective Catholic the noun
Christian, when he says that he admits nothing but

what has been taught by Christ, his apcjstles, and suc-

cessors in rrcry ai^e and in arry place, we would ask

how much we are the wiser. He professed to believe

in Jesus Christ, and in the j^erfection of his code; but

he held Moses to have been a man to be compared
only with Numa and Lycurgus; a man who like them
pretended to personal intercourse wiih the Deity,

from whom he never received any immediate com-
munication; a man who had the art to take advan-

tage of rarely occurring natural circumstances, and
to persuade the Israelites that they were accomplished
under his direction by the immediate power of God;
a man, in short, conspicuous above all men as a
juggling impostor. Now, to the divine mission of

Moses we have the direct testimony of Jesus Christ

himself, with the express assurance that without be-

lieving in Moses it was impossible to believe in him.
But we cannot here follow out the subject, nor can
we enter into any particular analysis of his works,
to which the eccentricities of his character, the singu-

larity of his opinions, and the peculiar circumstances
of his life, gave for a time an interest to which they
were not at any time entitled. His translation of

the Bible, after all the professions he had made, the
means he had accumulated, and the expectations he
had excited, was a complete failure, and has only
added another demonstration to the thousands that

had preceded it, how much more easy it is to write

fluently and plausibly about great undertakings than

to perform them. \Ve intended here to have noticed

more particularly his translation of the first book of

the Iliad of Homer, which he undertook for the

purpose of demonstrating his superiority to Cowper,
but upon second thoughts have forborne to disturb its

peaceful slumbers. Upon the whole. Dr. Geddes was
unquestionably a man of learning and of genius, but
from an unhappy temper, and the preponderating

influence of arrogance and vanity in his constitution,

they were of little avail to himself, and have not been
greatly useful to the general interests of mankind.

GEDDES, James, an advocate at the Scottish

bar, was born in the county of Tweeddale about the

year 1710, and being the son of a gentleman in good
circumstances, was educated by tutors under his

father's roof. The progress which he made in the

learned languages and philosophy was considered

extraordinary; and he fulfilled every promise at the

university of Edinburgh, where he distinguished him-

self, particularly in mathematics, which he studied

under the celebrated Maclaurin. Having jirepared

himself for the bar, he entered as an advocate, and
soon acquired considerable reputation. His labours

as a lawyer did not prevent him from devoting much
time to his favourite studies—the poets, philosophers,

and historians of anticpiity; and in 1748 he published

at Glasgow his Essay on the Composition and Alanner

of Writing of the Ancients, particularly Plato. The
year after this publication he died of lingering con-

sumption, much regretted, both on account of his

learning— the fruits of which had not been fully

given to the world—and for his manners and disposi-

tion, which were in the highest degree amiable.

GEDDES, MlCHAKL, a distinguished divine of

the Church of England, and author of some admired
works, was educated at the university of lidinburgli,

where, in 1671, he took the degree of Master of .\rls,

in which he was incorjjorated at Oxford, on the nth
of July, in the same year. He was one of the first

fcjur natives of Scotland who were permitted to take

advantage of the exhibitions founded in liali'jl Col-

lege, Oxford, by Bishop Warner, with the view of

]iroinoting the interests of the Ejiiscopal church in

Scotland, (ieddes, however, did not return to pro-

])agate or enforce the doctrines of that body in his

native country. He went in 1678 to Lisbon as

chaplain to the English factory, the exercise of which
function giving offence to the lnc|ui->ition, he was
sent for by that court in 16S6, and forl)idden t(^ con-

tinue it. This persecution obviously arose from the

attemyjts now making by King James at home to

establish Popery, The English merchants, resenting
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the violation of their privilege, wrote on the 7th of

September to the liishop of London, representing

their case, and their right to a chaplain, as established

by the commercial treaty between England and Por-

tugal; but before this letter reached its destination,

the bishop was himself put into the same predica-

ment as Mr. Geddes, being suspended from his func-

tions by the ecclesiastical commission. Finding that

his case had become hopeless, Geddes returned to

England in May, 1688, where he took the degree of

Doctor of Laws, and after the promotion of liurnet

to the bishopric of Salisbury, was made by him
chancellor of his church.' During his residence at

Lisbon he had amassed a great (juantity of docu-

ments respecting Spanish and Portuguese history,

which enabled him, in 1694, to publish a volume,

styled The Churc/i History of Malabar. Of this

work Archbishop Tillotson says, in a letter to liishop

Burnet, dated June 28th, 1694, "Mr. Geddes' book
finds a general acceptation and approbation. I

doubt not but he hath more of the same kind, with

which I hope he will favour the world in due time.
"'

He was accordingly encouraged in 1696 to publish

llie Church History of Aithiopia, and in 1697 a

pamphlet entitled The Council of Trent Plainly

T)isco7.'ered not to have been a Free Assembly. His
great work, however, was his Trcuts on Dizers Sub-

jects, which appeared in 1 7 14, in three volumes,

being a translation of the most interesting pieces

which he had collected at Lisbon, and of which a

list is given in Moreri's Grand Dictionnaire Histor-

ique, art. "Geddes." The learned doctor must have
died previous to the succeeding year, as in 1715
appeared a posthumous volume of tracts against the

Roman Catholic church, which completes the list

of his publications.

GEIKIE. Walter. It has often been obsei-ved

that the Scottish national ciiaracter abounds in con-

tradictions. Poetical though it be, it has never pro-

duced a Milton ; and in spite of all its wisdom and
sagacity, it has not as yet exhibited a first-rate states-

man. The same inconsistency is perceptible in the

fine arts; so that, in spite of tiie imaginative and the

humorous, by which that character is distinguished,

Scotland has been barren of caricaturists. From
the time of Hogarth to that of H. B., England has

so plentifully abounded with such artists as to be
eminently the land of caricature delineation ; but
Scotland, with all its shrewd observation, its per-

ception of the ludicrous, and quiet love of fun, which
constitute the chief elements in this department of

pictorial art, has as yet produced no specimens of

it except those of poor Walter Geikie—the ver^^

man, too, be it observed, from whom, on account
of his physical disqualifications, productions of this

kind were least to be expected.

Walter Geikie, whose droll and homely sketches

are to be found upon the talkie of every Edinburgh
drawing-room, was the son of Mr. Archiljald Geikie,

perfumer, and was born in Charles Street, George
Square, Edinburgh, on the 9th November, 1795.
Before he had completed his second year he was
attacked by a dangerous ear disease ; and although
he recovered, it was at the expense of being deaf
and dumb for life. It was too much the fashion at

tliis time in Scotland to consider dumbics as incap-
able of education, so that they were generally allowed
to go at large, and vegetate as they best might; but
happily, Walter was the son of a pious and intelli-

gent father, who had a better sense of his paternal
responsibility: he taught his bereaved bt)y the alpha-

' Birch's Life of Tiilotsoit, 334,

bet, so that the latter not only learned to read, but
to understand what he read. Writing and arithmetic

followed, in which Walter showed himself an apt
scholar. When he had thus acquired the rudiments
of education, it happened, fortunately for him, that

Mr. Braitlwood, the successful teacher of the deaf
and dumb, was invited to Edinburgh, to open an
institution there, and Geikie became one of his

earliest pupils. In this new school the Ixjy's pro-

ficiency was so rapid that he was soon employed as

a monitor. He showed also that he was no mere
commonplace learner, for he was in the practice of
writing down extracts of the passages that best

pleased him in the autiiors whose works he perused.

While he was thus storing his mind with knowledge,
and qualifying himself, notwithstanding his defects,

for a life of usefulness, his path was determined.
While yet a child, he had been in the practice of
cutting out representations of the objects that struck

him on paper ; afterwards he had attempted to por-

tray them with chalk on floors and walls; and rising

higher still in pictorial art, he at length betook him-
self to the use of the pencil. He did not, however,
satisfy himself, like other young sketchers, with
merely copying the pictures of others: instead oi

this, he would be satisfied with nothing short of the
original object; and therefore he often roamed about
the suburbs of Edinburgh, or among the fields, trans-

ferring into his note-book whatever most pleased
his fancy. This was the form of language in which
he found he could best express himself, and there-

fore it is not to be wondered at that he should culti-

vate it so carefully. At the age of fourteen he was
sent to learn drawing by regular rule, under Mr.
Patrick Gibson, and such was his progress, that in

181 2 he was admitted a pupil of the Academy of

Drawing, established for the encouragement of Scot-

tish manufactures, where he had for his preceptor

Mr. Graham, the teacher of Allan and \\ ilkie.

By this course of training the future profession of
Walter Geikie was confirmed. He was to be an
artist; and it remained to be seen in what department
his excellence was to consist. It was not certainly

in painting, for he soon discovered that his attempts

in oil were decidedly inferior to those of others in

warmth and harmony of colouring; and although his

Itinerant Fiddlers, All-Hallow Fair, and the Grass-

market, now in the collection at Hopetoun House,
were the best specimens of his painting in oil, they

scarcely exceed the eflbrts of a mere fourth-rate artist.

It was in sketching that he best succeeded, while the

subjects of his preference were not the beautiful or

the sublime, but the homely and the ludicrous. He
would rather sketch a pig-sty than a palace, and an
odd face had more attraction in his eyes than all the

ideal beauty of the Venus de Medicis. It was upon
this predilection that he acted. He hunted about in

quest of singular visages, at which, with his reat'.y

pencil, he would take a flying shot as he passed along

the street; and as such commodities are by no mear.s

scarce in Edinburgh, his collection was soon both rich

and varied. This kind of sportsmanship, however,

was not without its dangers, for thnse who were best

fitted for the artist's purposes were generally the

least disposed to have their effigies peri)etuated.

One amusing incident of tins kind is related by his

biographer. Geikie had become desperately en-

amoured of the turned-up nuse, rhinoceros upper
lip. and pot-belly of a porter of the Grassmarket,

and longed to appropriate them in such a way as

not to impoverish tlieir lawlul owner. But the porter,

who had seen his hungry look, and suspected his

]uirpose, had continued to dodge him, until one day
he found himself r.ll but fixed upon the arf.a's paper.
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Enraged at the discover}-, he stormed, swore, and
threatened; but Geikie, who was in ecstasy with his

rich attitudes, and could not hear the threats, con-

tinued the drawing, until he saw his model rushing

upon him like a maddened bull in the arena. He
took to his heels, but was so hotly pursued that he

had to take refuge in a common stair; and the porter,

thinking that his tormentor was housed, resolved to

await his coming forth. Geikie, in the meantime,
who was watching every movement through a dingy

window in the stair, contrived to finish his sketch,

and crown it with the last touch. But how to get

out when his work was finished! This seemed beyond
the power of strategy, for there stood his merciless

enemy on the watch ; and there he remained for

hours. Some lucky chance at last called away the

bearer of burdens, and Geikie stole from his con-

cealment when he found the coast clear. He had
caught the porter, and saved his own bones. The
fastidious object of his sketch forms a conspicuous
figure in the group of the Street Auctioneer.

The mirthful spirit of the artist, which drew him
so powerfully to congenial subjects, was not confined

to drawing; it found vent also in buoyant mimicry,
in which he could act the droll characters of his daily

search, as well as draw them. In this way, though
deprived of the power of utterance, he could deliver

jokes that set the company in a roar. It is gratifying

also to add, that with all this mirthfulness there was
a soundness of moral principle and depth of religious

feeling within him that aimed at nobler ends than
the harmless amusement of society. From infancy

he had received a religious education, and it was all

the more endeared to him, perhaps, from the diffi-

culty which he must have found in acquiring those

spiritual ideas of which he saw so few visible symbols.

Sacred and sincere, indeed, must be the devotion of

the deaf and dumb ! He was also eager to impart
what he had learned, and therefore with two friends

under the same bereavement as himself he estab-

lished a religious meeting of the deaf and dumb, to

whom, on the Sabbaths, he preached and expounded
by signs. After an uninterrupted course of good
health a short illness of a few days occurred, under
which Geikie died on the 1st of August, 1837. He
was buried in the Grayfriars' churchyard. Of his

productions it is unnecessary to enter into farther

analysis, as these, ninety-four in number, illustrative

of Scottish character and scenery, have been pub-
lished in one volume, and are familiarly known to

almost every class. They are also accomj^anied
with explanations, and a biographical introduction

by Sir Tliomas Dick Lauder, from which the fore-

going facts have been chiefly derived.

GERARD, .Al.KXANDF.R, D.D., an eminent divine

and writer, was the eldest son of the Reverend Gil-

bert Gerard, minister (jf the cha])el of (larioch, a

l)arish in .\ljerdcenshire, where he was born on the

22(1 of February, 172S. He was removed at the

])eriod destined for the comniencemiMU of liis educa-
tion to the parish (jf Foveran, in tlie same county,

the humble schoolmaster of which aj^pears to have
]>ossessed such superior classical attainment'-, tliat

the reverend gentleman felt justified in delivering his

sm up to his care— a jireference whicli the fiiture

fame of that son, founded on his correctness of acjui-

sition and ol)servation, must have given his fiicnds

no cause to regret. At tlie age of ten, on the death
of his father, he was removed to the grammar-school
of Aberdeen, whence he emerged in two years, fjuali-

fied to enter as a student of Marischal College.

Having there performed his four years of academical

attendance in the elementary branches, he fi;d=.!ied

his career with the usual ceremony of "the gradua-
tion," and appeared before the world in the capacity
of Master of Arts at the age of sixteen—not by any
means the earliest age at which that degree is fre-

quently granted, but certainly at a period sufficiently

early to entitle him to the character of precocious
genius. Immediately after finishing these branches
of education, he commenced in the divinity hall of

Aberdeen his theological studies, which he after-

wards finished in Edinburgh.
In 1748 he was a licensed preacher of the Church

of Scotland, and about two years thereafter Mr. D.
P'ordyce, professor of natural philosophy in Marischal
College, having gone abroad, he lectured in his

stead; and on the regretted death of that gentleman
by shipwreck on the coast of Holland, just as he
was returning to his friends, Mr. Gerard was ap-

pointed to the vacant professorshij). At the period
when Mr. Gerard was appointed to a chair in Mar-
ischal College, the philosophical curriculum, com-
mencing with logic, proceeded immediately to the

abstract subjects of ontology and pneumatics, the

course gradually decreasing in abstruseness with the

consideration of morals and politics, and terminating

with the more definite and practical doctrines of

natural philosopiiy. Through the whole of this

varied course it was the duty of one instructor to

lead his pupils, mathematics and Greek being alone

taught by separate professors. The evils of this

system suggested to the professors of Marischal Col-

lege the formation of a plan for the radical alteration

of the routine, which has since been most beneficially

conducive to the progress of Scottish literature. A
very curious and now rare pamphlet from the pen of

Dr. Gerard exists on this subject; it is entitled Plan

ofEducation iyi the Ma7-ischal College and University

of Aberdeen, with the Reasons of it, drazcn up by

Order of tlie Faculty, printed at Aberdeen in 1755—
a little work of admirable pers])icuity and sound
logical reasonmg. The rationale of the ancient

system was founded on the presumption that, as it is

by the use of logic and the other mela])hysical sciences

alone that we can arrange, digest, and reason upon
the facts which come under our oli.->ervation, these

must be committed to the mind as rules of manage-
ment before any facts collected can be applied to

their proper purposes, and that before any knowledge
of nature, as it exists, is stored in the intellect, that

intellect must be previously possessed of certain

regulations, to the criterion of which the knowledge
gained must be submitted. A (juotation from Dr.

Gerard's little work will afford one of the best s])eci-

mens of the now pretty generally understood confuta-

tion of this fallacy. Speaking of logic he says:

—

"This is one of the most aljstruse and dii'licult

branches of philosophy, and therefore quite inqiroper

to begin with. It has a strict dejiendence on many
parts of knowledge: these must of consequence be

l')remised before it can be rightly apprehended; the

natural history of the human understanding must be

known, and its ])henomena discovered ; for Mithout

this the exerti(jns of the intellectual faculties, and
their application to the various subjects of science,

will be unintelligible. Tli'-se ]jhenomena must be

not oidy narrated, but likewise, as far as jjossible,

explained : for without investigating their general

laws, no certain and general conclusions concerning
their exercise can be deduced: nay, all sciences, all

branches of knowledge whatever mu-^t be premised
as a groundwork to genuine lo^^rie. History has one
kind of evidence, malhematies an<ithcr; natural jihil-

oso])hy one still different; the philosopiiy of nature

another distinct from all these ; the subordinate

branches of these several parts have still minuter
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peculiarities in the evidence appropriated to them.

An unprejudiced mind will in each of these be con-

vinced by that species of argument which is peculiar

to it, though it does not retlect how it comes to be

convinced. By being conversant in them one is pre-

pared for the study of logic, for they supply them
with a fund of materials: in tlum the different kinds

of evidence and argument are exemplified: from
them only those illustrations can be taken, without

which its rules and precepts would be unintelligible.

In studying the particular sciences, reason

will spontaneously exert itself: if the proper and
natural method of reasoning is used, the mind will,

by the native force of its faculties, perceive the evi-

dence, and be convinced by it, though it does not

reflect how this comes to pass, nor explicitly con-

sider according to what general rules the under-

standing is exerted. By afterwards studying these

rules one will be farther fitted for prosecuting the

several sciences; the knowledge of the grounds and
laws of evidence will give him the security of reflec-

tion against employing wrong methods of proof and
improper kinds of evidence, additional to that of in-

stinct and natural genius.'''' The consequence of this

acknowledgment of the supremacy of reason and
practice over argumentation and theory was the

establishment of a course of lectures on natural and
civil history, previously to inculcating the correspond-

ing sciences of natural and mental philosophy—an
institution from which, wherever the former part con-

sists of anything better than a blundering among ex-

plosive combustibles, and a clattering among glass

vessels, or the latter is anything superior to a cir-

cumstantial narrative of ancient falsehoods and
modern dates—the student derives a basis of sound
and useful information, on which the more meta-
physical sciences may or may not be built, as circum-
stances or inclination admit. It is a striking instance

of the propensity to follow with accuracy the beaten
track, or to deviate only when some powerful spirit

leads the way, that the system has never advanced
further than as laid down by Dr. Gerard;—according
to his system, jurisprudence and politics are to be
preceded by pneumatology and natural theology, and
are to be mixed up "with the perusal of some of the

best ancient moralists." Thus the studies of juris-

prudence and politics, two sciences of strictly modern
practical origin, are to be mixed with the dogmas of

philosophers, who saw governments but in dreams,
and calculated political contingencies in the abstract

rules of mathematicians; and the British student iinds

that the constitutional information for which he will

at a more advanced period of life discover that his

country is renowned is the only science from which
the academical course has carefully excluded him,
and which he is left to gather in after-life by desul-

tory reading or miscellaneous conversation and prac-
tice. The change produced by Dr. Gerard was suf-

ficiently sweeping as a first step, and the reasons for

it were a sufficient victory for one mind over the
stubbornness of ancient prejudice. It is to be also

remembered that those admirable constitutional works
on the government and constitutional laws of Eng-
land (which have not even yet been imitated in Scot-
land), and that new science by which the resources
of governments and the relative powers of different
forms of constitutions are made known like the cir-

cumstances of a i)rivate individual—the work of an
illustrious Scotsman—had not then appeared.

In 1 756 a prize offered by the Philosophical Society
of Edinburgh, for the best essay on taste, was gained
by Dr. Gerard, and in 1759 he published this essay,
the best and most popular of his philosophical work's.

It passed through three English editions and two
VOL. n.

French, in which language it was published by
Eidous, along with three dissertations on the same
subject by Voltaire, D'Alembert, and Montesquieu.

This essay treats first of what the author calls taste,

resolved into its simple elements, and contains a sort

of analytical account of the different perceptible

qualities, more or less united, to be found in anything

we admire: he then proceeds to consider the progress

of the formation of taste, and ends with a discussion

on the existence of a standard of taste. The author

follows the system of reflex senses propounded by
Hutchinson. The system of association, upon which
Mr. Alison afterwards based a treatise on the same
subject, is well considered by Gerard, along with
many other qualifications, which he looks upon as

the sources of the feeling—qualifications which other

writers, whose ideas on the subject have not yet

been confuted, have referred likewise to the prin-

ciples of association for \.\\t\rfirst cause. Longinus,
in his treatise on sublimity, if he has not directly

maintained the original influence of association—or

in other words, the connection of the thing admired,
either through cause and effect, or some other tie,

with what is pleasing or good—as an origin of taste,

at least in his reasonings and illustrations, gives cause
to let it be perceived that he acknowledged such a

principle to exist. ^ The first person, however, who
laid it regularly down and argued upon it as a source

of taste, appears to have been Dr. Gerard; and his

theory was admitted by .Sir Joshua Reynolds (in as

far as maintaining that beauty consists in an aptness
of parts for the end to which they are assigned may
be considered an admission of the principle of asso-

ciation), at a period when one of an inversely oppo-
site nature was supported by Burke and Price. To
those who have followed these two, the name of

Dugald Stewart has to be added ; while that emi-

nent scholar and great philosopher Richard Payne
Knight has, amidst the various and rather ill-ar-

ranged mass of useful information and acute remark
accumulated in his inquiry into the principles of

taste, well illustrated the theory propounded by Dr.

Gerard; and it has been finally enlarged and systema-

tized by Dr. Alison, and the author of a criticism

on that work in the Edinburgh KevircU, one of the

most beautiful and perfect specimens of modern
composition.

At the period when Dr. Gerard produced this

work, he was a member of a sj^ecies of debating

institution half-way betwixt a society and a club,

subject neither to the pompous formality of the one
nor the free-and-easy style of the other. This society

is well known in Scottish literary history as embrac-
ing among its members many of the first men of the

time. More or less connected with it were the clas-

sical Blackwell; and Gregory; and Reid, the parent

of that clear philosophy which has distinguished the

country; and Beattie, who, though his merits have

perhaps been too highly rated, was certainly lit to have

been an ornament to any association of literary men.
The use of literary societies has been much exagger-

ated ; but still it cannot be denied, that wherever

a spot becomes distinguished for many superior

minds, there is one of these pleasing sources of ac-

tivity and enjoyment to be found. That it is more
the effect than the cause may be true. Such men
as Gerard, Reid, and ISlackwell would have been

distinguished in any sphere of life; but if the prin-

ciple should maintain itself in no other science, it

is at least true of ]5hiloso])!iy, that intercommunica-

tion and untechnical debate clear and purify the

' T1;U i^ partii-.;l:irly remark.ible at the commencement of

tlie seventh section.
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ideas previously formed, and ramify them to an
extent of which the thinker had never previously

dreamed. It must have been grateful beyond con-

ception to the members of this retired and unosten-

tatious body, to have found learning and elegance

gradually brightening under their influence, after a

dreary and unlettered series of ages which had passed

over their university and the district—to feel that,

though living apart from the grand centres of literary

attraction, they had the enjoyments these could be-

stow beside their own retired hearths and among
their own professional colleagues—and to be con-

scious that they bestowed a dignity on the spot they

inhabited, which a long period of commercial pros-

perity could never bestow, and gave a tone to the

literature of their institution which should continue

when they were gone.

In June, 1760, Dr. Gerard was chosen professor

of divinity in Marischal College, being at the

same time presented to the living of the Grayfriars'

Church, in Aberdeen. During his tenure of these

offices he published his Dissertations on the Genius

and Evidences of Christianity, a subject which he
treated with more soundness, reason, and gentle-

manly spirit, than others of the same period have
chosen to display. In June, 1771, he resigned both
these situations, and accepted the theological chair

of King's College, and three years afterwards pub-
lished An Essay on Genius: this production is stamped
with the same strength of argument and penetrating

thought everywhere to be found in the productions

of the author. The heads of the subject are laid

down with much philosophical correctness, and
followed out with that liberal breadth of argument
peculiar to those who prefer what is reasonable and
true to what supports an assumed theory. The
langu.ige is not florid, and indeed does not aim at

what is called elegant writing, but is admirably
fitted to convey the ideas clearly and consistently,

and seems more intended to be understood than to

be admired. It commences with a discussion on
the nature of "genius," which is separated from the

other mental powers, and particularly from "ability,"

with which many have confounded it. Genius is

attributed in the first process of its formation to im-

agination, which discovers ideas to be afterwards

sujjjected to the arbitration of judgment ; memory,
and the other intellectual powers, being considered

as subsidiary aids in instigating the movements of

imagination.

Dr. Gerard afterwards presented to the world two
volumes of sermons, publi^lied in 1780-S2. lie

died on his sixty-seventh birth-day, 22d T'eb. 1795.
.V sermon was preached on his funeral, and after-

wards published, l)y his friend and pupil Dr. Skene
Ogilvy of Old Aberdeen, which, along with the

adulation common to such performances, enumerates
many traits of cliaracter which the mtjst unilisguised

flatterer could not have dared to have attributed to

any but a good, able, and much esteemed man. A
posthumous work, entitled Pastoral Care, was pub-

li.^hed by Dr. Gerard's son and successor in 1799.

GERARD, .Alexander. Tliis enterpii^in;; east-

ern traveller, who died a martyr to his zeal in ex-

ploring the various regions of IIindof)stan, was the

>i>\\ of (jilbert Gerard, professor of theology in Kintj's

("ollege, -Aberdeen, and grandson of Alexander
(ierard, who had previously occuj)ied the same chair

in tliat college. This clerical succession, however,

was t)rokcii in the case of .\Iexander, who selected

the army as his sjihere of occupation, and went Ut

India at the early age of sixteen. It was not, how-
ever, in military transactions that he was to win

distinction; but the more scientific parts of his pro-"

fession, for which he showed a remarkable aptitude,

so that not long after his arrival in India, he was
sent by Sir David Ochterlony to survey Malacca, a
task whicli he executed with great accuracy, mostly
at mid-day, under a burning sun. After this he was
employed to make many of the surveys in the East
which were judge<l of peculiar difficulty and import-

ance, and in consequence of these appointments
he resided many years in the then almost unknown
district of Chinese Tartary, and among the Himalaya
Mountains. The dangers he dared and the toils he
endured among these mountains were almost in-

credible : he scaled heights that had never been
ascended by the foot of any European traveller, and
was rewarded by finding tribes in many places which
had hitherto been deemed uninhabited and unin-

habitable.

It was unfortunate, that while executing these pro-

fessional surveys, and communicating his reports to

the East India Company, Captain (jerard took no
means of imparting to the world at large a full ac-

count of his explorations, contenting himself with
a few occasional notices published in India. For-
tunately, however there was one exception to this

general statement, by the appearance of a work pub-
lished after his death, with the title which we give

in full: Ahirrative ofa Journeyfrom Cazvnpoor to the

Borendo Pass in the Himalaya J\/ountains, via

Giualior, Agra, Delhi, and Sirhind, by Major Sir
IVilliarn Lloyd; and Captain Alexander Gerard^-

Account of an Attempt to Penetrate by Bekhur to

Guroo and the Lake AIanasoro7uara ; with a LMter
fro>}i the late f. G. Gerard, Esq. , detailing a Visit to

the Shutool and Borendo Passes, for t/w Purpose of
Determining the Line of Perpetual Snoiv on the

Southern Face of the Himalaya, &c. iS:c., with maps.
Edited by George Lloyd. 2 vols. 8vo. London,
1840. In this work the second volume is occupied
by the "narrative" of Captain Gerard, and in it we
can see the character of the man, and the nature of

those travels and investigations which he prosecuted

for so many years in India, until his energies were
exhausted. Of this detailed expedition, however,

our limits will only permit a few particulars.

He left .SobalUoo in the beginning of June, 1821,

and ascended the Himalaya Mountains, noting care-

fully on the way the places inhal.nted, their range of

elevation above the level of the sea, their temperature

and produce, and the character of the tribes who
occupied them. Toiling and struggling amidst the

eternal snows, but still continuing his march ujnvard,

he and his company, now looking more like ghosts

than men, reached the Horcndo Pass, an elevation of

15,121 feet, on the 15th of June. It was a height at

which tr.ivellers can sleep little, and bre.athe only

with difficulty, while they are subject to frequent

headaches. Here their native f^uides refused to pro-

ceed with them, declaring that to go higher was
iinpossitjle; so that Gerard was obliged to alter his

route to the source of the Pabur, and seek it by
another. Cdiarung Pass, an elevalinn of 17,348 feet,

he reache<l on the 91 h of July, and half a mile of

this height was so slip])ery with stones, gravel, and
sn(;w half melted by the rain, that he \\as obliged to

move upward on all fours, thrusting his hands deej)

into the snow to secure his hold. Another ascent

which he performcil was to the Keeobrung Pass,

18,313 feet in height, and a third was the Gangthung
Pa.-,s, an elevation of 18,295 feet. Most of the com-
munities with which the ledges of the Himalayas in

these directions were dotted, consisted chiefly ci

Tartars and (Jhinese, the subjects of the Celestial

Empire, whose conduct to the traveller was various;
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some receiving him kindly and treating him with

liospitality, while others were churlish, and would
not allow him to proceed. In many cases, too.

Captain Gerard did not find the occupants of these

vast heights to be so uncomfortable as such localities

would seem to intimate. They had a healthy climate

cooled from the heat of the burning Indian sun, a

fertile soil in which some of the fruits and grains of

Europe were mixed with those of a warmer region, and
his description of one of these— the village of Hango,
11,400 feet above the sea—would present allure-

ments for a European agriculturist to become a settler

there. It contains "thirty families of Tartars and
two nuns. It is situated at the head of a dell, in the

bosom of cultivation, extending nearly a mile in one

direction, and half that in the other. There are a

few poplar-trees, but apricots do not vegetate. I

have seldom seen more luxuriant crops: the ear of

the ooa showed so large and full, that I was induced

to count the grains, and I found the average of eight

picked casually to be seventy-eight fold. The pro-

duce here is the same as at Nako; most of the fields

were ripe, and some even cut. The glen runs nearly

east and west; a stream flows on each side of it, and
one through the middle; and the supply of water

never fails." At Nisung, another village at an eleva-

tion of more than 10,000 feet, at which our traveller

halted, he witnessed a usage which must have warmed
his heart with recollections of his native home. " I

remarked," he says, "a custom here similar to that

of the Scotch farmers, who, on commencing harvest,

plait some of the first-cut stalks of corn, and fix them
over the chimney-piece till next harvest. The Tar-

tars fasten three stalks of barley over the outside of

the door, the ear hanging down: every door in the

village was thus ornamented." Of the time alone

occupied in these perilous expeditions of Gerard, an
idea may be formed from the fact, that this one did

not terminate until the end of September, 1821,

being a journey that lasted four months.
But such journeys in Hindoostan, continued over a

long course of years, were sufficient to wear oat a
constitution of iron ; and at last, yielding to the

solicitations of his friends, he returned to his native

country. But the return was too late for the recovery
of his health, and at home he was subject to per-

iodical attacks of a fever under which he gradually

sunk. It was one of these that carried him off on
the 15th of December, 1839, at Aberdeen, after a
short illness of three days.

Alexander was not the only one of the family of

the Gerards distinguished in the records of Indian
travel. His elder brother, Dr. James Gerard, of the

Bengal medical establishment, who accompanied
him in many of his expeditions and surveys, was
distinguished by the same adventurous enthusiasm,

and scarcely his inferior in that scientific skill and
(juickncss of observation so necessary for exploring

unknown and interesting countries; and he, too, like

his brother, fell a martyr to his zeal for Indian ex-

jiloration. The following short account of him Ijy

Captain Alexander Gerard, written only four weeks
before his own death, in a letter to the editor of Sir
Willtavt IJoyit's Narrative, will be more interesting

than a lengthened narrative:
" Vou would be sorry to see my poor brother

James's death. Ilis trip to Bokhara with Colonel
Sir A. Burnes was a mad-like expedition for

liim, as he had long been unwell, and was ol)Iiged

to leave his bed to go, and could only travel in a
palkee [palankin]. It was, however, his own wish,

and, at his own particular recjuest, that Burnes
applied for him. This trip killed him, for he had
several attacks of fever on his -way to Bukliara, and

Burnes again and again urged him either to return

or stop at Kabool till he recovered. But he
would do neither. His love of research carried him
on, and he persevered and accomplished the journey
with the greatest difficulty. On his return he was
detained three months at Meskid, and no less than
eight at Herat, by fever, so after his arrival at

Soobahtoo, his constitution was completely worn
out. He never had a single day's good health, and
gradually declined. But the doctors would not be-

lieve him on account of the florid complexion he
had even on the very day of his death. Patrick and
I were with him the whole time he survived, which
was just a year, for I got leave of absence on purpose
to prepare a map of his route from his notes; for he
observed the bearings, estimated the distances, and
noted the villages all the way from Herat to the
Indus." Of this survey taken from the notes, and
drawn up under the inspection of Dr. Gerard, the

captain gives the following interesting account:

—

"It was a splendid map. It measures ten feet long
by three broad, on the scale of five miles to an inch.

At my brother's dying request I presented it to Sir

C. Metcalfe, then governor-general, from whom I

received a thousand thanks. The map is now
with the army of the Indus, and I was gratified

to hear, that, as far as they had gone, they had
found the positions of the reads wonderfully cor-

rect, considering the distances were estimated by
time, and the bearings taken with a small pocket
compass."
Such was the active character and career of two

enterprising brothers, whom no dangers could daunt
or difficulties deter; whose only place of rest was the

grave, and who persevered in their long pilgrimage

until their mission was accomplished.

GERARD, Gilbert, D.D., a divine, father of

the foregoing Alexander and James, and son of the

Rev. Alexander Gerard, D.D. (a memoir of whom
we have already given), was born at Aberdeen on the

I2th of August, 1760, and having acquired the earlier

elements of his professional education in his native

city, at a period when the eminence of several

great and well-known names dignified its universi-

ties, he finished it in the more extended sphere of

tuition furnished by the university of Edinburgh.

Before he reached the age of twenty-two, a vacancy

having occurred in the ministry of the Scottish

church of Amsterdam, a consideration of his father's

qualifications prompted the consistory to invite the

young divine to preach before them, and he was
subsequently waited upon by that body, with an
offer of the situation, which he accepted. During
his residence in Holland he turned the leisure allowed

him by his clerical duties, and his knowledge of the

Dutch language and of general science, to the sup-

port, with the assistance of two literary friends, of a

periodical called De Kcccasciit. What may have

been the intrinsic merits of this publication it would

be difficult to discover, either through the medium
of personal inquiry or general report, in a nation

where modern Dutch literature is unnoticed and
almost unknown; but it obtained the best suffrage of

its utility in the place for wliich it was intended—an

extensive circulation. During the same period he like-

wise occupied himself in contributing to the English

press; and on the estalilishment ot the Analytical

Rrvir<-ii in 17SS, he is understood to have conducted

the department of that periodical referring to foreign

literature,—a ta>k for which his hereditary critical

acutcncss, his residence on the Continent, and know-
ledgeof the classical and of several modern languages,

some of \\ hicli were then much neglected, or had but
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begun to attract the attention of educated English-

men, must have given peculiar facihties.

During his residence at Amsterdam he received

as a token of respect from his native university the

degree of Doctor of Divinity. Soon after this event

his professional and literary pursuits experienced a

check from a severe illness, which compelled him to

seek early in life a restorative for his weakened con-

stitution, in breathing the air of his native country.

The change of climate had the desired effect, and he

returned restored in health to his duties in Holland.

These he continued to perform until April, 1 79 1,

when strong family motives induced him to relinquish

a situation which habit and friendship had endeared

to him, and his resignation of which was followed by
the regrets of those who had experienced the merits

of their pastor. He soon after accepted the vacant

professorship of Greek in the King's College of

Aberdeen, a situation which he held for four years.

Although the students of King's College are not very

numerous, and the endowments connected with the

institution are by no means affluent, both are very

respectable, and there is every opportunity on the

part of the instructor to exhibit, both to the world

in general and to his students, those qualifications

which make the man respected and esteemed. From
the youth of the scholars generally committed to his

care, the professor of Greek is not only the public

lecturer in his department of literature, but the in-

structor of its elements; and he has not only to per-

form the more ostentatious duty of exhibiting to and
laying before them the stores of his own knowledge,
but to find the means by which this knowledge shall

enter the mind of each individual student. The in-

structor meets his pupils during a considerable por-

tion of the day, and for several months together; and
a knowledge of individuals is thus acquired, which
gives the benevolent and active discerner of charac-

ter an opportunity of uniting the friend and the in-

structor towards the young man who looks to him
for knowledge. The shrewdness of the young re-

specting those who have cognizance over them is

proverbially acute, and it frequently happens that

while the learned world has overlooked, in the midst
of brilliant talents or deep learning, the absence or

presence of the other more personal qualities requisite

fur the instruction of youth, the pupils have dis-

covered these, and, as a consequence, have pursued
or neglected their proper studies as they have per-

sonally respected or disliked the teacher of them.
It was the conseciuence of the learning and personal

worth of Dr. (Gerard that his ])ui)ils res])ectcd his

personal character, and acquired, frum his knowledge
ami his kind friendshij) towards them, an entlmsiasm
for Greek literature, which few teachers have had
the good fortune to inspire, and whicli has very sel-

dom made its appearance in Scotland. A course of

lectures on Grecian history and antiquities (unfor-

tunately never given to the world) which he delivered

to his students was {profitably remembered l)y many,
to whom they formeil a staljle foundation for more
extended knowledge of the subject.

During the latter years of his father's life he liad

assisted him in the performance of his duties a.i pro-

fessor of divinity, and on his death succeeded to tiiat

situation, where he brought, to liie less irksome an<l

more intellectual dutiesof instilling philoso[)liicknow-

ledge into more advanced minds, the same s])irit of

friendly intercourse which had distinguished his ele-

mentary inslructi'jns. The .Scottish student of divinity

is frequently a person who stands in need of a protector

and friend; and when he has none to tnist to l)ut

the teachers of the jirofession, on whom all have a

claim, it is very natural that these individuals should

hesitate in the exercise of any little patronage on
which there is an indefinite number of claimants.

It is, however, worthy of remark, to the honour of

the individuals who have filled these situations, that

many of them have been the best friends to their

students, and that although they had at that period
to look to them for no professional remuneration,
they considered themselves as being, from the com-
mencement of the connection, not only the tem-
porary instructors, but the guardians of the future

conduct, and the propagators of the future fortune,

of their students. Of these feelings on the part of

Dr. Gerard many afterwards dispersed in respectable

ministerial situations through the country retained an
affectionate recollection. His influence, which was
considerable, was used in their favour, and where he
had not that to bestow, he was still a friend. In
i8n he added to his professorship the second charge
of the collegiate church of Old Aberdeen, and con-

tinued to hold both situations till his death. During
the intervening period he permitted his useful leisure

hours to be occupied with the fulfilment of the duties

of the mastership of mortifications for King's College,

—certainly rather an anomalous office for a scholar,

and one which, w Hh a salary that could have been no
inducement, seems to have brought along with it the

qualities of its not very auspicious name. The duties,

though petty and irksome in the extreme, were per-

formed with the same scrupulous exactness which
distinguished the professor's more important pursuits;

and he had in the end, from his diligent discharge of

these duties, and his being able to procure, from his

personal influence with the government, a grant in

favour of the university, the satisfaction of rescuing

it from the poverty with which it was threatened, by
a degree of augmentation of the stipends of several

churches, of which the college was titular. During
this period of adversity Dr. Gerard had before his

eyes the brighter prospect of a benefice in the Scottish

metropolis, which many of his friends there attempted
to prevail on him to accept ; but the retired habits

consequent on a studious life, the small but select

circle of intimate friends in the neighbourhood of his

college, to whose appearance and conversation long

intercourse had endeared him, and a desire to benefit

an institution he might almost call paternal, prompted
him to continue his useful duties.

Dr. (jilbert Gerard died on the 28th of September,

1815, and amidst the regrets of his acquaintances,

the professional tribute to his memory was bestowed
by the same reverend friend who ]:ireached his father's

funeral sermon. His only published work is entitled

Institutes of JUhliail Cntaism, ]5ublishcd in Edin-

burgh in 1808. It has received from his jjrofession

that approval which the author's merit had given

cause to anticipate. It is characterized by the author

of the Bwgraplui; Uiinurscllf -x^ " L n ouvrage jdein

d'erudition, et conq)ose dans un bon es])rit."

GIB, AOAM, long distinguished as leader of the

religious party called Antiburghers, was a native of

Perthshire, and born in 1713. He received his edu-

cation at the university of Edinburgh. In the year

1741 he was (jrdained a minister (;f the Associated

Presbytery, recently formed by Mr. hdieiiezer I'hskine

and others, as detailed in the life of that eminent in-

dividual. .Mr. (iib's charge was one of the most im-

portant in the kingdom-namely the congregation
in the southern suburbs of Ivliiiburgh, which was
afterwards a(lministere<l to by Dr. jamieson, the

learned author of the Scottish ]:tymolo^^ical J)ic-

ttonary. It is well known tiiat during the ])rogress

of the rebellion of 1745 6, no body of individuals in

Scotland manifested a wanner lo\alty to the govern-
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ment than that to which Mr. Gib belonged. When
the insurgents were approacliing Edinburgh, about

300 of tile congregation in and around the city took

up arms for its defence, hired a sergeant to teach

them the military exercise, and were the last to de-

liver up their arms to the castle, when all hope of

holding out the town had been abandoned. During
the six weeks' occupation of the city by Prince Charles,

the established Presbyterian clergy were, with one
exception, mute, having mostly fled to the country.

Mr. (^ib was also obliged to abandon his meeting-

house; but he did not flee so far as the rest, nor resign

himself to the same inactivity. He assembled his

congregation at Dreghom, about three miles from
the town, and within a short distance of Colinton,

where the insurgents kept a guard, and not only

preached the gospel as usual, but declared that he
was doing so as an open proof and testimony

"that we are resolved, through the Lord's grace, to

come to no terms 'vith the enemy that has power in

the city, but to look on them as enemies, showing
ourselves to be none of their confederacy. In our
public capacity," he continued, "it is fit that we
make even a voluntary removal from the place where
they are, as from the seat of robbers, showing our-

selves resolved that their seat shall not be ours."

Mr. Gib thus discoursed on five different Sundays,
"expressly preaching up an abhorrence of the rebel-

lion then on foot, and a hope of its speedy overthrow,

and every day making express mention of the reign-

ing sovereign in public prayer; praying for the safety

of his reign, the sujiport of his government, a bless-

ing on his family, and the preservation of the Pro-

testant succession in that family; at the same time
praying for the suppression of the rebellion, expressly

under the characters ofan unnatural and anti-christian

rebellion, headed by a Popis/i pretender." What is

most surprising of all, to pursue Mr. Gib's own rela-

tion of the circumstances, "while I was doing so, I

ordinarily had a party of the rebel guard from Col-

lington, who understood English, standing before

me on the outside of the multitude. . . . Though
they then attended with signs of great displeasure,

they were restrained from using any violence: yet,

about that time, as I was passing on the road near
Collington, one of them who seemed to be in some
command, fired at me ; but for anything that ap-

peared, it might be only with a design to friglit me."
In a subsequent part of the campaign, wlien the

Seceders re-appeared in arms along with the English
army, Mr. Gib seems to have accompanied them to

Falkirk, where, a few hours before the battle of the

17th January, he distinguished himself by his activity

in seizing a rebel spy. When the rebels in the even-

ing took possession of Falkirk, they found that

jierson in prison, and, being informed of what Mr.
Gib had done, made search for him through the

town, with the intention, no doubt, of taking some
measure of vengeance for his hostility.

Referring the reader to the article Ebenezer Er-
SK I N E for an account of the schism which took place
in 1747 in the Associated Presbytery, respecting the

burgess oath, we shall only mention here that Mr. Gil)

took a conspicuous part at the head of the more rigid

]")arty, termed Antil^urghers, and continiied duruig
the rest of his life to be their ablest advocate and
leader. A new meeting-house was opened by him,
November 4, 1753, in Nicholson Street, in which he
regularly preached for many years to about 2000
persons. His eminence in the public affairs of his

sect at last obtained for him the popular epithet of
/'•/t' 67/', h\ whicli he was long rememliered. In

1765, wlien tlie General Assembly took the subject

of the Secession into consideration, as a thinij that

"threatened the peace of the country," Mr. Gib
wrote a spirited remonstrance against that injurious

imputation; and, as a proof of the attachment of the

Seceders to the existing laws and government, de-

tailed all those circumstances respecting the rebellion

in 1745 which we have already embodied in this

notice. In 1774 Mr. Gib published A Display 0/
the Secession 'J'estimony, in two volumes 8vo; and in

1784 his Sacred Contemplations, at the end of which
was "An Essay on Liberty and Necessity," in an-

swer to Lord Kaimes' essay on that subject. Mr. Gib
died, June 18, 1788, in the seventy-fifth year of his

age and forty-eighth of his ministry, and was in-

terred in the Cjrayfriars' Churchyard, where an
elegant monument was erected to his memory, at the

expense of his grateful congregation.

GIBB, John. This active and skilful civil en-

gineer was born at Kirkcows, a small property be-

longing to his father near Falkirk, in 1776- His
father having died when he was only twelve years of

age, John learned the first lessons of his future pro-

fession by serving an apprenticeship to a mechanical

trade: after this he was so fortunate as to learn the

higher departments of civil engineering at the Lan-
caster and Preston canal, in the construction of

which his' brother-in-law was engaged under its super-

intendent, Mr. Rennie. P'rom this he was afterwards

transferred to Leith, where he was employed in the

formation of the Leith docks under his father-in-law,

Mr. Easton.

Having thus acquired a knowledge of his profession

under the patronage and direction of such near rela-

tives, John Gibb was enabled to commence business

on his own account; and his character for profes-

sional skill being established, he was employed by
the magistrates and town-council of Greenock in the

erection of the new harbour of that town, under the

superintendence of Mr. Rennie. It was a fortunate

turning-point in his progress, for, while employed
upon this commission, he was so fortunate as to at-

tract the attention of Mr. Telford to his superior man-
agement and skill. As Mr. Telford was at that time

looking out for a resident engineer to the harbour-

works at Aberdeen, he recognized in Gibb a fit

person for so responsible a charge, and engaged him
accordingly. The latter removed to Aberdeen in

1809, and warranted the recommendation by erecting

the extensive piers at the entrance into the Aberdeen
harbour. It was at an after period of his life that,

along with his son, he deepened the bed, and con-

structed quay-walls for the conversion of the harbour

into a wet-dock, as well as introduced many other im-

portant improvements—workswhich secured the high

approbation of Mr. Telford, one of the most com-

petent judges in civil engineering. These he de-

clared Mr. Gibb had superintended with unremitting

attention, and had distinguished himself in them by

remarkable ingenuity and perseverance.

Aberdeenshire being found too contracted a field

for his professional exertions. Mr. Gibb became a

contractor for extensive works in other districts, and

principally in the south of Scotland, and his first con-

tract of this kind, in 1S17, won him honourable com-

mendation from the highc-t quarters. The Crinan

Canal was to be finished in a twL-Ivemonth, and at

the end of February in that year it was closed

to admit of tlie neces-ary operations. Mr. Gibb

engaged to complete these o;ierations within the

specified time, and his offer was accepted. In tliis

he was better than his word, for in nine months the

arduous task was finished. In the rejiurt of the

]">arlianientary commissioners for the impnivcnient of

the canril, consisting of Lords Castlercagli, Melville,
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Binning, and Glenbervie, they thus record the gra-

tifying fact:—"The canal was closed at the end of

Februar}', 1817, to admit of the necessary operations,

for the completion of which we allowed the contrac-

tor (Mr. Gibb of Aberdeen) a twelvemonth, expiring

February, 1818. But his activity has outrun our ex-

pectations, the canal having been actually opened
for use in tlie beginning of November last. On a

review of what has been done by Mr. Gibb, we can-

not but be gratified at such an instance of exertion."

Such promptitude, combined with such professional

care and skill, necessarily led to numerous engage-

ments in the erection or completion of public works,

and as he was effectually aided by his son, who
worked with him in partnership, he was enabled to

continue his exertions to a good old age. The last

commission in which they were conjointly occupied
was the erection of the Glasgow bridge faced with

Aberdeen granite, designed by Mr. Telford; and
this they performed so satisfactorily, that the bridge

trustees presented to them at the close of the work
two elegant pieces of plate in token of their satis-

faction. After having outlived most of his contem-
poraries, so that he was one of the oldest members
of the Institution of Civil Engineers of London, Mr.
Gibb died at Aberdeen on the 3d of December, 1850.

GIBBS, James, a celebrated architect, was born
in Aberdeen, according to the most approved autho-

rity, in the year 1674, though Walpole and others

place the date of his birth so late as 1683, a period

which by no means accords with that of his advance-
ment to fame in his profession, lie was the only

son (by his second wife)' of Peter Gibbs of Footdees-
mire, a merchant, and, as it would appear from his

designation, a proprietor or feuar of a piece of ground
along the shore at the mouth of the Dee, where his

house, called "the White House in the Links," re-

mains an evidence of the respectability and compara-
tive wealth of the family. Old Gibbs retained, during
the stormy period in which he lived, tlie religion of
his ancestors, and was a staunch non-juror. An
anecdote is preserved by his fellow-townsmen, char-

acteristic of the man and of the times. 'J'he contlict-

ing religious doctrines of Presbyterian and Episco-
palian, and of course the political doctrines of Whig
and Tory, found in Aberdeen a more equal balance
than perhaps in any other [)art of Scotland; and liis-

tory has shuwn that, in the event of a serious struggle,

the influence of the Iluntly family generally made
the latter jsrcdominate; in these circumstances, it may
easily be sujiposed that tlie city was a scene of ])er-

])etual petty jarring, and that pasquinades and abuse
were liberally given and bitterly received. Gibbs
being a Roman Catliulic was the friend of neither
party, and an object of peculiar antipathy to the
Presbyterians, who testified their sense of his import-
ance and wickedness by instructing the children in

the neighbourhood to a]inoy the oM gentleman in

his premises, and hoot him on the streets. {jil)!)s,

to show his respect for both parties, procured twc)

fierce dogs for his pergonal protection, and engraved
on the collar of the one "Luther," and on that of

the other "Calvin;" the compliment was understood
by neither party; and the dogs and their master being
summoned before the bailies to answer for their re-

spective misdemeanours, the former were delivered

over to the i)ro])er authorities, and executed accor'l-

ing to law, at the cross, the public place of execution.
'1 he subject (;f our memoir attended the usual

1 Cu -ha,unnin;;nam errs in supposing that James {Jibbs was the
only son and only child of I'etcr Gibbs. 'there was a s in

William, by the first wife, who went abroad after his falher\
death—what became of hi:ii is not known.

course of instruction at the grammar-school, and
was afterwards sent to Marischal College, where he
accepted of the easily acquired degree of Master of
Arts. At that period when the Scottish colleges

were partly remnants of monastic institutions, partly

schools for the instruction of boys, having the indo-

lence of the Roman Catholic age strangely mingled
with their own poverty and the simplicity of Presby-

terian government, there were but two classes of
persons at the universities—the sons of the noblemen
and gentlemen, living in a style superior to the

citizens, and a poorer class who were supported by
the bursaries, or even common charity; the two
classes wore different dresses, and of course had little

communication with each other, excepting such as

might exist between master and servant. To whicli

of these classes Gibbs may have belonged is not
known ; that it should have been the latter is not

so improbable as it may appear, as custom, the

master of everything, made it by no means degrad-
ing to those of inferior rank; while a burgess, what-
ever might have been his wealth, would hardly in

that age have been so daring as to have forced his

son upon the company of the offspring of lairds. For
some time after his father's death he was reared and
educated by his uncle-in-law and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.

Morrison, people in much the same respectable

circumstances with his father; but destitute, perhaps
from his religious principles, of influence sufficient

to enable him to follow his father's business with

success, or more probably having a natural bent for

more tasteful pursuits, Gibbs, at the early age of

twenty, left his native town, nor did he ever return

to a spot not very congenial to the pursuit of a pro-

fession which must be studied among the remains

of ancient grandeur, and practised in the midst of

luxury and profusion. From 1694 to 1 700 he studied

architecture and the mathematics in Holland, under
an architect to whom the biographers of (-jibbs have
given the merit of possessing reputation, while neither

his own talents nor the subsequent fame of his scho-

lar has preserved his name from oblivion. Here
the young architect made himself acquainted with
the Earl of Marr, then on a visit to the Continent,

who, according to the praiseworthy custom for which
Scotsmen have received rather uncharitable com-
mendation, of assisting their countrymen when they

meet them in a foreign country, gave him recom-
mendatory letters to influential friends, and money
to enable him to pursue the study of his i)rofession,

for which it would appear the earl hatl a taste.

.•\fter leaving Holland he spent ten years in Rome,
where, according to Dallaway, he studied under
P. F. Garroli, a scidjitor and architect of consider-

able merit ; and where, like many who have after-

wards issued from the great manufactory of arti.sts

to astonish and gratify the world, he ]uobably sj:icnt

his days in labour and ininoticed retirement.

In 1710 Ciiljbs returned to Britain, and by the

influence of the T.arl of .Marr, then secretary of state

for Sc(Jtland in (^ueen Anne's Tory ministry, the

means of cxhiliiting his knowledge to advantage,

and gaining emolument, were amply ]irovided. The
renowned legislative measure l)y wliich the mctro-

l)olis was to tie made religions by act of parliament

on the erection of fifty new churches having been
])as>,ed, tlie name of (iihbs was added by iiis gen-
erous patron to the list of those eminent architects

who were to ])Ul the va>t i)lan in execution. Pre-

vious, hc)wever, to conimciicing this undertaking,

he completed the first of iii^ architectural labour;^,

the additi'inal buildings to King's College, C'ani-

bridge. It is generally allowed that this is a j)ro-

duction en which the architect could n<jt have foun-
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ded much of his fame. "The diminutive Doric

portico," says Dailaway, "is certainly not a happy
j)erformance, either in the idea or the execution.

Such an application of the order would not occur

in a pure and classic instance." While, on the

other hand, the historian of the university of Cam-
bridge remarks:— "It is built of white Portland

stone, beautifully carved, with a grand portico in

the centre; and contains three lofty floors above the

vaults. The apartments, wliich are twenty-four in

number, are exceedingly well htted up, and in every

respect correspond with the outward appearance,

which equals that of any other building in the uni-

versity." The latter part of the sentence, in refer-

ence to the spot which contains King's College
Chapel and Clare Hall, is sufficiently complimentary
for the architect's best works. The truth appears
to be, that those trammels which architects have
had more reason to detest than any other class of

artists, restrained the genius of Gibbs in this instance,

and that being obliged to apply given form, size, and
number of apartments, to given space, he had no
opportunity of displaying the beauties which attend

his other works. The first of "the fifty," which
Gibbs completed, was St. Martin's-in-the-Fields,

a work which, with its calm tastefulness and simple

grandeur, might have been honourable to the fame
of the greatest architect the world ever saw. The
west front of this building, surmounted by a light

and neatly designed spire, is decorated with Corin-

thian columns, over which is a pediment bearing

the royal arms; the order is continued round the

sides in pilasters, and there is a double series of

windows in the inter-columniations, an unfortunate

sacrifice of architectural effect to internal accommoda-
tion. The interior is divided into three unequal
parts, by a range of four Corinthian columns and
two pilasters on each side, standing on tall pedestals;

the central space or nave being covered by a semi-

elliptical ceiling, rising from the top of the entab-

lature over each column, and is rich in moulding and
ornament. The following plainly told but judicious

opinion of this building, is given by Ralph, in his

Critical Rci'iew of Public Buildings:—"The portico

is at once elegant and august, and the steeple above
it ought to be considered as one of the most tolerable

in town ; if the steps arising from the street to the

front could have been made regular, and on a line

from end to end, it would have given it a very con-
siderable grace : but, as the situation of the ground
would not allow it, this is to be esteemed rather a

misfortune than a fault. The round columns at each
angle of the church are very well conceived, and
have a very fine effect in the profile of the building:

the east end is remarkably elegant, and verv justiv

challenges particular applause. In short, if there is

anything wanting in this fabric, it is a little more
elevation, which I presume is apparentlv wanted
within, and would create an additional beauty with-
out." "All the parts," says Allan Cunningham,
"are nicely distributed, and nothing can be added,
and nothing can be taken away. It is complete in

itself, and refuses the admission of all other orna-
ment." Much discussion seems to have been wasted
on the portico of St. Martin's, some insisting that
it is a mere model of the portico of the Pantheon,
or some other production of classic art; others main-
taining its equality in merit and design to the best
specimens of C.recian architecture. A portico, to
l)oar the name, must have basements, pillars, capitals,

and an entablature, just as a house must have a roof
and windows, and a bridge arches ; so all that ori-

ginality can possibly achieve in >uch a work, is the
harmony of the proportions and ornaments with each

other, and with the rest of the building; it is in liav-

ing made the proportions and ornaments different

from those of the Pantheon, and adapted them to a

totally different building, that Gibbs has been ori-

ginal, and it is on the pleasure which the whole com-
bination affords to the eye that his merit depends;
a merit, however, which cannot come in competi-

tion with that of the inventor of the portico. The
next church of the fifty undertaken by Gibbs was
St. Mary's in the Strand, a work on which, if we
may judge from its appearance, he bestowed more
labour with less effect. Instead of appearing like

the effort of a single grand conception, forming a

complete and harmonizing whole, it is like a num-
ber of efforts clustered togetlier. Instead of being

one design, the interstices in which are filled up by
details, it is a number of details united together; in

gazing on which the mind, instead of absorbing the

grandeur of the whole at one view, wanders from
part to part, finding no common connection by which
the joint effect of all may be summoned before it at

once.

Gibbs had just prepared the plans of the buildings

we have described, and was in the high and palmy
state of his fortunes, when his kind patron, having
had his overtures to procure the allegiance of the

Highland clans contumeliously rejected, and having
been disgusted and thrown in fear by the impeach-
ment of Oxford and Stafford, and the exile of Or-
mond and Bolingbroke, resolved to avenge his per-

sonal wrongs by a recourse to the feudal fiction of

the divine origin of hereditary right, to maintain the

theoretic purity of which a nation contented with

its king was plunged in civil war, that the king they

ought not to have been conteiHed without should.

be restored. Family ruin followed the rebellion of

the earl ; but the architect, fortified by the practice

of a profession, the principles of which politics could

not sway, and possessing knowledge which, unlike

the art of governing, could not be deprived of its

efficacy by the influence of the party in power, re-

mained immolested on the step to which he had ad-

vanced, and looked forward to the prospect of other

honours.

The most magnificent, though perhaps not the

purest of Gibbs' works, is the Radcliffe Libran.-

at Oxford, on the completion of which he received

the degree of Master of Arts from that university.

The Radcliffe Library is of a circular form, risii^g

in the centre of an oblong square of 370 feet by 1 10,

with a cupola 140 feet high and loo feet in diameter.

The lofty dome of this building raises itself in the

centre of almost every prospect of Oxford, and gives

a characteristic richness to the landscape. "The
Radcliffe dome," says Allan Cunningham, "in fact

conveys to every distant observer the idea of its be-

ing the air-hung crown of some gigantic catliedral

or theatre. It is perhaps the grandest feature in

the grandest of all English architectural lanclscaj^cs;

it rises wide and vast amid a thou^and other fine

buildings, interrupts the horizontal line, and mate-

rially increases the picturesque effect of (_>x!ord ;"

on a nearer and more critical mcw, however, the

spectator is disappointed to find that a want of pro-

portion betwixt the cupola and the rest of the build-

ing, slight, but still very jx'rceptilile. deadens the

eft'ect of the magnificent whole, a mistake on the

part of the architect which has frequently tunied

the whole m.iss of taste and beauty into an object

of ridicule to the liitier critic. It may be in general

fpiestioncd how fir such a building, however much
its swelling magnificence may serve to add dignity

to a vn-t prospect witiiout. or solemnity to an im-

p:3rtant pageant %\'ithin, is suited for the more retired
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purposes of a library'. The student seldom wishes

to have his attention obstructed by the intrusion of

a wide prospect upon his view whenever he raises

his eyes; and perhaps when extent and grandeur are

desired, a more suitable method of accommodating
them with comfortable retirement may be found in

a corridor or gallery, where any one, if he is anxious,

may indulge himself by standing at one end, and
luxuriate in the perspective of the whole length,

while he who wishes to study uninterrupted may
retire into a niche, whence his view is bounded by
the opposite side of the narrow gallery. In the com-
])letion of the quadrangle of All Souls, Gibbs had
the great good fortune to receive a growl of uncharit-

able praise from Walpole. "Gibbs," says the im-

jierious critic, "though he knew little of Gothic
architecture, was fortunate in the quadrangle of All

Souls, which he has blundered into a picturesque

scener>' not void of grandeur, especially if seen

through the gate that leads from the schools. The
assemblage of buildings in that quarter, though no
single one is beautiful, always struck me with singu-

lar pleasure, as it conveys such a vision of large

edifices unbroken by private houses, as the mind
is apt to entertain of renowned cities that exist no
longer." Such is the opinion of one whose taste

in Gothic architecture, as represented by the strag-

gling corridors and grotesque and toyish mouldings
of Strawberry Hill, would not, if curiosity thought
it of sufficient importance to be inquired into, bear
the test of a very scrutinizing posterity. A com-
parison of his various opinions of the different works
of Gibbs are among the most amusing specimens
of the construction of the noble critic's mind. W'here
the architect has been tasteful and correct, he only

sliows that mere mechanical knowledge may avoid
faults without furnishing beauties, "and where he
has been picturesque and not void of grandeur, the

whole is the effect of chance and blunder." Among
the other works of Gibbs are the monument of

Holies, Duke of Newcastle, in Westminster Abbey;
the senate-house at Cambridge, a very favourable

specimen of his correct and tasteful mind; and some
buildings in the palace of Stowe. The west church
of .St. Nicholas in his native city, a very fine speci-

men, if we may believe the accounts of contempor-
aries, of Gothic taste, having fallen nearly to ruin,

Gibbs presented the magistrates with a plan for a
church tliat might reinstate it. In this production
we look in vain for the mind wliich imagined the
lofty pomp of the R.idcliffe, or the eye that traced

the chaste proportions of St. Martin's ; and one
might be inclined to question with what feelings the

great architect made his donation. The outside

is of no descripti<m of architecture under tlie sun
"in particular;" it just consists of heavy freestone

walls, with a roof, and plain Roman arched windows.
The inside is a degree worse. Heavy groined arches,

supported on heavier square pillars, overtop the

gallery. There is in every corner all the gloom of

the darkest Gothic, with square corners instead of

florid mouldings, and stjuare beams instead of clus-

tered pillars; wliile the great arched windows of the

(jothic piles, which send a broken and beautiful lij^'ht

into their farthest recesses, are specially avoided,

a preference being given to wooden square glazed

sa-ihes, resemljling tliose of a shop— in the whole,

tlic building is one singularly repulsive to a correct

taste.

Gibbs, in 1728, published a folio volume of de-

signs, which have acquired more fame for the know-
ledge than for the genius displayed in them. By
this work he gained the very considerable sum of

^1900. licsides a set of plans of the Kadcliffe

Library, this forms his only published work: his

other papers and manuscripts, along with his lib-

rary, consisting of about 500 volumes, he left as a
donation to the Radcliffe Library. After five years

of suffering from a lingering and painful complaint,

this able, persevering, and upright man died in Lon-
don, in 1754, having continued in the faith of his

ancestors, and unmarried. He made several be-

quests, some to public charities, others to individuals,

one of which in particular must not be passed over.

Remembering the benefactor who had assisted him
in the days of his labour and adversity, he left

;^iooo, the whole of his plate, and an estate of ;^28o
a year to the only son of the Earl of Marr ; an un-
common act of gratitude, which, however party

feeling may regret the circumstances which caused
it, will in the minds of good and generous men,
exceed in merit all that the intellect of the artist

ever achieved.

GIBSON, Sir Alexander, Lord Durie, an
eminent lawyer and judge, was the son of George
Gibson of Goldingstones, one of the clerks of session.

The period of his birth we have been unable to dis-

cover; but as we find him admitted a clerk of session

in 1594, we may conclude that he was born con-

siderably more than twenty years previous to that

period. It appears that the appointment of Gibson
to this duty created a new clerkship, and as the addi-

tion in number would reduce the arbitrary sources

of emolument of the other two clerks, it was na-

turally apprehended that the interloper would be
received with the usual jealousy of those whose in-

terests are unduly interfered with. King James VI.,

who had generally some deep and mysteriously wise

purpose in all he did, chose to be personally present

at the appointment of his nominee, in order that the

royal choice might meet with no marks of contempt.

The mindful sovereign was on this occasion pleased to

be so highly delighted with the disinterested conduct

of his obedient clerks, who had so willingly received

a partner "at his highness's wish and special desire,"

that he promised in ])resence of the court to remun-

erate them with "ane sufficient casualty for said

consents." The chamber in the Register House
instituted by this apjjointment still retains the deno-

mination of "Durie's Office." At that period the

duties of a principal clerk of session were of a more
politically important nature than they have been
since the union: these officers had to register the

decrees and acts of parliament, in addition to their

present duties. The only remnant of their former

occupations is their acting ns clerks at the elections

of the Scottish representative peers. Gibson con-

tinued in his clerkship for all the remainder of his

life, notwithstanding the higher offices to which he

was afterwards jiromoled. In 1621 he was appointed

a lord of session ; and as the duties of judge and

clerk were rather anomalous, we find by the books

of sederunt that the prudent clerk had procured in

the previous month his son to be installed in the

office. Mr. Alexander (iibson, junior, being ap-

l)ointed conjunct clerk with Mr. Alexander (jibson,

senior, during the life of the longest liver, the senior,

it may be presumed, continued to drav/ the salary,

without being much troubled with the duties. Seven
years after his apixiintnient to the bench, we find

him accejiting a baronetcy of Nova Scotia, with a

grant of some few sijuare miles of land in that dis-

trict. In 1633 he was a];pointtd a member of one

of the C(jmmiltees for the revision (>{ the laws and

customs of the country. In 1640 he appears to

have lx;en elected a nieml)er of the committee of

estates, and his appointment as judge was continued
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under a new commission to the court in 1641. From
the period of his elevation to the bench in 1621, till

the year 1642, this laborious lawyer preserved notes

of such decisions of the court as he considered worthy
of being recorded as precedents, a task for which a

previously extensive practice had fitted him. These
were published by his son in one volume folio, in

1688, and are valuable as the earliest dii,'ested col-

lection of decisions in Scottish law. Their chief

peculiarities are their brevity, and, what would not

appear at first sight a natural consequence, their ob-

scurity. But Ciibson produced by a too niggardly

supply the effect which is frequently attributed to a

too great multitude of words. He appears, however,

to have always known his own meaning; and when,
with a little consideration, his rationcs decidendi are

discovered, they are found to be soundly stated.

The clamours which other judges of the day caused

to be raised against their dishonesty and cupidity,

were not applied to Durie. He seems, indeed, as

far as the habits of the times could allow the virtue

to e.Kist except in an absolutely pure being, to have
been a just and fearless judge, for in a period of

general legal rapine and pusillanimity, the i^ossession

of a very moderate share of honesty and firmness in

the judgment-seat made their proprietor worthy of

a nation's honour. If the affirmation of a profes-

sional brother may be credited, Durie possessed, ac-

cording to the opinion of Forbes, a later collector

of decisions, most of the intellectual and moral
cjualities which can dignify the bench. It is a proof
of the respect in which his brethren held him, that

while the office continued elective in the senators of

the college, he was repeatedly chosen as president.

At that period the legal practice of Scotland ap-

peared to have improved for the mere purpose of

substituting sophism and injustice under form for

rude equity ; it was a handle to be made use of,

rather than a rule to be applied. The crown had
recourse to legal fictions, and unjust and arbitrary

presumptions, in its dealings with the subject. The
subject, instead of calling for a recourse to constitu-

tional principles, sometimes rose against the admin-
istration of the law, just or unjust. With private

parties the more powerful got the command of the
law, and used it against the weaker. A striking

instance of contempt towards the laws, which took
place during one of the presidencies of Gibson of
Durie, is mentioned in Douglas' Baronage, and
Forbes' Journal, and is more fully and pleasingly

narrated in the Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border.
The Earl of Traquair had an action depending
in court, in which it was understood the president
would, by his influence, cause the court to give

judgment against him. A border freebooter, or

gentleman thief, known by the name of Christie's

Will, owed to the peer some gratitude and allegiance,

having gained his protection by an insolent jest on
the subject of his having been imprisoned for theft.

This person being a gentleman both by descent and
education, insinuated himself into the president's

company during his usual morning ride on the sands
of Leith. On the two reaching a very lonely spot,

the judge was snatched from his horse, rolled' into a
blanket, and carried off he knew not where. lie
was imprisoned three months, during which time his

friends and himself considered that he was in fairy-

land. The case was decided in favour of Traquair,
and a new president appointed, when the judge one
morning found himself laid down in the exact spot
from which he had been so suddenly carried off, and
returned to claim his privileges. This useful man
died at his house of Durie on the loth of [unc. 1644.
He left behind him a son of his own name, who was

active among the other persons of high rank, who
came forward to protect their national church from
the imposition of a foreign liturgy. He is known
as having boldly resisted one of King Charles I.'s

prorogations, by refusing the performance of the

duty of clerk of parliament, already alluded to. He
api^ears, however, not to have always given satisfac-

tion to the cause he had so well espoused, as he is

more than once mentioned in Lament's Diary as a
malignant. He was raised to the bench in 1646.

Besides this son, the wealth of the father allowed
him to provide a junior branch of the family with
the estate of Adistone in Lothian.

GIBSON, Patrick, an eminent artist and writer

upon art, was born at Edinburgh, in December,
1782. He was the son of respectable parents, who
gave him an excellent classical education, partly at

the high-school, and partly at a private academy.
In his school-boy days he manifested a decided
taste for literature, accompanied by a talent for

drawing figures, which induced his father to place

him as an apprentice under Mr. Nasmyth, the dis-

tinguished landscape-painter; who was, in this man-
ner, the means of bringing forward many men of
genius in the arts. Contemporary with Mr. Gibson
as a student in this school, was \\t. Nasmyth's son
Peter; and it is painful to think, that both of these

ingenious pupils should have gone down to the grave
before their master. Mr. Nasmyth's academy was
one in no ordinary degree advantageous to his

apprentices: such talents as they possessed were
generally brought into speedy use in painting and
copying landscapes, which he himself finished and
sold; and thus they received encouragement from
seeing works of which a part of the merit was their

own, brought rapidly into the notice of the workl.

About the same time Mr. Gibson attended the

Trustees' Academy, then taught with distinguished

success by Mr. Graham. W hile advancing in the

practical part of his profession, Mr. Gibson, from

his taste for general study, paid a greater share of

attention to the branches of knowledge connected
with it, than the most of artists had it in their pov.er

to bestow. He studied the mathematics with par-

ticular care, and attained an acquaintance with per-

spective, and with the theory of art in general, which
was in his own lifetime quite unexampled in Scottisli

—perhaps in British— art. ^Mr. Gibson, indeed,

might rather be described as a man of high literary

and scientific accomplishments, pursuing art as a

profession, than as an artist in the sense in which
that term is generally understood. In landscape-

painting he showed a decided preference for the

classical style of Domenichino and Nicholas Poussin;

and having studied architectural drawing with much
care he became remarkably ha]ipy in the views oi

temples and other classical buiUlings which he in-

troduced into his works. \M-ien still a very young

man, Mr. Gibson went to London, and studied the

best works of art to be found in that metropolis

—

the state of the Continent at that time preventing

him from pursuing his investigations any turther.

Mr. Gibson painted many landscajies which have

found their way into the collections of the most rc-

spectalile amateurs in his iia:ive country. His own
exquisitely delicate and fa-ti<iious taste perhaps pre-

vented him from attaining full success at first, but he

was continually improving ; and, great as the tri-

unq^hs of his pencil ultimaiely were, it is not too

much to sav. that if life had been spared to him, he

nnist have reached still higher degrees of perfection.

Mr. (iil)>on's professional ta^te and skill, along

with his well-kno\Mi literary habit>, pointed him oat
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as a proper individual to write, not only criticisms

upon the works of modem art brought under public

notice, but articles upon the fundamental principles

of the tine arts, in works embracing miscellaneous

knowledge. He contributed to the Encyclopj:Jia

Ediiu-Hsts an elaborate article under the head "De-
sign," embracing the history, theory, and practice of

painting, sculpture, and engraving, and concluding

with an admirable treatise on his favourite .subject,

"Linear Perspective," This article extends to 106

pages of quarto, in double columns, and is illus-

trated by various drawings. It is, perhaps, the

best treatise on the various subjects which it em-
braces ever contributed to an encyclopaedia. To Dr.

Brewster's more extensive work, entitled the Edin-
burgh Eticyclopicdia, Mr. Gibson contributed the

articles "Drawing," "Engraving," and "Miniature-

jiainting," all of which attracted notice for the full

and accurate knowledge upon which they appeared
to be based. In the Editihurgh AnunaI Rtgister for

1816, published in 1820, being edited by Air. J. G.
Lockhart, was an article by Mr. Gibson, entitled

"A View of the Progress and Present State of the

Art of Design in Britain." It is written with much
ciiscrimination and judginent, and is certainly worthy
of being transferred into some more extended sphere

of publication than the local work in which it ap-

peared. An article of a similar kind, but confined

to the progress of the fine arts in Scotland, appeared
in the iVeru Edinburgh Review, edited by Dr. Rich-

ard Poole. In iSiS Mr. Gibson published a thin

quarto volume, entitled Etchings of Select Vieivs in

Edinburgh, tinth Letter-press Descriptions. The sub-

jects chietly selected were either street scenes about

to be altered by the removal of old buildings, or

jiarts opened up temporarily by the progress of im-
provements, and which therefore could never again

be observable in the point of view chosen by the

artist. The most remarkable critical effort of Mr.
CJibson was an anonymous jeu iCesprit, publi.ihed in

1822, in reference to the exhiljition of the works of

living artists then open, under the care of the Royal
Institution f(jr tlie Encouragement of tlie Fine Arts
in Scotland. It assumed the form of a report, by a

society of cognoscenti, upon these works of art,

and treaterl the merits of the Scottish painters, Mr.
(jibson himself included, with great canriour and
impartiality. The .ityle of this jiamphlet, though in

no case unjustly severe, was so different from the in-

dulgent remarks of periodical writers, whose names
are generally known, and whose acc[uaintance with
the artist.s too often forbids rigid truth, that it occa-

>ioned a high degree (jf indignation among the au-

thor's brethren, and induced ihcm to take some ste])s

that only tended to exiiose themselves to ridicule.

Suspecting that the traitor was a member of th'jir

own body, they CDmmcnced tlie suliscripiion of a

paper disclaimmg the author>hip, and this being
carried to many <liffcrent ar[i-,ls for their adherence,
was refused l)y no one till it came to Mr. (iib.-.nn,

\vho excused him->elf upon general i)rinci|)Ic^ frf>m

subscriVjing such a pajjer, and di^nii>-.i-d the intruders

with a protest against his bt-iiig sup|)i)>c<l on timt

account to be the author. The real cau^e whicli

moved .Mr. (jih^on to [nit forth this half- jelling,

half-eariie.^t criticism uj)on his brethren, was an

ungenerous a'lack uijon his f)wn works which
had ai)])earcd in a newsjiaper the ]irevious year,

and which, though he did not pretend to trace

it to the hand of any of his fellow-labourers,

was enjcived, a^ he thought, in a too malicious
manner by .some to whom he had formerly shown
much kin'hu/>>. He retained his secret, and en-

joyed his joke to the la^t, and it is only liere that

his concern in the pamphlet is for the first time
disclosed.

In 1826 he gave to the world A Letter to the

Directors arid jVanagers 0/the Lnstitution for the Ett-

couragement of the Eine Arts in Scotland. Towards
the close of his life he had composed, with extra-

ordinary care, a short and practical work on per-

spective, which was put to press, but kept back on
account of his decease.

In June, 1818, Mr. Gibson was married to Miss
Isabella M. Scott, daughter of his esteemed friend

Mr. William Scott, the well-known writer upon elo-

cution. By this lady he had three daughters and
a son, the last of whom died in infancy. In April,

1824, he removed from Ixlinburgh, where he had
spent the most of his life, to Dollar, having accepted
the situation of professor of painting in the academy
founded at that village. In this scene, quite un-

suited to his mind, he spent the last five years of his

life, of which three were embittered in no ordinary

degree by ill health. After enduring with manly
and unshrinking fortitude the pains of an uncom-
monly severe malady, he expired, August 26, 1829,

in the forty-sixth year of his age.

Mr. Gibson w.is not more distinguished in puljlic

by his infonriation, taste, and professional success,

than he was in private by his upright conduct, his

mild and affectionate disposition, and his righteous

fulfilment of every moral duty. He possessed great

talents in conversation, and could suit himself in

such a manner to every kind of company that old

and young, cheerful and grave, were alike pleased.

He had an immense fund of humour, and what gave
it perhaps its best charm was the a]iparently unin-

tentional manner in which he gave it vent, and the

fixed serenity of countenance which he was able to

preserve while all were laughing around him. There
are few men in whom the elements of genius are so

admirably blended with those of trae gcjodness, and
all that can render a man beloved, as they were in

Patrick (jibson.

GILCHRIST, John Borthwick, LI..D. This
learned oriental scholar was born at Edinburgh in

1759, and educated in George Meriot's Hospital,

an institution to which he bequeathed a liberal dona-
tion, in acknowledgment of the benefits he had
derived from it. Having stufiied for the medical
profession, and obtained the appointment of assist-

ant-surgeon in the East India Company's service,

he went out in that capacity to Calcutta. At this

period it was thought enough by the Company if

its officials possessed a toIcral)le knowledge of Per-

sian, the court language of India, in which the acts

of the Anglo-Indian gcjvermnent and the in'oceedings

of the legal tribunals were registered. I5ut this

limited means of intercourse with the jieojile uniler

our rule did not satisfy Dr. (iilcluist, and he saw,

that to liold intercoui^e %\ith tlu'iii, as the proper

means of gtiverning and beneliting them, it was
necessary to ])OssesS a pro])er knowledge of the

various languages of Hindoslaii. To facihtate their

acquirement, and at the same time to set an exami:)le

to others, he assumed an eastern gaib, and travelled

over those ])rovinces where Ilindostanee \\as spoken
in its greatest jiurity; and besides the native lan-

guage in its various dialects, he obtained a complete
knowledge of the Sanskrit, I'ersian, and other eastern

tongues. His success in tliese attainments inspired

a new spirit in the Oimpany's servants, and the study

of Hindostanee was i>ursued among them with a dili-

gence that had as yet been unknown. To facilitate

this hopefiU commencement. Dr. Gilchrist pid)lished

in 1786 and 17^0 his Anglo-llindoUancc Dictionary,
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and in 1796 his Iliudostancc Grammar. But a still

more favourable opportunity of communicating his

acquirements in oriental learning was furnished to

him in consequence of the foundation of the college

of Calcutta Vjy the Marquis Wellesley, governor-

general of India, in 1800. On this occasion Dr.

Gilchrist was appointed to the chair of the Hindos-
tanee and Persian languages, being the first appoint-

ment of the kind tliat had been made by our govern-

ment in India. He did not, however, long hold

this office, being compelled in consequence of ill

health to return home in 1804. His departure from
India was accompanied witli highly honourable tes-

timonials of the diligence and success of his labours,

and the estimation in which he was held. He re-

ceived from the governor-general in council a jiublic

letter to the court of directors at home, recommend-
ing him to their favour in their endeavours to pro-

mote the study of the oriental languages. But be-

sides this, the marquis introduced him to Mr. Ad-
dington, afterwards Lord Sidmouth, in a letter of

which the following is an extract:— "Mr. John
Gilchrist, late professor of the Hindostanee language

in the college of Fort William, will have the honour
of delivering this letter to you. The records of this

government furnish ample proof of the importance
of Mr. Gilchrist's services. I am anxious, however,
that you should be apprised of the personal interest

whicli I feel in Mr. Gilchrist's honourable reception

in England; and I take the liberty of recommending
him to your favourable notice, as a gentleman highly

distinguished for his zeal in the promotion of an
important branch of the public service, and for his

eminent knowledge of the oriental languages."

On returning home Dr. Gilchrist set up his re-

sidence in his native Edinburgh, and there his fiery

eastern temperament, his liberal opinions in politics,

which trenched upon republicanism, and his eccen-

tricity in conduct as well as opinions, astonished

the gravity of his wondering fellow-citizens. Being
too impatient to be idle, he instituted, in conjunc-

tion with Mr. James Inglis, a bank in the Scottish

capital, under the title of "Inglis, Borthwick Gil-

christ, & Co.;" but the other banks, doubtful of its

management, looked so unfavourably upon it, that

the establishment after some time was closed. He
set up an aviary at his house on the north side of
Nicholson Square, the building being largely trellised

with wire-work and stored with all manner of bright

and curious birtls—and the natives, who gazed and
marvelled, thought it the strangest of Noah's arks,

or the best of raree shows. From his strong language,
especially at civic meetings, and his aptitude to take
offence, he was liable to be involved in serious quar-

rels; and on one occasion, in June, 1S15, when a gen-
tleman was reading aloud in a coffee-room an
account of the victory of Waterloo, Dr. Gilchrist,

who was present, gave him the lie, and proclaimed
the intelligence to be false. This mortal offence

would probably have been followed by a deadly
meeting, had not the friends of both parties inter-

fered. Such was Dr. Gilchrist in Edinburgh, and
where these singularities were perhaps more vividly

remembered in later periods than his talents, his

kindliness, and benevolence, by which they were
more than counterpoised.

In 1S16 this learned orientalist left Edinburgh
to settle in London ; and here he found more con-
genial occupation, by teaching the eastern languages
in his own house to such young gentlemen as were
qualifying them.iclves for the Indian service. Two
years after his class was removed to the Oriental
Instituii(Mi, Leicester Square, where he taught Hin-
dostanee and Persian under the sanction of the East

India Company. This connection, however, lasted

only six years, and its dissolution was probably

owing to incompatibility of temper between the

employers and the employed. Dr. Gilchrist was
not of a temper to brook contradiction or interfer-

ence. His mode of teaching was also apt to give

offence to the grave and the formal. At this time

his bushy head and whiskers were as white as the

Himalayan snow, and in such contrast to the active

expressive face which beamed from the centre of the

mass, that he was likened to a royal Bengal tiger

—a resemblance of which he was even proud. His lec-

tures also, which were extemporaneous, and governed
by the fitful impulses of the moment, were a singular

medley of "orient pearls at random strung;" but

still they were pearls of price, and those pupils who
were willing to learn were enriched by his prelec-

tions, however oddly delivered or illustrated. Nor
was his style of writing less strange than that of his

lecturing; and besides the eccentricities of style and
innovations in orthography with which it astonished

the reader's eye, the doctor had a sublime contempt
of capitals, which he had banished from his printed

compositions. These serious offences against the

common usages of good taste cannot be perpetrated

with impunity ; and those who might have been
attracted by the doctor's valuable erudition, were
offended by the adjuncts with which it was garnished.

In the meantime his publications, which were nume-
rous and valuable, and chiefly connected with the

languages, condition, and history of India, were
mingled with pamphlets and broad-sheets filled with
his personal resentments, or expounding his own
crotchets. His chief subject of comjdaint was the

ill treatment he had received from the East India

Company, which had only allowed him a retiring

surgeon's pension of J^yX) instead of ;^500, and a

salary of ^350 as a teacher of eastern languages,

which was greatly disproportioned, as he thought,

to his services. It was in this mood that the writer

of the present memoir found him in London some
forty years ago. Among those who were persistent

friends of Dr. Gilchrist, and knew his real talents,

was the late Joseph Hume, whose career had in some
cases been similar to his own. Both had commenced
their career as surgeons in India ; both had com-
menced their rise by the study of eastern languages,

which they turned to a profitable account ; both
had returned with a competence after a short stay

in the East; and they were heartily at one in perceiv-

ing the existing evils of government, and advocating

a reform. But here the similarity ended. L)r.

(jilchrist unfortunately could not lay claim to the

temper, caution, management, and good sense by
which his more fortunate but not more talented

friend was distinginshed.

While residing in Edinburgh, Dr. Gilclirist hi.id

married a Miss Mary Ann Coventry; and ow re-

moving to London, the pair, who had no cbiKlren,

occupied a house in the fashionable localityol Clarges

Street. The doctor's means of livii-.g in .-uch a jilace

were comfortable, not only from the extensive sale

of his principal works connectud \\'\\\\ India and its

languages, but also from the rL>uIt of his banking

speculation in Edinlnirgh, wliich h.td turned out

better than could have been anticipated. After

he had given an imjad-e to the >!udy of the eastern

tongues which has steadily increased to the present

day, and trained young cadets for the East India

ser^-ice. whose jiroliciency retlecicd honour U]'On

their teacher, and by \\hi'in he was respected and
beloved. Dr. Gilc!iri-t, worn out with the infirmities

of old age. lived in retirement, and died at Paris o;i

theothiuf January, 1S41, at the age of eighty-two years.
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GrLFILLAN, Robert. This amiable poet of

domestic life and popular song-writer, was born in

Dunfermline, Fifeshire, on the 7th of July, 1798, and
was the second of three sons. His father was a man
of respectable condition, according to the reckoning

of the times in provincial towns, for he was a master

weaver, and kept several looms in full employment.
His mother, who died in 1844, was justly character-

ized as "a woman of high intellectual powers, and
one who, belonging to the middle classes of society,

was distinguished by high literary acquirements,

united to a modesty that rather fostered the talents

of others than exhibited her own." Can we easily

imagine a poet of good, current, lasting songs, born

in a loftier position, or independent of such a mater-

nity? Like most bards, and especially of this par-

ticular class, Robert Gilfillan's natural tendency was
called forth in early life, under the pressure of a

stirring public impulse. While still a boy, he had
joined a group of urchins like himself, to make merry
during the Christmas holidays with the sport of

giiising, OT ffidsarding—an old Saxon revel, scarcely

yet disused in Scotland, but which is now generally

supplanted by the drawing-room amusement of

charades; and while employed in this merry street

masquerade, instead of confining himself to the hun-

dred-year-old hackneyed stanzas about Alexander
the Great and Guloshin, he chanted a song of his

own composition on the death of Sir Ralph Aber-
cromby, at that time a recent event, and by which
the sympathies of every cottage in Scotland had been
roused into full native vigour. Young Gilfillan on
this occasion received more than the usual poet's

meed of pence and praise from the goodwives of

Dunfermline, who listened at their doors in silent

admiration.

After this sudden outburst of rhyme a long in-

ter%-al succeeded : school-boy trials, and the suc-

ceeding cares and difficulties of apprenticeship, are

generally sufficient to banish the Muses for years, if

not for life; and Robert Gilfillan, who at the age of

thirteen removed with his parents to Leith, was
employed during a seven years' service in the un-

]:)oetical occupation of hammering tuVis and l)arrels,

having been bound apprentice for that period to a

cooper. Although he manfully endured this pro-

bation, he abandoned the trade of a cooper as soon

as his term of indenture harl expired; and, returning

to Dunfermline in 1S18, he was employed for nearly

three years in the superintendence of a grocery esta-

blishment. Here his first love returned upon him in

full vigour, and his attempts in song-writing were
accomjianied with tlie work of self-improvement,

which he prosecuted not only l)y general reading,

but associating with the young men of his neigh-

bourhood who were like-minded with himself In

this way not only his acquired knowledge, but his

conversational ])ower in the use of it, made him
distinguished in Dunfermline society, and caused

liim to be regarded as one whose future career would

surpass that of his companions. .After tliis he again

settled in Leith, where lie was first em])lf)yed in the

warehouse of a firm of oil and colour merchants, and
suhsef|uently in that of a wine merchant, as confi-

flential clerk, until 1837, when he was ai<pointed

collector of the police-rates at Leith, which situa-

tion lie held till the close of his life.

In this way .Mr. Cilfillan held onward in his coiu'.-e,

and fiilfillcd his mission as a usefid meml)er of society;

but as a prict he had continued during his several

changes i-.f store-keeper, clerk, and tax-gatherer, to

labour for a wiHcr >phere an<l a more permanent
memorial. The fir-^t earnest of this he enjoyed in

the popularity of his songs, which, although still

unpublished, were circulated over the whole of Scot-
land, and sung not only at public festivals, but also

at social and domestic meetings. How was it pos-
sible, under such circumstances, to resist the tempta-
tions of the press? It speaks much, however, for

his self-denial, that he did not yield until he had
attained the matured reflective age of thirty-three,

and when his songs had stood the test of years. In
1831 he became an author, by publishing a small
volume of about 150 pages, under the title of Origi-

nal Songs, which he dedicated to Allan Cunningham,
himself, next to Burns, the prince of Scottish song-
poets. So successful was this appeal to public ap-
probation, that in 1835 he brought out a new edition,

increased by fifty additional pieces ; and soon after

its appearance a public dinner was given to him in

the Royal Exchange, Edinburgh, and a massive
silver cup presented to him on the occasion thus

inscribed:—"Presented to Mr. Robert Gilfillan by
the admirers of native genius, in token of their high
estimation of his poetical talents and private worth.

Edinburgh, 1835." In 1839 he published a third

and still larger edition of his original volume, sixty

new songs being added to the collection; and by this

completed work he will continue to hold an hon-
oured place in the third rank of Scotti.sh song-writers

—Burns being of the first, and standing alone, and
Hogg and Cunningham being taken as the repre-

sentatives of the second. In addition to those warm
but simple and narrowed home affections which
formed the chief themes of his lyrics, and in the

delineation of which he has not often been surpassed,

there is a moral purity in the songs of Gilfillan in

which he has very seldom been equalled. But how,
indeed, could it be otherwise, when we take into

account the ordeal to which he submitted them?
"It was his practice," says his biographer, "to read

to his mother and sister his songs as he wrote them;
and he was entirely guided by their judgment re-

garding them." This was better still than the house-

keeper of Moliere! One circumstance connected

with this gentle home tribunal of criticism first gave
him the hope that fame was within his reach. He
was reading his Fare thee 'well, for 1 71111st Leave thee,

when his sister and a young lady, a cousin of his

own, who was present, were so deeply affected, that

they burst into tears. After such an incident some
of our readers might wish to know the song: it is as

follows:

—

" Fare thee well, for I must leave thee,

I!ut, (y. let not our parting grieve thee;

Happier days may yet be mine.

At least 1 wish them thine—believe me!

'' We part—but by those dew-drops clear,

My love for thee will last for ever;

I leave thee— but thy image dear,

'I'hy tender smiles, will leave me never.

"()! drj- those pearly tears that flow

—

One farewell smile before we sever;

The only balm for parting woe
Is— fondly hope 'tis not forever.

"Though dark and dre.iry lowers the niglu.

Calm and serene m.iy be thi_ iiiornav;

'I'he rup of pleasure ne'er shone bnghl,
Without some mingling drops of si rrow!

" Fare thee well, for I nmst leave thee.

r>ut, 01 let not ovir parting grieve thee;

llajipier days may yet be mine,

.\t least 1 wish them tliine- believe mcl"

The rest of the incidents in Mr. ( iillillan's tran-

quil life scarcely require cnminenioralifin. Indepcn-
(iently of his devotion to ])oetry, w hicli was his master

affection, he took ])leasure in the various de])artments

of light and cvery-day literature, anrj was a fref|uent

contril)utor to the /.'(//;//'//;;;'•// yc/ir;/;?/ and the Dublin

University Magazine. Although he coiitinucd to the
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end of his clays a bachelor, he was not the less sub-

ject to painful bereavements, and these, too, at that

period of life when the affections are most confirmed;

for his mother died in 1844, ^n<^ ^'^ sister in 1849,

and thus the voices that had hitherto cheered him
onward were no longer heard. His own death

occurred on tlie 4th of December, 1850, and was
occasioned by a stroke of a))oplexy. Mis remains

were buried in the churchyard of .South Leith, wliere

a monument, by the subscription of his admirers,

has been erected to his memory.

GILLESPIE, George, an eminent divine at a

time when divines were nearly the most eminent

class of individuals in -Scotland, was the son of the

Rev. John Gillespie, minister at Kirkcaldy, and was
born January 21, 1613. His advance in his studies

was so rapid, that he was laureated in his seven-

teenth year. About the year 1634, when he must
have still been very young, he is known to have

been chaplain to Viscount Kenmure: at a subsequent

period he lived in the same capacity with the Karl

of Cassilis. While in the latter situation he wrote

a work called English Popish Ceremonies, in which,

as the title implies, he endeavoured to excite a

jealousy of the episcopal innovations of Charles I.,

as tending to Popery. This book he published when
he was about twenty-two years of age, and it was
soon after prohibited by the bishops. Had Episco-

pacy continued triumphant, it is likely that Mr.

Gillespie's advance in the church would have been
retarded; but the signing of the national covenant

early in 1638 brought about a different state of

things. In April that year, a vacancy occurring at

Wemyss in Fife, he was appointed minister; and at

the General Assembly which took place at Glasgow
in the ensuing November, he had the honour to

))reach one of the daily sermons before the house,

for which he took as his text, "The king's heart is

in the hands of the Lord." The Earl of Argyle,

who had then just joined the covenanting cause, and
was still a member of the privy-council, thought
that the preacher had trenched a little, in this dis-

course, upon the royal prerogative, and said a few
words to the assembly, with the intention of warning
them against such errors for the future.

In 1641 an attempt was made to obtain the trans-

portation of Mr. Gilliespie to Aberdeen; but the

General Assembly, in compliance with his own
wishes, ordained him to remain at Wemyss. When
the king visited .Scotland in the autumn of this year,

Mr. Gillespie preached before him in the Abbey
Church at Edinburgh, on the afternoon of .Sunday

the 1 2th of .September. In the succeeding year he
was removed by the General Assemlily to Edinburgh,
of which he continued to be one of the stated clergy-

men till his death. Mr. Gillespie had the honour
to be one of the four ministers deputed by the Scot-

tish church, in 1543, to attend the Westminster
Assembly of Divines; and it is generally conceded
that his learning, zeal, and judgment were of the

greatest service in carrying through the work of that

venerable body, particularly in forming the Directory
of Worship, the Catechisms, and other important
articles of religion, which it was the business of the
a-^sembly to prejiare and sanction. Baillie thus al-

ludes to him in his letters: "We got good help in

our assembly debates of Lord Warristou, an occa-
sional commissioner, but of none more than tlie

noble youth Mr. Gillespie. I admire his gifts, and
bless God, as for all my colleagues, so for him
in particular, as equal in these to the tirst in the
assembly.'' It appears that Mr. Gillespie composed
six volumes of manuscri]H during the course of his

attendance at the Westminster Assembly; and these

were extant in 1707,* though we are not aware of

their still continuing in existence. He had also,

when in England, prepared his sermons for the

press—part being controversial, and part practical;

l>ut they are .said to have been suppressed in the

hands of the printer with whom he left them, through
the instrumentality of the Independents, who dreaded
their jiublication. He also wrote a j)iece against

toleration, entitled IVholesome Seierity Kecouilcd
'with Christian Liberty.

In 1648 Mr. Ciillespie had the honour to be
moderator of the General Assembly; and the last of

his compositions was the Commission of the A'/rlPs

Anszi'er to the Estates^ Ol'serfations on the Declaration

of the Getteral Assembly concerning the Unlawfiilness

of the Engagement. For some months before this

assembly he had been greatly reduced in body by a
cough and perspiration, which now at length came
to a height, and threatened fatal consequences.

Thinking perhaps that his native air would be of

service, he went to Kirkcaldy with his wife, and lived

there for some months; but his illness nevertheless

advanced so fast, that, early in December, his friends

despaired of his life, and despatched letters to his

brother, to Mr. Samuel Rutherford, the Marquis of

Arg)le, and other distinguished individuals, who
took an interest in him, mentioning that if they
wished to see hmi in life, speed would be necessarv'.

The remainder of his life may be best related in the
words of Wodrow, as taken, in 1707, from the mouth
of Mr. Patrick Simpson, who was cousin to Mr.
Gillespie, and had witnessed the whole scene of his

death-bed:

"Monday, December II, came my Lord Argyle,

Cassils, Elcho, and Warriston, to visit him. He
did faithfully declare his mind to them as public

men, in that point whereof he hath left a testimony

to the view of the world, as afterwards; and though
speaking was very burdensome to him, and trouble-

some, yet he spared not very freely to fasten their

duty upon them.

"The exercise of his mind at the time of his sick-

ness was very sad and constant, without comfortable

manifestations, and sensible presence for the time;

yet he continued in a constant faith of adherence,

which ended in ane adhering assurance, his gri]ips

growing still the stronger.

"One day, a fortnight before his death, he had
leaned down on a little bed, and taken a tit of faint-

ness, and his mind being heavily exercised, and
lifting up his eyes, this expression fell with gieat

weight from his mouth, 'Ol my dear Lord, forsake

me not for ever.' His weariness of this life was
very great, and his longing to be relieved, and to be
where the vail would be taken away.
"December 14, he was in heavy sickness, and

three pastors came in the afternoon to visit him, of

whom one said to him, 'The Lord hath made you
faithful in all he hath employed you in, ami it's

likely we be put to the trial; therefore wliat encourage-

ment do you give us thereanent?' Wiiereto he an-

swered, in few words, 'I have gotten more by the

Lord's immediate assistance tlian by .-tiidy, in the

disiHites I had in the assembly of divine^ in England;
therefore, let never men distrust tiod for assistance,

that cast themselves on him, an-.I fallow his calling.

For my part, the time I have had in the exercise of

the ministry is Imt a mnnient !' To \\hieh sentence

anotlier jiastor answered, "Hut yor.r moment hath

exceeded the gray heads of others; this I may speal;

without tlattery. ' To wb.ich he answered, difclaim-

1 WjUrow'i AKaU:iA Mri, AJv. Lib. , i. ;2j.
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ing it with a noe; for he desired still to have Christ

exalted, as he said at the same time, and to another;

and at other times, when any such thing was spoken
to him, ' What are all my righteousnesses but rotten

rags? all that I have done cannot abide the touch-

stone of His justice; they are all but abominations,

and as an unclean thing, when they are reckoned
between God and me. Christ is all things, and I

am nothing.' The other pastor, when the rest were
out, asked whether he was enjoying the comforts of

CJod's presence, or if they were for a time suspended.

He answered, 'Indeed, they are suspended.' Then
within a little while he said, 'Comforts! ay comforts!'

meaning that they were not easily attained. His
wife said, 'What reck? the comfort of believing is

not suspended?' He said, 'Noe.' Speaking further

to his condition he said, 'Although that 1 should

never more see any light of comfort, that I do see,

yet I shall adhere, and do believe that he is mine
and that I am his.'

"

Mr. Gillespie lingered two days longer, and ex-

pired almost imperceptibly, December i6, 1646.

On the preceding day he had written and signed a

paper, in which "he gave faithful and clear testi-

mony to the work and cause of God, and against the

enemies thereof, to stop the mouths of calumniators,

and confirm his children." The object of the paper
was to prevent, if possible, any union of the friends

of the Church of Scotland with the loyalists, in be-

half of an uncovenanted monarch. The committee
of estates testified the public gratitude to Mr. Gil-

lespie by voting his widow and children ;i^iC)00,

which, however, from the speedily ensuing troubles

of the times, was never paid.

GILLESPIE, Rev. Thomas, was the first Relief

minister, and founder of the synod of Relief He
was born in the year 1 708, at Clearburn, in the parish

of Duddingstone near Edinburgh, of parents distin-

guished for their piety. He lost his father, who was
a farmer and brewer, when he was very young. His
mother, who seems to have been a woman of decided

piety, and at the same time of active business habits,

continued her husband's business as farmer and
brewer after his death. Gillespie, who was of de-

licate constitution and melancholy temperament,
seems throughout life to liave been marked by the

sliyness of disjiosition, the reserved manners, the

fondness for retirement, and the tenderness yet con-

scientiousness of feeling, which usually distinguish the

boy brought up in a retired domestic way, under a
fond and widowed motlier. His mother was ac-

customed to attend the services at the dispensation

of the Lord's sujjper by Mr. Wilson of Maxton, Mr.
Boston of Kttrick, Mr. Davidson of Galashiels,

and other eminent evangelical ministers, witli whom
the south of .Scotland was at that time favoured.

(Jn tliese occasions she commonly took with her
her son Thomas, in whom the anxious motlier had
not yet traced those satisfactory evidences of decisive

])iety which her maternal regard for his l;est interests

so earnestly desired; on one of these occasions she

mentioned her distress on account of her son to Mr.

Jjoston, who, at her request, spoke to liim in inivale

on his eternal interests. His counsels made a de-

cisive impression upon the mind of Gilles])ie, at tliat

time a young man about twenty years of age, and
led him soon after to commence his studies as jjrejia-

ratory to tlic ministry, which he pr(;seculed at the

university <if Ivlinlnu-gh.

After the origin of the Sccessicm liis mother t)C-

came attaclied to that body; and through her advice

and influence (iillesjiie went to Perth to study under
Mr. Wilson, their fir.^t theological professor. In

this step he seems to have been influenced more by
a desire to comply with the wishes of a fond and
pious mother, than by personal attachment to the
peculiarities of the Secession. His whole stay at

Perth was ten days; for as soon as from conversa-
tions with Mr. Wilson he fully comprehended the
principles on which the Secession were proceeding,
he withdrew. He proceeded to England, where he
pursued his studies at the theological academy in

Northampton, at that time superintended by the

celebrated Dr. Philip Doddridge. When he thus

went to England Dr. Erskine states (in his preface

to his Essay on Temptations) that he had attended
the humanity, philosophy, and divinity classes in the
college of Edinburgh, and that he carried with him
attestations of his personal piety and acquirements
in philosophical and theological literature from
several ministers of the Church of Scotland: viz. Rev.
Messrs. Davidson of Galashiels, Wilson of Maxton,
Wardlaw of Dunfermline, Smith of Newburn, Gust-
hart, Webster, and Hepburn, of Edinburgh, James
Walker of Canongate, M 'Vicar of West Kirk, Kid
of Queensferry, Bonnar of Toq:>hichen, and Ward-
rope of Whitburn—all ofwhom mention their having
been intimately acquainted with him.

After the usual trials, he was licensed to preach
the gospel, 30th October, 1740, by a respectable

class of English dissenters, among whom Dr. Dod-
dridge presided as moderator, and ordained to the

work of the ministry, 22d January, 1741. It is .said

that his first charge was over a dissenting congrega-
tion in the north of England. If so, it must have
been for a very short time, for in March following

he returned to Scotland, bringing with him warm
and ample recommendations from Dr. Doddridge,
Mr. Job Orton, and thirteen other ministers in that

neighbourhood, "as a deeply experienced Christian,

well qualified for the important work of the ministry,

and one who bade fair to prove an ornament to his

holy profession, and an instrument of considerable-

usefulness to the souls of men."
Soon after his return to Scotland he got a regular

call to the parish of Carnock near Dunfermline, to

which he was presented by Mr. Erskine of Carnock.

At that time the forms of procedure in the Church of

Scotland seem to have been not so strict and un-

accommodating to circumstances as they are now; for

in inducting him into Carnock the presbytery of

Dunfermline proceeded on his deed of license and
ordination by the English dissenters as valid, and
dealt by him as one who had already held a charge.

At his admission into Carnock he sho\ved the influ-

ence which his theological education at Northampton,

and his intercourse with the ICnglish dissenters had

exerted upon his opinions as to Christian liberty, b\

objecting to the doctrine of the Confession of I'aitli

respecting the power of the civil magistrate in reli

gion; he was permitted to subscribe with an expla-

nation of his meaning upon this point. The passages

of tlie Confession to whicli he objected were the 4lh

section of the 20th ehn])ter, and the 3d section of the

23d chapter: which declare that those may be pro-

ceeded against l)y the [lov.er of the civil iriagis-

tratc who pulili-li such o])inions, or maintain such

practices, as are contrary to the light of nature, the

known princijiles of Christianity, or the power of

godliness, or which are destructive to the external

]ieaceand order which Christ hath established in the

church; and that tlie civil magistrate hath authority,

and it is his duty, to take order that unity and peace
be preserved in the church, that the truth of God
be kept pure and entire, that all blasphemies and
heresies, all corru])tions and abuses in worship
and discipline, be prevented or refurnicd, and all
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the ordinances of God duly settled, administered,

and observed, for tlie better effecting of which he
hath power to call synods, to be present at them,
and to provide that whatever is transacted in them
be according to the mind of God.

Mr. Gillespie laboured as parish minister of Car-

nock till the year 1752. He was a careful student,

a diligent and faitliful minister, and generally ac-

ceptable and useful in his pulpit labours, both in his

own parish and as an occasional assistant elsewhere.

The acceptance which his pulpit discourses met was
not owing to any advantage of manner, for his de-

livery was uncouth, and his whole manner that of

one nervously afraid of his audience. Hut he was
solenin and affectionate, much imjiressed himself as

conscious of his awful charge. He had struggled

hard himself against the oppression of a constitutional

tendency to despondency; and in his discourses he
sought especially to comfort and counsel the de-

sponding and tempted Christian. Dr. John Erskine,

who was several months his stated hearer, and who
besides this often heard him occasionally, bears

witness in his preface to Mr. Gillespie's Essay on
the Continuance of hnmcdiate Revelations in the

Church, that "he studied in his ministry what was
most needful for the bulk of his hearers, giving law
and gospel, comfort and terror, privileges and duties,

their proper place. I never (says he) sat under a

ministry better calculated to awaken the thoughtless

and secure, to caution convinced sinners against

what would stifle their convictions and ])revent their

issuing in conversion, and to point out the difference

between vital Christianity and specious counterfeit

appearances of it."

During the eleven years that Mr. Gillespie occu-

pied the charge of Carnock he kept close to the

humble and unostentatious yet useful duties of the

pastor of a country parish. He seems never to have
taken any prominent part in the business of the

church courts: he was, both from habit and disposi-

tion, retiring and reserved, fond of the studies of

the closet, but destitute alike of the ability and the

inclination for managing public affairs, and leading

the van in ecclesiastical warlare. It was his scrupu-

lous conscientiousness, not his ambition, that made
him the founder of a party. He was thrust on it by
circumstances beyond his intention.

Mr. Gillespie entered the ministry in the Church
of Scotland when the harsh operation of the law
of patronage was causing painful and lamentable
contests between the people and the dominant party

in the church courts. It had already causecl the

secession ; and there still remained in the Church
of Scotland many elements of discord and sources

of heart-burning ; whole presbyteries even refused

to act when the settlement of obnoxious presentees

was enjoined by the superior courts—and to effect

the execution of their sentences appointing the

settlement of unpopular individuals, tlie General
Asseml)ly had at times wholly to supersede the func-

tions of the jiresbytery, and appoint the induction

to be completed by committees of individuals not
connected with the presbyter)^; it might be men who,
without scrujile, were willing to act on whatever was
ecclesiastical law, and carry through the matter in-

trusted to their care in the face of the menaces or
murmurs of a dissatisfied and protesting people.

This method of settling olinoxious ])resentees bv
riding committees, as they were called in those days
by the poimlace. was coiifessedly a mo>t irregular

and unconstitutional device. It was a clumsy ex-
pcilicnt to avoid coming in direct collision with re-

cusant presbyteries. It was fiund to answer the

purpose very imperfectly; and it was soon seen tliat

there remained to the General Assembly but two
alternatives, either to soften the operation of the

law of patronage, and give way to the popular voice,

or to compel the presbyteries to settle every man
who received a presentation, against whom heresy
or immorality could not be proved; otherwise there

would be perpetual collision between themselves
and the inferior courts. The asseml)ly chose the

latter and the bolder alternative. In 1750, accord-

ingly, the assembly referred it to their commission,
"to consider of a method for securing the execution

of the .sentences of the assembly and commission,
and empowered them to censure any presbyteries

which might be disoliedient to any of the sentences

pronounced by that meeting of assembly."
In 1751 Mr. Andrew Richardson, previously

settled at Broughton, in the parish of Biggar, was
presented to the charge of Inverkeilhing by the

patron of the parish. He was unacceptable to the

body of the people, and his call was signed only by
a few non-resident heritors. Opposition being made
to his settlement by the parishioners, the presbytery
of Dunfermline, and after them the synod of Fife,

refused to comply with the orders of the commission
to proceed to the settlement of Mr. Richardson.
The case came before the assembly in 1752; and it

was justly anticipated that it would bring to an issue

the conflict between recusant presbyteries, who had
a conscientious regard for the lights of the people,

and the dominant party in the assembly, who had
no regard for them, but were resolved to give effect

to eveiy presentation. The lord-commis.-,ioner, the

Earl of Leven, in his opening speech, with sufficient

plainness indicated the course of procedure which
the government desired and expected the assembly
should pursue, in the circumstances ; and said that

it was more than high time to put a stop to the

growing evil of inferior courts assuming the liberty

of disputing and disobeying their decisions. The
ruling party in the assembly w^ere prompt in obey-

ing these orders of the lord-commissioner. They
acted with more energy than prudence or tenderness.

When the Inverkeithing case came to be considered,

the assembly sent the presbyter)- from their bar to

Inverkeithing with orders to complete Mr. Richard-

son's induction: they enjoined every member of pres-

bytery to be present at the admission: they changed
the legal quorum from three to five. These orders

were issueel by the assembly on Monday; the induc-

tion was appointed to take place on Thursday, and
the members of the presbytery were all commanded
to appear at the bar of the assembly on Friday, Xo

report their fulfilment of these orders.

On Friday, when the members of tlie Dunfennline
presbytery were called upon, it appeared that only

three had attended at Inverkeithing, and they not

being the number required by the decision of the

assend.ily to constitute a presbytery, did not feel

themselves authorized to proceed to the admission.

Of the other six, Mr. Gillespie and other five pleaded

conscientious scruples, and gave in a paper in defence

of their conduct, cpioting in their justification the

language of the assembly itself. %\lio in 1736 had
declared that "it is, and has I'een ever since the

Reformation, the principle of t!ie church, that no

minister shall be introduced into any jiarish contrary

to the will of tlie congregation; and therefore it is

seriously reconnnended to nil judicatories of the

church, to have a (Kie regard to the said princi]"!e

in ]ilanting vacant congiegations, so as none be in-

truded into sucli ixirislies, as they regard the glory

of (iod, and the edification of the body uf Christ."

Tlie assembly ]iai'l small regard to their owti

fornier deciarau^ns tlius brou_;ht under their notice.
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They felt, indeed, that it would be rather trenchant

and severe, by one fell swoop to depose six ministers

all equally guilty : they resolved, however, by a
majority, to depose one of the six. This was inti-

mated to them with orders to attend on the morrow.
Next day Mr. Gillespie gave in a paper justifying

a statement made in tlieir joint representation, that

tiie assembly had themselves stigmatized the act

of 1 71 2, restoring patronages, as an infraction of

the settlement maile at the union. The proof of this

statement, which had been questioned in the previous

day's debate, he proved by quotations from the

assembly's act of 1736, made at the time when they

wished to lure back and reconcile the four seceding

brethren—the founders of the Secession.

After prayer to God for direction—which, in the

circumstances of the case, and in tlie predetermined

state of mind in which the ruling party in the assem-
bly were, was a profane mockery of Heaven—they

proceeded to decide which of the six should be de-

posed. A great majority of the assembly (102)

declined voting; 52 voted that Mr. Gillespie should
hz deposed, and 4 that some one of the others

should be taken. The moderator then pronounced
the sentence of deposition on Mr. Gillespie. He
stood at the bar to receive it, and when he had
heard it to an end, with the meek dignity of con-

scious innocence, replied, "Moderator, I receive

this sentence of the General Assembly of the Church
of Scotland with reverence and awe on account of

the divine conduct in it. But I rejoice that it is

given to me on the behalf of Christ, not only to be-

lieve on him, but to suffer for his sake."

This hard measure dealt to him excited general

commiseration and sympathy even among the min-
isters of the church. He was humble and unassum-
ing, a quiet, retired student, not one versant in the

warfare of church courts. Sir H. Moncrieff, in his

Life of Dr. Erskine, testifies that he was one of the

most inoffensive and upright men of his time, equally

zealous and faithful in his pastoral duties, but one
who never entered deeply into ecclesiastical business,

and who was at no time a political intriguer. His
sole crime was, that from a conscientious feeling,

he would not be present or take any active part in

a violent settlement, and they must be strangely

fond of stretches of ecclesiastical power who will

pronounce the deposition of such a man in such
circumstances either praiseworthy or wise.

The sentence of deposition was pronounced on .Sa-

turday. On Sabbath, the day following, he preached
in the fields at Carnock to his people, from the

words of Paul, " For necessity is laid upon me, yea,

woe is unto me if I preach not the gospel." He
told his hearers, that though the assembly had de-

posed him from being a member of the listablishcd

church, for not doing what he btlived it was sinful

for him to flo, yet he hoped, through grace, no public

diiputes should Ijl- his theme, but Jesus (Jhrist and
him crucified,' and then went on to illustrate his

text, without saying anything in ju:,lificalion of him-

self or in condemnatifin of the assemtjly.

He preached in the fields till the month of Scp-
tendjer, when he removed to the neighbouring town
of Dunfermline, where a church had been prepared
fjr him. At the following meeting of assembly,

'" '753i ^" attempt was made by the evangelical

party in the church to have the sentence (jf deposi-

tion rescinded; but though some of those who voted

iox his deposition, stung by their own consciences,

or moved by sympathy, exjjressed their regret in

I'rcfacc to hii Essay on Tctnpfatioiis.

very poignant language,' yet the motion was lost by
a majority of three.

He laboured in Dunfermline for five years with-
out any ministerial assistance, and during that period
he dispensed the sacrament of the Lord's supper
thirteen times, preaching on these occasions com-
monly nine sermons, besides the exhortations at the
tables. When he first determined to celebrate the
Lord's supper in his congregation at Dunfermline,
he requested the assistance of some of the evangeli-

cal ministers in the Church of .Scotland ; but from
fear of the censures of the assembly, they refused him
their aid.

The first minister who joined Mr. Gillespie in his

separation from the Church of Scotland, was Mr.
Boston, son of the well-known author of the Four-
fold State. The parish ofJedburgh becoming vacant,

the people were earnestly desirous that Mr. Boston,
who was minister of Oxnam, and a man of eminently
popular talents, might be presented to the vacant
charge. No attention, however, was paid to their

wishes. The people of Jedburgh took their redress

into their own hands, they built a church for them-
selves, and invited Mr. Boston to become their min-
ister ; and he resigning his charge at Oxnam, and
renouncing his connection with the Church of Scot-

land, cheerfully accepted their invitation. He was
settled among them 9th December, 1757. He im-
mediately joined Mr. Gillespie, to whom he was
an important acquisition, from his popular talents

and extensive influence in the south of Scotland.

Though associated together, and lending mutual
aid, they did not proceed to any acts of ecclesiastical

government, till, by a violent settlement in the pari.sh

of Kilconquhar, in Fife, the people were led to erect

a place of worship for themselves in the village of

Colinsburgh, to which they invited as their pastor

the Rev. Thomas Collier, a native of the district, who
had for some time been settled at Ravenstondale,

in Northumberland, in connection with the Fnglish
dissenters. At his admission to the charge of the

congregation formed in Colinsburgh, on the 22d of

October, 1761, Mr. Gillespie and Mr. Boston, with
an elder from their respective congregations, first

met as a presbytery. In the minute of that meeting
they rehearsed the circumstances connected with their

separation from the Church of .Scotland, and declared

that they had formed themselves into a presbytery

for the relief of Christians oppressed in their privi-

leges.

The number of congregations in connection with
the Relief rapidly increased. It afforded an asylum
for those who desired to have the choice of their own
ministers, yet could not accede to the i)eculiarities

of the Secession. Relief from patronage, the asser-

tion of the people's right to choose their own min-

isters, the extending of their communion to all visible

saints, to all sound in the faith and of h(^ly life

—

these were the distinguishing peculiarities which
marked the Relief They were distinguished from
the two bodies of the Secession by their ])ermission

ot occasionally attending the ministry of other

churches, their disregard of the covenants sworn
by our Scottish ancestors, their neglect of the duty
of covenanting, and their not restricting their com-
munion to their own Christian societies. These
peculiaiities ])rovoked the reproaches of the Seces-
sion writers of the day. In the jirogrcss of time, how-
ever, a large section of the .Seceders came to be of

one mind with their Relief brethren on all matters
of doctrine and discipline. In the year 1847 the two

- Memoir of Gil'.csiiii;, in th'.' Quarterly Magazine, by Ur
Stu
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bodies were joined together under the designation

of the United Presbyterian Church. This respect-

al)le denomination now (1866) numbers 588 congre-

gations, with an aggregate attendance of 460,000 ])er-

sons. The Relief and United Secession churches were
both opposed to the principle of an established

church ; and although the voluntary principle of the

United Presbyterian church is not formally avowed
in her standards, it is distinctly implied in her posi-

tion and actings.

It has been said that Gillespie cooled in his at-

tachment to the Relief in the latter part of his life,

and that he even expressed a wish that his congrega-

tion should join the Established church as a chapel

of ease. This last assertion is certainly questionable.

It has been contradicted by Mr. Smith in his His-

torical Skdches of the Relief Cliurch, who, holding

a charge in Dunfermline, and living among the per-

sonal associates of Gillespie, may be reckoned a

competent witness as to what was known of Mr.
Gillespie's sentiments. He states that the church

and part of the congregation were carried over to

the Establishment by the undue influence and re-

presentations of Mr. Gillespie's brother; and that

Mr. Gillespie had no difference with his Ijrethren

as to the constitution and principles of the Relief

church. He never discovered to his people any
inclination to be connected again with the Establish-

ment. His disapprobation of the church which
deposed him continued to the end of his days. He
was, however, dissatisfied with some of his brethren

for the willingness they showed to listen to the ap-

plication of Mr. Perrie (1770) to be received into

the body. Perhaps, too, his being thrown into the

shade in the conduct of the public affairs of the

body, by the active business habits of Mr. Bain,

after his accession to the Relief, might heighten his

chagrin. These circumstances, operating on the

tenderness of temper incident to old age and increas-

ing infirmities, seem to have created in his mind
a degree of dissatisfaction with some of his brethren;

but that he repented of the steps he had taken in

the formation of the presbyterj- of Relief, or that

he had changed his sentiments on the terms of com-
munion, on the impropriety of the civil magistrate's

interference in ecclesiastical affairs, or similar points,

there is no evidence.

The only productions of Gillespie that have been
published are, An Essay on the Continuance of Ln-
mediate Rcjelations in the Church, published in his

lifetime, and a Treatise on Temptation, in 1774, after

his death, jjoth prefaced by Ur. J. Erskine of Edin-
burgh. The first is designed to prove that God does

not now give to any individuals, by impressions,

dreams, or otherwise, intimations of facts or future

events. He argues the point solidly and sensibly,

and with some ingenuity. From his correspondence
it appears that the topic had occupied his thoughts
much. He corresponded with Doddridge, Harvey,
and President Edwards; and his correspondence witli

I'^dwards was puljlished in the Quarterly Ma::^azine,

conducted by Dr. Stuart, son-in-law to Dr. P^skine.
Mr. Gillespie always prepared carefully for tlie ]nil-

jiit. He left in MS. about 800 sermons, fairly and
distinctly written. He died on the 19th of January,

1774-

GILLESPIE. Rf.v. Thomas, D.D., was bom
in the i)ari>li of Clussburn, Dimifriesshire, but in

what year we have been unable to ascertain. He
received the rudiments of education at the celebrated
seminary of^Wall.acehall, in his own native parish,

and afterwards went through the curriculum of the
Dumfries Academy, a place noted for its excellence
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among the educational establishments of Scotland.

Having been designed for the church, Mr. Gillespie

enrolled as a student in the university of Edinburgh;
and after having been distinguished in the divinity-

hall by his talents and scholarship, was licensed as

a preacher, and a few years afterwards was presented

by the United College, St. Andrews, to the parish

of Cults, in the presbytery of Cupar-Fife. In this

ministerial charge he was the immediate successor of

the Rev. David Wilkie, father of the celebrated

painter; and, on taking possession of liis manse he
was grieved to find that, in the process of cleaning

and white-washing, the sketches with which Sir

David Wilkie, when a little boy, had covered the

walls of his nursery, were remorselessly swept away.

To a man of Gillespie's taste and enthusiasm it

seemed as if his entrance into a peaceful home had
been preceded by an onslaught of the Vandals; but

after settling in Cults he made many inquiries into

the early history of .Sir David, which he communi-
cated to Allan Cunningham, the artist's eloquent

biographer. Over the portal of the manse, also, in

imitation of Gil Bias, he afterwards carved that

couplet of the Latin poet

—

Inveni portum, spes et fortuna valcte;

Sat me lusistis, luditc nunc alios."

This final good-bye to hope and fortune, however,
was somewhat premature; for having been appointed
assistant and successor to Dr. John Hunter, professor

of humanity in St. Andrews, whose daughter Mr.
Gillespie had married, he relinquished the minis-

terial charge of Cults, and became a resident in the

ancient town of St. Andrews.
In his capacity of a country divine, and afterwards

as a professor, Mr. Gillespie was distinguished by
superior talent, both as an able writer and ready
eloquent speaker. His chief work was a volume of

sermons on the Seasons; but his contributions to some
of our best newspapers and journals, both in prose

and verse, showed how high a rank he might have
attained as an author had he devoted his labours to

this department. But his productions through the

press were the light buoyant sallies of an occasional

hour of leisure, as a relief from more important occu-

pations, rather than serious and continued efforts; and
as such they were read, admired, and forgot, amidst

the gay sparkling literature of the hour to which they

were contributed. It was in the pulpit as an elo-

quent persuasive divine, and in his university chair

as an effective teacher of classical literature, that his

whole energies were thrown forth; and when he died

a blank was left both in presbytery and college,

which his learned and reverend brethren felt would
not soon be filled up. Dr. Gillespie's death, which
was sudden, occurred at Dunino, on the ilth of

September, 1844. He was twice married, and his

second wife was daughter of the Rev. Dr. Campbell,

formerly minister of Cupar, and sister of the Right

Hon. Lord John Campbell.

GILLESPIE, Rev. William, minister of Kclls

in (ialloway, was the eldest son ot tlie Rev. John
(jillespie, who preceded him in that chaige; and was
born in the manse of the parisli, Feliruar}- iS, 1776.

After receiving the rudiments of education at the

l)arish school, lie entered the univer-ityof F.dinbin-gh

in 1792, and was appointed tutor to Mr. Don, after-

wards Sir Alexander Don, Bart., in whose company
he was introduced to the most cultivated society.

While acting in this capacity, and at the same time

prusecuting his theological studies, he amused him-

self l)v writing verses, and at this time commenced
his poem entitled the rro::ress of Refinement, which
was not completed or published till some vears after-

' 43
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wards. Among other clubs and societies of which
he was a member may be instanced the Academy
of Physics, which comprehended Brougham, Jeffrey,

and other young men of the highest abilities, and of

which an account has already been given in our

article Dr. Thomas Brown. In iSoi, having for

some time completed his studies and obtamed a

license as a preacher, he was ordained helper and
successor to his father, with the unanimous approba-

tion of the parish. Soon after he was invited by his

former pupil, Mr. Don, to accompany him in making
the tour of Europe; and he had actually left home
for the purpose when the project was stopped by
intelligence of the renewal of the war with France.

In 1S05 Mr. Gillespie published the '^Frogress of
Rifinenunt, an Allegorical Poem," intended to de-

scribe the advance of society in Britain from its

infancy to maturity, but which met with little success.

It was generally confessed that, though Mr. Gillespie

treated every subject in poetry with much taste and

no little feeling, he had not a sufiicient amount of

inspiration, or that vivid fervour of thought which is

necessary, to reach the highest rank as a versifier.

In 1S06, by the death of his father, he succeeded to

the full charge of the parish of Kells. For some
years afterwards he seems to have contented himself

in a great measure with discharging his duties as a

clerg\'man, only making occasional contributions to

])eriodical works, or communicating information to

the Highland Society, of which he was a zealous and
useful member. At length, in 1815, he published,

in an octavo volume, Consolation and other Poems,

which, however, received only the same limited

measure of applause which had already been be-

stowed upon his Proi^rcss of Kcfincmcnt. Mr. Gil-

lespie, in July, 1825, married Miss Charlotte

Hoggan; but being almost immediately after seized

with erysipelas, which ended in general inflamma-

tion, he died, October 15, in the fiftieth year of his

age. As the character of this accomplished person

had been of the most amiable kind, his death was
ver)- generally and very sincerely mourned: his bio-

grajiher, Mr. Murray, in his Literary History 0/
GaUo7i'ay, states the remarkable fact, that, amidst
the many wet eyes which surrounded his grave,

"even the sexton—a character not in general noted
for soft feelings—when covering the remains of his

beloved pastor, sobbed and wept to such a degree

tliat he was hardly able to proceed with his trying

duty."

GILLIES, Joux, LL.D., F.R.S., F.A.S., mem-
ber of many foreign sficicties, and historiographer

to his majesty for .Sc<jtlan<l. The many literary

titles of this erudite and once popular historian,

evince the high estimati'jn in which he was helcl by
the learned men of his day. He was born at Bre-

chin, in the county of Forfar, on the iSth of January,

1747. Although of a family belonging to the

middling classes, he was not its only distinguislicd

member, as one of his younger brothers became an
eminent lawyer at the Scottish l)ar, and finally

attained the rank of lord of sessif)n. John (Jillies

was educated at the university of Glasgow, and there

he so highly distinguislied himself by his classical

attainments, that, before he was of age, he was a])-

pointed to teach the classes of tiie Greek [jrofessor,

who had been laid aside by old age and infirmity.

Instead of waiting, however, ftir tliose turns of for-

tune that might have elevated him to tiie chair which
he had filled as deputy, he repaired to London, for

the purpose of devoting himself to authorshij). Before

he settled down in llie metropolis he resolved .^till

further to (jualify himself fur iiis future occujation

by the study of the living languages; and for this

purpose he took up his residence for some time on
the Continent. Upon his return he was engaged by
the Earl of Hopetoun to accompany his second son
as travelling tutor; and as it was necessary that he
should relinquish certain profitable literary engage-
ments into which he had already entered, before he
set out with his pupil, he was remunerated for the

sacrifice by the earl in 1777, who settled upon him
a pension for life. But in the year previous his young
charge died abroad; and a few years afterwards he
was induced to undertake the charge of two other

sons of the earl, who were about to travel on the

Continent—one of them being John, afterwards Sir

John Hope, and finally Earl of Hopetoun, distin-

guiiihed by his military achievements—the other,

Alexander, afterwards Sir Alexander Hope, lieu-

tenant-governor of Chelsea Hospital. During the

interval that elapsed between his first and second
tutorship, and when no such interniption was anti-

cipated, he had commenced the purjwsed business

of his life in earnest, by publishing his first work.
This was the " Orations 0/ Lysias and Socrates, trans-

lated from the Greek, with some account of their

Lives; and a D-scourse on the History, Manners,
and Character of the Greeks, from the conclusion of

the Peloponnesian War to the Battle of Chxronea,"
1778, 4to. About the same time he received the

diploma of LL. D., the first of his literary distinc-

tions.

On returning from the Continent, when his office

of travelling-tutor had ended, which it did in 1784,
Dr. Gillies resumed those labours which were so

congenial to his tastes and habits, and which were
now continued to the end of a very long life. His
previous duties had not only furnished him with such

a competence as to make him independent of the

many painful contingencies to which autliorship as a

profession is subject, but had closely connected him
with the Hopetoun family, to whose early patronage

and continuing kindness he was wont to attribute

much of the happiness by which his tranquil course

was enlivened. Two years after his return to Eng-
land he published the first portion of the work by
which he is best known, entitled the ^''History of
Ancient Greece, its Colonies and Conquests, from
the Earliest Accounts till the Division of the Mace-
donian Empire in the East; including the History of

Literature, Philosophy, and the Fine Arts," 2 vols.

4to, 1786. This work, which was continued in a

second part, was so acce]>table to the scholars of

Germany, that a translation of it into (ierman was
published at Vienna in 1825, while at home it was
so ]5opular that it went through several editions.

Time, however, which has so much diminished the

lustre that invested the literature and science of the

last century, has not spared his history any more
than it has (lone the more distinguished ]>rochictions

of Hume and (jibhon; and CJillies, the once, distin-

guished historian of (ireece, is ncnv subjected to an
ordeal through which few of his C(jntemporaries have
passed unscathed. Newer and juster views, the fruit

of a more ample experience and sounder pliilosophy;

a more extensive knowledge of Grecian liistory and
anti(|uity, and a more rigid and severe taste in his-

torical writing, by wliieh the j)resent day is in the

habit of judging the laliours of the jjast, will no
longer be satisfied with any history of ancient Greece
that has as yet l)een ])roduced. But, notwithstand-
ing the faults that have been objected to the ^\ork

of Gillies under this new and improved schof)! of

criticism, it was certainly a most useful proihiction

in its day, and well wortliy of the n]->]iroval with
%\hich it \\ai welcomed l^y the learned; so that, not-
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withstanding the complaints that have been made of

the dulness of his dissertations, the pomposity of

his style, and the occasional unfaithfulness of his

translations, we have still to wait for a better history

of Greece. By a curious coincidence the first part

of the work, and the first volume of Mitford's His-

tory of Greece—two rival publications upon a common
suijject—were published during the same year.

The rest of the life of Dr. Gillies presents few in-

cidents for the biographer. In 1793 he succeeded

Dr. Robertson as historiographer royal for Scotland,

a sinecure office, to which a salary of ;^200 per annum
is attached. He was also elected a member of several

societies in our own country, as also a corresponding

member of the French Institute and of the Royal
Society of Gottingen. In 1794 he married. His
various publications continued to appear at distant

intervals, until the debility of old age compelled him
to lay aside his pen; and, having done enough for

fame and fortune, he retired in 1830 to Clapham,
near London, where the rest of his life was passed

in tranquil enjoyment, until he died at the age of

ninety without disease and without pain. This event

occurred on the 15th of February, 1836.

Besides his writings which we have already speci-

fied. Dr. Gillies published:— i.
'' View of the Reign

of Frederic 11. of Prussia, with a Parallel between
that Prince and Philip II. of Macedon," 1789, Svo.

2. ^^Aristotle's Ethics and Politics, comprising his

Practical Philosophy, translated from the Greek;

illustrated by Introductions and Notes, the Critical

History of his Life, and a New Analysis of his

Speculative Works," 1797, 2 vols. 4to. 3. '^ Supple-

ment to the Analysis of Aristotle's Speculative Works,

containing an Account of the Interpreters and Cor-

rupters of Aristotle's Philosophy, in connection with

the Times in which they respectively flourished,"

1804, 4to. 4. The History ofthe Ancient lVorld,from

the Dominion of Alexander to that of Augustus, with

a Preliminary Surz'ey of Preceding Periods, 1807-10,

2 vols. 4to. This was afterwards reprinted in 4 vols.

Svo, as the History ofAncient Greece, its Colonies and
Conqicests, Part II., 1820. 5- "^ N'ezu Translation

of Aristotl^s Rhetoric, with an Introduction and
Appendix, explaining its Relation to his Exact Philo-

sophy, and vindicating that Philosophy by Proofs that

all Departures from it have been Deviations into

Error," 1823, 8vo.

GLASS, JOHX, founder of a sect still known by
his name, was the son of the Rev. Alexander Glass,

minister of the parish of Auchtermuchty, in the

county of Fife, where he was born on the 2 1st of

September, 1695. ^'^ the year 1697 his father was
translated to the parish of Kinclaven, at which place

Mr. John Glass received the rudiments of his educa-
tion. He was after\vards sent to the grammar-school
of Perth, where he learned the Latin and Greek
languages. He completed his studies at the univer-

sities of St. Andrews and Edinburgh, and having
l)een licensed as a preacher by the presbytery of
Perth, was in 17 19 ordained a minister of the
Church of Scotland, in the parish of Tealing, in the
neighbourhood of Dundee. Mr. Glass had been a
(liUgent student, was deeply impressed with the im-
portance of the ministerial character and the awful
responsibility which attached to it, and was anxious,
in no common degree, about the due discharge
of tlie various duties which it involved. In his

public services he was higlily acceptable; had a
singular gift of prayer; and in his sermons, which,
according to the fashion of the time, were seldom
less than two, sometimes three, hours in length, lie

attracted and kept up the unwearied attention of

crowded audiences. His fame as a preacher, of

course, soon spread abroad, and his sacramental

occasions attracted vast crowds from distant quarters;

the usual concomitant, in those days, of popularity.

But it was not public services alone that absorbed
his attention; the more private duties of his station

were equally attended to. Even so early as 1725,
only two years after his settlement, he had fonned
within his parish a little society of persons whom
he found to be particularly under serious impres-

sions, and with whom he cultivated a more intimate

intercourse, though no part of his charge was ne-

glected. It is probable, however, that his peculiar

notions of the constitution of a Christian church
were by this time beginning to be developed, and this

intercourse with a detached and particular part of

his charge must have tended to ha.sten the process.

Breach of covenant engagements, from a combination
of circumstances, was at this time the topic very gener-

ally insisted on in the ministrations of the Scottish

clergy. The binding obligation of both the national

covenant of Scotland, and the solemn league and
covenant of the three kingdoms being universally

admitted, Mr. Glass began to preach against these

covenants, as incompatible with the nature of the

gospel dispensation and the sacred rights of con-

science. A paper written by him at this time to the

above effect excited a very great sensation throughout
the countrj-, and called forth some of the ablest de-

fences of these famous deeds that have yet appeared.
In the above paper Mr. Glass did not state himself

as formally an enemy to the covenants, but only as

an inquirer, wishing further light and information

respecting them; yet it was evident to every intelli-

gent person that he was no longer a Presbyterian.

He was forthwith summoned before the church
courts; and, refusing to sign the formula and some
passages of the Confession of Faith, was, by the

synod of Angus and Mearns, deposed from his office,

on the I2th of April, 1728.

The same year he published his King of Martyrs,

in which he embodied his views more fully matured.

This book had no inconsiderable share of popularity,

and it has served for a general storehouse, whence
Mr. Patrick Hutchison, and after him all the mo-
dern advocates of spirituality, as a peculiar and
distinguishing characteristic of the New Testament
church, have drawn their principal arguments. On
his deposition Mr. Glass removed from Tealing to

Dundee, where, several persons joining him, he
formed the first church of the kind in Scotland.

This small body was not without its share of the

obloquy to which Independency had long been ex-

posed in Scotland, nor were the members without

their fears respecting the practicability of the scheme,

being doubtful of a sufficiency of gifts in the lay

brethren. When they came to the proof, however,

they were agreeably disappointed; and vherever

they had occasion to form churches, which was in

a short time in a great many places, appear to have

found no lack of qualified persons. In the year

1733 Mr. Glass removed from Dundee to Perth,

where he erected a small meeting-house, v Inch was

thought great presumption, especially as tlie handful

of people that attended arrogated to themselves the

name of a church. Attempts were even made to

eject them forcibly from tlie town; and a zealous

lady beholding Mr. Glass in the street, was heard

to exclaim, "Why do they not rive [tear] him in

pieces 1" In the year 1739 the General Assembly

of the Church oi Scotland, the same that gave

positive orders to tlie commission to proceed against

the Seccders with the censures of the church, took

off, by a very curious act, the sentence of deposition
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that had been passed against Mr. Glass. In this

act he is stated to hold some peculiar views, which

the Assembly do not think inconsistent with his

being a minister. They accordingly restored him
to the character of a minister of the gospel of Christ,

but declared at the same time he was not to be

considered a minister of the Established Church of

Scotland, or capable of being called and settled

therein, till he should renounce these peculiar views.

This act, even among the anomalous acts of church

courts, was certainly a very strange one. If Mr.

Glass, however, was satisfied on scriptural grounds

that he was a minister of Christ, it could make little

difference whether he belonged to the Church of

Scotland or not. At the time of his deposition

Mr. Glass had a large family, and when he was
deprived of his stipend had no visible means of

supporting it. This, taken in connection with the

persecutions of another kind which he was made to

endure, affords sufficient evidence, whatever any
may think of his principles, that he was sincere and
conscientious in their profession. In this sacrifice

of worldly interests it is pleasing to learn that he

had the cheerful concurrence of his excellent wife,

Catharine Black, a daughter of the Rev. Mr. Black
of Perth. This worthy woman, persuaded that the

cause in which he was engaged was the cause of

God, encouraged him in his darkest moments to

perseverance, and to a cheerful trust in Divine

Providence, even for such things as might be needful

for this present frail and transitory life; nor was his

confidence in vain. In the death of their children

(fifteen in number, all of whom he survived) their

faith and patience were also severely tried, especially

in the case of such of them as had arrived at the

years of maturity. One of his sons was the occasion

of much troul)le to him, and left his house a disobe-

dient son. Like the prodigal in the parable, how-
ever, he repented in his atiliction, and returned a

very difi'erent person. His son Thomas lived to

become a respectable bookseller in Dundee, where
he was settled in life, and was pastor to the congre-

gation which his father had left in that jjlace; but he
was cut off in the prime of life by a fever. Another
of his sons, George, was a sea-captain, and known
as the author of the History of the Canary Islands,

published by Dodsley in 1764. He afterwards

went out for a London company to attempt forming

a settlement on the coast of Africa, where he was
seized by the Sjianiards, and kept a prisoner for

several years. The men whom he had conducted
to Africa were in the meantime murdered, and his

.ship plundered. Having, by a pencil note inclosed

in a loaf of bread, found means to make his case

known to the I>ritisli consul, the government in-

terfered, and he was set at liberty. lie took Ids

passage with his wife and dauLjhlcr fur London,
intending to revisit his native country. Ttic slii]) in

which he embarked was unfortunately loaded with

specie, which, awakening the cupidity of a part of

the crew, they conspired to murder the cajitain and
secure the vessel. Captain GIa--s, hearing the dis-

turbance on deck when tiie mutiny bn^ke out, drew
his sword, and hastening to the rescue, was stabbed

in tlie back by one of the consjjiraturs, wlio had
been lurking below. Mrs. Glass and her daugliter

clung to one another imploring mercy, but were
tlirown overI)oard locked in each other's arms.

The murderers landed on the coast of Ireland, where
they unshipped the money-chests, which they hid in

the sands, and went to an ale-house to refresh them-
selves. Here they were taken up on susjiicion, con-

fessed the atrocious crime, and were subsequently

executed. Mr. Glass and his friends in Perth had

been apprised by letter that his son was on his voy-
age home, and were in daily expectation of his arrival,

when intelligence of the fate of the ship and her
crew reached Perth in a newspaper. Mr. Glass
sustained the shock with his wonted resignation and
equanimity. He died in 1773, aged seventy-eight.

The doctrines and practices of his sect were afterwards

modified by his son-in-law Mr. Robert Sandeman,
author of The Letters on Theroji and Aspasio, and
from whom the members of the body are sometimes
denominated Sandenianians.

GLENNIE, James, a distinguished geometrician,

a native of P'ife, was born in 1750. His father was
an officer in the army, and saw much severe service.

Glennie received the rudiments of his education at a
parochial school, and was afterwards removed to the

university of St. Andrews, where he made consider-

able proficiency in the Greek and Latin languages,

but early discovered a strong and peculiar propensity

to the sciences in general, but more particularly to

geometry, a branch which he pursued with such zeal

and success as to carry off two successive prizes in

the mathematical class, when he was only nineteen

years of age. Glennie was originally intended for

the church, and with this view attended the divinity

class, where he also distinguished himself, Ijecoming

a keen polemic and theologian, and an acute and
able disputant. Whether, however, from his finding

a difficulty in obtaining a church, or from the im-

pulse of his own dLsposition, he abandoned the idea

of entering into holy orders, and chose rather to

seek his fortune in the army. Through the interest

of the Earl of Kinnoul, then chancellor of the uni-

versity of St. Andrews, and of the professors of that

university, to whom Glennie's talents had strongly

recommended him, he obtained a commission in the

artillery, a branch of the service for which his geo-

metrical knowledge eminently fitted him. On the

l:)reaking out of the American war, in 1775, tdcnnie

embarked for that country with the troops sent out

by the mother country to co-operate with those

already there, in the suppression of the insurgents.

On his arrival, now a lieutenant of artilleiy, he was
placed under the command of General St. Leger;

his reputation, however, as a promising officer and
skilful engineer was already so great, that he was
left in full command of his own particular depart-

ment. Throughout the whole canijmign which fol-

lowed he conducted all his operations with such

judgment and intrepidity as to attract the notice of

the Marquis of Townshend, who, without solicitation

or any interest whatever being made, transferred

Glennie to the engineers; and tliis flattering circum-

stance, together with the reasons annexed, were

certified in the London Gazclte. In 1779 he \\as

further gratified by being nominated one of the thirty

practitioner engineers, and ajipcjinted second, an'I

soon after first, lieutenant. So active and industri-

ous were fdennie's habits, that even \\ liile engaged
in the arduous and dangerous duties of his ]irofession

in -Vmerica, he wrote a luunber (jf ini])ortant ]iapcrs

on abstruse subjects. These he tr.msniitted to the

Royal Society, where they were read, and deemed
so valuable as to procure him the lionoiu- of being

elected a member, and that, as in the case of the

celebrated Dr. Franklin, without fees, and even

without his knowledge.
On his return to Lngland Mr. Glennie married

Miss Mary Anne Locke, daughter of the store-keeper

at Plymouth.
The good fortune, however, which had hitherto

attended (jlennie, and the ]irosperous career which aj)-

paiently lay still before him, were now about to close
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in darkness and disappointment. The first blow to

Glennie's hopes of future promotion proceeded from

a circumstance sufficiently remariiable in itself. The
Duke of Richmond, who was, at the time of Glen-

nie's return from America, master -general of the

board of ordnance, in which he had displaced Glen-

nie's early patron the Marquis of Townshend, had

conceived the absurd idea of fortifying all our naval

arsenals, and of forming lines of defence on the coast,

instead of increasing the navy, and trusting to that

arm for protection against a foreign enemy. The
duke was much opposed on this point in parliament;

but as it was a favourite idea, he persevered, and
supported as he was by the influence and eloquence

of Pitt, would have carried the measure, but for the

skill and talent of a subaltern of artillery ; and that

subaltern, who coped successfully with a minister of

state on a great national question, was CJlennie.

The Duke of Richmond, aware of Glennie's talents

in the sciences of gunnery and fortification, frequently

and anxiously endeavoured to obtain his approba-

tion of his plans ; with more candour than wisdom,
however, he not only steadfastly withheld this appro-

bation, but unhesitatingly declared them to be absurd

and impracticable. Glennie's early patron, the Mar-
quis of Townshend, knowing the former's opinion of

the Duke of Richmond's plans, invited him to his

residence, where he detained him until he had com-
posed, which he did at the marquis's request, a

pamphlet on the subject. The pamphlet, which was
written with great ability and discovered a profound
knowledge of the matter of which it treated, was
immediately publislied, and produced a prodigious

effect. It instantly opened the eyes of the public to

the absurdity of the minister's ideas: his projects were
overturned, and the country was saved; but Glennie
was ruined.

In this celebrated pamphlet, which is simply

entitled // Short Essay, it was demonstrated that

e.vtensive lines produce prolonged weakness, not

strength, and showed that troops are much more
formidable as an active and movable force than as

an inert body, cooped up in fortifications. It showed
further that the siun (calculated at forty or fifty mil-

lions) which should be required to carry the duke's

plans into effect, was more than would be necessary

to build a new and complete fleet, superior to that

of any power on earth. Besides all this, it was
shown that it would require 22,ocx) soldiers for the

intended fortifications of Portsmouth and Plymouth
alone.

Glennie, perceiving that all hopes of further pro-

motion were now at an end, resigned his commission
and emigrated to British America with his wife and
children. Here he purchased a tract of land, and
soon afterwards became a contractor for ship-timlier

and masts for government. The speculation failed,

and both Glennie himself and a partner, a wealthy
man who had joined him in it, were ruined. Driven
back to England, but now, as many years had
elapsed, forgotten and without friends, Glennie ap-
jilied to the Earl of Chatham, who, recognizing his

merits, but unable to do more for him, retained
rather than employed him as "engineer extraordi-
nary." Soon after, however, he procured Cllennie

the appointment of instructor to the East India
Comjiany's young artillery officers, with salary and
cmohnnents amounting to ^400 per annum. Cilen-

nie"s good fortune was, however, again but of short
duration. Me was summoned as an evidence on
some points in the celebrated trial of the Duke
(if York and Mrs. Clarke; his evidence was
unfavourable to the duke; the conse(|uence was,

tliat he soon afterwards received an oHicial Idler

from the board of directors, dispensing with his

services.

In 1 8 1 2 Glennie, now in the sixty-second year of
his age, went out to Copenhagen at the request of a
gentleman who then held a seat in parliament, to

negotiate the purchase of a certain plantation. Glen-
nie having set out on his mission without coming
to any explicit terms with his employer, his claim
for compensation on his return was disputed, and
referred to arbitration; but the referees could not
agree, and the matter therefore was never adjusted.

Glennie, now in an exceedingly destitute condition,

without friends who could assist him, his health
destroyed, and himself far advanced in life, made an
unsuccessful attempt to procure a few mathematical
pupils, and finally died of apoplexy on the 23d
November, 1817, in the sixty-seventh year of his age.

I lis remains were interred in the churchyard of St.

Martin's-in-the-Fields.

Amongst other proofs of Glennie's geometrical
knowledge is to be found a solution of Dr. Matthew
Stewart's "42d proposition on 39th theorem," which
had remained unsolved, and hatt puzzled the learned
for sixty-five years; and also a demonstration of the
impossibility of "squaring the circle," a question
which has long excited public curiosity, and which
it is said engaged the attention and eluded the re-

search of the great Newton.

GOODAL, Walter, well known as a historical

antiquary, was the eldest son of John Goodal, a
farmer in Banffshire, and was born about the year

1706. In 1723 he was entered as a student in King's
College, Aberdeen, but did not continue long enough
to take a degree. In 1730 he obtained emjiloyment
in the Advocates' Library at Edinburgh under the

famous Thomas Ruddiman, who was a native of the

same district, and perhaps patronized him on account
of some local recommendations. He assisted Rud-
diman in the compilation of the first catalogue of the

library, which was published in 1742. When Rud-
diman was succeeded by David Hume, Goodal con-

tinued to act as sub-librarian, probably upon a ven,'

small salary. Like both of his successive superiors,

he was a Tory and a Jacobite, but, it would appear,

of a far more ardent character than either of them.

Being, almost as a matter of course, a believer in

the innocence of Queen Mary, he contemplated
writing her life, but afterwards limited his design to

a publication entitled An Examination of the Letters

said to be written l>v Mary to yanies Earl of Botlrwell,

which appeared in 1754. In this work, says Mr.
George Chalmers, he could have done more, if he
had had less prejudice and more coolness. Hume
had become librarian two years before this period;

but " the chief duty," we are infoimed, " fell upon
Walter, or, as he good-naturedly permitted himself

to be called, /Frt/ZrCioodal. One day, while Goodal
was composing his treatise concerning Queen Mar)-,

he became drowsy, and laying down his head upon
his manuscri]its, in that posture fell a>leep. Hume,
entering the library and findmg the conlrover;.ialist

in that position, stepped softly up to him, and laying

his mouth to Watty's ear, roared out \\ iih the voice

of a stentor, that Queen Mary wa> a wliore, and had

murdered her husband. Watty, n. .t knowing whether

it was a dream or a real aihenture, or whether the

voice proceeded from a gho>t or jiving creature,

started up, and before he was awake, or his eyes

well opened, he sprang upon Hume, and, seizing

him bv the throat, pushed him to the further end of

the lihrarv, exclaiming al! t!ie while that he was some
base I'resliMerian ]la^.^on, wlio was come to murder
the cliaracter of Queen Mary aa his jjredeceasors had
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contributed to murder her person. Hume used to

tell this story with much glee, and Watty acknow-
ledged the truth of it with much frankness."

In 1753 Mr. Goodal acted as editor of a new
edition of the work called CriTiOford^s Memoirs, which
he is generally blamed for not having corrected or

purified from the vitiations of its author. In 1754
he published an edition, with emendatory notes, of

Scott of Scotstarv-et's Staggering State 0/ Scots States-

men, and wrote a preface and life to Sir James B.il-

four's Practicks. He contributed also to Keith's

Catalogue ofScottish Bishops, and published an edition

of Fordun's Sotichronicon, with a Latin introduction,

of which an English version was given to the world

in 1769. Goodal died July 28, 1766, in very in-

digent circumstances, which Mr. Chalmers attributes

to habits of intemperance. The following extract

from the minutes of the Faculty of Advocates throws
a melancholy light upon the subject, and is fully

entitled to a place in Mr. D'Israeli's Calamities of
Authors:—
"A petition was presented in name of Mary

Goodal, only daughter of the deceased Mr. Walter
Goodal, late depute-keeper of the Advocates' Library,

representing that the petitioner's father died the 28th
last month; that by reason of some accidental mis-

fortunes happening in his affairs, any small pieces of

household furniture or other movables he hath left

behind will scarcely defray the expense of his funeral

;

that if there is any overplus, [it] will be attached by
his creditors; that she is in the most indigent cir-

cumstances, and without friends to give her any
assistance ; that she proposes to go to the north

country, where she hath some relations, in order to

try if she can be put upon any way of gaining her

bread; that she would not be permitted to leave the

town until she should discharge some small debts

that she was by necessity obliged to contract; that,

besides, she was in such want of clothes and other

necessaries, that she can scarcely appear in the

streets; and that, in her most distressed situation,

slie hath presumed to make this humble application

to the honourable the dean and faculty of advo-

cates, praying that they would be pleased to order

her such a sum from their fund as they shall judge
her necessities require.

"The dean and faculty, taking tliis clamant case

under their consideration, were unanimously of opinion
that the petitioner should have some allowance out

of their fund." The sum given was ten pounds.

GORDON, Alexander, authorof various learned
and useful antiquarian works, is one of llie numerous
subjects fir tlie present pulolication, of wliom nothing
is known except their birth i)i Scotland, and their

transactions in public life out of it. He was a well-

educated man, possessing what was not in his time
common among the Scottish literati—an intimate

knowledge of the (jreek language. In early life he
travelled through France and other jjarls of tlie

Continent, and spent some years in Italy. His first

publication referred to the antiquities of his native

Country, which he seems to have explored with minute
and painstaking fidelity. The work aji]")eared in

1726, under the title of '^ Itinerariuni Sc/'fcntrionalc,

or a yoiirney through most Parts of the Counties of
ScoHanJ, \\\ two jiarts, with sixty-six cop[)eri>lates,"

folio: a >upplement, published in 1 732, was entitled

Additums and Corrections to the Itinerariiiin Scptcn-

trionalc, containinrr sr:<cral Dissertations on and
Descriptions of Romati Antitjiiitics discoz'crcd in Scot-

land since p/ttdnhin-_f the said Itinerary. These were
among the fir.>t efforts in what may be called ])ure

antiquities which were made in Scotland. The It-

inerary was considered so valuable a work, that it'

was translated into Latin and published in Holland
in 1 73 1 (the supplement included), for the use of
general scholars throughout Europe. In 1729 Mr.
Gordon published " The Liz'es of Pope Alexander
VI. and his Son Casar Borgia, comprehending the
Wars in the Reign of Charles VIII. and Lewis XII.,
Kings of France, and the Chief Transactions and
Revolutions in Italy from 1492 to 1516, with an
Appendix of Original Pieces referred to in the

Work." This work was also in folio. In 1730 he
published in octavo, "A Complete History of Ancient
Amphitheatres, more pai'ticularly regarding the Ar-
chitecture of these Buildings, and in particular that

of Verona; by the Marquis .Scipio Maffei; translated

from the Italian." In 1736 ^Ir. Gordon was ap-
pointed secretary to the Society for the Encourage-
ment of Learning, with an annual salary of ;^50; and
also secretary to the Antiquarian Society: the former
place he resigned in 1739, and the latter in 1 741.

About the same time he officiated as secretary to

the P^gyptian Club, an association of learned indi-

viduals who had visited Egjpt, comprising Lord
Sandwich, Dr. .Shaw, Dr. Pococke, and others of

nearly equal disiinction. Mr. Gordon published

two other works

—

An Essay to'd'ards Explaining the

Ilia-oglyphical pigiires on the Cofin of the Ancient
Alummy belonging to Captain IVilliam Lethieullier,

1737, and Tvoenty-five Plates of all the Egyptian
Mummies and other Egyptian Antiquities in England,
about 1739—both in folio.

Mr. Gordon was destined, after doing so much to

explain the antiquities of the old world, to the un-

congenial fate of spending his last years in the new,
where so few are to be found. lie was induced

in 1741 to accompany Governor Glen to Carolina

in North America, where, besides a grant of land,

he had several offices, particularly that of registrar

of the province. He died about 1750, leaving a

valuable estate to his family.

GORDON, George, commonly called Lord
George Gordon, one of the most remarkable Scots-

men who have flourished in modern political history,

was the third son of Cosmo George, third Duke of

Gordon, by Catharine, daughter of William Earl of

.\berdeen. He was born in Upper Brook Street,

London, in December, 1750, and was baptized in

January, 1752; (jeorge H. standing as his sponsor

or godfather. Of his boyhood or education we
know little or nothing; nor does there apjicar to

have supervened any peculiar trait of conduct or

bias of dis])osition, during his juvenile years, to dis-

tinguish him from his compeers, or forbode the

singular eccentricity and erratic waywardness of his

future career. At a very tender age he entered the

navy, in which he arrived, by due gradation, at the

rank of lieutenant. The reason iA his afterwards

abandoning tlie naval j^rofession was a jiretended

disappointment at non-i^romotion in tlieservice, while

it was, in fact, a mere job effecte<l by s(jnie of the

opjiosition members to win him to their ranks, as

will afterwards l)e seen. In tlie year I 772, being then

little more than twenty years of age, he went to reside

in Inveniess-ihire, with the view of o])iiosing (icneral

Fraser of Lovat, as member for the county, at tlie

next general election, which would of necessity take

place in two years thereafter at farthest. This was
indeed bearding the lion in his den, and appeared
about as (Quixotic an undertaking as that of displac-

ing one of tlie chieftain's native mountains. Such,

hffwever, were liis ingratiating finalities, the frank-

iiL-ss of his manners, the affability of his address, and
liis haiii)y knack of accommodating himself t<-> the
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humours of all classes, that, when the day of elec-

tion drew nigli, and the candidates began to number
their strength, Lovat found, to his unutterable con-

fusion and vexation, tliat his beardless competitor

had actually succeeded in securing a majority of

votes ! Nor could tlie most distant imputations of

bribery or undue influence be charged upon the

young political aspirant. All was the result of his

winning address and popular manners, superadded
to his handsome countenance, which is said to have
been of almost feminine beauty and delicacy. He
played on the bagpipes and violin to those who loved

music. lie spoke Gaelic and wore the philabeg,

where these were in fashion. He made love to the

young ladies, and listened with patience and defer-

ence to the garrulous sermonizing of old age. And,
finally, he gave a splendid ball to the gentry at In-

verness—one remarkable incident concerning which
was his hiring a sliip, and bringing from the isle of

Skye the family of the M'Leods, consisting oififteen
young ladies—the pride and admiration of the north.

It was not to be tolerated, however, that the great

feudal cliieftain should thus be thrust from his here-

ditary political possession by a mere stripling. Upon
an application to the duke. Lord George's eldest

brother, a compromise was agreed on, by which it

was settled, that upon Lord George's relinquishing

Inverness-shire, General Fraser should purchase a

seat for him in an English borough; and he was ac-

cordingly returned for Ludgershall, the property of

Lord Melbourne, at the election of 1774.
It would appear that, for some time after taking

his seat. Lord George voted with the ministry of the

day. He soon, however, and mainly, it is affirmed,

by the influence of his sister-in-law, the celebrated

Duchess of Gordon, became a convert to the princi-

ples of the opposition; and it was not long ere, at

the instigation of Governor Johnston and Mr. Burke,
he fairly broke with the ministry, upon their refusal

to comply with a most unreasonable demand for

promotion over the heads of older and abler officers,

which the gentlemen just named had incited him to

make. From this time forward he became a zealous

opponent of government, especially as regarded their

policy towards America, where discontents against

their measures were becoming rife and loud. It was
not, however, until tlie session of 1776 that he stood
forth as a public speaker, when he commenced his

career l)y a furious attack on ministers, whom he
accused of an infamous attempt to bribe him over to

their side by the offer of a sinecure of £\OQO a year.

Whether this cliarge was true or false, certain it is

that ministers felt the effects of the im])utation so

severely, reiterated and commented on as it was in

the witiiering eloquence of Fox, Burke, and others,

that an attempt was made to induce him to cede his

seat in ixarliament, in favour of tiie famous Irish

orator Ilenry Flood, by the offer of the place of
vice-admiral of Scotland, then vacant by the resigna-

tion of the Duke of Queensberry. Xotwithstaniling
that Lortl George's fortune was then scarcely ^700
per annum, he had the fortitude to resist the ]irof-

fered bait, and seemed determined, like Andrew
Marvel, to prefer dining for three days running on a
single joint, rather than sacrifice his independence
by the acceptance of court-favour. His lordship,
indeed, soon began to estrange himself from both
jtarties in the house, and to assume a position then
entirely new in parliamentary tactics, and somewhat
parallel lo the course chalked out for themselves by
a icw of our patriots in the House of Commons at

a later period. Disclaiming all connection with
cither Whigs or Tories, he avowed himself as being
devoted sulcly to the cause of the people. Continu-

ing to represent the borough of Ludgershall, he per-

severed in animadverting with great freedom, and
often with great wit, on the proceedings on both
sides of the house, and became so marked, that it

was usual at that time to say that "there were three

parties in parliament—the ministry, the opposition,

and Lord George Gordon."
A bill liad been brought into parliament, in the

session of 1778, by .Sir George Saville, who is de-

scribed by a writer of the Whig party as one of the

most upright men which perhaps any age or country

ever ]>nxluced, to relieve the Roman Catholic sub-

jects of England from some of the penalties they

were subject to by an act passed in the eleventh

and twelfth year of King William HI.—an act sup-

posed by many to have originated in faction, and
which at all events, from many important changes
since the time of its enactment, had become unneces-

sary, and therefore unjust.

On the passing of this bill, which required a test

of fidelity from the parties who claimed its protection,

many persons of that religion, and of the first fami-

lies and fortunes in the kingdom, came forward with
the most zealous professions of attachment to the

government; so that the good effects of the indul-

gence were immediately felt, and hardly a murmur
from any quarter was heard. This act of Sir George
.Saville did not extend to .Scotland; but in the next

winter a proposition was made by several individuals

to revise the penal laws in force against the Catholics

in that kingdom also, at least a report prevailed of

such an intention. The people in general, having
still a keen recollection of the religious dissensions

of the preceding century, were strongly excited by
this rumour, and formed numerous associations

throughout the country for the purpose of resisting,

by petition, any remission of the Catholic penalties.

In this movement they were countenanced generally

by the evangelical section of the national clergy, and
perhaps the public fervour was raised by no circum-

stance so much as by the indifference with which the

majority of the moderate party had treated the sub-

ject in the General Assembly of 1778, when the idea

of a prospective declaration against the measure was
coldly negatived. The proceedings in Scotland,

and some mflammatory pam]:>hlets published about

the same time, gradually awakened the public mind
in England, or at least the less informed part of it,

to a conviction of the danger of Sir George Saville's

act, and a powerful society was fomied at London,
under the name of the "Protestant Association," for

endeavouring to procure the repeal of the bill.

Large subscriptions were raised in different parts of

the kingdom, a secretary was publicly chosen, and
corres])ondences set on foot between the different

societies in England and Scotland. To crown all,

in November, 1779, Lord George Ciordon, M.P.,

was unanimously invited to become president of the

association, of which situation he accepted. One
thing ought liere to be observed, in judging of the

sincerity of this nobleman in the part he tocjk in the

subsequent public proceedings on tliis subject, both

in and out of parliament, that he ofkred no opposi-

tion whatever to the passing of Sir George Saville's

repeal act.

In detailing the fearful events which ensued both

in England and ScntLind, in consciiuence of this

struggle of parties, it is nece>sary that some regard

be had to cliroiiological order; and we must, there-

fore, first of all turn our attention to the posture of

affairs in our own country.

Soon after the ]ias-ing of the tolerating act in

favour of tlie F.ngli>h and Irish Catholics, those of

that crceJ in Scotland, encouraged, as we have said,
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by demonstrations in their favour in various influen-

tial quarters, prepared a petition to parliament,

praying for the enjoyment of the same rights and
privileges which had been extended to their more
fortunate brethren. At this juncture an anonymous
pamphlet appeared at Edinburgh, which caused an
extraordinary sensation throughout the country. Its

effects were first developed by the proceedings in the

provincial synods, by almost all of which (excepting

that of Lothian and Tweetldale) violent and angry

resolutions were passed against the Papists, and the

firmest determination expressed to oppose their

petition. These resolutions being published in the

newspapers, soon propagated the ferment, and fanned

the popular excitement into a blaze. Numerous so-

cieties were organized at Edinburgh, Glasgow, and
elsewhere, who severally passed resolutions to the

same effect. That at Edinburgh, together with all

the incorporations of the city, excepting the surgeons,

the merchant company, and the society of candle-

makers, petitioned the town-council early in January,

'779) to oppose the bill, which was agreed to; and
the members for the city and county were instructed

accordingly. Similar proceedings also took place

at Glasgow.
The populace, however, were far too highly irri-

tated to await patiently the issue of these decided

measures, and on the 2d of February their fury

burst out at Edinburgh with uncontrollable vio-

lence. Incendiary letters had previously been dis-

tributed in the streets, calling upon the people to

meet at the foot of Leith Wynd on tlie alcove day,

"to pull down that pillar of Popery lately erected

there"—alluding to a house occupied, along with

other families, by a Roman Catholic bishop, and
which was supposed to contain a Catholic place of

worship. A large mob accordingly assembled, and
in spite of the exertions of the magistrates, backed
by a reijiment of fencibles, the house was set on fire

and reduced to ashes. The house of anotlier Popish
clergyman in Blackfriars' Wynd was completely
gutted. The Catholics in all the other parts of the

town were indiscriminately abused, and their houses
pillagefl. Nor against these alone was the violence

of the mob directed. The liberal Protestants known
to favour toleration towards the Catholics became
equally the marks of popular fury. Amongst
these were the celebrated Professor Robertson,
and Mr. Crosbie, an eminent advocate, whose
houses were attacked, and which, but for the timely
interference of the military, would doubtless, like

the rest, have been fired and razed to the ground.
Seeing no likelihood of a termination to the tumults,

the provo-,t and magistrates, after several days'

feeble ami ineffectual efforts to restore order, at

length issued a proclamation of a somewhat singular

description, rtw;/;-/;/;'- the people that no rrpcal of tlic

statutes a'^ainst I'apists should take place, and attri-

buting the riots solely to the "fears and distressed

minds of well-meaning people." This announce-
ment, nevertheless, had the effect of partially re-

storing quiet. The examjile of lidiiihurgh \\as in

part copied in Glasgow; but the disturbances there,

owing to the exertions anfl influence of the jirincipal

merchants and others, were soon got under; -the

provost and magistrates finding it necessary, hcnv-

ever, to issue a notice similar to that of their civic

brethren at Edinburgh. Put notwithstanding that

these magisterial assurances were corroborated by a

letter to the same effect from Lord Weymouth, home-
secretary, dated I2tli Pebruary, addressed to the

lord ju.-,tice-clerk, the excitement throughout the

country every day increased, instead of ai)ating.

At no period of our hi.itor)', unless perhaps during

the political crisis in 1831-32, has either branch of
the legislature been addressed or spoken of in lan-

guage half so daring, menacing, or contemptuous.
The resolutions passed by the heritors and heads of

families in the parish of Carluke, Lanarkshire, may
vie with the most maledictory philippics poured
forth on the heads of the "boroughmongers" in

modern days. To such a height did this anti-

catholic feeling at last rise, that the Papists deemed
it at last pioident to memorialize parliament on the

subject, and pray for protection to their lives and
property, as well as redress for what they had already

suffered. This petition was laid before the house by
Mr. Burke on the i8th of March, and it is in the

debate which thereupon ensued that we first find

Lord George Gordon standing forth in parliament
as the champion of the Protestant interests. In the

following August, after the rising of the session. Lord
George paid a visit to Edinburgh, where he was
received with extraordinary attention, and unani-

mously chosen president of the "committee of cor-

respondence for the Protestant interest." We ought
to have mentioned that, in the month of April, the

sum of _;^i6oo had been adjudged by arljitration to

the Catholics in compensation of their loss in the

city of Edinburgh, which amount was paid from the

city's funds.

The remarkable respect and honours which Lord
George experienced from the Protestant societies

in Scotland appear to have operated like quicksilver

in his veins. He forthwith devoted himself heart

and hand to their cause; and on his return to London
he was, as we have already mentioned, chosen presi-

dent of the formidalde Protestant Association.

Encouraged by the deference paid by government
to the wishes of the Scottish Protestants, the mem-
bers of the London Association entertained the most
sanguine hopes of getting a repeal of the late tolera-

tion act for England. The most strenuous exertions

by advertisement and otherwise were therefore made
to swell the numbers of the society; meetings were
called, and resolutions passed, to petition the House
of Commons for an abrogation of the obnoxious
act.

After various desultory motions in parliament,

which it is unnecessary to specify. Lord George,
on the 5th of May, presented a petition from Ply-

mouth, praying for a repeal of Sir G. Saville's act.

Finding, however, the government and legislature

little disposed to pay any attention to these applica-

tions, the members of the association resolved upon
adopting more active and unecpiivocal measures to

accomplish their object. A meeting wa.s accordingly

held in Coachmakers' Hall, on the evening of the

29th May—at which Lord George, who was in the

chair, addressed them in a long and inflammatory

harangue upon the wicked designs of the Pa])ists,

the fearful increase of Popery in the kingdom in

consequence of the late act, and the measures in-

dis]iensably necessary to be adojited for the salvation

of Protestantism. lie said their only resource was
to go in a body to the House of Commons, and ex-

]iress their determination to jirotect their religious

privileges with their lives; that for his ])arl he would
run all hazards with "the iie(i])le," and if they were
too lukewarm to do the like with him, they might
choose another leader. This speech was received

with tremendous acclamations; and resolutions were
])assed, that the whole Protestant Association should
assemble in St. (ieorge's Fiehls on the following

Friday (June 2(1), to accompany his lordshiji to the

House of Commons, where he was to present the

Protestant petition, and that they should march to

the house in four divisions, and by different routes.
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His lordship also added, that unless 20,000 people,

each decked willi a blue cockade, assembled, he
would not present the petition. Next evening Lord
George gave notice in the House of Commons of

his intention of ])resenting the petition on the ap-

pointed tlay, as also of the proposed processions

of the association; and it is a remarkable fact, tliat

although by the act of 1661 such a proceeding was
declared quite illegal, not the slightest intimation

was given to him by the ministry to that effect.

On the day appointed an immense concourse of

people, not less, it was computed, than 100,000,

assembletl in St. George's Fields. Lord George
arrived about twelve o'clock, and after haranguing
them for a considerable time, directed them how
they were to march. One party, accordingly, pro-

ceeded round by London Bridge, another over

Blackfriars, and a tliird accompanied their presi-

dent over Westminster Bridge. The petition, to

which the subscriptions of the petitioners were ap-

pended, on an immense number of rolls of parch-

ment, was borne before the latter body. On their

assembling at the two houses of parliament, which
they completely surrounded, they announced their

presence by a general shout, and it was not long

ere the more unruly of them began to exercise the

power they now felt themselves to possess, by abus-

ing and maltreating the members of both houses,

as they severally arrived. At the door of the House
of Lords the Archbishop of York, the Bishops of

Litchfield and Lincoln, the Duke of Northumber-
land, Lords Bathurst, Mansfield, Townshend, Hills-

borough, .Stormont, Dudley, and many others, were
all more or less abused, both in character and per-

son. Lord Boston, in particular, was so long in

the hands of the mob, that it was at one time pro-

posed that the house should go out in a body to his

rescue. He entered at last, unwigged, and with his

clothes almost torn from his person.

In the meantime the rioters had got complete
possession of the lobby of the House of Commons,
the doors of which they repeatedly tried to force

open; and a scene of confusion, indignation, and
uproar ensued in the house, almost rivalling that

which was passing out of doors. Lord George, on
first entering the house, had a blue cockade in his

hat, but upon this being commented upon as a signal

of riot, he drew it out. The greatest part of the

day was consumed in debates (almost inaudible from
the increasing roar of the multitude without) relat-

tive to the fearful aspect of affiirs ; but something
like order being at last obtained, Lord George in-

troduced the subject of the Protestant petition, which,
he stated, was signed by 120,000 Protestants, and
moved that it be immediately brought up. Leave
being given, he ne.\t moved that it be forthwith

taken into consideration. This informal and un-
precedented proposition was of course resisted ; but
Lord Cieorge, nevertheless, declared his determina-
tion of dividing the house on the subject, and a
desultory but violent debate ensued, which was ter-

minated by the motion being negatived I)y 192 to 9.

During the course of the discussion the riot with-
out became every moment more alarming, and Lord
George was repeati^ily called upon to disperse his

followers; hut hi> manner of addressing the latter,

which he did from the top of the gallery stairs, leaves
it doubllul whether his intenti(jn was to (juiet or
irritate them still farther. He informed them, from
time to time, of the progress of the debate, and men-
tioned I>y name (certainly, to put the best construc-
tion upon it, an extremely thoughtless proceeding)
those members who opposed tlie imnu-diate con-
sideration of the petition; sa\ing— "Mr. .So-aud-

so is now speaking against you." He told them
it was proposed to adjourn the question to the
following Tuesday, but that he did not like delays;

that "parliament might be previously prorogued,

and there woulcl be an end of the affair. ' During
his harangues several memi)ers of the house warmly
expostulated with him on the imprudence of his con-

duct; but to no purpose. General Grant attempted
to draw him back, begging him "for God's sake
not to lead these poor deluded people into danger;"
and Colonel Gordon (or, as other authorities say,

Colonel Murray, uncle to the Duke of Athoi), a near
relative of his lordship's, demanded of him—"Do
you intend, my Lord George, to bring your rascally

adherents into the House of Commons? If you do,

the first man that enters, I will ])lunge my sword
not into his body, but yours." In this state did

matters continue until about nine o'clock at night,

when a troop of horse and infantry arrived. Lord
George then advised the mob to disperse quietly,

observing "that now their gracious king was made
aware of the wishes and determination of his subjects,

he would no doubt compel his ministers to comply
with their demands." Those who attended from
purely religious motives, numbering, it is said, not

more than 600 or 700, immediately dejiarted jieace-

ably, first giving the magistrates and soldiers three

cheers. The remainder also retired about eleven

o'clock, after the adjournment of the house ; but
soon began to display the villanous designs which
had congregated them. Dividing themselves into

two bodies, one proceeded to the chapel of the

Sardinian ambassador in Duke Street, Lincoln"s-Inn-

Fields, the other to that of the Bavarian ambassador
in Warwick Street, Golden Square, both of which
edifices they completely gutted, burning the furni-

ture, ornaments, &c. , in heaps on the public street.

A party of guards arrived, but after the mischief

was over, who succeeded in capturing thirteen of the

rioters. In concluding our account of this eventful

day's proceedings, we must mention, that great

negligence was charged, and seemingly not without

reason, against government as well as the magistracy,

for the absence of everything like preparation for

preserving the peace—aware, as they perfectly were,

of the intended multitudinous procession.

Next day (Saturday) ]xassed over without any
disturbance ; but this quiescence proved only a lull

before the storm. In the afternoon of .Sunday, an
immense multitude met simultaneously, and evidentl)-

by previous concert, in Moorfields, and raising the

slogan of "No Popen.-," "Down with the Papists,"

iSic, immediately attacked and utterly demolished

the Catholic chapel, burning the altar, images,

pictures, ikc, in the open street. Here again, the

guards arrived (to use an Iricism) in time to be too

late ; and encouraged by this circumstance, as well

as by the lenient deportment of the military, who u;)

to this time had refrained from the u>c of either

sabre or fire-arms, the rioters hourly grew nuire

daring and outrageous. They renewed their violence

early on Monday (the king's birth-ila\ 1. by dcstrciV-

ing a school-house and three clwe!Iing-l;ouses, with

a valuable library belonging to Papi-ts, in Rope-
makers' .Mley. Separating their \'>\cc into several

detachment-,' they proceeded into various quarters

of the city at once; thus distracting the attention

of the authorities, who api'eare>i to i)e jiaralyzed by

tlie fearful on-go;ngs around tliem— losing all seli-

jiossession, and of course their efticiency in checking

the career of the rioter-,. Tiie hou-es of Sir George

Saville and several other |a-.blic and ]irivate gentle-

men, together with several Popi.-h chapels, quickly

fell a jrey to pillage and llanie. Tlie Niulcnce of the
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mob also received an accession of fury this day from

two circumstances— viz. a proclamation offering a

reward of ;^500 for the discovery of those concerned

in destroyin-; tlie Bavarian and Sardinian chapels

;

and the public committal to Newgate of three of the

supposed ringleaders on those occasions.

It must here be recorded that early on the same
morning (Monday, 5th June) the Protestant Associa-

tion distributed a circular disclaiming all connection

with the rioters, and earnestly counselling all good
Protestants to maintain peace and good order.

Tuestiay the 6th being the day appointed for the

consideration of the Protestant petition, a multitude

not less numerous than that of the previous Friday
assembled round both houses of parliament, coming
in however, not in one body, but in small parties.

A disposition to outrage soon manifested itself, and
Lord Sandwich, who fell into their hands, with
ditficuhy escaped with life, bytlie aid of the military,

his carriage being smaslied to pieces. The House
of Peers, after several of their lordships had com-
mented on the unprecedented circumstances in which
they were placed, unanimously decided on the ab-

surdity of transacting business while in a state of

durance and restraint, and soon broke up, after ad-

j<:>urning jiroceedings till the Thursday following.

In the House of Commons, after several remarks
similar to those in the upper house, and the passing

of various resolutions to the same effect, a violent

attack was made upon ministers by Mr. Burke, Mr.
P'ox, and others of the opposition, on account of

the relaxed state of the police, which had left the

legislature itself at the mercy of a reckless mob.
Lord George Gordon said if the house would ap-

point a day for the discussion of the petition, and
appoint it to the satisfaction of the people, he had no
doubt they would quietly disperse. Colonel Her-
bert remarked that although Lord George disclaimed

all connection witli the rioters, it was strange that

he came into the house with their ensign of insurrec-

tion in his hat (a blue cockade), upon which his

lordsliip pulled it out. A committee was then ap-

pointed "lo inquire into the causes of the riot," &c.,

and the house adjourned to Thursday. Upon the

breaking up of tiie house Lord George addressed

the multitude, told them what had been done, and
advised them to disperse ciuiclly. In return, they

unharnessed his horses, and drew him in trium])!!

through the town.

In tlie meantime a furious attack had been made
on the residence of Lord Xijrth in Downing Street,

which was only saved from destructi(jn l)y the inter-

jiosition of tlie military. In the evening the house
of Justice Hyde was surrounded, sacked, and all the

furniture, picture^, books, &c., burned before his

door. The rioters then directed their steps towards
Newgate, for the jiurpose of releasing tlieir com-
panions in outrage, who were there confined. On
arriving at the gales they demanded admittance

;

which Ijeing refused by .Mr. .Akerman, tlie governor,

they forthwith proceeded to lireak his windows, and
to batter in the doors of the prison witii pickaxes

and sle<lge-liainmers. I'lainbeaus and other fire-

brands lieing procured, lliese were tlirown into tlie

governors house, which, along with llie chajiel

and other parts of the ])rison, was speedily in (laiiu>.

The pri-on-doors were also soon consumed, an<l the

mob ru-liiiig in set all the jirisoners, to the number
of 300 (amongst whom were several under sentence
of death I, at liberty. One most remarkable circum-
stance atteii'ling this daring proceeding must not

be passed over in silence —that from a prison thus

enveloped in flames, and in the midst of a scene

of buch iiiiro'ir and confu-ion, such a number of

prisoners, many of them shut in cells to which access"

was at all times most intricate and difficult, could
escape without the loss of a single life, or even the
fracture of a limb ! But what will appear perhaps
scarcely less astonishing, is the fact, that within a
very few days almost the whole of the individuals

thus unexpectedly liberated were recaptured, and
lodged either in their old or more secure quarters.

Still more emboldened by this reinforcement of
desperate confederates, the rioters proceeded in dif-

ferent detachments to the houses of Justice Cox and
Sir John P'ielding, as also to the public office in

Bow Street, and the new prison, Clerkenwell—all

of which they broke in upon and gutted, liberating

the prisoners in the latter places, and thereby gain-

ing fresh numbers and strength. But the most daring
act of all was their attacking the splendid mansion
of Lord Chief-justice Mansfield, in Bloomsbury
Square. Idaving broken open the doors and win-
dows, they proceeded, as was their custom, to fling

all the rich and costly furniture into the street, where
it was piled into heaps and burned amid the most
exulting yells. The library, consisting of many
thousands of volumes, rare MSS., title-deeds, &c.

,

together with a splendid assortment of pictures—all

were remorselessly destroyed. And all this passed,

too, in the presence of between 200 and 300 soldiers,

and under the eye of the lord chief-justice himself,

who calmly permitted this destruction of his pro-

perty, rather than expose the wretched criminals to

the vengeance of the military. At last, seeing pre-

parations made to fire the premises, and not knowing
where the conflagration might terminate, a magistrate

read the riot act; but without effect. The military

were then reluctantly ordered to fire; but although

several men and women were shot, the desperadoes

did not cease the work of destruction until nothing

but the bare and smoking walls were left standing.

At this time the British metropolis may be said to

have been entirely in the hands of a lawless, reckless,

and frenzied mob! The vilest of the rabble possessed

more power and authority than the king upon the

throne; the functions of government \vere for a time

suspended; and the seat of legislation had become
the theatre of anarchy and misrule. So confident

now were the rioters in their own irresistible strength,

that on the afternoon of the above day they sent

notices round to the various prisons yet left standing,

lo inform tlie prisoners at what hour they intended

to visit and liberate them! If any one incident con-

nected with a scene of such devastation, plunder, and
triumphant villany, could raise a smile on the face

of the reader or narrator, it would be the fact, that

the jn-isoners confined in the Lleet, sent to request

that they might not be turned out of their lodgings

so late in the evening; tt> which a generous answer

was returned, that they would not be disturl)ed till

next day! In order not to be idle, liowever, tlie

considerate m(d) amused themselves during the rest

of the evening in burning the houses of Lord Petre

and about twenty other individuals of note— Pro-

testant as well as Catholic—and concluded the

Inliours of the day by ordering a general illumina-

tion in celebration of their triumph -an order which
the iiihabitniits were actually coinj)i;lled to obey!

On Wednesday this horrible set.ne of tumult and
'h.-vastation reached its acme. A i>arly of the rioters

]):iid a visit to Lord Man^fieM's beautiful villa at

(,'aen-wood in the forenoon, and coolly began to

regale tliem>elves with the contents of his larder and
wine-cellar, jireparat'iry to tlieir commencing tlie

usual work of destruction. Their orgies were inter-

ni[)ted, however, by a ])aity of military, and ihey

lied in all directions. It was not until the evening
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that the main body seriously renewed their diabolical

work; and the scene which ensued is described by
contemporary writers, who witnessed the proceed-
ings, as beinij too frightful for the power of language
to convey the slightest idea of. Detachments of

military, foot and horse, had gradually been drawing
in from different parts of the interior; the civic

authorities, who up to that time had been solely

occupied consulting and debating upon the course

they should pursue in the awful and unparalleled

circumstances in which they were placed, began to

gather resolution, to concentrate their force, and to

perceive the absolute necessity of acting with vigour

and decision—a necessity which every moment in-

creased. The strong arm of the law, which had so

long hung paralyzed over the heads of the wretched
criminals, once more became nerved, and prepared
to avenge the cause of justice, humanity, and social

order. The struggle, however, as may well be
conceived, was dreadful ; and we gladly borrow the

language of one who witnessed the awful spectacle

in detailing the events of that ever-memorable night.

The King's Bench, Fleet Prison, Borough Clink,

and Surrey Bridewell were all in flames at the same
moment, and their inhabitants let loose to assist in

the general havoc. No less than thirty-six fearful

conflagrations in different parts of the metropolis

were seen raging simultaneously, ^Wicking up every-

thlng in their 7c't7y," as a writer at the time ex-

pressively described it, and ''^hastening to viect each

other.''''

"Let those," observes the writer before alluded

to, "call to their imagination flames ascending and
rolling in vast voluminous clouds from the King's

Bench and Fleet Prisons, the Surrey Bridewell, and
the toll-liouses on Blackfriars Bridge: from houses in

flames in every quarter of the city, and particularly

from tlie middle and lower end of Holborn, where
the premises of Messrs. Langdale and Son, eminent
distillers, were blazing as if the whole elements were
one continued flame; the cries of men, women, and
children, running up and down the street, with what-
ever, in tlieir fright, they thought most necessary or

most precious; the tremendous roar of the infernal

miscreants inflamed with liquor, who aided the sly

incendiaries, whose sole aim was plunder; and the

repeated reports of the loaded musketry dealing
death and worse than death among the thronging
multitude I" But it was not what was doing only,

but what might yet be done, that roused the fears of

all classes. When they beheld the very outcasts of
society everywhere triumphant, and heard of their

attempting tlie Bank; threatening Doctors-Commons,
the exchange, the pay-oftice ; in short, every re-

pository of treasure antl office of record, men of every
persuasion and party bitterly lamented the rise and
progress of the liloody and fatal insurrection, and
execrated tiic authors of it. Had the Bank and
public olTices been the tirst objects of attack, instead

of the jails and houses of private individuals, there
is not the smallest reason to doubt of their success.

The consequences of such an event to the nation
may well be imagined I

The regulars and militia poured into tlie city in

such nmnbers during the night of Wednesday and
the morning of Thursday, that, on the latter day,
order was in a great measure restored; but the alarm
ot the inhabitants was so great that every door re-

mained shut. S(.) speedily and effectually, however,
d;d the strict exercise of authority subdue tlie sjiirit

of tunudt. tliat on Friday, the 9th of June, the shojis

once more were opened', and business resumed its

usual course.

So terminated the famous riots of 17S0—an event

which will long be memorable in the history of our
country, and ought to remain a warning beacon to

future popular leaders, of the danger of exciting

the passions of the multitude for the accomplishment
of a particular purpose, under the idea that they can
stop the career of the monster they have evoked
when the luisheJ-for end is attained. It was imiiossible

to ascertain correctly the exact number of the unhappy
beings whose dejuavity, zeal, or curiosity hurried

them on to a fatal doom. The sword and the musket
proved not half so deadly a foe as their own inordinate

passions. Great numbers died from sheer inebria-

tion, especially at the distilleries of the unfortunate

Mr. Langdale, from which the unrectified spirits ran
down the miildle of the streets, was taken up in pail-

fuls, and held to the mouths of the deluded multi-

tude, many of whom dropped down dead on the
spot, and were burned or buried in the ruins.

The following is said to be a copy of the returns

made to Lord Amherst of the killed and wounded
by the military during the disturbances:

—

By associ.-ition troops and guards,
By light horse,....
iJiod in hospitals,

Prisoners under cure,

'°9Uilled.
ID! i

75

173

To this fatal list, which, it will be seen, is exclu-

sive of those who perished by accident or their own
folly or infatuation, may be added those whom the
vengeance of the law afterwards overtook. Eighty-
five were tried at the Old P)ailey, of whom thirty-five

were capitally convicted, forty-three acquitted, seven-

teen respited, and eighteen executed. At St. Mar-
garet's Hill forty were tried under special commis-
sion, of whom about twenty were executed. Besides
these, several of the rioters were afterwards from time
to time apprehended, tried, and executed in various

parts of the country. Amongst those convicted at

the Old Bailey, but afterwards respited, probably on
account of the immediate occasion for his services,

was the common hangman, Edward Dennis, the first

of his profession, we believe, who was dubbed with

the sobriquet of Jack Ketch. In concluding our

account of these riots, we may mention that similar

disturbances also broke out at the same time at

Hull, Bristol, ISath, and other places, but were sup-

pressed without almost any mischief, and no blood-

shed.

On Thursday the Sth, the commons met, accord-

ing to appointment, but as it was still thought neces-

sary to keep a guard of military round the house, a

state of investment incompatible with free and de-

liberative legislation, they immediately adjourned to

the 19th. On Friday a meeting of the privy-council

was held, when a warrant was issued fir the ajipre-

hension of Lord George Gordon. This was forth-

with put into execution, and Lord George was
brought in a hackney-coach to the Horse Ciuards,

where he underwent a long examination, and was
aftersvards committed a close prisoner to tlie Tower,

being escorted by a strong guard of horse and foot.

It is scarcely necessarv' to state, before tracing the

subsequent career and fate of this singular individual,

that no repeal of the toleration act took place. The
question was taken up in tlie Ilou>e of Connnons on
the very lirst day after the recess, when all parties

\\ere uuaiiinious in reprobating the desired repeal,

and tlie "Protectant Petition,'' which had given

occasion, or been made the pretext, for so much
mischief and lo^s of life, accordingly fell to the

ground.
Having given such ample details of tlie cause, rise,

and progress of what some zealous Protestant writers
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of the day termed, rather inconsistently, the "Popish
Riots," it would be equally tedious and supereroga-

tory to enter into a lengthened account of the trial

of the individual upon whom government charged

the onus of the fatal events. The proceedings, as

may be imagined, engrossed the imdivided attention

of the whole kingdom during their progress, but

almost the sole point of interest connected with them
now, after such a lapse of time, is the speech of the

celebrated Honourable Thomas Erskine, counsel for

the prisoner, which has been regarded as one of the

very highest of those flights of overpowering elo-

quence with which that remarkable man from time

to time astonished his audiences, and indeed the

whole world. The trial of Lord George Gordon
did not come on until the 5th of February, 1781;

the reason of this delay—nearly eight months—we
do not find explained. During his confinement Lord
George was frequently visited by his brother the duke,

and other illustrious individuals, and every attention

was paid to his comfort and convenience. He was
accompanied from the Tower to Westminster Hall

by the duke and a great number of other noble re-

latives. His counsel were Mr. (afterwards Lord)
Kenyon and tlie Honourable Thomas Erskine. The
charge against the prisoner was that of high treason

in attempting to raise and levy war and insurrection

against the king, &c. His lordship pleaded not

guilty. The trial commenced at nine o'clock on the

morning of Monday the 5th, and at a quarter past

five next morning the jury returned an unqualified

verdict of acquittal. Twenty-three witnesses were
examined for the crown, and sixteen for the prisoner.

The evidence, as may be imagined, was extremely

contradictory in its tendency, proceeding, as it did,

from individuals whose impressions as to the cause

and character of the fatal occurrences were so very

dissimilar—one party seeing in the conduct of Lord
George merely that of an unprincipled, callous-

hearted, and ambitious demagogue, reckless of con-

sequences to the well-being of society, provided he

obtained his own private ends; while another looked
upon him as an ill-used and unfortunate patriot, whose
exertions to maintain the stability of the Protestant

religion, and vindicate the rights and privileges of

the peojile, hafi been defeated I;y the outrages of a

reckless and brutal mf)h. By the latter party all the

evil consetjuences and disreputability of the tumults

were charged upon the government and civic authori-

ties, on account of the lax state of the police, and
the utter want of a properly-organized defensive

])owcr in the metropcjlis. A third jiarty (we mean
in the kingd(jm) there was, who viewed LordCJeorge
merely as an object of compassion, attributing his,

certainly unusual, behaviour to an aberration of

intellect— an opinion which numerous subsequent

eccentricities in his conduct have induced many of

a later era to adopt.

The speech of Mr. l-2rskine was distinguislied for

that originality of style and boldness of manner which
were the chief characteristics of his forensic dis])lays.

One very remarkable passage in it has been con-

sidered by his political friends and admirers as the

lie plus Jiltra of rhetorical tact and effective- energy,

altiiough we confers that, as a jirccedent, we \\ould

reckon the employment of such terms more honoured

in tlie l^reach than the observance. In reviewing

Ixird Gcor^'e"s conduct and de]iortment during the

])rogress of the unhapi)y tumults, the orator abruptly

broke out v.itli the following emphatic interjection:

— "1 '^ay, i".v G(ii), that man is a ruffian who will

dare to l)uil<l iq.on '-uch honest artless c<->nduct as

an cvirlence of guilt!'' The effect of this mo.-t

unexpected and unparalleled figure of oratory is

described by those who heard it to have been per-

fectly magical. The court, the jury, the bar, and
the spectators were for a while spell-bound with
astonishment and admiration. It is acknowledged
by all that the speech of Mr. Erskine on this occa-

sion was almost the very highest effort of his power-
ful and nervous eloquence. The speech of Mr.
Kenyon was likewise remarkable for its ability and
effect. Great rejoicings took place on account of

his lordship's acquittal amongst his partisans, par-

ticularly in .Scotland. Cjeneral illuminations were
held in Edinburgh and Glasgow ; congratulatory

addresses were voted to him; and ;i^485 subscribed

to reimburse him for the expenses of his trial. Al-
though, however, Lord George continued in high
favour with the party just named, and took part in

most of the public discussions in parliament as usual,

his credit seems to have been irretrievably ruined
with all the moderate and sober-minded part of the

nation. He was studiously shunned by all his legis-

lative colleagues, and was in such disgrace at court,

that we find him detailing to his Protestant corres-

pondents at Edinburgh, in language of the deepest

mortification, his reception at a royal levee, where
the king coldly tu.-ned his back upon him, without

seeming to recognize him. Repeated efforts appear
to have been made by his relatives at this time to

induce him to withdraw from public life, but without
success; and his conduct became daily more eccen-

tric and embarrassing to his friends. It is impossible

indeed to account for it upon any other ground than

that of gradual alierration of mind.

In April, 1787, two prosecutions were brought
against Lord George at the instance of the crown;
one for preparing and presenting a pretended peti-

tion to himself from certain prisoners confined in

Newgate, j^raxing him to intercede for them, and
prevent their being banished to Botanv Bay; the

other for a liljel upon the Queen of France and
French ambassador. Mr. W'ilkins, the jninter of

the petitions, was also proceeded against. l!oth

pleaded not guilty. It is a somewhat curious fact,

that on this occasion Mr. Erskine, Lord Cieorge's

former counsel, appeared against him. Lord (jeorge

acted as his own defendant, on the score of being

too poor to employ counsel. The Newgate petition,

evidently his lordship's production, was a mere
farrago of absurdity, treason, and blasphemy, reilect-

ing on the laws, railing at the crown-officers, and
condemning his majesty by large f[uotations from
the book of Moses. He was found guilty, as was
also Mr. Wilkins. Upon the second charge, the

gist of which was a design to create a misunderstand-

ing betwixt the two courts of France and I'Jigland,

he was also found guilty. His speech on this last

occasion was so extravagant, and contained expres-

sions so indecorous, tliat the attorney-general told

him "he was a disgrace t(j the name of Hriton."

'I'he sentence upon him was severe enoiigli : iqion

the first verdict he was condemned to be inqirisoned

two years- upon the second, a further imprisonment
of three years; at the ex]iiration of which he was to

pay a fine of £yX), tf) find two secmilies in ^2500
eacli, for his good behaviour for fourteen years; and
himself to be bound in a recognizance of / 10,000.

In the intei'\'al, h(j\\ever, between the verdict and
the ])assing of the sentence, he took an o]i]iortunity

of escaping to Holland, where he landed in May.
Here, however, he was ikjI allowed to remain long.

He was ])laced under arrest, and sent back from
Amsterdam to Harwich, where he was landed in

the latter end of Jul)-. From that ])lace he pro-

ceeded to Ijirminghani, where he resided till De-
cember, having in the meantime become a ])roselyte
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to Judaism, and performing rigidly the prescribed

rites and duties of that faith. Information having

reached government of his jjlace of residence, and
the increasing eccentricities of his conduct evidently

pointing him out as an improper person to be al-

lowed to go at large, a messenger was despatched

from London, who apprehended him and brought

him to town, where he was lodged in Newgate.
I lis appearance in court when brought up to receive

the sentence he had previously eluded is described

as being miserable in the extreme. lie was wrajiped

up in an old greatcoat, his beard hanging down on his

breast; whilst his studiously sanctimonious deport-

ment, and other traits of his conduct, too evidently

showed an al^erration of intellect. He bowed in

silence, and with devout humility, on hearing his

sentence. Soon after his confinement, he got printed

and distributed a number of treasonable handbills,

copies of which he sent to the ministry with his name
attaclied to them. These, like his Prisoners' Petition,

were composed of extracts from Moses and the Pro-

phets, evidently bearing upon the unhappy condition

of the king, who was then in a state of mental alien-

ation.

In the following July, 17S9, this singular and un-

happy being addressed a letter or petition to the

National Assembly of France, in which, after eulo-

gizing the progress of revolutionary principles, he

requests of them to interfere on his behalf with the

English government to get him liberated. He was
answered l)y that body, that they did not feel them-

selves at liberty to interfere; but he was visited in

prison by several of the most eminent revolutionists,

who assured his lordship of their best offices for

his enlargement. To the application of these indi-

viduals, however, Lord Grenville answered that their

entreaties could not be complied with. Nothing
further worthy of mention remains to be told in the

career of this unhappy man. After Lord Grenville's

answer he remained quietly in prison, occasionally

sending letters to the printer of the Public Advertiser,

written in the same half-frenzied style as his former

productions. In November, 1793, after being con-

fined ten months longer than the prescribed term of

his imprisonment, for want of the necessary security

for his enlargement, he expired in Newgate of a

fever, having been delirious for three days previous

to his death.

GORDON, James, a member of the noble family

of Gordon, and distinguished for his erudition, was
born in the year 1543. Having been sent to Rome
for his education, he there became a Jesuit, while yet

in the twentieth year of his age; and such was his

extraordinary progress in learning, that in six years

al"terwards (1569) he was created Doctor of Divinity.

He next became professor of languages and divinity,

in which capacity he distinguished himself in various

parts of Europe, particularly in Rome, Paris, and
Bordeaux. In these duties he was occupied for

nearly fifty years, during which time he acquired
much reputation for learning and acutencss. Gordon
was frequently deputed as a missionary to England
and Scotland, and was twice imprisoned for his zeal

in attempting to make converts. He was al-^o, on
account of his superior abilities, often employed by
the general of his order in negotiating their affairs:

a duty f)r which his penetration and" knowledge of
the world especially qualified him.

Alegamhe describes Gordon as a saint; but with
all his talents and learning he docs not seem to

have liad any very great pretensions to tlie honour
of canonization, since it is beyond dnul)t that lie

led, notwithstanding Alegambe's account of him, an

exceedingly dissipated life. He, however, rigidly

practised all the austerities of his order, and, with
all his irregularities, rose every morning at three

o'clock. His only writings are CofUroversiarum

FiJei Epitome, in three parts or volumes; the first

printed at Limoges, in 1 61 2, the second at Paris,

and the third at Cologne, in 1620.

GKDRDON, Sir John Watson. Among the

distinguished ])ainters whom Scotland has lately

produced in such abundance, and of whom she is

justly proud, a high place was occupied by the suVj-

ject of the present memoir. He was born in Edin-
burgh, A.D. 1790, and was the son of Captain James
Watson of the royal navy. He was descended
from the Watsons of Overmains, a respectable

family of Berwickshire, on which account John Wat-
son, through his father, could claim kindred with
.Sir Walter .Scott; and through his mother, with
Principal Robertson the historian, and Falconer the

author of the Shipwreck. For what reason he as-

sumed the additional name of Gordon we are unable
to discover.

Having selected the art of painting as his future

occupation, John Watson Gordon entered the Trus-
tees' Academy, Edinburgh, and studied four years

under John Graham, the teacher of so many of our
eminent artists ; and here among others he had
Wilkie and Allan for his class-fellows. At first

it was uncertain what department of painting he
would select, and he tried several with a view to

discover in which of them he would be likely to ex-

cel. Of these, historical painting chiefly attracted

his liking, and would prohal^ly have decided his

choice, had he not by trial discovered the true bent
of his own genius. He resolved to become a por-

trait painter, and it was a happy election for his

excellence and his fame. Having made his choice,

he pursued it with the diligence and perseverance
that distinguished his character, and his future life

became mainly a record of the numerous portraits

he executed, and the universal recognition of their

excellence. His sitters were the principal citizens

of Edinburgh, and most eminent Scotsmen of the

day; and of the latter class it is sufficient to men-
tion the names of Sir Walter Scott, the Rev. Dr.
Chalmers, Professors Wilson, Ferrier, and Munro,
Principal Lee, Dr. Brunton, Lord-president Boyle,

the Duke of Buccleuch, the Marquis of Dalhousie,

ProfessorSimpson, Sir George Clark, George Combe,
&c. &c. From his works alone could be formed
a large picture-gallery of the portraits of the most
eminent Scotsmen of the nineteenth century, arranged
in chronological order and classified in their different

departments. Nor was the admiration of these

portraits exclusively confined to our own cmintry,

where they could be best recognized as striking and
faithful likenesses ; foreigners saw and appreciated

their excellence as works of art, and were reminded
of the portraits of \"an Dyck or \'elaNquez. His
professional excellence and the peculiar cliaract eristics

of his paintings are thus described by a contemporary-

critic in the AtheniniDi:—
".Vpparently almost hccllcss of colour, this artist

seized with cxtrnoniinaiy vigour the salient points

of a sitter's cmmtenance, and gave them with the

force of life. It would seem thai not even Reynolds

surpassed his brother knight in tlie swift and certain

manner of his jiractice. "\'eiy often his pictures were
little else than sketches on a large scale. This has

been especially tlie ca-e of late }ears, and is remark-

ably so in the j^ortraits now in the Royal .-Xcadcmy:

but even the>e display such admirable ma>ter\- of

forni and kno\\'kdgc of personal character, that they
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are more precious than most men's completed like-

nesses. Gordon's feeling for tone exhibited itself

in every work he produced, and really did, in some
degree, compensate by the richness of its manifesta-

tions, for the effect of what was with him something
approaching colour-blindness. The last-named short-

coming was less perceived in Edinburgh than in

the metropolis—an effect to be expected. It should

be said in his honour that he always painted in a

manly way ; never exaggerating or aiming at senti-

ment, he never fell into sentimentality. He could

put a figure on the canvas better than any of his

contemporaries who were portrait painters. The
characteristic love of the mass of his sitters for black

garments found no corrective in Gordon's mind or

taste; he not unfrequently sacrificed too much of the

general brilliancy of his pictures to the effectiveness

of the head; but tiiat head was always worth looking

at when you got to it."

It was in 1S27 that Sir John Watson Gordon first

began to exhibit his works in London at the Royal
Academy; and this practice he continued annually

without intermission until the close of his life, so that

five of his pieces were hung in the gallery in the

year in which he died. On the death of Raeburn
he was recognized as his successor, although their

style in national portraits was so different, for while

Raeburn idealized the Scottish character, the other

represented it exactly as he found it. In 1S4I Wat-
son Gordon was elected associate of the Royal
Academy; and in 1S50, on the death of Sir William
Allan, he was elected president of the Royal Scot-

tish Academy. This was an honour which naturally

devolved upon him by the silent claims of gratitude,

for the institution had been greatly indebted to his

patriotic exertions, especially in the formation of an
excellent gallery of paintings at a moderate cost

—

an advantage which it owed in a great measure to

his correct discriminating judgment. In the same
year he was apjiointed "limner" to her Majesty,

and received the honour of knighthood. At the

close of 1S50 the most distinguished of Edinburgh
in art, science, and literature entertained .Sir Jolin

in the Waterloo Rooms, as a testimcjny of their ad-

miration and esteem, and a celebration of his elec-

tion as ])resi(lent of their Royal Academy; and in

185 1 he was elected academician by the Royal
Academy of London. In 1S55 he sent two portraits

to the L niversal Exposition of Paris, for which the

jury awarded liim a first-class medal. But although
honours thus crowded upon him in his declining

years, the veteran of art still continued to keep the

field as if his career had only commenced: his in-

dustry was as great, his eye as correct, and his pen-

cil as firm and vigorous as ever, and he continued
to work until his la>t illness warne<l him that his

occupation had come to an end. Tliat close was
sudden and unexpecte'l, and after a short term of

suffering he died at Catherine Hank House, l->lin-

burgh, on the lA of June, 1S64, at the .age of seventy-

three. Except to his art, .Sir John Watson (i(jrdc)n

was never married, but his url)anity anfi kindly dis-

]ioiition were everywhere acknowledged, while the

younger artists of .Scotland loved and venerated him
as a fatlier. Amidst the regret <>{ that cliosen circle

by whom his memory will continue to be venerated

he jjas.ied away.

GORDON, Gknerai, Patrick. I-^vcn upon so

remote an empire as Russia, which has grown into

the chief political povver of our age, an important
influence has been exercised by Sc(;tsmen. Ry one
of our nation Kieneral Patrick Gordon) the jjower

of the Streiitzes wa^ broken, and the throne of Peter

the Great securely established. By another, a Bar-
clay of Towie, but known in history as Prince
Barclay de Tolly, the mode of resistance to the

P'rench invasion was planned, by which Napoleon's
design of universal conquest was frustrated, and his

power irretrievably wounded. By another, Admiral
Greig, the navy of Russia was put into a state of

efficiency, and for the fust time led to victory. It

is of the first of these personages that we present the
following brief notice.

Patrick Gordon was descended of a respectable

parentage on both sides, his father, the younger
brother of a younger house, l)eing a grandson of
Gordon of Iladdo, and his mother heiress of Auch-
leuchries, part of the barony of Bclhevie, Aberdeen-
shire, a possession, however, so overwhelmed by
mortgages, that, besides the advantages of gentle

birth, the pair had little else to bestow u]")on their

children. Patrick was born at Auchleuchries on
the 31st of March, 1635. Until he reached the age
of sixteen, he was educated at the country schools;

but when fit for a university education he was un-

willing to attend college, on account of his creed, his

mother having brought him up a Roman Catholic.

This circumstance, also, in connection with his im-
patience of parental supervision, and his being only
a younger son, made him resolve to go abroad in

quest of fortune, not caring to what country he might
direct his course, as he had no friend in any foreign

place. In this bold reckless spirit he embarked at

Aberdeen for Dantzig, and at the end of his voyage
resumed his studies at the college of the Jesuits at

]5rauensberg; but finding the strictness of this place
still more intolerable than that of the paternal abode,

he resolved to return to Scotland, though he had
only the suit of clothes he wore, and seven rix-dollars

in his pocket, while he was unable to speak Dutch.
Thus he "pilgrim'd it away all alone," meeting with

the due share of adventures and mischances attendant

on such a mode of travelling, and often through neces-

sity or caprice deflecting from the way, so that he
traversed a consideraljle jiart of Poland. C)n arriving

at Hamburg, still undeciiled as to what course of lite

he slundd follow, he was easily persuaded to forego

his purjjose of returning home, and to enlist as a

soldier in the Swedish service, where .Scottish re-

cruits were in great demand.
Having thus decided in favour of a military life,

he was soon introduced to its hardships and dis-

a]ipointments. His first service was in a camjiaign

against the Poles, where, after being twice severely

wounded, he was at last taken prisoner, and could

only obtain his liberty by enlisting in the service of

Poland. It was a Dugald Dalgelty transition, but

to Ci(jrdon the cause of (piarrel between Sweden and
Polatul seems to have been a matter of indifference;

and he marched with the Lithuanian army that drove

his late employers the Swedes out of their occupa-

tion of Warsaw. During the sliort siege lie was
em])l(>yed chiefly v.i learning the Polish language,

aiul studying the military profession by volunteering

in every hazardous exploit. But while thus training

himself for his future distinguished career, he also

showed himself an .adept in the levying of black mail,

which he seems to have considered a perquisite of

war that was neither dishonest nor uiiscjldierly.

Tluis s(jme jieasanls having taken refuge with their

]iroperty on an island of the Vistula, (iordon under-

took to insure their safety as long as the siege lasted

on their Jiayiiig him a weekly ])ension of sixteen

guldens and four florins. His traffic for the recovery
of stolen cattle was still more rc])reliensible. Some
comrades in the camj), with whom he acted in

1 concert, would drive off the herds belonging to the
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'nobility in the neighbourhood; and, in these cases,

Gordon was always ready, for a proper consideration,

to find and bring them back. Only a month after

the Swedes had been driven from Warsaw they re-

turned to it in greater force, and Gordon was taken

prisoner by some Brandenburg troopers. His career

might, in this case, have been ingloriously ended as

a deserter, had not fortune proved his friend, for he
was carried before his countryman and former com-
mander. General Douglas, who had now risen to the

rank of lieutenant field-marshal in the Swedish
army. The explanations and apologies of Gordon,
that he had been captured and forced into the Polish

service against his will, were favourably received;

and he consented once more to become a soldier of

the King of Sweden, and to serve in a picked corps

of Scots which Douglas was about to organize as

a training-school for officers. This second service

under the Swedish banner lasted three years, and
during that time Gordon had ample opportunities,

which he was not slow to embrace, of establishing his

character for courage and military skill. He also

continued his practices of exacting tribute and lifting

cattle, in which his Scottish fellow-soldiers showed
themselves "to the manner born;" and if anything

could excuse such unwarrantable doings, it was, that

their pay was not only small, but often in arrear,

so that they were frequently on the brink of starva-

tion. It was in this picarooning way indeed that

armies during war were chiefly maintained in the

seventeenth century. But worse than these maraud-
ing exploits was a design, which, had it succeeded,

would have covered the perpetrators with infamy.

Gordon, as a Tory or Cavalier, could not but lament

the execution of Charles I. ; and, learning that an
ambassador from the English Commonwealth, named
Bradshaw, had arrived at an inn in the neighiiour-

hood on his way to the Russian court, he conceived

from the name that this must be no other than tlie

man who presided over the court by which Charles
was tried and sentenced to execution. Tired at the

thought, Gordon and his associates resolved to put
him to death, and for that purpose set off at midnight
well armed to the inn. But before they reached it

they learned that several officers and about forty

dragoons had arrived to escort the ambassador to

Marienburg. Thus a plot as iniquitous as that by
which Dr. Dorislaus was assassinated in Holland,
was fortunately defeated.

Gordon, who had now attained the rank of ensign,

continued to signalize himself by dashing exploits

and hair-breadth escapes, until he was captured by
the Poles, and, knowing his daring character, they
urged him with every inducement to re-enter the

Pohsh service. Even John Sobieski himself, the

heroic deliverer of Vienna, endeavoured to tempt
him with the offer of the command of a company of

dragoons stationed on the .Sobieski estates. At last

Gordon, after being a prisoner eleven weeks, once
more deserted the Swedish service, and entered that

of Poland, on being promoteil to the rank of quarter-

master. Thus his conduct hitherto had been "turn
and turn again" with a facility and frequency seldom
exhibited even by a mere soldier of fortune, and the

excuse which he makes in his journal for this last

instance is, that his main object "was to make his

own fortune, and that he had little chance to do this

among the Swedes, wlio had too many enemies to be
succes.>ful." His services against the Russians and
Cossacks were now so distinguished that he was
promoted to the rank of captain of dragoons, and on
the restoration of peace was stationed at Warsaw
while tlie diet was sitting. But this inert life did
not suit Gordon's views, and wliile he was deliberat-

ing what standard he should next follow, two tempt-
ing offers were presented; the one was to take service

under the Austrians, and the other to become a
.soldier of the Russian czar. The Austrian offer for

the time prevailed, and he was on his way to Vienna
when unfavourable reports of the Austrian service

made him pause, and ultimately fall back on that

of Russia. To Russia accordingly his route was
directed, and on reaching Moscow he was graciously

received by the czar, thanked for his kindness to the

Russian prisoners during the late war, and appointed
to the rank of major. But finding the pay small,

and the coarse manners and barbarous arrogance of

the Russians intolerable, he would have left the ser-

vice and the country altogether, had he not been
warned that such a proceeding would be regarded as

suspicious, and might subject him to the treatment

of a spy. He was committed to the country, and
there he found he must remain.

Among the many troubles with which Gordon had
to contend, and by which his life at this time was
embittered, was the difficulty of reducing the soldiers

to order and discipline. Another was the insub-

ordination and mal-practices of his own officers, by
which his best efforts were counteracted. One of his

captains, who assumed superior authority over the
soldiers, and treated them as beasts of burden, had
on one occasion caught some of them playing at

cards, and not only deprived them of all the money
they were using in their play, but imprisoned them
until they had paid a heavy ransom. ]SIajor Gordon,
on hearing of this tyrannical conduct, sent for the
captain, and denounced his proceedings, upon which
the other began to storm and become downright
mutinous. Perceiving that it was now to be a ques-

tion of superior force rather than authority, Gordon
seized the man by the head, threw him down, and
with a fresh, short, oaken cudgel so belaboured
his back and sides, that he was scarcely able

to rise, after which the major threatened to break
his neck if he played such tricks hereafter, and
packed him out of doors. It was a strange kind of

military punishment to inflict by one officer upon
another; but a Russian army at this time was little

better than a mob over wliich military law slumbered
and slept. The captain brought his complaint next

day to the authorities, and Gordon got out of the

difficulty by a not very creditable shift; "I denied

all," he says in his journal, "according to the fashion

of this country, where there are not witnesses," and
the captain, finding that he could obtain no remedy,
was fain to quit the regiment. It thus ajipears that

our military adventurer was not too superior to the

people whom he helped to drill and civilize. Both
had points enough in common for the purposes of a

mutual understanding.

In 1662 Gordon, being now twenty-seven years of

age, rose to the rank of lieutenant-colonel. He now
resolved to lead a virtuous life, and after much de-

liberation and many prayers he concluded that the

best step to such a course was marriage, from which
his erratic life had hitherto debarred him. His

choice was then to be fixed, and for this ]nirpose,

after {)assing all his female acquaintances in review

l)efore his mind's eye, he selected as the object of his

addresses a young lady scarcely thirteen years of

age, who was handsome, amiable, and virtuous, the

(.laughter of a cuk'nel who was high in f.i\our with

the czar. The Cdurtship w.i.^ as summary and de-

cisive as the election. He called upon the young
lady when she was alone; and on her proposing to

send for her mannna, he assured her it was unneces-

sary, as his bi'.sine.-s was wltli herself. She gave him,

according to the custom of the country, a small glass
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of brandy, with which he proposed to drink the

health of her lover; but when she assured him she

had none, and repeated her denial, he then came to

the point, by proposing that she should accept of

himself as her suitor. A modest gratified blush was
the answer, and thus a cordial agreement was estab-

lished between them which needed no further ex-

planation. An immediate marriage would have
followed, but that the lady's father was a prisoner to

the Poles, and on this account the union was not

celebrated until the beginning of 1665.

In the following year Colonel Gordon was em-
ployed not in a military but civd capacity, being sent

to England as envoy of the czar, to treat with

Charles II. on subjects connected with the commer-
cial intercourse between their respective subjects.

This was a new task for our Scottish adventurer, but

it was ably executed, and the visit enabled him to

renew his intercourse with several of his countrymen
in London, and some of the most distinguished cava-

liers of the period. On his return to Russia in 1667

there occurs a gap in his diary ; but the displeasure

of the czar, wlio ordered him into confinement, and
refused to defray the expenses of his mission to Eng-
land, may explain the causes of the hiatus. He still,

however, retained his military rank and regiment,

as his services were too valuable to be dispensed

with ; and while stationed in the Ukraine for seven

years, he signalized his courage and skill in subju-

gating the Cossacks of Little Russia. During this

interval the Czar Alexis died, and was succeeded
by Feodor; but both sovereigns were at one in re-

fusing permission, which Gordon repeatedly asked,

to quit the Russian service. At length an event

occurred in 167S which, by offering him an oppor-

tunity of distinguishing himself,' reconciled him to

his bondage. Tschigirin, the capital of the Zapor-

agian Cossacks, being besieged by the Turks and
Tartars, Gordon was sent to assist in its defence, as

chief engineer. The Russian garrison did not amount
to more than 12,000 soldiers, while the enemy, com-
manded by Kara Mustapha, the grand vizier, and the

Khanof the Crimea, mustered 100,000, provided with

all the necessaries for a siege. Under such circum-

stances, a single attack might have sufficed to win
the city, had not Gordon so skilfully fortified it, that

the hoits of Turks and Tartars were successfully re-

sisted during four weeks of desperate onsets. The
governor was killed by the bursting of a shell, and
Gordon succeeded him, at the request of the garrison.

After inspiring them with his own dauntless spirit,

and repairing the damages of tiie fortifications as fast

as they occurred, the defence of Tschigirin was con-

tinued until neither city nor citadel could hope to

hold out much lunger. In the meantime the Russian

army of relief was encamped in the neighbourhood,

but did nothing; and when (iordon besought that

only 6000 men should be sent to reinforce him, with

which he promised to make good the defence, he was
ordered by the Russian general in reply to evacuate

the fjrtress. Rendered spiritless by this command,
the garrison only thought of abandonirg the [ilacc,

and hearing volleys of musketry and loud outcries in

the streets, they fled pell-mell through the town
gates, leaving their commander to shift for himself

With his own hands he broke open the powder
magazine, threw in straw, boards, anrl other com-
bustil)Ie articles among the powder; and then, having

set fire to tlie nearest house, made for the camj) of

the relieving army, which he reached through immi-
nent danger,-, hotli from friend and enemy. The Turks
entered and took possession of Tschigirin, but their

triumph wa^ soon marred, for the fire which Cordon
had kindled at his dejiarture caused the powder

magazine to explode, by which 4000 Turks were
blown into the air. For his conduct in this defence
he was promoted to the rank of major-general, and
appointed to the chief command in Kiew, and in

1683 made a lieutenant-general. But let him rise as

he might, nothing could reconcile him to a residence

in Russia ; and his repeated petitions for leave of

absence that he might revisit Scotland, which were
always refused by the Russian court, without doubt
strengthened his desire for his native home. In the

meantime Czar Feodor died, leaving his successor

Peter, a boy only ten years of age, under the regency
of his sister Sophia; but although the new regent

and her minister treated Gordon with high consider-

ation, his services being deemed too valuable to be
dispensed with, he still remained an honoured pri-

soner at large. At length the death of Charles II.

of England, and the succession of James II. to the
British throne, made him appeal more urgently than
ever for his discharge from the Russian service, or

failing this, that a six months' leave of absence should
be granted to him; and after much demur and delay
his petition was favourably answered. But the per-

mission extended only to a short visit to Britain,

while his wife and children were to be retained in

Russia as hostages for his return.

Of this second return to his native land there is

little particularly to be noticed. Gordon had now
won for himself a name that was well known, and
his reception by all ranks, both in England and
.Scotland, was worthy of his reputation. Such was
especially the case in his interviews with his majesty

James II., who inquired of him particularly the

nature of his military services, and the modes of con-

ducting war among the Russians, and wished to re-

tain him in his own employment instead of sending

him back to Russia. That unhappy monarch could

not but be aware that the changes he contemplated
in the national religion could only be effected by the

sword, in which case it would be necessary to have
the bold and skilful on his side, and that in such an
issue the adherence of General Ciordon would be
valuable, more especially as he was a devoted Papist.

The Russianized .Scot, however, was obliged to re-

turn to his old service, according to the terms of agree-

ment, carrj'ing with him a letter from James II. to

the Russian powers, of which the following extract

was the purport:— "\Vhereas, we are informed that

our trusty and well-beloved subject Patrick Gordon,
hath served your imperial majesties many years, and
now serveth in the quality of lieutenant-general; who
now, by the decease of his father, is to inherit lands,

for which he is to perform service unto us; and we
having use for the service of such of our subjects as

have been bred up in military enqiloyments; we do,

therefore, desire of your imperial majesties that you

would dismiss the said Patrick Gordon, with his wife,

children, family, and effects, out of your dominions,

which we rather desire, because we know that your

great virtue hath jirocured from fiod the blessing of

a universal peace with all your neighbours. The
doing this will be an encouragement for men of

honour to repair to your ser\ice, whenever you shall

have occasion fir them; and whenever the opjxir-

tunity is given us of doing you the like pleasure,

we sliall heartily embrace it. " This letter, however,
instead of effecting the release of Gordon from the

Russian service, (jnly made his bondage more strict

and intolerable, .^?lot!ler device for securing his

lilierty di<l not fare better: it was, his a])pointment

as envf)y-extraor(ljnary of the King of Creat I'ritain

to the Rvissian court, by which James Wf)uld be able

to recal him to England at his own j)leasure. This

unsatisf 'ctory negotiation between two great powers,
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which Gordon terms "a stage play," was at last

ended by his being sent to the war against the

Tartars in the Crimea. It was fortunate for him,

however, that he was not secured for the service of

James, whom no counsels could persuade, and whose
disasters no skill or courage could retrieve.

The situation of the Russian empire was now so

critical, that its fate seemed to hang upon the slightest

chance. It had two czars, of whom the elder was
an idiot unfit for the succession, while the younger,

Peter, was only seventeen years old. Over this

nominal sovereignty their sister Sophia, as regent,

exercised complete control, but she was in turn go-

verned by the Strelitzes—the janizaries of Russia

—

who in such a state of government established their

own rule of military force and violence. There was
no prospect of safety for the country unless the selfish

and ambitious .Sophia could be deposed, the incom-
petent czar set aside, and Peter raised to the supreme
and sole authority. Here was a sphere of action

which Gordon nobly occupied, and the success of

which will be imperishably inscribed in the history

of Russian greatness. The conflict commenced by
tlie flight of Peter to the monastery of Troitzka,

about forty miles from Moscow, in consequence of

the explosion of a conspiracy by which his life was
threatened; and when he issued orders to the troops

to come to his rescue, Sophia countermanded his

orders, and the troops remained in their canton-

ments. None obeyed the summons of Peter except

Gordon, now raised to the rank of general, and who
had a considerable force under his command. Aware
of the real state of affairs, and in defiance of the

countermands of the regency, he marched all night

with his regiments, and reached the monastery next

day, where Peter was still unprotected, and liable

every moment to death or deposition. This bold

movement of Gordon, in which he risked his head,

saved the Russian empire, and prepared the way for

its regeneration. Peter thus reinforced returned to

Moscow in triumph, Sophia was immured in a con-

vent, the chief conspirators banished or executed,

and the imbecile Ivan, the elder czar, having agreed

to resign his share of the empire, Peter himself was
recognized as sole Czar of Russia. From this mo-
ment Gordon became the most distinguished and
influential man in the empire; he was the valued
friend and counsellor of his imperial master; and the

latter showed, in his various reforms which he intro-

duced into Russia, that the instructions of his Scot-

tish preceptor were neither undervalued nor forgot.

Tlie principal enemies of Russia at this time being

the Turks, the young czar in 1695 laid siege to Azof,

in which Peter's inexperience and impetuosity disre-

garded the prudent cautions of his Scottish general,

and was requited by the enemy with such severe

repulses as might have caused the siege to be raised

with disgrace, had not Gordon succeeded in repair-

ing the imperial blunders. As it was, the siege was
discontinued until the following year, and this time
the advices of Gordon had their due weight. .Seeing

that there was little hope of taking Azof by the opera-
tion of mines, batteries, and other usual operations of
a siege which the council of war recommended, he
slated that the best way of taking the town would be
to carry on a whole rampart of earth along the front

of the town, which as they advanced would hourly
increase. " IJy having,"' he said, "ten or twelve
tJMUsand men night and day at work, we shall

carry an<l roll as much earth before us as v/ill not
only be sufficient to fill up the fosse, but will have
more over and above them than will exceed the
height of the town walls; by which means, in a few
weeks, we shall oblige the enemy to surrender, or

VwL. il.

we shall bury them alive." This tedious and me-
chanical mode of operation, .so unlike the stirring

attempts of breaching and storming, was fortunately

adopted by Peter, and the extraordinary method of

taking towns was commenced : ten or twelve thou-

sand men were constantly employed, who threw the

earth from hand to hand like so many steps of a
stair, while the process was protected by strong

guards on the right, left, and rear. In this way the

mound silently crept city-ward, until, in five weeks,
it was close to the walls and ramparts, which it over-

topped, and by which the Russians had full com-
mand of the city below. Confounded at this strange

mode of attack, upon which the Turks had not
calculated, Azof surrendered. By this event a most
important acquisition was made by Russia, and to

render it more grateful, her loss during the process

did not amount to above 300 men. Czar Peter
returned in triumph to Moscow, and, besides other

distinctions, bestowed on General Gordon an estate

with ninety serfs.

The last and also the most important of Gordon's
military services in Russia, was the suppression of
the Strelitzes—an event but for which Peter would
have probably been dethroned, and the Russians
thrown back into their original barbarism. This
insolent soldiery, discontented at those reforms both
civil and military by which their power would be
subverted, and conceiving that the absence of the
czar on his travels through Western Europe was a
favourable opportunity for regaining theirascendency,
raised the standard of revolt, and resolved to march
upon Moscow. Gordon, who had been left second
in command to the general-in-chief by his impe-
rial master, and was at the head of 12,000 soldiers

stationed in Moscow, no sooner heard of this demon-
stration than he adopted the most vigorous measures
to check it ; but finding these ineffectual, he took
the field, resolving to crush the mutiny by force. In
the meantime the Strelitzes were not idle, and on
their officers refusing to lead them to Moscow, they
deposed them, elected other captains in their stead,

and commenced their march to the capital. On the

other hand, Gordon proceeded against them with
such celerity that he met them mid-way, and tried

the effect of negotiation, but in vain: to Moscow
they declared they were determined to march, or die

by the way. An engagement followed, but such
were the masterly dispositions of Gordon, that the

Strelitzes were defeated at every point, and driven

off the field beyond the power of rallying. The
leaders of the conspiracy and many of their followers

were taken prisoners, and the judicial severity of

their punishment so completely quelled this formi-

dable spirit of discontent, that even its murmuring
was now unheard. There was no longer the slightest

hope of the deposition of the czar, and the restora-

tion of Sophia or the widow of Ivan, under whom
the Strelitzes would have been once more the real

sovereigns of Russia. It was fortunate a!so that

Peter, alarmed at the tidings of the conspiracy, had
returned home, where he arrived in time ti,i concert

new measures for the public safety. His first step

was to supersede these useless .^trelitics by new
troops, armed antl disciplined in the best European
fashion, and he was soon at the head of armies by

which native discontent and iVireign hostility could

be quelled, and his va~t designs for the regeneration

of Russia carried out.

So important an event in the history of Russia as

the suppression of the Strelitzes occupied the larger

portion of the year 169S, and at the close of it the

brave old Sen was conscious that his last fight

was fourV.t. ar.d l;ii career about to be ended. This
44
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he himself noted in the last entry of his journal,

dated December3ist, in the following solemn words:—"Almighty God be praised for his gracious long-

suffering towards me in sparing my life so long.

Grant, gracious God, that I may make a good
use of the time that thou mayest be pleased yet to

grant me for repentance. This year I have felt a

sensible decrease of health and strength. Yet thy

will be done, gracious God." During the following

summer he was so weak as to be unable to leave his

bed, and he died on the 29th November, 1699.
During the List stage of his illness the grateful czar

had daily visited his old servant, friend, and pre-

ceptor; and when Gordon breathed his last sigh,

I'eter, who stood weeping by his bedside, closed his

eyes, and departed a mourner from the house of

mourning. The interment was that which graces a

national benefactor. The long line was headed by
the czar; the chief nobles of his empire followed, and
after them the ambassadors of the principal powers
of Europe. The body was carried on the shoulders

of twenty-eight colonels, and twenty ladies of the

highest families in Muscovy followed in the train of

his widow. The remains were interred before the
high altar of the first chapel of stone which the

Roman Catholics were allowed to raise in Moscow,
and built chiefly by the bounty of the deceased; and
on the tomb the following inscription still arrests the

eye of the passenger:

—

" Sacrae Tzareae Majestatis Militiae Generalis
Patricius Leopoldus Gordon

Natus Anno Domini 1635 die 31 Martii
Denatus .•Vnno Domini 1609 ^9 Novembris

Requiescat in Pace."

GORDON, Robert, of Straloch, an eminent
geographer and antiquary, was born at Kinmundy
in .Vbcrdeenshire, on the 14th .September, 1580.

lie was the second son of Sir John Gordon of

Pitlurg, a gentleman who long stood high in the

favour of his sovereign James VI., as appears,

amongst other circumstances, from some curious

letters addressed to him by that monarch, in one of

which he is laid under contribution, though in the
most affectionate terms, for a horse for the king's

apjiroaching marriage, and in another is warmly
invited to the baptism of the unfortunate Charles I.

Robert Gordon received the first rudiments of his

education at Aberdeen, and having passed the usual

course of the humanity, mathematical, and philoso-

pliical classes was they?;-^/ graduate of the Marischal
University, then recently founded by George Karl of

Marischal. In 1598, Ijeing in his eighteenth year,

he was sent to I'aris to complete his education.

Here he remaincl for two years. On his father's

death, which happened in 1600, he returned to Scot-

lanfl; and in 1608, having married a daughter of

Alexander Ir\ine of Lenturk, lie bought the estate

of .Straloch, ten miles north of Aljerdecn, and now
devoted liimsclf to the pursuit of hi.s favourite studies

—geography, history, anrl tlie anticjuities of liritain.

To the first of these he seems to liave been especially

attached, and it was his perseverance, industry, and
accuracy in this science, then in an extremely rude

state, that first obtained him the celebrity which he
afterwards enjoyed. There were only at tliis time

three maps of .Scotland in existence, all of tlieni so

rude anri inaccurate as to be wholly useless. The
inaccuracy of these sketches had been long known,
and was the subject of great and universal complaint.

Urged on by this, and the general dissatisfaction,

Mr. Gordon employed himself in making gef)graiihi-

cal surveys \)y actnal mensuration; a labour wliich

none of liis |iredeccssors had ever subjected tliem-

selves to. lie has therefore the merit of bein^ the

first who apj)lied this indispensable but tedious and
laborious process for securing accuracy in topogra-
phical sur^'eys to Scotland.

One consequence of Mr. Gordon's zeal and industry
in these patriotic pursuits, was a great extension of
his celebrity, which at length even reached the royal
ear. In 1641 King Charles was applied to by the
celebrated map and atlas publishers, the Bleaus of
Amsterdam, for his patronage of an atlas of .Scotland,

which they were then contemplating, and requesting
his majesty to appoint some qualified persons to assist

them with information for the intended work; and,
in especial, to arrange and amend certain geographic
sketches of one Timothy Pont,' of which they had
been previously put in possession, but in a confused
and mutilated state. This task King Charles, in

the following flattering letter, devolved upon Mr.
Gordon. "Having lately seen certain charts of
divers shires of this our ancient kingdom, sent here
from Amsterdam, to be corrected and helpit in the
defects thereof, and being informed of your sufficiency

in that art, and of your love both to learning and to

the credit of your nation; we have therefore thought
fit hereby earnestly to entreat you to take so much
pains as to revise the said charts, and to help them
in such things as you find deficient thereuntil, that

they may be sent back by the direction of our
chancellor to Holland; which, as the same will be
honourable for yourself, so shall it do us good and
acceptable service, and if occasion present we shall

not be unmindful thereof From our palace of

Holyrood House, the 8th October, 1641."

Mr. Gordon readily undertook the task thus im-

posed upon him, and in 1648 the atlas was published
with a dedication from Air. Gordon to Sir John
Scott of Scotstarvit, who had greatly encouraged
and forwarded the work. A second edition of this

atlas, which was long the standard book of reference

for Scotland and its numerous islands, was published

in 1655, and a third in 1664. It is now, of course,

superseded by later and more scientific surveys.

The work consists of forty-six maps, general and
particular, with ample descriptions and detached
treatises on the antiquities of Scotland. (.)f such
importance was this undertaking considered, that,

wild and disordered as the times were, Mr. Gordon
was during its progress made a special object of the

care and protection of the legislature. An act of

parliament was passed exempting him from all new
taxations, and relieving him from the quartering of

soldiers. To carry this law into effect, orders were
issued from time to time by the various commanders
of the forces in North Britain, discharging all officers

and soldiers, as well horse as fool, from troubling

or molesting, or quartering on Mr. Robert (jordon

of Straloch, his house, lands, or tenants, and frtun

levying any public dues on the said Mr. Robert
Gordon, or on any of his possessions.

The charts exclusively executed \>y Mr. Gordon
were: 1st. A chart of Great Britain and Ireland,

taken fnjni Ptolemy and tlie most ancient Roman
authors. 2d. \ niaj) of ancient ."Scotland, as de-

scribed in the Roman itineraries. 3d. A map of

modern Scotland. 4th. A map of the county of

Fife, from actual survey and niensuratiijii. 5th. \
map of the counties of .Vherdeen and Banff, with
part of the county of KincanHne. 6th. A large

ma]) or geograjjhica! view, taken from actual survey,

of the nxjst inland pn^'inces of Scotlan<l lying be-

tween the river Tay nn<I the Murray I'ritli. 7th. A
large map, fr'jm actual survey, of the nifist northern,

' S^m .T Mr. Rul
Eiiiiiburgli.

jrt Po:U, mini.-tcr of llic West Kirk
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mountainous, and inaccessible parts of Scotland,

including part of the island of Skye. To all of

these Mr. Gordon appendal treatises, descriptive

of everything remarkable contained within their

various bounds— towns, castles, religious houses,

antiquities, rivers, lakes, &c., and occasionally in-

troducing some interesting accounts of the most
distinguished families in the different counties.

One of the treatises alluded to is particularly

curious, from its containing an attempt to overturn

the commonly receiveil opinion as to tlie Ultima
Thulc of the Romans. This tract, which is entitled

Dc' Insula Thulc Dissertatio, endeavours to show
that none of the Orkney or Shetland Islands, and
still less Iceland, answers to I'tolemy's chart of

Thule; and Mr. Gordon concludes by giving it

as his opinion that the island of Lewis, the most
westerly of the Hebrides, is the real Thule of the

ancient Romans. Besides these meritorious works,

Mr. Gordon wrote many detached pieces of much
interest and value; none of which, however, though
many extracts have been made from them, have yet

been published. Amongst the most important of

these are, a critical letter in Latin to Mr. David
Buchanan, containing strictures on the histories of

Boyce, Buchanan, and Knox, and on Buchanan's
treatise De jfurc /?cX!ii apud Scotos; and a preface

intended to be prefixed to a new edition of Spottis-

wood's History. The last work of any importance
which he undertook was a Ilisioiy of the Faintly of
Gordon. This work, however, is incorrect in many
important particulars, and in many instances erro-

neous with regard to its historical facts, especially

previous to the year 1403. When Mr. Gordon
undertook this work he was far advanced in years,

led a retired life, and had no ready access to those

documents and records which alone could have
insured accuracy, circumstances which may be ad-

mitted as some apology in the case of a man who
had already done so much, and had rendered such
important services to his country. Mr. Gordon
finally closed a long and active life in August, l66i,

having then attained the eighty-first year of his age.

It is much to be regretted that he did not, as he
appears to have contemplated, write an account of

his own times, whicli comprise one of the most
important periods of Scottish history. There was
no one better fitted for this task, as well from the

talents whicli he possessed, as from the uncommon
opportunities which he enjoyed of studying the lead-

ing characters and events of these stirring times; for

his superior judgment, peaceable demeanour, and
generally judicious conduct, gained him the confid-

ence and esteem of all parties, and thus brought

him often in contact, as an adviser and mediator,

with the chief men of both the factions which then

distracted the state. With the view of compiling
such a work as has been alluded to, Mr. Gordon
had collected a vast quantity of interesting docu-
ments relative to the Montrose wars. These his son,

Mr. James Gordon, parson of Rothiemay, afterwards

employed in compiling such an account as his father

had contemplated. Tiiis latter work, which contains

the transactions of the northern part of Scotland
beyond the Forth from 1637 to 1643, 'ifter remain-
ing in MS. until 1841, was published by the Spalding
Club in three volumes 410.

As lias been alreadv said, Mr. Gordon, tliougli

residing in the very midst of civil war and commo-
tion, was not only permitted U) live in quiet, and to

pursue his studies without interruption, but was
frequently summoned to attend the meetings of the

commissioners apjiointed by parliament and l>y the

General Asseml)lies of the church.

Oneofthe.se invitations, from the Earl of Marischal
and General Middleton, besides showing the impor-
tance which was attached to Mr. Gordon's advice,

is sufficiently curious in itself It is addressed "to
the Right Honourable the Laird of Stralloch," and
runs as follows:—"Right Honourable: in regard we
are called to be here for the time, for taking course

for what may concern the public, &c., these are,

therefore, to desire that you will be here at Aber-
deen on Friday next, the 3d of October, 1645, when
we shall meet you there. So looking assuredly for

your meeting us, as you will testify your affection to

the business, and have us to remain your affectionate

friends. (Signed) Marischal, John MiDDi.ETON."
Another extract, still more interesting, from one

of many letters addressed to Mr. Gordon, by Lord
Gordon, craving his advice and assistance, will not
only show the deference which was paid to his can-

dour and judgment, but will also show how fully

they were appreciated by both parties. Lord Gor-
don, who was afterwards killed at Alford, after

earnestly soliciting a meeting for advice, adds, "If I

be too far engaged, or be not well advised, my
friends and I both may find the prejudice. In
conscience this is no draught, but a mere necessity,

which I hope you will consider. I do neither envy
you in enjoying your furred gown nor the fireside, I

promise you, but do earnestly wish to see you."
Besides his other accomplishments Mr. Gordon

was a profound classical scholar, and wrote Latin
with much readiness and elegance.

GORDON, Rev. Robert, D.D. This acute

original thinker and eloquent preacher was born in

Glencairn, Dumfriesshire, on the 5th of May, 1786.
His early opportunities for obtaining a superior

education appeared certain, as his father, a man of

considerable natural endowments, as well as high
religious worth, was parochial schoolmaster at Kirk-

land of Glencairn. This prospect, however, was
apparently extinguished when Robert was about six

years old, by the death of his father; but it often

happens that such a bereavement, instead of discour-

aging, only braces a mind of native energy, and fits

it for future excellence by a stem apprenticeship of

effort and self-reliance. Besides this, he still pos-

sessed an able guide, so far as his school-boy studies

and the bias of his mind were concerned, in his

surviving parent, of whom he was the only son; a

woman characterized in her limited circle by strong

intellect, as well as pious principles. How Robert
availed himself of these advantages was well attested

liy the fact, that when he had scarcely reached his

sixteenth year he was appointed by the heritors of

Kirkland to the office of parish teacher, which his

fatlier had occupied. Not only the excellence of his

scholarship, but also the steadiness and energy of liis

character, must have been well established, when
they were allowed to outweigh such an immaturity

in point of years. The choice was justified; fur

though so young, he conducted himself in such a

trying position with the steadiness and gravity of

matured manhood; and his jnipils. several f)f wht m
were older than himself, regarded him not only witir

affection, but deep, dutiful respect.

As it was to the office of the ministry tliat the

wislies of Robert (iordon had been directed, he did

not long remain in that of a sclK.iolmaster. Atten-

dance at the university was necc»ary, and he re-

]iaired to Edinburgh, where, like many of those who
have become tlie mo<t talented divines of the day,

he supported himself during his course of study at

the university l^y the scanty resources of tutorship;

and thus fought liis way onward, step by step, until
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he reached the divinity-hall. In this rough fashion

not a few of the ablest linguists, as well as profound-

est thinkers of our church are formed for active

service. A situation as tutor in Perthshire occasioned

his removal from Edinburgh, and the prosecution

of his theological studies at Marischal College, Aber-
deen, where he enrolled as a student in divinity in

1809, at the age of twenty-three. At this period,

also, he was a member of the Theological Society,

composed of theological students of the college, and
there formed acquaintanceships with several who
afterwards became distinguished ornaments in the

church, and with whom his intercourse continued

til! the close of life. His appearances as a student

at this period are thus described by one of the mem-
bers. He "soon attracted much attention by his

power of reasoning and of expressing his thoughts

in nervous language. In fact there was a general

reluctance to encounter him in argument, or to take

the opposite side of a question to that which he
supported. He manifested both a great facility in

dealing with principles, and a great acuteness in

detecting the fallacies of an opponent. Still, his

example unquestionably exercised a very salutary

influence in stimulating the other members to prepare

themselves on questions to be discussed, so as not to

treat them in a superficial manner, as they were aware
that their reasonings and averments would have to

undergo a sifting process. His manner of debating,

too, characterized by great fairness, tended much
to correct a habit into which young controversialists

are apt to fall, viz. that of triumphing in small ad-

vantages, and of substituting empty declamation for

argument." While such was his intellectual char-

acter, his moral deportment was in admirable coin-

cidence and harmony. The same commemorator
of his early days thus continues:—"Modesty was a

quality by which he was eminently characterized at

the time of which we speak. He could bear his

part well in general society; but he always showed
much deference to his elders, especially if they had
other claims to respect. His early friends will re-

member that he used to manifest the deepest aljhor-

rence of anything in the shape of falsehood, mean
selfishness, and hypocrisy, and a most withering con-

tempt of all false and hollow pretensions." In what
strong relief all these qualities of his youth were
brought out when Dr. Gordon entered into public
life, can be well remembered by those who enjoyed
his sf)ciety.

The attendance of Mr. Gordon at the divinity-hall

extended over five sessions, partly at the university

of Kdinlnirgh, but more especially at Aberdeen; anrl

with the study of theology, that of the exact sciences
occupied much of his attention. It was to these,

indeed, that his original Ijias tended, and their sttidv

influenced his intellectual character both as a scholar
and theologian. He cared little for the produce of

imagination, and would at any time have jirefcrred

a problem to a poem: instead of l)eing contented to

see an idea looming in the distance and through the

mist, and taking it upon such doul)tfal security, he
must needs gauge it in all its length, breadth, and
thickness, before he could be satisfied. It was no
wonder, therefore, that he was so impassive to tran-

scendentalism, and that in after-years he character-

ized one of Coleridge's marvellous monologues, to

which he had listened with a countenance of mathe-
matical severity, as "all bufi"." This intellectual

tendency had made him a close and accurate meteoro-
logical observer ; had enabled him to discharge suc-

cessfully the duties of a factor as well as tutor to one
of his employers, and had pointed him out as the
fittest person to write the articles "Geography,"

"Euclid," and "Meteorology," in the Edinburgh
Encyclopadia. It was also these powers of calcula-

tion, combined with capacity for the multifarious

details of business, that procured for him the tempt-
ing offer of an important situation in the East India
House. But all these capacities he devoted exclu-

sively to the service of the church ; and they were
manifested not only in his mode of teaching as an
investigator and expounder of the lessons of divine

truth, but the efficiency with which he managed those

financial operations connected with the church's wel-

fare that were committed to his care.

The first public situation which Robert Gordon
held was that of master in the academy of Perth;

but not long after, he was appointed minister to the
parish of Kinfauns, Perthshire. In this rural charge
he remained only four years, having been called in

1820 to the old chapel of ease in Buccleuch Street,

Edinburgh; and soon after to \\\q. qtwad sacra church
of Hope Park, which was built for him. His ar-

rival in Edinburgh produced an unwonted stir, and
he was soon one of the most popular preachers of
the day. At this no one was so astonished as him-
self: his innate modesty could not perceive wherefore
he was so followed after; and while he shrunk from
such popularity as a misplaced and uncertain liking,

it only clung to him the more pertinaciously on that

account. His preaching, indeed, was in a style

that was all his own— it was religious truth in its

own native simplicity and distinctness, enforced with
all the impassioned earnestness of one pleading upon
a life-and-death question—theological speculation

without its coldness and abstraction, and oratory

without its meretricious ornaments. Few could
refuse to listen, or listening, fail to comprehend
such preaching, although it so much transcended,

both in expansiveness and depth, the usual standard
of pulpit ministrations. A volume of these sermons,
which he published, attested its true character, so

that the work went through several editions, and is

still prized as a standard production, while the most
intellectual of the inhabitants of Edinburgh became
part of his regular congregation. As might be ex-

pected, also, the diploma of Doctor in Divinity was
speedily conferred upon him. In 1825 he was trans-

lated from Hope Park to the new North Church,
and in 1830 to the High Church of Edinburgh.

During the whole course of Dr. Gordon's ministry-

he was seldom to be found engaged in the contro-

versies of church courts; but when it was necessar}'

in any important question to cxjircss his sentiments,

they bore the stamp of his reflective conscientious

character, and were received with respect. Such
was the case in 1829, when the great question of

Catholic emancipation would not jjcrmit him to be
silent, and when he also found himself comj^elled

to dissent from most of his brethren. In spite of all

the warnings of history to the contrary, the majority

had |)ersuaded themselves into the fond Ijclief that

Popery, which must be all or nothing, would be
contented with only a ]iart; and that when its jiresent

demands were conceded, the question would be
settled to all future time, and a vexatious controversy

for ever laid to rest. His ]')roi)hetic declarations

uj)on this occasion, while they have been Ijut too

well justified by succeeding events, were very dif-

ferent from that tmcliaritahle sweeping condemnation
with whicli it is >o much the fashion to cc^ndemn every
item of Popery, and every individual holder of its

tenets. .Addressing the i>resl)ytery of Kdinburgh,
wlio had for the most jiart become enamoured of

the soothing system, he said:— "I know nothing in

the history of Popery, and I have been able to ilis-

cover nothing in the manifestations of its spirit, that
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will warrant me to hope that the removal of Catholic

disabilities will induce the priesthood of the Romish
church to remove the seal which they have dared

to put on the Word of God, and to permit us to

carry the Bible, without let or hindrance, among the

multitudes from whom they have hitherto excluded

it. I give them credit for a deeper and a stronger

attachment to their faith, than to suppose that any

political boon, or, as they think it, any act of politi-

cal justice on our part, will have any weight with

them in rendering them more willing to see their

flocks transferred to the guardianship of Protestant

pastors; nor can I conceive that they will do other-

wise than smile at our simplicity when we avow a

hope, that by conceding to them the privileges

which they now demand, we shall have disarmed

their hostility to our tenets, and drawn them over

to what they think our heresies and our delusions.

I should be disposed to draw the very opposite conclu-

sion. It is by their fidelity to their common cause

—their determined, persevering, united efforts—such

efforts as a religious union alone could make—that

they have compelled government to adopt the

measures now in progress for conceding to them
certain privileges. I say, compelled; for, after all

the attempts to explain it away, this is in reality the

acknowledgment of the highest political authority

in the empire. And are they so unskilful either in

spiritual or political tactics— so little able to avail

themselves of the vantage-ground on which this

measure, if successful, will place them—as to be less

careful of the union which has secured so important

a step towards the attainment of what must be the

wish and ultimate object of every consistent Catholic

—the supremacy of their system?" .Such were his

sentiments upon the question of Catholic emancipa-

tion in 1829, and the events of the present day but

too well attest their soundness.

After this decided stand, which Dr. Gordon made
in opposition to the most esteemed and talented

of his brethren, events succeeded of still more im-

perious urgency, which dragged him from his peace-

ful seclusion, and sent him into the arena. These
were, the preludes to the disruption of the Church
of Scotland, and finally the disruption itself. Still,

however, his gentle spirit predominated, and through-

out the storm of controversy that raged for years,

his words were like oil upon the troubled waters

when their commotion is at the fiercest. So high,

however, was his intellectual standing, and so well

understood the uncompromising conscientiousness

of his principles, that this very gentleness, which
in an inferior or doubtful person might have gone
for nothing, only seemed, in the case of Dr. Gordon,
to give his opinions greater weight and ascendancy.

The public, that looked on in doubt and uncertainty,

were compelled to respect a cause which had such
a man for its advocate, and even the wavering of his

own party were confirmed when they saw his hearty
zeal in its behalf, and remembered his well-estab-

lished character for wisdom, circumspection, and
forbearance. Such was especially the case when
they beheld him accompanying the presbyter)' of
Dunkeld to the bar of the Court of Session in 1839,
to be censured for ordaining a minister to the parish
of Lethendy in opposition to a civil interdict. In
1S41 he presided as moderator of the General As-
sembly, and in this capacity it was his painful duty
—from which he did not shrink—to depose the seven
ministers of Strathbogie. In the same year Dr.
Gordon presided at the great meeting which was
held on tlie 25th of August in the West Church,
luiinburgli— a meeting limited expressly to those

office-bearers of the church who approved of its late

resistance to the civil power, and were wilhng to

persevere at every hazard ; and his address on that

solemn occasion, to about twelve hundred ministers

and elders assembled from every part of Scotland,

while he announced the principles for which they

were now called to contend, and his own settled

resolution to maintain them at whatever cost or

hazard, sunk deep into every heart. His next public

appearance was at the convocation held at Edinburgh
in November, 1842, in consequence of the judgment
pronounced by the House of Lords on what was
called the second Auchterarder case, in which it was
declared that the refusal of a people to a patron's

presentee was not only no bar to his enjoying the

temporalities of his parochial charge, but none also

to his being ordained as minister of the parish. It

was evident that the contest had come to such a
height that a separation between church and state

was inevitable, if each party still continued to hold
by its respective principles; and accordingly the con-

vocation was called for the purpose of considering

whether, and in what manner, the separation should

take place. These meetings extended over several

evenings, and were held in Roxburgh Church, where
between four and five hundred ministers gave their

attendance. It was at one of those meetings that a

speech of Dr. Gordon made a solemn impression

upon the hearts of his auditory ; and in the course

of it he so clearly defined and so distinctly announced
the duties of a church thus circumstanced, that his

statements form the best apolog)' for the disruption

that afterwards ensued. "I set out," he said, "with
the principle, that the state, the supreme power
in the state, has an absolute, uncontrolled, uncon-

trollable dominion over civil tilings. Civil rulers

may exercise their power in a bad way—they may
do what is clearly wrong ; but theirs is the power,

as an ordinance of God: to God they are responsible;

but I, as a subject of the realm, am bound to obey
them. In the next place, I hold that we have a
certain connection with the state, in which connec-

tion a certain temporal thing is concerned. They
were entitled to offer us these temporalities on any

conditions they chose at first. In the same way
they may come forward at any future period and
say, 'We have changed our mind:' they may pro-

pound new conditions to us ; and if we cannot agree

to these conditions, they may take back the tempor-

alities they gave us. But then it may be said, ' We
are not come to that ; the state does not insist yet

on the conditions to which we object.' It must be

admitted, however, that the judgment of the supreme

civil court is th fritna facie ground for the belief that

the state regards these conditions as binding, and

that these decisions, unless repudiated by the state,

must be so interpreted. We don't need them to

pass a new statute declaring what the conditions

are. The statute, as interpreted by the su]ireme

court, is virtually a new statute. It is thought by

some parties that the ecclesiastical courts will suc-

cumb to the decisions of the civil, and therefore that

the interference of the state will not be required
;

it is therefore our duty to go to the state, and say

that we cannot and will not succumb. I cannot

understand how I, as an honest man, could retain

my temporalities on other conditions than those on

which they are offered me. \ reverend gentleman

in the house spoke of vokintarily abandoning the

temporalities, and said that to do so would be to

act at a disadvantage. Now, I do not go out of the

Establishment voluntarily; I am forced to it by what

is infinitely more terrible to me than the soldiers

sword or the constable's baton—my own conscience.

I am persecuted into it. You may talk of main-
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taining the people's privileges; I cannot maintain

them at the expense of honesty. Some may think

that the attachment of the people to our cause would
be much stronger if they saw our ministers thrust

out by violence, but that is not the sort of attachment

we desire. We wish the attachment of men con-

scientiously holding our views, for that is the only

kind of attachment which will stand the test to which
our people may be exposed. Any feeling towards

a minister arising from indignation at personal vio-

lence offered to him would be of very short dura-

tion."

Day by day events went onward until the moment
of trial arrived. And would a disruption in very

deed take place at last, and five hundred clergymen

Ije found so true to their promise, and so self-deny-

ing, as to lay down their comfortable state endow-
ments at the demand of what so many considered

a mere abstract principle? No, it is impossible:

martyrdom is only for a rough cheerless period of

society, and not for the sleek comfortable days of

this middle term of the nineteenth century in which
our happy lot has been cast! So said statesmen;

so said the well-endowed dignitaries of the Church
of England; so said the moderate party of the Church
of Scotland, whose violence had precipitated matters

to this dangerous point. But it was not among
them alone that there was either scornful scepticism

or sympathetic doubt; for among the most confirmed
of the outgoers also there was a painful appre-

hension that, even at the last moment, there might
be a wavermg among their ranks, and a falling away
of many. Upon this point even Dr. Gordon too

had experienced moments of gloomy anticipation,

in which he feared that the promised disruption

would finally dwindle down into a trivial dissent,

whose testimony would be unheard or unnoticed.

But still, the fact that he did not flinch for an instant

in his puqiose, wliether he miglit be accompanied
by many or by few, only places his high conscientious

disinterestedness in a stronger and fairer light. To
him, also, the sacrifice was accompanied with pe-

culiar aggravations. The clerical charge he held,

besides being one of the highest in Scotland, enabled
him, from its being a collegiate one, to devote a

consiflerable portion of time to his favourite studies;

and he held also the lucrative office of collector of

tiie Widows' Fund, to which he had been appointed
in 1S36. But high office, leisure, and emolument,
were to be foregone for the labour and precarious-

ness of a missionary life, burdened in his case by the

growing infirmities of age, ami the maintenance of

a very large family of ycjung children, who looked
wholly to him for support, and wh(jse interests would
be deeply compromised by the sacrifice. But he
rendered it cheerfully, and went forth with the rest;

and perhaps, as his eye glanced backward at the

long array of his brethren on their march to the new
place of meeting at Tanfield, and contrasted their

numbers with his previous doubts and misgivings,

the devout joy of the triumph swallowed up all re-

membrance of the sacrifice.

The remaining years of the life of Dr. Gordon
were spent in domestic comfort, as well as ])ublic

honour and usefulness. He threw himself into his

new sphere of increased duties with all the ardour

of his matured manhocxl, and the energy with which
these were discharged showed little or nf) abatement
of his fr)rmer power. If any change indeed was
lierceptible, it was that his style of preaching be-

tokened the purifying furnace of trial through which
liis mind had passed, for his sermons had an increase

of apostolic sim]^licity and unction, which made
his pulpit mini.ilrations even more effective tlian

before. His studies also were more exclusi%'ely con-
fined to his pulpit ministrations ; and although he
might have lightened these labours by accepting
a colleague, he conscientiously persisted in encoun-
tering the same amount that fell to the lot of his

younger brethren. His death, which occurred in

Northumberland Street, Edinburgh, on the 2lst of
October, 1853, in the sixty-eighth year of his age,

and thirty-eighth of his ministry, was occasioned by
a stroke of paralysis.

Dr. Gordon was a member of the Royal Society

of Edinburgh, and of the Royal Scottish Society of

Arts ; he was also one of her majesty's master prin-

ters for Scotland. Besides the volume of sermons,
and the articles in the Encyclopa'dia Britatniica which
we have mentioned, he published nothing; but from
the care with which his discourses were written, a
series of them were deemed fit for the press, and
were accordingly published under the title of Christ

as made kncmni to the Ancient Church, in four octavo
volumes.

GORDON, Thomas, an eminent party writer, and
translator of Tacitus, is supposed to have been born
in the parish of Kells, in the stewartry of Kirkcud-
bright, about the end of the seventeenth century.

His father, the representative of an ancient family

descended from the Gordons of Kenmuir, was pro-

prietor of Gairloch in that parish. Thomas Gordon
is said to have received a university education in his

own country, and then to have gone to London as a
literary adventurer: joining these circumstances with
his avowed infidelity, it is probable that he was a

renegade student of divinity or licentiate—almost
always an unprincipled and odious character. In

London he supported himself at first as a teacher of

languages, and gradually became an author by pro-

fession. He is said to have been employed as a

political writer by the Earl of Oxford, in the supj)ort

of the Tory ministry of which that nobleman was
the head; but this hardly corresponds with the other

dates of his literary exertions, for Mr. Gordon
appears to have written nothing of which the title

has been commemorated till he formed an intimacy

with Mr. Trenchard; and on the 20th of Januarv",

1720, commenced, in conjunction with that individ-

ual, a weekly political sheet called the Independent

Whig. If Gordon wrote in the reign of Queen
Anne, what was he doing in the course of the six

intervening years? Nor is it of small importance to

his reputation that this point should be settled, as he
became a distinguished patriot and a supporter of

Sir Robert Walpole—the very reverse, in every

respect, of wh.at he is said to have been in the days

of Queen Anne's Tory ministry. It is our own
opinion that the latter allegation is not well founded;

it does not apjjcar in the original memoir of Gordon
in the Jiiop-aphia Britaunica, 1766, an article evi-

dently written by a person tlial must have known
him ])ersonally, or at least his surviving family; that

sketch represents him in the more jirobable character

of a young man taken into employment by Mr.
Trenchard as an amanuensis, and subsequently so

much iinproveil by the conversation and instructions

of his employer, as to be fitted to enter into a literary

partnershi]! with him as an independent patriotic

writer. Thus we see much cause to relieve the

memory <)f this clever [lei.^on frf)m no small share of

the odium which has been cast upon it by subsequent
biographical writers.

Trenchard, the partner of Gordon, was a ])olitical

writer of some standing, and no small influence. It

was in conse(iueiice of a ]iainphlet from his j)en that

the parliamtiu obliged King William to send home
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his Dutch guards ; a proceeding which is said to

have moved that grave monarch to tears, and almost

induced him to go back to Holland himself. Mr.
Trenchard was the author of a work which appeared

in 1709, under the title of the Natural History of
Superstition, and held the office of commissioner of

the forfeited estates in Ireland. His acquaintance

with Gordon appears to have been commenced with-

out the formality of an introduction. "From a

jierfect stranger to him," says the latter, "and without

any other recommendation than a casual coffee-house

accjuaintance, and his own good opinion, he took

me into his favour and care, and into as high a

degree of intimacy as ever was shown by one man
to anotlier. This was the more remarkable," con-

tinues Gordon, "and did me the greater honour, as

he was naturally as shy in making friendships as

he was eminently constant to those wliich he had
already made." The Independent Whig, which
seems to have been their first joint production, was
continued for a year, stopping in January, 1721.

Before its conclusion, namely in November, 1720,

the two writers had begun a series of letters signed

"Cato," in the London, and afterwards in the British

yournal, which was continued almost to the death

of Mr. Trenchard, an event that happened in De-
cember, 1723. A new edition of the Independent

Whig, including a renewed series published by
Gordon after Mr. Trenchard's death, appeared in

two volumes i2mo. A similar collection of Cato'

s

Letters appeared in four volumes, and went into a
fourth edition in 1737.
Of the Independent Whig Dr. Murray thus speaks

in his Literary History of Galloii'ay:— "It is a for-

tunate circumstance that this work is known only

by name; for it is disfigured by sentiments which
are deserving of great reprobation. It was more
immediately directed against the hierarchy of the

Church of England; but it was also meant, or at

least has a direct tendency, to undermine the very

foundation of a national religion, under any circum-

stances, and to bring the sacred profession, if not

religion itself, into contempt. The sacerdotal office,

according to this book, is not only not recommended
in Scripture, but is unnecessary and dangerous;
ministers of the gospel have ever been the promoters
of corruption and ignorance, and distinguished by a

degree of arrogance, immorality, and a thirst after

secular power, that have rendered them destractive

of the public and ]3rivate welfare of a nation. 'One
drop of priestcraft,' say they, 'is enough to con-

taminate the ocean.'

"The object of Catos Letters,'''' continues Dr.

Murray, "is nearly the same with that of the Indepen-

dent Whig—with this difference, tliat its theological

and ecclesiastical discussions are much blended with
political disquisitions. It was indeed directed par-

ticularly against the .South Sea scheme; the knavery
and absurdity of which our authors liad the merit of

exposing at a time wlien almost the whole nation was
intoxicated witli dreams of wealtli and independence,
wliich it artfully cherished, and by wliich so many
were ruined and betrayed.

"Notwithstanding tiie insuperable objections we
have stated to the most of the principles of these
works, they are characterized, we must confess, by
no mean jiurtion of talents and learning. The authors
soeni always masters of the subjects of which thev
treat, and tlicir discussions are clear, close, anil

vigonnis.

•Like every j^erson who in any way attempts to

undermine the welfare and interests of societv, (iordon
and Tre;icha;d laid claim to great ]nirity of intention.

According to tlicir own statement, tliev furnied the

only two wise, patriotic, and independent men of the

age in which they lived. 'As these letters,' says

Gordon in his preface, 'were the work of no faction

or cabal, nor calculated for any lucrative or ambitious

ends, or to serve the puq^oses of any party whatso-

ever; but attacked falsehood and dishonesty in all

shapes and parties, without temporizing with any,

but doing justice to all, even to the weakest and
most unfashionable, and maintaining the principles

of liberty against the practices of most parties: so

they were dropped without any sordid composition,

and without any consideration, save that it was
judged that the public, after its terrible convulsions,

was again become calm and safe.'

"

After the death of Mr. Trenchard, his widow,
after the manner of ladies in a more expressly com-
mercial rank of life, became the second wife of her

husband's journeyman and partner, Mr. Gordon

—

apparently induced to take this step by the useful-

ness of Gordon in managing her affairs. By this

lady, who survived him, and was living in 1766, he
had several children. His circumstances were now
very easy and agreeable, and he appears to have
contemplated tasks which required leisure, and pro-

mised to give him a permanent fame. A translation

of Tacitus executed by him (the third printed in the

English language), with discourses taken from foreign

commentators and translators of that historian, ap-

peared in 1728, two volumes folio; and the subscrip-

tion being patronized by Sir Robert Walpole, it

proved a very lucrative speculation. Of this work
one writer speaks as follows:—" No classic was ever

perhaps so miserably mangled. His (Gordon's) style

is extremely \-ulgar, yet affected, and abounds with

abrupt and inharmonious periods, totally destitute of

any resemblance to the original; while the translator

fancied he was giving a correct imitation."' Another
writer adverts to it in very different terms. "Though
it is now," says Dr. Murray,- "in a great degree

superseded by the elegant translation of ^Ir. Murphy,
it is nevertheless a work of no inconsiderable degree

of merit. Mr. Gordon probably understood his

author better than any who have presented him to

the world in an English dress; and the only objec-

tion that has been made to the work, even by Murphy
himself, is, that he foolishly attempted to accommo-
date the English language to the elliptical and
epigrammatic style of the Roman historian." Gordon
afterwards published a translation of Sallust in the

same style as his version of Tacitus.

During the long period of Walpole's administra-

tion the subject of this memoir acted as his literary

supporter, enjoying in return either a regular pay or

tile office of first commissioner of wine licenses.

After his death, which ha]ipened on the 2Sth of July,

1750, two collections of his fugitive writings apjieared

under the respective titles of A CordialJor Lot^' Spirits

and The I'illars of Pnesteraft and Orthodcxy Shaken

—works which had better, both for his own fame

and the welfare of society, been supjiressed. I inally,

a volume entitled Sermons on riaetieal Suljects ad-

dressed to Different Characters, ai'jieared in 17SS.

GORDON, William, of K.irl>ton. a zealous

defender of the covenant, and tlii> by inheritance as

well as principle. Ijeing lineally (ic.-ccnded Irom Mr.

Alexander Gordon, who entertained some of the

followers of T"hn Wickliffe, tlie fir>t of the English

reformers—reading to them, in their secret meetings

in tlie wocid of .Virds, a New Testament translated

into Engli>]!, of which he had got possession.

ry in.:.- ; .p CaUc'j.\r.\ second i
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As the subject of this notice, however, was—not-

withstanding his zeal in the cause of the covenant,

and his steady and wann friendship for those who
adhered to it—himself a retired and peaceful man,
little of any interest is left on record regarding him.

And, excepting in one of the last acts of his life, he
mingled little with the public transactions of the

period in which he lived. So far, however, as his

personal influence extended, he did not fail to ex-

hibit, both fearlessly and openly, the religious senti-

ments which he entertained. He would give no
lease of his lands to any one, whatever might be
offered, but on condition of their keeping family wor-

ship; and he was in the habit of meeting his tenants

at a place appointed every Sunday, and proceeding

with them to church. He had also acquired a re-

putation for his skill in solving cases of conscience,

of which some curious enough instances are to be

found in Wodrow's Analccta, a MS. work (now
printed) already more than once referred to in the

present publication. His first public appearance, in

connection with the faith to which he was so zeal-

ously attached, occurred in the year 1663, soon after

the restoration of Charles H. An episcopal incum-

bent having been appointed by the bishop to the

church of Dairy, to which Mr. Gordon had a right

of patronage, he resisted the appointment, on the

twofold ground of its being contrary to the religious

tenets of the congregation to admit an Episcopal
minister, and an invalidation of his own private right

as patron. For this contumacy he was charged to

appear before the council; but, not obeying the sum-
mons, he was soon after charged a second time, and
accused of keeping conventicles and private meetings

in his house, and ordered to forbear the same in time

coming. Disobeying this also, as he had done the first,

he was immediately after sentenced to banishment,

and ordered to quit the kingdom witliin a month, and
bound to live peaceably during that time, under a

penalty of ^^10,000. Still disobeying, Gordon was
now subjected to all the hardships and rigours of

persecution. He was turned out of his house by a

military force, and compelled to wander up and down
the country like many others of his persecuted breth-

ren. In the meantime the liattle of Botinvell Bridge

took place, and Ciordon, unaware of the defeat of his

friends, was hastening to join the ranks, when he was
met, not far from the field of battle, Ijy a party of

English dragoons, by wliom, on refusing to surrender,

he was instantly killed. The troubles of the times

preventing his friends frfim removing his body to tlie

burial-place (jf his family, lie was interred in tlie

churchyard of (ilassfurd, v.here a pillar was after-

wards erected to his memory.

GOW, Xathaniki,, who, as a violinist and com-
poser, well deserves a place in any work intended tcj

])crpetuate the names of Scotsmen who have done
honour or service to their country, was the youngest

son of the celelirated Neil Gow. His mother's name
was Margaret Wiseman, and he was liorn at Inver,

near Dunkeld, Perthshire, on the 2Stli May, 1766.

Nathaniel and liis three Ijrotiiers, WilHam, Jolni, and
Andrew, having all given early indications of musical

talent, adopted music as a profession, and tlie vi<jlin,

on which their father had already gained so nnicli

rejiutation, as the instrument t(j which tlieir chief

study was to be directed. Ail the brothers attained

considerable eminence, and some of them acquired

a fortune liv the practice of this instrument; but view-

ing all the circumstances applicable to each, it will

not be looked cm as invidious or partial, when we
say that Xathani-l must be considered the most
eminent of his family or name, not only as a per-

former and composer, but as ha^^ng more than any
other advanced the cause and popularity of our na-

tional music during his time, and provided by his

publications a permanent repository of Scottish

music, the most complete of its kind hitherto given
to the world.

Nathaniel was indebted to his father for his first

instructions. He commenced on a small violin

commonly called a kit, on which his father Neil had
also made his first essay, and which is still preserved

in the family. At an early age he was sent to Edin-
burgh, where he continued the study of the violin,

first under Robert M'Intosh, or Red Rob, as he was
called, until the latter, from his celebrity, was called

up to London. He next took lessons from M 'Glashan,

better known by the appellation of King M 'Glashan,

which he acquired from his tall stately appearance
and the showy style in which he dressed ; and who
besides was in high estimation as an excellent com-
poser of Scottish airs, and an able and spirited leader

of the fashionable bands. He studied the violoncello

under Joseph Reneagle, a name of some note in the

musical world, who, after a long residence in Edin-
burgh, was appointed to the professorship of music
at Oxford. With Reneagle he ever after maintained
the closest intimacy and friendship. The following

laconic letter from the professor in 1 82 1 illustrates

this:
—"Dear Gow, I write this to request the favour

of you to give me all the particulars regarding the

ensuing coronation, viz.—Does the crown of Scot-

land go? Do the trumpeters go? Do you go? Does
Mrs. Gow go? If so, my wife and self will go; and
if you do not go, I will not go, nor my wife go."

Gow's first professional appearance, it is believed,

was in the band conducted h)y King M 'Glashan, in

which he played the violoncello. Alter the death of

M 'Glashan he continued under his elder brother

William Ciow, who succeeded as leader, a situation

for which he was well fitted by his bold and spirited

style; but, having been cut off about the year 1791,

at the early age of forty, Nathaniel took his jilace,

and maintained it for nearly forty years with an

eclat and success far beyond anything that ever pre-

ceded or followed him.

So early as 1782, when he could not have been
more than sixteen years of age, Gow was appointed

one of his majesty's trumpeters for Scotland, a situa-

tion which retpiired only partial attendance and duty,

being called on only to officiate at royal proclama-
tions, and to accompany the justiciary judges ou
their circuits for a few weeks, thrice in each year.

The salary is small, but it is made \\\) by handsome
allowances for travelling ex]ienses, so that in all it

may yield the holder about £~o per annum. This
situation he held to the day of his death, although,

during some of his later years he was forced to

employ a suljstitute, who drew a considerable portion

(^f tlie emoUunents.
lie had for many years ]ireviously, by assuming

the lea<l of tlie fashionable bands, Ijeeoine known
not only as an excellent violin ]ilayer, but as a suc-

cessful teacher, and as having arranged and jircpared

for pulilication the first three numbers of tlie collec-

tion of reels and strathspeys ]uiblished by liis father.

.So much, liowever, and so (juiekly did he advance
in reputation after this, and so generally did he
become acquainted with the great and fashionable

world, that in 1796. without giving up or abating

his lucrative emplovment as leader, he commenced
business as a inu>ic-scller f)n an extensive scale, in

ctmipany with Mr. Wm. Sliepherd; an<l for fif-

teen or sixteen years commanfied the most exten-

sive l)usiness pcrhajis ever enjoyed by any house in

the line in Scotland. In 1813, however, after his
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partner's death, the business was wound up, and
whatever protits lie may have drawn during the sub-

sistence of the partnership, he was obliged to pay up
a considerable shortcoming at its close.

It was in 1799 that he continued the work com-
menced by his father and himself; and from that time

till 1824, in addition to the three first collections,

and two books of Slcnu Airs, Dances, Waltzes, ic,
he published a fourth, fifth, and sixth Collection of
Strathspeys and Reels ; three volumes of Beauties,

being a republication of the best airs in the three

first collections, with additions—four volumes of a

Repository of Scots Slow Airs, Strathspeys, audDances
—two volumes of Scots Vocal Melodies, and a Collec-

tion of Ancient Curious Scots JMelodies, besides a

great many smaller publications, all arranged by
himself for the harp, pianoforte, violin, and violon-

cello. During the life of his father he was assisted

by him, and the first numbers were published

as the works of Neil Gow and Son. Many collec-

tions had been published previously by ingenious

individuals, the best of which perhaps was that of

Oswald; but Gow's collections, beyond all dispute,

are the most extensive and most complete ever sub-

mitted to the public; embracing not only almost all

that is good in others, but the greater part of the

compositions of Neil and Nathaniel Gow, and other

members of that musical family.

iVfter an interval of a few years Gow commenced
music-seller once more, in company with his only son

Neil, a young man of amiable and cultivated mind,
who had receivetl a finished education at Edinburgh
and Paris for the profession of surgeon, but who,
finding no favourable opening in that overstocked

calling, and having a talent and love for music, aban-

doned it and joined his father. This young gentle-

man, who was the composer of the beautiful melody
oi Bonny Prince Charlie, and a great many others,

was not long spared to his father and friends, having
been cut off by a lingering disease in 1823. The
business was afterwards continued until 1827; but,

wanting a proper head—Gow himself being unable
to look after it— it dwindled away; and poor Gow,
after a long life of toil, during which he had gathered
considerable wealth, found himself a bankrupt at a

time when age and infirmity prevented him from
doing anything to retrieve his fortunes.

It is difficult to describe the influence, success, and
reputation of Nathaniel Gow during all the time he
conducted the fashionable bands in Edinburgh and
throughout Scotland; but certain it is, that in these

respects he stands at the head of all that ever trode

in the same department. Not only did he preside

at the peers' bails, Caledonian Hunt balls, and at the

parties of all the noble and fashionable of Edinburgh,
but at mo.-^t of the great meetings and parties that

took place throughout Scotland; and in several in-

stances he was summoned to England. No expense
deterred individuals or public bodies from availing

themselves of his services; and it appears from his

memorandum-books, that jiarties frequently paitl

him from one hundred to one hundred and fifty

guineas, for attending at Terlh, Dumfries, Inverness,

\c., with his band. One of the first objects in the

formation of fashionable jiarties was to ascertain if

Gow was disengaged, and they would be fixed, pust-

poned, or altered, to suit his leisure and convenience.
He visited London frecjuently, although he re>ibtc(l

many invitations to settle there permanently. In
the year 1797, when in London, the Duke of
Gordon, then Marquis of Huntly, got up a fa>hion-

j

able ball for him, which was so well attended, that
'

after paying all expenses, /'130 was handed over tn

Mr. Gow. lie v,as in the habit, too, during everv

visit to the capital, of being honoured by invitations

to the private parties of his majesty George IV.,

when Prince of Wales and prince-regent; on which
occasions he joined that prince, who was a respect-

able violoncello-player, in the performance of con-

certed pieces of the most esteemed composers. In

1822, when his majesty visited Scotland, Gow was
summoned, with a select portion of the musical

talent of Edinburgh, to Dalkeith Palace, and the

king evinced his enduring recollection of the music-

ian's visits to him in London, by quitting the banquet
table to speak to him; ordering at the same time a

gol)let of generous wine to the musician, and ex-

pressing the delight he experienced not only on that,

but many former occasions, in listening to his per-

formances. Gow was overcome by his majesty's

familiar address, and all he could do was to mutter

in a choked manner, "God Iiless your majesty."

At the peers' ball and the Caledonian Hunt ball his

majesty took pleasure in expressing the satisfaction

he derived from Gow's music; so that when the latter

rendered his account for his band, he added, "My
own trouble at pleasure, or nothing, as his majesty's

approbation more than recompensed me."
Gow had an annual ball at Edinburgh during all

the time he was leader of the bands; and, until a

few years before his retirement, these were attended

by all the fashion and wealth of the country, there

being frequently above a thousand in the room, many
of whom, who were his patrons, did not stint their

contributions to the mere price of their tickets. He
received, besides, many compliments beyond the

mere charge for professional labour. At his ball

in 1811 the Earl of Dalhousie, who was his stanch

supporter on all occasions, presented him with a

massive silver goblet, accompanied by the following

note:—"An old friend of Gow's requests his accept-

ance of a cup, in which to drink the health of the

thousands who would wish, but cannot attend him
to-night." He was presented with a fine violoncello

by .Sir Peter Murray of Ochtertyrc, and a valuable

Italian violin by Sir Alexander Don.
While his evenings were occupied at the parties

of the great, his days were not spent in idleness.

He had as his pupils the children of the first families

in the country for the violin and pianoforte accom-
paniment; from whom he received the highest rate

of fees known at the time ; indeed, it appears from

his books, that at one time he went once a week to

the Duke of Buccleuch's at Dalkeith Palace, a dis-

tance of only six miles, and received two guineas each

lesson, besides travelling expenses.

Although engaged, as already said, in the most
extensively patronized musical establishment in .'^cot-

land, it is c|uestionable if he ever at any time realized

jirofit from it, while it is certain that towards the

close he was a great loser; indeed, it can seldom be

otherwise where the proprietor has other avocations,

and leaves the management to hi? servants. Dut

from his balls, teaching, and playing, the emoluments

he derived were very great, and he was at one time

worth upwards of ;^20.ooo; but tlii-- \\as ultimately

swept away, and he was forced, while prostrated by

a malady from which he never recovered, to appeal

to his old patrons and tlie public f-.r their support,

at a ball for hi- behoof in M.irch. iS:7, which he

did bv the following circular; --When I formerly

addre-sed my kind I'arron- and the public, I had

no other claim than tl)at \sh;ch professional men
generallv have. \\ ho>e exertions are ilevoted to the

public amu-enient. Ly a [patronage the most unvary-

ing and thittering. I \\a> ]i!aced in a situation of com-

fortable iiidei'endence. ap.d 1 Iooke>i forward withor.t

appreiien?iL>n to piu^aiiig the decline of my day^ 111
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the bosom of my family, with competence and with

happiness. Unfortunately for me, circumstances

liave changed. By obligations for friends, and
losses in trade, my anxious savings have been
gradually wasted, till now, when almost bed-rid,

unable to leave my house or to follow my profession,

I am forced to surrender the remnant of my means
to pay my just and lawful creditors. In this situa-

tion some generous friends have stepped forward and
persuaded me, that the recollection of my former
efforts to please may not be so entirely effaced as

to induce the public to think that my day of distress

should pass without notice or without sympathy."
The appeal was not in vain—the ball was crowded,

and handsome tokens of remembrance were sent by
many of his old friends, so that nearly ;if300 was
produced. The ball was continued annually for

three years afterwards, and though not so great as

the first, they still yielded sufficient to prove the

deep sympathy of the public, and to afford him a
consolation and support in his hour of trial and sick-

ness. It should not be omitted that the noblemen
and gentlemen of the Caledonian Hunt, who had
during all his career been his warmest patrons,

voted £^o per annum to him during his life ; and
we will be forgiven for lengthening this detail a
little by quoting one letter out of the many hundreds
received, which was from his ever-generous friend

Mr. Maule of Panmure: "Your letter has given me
real uneasiness, but although .Scotland forgot itself

in the case of Burns, I hope the jjresent generation
will not allow a Gmo to suffer for the want of those

comforts in his old age, to which his exertions for

so many years for their amusement and instruction

so well entitle him. My plan is this, that an
annuity of £200 should be got by subscription, and
if the Duke of Athol, Lords Breadalbane, Kinnoul,
and Gray (all Perthshire noblemen), would put
tlieir names at the top of the list, it would very soon
be filled up ; this in addition to an annual ball at

Edinburgh, which ought to produce at least ^200
more, would still be but a moderate recompense for

the constant zeal, attention, and civility which you
have shown in the service of the public of Scotland
during a long pcri(Kl of years. I, for one, shall do
my part, because I never can forget the many happy
hours I have passed, enlivened by the addition of

your incomparable music." Tlie subscription did
not take place, but Mr. Maule did his part indeed,

for every year brought a kind letter and a substantial

accompaniment.
In estimating the professional character of Na-

thaniel (Jow, it will be more just to his mein<;ry to

consi<!er his merits in that de))artmcnt which he made
his peculiar province, tlian as a general musician; for

although he was well acquainted with the composi-
tions of the great ma-,ters, and joined in their ])er-

formance, and taught them to iiis ])ui)ils, yet his

early aspirations, and his more mature delight and
study, were directed to the national music of .Scot-

land. Asa ])erformcr he had all the lire and sjiirit

of his celebrated father in the quick nuisic, witli

more refined taste, delicacy, and clearness of intona-

tion in tlie slow and plaintive melodies. To an
equally fine car, and dee[) feeling (jf the beauties and
]ieculiarities of .Scottish melody, he added the advan-
t.igcs of a more general cultivation of musical know-
Idlge, with more varied and frequent (jpportunitics

of hearing tlie most classical comjiositions execiUcd
by the nio^t able performers. These, while tiiey

did not tempt him to sacrifice any of the character
or simplicity of his native music, enabled him to

give a taste and finish to the execution of it, whitli

placed liirii, by geiieial and ungruilging consent, as

the master spirit of that branch or department which
he had selected, and in which, for a long course
of years, he walked in unapproachable triumph.
As a composer, his works remain to support his

claims. Me has published in his collections, and
in sheets, upwards of two hundred original melodies
and dancing tunes, and left nearly a hundred in

manuscript ; which, along with his more recent col-

lections, became the property of Messrs. Robertson
of Princes Street, Edinburgh. Of these we may
only refer to a very few—his Caller Herj-itig, which
was so much admired that it was printed in London,
and imitated by celebrated composers

—

Sir George

Clerk, and Lady Charlotte Ditrhain, as specimens
of his slow compositions—and to The Miller of
Drone, Largo's Fairy Dance, and I^Irs. Wemyss of
Castlehill, to which last air the song of St. Patrick

was a Gentleman is sung, as specimens of his lively

pieces. There are many of our finest melodies of
which the composers are unknozvn; but we are

persuaded that few will contradict us when we say,

that from the number and talent of his compositions,

no hiffiun Scottish composer, not even his celebrated

father, can contest the palm with him as the largest

and ablest contributor to the already great stock of

our national music.

Nathaniel Govv was a man of great shrewdness
and good understanding—generally of a lively com-
panionable turn, with a good deal of humour—very

courteous in his manners; though, especially latterly,

when misfortune and disease had soured him, a little

hasty in his temper. He was a dutiful and affectionate

son, as his father's letters abundantly prove; a kind
brother—having resigned his share of his father's suc-

cession to his sister, who wanted it more than he
did at the time; and indulgent and faithful in his

duties to his own family. In his person he was tall

and "buirdly"—and he dressed well, which, added
to a degree of courtliness of manner on occasions of

ceremony, gave him altogether a respectable and
stately a]:>pearance. His illness came to a crisis in

the beginning of 1831, and finally terminated in his

death, on the 17th of January of that year, at the age

of sixty-five. He was buried in the Grayfriars'

cliurchyard; but no stone jioints out to the stranger

where the .Scottish minstrel sleeps.

He was twice married. By his first wife, Janet
Eraser, he had five daughters and one son; by his

second wife, Mary Hog, to whom he was married in

1814, he had three sons and two daughters. A
spirited likeness of Mr. Gow was painted by Mr.

Jijhn Syme of Edinburgh.

GOW, Neil, a celebrated violin player and com-
poser of Scottish airs, was the son of John Gow and
Catharine M'l'Avan, and was born at Inver, near

Dunkeld, Perthshire, on the 22d of March, 1727.

He was intended by his parents for the trade of a

]>laid weaver, but discovering an early jirfjiiensity f<jr

music he began the study of the violin himself, and
soon abandoned the shuttle for the b(jw. Up to the

age of thirteen he had no instnictor; but aljout that

time he availed himself of some lessons from John
Cameron, a follower of the house of (jrandtully, and
soon placed himself at the head of all the performers

in the country, although Perthshire then ]iro(luced

more able reel and straths]»ey ])layers than any
other county in Scotland. Before he reached man-
hood he hail engaged in a ])ublic com])etition there,

and carri(;(l off the ]irize, which was decided l)y an

.age<l and Mind but skilful minstrel, who, in award-

ing it sai<l, that "he could distinguish \\\<i stroke of
.Wil's I'li-u' among a hundred jilayers. " This ascen-

dency he ever after maintaine'l, not only in his native
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place, but throu|;hout Scotland, where it has been
universally admitted that, as a reel and strathspey

player, he had no superior, and indeed no rival in

his own time.

Neil Gow was the first of his family, so far as is

known, who rendered the name celebrated in our
national music; but his children afterwards proved
that, in their case at any rate, genius and talent were
hereditary. Although Neil was bom, and lived the

whole of a long life, in a small village in the High-
lands of Perthshire, with no ambition for the honours
and advancement which, in general, are only to be
obtained by a residence in great cities; and although

he was in a manner a self-taught artist, and confined

his labours cliiclly to what may be considered a sub-

ordinate branch of the profession of music; yet he
acquired a notoriety and renown beyond what was
destined to many able and scientific professors, of

whom hundreds have flourished and been forgotten

since his time, while his name continues, especially

in Scotland, familiar as a household word.
Many causes contributed to this. The chief ones,

no doubt, were his unquestioned skill in executing

the national music of Scotland, and the genius he
displayed in the composition of a great number of

beautiful melodies. But these were enhanced in no
small degree by other accessory causes. There was
a peculiar spirit, and Celtic character and enthusiasm,

which he threw into his performances, and which
distinguished his bow amid the largest band. His
appearance, too, was prepossessing—his countenance
open, honest, and pleasing—his figure compact and
manly, which was shown to advantage in the tight

tartan knee-breeches and hose which he always
wore. There was also an openness and eccentricity

in his manner, which, while it was homely, easy,

and unaffected, was at the same time characterized

by great self-possession and downrightness; and being
accompanied by acute penetration into the character

and peculiarities of others, strong good sense, and
considerable quaintness and humour, and above all,

by a perfect honesty and integrity of thought and
action, placed him on a footing of familiarity and in-

dependence in the presence of the proudest of the

land, which perhaps no one in his situation ever at-

tained cither before or since. Many who never heard
him play, and who are even unacquainted with his

compositions, fired by the accounts of those who
lived in his time, talk to this day of Neil Gow as if

they had trippetl a thousand times to his spirit-stirring

and mirth-inspiring strains.

Living in the immediate neighbourhood of Dun-
keld House, he was early noticed and distinguished

by the Duke of Atliol and his family, which was
soon followed by the patronage of the Duchess
of Gordon and the principal nobility and gentry

throughout Scotland. But while his permanent re-

sidence was at Inver, near Dunkeld, he was not only

employed at all the balls and fashionable parties in

the county, but was in almost constant requisition

at the great parties wliich took place at Perth, Cupar,
Dumfries, Edinburgh, and the principal towns in

Scotland. So necessary was he on such occasions,

and so much was his absence felt, that at one time,
when indisposition prevented him attending the
Cupar Hunt, the preses called on every lady and
gentleman present to "dedicate a bumper to tlie

better lieahh of Neil Gow, a true Scottish character,
whose absence from the meeting no one could suffi-

ciently regret." We have already said that he lived

on terms of great familiarity with his superiors, in

whose presence he spoke his mind and cracked his

jokes, unawed by either their rank or wealth—indeerl.

they gLiierally tlelightcd in drawing out his homely,

forcible, and humorous observations; and while he,

in turn, allowed all good-humoured freedoms with
himself, he at the same time had sufficient independ-

ence to repel any undue exhibition of aristocratic

hauteur, and has brought the proud man to his cottage

with the white Hag of peace and repentance, before he
would again consent to "wake the minstrel string"

in his halls. With the Duke of Athol and his family

a constant, kindly, and familiar intercourse was kept

up; indeed, so much did the duke keep his rank in

abeyance when Neil was concerned, that, when the

latter was sitting for his portrait to Sir Henry
Raeburn, his grace would accompany him to the

sitting, and on leaving the artist, would proceed arm
in arm with the musician through Edinburgh, as

unreservedly as he would with one of the noble blood
of Hamilton or Arg)de. The duke and duchess
walked one day with Neil to Stanley Hill, in the

neighbourhood of Dunkeld, when his grace began
pushing and struggling with him in a sportive humour,
until the latter at last fairly tumbled down the "brae."
The duchess, nmning to him, expressed her hope
that he was not hurt, to which he answered, "Nae-
thing to speak o',— I was the mair idiot to wrestle

wi' sic a fule I" at which they both laughed heartily.

The duke. Lord Lynedoch, and Lord Melville,

one day calling at Neil's house, were pressed

to take some shrab. Lord Melville tasted it, and
was putting down the glass, when his host said, " Ve
maun tak' it out, my lord, it's very good, and came
frae my son Nathaniel—I ken ye're treasurer o' the

navy, but gin ye were treasurer o' the universe, ye

maunna leave a drap." The duke at the same time

smelling his glass before he drank it, Neil said, "Ve
need na put it to your nose; ye have na better in

your ain cellar, for Nathaniel sends me naething but

the best." Being one day at Dunkeld House, Lady
Charlotte Drummond sat down to the piano-forte,

when Neil said to the duchess, "That lassie o' yours,

my leddy, has a glide ear." A gentleman present

said, "I thought, Neil, you had more manners than

to call her grace's daughter a lassie." To which our

musician replied, "What wud I ca' her? I never

heard she was a laddie;" which, while it more aston-

ished the gentleman, highly anuised the no!)Ie parties

themselves. On another occasion in Athol House,
after supper was announced, a portion of the fashion-

able party lingered in the ball-room, unwilling to for-

sake the dance. Neil, who felt none of the fashion-

al)le indifference about supper and its accompani-
ments, soon lost patience, and addressing himself

to the ladies, cried out, "Gang doun to your supper,

ye daft limmers, and dinna hand me reelin' here, as

if hunger and drouth were unkent in the land—

a

body can get naething dune for you."' These say-

ings are not repeated so much to support any claim

to humour, as to illustrate the license which liis re-

putation, popularity, and honest bliuitne>-> (jf cliar-

acter procured him among the hig]ie>t of the land.

When at home, during the interval ot liis profes-

sional labours, he was frecjuently vi>itcil by the

gentlemen of the county, as well as by .strangers,

whose curiosity was excited by the notoriety of his

character. They would remain fi)r hours witli him,

in unconstrained conversatinn, and ]iartaking of

whisky and huney, cinnnmnly called Athol brose,

or whatever eL>e \\as g^iiig. Mr. Ciraham of

Orchill used tn >it up wlmlc nights with Neil Gow,
plaving reels \\\\\\ liim. and <>n one occasion Neil

exclaimed, •'["nith, ( )rch;ll. you play weel;—be
thankfu'; if the l-'rench should overturn our country,

you and I can win our bread, wliich is mnir than
mon\' o" tlic great f >lk can -ay." On one occasii.m,

uhen tile Duclies; of Gur'lon called for him, she
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complained of a giddiness and swimming in her head,

on which he said, "Faith, I ken something o' that

mysel", your grace; when I have been fou the night

afore, ye wad think that a bike o' bees were bizzing

in my bonnet the next morning."
In travelling he was frequently spoken to by stran-

gers, to whom description had made his dress and
appearance familiar. At Hamilton, once, he was
accosted by two gentlemen, who begged to know his

name, which having told them, they immediately
said, "Oh! you are the very man we have come
from to see." "Am I?" replied Neil; "by my
saul, ye're the mair fules; I wadna gang half sae far

to see you." On another occasion, when crossing

in one of the passage-boats from Kirkcaldy to Leith,

several gentlemen entered into conversation with

him, and being strangers, instead of A'eil, as was
usual, they always addressed him as A/aster Gow.
When about to land, the Dunkeld carrier, happen-
ing to be on the pier said, "Ou, Neil, is this you?"
"Whisht, man," answered Neil, with a sly expression,

"let me land or ye ca' me Neil; I hae got naething
but Maistcr a' the way o'er."

There are few professions where persons are more
exposed or tempted to habits of indulgence in liquor,

than those whose calling it is to minister music to

the midnight and morning revel. The fatigue of

playing for hours in crowded and heated rooms—at

those times, too, which are usually devoted to sleep

—requires stimulants; and not a few have fallen

victims to habits acquired in such situations. But,

thougli exposed to these temptations as much as any
man ever was, Neil Gow was essentially sober and
temperate. He never indulged in unmixed spirits,

and when at home, without company, seldom took
any drink but water. At the same time he was of

a social disposition, and delighted in the interchange

of friendly and hospitable intercourse; and it befits

not the truth of our chronicle to deny, that prudence,
though often a conquerer, did not on every occasion
gain the race with good fellowship, or in plain words,
that Neil did not find, at the close of some friendly

sederunts, "the maut aboon the meal." At least

we would infer as much from an anecdote that has
been told of him.—Returning pretty early one morn-
ing from Ruthvcn works, where he had l)ecn attend-

ing a yearly l)all, he was met with his fiddle under
his arm, near the bridge of Almond, by some of his

friends, who lamented the length of the road he had
to walk to Inver, when Neil exclaimed, "Deil may
care for the ieni^th o' the road, it's only the breadtli

o\ tliat's fashin' me now." It was jicrhaps with
reference to the same occasion that a friend said to

him, "I suspect, Neil, ye've been the wauro' drink."

"The waur o' firink I" responded the musician; "na !

na ! I may have been fou, Init I ne'er was tlie waur
o't." His son Nathaniel frequently sent him ]iresents

of shrub and ale. In acknowledging one of them,
lie wrote, "I received the box and twenty bf>ttles of

ale, which is not good,—more hop than faith— too

strong o' the water, &c. My compliments if) Meg,
and give her a guinea, and ask her which of the two
.she would accept of first."

lie was a man most exemplary in all the private

relations of life—a faithful husband, an affectionate

jiarent, and a generous friend. In more cases than

one he refused lands which were offered to him at a

trifling purchase, and which would have been worth
thousands to his successors, and chose the more
disinterested part, of giving money to the unfortunate

owners to enable them to purchase their lands hack.

He not only h.-id religion in his heart, but was
scrupulous in liis external observances. He was
constant in his attendance at divine worship, and

had family prayers evening and morning in his own
house. In regard to his private character altogether,

we may quote from a very elegant biographical

sketch from the pen of Dr. Macknight, who knew
him well, and which appeared in the Scots Afat^azine

in 1809:—-"His moral and religious principles were
originally correct, rational, and heartfelt, and they

were never corrupted. His duty in the domestic

relations of life he uniformly fulfilled with exemplary
fidelity, generosity, and kindness. In short, by the

general integrity, prudence, and propriety of his

conduct, he deserved, and he lived and died possess-

ing, as large a portion of respect from his equals, and
of good-will from his superiors, as has ever fallen to

the lot of any man of his rank."

In a professional point of view Neil Gow is to be
judged according to circumstances. He never had
the advantage of great masters, and indeed was
almost entirely self-taught. It would be idle to

inquire what he might have been had he devoted
himself to the science as a study. He did not, so

far as is known, attempt the composition of difficult

or concerted pieces; and it is believed did not do
much even in the way of arrangement to his own
melodies. He was one of nature's musicians, and
confined himself to what genius can conceive and
execute, without the intervention of much science

—

the composition of melodies : and, after all, melody
is the true test of musical genius;—no composi-

tion, however philosophical, learned, and elabo-

rate, can live, if it wants its divine inspiration; and
the science of Handel, Haydn, and Mozart would
not have rescued their names from oblivion, had the

soul of melody not sparkled like a gem through all

the cunning framework and arrangement of their

noble compositions. He composed a great number
of tunes, nearly a hundred of which are to be found

in the collections published by his son Nathaniel at

Edinburgh. The greater portion of them are of a

lively character, and suited for dancing, such as reels,

strathspeys, and quick-steps. It would not be in-

teresting in a notice like this to enumerate the titles

of so many compositions; but we may safely refer to

the beautiful air of Locltcyroch Side, to which Ihirns

wrote his pathetic ballad of Oh! star, secret varblini:;

IVoodlark, stay, and which is equally effective as a

quick dancing tune—to the Lamentfor Abercairney,

and his Farrwell to IVIiisky—as sjiecimens wdiich

entitled him to take his place among the best-known
composers of .Scottish music which our country has

produced.

As a performer of Scottish music on the violin,

we have already said that he was acknowledged to

have been the ablest of his day; and ^\e cannot do
better than once more quote from the biogra])hic

sketch written by Dr. Macknight, himself a skilful

violinist, and who frequently heard Neil J^lay, to

illustrate the peculiar character of his style:
— "There

is perhaps no species whatever of music executed

on the violin, in which the characteristic expression

depends mcjre on the power of the ho7i>, ])articularly

in what is called the ii/^i'ard or returning stroke, than
the Highland reel. Here accordingly was Gov.-'s

forte, liis bf)W-hand, asasuilahle instrument of his

genius, was uncommonly powerful ; and when the

note produced by the up-bo^v was f>ften feeble and
indistinct in other hands, it was struck in his play-

ing with a strength and certainty which never failed

to suri>rise and delight the skilful hearer. As an
exam])le may be mentioned his manner of striking

the tenor C in Athol House. To this extraordin-

ary power of the bow, in the hand of great original

genius, must be ascril)cd the singular felicity of ex-

pression which he gave to all his music, and the
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native Highland gout of certain tunes, such as Tul-

loch Gormn, in which his taste and style of bowing
could never be exactly reached by any other per-

former. We may add the effect of the siidJeti shout,

with which he frequently accompanied his playing

in the quick tunes, and which seemed instantly to

electrify the dancers; inspiring them with new life and
energy, and rousing the spirits of the most inanimate.

Thus it has been well observed, 'the violin in his

hands sounded like the harp of Ossian, or the lyre

of Orpheus,' and gave reality to the poetic fictions

which describe the astonishing effects of their per-

formance."
Such was the estimation in which Neil Gow was

held, that Sir Henry Raeburn, the most eminent
portrait painter then in Scotland, was employed first

to paint his portrait for the county-hall of Perth, and
afterwards separate portraits for the Duke of Athol,

Lord Gray, and the Honourable Mr. Maule of Pan-
mure, besides his portrait in possession of his grand-
daughter Mrs. Luke, and many copies scattered

through the country. His portrait has also been
introduced into the VirM of a Highland Wedding,
by Mr. Allan, along with an admirable likeness of

his brother Donald, who was his steady and constant

violoncello.

Neil Gow was twice married—first to Margaret
Wiseman, by whom he had five sons and three

daughters. Of these, three sons and two daughters

died before himself, but not before two of his sons,

William and Andrew, had acquired a reputation as

violin-players worthy of the name they bore ; the

former having succeeded ^NI'Glashan as leader of the

fashionable bands at Edinburgh, and the latter hav-

ing acquired some wealth in London in prosecuting

his profession. He was kind and affectionate to all

his children, and during the last illness of his son

Andrew he brought him from London. On this

subject he wrote, "If the spring were a little ad-

vanced and warmer, I would have Andrew come
down by sea, and I will come to Edinburgh or Dun-
dee to conduct him home. We will have milk
which he can get warm from the cow, or fresh but-

ter, or whey, or chickens. He shall not want for

anything. " Andrew's eyes were closed by his father

under the roof where he was born. Neil Gow took
as his second wife Margaret Urquhart, by whom he
had no family, and who pre-deceased himself a few
years. He retained his faculties to the last, and
continued to play till within a year or two of his

death. About two years before that event he seemed
to feel the decay of his powers, and wrote to his son
Nathaniel:—"I received your kind invitation to

come over to you, but I think I will stay where I

am. It will not be long, for I am very sore failed.

"

He died at Inver, where he was born, on the 1st

of March, 1807, in the eightieth year of his age,

after acquiring a competence, which was divided

among his children. He left behind him two sons

and a daughter: John, who settled in London as

leader of the fashionable Scottish bands, and died
in 1S27, after acquiring a large fortune; Nathaniel,
who settled in Edinburgh, and of whom we have
given a brief memoir ; and Margaret, wlio survived
her brothers. Neil Gow was buried in Little Dun-
keld Church, where a marble tablet was raised to

his memory by his sons John and Nathaniel.

GRAHAM, James, the celebrated Marquis of
Montrose, was born in the year 1612, and succeeded
to his father, John Earl of Montrose, in 1626, being
then only fourteen years of age. As he was the only
son of the family, he was persuaded by his friends to

marry soon after, wliich greatly retarded his educa-

tion. Preceptors were, however, brought into his

house, and by assiduous study he became a tolerable

proficient in the Latin and Greek languages. He
afterwards travelled into foreign parts, where he
spent some years in the attainment of modem lan-

guages, and practising the various exercises then in

vogue. He returned to Scotland about the year

1634, with the reputation of being one of the most
accomplished gentlemen of the age. Being a man
of large expectations, and meeting with a reception

at court which he considered not equal to his merits,

he, on the 15th of November, 1637, joined the

Tables at Edinburgh, to the great dismay of the

bishops, who, according to Guthrie, "thought it

time to prepare for a storm, when he engaged."

That the reader may be at no loss to understand our

narrative, it may not be improper here to inform him
that the Tables were committees for managing the

cause of the people in the contest they were at this

time engaged in with the court for their religion and
liberties: they were in number four—one for the no-

bility, another for the gentry, a third for the boroughs,

a fourth for the ministers; and there was a special

one, consisting of delegates from each of the four.

The Table of the nobility, we may also remark, con-

sisted of the Lords Rothes, Lindsay, Loudon, and
Montrose, the two latter of whom were unquestion-

ably the ablest and probably the most efficient mem-
bers. In point of zeal, indeed, at this period Mon-
trose seems to have exceeded all his fellows. When
Traquair published the king's proclamation approv-

ing of the Service Book, Montrose stood not only on
the scaffold beside Mr. Archibald Johnston while he
read the protestation in name of the Tables, but got

up, that he might overlook the crowd, upon the end
of a puncheon, which gave occasion to the prophetic

jest of Rothes, recorded with solemn gravity by Gor-

don of Straloch—"James, you will never be at rest

till you be lifted up there above your fellows in a

rope; which was afterwards," he adds, "accom-
plished in earnest in that same place, and some even

say that the same supporters of the scaffold were

made use of at Montrose's execution." The Tables

having prepared for renewing the national covenant,

it was sworn by all ranks assembled at Edinburgh
on the last of February, and 1st of March, 163S,

and, in a short time, generally throughout the king-

dom. In this celebrated transaction Montrose was
a leading actor. In preparing, swearing, and impos-

ing the covenant, especially in the last, no man seems

to have been more zealous. In the fullest confidence

of his faithfulness and zeal he had been nominated,

along with Alexander Henderson and David Dickson,

to proceed to Aberdeen, in order to persuade that re-

fractory city, the only opposing one in the kingdom,

to harmonize with the other parts of it; but they

made very few converts, and were, upon the whole,

treated in no friendly manner. Tlie pulpits of Aber-

deen they found universally shut against them, nor

even in the open street did they meet with anything

like a respectlul audience. Tliis triumph of the

northern Episcopalians was carefully reported to

Charles by the Marquis of Hunily: and the monarch

was so much gratified by even llii> partial ?uccess of

his favourite system, that, at the very moment when
he was showing a disposition to give way to the

Covenanters, he wrote letters of thanks to the magis-

trates and doctors, promising them at all times his

favour and protectifm. Mniuro>e soon after returned

to Edinbur:,^li, and througli the whole of the eventful

vear 163S. t<_) all appearance, acted most cordially in

favour of the covenant.

In the beginning of the year 1639. when the Cove-

nanters had hnallv set the king at defiance bv abolish-
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ing Episcopacy, and were preparing to defend their

measures by force of arms, Montrose received another

commission to visit the Aberdonians, and to provide

against the probability of their stirring up an insur-

rection in the north when his majesty might be draw-

ing the public attention wholly towards the south.

While ^Iontrose was preparing for this expedition,

hnving learned that a meeting of the Covenanters in

that quarter had been appointed at Turriff, and that

Huntly, who had taken possession of Aberdeen, had
written to his friends and followers to assemble for

the purpose of preventing the meeting, he resolved to

protect his friends, and insure their convocation in

spite of Iluntly. For this purpose he collected only

a few of his friends upon whom he could depend,

and by one of those rapid movements by which he

was afterwards so much distinguished, led them
across that wild mountainous range that divides

Angus from Aberdeenshire; and, on the morning of

February the 14th, took possession of Turriff ere one

of the opposite party was aware of his having left

Angus. Iluntly's van, beginning to arrive in the

forenoon, were astonished to find the place occupied

in a hostile manner, and retired to the broad ford of

Towie, about two miles to the south of Turriff, where
Huntly and his train from Aberdeen shortly after

joined tliem. Here it was debated whether they

should advance and attack the place, or withdraw for

the present; and being enjoined by his commission
from the king to act as yet only on the defensive,

Huntly himself dissolved the meeting, though it was
upwards of 2000 strong. This formidable array

only convinced Montrose that there was no time to

lose in preparing to meet it; and hastening next day
to his own country, he began to raise and to array

troops, according to the commission he held from
the Tables. .Seconded by the energy and patriotism

of the people, his activity was such, that in less than

a month he was at the head of a well-appointed

army of horse and foot, drawn from the immediate
neighl)ourhood, at the head of which he marched
directly nortli, and on the 29th of March approached
the town of Al)erdeen. The doctors who had given

him so much trouble on his former mission did not

think fit to wait his coming on this occasion, and the

pulpits were at the service of any of his followers

wlio chose to occupy them. It is admitted on all

hands tliat Montrose on this first visit acted with
great moderation. Leaving a garrison in .\berdecn
under the llarl of Kinghorn, he set out on the 1st of

April to meet the Marquis of Huntly, who had now
dismissed his fullowers and retired to one of his

castles. On the approach of Montrose, Huntly sent

his friend Gordon of Straloch to meet him and to

]:)ropose an armistice; and for lliis purpose a meeting
took place between the parlies at the village of

Lowess, about midway between Aberdeen and the

castle of .Strathljogie. The stipulations under which
this meeting took place were strongly characteristic

of a semi-barbarous state of society. ]*lach of the

parties was to be accompanied by eleven followers,

and those armed only with swords. Each i>arty,

too, bef(jre meeting, sent an advance-guard to search

the other, in case any of the parties might have for-

gotten or overlooked this so far pacific arrangement.

After consiilerable time s]ient in rather passionate

convcr-ntion, it was agreed between them that Mon-
tr<)se should march his army from Inverury. where it

was now encamjied, to Aberdeen, leaving Iluntly

and his ciuntrymen in the meantime unmolested.
Guthrie affirms that Huntly subscribed a writ sub-

stantially the same with the covenant. Other writers

contradict this, and say that he only signed a bond
of maintenance, as it was called, obliging himself to

maintain the king's authority and the laws and reli-

gion at that time established, which indeed appears
substantially the same with the covenant, though
the phrase "established religion " was somewhat etjui-

vocal, and probably was the salvo, on this occasion,

of the marquis's conscience. Montrose, on his re-

turn to Aberdeen, without any of the formalities of
moral suasion, imposed the covenant, at the point of
the sword, upon the inhabitants of the town and
the surrounding country, who very generally accepted
it, as there was no other way in which they could
escape the outrages of the soldiery. As a contribu-

tion might have been troublesome to uplift, a hand-
some suljsidy of 10,000 merks from the magistrates

was accepted as an equivalent. This is the only in-

stance with which we are acquainted in which the
covenant was really forced upon conscientious recu-

sants at the sword's point; and it is worthy of remark,
that the agent in the compulsion was one of the most
idolized of the opposite party. Having thus, as he
supposed, completely quieted the country, Montrose
gave it in charge to the Frasers and the Forbeses,
and on the 13th of April marched for Edinburgh
with his whole army, leaving the Aberdonians,
though they had put on a show of conformity, more
exasperated against the Covenantei"s than ever.

.Scarcely had the army left the city than, to testify

their contempt and hatred of their late guests, the

ladies began to dress up their dogs with collars of

blue ribbons, calling them, in derision. Covenanters,
a joke for which they were, in the sequel, amply
repaid.

In the meantime the preparations of the king were
rapidly going forward, and by the 1st of May the

Marquis of Hamilton, his lieutenant, entered the

Firth of Forth, with a fleet of twenty-eight sail, hav-

ing on board 5000 foot-soldiers and a large quantity

of anns. This circumstance had no real effect but to

demonstrate the utter hopelessness of the king's cause

to all those who witnessed it; yet, operating iqion

the highly excited feelings of the Gordons, they flew

to arms, though they had no proper leader, the Mar-
quis of Huntly being by this time a prisoner in Pltlin-

burgh Castle. Their first movement was an attack,

i8th May, upon a meeting of Covenanters at Turriff,

which, being taken by surprise, was easily dispersed,

few persons being either killed or wounded on either

side. This was the first collision of the kind that

took place between the parties, the ])rologue, as it

were, to the sad drama that was to follow; and it

has ever since been remembered by the ludicrous ap-

])ellation of "The Trot of Turriff." Proceeding to

Aberdeen, the Gordons, as the fruit of their victory,

quartered themselves u)ion their friends the citizens

of that loyal city, where they gave themselves nj) to

the most lawless license. Here they were met by
the historian Gord(jn of Straloch, who endeavoured

to reason them into more becoming conduct, but in

vain. Finding that they intended to attack the earl-

marischal, \\lio was now resident at 1 )unnoltar Castle,

Straloch hastened thither to mediate between them
and the earl, and, if ]iossible, to jircvent the effusion

of human Ijlood. The (if)rdons followed rapidly on
his heels; but having lain one night in the <ipen

fields, and finding the earl-marischal determined to

o[)pose them, they at last hearkened to the advice of

.Straloch, and agreed to disband themselves without
committing further outrages. Unliap))]!}', however,
they had been joined at IVirris by looo Highlanders,
under Lord Lewis (jonloii, third son to the Marquis
of Huntly, who, though a mere lioy, had made his

esca])e from his guardians, assumed the Highland
dress, and appeared at the head of these outr.Tgcous

loyalists for the interests of his father. This band of
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looo heroes it was impossible to send home till they

had indulged their patriotic feelings among the goods

ami chattels of their supposed enemies, which they

did to such an extent as to provoke the deepest re-

sentment. The earl-marischal with his little army
advanced against them, and on the 23d of May
entered Aberdeen, thirty Highland barons making a

precipitate retreat before him.

For the suppression of these insurrections Montrose

had been again commissioned to the north with an

army of 4000 men, with which he entered Aberdeen

on the 25th of ^Iay, only two days after the earl-

marischal. Having discovered by numerous inter-

cepted letters the real feelings of the inhabitants, and

that their former compliance with his demands had

been mere liypocrisy, practised for the j^urpose of

saving their goods, Montrose imposed upon them
another fine of 10,000 merks, his men at the same
time making free with whatever they thought fit to

take, no protections being granted, save to a very few

1)urgesses who were known to be genuine Covenanters.

In revenge for the affront put upon their blue ribbon

by the ladies, not one single dog upon which the

soldiers could lay their hands was left alive within

the wide circuit of Aberdeen. The Gordons, mean-

while, learning that the Erasers and the Forbeses

were advancing to join Montrose, crossed the Spey

with 1000 foot and upwards of 300 horse, and took

post on a field near Elgin, where the Erasers and

Forbeses lay with an army superior to theirs in

number. A parley ensued, and it was settled that

neither party should cross the Spey to injure the

other. Botli parties of course sought their native

quarters; and the Gordons, sensible of their inability

to cope with Montrose, determined individually to

seek each his own safety. Having nothing else to

do, and possessing abundance of artillery, Montrose

resolved to reduce the principal strength belonging

to the party, and for this end had just sat down
before Gicht, the residence of .Sir Robert Gordon,

when he learned that the Earl of Aboyne, second son

of the Marquis of Huntly, had arrived at Aberdeen
with three ships, having obtained from the king at

York a commission of lieutenancy over the whole
north of Scotland. He of course hasted back to

Aberdeen, where he arrived on the 5th of June.

Al)oyne had not yet landed, but for what reason does

not appear. Montrose left Aberdeen next day,

marching southward with all his forces, as did the

earl-marischal at the same time. Al)oyne of course

landed, and raising hisfather'svassalsand dependants,

to the numl:)er of 4000 men, took possession of Aber-
deen—at the cross of which he published the king's

proclamation, bestowing all the lands of the Cove-
nanters upon their opponents. He tlien proposed

to attack Montrose and the earl-marischal, marching
for this purpose along the sea-coast, ordering his

ships with tlie cannon and ammunition to attend his

progress. A west wind arising, drove the ships

witli his artillery and ammunition out to sea, so that

he came in contact with Montrose and the earl-mar-

ischal advantageously posted on the Meagra Ilill, a

little to the south of Stonehaven, without the means
of making any impression upon them. A few shots

from the tield-pieces of Montrose so completely dis-

heartened the followers of .Aboyne, that they fell

back upon Aberdeen in a state of utter confusion,

with the loss of half their number, leaving to the

Covenanters a bloodless victory. Aboyne was
rapidly followed by the victors; but with the gentle-

men who yet adhered to him he took post at the

IJridge of Dec, which he determined to defend, for

the preservation of Aberdeen. Montrose attacked

this position on the iSth of June, with his usual im-

petuosity, and it was maintained for a whole day
with great bravery. Next morning Montrose made
a movement as if he intended to cross the river

farther up; and the attention of the defenders being
thus distracted, Middleton made a desperate charge,

and carried the bridge in defiance of all opposition.

The routed and dispirited loyalists fled with the

utmost trepidation towards the town, and were
closely ]3ursued by the victorious Covenanters.
Aberdeen was now again in the hands of the men of
whom it had more reason than ever to lie afraid: it

had already endured repeated spoliations at the
hands of both parties, and was at last threatened
with indiscriminate pillage. At their first entry into

the town, June 19th, the troops behaved with great

rudeness; every person suspected of being engaged
in the last insurrection was thrown into prison, and
the general crj' of the army was to set the town on
fire. There was .some disagreement, however,
among the ciiiefs respecting the execution of such a
severe measure, and next day the question was set

at rest by the news of the pacification of Berwick,
which had been concluded on the i8th, the day that

the parties had been so hotly engaged at the Bridge
of Dee. Montrose was probably not a little sorry

to be confined in the north quelling parties of High-
land royalists, when there was a probability of actions

of much greater importance taking place in another
quarter, upon which the eyes of all men were fixed

with a much more intense interest than they could
possibly be upon the rock of Dunnottar, the bog of
Gicht, or even the "brave town of Aberdeen.''

Now that a settlement had taken place, he hastened
to the head-quarters, that he might have his propor-
tion of what was to be dealt out on the occasion,

whether it were public honours, public places, or

private emoluments.
It now struck the mind of the king that if he could

but gain over the nobility to his side, the opposition

of the lower classes would be rendered of little

efficacy; and that he might have an opjjortunity of

employing his royal eloquence for that purpose, he
invited fourteen of the most influential of the gran-

dees that had taken part against him to wait upon
his court at Berwick, under the pretence of consulting

them on the measures he meant to adopt for promot-
ing the peace and the prosperity of the country.

Aware of his design, the states sent only three of

their number, Montrose, Loudon, and Lothian, to

make an a]:)olog}' for the non-appearance of the re-

mainder. The apologv", however, was not accepted;

and by the king's special command they wrote for

the noblemen who had been named to follow them.
This the noblemen probably were not backward to

do; but a rumour being raised that he intended to

seize upon them, and send the whole prisoners to

London, the populace interfered, and, to prevent a

tumult, the journey was delayed. Charles was
highly offended with this conduct ; and being

strongly cautioned by his courtiers against trusting

himself among the unruly Scots, he departed lor

England, brooding over his depressed cause and
the means of regaining that intluence i>f \vhich he
had been deprived by his subjcLts. Of those who
did wait upon him he succeeiled in sciiicing only

one, the Earl of Montrose, who was dis.-qipointed in

being placefl under Cicncral Leslie, and who had of

late Ijcconie ]\-iriiciilarly jep,I'!U< cf Argyle. ILw
much reason Charles had to be ]"iru'.;d of suclt an ac-

quisition we shall see in the seiiuel. though there can

be no doubt that the circumstance emboldened him
to proceed in his policy of only granting a set of

mock reforms to the Scottish ])eo]ile, with the secret

purpose of afterwards replacing the affairs of the
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kingdom on the same footing as before. In the

spirit of this design the Earl of Traquair, who was
nominated his majesty's commissioner for holding

the stipulated parliament and General Assembly, was
directetl to allow the abolition of Episcopacy, not as

unlawful, but for settling the present disorders, and
on no account to allow the smallest appearance of

the bishops concurring 'though several of them had
already done so and did concur) in the deed. He
was to consent to the covenant being subscribed as

it originally was in 15S0, "provided it be so con-

ceived that our subjects do not thereby be required

to abjure Episcopacy as a part of Popery, or against

God's law.' If the assembly required it to be ab-

jured, as contrary to the constitution of the Church
of Scotland, he was to yield rather than make a

breach : and the proceedings of the assembly at

Glasgow he was to ratify, not as deeds of that meet-

ing, all mention of which he was to avoid, but as

acts of this present assembly; and to make everything

sure his own way when the assembly business was
closed, immediately before prayers, he was enjoined

to make protestation, in the fairest way possible, that

in respect of his majesty "not coming to the assembly
in person, and his instructions being hastily written,

many things may have occurred upon which he had
not his majesty's pleasure; therefore, in case anything

had escaped him, or been condescended upon preju-

judicial to his majesty's service, his majesty may be
heard for redress thereof in his own time and place."

IJy these and other devices of a similar character

Charles imagined that he could lawfully render the

whole proceedings of the assembly null and void at

any time he might think it proper to declare himself.

Traquair seconded the views of his master with

great dexterity, and the assembly suspecting no bad
faith, everything was amicably adjusted.

In the ]iarliament that sat down on the last day of

August, 1639, the day after the rising of the General
Assembly, matters did not go quite so smoothly.

Episcopacy being abolished, ancl with it the civil

])ower of churchmen, the fourteen bishops, who had
firmed the third estate of the kingdom in jjarliament,

were wanting. To fdl up this deficiency, the other

two estates proposed, instead of the bishops, to elect

fourteen persons from the lower barons; but this was
j)rotested against by the commissioner, and by and
by their proceedings were interrupted by an order

for their prorogation till the 2d day of June, 1640.

Against this prorogation the house protested as an
invasion of their rights; but they nevertheless gave
instant obeflicnce, after they had appointed commis-
sioners to remonstrate with his majesty, and to su]>

l)licate him for a revisal of his commands. Before

these commissioner-, found their way into the presence

of Charles, Ikjwcvlt, he had fully resolved upon re-

newing the war, and all the arguments they could

urge were of course unavailing. Charles, on this

occasion, certainly (lis])layed a want of consideration

which was very extraordinary; he had enqiticl his

treasury by his last fruitless cam])aign, yet continued

liis preparations against .'^cotlanrl, though he could

not raise one ])enny but by illegal and desperate ex-

])edients, which alienated the hearts of his fjiglish

subjects more and more from him every day. The
Scots were, at the same time, jjerfectly awnre of

what was intende'l, and they made such jireparatioiis

as were in their ])o\ver to avert the danger. As the

subject of this memoir, however, seems ncjt to have
taken any jiarticular or prominent part in these iiri.--

parations, we must pass them over, referring the

reader to the lives of those individuals who at this

time took t!ie most active jiart in conducting ]Hiblic

affairs. Suffice it to say that, to oppose the army of

Charles, which he had with great difficulty increased
to 19, (XX) foot and 2000 horse, the Scots had an army
of 23,000 foot, 3000 horse, and a considerable train

of artillery. Of this army Alexander Leslie was
again appointed commander-in-chief; Lord Almond,
brother to the Earl of Livingston, lieutenant-general;

W. Baillie, of the Lamington family, major-general;
Colonel A. Hamilton, general of artillery; Colonel
John Leslie, quartermaster-general; and A. Gibson,
younger, of Durie, commissary-general. The nobles
in general had the rank of colonel, with the assist-

ance of veteran officers as lieutenant-colonels. Mon-
trose, though his disaffijction to the cause was now
no secret, had still as formerly two regiments, one of

horse and another of foot. All these appointments
were made in the month of April, 1640, but except-
ing some smaller bodies for sujjpressing local risings

in the north, the army did not begin to assemble till

the middle of Jidy, and it was not till the end of that

month that it was marched to Chouseley Wood, about
four miles to the west of Dunse, and within six of

the border.

The Scots had from the beginning of these troubles

determined to carry the war, should war become
inevitable, into E.igland. This was sound policy;

but as they did not wish to make war upon the
English people, who were suffering equally with
themselves, and were making the most praiseworthy
exertions t(5 limit the royal prerogative, it required

no ordinary degree of prudence to carry it into exe-

cution. The leaders of the covenant, however, pos-

sessed powers fully adequate for the occasion. Not-
withstanding of their warlike preparations, which
were upon a scale equal to the magnitude of the en-

terprise, they continued to preserve the most perfect

decorum, both of language and manner; and they
sent before the army two printed papers, the one
entitled "Six Considerations, manifesting the Lawful-
ness of their Expedition into England," the other

"The Intentions of the Army of the Kingdom of

Scotland declared to their Brethren of luigland."

In these papers, which for cogency of argument and

_
elegance of composition may safely be compared
with any similar productions of any age, they set

forth in strong but temperate language the nature,

the number, and the aggravations of their grievances.

Their representations coming in the proper time,

had the most powerful effect. If there was yet, at

the time the parliament was convened, in a majority

of the peoj)le some tenderness towards the power of

the monarch and the dignity of the jirelates, every-

thing of the kind was now gone. The dissolution of

a parliament, which for twelve years had been so im-

patiently expected, and so firmly depended on for

at least a ])artial redress of grievances, and the in-

numerable oppressions that had been crowded into

the short s])ace between that dissolution and this np-

pcarance (Jii the part of the Scots, together with the

exorbitances of the convocation— that, contrary to

all former ])rccedent, had been allowed to sit, though
the ])arliainent was dissolved— had so wrought upon
the minds of men, that the threatenings iliese re-

monstrances breathed against ])relates were grateful

to the l^nglish nation, and the sharp exj)ressions

against the form and discipline of the Established

church gave no offence sa\e to the few \\ho com-
po.^ed the court faction. .So conqiletely did these

declarations meet the general feeling, that the .Scots

were expected wit!) inqiaiieiicc, and every accident

that retarded their march was regarded as hurtful

to the interests of the public. The northern

counties, which lay immediately exjiosed to the

invasion, absolutely refused t(j lend money to ]:iay

troops, or to furnish horses to mount the nius-
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queteers ; and the train-bands would not stir a foot

without pay.

Anxious to make fjood their professions, the Scots

were some time before they could advance, for want
of money. The small supplies with which they had
commenced operations being already nearly ex-

hausted, two of the most popular of the nobility,

along with Mr. Alexander Henderson and Secretary

Johnston, were sent back to Edinburgh to see what
could be done in the way of procuring gratuitous

supplies. As it would have been displeasing to the

English had the army been under the necessity of

cutting down trees for erecting huts, as had been the

practice in former times, when inroads were made
upon their border, the commissioners were instructed

to use their influence with their countrymen to pro-

vide as much cloth as would serve for tents during

their encampments in that country. It was late on
a Saturday night when tlie commissioners arrived in

Edinburgh, but the exhortations of the ministers

next day were so effectual, that on Monday the women
of Edinburgh alone produced wel)S of coarse linen,

vulgarly called haru, nearly sufficient for tents to

the whole army; and the married men, with equal

promptitude, advanced the sum of ^^i 20,000, with

a promise of remitting as much more in a few days,

which they did accordingly. Having obtained these

supplies and a considerable train of black cattle

and sheep to be used as provisions, the Scottish

army moved from Chouseley Wood towards Cold-

stream, where they intended to enter England by
a well-known ford over the Tweed. The river being

swollen, they were obliged to camp on a spacious plain

called Hirsel Haugh, till the flood should subside;

and here they first proved the cloth furnished them
for tents by the good women of Edinburgh. On
the 20th, the river having sunk to its ordinary level,

it was resolved that the army should march for-

ward. This, however, was considered so momen-
tous an affair, that not one of the leading men
would volunteer to be the first to set hostile feet

upon the English border; and it was left to the

lot to decide who should have the honour or the

demerit of doing so. The lot fell upon Mon-
trose, who, aware of his own defection, and afraid

of those suspicions with which he already saw him-
self regarded, eagerly laid hold of this opportunity

to lay them asleep. Plunging at once into the stream

he waded through to tlie other side without a single

attendant, but immediately returned to encourage
his men ; and a line of horse being planted on the

upper side of the ford to break the force of the stream,

the foot passed easily and safely, only one man being

drowned of the whole army. The commanders, like

jNIontrose, with the exception of those who com-
manded the horse employed to break the force of

the water, waded at the head of their respective regi-

ments, and though it was four o'clock, P. M. before

they began to pass, the whole were on the English
side before midnight. They encamped for that night

on a hill that had been occupied l:>y a troop of Eng-
lish horse set to guard the ford, but which had fled

before the superior force of the Scottish army; large

fires were kinilled in advance, which, says one of
the actors in the scene, "rose like so many heralds
])roclaiming our crossing of the river, or rather like

so many prodigious comets foretelling the fall of this

ensuing storm upon our enemies in England;" con-
trary to the intentions of the Scots, "these fires so

terrified the country people, that they all fled with
bag and baggage towards the south parts of the coun-
try, " according to the above author, "leaving their

desolate houses t<> the mercy of the army." Charles
left London to take command of his army, \\hich
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had already rendezvoused at York, on the same day
the Scottish army crossed the Tweed. This army,

as we have stated above, was said to be 21,000
strong; but from the aversion of the people in gene-

ral to the service, there is reason to suppose that in

reality it fell far short of that number. The Earl

of Northumberland was nominated to the command,
but he felt, says an English historian, disgusted at

being called forth to act the most conspicuous part

in a business which no good man in the kingdom
relished; and taking advantage of a slight indisposi-

tion, he declared himself unfit to perform the duties

of his function. Strafford, of course, exercised the

supreme command, though only with the title of

lieutenant-general, not caring to assume that of

general, because of the envy and odium that attended

him. Lord Conway, who commanded under .Straf-

ford, had been stationed at Newcastle with a strong

garrison to protect the town, which it was supposed
he might easily do, as it was fortified, and well stored

with provisions.

On the 2 1st the Scottish army marched in the

direction of Newcastle, and encamped for the night

on Millfield Race. On the 22d they proceeded to

the river Glen, where they were joined by about
7000 of their brethren, who had entered England
by Kelso. The whole marched the same night to

Middleton Haugh. On Thursday the 27th they

came in sight of Newcastle. During this whole
march the Scots acted up to their previous profes-

sions ; every Englishman that came into the camp
they caressed and loaded with kindness, and now
they despatched a drummer to Newcastle with two
letters, one to the mayor, and another to the military

governor of the city, demanding in the most civil

manner liberty to pass peaceably through, that they

might lay their petition at the feet of their sovereign.

The messenger was, however, sent back with his

letters unopened, because they were sealed ; and
before he reached the army in his return, the general

had determined to pass the Tyne at Newburn, about

five or six miles above Newcastle. The principal

ford below the village of Newburn, as well as two
others, Conway had commanded by trenches, but

as the river was passable in many other places not

far distant, he had resolved on a retreat. StratTord,

however, who undervalued the Scots, was anxious

for a battle, if it were only to see what was the mettle

of the parties, and commanded him to abide at his

post. In approaching Newl)urn, General Leslie

and a few of the chief nol)lemen, riding a little in

advance, narrowly escaped being cut off by a party

of English horse that had crossed the Tyne for the

purpose of reconnoitring. At sight of each other,

both parties called a halt, and some more of the

.Scottish horse appearing, the English judged it pru-

dent to retreat. The Scots during the night en-

camped on Hadden Law, a rising ground Ijchind

Ncwliurn, having a plain descent all the way down
to the water's edge. The English were encamped
on the opposite side of the Tyne, on a jierlcct level,

that extended behind them to tlie di>tance I'f more
than half a mile. The Scottish position wa> deficient

in water, but in return they had abumlance of coal

from the pits in the neighbourliood, v.iih which they

made great fires all around their camp, which tended

not a little to magnify their a]i]X'amnce to the enemy.

In the morning it was f uind that th.cir camp over-

looked completely that of the English, and they were
able from tlie nature of the ground to plant their

cannon so as to command completely tlie trenches

cast up by the E.ngli>h at the fords. The morning
was spent coolly in making jirejiarations. both parties

watering tlieir horses at the river (the tide being up)

45
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without molestation. As the river became fordable,

however, they became more jealous, and about mid-

day a Scottish officer watering his horse, and look-

ing steadily on the entrenchments on the opposite

side, was shot dead by an English sentinel. This

was the signal for battle : the Scottish batteries im-

mediately opened, and the trenches thrown up by
the English at the fords were soon rendered unten-

able. A few horsemen volunteers under a Major
Ballantyne, sent over the water to reconnoitre, with

orders only to fire at a distance, and to retreat if

necessary, found the whole of the breastworks aban-

doned. Thegeneral's guard, consisting of the College

of Justice's troop, commanded by Sir Thomas Hope,
with two regiments of foot, Crawfurd'sand Loudon's,

were then sent across; and a battery being opened at

the same time from a hill to the eastward, directly

upon the great body of the English horse on the

plain below, a retreat was sounded, the cannon were
withdrawn from the trenches, and the Scots passed

in full force without farther opposition. The Eng-
lish foot sought refuge in a wood, and the horse, in

covering their retreat, were attacked by a fresh body
of Scots, defeated with some loss, and their com-
manders made prisoners. The scattered parties es-

caped under cover of night, to carry dismay and
confusion into the main body. The loss was incon-

siderable, but the rout was complete. The English

horse, who but the day before had left Newcastle
with their swords drawn, threatening to kill each
a dozen of Covenanters, made their way into the

town in a state of the utmost disorder and dismay,

crying, as they rode full speed through the streets,

for a guide to Durham, and having strewed the roads

behind them with their arms, which they had thrown
away in their haste to escape. The Scottish army
rested that niglit upon the ground which the English
had occupied, one regiment being still on the north

side of the Tyne with the baggage, which the return

of the tide had prevented being brought across.

Despatches for the governor and mayor of Newcastle,
of the same respectful character as had been formerly

sent, were prepared on the morning of .Saturday
;

but the committee learning that the garrison had
abandoned it during the nigiit, and retired with Lord
Conway to join the main army at York, it was thought
proper to advance without ceremony. The army
accordingly moved to Whiggam, within two miles

of Newcastle, wliere they encamped for tlie night,

and next morning, Sunday the 30th of August, the

mayor sent an invitation to enter the town. The
troops were accordingly marched into a field near
the suburbs, after wliich tlie gates were thrown open,
and the coiiiniittee, witli the ]irincipal leaders, entered

the town in state, Sir Thomas Hope's trooj) marshal-

ling the way, and the laird of Westquarter's com-
pany of foot keeping the post at the end of tl>e

bridge. The whole comjjany were feasted at the house
of the mayor, who was a'-tonished to observe that

they all drank his majesty's health. After dinner

the company repaired to the great church of St.

Nicholas, where a thanksgiving sermon was preached
by Mr. Henderson. In the town they found next

day between 4000 and 5000 stand of arms, 5000
pounds weight of cheese, some hundreds of bolls of

])ease and rye, a quantity of hard fish, with aljund-

ance of beer ; which had been provided for the

king's troop-, but now was taken possession of by
his enemies.

Nothing could l)e more encouraging than the pro-

spects of the Covenanters at this time. The same
day in wliich they gained the victory at Newburn,
the castle of Dumbarton, then reckoned an impreg-
nable fortress, surrendered to their friends in Scot-

land, as did shortly after that of Edinburgh; and the
capture of Newcastle was speedily followed by the
acquisition of Durham, Tynemouth, and Shields.

The number and the splendour of these successes,

with the delightful anticipations which they naturally

called forth, could not fail to strike every pious mind
among the Scots; and a day was most appropriately

set apart by the army as a day of fasting and prayer,

in acknowledgment of their sense of the divine good-
ness. Strafford, who, from bad health, had not yet

come into action, was hastening to the combat when
he met his discomfited army at Durham ; and, from
the ill-timed haughtiness which he displayed, was
soon the only enemy his army was desirous to over-

come. His soldiers even went the length of vindi-

cating their conduct at Newburn ; affirming that no
man could wish success to the war against the Scots,

without at the same time wishing the enslavement
of England. The prudent magnanimity of the Scots,

who, far from being elated with the victory, deplored
the necessity of being obliged to shed the blood of

their English brethren, not only supported, but
heightened, the favourable opinion that had been
from the beginning entertained of them. Their
prisoners, too, they treated not only with civility,

but with such soothing and -affectionate kindness
as insured their gratitude, and called forth the plau-

dits of the whole nation. Eager to profit by this

state of things, in restoring order and concord be-

tween the king and his people, the Scottish com-
mittee, on the 2d of September, sent a letter to the

Earl of Lanark, his majesty's secretary of state for

Scotland, inclosing a petition which they requested

him to lay before the king. To this petition, which
was couched in the most delicate terms, the king
returned an answer without loss of time, requiring

them to state in more plain terms the claims they

intended to make upon him ; informing them, at the

same time, that he had called a meeting of the peers

of England, to meet at York on the 24th instant.

This was an antiquated and scarcely legal assembly,

which Charles had called by his own authority to

supersede the necessity of again calling a parliament

—the only means by which the disorders of the

government could now be arrested, and which the

.Scottish committee in their petition had requested

him to call immediately. To this communication
the committee replied: "that the sum of their de-

sires was, that his majesty would ratify the acts of

the last .Scottish parliament, garrison the castle of

Edinburgh and the other fortresses only for the de-

fence and security of his subjects, free their country-

men in England and Ireland from further persecu-

tion for subscribing the covenant, and press them
no further with oaths and sul>scri]itions not warranted

by law—bring to just censure the incendiaries who
had been the authors of these combustions—restore

the shii)s and goods that had been seized and con-

demned by his m.ijesty's orders—repair the wrongs
and repay the losses that had been sustained— recall

the declaration that had been issued against them
as traitors—and, finally, remove, with the consent

of the jiarliament of England, the garrisons from
the borders, and all impediments to Iree trade, and
to the peace, the religion, and liberties of the two
kingdoms.

These demands wore no floubt as un]ialatal)le as

ever to Charles, but the cf)nsequences of his rashness

were now pressing him on all sides. His exchequer
was empty, his revenue antici]iated, his army undis-

ciplined and disaffected, and himself surrounded by
jicople who scarcely deigned to disguise their dis-

])Icasure at all his measures. In such extreme em-
l)arrassmcnt the king clung, like a drowning man,
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to any expedient which presented it'^clf, rather than
again meet with the only friends who could effec-

tually relieve him—his parliament. There was unfor-

tunately, too, a secret party among the Covenanters,

who, with all the pretensions to religion and to

patriotism they had put forth, were only seeking

their own aggrandisement, and were determined
never to admit any pacification that did not leave

them at the head of public affairs. Of these, among
the Scots, Montrose was the most conspicuous. We
have seen with what zeal he imposed the covenant

upon the recusant Aberdonians. But since then he
had had a taste of royal favour at ]5erwick, and,

as it was likely to advance him above every other

Scotsman, his whole study ever since that memor-
able circumstance had been how he miglit best ad-

vance the royal interest. For this purpose he had
formed an association for restoring the king to an
unlimited exercise of all his prerogatives, which was
subscribed at Cumbernauld, on the sixth day of the

preceding July, by himself, the Earl of Wigton, the

Lords Fleming, Boyd, and Almond, who held the

place of lieutenant-general in the Covenanters'

army; and afterwards by the Earls Marischal, Marr,

Athol, Kinghorn, Perth, Kelly, Home, and Sea-

forth ; and by the Lords Stewart, Erskine, Drum-
mond, Ker, and Napier. Though this association

was unknown at the time, the predilections of Mon-
trose were no secrets, and of course his credit among
his friends was rather on the decline ; but a circum-

stance now occurred which displayed his character

in the full light of day, and nearly extinguished any
little degree of respect that yet remained to him
among the members of the liberal party. It had
been laid down at the commencement of the cam-
paign, that no person in the army should communi-
cate with either the English court or army, but by
letters submitted to the inspection and approved
of by the committee, under the pain of treason. In

obedience to this rule, when Sir James Mercer was
despatched with the petition to the king, a number
of letters from Scotsmen in the camp to their friends

in the royal army were submitted to the committee,

and delivered to him, to be carried to their proper

destination. Among these letters was one from

Montrose to Sir Richard Graham, which had been
read and allowed by the committee ; but when Sir

James Mercer delivered Sir Richard the letter, who
instantly opened it, an inclosed letter dropped out

and fell to the ground, which Sir James, politely

stooping to lift, found, to his astonishment, was ad-

dressed in the handwriting of Montrose to the king.

Certain that no such letter had been shown to the

committee. Sir James was at once convinced of what
had been for some time suspected, that Montrose
was betraying the cause in which he had been such
a fiery zealot ; and, on his arrival at Newcastle, in-

stantly communicated the circumstance to General
Leslie, who, at a meeting of the committee, of which
it was Montrose's turn to sit as president, that same
afternoon, moved that Sir James Mercer should be
called in and examined concerning the letters he had
carried to court. Sir James told an unvarnished
tale that would not admit of being denied; and Mon-
trose, with that constitutional hardihood which was
natural to him, finding no other resource, stood
boMly up and challenged any man to say that cor-

responding with the king was anything else than
paying duty to their common master. Leslie told

him that he had known jirinces lose their heads for

less. lie had however too many associates to his

treason, to render it safe or rather prudent at the
present moment to treat him as convicted, and he
was onlv enjoined to keen his chamber. \Vhile

Montrose was thus traitorously spiriting up the king
to stand up to all his usurpations, on the one side,

.Strafford was no less busy on the other, knowing
that nothing could save him from the hands of pub-
lic justice but the king; nor could the king do so,

but by strengthening rather than abridging his prero-

gative. The voice of the nation, however, was dis-

tinctly raised, and there was nothing left for Charles
but compliance, real or apparent.
From this period for\vard we know of no portion

of history that has a more painful interest than that

of Charles I. Our limits, however, do not allow us

to enter into it farther than what may be necessary
to make the thread of our narrative intelligible.

The Scottish committee being sincerely desirous of
an accommodation, the preliminaries of a treaty

were, on their part, soon settled; and commissioners
from both sides Ijeing appointed, a meeting took
place, October 1st, at Ripon, half way between
the quarters of the two armies; where it was agreed
that all hostilities should cease on the 26th of the
same month. Charles was now necessitated to call

a parliament, and on his consenting to this, the peers
agreed to give their personal security to the city

of London for a sum of money sufficient to pay both
armies—for Charles had now the Scottish army to

subsist as well as his own—till such time as it was
expected the national grievances would be fully

settled by a parliament. The Scottish army was to

be stationary at Newcastle, and was to be paid at

the rate of ;^850 a day; but the commission for

settling the terms of peace was transferred to London,
in order to attend the parliament, which was sum-
moned to meet on the 3d of November.

Unfortunately for the king, and latterly for the

cause of liberty, the Scots, who had attracted so

much notice, and conducted themselves with so

much prudence, were now no longer principals but
auxiliaries in the quarrel. The English parliament,

occupied with the grievances which had been so

long complained of, and profiting by the impression

which the successful resistance of the Scots had
made, were in no haste to forward the treaty ; so

that it was not finished till the month of August,

1641. The Scottish army all this time received

their stipulated daily pay, and the parliament further

gratified them with what they called a brotherly

assistance, tlie sum of /'300,ooo as a compensation

for the losses they had sustained in the war, of which
;^So,ooo was paid down as a first instalment. The
king, so long as he had the smallest hope of manag-
ing the English parliament, was in as little haste as

anybody to wind up the negotiations, and, in the

meantime, was exerting all his king-craft to corrupt

the commissioners. ^lontrose, we have seen, he

had already gained. Rothes, whose attachment to

the covenant lay also in disgust and hatred of tlie

opposite party, was likewise gained, by the promise

of a rich marriage, and a lucrative situation near the

king's person. A fever, however, cut him ott, and

saved him from disgracing himself in the manner he

had intended. Aware that he was not able to subdue

the English parliament, Charles, amidst all his in-

triguing, gave up everything to the Scots, and

announced his intention of meeting with his parlia-

ment in Edinburgh by the month of August. This

parliament had sat down on the 19th of November,

1640, and having rc-nppointed the committee, ad-

journed till the I4tli of January, 164I; when it again

met, re-appointcd the committee, and adjourned till

the 13th of April. The committee had no sooner

sat down, than the Cv.mbcrnauld bond was brought

before tlicm. It had been all this while kept a

secret, tliuiijh tlie general conversation of those who
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were engaged in it had excited strong suspicions

of some such thing being in existence. The first

notice of this bond seems to have dropped from

Lord Boyd on his death-bed; but the full discovery

was made by the Lord Almond to the Earl of Argyle,

who reported it to the committee of parliament.

The committee then cited before them Montrose,

and so many of the bonders as happened to be at

home at the time—who acknowledged the bond, and
attempted to justify it, though by no means to the

satisfaction of the committee, many of the members
of which were eager to proceed capitally against the

offenders. Motives the most mercenary and mean,
however, distracted their deliberations, and impeded
the course of even-handed justice; the bond was
delivered up and burned; the parties declared in

writing that no evil was intended; and the matter

was hushed.

At a meeting of the committee. May 26th, pro-

bably as a set-off against the Cumbernauld bond,

Mr. John Graham, minister at Auchterarder, was
challenged for a speech uttered by him to the pre-

judice of the Earl of Argj'le. He acknowledged
the speech, and gave for his authority Mr. Robert
Murray, minister of Methven, who, being present,

gave for his author the Earl of Montrose. ^Iontrose

condescended on the speech, the time, and the place.

The place was in Argj'le's own tent, at the ford of

Lyon; the time, when the Earl of Athol and eight

other gentlemen were there made prisoners; the

speech was to this effect—that they [the parliament]

had consulted both lawyers and divines anent depos-

ing the king, and were resolved that it might be

done in three cases:— 1st, Desertion—2d, Invasion

—

3d, Vendition ; adding, that they thought to have
done it at the last sitting of parliament, and would
do it at the next. P'or this speech Montrose gave
for witness John Stuart, commissary of Dunkeld,
one of the gentlemen who were present in the tent

;

and undertook to produce him, which he did four

days afterwards. Stuart, before the committee,

subscribed a paper bearing all that Montrose had
said in his name, and was sent by the committee to

the castle. In the castle he signed another paper,

wherein he cleared Argyle, owned that he himself

had forged the speech out of malice against his lord-

ship; and that, by the advice of Montrose, Lord
Napier, .Sir George Stirling of Keir, and .Sir Andrew
.Stuart of Blackball, he had sent a copy of the speech,

under his hand, to the king by Captain Walter
Stuart. Argyle, thus implicated in a charge of the

most dangerous nature, was under the necessity of

presenting Stuart before the justiciary, where, upon
the clearest evidence, he was found guilty, con-

demned, and executed.

On the nth of June, Montrose, Lord Napier, .Sir

George Stirling, and Sir Andrew Stuart of IJlack-

hall were cited before the committee, and after ex-

amination committed close prisoners to the castle,

where they remained till towards the close of the

year. Parliament, according to adjournment, having
met on the 15th of July, letters were read excusing his

majesty's attendance till the 15th of -August, when it

was resolved to sit till tiie coming of his m.ijesty, and
to have everything in readiness against the day of his

arrival. Montrose was in the meantime sumnicjned to

appear before parliament, on the 13th day of August.
He requested that he might be allowed advocates

for consultati(jn, which was granted. So much, hrnv-

ever, was he hated at the time, that no advocate
of any n<jte would come forward in his l)ehalf, and
from slieer necessity he was obliged to send for Mr.
John (afterwards Sir John) (Jilmour, then a man of

no consideration, but in consequence of being Mon-

trose's counsel, afterwards held in high estimation,
and employed in the succeeding reign for promoting
the despotic measures of the court. On the 13th of
August Montrose appeared before the parliament,

and having replied to his charge, was continued to

the 24th, and remanded to prison. At the same
time summonses were issued against the Lord Napier
and the lairds of Keir and Blackball, to appear be-
fore the parliament on the 28th. On the 14th his

majesty arrived in Edinburgh, having visited in his

way the Scottish army at Newcastle, and dined with
General Leslie. On the 17th he came to the parlia-

ment, and sat there every day afterwards till he had
accomplished, as he supposed, the purposes of his

journey. The king, perfectly aware, or rather per-

fectly determined to break with the parliament of

England, had no object in view by this visit except

to gain over the leaders of the Scots, that they might
either join him against the parliament, or at least

stand neuter till he had reduced England, when he
knew he could mould Scotland as he thought fit.

He, of course, granted everything they requested.

The Earl of Montrose appeared again before the

parliament on the 24th of August, and was continued
de rioz'o, as were aiso the Lord Napier and the lairds

of Keir and Blackball, on the 28th. In this state

they all remained till, in return for the king's con-

cessions, they were set at liberty in the beginning of

the year 1642.

Though in prison, Montrose had done all that he
possibly could to stir up an insurrection in favour of

the king while he was in .Scotland; and he had also

exerted himself, though unsuccessfully, to procure the

disgrace of the Marquis of Hamilton and the Earl of

Lanark, both of whom he seems bitterly to have
envied, and to have hated almost as heartily as he
did Argyle. It was probably owing to this that

upon his liberation he retired to his own house, in

the countr)-, living privately till the spring of 1643;
when the queen returning from Holland, he hasted

to wait upon her at Burlington, and acccompanied
her to York. He embraced this opportunity again

to press on the queen, as he had formerly done on the

king, what he was pleased to denominate the dan-

gerous policy of the Covenanters, and solicited a

commission to raise an army and to suppress them
by force of arms, as he was certain his majesty would
never be able to bring them to his measures by any
other means. The Manjuis of Hamilton thwarted
him, however, for the present, and he again returned

home.
Having been unsuccessful in so many attempts to

serve the king, and his services being now absolutely

rejected, it might have been supposed that Montrose
would either have returned to his old friends, or that

he would have withdrawn himself as far as it w.as

possil)le from public life. But he was animated by
a spirit of deadly hatred against the ]iarty with whom
he had acted, and he had within him a restless spirit

of ambition, which nothing could satisfy but the

supreme direction in all public managements: an
ambition, the unprinci])led exercise of which rendered
him, frf)m the very outset of his career, the "evil

genius," first of the Covenanters, and latterly of the

miserably misled monarch whrjm he laboured ap-

parently to serve, and wlujm he affected to adore,

liy suggesting the plot against Argyle and Hamilton,
kni;wn in history by the name of the "Incident,"
during the sitting of the i)arliament with Charles at its

head in Ldinburgh, he checked at once the tide of con-

fidence between him and his parliament, which was
rapidly returning to even more than a reasonable
height, and created numberless sus])icions and surmis-

ings through all the three kingdoms, that could never
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again be laid while he was in life; and by betraying

the secrets of the Covenanters he led the unwary
monarch into such an extravagant notion of the

proofs of treason which might be established against

some members of the lower house, that, forgetting

the dignity of his place, he came to the parliament

house in person to demand five of its members, who,
he said, had been guilty of treason; an unhappy
failure, which laid the broad foundation of his total

ruin. With ceaseless activity Montrose, at the same
time, tampered with the leaders of the covenant, who,
anxious to bring him back to their cause, held out

the prospect of not only a pardon, but of their giving

him the post of lieutenant-general. Under the pre-

tence of soothing some difficulties of conscience, he
sought a conference with the celebrated preacher Mr.
Henderson, that he might pry into the secrets of his

former friends, which he had no sooner obtained,

than he hastened to lay the whole before his majesty
in a new accusation, and as offering additional mo-
tives for his majesty issuing out against ihem com-
missions of fire and sword.

The king, having now disengaged himself from
the controlling influence of the Marquis of Hamilton,
entered into an arrangement, in terms of which the

Earl of Antrim, who was at the time waiting upon
his majesty, undertook to transport into Scotland a

few thousands of his Irish retainers, at whose head,

and with the assistance of a band of Highland
royalists, Montrose was to attempt the subversion of

the existing Scottish government. The time ap-

pointed for the execution of this scheme was the be-

ginning of April, 1644. Arms and ammunition were
in the meantime to be imported from the Continent,

and a small auxiliary force procured from the King
of Denmark.
As the time approached, Montrose, raised to the

rank of marquis, left Oxford with the royal commis-
sion to be lieutenant-general for Scotland, under
Prince Rupert, and accompanied by about loo cava-

liers, mostly his personal friends. To these he

added a small body of militia in passing through the

northern counties of England, and on the I3ch of

April entered Scotland on the western border; and
pushing into Dumfries, he there erected his standard,

and proposed to wait till he should hear of the ar-

rival of his Irish auxiliaries. In two days, however,
he was under the necessity of making a precipitate

retreat to Carlisle. This so speedy catastrophe did

not tend to exalt the character of Montrose among
the English cavaliers, who had pretty generally been
of opinion that a diversion in Scotland in the then

state of the country was utterly impractical^le.

Montrose, however, had lost nothing of his self-con-

fidence, and he applied to Prince Rupert for locxa

horse, with which he promised to cut his way through
all that Scotland could oppose to him. This the

prince promised he should have, though he probably
never intended any such thing, for he regarded him
in no other light than that of a very wrong-headed
enthusiast. Even his more particular friends, ap-

palled by the reports of the state of matters in tlie

north, began to melt from his side, and he was uni-

versally advised to give up his commission, and re-

serve himself for a more favourable opportunity. The
spirit of Scotland was at this time decidedly warlike.
Leslie was in England with a large army of Scots-
men, who shortly after performed a prominent part

at the decisive battle of Marston Moor. There
was an army in the north, which had suppressed the

insurrection of tire Gordons, and sent Haddo and
Logic to the block; and the Earl of Callendar,
formerly Lord Almond, was ordered instantly to

raise 5000 men for the suppression of Montrose.

The commission of the General Assembly of the

church in the meantime proceeded against the latter

nobleman with a sentence of excommunication,

which was pronounced in the High Church of Edin-

burgh, on the 26th day of April, scarcely more
than ten days after he had set hostile foot on
Scottish ground. Not knowing well what to do,

Montrose made an attack upon a small party of

Covenanters in Morpeth, whom he drove out of the

town, and secured the castle. He also captured a

small fort at the mouth of the Tyne, and stored

Newcastle plentifully with com from Alnwick and
other places around. He was requested by Prince

Rupert to come up to the battle of Marston Moor,
but on his way thither met the prince fleeing from
that disastrous field.

He now determined to throw himself into the

Highlands, where he still had high hopes of assist-

ance and success. Making choice of two persons

only for his companions. Sir William Rollock and
Colonel Sibbald, he disguised himself and rode as

Sibbald's groom, and in this manner, taking the most
wild and unfrequented ways, they arrived, after rid-

ing four days, at Tullibalton, near the foot of the

Grampians, the house of his friend Patrick Graham
of Inchbrackie, where he halted for some days, pass-

ing his time through the night in an obscure cottage,

and in the day among the neighbouring mountains.
His two companions in the meantime were despatched
to collect intelligence respecting the state of the

country, and privately to warn his friends. The
accounts procured by his emissaries were of the most
distressing kind, the Covenanters being everywhere
in great strength, and the cavaliers in a state of the

most complete dejection. In a few days, however,
a letter was brought by a Highlander to Inchbrackie,

with a request that it might be conveyed to the

Marquis of Montrose, wherever he might be. This
was a letter from Alexander M'Coll, alias M 'Donald,

a distinguished warrior, who had been intrusted

with the charge of his retainers by the Marquis of

Antrim, with a request that he, Montrose, would
come and take the command of the small but veteran

band. This small division had about a month be-

fore landed in the Sound of Mull, had besieged,

taken, and garrisoned three castles on the island of

that name, and afterwards sailing for the mainland
had disembarked in Knoydart, where they attempted

to raise some of the clans. Argyle, in the meantime,

coming round to that quarter with some ships of

war, had taken and destroyed their vessels, so that

they had no means of escape ; and, with a strong

party of the enemy hanging on their rear, were pro-

ceeding into the interior in the hope of being assisted

by some of the loyal clans. Montrose wrote an im-

mediate answer as if from Carlisle, and appointed

a day not very distant when he would meet them at

Blair of Athol, which he selected as the most proper

place of meeting, from the enmity which he knew
the men of Athol had to Argyle. On the appointed

day, attended by Inchbrackie, both dressed in the

costume of ordinary Highlanders and on foot, he

travelled from Tullibalton to the place of meeting,

and to his great joy found 1200 Irishmen quartered

on the spot. They had already been joined by small

bodies of Highlanders, and the men of Athol seemed

ready to rise almost to a man. When Montrose

presented himself to them, though he exhibited his

majesty's commis-.ion to act as lieutenant-general,

the Irish, from the meanness of his appearance, could

scarcely believe that he was the man he gave him-

self out to be. lUit the Highlanders, who received

him with the warmest demonstrations of respect and

affection, jnit the matter beyond doubt, and he was
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hailetl with the highest enthusiasm. He was joined

the same day by the whole of the Athol Highlanders,

including the Stuarts, the Robertsons, and other

smaller clans, to the number of 800, so that his army
was above 2000 men. Aware that Argyle was in

pursuit of the Irish, he led his army the next day
across the hills towards Strathearn, where he ex-

pected reinforcements. Passing the castle of Wiem,
the seat of the clan Menzies, he commenced his career

by burning and ravaging all the neighbouring lands,

in revenge for the harsh treatment of one of his mes-

sengers by the family, to strike a salutary terror into

all who might be disposed to offer him violence, and
to gratify his followers, whose principal object he
well knew was plunder. Passing through Glen
Almond next day, an advanced party of his troops

were surprised with the appearance of a large body
of men drawn up on the hill of Buckenty. These
were men of Menteith raised by order of the com-
mittee of estates at Edinburgh, marching to the gene-

ral rendezvous at Perth, under the command of Lord
Kilpont, eldest son of the Earl of Menteith. Being
mostly Highlanders and officered by gentlemen of

the family of Montrose, or of the kindred clan Drum-
mond, they were easily persuaded to place themselves

under the royal standard, which increased his force

to 3CO0 men.
Resolving to attack Perth, where some raw levies

were assembled under the command of Lord Elcho,

Montrose continued his march all night, intending

to take the place by surprise. Lord Elcho, however,
had been warned of his approach, and had drawn
his men to the outside of the town, intending to

hazard a battle for its defence. In crossing the

Tippermuir, a wild field about five miles from Perth,

Montrose came in sight of the enemy, upwards of

6000 in number, drawn up in one long line, with
horse at either end. Lord Elcho himself led the

right wing, Sir James Scott of Rossie, the only man
in the army who had ever seen service, the left; and
the Earl of Tullibardine tlie main body. Montrose
drew out his little army also in one long line, three

men deep. The Irish, who were veteran troops, he
placed in the centre; the Highlanders he placed on
the wings to oppose the horse, being armed with
swords, Lochaber axes, and long clubs. He him-
self led the right wing, that he might be opposed to

Sir James Scott, who was an officer of good reputa-

tion, having served in the wars abroad—from the

Lords Elcho and Tullibardine he apprehended little

danger. The Covenanters' horse fled at the first

onset, being overpowered, according to Wishart, by
a shower of stones, but more prolmbly induced by
the treachery of Lord Druniniond and his friend

Gask. The flight of the horse threw the ill-disci-

plined foot into irremediable confusion, and they
followed in such breathless haste, that many expired
through fatigue and fear, without even the mark of

a wound. Few M'cre slain in the engagement, but

there were upwards of 300 killed in the pursuit.

Montrose had not a single man killed, and only two
wounded. The whole of the artillery and baggage
of the vanquished fell into the hands of the vict<jrs;

and Lord Drummond, whose treachery had chiefly

occasioned the rout, joined Montrose as soon as the

affair was over. Montrose entered Perth the same
night, where he levied a subsidy of 9000 merks, and
stipulated for free quarters to his army for fuur days.

They remained only three, but in these three tiicy

supplied themselves with whatever they wanted,
whether it were clothes, arms, food, money, or

ammunition. The stoutest young men were also im-

])reised int'j the ranks, and all the horses seized with-

out exception.

On the 4th of September Montrose crossed the

Tay, and proceeded through Angus for Aberdeen-
shire. The first night of his march he halted at

Collace, where Lord Kilpont was murdered by .Stuart

of Ardvorlich, who struck down a sentinel with the
same weapon with which he had stabbed his lord-

ship, and made his escape. Proceeding to Dundee
Montrose summoned the town ; but it was occupied
by a number of the Fife troops, and refused to sur-

render. The approach of the Earl of Argjde with
a body of troops prevented Montrose from ventur-

ing upon a siege. Proceeding towards Aberdeen,
the Aberdonians, alarmed at his approach, sent off

the public money and their most valuable effects

to Dunnottar, and having a force of upwards of 2000
men, they threw up some fortifications at the Bridge
of Dee, for the defence of the city. Montrose how-
ever remembered the Bridge of Dee, and, avoiding
it, crossed the water by a ford at the mills of Drum,
which rendered all their preparations vain. A sum-
mons was sent into the town to surrender, and the
Covenanters' army being on the march, the mes-
sengers who brought the summons were hospitably
entertained and dismissed. By some accident the

drummer on his ri^lurn was killed; on which Mon-
trose ordered preparations for an immediate attack,

and issued the inhuman orders to give no quarter.

Lord Burleigh and Lewis Gordon, a son of Huntly's,

led the right and left wings of the Covenanters,

which consisted of horse and the levies of Aberdeen-
shire, a majority of whom were indifferent in the

cause. The centre was composed of the Fife sol-

diers, and those who had joined them from principle.

Montrose, still deficient in cavalry, had mixed his

musketeers with his horse, and waited for the Cove-
nanters. Lord Lewis Gordon, who had forced a
number of the Gordons to engage in opposition to

the inclination and orders of his father, rushed pre-

cipitately forward with the left wing, which, by a

steady fire of musketry, was suddenly checked, and
before it could be rallied totally routed. The right

wing experienced a similar fate, but the centre stood

firm and maintained its post against the whole force

of the enemy for two hours. It too at length gave
way, and, fleeing into the town, was hotly pursued
by the victors, who killed without exception every

man they met; and for four days the town was given

up to indiscriminate plunder. Montrose, lodging

with his old acquaintance Skipper Anderson, allowed

his Irishmen to take their full freerlom of riot and de-

bauchery. "Seeing a man well cled," says .Spald-

ing, "they would tirr hini to save his clothes un-

spoiled, and syne kill him. .Some women they

pressed to deflour, and some they took perforce to

serve them in the camp. The wife durst not cry

nor weep at her husband's slaughter before her eyes,

nor the daughter for the father, which if they tlid,

and were heard, they were presently slain also."

The a])i)roach of Argyle ])ut an end to these horrors.

Expecting to be joined l:>y the Marquis of Huntly's

retainers, Montrose hasted to Invemry, but the

breach of faith in carrying the marquis forcibly to

Ivlinburgh after a safe-C(jnduct being granted was
not forgotten ; and .'\rgyle too being at hand, his

ranks were but little augmented in this quarter.

When he approached the Spey he found the boats

removed to the n(jrthern side, and the whole force

()( .Moray assembled to dispute his passage. ^Vith-

out a moment's hesitation he dashed into the wilds

of Badcnuch, where, -with diminished numbers, for

the Highlanders had gone home to store their plun-

der, he coul<l defy the approach of any enemy.
Here he was confined for some days by sickness

hum over-fatigue, but a few days restored him to
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wonted vigour, when he descended again into Athol
to recruit, M 'Donald having gone on the same
errand into the Highlands. From Athol Montrose
passed into Angus, where he wasted the estates of

Lord Cowper, and plundered the place of Drum, in

which were deposited all the valuables belonging to

the town of Montrose and the surrounding country;

there also he obtained a supply of arms, and some
pieces of artillery. Argyle with a greatly superior

force was following his footsteps; but, destitute of

military talents, he could neither bring him to an

engagement, nor interrupt his progress. Having
supplied his wants in .\ngus, and recruited his army,

Montrose suddenly repassed the Grampians, and,

spreading ruin around him, made another attempt

to raise the Gordons. Disappointed still, he turned

to the castle of Fyvie, where he was surprised by
Argyle and Lothian, and, but for the most miserable

mismanagement, must have been taken. After sus-

taining two assaults from very superior numbers, he
eluded them by stratagem, and ere they were aware
was again lost in the wilds of Badenoch. Argyle,

sensible perhaps of his inferiority, returned to Edin-

burgh and threw up his commission.

Montrose, now left to act as he thought proper,

having raised, in his retreat through Badenoch, por-

tions of the clans M 'Donald and Cameron, and been

joined by the Stuarts of Appin, whom his friend

Alister M'Coll had raised for liim, he, with the con-

sent and by the advice of his associates, prepared

to lay waste the territory of his hated rival Arg)le.

For this purpose he separated his army into two
divisions: the one consisting of the levies from Loch-
aber and Knoydart, under John Muidartach, the

captain of the Clanronalds, entered by the head of

Argyle; the other under his own direction, by the

banks of Loch Tay and Glen Dochart. The coun-

try on both tracts belonging either to Argyle or his

relatives was destroyed without mercy. In this

work of destruction Montrose was assisted by the

clans of M'Gregorand M'Xab; who, whatever might
be said of their loyalty, were, the former of them
especially, as dexterous at foraying and fire-raising

as the most accomplished troop in his service. For
upwards of six weeks was this devastation prolonged.

Every person capable of bearing a weapon was mur-
<lered, every house was razed, castles excepted, which
they were not able for the want of artillery to master.

Trusting to the poverty and difficulty of the passes

into his country, Argyle seems never to have antici-

])ated such a visit till the marauders were within a
f^w miles of his castle of Inverary, when he instantly

took boat and sailed for the Lowlands, leaving all

behind to the uncontrolled sway of these insatiate

spoilers, who "left not a four-footed beast in his

hale lauds,"' nor, as they imagined, a man able to

bear arms. Having rendered the country a desert,

they bent their way towards Inverness, by Lochaber,
to meet the Earl of Seaforth, who, with the strength

of Ross, Sutherland, and Caithness, occupied that

important station.

.•\rgyle in the meantime having met with General
Baillie at Dumbarton, and concerted a plan with
liim, hastened back to the Highlands, and collect-

ing his fugitive vassals and dependants, followed
at a distance the steps of his enemy, intending to

be ready to attack him in the rear when Baillie, as
liad bjcn agreed between them, should advance to

take him in front. Montrose was marching through
Abertart", in the great glen of Albin, when he was
surprised with intelligence that Argyle was at Inver-
hichy with an army of at least double the number
of that wliich he himself commanded; and aware
that Baillie and Hurry were both before him, wa^

at no loss to conjecture his intentions. Without a

moment's hesitation, however, he determined to turn

back, and taking his antagonist by surprise, cut him
off at one blow, after which he should be able to

deal with the enemy that was in his front as circum-

stances should direct. For this purpose he placed

a guard upon the level road down the great glen of

Albin, which he had just traversed, that no tidings

of his movements might be carried back, and, mov-
ing up the narrow glen formed by the Tarf, crossed

the hills of Lairee Thurard. Descending thence

into the lonely vale at the head of the Spey, and
traversing Glen Roy, he crossed another range of

mountains, came in upon the water of Spean, and,

skirting the lofty Ben Nevis, was at Inverlochy,

within half a mile of Argyle, before the least hint

of his purpose had transpired ; having killed every

person they met with, of whom they had the smallest

suspicion of carrying tidings of their approach, and
the route they had chosen being so unusual a one.

Though they rested through the night in the clear

moonlight in sight of their camp, the Campbells
supposed them to be only an assemblage of the coun-
try people come forth to protect their property ; and
they do not seem to have thought upon Montrose,
till, with the rising sun and his usual flourish of

trumpets, he debouched from the glen of the Nevis,

with the rapidity of a mountain torrent. Argyle,

who was lame of an arm at the time, had gone on
board one of his vessels on the lake during the night,

but a considerable portion of his troops that lay on
the farther side of that lake he had not thought it

necessary to bring over to their fellows. His cousin,

however, Campbell of Auchinbreck, a man of con-

siderable military experience, who had been sent

for from Ireland for the purpose of leading this

array of the Campbells, marshalled them in the best

order circumstances would permit ; but they fled at

once before the wild yell of their antagonists; and,

without even attempting to defend themselves, were
driven into the lake, or cut down along its shores.

On the part of Montrose, only three privates were
killed and about 200 wounded, among whom was
Sir Thomas Ogilvy, who died a few days after. On
the part of Argyle, upwards of 1500 were slain,

among whom were a great number of the chief men
of the Campbells. This victory, which was certainly

most complete, was gained upon Sunday the 2d
of February, 1645 ; and if, as there are abundant
grounds for believing, the letter of Montrose concern-

ing it to the king was the means of causing him to

break off the treaty of Uxbridge, \\hen he had de-

tennined to accept of the conditions offered him,

it was more unfortunate than any defeat coukl pos-

sibly have been.

Instead of following his rival .-Vrgv-le to Edinburgh,

and demonstrating, as he somewhat quaintly lj(:)asLed

in his letter to the king, that the country was really

con(]uered, and in danger of being called by his

name, Montrose resumed his march to the north-

east, and, after approaching Inverness, which he

durst not attempt, made another foray through

Morayland; where, under pretence of calling forth

all manner of men between the ages of sixteen and

sixty, to serve the king, he burned and plundered

the country, firing the cobldes of the h-hermen, and

cutting their nets in ] ieces. Elgin was save<l from

burning by tlie payment of 4000 merks, ami its fair

of Fasten's I^ve, one of the greatest in the north I'f

Scotland, \\-as that vear not held. The greater part

of the inliabitants fled, witli their wives, their children,

and their best gooils, to t!ie castle of .Spynie, which
oiilv afforded an excuse U>t jilundering the town of

IS left. The laird of Grant': pe-^p wlio
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had newly joined Montrose, no doubt for the express

purpose, were particularly active in the plundering

of Elgin, "breaking down beds, boards, insight,

and plenishing, and leaving nothing that was tursable

[portable] unearned away." Leaving the Grants
thus honourably employed for the king in Elgin,

Montrose with the main body of his army proceeded
on the 4th of March to the bog of Gight, sending
before him across the Spey the Farquharsons of

Braemar to plunder the town of CuUen, which they
did without mercy. Grant having deserted his stand-

ard and thus become an assistant in robbery, as

niigiit naturally have been expected in this sort of

warfare, the garrison of Inverness sent out a party

to his house at Elchies, which they completely
despoiled, carrying off plate, jewels, wearing ap-

]iarel, and other articles; after which they plundered
the lands of Coxtoun, because the laird had followed
Montrose along with the Lord Gordon. This com-
pelled all the gentlemen of that quarter to go back
for the protection of their own estates, Montrose
taking their parole to continue faithful to the king,

or at least never to join the Covenanters. This the

most part of them kept as religiously as he had done
the oath of the covenant. At the bog of Gight he
lost his eldest son, a youth of si.xteen, who had
accompanied him through all this desultory cam-
paign ; and dying here, was buried in the church of

Eellie.

Having received a reinforcement of 500 foot and
160 horse, which was all that Lord Gordon was able

to raise among his father's vassals, Montrose moved
from tlie bog of Giglit, intending to swoop down upon
the Lowlands through Banffshire and Angus. In
passing the house of Cullen he plundered it of every

article of plate and furniture, and would have set it

on fire, but that the countess (the Earl of P'indlater

being in Edinburgh) redeemed it for fifteen days by
paying 5000 mcrks in hand and promising 1^,000
more. From Cullen he proceeded to Boyne, which he
plundered of every article, spoiling even the minister's

books, and setting every "biggin" on fire. The laird

liimself kept safe in the craig of Boyne; but his whole
lands were destroyed. In Banff he left neither goods
nor arms, and every manwhom his followers met in the

streets they stripped to the skin. In the neighbour-
hood of Turriff he destroyed sixty ploughs belonging
to the Viscount Frendraught, with all the movalile
property of the three parishes of Inverkeithny, Forgue,
and Drumiade. He was met by a deputation from
Aberdeen, who "declared the hail people, man and
woman, through plain fear of the Irishes, was fleeing

away if his honour did not give them assurance of

safety and protection. He forbade tliem to be feared,

for this f(jot army, wherein tlie Irishes were, should n<jt

come near Aberdeen by eight miles." And "this,"

.'^l^alding exuitingly exclaims, "along with some
tnher friendly promises, truly and nuldy he kept 1"

Tliough he had promiseil to keep the Irishes at due
distance, he sent one of his most trusty chieftains,

Nathaniel Gordon, along with Donald Farquharson
and al)o>it eighty well-horscd gentlemen, into .Xber-

dcen, to seize some stores belonging to the estates,

and to look out for Baillie, whom he expected by
that route. These having partly executed their

commission, sat down to enjoy themselves, and were
surprised by General Hurry, who, with 160 horse

anfl f^ot, secured the gates and avenues of the town,

and, falling upon the unsuspecting cavaliers, killed

many of them as they sat at their wine, and seized

all their hr)rses. Among those that were slain was
Donald P'arquharson, "one of the noblest captains,"

according to Spaiding, "amfingstall the Highlanders
of Scotland.'' Hurrv retired at his leisure, unmo-

lested, carrj'ing with him a number of prisoners,

who, as traitors to the covenant, were sent to Edin-
burgh. Among these prisoners was the second son
of Montrose, now Lord Graham, a young boy at-

tending the schools, who along with his pedagogue
was imprisoned in the castle of Edinburgh. The
corpse of Donald Farquharson '

' was found next day
in the streets stripped naked, for they tirred from off

his body a rich suit which he had put on only the

samen day. Major-general M 'Donald was sent in

on the Saturday afternoon with looo Irishes, horse

and foot, to bury Donald, which they did on Sab-
bath in the laird of Drum's Isle." During these

two days, though the Aberdonians were in great

terror, ^I 'Donald seems to have kept his "Irishes" in

tolerably good order, "not doing wrong, or suffering

much wrong to be done, except to one or two Cove-
nanters that were plundered;" but on Monday, when
he had left Aberdeen to meet Montrose at Duriss,

"a number of the Irish rogues lay lurking behind
him, abusing and fearing the town's people, taking
their cloaks, plaids, and purses from them on the

streets. No merchant's booth durst be opened; the

stable doors were broken up in the night, and the

horses taken out; but the major, hearing this, returns

that samen Monday back, and drove all thir rascals

with sore skins out of the town before him; and
so both Aberdeens were clear both of him and them,
by God's providence, who looked both for fire and
plundering—yet he took up his cloth and other

commodities, amounting to the sum of ;,{'io,ooo and
above, to be cloathing to him and his soldiers, and
caused the town to become obliged to pay the mer-
chants, by raising of a taxation for that affect, whilk
they were glad to do to be quit of their company."
On the same Sunday, the 17th of March, Montrose
burned the parish of Duriss, "the hail laigh biggins

and corns, and spoiled the hail ground of nolt, sheep,

and other guids." The lands of Craigievar, lying

in the parish of Fintry, and the minister's house of

Fintry, were served in the same manner the same
day. He proceeded on the 20th to Dunnottar, where
he summoned the earl-marischal to "come out of

the castle and join him in the king's service." On
receipt of the earl's answer "that he would not figlit

against his country," he sent a parly who plundered
and burned the whole lands of Dunnottar. They
set fire at the same time to the town of .Stonehaven

and to all the fishing-boats that lay in the harl)our.

The lands of Fetteresso, including an extensive and
finely ornamented deer-park, the village of Cowie,

and the minister's manse of Dunnottar, shared the

same fate.

After so many burnings and such reckless ]dunder-

ing, it must by this time have become necessary for

Montrose to shift his quarters. Rapine, indeed,

w.as almost the sole object of his followers; and when
they had either too much or too little of it, they were

sure to leave him. The north having been rejieatedly

gone over, he seems at last to have mcditatcil a de-

scent ujxjn the south. A jntched battle witii Baillie

and Hurry, who were stationed at Hrechin with a

consitlerable army, he seems also to have thought a

necessary preliminary to his further ])rogress. For
this ])urpose became to Fetlercairn, only eight miles

fr<jm their camji, where he purposed to rest till they

should by some movement indicate their strength

and their intentions. li.-.illie and Hurry were b(^th

good officers, and they had a force more than suffi-

cient tf) cope with Montrose; but they were liampered

in all their movements by a parliamentary committee
sent along with them, without whose advice or suffrage

they were not allowed to act. In consequence of this

tlieir conduct was not at all time.:> of a verv .sciklicr-
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like character, nor their motions so prompt as they

ought to have been; Montrose, however, was but a

short time in his new quarters when Hurry, who was
general of the horse, came out with 600 of his troopers

to inspect his situation, and, if possible, ascertain his

real strength. Montrose, apprised of his approach,

drew out all the horse he had, about 200, whom he
placed on an eminence in front of his camp, with a

strong body of musketeers concealed in a hollow
behind them. Hurry made a dash at the horse, but

met with such a warm reception from the concealed

musketeers as made him quickly retreat. Hurry, how-
ever, who was a brave soldier, placed himself in the

rear of his retreating squadron, and brought them
safely back to the camp with very little damage. This
encounter kept both parties quiet for some days, and
induced Montrose to attempt getting into the Low-
lands without fighting Baillie, as he had originally pro-

posed. For this end he sent back the Gordons, that

they might be ready to defend their own country, in

case Baillie should attempt to wreak his vengeance
upon them, after he had thus gotten the slip. He then

skirted along the Grampians with the remainder of

his army towards Dunkeld. Baillie made no attempt

directly to stop him, but preserved such a position

as prevented him making his intended descent.

After being for two days thus opposed to each other

on the opposite banks of the Isla, Montrose sent a

trumpeter, challenging Baillie to fight, either coming
over the water to the north, or allowing him to come
over to the south; it being understood that no moles-

tation was to be given to either till fairly clear of

the water, or till he declared himself ready to fight.

Baillie made a reply, which it had been well for his

own reputation and for his country, that he had at

all times continued to act upon. He would look,

he said, to his own business, and did not require

other men to teach him to fight. Both armies then
resumed their march, and respectively arrived at

Dunkeld and Perth nearly at the same time.

Finding that he could not pass Baillie without a

battle, and being informed by his scouts that he had
left Perth and gone to the pass of Stirling, Montrose,
as an interim employment, that would help to pass

the time, and encourage his followers by the abund-
ance of spoil it would afford, determined on a visit

to Dundee—a place that was strenuous for the cove-

nant, and wliich had haughtily refused to admit him
after the battle of Tippermuir. Sending off his

baggage and the less efficient of his men to Brechin,

on the 3d day of April he led 150 liorse with 600
picked musketeers against that city; and continuing
his march all night, arived before it by ten o'clock

on the forenoon of the 4tli. Montrose immediately
gave the place up to military e.\ecution; and, per-

haps, for a kind of salvo to his credit, retired to the

top of Dundee Faw, leaving the command to Lord
Gordon and .\lister M'Coll. The attack was made
at three different places simultaneously, and all of

them in a few minutes were successful. The town
was set on fire in various places. The most revolt-

ing scenes of outrage and rapine followed. The
abundance of spoil, however, of the most alluring

description, happily diverted the robbers from indulg-
ing in butchery; and, ere they were aware, Baillie

and Hurry were both at their heels. Had Montrose
been in the town, the whole would have been sur-

prised and cut off in the midst of their revel; but
from his post on the hill he was apprised of the
a])proach of the enemy just in time to recall his men;
the greater part of thcnr being so tlrunk tliat it was
with difficulty they could be brought fortli at the one
extremity of the town as Baillie and liurrv entered

at the other. Placin:/ the weakest and most inebri-

ated in the front, while he himself with the horse

and the best of the musketeers brought up the rear,

Montrose marched directly to Arbroath; and from
want of unity of plan and of spirit in the two com-
manders opposed to him, brought off the whole with

but a trifling loss. He reached Arbroath, seventeen

miles east of Dundee, long before day. Here, how-
ever, he could not rest without exposing himself and
his army to certain destruction; and anxious to regain

the mountains, where alone he judged himself safe

from his pursuers, he wheeled about in a north-west-

erly direction, right athwart the county of Forfar,

and, before morning, crossed the South Esk at

Cariston Castle, where he was only three miles from
the Grampians. The march which in the two nights

and a day this army had performed, could not be
much short of seventy miles, and they must now
have been in great want of rest. Baillie, who had
taken post for the night at Forfar, intending in the

morning to fall down upon Montrose at -\rbroalh,

where he calculated upon his halting, no sooner

learned the manner in which he had eluded him,
than, determined to overtake him, he marched from
Forfar with such haste that his horse were in sight of
Montrose ere that general was apprised that he Avas

pursued. His men were in such a profound sleep,

that it was not without difficulty they were awakened;
but they were no sooner roused than they fled into

the recesses of Glenesk, and Baillie abandoned the
pursuit. The part of Montrose's troops that had
been with the baggage sent to Brechin had also Vjy

this time taken refuge among the Grampians, and
in the course of next day joined their companions.
The parliamentary committee seem now to have

regarded Montrose as a sort of predatory outlaw,

whom it was vain to pursue among the mountains,
and if they could confine him to these mountains,
which he had already laid in many places waste,

they seem for a time to have been willing to be satis-

fied. Baillie was accordingly stationed at Perth to

defend the passes into the southern shires, and Hurry
was to defend, if possible, the northern counties from
that spoliation to which they had been oftener than
once subjected. Montrose's followers, in the mean-
time, going home to deposit their ])lunder as usual,

his numerical force was for a time considerably re-

duced. He, however, came as far south as Crieff,

for the purpose of meeting with his nephew, the

master of Napier, Viscount .-\boyne, Stirling of Keir,

and Hay of Dalgetty, who, with a few horse, had
left their friends in England for the purjiose of join-

ing with him. Here Baillie attacked him, and
chased him into the fastnesses at the head of Strath-

earn ; whence, next day, .April the 19th, he pro-

ceeded through Balquhidder to Menteith, Mhere he
had the good fortune to meet with his friends at the

ford of Cardross. Here he had certainly been cut

off from the Highlands, but that M'Coll had broken
down upon the lordship of Cupar- .Vngus, killed the

minister of Cupar, and was laying waste the whole
lands of Lord Balmerinoch, which attracted the

attention of Baillie. ^Montrose, in the meantime,

learning that Hurry was too many fir his friends in

the north, marched through Strath Tay and Athol,

raising the Highlanders every\\!iere as he went along;

and, before Hurry was aware tha; he had crossed the

Grampians, suddenly a]ipeared beiiind his position

at .Strathliogie. Though thus taken by surprise.

Hurry made his retreat good to Inverness; and being

reinforced by the tniop.-, lying there, marched back
tlie next day to Nairn, with the design of attacking

Montrose, ^\ ho, he learned, was posted at the village

of Aul learn. Montro-e would now ha\e avoided a

battle; but that he knew Baillie would sOon be up,
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when he would have both Hurry and Baillie to con-

tend with. It was on the 9th of May, 1645, that

the two armies came in sight of each other. Mon-
trose, who was deficient in numbers, made an ad-

mirable disposition of his troops. One division,

consisting of the Gordons and the horse, he placed

on the left, to the south of the village; the other,

comprehending the Irish and the Highlanders, he

arranged on the right, amidst the gardens and in-

closures, to the north. The former he commanded
in person with Lord Gordon under him; the latter

was given to M'ColI. Hurry, unacquainted with

the ground, led on his best troops to the attack of

the right as the main body, which was inclosed in

impenetrable lines, and where he was exposed to the

fire of cannon which he had no means of silencing.

M'Coll, however, who was no general, provoked by
the taunts of his assailants, came out of his fastnesses,

and overcome by superiority of numbers and discip-

line, was speedily put to the rout. Montrose, who
was watching an opportunity, no sooner perceived

Hurry's men disordered by their success, than with

his unbroken strength he attacked them in flank.

This unexpected attack, however, was received with

great steadiness by Lothian's, Loudon's, and Bu-
chanan's regiments, who fell where they fought; and
the day might perhaps have been retained, or at least

left doubtful, had not Colonel Drummond, one of

Hurry's own officers, by a treacherous manceuvre,
wheeled liis horse into the midst of the foot, and
trampled them down while they were at the hottest

of the engagement with the enemy. In this battle, as

in all of Montrose's, the carnage was horrid; between
2000 and 3000 were killed, few or none being made
prisoners. Sixteen colours, with all the baggage
and ammunition, fell into the hands of the victors.

Hurry, tliough an unprincijiled mercenary, had ab-

stained from wasting by fire and sword the posses-

sions of the anti-covenanters, and consequently had
provoked no retaliations; but Montrose, more fero-

cious than ever, ravaged the whole district anew,
committing to the flames the gleanings he had in

his former rajiacious and merciless visitations been
compelled to leave, through incapacity to destroy.

Nairn and Elgin were plundered, and the chief

houses set on fire; Cullen was totally laid in ashes,

and "sic lands as were left unburned up before were
now burned up." Hurry, in the meantime, was
allowed the quiet possession of Inverness.

On the very day that Hurry was defeated at Auld-
earn, Baillie had come to Cairn-a-mount on his

way to join him. He had just ravaged Athol, and
the Highlanders were on their way for its rescue,

when he was ordered to the n<jrth; and by the Cairn-

a-mount tame to Cromar, where he learned the fate

of his colleague at Auldearn. On the 19th of ^Lly
he broke u]) his camp at Cromar, having peremptory
orders tc) hazard a battle. He himself had experience
sufficient to instruct liim in the danger of leading a

few raw and dispirited troops against an army of so

much exjjerience and so much confidence as that of

Montrose; l)ut having no alternative, he marclu.-d to

Cochlarachie, whence he could discern Montrc^e's

army, in number, as he supposed, nearly c<|ual to his

own, encam]ied among some inclosures in the neigh-

bourhotxl of that town. Tlie same night he was
joined by Hurry, with ICK) horse, the remnants of

the arrny that had fought at Auldearn, witli whom
he had fought his way through M(jntrose's very lines.

Next morning he expected to have had an encounter,

but to his suijirise Montrose was fled. He was fid-

lowed at some distance by Baillie, but he took u]) an

impregnable [)risition in Badenoch, where he awaited

the return of M'Coll and his reinforcements, having

it in his power to draw from the interior of that wild
district abundant supplies. Baillie, on the contrary,

could not find subsistence, and withdrew to Inverness
to recruit his commissariat; which, having accom-
plished, he came south and encamped at Newton in

the Garioch.

Montrose, in the meantime, penetrated as far as

Newtyle in Angiis, anticipating an easy victory over
the Earl of Crawford, who lay at the distance of only
a few miles, with a new army, composed of draughts
from the old, for the protection of the Lowlands.
When on the point of surprising this force, he was
called to march to the assistance of the Gordons,
whose lands Baillie was cruelly ravaging. On the
last day of June he came up with Baillie, advantage-
ously posted near the kirk of Keith, and, declining

to attack him, sent a message that he would fight

him on plain ground. Baillie still wished to choose
his own time and his own way of fighting; and Mon-
trose recrossed the Don, as if he designed to fall back
upon the Lowlands. This had the desired effect,

and Baillie was compelled by his overseeing com-
mittee to pursue. On the 2d of July the two armies
again met. Montrose had taken post on a small hill

behind the village of Alford, with a marsh in his rear.

He had with him the greater part of the Gordons,
the whole of the Irish, the M 'Donalds of Glengarry
and Clanronald, the M'Phersons from Badenoch,
and some small septs from Athol, the whole amount-
ing to 3000 men. Baillie, on the other hand, had
only 1300 foot, many of them raw men, with a few
troops of Lord Balcarras' and Ilalket's horse regi-

ment. Montrose, having double the number of

infantry to Baillie, drew up his army in lines six file

deep, with two bodies of reserve. Baillie formed
also in line, but only three file deep, and he had no
reserve. Balcarras, who commanded the horse,

which were divided into three .squadrons, charged

gallantly with two; but the third, when ordered to

attack in flank, drew up behind their comrades,

where they stood till the others were broken by the

Gordons. The foot, commanded by Baillie in per-

son, fought desperately, refusing to yield even after

the horse had fled; nor was it till Montrose had
brought up his reserve that the little band was over-

powered and finally discomfited. The victory was
complete; but Montrose had to lament the death of

Lord Gordon, whose funeral he celebrated shortly

after the engagement with great military pomp at

.Aberdeen. No sooner had he accomplished this than

he sent a party into Buchan, which had hitherto,

from its insular situation, escajjed the calamitous

visitations that had fallen upon most jdaces in the

north, to bring away all the horses, for the puq^ose of

furnishing out a body of cavalry. It was also pro-

posed to send 2000 men into Strathnaver, to bring

the Marquis of lluntly safely home through the

hostile clans that lay in his way. Hearing of the

army that was assembling against him at Perth, how-
ever, he laid aside that ])njjcct, ami hastened south

to the little town of f'ordun in Kincardineshire, where
he waited for M'Coll, who very soon arrived with

' 700 -M 'Leans, an<l the whole of the Clanronalds,
! amounting to 500 men, at the head of whom was
' John Muidarlach, who is celebrated in the High-
lands to this day for his singular exploits, (jraliam

of Inchbrackie brought the Athol Highlanders in

full force, with the .M'Gregors, the Si 'Nabs, the

.'stuarts of .\])piii, the l'"ar'juharsons (jf Braemar, with

I

many other clans of smaller inunberand inferior note.

With this force, which mustered between 5000 and
I
6000 men, about the end of July, Montrose came
down u]ion Perth, where he understood the jiarlia-

I
ment was then assembled, lioping to be able to dis-
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perse their army before it came to any head, or even

to cut off the whole members of the government.

After he had made frequent flourishes as if he meant
to attack them, the army at Perth, being consider-

ably strengthened, moved forward to offer him battle,

when he once more betook himself to the hills to

wait for reinforcements. Having received all the

reinforcements he was likely to get, and much
more than he could expect to keep for any length of

time without action and plunder, he marched back
again, offering the army of Perth battle, which they

did not accept. Not daring to attack their position,

he passed to Kinross, hoping to draw them into a

situation where they could be attacked with advan-

tage, or to escape them altogether and make his way
into England. Baillie followed him by Lindores,

Rossie, and Burleigh, and was joined upon his march
by the three Eife regiments.

Erom Kinross Montrose suddenly took his route

for Stirling bridge; and in passing down the vale of

the Devon burned Castle Campbell, the beautiful

seat of the Earl of Argyle ; he burned also all the

houses in the parishes of Dollar and Muckhart; and
while he and his chief officers were feasted sumptu-

ously by the Earl of Marr, his Irish auxiliaries plun-

dered the town of Alloa. Stirling being at this time

visited by the plague, Montrose did not approach it,

but, going further up the river, crossed the Forth at

the ford of Frew. Baillie's army marched close upon
his track down the Devon, passed the Forth by the

bridge of Stirling, and on the 14th of August was
led forward to Denny, where it crossed the Carron,

and from thence to a place called Hollan-bush, about

four miles to the east of Kilsyth, where it encamped
for the night. In the whole warfare that had been
waged with Montrose, the game had been played

into his hand, and on this occasion it was more so

than ever. He had taken up his ground with mature
deliberation, and he had prepared his men by refresh-

ments and by every possible means for the encounter.

The Covenanters, on the other hand, after a toilsome

march across the country, took up a position which
the general was not allowed to retain. Contrary to

his own judgment he was ordered to occupy a hill

which the enemy, if they had chosen so to do, could

have occupied before him. The orders of the com-
mittee, however, were obeyed, the change of ground
was made; and while it was making a company of

cuirassiers drew from Montrose a remark, "that
the cowardly rascals durst not face them till they

were cased in iron. To show our contempt of them,

let us iight them in our shirts." Witli that he threw
off his coat and waistcoat, tucked up the sleeves of

his shirt like a butcher going to kill cattle, at the

same time drawing his sword with ferocious resolu-

tion. The proposal was received with applause, the

cavalry threw off their upper garments, and tucked

up tlieir sleeves; the foot stripped themselves naked,

even to the feet, and in this state were ready to rush

upon their opponents before they could take up the

places assigned them. The consequence was, the

battle was a mere massacre—a race of fourteen miles,

in wliich space 6000 men were cut down and slain.

The victory of Kilsyth gave to Montrose almost
the entire power of Scotland ; there was not the
shadow of an army to oppose him; nor was there in

tlie kingdom any authority that could direct one if

there liad. What he had formerly boasted in his

letter to Charles would now most certainly have been
realized had he possessed either moral or political

influence. He jiossessed neither. His power lav

entirely in the sword, and it was a consequence of

the savage warfare which he had waged, that he was
most odious to his countrvmen in L^eneral. few of

whom loved him, and still fewer dared to trust him.

Notwithstanding the submissions he received from all

quarters, there was nothing that with propriety he
could have done but to have taken refuge for another

quarter of a year in the wilds of Badenoch. He was
gratified, however, with submissions from many quar-

ters during the days he remained at Glasgow and
Bothwell, at both of which places he fancied himself

in the exercise of regal authority. He had now his

commission as lieutenant-governor of Scotland and
general of all his majesty s forces there. He was
empowered to raise and command forces in .Scotland,

to march, if expedient, into England, and act against

such .Scottish subjects as were in rebellion there; also

to exercise unlimited power over the kingdom of

Scotland, to pardon or condemn state-prisoners as

he pleased, and to confer the honour of knighthood
on whom he would. By another commission he was
empowered to call a parliament at Glasgow on the

28th of October next, where he, as royal commis-
sioner, might consult with the king's friends regarding

the further prosecution of the war, and the settlement

of the kingdom. He proceeded to knight his asso-

ciate M 'Donald, and he summoned the parliament

which was never to meet. His mountaineers re-

quested liberty, which, if he had refused, they would
have taken, to depart with their plunder. The Gor-
dons retired with their chief in disgust, and Alister,

now Sir Alister M'Coll, as there was no longer an
army in Scotland, seized the opportunity to renew
his spoliations and revenge his private feuds in Ar-
gyleshire.

To save his army from total annihilation, Montrose
turned his views to the south. Hume, Roxburgh,
and Traquair had spoken favourably of the royal

cause, and he expected to have been joined by them
with their followers, and a body of horse which the

king had despatched to his assistance under Lord
Digby and Sir Marmaduke Langdale. This party,

however, was totally routed in coming through York-
shire. A party which these two leaders attempted

to raise in Lancashire was finally dispersed on Car-

lisle sands a short time before Montrose set out to

effect a junction with them; and while he waited near

the borders for the promised aid of the three neigh-

bouring earls, David Leslie surprised him at Philip-

haugh, near Selkirk, giving him as complete an

overthrow as he had ever given to the feeblest of his

opponents, on the 13th of September, 1645. One
thousand royalists were left dead on the field; and
one hundred of the Irish, taken prisoners, according

to an ordinance of the parliaments of both kingdoms,

were afterwards shot. Montrose made his escape

from the field with a few followers, and reached Atliol

in safety, where he was able still to raise about 400
men. Huntly had now left his concealment; but he

could not be prevailed on to join Montrose. Dis-

appointed in his attempts to gain Huntly, Montrose

returned by Braemar into Alhol, and thence to

Lennox, where he quartered for some time on tlie

lands of the Buchanans, and hovered about Cilasgow,

till the execution of his three friends, Sir William

Rollock, Sir Philip Nisbet, and Alexander Ogiivy,

younger of Inverquharity, gave him warning to with-

draw to a safer neighbourhood. He accordingly

once more withdrew to Athol. In the month of

December he laid siege to Inverness, before which

he lay for several weeks, till Middleton came upon

him with a small force, when he fled into Ross-shire.

The spring of 1646 ho spent in marching and coun-

termarching, constantly endeavouring to excite a

simultaneous rising among the Highland septs, but

constantly unsuccessful. On the last day of May he

was informed of tiie king's surrender to the Scottish
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army, and at the same time received his majesty's

order to disband his forces and withdraw from the

kingdom. Through the influence of the Duke of

Hamilton, whose personal enemy he had been, he
procured an indemnity for his followers, with liberty

for himself to remain one month at his own house
for settling his affairs, and afterwards to retire to the

Continent. lie embarked in a small vessel for Nor-
way on the 3d of September, 1646, taking his chap-

lain Dr. Wishart along with him, for whose servant

he passed during the voyage, being afraid of his

enemies capturing him on the passage.

From Norway he proceeded to Paris, where he en-

deavoured to cultivate the acquaintance of Henrietta

Maria, the queen, and to instigate various expedi-

tions to Britain in favour of his now captive sovereign.

It was not, however, thought expedient by either

Charles or his consort to employ him again in behalf

of the royal cause, on account of the invincible hatred

with which he was regarded by all classes of his

countrymen. In consequence of this he went into

Germany, and offered his services to the emperor,
who honoured him with the rank of marischal, and
gave him a commission to raise a regiment. He was
busied in levying this corps when he received the

news of the king's death, which deeply affected him.

He was cheered, however, by a message soon after

to repair to the son of the late king, afterwards

Charles II., at the Hague, for the purpose of re-

ceiving a commission for a new invasion of his native

country. With a view to this expedition he under-

took a tour through several of the northern states of

Europe under the character of ambassador for the

King of Great Britain, and so ardently did he ad-

vocate the cause of depressed loyalty, that he received

a considerable sum of money from the King of Den-
mark, 1500 stand of arms from the Queen of Sweden,
five large vessels from the Duke of Ilolstein, and
from the state of Ilolstein and Hamburg between
600 and 700 men. Having selected the remote
islands of Orkney as the safest point of rendezvous,

lie despatched a part of his troops thither so early as

September, 1649; but of 1200 whom he emljaiked,
only 200 landed in Orkney, the rest j)erishing by
shipwreck.

It was about this time that, in an overflowing fit

of loyalty, he is alleged to have superintended the

disgraceful assassination of Dorislaus, the envoy of

the English parliament at the Hague; on which ac-

count young Ciiarles was under the necessity of
leaving Holland. When Montrose arrived in the
Orkneys in the month of March, 1650, with the
small remainder of his forces, he found that, from a
difference between the Earls of Mf)rton and Kinnoul,
to the latter of whom he had himself granted a com-
mission to be commander, but the former of whom
claimed the right to command in virtue of his being
lord of the islands, there had been no progress made
in the business. He bnnight along with him only

500 foreigners, officered by Scotsmen, which, with

the 200 formerly sent, gave him only 700 men. To
these, by the aid of several loyal gentlemen, he was
able to add about Soo Orcadians, whu, from tlieir

unwarlike habits, and their clisinclination to tlie ser-

vice, added little to his effective strength. After a

residence in Orkney of tiiree weeks he embarked the

whole of his forces, 1500 in number, at the Holm
Sound, the most part of them in fishing- boats, and
landed in safety near John O'Groat's House. Caith-

ness, Sutherland, and Ross h.ad Ijeen exem]ited in

the late disturbances from those ravages that had
overtaken every place south of Inverness, and Mon-
trose calculated on a regiment from each of them.

For this purpose he had brought a great banner

along with him, on which was painted the corpse of
Charles I., the head being separated from the trunk,

with the motto that was used for the murdered
Darnley, "Judge and avenge my cause, O Lord."
It had no effect, however, upon the simple natives of
these regions, except to excite their aversion, and
they everywhere fled before him.

In order to secure a retreat to the Orkneys, the
castle of Dunbeath was taken possession of, and
strongly garrisoned by Montrose. Pive hundred men
were also sent forward to occupy the hill of Ord,
which they accomplished just as the Earl of Suther-
land was advancing to take possession of it. Suther-
land retired rapidly before him, leaving his houses
of Dunnechin, Shelbo, Skibo, and Dornoch under
strong garrisons for the protection of his lands.

Montrose, mortified to find in Sutherland the same
aversion to him as in Caithness, and confident of his

strength and of the distance of his enemies, sent a
message to the Earl of Sutherland, threatening to

subject his estates to military execution if he con-

tinued to neglect his duty and the royal cause.

Colonel .Strachan had, however, by this time reached
Tain, where he met with his lordship and his friends

the Rosses and Munroes, to the amount of 500 or 600
men. Here it was determined that -Sutherland should
get behind Montrose, so as to prevent his retreat to

the north, while Strachan with four troops of horse,

assisted by the Rosses and Munroes, should march
up in his front. When within two miles of him
they concealed themselves in a field of broom, and
sent out scouts to observe the motions and calculate

the strength he had brought along with him. Find-
ing that Montrose had just sent out a party of forty

horse, it was resolved that the whole should keep
hid in the broom, one troop of horse excepted, which
might lead him to think he had no more to contend
with. This had the desired effect. Montrose took
no pains to strengthen his position, but placing his

horse a little in advance, waited their approach on a
piece of low ground close by the mouth of the river

Kyle. Strachan then marslialled his little party for

the attack, dividing the whole into four parts, the

first of which he commanded in person; and it was
his intention that, while he himself rode up with his

party, so as to confirm the enemy in the notion that

there were no more to ojjpose, the remaining parties

should come up in (piick succession, and at once
overwhelm him with the announcement that he was
surprised by a large army. The plan was comjdetely
successful. Montrose no sooner saw the strength of

the Presbyterians, than, alarmed for the safety of his

foot, he ordered them to retire to a craggy hill behind

his position. Strachan, however, made such haste

that, though it was very bad riding ground, he over-

took the retiring invaders before they could reach

their place of refuge, 'ihe mercenaries alone sho\\ ed

any disposition to resist—the rest threw down their

arms without so much as firing a shot. Montrose
fought with desjicrate valour, but to no avail. lie

could only save himself by fliglit. The carnage,

considering the number of the combatants, was
dreadful. .Several hundreds were slain, and u])wards

of 400 taken ])risoners. On tlie jiart of the victors

only two men were wounded and one drowned. 'Hie

principal standard of the enemy, and all Montrose's
papers, fell into the hands of the victors.

Montrose, who fled from the field u]ion his friend

the young Viscount l'"rendrauglu's horse, his own
being killed in the battle, rode for some space with
a friend or two who made their escape along with
him; but the ground becoming bad, he aliandoned
in succession his hor>e, his friends, and his cloak,

star, and sword, and exchanging clothes with a
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Highland rustic, toiled along the valley on foot.

Ignorant of the locality of the country, he knew not

so much as where he was going, except that he
believed he was leaving his enemies behind him, in

which he was fatally mistaken. His pursuers had
found in succession his horse, his cloak, and his

sword, by which they conjectured that he had fled

into Assynt; and accordingly the proprietor, Neil

Macleod, was enjoined to apprehend any stranger

he might find u]wn his ground. Parties were im-

mediately sent out, and by one of them he was
apprehended, along with an officer of the name of

Sinclair. The laird of Assynt had served under
Montrose, but was now alike regardless of the pro-

mises and the threatenings of his old commander.
The fugitive was unrelentingly delivered up to Gen-
eral Leslie, and by Strachan and Ilalket conducted,

in the same mean habit in which he was taken,

towards Edinburgh. At the house of the laird of

Grange, near Dundee, he had a change of raiment,

and by the assistance of an old lady had very nearly

elfected his escape. He had been excommunicated
by the church and forfeited by the parliament so far

back as 1644, and now sentence was pronounced
against him before he was brought to Edinburgh.

His reception in the capital was that of a condemned
traitor, and many barbarous indignities were heaped
upon him; in braving which he became, what he

could never otherwise have been, in some degree an

object of popular sympathy. He was executed on
Tuesday, the 21st of May, 1650, in a dress the most
splendid that he could command, and with the

history of his achievements tied round his neck;

defending with his latest breath his exertions in

behalf of distressed royalty, and declaring that his

conscience was completely at rest. His limbs were
afterwards exposed with useless barbarity at the gates

of the principal towns in Scotland.

Montrose appeared to Cardinal Du Retz as a hero

fit for the pages of Plutarch, being inspired by all

the ideas and sentiments which animated the classic

personages whom that writer has commemorated.
He certainly is entitled to the praise of great military

genius, of uncompromising ardour of purpose, and
of a boldness both in the conception and execution

of great designs, such as are rarely found in any class

of men. It is not to be denied, however, that

ambition was nearly his highest principle of action,

and that the attainment of his objects was too often

sought at tire expense of humanity. As might be

expected, his memory was too much cherished by his

own party, and unreasonably detested by the other;

but historical truth now dictates that he had both

his glorious and his dark features, all of which were
alike the characteristics of a great and pregnant

mind, soaring beyond the sphere assigned to it, but

hardly knowing how to pursue greatness in con-

sistency with vutue.

GRAHAME, Rev. James, the author of T/w
Sal'liath and other poems, was born in Glasgow on
the 22d of April, 1765. He was the son of Mr.
Tliomas Grahame, writer in that city, a gentleman
at the head of the legal profession tliere, and who
held a high place in the esteem of his fellow-citizens

for strict integrity and many amiable qualities. His
mother was a woman of very uncommon understand-
ing ; and it may be well supposed that the young
bard owed much of that amialile disposition wliicli

distinguished him in after-life to the mild and bene-
volent tuition of his parents. From them also lie

imbibed those ultra-liberal opinions on politics,

wliich, on the first breaking out of the French re-

volution of 17S9, found so many supporters in this

country, and which Mr. Grahame no doubt adopted
under a sincere impression that the diffusion of such

opinions was likely to benefit the human race. He
was educated at the grammar-school and university

of Glasgow. At this time his father possessed a

beautiful villa on the romantic banks of the Cart,

near Glasgow, to which the family removed during

the summer months; and it is pleasing to remark the

delight with which James Grahame, in after-years,

looked back upon the youthful days spent there.

In the Birds of Scotland we have the following

pleasing remembrances, which show that these days

were still green in his memory:
" I love thee, pretty bird I for 'twas thy nest

Which first, unhelpcd by older eyes, I found;
The very spot I think I now behold!
Forth from my low-roofed home I wandered biythe
Down to thy side, sweet Cart, where cross the stream
A range of stones, below a shallow ford,

Stood in the place of the now-spanning arch;

Up from that ford a little bank there was.
With alder copse and willow overgrown,
Now worn away by mining winter floods;

There at a bramble root, sunk in the grass.

The hidden prize, of withered field-straws formed,
Well lined with many a coil of hair and moss,
And in it laid five red-veined spheres, I found."

James Grahame eminently distinguished himself

both at school and college ; and we have an early

notice of his poetical genius having displayed itself

in some Latin verses, which, considering his age,

were thought remarkable for their elegance. At
this period he was noted among his companions for

the activity of his habits, and the frolicsome gaiety

of his disposition ; his character, however, seems to

have undergone a change, and his constitution to

have received a shock, in consequence of a blow in-

flicted in wantonness on the back of his head, which
ever aftervvards entailed upon him occasional attacks

of headache and stupor; and there seems to be little

doubt that this blow was ultimately the cause of his

death. After passing through a regular academical

course of education at the university of Glasgow,
during which he attended a series of lectures de-

livered by the celebrated Professor Millar, whose
opinions on politics were by no means calcidated

to alter those which his pupil had derived from his

father, he was removed to Edinburgh in the year

17S4, where he commenced the study of law under
the tuition of his cousin, Mr. Laurence Hill, writer

to the signet. This was a destination wholly foreign

to his character and inclination; his own wishes would
have led him to the clerical profession, which was
more congenial to his tastes than the busy turmoil

of legal avocations ; but young Grahame passively

acquiesced in the arrangement which his father had
made, more from considerations connected with his

own means of advancing him in the legal profession,

than from regard to the peculiarities of his son's dis-

position and character.

After having finished his apprenticeship he was
admitted a member of the Society of Writers to the

Signet in the year 1791. His prospects of success

in business were very considerable, in consequence

of the influence possessed h\ his fitlicr and his other

relations ; but the death of his latlicr towards the

close of the year I 791 .-eenis to have freed him from

the restraint which liound him to liis profession, and
he resumed his original desire of entering the church.

For a time, however, the jiersuasion of his friends

induced him to relinquish his intention of taking

holy orders; and at length, in the year 1795, in

the hope that the avucations of the bar would prove

more congenial to his taste, and allow him, during

the vacations, greater leisure to indulge his literary

propensities, than the more irksome details of the
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other branch of the profession, he became a member
of the F"aculty of Advocates.

James Grahame, while yet at the university, printed

and circulated among his friends a collection of

poetical pieces. Of this work no trace is now left

except in the memory of the members of his own
family, and it is only curious as it seems to have
contained a rough draught of those sketches which
he aftervvards published under the title of the Rural
CciUndar. It was in the year 1 797 that these pieces

appeared in their amended form. Being on a visit

to a friend in Kelso when the Kdso Afail was com-
menced, he contributed them anonymously to that

newspaper; he afterwards published them, greatly

enlarged and improved, in the l2mo edition of his

works, in 1807. In the year 1801 he published a

dramatic poem, entitled Mary Queen of Scotland;

but his talents were by no means dramatic; and
although this production was a great favourite of his

own, it is only deserving of attention as containing

some beautiful descriptive passages.

In the year 1802 Mr. Grahame was married to

Miss Grahame, eldest daughter of Richard Grahame,
Esq., Annan, a woman of masculine understanding

and very elegant accomplishments. She at first en-

deavoured to discourage her husband's poetical pro-

pensities, from the idea that they interfered with his

professional duties; but on the discovery that he was
the author of The Sabbath, she no longer attempted,

or wished, to oppose the original bias of his mind.
The Sabbath was published not only anonymously,
but the poet even concealed its existence from his

dearest relations. The mode which he took to com-
municate it to his wife presents a very pleasing pic-

ture of his diffident and amiable disposition. In

relating this anecdote we shall use the words of one
who was very intimate with the poet and his family.

"On its publication he brought the book home with
him, and left it on the parlour table. Returning
soon after he found Mrs. Grahame engaged in its

perusal ; but without venturing to ask her opinion,

he continued to walk up and down the room in

breathless anxiety, till she burst out in the warmest
eulogium on the performance; adding, 'Ah James,
if you could but produce a poem like this.' The
acknowledgment of the authorship, and the pleasure

of making the disclosure under such circumstances,

may be easily imagined." The Sabbath was sub-

jected to a severe ordeal of criticism in the Edinburgh
A'eT'/cTi'; but the critic afterwards made ample atone-

ment to the wounded feelings of the poet and his

friends, in reviewing his subsecjuent work, the British

Georgics—an examjile which one cannot but wish
that Lord liyron had imitated, by expressing some
contrition for the wanton and cruel attack made in

his English Bards and Scotch Rr^'it-iucrs on the

gentle and amiable poet of 'Jlie Sabbath.

About the year 1S06 Mr. Grahame published a

well-written pamphlet on the suljjcct of the introduc-

tion of jury trial in civil causes in Scotland, entitled

Thi>n.;hts on 'Trial by Jury. This was a favourite

proiect of his paity in politics about the beginning

of the present century; and during the ^^'l^ig ad-

ministration of 1806-7 a bill was brought into jiar-

liament by the ministry for the purpo'^c of extending

that mode of trial to Scotland. That bill fell on the

change of administration; but some years afterwards

a bill having the same object was carried through
parliament t)y the succeeding administration; and
in 1816 jury trial in civil causes was introduced under
certain modifications, and has since been made a

permanent part of the civil judicial procedure in

this cf)untry.

liut for the bad health to which he was occasion-

ally subject, Mr. Grahame might have enjoyed much
happiness, surrounded as he was by his family, to

whom he was devotedly attached, and mixing dur-
ing the winter months on familiar tenns with the
intellectual and polished society which Edinburgh
at all times affords, and which, at the time alluded
to, was peculiarly brilliant; while, to vary the scene,

he usually spent the summer either at Kirkhill, on
the banks of the Esk, or at some other rural retire-

ment. It was at Kirkhill, surrounded with some
of the loveliest scenery in .Scotland, that he composed
The Birds of Scotland. But in spite of the happi-
ness which such a state of literary ease was calculated

to afford, Mr. Grahame still looked with longing to

the condition of a country clergyman—a vocation
which his imagination had invested with many
charms. The authority already referred to mentions
a circumstance strongly indicative of the constant
current of his thoughts:—"The writer will never
forget the eager longing with which he surveyed the

humble church of Borthwick on a fine summer even-
ing, when the sun's last rays had gilded the land-

scape, and rendered every object in nature more
sweet and impressive. He cast a look of delighted

complacency around the peaceful scene, and said,

with an accent of regret, ' I wish such a place as that

had fallen to my lot.' And when it was remarked
that continued retirement might become wearisome,
'Oh! no,' he replied, 'it would be delightful to live

a life of usefulness among a simple people, unmolested
with petty cares and ceremonies.' At length, yield-

ing to his long cherished wish, he entered holy orders

as a clergyman of the Church of England. After
having spent the summer months of 1 808 at a plea-

sant villa in the neighbourhood of Annan, where
he composed the British Georgics, he proceeded to

England in the spring following; and after encoun-
tering some difficulty, was ordained by Dr. Bathurst,

Bishop of Norwich, on Trinity Sunday, being the

28th of May, 1809. That good prelate was so much
delighted with Mr. Grahame, that he was anxious

to ]5ersuade him to remain in his diocese; but Mr.
Grahame was prevented from acceding to this re-

quest by the prevalence of fever and ague in the

(listrict. lie resided for some weeks after his ordina-

tion at the city of Chester ; and there he obtained
the curacy of Shefton in Gloucestershire, which he
held from July until the month of March in the fol-

lowing year, when he was called to Scotland by
family affairs. The accomplishment of his long
cherished and ardent desire to enter the clerical

profession does not seem to have afforded him tliat

full measure of happiness which he anticipated.

This was partly to be attributed to broken health;

and perhaps, also, to a natural restlessness of dis-

])osition, but more particularly to the change having

i)een too long deferred. Indications of this fact ni.ny

be traced in the following beautiful lines in the Bri-

tish Georgics, whicli show how dee])ly he loved and
how fon(lly he regretted leaving his native land:

—

"How pIcTiant came thy ni'.hing, silver Tweed,
L [Kill mine cur, when, after roaming Inng
In s()\ithern plains, I've reached thy lovely banks!
How bright, renowned Sark, thy little stream,
Like ray of cohimn'd light chasing a shower.
Would cross my homeward pathl how sweet the sounds
When I, to hear the Doric tongue's reply,

Would ask thy well-known name.
And must I leave,

T)car land, thy bonny braes, thy dales,

Krirh haimted by its wizard-stream, o'erhun;;
With all the varied charms of bush anrl tree;

Thy towering hills, tlie lineament sublime,
Unchanged, of Nature's face, which wont to fill

The eye of Wallace, as he musing plann'd
The gr.and emprise of setting Scotlan<t free?

And must I leave the friends of youthful years,
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And mould my heart anew to take the stamp
Of foreign friendships in a foreign land?

Yes, I may love the music of strange tongues.

And mould my heart anew to take the stamp
Of foreign friendships in a foreien land;

But to my parched mouth's roofcleave this tongue,

My fancy fade into the yellow leaf,

And this oft-pausing heart forget to throb.

If, Scotland, thee and thine I e'er forget."

On his return to Scotland he was an unsuccessful

candidate fi>r St. Geor<je's Episcopal Chapel, Edin-

burgh. This disappointment was severely felt by his

friends, who, fondly attached to him, and admiring

him much as a preacher, were exceedingly anxious

to have him settled amongst them ; but he bore

the frustration of his hopes without a murmur. In

August, 1 8 10, he was appointed interim curate to

the chapelry of St. Margaret, Durham, where his

eloquence as a preacher quickly collected a crowded
congregation; and after having officiated there for a

few months, he obtained the curacy of Sedgefield, in

the same diocese. Having been affected with oppres-

sive asthma and violent headaches, he was induced

to try the effect of a change to his native air; and
after spending a few days in Edinburgh with his

only surviving sister, Mrs. Archibald Grahame, he,

along with his wife, who had joined him in Edin-

burgh, proceeded to Glasgow, where he expired two
days after his arrival. He died at Whitehill, the

residence of his eldest brother, Mr. Robert Grahame
of Whitehill, on the 14th of September, iSil, in the

forty-seventh year of his age, leaving two sons and a

daughter.

The most characteristic feature in the mind of

Tames Grahame was a keen and refined sensibility,

which, while it in some measure incapacitated him
for encountering the hardships and enduring the as-

perities of life, aiid gave the appearance of vacillation

to his conduct, at the same time rendered him sensi-

tively alive to the intellectual pleasures of the world,

and shed an amiable purity over his character and
manners. It is deeply to be regretted that the

wishes of his father should have thrown an impedi-

ment in the way of his embracing at the outset of

life that profession which was so congenial to the

benign gentleness of his disposition. Possessed of a

pleasing and intellectual fund of conversation, there

was about him an infantine simplicity of character,

which rendered him alternately the companion of

Erancis Horner, and ofJeffrey, Cockburn, Brougham,
and his other distinguished contemporaries, and
tlie delight of his own children, in whose most
playful gambols he would often join. His per-

sonal appearance was particularly striking; his dark
comjilexion harmonizing well with his finely-formed

and expressive features, over which there hung a

deep shade of languor and pensiveness; his figure

was tall, and while discharging the duties of his

sacred office his air and manner were truly apostolic.

GRAHAM, John, Viscount of Dundee, was the

elder son of Sir William Graham of Claverhouse, an
estate with an old castle attached near Dundee.
The family of Claverhouse was a branch of that of
Montrose, and the mother of the subject of this me-
moir was Lady Jean Carnegie, third daughter of Jolm,
first Earl of Xorthesk. Young Graham was educated
between 1660 and 1670, at .St. Andrew's university,

where he distinguished himself by a proficiency in

matliematics, by an enthusiastic passion for Highland
poi'try, and the zeal inherited from his family in be-
half of the then established order of things in church
and state. His abilities recommended him to the

attention of Archbishop .Sharp, whose death he
afterwards revenged bv so manv severities. He

commenced his military career as a volunteer in the

French service, and when the British war with

Holland was concluded, became a cornet in the

guards of the Prince of Orange, whose life he saved

at the battle of Seneff, in the year 1674; a service

for which he was rewarded by receiving a captain's

commission in the same corps. One of the Scottish

regiments in the service of the States shortly after

becoming vacant, Graham, from the favour of the

prince, and his interest with the court of England,
was induced to offer himself as a candidate for it. It

was, however, carried against him, in consequence

of which he determined to abandon the Dutch service,

and in 1677 l^c returned to Scotland, bringing with
him particular recommendations from the Prince of

Orange to King Charles, who appointed him captain

to the first of three troops of horse which he was
raising at that time for enforcing compliance with

the established religion. Of all who were employed
in this odious service Captain Graham was the most
indefatigable and unrelenting. His dragoons were
styled by the less serious part of the people, the

ruling ciders of the church; and recusancy was the

great crime they had it in charge to repress. Con-
venticles, as they were called, the peaceable assem-

blies of the people in the open fields, to hear from
their own ministers the word of God, were the objects

against which Clavers, as his name was usually con-

tracted, had it in charge to wage an exterminating war-

fare; and to discover and bring to punishment such as

frequented them, he spared not to practise the most
detestable cruelties. But though the subject of this

memoir was the most forward and violent, he Avas

not the sole persecutor of the field-preachers and
their adherents. In every quarter of the country,

particularly in the shire of Fife, and in the southern

and western counties— there was a .Sharp, an Earls-

hall, a Johnston, a Bannatyne, a Grierson, an

Oglethorpe, or a Alain, with each a host of inferior

tyrants, who acted under him as spies and informers

—in consequence of whose procedure no man was
for a moment safe in his life or his property, either

in house or in field, at home or abroad. Arms, of

course, were necessarily resorted to by the sufferers,

and a party of them falling in by accident with the

primate Sharp, in the beginning of May, 1679, put

him to death, which excited the fears, and of course

the rage, of the whole of the dominant party to the

highest pitch of extravagance; and in pursuit of the

actors in that affair, and to put down all conventicles

by the way, Claverhouse and his dragoons, with a

party of foot, were immediately sent to the west.

Meanwhile a party in arms had assembled in Evan-
dale, to the number of eighty persons, with Robert
Hamilton of Preston at their head, and came to

Rutherglen on the 29th of May, the anniversary of

the restoration. There they extinguished the bonfires

that were blazing in honour of the day—and having

burned the act of supremacy, the declaration, iVc,

and published at the market-cross of that burgh a

short testimony against all these acts, since known by
the name of the Rutherglen Declaration, they returned

to Evandale. Semion having been announced by
some of their preachers on the approaching Sunday,

June the 1st, in the neighbourhood of Loution Hill,

Claverhouse, who it a]ipears was either in Glasgow
or its neighbourhood at the time, and had information

both of what they had done and of what they in-

tended to do, followed almost upon their heels, and
on Saturday the 31-t of May surpri>ed and made
prisoners, in the neighbourhood of Hamilton, Mr.
John King and seventeen jiersons on their way to

join the meeting at Loudon Hill. Tying his prison-

ers together, two ar.d two, and driving them before
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him like cattle, to be witnesses to the murder of

their brethren, he hasted on Sunday morning early,

by the way of Strathaven, to surprise them before

they should have time to be fully assembled. The
service, however, was begun by Mr. Thomas Douglas,
who had been an actor in the publication of the

Rutherglen Declaration on the preceding Thursday,
before he could come up; and having notice of his

approach, about 5° horsemen and from 150 to

200 foot left the meeting, and met their perse-

cutors at Drumclog, where, being united in heart

and mind, and properly conducted, they in a few
minutes routed the royal troops. Claverhouse him-
self narrowly escaped, with the loss of his colours,

between thirty and forty of his men, and all his

prisoners. Of the country people there were not

above three killed and but few wounded. Claverhouse
fled hurriedly to Glasgow, where he had left Lord
Ross with a number of troops; and, had the Cove-
nanters pursued him, they might have been masters

of the city the same day. They waited, however,
till next day before they attacked Glasgow; and the

streets having been barricaded, they were repulsed

with considerable loss by the troops, who were thus

enabled to fight under cover. As the countrymen
took up ground at no great distance, and as their

numbers were rapidly augmenting, Claverhouse and
Lord Ross did not think it prudent to attempt keep-

ing possession of Glasgow, but on the 3d of June
retreated towards Stirling, carrying along with them
in carts a number of the wounded countrymen that

had fallen into their hands, and on Larbert Muir, in

the neighbourhood of Falkirk, were joined by a body
of the king's forces under the P2arl of Linlithgow.

Still they did not think themselves a match for the

Covenanters, and wrote to the council that it was
the general sense of the officers that his majesty
should be written to for assistance from England
without loss of time.

The Duke of Monmouth was in consequence ap-

pointed to the command of the amiy; the whole of

the militia were called out, and two regiments of

dragoons, under Oglethorpe and Main, then in sum-
mer quarters in the north of England, ordered to join

them. On the 17th Monmouth arrived at Edinburgh.
He joined the army, which had been increased to

upwards of 10,000 men, on the 19th, and on .Sunday

the 22d confronted the poor insurgents in their ori-

ginal encampmentupon Hamilton ^Iuir, who, instead

of making ])reparations to receive an enemy, wore
quarrelling about the manner in which their grievances

should be stated, or whether they were to su])plicate

or to fight; yet a part of the countrymen, with some
pieces of cannon stationed to defend the passage of

Bothwell Bridge, behaved with the coolness of veteran

troops. After having maintained the unequal con-

flict for upwards of an hour, this little band of heroes

were obliged to retreat for tlie want of ammunition.
Monmouth's whole force crossed by the bridge, and
it was no longer a battle but a disorderly rout, every

individual shifting for himself in the way he thought

best. Claverhouse reciuested that he might be

allowed to sack and burn Glasgow, Hamilton, Strath-

aven, and the adjacent country, for the counte-

nance they had given to the rebels, as he termed

them, but in reality for the sake of spoil, and to

gratify a spirit of revenge for the affront he sustained

at Drumclog. This, however, the duke had too

much humanity to permit. But he had abundant
room for satiating his revenge afterwards, being sent

into the we^t with the most absolute powers; which
he exercised in such a manner as has made his very

name an execration to this day.

In 16S2 Claverhouse was appointed sheriff of

Wigton, in which office his brother, David Graham,
was joined with him the year following. To particu-

larize the murders and the robberies committed by
the brothers in the exercise of their civil and military

callings would require a volume. Ensnaring oaths
and healths Claverhouse himself had ever at his

finger ends; and if any refused these, they were in-

stantly dragged to prison, provided there was a pros-

pect of making anything out of them in the way of
money; otherwise they had the advantage of being
killed on the spot, though sometimes not without
being victims of the most refined cruelty. This was
particularly the case with regard to John Brown,
styled the Christian Carrier, whom Claverhouse laid

hold of in a summer morning in 1685, going to his

work in the fields. Intending to kill this innocent
and worthy person, the persecutor brought him back
to his own house, and subjected him to a long ex-

amination before his wife and family. Being solidly

and seriously answered, he tauntingly inquired at his

prisoner if he was a preacher; and in the same
spirit, when answered in the negative, remarked, "If
he had never preached meikle, he had prayed in his

time;" informing him at the same time that he was
instantly to die. The poor unoffending victim ad-

dressed himself to the duty of prayer, along with his

family, with all the fervour of a devout mind in the

immediate prospect of eternity, and thrice by Claver-

house was interrupted by the remark, that he had
got time to pray, but was beginning to preach. With
one simple reply, that he knew neither the nature of

praying nor preaching, the good man went on and
concluded his address without the smallest confusion.

He was then commanded to take farewell of his wife

and children, which he did with the most resigned

composure, kissing them individually, and wishing

all purchased and promised blessings, along with his

own, to be multiplied upon them. A volley from six

of the troopers then scattered his head in fragments

upon the ground; when Claverhouse, mounting his

horse, as if to insult the sorrows of the woman whom
he had thus wickedly made a widow, asked her what
she thought of her husband now. "I thought ever

much of him," was the rej^ly, "and now as much as

ever." "It were justice," said he, "to lay thee be-

side him." "If ye were permitted," said the much
injured woman, "I doubt not but your cruelty would
carry you that length; but how will you make answer
for this morning's work?" "To man I can be answer-

able," said the audacious tyrant, "and for God, I

will take him in mine own hand;" and putting spurs

to his horse, galloped off, leaving the widow with

her bereaved babes and the corpse of her murdered
husband without a friend or neighbour that was not

at some miles distance. The poor woman, borrow-

ing strength from her despair, meantime set down
her infant on the ground, gathered and tied up the

scattered brains of her husband, straiglited his body,

wra]:)ping it up in her plaid, and, with her infants

around her, sat down and wept over him. Claver-

house had in the year previous to this been consti-

tuted captain of the royal regiment of horse, was
sworn a privy-councillor, and had a gift from the king
of the estate of Dudhope, and along with it the

office of constable of Dundee, then in the hands of

Lauderdale, u]M;n Jiaving a sum of money to the

chancellor.

On the accession of James VTI. he was left out of

the ])rivy-counciI, on jiretence that, having married
into the family of Dundonald, it was not fit that he
should be intruste<l with the king's secrets. He
was very soon, however, restored to his place in

the council, had the rank of brigadier-general be-

stowed on him in 1686, and sometime afterwards
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that of major-general. On the 12th of November,
1688, being then with the king in London, he
was created a peer, by the title of Viscount of

Dundee and Lord Graham of Claverhouse. This
was a week after William Prince of Orange had
landed to reverse the order of things under which
his lordship had reaped so much honour and prefer-

ment. When his majesty withdrew to Rochester,

Lord Dundee strongly dissuaded him from leaving

the kingdom, promising to collect 10,000 of his dis-

banded soldiers to march through England, driving

the Prince of Orange before him. Happily for the

country, and perhaps for Dundee himself, his advice

was not taken, and still meditating mischief, he came
to Edinburgh, bringing a troop of sixty horse along
with him, which had deserted from his regiment in

England. The westland men, however, who had
come into the city of Edinburgh to protect the con-

vention till regularly authorized troops should be
raised, had their eye upon him, as one who ought
to be called to account for the many slaughters he

had committed; and suspecting that he intended, by
the help of his dragoons, to add that of the Lords
Crawford and Cardross to the number, they mounted
guard upon the lodgings of these two noblemen.
This seemed to give great uneasiness to the Lord
Dundee, who in the convention which he attended

only for a few days, was always putting the question,

what was meant by bringing in the rabble; which
not being answered to his lordship's mind, he thought
it prudent to retire from the city. General Mackay
with fifteen troops of horse, by orders from the con-

vention, pursued him through the shires of Perth,

Angus, Aberdeen, Buchan, Banff, Moray, and Nairn.

On the 1st of May, 1689, Dundee, with 150 horse,

joined Macdonald of Keppoch, who with 900 men
had invested Inverness, partly because they had pro-

claimed the Prince of Orange king, and partly for

assisting the M'Intoshes, with whom he was at odds.

The town, however, compromised the matter by a
gift to Keppoch of 2000 dollars, Dundee acting the

part of a mediator between them. He offered him-
self in the same character to M'Intosh; but the chief-

tain refused to submit to his dictation, for which
they drove away his cattle, and divided them,—part

to the use of the army, and part to Keppoch's
tenants. After having subsisted upon this booty
along with Keppoch for upwards of six weeks, he,

with his 150 horse, came unexpectedly upon the

town of Perth, where he made some prisoners, seized

upon a number of horses, and appropriated 9000
marks of the king's cess and excise. From Perth he
marched upon Dundee, but the citizens shut their

gates against him; and, unable to force an entrance,

he turned aside to his own house at Dudhope. After
occupying this mansion two nights he returned to

Keppoch, whence, after a residence of six weeks, he
marched into Badenoch to meet General Mackay
and the laird of Grant, wlio had an army of nearly
2000 foot and upwards of 200 horse. ^Iackay and
(Jrant, thougli superior in numbers, retreated before
him till they had passed Strathbogie. Dundee pur-
sued with great ardour till he came to Edinglassy,
where he learned that Mackay had received consider-
able reinforcements: after resting a few days he re-

turned to Keppoch. Here, besides recruits from
Ireland, he was joined by Macdonald of the Isles
with 500 men, by Macdonald of Glengary, the captain
ofClanronald, Sir John Maclean, Cameron of Lochiel.
and others, each witli a body of retainers eager to

be led against the .Sassenach, for the sake of their

expatriated sovereign. Thus reinforced with an
army of 2500 men, he advanced upon Blair in Athol.
General Mackay, being at Perth, hasted to meet him
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with an army of 3000 foot and two troops of horse.

Marching through the pass of Kiiliecrankie, he found
Dundee with his army posted on an eminence, ready
to attack him as he emerged from that dangerous
defile. Having little choice of position Mackay drew
up his men in line, three deep, as they could clear

the defile, having a narrow plain before them, and
behind them the craggy eminences they had just

passed, and the deep and rapid water of Tummel.
Dundee's army was formed in dense masses, accord-
ing to their clans, on an opposite eminence; whence
about an hour before sunset they descended, in their

shirts and doublets, with the violence of their own
mountain torrents; and, though they received three

fires, which killed a great number of them, before
they reached Mackay's lines, their attack was such
as in the course of a few minutes threw nearly his

whole force into irretrievable confusion. One or
two of his regiments happily stood unbroken; and
while he hasted with these to secure an orderly re-

treat, Dundee rode up at full speed to lead on the
Macdonalds, to complete the victory- : but as he was
pointing them on to the attack, a random shot struck
him below the armpit, and he fell from his horse
mortally wounded. He was carried into a neigh-
bouring cottage, where he died the same night, July
27, 1689. In his grave were buried the fruits of his

victory, and for a time the best hopes of his party,

who, while they eulogized his character in the lan-

guage of unmeasured panegjric, could not help
seeing that the cause of legitimacy in Scotland per-

ished with him. It is hardly necessarj' to remark,
that this anticipation was fully justified by the event.

Lord Dundee was married to the Honourable Jean
Cochrane, third and youngest daughter of Lord
William Cochrane, brother to the Earl of Dundonald,
by whom he had issue one son, who died in infancy.

Of his character, after the brief detail which we have
given of his actions, it is scarcely necessary to speak
more particularly. That he was free from many of

the debasing vices which disgraced the greater part

of his associates we have seen no reason to doubt ; but

if he was less sensual he was more haughty, more
perseveringly active and more uniformly and un-

relentingly cruel in the exercise of those illegal

powers which he was called upon by a most unprin-

cipled court to exercise, than all his coadjutors put
togetlier.

GRAHAM, Robert. This excellent botanist,

who did so much in reviving the study of botany
and making it a popular science, was the third son
of Dr. Robert Graham, afterwards Moir of Leckie,

and was born at Stirling on the 3d of December,
17S6. Being educated for his father's profession,

he commenced his public life as a physician, and
practised for some time in Glasgow. Before the year

1S18 there was no separate chair of botany in tlie

university of that city, the want being partially sup-

plied by the professor of anatomy, wlio read a course

of lectures on the subject during the summer season.

In the year above-mentioned the government estab-

lished a separate professorship for Ijotany, and Dr.

Graham was promoted to the office. In this, how-
ever, he did not long remain, for the cliair of botany

in the university of Ldinlnirgh having liecome vacant,

Dr. Graham entered tlie conipctitiosi for the charge,

and was the successful candidate. He was also ap-

jiointed physician to the infirnian.-, and conservator

to the botanical garden of Edinburgh. Upon this

latter oftice he bestowed sucli care and attention,

that to his exertions the garden is chiefly indebted

for its present distinguished excellence.

Although on his ajipointment to the professorship
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in Glasgow in 1818, Dr. Graham's knowledge of

botany was little above the average of his brethren,

while the general apathy to the science gave him
little encouragement to mature his knowledge of it,

the case was different when he was translated to

the capital of Scotland. There a scientific and in-

tellectual spirit was in the full flush of vigorous

manhood, and while he felt that mere ordinary ex-

cellence was of no account, the life-stir around him
inspired him with its enthusiasm. He devoted him-

self to the science in earnest, and—what was more

—

communicated his ardour to his pupils; and under

the electric touch the study of botany acquired fresh

popularity not only among the lovers of scientific

research, but the fair and fashionable world, the

members of which thronged to his lectures in the

garden, and dissected the beautiful floral specimens

by which his lessons were illustrated. A favourite

mode of teaching his students also promoted their

progress; it consisted of excursions with them during

the summer months to distant parts of the country,

where nature opened before them the botanical

volume illuminated with its richest illustrations.

In this manner he perambulated witli his class some
of the most important districts of Scotland, England,

Wales, and Ireland; and while he examined and
explained their various floral productions, he was
induced from the knowledge he thus accjuired to

prepare materials for a Flora of Great Britain, which,

however, he did not live to publish. His published

works consist chiefly of accounts of new and rare

plants which flowered in the botanic gardens of

Edinburgh, and notices of his excursions and other

papers: these he published in the Edi}iburgh A'cvj

Philosophical Magazine, Q,\xxW'n% Botanical Magazine,

and Hooker's Companion to the Botanical Magazine.

The muscular frame and vigorous constitution of

Professor Graham seemed to insure a healthy old

age and prolonged life of usefulness, which, however,
were not realized. His health broke down several

years before his death, and he died on the 7lh of

August, 1845, of ^" encephaloid tumour, which oc-

cupied the back part of the thorax, and pressed upon
the great vessels of the heart. An enthusiast in his

department of science, an aljje and suggestive teacher,

frank in his manners and kind-hearted in disposition,

his death was lamented not only by his pupils, but

a large circle of friends, to whom his many amiable
qualities had endeared him.

GRAHAM, Thomas, Lord Lynedoch. This
veneraljle warrior was descended from a common
ancestor with the Dukes of Montrose. He was the

third son of Thomas Ciraiiam of lialgowan in Perth-

shire, by Lady Christian Hope, fourth daughter of

Charles, first Earl of llopetoun, and was born A. 1).

1750. He had thus reached his ninety-f)urth year

when he died, a period of life which few who have
undergone the hardships and ])rivations of trying

campaigns are privileged to attain.

Nothing in the early course of Thom.as Graham
indicated that he would become not only a soldier,

but a skilful and successful one. 15y the death of his

two elder brothers he became the heir and rejirescn-

tative of the family; and by his marriage with Mary
Cathcart, daughter of tlie ninth Lord Cathcart, his

affc-ctions were s(j completely occu])ied and his home
endeared, that he had reached his forty-second year,

with the character of an amiatjle country gentleman,

whose highest object was the welfare of his tenants

and the liappiness of all around him. Put all at

once this tranquil life was bnnight to a close by
the death of Mrs. Graham in 1792, after she had
been married eighteen years; and her husband, who

loved her with a surpassing affection, was inconsolable

at her death. The bereavement was also still far-

ther imbittered by the circumstance of their marriage
having been without offspring, so that no child was
left behind to cheer the solitude of his dwelling and
restore to him the look and accents of the departed.

He felt as if he had sustained a loss for which nothing
could compensate; but instead of having recourse to

the miserable remedy of the suicide, he resolved at

the age of forty-three to devote himself to a military

life, where he might find, not a soldier's glory, for

which at this time he cared not, but a soldier's early

grave, the refuge best fitted for a weary and broken
heart. Who would have thought that a feeling so

tender and domestic was to produce the victor of

Barossa? It is to this commencement of his military

life that Sir Walter Scott so touchingly alludes, while
describing the chief heroes of the Peninsular war, in

his Vision 0/Don Roderick:—
" Nor be his praise o'erpast who strove to hide

Beneath the warrior's vest affection's wound,
Whose wish, Heaven for his country's weal denied;
Danger and f.^te he sought, but gloi-y found.

From clime to clime, where'er war's trumpets sound,
The wanderer went; yet, Caledonia! still

Thine was his thought in march and tented ground;
He dreamed 'mid alpine cliffs of Athole's hill,

And heard in Ebro's roar his Lynedoch's lovely rill."

This choice of a military life was made after the

consolations of travel had been tried and found in-

effectual. The bereaved man had wandered through
France ; but neither its beautiful scenery, nor gay
society, nor even the wild events of its revolution,

could abstract his mind from its own sorrows. He
then became a pilgrim on the shores of the Mediter-

ranean, and passed over to Gibraltar; and it was in

the society of the officers there that his choice ap-

pears to have been first adopted. He offered him-
self as a volunteer to Lord Hood, then about to sail

to the south of France, and by the latter he was
received with welcome. At the commencement of

the revolutionary war in 1793 Graham landed with
the British troops at Toulon, and officiated there as

extra aide-de-camp to Lord Mulgrave, the generrd

in command. In tlie numerous encounters with the

enemy that distinguished this memorable siege, the

new volunteer threw himself among the foremost;

and on one occasion, when a British soldier fell at

the head of the attacking column, Mr. Graham
snatched up the musket of the dead man, and took
his place. When Toulon was evacuated by the

British and .Siianish troops, Ciraham, now a pledged
soldier, returned to Scotland, and raised the first

battalion of the goih regiment, in which he was
appointed lieutenant-colonel. With this corps he
jiassed the summer of 1795, and was afterward trans-

ferred to Gibraltar, where he received the rank of

full colonel in the army. The dulness of garrison

duty, however, within a sphere so limited as the

rock of Gibraltar, was only fitted to aggravate the

disease fin- which Graham was seeking relief, and
therefore he sought and easily o!)lained permission

to join the Austrian army, at that time emjiloycd

against the French on the Rhine. Here he bore a

part in the disastrous campaign of the sunmier of

1796, and was afterwards sluit u]i with the troops of

the brave old Wurmser in Mantua, \\hieh was in-

vested by the Man of Destiny, at that lime known
by the sim])le title of Ceneral I'onapnrtc. The siege

was so tedious, that here Colonel Graham fell into

the same malady that had compelled him to abandon
Gibraltar; and he resolved to leave the garrison in

which he served as a volunteer, for more stirring

occupation. For this ])iu-|)ose he silently stole out of

Mantua on the nighl of tlie 24lh of December, 1796,
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amidst a torrent of rain, and accompanied by only one
attendant. It was a truly perilous exit; for all the

water communications witii the lake formed by the

Mincio, on which Mantua is situated, were in pos-

session of the French, so that the lake itself was to

be crossed in a boat, which stranded repeatedly upon
the little islands, and was every moment in danger
of swamping. After groping through the midnight
darkness and storm, the landing-place was at last

reached ; and here a new series of dangers com-
menced. The country round was trodden into mire

and studded with swamps, among which the travel-

lers floundered at hap-hazard; and when morning
dawned Colonel Graham, who wore his British

uniform, was in danger of being arrested or shot by
the enemy's pickets. He concealed himself during

the day, and travelled only at night, until he reached

a river, for the crossing of which he hired a boat,

intending to risk a landing, where he would pro-

bably have been shot by the French sentinels, had
they not been previously driven from their posts by
a heavy rain. He thus crossed the river in safety,

and finally reached the army of the Archduke
Charles, where he continued till the pacification of

1797 by the treaty of Campo Formio, in which
France dictated to Austria the terms of a conqueror
and master. This termination of the war in Ger-

many released Graham from his temporary volunteer

service, and accordingly he returned to his old quar-

ters in Gibraltar.

The rapid current of events quickly called Colonel
Graham once more into the field. His first employ-
ment was in the reduction of Minorca, under the

command of Sir Charles Stuart, who bore honour-

able testimony to the valuable services of his brave
assistant. After this island had been won, Graham
repaired to Sicily, and was of such use in retarding

the falling fortunes of the King and Queen of Naples,
that they testified their sense of his merits 1)y re-

peated acknowledgments. He was afterwards em-
ployed in an event of the highest importance to the

naval supremacy of our country: this was the reduc-

tion of Malta, which had been basely surrendered to

Napoleon by the Maltese knights on the loth of

June, 1 793, while he was on his way to the conquest
of Kgypt, and which he had garrisoned as a key to

the future conquest of India. The strength of fort

and rampart was such, that had the gates been merely
kept shut, even Napoleon himself, at the head of his

victorious legions, could never have entered, so that

he only became master of the place because there

were traitors within to open them. An assault upon
this mighty ocean fortress was hopeless, garrisoned
as it was by such troops; and nothing could be done
except by a blockade from the land, while our ships

of war intercepted every aid that could arrive to it

by sea. In consequence of this decision, Graham,
now holding the local rank of brigadier-general, in-

vested the approaches to Malta with a small army,
sufficient for skirmish and observation. This slow
process was successful, for, after a blockade of two
years, Malta surrendered to the British in September,
iSoo. It is true, indeed, that this cession was made
to Major-general Pigot, who had previously arrived
with reinforcements, and by whom the account of the
surrender was sent home; but the despatch bore full

testimony to the able and successful arrangements of
Ciraham during the protracted siege. No sooner had
the latter arrived in England at tlie termination than
he found the whole land ringing with the Kgvptian
campaign, and the successful struggles by which the
military glory of Britain, so long^held in abeyance,
had been recalled to its standards. But what chiellv

concerned Gr.aham personally was tlie gallant deed's

of his own regiment, the 90th, which, in conjunction

with the 92d, had formed the advanced guard of the

British army on their landing at Aboukir. Eager to

join his brave fellows, and partake of their glory and
danger, he l)ade a hurried adieu to England; but on
arriving in Egypt he found his presence unnecessarj',

as the whole French army had capitulated, tie

therefore left the country for a tour through Turkey,
during which he stayed for some time at Constanti-

nople, and afterwards, in consequence of the peace

of 1 801, he visited France and its capital. The ne.xt

movement of Graham was to Ireland with his regi-

ment, where he continued from 1 803 to 1805, at the

end of which his place of military service was trans-

ferred to the West Indies. Here he remained three

years, but without that active employment which still

continued to be the breath of his nostrils. At last a
prospect of occupation occurred in 1808, in conse-

quence of Sir John Moore being appointed to the

command of the armament sent to the coast of

Sweden ; and having obtained permission to ac-

company Sir John as aide-de-camp, Graham joined

the expedition. It ended, as is well known, in

nothing, owing to the Quixotic freak of the .Swedish

king, who, instead of acting on the defensive, and
fighting for life itself in his own territories, thought
of nothing less than rushing full tilt against the whole
power of Napoleon; and on the refusal of Moore to

co-operate with him, by taking the Russian empire
as his share of the universal lut'lic, he attempted to

throw the British general into prison, so that the

latter was obliged to hasten home with his reinforce-

ments without the opportunity of striking a single

stroke. In this way Graham, after all his hopes,

had only obtained a short trip to the Baltic, which
was anything but a pleasant one. On the return of

Sir John to England he was forthwith commissioned
upon his eventful expedition to Spain, and to that

land of stirring adventure and change Colonel Graham
accompanied him, still acting as his aide-de-camp. He
therefore participated in all the disastrous incidents

of that most imfortunate campaign without the op-

portunity of obtaining a commander's full share \\\

the glory with which its termination \vas cro%\ned.

But all that could be won by an aide-de-camp he
merited and secured. He was affectionately remem-
bered by Moore in his dying moments at Corunna,
and one of the last questions of the expiring hero

was, "Are Colonel Graham and all my aides-de-camp

well?"' The services indeed which the colonel ren-

dered to the army during its retreat were such that

Sheridan thus described them in his place in parlia-

ment: "In the hour of peril Graham was their best

adviser; in the hour of disaster Graham was their

surest consolation." After a long and laborious run

before the French columns in hot pursuit, Graham
embarked with the army at Corunna, after it had
dealt such a parting blow at the pursuers as ser.C

them reeling backwards. But he was soon to return

to Spain under better auspices, and there acliieve a

victory that should be wholly his own.
This change, so gratifying to the heart of Colonel

Graham, did not occur until nearly three years after-

wards. During the interval, however, he was again

to be connected with those unlucky exj^editions cf

which, it might be thouglit. he had already obtained

somewhat more than his jiroper quota. This was
the Walcheren expedition, in which he held the com-
mand of a division, having been previously raised to

the rank of major-general. It \\as a usele>s and
hopeless cam]iaign again>t malaria and pestilence; so

that, (luring the siege of I'lushing he was attacked

bv tl'.e jv.evalent fever that so fearfully thinned the

I]ritijli rar.k>, and ubliLjed to return home. Un his
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recovery he was sent, with the brevet rank of lieu-

tenant-general, to Spain, to take the command of

the British and Portuguese troops in Cadiz. The
situation of this important city was extremely preca-

rious. Being one of the few remaining bulwarks of

Spanish independence, its possession was keenly con-

tested by the French; and a large army under Soult

had so closely invested it that its capture was daily

anticipated. One of those rapid transitions, how-
ever, with which that war so largely abounded,
averted the downfal of the city. This was the in-

vasion of Estremadura, conducted by Soult in person

at the head of 20,000 of the besieging force, leaving

Victor, with the rest of the French army, to continue

the siege. Soult's brief campaign was one of the

most brilliant episodes of the Spanish war; he cap-

tured Olivenza, routed Mendizabal at Badajoz, and
obtained that powerful fortress by surrender, after

which successes he prepared to return in all haste,

and resume the siege of Cadiz. But during his brief

absence Graham had been as alert and ready for

action as himself; and, judging the opportunity best

fitted fur the purpose, he resolved to raise the siege

by an attack upon Victor. With the British and
Portuguese under his command, he embarked on the

2lst of Februar)', 1811, and landed at Tarifa on the

day following. They then pushed forward on their

route for Algesiras; but as they had no better road
than a mule-path, the artillery had to be t,ransported

by sea; and, owing to contrary winds, which delayed

its arrival, the attack, which was intended to be
made on the 28th, was delayed for a week longer.

And even this was the least of Graham's difficulties

in advancing to action. On the 29th he was joined

by La Pena with 10,000 Spaniards, who forthwith

took the command, as if for the sole purpose of show-
ing his incapacity to hold it. Graham too soon
discovered the impracticability of such a colleague,

who sometimes unreasonably hung back, and at other

times drove on as if the French were already de-

feated and in full flight. So inexplicable, indeed,

were his movements, that the British officers sus-

pected that treachery had been ingrafted upon his

natural stupidity and obstinacy. At length the

combined but ill-assorted army reached the me-
morable heights of Barossa, and Victor sallied

from his lines to give them battle. Even at that

critical moment La Pena must needs blunder by re-

quiring Graham to alter his excellent position from
the heights to the wood of Bermeya, towards the

sea-coast; and when the latter, in com])liance, com-
menced the movement, La Pena immediately fol-

lowed, thus leaving the ridge of Barossa, the key of

the army's position, undefended. Victor, who saw
this change with astonislimcnt, instantly moved his

force of 9000 French veterans and fourteen guns to

take possession of the heights. They advanced to

the onset, and, meeting with some (;f the .Spanish

troops who had not yet left the liill, tliey attacked

and routed them in an instant. Tlie fugitives directed

tiieir headlong flight to the British division, already

in motion among the difliculties of the wocxl, and
reported that the heights were won, and the enemy
at their heels. Justly might Graham at this moment
have left his worse than useless allies to their fate,

and thought only of a retreat. P>ut this neither

suited his daring spirit nor warm-hearted generosity.

Vi'hh his own forces, upon which he could fully rely,

he resolved to give battle to the enemy, notwitli-

standing the advantages of their new position, and
the suddenness of the emergency. His artillery,

consisting of ten guns, was instantly wheeled rountl

and opened upon the enemy, already descending

from the hill, while his infantry, hastily formed into

two columns, was led to the charge. Under these

untoward circumstances was commenced the battle

of Barossa.

It is not our purpose to enter into the minute par-

ticulars of this conflict, forming, as it did, only an
episode of the war. The double onset of the British

lines was made with the utmost bravery, and met by
the French with equal courage, so that for some time
the hot and heady charges that were given and re-

ceived on either side kept the battle in suspense over
the whole field. At length a gallant charge of one
of these lines, composed of the 87th and 28th regi-

ments, broke the division of General Laval, that was
opposed to it, and drove it back so successfully that

they were unable to rally, while the capture of two
guns and an eagle attested the success of the victors.

The other British column, under General Dilkes,

was equally brave and equally fortunate. This di-

vision, composed of the guards and two regiments,

mounted the brow of the hill, and was met half-way
by the columns of General Ruffin. A desperate

struggle ensued, that ended in the French being
driven up to the height, and afterwards down the
slope on the opposite side, with great slaughter.

It was in vain tliat they rallied with their wonted
promptitude, and united their two discomfited di-

visions into a single compact body for the purpose
of abiding a new conflict: as fast as they formed, the

well-served British artillery tore their ranks, the 200
German horse in the British service followed the

cannonade with a decisive charge, and at last the

enemy yielded, with the loss of six guns and more
than 2000 killed and wounded. And now Cadiz
might have been saved had La Pena been true to his

country. But this miserable imbecile, or traitor, or

both, with his army of fully 13,000 Spaniards, looked
on and did nothing, while Graham, with his small

force of 4000 infantry and 200 cavalry, bore the whole
brunt of the battle, and achieved a glorious victory.

Even when the French were put to flight, had La
Pena let loose upon them his 800 dragoons and
powerful horse-artiller}-, he might have completed
the defeat of the enemy without their chance of

rallying. But as it was, Victor fell back upon his

old position undisturbed, and the return of .Soult,

which occurred soon afterwards, made the battle of

Barossa useless, except as a stirring incentive to the

British during the rest of the campaign. Thus had
the Spaniards served Moore, and \Vellington himself,

as well as Graham: let their generous allies fight as

bravely as they j)leased, they still in every case re-

fused to co-operate, or even did their best to make
the services of their defenders useless. \Vas it

.Spanish pride, that could endure no glory Init its

own ; or .Sjianish bigotry, that would not suffer a

heretic general to be victorious I In the meantime,
General Graham, unable to follow up his success, or

even to maintain his ground single-handed, was
obliged to return to the Isle of .St. Leon. I'ut this

retrograde movement, wliich he made after victory,

as well as his advance before it, were equally com-
nieniled by Wellington, who was too well able, from
his own experience in .'-^pain, to judge of the necessity

of such seemingly inconsistent changes. The affliir

of liarossa was also justly ap[ireciated by parliament,

so that the thanks of Ixjth houses were voted to the

general and his gallant comj)anions in arms. In the

reply of the veteran on this occasion, after stating

his high estimation of the honour conferred on him,
he added, "I have formerly often heard you, sir,

eloquently and impressively deliver the thanks of tlie

house to officers jjiesent, and never without an anxious
wish that I might one day receive this most enviable

mark of mv counlrv's regard. This honest ambition
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is now fully gratified, and I am more than ever bound
to try to merit the gooil opinion of the house."

Having been relieved from his military duties at

Cadiz in the summer of 181 1, General Graham joined

the army under the Duke of Wellington, where he
was appointed second in command. But a complaint

in his eyes by the use of a telescope in the glaring

atmosphere of Spain, and frequent writing by candle-

light, obliged him to quit the army wliile it was
employed in the siege of Ciudad Rodrigo. He re-

turned to England, where he obtained a cure, after

which he rejoined the British forces in the Peninsula,

and commanded the left wing at the battle of Vit-

toria. His able services during this conflict were
honourably mentioned in the despatch of Wellington

on the occasion. After this he continued to share

in the subsequent movements of the campaign, and
commanded at the siege of St. Sebastian, where he
obtained possession both of the town and castle

—

the former by capitulation, and the latter by storm.

He also commanded the left wing of the British army
when it crossed the Bidassoa into the territory of

France, upon which he succeeded in obtaining a

footing after a desperate resistance. In the follow-

ing year (1814) he was appointed commander of the

British forces in Holland, where he made an unsuc-

cessful siege of Bergen-op-Zoom. It was no wonder
that he should have failed against a fortress so strong,

and so bravely and skilfully defended. Sir Thomas
Graham had already shown that he was a brave,

prompt, and effective soldier, fitted for all the emer-

gencies of an open field, and able to win a decisive

victory, even under untoward circumstances. But
he had not learned war as a science; and to conduct

such a siege would have required a thorough ac-

quaintanceship with the whole mathematics of mili-

tar\' service. It was only by such men as Bonaparte
or Wellington that Mantua could have been reduced

to a surrender, or Badajoz taken by storm. His
failure at Bergen-op-Zoom, however, neither de-

tracted from the estimation in which he was held,

nor the public honours that awaited him; and in

May, 1 8 14, after having received the thanks of par-

liament, he was raised to the peerage by the title of

Baron Lynedoch of Balgowan in Perthshire, with a

pension of ^1^2000. He had previously, during his

course of service, been created a Knight Grand Cross
of the order of the Bath, and afterwards a Knight
Grand Cross of the order of St. Michael and St.

George. He was also a Knight of the Tower and
Sword in Portugal. But the return of peace also

brought with it an honour of an exclusively peaceful

character; this was the lord-rectorship of the univer-

sity of Glasgow, which was conferred in full senate

by the votes of the enthusiastic students upon the

chivalrous victor of 15arossa.

The course of Lord Lynedoch's life was now one
of unobtrusive tranquillity. He had sought nothing
more than forgetfulness amidst the din of war, and
found in it rank and fame. In 1S21 he received the
full rank of general; in 1S26 he was removed to the

colonelcy of the 14th foot; and in 1S29 he was ap-
pointed governor of Dumbarton Castle—an office

with a salar)^ of only /'170 attached to it; but still it

has always been accounted of high honour in our
country. "Sir William Wallace," said the valet of
the Duke of Argyle, "was governor of it in the old
wars of the English, and his grace is governor just

now. It is .always intrusted to the best man in Scot-
land."

The latter part of the life of Lord Lynedoch, as
the infirmities of old age grew u]ion him, was spent
chiefly in Italy; but the visit of her majesty Queen
Mctoria to his native coiintrv so roused the ardour

of the loyal old hero, that he hastened from Switzer-

land to pay his respects to her in person, in the

ancient capital of her .Scottish ancestors. This was
the last public event of his life. He died at his re-

sidence in Stratton Street, London, on the l8th of

December, 1843, '" ^he ninety-fourth year of his age.

As he was childless, his titles became extinct with

his death, and his estates were inherited by his

nephew.

GRAINGER, Ja.mes, a physician and poet of

some eminence, was bom in Dunse, about the year

1723. After receiving such education as his native

town afforded, he came to Edinburgh, and was bound
apprentice to a Mr. Lauder, a surgeon. While in

the employment of this gentleman he studied the
various branches of medicine; and having qualified

himself for practice, joined the army, and served as

surgeon to Lieutenant Pulteney's regiment of foot,

during the rebellion in .Scotland of 1745. On the

conclusion of the war Grainger went in the same
capacity to Germany, but again returned to England
at the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle. He now sold his

commission, and entered upon practice in London,
but without much success. In 1753 he published a
treatise in Latin on some diseases peculiar to the
army, entitled Historia Febris Intcrtnitlcntis Arma-
ioriini, 1746, 1747, 1748. In the medical know-
ledge, however, which this work contained, and
which evinced much learning and skill, together with
acuteness of observation, he was, unfortunately for

his interest, anticipated by Sir John Pringle in his

celebrated work on the diseases of the army.
During Dr. Grainger's residence in London he

became intimately acquainted with many of the men
of genius then resident there; amongst these were
.Shenstone, Dr. Percy, Glover, Dr. Johnson, and Sir

Joshua Reynolds; by all of whom he was much
esteemed for his amiable manners, and respected for

his talents.

The poetical genius of Dr. Grainger was first

made known by his publishing an Ode on Solitude,

which met with a favourable reception, and was,

although now perhaps but little known, much praised

by the reviewers of the day. His want of profes-

sional success now compelled him to look to his

literary talents for that support which his medical
practice denied him, and he endeavoured to eke
out a scanty livelihood by writing for booksellers;

and in this way he was employed by Mr. Miller in

compiling the second volume of MaitlaiuVs Hutcv.'

of Scotland from the materials left by the latter at

his death.

In 1758 he published a translation of the Elegies

of Tibullus. This work was severely handled in the

critical reviews, where it was allowed none of the

merit which in reality it possesses.

Dr. Grainger now got involved in a controversy

with Smollett, with whom he had formerly been on
terms of friendship. The cause of their difference is

not now known, but if it bore any prop<_irtii;in to the

severity with which Smollett on all occasions treated

his quondam friend it must have Iieen a serious one.

He abused Dr. Grainger in every possible shape,

availed himself of ever}- opportunity of reviling and
humiliating him, and pursued his system of hostility

with the nio>t unrelenting bitterne>s.

Soon after the publication of the Elegies, Dr.

Grainger went out as a jihysieian to the island of

St. Christopher's, where an advantageous settlement

had been offered him. On the voyage out he formed
an acquaintance, in his professional capacity, with

the wife and tlaughter of Matthew Burt, Esq., the

governor of St. ChrijtLipher's ; the Litter of whom
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he married soon after his arrival on the island.

Having thus formed a connection with some of the

principal families, he there commenced his career

with every prospect of success. To his medical

avocations he now added those of a planter, and by
their united profits soon realized an independency.

On the conclusion of the war Dr. Grainger re-

turned for a short time to England. \Vhil« there,

he published (1764) the result of his West India

experience, in a poem entitled The Sugar-cane.

This work was also much praised at the time, and
certainly does possess many passages of great beauty;

but without arraigning the author's talents, since his

subject precluded anything like sentiment or dignity,

it cannot be considered in any other light than as

an ill-judged attempt to elevate things in themselves

mean and wholly unadapted for poetry.

In the same year (1764) he also published *'^«

Essay on the more Common West India Disea es, ami
the Remedies luhich that Country itself Produces; to

which are added, some Hints on the Management
of Negroes." Besides these works, Dr. Grainger
was the author of an exceedingly pleasing ballatl,

entitled Bryan aiui Pereoie. After a short residence

in England he returned to St. Christopher's, where
he died on the 24th December, 1767, of one of those

epidemic fevers so common in the West Indies.

GRANT,Brigadier-generalColquhoun. Of
the many remarkable officers whom the Peninsular

war called into notice, not the least distinguished was
the subject of this memoir. Although eminent also

for dauntless courage and high miUtary talents, it was
not by deeds in the battle-field that his best distinc-

tions were won: it was rather by services upon which
the arrangements of a campaign generally depend,
and by which its success is insured. As such impor-
tant services are seldom noticed or properly appre-

ciated among the stirring records of war, this will

apologize for our dwelling exclusively, in the follow-

ing life of General Grant, upon his capacity as chief

of the intelligence department of the army that was
commanded by Wellington in Spain and Portugal.

The stirring spirit of this young hero was so im-

patient in boyhood for military enterprise and adven-

ture, that his mother could no longer retain him at

school; and Grant, before he had completed his

fifteenth year, entered the army. Through the kind-

ness of his friend General James (jrant he obtained
an ensigncy in the nth regiment of foot, and through
the same kind friend he obtained leave of absence
to complete his education at an academy near London,
until he joined his regiment as lieutenant. He
served as an officer in the West Indies, and in active

service against the enemy; he was also on the staff of

Sir George Prevost, by whom he was very highly

esteemed. Having thus fairly commenced his mili-

tary career, and given proof of his courage and talents,

a field for their development was amply afforded in

the Peninsular war, with a connnander who could
appreciate his worth; and under Wellington he suc-

cessively attained the grades of ca])tain, major, and
C'jl<mel, witli the office of chief of the intelligence

(iei)artment of the army. The qualifications of

Colonel firant for such a critical and important

charge were so great tliat nature seemed ex];ressly

to have formed him for holding it. In him, the his-

torian of the Peninsular war declares, "the utmost

daring was so mixed with suljtlety of genius, and
both ^o temjjered by discretion, that it was hard to

say which quality [jredominated." He had also ad-

mirably (jualified himself for the peculiar service in

which he was engaged, and the country in wliich he
wa^ to act. He had not only a singular talent fur

the acquisition of languages, but the several dialects

of a language, and was thus able to adapt his con-
versation to the natives of ever)' province in Spain.

He was also intimately acquainted with their customs,
songs, and music, and with all their habits and pre-

judices; he was an enthusiastic admirer of the Spanish
character; he was conversant with the writings of

the best authors of the nation; and he even danced
the national dances of the people to perfection.

When to all this it is added that he was of amiable
disposition and strict morality, we need not wonder
that he became such a favourite everywhere with the

peasantry and priesthood of Spain. So great was
their enthusiasm for "Granto Bueno," as they called

him, that every one was eager to protect him, and to

bring him intelligence of the enemy without fee or

reward. Such was Colonel Grant, who was known
and esteemed along the whole of the Spanish frontier.

But strangely enough it happened that there was
another British officer of the same name and rank as

himself, and employed in the same service, wliich

might have led to confusion but for a distinction of

the Spaniards, with whom he was highly unpopular,

so that while Colquhoun Grant obtained among them
the endearing name of Granto Bueno, the other was
characterized as Granto Alalo.

The services which Colquhoun Grant had per-

formed in the Peninsular war previous to the capture

of Badajoz, and the effects they had produced upon
the progress of the British army in Spain, it would
not be easy to exaggerate. He shunned no danger
in procuring intelligence of the enemy's movements,
and when surrounded by their posts he was always

secure, through the devoted love of the Spaniards, and
his own matchless courage, dexterity, and coolness.

"In collecting accurate information of the French
army," his brother-in-law Sir James M'Grigor in-

forms us, "he was occasionally in the rear of the

French army, where he obtained exact intelligence,

not only of their number and equipment, but of the

description of their troops, the manner in which their

cavalry was mounted, the number and equipment of

their guns, the state of their suj^plies, &c. He was
acquainted not only with the character of each superior

officer, but of that of each commandant of battalion.

The hairljreadth escapes which he had were nume-
rous; sleeping frecpiently in the fields under any
shelter, or, as it frequently happened, without any,

and in all kinds of weather, which he had done for

two or three years. But, as he said, he always felt

secure when in .Spain, where one padre or peasant

passed him on to another, all emulous to serve, and in

admiration of the character of, the 'Granto Bueno.'"

Altliough thus placed in a situation where disguise

and dissimulation are so often needed, and where
the moral feelings are so apt to become blunted, the

strangest circumstance of all is, that Colonel Giant

still continued to ])reserve his integrity uncorrupted

and his lionour unsullied. He scorned the sneaking

sulHerfuges of the sjiy, and discharged the duties of

his office as an open enemy agaiii>t enemies. We
are told by Ceneral .Sir William Najjier, the historian,

that "Colquhoun Grant, though he repeatedly jiene-

trated the enemy's line, and even passed days in

their cantonments, icas alvays in uniform, trusting

entirely to his pergonal resources, and with reason,

for his sagacity, courage, and quickness were truly

remarkal)le, scarcely to be matched.''

After the storming of IJadajoz by the liritish in

1 81 2, and the advance (jf Marmont on Beiro, the

situation of Wellington wa> full of difficulty. Ciudad
Kodrigo, fr(;m the imi)roviilence of the Spanish army,

was in danger of being taken ])y a coup de main, and
Almeida also, on account of its weakness, was ex-
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posed to the same fate. Resolving in this case to

attack the enemy and drive them out of Beiro,

Wellington had sent Grant from Badajoz to obtain

exact information of the condition and purposes of

Marmont. It was a task of danger, and on that ac-

count all the more tempting to the astute scout-

master, \vh() set off to the encampment of Marmont
attended only by Leon, a faithful Spanish peasant

who had served him in many similar enterprises.

Even in his uniform Grant abode three days in the

French camps, during which time he obtained exact

information of Marmont's object, and his preparations

for action, all of wiiich he transmitted from day to

day by Spanish agents to Wellington. On the third

night his diligence was disagreeably interrupted by the

following French order, which was brought to him
by some Spanish peasants:— "The notorious Grant
is within the circle of cantonments; the soldiers are

to strive for his capture, and guards will be placed

in a circle round the army." This notice was
enough; he glided from the French encampment,
and before daylight entered the village of Huerta,

close to a ford on the Tormes where there was a

French battalion, while on the other bank of the

river cavalry videttes were patrolling backward and
forward for the space of three hundred yards, but

meeting always at the ford. The peasants brought
him with his horse behind the gable of a house which
concealed him from the infantry, and was near the

ford; and standing on a heap of loose stones, they

spread their large cloaks to hide him from the vi-

dettes, until the latter were separated by the full ex-

tent of their beat. Now was liie time ! and dashing
through the ford between them, he received their

cross-fire without injury, and safely reached a wood,
where he was joined by his attendant Leon. But
still safety was not his main object. The French
officers had talked of storming Rodrigo, and scaling-

ladders had been prepared for the purpose—and he
must learn whether ^larmont would make this at-

tempt, or march for the Tagus. He also wished to

discover the real amount of the French forces. Con-
cealing himself on a wooded hill near Tamames,
where the road branched off to the passes and to

Rodrigo, he watclied the march of the French armv,
noted every battalion and gun as it passed by, and
finding that the march was towards Rodrigo, he en-

tered Tamames, and found that they had left most of
their scaling-ladders there. It was evident that there

was no real design to attempt the storming of Ro-
drigo, and tliis intelligence transmitted to Welling-
ton relieved the painful uncertainty of the latter, and
left him free for the operations he had contemplated.

Still, something more was to be ascertained, and
to learn this Grant exposed himself to fresh danger.

It was necessary to discover whether the further

march of Marmont was to he by Guarda upon
Coimbra, or by Sabugal upon Castello Branco; and
to be satisfied in this matter the colonel preceded
the marshal in crossing the Coa, and took his station

upon the lower ridge of a pass through which the
French must march if their route was for Castello
Branco. But the utmost of human wisdom will

somdimcs be at fault. In selecting his station as the
fittest for inspection. Grant had calculated on being
concealed by the dwarf oaks ; but from the higher
ridge the enemy discovered him with their glasses,

and Leon raised the alarm, "The P'rench ! the
I'renchI" A hot jiursuit commenced. In vain the
fugitive repeatedly doubled above, lielow, and round
about; he was met by liorse and foot at every turn-
ing, and at last was caught, while the faithful' Leon,
who had sunk e,\haustc<l. was killed before his eves,

in spite of his master's entreaties that he should' be

spared. Grant was brought to Marmont, whose
head-quarters were at Salamanca, and who was de-

lighted with the capture of so important an enemy;
but at first he treated the colonel harshly, and said,

pointing to his uniform of a British officer, "It is

fortunate for you, sir, that you wear that bit of red

over your shoulders; if you had not, I would have
hung you on a gallows twenty feet high." From
the identity of name he confounded his prisoner with
Malo Cranio, or thought they were only one and
the same person. Grant replied, "Marshal, you
know I am your prisoner; and recollect, I have given
you my parole, but hitherto I have not been treated

as an officer on parole." Still mistaking the colonel's

identity, Marmont gruffly ordered the French officer

to lead the captive to a quarter appointed for him,
which was strictly guarded. Not only was a French
sentinel stationed at his door, but a French officer

placed in his room. But though thus ignominiously
treated as a spy, the French officers, who admired
his wonderful adventures and escapes, made his

captivity a light one; and the principal inhabitants

of Salamanca, who hated the French, and admired
Grant for the trouble he occasioned them, were his

frequent visitors. One of these was Dr. Curtis,

head of the Irish college of Salamanca; and Marmont,
thinking, from this close intimacy, that he must be the

depository of many of Grant's secrets, sent for him,

and threatened him if he refused to reveal them.
The following dialogue ensued between the soldier

and the priest. " YouoftenvisittheEnglish colonel?"

"I do." "How is that possible without having
some purpose, some business therein?" "The holy

Catholic religion, which you, marshal, and I pro-

fess, enjoins us to succour the distressed, to visit the

sick and the prisoner, and to administer comfort and
consolation to them." This was too comprehensive
a charity in the eyes of the marshal, who rejoined,

"He is not of your religion; he is a heretic, a Pro-

testant." The priest answered, "We are both
Christians, we follow the precepts of our .Saviour;

and he is my countryman." "That is false," cried

Marmont, "he is a Scot and you an Irishman, and
you shall immediately go to prison unless you reveal

to me secrets which I am informed the English

colonel has confided to you, and which it is material

to the interests of the emperor that I should be put

in possession of" Although he did not throw Dr.

Curtis into prison as he threatened, he expelled him
from his college, and took possession of his furniture

and a valuable librar}'.

While Grant was thus a prisoner at Salamanca,

he was still indefatigable in his particular duties; and
being allowed, when the weather was favourable, to

walk out, he conveyed in little twisted pieces of paper,

by the alert Spanish peasants who were known to

him, such important information concerning the state

and designs of the French army as greatly to facili-

tate the movements of Wellington. These zealous

emissaries were often in his way; they were organized

for this dangerous occupation by the Spanish priests,

and their services were bountifully rewarded by the

British commander. At Ia>t M.irnv,-int rL>olved to

send his prisoner to Bayonne, an<l jiretcniling extra-

ordinaiy kindness to Grant, obtained from him a

special parole that he would not avail himself of a

rescue by the Partidas while on liis way through Spain

to Fran'ce. Such a demand, and an escort of 300
men and six guns l)y which he was accompanied,

sliowed the dread which ilie prisoner had in>pired,

and the apprchci^imis tliat were entertained of at-

tempts for his recainure. P>ui with the escort Mar-

mont also st-nt a letter to the governor of Bayonne,

in wliich, still confounding the two Grants, he char-
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acterized the prisoner as a most dangerous spy, whom
he would have executed on the spot but for some-
thing like a uniform which he wore; and desiring the

governor to put him in irons at Bayonne, and thus

forward him to Paris. In the meantime the captivity

of Colonel Grant had been a subject of vexation to

Wellington, who frequently alluded to it in his con-

versations with Sir James M'Grigor. He regretted that

Grant had given his parole, as he had offered 2000
dollars to any guerilla chief who should liberate him;
and he lamented the cessation of that valuable intelli-

gence with which the colonel had been wont to fur-

nish him as a heavy calamity. "Sir, the loss of a

brigade," he said, "could scarcely have been more
felt by me; I am quite in the dark about the move-
ments of the enemy, and as to the reinforcements

which they expected." Only the day after, when
M'Grigor visited him again, Wellington exclaimed,

"Grant is a very extraordinary fellow ! a very re-

markable character ! What think you of him at

this moment, when a prisoner, sending me informa-

tion?" He showed the doctor two twisted bits of

paper which a Spanish peasant had brouglit him
that morning, and added, "The information coming
from Grant I know it is correct, and is most valu-

able." His lordship had written to Marshal Mar-
mont requesting the exchange of Colonel Grant, for

whom he had offered any of his prisoners of the rank

of colonel, and read the marshal's courteous answer,

assuring him the request would be complied with.

But on the doctor expressing great joy at this, Wel-
lington, with a sarcastic smile, assured him there

was not one word of truth in the answ'er, and for

proof showed him an intercepted despatch from
Marmont to the minister of war at Paris, describing

Colonel Grant as the most dangerous of spies, and
suggesting that he should be put under the strictest

surveillance of the police as soon as he was conveyed
to the French capital.

Accompanied by an escort strong enough to prevent

a rescue, Grant was conveyed to Bayonne, conversing

on the way with the French officers, ofwhom he soon
became an especial favourite, and amusing them
with accounts of his various exploits and escapes, of

which they could never hear enough. It is suspected,

indeed, that they would not have been sorry though
he should make one escape more, and were remiss

enough in their watch to give him an opportunity of

attem])ting it. But Grant's experience taught him
that the proper place would be Bayonne itself. lie

also had discovered the treacherous orders which
Marmont had sent to the governor of that city, so

that he considered his parole cancelled, and at the

utmost it was only in force until he reached the

French territory. At Bayonne, therefore, and while
all were busy in procuring billets, Colonel Grant
walked off to the place whence the diligence

started, took his seat to I'aris as an American, and
even joined the party of General Souham, at that

time on his way from .Spain to tlie Irciich capital;

and while he was thus beyond suspicinn as the

travelling companion of a distinguished French com-
mander, and journeying comfortably to Paris, his

presence was missed at Bayonne, and parties of horse

and foot were exploring the town and scouring the

country in a fruitless search for tiie fugitive. But of

all places, who could have thought that he would
have deliberately gone to Paris to escape the risks

of pursuit or detection? It was like the case of l-'er-

gusson, surnamed the Plotter, who, when the fjfficers

of government were in chase of him, walked into

Newgate prison under pretext of searching for a friend

among the inmates, and tliere remained safe and un-

suspected until the heat of the hue and cry had abated.

On arriving in Paris Colonel Grant repaired to the

house of Mr. M'Pherson, an eminent jeweller and
worthy Highlander, of whose great kindness to his

countrymen he had often heard, and who had made
a narrow escape during the French revolution from
the tender mercies of Robespierre. Here he re-

mained untroubled, went about to all public places,

especially to military reviews, and associated freely

with all classes of society; and being thus in the

very centre of military and political intelligence, he
transmitted to the head-quarters of our army in Spain
such important tidings as could not have been else-

where or otherwise obtained. The importance which
Wellington attached to these communications was
thus expressed to Sir James M'Grigor, on a day
when his lordship was making up the mail for Eng-
land: "Your brother-in-law is certainly one of the

most extraordinary men I ever met with; even now,
when he is in Paris, he contrives to send me informa-

tion of the greatest moment to our government. I

am now sending information of his to ministers of

the utmost value about the French armies in every

quarter, information which will surprise them, and
which they cannot by possibility get in any other

way, and, what is more, which I am quite sure is

perfectly correct."

Having thus collected such knowledge at the

fountain-head, and made it so available for use.

Colonel Grant discovered that Paris would soon
become too hot for him. Aware of this, he changed
his appearance, remained quiet, discontinued going

to reviews and public places, and obtained a fresh

passport in the name of an American gentleman
who had died a few hours before in Paris. But
finding that the police were awake and in quest of

him, he left Paris, and made for the coast, where
he learned that a British man-of-war was stationed.

By a promise of ten napoleons he induced a I""rench

boatman to convey him to the place where the ship

was stationed; but the boatman, either from fear or

malice, stopped short when he had nearly reached

the spot, rowed back to the port he had left, and
coolly demanded the whole fare. To have yielded

would have exhausted all the money he had, and per-

haps have consigned him to a French prison on suspi-

cion; but Grant was loo bold and wary either to be
entrapped or bullied. He paid the fellow only one
napoleon, rebuking him at the same time for his mis-

conduct; and when the other threatened a reference to

the police, the colonel threatened to denounce him as

aiding the escape of a prisoner of war, of which the

high boat-fare demanded would be a sufficient proof.

Confounded by this logic, the boatman slunk away.

After fresh dangers of detection Colonel Grant hired

the services of another fisherman; but v\hile their

boat was passing the mouth of the harbour, suspicion

was roused, and a shot from the battery compelled

them to bring-to until a ])arty of soldiers had con-.e

out and boarded them. In this emergency the old

fisherman, when he lowered his sail, enveloped Grai.t

within it, and coiled it to the mast, so that the

colonel escaped the exploration of the searchers, al-

though they probed every suspected corner and ob-

ject in the boat with the p<jiiits of their swords.

Believing that all was right, they graciously accepted

a jiresent of some fish; and to ])rotect the fishennan

from the English, they described precisely the exact

spot where the vessel lay—the very information which
the fisherman most needed. He and the colonel rowerl

by night according to the direction, and early in the

mfirning Grant stood in safety upon the deck of a

Briti.--h seventy-four. Assoonashearrivedinl^ngland,
in order to vindicate beyond contradiction the pro-

priety of his escape, he obtained permission to select a
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French officer for exchange; but in going to prison

for that purpose he was surprised to find the fisher-

man and his son, wiiom the British had captured,

notwithstanding a written protection which he had
given to them. Grant, whose generosity and be-

nevolence were equal to his remarkable talents, in-

stantly procured their liberation, and sent them to

France with a sum of money. He then returned to

his duties in the Peninsula; so that after a short

interval of four months from his capture he was again

watching the proceedings of the army of Marmont.
From these instances an estimate may be formed

of the value of Grant's services in the Peninsular

war, the risk at which they were performed, and his

wonderful dexterity and presence of mind in extri-

cating himself from every difficulty. That campaign
was an Iliad, in which, let whosoever might be the

Ajax and the Diomed, he was the Ulysses. On the

return of Napoleon from Elba, the Duke of Welling-
ton immediately called Grant from the military col-

lege at Farnham to Belgium, to take charge of the

intelligence department ; and with that sagacity

which ever distinguished Grant in the choice of his

agents, he selected a man and his wife admirably
fitted for the office to go to Paris as spies. There
they obtained access by some means or other to the

bureau de la guerre, whence they obtained sure and
valuable intelligence, which Grant transmitted to the

duke. One of these communications, dated 15th

June, among other inferior matters, contained the

fi)llowing important tidings: "Zw 7-oiites so>it ciicorn-

brces dc troupes ct de materiel, les officiers de toiites

grades patient haut que la grande hattaille sera livree

avant Irois Joicrs." Here was intelligence which, if

received in time, would have prevented the surprise

of the allies, and enabled Wellington to transfer the

great conflict from Waterloo to the banks of the

Sambre, where the victory might have been won
with less hazard and loss. But this important missive,

which the duke should have received on the 1 6th,

did not reach him till the iSth of June, at eleven
o'clock, just when the battle of Waterloo was com-
mencing. This delay, however, was not the fault of
Colonel Grant, but of an intermediate authority, who
should have transmitted the note from Grant to head-
quarters, but who on his own authority delayed it,

believing either that the intelligence was false, or of
little importance. How strange that an event so im-
portant to the world at large should have depended
on such a contingency !

When the allied armies occupied Paris, the ser-

vices of Grant were again in requisition. In the par-

tition of the spoils of war the allies showed great

dexterity in appropriating to themselves the lion's

share—a circumstance which excited the discontent
of the British army—who complained of the Uuke
of Wellington's remissness about their interests.

Their complaints, however, were premature, as

Colonel Grant was secretly on the watch, and he and
his agents were taking note of every article that

was being removed from the British allotment. He
thus enabled the duke to receive restitution in money
for all that was abstracted, and the British soldiers
were saved from any loss.

\\ hen the European war had ended. Grant went
to India, and served as brigadier-general in tlie first

Burmese war, in command of a movable column
ujion Arracan. liut there he was stricken by fever,

the effects of which were aggravated by a mortified
spirit, for his services had not been recognized ac-
cording to their deserts. He returned to Europe,
and died at Aix-Ia-Chapclle, where a monument is

erected in the Protestant liurying-ground to his

memory. 'Tie was by no means," says Sir James

M'Grigor, "the least distinguished for military

talents- of the many distinguished men who .served

with the Peninsular army. Equal to most officers of

that army in military capacity, he far surpassed every

one I ever met for the milder virtues of the Chris-

tian soldier, and for all that was amiable, kind, and
benevolent in disposition." The same testimony to

his personal virtues is borne by his friend Lieutenant-

general Sir William Napier, the historian of the

Peninsular war, who has been careful to record some
of the most distinguished of his achievements. We
extract also from the appendix to M'Grigor's Auto-
biography the following brief notice of a brother of

the subject of this memoir, which shows that heroic

and military worth did not exclusively belong to a

single member of the family:

—

"In this place it will perhaps be considered an
interesting and graceful act by his countrymen to

couple with the name of Colonel Colquhoun Grant
that of his brother. Colonel Alexander Grant, who
so much distinguished himself in those Indian wars

—

particularly that of the Mahratta—which were the

foundation of the fame of the Duke of Wellington.

Passing over many of the numerous actions and as-

saults in which he gained the applause of his superior

officers and the confidence of his soldiers, it may be
remarked that the military tact and individual ex-

ploits of Brigade-major Grant were specially con-

spicuous; and at the battle of Assaye they have been
widely admitted to have contributed in no small de-

gree to the decision of that memorable day. It was
at his suggestion that the decisive charge of cavalry

was made which saved the gallant 74th regiment from
being annihilated; and his subsequent ubiquity in

the held, together with his personal exertions where-
ever the enemy appeared to be collecting, obtained

for him the admiration of all who witnessed them.

In the heat of the action, and in competition with

the gallant Captain Scale of the 19th dragoons, he
was the first to come up with the German officer

Pholman—a favourite leader in Scindia's army

—

and cut him off his horse. On his return to England
he received from his sovereign the dignity of C.B.,

but died prematurely, his constitution, though natu-

rally vigorous, being broken down by his numerous
campaigns."

GRANT, Sir Fr.\nxis, of Cullen, a judge and
political writer, was the son of Archibald Grant of

Bellinton,^ in the north of Scotland, a cadet of the

family of Grant of Grant, the various branches of

which, at that period, joined the same political

party which was supported by the subject of this

memoir. He was born about the year 1660, and
received the elementary part of his education at one
of the universities of Aberdeen. He was destined

for the profession of the law; and as at that period

there were no regular institutions iox the attainment

of legal knowledge in Scotland, and the eminent

schools of law on the Continent furnished admirable

instruction in the civil law of Rome, on which the

l^rinciples of the greater part of the Scotti^h system

are founded—along with most of the aspirants at the

Scottish bar, Mr. Grant pur>ued his professional

studies at Leyden, wliere he had tlie go^A fortune

to be under the auspices of the il!".-trioiis commen-
tator John Voet ; an advantage by which he is said

to have so far profited, tliat the great civilian retained

and expressed for years afierwarils a high opinion

' Such is hi"; p.Ttt-rnity. .i> S'-^'-'n 'Ji Haig .md IVunion's His-
tory cf thr C<-ii'\'r rf 7:(St:cf. on the authority .if Milne's
gene.-ilogical MS. NVotirow. in one of his miscellaneous
manuscripts, s.ays he undersloud him to be the son of a

cicr 'v:r..iii.
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of his diligence and attainments, and recommended
to his other students the example of his young Scot-

tish pupil. He seems indeed to have borne through

his whole life a character remarkable for docility,

modesty, and unobtrusive firmness, which procured

him the countenance and respect of his seniors, and
brought him honours to which he did not apparently

aspire. Immediately on his return to Scotland, and
in consequence of the exhibition of his qualifications

at the trial preparatory to his passing at the bar, we
find him attracting the notice of Sir George M'Ken-
zie, then lord-advocate, at the head of the Scottish

bar, and in the full enjoyment of his wide-spread

reputation ; a circumstance creditable to the feelings

of both, and which must have been peculiarly grati-

fying to the younger man, from the circumstance of

his early displaying a determined opposition to the

political measures of the lord-advocate. Mr. Grant
was only twenty-eight years of age when he took

an active part in that memorable convention which
sat in the earlier part of the year 1689, to decide

on the claims of the Prince of Orange ; and when
older politicians vacillated, and looked to accident

for the direction of their future conduct, he boldly

adopted his line of politics, and argued strongly, and
it would appear not without effect, that the only fit

course to pursue was to bestow on the prince tlie

full right of sovereignty, with those limitations only

which a care for the integrity of the constitution

might dictate, and without any insidious provisions

which might afterwards distract the nation by a re-

currence of the claims of the house of Stuart. His
zeal for the cause he had adopted prompted him at

that juncture to pul)lish a small controversial work,
which he called The Loyalist's Reasonsfor his giving
Obedience and s^uearing Allegiance to the Present

Government, as being obliged thereto, by [it being

founded on) the Laws of God, A'atitre, and A'ations,

and Civil, by F. G. In the freedom of modern
political discussion the arguments which were pro-

duced as reasons for a change of government would
apjiear a little singular; the whole is a point of law
tightly argued, as if fitted to meet the eye of a cool

and skilful judge, who has nothing to do but to dis-

cover its accordance or disagreement with the letter

of the law. The ground, however, upon which he
has met his adversaries is strictly of their own choos-
ing, and the advocate for a revolution seems to have
adhere;! with all due strictness to relevancy and sound
law. He founds his arguments on certain postulates,

from which, and the facts of the case, he deduces
that King JaniL's had forfeited his superiority by
ci;mmitting a grand feudal delict against his vassals;

and the throne Ijeing thus vacated, he shows, in

several tlieses, that the Prince of Orange had made
a conquest of the same, an<i had relinquisiied its dis-

jMjsal to the country, and tlie country, having thus
the choice of a ruler, ought to bestow the govern-
ment on the generous conqueror. The whole is

Wound uj) by several corollaries, in a strictly syllo-

gistic form. The reas(jnings are those of an acute

lawyer, well interspersed with authfn-ities from the

civil and feudal law; and it may easily be presumed
that such reasoning, when ap])licd judiciously and
CO jlly to the subject, harl more effect on the restricted

intellect of the age, than the eloquence of 1 )alrym])le,

or the energy of Hamilton. Indeed, tlie effect of the

work in reconciling the feudalized minds of the Scot-

tish gentry to the alteration, is said to have been
jiractical and ajifiarent; and while the author received

honours and emoluments from the crown, his prud-
ence and firmness made him respected bv the prntv

he had op;,o.,.-l.

The tide of Mr. Grant's fortune continusd to How

with steadiness from the period of this successful

attempt in the political world, and he was constantly

in the eye of government as a trustworthy person,

whose services might be useful for furthering its

measures in those precarious times. With such
views a baronetcy was bestowed on him, unex-
pectedly and without solicitation, in the year 1705,
preparatory to the general discussion of the union
of the kingdoms; and after the consummation of that

measure he was raised to the bench, where he took
his seat as Lord Cullen in the year 1709. He is

said to have added to the numberless controversial

pamphlets on the union ; and if certain pamphlets
called Essays on Rcmaz'ing the National Prejudices

against a Union, to which some one has attached
his name, be really from his pen (which, from the

circumstance under which they bear to have been
written, is rather doubtful), they show him to have
entered into the subject with a liberality of judgment
and an extent of information seldom exhibited in

such controversies, and to have possessed a peculiarly

acute foresight of the advantages of an interchange

of commerce and privileges. Lord Cullen was a

warm friend to the Church of Scotland, a maintainer

of its pristine puriiy, and of what is more essential

than the form, or even the doctrine, of any church,

the means of preserving its moral influence on the

character and habits of the people. "He was,"
says Wodrow, "very useful for the executing of the

laws against immorality." The power of the judi-

cature of a nation over its morality is a subject to

which he seems to have long paid much attention.

We find him in the year 1 700 publishing a tract en-

titled 'M PritfAccount ofthe Rise, A'ature, and Pro-

gress of the Societiesfor the Reformation of Jllanners,

d~-"<r., in Ettgland, with a Preface exhorting the Use
of such Societies in Scotland. " This pamphlet cm-
bodies an account of the institution and regulation

of these societies by the Rev. Josiah \Vood\\-ard,

which the publisher recommends should be imitated

in Scotland. The subject is a delicate and difficult

one to a ])erson who looks forward to a strict and
impartial administration of the law as a judge, a duty

which it is dangerous to combine with that of a dis-

cretionary avww morum; but, as a j^rivate individual,

he proposes, as a just and salutary restraint, that

such societies should "pretend to no authority or

judicatory power, but to consult and endeavour, in

subserviency to the magistracy, to jiromote the exe-

cution of the law by the resj^ective magistrates;"

a species of institution often followed by well-mean-

ing men, but which is not without danger. This

tract is curious from its having been published for

gratis distriljution, and as j^erhaps the earliest pr.ac-

tically moral tract which was published for such a

purpose in Scotland. The strict religious feeling

of the author afterwards disjjlays itself in a ])am]ddet,

called "y/ Short History of the Sabbath, containing

some few Grounds for its Morality, and Cases about

its Observance; with a brief Answer to, or Antici]ia-

tion of, several Objections against b(jth;"' published

in 1705. This jjroduction aims its attacks at what
the author says are improjierly termed the innocent

recreations of the Sabbath. It has all the qualifica-

tions which are necessary to make it be received

within the strictest definition of a jiolemical jiam-

jihlet: authorities are gathered together from all quar-

ters of the world ; the sacred text is abundantly
adduced ; and laboured parallels are introduced, in

some cases where there is little doubt of the a]:>plica-

tion, in others where it is somewhat difficult to dis-

cover it. Contnjversial tracts are frequently the

most interesting productions of any age : they are

the ebullition of the feeling of the time. Called out,
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generally, by the excitement of a critical state of

affairs, and unguarded by the thought and reflection

bestowed on a lengthened work, they are, next to

speeches accurately reported, the best evidence pos-

terity possesses of the character of a public writer.

Those which we have already referred to are anony-
mous; but we have every reason to believe they have
been attributed to the proper quarter.

Lord Cullen had as his companions on the bench,
Cockburn of Onniston, M'Kenzie of Royston, Er-
skine of Dun, and Pringle of Newhall, under the

l)residency of Sir Hew Daliymple, son to the cele-

brated Viscount Stair. In the course of seventeen

years, during which he fdled the responsible station

of a judge, and the more than ordinarily responsible

situation of a Scottish judge, he is asserted by his

friends to have been impartial in the interpretation

of the laws, vigilant in their application, and a pro-

tector of the poor and persecuted; and, what is more
conducive to the credit of the assertion, no enemy
has contradicted it. A character of his manner and
qualifications is thus given in rather obscure terms

by Wodrow:—"His style is dark and intricate, and
so were his pleadings at the bar and his discourses

on the bench. One of his fellow-senators tells me
he was a living library, and the most ready in cita-

tion. When the lords wanted anything in the civil

or canon law to be cast up, or acts of parliament,

he never failed them, but turned to the place. He
seemed a little ambulatory in his judgment as to

church government, but was a man of great piety

and devotion, wonderfully serious in prayer and
learning the word." It is not improbable that by
the terms "dark and intricate," the historian means
what would now be expressed by "profound and
subtle." The confidence which his friends, and the

country in general, reposed in his generosity and
justice, is said to have been so deeply felt, that on
his intimating an intention to dispose of his paternal

estate, and invest the proceeds, along with his pro-

fessional gains, in some other manner, many dacayed
families ofTered their shattered estates for his pur-

chase, in the hope that his legal skill, and undeviat-

ing equity, might be the means of securing to them
some small remnant of the price—the condition of
incumbrance to which they had been long subjected,

and the improbability of their being enabled, by the

intricate courses of the feudal law, to adjust the
various Securities, forbidding them to expect such a
result by any otlier mea>;ure. On this occasion he
purchased the estate of Monymusk, still the property
of his descendants, and it is nobly recorded of him
that he used his legal acutene.is in classing tlie vari-

ous demands against the estate, and compromising
with the creditors, so as to be enabled to secure a
considerable surplus sum to the vender of a property
which was burdened to an amount considerably

above its value.

Although acute, however, in his management of

the business of others, Lord Cullen has borne the

reputation of having been a most remiss and careless

manager of his own affairs ; a defect \\hich seems
to have been perceived and rectil'ied by his more
prudent and calculating spouse, who bore on her
own shoulders the whole burden of the family matters.

It is narrated that this sagacious lady, finding that

the ordinary care which most men bestow on their

own business was ineffectual in drawing her husband's
attention to tlie proper legal security of his property,
was in the habit, in any case where her mind mis-
gave her as to the probable effect of any measure
she willed to adopt, of getting tlie matter represented
to liini in the form of a '"case," on which his opinion
was requested as a lawyer.

This excellent and useful man died at Edinburgh
on the 23d of March, 1726, of an illness which lasted

only two days, but which, from its commencement,
was considered mortal, and thus prepared him to

meet a speedy death. His friend Wodrow, stating

that the physician had given information of his mor-
tal illness to Lord Cullen's brother-in-law, Mr. For-

dyce, thus records the closing scene:
—"Mr. Fordyce

went to him, and signified so much. My lord, after

he had told him, smiled and put forth his hand and
took my informer by the hand, and said, Brother,

you have brought me the l^est news ever I heard,

and signified he was desirous for death, and how
welcome a message this was. He had no great pain,

and spoke to the edification of all who came to see

him, and that day, and till Wednesday at twelve,

when he died, was without a cloud, and in full as-

surance of faith."'

Besides the works already mentioned. Lord Cullen
published La7v, Religion, and Education, considered

in three Essays, and A Key to the Plot, by Reflections

on the Rebellion of I'l^. He left behind him three

sons and five daughters. His eldest son. Sir Archi-
bald, for some time represented the shire of Aber-
deen in parliament. The second, William, was a
distinguished ornament of the Scottish bar. He was
at one time procurator to the church, and principal

clerk to the General Assembly. In 1737 he was
appointed solicitor-general, and in 1738 lord-advo-

cate, an office which he held during the rebellion of

1745; a period which must have tried the virtue of

the occupier of such a situation, but which has left

him the credit of having, in the words of Lord
Woodhouselee, performed his duties, "regidated

by a principle of equity, tempering the strictness of

the law." He succeeded Grant of Elchies on the

bench in 1754, taking his seat as Lord Prestongrange,

and afterwards became lord justice-clerk. He was
one of the commissioners for improving the fisheries

and manufactures of Scotland, and afterwards one

of the commissioners for the annexed estates. He
died at Bath in 1764.

GRANT, I\Irs., of Laggan. This amiable and
talented authoress, in whom a manly intellect was
so happily blended with woman's gentleness and
delicate feeling, was born at Glasgow on the 2lst of

February, 1755. Her father, Duncan M 'Vicar, was
an officer in the British army; her mother was a

descendant of the ancient family of Stewart of In-

vernahyle in Argyleshire. A short time after she

was born her father accompanied his regiment to

America, with the intention of settling there ; and
soon after this was effected, he was joined by his wife

and infant daughter, the latter being scarcely three

years old. As New Vork, the place of her resid-

ence, was at this time thinly peopled, especially in

the rural districts, where the settlers dwelt miles

apart from each other, the early opportunities of

education which Mrs. Grant possessed were such as

to furnish little hope of future literary excellence.

But, happily for her, she had a careful instructor in

her mother, besides whom she had no other; and

she so profited by domestic tuition, that slie quickly

learned to read, and before lier jixtli year was finished

had perused the wliole of the OM Testament, and

was well acquainted with it- contents. It was the

home teaching of Scotland at this period trans-

planted into the l)ack--ettlements of America. She

also acquired about the same time a knowledge of

the Dutch langiwi^e, in consequence of residing for

some m(.)nth-- with a faniilv of Dutcli colonists. Not

,/.;, Mb.
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long after, she learned to write, solely from chance
lessons which she received in penmanship from the

sergeant of a Scottish regiment. Observing also the

eagerness of his pupil for knowledge, he presented

her with an appropriate Scottish soldier's gift—even
the poem of li'iiliin-e, by Blind Harry, the patriotic

Homer of Scotland. The quaint and almost for-

gotten language in which this work is written, as

well as its obsolete orthography, would have made
it a sealed book to the half-Scottish half-American
little maiden, had it not been for the kindness of the

sergeant, who taught her to decipher the words and
understand the meaning of the old heroic minstrel.

From this source she mainly derived that enthusi-

astic love of her native country which ever afterwards

was a distinguishing feature in her character. An-
other epic, which h.id a still higher influence in the

formation of her mind, followed. This was Milton's

Paradise I^st, which she received from an officer in

her father's regiment, who marked her love of read-

ing; and this sublime production, which has daunted

so many youthful reatlers at the outset, she studied

with eagerness and pleasure. The expansion of in-

tellect and improvement of taste which the careful

perusal of the great English bard imparted to her

conversation were so conspicuous, that the most dis-

tinguished of the New York society, young though
she was, were proud to cultivate her acquaintance.

The chief of these was Madame Scliuyler, a lady

with whose excellence and worth she afterwards

made the British public sympathize, in her Memoirs
ofan American Lady.
We have already mentioned that Mr. M 'Vicar,

the father of Mrs. Grant, had repaired to America
chiefly for the purpose of becoming a settler in one
of its colonies. This he effected in the state of Ver-
mont, where he received a grant of land, to which
he made large additions by purchase, while his worth
and ingratiating manners secured him the esteem
not only of the settlers, but the native Indian tribes.

But this career of prosperity was interrupted by ill

health, so that he was obliged to return to his native

country in 1768, bringing with him his wife and
daughter, the latter having now reached the age of

thirteen. A few years after, Mr. M 'Vicar was ap-

pointed barrack-master of Fort Augustus. Unfor-
tunately for him, he had been obliged to leave

America in such haste as to have no opportunity to

dispose of his property; and, on the breaking out of

the American war, the whole was confiscated by the

new republican government, so that he was reduced
to his limited pay of barrack-master. At the same
station of Fort Augustus was the Rev. James Grant,

the military cliaplain, an accomplislied scliolar, of

amiable manners, and connected with some of the

most rcsjiectabie families of the district, lielween

whom and Miss M'\'icar an actiuaintancesliip of

kindred disposition ripened into permanent affection.

Soon afterwarfls they were married, in consequence
of the appointment of Mr. Grant, in 1779, to the i)arish

of Laggan in Inverness-shire—a union fnnn which
the subject of our memoir received licr literary name
and designation.

On becoming the wife of a Highland minister Mrs.

Grant addressed herself in good earnest to become
useful among the people of the pari>h. But a diffi-

culty opposed her progress at the outset. Although
a Mac, she was not a Highlander; and she was
ignorant of Gaelic, that most essential of ])assporls

to a Highland heart. Undeterred, liowever, by an

obstacle which few Lowlandcrs have ever sur-

mountefl, she commenced the study of that most
difficult of all languages, and made such progress

that she was soon able to converse readily with the

people in their own beloved tongue. In the woods
of America she had been early trained to the labour
of such a necessary task, by mastering the old Saxon
Scotch of Blind Harry's Wallace. Along with the
Celtic language she studied the manners and feelings

of the Highlanders, and was soon able to identify

herself with the people among whom her lot had been
cast. They, on their part, appreciated these kind
labours of a stranger with true Highland enthusiasm,

and felt that she was their own countrywoman in

heart and soul, as well as in tongue and lineage. In
this way tranquil years passed on in Laggan, and
Mrs. Grant, the mother of twelve children, seemed
little likely to commence a new life as an authoress,

and obtain distinction in the literary world. But
such was her zvcird, and stern misfortune and neces-

sity were to be the instruments of its accomplishment.
After four successive deaths in her family, her husband
died, and she was left a helpless widow, with eight

children dependent upon her exertions, while the

manse, so long her happy home, must be left to the

successor of her husband. In taking account also

of her worldly affairs, she found that she was worth
less thannothing; forthescaleof Highland and clerical

hospitality by which her household had hitherto been
regulated, rather exceeded than equalled the amount
of stipend, so that she found herself somewhat, though
not greatly, in debt. But strong in her trust on that

Providence which had been with her from earliest

infancy, she confronted her new necessities, and her

first step was to take charge of a small farm in the

neighbourhood of Laggan. This expedient soon
failed, and in 1803 she removed to the neighbour-
hood of Stirling. .Something was necessary to be
done, and that speedily; but the great difficulty lay

in the choice. At last the friends of Mrs. Grant
suggested the idea of authorship. She had written

many verses which they had greatly admired in

manuscript, and these, collected into a j^rinted

volume, might be equally acceptable to the public

at large. Her poems, indeed, had been hasty pro-

ductions, of which she had hitherto made small

account, and it was with no little urgency that she

was persuaded to try the experiment of i)ublishing.

She had not even a collection of these poems in her

possession, as she generally sent them to her numer-
ous correspondents, without retaining a co]iy for

herself. The work was announced to be published

by subscription, and so well did her friends exert

themselves, that 3CXD0 subscribers were soon procured.

This publication, which appeared in 1803, although

favourably received by the jnililic, was scarcely cal-

culated to make any lasting impression, or stamp the

character of Mrs. Grant as a genuine poetess; and
accordingly, it has long ago disa]ipeared from among
those works of the period which the ])resent genera-

tion cares to read. Its profits, however, enabled

her to discharge those debts which had been ccm-

tracted at Laggan, and which had continued to

weigh ujion her mind. But fresh domestic diffi-

culties occurred. Her eldest daughter had been sent

to 15ristol for the cure of a consumptive complaint,

which was attended with heavy exjiense; and one of

her sons, who had got an a])])ointment to India
through the kindness of her friend Mr. ('harles

(jrant, chairman of the India House, rcfpiired the

necessary outfit. 'i'he success that attended the

former attempt suggested a fresh trial of authorshi]),

and Mrs. Grant was advised l)y her friends to collect

and iiubli-,h her letters. These liad been written in

the manse of Laggan to her corres])ondents over a
course of years, and were so full of 1 lighland scenery,

character, and legends, expressed in the happiest

style of epistolary composition, that, even with the
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omission of whatever was private or confidential, it

was thought they would form an acceptable work to

the reading public. She allowed herself to be per-

suaded, and the result was her best and most popular

production, the Letters from the Mountains, which
was published in 1806. This work went through

many editions, and was so justly appreciated among
the talented and influential men of the day, as to

procure for her many distinguished friends, among
whom maybe enumerated Sir William Grant, master

of the rolls, Sir William Farquhar, and Bishop
Porteous. The only other works which she sub-

sequently published were, Memoirs of an American
LaJy, and Essays on the Superstitions of the High-
landers of Scotland; and it is enough to say that they

did not detract from the reputation she had already

won. Her productions are thus characterized by Sir

Walter Scott, a judge well fitted to estimate them:—"Iler literary works, although composed amidst
misfortune and privation, are M'ritten at once with
simplicity and force; and uniformly bear the stamp
of a virtuous and courageous mind, recommending
to the reader that patience and fortitude which the

writer herself practised in such an eminent degree.

Her writings, deservedly popular in her own country,

derive their success from the happy manner in which,

addressing themselves to the national pride of the

Scottish people, they breathe a spirit at once of

patriotism, and of that candour which renders patriot-

ism unselfish and liberal. We have no hesitation

in attesting our belief that Mrs. Grant's writings have
produced a strong and salutary effect upon her coun-

trymen, who not only found recorded in them much
of national history and antiquities, which would other-

wise have been forgotten, but found them combined
with the soundest and the best lessons of virtue and
morality."

In 1810 Mrs. Grant removed from Stirling to

Edinburgh, where she resided during the rest of her
life. But still domestic calamities pursued her, and
all her children died successively, except her youngest
son, who survived her. In the midst of these afflic-

tions, so trying to the affectionate heart of a widowed
mother, it is gratifying to add that she was not wholly
unaided in the struggle. Her talents and her worth
had surrounded her with a circle of affectionate

friends, who in the worst hour were ready not only

with sympathy but aid. In 1825 an application was
made in her behalf for a pension from government,
subscribed by Sir Walter Scott, Francis Jeffrey,

Mackenzie (the Man of Feeling), Sir William Ar-
buthnot, Sir Robert Liston, and Principal Baird,

which was cordially granted by George IV. At first

it amounted to only f^^o, but was afterwards increased

to ;{J^ioo per annum; and this, with several legacies

from deceased friends, enabled her to spend the last

years of her life not only in comfort, but comparative
affluence. But those for whose sake she most wished
to have obtained it had one by one been snatched
away! She was also at this period an invalid; for,

nearly seven years before the pension was olitained,

she had a fall in descending a stair, from tlie effects

of which she was confined almost wholly to her house
during the rest of her life. But still she was resigned,
and even happy; and her frequent study of the Bible
during her hours of leisure, as well as her conversa-
tion with intimate friends, betokened the sure foun-
dation upon which her comfort was establi>hed.
Thus she lived, honoured and beloved, till the eighty-
fourth year of her age, when a cold, that increased
into influenza, ended her days on the 7th of Novem-
ber, 1S38, and her remains were interred in the new
cemetery of the ]3arish church of St. Cuthbert's.

Her chief talent lav in conversation, in which she

was unrivalled, and hence the high fame she ac-

quired among the literary circles of the day. That
voice has passed away of which her works were but

an echo, and thus the works themselves are now
rated beneath their merits. Still, however, the

Letters from the Mountains will continue to attest

the high talent of their writer, and be perused with
pleasure and profit.

GRANT, Sir Wili.i.\m. This able lawyer was
a descendant of the Grants of Beldornie, a sept of the

parent clan. His father, originally a farmer, was
afterwards appointed collector of customs in the Isle

of Man, an office which he held till his death. His
son William, the subject of this notice, was bom at

Flchies in Morayshire, in 1754, and was educated
at the grammar-school of I'-lgin, along with his

younger brother, who afterwards became collector

at Martinico. William did not forget, when he had
attained distinction, the place in which he had been
trained, so that, thirty years afterwards, when the

school was to be rebuilt, he was one of its earliest

contributors. His education was completed at the

old college of Aljerdeen. In the choice of a jirofes-

sion, which was that of law, he was directed by the

advice of his uncle, a merchant, who had been so

successful in England that he was enabled to pur-

chase the estate of Elchies, on which he had been
born. After the usual course of study at Aberdeen
had been finished, William Grant went to London,
and was entered at Lincoln's Inn. At the age of

twenty-five, although he had not yet been called to

the English bar, he was considered competent for

colonial practice, and was appointed attorney-general

of Canada. In this new office his professional talents

soon brought him into universal esteem. He also

showed that he understood the adage of ta>n Marti
qiiam Merciirio; for on Quebec being besieged by
the American army under Montgomery, the attorney-

general became a bold and active captain of volun-

teers, and continued to perform militar)- duty until

the siege was ended. After this he continued to

discharge his civil duties for several years ; but

finding the position of Canada too critical, as well

as colonial practice too limited for his aspirations,

he resigned his office of attorney-general; and on re-

turning to London he entered with full ardour upon a

more favourable arena in the courts of Westminster,

after having been commissioned in 1 7S7 to practise

as an English barrister. His commencement, how-
ever, was so unpropitious as to bring all his energy

and resolution into full exercise, and nerve them
with double vigour ; for however eminent he had
been at the bar of Quebec, he found himself an
utter stranger in London, while his shy retiring

habits gave little promise that such a difficulty

would be easily oljviated. Fortunately, one of

those incidents occurred by which the reserve of

modest merit is often broken through, and tlie

possessor dragged out to the sphere which he ought

to occupy. y\r. Grant, after having gone the circuit

year after year without obtaining a single brief,

happened at length to be retained in some apjicals

from the Court of .Session in Sciuland to the House
of Lords. He discharged his duty so ably on this

occasion, and evinced sucli legal tnlent and force of

reasoning, as to extort the highest approbation from

the stern Lord-chanccljur Thurlow. a man by no
means profii^e in compliments. He eagerly asked

the name of tlie speaker; and having learned it he
said to a friend, "ISe not surprised if that young
man should t>r,e da}' (>ccu]iy this seat." It is thought

that (irant nii^du ultimately have iV.lfilled this pre-

diction had he been willing to encounter the rcspon-
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sible duties of the chancellorship. Thurlow's ap-

probation did not end in empty compliment; he
interestetl himself in the fortunes of the talented but

unbefriended stranger, and in consequence of his

advice Grant left the practice of common law for

that of equity, as being better fitted for his studies

and habits.

From this period his career was one of honour
and success, and his first step was a seat in parlia-

ment, having been returned for Shaftesbury at the

general election in 1790. On entering the house he
made no attempt to attract notice as a political

orator; his forte rather lay in private consultations

and committees, where his sagacity, good sense, and
extensive knowledge were seen and appreciated by
the most eminent of his colleagues. Of these espe-

cially was Mr. Pitt, of whom he was a firm and
effective supporter. On one occasion, in the year

1 791, his colonial experience was of great service to

the premier. The subject before the House for

discussion was a new code of laws for the province

of Canada, and on this question he enforced the

proposal of Pitt with such incontrovertilile arguments,

drawn from his own knowledge and practice as

attorney-general of the colony, that even P"ox was
gratified, and all but convinced. Another occasion

on which Grant signalized himself in the House of

Commons occurred in the following year, when he
defended the measures of the ministry upon the

subject of the Russian armament. At the beginning
of 1794 lie was returned to parliament by the borough
of SVestminster, and at the same time appointed
solicitor-general to the queen, and in 1796 he was
chosen knight in parliament for the county of Banff.

In 1798 he was appointed chief-justice of Chester,

and in the year following he was made solicitor-

general, on which occasion he received the usual

honour of knighthood. In iSoi he was honoured
with his last and highest promotion of master of the

rolls. This steady rise was owing, not to his sup-

port of the predominant ])arty in the state, but the

high character which he established for himself as

lawyer and judge, in which all parties coincided.

He continued to represent the county of Panff until

1812, wlien the parliament was dissolved, and to fill

tlie office of master of the rolls till 1S17, at which
period he was anxious to retire from public life,

before age had unfitted him for its duties or im-

paired his intellectual vigour. On the 24th Decem-
ber, therefore, he fulfilled this resolution of self-

denial by tendering his resignation of the mastersliip,

on whicli occasion he received, amf>ng other well-

deserved eulogiums, the following from the bar of

the court, thruugh .Sir Arthur Pigutt, the si-)caker

appointed for tiie occasion:— "The ]:>romi)titude and
wisdom of your decisions have been as higlily con-

ducive to the benefit of the suitors, as tliey have been
eminently promotive of the general adminiNtration of

equity. In the performance of your im])ortant and
arduous duties you have exiiibited an uninterru])ted

equanimity, and displayed a temper never (]isturl)e<l,

an<l a patience never wearied; you liave evinced a

uniform and impartial attention to iho^e engaged in

the discharge of their professional duties here, and
who have had the o])portunity, and enjoyed tlie

advantage, of oljserving that conduct in the dispensa-

tion of ju.-^tice which has been conspicuously eaicu-

lated to excite emulation, and to form an illustrious

examjde for imitation.'

During the sixteen years of life that were still

continue<l to him, Sir William Grant aljstained from
puljjic affairs, devoting himself wholly to intellectual

recreations, and the sriciety rif congenial company,
i.T the neighbourliuoJ of \Vallhamslow, and during
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the two last years of his life at Barton House, Daw-
lish, the residence of his sister, the widow of Admiral
Schanck. He was never married. His death
occurred on the 25th of May, 1832, when he had
reached the age of seventy-eight years.

GREGORY, David, the able commentator on
Newton's Principia, and Savilian professor of astro-

nomy at Oxford, was born at Aberdeen on the 24th
of June, 1661. His father, Mr. David Gregory,
brother of the inventor of the reflecting telescope, had
been educated as a merchant, and spent a consider-

able time in Holland; but by the death of his elder

brother he became heir to the estate of Kinnairdie,
and from a predilection for the mathematics and ex-

perimental philosophy, he soon afterwards renounced
all commercial employments, devoting himself en-
tirely to the cultivation of science. The peculiarity

of Mr. Gregory's pursuits caused him to be noted
through the whole country, and as he was the first

person in Scotland who possessed a barometer, from
which he derived an extensive knowledge of the
weather, it was believed that lie held intercourse

with the beings of another world. So widely had
this belief been ciiculated, that a deputation from
the presbytery waited on him, and it was only one
fortunate circumstance that saved him from under-
going a formal trial for witchcraft. He had from
choice acquired an extensive knowledge of the

healing art, his opinion was held in the highest

estimation, and as he practised in all cases without
fee, he was of great use in the district where he lived.

It was this circumstance alone that prevented the

reverend members of the presbytery from calling

him to account for his superior intelligence. His son
David, the subject of this sketch, studied for a con-

siderable time at Aberdeen, but completed his educa-
tion at Edinburgh. In 16S4, when he was only
twenty-three years of age, he made his first appear-
ance as an author in a Latin work concerning the

dimensions of figures, printed in Edinburgh, and en-

titled Exercitatioues GeomclrictE. The same year in

which this work was published he was calletl to the

mathematical chair in Edinburgh College, which he
held \\ith the greatest honour for seven years. Here
he delivered some lectures on optics, which formed
the substance of a work on that science of acknow-
ledged excellence. Here also Gregory was first con-

vinced of the infinite superiority of Newtcjn's pliil-

osophy, and was the first who dared oj)enly to teach

the doctrines of the Principia in a puldic seminary.

This circumstance will ever attach honour to the

name of Gregory; for let it be rememljered lliat in

those days this was a daring innovation; and Cam-
bridge university, in which Newton had Ijeen edu-

cated, was the veiy last in the kingdom to admit the

tiiith of what is now regarded by all as the true sys-

tem of the world. WJiiston, in his Memoirs of liis

07^)1 7'iim, bewails this in "tlie very anguish of his

lieart," calling the men of science at Oxford and Cam-
l)ridge poor wretches when C(impare<l with tliose at the

Scottisli universities. In the year 1691 Gregoi) went to

I .ondon, as tliere had been circulated a rejiort that J^r.

Ivlniond llernard, Savilian ju'ofessor at Oxford, was
about to resign, which ])romised a very desirable ojicn-

ing for the young mathematician. On his arri\al in

I,ond<in he was kindly received by Newton, who had
formed a very high o])inion of him, as we learn from
a letter written by Sir Isaac to Mr. P'lam.slead, the

astronomer-royal. Newton had intended to make
Flanistead a visit at Creenwich observatory, with a
view to introduce Gregory, but M'as prevented by in-

dis])Osition, and sent a letter witli Gregory by way
of introduction. "The bearer hereof is Mr. Gregory,
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mathematical professor at Edinburgh College, Scot-

land. I intended to have given you a visit along

with him, but cannot; you will find him a very in-

genious person, a goocl mathematician, worthy of

your acquaintance." Gregory could not fail to be
highly gratified by the friendship of two of the

greatest men of the age, and most particularly emi-

nent in that department of science which he culti-

vated with so much zeal and success. Such a mind
as Newton's was not likely to form an opinion of any
individual on a vague conjecture of his ability, and
the opinion once established would not be liable to

change; accordingly, we find that his attachment to

the interests of the young mathematician were only

terminated by death. In a letter addressed a con-

siderable time afterwards to the same amiable per-

sonage, he writes thus : "But I bad rather have them
(talking of Flamstead's observations upon Saturn, for

five years, which Newton wished from him) for the

next twelve or fifteen years—if you and I live not

long enough, Mr. Gregory and Mr. Halley are young
men."

Gregory's visit to London was important to his

future fame as a mathematician. He was elected a

fellow of the Royal Society, and afterwards contri-

buted many valuable papers to their Transactions.

At the head of these must be mentioned that which
he delivered on his first introduction to their meet-

ings—a solution of the famous Florentine problem—
which had been sent as a challenge to the British

mathematicians. Gregory's solution, which is ex-

tremely beautiful, will be found in the number of the

Philosophical Transactions for January, 1694. On
the 8tli of February, 1692, David Gregory was made
Master of Arts of Baliol College, Oxford ; and on
the 1 8th of the same month he received the degree

of Doctor of Physic. At this time he stood candi-

date with Dr. Halley for the Savilian professorsliip

of astronomy at Oxford. Gregory had a formidable

rival to contend with, as great interest was used for

Halley at court, and he had besides rendered himself

eminent by his numerous and important discoveries.

Gregory in all likelihood would not have obtained

this situation, notwithstanding the zealous interces-

sion of Newton and Flamstead, had it not been for

a circumstance which is stated by Whiston in his

J\L'jnoirs of his o-Li'n Time, as follows : "Halley being
thought of as successor to the mathematical chair at

Oxford, Bisliop Stillingfleet was desired to recom-
mend him at court; but hearing that he was a scep-

tic and a contemner of religion, the bishop scrupled

to be concerned till his chaplain, Mr. Bentley, should
talk with him about it, which he did ; but Halley
was so sincere in his infidelity, tliat he would not so

much as pretend to believe the Christian religion,

though he was likely to lose a professorship by it

—

whicli he did, and it was given to Dr. Gregory."
To the honour of science let it be mentioned, tliat

this circumstance, which opposed the interest of these
two matliematicians so directly to each otlier, instead

of becoming the cause of those petty jealousies or
animosities which in such cases so commonly occur,

was in the present instance the foundation on which
was raised a firm and lasting friendship. Nor is

it perhaps too bold to suspect that the liberality dis-

played in this instance by these two eminent men
proceeded not so much from themselves as from the
science which they cultivated in common. Tlie
scruples of Stillingfleet in time lost their efficacy, and
tire^'ory had soon after the pleasure of having Dr.
Halley as his colleague, he liaving succeeded Dr.
Wallis ill the Savilian chair of geometiy.

In 1695 he published at Oxford a ven- valuali'e

V'.'ork on the rjileclion and refraction of spherical sur-
\

faces. This work is valuable, as it contains the first

hint for a practical method of improving the refract-

ing telescope, and destroying the chromatic defect of

these instruments. The difficulty to be avoided in

those telescopes which operate by glasses instead of

mirrors lies in procuring a large field of view, and
at the same time retaining distinctness of vision.

Gregory drew an analogy from the construction of

the eye, and by referring to the method by which
this was effected in nature, gave the hint that the

same principle might be applied in practice. This,

perhaps, paved the way for the achromatic glasses

—one of the finest triumphs of modern science. A
simplicity pervades the whole work truly character-

istic of the author's mind. But the work on which
the fame of David Gregory must ultimately depend
was published in 1702, entitled Elements of Physical
and Geometrical Astronomy. This work was a sort

of digest of Newton's Principia. Great originality

was shown in the illustrations, and the arrangement
was so adapted as to show the progress the science

had made in its various gradations towards perfection

;

and it was allowed by Newton himself that Gregory's

work was an excellent view of his system.

Sir Henry Savile had projected a design of print-

ing a uniform series of the ancient mathematicians;
in pursuance of which Gregory published an edition

of Euclid, and in conjunction with Dr. Halley he
commenced the Conies of Apollonius ; but scarcely

had he entered upon this interesting undertaking
when death put a period to his existence. He de-

parted this life in 1 701, at Maidenhead, in Berkshire,

where it is believed his body is interred. His Avife

erected a monument at Oxford to his memorv-, with
a very simple and elegant inscription. Of the talents

of Dr. Gregory ample testimony is bonie by the

works which he bequeathed to posterity, and of his

worth as a private individual by the respect in which
he was held by his contemporaries Flamstead, Keil,

Halley, and, above all. Sir Isaac Newton, who held

him in the highest estimation. Of Newton's respect

for him we shall add one other instance : .Sir Isaac

had intrusted Gregoiy with a copy of his Principia

in manuscript, on which Gregor)' wrote a commen-
tary, of the benefit of which the great author availed

himself in the second edition. Dr. John Gregory
presented a manuscript copy of this to the university

of Edinburgh, in the libraiy of which it is carefully

preserved. Of his posthumous works two deserve

particularly to be noticed : one on practical geometiy,

published by Mr. Colin Maclaurin, and a small trea-

tise on the nature and arithmetic of logarithms, sub-

joined to Keil's Euclid, which contains a simple and
comprehensive view of the subject.

An anecdote is told of David Gregory of Kin-
nairdie, Dr. Gregor}-'s father, which it would not,

perhaps, be altogether proper to omit. He had, as

was remarked at the beginning, a turn for mathe-

matical and mechanical subjects, and during (^uccu

Anne's wars had contrived a method to increase the

effect of field-ordnance. He sent it to the SaviHan
professor, his son, wishing his opinion, together witli

Sir I. Newton's. Gregory sliowed it to Newtun,
who advised him earnestly to destroy it, as said

Newton, "Any invention of that kiinl, if it even

were etTectual, would soon lieconie known to the

enemy, so that it would only increase the horrors

of war." Tliere is every reason to think that t'r^e

professor followed Newt()n"> advice, as the machine
was never afterwards to be found.

It is a more singular circumstance, and indeed
witliout parallel in the scientific liistory of Scotland,

tliat this old gentleman lived to see three of b.is sons
professors at the same time, viz. Davii.1, the subject
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of the present sketch ; James, who succeeded his

brother in the chair of mathematics at Edinburgh
;

and Charles, professor of mathematics in the uni-

versity of St. Andrews.

GREGORY, James, whose valuable discoveries

served so much to accelerate the progress of tlie

mathematical and physical sciences in the seventeenth

century, was born in 1638, at Drumoak, in Aber-
deenshire, where his father, the Rev. John Gregory,

was minister. Little is known of James Gregory's

father, but from some slight notice of him in the

minutes of the General Assembly ; and whatever
part of the genius of the subject of this memoir was
])ossessed by inheritance seems to have descended

from the mother. It is an observation of more than

one distinguished philosopher, that "he never knew
a man of talent whose mother was not a superior

woman;" and a more happy instance of the truth

of this remark could not be found than that of James
Gregory. Mrs. Gregory seems to have descended
from a family of mathematicians. Her father was
Mr. David Anderson of Finghaugh, whose brother,

Alexander Anderson, was professor of mathematics
(about the beginning of the seventeenth century)

in the university of Paris, and he himself was long
noted for his application to mathematical and me-
chanical subjects. The Rev. John Gregory died

when the subject of this article was yet in his boy-
liood, and left the care of the education of James
to David, an elder brother, and the surviving parent.

The mother having observed the expanding powers
of his mind, and their tendency to mathematical
reasoning, gave these early indications of his genius

all possible encouragement, by instructing him herself

in the elements of geometry. Having received the

rudiments of his classical education at the grammar-
school of Aberdeen, he completed the usual course

of studies at Marischal College. For a considerable

time after leaving the university, James Gregory
devoted his attention to the science of optics. The
celebrated French philosopher Descartes had pub-
lished his work on Dioptrics the year before Gregory
was born, nor had any advances been made in that

science until James Gregory published the result

of his labours in a work printed at London, in 1663,

entitled '^ Optics- Promoted, or the Mysteries of Ke-

Jlccted and Refracted Kays Demonstrated by the Ele-

tnents of Geometry; to which is added, an Appendix,
exhit)iting a .Solution of some of the most difficult

Problems in .\stronomy." \\\ this work, which
f jrms an era in the history of the science of that

century which its author so eminently adorned, and
v.'hich was published when he was only twenty-four,

there was first given to the world a description of

the reflecting telescope, of which Gregory is the in-

disputable inventor. He pro])oscd to himself no
other advantage from using mirrors instead of glasses

in the construction of telescopes, than to correct the

error arising from tiie spherical figure f)f the lenses,

and by forming the reflectors of a parabolic figure,

to bring the rays of liglit into a perfect fjcus, being

ignorant of the far greater error arising from tlie

une([ual refrangibility of the rays of light, which it

was reserved for Newton afterwards to di:^cover.

Gregory went to London a year after the ])ublica-

tion of his work on optics, with a view to the con-

struction of his telescope, and was introduced to Mr.

Rieves, an optical instrument maker, by Mr. Collins,

secretary to the Royal .Society. Rieves could not

finish the mirrors on the tool so as to preserve the

figure, and so unsuccessful was the trial of the new
telescope that the inventor was deterred from making
any farther attempts towards its improvement, nor

were these reflectors ever mounted in a tube. Sir
L Newton objected to this telescope, that the hole
in the centre of the large speculum would be the
cause of the loss of so much light, and invented one
in which this defect was remedied. The Gregorian
form is universally preferred to the Newtonian
when the instrument is of moderate size, the former
possessing some material advantages

;
yet the latter

was always employed by Dr. Herschel in those
large instruments by which the field of discovery
has been so much extended. Although the in-

ventor of the reflecting telescope has received all

the honour which posterity can bestow, yet it is

lamentable to think that he never had the satisfac-

tion of seeing an instrument completed in his own
lifetime. It is only necessary to remark farther, on
this subject, that some papers of great interest passed
between Gregorj' and Sir Isaac Newton concerning
the reflecting telescope, which may be consulted
with advantage by those who would wish to investi-

gate the subject. His work on optics contains, be-
sides the discovery of the reflecting telescope, that

of the law of refraction. Descartes had made a
similar discoverj' long ere this, but Gregory had not
heard of it till his own work was ready for publica-

tion—to which circumstance he alludes in his pre-

face. Playfair, in considering this subject, very
justly remarks, that "though the optics of Descartes

had been published twenty-five years, Gregory had
not heard of the discovery of the law of refraction,

and had found it out only by his own efforts—happy
in being able, by the fertility of his genius, to supply

the defects of an insulated and remote situation."^

The method in which Gregory investigated the law
of refraction is truly remarkable, not only for its

singular elegance, but originality ; and the series of
experiments which he instituted for the puipose of

demonstration, affords an indelil)le proof of the

accuracy of his observations. It is truly remarkable
that the calculations by this law differ so little from
those obtained by the most accurate ex])eriments.

There is yet another discovery of the very highest

importance to the science of astronomy, which is

falsely, and, we would hope, unknowingly attributed

to another philosopher, whose manifold brilliant

discoveries throw an additional lustre over the coun-

try which gave him birth. We allude to the em-
ployment of the transits of Mercury and Venus in

the determination of the sun's parallax, the merit

of which is always ascribed to Dr. Ilalk-y, even by
that eminent astronomer Laplace. l>ut it is plainly

pointed out in the scholiuni to the aSlh jiroposition

of (jregory's work, published many years prior to

Halley's supposed discover)'. The university of

Padua was at this time in high repute for mathe-

matical learning, and Gregory repaired thither from

London, about the end of 1 66 7, for the jnirpose of

l>rosecuting his favourite study. Here he i)ublishcd

a Latin work on the areas <jf the circle and hyper-

bola, determined by an infinitely converging scries
;

a second edition of which he afterwards jiublished

at \'enice, with an ai)pendix on the transmutation

of curves. Mr. Collins, who always sh(jwed himself

7.ealous in Gregory's favour, introduced this work
to the notice of the Royal .Society of London, of

whicli he was secretary. This work received the

commendation of that distinguished nobleman Lord
I'rounker, and Dr. Wallis, tlie celebraterl inventor

of the arithmetic of infinites, (jregory's attention

was once more drawn to the sr|uaring of curves, by
the metho<l (jf convcri'ing series, on acccjunt of re-

1 Pliyfaii's "Di^'icrtatirin," in tlie Suf-f^li-mcr.t to the Ency-
cl'^pcidui Dritannua, part istj pago 25, 6th edition.
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ceiving an instance of the case of the circle in a

letter from his friend Collins, who informed him
that Newton had discovered a general method for

all curves, mechanical and geometrical. Gregory
speedily returned to Collins a method for the same
purpose, which he was advised by his brother David
to publish. Gregory refused to do this, and that

from the most honourable motive : as Newton was
the original inventor, he deemed it unfair to publish

it until Sir Isaac should give his method to the

public. Soon after, he returned to London, and
from his celebrity as a mathematician he was chosen

a fellow of the Royal .Society. He read before the

society the account of a dispute in Italy concerning

the motion of the earth, which Riciolli and his fol-

lowers had denied; besides many other valuable com-
munications. Muygens had attacked Gregory's me-
thod of quadrature in a journal of that period, to

which he replied in the Philosophical 7'ransactions.

The dispute was carried on with great warmth by
both, and from Gregory's defence it would appear

he was a man of warm temperament, but acute and
penetrating genius. Of the merits of either, in this

dispute, it would be out of place here to enter into

detail. Leibnitz, who considered the subject with

attention, and whose capacity of discernment in such

matters cannot be questioned, is of opinion that

although Huygens did not point out errors in the

work of Gregory, yet he obtained some of the results

by a much simpler method.
The small work Exercitationes GeometriciE, pub-

lished by Gregory at London in 1668, consisted of

twenty-six pages, containing however a good deal

of important matter. Nowhere do we learn more
of the real private character of Gregory than in the

preface and appendix to this little work. He speaks

in explicit terms of his dispute with Huygens, com-
plains of the injustice done him by that philosopher

and some others of his contemporaries; and we are

led to conclude from them that he was a mah who,
from a consciousness of his own powers, was jealous

of either a rival or improver of any invention or dis-

covery with which he was connected. The same
year in which he published this last work he was
chosen professor of mathematics in the university

of St. Andrews. The year following he married
Miss Mary Jamesone, daughter of Mr. George Jame-
sone, the painter whom Walpole has designated the

Vandyke of Scotland. By his wife he had a son and
two daughters. The son, James, was grandfather

of Dr. Gregory, author of the Theoretictc J\lcdiciii<r,

and professor of the theory of medicine in the uni-

versity of Edinburgh. James Ciregory remained at

St. Andrews for six years, when he was called to

fill the mathematical chair in the university of Edin-
burgh. During his residence at St. Andrews he
wrote a satire on a work of Mr. George .Sinclair's,

formerly professor of natural philosophy in Glasgow,
but who had been dismissed on account of some
political heresies. Dr. Gregory did not live to en-

joy the chair in Edinburgh more than one year; for

returning home late one evening in October, 1675,
after showing some of his students the satellites of

Jupiter, he was suddenly struck blind, and three
(lays afterwards expired. Thus, at the early age of
thirty-seven, in the vigour of manhood, was put a

melancholy termination to the life of James Gregory.
Of the cliaracter of this great man little can be
said. Ilis knowledge of mathematical and physical
science was very extensive; acuteness of discrimina-

ti'm and originality of thought are conspicuous in

all his works; and he seems to have possessed a

considerable degree of independence and warmth of

temper.

VOL. II.

GREGORY, James, M.D., an eminent modem
medical teacher, was the eldest son of Dr. John
Gregory, equally celebrated as a medical teacher,

by the Honourable Elizabeth Forbes, daughter of

William, thirteenth Lord Forbes. He was born in

1753, at Aberdeen, where his father then practised

as a physician. Being removed in b(jyhood to Edin-

burgh, where his father succeeded Dr. Rutherford

as professor of the practice of physic, he received

his academical and professional education in that

city, and in 1774 took his degree as Doctor of Medi-
cine, his thesis being De A/orbis Call jMiilatione

Medendis. An education conducted under the most
favourable circumstances had improved in the utmost
possible degree the excellent natural talents of Dr.
Gregor)', though he had the misfortune to lose his

father before its conclusion. Notwithstanding the

latter event, he was appointed in 1776, when only
twenty-three years of age, to the chair of the tlieory

of physic in the Edinburgh university. As a text-

book for his lectures he ptd:)lished in 1780-2 his

Conspectus jMcdicincz Thcorcticcc, ^\hich soon became
a work of standard reputation over all Europe, not
only in consequence of its scientific merits, but the

singular felicity of the classical language in which it

was written.

In consequence of the death of Dr. Cullen, the
subject of this memoir was appointed, in 1790, to

the most important medical professorship in the

university, that of the practice of physic ; an office

upon which unprecedented lustre had been conferred

by his predecessor ; but which for thirty-one years

he sustained with even greater distinction. During
this long period the fame which his talents had
acquired attracted students to Edinburgh from all

parts of the world, all of whom returned to their

homes with a feeling of reverence for his character,

more nearly resembling that vhich the disciples of

antiquity felt for their instructors, than anything

which is generally experienced in the present situa-

tion of society. Descended by the father's side from
a long and memorable line of ancestors, among
whom the friend and contemporary of Newton is

numbered, and by the mother's from one of the oldest

baronial families in the country, the character of

Dr. Gregory was early formed upon an elevated

model, and throughout his whole life he combined,
in a degree seldom equalled, the studies and acquire-

ments of a man of science, with the tastes and honour-

able feelings of a high-born gentleman. By these

peculiarities, joined to the point and brilliancy of

his conversation, and his almost romantic generosity

of nature, he made the most favourable impression

upon all who came in contact with him.

Dr. Gregory had early bent his acute and discrimin-

ating mind to the study of metaphysics, and in 1792
he published a volume, entitled Philosophical and
Litera)-}' Essays, in which is to be fountl one of the

most original and forcible refutations of the doctrine

of necessity which has ever aiipeared. Ilis reinita-

tion as a Latinist was unrivalled in Scotland in his

own day; and the numerous inscriptions wliich he

was consequently requested to write in this tongue

were characterized by extraordinary lieauty ot expres-

sion and arrangement. His only ]'hilological pub-

lication, however, is a l"i:sscrtaiici! on the Theory

of the Moods of I'crhs, \\\\\q\\ Tiyy<:^x> in the Trans-

actions of the Royal Society of Edmf^in-h, I 790. Dr.

(iregorv's eminence as a man of science, and his fame

throughout Europe, were testified liy his being one

of the few British honoured with a seat in the Insti-

tute of France.

While officiating f u- nearly fiUy years as a medical

teacher, Dr. Grcjorv carried on an extensive and
47
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lucrative practice in Edinburgh. As a physician he
enjoyed the highest reputation, notwithstanding a

certain severe sincerity, and occasional brusqmrie of

manner, which characterized him in this capacity.

It is probable that, but for the pressure of his pro-

fessional engagements, he might have oftener em-
ployed his pen Iwth in the improvement of medical

knowledge and in general literature. His only

medical publication, besides his matchless Conspectus,

was an etiition of Cullen's First Lines of the Practice

ofPhysic, 1 vols. 8vo. It is with reluctance we advert

to a series of publications of a different kind, which
Dr. Gregory allowed himself to issue, and which it

must be the wish of every generous mind to forget

as soon as possible. They consisted of a variety of

pamphlets, in which he gave vent to feelings that

could not fail to excite the indignation of various

members of his own profession; the most remarkable

being a memorial addressed, in 1800, to the man-
agers of the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, com-
plaining of the younger members of the College of

Surgeons being there allowed to perform operations.

A list of these productions is given in the preface to

Mr. John Bell's Letters on Professional Characters

and Ma>iners, 1810, and we shall not therefore allude

further to the subject than to say that the language

employed in several of them affords a most striking

view of one of the paradoxes occasionally found in

human character, the co-existence in the same bosom
of sentiments of chivalrous honour and benevolence,

with the most inveterate hostility towards individuals.

Dr. Gregory died at his house in St. Andrew's
Square, Edinburgh, April 2, 1821, leaving a large

family, chiefly in adolescence.

GREGORY, Dr. John, a distinguished phy-

sician of the eighteenth century, was descended from
a family of illustrious men, whose names and dis-

coveries will ever form a brilliant page in the history

of the literature of Scotland. Many of the members
of this family held professorships in the most dis-

tinguished universities both in this and the southern

kingdom; and we may turn to the name of Ciregory

for those who raised Scotland to an equal rank with

any other nation in the scientific world. John
Gregory was born at Aberdeen, on the 3d of June,

1724, being the youngest of the three children of

James Gregory, professor of medicine in King's

College there. This professor of medicine was a

son of James Gregory, the celebrated inventor of the

reflecting telescojie.

When John Gregory was seven years of age he
lost his father, and the charge of his education de-

volved upon his elder brother, James, who succeeded

his father in the professorship. He acquired his

knowledge of classical literature at the grammar-
school of Aberdeen, where he applied himself with
much success to the study of the Greek and Latin
languages. He completed a course of languages and
philosophy at King's College, Aberdeen, under the

immediate care of Principal Chalmers, his grandfather

by the mother's side. He studied with great success

under Mr. Thomas Gordon, the jirofes^or of jjhilo-

sophy in that college; and, to the lK)nour of both, a

friendly correspondence was then commenced, which
was maintained till the end of (iregory's life. In

noticing those to whom (rregory was indebted for

his early education, it would l)e un])ardonable to

pass over tlie name of Dr. Reid, his cousin-german;
the same whose /uquiry into the Human Mind forms

so conspicuous a feature in the history of the intel-

lectual ])hiloiophy of the eighteenth century;—and
here we may remark the existence of that family

spirit for mathematical reasoning, which has so lung

been entailed on the name of Gregory. The essay

on quantity and the chapter on the geometry of

visibles prove this eminently in Dr. Reid; and the

success with which Gregory studied under Mr.
Gordon can leave no doubt of its existence in him.
In 1 741 Gregory lost his elder brother George, a
young man concerning whom there was entertained

the highest expectation; and the year following John
and his mother removed from Aberdeen to Edin-
burgh. He studied three years at Edinburgh under
Monro, Sinclair, and Rutherford; and on his first

coming to Edinburgh, he became a member of the

Medical Society there, which was the cause of an
intimacy between him and Mark Akenside, author
of The Pleasures of Imagination.

The university of Leyden was at this time in very
high reputation, and Gregory repaired thither, after

having studied at Edinburgh for three years. Here
he had as his preceptors three of the most eminent
men of the age—Goubius, Royen, and Albinus; he
also cultivated the acquaintance of some fellow-

students who afterwards became eminent in the

literary and political world; amongst whom the most
eminent were John Wilkes, Esq., and the Honour-
able Charles To\.nshend. While prosecuting his

studies at Leyden, John Gregory was honoured with

an unsolicited degree of Doctor of Medicine from
King's College, Aberdeen; and after two years' re-

sidence on the Continent he returned to his native

country, and was immediately called to fill the chair

of philosophy in that seminary where he had first

been nurtured, and which lately had conferred on
him so great a mark of her regard. He lectured for

three years at Aberdeen on the mathematics, and
moral and natural philosophy; when, in 1749, from

a desire to devote himself to the practice of medicine,

he resigned, and took a few weeks' tour on the Con-
tinent, of which the chief object seems to have been
amusement. Three years alter the resignation of his

professorship Dr. Gregory married Miss Elizabeth

Forbes, daughter of Lord Forbes, a lady of extra-

ordinary wit, beauty, and intellectual enelowment.

The field of medical practice in Aberdeen was
already almost entirely preoccupied by men of the

first eminence in their profession, and the share

which fell to Dr. Gregory was not sufficient to occupy
his active mind. He went to London in I754> '^"<1

his fame as a physician and as a literary man being

already far extended, he had no difficulty in being

introduced to the first society. Here it was that the

foundation was first laid of that friendship which
existed between him and Lord Lyttleton. It was at

this i^eriod also that he became acquainted with

Lady Wortley Montague and her husband. This

lady kept assemblies, or conversaziones, to which

the first characters of the kingdom resorted. l!y

her he was introduced to all the most eminent men
in the kingdom for taste or genius; yet he is indebted

to her for a favour of a far higher ordcr-the con-

tinuance to his posterity of that friendshij) she had
ever shown towards himself Abfuit this pcrioil Dr.

Gregory was chosen felhjw of the Royal S<;ciety of

London, and his jiracticewas daily increasing. Dr.

James Gregory, ])roress(jr of medicine in King's

C'lllege, Aberdeen, to whose care Cregory owed so

much, died in 1755, which created a vacancy in that

chair. Dr. John Gregory was elected in his own
absence, and, being a situation whicli suited his in-

clination, he accejited it. 'I'liere were many circum-

stances which would render a rettun to his native

country agreeable. He was to be restored to the

bosom of the friends of his infancy, he was to be

engaged in the tluties of a ]irofession in which he
felt the highest interest, and to the enjoyment of the
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society of Rekl, Beattie, Campbell, and Gerard.

He entered on the duties of his new office in the

bejjinning of 1756.

A literary club met weekly in a tavern in Aber-
deen, which was orijjinally j^rojected by Drs. Reid
and Gregory. It was called the Wise Club, and its

members consisted of the professors of both Marischal
and King's College, besides the literary and scientific

gentlemen about Aberdeen. An essay was read each
niglit by one of the members in rotation. Most of

the distinguishing features of the philosophical sys-

tems of (iregory and his colleagues, who have been
already mentioned, were first delivered in this society.

Gregory's work on the faculties of man and other

animals was first composed as essays for the Wise
Club, l)ut afterwards arranged and published under
the patronage of his friend Lord Lyttleton— the first

instance in which Gregory appeared to the world as

an author. This work, which was published in

London, 1764, was entitled A Comparative Viciu of
the State and Faculties of Man, with those of the

Animal I ForiJ.

Dr. Gregory remained in the chair of medicine in

Aberdeen for eight years, when, with a view to the

increase of his practice, he removed to Edinburgh,
and two years afterwards was appointed successor to

Dr. Rutherford in the university there as professor

of the practice of physic, and in the same year, 1766,

he succeeded Dr. Whyt as first physician to his

majesty in Scotland. Dr. Gregory lectured for three

years solely on the practice of physic; but at that

time an agreement was entered into by his honoured
colleague Dr. Cullen—the celebrated author of the

system of nosology which goes by his name—that

they should lecture in turn on the theory and prac-

tice of medicine, which was continued for many
years. None of Dr. Gregory's lectures were ever

written, except a few introductory ones on the duties

and qualifications of a physician; which probably
would not have made their appearance, had it not

been the circumstance of one of his students offering

a written copy taken from notes to a bookseller for

sale, which induced Gregory to publish the work,
the profits of which he gave to a poor and deserving
student. This will always be a standard work among
medical men, and will ever remain a lasting monu-
ment of the author's profound research, energy of
mind, and liberality of opinion. Nothing could so

effectually convince us as tlie perusal of this work,
of the truth of one of his observations—"that the
profession of medicine recjuires a more comprehensive
mind than any other." This work was published in

1770, and the same year he published his Elements

of the Practice of Physic, a work which was intended
as a text-book for his pupils, and was excellent as

far as it went, but never was completed.
The amiable and accomplished wife of Dr. Gregorv

lived only with him nine years, during which jK-riod

lie enjoyed all the pleasure whiclt domestic happiness
could afford. He regretted her death exceedingly;
and, as he says himself, he for the amusement of his

solitary hours wrote that inimit.able little work— ,-/

Father s Le^^acy to his Daui^'hters. In this work he
feelingly states, that while he endeavours to ]5oint

out to them what they should be, he draws but a

very faint and imperfect pictuie of \\hat their mother
was.

Ciregor)- inherited from his mother a disease, with
which he had from the age of eighteen been fre-

nueiitly attacked. This was the gout, of wliich his

mi)tlicr dieil suddenly while sitting at table. The
doctor often spoke of this to his friends, and one day,

when talking with Dr. James Gregory, ids son (author

of the Cons/ectiis TheorcticiV Medictitiv), it was ob-

served by the latter, that as he had not had an attack
these three years past, it was likely the next would
be pretty severe. Dr. Gregory was not pleased with
this remark of his son, but unfortunately the predic-

tion was true. Dr. Gregory had gone to bed in his

usual health on the 9th of P'ebniar)-, 1773, and seems
to have died in his sleep, as he was found in the
morning without the slightest appearance of dis-

composure of feature or limb. Dr. Beattie laments
him jjathetically in the concluding stanzas of the
Minstrel:—

"Art thou, my Gregory, for ever fled,

And .am 1 left to unavailing woe;
When fortune's storms assail this weary head
Where cares long since have shed untimely snow!
Ah ! now for ever whither shall I go ?

No more thy soothing voice my anguish cheers,
Thy placid eyes with smiles no longer glow,

My hopes to cherish and allay my fears.

'Tis meet that I should mourn—flow forth afresh my tears.'

Dr. Gregory was considerably above the middle
size, and although he could not be called handsome,
yet he was formed in good proportion. He was
slow in his motion, and had a stoop forward. His
eye and countenance had a rather dull appearance
until they were lighted up by conversation. His
conversation was lively and always interesting; and
although he had seen much of the world, he was
never given to that miserable refuge of weak minds
—storj'-telling. In his lecturing he struck the golden
mean between formal delivery and the ease of con-
versation. He left two sons and two daughters: Dr.
James Gregory, who was the able .successor of his

father in the university of Edinburgh ; William
Gregory, rector of St. Mary's, Bentham; Dorothea,
the wife of the Rev. A. Allison, of Baliol College;
and Margaret, wife of J. Forbes, Esq., of Blackford.

GREGORY, Dr. William. It has often hap-
pened with some unfortunate branch of the human
family, that the more it was trodden down by per-

secution and oppression, the more highly it has risen

and prospered—that even every attempt to exter-

minate it only seems to increase its numbers. Such
has been eminently the case with the unfortunate

clan of Macgregor. Hunted from their homes, they

have taken root and multiplied wherever they might
find a resting-place; and although their very name
was proscribed, as if to hold it were a crime, it has

won distinction not only by itself, but under every

form into which it has been modified. Such has

especially been the case with those of the condemned
race who endeavoured to find safety under the semi-

transparent name of Gregory. For nearly two cen-

turies it has supplied eminent professors to several

of our universities, and won for itself a renown in

science which pcrha]« no other collective name has

surpassed.

The subject of our present notice was the fourth

son of Tames Gregory, professor of the practice of

physic in the university of Edinburgh. He com-
pleted his medical studies, and graduated at Edin-

burgh in 1S2S; but, having in early lile ac(;uired a

strong predilection for the study of chenii-tiy, it

possessed him .so wholly, that he relin(jui>hcd all

views of practice as a jdiysician. The correctness

of his choice was shown when but a young man, by

his introducing a process fur making the muriate of

morphia, which is still, we believe, generally fol-

lowed. He tlius had the merit of introducing into

use a ver\- valuable remedy. Soon after coniiileting

his curriculum at tlie university, he went to the

Continent, for the purpose of prosecuting the study

of chemistry, to %\hich he had resolved to devote

himself; and after spending some time at tlie con-
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tinental schools, he returned to Edinburgh, and
established himself as an extra-academical lecturer

in chemistry. Here his merits soon brought him
into notice, so that he was appointed lecturer in

chemistry in the .Andersonian University of Glasgow,
where he succeeded Mr. Graham, who liad been
translatetl to University College, London. Having
afterwards found a more favourable opening in Dublin,

Dr. W. Gregory removed afterwards to that city,

and lectured in one of its medical schools. Li 1839
he was appointed to the professorship of medicine

and chemistry in King's College, Aberdeen—a chair

which had been filled by more than one of his dis-

tinguished ancestors; and in 1844 he was elected

professor of chemistry in the university of Edinburgli

by the town-council of that city, who are the patrons

of the university.

The need of such a man for the science to which
he was so exclusively devoted, and in which he so

greatly excelled, is thus stated by the writer of his

obituary in the Ediiibtcrgh Philosophical Journal:—
"At the time of Dr. Gregory's graduation in 1828,

but when he had already made up his mind to aim
at distinction only as a chemist and teacher of

chemistry, the greater part of what we now regard

as the first principles of this science had been brought
to light within the recollection of the passing genera-

tion. This may be said of tlie system of Lavoisier,

of Priestley, and Cavendish, founded on the experi-

ments which determined the constitution of air and
of water, and the nature of combustion ; of the re-

searches of Black and of Watt on the nature of

carbonic acid and the properties of steam; of the

laws of crystallography, ascertained by Ilaiiy; of

the atomic theory, originating with Dalton; of the

analysis of the alkalies, and discovery of tlie nature

of chlorine, by Davy; and of all the applications of

chemistry to illustrate the processes of assimilation,

nutrition, respiration, and excretion, Ijoth in vege-

tables and animals; and likewise of tlie application

of these processes to illustrate the results of examina-
tion of the memorials of the former inhabitants of

the globe made known to us by geology. \\\

order," the writer adds, "to bring within a reason-

able compass the instruction to be given on subjects

of such extent and interest, Dr. Gregory early saw
tlie necessity of a greater subdivision of the science

than had previously tieen adopted; and in the j^-eface

to his Outlines of Chemistry, published in 1845, he
assigned his reasons for the division of the ponder-
ables from the ini]ionfleraljles, and the exclusion of

the former elementary subjects

—

i.e. of heat, light,

electricity, and magnetism—from the study of the

ponderables, or proper chemical elements, whether
solid, fluid, or gaseous, and their compounds; and if

his health had enabled him to execute what at f)iie

time he liad in view—a separate and complete course

of each of these, the whole of tlie instruction delivered

from that chair would jirobably have been more
complete than from any other scientific chair in

Luri)i)e. But when the subject of chemistry is

nearly confined to the ponderable elcniL-nts, the

study of the imponderables must be held as Ytxc-

liminary to that subject, and as beiuL; usually made
part of natural philosojdiy, and part also of natural

history. On the other hand, several of the a])]ilica-

tions of chemical science to the arts are of late years

])rovi(led fjr Ijy the professorships of agriculture an<l

of techncjlogy."

This aim of Dr. Gregory to comprise and illustrate

the science of chemistry in all its various de[)art-

ments, if a too aml)itious, was also certainly a nolile

one, and that he failed in it could scarcely be im-

puted as his fault. That the attempt had been

commenced in good earnest is evident from his volume
of Outlines, where it appears that two-thirds of his

course of lectures were devoted to organic, as dis-

tinguished from inorganic, substances. The import-
ance of the first-mentioned in all the departments of
medicine is sufficiently apparent, and the novelty of
their introduction was equal to their importance.
This plan appeared to him the right way of treating

the science of chemistry, and he was aware that
these were better understood upon the Continent
than at home. He therefore especially attached
himself to the celebrated Professor Liebig of Giessen,
whom he assisted in several courses of his experi-

ments, and several of whose publications he trans-

lated and edited at their author's desire. The last

and best of these translations was the Fainiliar Letters

on Chemistry and its Applications, which obtained
the following eulogium from its distinguished author:—"From his intimate familiarity with chemical
science, and especially with the physiological sub-

jects here treated, I am confident that the task could
not have been intrusted to better hands than those

of my friend Dr. Gregory. " The intercourse of these

two distinguished men of science continued to the

last. With Baron Liebig he was also joint-editor of

posthumous editions of Dr. Edward Turner's Hie-

ments of Chemistry.

Erom the foregoing account it will be rightly

surmised that Dr. Gregory was more intent in teach-

ing what was already known in chemistry than in

hazarding fresh theories, or attempting new fields of

discovery. Such was his love of the science in-

dependent of self, that he was more earnest to

communicate the knowledge of it to others, than

aggrandize his own reputation by becoming a dis-

coverer; and for this he was admirably qualified, as

he had carefully made himself acquainted with the

history of tlie whole science up to his own day—

a

fact of which his elementary work entitled Outlines

of Chemistry, the best rtW/W;' of chemistry, especially

in the organic department, which exists in the Englisli

language, is a convincing proof In the same sjiirit

he was better known by his writings on the subject,

than by his attempts in the laboratory. The chief

of these consisted of communications on pyroxanthine,

a solid volatile product of the destructive distillation

of wood; on a compound of sulphur and nitrogen;

and on the decomposition products of uric acid;

whilst to practical chemistry he contributed improved
processes for the preparation of hydrochloric acid,

oxide of silver, and muriate of morjjliia. Nor was
he by any means averse to the jiatient Inliour of ob-

servation and experiment:—"Whether he was right

or not," says one of his admirers, "in some of liis

views of sjiecific difference [in diatomes\ they were

not airiveil at by hasty examin.atioii. Some peo]>lc

who find perhai>s only one or two examples <jf one

of his species in a slide, would be ready to jump to

the conclusion that he was content to decide upon
too scanty materials. Ihit, in such cases, he jier-

sevcred llirough hundreds of slides— often mounted
only to be subsequently destroyed, until he had coni-

)^Ieted his investiL;ation. lie kt']it a record of every-

thing of interest ill every slide he examined, and the

niiiouiit of labour is jierfectly astonishing."

The coiistitutif)n of Dr. (iregory, naturally a de-

licate one, was at the jiriine of life assailed by an

acute disease, under repeated attacks of which he

suffered for several years; and from these he sought

relief sometimes l)y change of scene, and sometimes
liy change of study, in the last of which the micro-

scope was in frequent use. His death occurred on the

24th of .Vpril, 1S58, in the fifty-fourth year of his

age; and it speaks highly both for hio talents and
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industry that already he had both learned and
achieved so much in the science to which he was so

zealously devoted. Of his personal character we
extract the following paragraph from the biographical

notice of him in the Edinburgh Philosophical yoiirnal,

from which the foregoing statements are derived:

—

"Dr. Gregory retained throughout life the same
simplicity and earnestness of character which had
distinguished him as a zealous and devoted student

of natural science. Incapable of deceit himself, he

was unwilling to ascribe any such intention to those

from whom he received what they held out as scien-

tific facts; and hence, in the opinion of many of liis

friends, he was too credulous as to the evidence of

certain alleged principles of science. His know-
ledge of the modern languages was such as to enable

him to enjoy the society of several scientific friends

both in Germany and France, and he often enjoyed

better health in those countries than in this; but his

naturally candid and benevolent disposition attached

him strongly to his native city and his friends in

Scotland. Under much and varied suffering from
disease he was uniformly and remarkably patient and
cheerful." To this short account we have only to

add, that at his decease Dr. Gregory left behind him
a widow and an only son, the latter named after his

friend Baron Liebig.

GREIG, Sir Samuel, a distinguished naval

officer in the Russian service, was born 30th Novem-
ber, 1735, in the village of Inverkeithing in the

county of Fife. Having entered the royal navy at

an early period of life, he soon became eminent

for his skill in naval affairs, and remarkable for his

zeal and attention to the discharge of his duty

—

{[ualities which speedily raised him to the rank of

lieutenant, and ultimately opened up to him the

brilliant career which he afterwards pursued.

The court of Russia having requested the govern-

ment of Great Britain to send out some British naval

officers of skill to improve the marine of that coun-

try. Lieutenant Greig had the honour of being se-

lected as one. His superior abilities here also soon
attracted the notice of the Russian government, and
he was speedily promoted to the rank of captain,

the reward of his indefatigable services in improving
or rather creating the Russian fleet, which had been
previously in the most deplorable state of dilapidation.

On a war some time after breaking out between
the Russians and the Turks, Captain Greig was sent

under the command of Count Orlow, with a fleet to

the Mediterranean. The Turkish fleet which they

met here was much superior to the Russian in force,

the former consisting of fifteen ships of the line, the

latter of no more than ten. After a severe and san-

guinary but indecisive battle, the Turkish fleet re-

tired during the night close into the island of Scio,

where they were protected by the batteries on land.

Notwithstanding tlie formidable position which the

enemy had taken up, the Russian admiral determined
to pursue, and if possible destroy them by means
of his fire-ships. Captain Greig's well-known skill

and intrepidity pointed him out as the fittest person
in the fleet to conduct this dangerous enterprise, and
lie was accordingly appointed to the command. At
one o'clock in the morning Captain Greig bore down
ujion the enemy with his fire-ships, and although
greatly harassed by the cowardice of tlie crews of
these vessels, whom lie had to keep at their duty by
tht: terrors of sword and pistol, succeeded in totally

destroying the Turkish fleet. Captain Greig, on this

occasion assisted by another British officer, a Lieu-
tenant Prysdale, who acted under him, set the match
to the fire-sliips with his own hands. This perilous

duty performed, he and Drysdale leaped overboard

and swam to their own boats, under a tremendous
fire from the Turks, and at the imminent hazard

besides of being destroyed by the explosion of their

own fire-ships. The Russian fleet following up this

success, now attacked the town and batteries on
shore, and by nine o'clock in the morning there was
scarcely a vestige remaining of either town, fortifica-

tions, or fleet. For this important service Captain

Greig, who had been appointed commodore on his

being placed in command of the fire-ships, was im-

mediately promoted by Count Orlow to the rank of

admiral, an appointment which was confirmed by an
express from the Empress of Russia. A peace was
soon afterwards concluded between the two powers,

but this circumstance did not lessen the importance

of Admiral Greig's services to the government by
which he was employed. He continued indefatig-

able in his exertions in improving the Russian fleet,

remodelling its code of discipline, and by his example
infusing a spirit into every department of its economy,

which finally made it one of the most formidable

marines in Europe.
These important services were fully appreciated

by the empress, who rewarded them by promoting
Greig to the high rank of admiral of all the Russias,

and governor of Cronstadt. Not satisfied with this,

she loaded him with honours, bestowing upon him
the different orders of the empire, viz. St. Andrew,
St. Alexander Newskie, St. George, St. Vlodomir,

and St. Anne.
Admiral Greig next distinguished himself against

the Swedes, whose fleet he blocked up in port, whilst

he himself rode triumphantly in the open seas of the

Baltic. Here he was attacked by a violent fever,

and having been carried to Revel, died on the 26th

of October, 1788, on board of his own ship, the Kolis-

la-cv, after a few days' illness, in the fifty-third year

of his age. As soon as the empress heard of his ill-

ness, she, in the utmost anxiety about a life so valu-

able to herself and her empire, instantly sent for her

first physician. Dr. Rogerson, and ordered him to

proceed immediately to Revel and to do everything

in his power for the admiral's recovery. Dr. Roger-

son obeyed, but all his skill was unavailing.

The ceremonial of the admiral's funeral was con-

ducted with the utmost pomp and magnificence.

For some days before it took place the body was
exposed in state in the hall of the admiralty, and
was afterwards conveyed to the grave on a splendid

funeral bier drawn by six horses, covered with black

cloth, and attended in public procession by an im-

mense concourse of nobility, clergv', and naval and

military officers of all ranks ; the whole escorted by
large bodies of troops, in different divisions ; with

tolling of bells and firing of cannon from the ram-

parts and fleet : everything in short was calculated

to express the sorrow of an empire for the loss of one

of its most useful and greatest men.

GREY, Al.F.XAXDER, a surgeon in the service cf

the Honourable East India Company, and founder

of an hospital for the sick poor of the town and

county of Elgin, was the son of Deacon Alexander

Grey, a respectalile and ingenitms tradesman of

Elgi'n, who exercised the united crafts of a wheel-

wright and watchmaker, and of Janet Sutherland,

of whose brother, Dr. Sutherland, the following

anecdote is related by some of the oldest inhabitants

of Elgin. It is said t'liat the King of Prussia, Fre-

derick William I., being desirous to have his family

inoculated with small-pox, ap]ilied in England for a

surgeon to repair to Berlin for that purpose. Though
tliis was an honourable and probably lucrative mis-
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sion, yet from the severe and arbitrary character of

the king, it was regarded by many as a perilous un-

dertaking to the individual, as it was not impossible

that he might lose some of his princely patients, and
be made answerable for the disaster. Sutherland,

at all hazards, offered his services, was successful in

the treatment of his royal patients, and was hand-

.somely rewarded. On his return to England his

expedition probably brought him more into public

notice; for we afterwards find him an M.D. residing

and practising as a physician at Bath, until he lost

his sight, when he came to Elgin, and lived with the

Greys for some years previous to 1775, when he died.

Deacon Grey had a family of three sons and two
daughters, and by his own industry and some pecu-

niary assistance from Dr. Sutherland, he was enabled

to give them a better education than most others in

their station. Alexander, the subject of this memoir,
born in 175 1, was the youngest of the family. In-

duced by the advice or success of his uncle, he made
choice of the medical profession, and was appren-

ticed for the usual term of three years to Dr. Thomas
Stephen, a physician of great respectability in Elgin.

lie afterwards attended the medical classes in the

college of Edinburgh, and having completed his

education he obtained the appointment of an assist-

ant-surgeonship on the Bengal establishment. Itdoes

not appear that he was distinguished either by his

professional skill or literary- acquirements from the

greater proportion of his professional brethren in the

East. \Vhen advanced in life, he married a lady

much younger than himself, and this ill-assorted

match caused him much vexation, and embittered

his few remaining years. They had no children,

and as there was no congeniality in their dispositions

nor agreement in their habits, they separated some
time before Dr. Grey's death, which happened in

1808. By economical habits he amassed a consider-

able fortune, and it is the manner in which he dis-

posed of it that gives him a claim to be ranked among
distinguished Scotsmen.

It is no improbable supposition that, in visiting

the indigent patients of the humane physician under
whom he commenced his professional studies, his

youthful mind was im])rcsse(l with the neglected and
uncomfortable condition of the sick poor of his

native town, and that when he found himself a man
of wealth without family, the recollection of their

situation recurred, and he formed the benevolent
resolution of devoting the bulk of his fortune to the

endowment of an hospital for their relief He
bef|uealhed for this purpose, in the first instance,

_p^20,ooo, besides about ;/^7000 available at the deaths
of certain annuitants, and /"4000 ])ounds more,
liable to another contingency. I'rom various causes,

over which the trustees appointed by the deed of

settlement had no control, considerable delay was
occasioned in realizing the funds, and the hos])ital

was not opened f)r tlie reception of jxitients until

the beginning of 1819. It is an elegant building of

two stories, in the Grecian style, after a design by
James Gillespie, ICsq., architect, and is erected on a

rising ground to the west of ]{!lgin. Tiie funds are

under the management of the member of ])ar]ianient

for the county, the >heriff-depute, and the two clergy-

men of the Established church, ex officio, witli three

lif<- directors name'l by the founder in the deed of

settlement. A physician and surgeon appointed by
the trustees at fixed salaries attend daily in the

hospital, for several years there was a prejudice

against the institution among the class for whom it

was fjunded; but this gradually wore off, and the

public arc now fully alive to and freely avail them-
selves of the advantas/es it affords.

Mr. Grey did not limit his beneficence to the

founding and endowing of the hospital wdiich will

transmit his name to future generations; he be-

queathed the annual interest of ;{^2000 to "the
reputed old maids in the town of Elgin, daughters

of respectable but decayed families." This charity

is placed under the managment of the two clergymen
and the physicians of the town of Elgin, and it is

suggested that, to be useful, it ought not to extend
beyond eight or ten individuals. At the death of

Mrs. Grey a farther sum of £\000 was to fall into

this fund. The annual interest of £1000 was settled

on the widow during her life, and it was directed

that at her death ^^4000 of the principal should be
appropriated to th^ building of a new church in the

town of Elgin, under the inspection of the two
clergymen of the town, and that the interest of this

sum should be applied to the use of the hospital

until a church should be required. This is the

contingency already referred to; and as a durable

and handsome new church, of dimensions sufficient to

accommodate the population of the town and parish,

had been jireviously erected by the heritors at an
expense exceeding _^Sooo, the funds of the hospital,

in all probability, will for a long time have the ad-

vantage of the interest of this bequest. Grey was
kind and even liberal to his relatives during his

life; and to his sister, the only member of his family

who survived him, he left a handsome annuity, with

legacies to all her family unprovided for at her death.

On the whole he seems to have been a warm-hearted
and benevolent man; but being disappointed in the

happiness which he expected from his matrimonial
connection, his temper was soured, and a consider-

able degree of peevishness and distrust is evident

throughout the whole of his deed of settlement.

Whatever were his failings, his memory will be

cherished by the thousands of j^oor for whom he has

provided medical succour in the hour of distress;

while the public at large cannot fail to remember
with respect a man who displayed so much benevo-

lence and judgment in the disjjosal of the gifts of

fortune.

GUILD, Wli.Li.\M, an eminent divine, was the

son of a wealthy tradesman in Aberdeen, where he
was born in the year 1586. He received his educa-

tion at Marischal College, then recently founded

;

and, while still very young, and before taking orders,

published at London a work entitled 'J'ke Ntio
Sacrifice of Christian Incense, and another soon

after, called 77te only Way to Sahation. His first

pastoral charge was over the jmrish of King I'ldward,

in the presbytery of Turriff and synod of Al)erdeen.

He here acquired Ijoth the affections of his llock

and an extended reputation as a man (jf learning and
address, so that, when King James visited .'^colland

in 1617, Bishop Andrews, who acconqiaiiied his

majesty as an assistant in his schemes f jr the estab-

lishment of r',]iiscopacy, ])aid great attention to this

retired northern clergyman, and took much of his

advice regarding the pro])er methoci of acconq)lishing

the object in view. Mr. (iuil<l acknowledged his

sense of llie lii.>ho])'s condescension, by dedicating

to him in the followiiig year his excellent work, en-

titled ^h>ses i'liTailccl, which jioinls out the figiu'cs

in the Old Testament allusive to the Messiah. This
was a brancii of theological literature which Mr.
Guild had made jieculiarly his own province, as he
e\-inced furtlier in the course <;f a few years, by his

work entitled 77ir Harmony of the J^ro/'/uis.

In 1610 Mr. Guild was married to Catharine
Rolland, daughter of Rolland of JJisblair, by whom
he had no issue. Not long after the ro\al visit aljove
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alluded to, he was appointed one of the king's chap-

lains. The degree of Doctor of Divinity was also

conferred upon him. From his retirement at King
Edward, he sent out various theological works of
popular utility, and at the same time solid learning

and merit. Of these his Ignis Fattttis, against the

doctrine of Purgatory, Popish Gloiyiitg in Antiquity

turned to their Shame, and his Compend of the Con-
troversies of Religion, are particularly noticed by his

biographers. In the meantime he displayed many
marks of attachment to his native city, particularly

by endowing an hospital for the incorporated trades,

which is described by Mr. Kennedy, the historian

of Aberdeen, as in his day enjoying a revenue of about

^fiooo, and affording relief to upwards of a hundred
individuals annually. In 1631 he was preferred to

one of the pulpits of that city, and took his place

amongst as learned and able a body of local clergy

as could be shown at that time in any part of eitlier

South or North Britain. His distinction among the

Aberdeen doctors, as they were called, in the con-

troversy which they maintained against the Cove-
nanters, was testified by his being their representative

at the General Assembly of 1638, when the system
of church government to which he and his brethren

were attaclied was abolished. The views and
practice of Dr. Guild in this trying crisis seem to

have been alike moderate ; and he accordingly ap-

pears to have escaped much of that persecution

which befell his brethren. He endeavoured to heal

the animosities of the two parties, or rather to

moderate the ardour of the Covenanters, to whom
he was conscientiously opposed, by publishing A
Friendly and Faithful Advice to the Nobility, Gentry,

and others; but this, it is to Ise feared, had little

effect. In 1640, notwithstanding his position in

regard to the popular cause, he was chosen principal

of King's College, and in June, 1641, he preaclied

his last sermon as a clergyman of the city. The
king about this time signified his approbation of

Dr. Guild's services, by bestowing upon him "a free

gift of his house and garden, which had formerly

been the residence of the bishop." The reverend
principal, in his turn, distributed the whole proceeds
of the gift in charity.

Dr. Guild continued to act as ])rincipal of King's
College till he was deposed by Monk in 165 1, after

which he resided in Aberdeen as a private individual.

In his retirement he appears to have written several

works

—

The Sealed Book Opened, or an explanation
of the Apocalypse, and The A'ovelty of Popery Dis-
covered, which was jiublished at Aberdeen in 1656;
and An Fxplication of the Song of Solonio/i, which
appeared two years after in London. He also

exerted himself during this interval in improving
the Trades Hospital, and in other charitable pursuits.

Upon these incorporations he bestowed a liouse on
the south side of Castle Street (in Aberdeen), the

yearly rents of whicli he directed to be applied as

bursaries, to such of the sons of members as might be
inclined to prosecute an academical course of educa-
tion in the Marischal College; and of this fund, we are
informed by Mr. Kennedy, six or eight young men
generally participate every year. As an apjjropriate
conclusion to a life so remarkably distinguished l)y

acts of l)eneficence. Dr. Guild, in his will dated
1657, bequeathed seven thousand merks, to be se-

cured on land, and the yearly profit to be apj^lied
to the maintenance of poor orphans. ]?y the same
documont he destined his library to the' university
of St. Andrews, excepting one manuscript, supposed
to be the original of the memorable letter from the
slates of Iniheinia and Moravia to the council nf
Constance in 1415, relative to John IIuss and lerome

of Prague: this curious paper he bequeathed to the
university of Edinburgh, where it Ls still faithfully

preserved. Dr. Guild died in August, 1657, aged
about seventy-one years. A manuscript work which
he left was transmitted by his widow to Dr. John
Owen, to whom it was designed to have been dedi-

cated, and who published it at Oxford in 1659, under
the title of The Throne of David; or an Fxposition

of Second [Booh of] Samuel. Mrs. Guild, having no
children upon whom to bestow her wealth, dedicated
it to the education of young men and other benevo-
lent purposes; and it appears that her foundations
lately maintained six students of philosophy, four

scholars at tiie public school, two students of divinity,

six poor widows, and six poor men's ciiildren.

GUTHRIE, J.A.MES, one of the most zealous of
the Protesters, as they were called, during the re-

ligious troubles of the seventeenth century, was the
son of the laird of Guthrie, an ancient and highly
respectable family. Guthrie was educated at St.

Andrews, where, having gone througli the regular
course of classical learning, he commenced teacher
of philosophy, and was much esteemed, as well for

the equanimity of his temper as for his erudition.

His religious principles in the earlier part of his life

are said to have been highly prelatical, and of
course opposite to those which he afterwards
adopted, and for which, in the spirit of a martyr,

he afterwards died. His conversion from the forms
in which he was first bred is attributed principally

to the influence of Mr. Samuel Rutherford, minister

of Anwoth, himself a zealous and able defender of
the Scottish church, with whom he had many op-
portunities of conversing.

In 1638 Mr. Guthrie was appointed minister of
Lauder, where he remained for several years, and
where he had already become so celebrated as to be
appointed one of the several ministers selected by
the committee of estates, then sitting in Edinburgh,
to wait upon the unfortunate Charles I. at Newcastle,

when it was learned that the unhappy monarch had
delivered himself up to the Scottish army encamped
at Newark.

In 1649 ^Ii'- Guthrie v.'as translated from Lauder
to Stirling, where he remained until his death.

While in this charge he continued to distinguish

himself by the zeal and boldness with which he de-

fended the covenant, and opposed the resolutions in

favour of the king (Charles II.) He was now con-

sidered leader of the Protesters, a party opposed to

monarchy, and to certain indulgences proposed by
tlie sovereign and sanctioned Ijy the committee of

estates, and who were thus contra-distinguished from
the Resolutioners, which comprehended tlie greater

part of the more moderate of the clergy.

Mr. Guthrie had in the meantime created himself

a powerful enemy in the Earl of Middleton, by pro-

posing to the commission of the (General A.^sembly

to excommunicate him for Ids hostility to the church;

the proposal was entertained, and Guthrie himself

was employed to carry it into execution in a public

manner in the church of Stirling. It is related by
those who were certainlv no friends to Guthrie, re-

garding this circumstance, that on the nKjrning of

the Sabbath on which tlie sentence of excommuni-
cation was to be carried into ciTect against Middleton,

a messenger, a nobleman it is snid, arrived at Mr.

Guthrie's house with a letter frnin the king, earnestly

requesting hini to delay the sentence for that Sabbath.

The bearer, wailing until he had read the letter,

demanded an answer. Guthrie is said to have re-

jilieil. ' Vou had belter come to church and Iiear

sermon, and after tliat vou shall have vour answer.''
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The messenger complied; but what was his surprise,

when he heard the sentence pronounced in the usual

course of things, as if no negotiation regarding it had
taken place. On the dismission of the congregation

he is said to have taken horse and departed in the

utmost indignation, and without seeking any further

interview with Guthrie. It is certain that a letter

was delivered to Guthrie, of the tenor and under the

circumstances just mentioned, but it was not from
the king, but, according to Wodrow, on the authority

of his father, who had every opportunity of knowing
the fact, from a nobleman. Who this nobleman was,

however, he does not state, nor does he take it upon
him to say even that it was written by the king's

order, or that he was in any way privy to it. How-
ever this may be, it is stated further, on the authority

just alluded to, that the letter in question was put

into Mr. Guthrie's hands in the hall of his own house,

after he had got his gown on, and was about to

proceed to church, the last bell having just ceased

ringing; having little time to decide on the contents

of the letter, he gave no positive answer to the mes-

senger, nor came under any promise to postpone the

sentence of excommunication : with this exception

the circumstance took place as already related.

Soon after the Restoration Mr. Guthrie and some
others of his brethren, who had assembled at Edin-

burgh for the purpose of drawing up a supplication

to his majesty, and who had already rendered them-
selves exceedingly obnoxious to the corrupt govern-

ment, were apprehended and lodged in the castle of

Edinburgh; from thence Mr. Guthrie was removed
to Dundee, and afterwards brought back again to

Edinburgh, where he was finally placed on trial for

high treason, on the 20th of February, 1661; and,

notwithstanding an able and ingenious defence, was
condemned to death, a result in no small degree

owing to the dislike which Middleton bore him for

his officiousness in the matter of his excommunica-
tion, and which that nobleman had not forgotten.

It is said that ( julhrie had been long im])ressed

with the belief that he should die by the hands of

the executi<:)ner, and many singular circumstances

which he himself noted from time to time, and
pointed out to his friends, strengtiiened him in this

melancholy belief. Amongst these it is related, that

wlien he came to Edinburgh to sign the solemn
league and covenant, the first person he met as he
entered at the West Port was the public executioner.

On this occasion, struck with the singularity of tlie

circumstance, and looking upon it as another intima-

tion of the fate which awaited him, he ojienly ex-

pressed his conviction that he would one day suffer

for the things contained in that document which he
had come to subscril)e.

Whilst under sentence of death Guthrie conducted
himself witii all the heroism (jf a martyr. Sincere

and enthusiastic in the cause which he had esiKnised,

he (lid not shrink from the last ])enalty to which his

adherence to it could subject him, but, on tlie con-

trary, met it with cheerfulness and magnanimity.
On the night before his execution he supped with

some friends, and conducted himself through(nit the

repast as if he had been in his own house. He ate

heartily, and after supper asked for cheese—a luxury

which he had been long forliidden by his physicians;

saying jocularly, that he need not now fear gravel,

the conijilaint for wliich he had been restricted from

it. ."^oon after supper he retired to bed, and slept

soundly till four o'clock in the morning, when he
raised himself up and prayed fervently. On the

night before he wrote some letters to his friends,

and sealed them with his coat of arms, liut while the

wa.x was yet soft, lie turned the seal round and round

so as to mar the impression, and when asked why
he did so, replied that he had now nothing to do
with these vanities. A little before coming out of
the tolbooth to proceed to execution, his wife, em-
bracing him, said, "Now, my heart," her usual way
of addressing him, "your time is drawing nigh, and
I must take my last farewell of you." "Ay, you
must," he answered, "for henceforth I know no
man after the flesh." Before being brought out to

suffer, a request was made to the authorities by his

friends to allow him to wear his hat on the way to

the scaffold, and also that they would not pinion him
until he reached the place of execution. Both re-

quests were at first denied; the former absolutely,

because, as was alleged, the Marquis of Argyle, who
had been executed a short while before, had worn
his hat, in going to the scaffold, in a manner markedly
indicative of defiance and contempt, and which had
given much offence. To the latter request, that he
might not be pinioned, they gave way so far, on a
representation being made that he could not walk
without his staff, on account of erysipelas in one of
his legs, as to allow him so much freedom in his

arms as to enable him to make use of that support,

but they would not altogether dispense with that

fatal preparation. Having ascended the scaffold,

he delivered with a calm and serene countenance an
impressive address to those around him; justified all

for which he was about to suffer, and recommended
all who heard him to adhere firmly to the covenant.

After hanging for some time, his head was struck

off, and placed on the Netherbow Port, where it

remained for seven and twenty years, when it was
taken down and buried by a Mr. Alexander Hamil-
ton at the hazard of his own life. The body, after

being beheaded, was carried to the Old Kirk, where
it was dressed by a number of ladies who waited its

arrival for that purpose; many of whom, besides,

dipped their napkins in his blood, that they might
preserve them as memorials of so admired a martyr.

While these gentlewomen were in the act of dis-

charging this pious duty, a young gentleman sud-

denly appeared amongst them, and without any
explanation proceeded to pour out a bottle of rich

perfume on the dead body. "God bless you, sir,

for this labour of love," said one of the ladies, and
then, without uttering a word, this singular vi.sitor

departed. He was, however, afterwards discovered

to be a surgeon in Edinburgh named George Stirling.

Guthrie was executed on the 1st June, 1661.

GUTHRIE, WiLi.i.\M, the author of the well-

known wcjrk entitled The ChristiaiCs Great Interest,

was born at Pitforthy in Forfarshire, in the year

1620. His father was proprietor of that estate.', and
was a cadet of the family of that ilk. He had five

sons, of whom it is remarkable that four devoted

themselves to the ministry. Of these William was
the eldest.

The rank and estate of Mr. Guthrie eiial)led him
to educate his sons liberally for the profession which
so many of them had chosen from their early years.

William, with whom alone we are at jnesent con-

cerned, made while very young such advances in

classical literature as to give high hopes of future

eminence. His academical education was conducted
at .St. Andrews university under the immediate
direction of his relation .\Ir. James Guthrie, after-

wards the heroic martyr in the cause of civil and
religious lil)erty, and subject of the ])receding notice.

Tlie records of the university for this period are un-

fortunately lost, so thnt the time of his matricula-

tion, or any other information respecting his advance-

ment or proficiency, cannot be obtained from that
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source. We know, however, that after completing
the philosophical curriculum he took the deyree of
Master of Arts, and then devoted his attention to

the study of divinity under Mr. Samuel Rutherford.

At length he applied to the presbytery of St. Andrew's
for license, and having gone through the usual

"tryalls," he obtained it in August, 1642. Soon
afterwards he left .St. Andrews, carrying with him a

letter of recommendation from the professors, in

which they expressed a high opinion of his character

and talents.

Mr. Guthrie was now engaged by the Earl of

Loudon as tutor to his son Lord ^L'luchlin. In that

situation he remained till his ordination as first

minister of Fenwick—a parish which had till that

time formed part of that of Kilmarnock. Lord Boyd,
the superior of the latter—a stanch royalist and a

supporter of the association formed at Cumbernauld
in favour of the king in 1 64 1—had also the patronage

of- Fenwick. This nobleman was most decidedly

averse to Mr. Guthrie's appointment—from what
reasons does not appear, although we may be allowed

to conjecture that it arose either from ^Ir. Guthrie's

decided principles, or from the steady attachment of

the Loudon family to the Presbyterian interest. Some
of the parishioners, however, had heard him preach

a preparation sermon in the church of Galston, be-

came his warmest advocates, and were supported in

their solicitations by the influence of the heritors.

jSIr. Guthrie was after some delay ordained minister

of the parish on the "th of November, 1644.
The difficulties which Mr. Guthrie had to en-

counter when he entered upon his charge were
neither few nor unimportant. From the former
large extent of the parish of Kilmarnock, the nature
of the country, and the badness, in many cases the

total want, of roads, a large mass of the people must
have entirely wanted the benefits of religious in-

struction. He left no plan untried to improve their

condition in tiiat respect. By every means in his

power he allured the ignorant or the vicious: to some
he even gave bribes to attend the church; others in

more remote districts he visited as if incidentally

travelling through their country, or even sometimes
in the disguise of a sportsman; in such cases, says

the author of the Scots lVor(/iies, "he gained some
to a religious life whom he could have had little in-

fluence upon in a minister's dress."

In August, 1645, Mr. Guthrie married Agnes,
daughter of David Campbell of Skeldon in Ayrshire,
but he was soon called to leave his happy home by
his appointment as a chaplain to the army. He
continued with them till the battle of DunV)ar was
fought and lost: after it he retired with the troops to

Stirling; from thence he went to Edinburgh', where
we find him dating his letters about six weeks after-

wards. The last remove was viewed by the clergy
with consideraljle jealousy; and their suspicions of
an "intended compliance," intimated to him in a
letter from Mr. Samuel Rutherford, must have been
a source of much distress and emljarrassmcnt to him.
That such was not his intention his subset pient con-
duct showed, nor was it any jiart of Cronnvell's
policy to convert the Scottish clergy by torture or
imprisonment. Upon entering the' metropolis he
intimated that he did not wish to interfere with the
religion of the country, and that tho-e ministers who
had taken refuge in the castle might resume tlieir

functions in tlieir respective parishes.
But while Cromwell had determined to leave the

clergy and peojile of Scotland to their own free-will

in matters of religion, it is lamentable to observe that
they split into factions, which were the c.iu-c of
some violent and unchristian exhibitions. When

|

they divided into the grand parties of Resolutioners

and Remonstraters or Protesters, Mr. Guthrie joined

the latter: but he displayed little of that animosity

which so unfortunately distinguished many of his

brethren. He preached with those whose political

opinions differed from his own, and earnestly engaged
in every measure which might restore the peace of
the church. But while we cannot but lament their

existence, these dissensions do not seem to have been
unfavourable to the growth of religion in the country.

On the contrary, both Law and Kirkton inform us

that " there was great good done by the preaching
of the gospel" during that period, "more than was
observed to have been for twenty or thirty years."

We have some notices of public disputes which took
place during the protectorate—particularly of one
at Cupar in 1652, between a regimental chaplain and
a Presbyterian clergyman.* It is highly probable
that this freedom of debate, and the consequent
liberty of professing any religious sentiments, may
have been one great cause of so remarkable a revival.

From this period to the Restoration few interesting

events present themselves to the reader of Scottish

history. We do not find any notice of Mr. Guthrie
till the year 1661, when all the fabric which the
Presbyterians had raised during the reign of Charles I.

was destroyed at one blow. Of the exaggerated
benefits anticipated from the restoration of his son
every one who has read our national history is aware.
Charles II. was permitted to return to the throne
with no farther guarantee for the civil and religious

liberties of his people than fine speeches or fair pro-

mises. It was not long before our Scottish ancestors

discovered their mistake; but the fatal power, which
recalls to the mind the ancient fable of the countrj'-

man and the serpent, was now fully armed, and was
as uncompromising as inlumian in its exercise. In
the dark and awfi.il struggle \\hich followed, Mr.
Guthrie was not an idle spectator. He attended the

meeting of the synod of Glasgow and Ayr, which
was held at the former place in April, 1661, and
framed an address to the parliament at once spirited

and moderate. Unfortunately, when this address

was brought forward for the approbation of the

synod, the members were so much divided that one
party declared their determination to dissent in the

event of its being presented. In such circumstances

it could only prove a disgraceful memorial of their

distractions, and many, othervvise approving of its

spirit and temper, voted against any further pro-

cedure. The "Glasgow Act," by wliich all minis-

ters who had been ordained after 1649, anil did not

receive collation from their bishop, were banished,

soon followed; but it did not affect Mr. Guthrie.

Through the good ofilces of the Earl of (ilencairn

(to whom Mr. Guthrie had some ojiiiortunity of doing

a favour during his imprisonment before the Restora-

tion) he had hitherto escaped many of the evils

which had visited so large a majority of his brethren.

Dr. Alexander ]5urnet, Archbishop of ( ilasgow, now
began to act with great severity towards the non-

cijuforming clergy of his diocese. T" the entreaty

of Loril (ilencairn and of otlier noblemen, that he
would in the meantime overlook Mr. C.uihrie, the

haughty prelate only replied, •'Tliat cannot be done
— it shall not: he is a ringleader .ind a keeper up of

schism in my diocese." With much dithculty he
]irevailcd upon the curate of CaMer. fi.ir the paltry

bribe of fi\e pi'und-., to intimate his suspension.

The parishioners of J-'cnwick had determined to

oppose such an intimation even at the ri>k of re-

bellion, but were i>revailed ujiou to desi>t from an
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attempt which would have drawn undoubted ruin

upon themselves. The paltry curate therefore pro-

ceeded upon his errand with a party of twelve

soldiers, and intimated to Mr. Guthrie, and after-

wards in the parish church, his commission from
Archbishop Burnet to suspend him. Wodrow
mentions tliat when he wrote his history it was still

confidently asserted "that Mr. Guthrie, at parting,

did signify to the curate that he apprehended some
evident mark of the Lord's displeasure was abiding

him for what he was now doing"—but tliat this

report rested on very doubtful authority. "What-
ever be in this," he continues, "I am well assured

the curate never preached more after he left Fenwick.
He came to Glasgow, and whether he reached Calder
—but four miles beyond it—I know not: but in four

days he died in great torment of an iliac passion, and
his wife and children died all in a year or thereby.

So hazardous a thing is it to meddle with Christ's

sent servants."

Mr. Gutlirie remained in the parish of Fenwick for

a year after this time without preaching. In the

autumn of 1665 he went to Pitforthy, where his

brother's affairs required his presence. He had only

been there a few days when a complaint which had
preyed u]:ion his constitution for many years, a

liireatening of stone, returned with great violence,

accompanied by internal ulceration. After some
(lays of extreme pain, in the intervals of which he
often cheered his Iriends by his prospects of happi-

ness in a sinless state, he died in the house of his

brother-in-law, the Rev. Lewis Skinner, at Brechin,

on the loth of October, 1665.

Mr. Guthrie would in all probability never have
appeared before the world as an author had it not

been requisite in his own defence. In 1656 or 1657
a volume was published, containing imperfect notes

of sermons preached by him on the fifty-fifth

chapter of Isaiah. Although it had a considerable

circulation, he was not less displeased with its con-

tents than tlie pomposity of its title. It was true,

indeed, that it was not brought forward as his pro-

duction, yet Mr. Ciuthrie ''was reputed the author

through the whole country," and therefore boun<l to

disclaim it in his own vindication. He accordingly

revised the notes which he had preserved of these

sermons ; and from thence wrote his only genuine
work, The Cliristian sGreat Interest, \\n\w better known
by the title of the first part, The Trial of a Sainn;^

Interest in Christ. Any jjraise that could here be
bestowed u]ion the work would be superfluous. It

has gained f)r itself the l>est proof of its merits—

a

circulation almost unparalleled among thai class of

readers r)r which it was perhn])s chiefly intended,

the intelligent Scottish peasantry.

John Howie mentions in his Scots W'ortliies, that

"there were also some discourses of Mr. Guthrie's

in manuscript." out of which he transcribed seventeen

Sermons, [)ublished in the year 1779. At the same
])eriod there were also a great number of MS. ser-

mons and notes bearing hi> name. Some of these

had ajiparenlly been taken from his widow by a

party of soldiers who entered her hou^e by vi<jlence,

and t(jok her son-indaw jirisoner in i6<S2.

It may be necessary here to allude to another work
connected with Mr. Guthrie's name — " The Heads
of some Sennow: preaclied at T'en'oick in .'lir^'ust.

1662, by Mr. William (iuthrie, upon .Mat. xiv. 24,

cVc, anent the trials (jf the Lord's ])eo]ile, their su])-

jiort in, and deliverance from them byje^iis (.'lirist."

l)uldished in 16S0, and reprinted in 1714. This

work was wholly unauthorized by his representatives,

being taken not from his own MS.S., but from im-

perfect notcj ur recollections of some of his hearers.

His widow published an advertisement disclaiming
it, a copy of which is preserved in the Advocates'
Librar>', among the collections of the indefatigable

Wodrow.
Memoirs of Mr. Guthrie will be found in the Scots

Worthies, and at the beginning of the work The
Christianas Great Interest. A later and more com-
plete sketch of his life, interspersed with his letters

to Sir William Muir, younger, has been written by
the Rev. William Muir, the editor of the interesting

genealogical little work. The History of the House of
Mo-wallan. From the latter most of the materials

for the present notice have been drawn.

GUTHRIE, William, a political, historical, and
miscellaneous writer, was born in Forfarshire in the
year 1708. His father was an Episcopal minister

at Brechin, and a cadet of a family which has for a
long time possessed considerable influence in that

part of the country. He studied at King's College in

Aberdeen, and having taken his degrees, had resolved

to retire early from the activity and ambition of the

world to the humble juirsuits of a .Scottish parochial

schoolmaster; from this retreat, however, he seems
to have been eariy driven by the consequences of

some unpropitious affair of the heart, hinted at but
not named by his biographers, which seems to have
created, from its circumstances, so great a ferment
among the respectable connections of the school-

master, that he resolved to try his fortune in the

mighty labyrinth of London. Other accounts mingle
with this the circumstance of his having been an ad-

herent of the house of Stuart, which is likely enough
from his parentage, and of his consequently being
disabled from holding any office under the Hano-
verian government—a method of making his liveli-

hood which his character informs us he would not

have found disagreeable could he have followed it

up; at all events, we find him in London, after the

year 1730, working hard as a general literary man
for his livelihood, and laying himself out as a doer
of all work in the profession of letters. Previously

to Dr. Johnson's connection with the Gentlemait's

Mai^azine, which commenced about the year 1738,
Guthrie had been in the habit of collecting and ar-

ranging the parliamentary debates for that periodical,

or rather of putting such words into the mouths of

certain statesmen as he thought they might or should
have made use of, clothing the names of the senators

in allegorical terms—a system to which a dread of

the power of [jarliament, and the uncertainty of the

])rivilege of being present at debates, juomjited the

l)ress at that time to have recourse. \Vhcii Johnson
had been regularly emjdoyed as a \\-riter in the maga-
zine, the reports, after recei\ing such einbellishments

as (iuthrie could bestow on them, were sent to him
by Cave to receive the final tcnicli of oratorical col-

ouring; and sometimes afterwards the labour was
]ierfonned by Johnson alone, considerably, it may be

])resunied, to the fame and ai)])reeiation of the hon-

ourable orators. Guthrie soon after this ])eriod had
liianaLjed to let it be known to government that he
was a ])erson who could write well, and that it might
depend on circumstances whether he should use his

p(jii as the medium of attack or of defence. The mat-
ter was jilaced on its proper footing, and Mr. Guthrie
received frf)in the I'elhain administration a pension

of ^200 a ytar. lie was a man wlio knew better

liou- to maintain his ground than the ininisti-y did,

and he managed with liis pension to siir\-ive its fall.

.Nearly twenty years afterwards we find him making
laudable efforts for the continuance of his allowance

by the then administration : the fidlowing letter ad-

dressed to a niinister^one of the coolest specimens
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of literary commerce on record—we cannot avoid

quoting :

—

^'Jiine 3d, 1762.

"My Lord,—In the year 1745-6 Mr. Pelham,

then first lord of the treasury, acquainted me that it

was his majesty's pleasure I should receive till better

provided for, which never has happened, ;^200 a

year, to be paid by him and his successors in the

treasury. I was satisfied with the august name made
use of, and the appointment has been regularly and

quarterly paid me ever since. I have been equally

punctual in doing the government all the services

that fell within my abilities or sphere of life, espe-

cially in those critical situations which call for unan-

imity in the service of the crown. Your lordship

will possibly now suspect that I am an author by
profession—you are not deceived; and you will be

less so if you believe that I am disposed to serve his

majesty under your lordship's future patronage and
protection with greater zeal, if possible, than ever.

"I have the honour to be, my lord, &c.,

"WiLLiA.M Guthrie."

This application, as appears from its date, had been

addressed to a member of the Bute administration,

and within a year after it was written tlie author must
have had to undergo the task of renewing his appeal

and changing his political principles. The path he

had chosen out was one of danger and difficulty: but

we have the satisfaction of knowing that the reward
of his submission to the powers that were, and of his

contempt for common political prejudices, was duly

continued to the day of his death.

Tiie achievements of Guthrie in the literary world

it is not easy distinctly or satisfactorily to trace.

The works which bear his name would rank him as,

perhaps, the most miscellaneous and extensive author

in the world ; but he is generally believed to have
been as regardless of the preservation of his literary

fame as of his political constancy, and to have shielded

the productions of autliors less known to the .world

under the sanction of his name. About the year

1763 he published "^r/ Co?nplcte IIistu7-y of the -Eng-

lish Peerage, from the best Authorities, illustrated with

elegant Copperplates of the Arms of the Nobility,

&c. " The noble personages whose ancestors ap-

peared in this work as the embodied models of all

human perfection, were invited to correct and revise

the portions in wliich they felt interested before they

were committed to the press; nevertheless, the work
is full of mistakes, and has all the appearance of

having been touched by a hasty tiiougli somewhat
vigorous hand. Thus, the battle of Dettingen, as

connected with the history of tlie Duke of Cumber-
land, is mentioned as having taken place in June,

1744, while, in the account of the Duke of Marl-

borougji, the period retrogrades to 1742—both being

exactly the same distance of time from tlie true era

of the battle, which was 1743. Very nearly in the

same neighbourhood George II. achieves tiie feat of

leaving Hanover on the i6th of June, and reaching

AsclialTenberg on tlie loth of the same month; in a

similar manner the house of peers is found addressing
his majesty on the subject of tlie battle of Culloden
on tlie 29th of August, 1746, just after tlie proroga-
tion of parliament. To this work Mr. Guthrie pro-

cured tlie assistance of Mr. Ralph IJigland. Guthrie
afterwards wrote a history of England in three large

folios; it commences with the conquest, and terminates,
ratlier earlier tlian it would appear the author had at

lirst intended, at the end of the republic. Tliis

work lias the merit of being the earliest British his-

tory which placed reliance on tlie fund of authentic
information to be found in the records of parliament.

But the genius of Guthrie was not to be chained to

the history of the events of one island; at divers

limes about the years 1764-5 appeared portions of

"v4 General History of the World, from the Creation

to the Present Time, by William Guthrie, Esq., John
Gray, Esq., and others Eminent in this Branch of

Literature," in twelve volumes. "No authors," says

the Critical Peftezv, "ever i)ursued an original plan

with fewer deviations than the writers of this work.

They connect history in such a manner, that Europe
seems one republic, though under different heads

and constitutions." Guthrie was then a principal

writer in that leading periodical, in which his works
received much praise, because, to save trouble, and
as being best acc]uainted with the subject, the author

of the books took on himself the duties of critic, and
was consequently well satisfied with the performance.

In 1767 Mr. Guthrie published in parts a History of
Scotland, in ten volumes octavo. It commences with

"the earliest period," and introduces us to an ample
acquaintance with Dornadilla, Durst, Corbred, and
the numerous other long-lived monarchs, whose
names Father Innes had, some time previously, con-

signed to the regions of fable. Of several of these

persons he presents us with ver)' respectable portraits,

which prove their taste in dress, and knowledge of

theatrical effect, to have been by no means con-

temptible. In this work the author adheres with

pertinacity to many opinions which prior authors of

celebrity considered they had exploded; like Goodall,

he seems anxious to take vengeance on those who
showed the ancient .Scots to have come from Ireland

by proving the Irish to have come from Scotland;

and a similar spirit seems to have actuated him in

maintaining the 7-egiain majestatan of Scotland to

have been the original of the regiam foteslatcm of

Glanvil—Nicholson and others having discovered

that the Scottish code was borrowed from the

English. With all its imperfections, tliis book con-

stituted the best complete histoiy of Scotland pub-

lished during the last century. The views of policy

are frequently profound and accurate, and the know-

ledge of the contemporaneous history of other nations

frequently exhibited, shows that attention and con-

sideration might have enabled the author to have

produced a standard historical work. Towards its

general merits Pinkerton has addressed the following

growl of qualified praise:
— "Guthrie's History of

Scotland is the best of the modern, but it is a mere

money-job, hasty and inaccurate." It would be a

useless and tedious task to particularize the numerous

works of this justly styled "miscellaneous writer."

One of the works, however, which bear his name,

has received the unqualified approbation of the world.

Guthrie's Historical and Geographical Grammar is

known to every one, from the schooM)oy to the phil-

osopher, as a useful and well-digested manual of in-

formation. This work had reached its twenty-lust

edition before the year iSio; it was tran>late(i into

French in 1801 by Messieurs Noel and Soules, and

the translation was rc-edited for the fourth time in a

very splendid manner in 1S07. The astronomical

information was supjilicd by James Gregory, and

rumour bestows on Knox the bookseller the reputa-

tion of having written the remaining pan under the

guarantee of a name of literary authority. Besides

the works already enumerated'. Ciithne translated

Quintilian, Cicero Dc Opens, and Cicero's Epistles to

Atticus; he likewise wrote 'flu Fncnds, a Sentimental

History, in two volumes, and Pcnarks en E^nglish

Tragedy. This singular individual terminated his

laborious life in March, 1770. The following tribute

to his varied (]ualiiications is to be fnmd on his tomb-

stone in Maryde-bone:— " Near this place lies interred

the body of William Guthrie, Esq., who died 9th
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March, 1770, aged sixty-two, representative of the

ancient family of Guthrie of lialkerton, in the county
of Anjjxis, North Britain; eminent for knowledge in

all branches of literature, and of the British constitu-

tion, which his many works, historical, geographical,

classical, critical, and political, do testify; to whom
this monument was erected, by order of his brother,

Henry Guthrie, Esq., in the year 1777."
Guthrie was one of those individuals who live by

making themselves useful to others, and his talents

and habits dictated the most profitable occupation
for his time to be composition: he seems to have ex-

ulted in the self-imposed term of "an author by pro-

fession ;" and we find him three years before his death
complacently stylmg himself, in a letter to the Earl
of Buchan, "the oldest author by profession in Bri-

tain ;" like many who have maintained a purer fame,
and filled a higher station, his political principles

were guided by emolument, which, in his instance,

seems to have assumed the aspect of pecuniary neces-

sity. Had not his engagements with the booksellers

prompted him to aim at uniting the various qualities

of a Hume, a Robertson, a Johnson, a Camden, and
a Cowley, attention to one particular branch of his

studies might have made his name illustrious. John-
son considered him a person of sufficient eminence
to regret that his life had not been written, and
uttered to Boswell the following sententious opinion
of his merits;—"Sir, he is a man of parts. He has
no regular fund of knowledge, but by reading so long,

and writing so long, he no doubt has picked up a
good deal." Boswell elsewhere states in a note :

—

"How nmch poetry he wrote I know not, but he
informed me tliat he was the author of the beautiful

little piece, "The Eagle and Robin Redbreast," in

the collection of poems entitled The Union, though
it is there said to be written by Archibald Scott be-

fore the year 1600."

H.

HACKSTON, David, of Rathillet, is a name of

considerable celebrity in the annals of .Scotland, from

its connection witli the events of 1679-80, and from

its pre-eminence in some of the most remarkable

transactions of that stormy period. Hackston, though
indebted for his celebrity to the zeal and courage

which he displayed in the cause of the Covenanters,

is said to have led an exceedingly irreligious life dur-

ing his earlier years, from which he was reclaimed

by attending some of the field preachings of the

period, when he became a sincere and devoted con-

vert. The first remarkable transaction in which he

was engaged in connection with the party with which
lie had now associated himself was the murder of

Archbishop .Sharp. Hackston of Rathilk-t formed

a cons])icuous figure in the group of that prelate's

assassins, althuugli in reality he had no immediate
hand in the murder. He seems, however, even pre-

vious to this, to have gained a considerable ascendency

over his more immediate companions, and to have
been already looked up to by his party as a man
whose daring courage and enthusiasm jiromised to

be of essential service to their cause. When the arch-

bishop's carriage came in sight of the con^jiirators,

of whom there were eight besides Hackston, they

unanimously chose him their leader, plt-'dging them-
selves to obey him in everything in the conduct of

the ])roposed attack on the prelate. This distinction,

however, Hackston declined, on tlie ground that he
had a private quarrel with the archl)i>ho]), and that

thereftre, if he should take an active jiart in his de-

struction, the world would allege that he had done
it to grati'y a perscjnal hatred a feeling of which he

declared he entertained none whatever towanls their

intended victim. He furtlier urged scni]ilcs of con-

science regarding the pro])osed deed, of the lawful-

ness of which he said he by no means felt assured,

the archbishop, as is well known, having only come
accidentally in the way of Hackston and his asstjciates.

Hackston having refused the command of the jtarty,

another was c!K)sen, and under his direction^ tlie

murder was ])er]jetrated. \\'liil>t the shocking scene

was going forward, Hackstr)n ke[)t altogether aloof,

and countenanced it no further than by looking on.

He seeni>. liowev.-r, to have had little other objection

to the C'lmnii-^ioii <jf the crime than that he himself

should not have an immediate hand in its accom-

plishment; for when the unfortunate old man, after

being compelled to come out of his carriage by the

assassins, appealed to him for protection, saying,

"Sir, I know you are a gentleman, you will protect

me ; " he contented himselfwith replying that //t'would
never lay a hand on him. Rathillet was on horse-

back, from which he did not alight during the whole
time of the murder. Next day the conspirators di-

vided themselves into two jiarties, three remaining

in Eife, and five, with Rathillet, proceeding north in

the direction of Dunblane and Perth. .Soon after

they repaired to the west, and finally joined a body
of Covenanters at Evandale. Here the latter, having

flrawn up a declaraticm containing their testimony

to the truth, Rathillet with another, Mr. Douglas,

one of the most intrepid of the covenanting clergy-

men, was appointed to ])ublish it. Eor this juirpose

he proceeded with his colleague to the town of I't.uther-

glen, where, on 29th May, after burning, at the mar-
ket cross, all those acts of parliament and council

which they and their party deemed iirejudicial to

their interest, they proclaimed the testinicjiiy. Hack-
ston's next remarkable apjjearance was at the battle

of Drumclog, where he distinguished himself by his

bravery. (}\\ the alarm being given that Claver-

house was in sight, and approaching the position of

the Covenanters, who, though they had met there

for divine worship, were all well-armed, Hackston

and Hall of Haugh-head placed themselves at the

head of the footmen, and led them gallantly im

against the dragoons of Claverhouse. The result of

that encounter is well known. The l)ravery of the

Covenanters ])revailed. The affair of 1 Jiuniclog was
soon after ftjllowed by that of llothwell Brig, %\here

Rathillet again made himself conspicuous by his in-

trepidity, being, with his troop (jf horse, the last of the

whole army of the ( 'ovenanters on the field of battle.

He had flown from rank t(; rank when he saw the

confusion which wasarising amongst the Covenanters,
and alternately threatened and besought the men to

keep their ground. l-'inding all his efforts vain,

"My friend>," he said, addressing his trocip, "we
can do no more, we are the last ujion the field;" and
he now, retreating himself, endeavoured as much as

])os^ilile to cover the rear of the fleeing Covenanters.
Rathillet scnight safety in concealment, for, besides

what he had to fear from his havinc: carried arms
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against the government, he had also to apprehend
the conseciuences of a proclamation which had been

issued, offering a reward of 10,000 merks for his ap-

prehension, or any of those concerned in the death

of the Archbisho|i of vSt. Andrews. For twelve

months he contrived to escape, but was at length

taken prisoner at Airsmoss by Kruce of Earlshall.

Rathillct, witli about sixty other persons, had come
to the place just named to attend a preaching l)y

Richard Cameron, the celebrated founder of the sect

called Cameronians, when they were surjjrised by
Bruce with a large body of horse, and after a desper-

ate resistance, during which Ilackston was severely

wounded, he and several others were taken. Cameron
himself was killed in this affair, with nine of his ad-

herents. Hackston gives a very interesting account
of this skirmish, and, without the slightest aim at

effect, has presented us with as remarkable and strik-

ing an instance of the spirit of the times, of the almost

romantic bravery and resolution which religious fer-

vour had inspired into the Covenanters, as is upon
record. It appears from the account alluded to that

the party to which Ilackston was attached had been
informed that the military were in search of them, and
that, to avoid the latter, they had spent some days

and nights, previous to their encountering them, in

the moors. On the day on which the skirmish took

place, while wandering through the morasses, they

came upon a spot of grass, which tempted them to

halt. Ilere they laid themselves down and took
some refreshment, but while thus employed they

were startled with the intelligence that their enemies
were approaching them, Hackston conjectures, to

the number of at least 1 12 men, well armed and
mounted, while the force of the Covenanters did not

amount to more than sixty-three, of which forty were
on foot, and twenty-three on horseback, and the

greater part of them but poorly appointed. Unap-
palled by those odds, Ilackston immediately formed
his little host in battle array,, and, while doing so,

asked them if they were all willing to fight. The
reply was readily given in the affirmative, and prepara-

tions were instantly made for a desperate conflict.

In the meantime the dragoons were fast advancing
towards them. Ilackston, however, did not wait
for the attack, but put his little band also in mo-
tion, and marched on to meet their enemy. "Our
horse," says Ilackston, "advanced to their faces,

and we fired on each other. I being foremost, after

receiving their fire, and finding the horse behind me
broken, rode in amongst them, and went out at a side

without any wrong or wountl. I was pursued by
severals, with whom I fought a good sjiace. some-
times they following me and sometimes I following

them. At length my horse bogged, and the foremost
of theirs, which was David Ramsay, one of my ac-

quaintance, we both being on foot, fought it ^^ith

small swords, without advantage of one another, but
at length closing, I was stricken down with those on
horseback behind me, and received three sore wounds
on the head, and so falling, he saved my life, which
I sul)mitted to. They searched me and carried me
to their rear, and laid me down, where I bled mucli—wliere were brought severals of their men sore
wounded. They gave us all testimony of being brave
resolute men." Ilackston with several others were
now, his little party having been defeated, carried
prisoners to I)oui,das, and from thence to Lanark.
Here he was brought before Dalycll, who, not being
satisfied with his answers, threatened in the brutal
manner peculiar to him to ;v<?jV him for his contumacy.
Without any regard to the miserable condition in

wliich I lackston was—dreadfully wounded and worn
out with fatigue—Dalyell now ordered him to be put

in irons, and to be fastened dowTi to the floor of his

prison, and would not allow of any medical aid to

alleviate his sufferings. On Saturday, two days after

the affair of Airsmoss, Rathillet, with other three

prisoners, were brought to Edinburgh. On arriving

at the city they were carried round about by the north

side of the town, and made to enter at the foot of the

Canongate, where they were received by the magis-

trates. Here the unparalleled cruelties to which
Ilackston was subjected commenced. Before enter-

ing the town he was placed U])on a horse with "his
face backward, and the other three were bound on
a goad of iron, and Mr. Cameron's head carried on
a halbert before him, and another head in a sack on
a lad's back." And thus disposed, the procession

moved up the street towards the Parliament Close,

where the prisoners were loosed by the hands of the

hangman. Rathillet was immediately carried before

the council, and examined regarding the murder of

Archbishop .Sharp, and on several points relative to

his religious and political doctrines. Here he con-

ducted himself with the same fortitude which had dis-

tinguished him on other perilous occasions, maintain-
ing and defending his opinions, however unjialatable

they miglit be to his judges. After undergoing a
second examination by the council, he was handed
over to the court of justiciary, with instructions from
the former to the latter to proceed against him with
the utmost severity. On the 29th of July he was
brought to trial as an accessory to the murder of the

primate, for publishing two seditious papers, and for

having carried arms against his sovereign. Rathillet

declined the jurisdiction of the court, and refused

to plead. This, however, of course, availed him
nothing. On the day following he was again brought
to the bar, and in obedience to the injunctions of the

council, sentenced to suffer a death unsurpassed in

cruelty by any upon record, and which had been dic-

tated by the council previous to his trial by the jus-

ticiary court, in the certain anticipation of his con-

demnation. After receiving sentence, the unfortunate

man was carried directly from the bar and placed
upon a hurdle, on which he was drawn to the place

of execution at the cross of Edinburgh. On his as-

cending the scaffold, where none were permitted to

be with him but two magistrates and the executioner

and his attendants, the cruelties to which he had been
condemned were begun. His right hand was struck

off; but the hangman performing the operation in a
tardy and bungling manner, Rathillet, when he came
to take off the left hand also, desired him to strike

on the joint. This done, he was drawn up to the

top of the gallows with a pulley, and allowed to fall

.again with a sudden and violent jerk.' Having been
three times subjected to this barbarous {proceeding,

he was hoisted again to the top of the gibbet, when
the executioner with a large knile laifl oj^en hi^ lireast,

before he was yet dead, and jnilled uut liis heart.

This he now stuck on the point of a knife, and
showed it on all sides to the spectators, crying,

"Here is the heart of a traitor I" It wa> then thrown
into a fire prepared for the purpose. His Iwidy was
afterwards quartered. One quarter, together with his

hands, were sent to ."^t. Andrew>. another to Glas-

gow, a tliird to Leitli, and a fourth to liurntisland,

his head being fixed up^n the Netherbow. Thus
perished IIack>L(3n o( Rathillet. a man in whose life,

and in the manner of whose death, we find at once a

remarkaltle but faithful specimen of the courage and
fortitude nf tlie persecuted of the seventeenth centur}-,

and of tlie inhuman and relentless spirit of their per-

secutors,

HAILES, Lord. .S'<.v D.vi.RVMrLE, Sir D.wid,
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HALDANE, James Alexander.—It seldom
happeiii that when a great work is to be accom-
plished in which co-operated effort is required, the

same family which produced the originator should

also furnish the effectual seconder of the movement.
From this general rule the family of Haldane of Air-

threy is an honoured exception; for while Robert
was building churches over the whole extent of Scot-

land, Ills younger brother, James, was ably preparing

the way by preaching in its most destitute localities,

and reviving that religious spirit which had sunk for

years into cold apathy and indifference.

James Alexander Haldane was born at Dundee,
on the 14th of July, 1768, within a fortnight after the

death of his father. He also lost his mother when
he had only reached his sixth year. After attending

the high-school of Edinburgh with his brother, he
went to the university, which he attended for three

years, until he had completed his studies in Latin

and Greek, and gone through the curriculum of logic,

metaphysics, mathematics, and natural philosophy.

Having thus established a sufficient groundwork for

future self-improvement, and made a tour through
the nortli of England, he joined, at the age of seven-

teen, the service for which he had been early destined,

by entering as midshipman the Duke of Montrose,

East Indiaman, bound to Bombay and China, of

which ship he was to obtain the command when he
was ([ualified by age and service.

On eml)arking upon his profession, James Haldane
devoted himself earnestly to his duties, ambitious

to become an active seaman and skilful navigator.

Besides this, his love of general literature, which
his previous education had imparted, made him
spend all his leisure time in the study of the best

authors, of which he carried with him a well-

stored sea-chest, and in this way he was uncon-
sciously training himself to become an able theo-

logical writer and eloquent preacher. He made in

all four voyages to India and China; and during the

long period over which these extended he saw much
of the variety of life, as well as experienced the usual

amount of hair's-breadth escapes so incidental to his

profession. During his third voyage, in which he
was third officer of the Hillsboroui^h, and wliile return-

ing from India, he encountered one of those dangers

so frequently attendant upon the naval and military

service, and so unreasonable and contemptible in

services so full of perils of their own, because so

utterly gratuitous. One of the passengers, a cavalry

officer, notorious as a quarrelsome bully and a good
shot, ])icked a quarrel with James Ilaldanc, and at

the mess-table threw a glass of wine in his face, which
the other retorted by throwing a decanter at the

officer's head. A challenge was inevitable, and
Haldane was the more ready to receive it, as, from
his antagonist's reputation as a duellist, a refusal

might have looked like cowardice. .Such was that

law of honour now so generally abjured, which in a

few years more will eva])orate amidst the general

derision. No opportunity occurred of a hostile

meeting until the ship arrived at .St. Helena, where
the parlies went ashore early in the morning to settle

their fjuarrel tiy mortal arljitrameiit. James Haldane
who, the night before h.ad made his will, and written

a farewell letter to his brother, to be delivered in

the event of his death, raised his ]iistol at the signal,

and inwardly ejaculating, with fearful inconsistency,

the solemn jirayer, "Father, into thy hands I com-
mend my s])irit," he drew the trigger. The pistol

liurst, and one of the s])linters wounded him in the

face, while his opponent, whose weapon at the same
instant mis^ed fire, declared himself fully satisfied.

Thus terminated the fir^t and last affair of the kind

in which he ever was engaged. His amiable dis-

position, as well as his acknowledged courage and
spirit, alike prevented him afterwards from giving or
receiving injury.

After his fourth voyage was completed, James
Haldane, now at the age of twenty-five, was found
fully competent to assume the command of the Mel-
ville Castle; and on passing his examinations he was
promoted to that office in 1793. After his appoint-
ment he married Miss Joass, only child of Major
Joass, fort-major of Stirling Castle, and niece of Sir
Ralph Abercromby. As his fortune was still to

seek, while his bride was a young lady of great at-

tractions and high prospects, some demur was made
by her relatives to her marriage with a younger
brother; but the mutual affection of the pair at last

reconciled all parties to the measure. At the end
of the year the Melville Castle was at Portsmouth
ready for an Indian voyage, in company with a large
fleet of Indiamen lying at the same port, and Haldane,
having parted with his wife at London, had already

joined his vessel, when delays occurred that ]ireventcd

its sailing till some months afterwards. While the
fleet was thus lying at anchor, a mutiny broke out
in the Dutton, which grew to such a height that the

chief officers were obliged in terror to abandon the

ship; and the crew, arming themselves with what
weapons came to hand, threatened to sink every boat
that came alongside to board them, or at the worst
to blow up the ship, or carry it into a French port.

In this state of wild uproar Captain Haldane threw
himself into one of the boats of the Mehille Castle,

and approached the Dutton, amidst the cries of

"Keep off, or we'll sink you !" Undeterred by these

threats, he boarded the hostile deck, cutlass in hand,

relieved the remaining officers, wdio were about to

be overpowered on the (juarter-deck, and by his

prompt decided measures so appalled the mutineers,

that they were soon brought to a surrender. But
while this was going on upon deck, a noise was heartl

below, and on learning the cause he rushed to the

powder magazine, which two men were about to

enter, with a shovelful of live coals, after having
wrenched off the doors, swearing that they would
blow the ship to heaven or hell, no matter which.
He clapped a pistol to the breast of the most forward,

and compelled him to stand; and ordered the crew
to put the two offenders instantly in irons, which
was done almost as rapidly as it had been commanded.
The daring demeanour and prompt decisi<:in of the

young captain of the Melville Castle so cijinjiletely

quelled the ship's company, and recalled their habits

of oljcdience, that the chief mutineers suljinitted, and
order was restored.

By this time Haldane had acquired a high char-

acter in his profession. His skill as a sailor, and
his excellent qualities as an c)fficer, had endeared him
to seamen and passengers alike; his couraL;e in trying

emergencies had been \\ell proved; while the jx/ii-

tical influence by wliich he was supported, not only

through his friends at home, but in India, where his

wife's uncle, Sir Ralph .Vhercromby, was cummander-
in-chief of the British army, insured him the s])cedy

attainment both of rank and fortune. Such a con-

summation was also ex[)ected of him as a duty, both
on the jiart of his wife's relatives and his own, who
saw no reason why he shf)uld sink, with all his jiro-

s]iects and attainments, into the rank f)f an obscure
lionnet laird, or idle country gentleman. And yet

he had even already resolved to abandon the sea and
all its alluring advantages ! The cause of this is to

be traced to his early religious education, which had
more or less clung to hini in his after-career, so that

in all he had undergone and enjoyed, as well as all
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that he hoped or feared, he had felt the contention

of two hostile elements within him—he had been

a man divided against himself. With an earnest

longing that the spiritual should prevail, so that he

might be renewed and sanctified, he felt withal as if

such an end could not be attained in his present

pursuits and occupations. Frequent conversations

with the Rev. Dr. Bogue of Gosport confirmed

him in his purpose, which was also enforced by
the earnest entreaties of his brother Robert, who
had already cpiitted the navy, and was about to

devote himself to that career of religious useful-

ness by which his whole life was afterwards dis-

tinguished. James I laldane accordingly sold his in-

terest in the JMdville Castle for a sum that insured

him a decent independence for life, bade adieu to

the sea for ever, and, on rejoining his wife in Scot-

land and establishing a peaceful home in Edinburgh,

he became a diligent student in theology in the best

sense of the term. It was in this way that both the

brothers qualified themselves for their appointed
work. In their case it was from no sudden fit of

enthusiasm that they devoted themselves to a career

which excited the wonderment of society, and that

had to be persevered in through much scorn and op-

position for years; on the contrary, they were led

to the faith upon whicli they acted through a long

course of inquiry; and this being attained, they were
able deliberately to count the cost, and prepare

themselves for the sacrifice. In this spirit, while

Robert was earnestly straining every nerve to obtain

the privilege of deportation and exile as a missionaiy,

James was qualifying himself for the equally humble
and self-tlenying duties of an itinerant ])reacher. The
first attein])ts of James lialdane in this new sphere

of action were sufticiently humble, being confined to

the collier village of Gilmerton, where he preached
his first sermon in May, 1797.

After having continued to preach for a short time
at Gilmerton, James rialdane's views extended over
Scotland at large, so tliat he resolved to commence
the work of an itinerant preacher in good earnest.

But an ambulatory ministry and lay preaching—these

are irregularities which only a very urgent emergency
can justify; and yet, perhajis, Scotland at this time
needetl them as much as England did the labours of

her Wesleys and Whitefield. James lialdane also

went forth, not as a minister, to dispense the higher

ordinances of religion, but simply as an evangelist,

to call men to rej^entance. This his first tour, in

1797, extended through the northern counties of

Scotland and the Urkney Islands, and was made in

company with Mr. Aikman, originally settled in a

prosperous business in Jamaica, l)ut now a student

in theology, with the view of becoming a minister.

They preached wherever they could find a [ilace to

asseml)le men together—in school-rooms and hospi-

tals, at market-crosses, and in church-yards and
upon stair-heads—and assembled their auditories by
announcing their purpose through the town-drummer
or bellman. In this way they itinerated through
Perth, Scone, Cupar, Glammis, Kirriemuir, Mon-
trose, and Aberdeen. At the last-mentioned place
lialdane had hearers in thousands, who were at-

tracted by the novelty of a captain of an ]-".a~t India-
man turning preacher. The tourists then proceeded
to Banff, Elgin, Forres, Nairn, and Inverness; and
liavijig learned that a great fair was soon to be held
at Kirkwall, to which jieople were wont to pssemhle
from every island of the Orkneys, they resolved to

compri-e this Ultima Thule of the modern as well as

the ancient world within the sphere of their opera-
tions, ,\iul miserable indeed was the spiritual state

of the Orkney^ ai this time, where the ministers were

so far removed beyond the ken of the General As-
sembly, that they might live as they listed; while the

difficulties of navigation in the performance of their

duties were so numerous, that they might leave as

much undone as they pleased. Here, then, was the

field for a devoted Christian, earnest in his sacred

work, and fearless of wind and weather; and from
Kirkwall as his head-quarters, the bold sailor was
ready to scud before the wind in an oi)en boat, to

preach the gospel at whatever island might most re-

quire his services. In some of these desolate places

there had been no religious ordinances for several

years; while in Kirkwall, where he and his fellow-

traveller preached daily during the fair, they had
congregations by the thousand.

This was but the first of a series of tours of a simi-

lar character, which were continued at intervals for

years, not only in the north, south, and we>t of Scot-

land, but in England and Ireland; and Mhich only

ceased when the increase of a faithful ministry, and
the general revival of a religious spirit, superseded

the necessity of such itinerancy.

While Mr. James lialdane was thus pursuing his

course as an itinerating and lay preacher, events

soon occurred by which the office of an ordained

minister, and the superintendence of a regular con-

gregation, were added to his employments. His
brother Robert, after having failed in his attempt to

establish a great Indian mission, was now employed
in the opening of tabernacles, and the extension of

evangelical religion at home. It was natural that in

such a work he should seek the able co-operation of

his brother, and that, too, at Edinburgh, the metro-

polis and head-quarters of the new movement. The
circus or tabernacle, a large place of worship capable

of holding 2500 hearers, had been opened for this

I^urpose, and on the 3d of February, 1799, Mr.

James Haldane was ordained as its minister.

The rest of the life of James Haldane, as an Edin-

burgh dissenting minister, although it passed over

such a course of years, may be brietiy summed up.

The first important event that occurred arose Ironi

the divisions in that party of which he was .so impor-

tant a member. While a religious body is small,

with the whole world arrayed against it, there is

neither time for discord nor motive for division, and
in this very feebleness its strength mainly consists.

But with its expansion grows security, vhich pro-

motes dissension, until it falls asunder by its own
weight. I'his dissension had now commenced among
the Independent congregations of Scotland, and it

was based upon the tiying questions of ecclesiastical

polity and discipline. It was agreed on all hands
liiat the a]iostolic model was the only authoritative

rule: but what was that model? Here every one

had his own theor)' or interpretation. The i^recpiency

with which the Lord's supper should be administered,

the mode of conducting their weekly fellowship meet-

ings for social worship, and the amount of iia^tural

duty that miglit be conceded to gifted la_\- members
in exhorting the church and conducting the jniblic

devotions, were all severally and keenly conte>ted as

matters of religious, and therefore of infinite import-

ance. To these, also, was adiled tlie que.-tion ef

p.vdobaptism. in which Mr. J.-mes Haldane liimself

was personally ami ''. cply intere.-ted. He had been

anxiously studying tlie subject for several years, and

after some time lie announced to his flock, that

"although his mind v.as not made uji to become
hinr-elf a Ikqitist. yet that at ]>resent he could not

conscientiously bai'tire children." His mind \\as

made up at Ia~t: he ^vas baj.ti/eil: but still his wi-h

was that tlie tlifference Cif opinion should be no grouiul

of disunion beiueen Baptists and ra.'doba;)tists.
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This, however, was too much to expect from any
sect or class of Christians in the present state of

human nature, and accordingly a disruption ensued
in his congregation, of whom nearly two-thirds went
away, some to the Establishment, and others to the

two tabernacles in College Street and Niddry Street.

By this change, also, the two Haldanes ceased to be
the leaders of a sect which their labours had originated

in Scotland, and their resources hitherto supported.

As for James, he now ministered to a very limited

congregation, and with diminished popularity, but
his elevated generous heart could endure the change
as far as it only affected himself. He saw that the

good which he had sought to accomplish was in

progress under other agencies; and he was content

to be nothing, and less than nothing, if the gospel
itself should become all in all.

In this way the days and years of James Haldane's
life went onward. He regularly officiated to his

own Edinburgh congregation, preached occasionally

in the open air in its neighbourhood, and diversified

his duties by journeys of similar usefulness to greater

distances. He published several tracts upon the

most important religious doctrines, which were widely
circulated, and attended, it is believed, with much
usefulness. He was also engaged as a controver-

sialist, in which capacity he i)ublished a Refutation

of the Heretical Doctrine promulgated by the Kev.

Ed'ujard I)~i'ing, respecting the Person and Atonement

of the Lord Jesus Christ; and when Mr. H. Drum-
mond came to the rescue of his pastor, with his

Candid Examination of the ControfO'sy bet-ween

Messrs. Innng, Andreiv Thomson, and fames Ilal-

dane, the last replied with a volume of 277 pages.

But controversy was not his congenial element, and
Dr. Johnson would have rejected him because he
was not a good hater. "I see many evils," he thus

writes in a letter, "both at home and abroad, which
I hope the Lord will correct; but I do not see any-
thing which I can do, unless it be to live near to

God, and to ]ireach his gospel where I am placed
in the course of his providence." In 1831 he pub-
lished O/'set-'ations on Universal Pardon, the Extent

ofthe Atonement, and Personal Assurance ofSahatio7t.
The next important event that occurred in his course
was the decease of his brother Robert, whose death-

bed he attended, and whose triumphant end he
witnessed; and it was during the closing hours of his

life that the dying man spoke affectionately to his

wife of the great benefit he had derived from the

sermons and pul)lications of his brother James, from
which, he said, he had derived more solid edification

than from any others. He also spoke with fond
affection of the ccmiplete harmony of mind and
purpose that had sul)si'.ted between them from the

beginning. It seemed as if, in the course of nature,

the death of James Ilaldane mu->t sj)eedily follow,

for he was now seventy-four years old, and had already

outlived many of his early associates, liut his term
was extended eight years longer, and they were years

not of inert senility, but active diligent exertion.

In 1842 he published a treatise entitled Man\^ Re-

sponsibility; the Xature and /Extent of the Ali'iieiunit,

and the 'iVork of the Holy Spirit: in reply to Mr.
J/ozvard Ilniton and the Baptist Midland Associntiou.

In 1S4S he reap]ieared as an author, by pul)li>liing

an Exposition of the Ifistle to the Calatians. lle-

tween the>e he aUo ])ul)lished two tract-, on the

important sultject of the Atonement. Until he had
nearly reached the nge of fourscore he wa^ W'int

also, in addition to llic^e lal)ours, to conduct tliree

public services every Sabbath. In 1 849, having

completed the fiftietli year of his ministry, his flock

and the Con'MCLrationalists of Edinbur:;h agreed to

celebrate the event by a jubilee, which they did on
the 1 2th of April; and the meeting was attended by
ministers of all denominations, who were thus eager
to testify their love for such a venerable father in

Israel. After this his life and labours were continued
till 185 1, when both were terminated on the 8th of
February, in the eighty-third year of his age. His
last illness was gentle and brief, and his death the
death of the righteous.

HALDANE, Rohert. The family of Haldane
had, for many centuries, been possessors of the
barony of Gleneagles, in Perthshire, and were con-
nected with some of the noblest houses of Scotland.
As their name implies, they were of a Norse rather

than Anglo-Saxon origin, and had probably emi-
grated from the Danelagh of England at, or soon
after, the period of Alfred. Of the representatives

of this family (Captain James Haldane of Airthrey,

and Katherine Duncan, his wife and first cousin)

were born two sons, Robert and James, the subjects

of this and the previous notice, and a daughter, who
died in childhood. Robert Haldane, the eldest of
the family, was born, not in Scotland, but in London,
on the 28th of February, 1764; but while still an
infant he became a resident in his ancestral country
of Scotland, where his father died in 1768. His
widowed mother, the daughter of Alexander Duncan
of Lundie, and sister of the illustrious hero of Cam-
perdown, was eminent not only for gentleness and
maternal affection, but ardent piety; and her religious

instructions to her fatherless children, as well as

fervent prayers in their behalf, were long after re-

membered by the objects of her pious cares. But
brief was the period of her widowed life, for she died

in 1774, when Robert had only reached his tenth,

and James his fifth year, and the orphans were con-

signed to the guardianshi]i of their relatives, by whom
their education was carefully superintended. And
that they were willing to learn was attested by the

following incident. Having been instructed by their

tutor in the mysteries of the ancient battering-ram,

they resolved to try a practical experiment of its

effects by dragging the carriage of their uncle Ad-
miral Duncan to the edge of a slope, down which
it would rush by its own weight against a garden

wall at the bottom. The carriage Mas accordingly

wheeled up, and let loose; and the astonished admiral,

who had been alarmed by the noise, came out only

in time to find the vehicle fairly lodged in the garden,

and the wall as effectually breached as if one of his

own broadsides had been discharged against it.

Having made some progress in Latin, the two

boys were sent to the high-school of Edinburgh,

where they were boarded with Dr. Adam, its rector,

and had for class-fellows John Cami>bell and ( Jreville

lowing, the former the African traveller, and the

latter' the minister of the Indei)endent cimgregation

in Glasgow—men with whose labours the Haldanes

were in after-life to be intimately connected. When
the time arrived that they should choose a ])rofession,

the sea naturally presented itself, not only from the

high naval re]nUation of their uncle, but the circum-

stance of their father having been captain of the

Duke of Albany, l'!ast Indiaman, and on the eve of

being elected an ICast India director when his un-

expected death occurred. I'.e-ides this, their great

family influence insured a rapid ])romotion, whether

in the royal service or that of the F.ast India

('c)ni])any. Robert accordingly was destined to the

foinier, and Jnmes to tlie latter; and in 1 780 the

family se]iarati<jn commenced, by Robei't's joining

the Slonarch at Portsmouth during that year. From
this period we follow their respective careers.
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On entering the naval service under such a com-
mander as the future hero of Camperdown, Robert
Haldane, now at the age of seventeen, was not likely

to remain idle. After being a year in the Monarch,
he was transferred to the Foudroyant, 80 guns, com-
manded by Captain Jervis, afterwards Earl St.

Vincent, and was present at the memorable night

engagement with the Pegase, a French ship of fully

greater force than the Foudroyant. In this battle,

which was hotly maintained for three-quarters of an

hour, Robert Haldane served his guns with the skill

and coolness of a veteran, and in pointing them in

the dark he persevered in using a lantern, although
he thereby served as a mark for the enemy's rifles.

His gallantry on this occasion obtained the approba-
tion of his brave commander, who sent him on board
the Pegase to receive its surrender; and on writing to

Admiral Duncan, he congratulated him on the conduct

of his nephew, and predicted that he would become
an ornament to his country. On the return of the

Foudroyant to Spithead, Robert Haldane spent

much of his time at Gosport ; and being there

attracted by the ministry of the Rev. Dr. Bogue,
originally a Scottish Presbyterian, but afterwards the

pastor of an Independent congregation at Gosport,

Robert Haldane not only had those religious im-

pressions revived which had been implanted by his

mother, but his bias directed in favour of Independ-

ency.

The design of relieving Gibraltar, for which an
expedition was sent out in 1782, under the command
of Lord Howe, summoned Robert Haldane once
more into action. The garrison was relieved, and
at the entrance of the British fleet into Gibraltar the

Foudroyant was the leading ship. On the return

from the Straits an indecisive engagement with the

enemy took place, after which the fleet reached

Spithead unmolested. An incident occurred on the

way that showed Haldane's courage and self-devoted-

ness in his profession. A Spanish 60-gun ship

occasioned a chase among some of the British vessels,

in which the fast-sailing Foudroyant was foremost,

as usual, with all her canvas spread, while Haldane
was ordered to the fore-topgallant-mast to remain
on the look-out until he was recalled. In the mean-
time, in consequence of an order from Lord Howe,
the chase was abandoned, but Haldane was forgot

in the movement; the overstrained mast had sprung
with the press of canvas, and he expected every

moment to be swept into the sea; but still, faithful

to the letter of his orders, he would not abandon his

post: his only chance of safety, which an old seaman
Avho was stationed beside him suggested, was to keep
hold of the lower part of the ropes, so that when
carried into the sea they might still retain tlieir hold
of the mast, with their heads above water. While
their moments were thus numbered, a sudden cry of

"A man overboard !" occasioned a rapid shortening

of sail; the critical situation of Haldane and the

sailor was then discovered, and an instant order to de-

scend relieved them from their peril. It was an act of
obedience such as Rome would have gladly enrolled

in her history. On the Foudroyant being paid off

at Spithead, Haldane was removed into the Salis-

bury, of 50 guns, on which the broad pennant of his

commander. Sir John Jervis, was hoisted, as com-
modore of a squadron intended for the doul)]e purpose
of a voyage of discovery round the world, and an
attack on the -Spanish settlements of .South America.
But the peace between Great Britain, P"ranee, and
Spain, in 1783, altered the destination of the Salis-

bury, so that she only made a short voyage to

Newfoundland. On her return to England Robert
Haldane, finding no prospect either of active service
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or immediate promotion, resolved to spend the rest

of his days on shore. He accordingly resigned his

commission; and being as yet only twenty years old,

he determined to complete the education which had
been interrupted three years before, when he went
to sea. For this purpose he once more became a
student at the university of Edinburgh, of which he
had formerly been an alumnus; and, after attending

two seasons, he made the grand tour, comprising
the principal countries of Europe. After his retun^

he married, in 1786, Katherine Cochrane Oswald,
daughter of George Oswald of Scotston, and settled

down upon his patrimonial estate of Airthrey, re-

solving to devote himself to the life and occupations

of a country gentleman. Into this he now threw all

his energies, and his taste in agricultural improve-
ments soon made him conspicuous among his com-
peers. Airthrey was possessed of great natural

capabilities, and these he so highly improved that

his e-xample was speedily followed, and the surround-

ing country began to assume a new aspect.

Thus passed the course of Robert Haldane's life

for eight years, an even tenor such as poets delight

to picture and moralists to recommend. But higher
and holier duties awaited him than the transplanting

of trees and improvement of lawns and gardens; and
he was suddenly awoke from his innocent dream by
an event that shook the very pillars of the world,

and roused the dullest to alarm and inquiry. Who
could sleep, or even muse, amidst the sudden and
universal reel of the French Revolution? The laird

of Airthrey saw in this event the annihilation of

feudal rights and the destruction of heritable charters

;

but his generous heart did not the less sympathize
in the sufferings of a great nation, and its Titan-like

throes for deliverance, while he hoped that all this

was but the beginning of a happy political millen-

nium, of which France was destined to be the first-

fruits. He did not at the time take into account

the infidel principles upon which that revolution was
based, and the utter insufficiency of such principles

to produce the results he anticipated. The recoil,

however, soon arrived, and with it that spirit of

thoughtful inquiry which was to lead him to the best

results.

Having attained a vital knowledge of Divine truth,

and prosecuted his first perceptions by careful read-

ing and inquiry, Robert Haldane was eager to impart

to others the knowledge he had learned and the

blessings he had experienced. Such is the effect of

the Christian life, especially when ingrafted upon a

naturally heroic temperament. It will neither sit

down amidst the silence of private life, nor withdraw

itself to the solitude of the hermit's cell; not content

with its own salvation alone, it is impatient for the

salvation of others also, so that, while the patriot is

ready to die for his countiy, the Christian is ready

for even more than this—like St. Paul, he could

wish himself ''accursed from Christ for his brethren."

Tims animated, he looked for a field of Christian

enterprise, and soon found it in India—that empire

of a hundred realms, which Britain has conquered,

but still failed to Christianize. The Baptist mission

had just previously been estalilished tliere, and the

account of its proceedings l:)een published ; and

Haldane, who read the first number of its periodical

statements, was impatient to enter such a field, and

co-operate with the efforts of Carey and his brethren.

He, too, like the poor English slioeniaker, would

become a missionary-, and devote himself to a life of

danger and toil in India. It was a strange plan, but

neither rashlv adopted nor unwisely prosecuted. It

was upon a grand and comprehensive scale. With
himself, Mr. (afterwards Dr.) Innes, mini-^ter at

48
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Stirling, Mr. Bogue of Gosport, and Greville Ewing,
at that time a licentiate of the Church of Scotland,

were to go out as missionaries. These were to be
accompanied by an efficient staff of (jatechists, city

missionaries, and schoolmasters; and a printing-press,

with its necessary establishment of printers and
bookbinders. The whole mission, thus completely

equipped, was to be conveyed to India, and, when
there, to be salaried and supported entirely at the

expense of Mr. Haldane; and, to provide a fund for

the purpose, he was prepared to bring to the hammer
his rich and beautiful estate of Airthrey, for which
he had already done so much. Well might such a

man say, as he did, "Christianity is everything or

nothing. If it be true, it warrants and commands
every sacrifice to promote its influence. If it be not,

then let us lay aside the hypocrisy of professing to

believe it."

All being thus in readiness, it appeared as if nothing

more was necessary than that the mission should

hoist sail and be gone. It was a great national

undertaking, of which our government should reap

the fruits, and that, too, with the unwonted advan-

tage of having to pay nothing in return. Still,

however, permission had to be obtained from the

directors of the East India Company and the Board
of Control, without which the mission would have
been treated as an unauthorized intrusion. It was
not forgotten, also, that Carey had been obliged to

commence his labours, not in British India, from
which he would have been excluded, but in the

Danish settlement of Serampore. But it was thought

that a better spirit, the result of a more matured
experience, had descended upon our Indian legisla-

tors; and that so extensive and liberal an enterprise,

superintended by one of Haldane's rank, character,

and high connections, would scarcely be met by a

refusal. Thus also hoped Robert Haldane, and he
applied accordingly, but was rejected. Politicians,

who had not yet recovered from their astonishment
at the facility with which our Indian empire of

twenty millions of subjects had been won liy a few
British bayonets, and who feared lliat such a sover-

eignty might be lost as rapiiUy as it had been gained,

coukl at present see no better mode of retaining their

conquest than by keeping the natives in profound
ignorance. If Christianity was introduced, the Hin-
doos would become as knowing as ourselves, and
wliere, then, would be our superiority? It Mas
alleged, also, that an attack upon Brahminism, like

that which a Christian mission implied, would kindle
such resentment throughout the wiiole of Hindoostan,
that instant revolt would ensue, and end in the

expulsion of the British from the country. To these

political motives in behalf of such a selfish forbear-

ance, religious ones were also added. It was as-

serted that Brahminism was a religion the best of all

fitted for India; that it was a mild, innocent, and
virtuous system; and that, by disturbing the faith of

its worsiiippers, we could at best only translate them
from good, pious Hindoos, into very questionable

Cliristians. These motives prevailed, notwithstand-

ing the powerful influence with which Haldane's ap-

plication was supported, and the j)ersevering urgency
with which it was reiterated.

In this way was extinguished one of the noblest and
most comprehensive schemes of Christian ])hilan-

thropy tliat graced the religious history of the

eighteentii century. Of the proceedings of its ori-

ginator, in consequence of this heavy disajjpointmcnt,

he has himself given the following account:— "l"'<_)r

some time after this (1797) I did not lay aside my
endeavours to go out to Bengal; and, in the mean-
while, was busied in selling my estate, that there

might be no delay on my part, if obstructions from
without should be removed. I accordingly at lengtli

found a purchaser, and with great satisfaction left a
place, in the beautifying and improving of which
my mind had once been much engrossed. In that

transaction I sincerely rejoice to this hour, although
disappointed in getting out to India. I gave up a
place and a situation which continually presented
objects calculated to excite and gratify 'the lust of
the eye and the pride of life.' Instead of being
engaged in such poor matters, my time is now more
at my command; and I find my power of applying
property usefully very considerably increased." A
man thus resolved and disencumbered was not likely

to remain long inactive; and his new course of

enterprise embraced such a variety of religious bene-
volence, that we can only bestow a glance upon the

objects in which the men of the present generation
found him toiling, with unabated hopes and undi-
minished energy.

One of the first of these was the plan of Christian-

izing Africa through the agency of its own children.

That dark continent, hitherto so impervious to

Europeans, and its climate so noxious to all but its

natives, presented insuperable obstacles to the zealous

missionary as well as the enterprising explorer ; so

that, to repair thither, was considered as a journey
to that country

" From whose undiscovered bourne
No traveller returns."

In this difficulty, the idea had occurred to Mr. John
Campbell, himself afterwards a successful explorer

of Africa, that native children brought to Britain,

there educated in Christianity and the arts of civili-

zation, and afterwards returned to their homes,
would prove the fittest missionaries and teachers of

their countrymen. It was a simple expedient, the

soundness of which all our subsequent experience

has verified. But, with all its excellence, Campbell,
at that time nothing more than a poor tradesman in

Edinburgh, could only propose it, for funds were
wanting for its accomplishment. In 1798 he met
with Robert Haldane, to whom he mentioned his

scheme; and the latter, struck with its promising

character, at once offered to defray the expense,

which was calculated at from _^6ooo to £'jooo.

Accordingly, twenty-four African children, belong-

ing to the families of different chiefs, were shipped

at .Sierra I,eone, and brought safely to London.
Nothing now remained than that they should be
sent to Edinburgh, and placed under Mr. Haldane's
care, who, in the anticipation of such an arrival, had
leased the large old tenement in King's Park, well

known to tourists as the house of the Laird of

Dumliiedykes. But here, unfortunately, a ground
of refusal had occurred. Mr. Haldane, while he
defrayed the whole expense of the experiment, was
not to be intrusted with the management and educa-

tion of the children, which, on the contrary, was to

be placed under a London committee. Jle couKl

not accede to proposals so unexpected, and made at

the last hour, and he found himself constrained to

witlulraw from the enterprise. It is giatifying to

add, however, that the main purpose was not aban-

doned, or the children neglected. After having
received a religious education, and been tauj^ht

several handicraft ]irofessions, these youthful mis-

sionaries were in due time restored to their homes.
While this unpleasant affair was ]')en(ling, and

after it had tenninated so unsatisfactorily, Mr.
Haldane was by no means idle in the work of

Christian benevolence ; and the disa]ipointments

he ex])crienced, both in his Indian and African

efforts, seemed only to recal him with redoubled
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vigour into the field. Among his labours may be
mentioned his zealous dissemination of religious

tracts. In the present day, when publications of

this kind descend like snow-showers, and too often

melt away as rapidly, such a mode of doing good
has come to be held in little account. But very

different was the state of things at the close of the

last century. As yet the Tract Society had no
existence, and many can well recollect the "perilous

staff" which, under the name of "ballants," was
plentiful in every cottage of Scotland, and constituted

the principal reading of the people, both young and
old. And what kind of training did the youthful

mind receive from the Exploits of John Cheap the

Chapman, Leper the Tailor, and Lothian Tom? It

was much, indeed, that one man should have set

himself to stem such a tide, and this Mr. Ilaldane

did. At his own expense he caused useful religious

tracts to be printed, and these he distributed over
the country in myriads. In this manner slim broad-
sheets insinuated their way through every opening,
and the attention of all classes was awakened to

doctrines which they were too seldom accustomed to

hear from the pulpit. While he thus anticipated the

work of the Tract Society, he also forestalled that of

the British and Foreign Bible Society, by a copious

dissemination of tlie Scriptures at his own expense.

He formed, and aided in forming. Sabbath-schools,

at that time sorely needed in .Scotland, in conse-

quence of the new mercantile character impressed
upon it, through which children became sons and
daughters of the loom and the spinning-jenny, instead

of tlie legitimate offspring of Christian men and
women. And wherever missionary work was to be
undertaken, whether at home or abroad, there his

counsel and his purse were equally open; and the

Serampore translations of the Scriptures, for the use

of India, were benefited by his aid, at the same time
that he was labouring for the circulation of the

gospel among the huts and cottages of his own
native country.

But of all the attempts of Robert Haldane, that

of the establishment of a new church in Scotland
was certainly the most remarkable. It was a daring,

and at first sight a superfluous attempt, in the land
of John Knox and of solemn leagues and cove-

nants. For was not Scotland already famed over

Europe as the most religious and most spiritually

enlightened of all countries? But this was the

reputation of a past age, upon which a spendthrift

generation had now entered, and wliich they were
squandering away in handfuls. At the close of the

last century Moderatism had attained its height,

and alongside of j)hilosophy and metaphysics, these

sciences so congenial to the Scottish national char-

acter, infidelity and scepticism had kept equal pace;

so that, both in college and church, the douljts of

Hume and the doctrines of Socinus had well-nigh

eradicated all tlie vi5il:>le landmarks of the national

faith. Happily, however, for Scotland, its creed,

thus driven from both school and pulpit, found a
shelter among the homely dwellings of our peasantry;
and through the writings of such men as Guthrie,
Boston, and Willison, of our own country, and
Bunyan, Flavel, and Hervey, of England— all

C'lnally prized and carefully studied— the people
were in many cases wiser than all their teachers.

Still, without further aid these defences must have
gone down, and the whole land been inundated with
the prevalent tide. Tlien, however, a few ministers

were raised up, by whom that aggressive warfare
against the general evil was waged, which was finally

attended with such beneficial results; and then also

was Robert Haldane, a layman, a man of r.ink, and

therefore a disinterested witness, brought forward to

corroborate these clerical efforts, and give effectual

aid in the coming revival.

The necessity of a faithfully-preached gospel was
at that time peculiarly urgent in Scotland, and here,

therefore, it was that Haldane directed his chief

endeavours. While the population had increased two-
fold, church accommodation had in a great measure
remained stationary; and even if additional churches
should be built, the difficulty of supplying them with
a proper ministry still remained. There was as

little hope at the time that government would sup-

ply the former as the church the latter deficiency,

and thus the affair was allowed to drift onward, let

it finally strand where it might. To build or hire

churches was Mr. Haldane's first aim, and these

were speedily set up in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dun-
dee, Perth, Thurso, Wick, and Elgin; and to furnish

them with an efficient ministry eighty students were
soon enrolled, under the pastoral instruction of Dr.

Bogue, Mr. Ewing, and Mr. Innes. His chapels,

or tabernacles, as they were usually called, continued

to multiply, so that by the year 1805 nearly 200
preachers from Mr. Haldane's seminaries were la-

bouring as ministers and missionaries in Scotland,

besides those who had gone to America. When
the result of all this devotedness is reduced to pounds,
shillings, and pence, it assumes the most tangible

form to the eye and understanding; we shall therefore

simply state that, from 1798 to 1810, Mr. Haldane
had expended about £"10,000 in his labours to pro-

pagate the gospel at home. And be it remembered,
too, that he was no mere philanthropic epicure,

acting upon random impulses, or impatient, through
sheer laziness, to be rid of his money as an incum-
brance. Instead of this, he was as much alive to

the enjojTnents of fortune as others—as conscious of

the value of money, and as provident in securing

and expending it as the shrewdest trafficker could

well be. But all this he deliberately did at the

solemn call of duty; toiling, calculating, and fore-

seeing at every step; and bestowing these princely

sums, that were never to return to him, as consider-

ately as if he had been speculating in the stocks, or

investing funds in some hopeful mercantile enterprise.

Never, perhaps, were Christian liberality and Scottish

cannyness so admirably combined, or so nobly illus-

trated; and it is upon this principle that we are to

estimate the tnie worth and the disinterested sacri-

fices of Robert Haldane.
The effects produced by these tabernacles were

very soon apparent throughout Scotland. They
roused a spirit of attention; and even when the feeling

was nothing more than that of alarm, it led to in-

quiry, of ail feelings the one most needful at such a

crisis. The most neglected districts, the most se-

cluded nooks of our land, were soon pervaded witli

an itinerant or settled mission; and communities that

had slumbered in hundreds of parishes under the

drowsy influence of Moderatism were shaken from

their torpor, and raised into full activity. And was

Presbyterian Scotland in very deed to become Inde-

pendent ? Happily for the national character and

its established hab'its, so great a violence was not to

be sustained ; and the public mind, once awakened,

had its own beloved Presbyterianism at hand, in-

stead of that system of tabernacle church-government,

v.hich it coukl not well comprehend. In this way
Independency fulfilled its mission in Scotland, and

having acconqilishcd this it silently retrograded, and
left what remained for accomplishment to a more
efficient, or at least a more popular and congenial

acjencv. At first, incieed, Haldane, in the introduction

ofthese chapels, had no idea cf a dissent from the church
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—theywere only intended as auxiliaries; and both mi-
nisters and members were in the practice of commu-
nicating at the sacrament in the Established churches.

But it was impossible that this harmony could long

continue ; and, as was the case of Methodism in

England, the alliance was soon broken, and the new
congregations were organized into a body of Dissen-

terism. And then followed a spirit of division by
which the body was rent in twain. The question

of pcedobaptism was the subject of controversy ; and
while Haldane and his brother adopted the senti-

ments of the Baptists, and were followed by a large

portion of the Congregationalists, the rest took a more
decided stand upon those principles of Independency
which had long been recognized in England. Such
was the history of a religious cause which, be its

intrinsic merits what they may, has never been con-

genial to the spirit of the Scottish nation.

In this manner the days of Robert Haldane were
indefatigably occupied for a course of years, and to

these general labours we must add his own individual

exertions as a lay-preacher and missionary ; for he
was of opinion that the office of an evangelist neither

needed the regular preparation of a college nor the

authoritative sanction of a presbytery. At length,

finding that repose to be necessary which results from
change of action, he once more turned to the occu-

pations of a country gentleman, by purchasing, in

1809, the estate of Auchingray, in Lanarkshire

—

a desolate moor of 2000 acres, on which grew only

a single tree; but which his exertions adorned with
forests of larch, fir, birch, ash, and coppice. This,

however, was not his chief occupation, for a large

portion of his time was spent in the study, where his

preparations for the pulpit equalled those of the most
ambitious or painstaking minister. Another impor-
tant purpose to which he addressed himself was the

preparation of a literary work on the Evidences of
Christiauity. He was dissatisfied with the estal)-

lished writings upon this important subject, where
the authors, however learned and talented, seemed
to be more solicitous about the outworks of Chris-

tianity than its inner life and spirit ; and he justly

thought that a more correct and more endearing
view of the faith itself should be given, in addition

to the argimients by which its heaven-descended
authority was authenticated. The result of this wish
was his Eiidence and Authority ofDivine Kn-elation,

of which the first edition was published in 1816.

The work, which, at a later period of his life, was
consideraljly extended and improved, was not only
favourably received by the Christian public, but
highly commended by the most influential judges.

.\fter this pu))Iication an important epoch in the
life of -Mr. Haldane followed. This was his memor-
able journey to Geneva and Montauljan. After
twenty years of toil and sacrifice he had witnessed
such a religious revival in Scotland as left him little

cause to regret that Congregationalism should at last

be found unnecessary. Still as earnest upon the

great work of his life, and as buoyant for missionary
enterprise as when he commenced his career, he now
resolved to make once more a tour of the Continent,
which the peace had but lately opened to the visits

of British travellers. Accompanied by Mrs. Hal-
dane, he left Edinburgh on the 9th of Oct(;bcr, 1816.

His first halt was at Paris; but finding no opening
there for missionary labour, and hearing of the be-

niglited state of Geneva, he went to that city, and
there took up his residence. That home of Calvin
and refuge of John Knox, and therefore so endeared
to the affections of every leal-hearted Scotsman

—

alas ! how it had fallen from its ancient supremacy !

Those doctrine^;, of which it ^\-as oncc the nursing-

mother and propagandist, had been so utterly for-

gotten, that, when the new visitor announced them,
he was met with the Athenian cry, "Thou bringest

certain strange things to our ears !" Not merely the
Calvinistic fonn of Christianity, but even Chris-

tianity itself, had dwindled down into Arianism,
Socinianism, Neology, Deism—anything, in short,

but what it originally was ; while each man was
allowed to modify it according to his own pleasure,

provided he did not disturb society, either with
warnings of its apostasy or a summons to repentance.

Such was especially the state of the pastors of the
canton, the theological schools, and the students in

training for the ministry; and although a very few
suspected occasionally that they were in the wrong,
and that there was some better way which they had
missed, there was neither friend to encourage nor
teacher to direct them in their inquiries. But, on
the entrance of Robert Haldane, a change commenced
in Geneva. He received a few of the students at his

hotel, to whom he expounded the Scriptures; the

numbers of inquirers grew and multiplied, and light

increased among those who diligently sought it.

These students, however, numerous as they ultimately

became, did not constitute the whole of his audience.

"Besides those who attended regularly," Haldane
himself writes, "some, who did not wish to appear
with the students, came at different hours ; and in

conversing with them at those times, or after finish-

ing the public course at eight o'clock, I was often

engaged till near midnight. Others of the inhabi-

tants of Geneva, unconnected with the schools of

learning, and of both sexes, occasionally visited me
in the afternoon respecting the gospel." No such
movement has ever occurred without opposition; and
the Genevese pastors, after vainly attempting to re-

fute the new preacher, endeavoured to procure his

banishment from the canton ; and, on the refusal of

their free republican government, they proposed to

cite him before their spiritual court as a teacher of

error and perverter of their students. But all that

they could do was to frame new acts, which every

student was required to sign before being licensed to

preach; acts particularly framed against the doctrines

of the Godhead of the .Saviour, original sin, grace

and effectual calling, and predestination. It was the

blundering policy of persecutors, who endeavour to

silence, without having power and authority to de-

stroy. The sword, wielded by such feeble hands,

was as the touch of a spur to accelerate the move-
ment.
Having finished the good work at Geneva, and

kindled a flame that was not to be extinguished, Mr.

Haldane wisely resolved to retire, and transfer his

labours to some other quarter. Montauban was
selected as his next field, which he reached in July,

1817. Here he published, in French, his jirelections

to the students of Geneva, in two volumes, under

the title of a Coniineutnryon tlu- Koiiians. Although

the centre of education fijr the I'njtcstants of the

Reformed Cliurch in France, Montauban was too

like the parent city of Geneva; it had lapsed from

the faith, and was overrun with Arianism and infi-

delity. Here he resided more than two years, and
proceeded in the same manner as he had done at

Geneva. And, hapjiily, it was with similar results.

.Several- ministers and many young students, who
had been trained in Rationalism, were awoke from

their security, and converted to the faith under his

apostolic ministry. .\\. length, the near prospect

of the death of his falher-in-Iaw, in Scotland, occa-

sioned his return, but villi the ])urpose of revisiting

MontauI)an, which, however, he was not destined

to accomplish.
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On his return to Scotland Mr. Haldane, always
indefatigable in the good work to which he had
devoted himself, was employed with the state of
religion at home and upon the Continent, inter-

mingled with occasional preaching and a missionary
visit to Ireland. In this way he occupied himself
till 1821, when a painful event called him forth as

a controversialist, and that too, not with the enemies,
but the professed friends and disseminators, of vital

nncontaminated Christianity. This conflict in which
he was engaged, still remembered as the Apocrjphal
Controversy, originated in the following circum-
stances:—On the establishment of the British and
Foreign Bible Society, it was agreed that tlie Scrip-

tures should be circulated without note and comment,
and that the Apocrypha should be excluded. This
condition it was easy to observe at home, and in

Protestant countries abroad, where the canon of
.Scripture has been established, and its own inspired

language received as the only authority. But it was
very different in Popish countries, where the jjre-

valent errors are mainly established upon passages
from the Apocrj-phal writings, and where, conse-

quently, the books of Tobit, the Maccabees, and Bel
and the Dragon, are of equal authority with those

of the apostles and prophets. They would not re-

ceive the Bible, therefore, unless it included the

Apocrypha, and in an evil hour the society yielded

to their demand. They not only gave money in aid

of foreign societies that published these adulterated

Scriptures, but actually printed Bibles with the
Apocrypha intermingled or appended, to further the
circulation of the Word among Romanist, Greek,
and semi- Protestant communities. In this way a
pious fraud was commenced, that went onward step

by step, until it attained the maturity of full-grown

Jesuitism. And still the unsuspecting public in-

creased their liberality from year to year, and satis-

fied themselves that all was right. At length it fell

to Robert Haldane, by the merest accident, to detect

this monstrous evil. In 1821, being in London, he
had occasion to visit the offices of the Bible Society,

where he left his umbrella, and called next day to

recover it. While he thus "looked in," he was
requested to join a sub-committee which was then
sitting. He complied ; but as the business went
onward, he was astonished to discover how mucli
the Apocrypha had been already circulated among
the foreign translations of the Bible. His appeals
on the occasion were loud and earnest, and the

society agreed to discontinue the practice. Thus
matters continued quiet till 1S24, when it was found
that the pnictice was still going on—and all that

good might come out of it. Finding his remon-
strances ineffectual, Mr. Haldane now appealed to

the Edinburgh Society, which had hitherto acted
in connection with the British .and Foreign Bible
Society; and as none of those Apocryphal sympathies
were harboured in the ncjrth that still lingered in

England, the Edinburgh branch withdrew from the
coalition, and formed an establishment of its own
for the circulation of an unmixed, unadulterated
gospel. Such a secession could not be accomplished
without a controversy ; for the parent society, that
felt itself rebuked by the movement, endeavoured to

justify itself to the Christian public; and thus the
two parties entered into a conflict that lasted for

years, and was waged with all the earnestness not
only of a religious Init a national warfare. It was
England and Scotland once more in the field, while
the canon of Scripture itself was at issue. In behalf
of the British and Foreign Bible Society, not only
the mere advocates of exjiediency were enlisted, but
men of t!ie highest reputation for learning, orthodoxy,

and piety, and the chief religious periodicals of the

day. On the other side. Dr. Andrew Thomson, the

most formidable of controversialists, and Robert
Haldane, by whom the evil had been detected and
the resistance commenced, were the principal cham-
pions.

Nothing can be more unjust and ungenerous at this

time of day, than to look back upon such a conflict

either with contempt or indifference. Revelation
itself was at stake. Driven from all their weak de-

fences of necessity and expediency, the Apocrjphal
party in desperation endeavoured to justify them-
selves by calling in question the canon of .Scripture

itself, as if it were a mere matter on which every one
might think as he pleased ; and to make good their

mischievous position, they explored the works of the

old heretical writers, to show how much of the Bible

was interpolated or uninspired, and how much might
safely \ie called in question. Never indeed was such
violence done to the faith of a Protestant community,
or the belief of men in such danger of being un-

settled. Onward went the conflict till 1830, when
Dr. Thomson, exhausted by his almost superhuman
efforts, fell dead at his post with the banner in his

hand, which was immediately caught and raised aloft

by Mr. Haldane. It was much indeed that he had
been able hitherto to keep pace with the onward
stride of such a leader. But after many a change
and trial, truth in the end prevailed ; the canon of

inspiration was more securely settled than ever, and
the Bible Society recovered from its errors and re-

stored to healthfulness and efficiency. During this

long controversy, Mr. Haldane's exertions, both on
the platform and in the press, were so numerous,
that we can only particularize his chief publications

upon the subject. In 1825 appeared his "/^cvvWy
0/' tlic Conduct of the British and Fotrign Bible So-

ciety relative to the Apocrypha, and to their Adviinistra-

tion on the Continent; with an Answer to the Rev.

C. Simeon, and Observations on the Cambridge Re-
marks." This was afterwards followed by a Second
Rrciau, in a pamphlet of more than 200 pages, in

consequence of a Letter add7'essed to Robert Haldcme,

Esq., by Dr. Steinkopff, impugning the statements

of the first. A third work which he published was
entitled Authenticity and Inspiration ofthe Scriptures.

A fourth was a Reticle of Dr. Pye Smith's Defence

of Dr. J/affna-^s Preface, and of his Denial of the

Dizine Authority of Part of the Canon, and of the

Jnil Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures, by Alexander
Carson. This work, written by a friend, served as

a sequel to his own on the Authenticity and Inspira-

tion of the Scripttires. Several other \\orks l>y the

same Dr. Carson, on the canon of .Scripture, were
published by Mr. Haldane during the course of the

controversy, at his own expense. After these, a

series of pamphlets appeared from the pen of Mr.

Haldane, in which he answered separately the Rev.

John Scott of Hull, Mr. Gurney of Norwich, the

Rev. Samuel Wilks, and other defenders of the

British and Foreign Bible Society.

We must now hasten over the latter days of Hal-

dane, although they were characterized by the same

high sense of duty and devoted activity that had dis-

tinguished his whole career. Before the Apocr}-phal

controversy had ended, he published a Refutation

of the Heretical Doctrine promulgated by the Rer:

Ed-ward I;-'ing respecting the Person and Atonement

of the lord fesus Christ; a work, the title of which
will sufficiently exjilain the puqiort. In 1834 he

published a new edition of his Evidences cf Chris-

tianity, to which many valuable chapters were
added that had not appeared in tlie original work of

1S16. After this he addressed himself to the re-
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vision of his greatest work, the Exposition of the

Epistle to the Romans, upon which he had been more
or less employed for thirty years, and published it,

greatly improved and enlarged, in 1835. The fact

of a lengthened exposition upon such a subject having

reached a fifth edition within seven years was a full

attestation of its theological merits. It might have
been hoped that his controversial warfare had now
ended, and that his life would have been left undis-

turbed to those important theological investigations

which he so greatly delighted to prosecute. But, in

183S, a generous love of fair play and sympathy
for the oppressed, obliged him once more to buckle

on his armour. The clergy of the Established church

in Edinburgh were paid, as they had long been, by
an annuity-tax levied upon every householder within

the royalty of the city. But at this the dissenters

and seceders had demurred, and were now in open
opposition; while many, from mistaken conscientious-

ness, or allured by the eclat of martyrdom divested

of its more serious pains and penalties, were willing

to incur the risk of fine or even of imprisonment
rather than support any longer what they called "the
State church." Thus the Established clergy of

Edinburgh were surrounded by a blockade, and
threatened to be reduced by famine. It was then

that Haldane. himself a dissenter, hastened to the

rescue. He boldly assailed the coalition that had
been formed for the non-payment of the annuity-tax;

grounding his argument upon the first seven verses

of the thirteenth chapter of .St. Paul's epistle to the

Romans, and startled the recusants by proving from
this authority that they were guilty of rebellion

against Christ himself. His appeal was addressed

through one of the Edinburgh newspapers, and
eleven letters followed, in which he pursued the

same line of argument. So successful were these

addresses that the tide of popular feeling was turned,

the coalition broken, and its leader silenced. It

would be well for the Established clergy of Edin-
burgh, if again, when the hostile feeling has been
renewed, they could find such another advocate.

Old age and its decay were now doing their

appointed work, and by 1840 Mr. Haldane was
obliged to desist from his wonted duties as preacher
in tlie chapel which he had erected at Auchingray.
liut to the last he continued to interest himself in

religious and missionary movements, and to revise

and improve his Exposition of the Koinaiis, which
lie justly regarded as the most imj^ortant of all his

writings. Thus he continued to the close of his life,

on the 1 2th of December, 1842, when he died,

rejoicing in the faith he had preached, and the love

and Christian charity which his whole life had so

beautifully exemplified. His remains lie interred in

one of the aisles of the venerable cathedral of Glas-
gow, awaiting the joyful resurrection of the just.

Only six months after his widow also died, and her
body was buried in the same vault with her husband.
Their only child, Margaret, left one son and three

daughters, the grandchildren of Robert Haldane.

HALKET, Lady .\nne, whose extensive learning

and voluminous the-jlogical writings place her in

the first rank of female authors, was the daughter of

Mr. Robert Murray, of the family of Tullibardine,

an'l was born at London, January 4, 1622. She
may be said to have been trained up in haJMts of

scholastic study from her very infancy, her father

being preceptor to Charles I. (and afterwards ]irovo.-.t

of Eton College), and her mother, who was allied to

the noble family of Perth, acting as sub-governess to

the Duke of Gloucester and the Princess Elizabeth.

Lady Anne was instructed by her jjarents in every

polite and liberal science; but theology and physic
were her favourite subjects ; and she became so pro-

ficient in the latter, and in the more unfeminine
science of surgery, that the most eminent professional

men, as well as invalids of the first rank, both in

Britain and on the Continent, sought her advice.

Being, as might have been expected, a staunch
royalist, her family and herself suffered with the mis-
fortunes of Charles. She was married on March 2d,

1656, to Sir James Halket, to whom she bore four

children, all of whom died young, with the exception
of her eldest son Robert. During her pregnancy
with the latter she wrote an admirable tract. The
Motl^er's Will to the Unborn Child, under the im-
pression of her not surviving her delivery. Her
husband died in the year 1670; but she survived till

April 22d, 1699, and left no less than twenty-one
volumes behind her, chiefly on religious subjects, one
of which, her Aleditations, was printed at Edinburgh
in 1 701. She is said to have been a woman of

singidar but unaffected piety, and of the sweetest

simplicity of manners; and these qualities, together

with her great talents and learning, drew upon her

the universal esteem and respect of her contemporaries
of all ranks.

HALL, Captain Basil, R.N., was the son of

Sir James Hall, Bart., of Dunglass, in the county
of Haddington, and M.P. for the borough of St.

Michael's, Cornwall, of whom a notice will be
given in this collection. Basil was born in Edin-
burgh in 1788. His education, which was chiefly

conducted at the high-school of his native city,

appears to have given little promise of future literary

distinction; its monotony he felt to be a very weari-

ness; and, instead of seeking a high place among his

fellows, he preferred the middle of the class, be-

cause it was nearest to the comfortable fire. Still,

however, his character was marked by considerable

originality and independence ; a startling proof of

which he once gave to the master, by desiring to

have the hours for study and recreation left to his

own disposal, instead of his being tied down to the

regulations of the school. As might be expected,

this disregard of the laws of the Medes and Persians

fared as it deserved, and he continued to doze by the

fireside. Happily, however, his aim in life had been
early chosen, so that he could think of something
else than Latin conjugations. He had resolved to

be a sailor, and every holiday that released him from

the class-room was spent by the sea-shore, and in

frequent cruises with the fishermen of the coast on
which his father's estate was situated.

This early predilection of Basil Hall was soon

gratified; for, in 1802, when he had only reached his

fourteenth year, he was entered into the royal navy.

On leavhig home, "Now," said his father, initting

a blank-book into one hand of the stripling, and a

pen into the other, "you are fairly afloat in the

world; you must begin to write a journal." Little

did Sir James know how zealously this judicious

advice would be followed out, and what fruits would
germinate from such a small beginning. The educa-

tion that was fitted for such a mind as his had now
fairly commenced. As his biographer has justly

observed, " The opportunities which the naval i^ro-

fession affords, both for scientific pursuits and the

study of men and manners in various climes, hap-

pened, in Cajjtain Hall's case, to lead him into

scenes of more than usual interest ; or perhaps it

would be more correct to state that his eager and
indefatigable pursuit of knowledge induced him to

seek every means of extending the sphere of his ob-

servations." After having been six years at sea.
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cluring which long period he had been only twelve

days at home, lie received a lieutenant's commission
in 1808; and, being desirous of active service, he
procured his transference from a ship of the line to

the frigate Endymion, employed at that time in tran-

sporting troops for Sir John Moore's army in Spain.

There Lieutenant Hall witnessed many heart-stirring

events, not the least of which was that of the heroic

Moore borne <lying from the battle of Corunna. Of
the whole of this conflict, in which he was a spec-

tator, he has given an interesting account in his

Fragments of Voyages and Travels.

The rest of Basil Hall's naval career is so well

known from his numerous works, that nothing piore

is necessary than merely to advert to its leading

points. In 1814 he was promoted to the rank of

commander, and in 1817 to that of post-captain.

Pending the period of advance from a lieutenancy,

he was acting commander of the Theban on the East

India station, in 1813, when he accompanied its

admiral, Sir Samuel Hood, in a journey over the

greater part of the island of Java. On his return

home he was appointed to the command of the Lyra,

a small gun-brig that, in 1816, formed part of the

armament in the emljassy of Lord Amherst to China.

On the landing of the suite, and while his lordship

was prosecuting his inland journey to Pekin, Captain

Hall used the opportunity by exploring those won-
ders of the adjacent seas, which as yet were little, if

at all, known to the "barbarians" of the "outer
circle." During this cruise his visit to the Great

Loo-Choo Island will continue to be memorable,
from the Eden-like scenery and primitive innocent

race which it presented to the eyes of its astonished

visitors. Even Napoleon himself was justified in

doubting whether such a community existed, when
he was informed by Captain Hall that tliey not only

used no money, but possessed also no lethal weapon,
not even a poniard or an arrow. The ex-emperor
indeed was in the right, for subsequent accounts have
shown that the Loo-Chooans must have cunningly

imposed both upon Hall and Captain Maxwell, by
whom \\\Q Alcestewz.?, commanded in the expedition,

and that these gentle islanders used not only weapons
and money, but were among the most merciless pirates

in the Yellow Sea. On his return to luigland in 1817
Captain Hall published A Voyage of Diseo7'cry to the

IVestern Coast of Corea and the Great Loo- Choo Lsland
ill the yapan Sea, a work so novel and interesting in

its materials, as well as so attractive in style, that it

rapidly secured a wide popularity. In this first

edition there was an appendix containing charts and
various hydrographical and scientific notices, which
were omitted in the second, published in 1820. In

1827 the work appeared in a still more popular form,

being the first volume of Constable s Miscellany, while
it was enriched wit^l the highly interesting account
of his interview witli Napoleon at -St. Helena, when
the Lyra was on its return from the Chinese Sea.

In 1820 Captain Hall, in the ship Con-way, under
his command, proceeded to Valparaiso, being charged
to that effect by the British government. It was a
period of intense interest to the Spanish colonies of
.South America, engaged as they were in that event-
ful warfare with the mother country by which their

independence was secured, and in such a contest
]5ritain could not look on as an unconcerned spec-
tator. After having touched at Teneriffe, Rio-de-
Janeiro, and the River Plate, and remained at anchor
in the principal seaport of the Chilian coast, accord-
ing to orders, he was next sent in 182 1 from Val-
paraiso towards Lima, being commanded to call by
the way at the intermediate ports on the coast of
Chili and Peru. Tlie object of this cruise was to

inquire into the British interests at these places; to

assist and protect any of his Britannic majesty's

trading subjects; and, in a general way, to ascertain

the commercial resources of the district. Having
discharged these pacific but important duties to the

full satisfaction ofgovernment, he returned to England
early in 1823, and published the result of his obser-

vations under the title of Extracts from a jfournal

luritten on the Coasts of Chili, Peru, and Alexico, in

the years 1820, 1821, attd 1822. This work, which
afterwards constituted the second and third volumes
of Constables Miscellany, contained not only a highly

interesting account of the people of these countries,

and the events of the war of South American in-

dependence, but a memoir on the navigation of the

.South American station, a valuable collection of

scientific observations, and an article " On the

Duties of Naval Commanders-in-chief on the South
American Station, before the appointment of Con-
suls."

Captain Hall had now established for himself a

higher reputation than that of a brave sailor, skilful

navigator, and rising man in his profession; his scien-

tific acquirements, which he made by close study and
careful observation during the course of his profes-

sional service in eveiy quarter of the world, had
insured him the favourable notice of the most eminent
in the several departments of physics, while the liter-

ary excellence of the works he had already published

had given him an honoured place among the most
popular writers of the day. On this account, while
he was on shore, it was as an author, and in the

society of authors; and in this respect his journal

affords such a mass of information that we wonder
how a sailor could have written it. But everj' phase
of intellectual society, every movement, every utter-

ance, was as carefully noted by him as if he had been

on the look-out upon the mast-head amidst a new
ocean studded with rocks, shoals, and sunny islands.

In this way, amongst other information, he has given

us one of the most minute, and at the same time most
graphic and interesting, accounts which we possess

of the domestic life of Sir Walter Scott. As he was
living on shore at the time, he spent the Christmas

of 1824 at Abbotsford, with the "Great Unknown,"
while the mansion itself, which was newly finished

and now to be inaugurated, had a greater concourse

of distinguished guests than it could well contain.

"Had I a hundred pens," exclaims Hall on this

occasion, "each of which at the same time should

separately write down an anecdote, I could not lioj^e

to record one-half of those which our host, to use

Spenser's expression, 'welled out alway.'" But
what man could do he did on this occasion; and
during these ten or twelve happy days, every hour
found him on the alert, and every evening occupied

in bringing up his log. In this way his Abbotsford

Journal alone would form a delightful volume.

"Certainly, Sir Waller -Scott," observes his son-in-

law and biographer, " was never subjected to sharper

observation than that of his ingenious friend Captain

Basil Hall." But while thus observant, Hal! could

also be as frolicsome a Jack-ashore as ever landetl

after a two years' cruise, and this he showed when
Hogmanay-iiight came; that night often so destruc-

tive of merriment, because peojde are then, as it were,

enjoined by proclamation, like that of (.)theI!o in

Cyprus, to "put themselves in triumph." "It is

true enough,'' says Hall, when jihilosophizing upon
this perverse tendency, "th.it it is to moralize too

deei>ly io take things in this way, and to conjure

up, with an ingenuity o{ self-annoyance, these

blighting image?. So it is, and so I acted; and
as wr hcait was light and unloaded with anv care,
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I exerted myself to carry through the ponderous
evening; ponderous only because it was one set

apart to be light and gay. I danced reels like

a wild man, snapped my fingers, and hallooed

with the best of them; flirted with the young ladies

at all hazards; and with the elder ones—of which
there was a store—I talked and laughed finely."

While mentioning Scott and Hall in connection,

it may be as well to state that the acquaintance-

ship which they enjoyed during these bright but

brief festal meetings at Abbotsford, was not in-

terrupted, but rather drawn more closely, by the

distressing events that clouded the latter years of Sir

Walter. When Scott's health was so utterly broken
down that a voyage to Naples, and a winter's resid-

ence there, were prescribed as a last resource, Cap-
tain Hall, unknown to his friend, and prompted by
his own kind heart, applied on this occasion to Sir

James Graham, first lord of the admiralty, and
suggested how fit and graceful an act it would be on
the part of government to place a frigate at Scott's

disposal for his voyage to the Mediterranean. The
application was successful; and Sir Walter, amidst

the pleasure he felt at such a distinction, could not

help exclaiming of Hall, "That curious fellow, who
takes charge of every one's business without neglect-

ing his own, has done a great deal for me in this

matter." Here Captain Hall's good offices did not

terminate, for he preceded Sir Walter to Portsmouth,
to make preparations for his arrival and comfortable

embarkation. Of the few days which Sir Walter
Scott spent at Portsmouth on this occasion, the cap-

tain has given a full account in the third volume of

his Third Scries of Voyages and Travels.

In the interview which Hall was privileged to

enjoy with Napoleon Bonaparte at St. Helena, and
amidst the abrupt transitions that occurred in the

manifold dialogue, where he was catechized more
closely than ever he had been before, he records the

following part of it, so closely connected with his own
personal history:—"Bonaparte then said, 'Are you
married?' and upon my replying in the negative,

continued, 'Why not? What is the reason you don't

marry ?
' I was somewhat at a loss for a good answer,

and remained silent. He repeated his question, how-
ever, in such a way that I was forced to say some-
thing, and told him I had been too busy all my life;

besides which, I was not in circumstances to marry.

He did not seem to understand me, and again wished
to know why I was a bachelor. I told him I was
too poor a man to marry. 'Aha!' he cried, ' I now
see—want of money—no money— yes, yes!' and
laughed heartily, in which I joined, of course,

though, to say the truth, I did not altogether see

the humorous point of the joke." We do not wonder
at Hall's blin(iness, for it was no joke at all to have
been compelled to remain so long in celibacy (he was
now in his thirtieth year), without a definite prospect

of emancipation. Thus matters continued for eight

years longer, when, in 1825, he married Margaret,

youngest daughter of Sir John Hunter, consul-

general for S]5ain.

Hitherto tiie career of Captain Hall had been a

mixed one, being spent partly on sea and jjartiy on
shore, while the duties of his profession were alter-

nated with the study of the sciences and the acquire-

ment of languages; and whatever land he visited in

the course of his many voyages, called forth from

him a dc^,criptive work, such as few literary landsmen
could have written. And yet, with all this incessant

mental action, and overflow of intellectual labour,

the details of his profession had been so carefully

studied, anti its manifold requirements so well at-

tended to, that he had attained a naval rank and

reputation only accorded to those who have devoted
themselves exclusively to the sea service. Now,
however, wc must briefly trace the rest of his life on
shore, when, as a married man, he had settled down,
and, in the words of Bacon, given hostages to for-

tune. By settling down, however, we are to under-
stand nothing else than his abandonment of the naval
profession, for his active inquiring spirit would have
carried him into every corner of the earth, had time
and opportunity permitted. In 1827 he repaired
with his wife and child to the United States, in which
they spent above a year, and where he travelled

during that time nearly nine thousand miles by land
and water. The fruits of his observations were given
soon after his return, in his Travels in North America,
in three vols. 8vo, which he published in 1829, His
next work was Fragments of Voyages and Travels,

which formed three serial publications, each con-
sisting of 3 vols, l2mo. In 1834 he was travelling

in Italy, and at Rome he formed the acquaintance-
ship of the distinguished Countess of Purgstall, who
had been an early friend of his father. This lady,

originally Miss Cranstoun, a native of Scotland, and
sister of George Cranstoun, advocate, afterwards

Lord Corehouse, was so famed for her eccentric

liveliness, beauty, wit, and accomplishments, as to

have been supposed by many to have been the ori-

ginal Diana Vernon, who so fascinated the novel-

reading world in the pages of Rob Roy. Although
this identity is denied by the biographer of Sir Walter
.Scott, it is certain that she was the early friend of
the great novelist, and bore a strong family resem-
blance to the subsequent heroine of his creation.

In 1797 she was married to Godfrey Wenceslaus,
Count of Purgstall, an Austrian nobleman, possessing

large establishments in Styria. But although sur-

rounded with almost regal splendour, the latter part

of the life of this once happy creature was a mourn-
ful one; for first her husband died in 181 1, and finally,

a few years afterwards, her only son, a youth of high
promise and attainments, at the early age of nineteen,

by which death the illustrious race of Purgstall was
extinct; and the forlorn wife and mother, who had
vowed to her son upon his death-bed that her dust

should finally be mingled with his, resisted every

solicitation of her early friends to return to her native

Scotland, and preferred a residence for the rest of

her days in her now lonely and deserted Styria.

Captain Hall gladly accepted an invitation to visit

her at her schloss or castle of Heinfeld, near Gratz;

and from the journal which he kept there he after-

wards published his work of Schloss //einfeld, or a
IVinter in Lower .Styria. The lady had now reached

the advanced age of seventy-eight, but her recollec-

tions of early days ^\ere still so fresh and vivid, that

they formed the chief theme of her conversation,

while she found in Captain Hall n delighted listener.

"The countess's anecdotes," he says, "relating to

this period (of her intimacy with Sir Walter Scott),

were without number; and I bitterly regretted, when
it was too late, that I had not commenced at once
making memoran<ta of what she told us. It was
indeed quite clear to us that this accomplished and
highly-gifted lady was the first person who not
merely encouraged him to persevere, but actually

directed and chastised those incipient efforts which,
when duly matured, and rendered confident by in-

dependent exercise, and repeated though cautious

trials, burst forth at last from all control, and gave
undisputed law to the whole world of letters." It

was at this huge Styrian castle, also, that Captain
Hall spent his fjrty-sixth birth-day, upon which
occasion he gives us the fallowing retrospect of his

past existence:
— "1 have enjoyed to the full each
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successive period of my life, as it has rolled over me;
and just as I began to feel that I had had nearly
enough of any one period, new circumstances, more
or less fortunate and agreeable, began to start up,

and to give me fresher, and, generally speaking, more
lively interest in the coming period than in that which
had just elapsed. As a middy, I was happy—as a
lieutenant, happier—as a captain, happiest ! I re-

member thinking that the period from 1815 to 1823,
during which I commanded different ships of war,

could not by any possibility be exceeded in enjoy-

ment; and yet I have found the dozen years which
succeeded greatly happier, though in a very different

way. It is upon this that the whole matter turns.

Different seasons of life, like different seasons of the

year, require different dresses; and if these be mis-

placed, there is no comfort. Were I asked to review
my happy life, and to say what stage of it I enjoyed
most, I think I should pitch upon that during which
I passed my days in the scientific, literary, and poli-

tical society of London, and my nights in dancing
and flirting till sunrise, in the delicious paradise of

Almack's, or the still more bewitching ball-rooms of

Edinburgh ! Perhaps next best was the quiet half-

year spent in the Schloss Meinfeld. What the future

is to produce is a secret in the keeping of that close

fellow. Time; but I await the decision with cheer-

fulness and humble confidence, sure that whatever
is sent will be for the best, be it what it may."

—

How blessed a boon is our ignorance of futurity!

Through this iLjnorance, years of happiness were yet

in store for Captain Hall, and at their close "suffi-

cient for the day were the evils thereof."

Hitherto we have noticed the carefulness with
which he had been accustomed, wherever he went,
to keep a daily journal. Tlie advantage of this plan
is obvious in all his writings. Every object he de-

scribes as if he had just left it, and every event as if

its last echo had not yet died away. Thus, his

Schloss Heiiifeld, which is such a lively fascinating

work, was but an episode in one of three trips to the

Continent, and out of these visits he purposed to

make a whole series of similar writings from the

copious memorials he had taken of his ever}--day

movements. This, however, he did not accomplish,
and his last production, entitled Patc/nvork, in three

volumes, was published in 1 84 1. It is a light sketchy
collection of tales, recollections of his travel in foreign

countries, and essays, and evinces that his intellect

was still as vigorous and his heart as buoyant as ever.

But here the memoir of Captain Hall must be abruptly
closed. Mental aberration, perhaps the result of so
much activity and toil, supervened, after which his

existence was but a blank; and, being necessarily

placed in confinement, he died in the Royal Hospital,
Haslar, Portsmouth, on the llth of September, 1S44,
at the age of fifty-six.

In the preceding notice, instead of enumerating
the whole of Basil Hall's numerous writings, we have
confined ourselves to those that were connected with
his personal liistory. Allusion has already been made
to his scientific researches, which he commenced as
a young midsliipman, and continued to the end of
his career. Besides tlie interspersion of these re-

searches among his popular works, he produced
several detached papers, of which the following list

his been given:— .>/;; Aciount of ihe Gcoh^y of the
Tabk Mountain; Ddails of Experiments made li'ith

ail In-janable Pendulum in South America and other
Places, for determining^ the Figure of the Earth;
Ol'sen'ations made on a Cornet at I'alparaiso. I>e-

sides these three papers, which were published in

the Transactions of the Royal Society, Captain Hall
produced— ^-i Sketch of the Professional and Scientific

Objects which might be aimed at in a Voyage of Re-
search; "A Letter on the Trade-winds," in the Ap-
pendix to DanielCs Meteorology ; several scientific

papers in Bravster's Journal, Jameson^s yournal,

and the Encyclopedia Britannica. It is only neces-

sary to add to this account, that Captain Hall was
a fellow of the Royal Societies of London and Edin-
burgh, and a member of the Astronomical Society
of London.

HALL, Sir J.\mes, Bart., father of Captain Sir
Basil Hall, R. N., the subject of the preceding
notice, was born at Dunglass in East Lothian, on
the 17th January, 1761. He was the eldest son of
.Sir John Hall, who had married his cousin, Mag-
dalen, daughter to Sir Robert Pringle of Stitchell

in Berwickshire. Sir James received a private

education until his twelfth year, when he was sent

by his father to a public school in the neighbour-
hood of London, where he had the good fortune

to be under the care and superintendence of his

uncle, Sir John Pringle, the king's physician. He
succeeded to the baronetcy by the death of his

father, in July, 1776, and much about the same
period entered himself in Christ's College, Cam-
bridge, where he remained for some years. He
then proceeded with his tutor, the Rev. Mr.
Brand, on a tour on the Continent, whence he re-

turned to Edinburgh, when twenty years old, and
lived there witli his tutor until he became of age,

attending, at the same time, some of the classes of
the Edinburgh university. In 1782 Sir James
Hall made a second tour on the continent of Europe,
where he remained for more than three years, gra-

dually acquiring that accurate information in geology,

chemistry, and Gothic architecture, which he after-

wards made so useful to the world. During this

period he visited the courts of Europe, and made
himself acquainted with their scientific men. In his

rambles he had occasion to meet with the adventurer
Ledyard; the interview between them, its cause and
consequence, are, with a sense of gratitude and jus-

tice not often witnessed on similar occasions, detailed

in the journals and correspondence of that singular

man; and the scene is so honourable to the feelings

of Sir James Hall, that we cannot avoid quoting it

in Ledyard's own words

:

"Permit me to relate to you an incident. About
a fortnight ago Sir James Hall, an English gentle-

man, on his way from Paris to Cherbourg, stopped
his coach at our door, and came up to my chamber.
I was in bed, at six o'clock in the morning, but

Iiaving flung on my robe de chambre, I met him at

the door of the ante-chamber— I was glad to see

him, but surprised. He observed, that he had
endeavoured to make up his opinion of me with as

much exactness as possible, and concluded that no
kind of visit whatever would surprise me. I could

do no otherwise than remark that his opinion sur-

prised me at least, and the conversation took another

turn. In walking across the cliamber he laughingly

put his hand on a six-livre piece and a louis d'or

that lay on my table, and with a half-stitled blush,

asked me how I was in the money way. Blushes

commonly beget blushes, and I bhislied partly be-

cause he did, and partly on other accounts. 'If

fifteen guineas,' said lie, interrupting the answer he

had demanded, 'will he ci' any service to you, there

they are,' and he put tliem on tiie table. 'I am a

traveller myself, and though I have some fortune to

sujiport my travels, yet I have been so situated as to

want money, which you ought not to do—you have
my addre>s in London.' He then wished me a good
morning and left me. This gcutlenian was a total
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stranger to the situation of my finances, and one
that I had, by mere accident, met at an ordinary in

Paris.'"

The sum was extremely acceptable to Ledyard,
for the consumption of the six-livre piece and the

louis d'or would have left him utterly destitute; but

lie had no more expectation or right to assistance

from Sir James Hall than (to use his own simile)

from the Khan of Tartary. On his return to Scot-

land, Sir James Hall married, in 1786, the I-ady

Helen Douglas, second daughter of Dunbar, Earl of

Selkirk. Living a life of retirement. Sir James com-
menced his connection with the Royal Society of

Edinburgh, of which he was for some time president,

and enriched its Transactions by accounts of experi-

ments on a bold and extensive scale. The results

were in many instances so important that they de-

serve to be cursorily mentioned in this memoir, which,

treating of a scientific man, would be totally void of

interest without some reference to them. He was a

supporter of the theory of Dr. Hutton, who main-
tained the earth to be the production of heat, and all

its geological formations the natural consequences of

fusion; and his experiments may be said to be special

evidence collected for the support of this cause.

Among the minute investigations made by the sup-

porters of both sides of the controversy, it had been
discovered by the Neptunians, that in some granites,

where quartz and feldspar were united, the respective

crystals were found mutually to impress each other

—

therefore, that they must have been in a state of solu-

tion together, and must have congealed simul-

taneously; but as feldspar fuses with less heat than is

required for quartz, the latter, if both were melted
by fire, must have returned to its solidity previously

to the former, and so the feldspar would have yielded

entirely to the impression of the ciystals of the quartz.

Sir James Hall discovered that when the two sub-

stances were pulverized and mixed in the proportions
in which they usually occur in granite, a heat very
little superior to that required to melt the feldspar

alone, fused both, the feldspar acting in some re-

spects as a solvent or flux to the quartz. Making
allowance for the defects of art, the result of the ex-

periment, while it could not be used as a positive

])roof to the theory of the Huttonians, served to de-

fend them from wliat miglit have proved a conclusive

argument of their opponents. ]5ut the other experi-

ments were founded on wider views, and served to

illustrate truths more important. The characteristic

of the theory of Dr. Hutton, distinguishing it from
those of others who maintained the formation of the
earth by means of fire, was, tliat i^erceiving the prac-

tical effect of heat on most of the bodies which formed
the crust of the earth, to be calcination, or change of
f.tate, and not fusion, or chanije of form, and know-
ing from the experiments of l>r. Black, tliat, in the

case of limestones, tiie change dejiendefl on the sepa-

ration of the carbonic acid gas from the eartli, the
theorist concluded, that by a heat beyond wliat

human agency could j^rocure, calcareous earths

might be fused, provided the gas were prevented
from escaping by means of strong pressure. Sir

James Hall, conceiving it po5sil;le that a sufficient

heat might be procured to exemplify the theory on
some calcareous bodies, commenced a series of ex-

periments in 1798, which he prosecuted through suc-

cess and <li-<appointment for seven years. The result

of these experiments was announced in an elaborate

inj)er, read before the Royal Society of Ldinburgh,
and published in the Transactions of that body in

1 Lt'fr n7td Trn-T'ch cf John Lrdyard, from liis Journals
aiui CorrciJ'ondciicc, iSiS, p. 223, 224.

1806; they were in number 156, some successful^

others productive of the disappointment to which
accident frequently exposes the zealous chemist

—

conducted with considerable danger, great expense,

and unvarying patience and labour, and on the whole
singularly satisfactory in their results. The plan
followed by Sir James was, to procure a tube which
might afford a strong resistance to inward pressure,

for which purpose he alternately tried iron and por-

celain; one end being closed up, pulverized chalk or
other limestone was inserted, and the space betwixt
its surface and the mouth of the tube .being closely

packed with some impervious substance, such as clay

baked and pounded, fused metal, &c., the open ex-

tremity was hermetically sealed, and the end which
contained the substance to be experimented upon,
subjected to the action of a furnace. The iron or
the porcelain was frequently found insufficient to

sustain the pressure; the substance rammed into the

tube to prevent the longitudinal escape of the gas

had not always the effect, nor could Sir James, even
in the most refined of his experiments, prevent a

partial though sometimes scarcely perceptible escape

of gas; yet the general results showed the truth of

the theory on which he had proceeded to act, with
singular applicability;—the first successful experiment
procured him from a piece of common chalk, broken
to powder, a hard stony mass, which dissolved in

muriatic acid with violent effervescence—sometimes
the fruit of his labour was covered with crystals

visible to the naked eye—proving fusion and re-for-

mation as a limestone mineral. The results of these

experiments, as applicable to the formation of the

earth, were reduced to a table, in which, by a pre-

sumption that the pressure of water had been the

agent of nature, the author considers that 1700 feet

of sea, with the assistance of heat, is sufficient for

the formation of limestone—that by 3000 feet a com-
plete marble maybe formed, &c.;—it maybe remarked
that a fragment of marble manufactured by Sir James
Hall in the course of his experiments, so far deceived

the workman employed to give it a polish, that, act-

ing under the presiunption that the fragment had
been dug up in Scotland, he remarked, that if it were
but a little whiter, the mine where it was found
might be very valuable.

In 1808 .Sir James Hall represented the burgh
of St. Michael's in Cornwall; but after the dissolu-

tion of j^arliament in 1812, he did not again offer

himself as a candidate. Li 1813 he published his

^^•ell-known Origin, Principles, and History of Gothic
Architecture, in one volume (juarto, accompanied
with plates and illustrations. It contained an en-

largement and correction of the contents of a paper
on the same sulyect, delivered before the Royal
Society of I'Ldinburgh in the year 1797. This ele-

gant vcjlume is the most popular and esteemed work
on the subject of which it treats, both in the par-

ticular theory it esjiouses, and the interest of its

details. The origin and formation of (jothic archi-

tecture had given birth to many theories, accounting

fijr it on the imitative principles which guide the

formation of all architecture, some ingenious, but
none satisfactory. Warlmrton ]K)inted out the simi-

larity of Gothic aisles to avenues of growing trees.

Milner adopted the theory jiropounded in lieiitham's

History of I'lly Cathedral, (hat the jiointcfl arch was
formed l)y the interlacing of two semicircular arches;

and Murphy referred the whole formation of Gothic
architecture to an imitation of the form of the pyra-

mid. .Sir James Hall jierceived that no form could

be appro])riately assumed in Gothic architecture

which might not be constructed in wicker-ware; and
considered that the earliest stone buildings of this
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peculiar form were imitations of the natural forms

assumed in constructions of boughs and twigs. "It
happened," he says, in giving a lively account of the

circumstance which hinted such a theory, "that the

])easants of the country through which I was travel-

ling were employed in collecting and bringing home
the long rods or poles, which they make use of to

support their vines, and these were to be seen in

every village, standing in bundles, or waving partly

loose in carts. It occurred to me that a rustic dwel-

ling might be constructed of such rods, bearing a

resemblance to works of Gothic architecture, and
from which the peculiar forms of that style might

have been derived. This conjecture was at first

employed to account for the main parts of the struc-

ture, and for its general appearance only ; but after

a diligent investigation, carried on at intervals, with

the assistance of friends, both in the collection of

materials, and the solution of difficulties, I have been
enabled to reduce even the most intricate forms of

this elaborate style to the same simple origin ; and
to account for every feature belonging to it, from an

imitation of wicker-work, modified according to the

l)rinciples just laid down, as applicable to architec-

ture of every sort." Sir James, who was never fond

of trusting to the power of theory without practice,

erected with twigs and boughs a very beautiful

Gothic edifice, from which he drew conclusions

strikingly illustrative of his theory. But it must be
allowed that lie has carried it in some respects a

little beyond the bounds of certainty, and tliat, how-
ever much our tasteful ancestors continued to follow

the course which chance had dictated of the imita-

tion of vegetable formations in stone, many forms

were imitated, which were never attempted in the

wicker edifices of our far-distant progenitors. A
specimen of this reasoning is to be found in the

author's tracing the origin of those graceful spherical

angles which adorn the interior parts of the bends
of the mullions in the more ornate windows of Gothic
churches, to an imitation of the curled form assumed
by the bark when in a state of decay, and ready to

drop from the bough. The similitude is fanciful,

and may be pronounced to be founded on incorrect

data, as the ornament in question cannot be of prior

date to that of the second period of Gothic architec-

ture, and was unknown till many ages after the twig

edifices were forgotten. The theory forms a check
on the extravagancies of modern Gothic imitations,

and it were well if those who perpetrate such pro-

ductions would follow the advice of .Sir James Hall,

and correct their work by a comparison with nature.

This excellent and useful man,' after a lingering ill-

ness of three and a half years, died at Edinburgli on
the 23d day of June, 1832. Of a family at one time
very numerous, he left behind him five cliildren, of
whom the second was the distinguished Captain
Basil Hall.

1 The following anecdote of Sir James Hall, which has been
related to us by the individual concerned in it, appears to l>e char-
acteristic of the philosopher. Our friend had become interested
in some improvements suggested upon the quadrant by a shoe-
maker named G.avin White, resident at Aberdour in Fife; and
lie sent an account of them to Sir James Hall, desiring to have
his opinion of them. A few days after. Sir James Hall visited
our friend, and, with little preface, addressed him as follows :

" ?"^' ^ suppose you thought me a proper person to write to on
this subject, because I am president of the Royal Society. I

beg to uiform you that 1 am quite ignorant of the quadrant,
and therefore unalile to estimate the merit of Mr. White. I

have a son, however, a verv' clever fellow, now at Loo Choo:
if lie were here, he would be your man. Good rnoming. Sir."
It occurs to the editor of these volumes, that few philosophers
of even greater distinction than Sir James Hall, would have
had the candour to confess ignorance upon any subject— al-

though unquestionably to do so is one of the surest marks of
superior acauireinents and intellect.

HALYBURTON, Thomas, an eminent author
and divine, and professor of divinity in the univer-

sity of St. Andrews, was bom in December, 1674,
at Dupplin in the parish of Aberdalgy, near Perth,

of which parish his father had been clergyman for

many years, but being a "nonconformist," was
ejected after the Restoration. Upon his death, in

1682, his widow emigrated to Holland with Thomas,
her only son, then eight years old, on account of the

persecutions to which those of their persuasion were
still exposed in their native country. This event
proved fortunate for the subject of this notice, who
attained uncommon proficiency in all branches of

classical literature. He returned to Scotland in

1687, and after completing the usual curriculum of
university education, turned his views to the church,

and entered upon the proper course of study for that

profession. He was licensed in 1699, and in the

following year was appointed minister of the parish

of Ceres, in Fifeshire. Here he continued till 1710,

distinguished by the piety of his conduct and the

zeal with which he performed the duties of this

charge, when his health becoming impaired in conse-

quence of his pastoral exertions, he was appointed,

upon the recommendation of the synod of Fife, to the

professor's chair of divinity in St. Leonard's College
at St. Andrews, by patent from Queen Anne. About
this period Deism had partly begun to come into

fashion in Scotland, in imitation of the free-thinking

in England and on the Continent, where it had been
revived in the preceding centur)'. Many writers of

great learning and talent had adopted this belief, and
lent their pens either directly or indirectly to its pro-

pagation, the unhappy consequences of which were
beginning to display themselves on the public mind.

To counteract their pernicious influence Mr. Haly-
burton assiduously applied himself, and on his induc-

tion to the professor's chair delivered an inaugural

discourse, taking for his subject a recent publication

by the celebrated Dr. Pitcairn of Edinburgh, contain-

ing an attack on revealed religion under the feigned

name di Epistola Archhuedis ad Regcm Gelonem alba

GriECcB reperta, anno crra C/iristiancr, 1688, A. Pit-

carnio, M.D. ut vtdgo o-eJitur, anctorc. One of the

earliest, and perhaps the most powerful of all the

deistical writers that have yet appeared, was Edward,
Lord Herbert of Cherbury, in Shropshire (elder

brother of the amiable George Herbert, the well-

known English poet), who figured conspicuously in

the political world in tlie time of Charles I., and
wrote several works in disproof of the truth or neces-

sity of revealed religion. His most important puljli-

cation, entitled De Veritaie,\\2.i originally printed at

Paris in 1624, in consequence, as the author solemnly

declares, of the direct sanction ofHeaven to that eflect,

but was afterwards republished in London, and ob-

tained very general circulation. Mr. Halyburton

applied himself zealously to refute the doctrines con-

tained in these works and others of similar tendency

from the pens of different other writers, and produced

his Natiti-al Religion Insufficient, and Re-,.ealed Neces-

sary to Mans Happiness—a most able and elaborate

performance—in which he demonstrates witli great

clearness and force the defective nature of reason,

even in judging of the character of a Deity—the kind

of worship which ought to lie accorded him, &c.

Dr. Leland, in his letters entitled Viciv 0/ Deistical

IVriters, expresses great admiration of this perform-

ance, and regrets tliat the narrowness and illiberality

of the writer's opinions on .some points operated pre-

judicially against it in the minds of many persons.

Neither tliis nor any other of Mr. Halyburton's

works were given to tlie world during his life, which
unfortunately terminated in September, 1712, being
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then only in his thirty-eighth year. Besides the above
work, which was published in 17 14, the two others

by which he is best known in Scotland are The Great

Concern of Sahmtion, published in 1 72 1, and Ten
Sermons preaehid before and after the Celebration of
the Lord^s Supper, published in 1 722. A complete
edition of his works, in one vol. 8vo, was some years

ago published at Glasgow.

HAMILTON, Count Anthony, a pleasing de-

scriber of manners and writer of fiction, was born
about the year 1646. Although a native of Ireland,

and in after-life more connected with France and
England than with Scotland, the parentage of this

eminent writer warrants us in considering him a

proper person to fill a place in a biography of eminent

Scotsmen. The father of Anthony Hamilton was a

cadet of the ducal house of Hamilton, and his mother
was sister to the celebrated Duke of Ormond, Lord-

lieutenant of Ireland. The course of politics pursued

by the father and his connections compelled him, on
the execution of Charles I., to take refuge on the

Continent, and the subject of our memoir, then an
infant, accompanied his parents and the royal family

in their exile in France. The long residence of the

exiles in a country where their cause was respected

produced interchanges of social manners, feelings, and
pursuits unknown to the rival nations since the days

of the Crusades, and the young writer obtained by
early habit that colloquial knowledge of the lan-

guage, and familiar acquaintance with the magnificent

court of France, which enabled him to draw a

finished picture of French life as it existed in its native

purity, and as it became gradually ingrafted in Eng-
lish society. At the age of fourteen he returned with
the restored monarch to England ; but in assuming
the station and duties of a British subject he is said

to have felt a reluctance to abandon the levities of a
gayer-minded people, which were to him native feel-

ings. The return of the court brought with it Eng-
lishmen who had assimilated their manners to those

of the F>ench, and Frenchmen, anxious to see the

country which had beheaded its king, and not averse

to bestow the polish of their own elegant court on the

rough framework of the reconstructed kingdom.
Of these polished foreigners, the circumstances under
which one celebrated individual visited the British

court are too much interwoven with the literary fame
of Anthony Hamilton to be here omitted. The
chevalier, afterwards Count de Grammont, one of the

gayest ornaments of the court of Louis, found it in-

convenient to remain in France after having disputed

with his master the heart of a favourite mistress.

High born, personally courageous, entluisiastic in

the acquisition of "glory," handsome, extravagant,

an inveterate gam]>ler, a victor in war and in love,

Volage, et nuiite iin pen pcrfidc en amour, tlie French
emigrant to the court of England was a perfect

human lieing, according to the measure of the time
and the place. The admired qualities witli which
he was gifted by nature were such as control and
prudence could not make more agreeable ; but the

friends of the chevalier seem sometimes to liave re-

grettcfl that the liaisons in whicli he was frccjuently

engaged were so destructive to the peace of others,

and would have prudently suggested the pursuit of

intrigues wliich might have been less dangerous to

his personal safety. The chevalier found in his exile

a new field rich in objects that engaged his vagrant

affections. Tired of alternate concjuest and defeat,

he is represented as having finally concentrated his

affections on the sister of his celebrated hiogra])hcr,

on whom the brother has bestowed poetical cliarms

in one of the most exquisite of his living descriptions

of female beanty, but who has been less charitably

treated in the correspondence of some of her female

rivals. The attentions of the chevalier towards Miss
Hamilton were of that decided cast which admitted
of but one interpretation, and justice to his memory
requires the admission that he seemed to have fixed

on her as firm and honourable an affection as so ver-

satile a heart could form. But constancy was not
his characteristic virtue. He forgot for an interval

his vows and promises, and prepared to return to

France without making any particular explanation

with the lady or her brother. When he had just left

the city, Anthony Hamilton and his brother George
found it absolutely necessary to prepare their pistols,

and give chase to the faithless lover. Before he had
reached Dover the carriage of the offended brothers

had nearly overtaken him. "Chevalier De Gram-
mont," they cried, "have you forgot nothing in Lon-
don?" "Beg pardon, gentlemen," said the pursued,

"I forgot to marry your sister." The marriage was
immediately concluded to the satisfaction of both
parties, and the inconstant courtier appears to have
ever after enjoyed a due share of domestic felicity

and tranquillity. The chevalier returned with his

wife to his native country, and Hamilton seems to

have added to the attraction of early associations a

desire to pay frequent visits to a country which con-

tained a sister for whom he seems to have felt much
affection. Hamilton and Grammont entertained for

each other an esteem which was fostered and preserved

by the similarity of their tastes and dispositions. A
third person, differing in many respects from both,

while he resembled them in his intellect, was the

tasteful and unfortunate St. Evremond, and many of

the most superb wits of the brilliant court of Louis
XIV. added the pleasures, though not always the

advantages, of their talents to the distinguished circle.

Wit and intelleet, however pei"verted, always meet
the due homage of qualities which cannot be very

much abused, and generally exercise themselves for

the benefit of mankind; but unfortunately the fashion

of the age prompted its best ornaments to seek amuse-
ment among the most degrafled of the species, who
were in a manner elevated by the approach which
their superiors strove to make towards them, and
these men could descend so far in the scale of hu-
manity as to find pleasure even in the company of the

notorious Blood. Anthony Hamilton was natui^ally

a favourite at the court of St. Germains, and main-
tained a prominent figure in many of the gorgeous

entertainments of the epicurean monarch. He is said

to have performed a part in the celebrated ballet of

the Triumph of Love. Being by birth and education

a professed Roman Catholic, Charles II., who be-

friended him as a courtier, dared not, and could not

by the laws, bestow on him any ostensible situation

as a statesman. His brother James, however, was
less scrupulous, and under his short reign Hamilton
found himself colonel of a regiment of foot and
governor of Limerick. Having enjoyed the fruits of

the monarch's rashness, Hamilton faithfully bore his

share of the consequences, and accompanied his

exiled jirince to .St. CJermains; but he was no lover

of solitude, seclusion, and the Jesuits, and took little

pains to conceal his sense c)f the disadvantageous

change which the palace had ex]ierienced since his

previous residence within its walls. The company
of the brilliant wits of France sometimes exhilarated

his retirement, but the ]")layful count frequently found

that in the somlire residence of the exiled monarch
the talents which had astonished and delighted multi-

tudes must be confined to his own solitary person,

or discover some other method of displaying them-

selves to the world; and it is likely that we may
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date to the loyalty of the author the production of

one of the most interesting pictures of men and
manners that was ever penned. All the works of
Count Anthony Hamilton were prepared during his

exile, and it was then that he formed of the life and
character of his brother-in-law a nucleus round which
he span a vivid description of the manners of the

day, and of the most distinguished persons of the

English court. In the Memoirs ofGramnwnt, unlike

Le Sage, Cervantes, and Fielding, the author paints

the vices, follies, and weaknesses of men, not as a

spectator, but as an actor, and he may be suspected

of having added many kindred adventures of his own
•to those partly true and partly imagined of his hero.

But the elasticity of a vivid and lively imagination,

acute in the observation of frailties and follies, is

prominent in his graphic descriptions ; and no one
who reads his cool pictures of vice and sophism can
avoid the conviction that the author looked on the

whole with the eye of a satirist, and had a mind fitted

for better things, while at the same time the spirit

of the age had accustomed his mind, in the words of

La Harpe, ne contioitre d^autre vice que le ridicule.

The picture of the English court drawn by Hamilton
is highly instructive as matter of history; it repre-

sents an aspect of society which may never recur, and
the characters of many individuals whose talents and
adventures are interesting to the student of human
nature; nor will the interest of these sketches be di-

minished when they are compared with the characters

of the same individuals portrayed by the graver pen-
cils of Hyde and Burnet. That the picture is fascin-

ating with all its deformity has been well objected

to the narrative of the witty philosopher, but few
who read the work in this certainly more proper and
becoming age will find much inducement to follow

the morals of its heroes; and those who wish a graver
history of the times may refer to the Atalantis of

Mrs. Manley, where, if the details are more unvar-
nished, they are neither so likely to gratify a well-

regulated taste, nor to leave the morals so slightly

affected. The other works written by Count An-
thony Hamilton in his solitude were Le Belier, Fleiir

d''Epine^Les quatre Facardins et Teneyde. Many
persons accused him of extravagance in his Eastern
tales—a proof that his refined wit had not allowed
him to indulge sufficiently in real English grotesque-

ness when he wished to caricature the French out of

a ravenous appetite for the wonders of the Arabian
Nights Entertaimnents. Count Anthony Hamilton
died at St. Germains in 1720, in his sixty-fourth

year, and on his death-bed exhibited feelings of reli-

gion, which Voltaire and others have taken pains to

exhibit as inconsistent with his professions and the

conduct of his life. His works have been highly
esteemed in France; and whether from an amalgama-
tion'of the feelings of the two nations, or its intrinsic

merits, Englishmen have professed to find in one of
them the best picture of the habits and feelings of
that brilliant and versatile nation. Grammont him-
self is maintained by St. Simon to have been active
in bringing before the world the work in which his

own probity is so prominently described, and to have
appealed to the chancellor against the decision of
Fontenelle, who, as censor of the work, considered
it a very improper attack on so eminent a person as
the Count de Grammont. The first complete col-
leciiou of Hamilton's works was published in six vols.
l2mo, along with his correspondence, in 1749. A
fine impression of Grammont was prepared by Horace
Walpole at Strawberry Hill in 1772, in 4to, with
notes and portraits—a rare edition, less tastefully re-

published in 17S3. In 1792 Edwards published a
quarto edition, with correct notes, numerous portraits.

and an English translation, which has been twice re-

published. Two fine editions of the author's whole
works were published at Paris, i8i2, four vols. 8vo,

and 1813, five vols. l8mo, accompanied with an ex-

tract from a translation into French of Pope's Essay
on Criticism, by the count, said still to exist in manu-
script.

HAMILTON, David. This architect, who or-

namented his native country with many excellent

buildings, was bom in Glasgow, May li, 1768.

Of his early education and training for his profession

little if anything is known, so that his entire history

is to be read in the edifices he erected. Of these,

the first place is due to the works he constructed in

his native city. In Glasgow, he erected in 1804 the

theatre in Queen Street, by far the largest in Scot-

land, which shared the usual fate of such build-

ings, by being destroyed by fire. Besides this, he
erected the Western Club-house, and the Glasgow,
the British, and several other banks. But his chief

work in that city was the Glasgow Exchange, built

about 1837-40, one of its noblest architectural orna-

ments. It stands isolated in an area of 300 by 200
feet, and measures 200 by 76 feet, while the hall is

one of the largest and finest in the British island,

measuring 100 feet by 65, and divided into three

spaces by a range of seven columns on each side. On
the completion of this stately and commodious temple
of our Scottish merchandise, he was honoured with
a public dinner, and the present of a ser\'ice of plate,

and a gold snuff-box, &c. , by the citizens of Glasgow.
Of the country mansions in the west of Scotland,

several of the most distinguished were also erected

by Mr. David Hamilton. The chief of these were
Hamilton Palace, the almost regal residence of the

princely family of the Duke of Hamilton; Toward
Castle, that of the late Kirkman Finlay, Esq., M.P.

;

Dunlop House, Ayrshire, for Sir John Dunlop; and
Lennox Castle, judged one of the best of his works,
for John Kincaid, Esq., of Kincaid.

When a competition for the new Houses of Parlia-

ment was advertised, Mr. Hamilton was one of those

candidates remote from the metropolis whose emula-
tion was stirred by the architectural challenge, and
the plan which he submitted for this august fabric

was one of the four to which the premium of ;!^5oo

was awarded for superior excellence. The architect,

after a long and active life, in which he was univer-

sally esteemed for the excellence of his character and
integrity, as well as his professional superiority, died

at Glasgow on the 5th of December, 1843, in the

seventy-sixth year of his age.

HAMILTON, Gavin, a distinguished painter,

was descended from the ancient family of the Hamil-
tons of Murdieston, originally of Fife, but latterly of

I^anarkshire, and he was born in the town of Lanark.
From a ver)- early period of his life he entertained

a strong love for historic painting. It cannot be
traced with any degree of certainty under what master
he first studied in his native countiy, as there was no
fixed school of painting established in Britain at the

time; but being sent to Rome while yet very young,

he became a scholar of the celebrated Augustine

Mossuchi. On his return to Scotland after many
years absence, his friends wished him to apply him-
self to portrait-painting, but having im]:>ibed in Italy

higher ideas of the art, after a few successful attempts,

he abandoned that line and attached himself entirely

to historic composition. Few of his portraits are to

be found in Britain, and of these, two full lengths of
the Duke and Duchess of Hamilton are considered
the best. The h-'ure of the duchess with a irrevliound
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leaping upon her is well known by the mezzotinto

prints taken from it, to be found in almost every

good collector's hands. There is said to be another
unfinished portrait of the same duchess by him, in

which the then Duke of Hamilton thought the like-

ness so very striking, that he took it from the painter,

and would never allow it to be finished, lest the re-

semblance should be lost. He remained but a few
months in his native country, and returned to Rome,
where he resided for the principal part of his

life. From the advantages of a liberal education,

being perfectly familiar with the works of the great

masters of Grecian and Roman literature, he dis-

played a highly classic taste in the choice of his sub-

jects; and the style at which he always and success-

fully aimed, made him at least equal to his most
celebrated contemporaries. The most capital collec-

tion of Mr. Hamilton's paintings that can be seen in

any one place was, and if we mistake not is at

present, in a saloon in the Villa Borghese, which
was wholly painted by him, and represents in dif-

ferent compartments tiie story of Paris. These were
painted on the ceiling, and other scenes form a series

of pictures round the alcove on a smaller scale. This
work, though its position be not what an artist would
choose as the most advantageous for exhibiting his

finest efforts, has long been accounted a performance
of very high excellence. The Prince Borghese, as if

with a view to do honour to Scottish artists, had
the adjoining apartment painted by Jacob More,
who excelled as much in landscape as Hamilton in

historical painting. He had another saloon in the

same palace painted by Mengs, the most celebrated

German artist, and these three apartments were con-

ceived to exhibit the finest specimens of modern
painting then to be found in Italy.

In his liistorical pictures, some of which have come
to Britain, Mr. Hamilton plainly discovers that he
studied tlie chaste models of antiquity with more at-

tention than the living figures around him; which
has given his paintings of ancient histories that ])ro-

priety with regard to costume, which distinguished

them at the time from most modern compositions.

One of his greatest works was his Homer, consist-

ing of a series of pictures, representing scenes taken
from the Iliad; these have been dispersed into

various parts of Europe, and can now only l)e seen
in one continued series in the excellent engravings

made of them by Cunego, under the eye of Mr.
Hamilton himself. Several of these paintings came
to Britain, but only three reached Scotland. One of

these, the parting of Hector and .Viidromache, was in

the possession of the Duke of Hamilton. Another
represents the death of Lucretia, in the collection of

the Earl of Hopeloun, and was deemed by all judges
a capital performance. The third was in the house
of a .Mrs. Scott, in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh.
It represents .Achilles dragging the body of Hector
round the walls of Troy—a snljlime picture, which
if not \\\e.chcf (Vtru-'re of .Mr. Hamilton, would a|r)ne

have been sufficient to have transmitted his name
to posterity as one of the greatest artists. It was
painted for the Duke of liedford, and had been in

ins possession some time before the unfortunate ac-

cident which deprived him of his son the Mnrquis of

Tavistock, whose disastrous fate had some resem-

blance to the s'.ory of the picture, being thrown from
his horse and dragged to death, his foot having stuck

in the stirrup. After this, none of the family being

able to endure the picture, it was ordered to be ]uit

away, and General Scott became the purchaser of it

at a very moderate price. The figure of Achilles in

this picture is painted witli surprising characteristic

justness, spirit, and fire, and might stand the test of

the severest criticism. It was in the grand and terrible

that Mr. Hamilton chiefly excelled. His female char-

acters had more of the dignity of Juno, or the cold-

ness of Diana, than the soft inviting playfulness of
the goddess of love.

He published at Rome, in 1773, a folio volume,
entitled Schola Pictura: Italia:, or the Italian School

of Painting, composed of a number of fine engrav-
ings by Cunego, making part of the collection of
Piranesi. He there traces the different styles from
Leonardo da Vinci to the Carraccis. All the draw-
ings were made byMr. Hamilton himself, and this

admirable collection now forms one of the principal

treasures in the first libraries in Europe. All his

best pictures were likewise engraved under his own
eye by artists of the first ability, so that the world
at large has been enabled to form a judgment of the

style and merit of his works. In reference to the
original pictures from whence the engravings were
taken, many contradictory opinions have lieen ex-

pressed; some have considered his figures as wanting
in the characteristic purity and correctness of form
so strictly observed in the antique—others have said

he was no colourirt, though that was a point of his art

after which he was most solicitous. But setting all

contending opinions apart, had Mr. Hamilton never
painted a picture, the service he otherwise rendered
to the fine arts would be sufficient to exalt his name
in the eyes of posterity. From being profoundly
acquainted with the history of the ancient state of

Italy, he was enabled to bring to light many of the

long-buried treasures of antiquity, and to this noble
object he devoted almost the whole of the latter part

of his life. He was permitted by the government
of the Roman states to open scavos in various places;

at Centumcellae, Velletri, Ostia, and above all at

Tivoli, among the ruins of Adrian's villa; and it

must be owned that the success which crowned his

researches made ample amends for the loss which
painting may have suffered by the intermission of his

practice and example. Many of the first collections

in Germany and Russia are enriched by statues,

busts, and bas-reliefs of his discovery.

In the collection of the Museo Clcmentino, next
to the treasures of Belvidere, the contributions of
Hamilton were by far the most important. The
Apollo, with six of the nine Muses, were all of his

finding. At the ruins of ancient Gabii (celebrated

by Virgil in his sixth book of the Aineid, and by
Ilorace, epistle xi. b. i) he was also very fortunate,

particularly in the discovery of a Diana, a Germani-
cus, a Pan, and several rich columns of vcrd antique

and marmo fiortio. The paintings in fresco, pre-

served also by his great care ancl research, are ad-

mitted to surpass all others found in Italy.

He visited .Scotland several times in the decline of

his life, and had serious thoughts of settling alto-

gether in Lanark; where he at one time gave orders

for a painting-room to be built for him; but finding

the climate unsuitable to his constitution, he aban-

doned the idea and returned to Rome, where lie

died, according to Bryan's account in his History cf
Painting, about 1 775 or ^776.

All accounts of this artist agree in stating tb.nt,

however exalted his genius might be, it was fnr

surpassed by the benevolence and liberality of his

character.

HAMILTON, Jamks, third Marquis, and frst

Duke of Hamilton, was born in the palace at Ha-
milton, on the 19th of June, 1606. His father, James,
Marfpiis of Hamilton, was held in high favour by
James I., who, amongst other honours which l.c

bestowed on him, created him Earl of ("ambridgc,
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a title which was at an after-period a fatal 6ne to the

unfortunate nobleman who is the subject of this

memoir. Before the marquis had attained his four-

teenth year his father, who was then at St. James's
court, sent for him for the purpose of betrothing

him to the lady Margaret Fielding, daughter to the

Earl of Denbigh, and niece of the Duke of Buck-
ingham, and then only in the seventh year of her age.

After this ceremony had taken place, the marquis
was sent to Oxford to complete those studies which
he had begun in Scotland, but which had been seri-

ously interrupted by his coming to court. He suc-

ceeded his father as Marquis of Hamilton, March 2,

1625, while as yet considerably under age.

An early and fond intimacy seems to have taken

place between Prince Charles and the marquis.

That it was sincere and abiding on the part of the

latter the whole tenor of his life and his melancholy
and tragical death bear testimony. On Charles

succeeding to the throne, one of his first cares was
to mark the esteem in which he held his young
friend, by heaping upon him favours and dis-

tinctions. Soon after the coronation of the king,

however, in which ceremony he carried the sword
of state in the procession, he returned to .Scotland

for the purpose of superintending in person his family

affairs, which had been much deranged by the muni-
ficence of his father. The marquis, who does not

seem to have ever been much captivated by the life

of a courtier, soon became warmly attached to the

quiet and retirement of the country, and spent the

greater part of his time at Brodick Castle, a beautiful

and romantic residence in the island of Arran.

The king, however, whose attachment to him seems
to have gained strength by his absence, wrote to

him repeatedly, and with his own hand, in the most
pressing terms, to return. All these flattering invi-

tations he for some time resisted, until his father-in-

law, the Earl of Denbigh, came expressly to Scotland

with another earnest request from the king that he
would come up to London, and at the same time

offering him the appointment of master of the horse,

then vacant by the death of the Duke of Buckingham.
Unable longer to resist the entreaties of his sovereign,

now seconded by the earl, the marquis complied,

and proceeded with his father-in-law to court, wliere

he arrived in the year 1628. The promised appoint-

ment was immediately bestowed on him, with that of

gentleman of the bed-chamber, and privy-councillor

in both kingdoms. The amiable and unassuming
manners of the marquis saved lam at this part of his

career from all that hostility and jealousy which
usually attend the favourite of a sovereign, and he

was permitted to receive and enjoy all his offices

and honours without a grudge, and without the cost

of creating an enemy.
At the baptism of Prince Charles in 1630, he re-

presented the King of Bohemia as one of the sponsors,

and on tliis occasion the order of the Garter was con-

ferred upon him, together with a grant of the office

of chief steward of the house and manor of Hampton
Court. A more active life, however, was now aljout

to open upon the favourite courtier. King Charles,
having in the duke's name entered into a treaty with
tlie celebrated Gusta\-iis Adolphus, King of Sweden,
to furnisli him with 6000 men for his intended inva-

sion of Germany, witli the view of thus enabling his

]irother-in-Iaw, the elector palatine, to regain his

licreditary territories from which he had been driven,

the marquis was empowered to raise the stipulated

f tree. These he soon collected, and was on the point
of embarking with them himself, when he found
that a ch.irge of higli treason had been preferred

against him Ijiy Lord Ochiltree, son of that Cai^ain

James Stewart who had usurped the Hamilton
estates and dignities in the time of his grandfather.

The king himself was the first to inform the duke
of the aljsurd charge which had been brought
against him, and which consisted in the ridiculous

assertion that the marquis intended, in place of

proceeding to Germany with the forces he had raised,

to employ them in asserting a riglit to the Scottish

crown. Although the accusation was too absurd to

be credited, yet the marquis insisted that his inno-
cence should be established by a public trial. To
this proposal, however, the king would not listen,

and to show his confidence in the marquis's fidelity,

he invited him to sleep in the same bed-chamlxr
with him on the very night on which the charge
was brought against him by Lord Ochiltree. Tiie

forgeries of the latter in support of his accusation
having been proven, he was sentenced to perpetual
imprisonment, and thrown into the castle of Black-
ness, where he remained a captive for twenty years,

when he was liberated by one of Cromwell's officers.

On the i6lh of July the marquis sailed from
Yarmouth Roads with his army and forty ships, and
arrived at Elsincur on the 27th of the same month.
On the 29tli he sailed again for the Oder, which he
reached on the 30th. II ere he landed his men, and
having previously received a general's commission
from the King of Sweden, marched into Silesia, and
distinguished himself on all occasions by his bravery
and judicious conduct. After much severe service,

however, during which his army was reduced to

two incomplete regiments, and, conceiving himself
slighted by the King of Sweden, he wrote to his

own sovereign, requesting his advice as to his future

proceedings. Charles immediately replied "that if

he could not be serviceable to the palatinate he
should take the first civil excuse to come home. '

This he soon afterwards did, still parting, however,
on good terms with the Swedish king, who ex-

pressed his esteem for him by saying at his departure,

"in whatever part of the world he were, he would
ever look upon him as one of his own." The
marquis, on his return to the English court, was
received with unabated kindness, and again took his

place amongst the foremost in the esteem of his

sovereign.

In 1633 he accompanied the king to Scotland,

when he came down to receive the crown of that

kingdom; but from this period until the year 1638
he meddled no further with public affairs. The
troubles, however, of that memorable year again

brought him on the stage. To put an end to tlie

religious distractions in Scotland, the marquis was
despatched thither with instructions, and a power to

grant further concessions on some important points.

The demands of the Covenanters were, however,

greater than was expected, and this attempt at media-

tion was unsuccessful. He was a second time sent

down to Scotland with enlarged powers; but as thc>e

embraced no concession regarding the covenant, this

journey was equally fruitless with the other. In tlic

beginning of winter he was a third time despatched,

with instructions to act as commissioner at the Gene-
ral Assembly which had been appointed to meet for

the settlement of difference^, and which sat down at

Glasgow in Xovcniber. T!ie conces.^ions, however,

\\-hich he was authorized to make were not con-

sidered at all sufficient. The opponents of the court

in the as^cmblv liroceeded fVum measure to measure,

in despite of all the marquis's efforts to stem t];e

tide of disAffection. Fintling this impossible, he
dissolved the court. The Covenanters, however,

coiuinuiiig their sittings, went on subscribing tlic

covcnan:, and. decreed llic abrogation of bishcps in
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the Scottish church. Having been able to render

the king little more ser\'ice than the gain of time

which his negotiations had secured, the marquis re-

turned to London. Indeed, more success could not

have been expected from an interference where the

covenant, the principal subject of contention, was
thus spoken of by the opposite parties : the king,

writing to his commissioner, " So long as this

damnable covenant is in force, I have no more
power in Scotland than a Duke of Venice;" and the

Covenanters again replying to some overtures about
its renunciation, that "they would sooner renounce
their baptism. " The king, who had long anticipated

a violent issue with the Scottish malcontents, had in

the meantime been actively employed in collecting

a force to subdue them; and the marquis, soon after

his arrival in England, was appointed to a command
in this armament. Whilst the king himself pro-

ceeded overland with an army of 25,000 foot and
3000 horse, the marquis sailed from Yarmouth
with a fleet, having on board a further force of 5000
men, and arrived in Leith Roads on the 1st of May.
On his arrival he required the leaders of the Cove-
nanters to acknowledge the king's authority, and
seemed disposed to proceed to hostilities. But the

king, in the meantime, having entered into a pacific

arrangement with the Covenanters, his military com-
mand ceased, and he proceeded to join his majesty
at his camp near Berwick. Soon after this the

marquis once more retired from public employment,
and did not again interfere in national affairs for

several years. In 1642 he was once more sent to

Edinburgh by the king to resume negotiations with

the Covenanters; and on this occasion w.as so suc-

cessful as to alarm Pickering, the agent of the

English parliament at Edinburgh, who wrote to his

employers recommending them to bring Hamilton
immediately to trial as a disturber of the harmony
between the two kingdoms. This representation of

Pickering's, however, was attended with no immedi-
ate result, whatever effect it might have on his ulti-

mate fate; and it is not improbable that it was tlien

recollected to his prejudice. As a reward for his

faithful and zealous services, the king now bestowed
upon tlie marquis by patent, dated at Oxford, 12th

April, 1643, the title of duke. The same patent

invests him also with the title of Marquis of Clydes-

dale, Earl of Arran and Cambridge, and Lord Avon
and Innerdale. By one of those strange and sudden
reverses, however, to which the favourites of kings

are so suljjcct, the duke was thrown into prison by
that very sovereign who but a short while since had
loaded him with titles and honours. \'arious mis-

representations of the duke's conduct in Scotland
had reached the king's ears. .He was charged with
unfaithfulness to the trust reposed in him; of speak-
ing disrespectfully of the king; and of still entertain-

ing views u[>on the Scottish crown. These accusa-

tions, absurd, incredible, and contradictory to facts

as they were, had been so often repeated, and so

urgently pressed on the unfortunate and distracted

monarch, that they at length shook his faith in his

early friend. Deserted, opposed, and harasseil upf)n

all hands, he was prepared to believe in any instance

of treachery that might occur; and clinging to every

hope, however slender, which presented itself, was
too apt to imagine that the accusation of others

was a proof of fricndshq) to himself on the part

v{ the accu--er.

The king's altered opinion regarding him having
reached the ears of the duke, he instantly hastened,

accompanied by his brother the Earl of Lanark,
who was aNo involved in the accusation, to Oxford,
where his majesty then was. Conscious of his

innocence, the duke, on his arrival, sought an
audience of the king, that he might, at a personal

interview, disabuse him of the unfavourable reports

which he had heard regarding him. An order,

however, had been left at the gates to stop him
until the governor should have notice of his arrival.

Through a mistake of the captain of the guard, the

carriage which contained the duke was allowed to

pass unchallenged, but was immediately followed
with a command directly from the king himself,

that the duke and his brother should confine them-
selves to their apartments. This intimation of the
king's disposition towards him was soon followed
by still more unequivocal indications. Next day a

guard was placed on his lodgings, with orders that

no one should speak with him but in presence of one
of the secretaries; and finally, notwithstanding all

his protestations of innocence, and earnest requests

to be confronted with his accusers, he was sent a
prisoner, first to Exeter, and aftenvards to Pen-
dennis Castle in Cornwall. His brother, who had
also been ordered into confinement in Ludlow Castle,

contrived to make his escape before his removal,

and returned to Scotland; a circumstance which
increased the severity with which the duke was
treated. Whilst a prisoner in Pendennis Castle, the

duke's gentle manners so far won upon the governor,

that he not only gave him more liberty than his in-

structions warranted, but offered to allow him to

escape. The duke, however, refused to avail him-
self of a kindness which would involve his generous
keeper in ruin, and he remained a close prisoner till

the month of April, 1646, when he was released,

after an unmerited confinement of eight and twenty
months, on the surrender of the place to the par-

liamentary forces. Feeling now that disgust with

the world which the treatment he had met with
was so well calculated to inspire, the duke resolved

to retire from public business for ever; but the exi-

gencies of Charles were dally multijilying, and
when that unhappy monarch, driven from England,
sought protection from the Scottish army at New-
castle, the Duke of Hamilton was among the first to

wait upon him there, with offers of assistance and
consolation. When the king and the duke first met
on this occasion, both blushed ; and the latter in the

confusion of the moment, after saluting his majesty,

was about to retire into the crowd which filled the

a])artment, when the king asked him "If he was
afraid to come near him." The duke returned, and a

long and earnest conversation ensued between them.

The king apologized for his treatment of him, and
concluded by requesting that he would not now leave

him in the midst of his distresses. Tiie appeal was
not made in vain. The duke once more embarked
with all his former zeal in the cause of his beloved

master, and made every effort to retrieve his des-

perate fortunes. These efforts were vain, but they

have secured for him who made them a lasting and

an honourable fame.

When the question, whether the king, now in the

hands of the Scottish malcontents, should be de-

livered up to his I'^nglish subjects, was discussed in the

.Scottish jiarllament, the duke exerted his utmost
influence to prevent its being carried in the aflirma-

tive. "Wis this," he exclaimed, "the effect of their

protestations of duty and affection to his majesty?
Was this the keeping of their covenant, wherein
they had sworn to defend the kinLj's majesty, person,

and authority? Was this a suitable return to the

king's goodness, both in his consenting to all the

desires of that kingdom in the year 1641, and in his

late trusting his jjerson to them? What censure

would bo passed upon this through the whole world?
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What a stain would it be to the whole Reformed
religion? What danger might be apprehended in

consequence of it, both to the king's person and to

Scotland from the jiarty that was now prevalent in

England?" The duke's brother, the Earl of Lanark,
was not less earnest in his opposition to the dis-

graceful proposal, and when his vote was asked, he
exclaimed with much energy, "As God shall have
mercy upon my soul at the great day, I would choose
rather to have my head struck off at the market-
cross of Edinburgh than give my consent to this

vote." These generous efforts of the noble brothers,

however, as is well known, were unavailing; the
measure was carried, and the unfortunate monarch
was delivered into the hands of the English parlia-

ment.
Defeated in his attempts to prevent the king's

being given up to his English subjects, the duke,
still hoping to avert this consummation, entertained

the idea of relieving him by force of arms. En-
couraged by something like a reaction of public
fueling, he proceeded to raise an army to march into

England, where he expected to meet with an active

and powerful co-operation from the royalists of that

kingdom. He hastily collected a force of 10,000
foot and 4000 cavalry, and with this army, which
was indifferently appointed, ill-disciplined, and unac-
companied by artillery, he marched into England.
Passing Carlisle, where he was received with wel-

come, he continued his march by Penrith, Appleby,
and Kendal, driving before him detached bodies
of Cromwell's troops, and finally reached Preston
on the 17th of August, where he was opposed by
Cromwell in person with his veteran battalions; and
notwithstanding that tlie duke had been reinforced

since he entered England by 3000 to 4000 loyalists

under Sir Marmaduke Langdale, and afterwards
by 2000 foot and 1000 horse, commanded by Sir

George Munro, the result of various skirmishes which
here took place, was tlie total defeat of his amiy.
The duke himself, accompanied by a few olificers and
cavalry, proceeded on to Uttoxeter in Staffordshire,

where he surrendered to General Lambert, on assur-

ance of personal safety to himself and his followers.

The unfortunate duke was now carried to Derby,
thence to Ashby-de-la-Zouche, where he remained
till December, when he was removed to Windsor,
and placed under a strong guard. On the second
nii^ht of his confinement here, while taking a turn

after supjier in the court-yard, a sergeant made up
to liim, and, with the utmost insolence of manner,
ordered him to his apartment: the duke obeyed, but
remarked to Lord Bargeny, who was then a prisoner
also, that what had just happened was a singular

instance of the mutability of worldly things— that

he who, but a short while since, had tlie command
of many thousand men, was now commanded by a
common sergeant.

A few days after the duke's arrival at Windsor
his ill-fated master, who was then also a prisoner
there, was ordered for trials. Having learned when
the king was to proceed to the trilnmal, the duke
prevailed upon his keepers to allow him to see his

majesty as he passed. On the approach of the king
he threw himself at his feet, exclaiming in an agony
of sorrow, his eyes suffused with tears, "My dear
master ! " The king, not less affected, stooped' down
and embraced him, replying, witli a melancholy
])l.iy upon the word rt'cvn-,'"! have indeed been so
i) you." The guards would permit no further con-
versalicm, but, by the order of their commander,
instantly hurried ofT the king. The duke followed
his Ijcloved master, with his eyes still swimming in

tears, so long as he could see him, impressed with
VOL. II.

the belief that they would never meet on earth again.

Aware from the king's execution, which soon after

took place, that a similar fate awaited himself, the
duke, with the assistance of a faithful servant, effected

his escape from Windsor. Two horses waited at a
convenient place to carry him and his servant to

London, where he hoped to conceal himself until an
opportunity occurred of getting to a place of greater
safety ; but he was instructed not on any account to

enter the city till seven o'clock in the morning, when
the night patrols, who prowled about the town and
suburbs, should have retired from duty. I3y an
unaccountable fatality, the unfortunate duke ne-

glected to attend to this most important injunction,

and entered tiie city at four o'clock in the morning.
As if everything had resolved to concur in the de-
struction of the unfortunate nobleman, besides the
risk which he ran as a matter of course from the
patrol, it happened that there was a party of horse
and foot in Southwark, where the duke entered,

searching for Sir Lewis Dives and another gentle-

man, who had also escaped from confinement the
night before. I)y these the duke was taken vhile
in the act of knocking at a door where he had been
long seeking admittance. At first he imposed upon
the soldiers by a plausible story, and as they did not
know him personally, they were disposed to allow
him to depart ; but some suspicious circumstances
attracting their notice, they searched him, and found
in his pockets some papers which at once discovered
him. He was now carried to .St. James's, where
he was kept a close prisoner till the 6th Lebruary,

1648, when he was brought to trial before the High
Court of Justice, and arraigned as Earl of Cambridge,
for having "traitorously invaded this nation (Eng-
land) in a hostile manner, and levied war to assi-t

the king against the kingdom and people of England,'
&c. The duke pleaded that he was an alien, and
that his life besides was secured by the articles of his

capitulation to Lambert. To the first it was replied

that he always sat as a peer of England, and as such
had taken the covenant and negative oath. With
regard to the second objection, it was affirmed by
two witnesses. Lords Grey and Lilburn, that he was
taken prisoner before the treaty was signed. After

a lengthened trial, in which none of his f)bjectior:s

availed him, the unfortunate nobleman was sentenced

to be beheaded on the 9th of March. The whole
tenor of the duke's conduct after sentence of death
was passed upon him, evinced the greatest magnan-
imity and resignation. He wrote to his brother in

favour of his servants, and on the morning before

his execution addressed a letter to his children, re-

commending them to the protection of their heavenly

Father, now that they were about to be dejirived uf

their earthly parent. He slept soundly on the night

previous to his death, until half-past three in tlie

morning, when he was attended by his faithful ser-

vant Cole, the person who had assisteil him in his

attempted escaiie. To him he now, with tlie utmost

composure, gave a variety of directions to Ik- carried

to his brother. The remainder of the nioniing. v.p

to nine o'clock, he spent in devotion. At this hour

he was desired to jirejiare for the scaff'jM, \\hich he

soon after ascended witli a chferhil countenance,

attended by Dr. Sibbald. After again spending

some time in secret prayer, lie .nro-e. and enil)raciiig

Dr. .'^iljbald, said, lading his han<! upon his heart,

"I bless God I do not fcnr— 1 have an assurance

that is grounded here;"" he next embraced his ser-

vants severally, saying to each of them, "You have

been very faithful to me; the Lord bless you."

Turning now to the executioner, he desired to

know liow he shoul'.l place himself to rccei\e ib.e

49
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fatal stroke. Having been satisfied regarding this,

he told the executioner, that after he had placed

himself in the necessary position, he would say a

short prayer, and that he would extend his right

hand as the signal for his doing his duty. He now
stretched himself along, and placed his neck ready

for the blow, prayed a short while with much ap-

pearance of fervour, tlien gave the fatal signal, and
with one stroke his head was severed from his body.

The head of the unfortunate nobleman was re-

ceiveti in a crimson taffeta scarf by two of his ser-

vants, who knelt beside him for the purpose of

performing tliis last act of duty for their kind master.

The duke's head and body were placed in a cofhn

which lay ready on the scaffold, and conveyed to a

house in the Mews, and afterwards, agreeably to his

own directions before his death, conveyed to Scot-

land, and interred in the family bur>'ing-ground.

Thus perished James Uuke of Hamilton, a noble-

man whose fortitude at his death gives but little

countenance to the charge of timidity which has been
insinuated against him, and whose zeal for, and ad-

herence to, the royal cause, in the most desperate

and tr)ing circumstances, afford less encouragement

to the accusation of infidelity to his sovereign with

which he has been also assailed.

HAMILTON, James, fourth Duke of Hamilton,
was the eldest son of William Earl of .Selkirk and
Anne Duchess of Hamilton. He was born in 1657,
educated in Scotland, being by the courtesy of his

country entitled Earl of Arran, and after spending

some time in foreign travel, repaired to the court of

England, where he mixed in the gallantries of the

time. As it was with a duel tliat his life closed, so

a duel is the first remarkal)le circumstance to be

noticed in the account of his youthful years. In

consequence of a quarrel with Lord Mordaunt, after-

wards Earl of I'eterborougli, he met that nobleman
on foot in Greenwich Park with sword and pistol.

Arran fired fust and missed; his antagonist dis-

charged his ball in the air, but nevertheless insisted

that the combat shoul<l proceed. They accordingly

engaged with their swords, and Mordaunt, having
first received a slight wound about the groin, pierced

Arran's thigh, and broke his own sword. The earl

h.ad now in turn an opportunity to display his gene-

rosity, and sparing the life which was at his mercy,
the two young noblemen parted good friends.

Arran enjoyed the favour of Charles II., who
made him one of the knights of his bed-chamber,
and sent him envoy-extraordinary to the court of

Trance, to offer congratulations on the birth of Philip,

Duke of .\njou, afterwards King of Spain. Whilst
upon this embassy, he was one day hunting with the

king, and taking offence at some part of the conduct
of an ecclesiastical dignitary, who also rode in t!ie

company, he disregarded equally the professicjn of
his opponent and tiie royal presence, and pulling the

reverend gentleman from his hor^e, and grasping his

sword, he was prevented from exacting a bloody
vengeance only by the interposition of his majesty.

The particulars of this affair are not related with that

distinctness which would enable us to decide who
was in the wrong ; but the earl's contemiioraries,

provided they saw a display of si)irit, did not often

stop to inrjuire whether it were borne out by pru-

dence; and accordingly, a writer of the time tells us

his lordship came off upr)n this occasion, in the

opinion of the world, "with high commendations of

his courage and audacity.''

When James II. ascended the throne, tlic Earl of

Arran ^ulfcred no diminution of court favour. In-

deed he seenij to have earned it by readily yielding

to James's designs. lie was one of the privy-council

who, in 1687, signed the letter of the Scottish govern-
ment concurring with the proclamation to repeal

the laws made against Papists. In reward of his

acquiescence he was installed a knight of the Thistle,

when that order—which, according to the king's

party, was instituted about the year of our Lord 809,
by Achaius, King of Scots, and never disused till the

intestine troubles which happened in the reign of

Mary—was "restored to its full lustre, glory, and
magnificence." The writers whose politics were
different maintain that, liowever honourable this

badge might be, it was never woni as such before.

Burnet says it was "set up in Scotland in imitation

of the order of the Garter in England ;" and Lord
Dartmouth adds that "all the pretence for antiquity

is some old pictures of kings of Scotland with medals
of St. Andrew hung in gold chains about their necks.

"

Whether old or new, it was conferred as a mark of

James's esteem, and in farther proof of his confidence

he intrusted the Earl of Arran with the command
of a regiment of horse, when tlie new levies took
place on the descent of the Duke of Monmouth.
At a period of greater disaster to James's fortunes,

when Lord Churchill, afterwards the great Marl-

borough, went over to the Prince of Orange, the

Duke of Berwick was advanced to the station he had
occupied as colonel of the 3d troop of horse-guards,

and in the room of his grace, Arran was made
colonel of Oxford's regiment. Erom the course

which events took, however, the earl had no oppor-

tunity of signalizing his bravery in the cause of his

master; but lie carried his fidelity as far as any man
in the kingdom, having been one of the four lords

who accompanied James to Giavesend, when the

fallen monarch rei)aired thither on his May into

foreign exile. Returning to London, Arran com-
plied with the general example, and waited on the

Prince of Orange. Being one of the last that came,

he offered an excuse which partook more of the

l)luntness of the soldier than of jiolitical or courtlike

dexterity: "If the king had not withdrawn out of

the country," he said, "he should not have come at

all." The next day the jirince intimated to him that

he had bestowed his regiment upon its old colonel,

the Earl of Oxford.

Nor was Arran solicitous to appease by subsequent

com]iliance the displeasure incurred in his first inter-

view with the prince. On the 7tli January William
assembled the Scottish nobles and gentlemen then

in London, and told them tliat he wanted their ad-

vice "what was to be done for securing the Protes-

tant religion, and restoring their laws and liberties,

according to his declaration." His highness with-

drew after making this request, and the Duke of

Hamilton' was chosen to ])reside. The politics of

his grace were fjuite different from those of his son;

and the fact of his being selected to ])reside over

their delil)erations was an intimation of the course

which the assembly intended to jjursue. Ihit Arran
either did not perceive, or did not regard tliis cir-

cumstance ; he ino])osed, that as the jirince had
desired their advice, they should move him to invite

the king to return, and call a free ]>arliament,

"which, in my humble o])inion,'' he added, "will

at last be found the best way to heal all our breaches.'

Noljody seconded this proposal; but it seems to have
astounded the delibeiators a good deal: they dis-

persed, and did IKH reassemble till the second day
after, when their resolution to stand by the Prince of

Orange and to exclude the exiled James, having been

I The F.nrl df Selkirk bore this title in riylit <jf marriage to

the duchcbs.
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strengthened by some remarks from the Duke of

Hamilton, they recommended the measures which
the emergency seemed to them to require.

A short time after the settlement of the throne

upon William and Mary, as the Earl of Arran was
passing along the streets in a chair, about eleven at

night, he was set upon by four or five people with

drawn swords. He defended himself courageously,

and being vigorously seconded by his footman and
chairmen, came off with only a few slight hurts in

the hand. This incident was charged against the

new monarch, as if he had sought to rid himself by
assassination of one who had so very coolly, if not

resolutely, opposed his reception in England. But
there was neither any disposition nor any necessity

for resorting to such means for weakening the ranks

of the adherents of James. The attack upon the

earl is believed to have proceeded from another cause;

namely, the involvement of iiis lordship's pecuniary

affairs, and to have been the act of an exasperated

creditor. The earl, however, certainly was obnoxi-

ous to government at this period. He was shortly

after committed to the Tower, with Sir Robert
. Hamilton and two others of his countrymen; but

was soon liberated upon bail; upon which he judged
it prudent, both on account of tlie suspicion to which
his political opinions exposed him, and of embarrass-

ments in his private fortune, to retire to .Scotland.

There his father enjoyed the full confidence of govern-

ment; his services in the convention of the states, of

which he was president, having mainly contributed

to the settlement of the crown upon William. Here
Arran lived in retirement, the progress of affairs and
the paternal authority tending to reconcile him to

the Revolution. At his father's death in 1695 the

Earl of Arran was not advanced in rank and not

very much in fortune. The title of duke had been
conferred upon its late possessor to be held during

his lifetime, by consent of the heiress, whom he had
married; and at his death it remained with her, to-

gether with the bulk of the estate. It was not till

the marriage of Arran, in 1698, with Lord Gerrard
of Bromley's daughter, that his mother consented
that her eldest son should assume the honours of the

family. Upon this William, willing to gratify the

family, signed a patent creating him Duke of Ha-
milton, with precedency in the same manner as if

he had succeeded to the title by the decease of his

mother.

Tlie events hitherto recorded in this nobleman's
life were not of great moment: he was a young man,
acting in a great measure from personal bias, and
his opinions had little weight or influence beyond the

sphere of the private friends with whom he associated.

We now approach a period when his conduct in the

legislative assembly of his country determined more
than that of any other of its members tlie f^ite of the

two most momentous political measures that ever
were debated in it—the act of security and the act

of union. The events of William's reign had l)een

highly exasperating to the Scottish nation. Not
only had commercial enterprise been repressed, but
this had been done in the most base and most cruel

manner. The same monarch who sanctioned the
massacre of Glencoe, first granted a charter to the
Darien company, and then exerted his influnce with
foreign nations in order to withhold from their colony
the necessary supplies, and sent instructions to the
governor of the English colonies to the same effect.

Many jierished of famine, "murdered," says Sir
Walter Scott, " by King William's government, no
k->s than if they had been shot in the snows of
tdencoe." The sjiirit of an ancient people, never
tolerant of contumelv, far le.-s of cruchics so atro-

cious as these, did not burst out into immediate and
open defiance of their more powerful neighbour, but
reserved itself for a period more favourable for the
vindication of its insulted rights. During the rest of
his life William could draw no subsidies from Scot-
land, nor a single recruit for his continental wars.

The instal)ility of a new reign afforded a fitting op-
portunity for the assertion of independence. An act

had been passed in the time of King \\'illiam, em-
powering the parliament in being at his death to

continue, and take the steps necessary for securing
the Protestant succession. In virtue of this act

Queen Anne thought proper not to call a new par-

liament: but a party, at the head of whom was the
Duke of Hamilton, maintained that the purposes
contemplated by that jirovision were sufficiently

satisfied by the settlement of her majesty on the

throne. Accordingly, before the royal commission
was read, the duke took a protest against it, and
retiring w ith twenty-nine who adhered to him, their

retreat was greeted with shouts of applause by the

people assembled without. This proceeding may be
considered the germ of that opposition which rii)eced

in the two following years into the formidable act of

security.

The jxarliament of 1703, instead of proceeding, in

conformity with the wishes of government, to settle

the crown of Scotland on the same person for whom
that of England was destined, resolved that this was
the time to obtain an equality of commercial privi-

leges, and to rescue the countrj' from the state of a

degraded and oppressed province of England. They
accordingly passed an act stipulating that the two
crowns should not be held by the same monarch,
unless the Scottish people were admitted by tlie

English to the full benefit of trade and navigation:

to make good the separation of the countries if it

should be necessary, every man capable of bearing

arms was to be regularly drilled, and all commis-
sions, civil and military, were to lose effect at the

moment of the queen's demise, in order that the

states of Scotland might then appoint an entirely-

new set of magistrates and officers, faithful main-
tainers of the independence of the kingdom. The
Duke of Hamilton and the ^Larquis of Tweeddale
headed the country party, by whom this measure
was passed. It was debated with the utmost fierce-

ness by the speakers on both sides, with their hands
on their swords. The queen's commissioner refused

his assent, and was obliged to dismiss the assembly
without obtaining supplies, every demand of that

kind being answered with shouts of "Liberty before

subsidy I"'

At this time the duke was involved in the accusa-

tions of Eraser of Lovat, who detailed to the govern-

ment a plot, in which he alleged that he had engaged
several Scottish nolUemen for the restoration of the

son of James II. The parliament of England took

up the matter, and jiassed a resolution, declaring

that a dangerous conspiracy had been formed in

Scotland to overthrow the Protestant succession.

Hamilton, and the others named with him, defended

themselves liy maintaining that the whole affair was

nothing but a malicious attempt of the court, in con-

sequence of the decided part they had taken in behalf

of their country's rights, to destroy their rejiutation,

and weaken the jiatriotic parly to which they be-

longed. Their counirxiiitn \\ere in no mood to

take part again-t tlicni : on the contrary, they con-

sidered the vote of tlie English legislature as a fre.^h

encroachment upon their liberties, another unwar-

rantable iiuerfercnce with matters beyond their

jurisdiction. When the states met in 1704. there-

fore, iiicrc ^^^,s no alteration in their tone—the act
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of security was insisted upon with the same deter-

mination; and it was now wisely acceded to.

Scotland was thus legally disjoined from England,

and the military preparations provided for in the

act of security were immediately commenced. This
measure, however threatening it might appear, pro-

duced ultimately the most beneficial effects, having
had the effect of rousing the English government to

the danger of a rapture with Scotland. Should that

nation make choice of a separate sovereign, it was
likely to be one who had claims to the throne of

England; and thus not only might the old hostilities

between the two countries be rekindled, not only

might a Scottish alliance be resorted to by foreign

courts, to strengthen them in their designs against

England; but the prince who held his court at Edin-
burgh"would have numerous adherents in the southern

part of the island, as well as in Ireland, by whose
assistance long and harassing wars might be main-
tained, with too probable a chance of the idtimate

establishment of the exiled family on the British

throne.

The prospect of dangers such as these induced
the English government to devote all their influence

to the formation of a treaty, by which the two coun-

tries might be incorporated, and all causes of dissen-

sion, at least in a national point of view, removed.
During the discussion of this measure, the details of

which proved extremely unsatisfactory to the Scot-

tish people, they looked up to the Duke of Hamilton
as the political leader on whom the fate of the coun-
try entirely depended. That nobleman seems in

his heart to have been hostile to the union. In the
earlier stages of the proceedings he displayed con-

siderable firmness in his opposition, and out of doors
he was greeted with the most enthusiastic plaudits.

The Duke of Queensberry, who acted as royal

commissioner, had his lodging in Ilolyrood House;
so had the Duke of Hamilton. The queen's repre-

sentative could only pass to his coach through lanes

of armed soldiery, and be hurried home amidst volleys

of stones and roars of execration; while the popular
favourite was attended all the way from the Parlia-

ment Close by crowds, who encouraged him with
loud huzzas to stand by the cause of national in-

dependence. A plan was devised, with the duke's
consent, for interrupting the progress of this odious
treaty by a general insurrection. But when the
agents had arranged matters for the rising of the

Cameronians in the west country, either doubting
the practicability of the scheme, or reluctant to in-

volve the country in civil war, he despatched mes-
sengers to countermand the rising, and was so far

successful, that only an inconsiderable number re-

paired to the ])lace of rendezvous. It was next
resolved that a remonstrance sh(ndd l)e presented by
the noldes, barons, and gentry hostile to the union;
and al)out finir hundred of them assembled in Edin-
burgh, for the purpose of wailing u]Mjn the lord-

commissioner, with this expression of the national
opinion. The address was drawn up with the un-
derstanding that it should be jiresented by the Duke
of Hamilton; but that nobleman again thwarted the

measures of his party by refusing to ai^jjear, unless
a clause were inserted in the address, expressive of

the willingness of the subscribers to S'jttle the crown
on the house of Hanover. To this proposal the

Jacobites, who formed a large jiortion of the oppon-
ents of the union, would not listen f)r a moment;
and while discussions and disputes were protracted
between the Dukes of Athol and Hamilton, the
gentlemen who ha<l attended their summons to swell
the ranks of the remonstrants, dispersed to their

homes, chagrined and disappointed.

Hamilton next assembled the leaders of the op-

position, recommended that they should forget former
jarrings, and endeavour to repair previous mis-

management by a vigorous and united effort for the

defeat of the obnoxious treaty. He proposed that

a motion formerly made for settling the succession

in the house of Hanover should be renewed, in con-

junction with a proposal fatal to the union; and that,

on its being rejected, as it was sure to be in such
circumstances, a strong protest should be taken, and
the whole of their party should publicly secede from
parliament. The consequence of this step, he argued,

must be, that the government would abandon further

proceedings, as they could not pretend to carry

through a measure of such importance with a mere
handful of the national representatives, whose opin-

ions were so conspicuously at variance with the wishes
of the great mass of the people. The Jacobites
objected to the preliminary motion, but the duke
overcame their scniples by representing, that as it

must necessarily be rejected, it could not entangle

them in any obligation inconsistent with their prin-

ciples. Finally, he assured them, that if this plan

failed of its effect, and the English should still press

on the union, he would join them to recall the son

of James II. The purpose of the anti-unionists

having come to the knowledge of the Duke of Queens-
berry, he sought an interview, it is said, Mith the

leader of the popular party, and assured him that if

the measure miscarried, his grace should be held

accountable for its failure, and be made to suffer for

it in his English estates. Whether intimidated by
this threat, or that his own understanding did not

approve of the course which his feelings prompted,
Hamilton was the first to fail in the performance of

the scheme which he had taken so much pains to

persuade his coadjutors to consent to. "On the

morning appointed for the execution of their plan,"

says Sir Walter Scott, "when the members of op-

position had mustered all their forces, and were about

to go to parliament, attended by great numbers of

gentlemen and citizens, prepared to assist them if

there .should be an attempt to arrest any of their

number, they learned that the Duke of Hamilton
was so much afflicted with the toothache that he
could not attend the house that morning. His
friends hastened to his chambers, and remonstrated,

with him so bitterly on this conduct, that he at

length came down to the house; but it was only to

astonish them by asking whom they had pitched

upon to present their protestation. They answered
with extreme surprise that they ha<l reckoned on his

grace as the person of the first rank in .Scotland,

taking the lead in the measure which he had himself

proposed. The duke persisted, however, in refusing

to expose himself to the displeasure of the court, by
being foremo-t in breaking their favourite measure,

but offered tc; second any one whom the party might

appoint to offer the protest. During this altercation

the business of tlie day was so far advanced, that the

vote was put and carried on the disputed article

respecting the reiiresentation, and the opjiortunily

of carrying the scheme into effect ^^as totally lost.

The members who had hitherto ojijioscd the union,

being thus three times disapjjointcd in their measures
by the unexpected conduct of the Duke of Hamilton,
now felt themselves deserted and betrayed. .Slxjrlly

afterwards most of them retired altogether from their

attendance on jjarliament, and those who favoured

the treaty were suffered to proceed in their own way,
little encumbered either by renKjnstrance or ojiposi-

tion."

.Such is tliC s'nry of the Duke of Hamilton's share

in these tv.o great measures. It presents a curious
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view of perseverance and firmness of purpose at one
time, and of the utmost instability at another in the

same person, both concurring to produce a great and
important change in the feelings and interests of two
nations powerful in old times from their hardihood
and valour, rendered more powerful in later times

by the union of these qualities with intelligence and
enlightened enterprise. The conspicuous and de-

cided manner in which the Duke of Hamilton stood

forward as the advocate of the act of security carried

it through a stormy opposition, and placed the king-

dom in a state of declared but legalized defiance of

England; while the unsteadiness of his opposition to

the union paved the way for the reconciliation of the

two nations. Had the Scottish people never asserted

their independence with that determination which
forced the English government to sanction the act

of security—had the duke's resolution failed him
here, the terms of equality subseciuently offered by
England would not have been granted:—had the

states persevered in the same intractable spirit when
the union was proposed to them—had the duke
manifested any portion of his former firniness, the

mutual interests of England and Scotland might
have been barred, the two kindred people might
have been thrown back into interminable hostilities,

and the glory and happiness which Great Britain

has attained might never have been known.
Though the consequences of the union have been

so beneficial to Scotland, yet the treaty was urged
forward by means which no friend of his country

could approve. The body of the nation regarded it

as disgraceful and ruinous; its supporters were pur-

chased with bribes—one nobleman sold himself for

the miserable sum of eleven pounds sterling; and its

opponents were awed to silence by threats. No
wonder that men of honourable minds were fired with
indignation, and many of them prepared to resort to

desperate measures to wipe away the national dis-

grace. The opportunity seemed favourable for a

movement among the Jacobites, and an agent from
France engaged a number of the nobles to join the

Chevalier if he should land on the Scottish shores.

Among these was the Duke of Hamilton, who,
although pressed to declare himself prematurely,

adhered to the letter of his agreement, and by his

prudence saved his large estates from confiscation.

Wiiilst the French ships were on the seas, with the

design of an invasion, his grace was taken into

custody as a disaffected person, but suffered a very

short restraint. This did not prevent his being
named among the sixteen .Scottish j^eers who tool<

their place in the first British parliament, in which
he attached himself to the Tory party, and "stickled

as much," to use tlie words of a biographer of that

period, "for Dr. Sacheverell and the high-church
interest, as he had done about three years before for

the security of the Scottish kirk." The Whigs losing

their influence in the councils of Queen Anne, the
opposite party began to be received into favour; and
in June, 1711, Hamilton was created Duke of Bran-
don. He was at that time one of the representatives
of the Scottish nobility, but claimed to take his seat

as a British peer. In this he was vehemently
opposed, notwithstanding the precedent afforded
by the admission of Queensherry in virtue of the
title of Duke of Dover. After a long debate, in

wliich a motion to take tlie opinion of the judges
was rejected, it was decided, that since the union no
Scottish peer could take his place in the P,riti>h

parliament in any other character than as one of the
sixteen representatives. This decision so highly
incensed the Scottish lords that they acceded from
the house : they were appeased and prevailed on tu

return, but the point was not conceded at that time,

although the queen interested herself in behalf of

the Duke of Hamilton. Nor was it till so late as

the year 1782, when his descendant again preferred

his claim, that, the judges having given an unanimous
opinion in his favour, the eligibility of Scottish

noblemen to the full privileges of peers of Great
Britain was established.

The duke had married to his second wife, Anne,
daughter of Lord Digby Gerrard, by Elizabeth,

sister to the Earl of Macclesfield. Lady Gerrard was
left by her husband's will guardian to her daughter,
whose fortune amounted to about ;^6o,ckx); and
while the duke courted her, he offered to content
himself with that dowry, and bound himself in a
bond of ;i{^io,ooo to give her mother a relief of her
guardianship two days after the marriage. This
engagement, however, he not only declined to per-

form, but sought relief of his bond in chancery,
which was so highly resented by Lady Gerrard that

she left all she had to her brother, and bequeathed
to her child a legacy of five shillings, and a diamond
necklace in case the duke should consent to give the

release in question. This his grace persisted in

withholding, and the Earl of Macclesfield settled his

estate, to the prejudice of the Duchess of Hamilton,
on another niece, who had married the Lord Mohun.
The lawsuit to compel that nobleman, as executor
of Lady Gerrard, to give an account of his guardian-
ship, was continued; and the feelings of the two
parties were mutually much embittered in the course

of the proceedings. Mohun was a man of violent

temper, and in his youth accustomed himself to the

most depraved society. When he was about twenty
years of age, one of his companions murdered Mount-
ford, a comedian in Drury Lane; and, the principal

having absconded, Mohun was tried by the house of

peers. Fourteen voices pronounced him guilty, but
sixty-nine cleared him. So far, however, was the

shameful situation in Mhicli he had been placed horn
reclaiming him, that he plunged again into the same
courses, and seven years after was arraigned at the

same bar on a similar accusation. This time, indeed,

it was proved that his lordship had no participation

in the crime, but had used some endeavours to

prevent it. Thereafter he abstained, indeed, from
dissolute and lawless brawls, but he carried into the

pursuits of politics no small share of the heat \\hich

marked his early career. "It is true," says a ccni-

temporary writer, who seems to have been -willing

to excuse his faults, "he still loved a glass of wine
with his friends; but he was exemplarily temjierate

when he had any business of moment to attend."

His quarrelsome disposition was notorious, and the

duke's friends had been long apprehensive that a

collision would take jilace, and repeatedly warned
his grace to be on his guard. On the iith of >s( -

vember the two nol)lemen had a meeting at tlie

chambers of Mr. Orlebar, a master in chancery, in

relation to tlie lawsuit, when everything passed oif

quietly. Two days after, on the examination of a

person of the name of Whitwoith, %\ho had 1 een a

steward to Lady Gerrard, the duke ^\as so provoked
by the sulistance of his deposition, as ojienly to

declare, "He had neither truth n<ir ju^^tice in him.''

To this Lord Mohun rejoined, "He had as much
trutli as his grace. " No further recrimination passed

;

another meeting was arranged for the -Satuniay

following, and tlie duke, on retiring, made a low
Itow to Mohun, \vho returned it. Tliere were eleven

per>')ns ]irc>ent. and none of them suspected any ill

cijn-cquer.cc from what had just taken place. Ills

1 iril-liiji, ho\\'c\'er, immediately sent a challenge t')

ilic ihike, which was accepted. On the i^ih of
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November, 17 13, the day that had been fixed for a

resumption of their amicable conference, they re-

paired to the ring in Myde Park, and, being both
greatly exasperated, they fought with peculiar deter-

mination and ferocity. This is attested by the

number and deadliness of the wounds on both sides.

Lord Mohun fell and died on the spot. lie had
one wountl mortal, but not immediately so, entering

by the right side, penetrating through the belly, and
going out by the iliac bone on the left side. Another
dreadful gash, in which the surgeon's hands met
from opposite sides, ran from the groin on the left

side down through the great vessels of the thigh.

This was the cause of immediate death. There were
some slighter incisions, and two or three fingers of

the left hand were cut off. The duke's body suffered

an equal havoc, partly inflicted, it was alleged, by
foul play. A cut in the elbow of the sword-arm
severed the small tendons, and occasioned so much
loss of blood as to be fatal. A wound in the left

breast, between the third and fourth upper ribs,

pierced downwards through the midriff and caul

sufficient to produce death, but not immediately.
He had also a dangerous slash in the right leg. It

is believed that the duke, after his right arm was
disabled, being ambidexter, shifted his weapon, and
killed Mohun with his left hand. The wound in

his own breast was the last that was inflicted, and
Colonel Hamilton gave his oath that it was the

sword of General Macartney, Mohun's second, which
dealt it. So strong was the presumption of the truth

of this that the general absconded, and when brought
to trial in the ensuing reign, the evidence upon which
he was acquitted still left the matter doubtful.

The death of two men of rank in so bloody a

rencounter, was in itself enough to produce a strong

feeling of horror in the public mind. The unfair

play by which it was believed one of them had been
sacrificed filled every honourable bosom with indig-

nation ; and the agitation was increased by reports

that the duke had fallen a victim to assassination

instigated by political hatred. Immediately before

the duel took place, he had been named ambassador
extraordinary to Paris, with powers to effect an

arrangement for the restoration of the exiled family

on the deatli of the queen; and the party who were
desirous of such a consummation openly alleged

that his death had been conspired by the Whigs
with a view to prevent it. This does not appear
to have been tiie case, however true it may be that

Mohun was a zealot in politics, and disreputal^le in

his private character.* The duke's body was con-

' The fiiUowing curious .-ineciotc rcspcctinj; the fiftli Duke
of Hamilton, son of the above, occurs in a niaiuiscript account
of the ducal family, in the po>Ho^.sion of Mr. Cluuiccllor of

ShiehihiU:—
"Upon the 31st of October, 1720-, he was, at the palace of

Holyrood House, installed kniglit of tlie most noble order of

the Thistle, by James, Karl of Findlater and Seafield, appointed
f jr that effect representative of King Oeorge I.

"The regalia, now after the union being locked up in tlic

cattle, they wanted the sword of state fir that purjiosc, and,
a-< the stone went, they had reco\irse to the Karle of Rothes's,

which was not only gifted by (General .M'Kertney to him, but

the same with whicti he should have so basely stablied the

duke his father. And the guards, who drew up about the

Karle of Findlater, as king's commissioner, chanced also to be
tlv! S:Mts Fuzieliercs, then under the conuuand of the said

M'Kertney; which occasioned tlie following ver.^es; —

" Ve sons of old Scotland, come hither and look
On k'.thes's sword that knighted the duke,
lii^jiell all your thoughts, your cares, and your feari.

Ueing nobhe guarded by your own fuzieliers.

"Vet
The peer> and the heraulds were in a strange bustle.

How they co\i!d install a knight of the 'I'histle ;

For, wanting the sword and honours of state.

Wliat shame could they get to lay on hi-, pate'?

veyed to .Scotland for burial. The deplorable death
of so amiable a nobleman spread a very general

regret; a bill to prevent duelling was in consequence
introduced into the House of Commons, but it was
dropped after the first reading.

HAMILTON, Rev. James, D.D. In mention-
ing the name of this eminent minister of the Scottish

church. Regent Square, London, our thoughts revert

to his distinguished father, the Rev. William Hamil-
ton, D. U., minister of Strathblane, to whom we
must devote a brief notice. This worthy clergyman
was born in the parish of Stonehouse, Lanarkshire,

in 1780. Although born in comparatively affluent

circumstances, his parents destined him for the office

of the ministry, a choice that was in full accordance
with his own wishes. In 1796 William Hamilton
became a student of the university of Edinburgh,
and such was his enlarged desire for knowledge, that

in addition to the routine of study prescribed by the

church, he attended the classes of anatomy, chemistry,

and materia maiica. On being licensed to preach
he officiated as assistant first at Broughton, antl

afterwards at New Kilpatrick, until he was electetl

to be minister of St. Andrew's Chapel, Dundee; and
although this charge was only a chapel of ease, so

that it gave him no place in church courts, his popu-
larity as a preacher and the affection of his people

were more than a compensation for this inferior

clerical standing. After continuing in this place for

a little more than a year and a half, he was presented

to Strathblane in the county of Stirling, and inducted

into that parish in 1809. Here he found his j^er-

manent resting-place, and soon became distinguished

by his zeal for the improvement of his people, who
constituted a population of about a thousand souls.

With this view he distributed religious books, visited

his flock, prepared them for the sacrament by in-

stituting weekly addresses in the church, establislied

Sabbatli-schools, and formed a parish library. He
also established Bitile and missionary societies, meet-

ings for intellectual conversation, and a temperance

society. All this was much for a ])arish minister in

addition to his round of weekly clerical duty, but

to these he superadded the cares of authorshiii,

which he undertook in the first instance for the im-

provement of his own parishioners, but which pro-

cured him in return a greater reward than he sought

— for his works were widely circulated over .Scotlanil,

and obtained for him an intellectual and literary

reputation which no author can regard with indiffer-

ence. His jirincipal productions were a 'J'rcatisc on

Assurance, the Yoittrj; Coiiimunicanfs ReincDihranci-r,

and his Mourner in Zioii Comforted. After a dis-

tinguislied, useful, and well-spent life, he died in the

cl(jse of March, 1835.

(Jf this excellent clergyman James Hamilton was

tlie eldest son. He was born in Paisley, on llic

27tli of Noveml')er, 1814—and it was his playful

boast tliat his birth-place was a town of such intelli-

gence and comfort, that Rowland Hill had calle<l

it "the paradise of Scotland." To this connnenda-

tion he also adile<l the following statement in his

biograijhy of James Wilson of Woddville:— "In the

days of his [the l)iograi)lier's] youth he had a vener-

able relative (])n)])riel(ir of the oldest spinning-mill

in .Scotland) wlio Used to say that, when he was
young, he knew every reeking him in Paisley, and

" Some voted a cane and others a mace,
I'.ut true-hearted .Seafield sjjoke thus to his grace:

My I'ird, u|ion honour, the regaha are fled.

Which were basely sold olT by me and your dade,
I!ut here's Rothes's sword so down on your kne
Now, rise up a A-/ii^'/ii and a knavi: lyke me.'
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that tliere was a time every morning when, passing

almost any door, you were sure to hear the voice of

prayer and psahns." As a zealous Scot and Presby-
terian, the thoughts of Dr. Hamilton loved to dwell
amidst the recollections of his country's piety in the

olden time, and its devotedness in the days of the

covenant— delightful visions, among the pictures

of which he was apt to lose sight of modern changes
under which so much of the old life has passed away.
H.-iving at an early period resolved to devote himself
to the ministry, he prosecuted his studies at the uni-

versity of Glasgow, and afterwards at that of Edin-
burgh. At the first of these colleges he was the

principal connecting link of a little society of seven
students who met regularly once a fortnight at his

1 jdgings for social and intellectual exercise and con-
versation. Among the members of this little associa-

tion were Sir William Hooker, Dr. Andrew Thom-
son of Broughton Place Church, Dr Campbell of

Bradford, the Rev. W. Arnot, and the late James
Halley ; and the high place they held in the uni-

versity was indicated by the fact, that on one season

they carried off nearly all the college prizes. During
the whole of his student life botli in Glasgow and
Edinburgh James Hamilton was noted for the purity

of his character and his religious earnestness, qualities

which were recommended to his fellow-students by
liis intellectual character and the variety of his at-

tainments. Like his father, he was unwilling to be
confined within the ordinary routine of those studies

which the church required in its candidates for the

ministry, but carried his incursions into natural

science, especially chemistry and botany; and such
was his love of these departments, and the attain-

ments he secured in them, that at one time he thought
of making them his profession, instead of the clerical

office. But his path was marked out by a higher
power, and to this he was shut up let him long and
resolve as he might. These studies also were of

important use to him in his sacred vocation; and his

sermons were enriched with such illustrations from
the vegetable kingdom, and the science of zoology,

as charmed his hearers by their novelty and beauty,

and made the religious lessons they conveyed ail

the better understood, and permanently remem-
bered. But amidst so much hard reading that re-

quired a relaxing change—and such multifarious

studies that were calculated to create new cravings
of the intellectual appetite, as well as greater power
of digestion—James Hamilton had never been a novel
reader. The assertion will appear incredible ; but
enthusiastic and imaginative as he was, he had only
read one novel in the whole course of his life. This
confession he made to the writer of the present notice,

who heard it with no little amazement. The novel
in question was one of Sir Walter Sci^t's; and that

he might obtain some idea of that wondrous power
by which the modern reading world is enthralled,

Hamilton ventured upon the perusal. Xo sooner
had he entered the charmed circle than the spell of

the mighty magician was upon him, and every object
that had hitherto appeared commonplace and tame
was invested with fresh beauty and grandeur. He
saw the old world flooded with a new sunshine, and
beheld its inhabitants as he had never seen them
befire. I'.ut when he recovered breath, which he
did only at the close of the work, and found himself
restored to the world of every-day life, he asked him-
self if nil this was right, but found himself obliged
;) answer in tiie negative. Ilis delight had re-

S'jmbled the intoxication of an opium dream, and
was therefore sinful, and worthy of condemnation.
Such was his conclusion after a close and severe
retrospection, in consequence of which he never

perused another novel. It is well when an imagina-
tion so ardent can condemn itself to such total ab-

stinence, where indulgence would be attended with
more than ordinary danger. It was fortunate also

for Hamilton that he had already found his own
ideal world, the exuberance of which was more than

sufficient for all his desires. The beauty of nature,

which to his scientific eye disclosed charms unseen

by the common observer, and the writings of our

poets of the highest class, especially of Milton and
those of the Puritan period, furnished materials for

his thoughts, as well as illustrations for his si)eech,

which mere novel-reading could not have improved,
and might possibly have deteriorated.

On finishing his college studies, Mr. Hamilton
commenced his clerical life as assistant minister in

the small secluded parish of Abernyte, in Perthshire;

but as a preacher his excellence did not at first meet
with popular recognition. His popularity, instead

of springing into full growth at once, at the risk of

undergoing as sudden a decay, increased by pro-

gressive stages, so that its full-grown maturity was
the effect of years. In 1840 he was inducted to the

pastoral charge of Roxburgh Chapel, Edinburgh,
but even here also he obtained little distinction as a

pulpit orator. Modern Athens was the great mart
of eloquent preachers, among whom a novice of

modest retiring habits was not likely to attract

general notice. None as yet but his personal friends

and a discerning few were aware of his talents, and
hopeful of his ultimate success. He was not doomed
to a long obscurity in Roxburgh Chapel. The
National Scotch Church in Regent Square, London,
originally built for the Rev. Edward Irving, but

from which he was excluded in consequence of his

startling doctrines, had since that period been strug-

gling under the disadvantage of a heavy debt and
empty pews ; and unless a minister could be found

to fill it the edifice was likely to be brought to the

hammer. In 1841 its pulpit was vacant, but the

difficulty was to find a minister who would encounter

the toil and the risk of collecting a congregation

round it. It was then that Mr. Hamilton's friends

in Scotland judged him the likeliest person to sur-

mount the difficulty, and they persuaded the trustees

of Regent Square Church to be of the same opinion,

so that after the usual public trial of his qualifica-

tions as a preacher, he was appointed to the hazard-

ous charge.

With his removal to London the ]-)ublic life of Mr.
Hamilton projierly commenced. His excellence as

a preacher grew into general recognition, and brought

]5ersons to listen, while his personal worth secured

the hold which his eloquence had won, and induced

these casual hearers to become permanent members
of his flock. In this way a handful grew into a

numerous congregation. His eloquence, indeed, did

not take London by storm, in which case he might

have been only a nine days' wonder; but better still,

it was of that progressive character which gives the

best promise of stability and duration to its influence.

His sermons were always pregnant with thought,

and always new; and all \\ho listened \\ere eager to

hear him again, and yet again, -ixhile their satisfac-

tion was increased l)y every repetition. One great

charm of his preaching \\as the richness and origi-

nality of his illustrations, which were drawn from the

sciences he had cultivated in early life, or from the

poetrvof his imaginative mind and extensive reading

— illustrations not usually l)rought into the pulpit,

hut in his ca>e sanctioned l:iy the subjects which they

beautified antl illu.-tratcd. Nor did these Sabbath
ministratir)ns, carefully though they were studied,

firm the only, or even the principal, ol'jects of his
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labours, as the following account from an obituary

will testify:
— "It was not alone the cares of a num-

erous and widely scattered congregation which fell

upon him, but his prominent position in London,
which brought upon him, in a measure, the care of

all the churches of the English Presbyterian body.
He was convener of several committees of the synod
to which he belonged, and especially of that China
mission scheme of the English Tresbyterian church
which has been blessed beyond almost any Protes-

tant mission in Asia. It is to Dr. Hamilton also

that the English Presbyterian church is indebted for

the formation and successful prosecution of its most
useful church-extension and debt-extinction funds,

on behalf of which he traversed the whole country,

to stimulate the zeal and liberality of the people.

His methodical habits greatly aided him in the des-

patch of the multiplicity of afiairs committed to him,
and his business tact appeared in the facility he had
of catching the general mind of a deliberative assem-
bly, and bringing the business to a conclusion by a
well-expressed resolution. "'

Successful although Dr. Hamilton was asa preacher,
it was still more as an author that his reputation

was diffused throughout the Christian world at large.

But even in this capacity he was prevented from
doing full justice to his talents in consequence of his

preparations for Sabbath duties—the cares of the

several religious institutions of which he was the

animating spirit—and more than all, by the numer-
ous demands upon his time, in consequence of the

publicity of his character. But notwithstanding
these drawbacks, his writings were numerous, and
by their superior excellence have given him a higher
and more permanent reputation than his pulpit popu-
larity could achieve. A considerable number of

them consisted of tracts written upon the spur of the

moment, or for a passing occasion; but these became
so popular that they won for him the character of

the best of our religious tract writers. Of these

smaller productions the following is a list:

—

The
Church in the House; Thankfulness ; The Deiu of
Jlermon; The Harp on the Wilhm's, or the Captivity

of the Church of Scotland;
'' Fareicell to I\:;rpt, or

the Departure of the Eree Church of Scotland out

of the Erastian Establishment ;" and Remembering
Zion, To Scotchmen in London.

Besides these writings, which were issued as small
pamphlets. Dr. Hamilton published several tracts

of a more ample character, and in separate volumes,
of which the following are the titles:— "Z//2'/;/ Ear-
nest; Six Lectures on Christian xVctivity and Ardour,"
l6mo. 17ie Mount of Olives, ami other Lectures
on Prayer, i6mo. A Morning beside the Lake of
Galilee, i6mo. The Light to the Path; or the LMmp
and the Lantern. i6mo. The Happy Home; Illustra-

tions, 1 6mo. 7'he L'lant of Renown, and other lim-
blems from Eden, i6mo. 77ie ^/ount of Olives, and
a Mornings beside the Lake of Galilee, i6nio.
Of Dr. Hamilton's largest works, in which the

tract form was abandoned f(jr a higher style of writ-
ing, we give the fjllowing enumeration:

—

Life oj

Liishop //all. This biography, which was ]irefixefl

to a new edition of the writings of that emineni
prelate, was, as far as can be' ascertained, the firsi

attempt of Dr. Hamilton in auihorshij).— "77/,
/\ira!>le of the /h-odi'^al Son, Expoundefl and lllus-

tratc'l," 8vo.—" /'he I\oyal Preacher, l:)eing Lectures
on Ecclc^iastcs," Svo.

—

Lessons from the Great
/>io:^raphy, Svo.— ^^ Our Christian Classics; Read-
ings from th^- l)est Divines, with Notices liio-

gra;)hical and Critical," 4 vols. Svo.— '' /ixcelsior:

1 Edin ju-gh Daily Reviezu.

Helps to Progress in Religion, Science, and
Literature," 6 vols. Svo.

—

Memoirs of the Life of
fames Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.E., of Woodville,

Svo.

—

Memoirs of Lady Colquhoun of Luss, Svo.— '^Memoirs ofRichard IVilliams, Surgeon, Catechist

in the Mission to Patagonia, Terra-del-Euego," Svo.
Independently of this numerous list, the most

voluminous and scientific of all Dr. Hamilton's
writings remains still to be noticed. This consisted

of the numerous articles on the plants of the Bible
inserted in the /mperial Bible-Dictionary, edited by
the Rev. Dr. Fairbairn, and published by the Messrs.

Blackie, Glasgow. These contributions, furnished

by Dr. Hamilton on subjects so congenial to his

own tastes and favourite studies, are characterized

by more than his wonted ardour, eloquence, and
geniality, and are prized by the scientific readers

as the best and most interesting portion of that

voluminous Scripture dictionary.

Although he had accomplished so much during
the period of his ministry in London, Dr. Hamilton
was of a delicate constitution, and the weight and
multiplicity of his toils may be said to have exhausted
him before the evening of his day had arrived.

Towards the end of June, feeling his health impaired,

he had retired to the country, and felt himself so

invigorated by the change that he was encouraged
to return to London ; but the hopes entertained by
his friends of a complete recovery proved fallacious,

and he died of paralysis of the brain on the 24lh
of November, 1867, just three days before the com-
pletion of the fifty-third year of his age. Seldom
has London and England at large so bewailed the

death of a Presbyterian minister : the deep and
general sensation of sorrow was an attestation more
expressive than any laboured eulogium of the worth
of the deceased, and his Christian catholicity of spirit,

which all were equally compelled to love and ad-

mire. This was especially manifested at his funeral,

where the vast concourse who attended was com-
posed of mourners of all persuasions, and tlie rever-

end representatives of almost every Protestant com-
munion in our island, and where every distinction

was lost in the sadness of a universal bereavement.

Justly did Dr. Candlish exclaim, in the funeral sennon
]ireached on the occasion of Hamilton's death, "All
Christendom laments him. You have the whole
family of God's j^eople with you in your sorrow."

In the evening discourse by the Rev. Henry Allan
of Islington, the same fact was thus impressively

stated, "Who of us ever thought of his presbytery,

or felt that he was of another section of the church

than his own? In our jiulpils he was seen as natu-

rally, and loved as familiarly, if not as fully, as in

his own." Of his intellectual character, and the

effect of his writings, the following verses l)y a C"on-

gregationalist will form an appropriate end to lliis

notice:

—

"The (lrcam-!ike murmur of the bee,

As low it bent the tiny tlower,

'I'hc stilhiess of the twilight liour,

T!ic lie.idland brave that fronts t)ie sea:

".All nature's siglits and sounds to him
}tad ever been a s(jurce of joy;

He knew her haunts, while yet a boy,

In dewy glades and woodlands dim.

"His little books, like winged seed
t'lown by the winds o'er land and sea,

A blessing- in the world shall be
To broken hearts that pine and bleed.

"() happy death, O holy life,

'I'hou hast a portion and a name
Wi.rth more to thee than earthly fame,

And far removed from mortal strife."

HAMILTON, J<iH\, a socular priest, made him-
self remarkable in the sixteenth century by hi.-, furious
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zeal in behalf of the Church of Rome ; leaving all

the Scottish ecclesiastics of that period far behind

by the boldness and energy with which he defended

the tenets of the Romisli church, and assailed those

of the Reformed religion. There is nothing known
of the earlier part of his life; but there is some ground
for believing that his violence and activity rendered

him obnoxious to the Scottish government, and that

he was in consecjuence compelled to leave the king-

dom. Whatever may have been the cause of his

departure from Scotland, he established himself at

Paris in the year 1573. Here he applied to the

study of theology, and with such success, that he

was soon afterwards appointed professor of philo-

sophy in the Royal College of Navarre.

In 1576 he became tutor to the Cardinal de Bour-

bon, and in 1578 to Francis de Jayeuse, afterwards

promoted to a similar dignity. Besides these, there

were many other young persons of quality intrusted

to him, in consequence of the high opinion enter-

tained of his talents and learning. In 1581, still

burning with zeal, he published a work entitled
'^ Aiie Catholick and Facile Traictaise drawin out of
the Halie Scriptures, treulie exponit be the Ancient

Doctrines to confirm the Reall and Corporell Prae-

sence of Christis Pretious Bodie and Blude in the

Sacrament of the Altar." This work he dedicated

to "His Soverane Marie, the Quenis Majestic of

Scotland." To this book were a])pended twenty-

four "Orthodox antl Catholic Conclusions," dedi-

cated to James VL, whom, by tlic aid of some
reasoning of his own, he termed King of Scotland.

These "Conclusions" he prefaced with prolixity

equal to the work itself, but more characteristically—"testimonies for antiquitie of religion and succes-

sion of pastors in the catholick kirk, and certane

questionis to the quhilkis we desire the ministers

mak resolute answer at their next Generall Assemblie,

and send the same imprentit to us with diligence,

utherwise we protest that their pretendit religion is

altogidder antichristian and repugnant to God and
his halie kirk." What fortune attended this bold

challenge does not appear, but his own in the mean-
time w.is steadily advancing. In 1584 he was
chosen rector of the university of Paris, and in 1585,
whde yet a licentiate in theology, he was elected to

the cure of St. Cosmus and Damian by that part of

the students of the university of Paris called the

German nation. His election on this occasion was
disputed, but finally confirmed by a decree of parlia-

ment.
Still amongst the foremost and most violent in all

religious discords, Hamilton became a furious zealot

for the Catholic League of 1566, which it is well

known had for its object the extermination of Pro-

testants, without regard to the means, and figm-ed

during that celebrated era under the title of Cure de
S. Cosine. In the same spirit he again distinguished

himself when Henry IV. of France besieged Paris

in the year 1590.
On that occasion he mustered the Parisian eccle-

siastics, drew them up in battle array, and led them
on against the forces of the heretics under Henry,
making them halt occasionally to sing hymns as they
advanced. As the King of France was compelled
to abandon the Ijlockade of Paris before he finally

carried the city, by the Duke of Parma, who, des'-

patched by Philip, King of Spain, now arrived with
an army to assist the leaguers who defended it,

Hamilton not only escaped the fate which would
certainly have awaited him had Henry succeeded
in the siege, hut became more active and turlndent
than ever, and soon after was one of the celebrated
"council do Seize quartier," who took upon them,

with an effrontery which has no parallel in history,

to dispose of the crown of France; and actually went
the length of offering it to Philip II. of Spain, to be
bestowed on whomsoever he thought fit. Of all the

bigoted and merciless fanatics who composed the

fraternity of the "Seize," Hamilton was the most
bigoted and relentless ; and when those wretches
had resolved on the murder of Brisson, president

of the parliament of Paris, together with L'Archer
and Tardif, two obnoxious councillors, it w-as

Hamilton who arrested the latter, and dragged him
from a sick-ljed to the scaffold ; and although the

Duke of Mayenne came immediately to Paris on
hearing of these atrocities, and hanged four of the

ringleaders of the infamous fraternity by which they

had been perpetrated, yet Hamilton by some means
or other contrived to escape sharing in their punish-

ment. In 1594 his unextinguishable zeal again

placed him in an extraordinary and conspicuous

position. On the day on which Henry IV. entered

Paris, after embracing the Catholic religion, and
while Te Deum was celebrating for the restoration

of peace and good government, Hamilton, with
some of his frantic associates, flew to arms, with
the desperate design of still expelling the king, in

whose conversion they had no faith. The attempt,

however, as might have been expected, was a total

failure, and Hamilton was taken into custody, but

was afterwards allowed to leave France without
farther punishment. The parliament, however, some
time after his departure, sentenced him to be broken
on the wheel for the murder of Tardif, and as he
was not then forthcoming in person, ordered that

their decree should be carried into execution on his

effigy. Hamilton in the meantime had retired to the

Low Countries, and was now residing at Bmssels,

under the Spanish government.
In ,1600 he published another work on religious

matters, entitled A Catalogue of One Hundred and
Sixtj'-sez'en Heresies, Lies, and Calumnies, Teachit

and Practisit- be the Ministers of Calviiis Sect, and
Corruptions of T'wenty-three Passages of the Scripture

be the iMinisteris Adulterate Translations thereof.

This work he dedicated to the .Scottish king. In

1601 Hamilton returned to his native country, after

an absence of above thirty years. He was there

joined by one Edmond Hay, an eminent Jesuit,

equally turbulent and factious with himself The
arrival of these two dangerous men, whose characters

were well known, especially that of Hamilton, having

reached the ears of the king, he immediately issued

a proclamation, enjoining their iristant departure

from the kingdom under pain of treason, and de-

clared all guilty of the like crime who harboured

them.
Notwithstanding this edict, Hamilton contrived to

find shelter in the north, and to elude for some time

the vigilance of the government. Amongst others

who contravened the king's jiroclamaiion on this

occasion was the Lord Ogilvie, who afforded him
a temporary residence at his house of Anly. At
length the' Scottish privy-council, determined to

have possession of so dangerous a ]->er>oii, despatched

a party of life-guards to appreheml him. When
found 'and desired to surrender, this indomitable

and factious spirit, -who had bearded the King ot

France in his might, and treated the orders of a

Scottish ]irivy-coimcil with contenijit, endeavoured

to resist lliein, but in vain. Hi;- li!e, however, was

afterwards spared by the king, who. liy a very slight

stretch of certain Laws then exi-ting, might have

deprived him of it. This clemency is sai<l to have

ari>en froni James' regard for Hamilton's nephew,

then Sir Tiion-ias Hamilton, afterwards Larl of
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Haddiiiiiton. The former, after his capture, spent
the reiuainiler of his days in the Tower, where he
was sent at once for his own safety and that of the

kingdom.
Amongst other peculiarities of Hamilton, it is

recorded that he entertained a strong aversion to

the introduction of English words into the Scottish

language, a practice which was then becoming
fashionable ; and in the abuse which he was con-

stantly heaping on the Protestant preachers, he fre-

quently charges them with "knapping Suddrone"
(aiming at English), and still greater enormity, with
having it '"iniprentit at London in contempt of our
native language;" and in proof at once of his abhor-
rence of ail innovation in this particular, and of his

]iarliality for the native unadulterated language of

his own country, he always wrote in a style some-
what more uncouth than was warranted by the

period in which he lived.

HAMILTON, John, Archbishop of St. Andrews,
and the last Scottish primate of the Roman Catholic
f\ith, was tlie natural son of James Earl of Arran,
by a gentlewoman of Ayrshire. No nearer approxi-
mation seems to have been made to the period of
his birth tiian that it must have happened some
time during the reign of James V. The early edu-
cation of a person so situated is not likely to have
attracted much attention, and we may, with a pretty

equal chance of arriving at the truth, either receive
or reject the statement of M'Kenzie,' made with the
laudible desire of biographers to afford complete
and minute information, that he studied the belles-

lettres and philosophy at Glasgow, and theology in

Erance, where he entered into holy orders. It is,

however, sufficiently ascertained, that he returned
in tiie year 1543 from some residence or journey in

Erance, and found himself abbot of Paisley, a situa-

tion within the limits of the e.vtensive church patron-
age of his father, to which the son was nominated in

1 541.- The circumstance of his journey through
luigland in his return from Erance introduced this

ambitious man to the commencement of his restless

career. lie was graciously received by Henry \T II.,

and either in duplicity or ignorance of the scene of
action about to open to him, he entered into the
views of the lCngli>h monarch with regard to a
matrimonial alliance with Scotland, which he was
afterwards to use his be^t endeavours to frustrate.

On his arrival in Scotland he found the jiath of
distinction ju.-.t opened to his view, by the recent
advanct-nK-nt of hi.-> vacillating brother to the regency
of the kin-'ioin, and may have conceived those high
jfrojccts whicli the weakness of his unliajipy relative

' .M-Kcii7l.,-\ I.h;-s f>/S,,^/s Writers, iii. n2.
- The .iccnr.uc authors nf the History of thr Srvafors ofthe

ColU-f;e of Justuf h.tve ruferre'l this prcseiU.ition to s-. carlv a
pv-ri'i'l as i:2v 'I'hesc authors are usually cxlreniely iniiiiue in

t.'ieir refereives, l.ut here the .authoritv is uriiitteil. W'c pre
sunie it to be that of Crawford, wlio in his' ( 1/furrs ofStat,- refers
the event to the same period. The latter is certainly the more
vera':ious autliority of the two, yet. ad.mittin;; tlial we liave

n .t underc'Mie the labour of an investigation amoin; the original
records whi.Ji mi^;ht clear up so wirle a diveryeiH e, we are in

thned in this ijistancc to liehevc the dictum of M 'Ken^ie. 'I he
aulhors f,f tlie late work alluded to falsify the statement of
M'Ken/ie that Hamilton was on the Conluicnt f <r some years
previously to i r,4 <, by a reference to the records of parliament.
11 which the atiirt of }'aisley is mentioned in twi sclenint,.
t:i It of i5J4 and that of 1540. If Hamilton was not .ippomied
till 1541, this must liave been the previous abbot. If he u.is

aiipointed in 1541. we can only accede to .M'Ken^ie's state-

ment of his .ibseii.:e on the Continent on the supposition th.it

lie ha'i taken ad\anta;,'c of the act 3d, James I. chap. ^2.

which entitled prel.ates. earls, <ic., to ajipear by their procu-
ritir^. on pro'iM- 111- jiri. -f of a necessary cause of .abseiu e—

a

privilege u:;;. h. if u was eser taken advantage of, fell soon
alter iiit^ di;.-..

fostered, while it interfered with their consummation.
He joined Cardinal Beaton in that opposition which
the primate's fears for the safety of the church
prompted him to exhibit towards the matrimonial
alliance with England, and the enemies of Hamilton
have not been backward in attributing to him an
unhesitating application to the most ungenerous and
infamous means for the achievement of his ends,
throughout the heart-burning and unfortunate pro-
gress of that renowned conference. The change
produced in the regent's policy by the pei^suasion

of the abbot, and the something more than persua-
sion of the cardinal, assisted by the ins-ults of the
English monarch, is well known, with all its calam-
itous consequences. The jK'rseverance of Hamilton
was rewarded by the offices of privy-seal and of
high-treasurer, in which latter hesucceeded Kirkcaldy
of Grange. In 1545 he was further rewarded by
the wealthy bishopric of Dunkeld. With unscnipu-
lous greed he wished to retain, after his elevation,

both the dignity and emolument of his abbacy, but
was prompted to resign them on his brother James
being nominated his successor, with the moderate
reservation of the fruits of the benefice during his

lifetime, and the power to re-enter, in the event of
surviving his brother. On the death of Cardinal
Beaton Hamilton was translated to the archbishopric
of St. Andrews. Unmindful of the fate of his pre-

decessor, he commenced his inauspicious career with
blood. A man of the name of Adam Wallace was
tried before him in a synod in the Blackfriar.s'

Church of Edinburgh, and being found guilty of

acting as a vagrant preacher, baptizing his own
children, and of inability to discover the term
"mass" in the Holy Scriptures, he was delivered

over to the civil judge, and burned at the stake.

But the archl)ishop was not one of those who
welcometl the rising strength of the Reformation
with fire and sword. He was a strong-thinking

and acute man, with a mind conversant in the

weaknesses and prejudices of men, and well adapted
to hold the balance firmly and cautiously between
contending jiarlies. He was not of those s])iriis

framed to l)e the scourges of the earth ; but fate had
cast him in evil days on an unhappy lantl, where
men were not accustomed to scniple at the measures
by which they gratified their passions or ])rejudices,

and the minds formed in more j^icaceful times for

l)etter things burst the regulating ]iower wjiich

might have rcstraineil them in a jieriod of less

tenqitation.

Hamilton saw the coming enemy, and the ir.oiJe-

ration and firmness with which lie defended the

church jircnracted for a short jicriod the fall of the

crumbling fabric. He used his utmost endeavouis
to ])ut to rest a fiery controversy which intlanied his

district, on the subject of addressing the l.onrs

jirayer to the saints; a heterodo.x English jiricst

having maintained that it should be addrrsscil to the

Heity alone, Nvliilc an orthodox fiiar of St. .Ai^drcw s

])roveil, by a syllogistic examination (if each d(.]>art-

ment of the jiraycr, that there were guod reasons

why it ouglit to be addressed to the saints, because
there were no references in it which would not a])ply

to their situation, excepting towards the end, where
requests were made which it was entiiely beyond the
])Ower of saints to grant, and in which their iriter-

tes-ion only should be jucsunied to be requested.
Out of the discussions on this matter arose disputes
on the exact mental value of the apjieal to the saints,

some maiiUaining it to be made to the saints utalcr-

luli/rr, wlnle it was made to the Deity /(';-w^7///tr

"Otlirr.s, that while it was addressed to the Deity
pniicipalitcr, it came before the saints Diiiiiis fiuut-
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paliter: and the grades of distinction being too

numerous for the consideration of the primate, who
was never a casuist without having some purpose in

view, he remitted them to a provincial synod, wliicii

duly attended to the interest of the saints. At this

synod the archbishop performed one of those prudent
acts of rec<^nciIiation by which he sought to avert

the fall of his order. He had prepared a catechism

containing an exposition in English of the command-
ments, the creed, and the Lord's prayer, which was
formally approved of by the synod, and ordered to

be read to the people on Sundays and holidays by
the curates of the respective churches, and which
was afterwards circulated through the country at

such a small price as might remunerate the hawkers
by whom it was vended. In the year 155 1 the

days of this ambitious priest appeared to be nearly

ended by a stubborn asthmatic complaint, which
defied the skill of the Scottish physicians, who
pronounced his recovery as hopeless. The cele-

brated Cardan was induced, by a magnificent re-

muneration, to visit him, and the disease yielded

either to the medicines of the empyric or to nature.

M'Kenzie has taken much pains to prove that, in

calling for the assistance of this singular individual,

the primate did not appeal to the powers of magic,

as Buchanan and others have accused him of having
done; but it is much to be doubted whether, from
the character of both parties, the patient did not

suppose he was receiving, and the physician that he

was administering, the aid of unholy powers. The
influence of Hamilton's mind over that of his brother

is shown by the advantage taken of his sickness.

The queen-mother seized the opportunity which her

own ambitious views and the instigations of her

family had prepared her to use, and extracted from
the feeble regent a resignation of his authority into

her own bands. The archbishop on his recovery

felt the indignation natural to a fierce and ambitious

spirit, compelled by his situation to depend on a

person whose facile mind required to be kept at its

purpose by the firmness of his own. According to

Sir James Melville, the convalescent priest received

the intelligence with a burst of rage; "he cursed,

and cried out that the governor was a very beast for

quitting the government to her," bestowing an epi-

thet not very decorous on the princess who stood

Ijctween his brother and the throne. But Sir James
Melville mentions the intelligence as having been
received by him when abroad, and from the infor-

mation of Captain Ninian Cockburn, "a busy
meddler,"—and however certainly we may judge of

the ambitious prospects of the archbishop, it is not

likely that he would have uttered them in a situation

which would have admitted their being reported to

such a person. The effect of his recovery is a

farther evidence of his ])owerful mind. The resig-

nation not duly and formally completed was revoked,
and with all the advantage of possessing the dignity,

the powerful princess was compelled to submit for

a time. After a protracted conference, the queen-
mother, aided by the influence of those whom her
])olished manners had secured, and of the Protestant

party in general, whom she affected to protect,

seconded hy the will of her daughter, no longer an
infint, obtained her end; but the advantages stipu-

lated for by the archbishop on the part of his brother
were the same as those which had been Iicld out to

hint as a bait at the commencement of tlie contract,

acknowledging, as a principal article, the ex-regent's

right ot succession, failing the young queen, which
seems to have presented to the archl)ishop gMlden
views of ambition which it were ditlicult to fathom.

Hitherto the priniacy uf Hamilton had bc-cn marked

by but one act of persecution, with which he was
but indirectly connected; but just after the pericKl of

the last incident described, he appalled the nation by
the perpetration of an act for which neither religious

bigotry, opposition to the regent, nor the alleged

influence of the abbot of Kilwinning, are sufficient

satisfactorily to account, in a man who knew so well

the advantage of moderate counsels. Walter Mill,

an aged Protestant minister, was tried at St.

Andrews before the archbishop, found guilty of

heresy, and condemned to death by the flames.

Men looked with such deep horror on the act, that

an individual possessing the requisite powers could

hardly be found to add the sup]>lementary authority

of the civil judge—no one would furnish a rope to

bind the martyr to the stake, and the archbishop

had to provide with his own sacred hands the

necessary implement. The jieople of the country

marked the spot of Mill's death by rearing over

it a heap of stones, and so often as these were re-

moved, the sullen memorial was restored by the

patient and unyielding ])eople. This was one of

the marked acts which either terrify or give impulse
to a slowly approaching enemy—it had the latter

effect. Knox preached soon after in the pulpit of

his cathedral church, and the usual destruction

attended his presence. The archbishop, who, what-
ever he might be in politics, was no bigot in religion,

strove to compromise with the arch-reformer, admit-

ting that there were many evils in the church which
should be remedied, but that "he should do wisely

to retain the old policy, which had been the work
of many ages, or then put a better in its place, which
his new model was far from,"—but the proffer was
unnoticed. He made a last and daring effort in the

committee of estates in 1560, which gave the sanction

of law to the doctrines and government of the Pro-

testant faith. He there objected to his own brother,

the Bishop of Argyle, and to the Bishop of Galloway
being admitted as lords of the articles, to prepare

the measure for the adoption of the house, according

to the constitution of the parliament of .Scotland,

because they had embraced Presbyterianism, and
were therefore disqualified by the constitution they

were about to alter : and, along with the Bishops of

Dunkeld and Dunblane, gave an unavailing opposi-

tion to the measures.

Three years after this convention he became
amenable to one of its provisions, which prohibited

the celebration of mass, and was committed to the

castle of Edinburgh, whence he was released through

the reiterated tears and intercessions of Queen Mary.
Royal favour still beamed on the archbishop, but it

was clouded by ))opular hatred. In 1566, at the im-

prudent request of the (pieen, he bajnizetl the young
prince with the ceremonies of the Church of Rome;
and with still more imprudence, if not with a de,-ign

of aiding the perpetration of deep wickedne.---, lie

was, on the 23d of September, of the same >ear,

personally reinvested by the (jueen's signature, in

the consistorial jurisdiction, of which llie clergy in

general had been dej-jrived hy the legislature. \\ liit-

aker, with the purposes of a special pleader before

him, maintains this not to have been a revival of the

jurisdiction, hut the special gift of an authority which

had not been discontinued. Not to argue on tlie

improbability that a jurisdiction lielonging to the

body of right should lie l)e-to\\ed on one )iarticu!ar

mend)er by tavour, t!ie act nf jjarliament which trans-

fer> to the commi—arie^ the consistorial authority of

the church, is as ]ilain as a Scottish act usualiy is.

Tlie dangerous and invidious jurisdiction thus be-

stowed \\a^ u^ed on one great occa-ion, and history

I

has i^cseiNcd nootiter instance uf its application: he
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granted a commission to judges, who severed the in-

convenient bonds betwixt Earl Bothwell and his wife,

which interfered in some respects with the formality

of a marriage with the queen, and this act, coupled

with the circumstance that the archbishop was one
of those who prepared the account of the murder of

Darnley, so hastily transmitted to the French court,

originated in the minds of his enemies suspicions of

deep guilt, the justice of which we do not pretend to

judge.

The fidelity of the archbishop towards the queen,

however much party spirit may account for it on
aml>itious grounds, is, by a charitable interpretation,

a pleasing part of his ciiaracter. He was the heart

and head of the party which associated for her cause

during her confinement in Lochleven. He aided

her escape, and boldly urged on the battle, so unfor-

tunate to the queen, which followed. He now bid

a perpetual aiiieu to the state and pomp he had so

long sustained, and seems to have for more than a

year wandered through the country in search of a

roof to protect him. On the capture of Dumbarton
Castle, in 1571, the governor of which had bestowed
on him temporary protection, he was tried on an ac-

cusation of four several acts of treason. 1st, "That
he knew, and was participand or accomplice in the

murdering of King Henry, the queen's husband.
2d, That he conspired against tlie king's person
at the murdering of the first regent, intending to

have surprised the castle of Stirling, and to have
been master thereof at his pleasure. 3d, That he
knew, or was participand in the murder of James
Earl of Murray, the late regent. 4th, That he lay

in wait at the wood of Calendar for the slaughter of

Matthew Earl of Lennox, the present regent." With
a candour which ought to weigh much with the

world in the consideration of the other atrocities of

which he has been accused, he confessed with contri-

tion a participation in the third crime laid to his

charge. Much confusion and mystery attend the

accounts of this trial which have reached our time;

but it would appear that some difficulties, either in

form or evidence attending the ]iroof of the crimes
laid to his charge, prompted recourse to a fiction

convenient on such occasions, and disgraceful to the

law in which it found a place—an act of forefaullure

in absence had been passed against the archbishop in

the first parliament of Regent Murray, and in terms
of that act he was hanged on the common gibbet of

Stirling, in his jiontificial rfjbes, on the 5th April,

1571. The ignominy gratuitously bestowed on the

reverend head of their party and religion was not
soon forgot by the adherents of the Ilamiltons, and
long afier his haughty indomital)le spirit had ceased
to oppose the progress of the Reformation, his name,
and the memory of his fate, were bonds of union to

the Papists, and dreaded by the Protestants. Like
that of all violent partisans, the memr)ry of Hamil-
ton has been coloured witli much blame and with
much praise. Puchanan has wasted good Latin both
in ])ro^e and verse in ascribing to him all the vices

of which poor human nature is susceptible— "Archi-
episco])us etiani in omnium rerum licentia suis

cupiditalibus obsequebatur;"—nor does he hesitate

to cliarge him with accession to two deliberate

murders, from the punishment consequent on one of

which, his inlhience protected the ]irinci|)al i)er]ie-

trator, the father (jf his mistress. His incontinence
i> a char^'c uliicli circumstances have, to a consider-

able extent, justified.

HAMILTON, Patrick, one of the first martyrs
to the doctrines of the Reformed religion, was born
about the year 1503. He was nephew to the liarl

of Arran by his father, and to the Duke of Albany
by his mother; and was besides related to King James
V. of Scotland. And by this illustrious connection
there stands forth another proof of the erroneous-
ness of the commonly received opinion, that the first

Reformers were generally men of inferior birth. He
was early educated for the church, with high views
of preferment from his powerful connections, and, in

order that he might prosecute his studies undisturbed
by any cares for his present subsistence, had the
abbacy of Eerme bestowed upon him. While yet
but a very young man he travelled into Germany,
with the view of completing those studies which he
had begun at home, and to which he had ajiplied

himself with great assiduity. Attracted by the fame
of the university of Wiirtemberg, he repaired thither,

and after remaining some time, removed to that of
Marpurg, where he was the first who introduced
public disputations on theological cjuestions. Here
he formed an intimacy with the celebrated reformers
Martin Luther and Philip Melancthon, who finding

in Hamilton an apt scholar, and one already cele-

brated for superior talent, soon and successfully in-

structed him in the new views of religion which they
themselves enteriained. His rapid progress in these

studies delighted his instructors, and not only they

themselves, but all who were of their way of thinking,

soon perceived that in their young pupil they had
found one who would make a distinguished figure in

propagating the new faith. Accordingly he be-

came an object of great interest to all the disciples

of Luther and Melancthon, who waited with much
anxiety to see what part the youthful reformer
would take in the enterprise of at once over-

throwing the Church of Rome and establishing

that of the true religion ; a task which not only
required talents of the highest order to condjat the

learned men who were of the opposite faith, but
also the most determined courage to face the dan-
gers which were certain to acconqjany their hos-

tility. \\\ the meantime, Hamilton had come to

the resolution of beginning his perilous career in his

native country, and with this view returned \o .Scot-

land, being yet little more than twenty-three years

of age. The gallant young soldier of the true churcli

had no sooner arrived, than, although he knew it

was at the hazard of his life, for IIuss and Jerome in

Germany, and Resby and Craw in Scotland, had
already jierished by the flames for holding tenets op-

posed to those of Rome—he began ]iublicly to ex-

pose the corruptions of the Romir^h church, and to

point out the errors wliich had crept into its religion

as professed in Scotland. Hamilton's gentle de-

meanour and powerful eloquence soon procured him
many folk<wers, and these were every day increas-

ing in number. The Romish ecclesiastics became
alarmed at this progress of heresy, and determine<l

to put an immediate stop to it. Not choosing, how-
ever, at first to proceed openly against him, Peaton,

then .Vrchbisho]! of .St. Andrews, under pretence of

desiring a friendly conference with him on religious

matters, invited him to th.at city, then the head-
f|uarters of the Romish church in Scotland. De-
ceived by the terms of the invitation, Hamilton re-

paired to St. Anflrews. All that ISeaton desire<l

was now attained; the young Reformer was within

his gra>]>. One Canq;l)ell, a prior of the Black
l'"riars, was enq)loyed to confer with him, and to as-

certain what his doctrines really were. This duty
Campbell performed Ity means of the most ])rofoiuid

treachery. lie affected to be ]iersuaded by Hamil-
ton's reasoning, acknowledged that his objections

against the Ro)nish religion were well finmded, and,

in sh'jrt, seemed a convert to the doctrines of liis
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unsuspecting victim; anfl thus obtained from liim

acknowledgments of o])inions which brouglit him
immediately under the power of the church. Camp-
bell having from time to time reported the conver-

sations which took place, Hamilton was at length

apprehended in the middle of the night, and thrown
into prison. On the day after he was brought before

the archbishop and his convention, charged with en-

tertaining sundry heretical opinions, Campbell being

liis accuser, and as a matter ofcourse Hamilton being

found guilty, was sentenced to be deprived of all

dignities, honours, orders, offices, and benefices in

the church; and furthermore, to be delivered over to

the secular arm for corporeal punishment, a result

which soon followed. On the afternoon of the same
day he was hurried to the stake, lest the king should

interfere in his behalf. A quantity of timber, coals,

and other combustibles having been collected into

a pile in the area before the gate of St. Salvator's

College, the young martyr was bound to a stake in

the middle of it. A train of powder had been laid

to kindle the fire, but the effect of its explosion was
only to add to the victim's sufferings, for it failed to

ignite the pile, but scorched his face and hands
severely. In this dreadful situation he remained,

jiraying fervently the while, and maintaining his

faith with unshaken fortitude, imtil more powder was
brought from the castle. The fire was now kindled,

and the intrepid sufferer perished, recommending his

soul to his God, and calling upon him to dispel the

darkness which overshadowed the land.

The infamous and most active agent in his destnic-

tion, Campbell, was soon after Hamilton's death

seized with a remorse of conscience for the part he

had acted in bringing about that tragedy, which
drove him to distraction, and he died a year after,

under the most dreadful apprehensions of eternal

wrath.

HAMILTON, Robert, LL.D., a mathematician
and political economist, was born in June, 1743.

He was tlie eighth son of Gavin Hamilton,' a book-
seller and publisher in Edinburgh, whose father was
at one time professor of divinity in, and afterwards

principal of, the university of Edinburgh. In the

life of a student, who has hardly ever left his books
to engage even in literary controversy, there is seldom
much to attract the attention of the ordinary reader:

but when perusing the annals of one of the most
feverish periods of the history of the world, posterity

may show a wish to know something about the man
who discovered the fallacy of the celebrated sinking

fund, and cliecked a nation in the career of extrava-

gance by displaying to it the unpalliated tnith of its

situation. Holding this in mind, we will be excused
for giving to the world some minutice of this remark-
able man, whom neither the events of his life in

general, nor his connection with the literary history

of tlic age, would have rendered an object of much
l)iographical interest. Like many men who have sig-

nalized themselves for the originality or abstractness

of their views, Hamilton in his early years suffered

much from constitutional debility, an affliction from
which his many after-years were signally exempt, till

his last illness his only complaint being a frec[uent

recurrence of lumbago, wliich gave him a character-
istic stoop in walking. He is described as having
sliown, in the progress of his education, an appetite

' G;i\ ill Hamilton executed an ingenious and accurate model
of Edinburgh, which cost him some years' labour, and was
exhibited in a room in the Royal Infirmary in 1753 and 1754;
after his death it was neglected and broken up for firewood.
It represented a scheme for an access to tlie High Street by
,a sloping; r lad from the West Church; precisely the idea sub-
sequently acted upon in the imprjvcment of tiie city.

for almost e%'ery description of knowledge, and to

have added to the species of information for which
he has l)een celebrated, a minute acquaintance with
classical and general philosophical subjects. A re-

spected friend, long belonging to the circle of Hamil-
ton's literary acquaintance, has described his mind
as having less quickness in sudden apprehension of

his subject, than power in giappling with all its bear-

ings, and comprehending it thoroughly after it had
been sometime .submitted to his comprehension; it

was exactly of that steady, strong, and tru.stworthy

order on which teachers of .sense and zeal love to

bestow their labour. He was, in consequence, a
general favourite with his instructors, and more
especially with the celebrated Matthew Stewart, pro-

fessor of mathematics in Edinburgh, who looked on
the progress and prospects of his future scholar with
pride and friendly satisfaction. The partiality of

Mr. Hamilton for a literarj' life he was compelled to

yield to circumstances, which rendered it expedient

that he should spend some time in the banking estab-

lishment of Messrs. William Hogg & Son, as a pre-

paratory introduction to a commercial or banking
profession; but this was the less to l>e regretted, as,

if it did not give him the first introduction to the

kind of specidation in which he afterwards indulged,

it must have early provided him with that practical

information on the general money system of the

coimtry which his works so strikingly exhibit. Soon
after this Mr. Hamilton began to form the literary

acquaintance of young men of his own standing and
pursuits, some of whom gathered themselves into

that knot of confidential literarj^ communication
which afterwards expanded into a nursery of orators,

statesmen, and philosophers of the highest grade,

now well known by the name of the Speculative

Society. The manner in which the young political

economist became acquainted with Lord Karnes, has

something in it of the simplicity of that literary

free-masonr)- which generally forms a chain of friendly

intercourse between the celebrated men of any par-

ticular period, and those who are just rising to re-

place them in the regard and admiration of the

world. His lordship's attention having been attracted

by the views on one of his own works, expressed in

a criticism which had been anonymously supplied by
Mr. Hamilton to one of the periodicals of the day-
he conveyed through the same paper a wish that the

author of the critique, if alreadyknown, might become
better known to him, and if a stranger, would com-
municate to him the pleasure of his acquaintance.

The diffident critic was with difficulty prevailed on to

accept the flattering offer; the elegant judge expressed

considerable surprise at the youth of the writer, when
compared with the justness and profundity of his

views, and communicated to him, by a general invita-

tion to his house, the advantages of an intercourse

with his refined and gifted circle of visitors. In 1766

Mr. Hamilton, then only twenty-three years of age,

was prevailed on by his friends to offer himself as a

candidate for the mathematical chair of Mari>chal

College in Aberdeen, then vacant l.iy the death of Mr.

Stew.art, and though unsuccc.-sful, the aiipointment

being in favour of Mr. Trail, he left behind him a

very high sense of his abilities m the minds of the

judges of the competition, one of whom, in a letter

to i)r, Gregory, states that "he discovered a remark-

able genius for mathematics, and a justness ot appre-

hension and persjiicuity tliat is rarely to be met
with."—"He is, " continues the same indivitlual, "an
excellent deni'm-trator; always jilanned out his de-

monstration witli judgment, an<l apprised his audience

where the stress lay, s(i that he brought it to a con-

clusion in a most perspicuous manner, and in such
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a way that no person of common understanding

could miss it." After this unsuccessful attempt to

acquire a situation more congenial to his pursuits,

Mr. Hamilton became a partner in the conducting

of a paper-mill which had been established by his

father—a concern which, in 1769, he relinquished to

the care of a manager on his appointment to the

rectorshii) of the academy at Perth. In 1 77 1 he
married Miss Anne Mitchell of Ladath, whom he
had the misfortune of losing seven years afterwards.

In 1779 the chair of natural philosophy in Marischal

College, in the gift of the crown, was presented to

Dr. Hamilton. P'rom this chair Dr. Copeland—

a

gentleman whose high scientific knowledge and
private worth rendered him, to all who had the

means of knowing his attainments (of which he has

unfortunately left behind him no specimen), as highly

respected for his knowledge of natural philosophy

and history as his colleague was for that of the

studies he more particularly followed—had been re-

moved to the mathematical chair in the same univer-

sity. The natural inclination and studies of each

led him to prefer tlie situation of the other to his

own, and after teaching the natural philosophy class

for one year. Dr. Hamilton effected an exchange
with his colleague, satisfactory to both. He was
not, however, formally presented to the mathematical
chair till several years afterwards.

A short time previous to this period Dr. Hamilton
had commenced the series of useful works which have
so deservedly raised his name. In 1 777 appeared the

practical work so well known by the name of I/ainil-

ion''s Merchandise; he published in 1790 a short essay

on Peiue and War, full of those benevolent doctrines

which even a civilized age so seldom opposes to the

progressof licenseddestruction. In 1796 Dr. Hamilton
jniblished his Arilhtnetic—a work which has been

frefiucnlly reprinted; and in 1800 anotlier work of a

similar elementary description, called Heads of a

Course of Mathematks, intended for the use of his

own students : but the great work so generally at-

tached to his name did not appear till he had passed

his seventieth year. The Inquiry concerning the

Rise and I'rogress, the Redemption and Present State

of the Xational Debt of Great Britain was published

at Edininirgh in 1813. It created in every quarter,

except that which might have best profited by the

warning voice, a sudden consciousness of the folly of

the system under which the national income was in

many res|)L'cts conducted, but it was not till his dis-

coveries had made their silent progress tlirough the

medium of public opinion that they began gradually

to affect the measures of the government. Tlie ]irin-

cipal ])art of this intpiiry is devoted to the considera-

tion of the measures which have at different ])eriods

been ado])ted for attempting the reduction of the na-

tional debt. The earliest aitemjit at a sinking fund
was made in the year 1716, under the ausjiices of .Sir

Robert Walpole—a measure f)f which that acute

minister may not improbably have seen the inutility

—as in the year 1733 he ap])lied five millions of tlie

then sinking fund to the public exigencies. The prin-

ciyjle always nominally existed, aUhough it was not

maintained with constant regularity and zeal, until

tlie year 17S6, when the celebrated sinking fund of

.Mr. I'itt was formed, by the flisposal of part of tlie

income of the nation to commissif)ners for the redemp-
tion (if the debt—a measure which was modified in

1792 by the assignment of one per cent, annually uw
tile nominal capital of each loan contracted rluring the

war, as a sinking fund approjiriated for the redemj)-

tion of the particular loan to which it was attached. It

underwent several other modifications, jiarticularly in

1802 and 1807. The great prophet and projioundcr

of this system, the celebrated Dr. Price, unfolded
his views on the subject in his treatise Of RcTcrsion-
ary Annuities, published in 1 771. It is a general
opinion that an application to studies strictly nu-
merical will abstract the mind from the prejudice
and enthusiasm of theory. Dr. Price has proved
the fallacy of such a principle by supporting his tables
ofcalculations with all the virulence and impatience of
a vindicator of the authenticity of Ossian's poems or
of the honour of Queen Mary. Dr. Price has given us
a glowing example of his theory, the often-repeated
instance of the state of a penny set aside and allowed
to accumulate from the time of Christ: if allowed to

remain at compound interest, it will accumulate to

(we forget exactly how many million globes of gold,

each the size of our own earth), if it accumulate at

simple interest, the golden vision shrinks to the com-
pass of a few shillings; and if not put out at interest

at all, it will continue throughout all ages the pitiful

penny it was at the commencement. The a])plica-

tion of the principle to an easy and cheap method of
liquidating the national debt was so obvious to Dr.
Price, that he treated the comparative coldness with
which his advice was received as a man who con-

sidered that his neighbours are deficient in compre-
hending the first rules of arithmetic; and it certainly

is a singular instance of the indolence of the national

mind, and the readiness with which government
grasped at any illusive theory which showed a heal-

ing alternative to the extravagance of its measures,

that no one appeared to propose the converse of the

simile, and to remind the visionary financier that in

applying it to national borrowing, the borrower, by
allowing one of the pennies he has borrowed to ac-

cumulate in his favour at compound interest, is in

just the same situation as if he had deducted the

penny from the sum he borrowed, and thus prevented

the penny and its compound interest from accumulat-
ing against him. The practical results of Dr. Price's

theories were, the proposal of a plan by which a na-

tion might borrow at simple interest, and accumulate
at compound interest a fund for its repayment: boldly
pushing his theory to its extremities, and maintaining
that it is better to borrow at high than at low interest,

because the debt will be more speedily re]iaid; and,

as a corollary, that a sinking fund during war is more
efficient than at any other time, and that to terminate

it then is "the madness of giving it a mortal blow."
The supposition maintained by Dr. Hamilton, in op-

position to these golden visions of eternal borrowing
for the purpose of increasing national riches, did not

require the aid of much rhetoric for its support— it

is, that if a person borrows money, and assigns a

part of it to accumulate at compound interest for the

repayment of the whole, he is just in the same situa-

tion as if he had deducted that jiart from his loan

—

and hence the general scope of his argument goes to

prove the utter uselessness of a borrowed sinking

fund, and the fallacy of continuing its operation dur-

ing war, or when the expeniliture of the nation over-

balances the income. 'J'lie absurdity of setting aside

a portion of the sum borrowed for this ])urpose (and

generally borrowed at more disadvantageous terms

as the loan is to any degree increased) was ])artially

]irevented l)y a suggestion of Mr. Fox; but the sink-

ing fund was strictly a borrowed one, in as far as

money was laid aside for it, while the nation was
obliged to borrow for the su]ipf)rt of its expenditure.

The evil of the system is finmd by Dr. Hamilton to

consist not only in the fallacy it imjioses on the pub-
lic, but in its positive loss of resources. 'J'lie loans

are raised at a rale more disadvantageous to the bor-

rower than that at which the creditor afterwards re-

ceives payment of them, and the management of the
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system is expensive. If a man who is in debt bor-

rows merely for the purpose of paying his debt, and
transacts tiie business himself, lie merely exposes liim-

self to more trouble than he would have encountered
by continuing deluor to his former creditor; if he
employ an agent to transact the business, he is a loser

by the amount of fees jwid to that agent.

These truths Dr. Hamilton is not content with
proving argumentatively; he has coupled them with
a minute history of the various financial proceedings
of the country, and tables of jiractical calculation,

giving on the one hand historical information, and
on the other showing the exact sums which the

government has at different ])eriods misapplied.

Along with Mr. Pitt's system of finance he has given

an account of that of Lord Henry Petty, established

in 1807— a complicated scheme, the operation of
which seems not to have been perceived by its inven-

tor, and which, had it continued for any length of
time, might have produced effects more ruinous than
those of any system which has been devised. The
summary of his proofs and discussions on the subject,

as expressed in his own words, is not very flattering

to the principle which has been in general followed.

"The excess of revenue above expenditure is the
only real sinking fund by which the public debt can
be discharged. The increase of the revenue, or the
diminution of expense, are the only means by which
a sinking fund can be enlarged, and its operations
rendered more effectual ; and all schemes for discharg-

ing the national debt by sinking funds, operating by
compound interest, or in any other manner, unless so

far as they are founded upon this principle, are il-

lusory." But it cannot be said that Dr. Hamilton
has looked with a feeling of anything resembling
enmity on the object of his attack; he has allowed
the sinking fund all that its chief supporters now pre-

tend to arrogate to it, although the admission comes
more in the form of palliation than of approbation.
"If the nation," he says, "impressed with a convio-

tion of the importance of a system established by a

popular minister, has, in order to adhere to it, aaopted
measures either of frugality in expenditure, or exer-

tion in raising taxes, which it would not otherwise
have done, the sinking fund ought not to l^e con-

sidered inefficient: and its effects may be of great im-
portance."—"The sinking fund," says an illustrious

commentator on Dr. Hamilton's work, in the Supple-
ment to the Encyclopicdia Britannica, following up
the same train of reasoning, "is therefore useful as

an engine of taxation;" and now that the glorious

vision of the great financial dreamer has vanished,
and left nothing behind it but the operation of the

ordinar)' dull machinery by whicli debts are paid off

through industry and economy, one can hardly sup-
pose that the great minister who set the engine in

motion was himself ignorant (however much he might
have chosen others to remain so) of its real power-
lessness. The discovery made by Dr. Hamilton was
one of those few triumphant achievements which,
founded on the indisputable ground of practical cal-

culation, can never be controverted or doubted: and
although a few individuals, from a love of system,
while apparently admitting the tiiiths demonstrated
by Dr. Hamilton in attempting to vindicate the sys-

tem on separate grounds, have fallen, iimtato nomine,
into the same fallacy,' the Edinburgh reviewers,

Ricardo, .Say, and all the eminent jiolitical economists
of the age, have supported his doctrine, while the

venerable Lord Cirenville—a member of the adminis-
tration which devised the sinking fund, and for some

I fV.:> ".f I.rtt:y to Lord CrcvviUc ov ihc Sittkhti: Fund,
by Thoinai rcrcgnne Cjurli;r..iy, Esq., M.P. L-nJ^n, ii2i. I

time first lord of the treasury—has, in a pamphlet
which affords a striking and noble specimen of

political candour, admitted that the treatise of Dr.

Hamilton opened his eyes to the fallacy of his once
favourite measure.
A year after the publication of this great work the

laborious services of the venerable philosopher were
considered as well entitling him to leave thel*l)ori(nis

duties of his three mathematical classes to the care

of an assistant, who was at the same time appointed
his future successor. The person chosen was Mr.
John Cruickshank, a gentleman who, whether or not
he proved fruitful in the talents which distinguished

his predecessor, must be allowed to have been more
successful in preserving the discipline of his class

—

a task for which the absent habits of Dr. Hamilton
rendered him rather unfit. In 1825 Dr. Hamilton's
declining years were saddened by the death of his

second wife, a daughter of Mr. ^lorison of Elsick,

whom he had married in 1782; and on the I4lh day
of July, 1829, he died in the bosom of his famiK',

anel in that retirement which his unobtrusive mind
always courted, and which he had never for any con-
siderable perit)d relinquished. Dr. Hamilton left

three daughters, of whom the second was married to

Mr. Thomson of Banchorj- in Kincardineshire, and the

youngest to the Rev. Robert .Swan of Abercrombie
in Fife. He had no family by his second wife.

l)r. Hamilton was remarkable for his absence—

-

not that he mingled subjects with each other, and
mistook what he was thinking about, the error of a
weak mind—but he was frequently engaged in his

mathematical studies when other persons were dif-

ferently employed. As with other absent men, num-
berless are the anecdotes which are preserved of his

abstractions—many of them doubtless unfounded,
while, at the same time, it must be allowed that he
frequently aflbrded amusement to inferior wits. He
possessed a singular diffidence of manner, which in a
less remarkable man might have been looked upon
as humility. Taking advantage of this feeling, and
of his frequent abstractions, his class gave him per-

petual annoyance, and in the latter days of his tui-

tion, the spirit of mischief and trickery, natural ^^hen
it can lie followed up in classes the greater portion

of which consisted of mere boys, created scenes of

perfect anarchy and juvenile mischief. The author of

this memoir recollects distinctly his stooping shadowy
figure as he glided through the rest of his colleagues

in the university, with his good-humoured small

round face, and his minute but keenly twinkling eyes,

surrounded by a thousand wrinkles, liaving in his

manner so little of that pedagogical imjiortance >o

apt to distinguish the teachers of youth, especially

in spots where the assumption of scientific knowledge
is not held in curb by intercourse with an extensive

i)ody of men of learning. It is not by any means to

Ije presumed, however, that the subject of our memoir,
though retired, and occasionally alxstracted in his

habits, excluded himself from his due >hare in tl'.e

business of the world. He led a generally active

life. lie maintained a corresixindence with various

Ih'itish statesmen on imjiortant subjects, and with

Say and Fahrenl>erg, the latter of whum reque.-ted

]iermission to tran>late the\\'urk oil the nati'>nal debt

into German. He frequently rL]'rL-,-cnt<.'i his college

in the General Assembly. (.»n the bursary lunds of

the university, and on the deci--i<>n (jf a very imjdrt-

ant prize intru>ted to him and his colleagues, he I'C-

stowed much time and attention; and he gave assist-

ance in the management of tlie clergymen's widows'
tunc! cjf Scotland, and in plans lor the maintenance
of the poor of .\berdeen.

It was once ^ ropused among some intlv.cr.tial in-
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habitants of Aberdeen that a public monument should

be erected to the memory of this, one of the most
eminent of its citizens. Strangers have remarked,

not much to the credit of that flourishing town, that

while it has produced many great men, few have

been so fortunate as to procure from its citizens

any mark of posthumous respect. We sincerely hope
tiie project may not he deserted, and that such a tes-

timony of respect will yet appear to a man on whom
the city of Aberdeen may with more propriety be-

stow such an honour than on any stranger, however
illustrious.

HAMILTON, Thomas, R.S.A. This distin-

guished architect, of whose professional talents some
of the noblest modern buildings of Edinburgh are

the abiding monuments, was the son of David Ha-
milton, architect, of whom a brief notice has been
given in our pages. The subject of the present

memoir was not merely by birth, but also innate

genius, an architect ; and as such his reputation in

his own particular department has outstripped that

of his father. He might have risen to higher emin-
ence still, had it not been for his taciturnity and
bashfulness, the result in a great measure of a con-

stitutional deafness, which prevented him from show-
ing what he was worth, and advocating his proper
claims to general attention. A beautiful structure

might rise in his imagination, which he could after-

wards realize in stone; but it was like the silent rising

of Solomon's temple : he could not talk of the plan

m detail, point out its beauties, and refute everj'

objection, so that men might be convinced of its

superior excellence ; and thus some of his noblest

:-ui;jects shared the fate of castles in the air. From
the same diffident silence there is nothing to record
of his life, except the edifices he raised in Edinburgh,
of which city he was a taciturn inhabitant.

During a long period the architectural achieve-
ments by which Mr. Thomas Hamilton co-operated
in raising the homely " Auld Reekie" into the
'"Modern Athens," are too numerous to particu-

larize; and to the chief of them we can only be-
stow a passing notice. First in order may be men-
tioned the High-school, that most classical of build-

ings on the most picturesque and a])propriate of
sites—externally, a noble Grecian temple worthy
of the days of Pericles, and internally an academy
of commodious class-rooms, upon which the eye of
the stranger rests witii more than ordinary a<!mira-

tion. Another of his works equally classical in its

character, although more limited, is the facade of
the Physicians' Hall, Queen Street. A third, and
one not unworthy of his reputation, is the J5urns'

monument upon the Calton Hill. The new ap-
j.roaches to Ivlinburgh by the .South, and that bv
George I\'. Ihidgc, the head of Bow .Street, and
the Castle Road were designed by Mr. Hamilton.
He also submitted a magnificent set of designs for

tiie galleries of the Royal .Scottish Academy ; but
these, greatly to the regret of his admirers, were set

a-.ide in favour of the Iniilding ])lanned by the late

Mr. Playfair. His taste and professional skill wore
also atte-.ted in those church buildings which he
jilanned when the Disniption of the Church of .Scot-

land created a sudden demand for such erections.

For a long period Mr. Thomas Hamilton was
treasurer to the Royal .Scottish Academy, of which
he was one of the original founders, and on all occa-
sions he was a vigorous supporter of the independ-
ence and dignity of national art. His knowledge of
ancient and modern art was extensive, and he enjoyed
the frienfkhips of most of the leading artists both at

home and abroad. At the Exhibition of the Fine
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Arts in Paris in 1855, the gold medal was awarded to
him, and in the Exhibition of the Scottish Academy
jn 1858, his drawing of the high-school, Edinburgh,
fully attested how worthily that honour was bestowed.
Such is the brief record of a highly-talented but
silent meditative man, who died in February, 1858.
The eulogy accompanying the intimation of his de-
mise in the public print from which we have chiefly

derived this sketch, is just and appropriate : "In all

his works there is a bold originality of design, com-
bined with a masterly knowledge of the elements of
his art which could render his ideas most effective,

and it must ever be regretted that a mind so cul-

tivated and so original had not an opportunity of
having its resources more amply developed."

HAMILTON, William, of P.angour, a poet of
considerable merit, was the second son of James
Hamilton, Esq., of Bangour, advocate, and was bom
at Bangour in 1 704. He was descended from the
Hamiltons of Little Earnock in Ayrshire; his great-

grandfather James Hamilton (second son of John
Hamilton of Little Earnock) being the founder of
the family of Bangour. On the death of his brother
(who married Elizabeth Dalrymple) without issue,

in 1750, the subject of this memoir succeeded to the

estate. Bom in elevated circumstances and in pol-

ished society, Mr. Hamilton received all the accom-
plishments which a liberal education, with these

advantages, could afford; and although exposed, as

all young persons of his rank usually are, to the light

dissipations of gay life, he resisted every temptation,
and in a great measure dedicated his time to the
improvement of his mind. The state of his health,

which was always delicate, and his natural tempera-
ment, leading him to prefer privacy and study to

mixing frequently in society, he early acquired a
taste for literature, and he soon obtained a thorough
and extensive acquaintance with the best authors,

ancient and modern. The leaning of his mind was
towards poetr)', and he early com]iosed many pieces

of distinguished merit. Encouraged by the appro-
bation of his friends, as well as conscious of his own
powers, he was easily induced to persevere in the

cultivation of his poetic tendencies. Many of his

songs breathe the true spirit of .Scottish melody,
especially his far-famed Braes of Yamnv.
Thus in calm retirement, and in the pursuit of

knowledge, his life might have passed serenely, un-
disturbed by the calls of ambition, or the toils and
alarms of war, had it not been for the ill-judged

attempt of an adventurous prince to recover the
throne of his ancestors. At the commencement of

the insurrection of 1745 Mr. Hamilton, undeterred
by the attainder and exile of his brother-in-law the

I'^arl of Camwath,' for his share in the rebellion in

1 7 15, joined the standard of Prince Charles, and
celebrated his first success at Prestonpans in the well-

known Jacobite ode of Gladsiiniir. After the battle

of Culloden, so disastrous to the prince and his fol-

lowers, he fled to the mountain and the glen; and
there for a time endured much wandering and many
hardships. l''inally, lujwever, he succeeded, with
some others in the same jiroscribed situation, in

escaping into France. ]')ut his exile was short. He
had many friends and admirers among the adherents
of King George, and through tlieir intercession his

]\ardon was speedily ]irocured from government.
He accordingly returned home, and resumed pf)sses-

sion of his paternal estate. His health, however, at

all times weak, by the hardships he had endured, as

well as from his anxiety of mind, had now become

' 'I'hc c.irl married, as liis third vifc
sister.

M.-irgaret, tlie pod's
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doubly so, and required the benefit of a warmer
climate. He therefore soon afterwards returned to

the Continent, and for the latter years of his life took
up his residence at Lyons, where a slow consumption
carried him off on the 25th March, 1754, in the fiftieth

year of his age. His corpse was broufjht to Scotland,

and interred in the abbey church of Holyrood.
Mr. Hamilton was twice married, into families of

distinction, and by his first lady, a daughter of Sir

James Hall of Dunglass, baronet, he had issue one
son. James, who succeeded him.

Though Mr. Hamilton's works do not place him
among the highest class of Scottish poets, he is fully

entitled to rank among those of a secondary order.

What was much in his favour, certainly not in fur-

therance of his facility of composition, but as an
advantage to his fame, is, that for a whole century
previous to the time he began to write, few names
of any consequence were known in .Scottish poetry.

P"rom 1615 till 1715 no poet of any note—except

only Drummond and .Stirling—had appeared.
From the days of Buchanan, the only other poets

we could then boast of, following the example of that

leading intellect, had composed in a language utterly

opposite to their own, in construction, copiousness,

and facility—we mean the Latin: and inferior poets

as well as inferior scholars to Hamilton, in compli-

ment to the reigning fashion, continued to use that

didactic and difficult language for the expression of

their sentiments. Hamilton, therefore, had much
to overcome in entering the lists as an original writer

in his own language, the elegance, the purity, and
the freedom, though perhaps not the force nor the

energy of which he understood so well. He was
convinced that the greater part, if not the whole, of

tliose authors who preferred composing in a dead
language would be utterly unknown to posterity,

except perhaps to a few of the literati and the

learned. But at the dawn of the eighteenth cen-

tury the scholastic spell was at length broken, and
Hamilton and Ramsay were among the first who
gave utterance to their feelings, the one in English
and the other in his native Scottish dialect; and this

perhaps even to the present day constitutes the prin-

cipal cause of their fame. It may safely be asserted

that, in the works of Hamilton and Ramsay, there is

more genuine poetry than in the works of the whole
century of Latin poets who preceded them; though
this may be denied by those classic readers who are

still in the habit of poring into the lucubrations of

those authors, the greater part of whom have long

ceased to be known to the general reader, while the

works of Hamilton and Ramsay are still read and
admired.

Mr. Hamilton's poems were first puljlished by
Foulis at Glasgow in 174S, l2mo, and afterwards

reprinted; but this volume was a pirated publication,

and appeared not only without his name, but without
his consent, and even without his knowledge; and,

as might have been expected, it abounded in errors.

He was tlien abroad, and it was thought the appear-
ance of that collection would have ])roduced from
him a more perfect Cflition: but though on his return

he corrected many errors, and considerably enlarged
some of the poems, he d\d not live to furnish a new
and complete edition. It remained therefore for his

friends after his death to publish from his original

manuscripts the first genuine and correct collection

of his works. It appeared in one volume small 8vo.

at I'-dinburgh in 1760, witli a head by Strange, who
hatl been a fellow-adventurer with him in the cause

of Prince Charles.

This volume did not at first attract any particular

notice, and his poems were rapidly fading from
VOL. II.

public remembrance, when an attempt was made by
Professor Richardson of Glasgow to direct the atten-

tion of the public to his merits. In a very able criti-

cism from the pen of that gentleman which appeared
in the Lounger, among other observations no less

just, the following formed one of his principal re-

marks: "The poems of Hamilton display regidar

design, just sentiments, fanciful invention, pleasing

sensibility, elegant diction, and smooth versification.

Mr. Richardson then enters into an analysis of Ha-
milton's principal poem of Cotitejiiplatioii, or The
Triumph 0/ Loz'e. He descants chiefly on the quality

of fanciful invention as Ijeing the princi|)al character-

istic of poetical composition. He says "that Mr.
Hamilton's imagination is employed among beautiful

and engaging, rather than among awful and magni-
ficent images, and even when he presents us with

dignified objects he is more grave than lofty, more
solemn than sublime."— "It is not asserted," con-

tinues Mr. Richardson, in illustrating the 'pleasing

sensibility' he ascribes to Hamilton, " that he dis-

plays those vehement tumults and ecstasies of passion

that belong to the higher kind of lyric and dramatic
composition. He is not shaken with excessive rage,

nor melted with overwhelming sorrow; yet when lie

treats of grave or affecting subjects, he expresses a

plaintive and engaging softness. He is never violent

and abnipt, and is more tender than pathetic. Per-

haps the Braes of i'lirnn^', one of the finest ballads

ever written, may put in a claim to suj^erior distinc-

tion. But even with this excejition, I should think

our poet more remarkable for engaging tenderness

than for deep and affecting pathos. In like manner,
when he expresses the joyful sentiments, or describes

scenes and objects of festivity, which he does veiy

often, he displays good humour and easy cheerful-

ness, rather than the transports of mirth or the bril-

liancy of wit."

Mr. Richardson, in illustration of these cliaracter-

istics, quotes some passages which convey the most
favourable impression of Mr. Hamilton's poetical

powers.

Mr. M'Kenzie, the ingenious editor of the Z«/;/.ftr,

enforced the judgment pronounced by Mr. Rich-

ardson in a note, in which he not only fully agrees

with him, but even goes farther in Mr. Hamilton's

praise. Lord Woodhouselee was also among the

first to acknowledge his excellence and vindicate his

fame. He thus speaks of Mr. Hamilton in his life

of Lord Kames, "Mr. Hamilton's mind is jucturcd

in his verses. They are the easy and careless eftusions

of an elegant fancy and a chastened taste; and the

sentiments they convey aie the genuine feelings of a

tender and susceptible heart, which perpetually owned
the dominion of some favourite mistress: but whose

pa>sion generally evaporated in song, and made no

serious or permanent imiiression. His poems had

an additional charm to his contemporaries from being

commonly addressed to his familiar friends of either

sex by name. There are few minds insensible to

the soothing flattery of a poet's record.''

The only poem which Mr. Hamilton wrote in his

native dialect was ihe Trucs 1/ ]\uy\^r. which lias

been almost universally acknowledged to l»e one of

the finest ballads ever written. Hiu Mr. Pmkerton,

^\hose opinion of the ancient ballad j^oetrv' of Scot-

land has always had c. .nsi.lerable weight, has passed

a different judgment on it. "It is," says he, "in

vcrv bad taste, and quite unlike the ancient Scottish

manner, being even inferi'ir to tlie poorest of the old

ballads with this title. His re]>eated words and lines

causiim an eternal jinL;le. his confused narration

and p.tTected path.w. throw this piece among the

rub'.)i-h of p'jetrw" Tlie jingle and alTected iialhos

50
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of which he complains are sometimes indeed sicken-

ing.

" Lang maun she weep, lang maun she, maun she weep,
Lang maun she weep with dule and sorrow," &c.

" Then build, then build, ye sisters, sisters sad.

Ye sisters sad, his tomb with sorrow," itc.

On the other hand, the isolated condemnation of Mr.

Pinkerton must be allowed to have little weight

against the interest with which this poem so signally

impressed Mr. Wordsworth, as ajipears from his

beautiful poems of i'arrorc UnvisiUd and Yarroiu

Visited.

The measure which Mr. Hamilton was most par-

tial to is the octo-syllabic ; and certainly this being

the smoothest and most euphonious, it best suited

the refinement of his mind. He sometimes, however,

attempted the decasyllabic measure; but here, as in

his soaring to a greater height in his subjects, he did

not succeed so well. His blank verse, like his con-

ception, is without grandeur—without ease—without

dignity: it is surcharged, rugged, and verbose. Of
this he was himself aware, for he seldom attempted

to clothe his sentiments in the style which was per-

fected by Milton and Shakspeare.

Mr. Hamilton of Baugour is sometimes mistaken
for and identified with another poet of the same name,
William Hamilton of Gilbertjicld in Lanarkshire, a

lieutenant in the navy, who was the friend and cor-

respondent of Allan Ramsay, and the modernizer of

Blind Harry's poem of Wallace. The compositions

of this gentleman display much beauty, simplicity,

and sweetness; but he is neither so well known, nor
entitled to be so, as the "Bard of Yarrow."

Mr. Hamilton's private virtues were no less eminent
than his poetical abilities. His piety, though fervent,

was of that quiet and subdued cast that "does good
by stealth, and blushes to find it fame." His man-
ners were accomplished—indeed so much so, as to

earn for him the title of "the elegant and amiable
William Hamilton of Bangour.''^

HAMILTON, Thp. Right HoNorRAiii.E Sir
William, British ambassador at the court of Naples,
and celebrated for his patronage of the fine arts, and
his investigations on the subject of volcanoes, was
born in 1 730. Neither biographers nor contemporary
periodical writers have furnished any account of his

education or early habits; all that is commemorated
regarding him previous to the commencement of his

puijiic life, is, that his family, a branch of tlie noble
house of Hamilton, was in very reduced circum-
stances. He was in the most- difficult of all situa-

tions—poor, high-born, and a Scotsman. "I was
condemned," to use his own words, "to make my
way in the world, with an illustrif)us name and a

thousand pounds." Like many of his countrymen
so situated, he had a choice betwixt semi-starvation

in the army, and an affluent marriage— he yjrudently

preferred the latter; and in 1755 lie found himself
most happily settled in life, with a young lady
of beauty, connections, amiable (lualifications, and
^5000 a year. It is very probable that Mr. Hamil-
ton spent his hours in philosophical case, until his

acquisition of that situation in which he afterwards
distinguished himself In 1764 he was ap])oiiUed

ambassador to the court of .Naples, where he con-
tinued till the year 1800. If his appointment as a
resident ambassador for so long a jieriod is to be
consi'lered as but a method of expressing in more

' \ manuscript, contiining many poems by Hamilton which
never s.iw the light, wns in the possession of George Chalmers,
I-%q., author of Caledonia. A list of them is given in the
TraiiSdctioiis rj the A titi'niarian Sn:iety of ScollaJui, vol. iii.,

where a portrait of -Mr. Hair.iliun has aUo'bten given.

consequential terms the employment of an agent for

advancing the study of the arts, the person was well

chosen for the purpose, and the interests of the pub-

lic were well attended to; but if Mr. Hamilton's
claims to national respect are to be judged by his

merely diplomatic duties, the debt, in addition to

the salary he received, will be very small. The
reason why a permanent representative of the British

government should have been found requisite in

Sicily is in reality one of those circumstances which
a diplomatist only could explain. The fame acquired

in other departments by the subject of our memoir
has prompted his biographers to drag to light his

diplomatic exertions, yet, although nothing has been
discovered which can throw a blot on his good name,
the amount of service performed in thirty-six years

is truly ludicrous. He entered into explanations

with the Marquis Tanucci, first minister of Sicily,

regarding some improper expressions used by a

gentleman of the press of the name of Torcia, in his

Political Sketch of Europe. He managed to keep
his Sicilian majesty neuter during the American war.

He acted with prudence during the family misunder-

standings between Spain and Naples in 1784; and
finally, he exerted himself in preventing any mis-

chief from being perpetrated by "an eccentric char-

acter among our nobility," who had made attempts

to give much trouble to prudent people, by his con-

duct at Naples. But the kingdom of the Two Sicilies

was but the shadow of a European power, and was
only regarded as it followed one or other of the great

nations whose contests shook the world. It afforded

in its active existence no arena for the statesman or

the soldier. It was in the dust of buried ages that

was hid beneath its soil that the active mind found

employment in that feeble kingdom, and these were
the only objects worthy to absorb the attention of

the distinguished person whom we arc commemorat-
ing.

On his arrival at the interesting country of his

mission, Mr. Hamilton repeatedly visited Vesuvius

and Etna, and from a minute examination of the

whole surrounding country, collected numerous im-

])ortant geological observations, which were from

time to time, between the years 1766 and 1779'
transmitted to the Royal Society, and afterwards

made their appearance in the Transactions of that

body, and in the Annual Register. It was the design

of Sir William Hamilton to jjoint out in these

observations such evidence as might lead geologists

to a better comprehension of the influence of subter-

raneous fires on the stnicture of the earth, and to

display the first links of a chain of reasoning which
it was his hope future industry might make complete.

It w as his ojjinion that the land fijr many miles round
Naples was not, as it was generally supposed, a

district of fraitful land, subject to the ravages of

llame ; but a part of the surface of the globe which
owed its very existence to the internal conllagrations

by which it was shaken. In illustration of this he

considered Etna to have been formed by a scries of

eruptions, at protracted jieriods, as the smaller emi-

nence of Monte Nuovo, near Puzzuoli, had been
formed by one eruption of forty-eight hours' continu-

ance. Among other minute circumstances he dis-

covered that the streets of I'omjieii were ]iaved witli

tlie lava of a former age, and that there was a deep
stratum of lava and burned matter under the founda-

tions of the town, showing that tlie earliest eruption

of history was not the first of nature, and that the

labours of man miglit have been more tlian once
buried beneath such coverings. As illustrations of

these valuable remarks, the author collecteil a magni-
ficent assortment of the various descriptions of lava,
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which he lodged in our national museum, that natu-

ralists might be able to trace a connection betwixt
these immediate productions of the volcano, and
other portions of the crust of the globe. These re-

marks were afterwards digested and systematized,

and produced, first, Obsen'ations on Mount Vesuvius,

Mount Etna, and other Volcanoes ofthe Two Sicilies,

published in London in 1772. The next, a more
aspiring work, was published at Naples in 1776, in

two folio volumes, and called '^ Cam/>i Phlegrai,

Observations on the Volcanoes of the Two Sicilies,

as they have been communicated to the Royal Society

of London, by Sir William Hamilton." The num-
erous pl.ites in this magnificent work of art, from
views taken on the spot by Mr. Valris, a British

artist, are faintly engraved in little more than outline,

and coloured with so much depth and truth, that they
assume the appearance of original water-colour draw-
ings of a very superior order. They are illustrative

of his favourite theory, and represent those geological

aspects of the country which he considered peculiarly

applicable as illustrations. It is to be remarked,
that neither in his communications to the Royal
Society, nor in his larger works, does this author
trace any complete exclusive system. He merely
points out the facts on which others may work, ac-

knowledging that he is disposed to pay more respect

to the share which fire has had in the formation of

the crust of the earth, than Buffbn and others are

disposed to admit. "By the help of drawings," he
says, "in this new edition of my communications to

the society, which so clearly point out the volcanic

origin of this country, it is to be hoped that farther

discoveries of the same nature may be made, and
that subterraneous fires will be allowed to have had
a greater share in the formation of mountains, islands,

and even tracts of land, than has hitherto been sus-

pected." Many men of eminence at that time visited

Sir William Hamilton, and marked the progress of

his discoveries, and among the rest Monsieur Saus-

sure, professor of natural history at Geneva, who
accompanied him in his investigations, and acceded
to the arguments he derived from them. During
the course of his communications to the Royal
Society, it was the fortune of the author to have an
opportunity of witnessing Vesuvius in eruption.

In October, 1767, occurred the eruption which
is considered to have been the twenty-seventh from
that which in the days of Titus destroyed Hercu-
laneum and Pompeii. The mountain was visited by
Hamilton and a party of his friends during this in-

teresting scene, wliich has afforded material for one
of the most graphic of his communications. But a

grander scene of devastation attracted his attention

in October, 1779, when the unfortunate inhabitants

of Ottaiano had reason to dread the fate described

by Pliny. Of this memorable erujition our author
transmitted an account to Sir Joseph Banks, which
he afterwards published as a supplement to his

Cainpi Phlcgrxi.

Previously to the period of tlie last event we have
mentioned, the subject of our memoir was connected
with the preparation of another great work, for

which the world has incurred to him a debt of grati-

tude. He had made a vast collection of Etruscan
antiquities— vases, statues, and fresco paintings,

]iartly dug from the earth, and partly purcliased from
the museums of the decayed nobility, among which
was that great collection now deposited in the Britisli

Museum, whicli had belonged to the senatorial house
of Porcinari. Of llie most precious of tliese remains

of antiquity, Hamilton allowed theadventurer D'Han-
cerville to ]iublisli illustrated plates, liberally allow-

ing the artist to appropriate the whole profits of the

work. "Ixjng since," he says, "Mr. Hamilton had
taken pleasure in collecting those precious monu-
ments, and had afterwards trusted them to him for

publication, requiring only some elegance in the exe-

cution, and the condition that the work should ap-

pear under the auspices of his Britannic majesty."

The work accordingly was published at Naples,

under the title of Antiquites Etrusques, Greques, et

Romaines. The Abbe Winckelman mentions that

two volumes of this work were published in 1765,
and two others the year following. Along with the

author of a notice of Sir William Hamilton's life,

which appeared in Baldwin's Literary yournal, we
have been unable to discover a copy of the two
former volumes of this work, or to find any reference

to them on which we can repose trust; nor do we
perceive that the two latter volumes bear the marks
of being a continuation, and neither of the after edi-

tions of Paris, 1787, and Florence, 1801 and 1808,

which might have informed us on this subject, are

at present accessible to us. The two volumes we
have mentioned as having seen contain general re-

marks on the subjects of the plates, in English and
French, which both the imaginative matter and the

language show to have been translated from the

latter language into the former. The plates, by far

the most valuable part of the work, introduced a

new spirit into the depiction of the useful remains of

antiquity, which enabled the artist who wished to

imitate them to have as correct an idea of the labours

of the ancients as if the originals were before him.

The terra-cotta vases predominate ; some of these

are votive offerings, others have been adapted for

use. A general view of the form of each is given,

with a measurement, along with which there is a dis-

tinct fac-simile of the paintings which so frequently

occur on these beautiful pieces of potterj- ; the en-

graving is bold and accurate, and the colouring true

to the original. This work has been the means of

adding the bold genius of classic taste to modern ac-

curacy and skill in workmanship. From the painter

and statuary to the fabricator of the most grotesque

drinking cup, it has afforded models to artists, and
is confidently asserted to have gone far in altering

and improving the general taste of the age. During
the exertions we have been commemorating, Hamil-
ton was in the year 1772 created a knight of the Batli

—a circumstance which will account for our some-
times varying his designation, as the events men-
tioned happened previously to, or after his elevaticn.

The retired philosophical habits of Sir William
Hamilton prevented him in the earliest years of his

mission from forming intimacies with persons simi-

larly situated, and he lived a life of domestic privacy,

study, and observation of nature. But fame soon

forced friends on his retirement, and all tlie eminent

persons who visited his interesting neighbourhood

became his guests. One of his friends, the French

ambassador at the court of Naples, has told us that

he protected tlie arts because the arts protected him
and enriched him. The motives of the characteristic

may be doubted. A love of art fascinates even mer-

cenary men into generosity, and the whole of S:r

William Hamilton's conduct shows a love of art, and

a carelessness of personal pruht by his knowledge,

not often exhibited. Duclos, secretan,- of the French

Academy, on visiting Naples, has drawn an enthusi-

astic picture of the felicity then enjoyed by Sir

William Hamilton—his lady and himself in the

prime of life, his daughter just opening to woman-
hood, beauty, and accompli.sliments ; the public re-

spect ]iaid to his merits, and the internal peace of

his amiable family; but this state of things wasdoomcd
to be sadiv reversed. In 1775 Sir William lost his
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only daughter, and in 1782 he had to deplore the

death of a wife who had brought him competence
and domestic peace. After an absence of twenty

years he revisited Britain in 1784. The purpose

of this visit is whispered to have been that he
might interfere with an intended marriage of his

nephew, Mr. Greville, to Miss Emma Hart. If

such was his view, it was fulfilled in a rather unex-

pected manner. It is at all times painful to make
written reference to those private vices, generally

suspected and seldom proved, the allusion to which
usually receives the name of "scandal ;" but in the

case of the second Lady Hamilton they have been
so unhesitatingly and amply detailed by those who
have chosen to record such events, and so compla-
cently received by the lady herself and her friends,

that they must be considered matters of history,

which no man will be found chivalrous enough
to contradict. This second Theodosia passed the

earlier part of her life in obscurity and great indi-

gence, but soon showed that she had various ways
in which she might make an independent livelihood.

Some one who has written her memoirs has given
testimony to the rather doubtful circumstance, that

her first act of infamy was the consequence of charit-

able feeling, which prompted her to give her virtue

in exchange for the release of a friend who had been
impressed. Be this as it may, she afterwards dis-

covered more profitable means of using her charms.
At one time she was a comic actress—at another,

under the protection of some generous man of fashion;

but her chief source of fame and emolument seems
to have been her connection with Romney and the

other great artists of the day, to whom she seems
to have furnished the models of more goddesses than
classic poets ever invented. Mr. Greville, a man
of accurate taste, had chosen her as his companion,
and the same principles of correct judgment which
regulated his choice probably suggested a transference

of his charge to the care of Sir William Hamilton.
His own good opinion of her merits, and the char-
acter she had received from his friend, ])rompted .Sir

William soon after to marry this woman, and she
took the title of Lady Hamilton in 1791. At that

time both returned to Ikitain, where Sir William
attempted in vain to procure for his fair but frail

bride an introduction to the British court, which
might authorize, according to royal etiquette, her
presentation at the court of Naples. But this latter

•was found not so difficult a barrier as that which it

was considered necessary to surmount before attempt-
ing it. The beauty, and perhaps the engaging
talents, of Lady Hamilton procured for her notoriety,
and notoriety brings friends. She contrived to be
essentially useful, and very agreeable, to the King
and Queen of the Sicilies; and procured for herself
their friendship, and for her husband additional
honours. Her connection with Lord Nelson, and
the manner in which she did the state service, are
too well known; but justice, on passing speedily
over the unwelcome subject, cannot help acknow-
ledging that she seems here to h.ive felt something
like real attachment. The latter days of this woman
restored her to the gloom and oliscurity of her origin.

She made inefTectual attempts after the dealli of her
husl)and to procure a pension from government.
Probably urged by necessity, she insulted the aslies

of the great departed, by publisliing her corresjiond-
ence with Lord Nelson, fijllowed by a denial of her
accession to the act, which did not deceive the pub-
lie. She died at Calais in February, 18 15, in niiser-

al>le oijscurity and debt, without a friend to follow
her to the grave, and those who took an interest in

the youthful daughter of Nelson, with difficulty

prevented her from being seized, according to a
barbarous law, for the debts of her mother.

But we return with pleasure to the more legitimate

object of our details. There was one subject of im-
portance on which some prejudices on the part of the

Sicilian government prevented Sir William Hamil-
ton from acquiring that knowledge which he thought
might be interesting and useful to his country. A
chamber in the royal museum of Portici had been
set aside for containing the manuscripts, of which
a small collection had been found in an edifice

in Pompeii ; and on the discovery that these cal-

cined masses were genuine manuscripts of the days
of Pliny, the greatest curiosity was manifested to ac-

quire a knowledge of their contents. The govern-
ment was assailed by strangers for the watchfulness
with which these were kept from their view, and
the little exertion which had been bestowed in di-

vulging their contents : the latter accusation was per-

haps scarcely just ; some venerable adherents of the

Church of Rome did not hesitate to spend months
of their own labour in exposing to the world the sen-

tences which an ancient Roman had taken a few
minutes to compose. The public were soon made
sufficiently acquainted with the subject to be disap-

pointed at the exposure of a few sentences of the

vilest of scholastic stuff; and the narrow-mindedness
of which Sir William Hamilton had to complain has

been since discontinued, and England has had an op-

portunity of showing her skill in the art of unrolling

pajjyrus. To acquire the information, for which he
found the usual means unavailing. Sir William
Hamilton entered into an agreement with Father
Anthony Piaggi, a Piarist monk, the most diligent

of the decipherers, by which, in consideration of a
salary of _;(^ioo, the latter was to furnish the former
with a weekly sheet of original information, which,
to avoid ministerial detection, was to be written in

cipher. The contract seems to have been executed

to the satisfaction of both parties, and Sir William
procured for Father Anthony an addition to his

salary equal to the sum at which it was originally

fixed ; and on the death of the father in 1798 he be-

queathed all his manuscripts and pajiers to his jiatron.

Sir William Hamilton, on his visit to Britain in

1 791, was created a j^rivy-councillor. The circum-

stances which in 1798 compelled him to accompany
the .Sicilian court to Palermo are matter of history,

and need not be here repeated. Sir William Hamil-
ton died in A])ril, 1803, in the seventy-second year

of his age. His death deprived the %\orId of two
great works which he hoped to have lived to prepare
on the subject of the museum of Portici.

HAMILTON, Wii.i.iAM, a celebrated surgeon
and lecturer on anatomy and chemistry in the uni-

versity of ( ilasgow. This meritorious individual was
unfortunately cut off from the world too early in life,

and too suddenly, to be enabled to give to the w<uld
those works on his favourite science on which he
might have founded his fame, and the circle of his

inlluence anrl renown was hardly so extensive as to

attract the attention of j^osterity ; but a tribute U> his

memory in the form of a memoir of his life, and re-

marks on his professional acquirements, read by his

friend Professor Cleghorn to the Royal Society of
Ivlinburgh,' and inserted in the Transtic/io/is of ihat

eminent l).)dy, justifies us in enumerating him amf)ng
distinguished Scotsmen. William Hamilton was
born in (ilasgow on the 31st July, 1758. His father

was Thomas Hamikon, a res])ectal)Ie surgeon in

Glasgow, aii'l professor of anatomy and botany in

' Vol. iv. p. 35, read 6tli November, 1792.
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that university; and his mother, daughter to Mr.
Anderson, professor of church history in the same
institution. He followed the usual course of instruc-

tion in the grammar-school and college of his native

city, from which latter he took the degree of Master
of Arts in 1775, at the age of seventeen. Being sup-

posed to show an early predilection for the medical
profession, he proceeded to Edinburgh, then at the

height of its fame as a school for that science, where
he studied under Cullcn and Black, the early friends

of his father. The bad health of his father recalled

the young physician after two sessions spent in Edin-
burgh, and both proceeded on a tour to Bath, and
thence to London, where the son was left to pursue
his studies, with such an introduction to the notice

of Ur. William Hunter as a schoolfellow acquaint-

anceship between his father and that distinguished

man warranted. The prudence, carefulness, and
regularity of the young man's conduct while sur-

rounded by the splendour and temptation of the me-
tropolis have been commended by his friends ; these

praiseworthy qualities, joined to a quick perception
on professional subjects, and an anxiety to perfect

himself in that branch of his profession which calls

for the greatest zeal and enthusiasm on the part of
the medical student, attracted the attention of his

observing friend. He was requested to take up his

residence in Dr. Hunter's house, and finally was
trusted with the important charge of the dissecting

room—a valuable and probably a delightful duty.

He seems to have secured the good opinion he had
gained by his performance of this arduous and im-
portant function. "I see and hear much of him,"
saj-s Dr. Hunter in his correspondence with the

young man's father, "and everybody regards him as

sensible, diligent, sober, and of amiable dispositions."—"From being a favourite v,-ith everybody, he has
commanded every opportunity for improvement
which this great town afforded during his stay here;

for everybody has been eager to oblige and en-

courage him. I can depend so much on him, in

every way, that if any opportunity should offer of

serving him, whatever may be in my power I shall

consider as doing a real pleasure to myself" Such
were the character and prospects of one who, it is to

be feared, was then nourishing by too intense study

the seeds of dissolution in a naturally feel^le constitu-

tion. .Soon after, the father's state of health imperi-

ously requiring an assistant in his lectures, the son
undertook that duty, and in 1781, on his father's

final resignation, was nominated his successor—

a

circumstance which enabled his kind friend Dr.
Hunter to fulfil his former promise by stating to tlie

^Larquis of Graham that he considered it "the in-

terest of Glasgow to giz'c him, rather than his to

solicit, the appointment." The father died in 17S2,
and the son was then left the successor to his lucra-

tive and extensive practice, in addition to the duties
of the university. During the short period of his en-
joyment of these desirable situations he received from
the poorer people of (ilasgow the character, seldom
improperly conferred, of extending to them the assist-

ance which a physician of talent can so well bestow.
He kept for the purpose of his lectures, and for his

own improvement, a regular note-book of cases,

wJiich he summed up in a tabular digest at the ter-

mination of each year. Of tliese notes he had before
his death commenced such an arrangement as would
enal)Ie him to form from tliem a system of surgcr\'

which he intended to have puijlished. Some extracts

from tliis collection are preserved liy the iuographer
we have mentioned, as characteristics of tlie stvje of

his composition, and the extent of his oliservation.

In 17S3 he iiKirried Miss Elizabeth Stirlin;j, a lady

accomplished, and of good connections in Glasgow,
Within a very few years after this event, the marked
decay of his constitution alarmed his friends, and his

knowledge as a physician enabled him to assure him-
self that death was steadily approaching. He died

on the 13th day of March, 1790, in the thirty-second

year of his age. Few, even of those who have de-

parted in the pride of life— in the enjoyment of talents,

hopes, and prosperity, seem to have caused greater

regret, and it cannot be doubted that it was deserved.

His -Style of lectureship as a public instructor is thus

described by Mr. C leghorn :
—"As a lecturer, his

manner was remarkably free from pomp and affecta-

tion. His language was simple and perspicuous, but
so artless, that it appeared flat to those who place the
beauty of language in the intricacy of arrangement,
or the abundance of figures. His manner of speaking
corresponded with his style, and was such as might
appear uninteresting to those who think it impossiljle

to be eloquent without violent gestures and frequent

variations of tone. He used nearly the tone of or-

dinary conversation, as his preceptor Dr. Hunter did
before him, aiming at perspicuity only, and trusting

for attention to the importance of the subjects he
treated."

HAMILTON,William RICH.A.RD, F. R. S., author
of the ALgyptiaca,^ an elected trustee of the British

Museum, and minister at Naples from 1822 to 1825,
was born in 1777. His father, the Rev. Anthony
Hamilton, archdeacon of Colchester, vicar of .St.

Martin's, and rector of Hadham, who married a
daughter of Terrick, Bishop of London, was grandson
of William Hamilton of Wishaw, by his second wife,

Mary Flrskine, daughter of Sir Charles Erskine of
Alva, and grand-daughter of John seventh Earl of

Mar. He was cousin to William Gerard Hamilton,
commonly known as Single-speech Hamilton, \\ho

for twenty-one yeai-s was chancellor of the exchequer
in Ireland.

Mr. W. R. Hamilton was from an early age dis-

tinguished for his taste and learning, and will long
be remembered for the active and zealous part whicli

he took in the administration of affairs during a

momentous period of our history. At an early age
he was sent to Harrow, then in the zenith of its popu-
larity, and was there the companion of many eminent
men. An accident, which somewhat impaired his

physical activity during a long life, compelled him to

leave that seat of learning; for many months he was
confined to his bed, but his mind was not idle; with

great courage and perseverance he undertook and
completed a translation of the works of the great his-

torian of the Peloponnesian war. For a short time

he was a member of each of the universities of C)xford

and Cambridge.
Mr. HamiUon commenced his public career in

1799, at the age of twenty-two, when the father of

the late Lord Elgin was appointed ambas-adt.ir to

Constantinople. On that occasion he accompanied

the noble earl as his attache and ]irivate secretarj-.

While filling that post he was sent l)y him to various

]>Iaces in the Levant, such as Corfu, Rhodes, .\thens,

Marmorice Bay, Cerigo, &c. , with the view to col-

lecting information and procuring transr'ort and

jirovisions for the English troops in the East, and

finally, in iSoi, he was sent by Lord Elgin on a

diplomatic niis>ion to tlie C(unmander-in-chief of the

British forces in Egyi't. On the expulsion of the

' In the earlier eiiiti-iii of the Bici;rcif'hical Dictinrmry of
r.miiu-nt Scotstni-tt, this work was errcneously .attributed to

the Ki^ht Hi n. Sir William Hamilton. The mistake had evi-

dently ijn:;inated m the sin)i!arity in name, office, and hterary

pursuits oi: tlie two distir.jiuijhed authors.
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French from Alexandria in that year, he was em-
ployed in negotiatinjj the terms of peace, by which

the French agreetl to surrender all the works of an-

cient Egyptian art which they were on the point of

carrying off to France. On this occasion Mr. Hamil-

ton rendered a signal service to the lovers of Egyptian

chronology in this countiy, and secured to the British

Museum one of its most valuable treasures. Infor-

mation having l>een received that the French had
concealed in one of their transports the very re-

markable trilingual Rosetta Stone, he asked General

Hutchinson for an escort of an officer and file of

men, with which he went on board the ship, though

the plague had broken out in her, and after many
difficulties and remonstrances from General Menou,
commanding the French army, he obtained and
carried off that valuable prize.

After this Mr. Hamilton, accompanied by his

friends Captain Leake and Major Hayes of the

Royal Engineers, proceeded in the autumn of l8oi

and the following year up the Nile, visiting and
minutely examining the various remains of Egj'ptian

sculpture and architecture upon its banks, extending

his progress to the second cataract. The publica-

tion by him in the year 1809 of a work entitled

^'H'^vptiaca, or Some Account of the Ancient and
Modern State of Egypt, proved how well in the

intervals of his official duties he had employed his

time, having found the opportunity during his jour-

ney to collect materials for a work containing a vast

amount of new information respecting the antiquities

of a country at that time but Httle known.
From Egypt Mr. Hamilton proceeded in 1802 to

Greece, where his time was devoted partly to an ex-

amination of the many places of antiquarian interest

iu that classic land, and partly to superintending for

Lord Elgin the removal of tliose celebrated remains
of ancient sculpture from the Parthenon and other

works of Greek art, now known in the British

Museum under the name of the Elgin Marbles. In

1803, while on his way to England with these sculp-

tures, the vessel conveying them was shipwrecked
on entering the port of Cerigo. In a few minutes

the ship with its valuable cargo went to the bottom,

the ]iassengers and crew only just saving their lives

by jumping off the bowsprit on to the rocks. Mr.

Hamilton remained for several months in Cerigo,

superintending the recovery of these treasures of art,

and with the assistance of experienced divers, brought

from various Mediterranean ports, he eventually suc-

ceeded in recovering them, and causing them to be
forwarded to England.
On the 5th April, 1S04, he was appointed private

secretary to the late Earl of Harrowiw, and on the

4th of July following, /y(V7.f writer to Lord Mulgrave.
On the i6th October, 1809, he became permanent
under-secretary of state ff)r foreign affairs, whicli

poit he held during all the remaining years of the

war, and until 22d Januan.', 1822, including the ]>eriod

from l8l2 to 1822, when \'iscount Castlereagli, after-

wards Lord Londondeny, was at the head of the

foreign affairs of the country. While occujiying this

post he accompanied Lord Castlercagh to Paris in

1815, and it was chiefly owing to his exertions that

tlic P)Ourl)on government consented to restore to Italy

tiie works of art which the French had on various

occasions removed to Paris. The cordial recejition

which he met with on visiting Italy a few years later,

proved how highly the Italians (and especially

Canova, with whom he had established a footing of

great intimacy and friendship) appreciated his efforts

on tlieir behalf.

Mr. Hamilton wa^; one of the three secretaries to

the i'jrd-justices iu England, during tlie king's visit

to Hanover in 1 82 1. On the 29th January, 1822,

he was appointed envoy extraordinary and minister

plenipotentiary to the court of Naples, where he re-

mained till the beginning of 1825.

When the destruction of the houses of parliament in

1834 rendered necessary the building of new houses,
Mr. Hamilton was one of the first who energetically

raised their voices in favour of a classical style of

architecture, in preference to the then fashionable de-
sire for mediaeval Gothic. In three letters addressed
to Lord Elgin he vigorously, but unsuccessfully, op-
posed the degenerate taste of the day; and whatever
may be said of the intrinsic merits of the buildings

which now raise their elaborately ornamented towers
in Westminster, there are many persons who now
sincerely regret that the opinions which he advocated
did not meet with favour and success.

Mr. Hamilton's acknowledged taste in art, sound
criticism, and general character and attainments, led

to his being appointed, in 1838, one of the elected

trustees of the British Museum; for many years he
took a leading part in the deliberations and proceed-

ings of that body, until his failing health warned him
of the necessity of withdrawing himself from those

active duties in which he had till then loved to

indulge. He resigned the trusteeship in 1858, after

twenty years' official connection with that establish-

ment, to the great regret of his colleagues.

In 1833 Mr. Hamilton was one of those scientific

and learned men who established the Royal Geogra-
phical .Society, of which he was president during

several years. He likewise devoted much of his time

and thoughts to the Royal Institution, the Royal
.Society of literature, and to the Dilettanti .Society,

of which last he was one of the most zealous antl

active members till shortly before his death. He
was ever ready to afford a hearty patronage to

foreign artists and scholars,—the names of Panizzi,

Bninsted, and Pistrucci i)oint out the direction of his

efforts; and with regard to the last named, it is not

too much to say, that without his energetic assistance

the world would never have seen the comjdction of

the dies of that work of genius, the great Waterloo
medal.

In 1804 Mr. W'. R. Hamilton married Juliana

Udny, sister of Colonel Udny of Udny in .'\berdeen-

shire. He died in London on the nth of July,

1859, after an illness of four weeks, in the eighty-

third year of his age.

HAMILTON, Sir William, of Preston, Bart.

This distinguished professor of logic and metajihysics,

the most learned and scientific jihilosopher of the

Scottish school, was born in Glasgow on the 8th of

March, 1788. Being the head of the Ilamiltons of

Preston, he inherited the family baronetcy, whicii

had been created in 1673, but had lain dormant, in

consequence of .Sir Robert Preston, the Covenanter

and leader of the insurrection at Drumclog and
Bothwell Bridge, having refused to take the oath of

allegiance. .Since that time (1688) the title had con-

tinued in abeyance, until it was resumed by tlie sub-

ject of the ])rcsenl notice. It was more congenial,

however, to tlie future distinction f)f Sir WUliam, as

an eminent literary scholar and |)liilosopher, that his

fither Dr. William Hamilton, and his grandfather

Dr. Thomas Hamilton, held in succession the chairs

of anatomy and botany in the university of Glasgow.
It was at this university that Sir William \a as

educnted, and there he distinguished himself espe-

cially in the ])hilosophical classes, and laid the foun-

dation of tho-.e intellectual hal)its and acquirements

which afterwards oljlaincd for him a I'airo]^ean re-

putation. It was in Ballio! College, however, that
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the superstmcture was reared. The Snell foundation
of exhibitions to that college has long been a prize

fund for the most distinguished students of Glasgow;
among other eminent men Adam Smith had been a
Snell exhibitioner, and the honour of such an ap-
pointment was not deteriorated by falling upon Sir

\VilIiam Hamilton. His residence at Balliol Col-
lege, (Oxford, he ever regarded as the most important
j)eriod of liis life. It was amidst the high standard
of scholarship established there that he became one
of the most illustrious of its classical pupils. It was
there also that he prepared himself for those vast ac-

quirements in ancient, mediaeval, and modern know-
ledge by which he stood so superior to his contem-
poraries. When he left Oxford in l8 12 few students

had departed from the walls of its university more
completely equipped for a long course of independent
self-improvement, or more resolute to follow it out to

the close.

In 1813 Sir William was admitted a member of

the Scottish bar. The study of law, however, with
the exception of Roman law, had no interest for

him, and he had no practice as an advocate except

that whicli he was obliged to undertake in conse-

quence of being appointed crown-solicitor of the

court of teinds. The study of mental philosophy
occupied him so exclusively that he had neither time
nor inclination for the study of statutes and prece-

dents. At length the death of Dr. Thomas Brown,
in 1820, ])y which the professorship of moral philo-

sophy in the university of Edinburgh became vacant,

seemed a tempting opportunity to Sir William, and
he became a candidate for the chair; but on this oc-

casion tlie successful competitor was Jolm Wilson.
On the following year Sir William Hamilton, by the

nomination of the Faculty of Advocates, in whom
ihi appointment is vested, was elected professor of

universal history in the same university; but this

office, both in duties and emoluments, was little more
than nominal, attendance on the class not being im-

perative on students, and in Sir William's case it was
nothing better than a literary title. As such, how-
ever, it marked him out for college preferment when
the fitting opportunity should arrive. In the mean-
time his studies continued without interruption. They
were of a nature that required much time and thought
for maturing, and tliese he could afford to give, for

although not rich, his means were so sufficient as to

place him beyond the necessity of dependence. It

was not indeed until 1829, when he had arrived at the

ripe age of forty, that he ]nil)lisheil anything; and this

was a critique, in the £(/i>t/>i/rff/i A'cTVcTi', of Cousin's

Cours dc Philosophic, which that profound inquirer

liad published the preceding year, developing his

doctrine of the infinite. Tliis he only wrote at the

urgent request of the editor of the Ixci'iru', and although
the subject was of too weighty a character for the

general readers of periodical literature, his contribu-

tion was appreciated by those for whom it was chiefly

intended, and who could estimate its merits. From
the chosen few of our country its reputation extended
to the Continent, where such subjects of study were
better understood, and Cousin himself acknowledged
tliat this Scottish reviewer was by far the most
learned, the most intelligent and able of all his critics

and antagonists, and best understood the theory he
^vas combating. After this he continued a series of

jiapers in the Juiinlniii^/t KcricTC', wliich only termin-

aicd in 1S39, ranging over a variety of subjects,

chiefly philosojihical, among which, two, on tlie

"Piiilosophy of Perception," and on "Recent Publi-

cations in Logical .Science," are especially celebrated,

."several of the articles are also on education and uni-

versity rei'orin. The choicest of lliese contribution^
\

of .Sir William, l>esides !x;ing republished in Crosse's

Sdcctionsfrom the Ediithiirgh Review,\,CTe republished

upon the Continent, translated into French, German,
and Italian. In 1852 they were all edited and re-

published by Sir William himself, with large notes

and appendices, under the title of Discu sions in

Philosophy ami Literature, Education and University

Reform. This collection as yet forms by far the
larger proportion of his published writings, and while
the variety of learning, and depth and originality of

thought, are signal proofs of the author's intellectual

powers, this conviction of the reader is accompanied
with regret that the amount of such publications

from .Sir William's pen has not been more ample.
While Sir William Hamilton was thus employed

in writing only for the initiated, and enjoying a
foreign rather than a home reputation—while he was
signalized by Brandis in Germany as the great master
of the Peripatetic philosophy, and by Cousin in

France as the first metaphysician in Europe—an event
occurred in 1836 by which he found his right place

at last. The professorship of logic and metaphysics
in the college of Edinburgh was vacant, and this

charge he won after a hard contest in which the town-
council were the judges and patrons. That a com-
munity chiefly composed of shopkeepers should have
been perplexed in judging of the candidates for such
an office, and that their choice should finally have
been decided at haphazard, was not to be wondered at,

for such might also have been the case although the

tribunal had been composed of the wise and learned

of the community. For -Scotland had ceased to l)e

renowned as a country of hard-headed logicians and
subtlemetaphysicians. When Sir William's first contri-

bution in the luiiii/wrgh A'c:iezi' apj^eared, M. Cousin
had justly said that there were probably not fifty per-

sons in the country who would be able to appreciate

its value, or even to understand its meaning. And
when Sir William took the chair as its representative,

philosophy was at the lowest el)b in Britain. An able

author, in describing the condition of the period, has

thus expressed himself: " Reid was already forgotten,

and the knowledge of mental science possessed, even
by the best informed, was at most a polite acrpiaint-

ance with .Stewart, or a popular knowledge of Brown.
Across the Channel, Prance and Germany had been re-

cently roused to new speculative efforts, and the lead-

ing minds in both countries were full of excitement on
philosophic questions; but in England the- pro-

foundest apathy prevailed, none cared for these

things. If any reference to them found its way into

a magazine or review, it elicited only an unexcited

stare, or at most an expression of wonder as to what
the writer meant. Logic and metaphysics were ex-

ploded as the worthless relics of a dark and barbarous

age, mental science was obsolete, and all that re-

mained of philosophy, in any shape, was to be found

in Bridgewater treatises, essays on population and

]iolitical economy, with occasional disquisitions on

Jeremy Bentham and hisgreatest-happiness principle."

It was only by extraordinary daring that Sir William

attempted to break this confirmed apathy, and to re-

cal the public mind into the path from whicli it had

wandered. But the attempt was successful, and the

Scottish intellect returned to those legitimate jnirsuits

for which it had shown such a peculiar aptitude, and
upon ^vhich its l)e>t distinctions were founded.

No sooner had .Sir William Hamilton entered into

office and commenced its duties, than a controversy

arose between him and the patrons of the university

about his mode of teaching. Logic and metai-hysics,

instead of being at the end, were ])laced at the begin-

ning of the curriculum, and from the general youth

of tlic students at this period of their prrigress, iiltic
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more than the mere elements of these sciences had been
imparted. An hour a day was generally devoted to

lecturing ; and in the course of a single session not

only these important departments, but several others,

were disposed of. If the teaching of logic and meta-

physics, however, was to be anything more than an

empty form, a more stringent course was necessary.

This Sir William had distinctly announced to the

patrons, in the following words, when he offered him-

self as candidate for the chair :
—"I have only further

to repeat in general what I have formerly more articu-

lately stated, that in the event of my appointment to

this chair, I am determined to follow out my convic-

tions of the proper mode of academical tuition; that is,

I shall not only endeavour to instruct, by communi-
cating on my part the requisite information, but to

educate, by determining, through every means in my
power, a vigorous and independent activity on the

part ofmy pupils." Upon this principle he proceeded

to act when he commenced the duties of his professor-

ship. Calculating upon the juvenility of his pupils,

and their unpreparedness for abstruse studies—con-

scious at the same time that his teaching must be
something more than science in a rudimental and
diluted form—he thouglit it better to carry a min-
ority along with him than advance with his whole
class no farther than the gate. Instead, therefore,

of a single six months' course, he extended it into

two, the one comprising a course of logic, and the

other of metaphysics. This in the eyes of the town-
council of Edinburgh was a monstrous claim upon
the time and intellects of his students, and a whimsical
sfjuabble arose witli them in consequence of tiieir de-

mand for the good old style of teaching. Hamilton,
however, in the end prevailed, and was allowed to

follow his own devices.

By the course which he adojited the sessions of

logic and metaphysics followed each other alternately,

and his lectures on these were severely systematic,

condensed, and compreiiensive. This was to be ex-

pected from one who had more completely traversed

the whole field of mental philosophy than any man
living, and who was more capalsle of appreciating

tlie comparative value of its different departments.
The following brief and general sketch is given of

his lectures during the two seasons over wliich tliey

extended:— "If tiie sul)ject were metaphysics, for

example, the course began witli seven or eight intro-

ductory lectures on phihjsophy in general—its nature,

its causes, its methods, the dispositions with which
it should V)e studied, and the parts into which it is

divided; the latter point naturally leading to the

special ol)ject of the course— psychology, or the

science of mental facts. The nature of consciousness,

as tlie essential ground or condition of the science,

being explained, its phenomena were then devclo]ied

in order from the lowest to the highest—from the

simplest facts of perccj)tion on through memory, as-

sociation, imagination, and understanding, up to the

highest princijiles of tlie regulative faculty, reason,

or common sense. In the logical course, after a

similar but shorter introduction on the general di-

visions, in which tlie place of dialectic in relation to

the other branches of mental science was determin-

ately fixed, followed a sjiecial introduction, con-

sidering rapidly in order the nature, the value, the

divisions, and the history of logic as the science of

dianottic laws. To the definition of the science suc-

ceeded a detailed statement and criticism of the laws
of thought on which it rests; and from these the

science was developed so ]ierfectly that the presence
of the fundamental laws might be easily traced and
recogniz.ed in the remotest detail of their application."

Of the results of these prelections another author

thus writes :
—"There is not evidence indeed that his

logical lectures have as yet had much effect on his per-

sonal pupils. But the metaphysical lectures excited

a keen interest in philosophy among all his students
who were qualified for severe abstract thinking,

while they guided the thinking of not a few into

channels in which it long or always continued to

flow."

While Sir William Hamilton thus htstritcted his

class by lecturing, he endeavoured to educate it by
discipline, and in this way he fulfilled the promise
made to the patrons when he applied for the chair.

The discipline consisted of oral examinations and
written exercises. The examinations were conducted
on the Tuesday and Thursday of each week, when
the students were ranged according to the initial

letter of their names, the benches of the class-room
being lettered for the purpose. Before the professor

was a jar having all the letters of the alphabet from
A to Z printed on rounds of millboard, and these

being mixed together, .Sir William put in his hand,
drew out a letter at random, and holding it up to the

students, asked if A, B, H, or M (as the case might
be), would undertake to pass an examination. On
one whose name agreed with the letter standing up,

the subject was commenced where the last examina-
tion had left off, and a strict searching process of

catechizing was followed up by the professor that

tested the attention and capacity of the student as

well as whetted his intellectual powers, and strength-

ened him for further progress. The written exercises

of the class were short essays upon the subjects con-

nected with the lectures, and were generally pre-

scribed every fortnight or three weeks, while each
writer was allowed five minutes, limited by a sand-

glass, to read extracts from his production, subject

to the critical remarks of the professor. In addition

to these regular class exercises, prize-essays were also

prescribed, which, like the others, were read in pub-
lic before the whole class, by whose award the prize

was assigned. In this manner emulation of the

noblest kind was cherished, and each student made
aware of the measure of his class-fellows. The re-

putation which .Sir William had previously acquired

as a universal scholar and profound original thinker,

the fame ofhis lectures, and the superiority of his teach-

ing as a professor, attracted students to his class not

only from every part of the united empire, but from
America and the Continent ; and in this manner he
either directly formed or indirectly influenced the

master intellects of countries he had never visited,

and promoted those trains of reflection and inquiry

throughout the civilized world which are still in pro-

cess, and of \\hich after-years will gather the fruits.

Such was the career of ."^ir William Hamilton as a

professor, and while occupied in public teaching: his

leisure hours were employed in pre]->aring those writ-

ings by which his philosophical opinions, instead of

being confined to the class-room, were to be jiublished

to the world at large, and not only for the benefit (<f

the ]:)resent generation, Init the latest ]iosterity. It

was for thisdesiralile residt that the philoso]jhic world
had been waiting, while they grudge*! those daily

duties which delayed its realizati(jn. But in 1844
his health began to fail, and soon after a ])aralysis

struck the right side C)f his body, which disaljlcd him
from head to foot. When he rallied, liis mind was
still as clear and vigorous, and his will as resolute for

action, as ever; but he could only continue his lec-

tures with frequent assistance, and carry on writing

chiefly through an amanuensis. Such a shock was
sufficient to affect the jirogress of the works in which
he had been long eniplf)yed, so that at last they were
left incomplete, in 1S55, while residing in a country
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dwelling, his inability was confirmed by the fracture

of a limb, and he died in Kilinburgh on the 6th of

May, 1856, leaving behind him a widow and family.

Of the published writings of Sir William, besides

the articles in the Edinburgh Rrciciv, of which
mention has already been made, his largest and
most important was an edition of the works of Reid,

with notes and supplementary dissertations. This
work, which he had planned at the time of his ap-

pointment to the chair of logic and metaphysics, was
so accordant with his own system of philosophical

inquiry, that he has brought his whole heart to bear

on it, and few productions there are which have been
so carefully, copiously, and congenially edited.

Sir William's philosophy, like that of Reid, had
adopted the principle of common sense as the repre-

sentative of the highest achievements of human specu-

lation, and his editorship was a triumph of genius as

well as a labour of love. This edition of the works
of Dr. Thomas Reid appeared in 1846, much of it

having been printed a long time previous. The latest

edition of this work, continued until near his death,

indicates also Sir William's long and last illness ; for

in the foot-notes are references to supplementary dis-

sertations, of which not a word is yet given to us, and
a dissertation asserting his own peculiar theory of

the association of ideas is broken off abruptly at the

end of the volume. Unfortunately also, before this

work was finished, his devotedness to the Scottish

school of philosophy led him to undertake an edition

of the collected works of Dugald Stewart with notes;

but this publication, which he commenced in 1854,
was never completed, and the biography that was to

precede it is wanting. Of his class lectures on logic

and metaphysics extensive notes were taken Ijy his

students, and numerous copies of them transcribed

from short-hand reports were in circulation. Tliese,

carefully revised and edited by Professors Mansel
and Veitch, were puljlished in four volumes, 1859-
1S61, but they suffer from the want of his own cor-

recting hand, and are chiefly valuable as introduc-

tions to his more profound and elaborate expositions.

Such was Sir William Hamilton^a man of un-
eventful life, but of world-wide influence and reputa-

tion, and whose history cannot well be given without
a full detail of those suljjects in wliich his superiority

was so strikingly evinced. Such a biography must
also be a work of time, and therefore it still remains
unwritten. We rejoice, however, to learn that the

task has been undertaken, and that a full-length por-

trait will be given of the man whom the retleclive of

every country are bound to honour. In the mean-
time we close this brief account with the following

merited testimony by one who could so well appre-
ciate him. Sjieaking of Sir William's theory of the

"conditioned" in a lecture delivered at Magdalen
College a few days after Hamilton's death. Professor

Mansel thus eloquently added : "But tiiis conception
of philosophy, interesting and important as it is, is

fraught with jxainful recollections now. It reminds
us that within the last few days we have had to
mourn the loss of one, the labour of wliose life was
devoted to this very object, and whose contributions
to the philosophy of the conditioned, fragmentary
and incomplete as they are. contain the germ of
nearly all that future research can articulately de-
velop, and which none can hope to develop as he,
if Ins life had been longer spared, miglit have done.
For where now, among the philosophers of this or
of any other country, shall we find such vast endow-
ments of intellect accompanied by such a iu>t appre-
ciation of tiicir limits? Where' shall we find one
with a tithe of his attainments who will so consis-

tently, and with such authority, proclaim tlie dut\-

of a learned ignorance? Where shall we find one
to exhaust, like him, the whole field of philosophical

learning, and in the end to proclaim, as the moral
and the motto of his whole teaching, 'Magna immo
maxima pars sapientia; est, quanlam a.quo animo
nescire velle? Above all, in these presumptuous
days, when human reason aspires to strip the veil from
the hidden things of God, and to proclaim its own
speculations as identical with the eternal movements
of the divine Mind determining itself in creation,

where shall we find a philosopher of such eminence
and authority, to announce, as the surest ground of
belief in the truth of a philosophical system, that its

doctrines are in harmony with those of revelation?

It is not now the time to enter upon a fuller exami-
nation of the writings of one whose name hereafter

will assuredly be reckoned among the greatest in the
history of British philosophy:—

His grave is all too young .as yet
To have outgrown the sorrow that consigned
Its chirge to it.'

But the place of his early education may be allowed
at least a passing tribute to his memory; and if ever
the time shall come when the philosophy of the con-
ditioned shall occupy its fitting place as the hand-
maid and auxiliary of Christian truth, voyaging
through the seas of thought with the laws of the

human mind for its chart and the word of God for

its polestar, among the fathers and teachers of that

philosophy, most consulted and most revered, will

stand the name of Sir William Hamilton."

HAMILTON, William John, Esq., of Holy-
fiekl Hall, Essex, and F. G..S. This accomplished
scholar, scientific student, and traveller, who pursued
knowledge in various departments with disinterested

ardour, and won for himself a high name among our
most distinguished men of science, was the eldest son
of William R. Hamilton, Esq., E. R..'^., author of

Aigyptiaca, of whom a memoir has aheady been given

in our pages: his mother was Juliana, daughter of

John Udny, Esq., of Udny Castle, Aberdeenshire.

He was born in 1805. His education was commenced
at the Charterhouse, and subsequently carried on and
finished at the university of Gottingen. Being des-

tinetl for public service in the poHtical department,

he connected himself with diplomacy, and in that

capacity was successively resident at ^ladrid, Paris,

and Florence. At the foreign office he was /rti/j

writer under Lord Aberdeen; but that situation h.e

resigned in 1841, on being elected representative cjf

Newport, Isle of Wight, and this borough he con-

tinued to represent in the Conservative interest until

1847.

Contenting ourselves witli this Isnef sketch of his

political life, we now proceed to his scier.titic career.

Geology was his favourite department— that science

wliich has been so late in attracting attention. Init

which so richly rewards investigation, by the revela-

tions of an ancient world \\-hich ever}' successi\c

inijuirv is bringing more di.^tinctly into view. In

1S31 Mr. Hamilton l>ecame a mendier of thetieolo-

gical Society, and in tlie following ycnr was elected

one of its honorary secretaries; and e;tlier this ofiice

or that of foreign' secretary he continued to occupy

with scarcely any interruption until 1854, when l-.e

was elected 'presi'dent of the society. His first con-

tril)ution to geological knowledge was coniinunicated

in 1S3V from observation> he had made in tlie pre-

vious vear. and contained jifiofs of recent clevatii n

of land which he had ol)served on the cast of F;ie-

sliire. As his l.>\e of the science, however, continued

to expand, lie i!:itui;illy Imiged fa' a \\idcr fieltl of

oijservation, and on this account lie fjrnied tlie plan
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of an extensive foreign tour, for the purpose of study-

ing the ])henoniena of physical geography and geo-

logy. He accordingly set off on his enteqirise, but

was not alone, for he had the good fortune to be
accompanied by the late Mr. Hugh Strickland, whose
great knowledge in several branches of natural his-

tory was of signal use to his enthusiastic fellow-

traveller. It was a fortunate combination, the value

of which was deeply felt, and is frequently mentioned I

in the writings of Mr. Hamilton. In their travels

the pair commenced, in the summer of 1835, a course

of investigations upon the e.xtinct volcanic districts

and old lacustrine areas of the Mount Dor and the

Vivarais, preparatory to visiting those of Asia Minor;
and, passing afterwards by the north of Italy, they

visited Trieste, Corfu, Patras, Corinth, Athens, and
reached Smyrna by the end of October. In the early

part of the following year Mr. Strickland was recalled

to England, and Mr. Hamilton had to continue his

travels alone; but several papers, the joint observa-

tions of their scientific tour, were communicated to

the Geological Society. The summer of 1836 was
spent by our scientific tourist in the country to the

south of the Black Sea, and in November he re-

turned to Smyrna. Resuming his explorations in

the following year, he went upon a cruise on board
tlie Royalist with Mr. J. Brooke (subsequently Rajah
of Sarawak) along the coast of Ionia and Caria,

and afterwards he visited for the second time the

Calacecaumene, a basin giving proofs of a vol-

canic character, of which he published a full and
detailed account in the Transactions ofthe Geological

Societv, vol. vi. new series, p. 18. This portion of

the ancient kingdom of I.ydia was wortliy of a re-

peated investigation, from its geological character,

as well as from the remains of great but forgotten

cities and classical antiquities which may still be
f)und in that neglected region—and which now
found a worthy and interesting exponent in the

scientific knowledge and classical learning of Mr.
Hamilton. (Jf his peculiar fitness, indeed, for the

field of labour which he had chosen, there could be

but one ojjinion. Independently of his classical

scholarship, and knowledge of ancient history and
antiquarianism, he was well acquainted with modern
languages, French, Italian, (jerman, and .Spanish

being as familiar to him as his native tongue; he
was enthusiastic in research, and observant of every

o'ojcct that met his eye; while his good nature, kind-

ness, and unselfi--h disposition were a passport that

]irocured him a fixvourable admission as a traveller

into the confidence of those barlxarous or churlish

communities from wliich other strangers would have
been repelled. .Ml these characteristics can be dis-

tinctly read in his '•'' Researches in Asia Minor, J'ontiis,

au'l Armeiua; v.ith some Account of their .Antiquities

and (ieolo^'v,'' which he published in 1842.

This work, by which he will continue to be best

known, is a full record of those travels wliich we
have so l)riefly enumerated, and which occupy two
volumes 8vo, of considerable extent. .As we have
hinted alieady, he had frequently Cfjniniunicatcd the

results of Ids scientific observations to the (ieological

Society during the course of his journeying-,: but the

Transactions (.ti :{. scientific society are generally con-

fined to its own members; and he had something else

than geology to write of which the intellectual world

nt large would be glad to know. The result has

been these Researches, than which we know not a

more interesting account of the countries which he
visited. It i~ aUo a moral and intellectual j/ortrait

of the author, and as such cannot be omitted in his

memoir, « here a likeness of his mind is the principal

dcsii-icratu.n.

In reverting to the pages of that work, we have the-

following statement of the object of his tour:—"In
the early part of 1835, while meditating an excursion
to the Continent of Europe, I was induced, in pre-

ference, to direct my attention to some of the Turkish
provinces in Asia, as comparatively unknown, and
which could not fail to present discoveries interesting

to the antiquary, the geographer, and the geologist.

I accordingly arranged a plan, which at the same
time promised to gratify my love of travel, and to

rekindle those classic associations which are con-
nected with our early habits." Having specified his

scientific preparations for such an enterprise, and
mentioned the commencement of his travels, he thus
affectionately announces his fellow-tourist:—"I con-
sider myself most fortunate in having persuaded Mr.
Hugh E. Strickland, of Cracombe House, near
Evesham, to accompany me: in proportion to the
value of his co-operation, both as a companion and a

naturalist, was my regret at our separation, when he
was compelled to return to England in the beginning
of 1836. The geological investigation of the country
has suffered much from this last circumstance: it may
be long before a geologist with such an accurate

knowledge of conchology will have an opportunity

of exploring many parts of the country which I

visited. But, in the other branches of natural his-

tory, his loss is still more to be regretted. I had
some knowledge of geology, but in ornithology, as

well as in entomology, Asia Minor would have
afforded him an equally abundant harvest." Thus
deprived of so efficient a companion, Mr. Hamilton
continues to describe his proceedings upon his own
resources: "My attention was consequently directed

chiefly to the comparative geography of the country,

the examination of ancient ruins, and the fixing of

positions by astronomical observations. The geology

of the country also claimed a large portion of my
time ; and, considering the difficulty of transport

which I had to encounter, I may deem myself for-

tunate in having made a large collection in rocks

and minerals." As these regions in relation to

Europe, and for every scientific purpose, were almost
entirely terra incognita, Mr. Hamilton had an ad-

ditional labour not always presented by countries

that had been great and civilized, and of historical

renown, in their day. He therefore adds, " I soon
found that the majjs of the country were incorrect in

the highest degree; in fact, absolutely useless. I

therefore spared neither time nor labour in making
a careful annotation oi time, distances, and direc-

tions, by which means, together with astronomical

observations for latitude, I hoped to be able to con-

struct a more correct maj) of those parts of the penin-

sula through which I had passed. With this object

in view, and indei)endently of a very detailed journal,

I succeeded in kee]iiiig, with a very few exceptions,

a minute itinerary of every mile of r(5ad, noting the

exact time of dei>arture, and, with my compass con-

stantly in hand, the direction of the road, as well ns

every change, sometimes to the nundier of twenty or

twenty-five in an hour, adding remarks suggested

by the ])hysical structure of the country." Of this

itinerary .Mr. Ilaniilton has given in the ajipendix

a tabular specimen of the jtnirney of a single day,

occuj^ying three closelyq)rinted pages, which is so

minute, and withal so exact, that every stej) of the

way is made as familiar U> us as any well-known dis-

trict of our own country. I'esides engravings of

scenery, and buildings of chief interest, witli which
he illustrated his publication, it was natural that such

care and exactness slujuld be accompanied with a

map of the regions he hail traversed. This accord-

in'dv lie cou.slructed un his return to Eu'datid from
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his geographical notes, assisted by his brother, then
Conimancier II. G. Hamilton, R.N. ; and the map
of Asia Minor illustrative of his journeying is by no
means tlie least useful or interesting part of his Re-
searches. After having studied the Turkish character

in those provinces where it still presents its best

aspects, Mr. Hamilton finds the view so dispiriting,

that at tiie close of his work he thus sums up his

experience:

—

" There appears to me but one chance, and that,

alas I is distant and uncertain, viz. their conversion

to Christianity. Of this, according to human jiro-

babilities, and from what is constantly taking place

before our eyes, there is scarcely a hope. The usual

result in similar cases would lead us to predict, that

even if the faith of the Turks could be shaken; if

they could be brought to see the errors and follies

with which Mahometanism is charged, and to feel

its insufficiency, they would flee from it to infidelity.

But why despair? With the favour of God, let us

indulge the hope that in his good time he may turn

the hearts of this people to himself; that the shackles

of the Koran may be unloosed—the religion of

Christ be established from Constantinople to the

far East ; and that the countries which first saw the

effects of the Word will no longer be behind the

Gentiles in adoring his holy name I"

Tlie later contributions of Mr. Hamilton to geology
Avere connected with the territory of Tuscany ; and,

frona liis careful examination of the eocene basin of

Mainz, and the collection of fossils he had made
there, he was enabled to give the best account of it

tiiat had yet appeared. Aware of the importance of

conchology in illustrating the tertiary period, he had
devoted several years to the study of this department
of geological science, and formed a very large col-

lection of shells, the forms and geograpliical disposi-

tion of whicli threw light upon tlie tertiary difficul-

ties. It was also with a view of turning this know-
ledge to account by the aids it furnished to geology,

that he joined the Geological .Society in its visits to

tlie districts of the faluns of Touraine and the crag
of Antwerp. Amidst such labours tlie Geological
Society showed their sense of his scientific services

by electing him their president for the second time
ip. 1S65. In 1837 he joined the Royal Geograj^hical

Society; in 1S38 became a member of council, and
in 1S43 received the founder's medal for his Ke-
scarchcs in Asia Minor. He was elected vice-pre-

sident of the same society in 1846, president In ^Iay,

1847; was again vice-president in 1849, ^"^l memljer
of council in 1S51; and till tlie close of his life was
always an active member of the society.

Mr. Hamilton was twice married. Tlie first

marriage was in 1S32 to Martin, daughter of John
Trotter, Esq. ; init in the following year he became
a widower: his second wife, whom he married in 1 838,
was the Hon. Margaret, daughter of Henry thir-

teenth Viscount Dillon, by whom he had three sons.

His own death occurred at 23 Che>.ham Place, S.^^'.,

in June 27111, 1867, and he was succeeded in his

e>tat(.s by the only son whom he had by his first

vv-ifc-. Lieutenant-colonel Robert William 'Hamilton
of the Grenadier Guards.

HART, -Vndkf.w, deserves a place in this record,
a> one ot the most distinguished of our early tvpo-
graiihers. He flourished in the reign of James VI.
I'revious to 1600 he was in the habit of imi)orting
books from abroad; he was at this time exclusive]

v

a bookseller. From a mere bookseller he sec-nis to

hive gradually become a publisher: several books
were piintod in Holland about the years 1600 and
1601. -'at his expense.'' Einally, he added the
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business of printing to liis other dealings. The
productions of his press specify that his shop was
in the High .Street of Edinburgh, on the north side,

opposite tiie cross ; being, by a strange chance, tlie

identical spot from which Mr. Archibald Constable,
two hundred years after, issued so many noble efforts

of Scottish genius. Hart's editiork of the Bible,

l6lO, has always been admired for its fine typograpiiy.

He also publislied a well-known edition of Barbour's
Bruce. In addition to all other claims upon our
praise. Hart was a worthy man. He died in a good
old age, Deceml)er, 162 1, as we learn from a notice
in Boyd of Troclirig's oliituary, quoted below.'

HAY, D.wiD R.\MS.\Y. This eminent house-
painter, who exalted his hitherto mechanical profes-

sion into the regions of high art, was bom in lulin-

burgh in the year 1798. While still young his father
died, leaving a widow and children in destitute cir-

cumstances ; but the ])roprietor of the Edinlnirgh
Coitrant, after whom David was named, caused him
to be educated for the profession of a printer. The
boy, however, had already acquired such a love of
drawing as gave him a dislike to printing, and he
not only neglected his business as a "reading boy**
in the printing-office, but infected the boys of the
establishment with his own tastes. His love of
colours having thus precluded all inclination for the
hue of printer's ink, he at the age of fourteen, and
with the consent of his kind patron, apprenticed
himself to Mr. Clavin Bengo, a well-known house-
painter in Edinburgh, and after learning the rudi-

ments of his future trade, he was set to work in

painting, and copying pictures. One of his produc-
tions iiappening to attract tiie notice of .Sir Walter
Scott, the latter was so pleased with it that he em-
ployed Hay to paint a portrait of his favourite cat.

This introduction to the great poet and novelist was
the turning-point of Hay's life, and foundation of
his future success. .Sir Walter, who had often ad-
mired his skill in representing dogs and horses, but
regretted his ambition of becoming a great artist,

from the haixlships and failure that might Ix; likely

to follow it, called the youth into his room, and ex-

patiated like a father upon the risk of such a venture

for life. " Vou have talents and energy,"' he said

to Hay, "but who can say whether you have genius?
These boyish drawings can never be relied on as

proofs of that. If you feel within you such a glow
of ambition, that you would ratlier run a hundred
chances of obscurity and penury than miss one of

being a Wilkie—make up your mind, and take the

l)old plunge ; but if your object is merely to raise

yourself to a station of worldly comfort antl iiide-

])endence—if you would fain look firv>ard ^\;th

tolerable assurance to the prospect of being a respec-

table citizen, with your own snug roof over }our

head, antl the happy faces of a v.ife and chiUlren

about you,—pause and reflect well." "I think,''

Sir Walter added in conclusion, "jirofit in P.ritain is,

with very rare exceptions, annexed to de]^artii)ents

of obvious and direct utility, in whieii the mass of

the people are concerned ; ami it has often stri'.ck

me that some clever fellow mii^ht make a good hit,

if in place of enrolling liiniself among the future

Raphaels and \'a:idykes of the Knyal Academy, he

sh(-)uld resolutely set himself to introducing sonie-

thiiig of a more elegant style of house-])ainting.''

The advice thus widely given ^^as as wisely received

and adojUed. and. Hay, by sulimitting V^ become tlie

best of house-iiainters, may have escaped the dis-

' I.e iv."y do I'cc. 1621. nininit "i Kciin. le / « hrrvvre,

Aiv-'.r'jw Hart, iinrrcineur et llV.r.iire: d'jciuc on bonne vjuleise;

lijniiuo lIc Men et n.jt:\; ar.cicn a;uv.
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appointment, if not the fate, of poor Haydon. Nor
did Scott himself go unrewarded for his generous ad-

monition. When in 1824 he had his halls in Abbots-

ford painted in such a fashion as required taste, skill,

and genius for the execution of his gorgeous and
original conceptions, the master limner by whom
all this was realized was no other than David Ram-
say Hay, who addressed himself to the task as a

labour of love.

Having now commenced business on his own ac-

count, Mr. Hay soon showed not only in practice

but by his publications that he was a master of the

highest principles of his profession, and could make
them available for all the purposes of art. The
following is a list of his numerous works connected

with the subject:

—

In 1828, about which time he also commenced
business, he published The Laws of Harmonious
Colouring, &c., a work which has gone through

six editions. The last of these, which was published

in 1847, was almost entirely a new work, with a

section on "The Practice of House-painting." This

work had the distinguished merit of opening the

way to the exposition of much of the science of

colour which has been prosecuted by succeeding

writers. It also established his business as a house-

decorator, as was shown by his rapidly increasing

and extensive business, and encouraged him to prose-

cute his theories on colouring, in which he has made
so many discoveries and improvements. In 1842
he published The N^atural Principles and Analogy

of the Harmony of Form. In 1843, Proportion, or

the Geometric Principle ofBeauty Analyzed. In 1844
he published ^^An Essay on Ornamental Design, in

which its True Principles are Developed and Eluci-

dated." In 1845 he published The Principles of
Beauty in Colouring Systematized. In 1846 he pub-
lished thesecond editionof y/ Xo/nenclaturcofColours,

in which he gave upwards of two hundred examples
of colours, and their various hues, tints, and shades.

1.1 the same year he also issued from the press First

Principles of Symmetrical Beauty. In 1849 appeared
his work On the .Science of those Proportions by which
the Human Head and Countenance, as represented in

Ancient Greek Art, are distinguished from those of
Ordinary Nature. In 185 1 he published The Geo-

metric Beauty of the Human Figure Defined, to which
was prefixed ".V System of .-Ksthetic Proportion
ajjplicable to .Vrchitectureand other Formative Arts."

Ill 1S52 he"publishcd 'The Xatural Principles ofBeauty
as Dcccloped in the Huvmn Plgure. In 1853, 'The

Orthographic Ihauty of the Partheno>i referred to a
Law of Xature, to which he prefixed "A Few Ob-
servations on tlie Importance of .'Fsthetic Science as

an Element in .\rchitectural Eckication." In 1855,
The Harmonic Law ofXature applied to Architectural

Design. In 185O, 7he .Science of Beauty, as developed

in A'ature, and applied to Art.

All these works were extensively illustrated, and
have been most favourably received. Their numljcr
and variety are a proof of how completely his heart

was absorheil in the beauty of ff)rm and colour, and
how closely he had studied the principles upon
which they are founded; and if not an artist in the

practical sense of the term, he was at least a dis-

tinguished critic in art, and an able instnictor of those
wlio prosecuted it. Nor did he the while neglect

his l)usiness as a house-painter, into which he inlro-

(hiced several important improvements, and the de-

corations of the meeting-hall of the London .Society

of Arts were designed and executed by him about
the year 1846. Enriched by his success in a profes-

sion which he had exalted from a mechanical trade

into one of the fine arts, and honoured and esteemed

by artists and men of taste, Mr. David Ramsay Hay
continued his labours until they were interrupted by
frequent attacks of indisposition during the latter

years of his life. He died at his house, Jordan Bank,
Morningside, on the loth of September, 1866, in

the sixty-eighth year of his age.

HEADRICK, Rev. James. Of the life of this

talented agriculturist and mineralogist we have very
few particulars. He was born in 1758, and having
studied for the ministry, was presented in 1809
to the parish of Dunnichen in Forfarshire. But
although he had reached the age of fifty-one before

this promotion awaited him, his previous life had
not been spent in idleness. An enthusiast in natural

science, he had travelled over the three kingdoms,
studying agriculture and mineralogy-; many large and
valuable estates were planned by him, and improved
under his directions ; and he was author of an ex-

cellent analysis of lime published in the Farmer's
Afagazitie.

These pursuits naturally drew Headrick into friendly

intimacy with the Rev. David Ure, afterwards author
of the History ofRuthei-glen ancl Kilbride, and along
with Ure he was employed by Sir John Sinclair in

the Statistical Account of Scotland, for which he drew
up the details relating to the county of Forfar. He
also wrote a short memoir of Ure, which was pub-
lished in the Scots Magazine for December, 1808.

But a still more important work was published by
Headrick in 1807, under the title of " Vie^u of the

ALineralogy, Agriculture, Manufactures, and Fisheries

of the Lsland ofArran, with Notices of Antiquities,

and Suggestions for Improving the Agriculture and
Fisheries of the Highlands and Isles of Scotland."

This work, which the author dedicated to Sir Joseph
Banks, was, independently of its extensive informa-

tion on other subjects, the best work extant on the

geology of Arran, until it was superseded by the

improved science of a later date. Besides this, he
published, in Xicolson's fournal for 1807, "Some
Mineralogical and Geological Observations made in

the Isle of Arran." In 1813 another work of Head-
rick's appeared with the title, '^ Genei-al Vie7u of
the Agriculture of the County of Angus or Forfar-

shire, with Observations on the Means of its Improve-
ment," 1813, 8vo.

This comprises the list of Headrick's authorship,

which was probably exchanged for the cares and
duties of a country minister, and we learn nothing

farther of him except that he died at the manse of

Dunnichen, on March 31, 1841, aged eighty-three

years.

HEATHFIELD, Lord. See Er.i.ioT, Georcie
AUGUSTtS.

HENDERSON, Ai.ex.vnder, one of the most
eminent of the many eminent men whose names are

interwoven with the annals of Scotland at jn'obably

the most interesting period of her history (the middle

of the seventeenth century), was born about the year

1583. He is supposed to have been descended from

the Hendersons of Fordel, "a house," says Wodrow,
"of good fjuality in Fife." C>f his early life there is

little farther known than that he \\as distinguished

for his assiduity and progress in learning, in which
he greatly excelled all his school-fellows. Having
been sent to the university of St. Andrews to com-
plete his studies, he there went through tiie ordinary

routine of learning, but with much more than ordi-

nary reputation, a circumstance sufficiently evinced

by his having been made Master of Arts, and soon

after admitted regent or professor of philosophy.
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As this appointment took place previous to the year
161 1, when he could not be more than eight-and-

twenty years of age, it is evident that Henderson
was already considered a man of no common attain-

ments. The situation of professor of philosophy he
held for several years, discharging its duties with a
zeal and ability which acquired him much rejjuta-

tion.

It is not surprising to find, that at this period of
his life he was a strenuous advocate for the dominant
or episcopal party in the church. His patrons

hitherto were of that party. He had long associated

with men who entertained its principles, and, unable
to foresee the great changes which were about to

take place in the civil an<l religious polity of the

kingdom, as well as that which afterwards happened
in his own private sentiments, he naturally enough,
while perfectly sincere in the opinions which he then

entertained on religious matters, conceived besides,

that in the direction of these opinions, and in that

direction alone,' lay the road to preferment. Inspired

by the ambition of a mind conscious of its powers,

Henderson, after the lapse of a few years, becoming
impatient of the circumscribed sphere to which a

professorship of philosophy confined him, turned his

attention to divinity, as opening a wider field for the

exercise of his talents.

After preparing himself for the ministerial calling,

he was appointed to the church of Leuchars, in Fife,

through the patronage of Archbishop Gladstanes.

His appointment, however, was exceedingly un-

popular: all his talents and learning could not re-

concile his parishioners to a man introduced amongst
them by episcopal influence, and who was known to

be himself of that detested party. The consequence
was, that on the day of his ordination he was re-

ceived with every mark of popular dislike. The
church doors were shut against him and carefully

secured in the inside, to prevent all possibility of

admittance. Determined, however, in despite of

these very manifest tokens of public feeling, to per-

form the ceremony of ordination, Henderson's ]3arty

entered the church by a window, and proceeded with
the business of the day.

Whatever were Mr. Henderson's other merits, and
these were certainly of no ordinary kind, it is known
that any extraordinary anxiety about the spiritual

interests of his parishioners was not amongst the

numl:)er. At this period of his life, in short, although
not remarkable for the reverse, he seems to have been
but slightly impressed with the sacredness of his new
calling, and to have taken but little farther interest

in matters of religion, than abiding l)y the general

l^rinciples in which he had been educated. This
conduct, however, and these sentiments were soon
to undergo a remarkal)le change, and that under
circumstances in themselves not less remarkable.
Having learned that the celebrated Mr. Bruce of

Kinnaird was to assist at a communion in tlie neigh-

bourhood of Leuchars, Henderson, desirous of hear-

ing the preaching of a man who had long been
conspicuous as an opponent of the court measures,
and whose fame for j^eculiar gifts in matters of

tlieology was widely spread, repaired to the church
where he was officiating. Not choosing, however,
to be recognized, he sought to conceal himself in a

dark corner of the Iniilding. Bruce, nevertheless,

seems to have been aware of his presence; or, if not,

there was a singidar coincidence in the applicability

of the text which he chose to the remarkable cir-

cumstances which attended Henderson's induction

to his charge. Be this as it niay, the sermon which
followed made such a powerful impression upon him
as effected an entire change in his religious conduct

and sentiments; and from being a careless and in-

different pastor over his flock, and an upholder of a
system odious in the highest degree to the people,

he became a watchful and earnest minister, and a
resolute champion in the cause of Presbyterianism.

In three years after his appointment to Leuchars
parish, which took place some time previous to the

year 1615, Mr. Henderson, though sedulous in the

discharge of his ministerial duties since the period

of his conversion, made no public appearance on the

side of that party whose principles he had embraced.
The opportunity, however, which was all that was
wanting for his making such an appearance, at length

presented itself. In August, 1618, the celebrated

five articles of Perth, which occasioned so much
clamour in .Scotland, from their containing as many
jjoints of episcopal worship, which James was de-

sirous of thnisting on the people of that kingdom,
having been carried by a packed majority in an
assembly held at Perth, Henderson stood among
the foremost of those who opposed, though unsuc-

cessfully, the obnoxious measure ; and this too, in

defiance of the king's utmost wrath, with which all

who resisted the adoption of the five articles were
threatened. " In case of your refusal," said the Arch-
bishop of St. Andrews, addressing the assembled
clergymen, "the whole order and estate of your
church will be overthrown, some ministers will be
banished, others will be deprived of their stipends

and ofhce, and all will be brought under the wrath
of authority."

Not at all intimidated by this insolent and indecent

threat, Henderson with several of his brethren

courageously opposed the intended innovations.

For this resistance, to which was added a charge of

composing and publishing a book against the validity

of the Perth assembly, he was with other two min-

isters summoned in the month of August, 1619, to

appear before the court of high commission in St.

Andrews. Obeying the summons, Henderson and
his brethren presented themselves before the bishops,

when the former conducted himself with such intre-

pidity, and discus,->ed the various matters charged

against him and his colleagues with such talent and
force of reasoning, that his judges, though they

eagerly sought it, could gain no advantage over him,

and were obliged to content themselves with threat-

ening, that if he again oiTended he should be more
hardly dealt with. With this intimation Henderson
and his friends were dismissed. From this period

to the year 1637 he does not appear to have meddled
much with any transactions of a public character.

During this long period he lived retired, confining

his exertions within the bounds of his own pari-h,

in which he found sufficient employment from a care-

ful and anxious discharge of his pastoral duties.

Obscure and sequestered, however, as the place of

bis ministry was, his fame as a man of singular

capacity, and as an eloquent and powerful deliater,

was already abroad and widely known ; and when
the hour of trial came, those talents were recollected,

and their possessor called upon to enqiloy them in

the behalf of his religion.

Before, however, resuming the n.irrative of Mr.

Henderson's public career, it may be necessary to

give a brief sketch of the circumstances which in-

duced him to leave his retirement and to mingle

once more in the ri.li;.;irius distractions of the times.

The unfortunate (.'hmJes L. inheriting all the religious

as well as political invjudices of his father James VL,
had, from the moment of his accession to the throne,

entertained the design of regtdating church worship

in Scotland by tlic f Tm^ olj-ervcd in that of Fng-

land. In this attempt he was only following out
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an idea of his father's ; but what the one with timor-

ous caution had little more than contemplated, the

other determined to execute. Unfortunately for

Charles he found hut too zealous an abettor of his

dangerous and injudicious designs in his favourite

counsellor in church affairs, Laud, Archbishop of

Canterbury. Encouraged in the schemes of violence

which he meditated against the religious principles

of Scotland, and urged on to their execution by Laud,

Charles, after a series of lesser inro.ads on the Pres-

byterian mode of worship in Scotland, finally, and
with a rash hand, fired the train which he had pre-

pared, and by which he set all Scotland in a blaze.

This was the imposition of the liturgy or service-

book on the Church of Scotland. This celebrated

book, which was principally composed by Wedder-
hurn, Bishop of Dunblane, and Maxwell, Bishop

of Ross, and afterwards revised by Laud, and Wren,
Bisliop of Norwich, was grounded upon the book
of common prayer used in England, but contained,

beside-;, some parts of the Catholic ritual, such as

the benediction or thanksgiving for departed saints,

the use of the cross in baptism and of the ring in the

celebration of marriage, the consecration of water

at particular times by prayer, with many other ordin-

ances of a similar character. Most of these observ-

ances were introduced by Laud when revising the

original work. When the book was completed, the

king gave instructions to the archbishops and bishops

regarding its introduction ; and immediately after

issued a proclamation requiring his subjects, both

ecclesiastical and civil, to conform to the mode of

worship which it enjoined, concluding with an order

that every parish should be furnished with two copies,

between the publication of the injunction and Easter.

The book itself, a large folio, was prefaced by a

charge from the king, denouncing as rebels all who
refused it. To complete the measure of Charles'

rashness on the subject of the service-book, it was
introduced into Scotland without having l)een sul)-

mitted to presbyteries, and without the sanction of

the General Assembly.
The consequence of the introduction of the liturgy,

aggravated as it was by the manner of its introduc-

tion, was, as might have been expected, in the last

degree serious and important. The country rose

nearly to a man against the Popish innovation. In

Lflinburgh the bishops who presided at the ceremony
of its first introduction were mobbed and maltreated,

and the ministers everywhere carefully prepared
their congregations to resist the obnoxious volume.
The whole land, in short, was agitated l)y one vio-

lent commotion, and the minds of men were roused

into a state of fevcrisli excitement, wliich threatened

the most serious results. It was at this critical

moment that Henderson came again upon the stage.

In the same predicament with other clergymen, 1 len-

derson was cliarged to ]nirchase two cojiies of the

liturgy for the use of his jiarish within fifteen days,

imder the pain of rebellion. On receiving the charge,

Henderson immediately proceeded to Edinburgh and
])resented a petition to the jirivy-council, re]iresent-

ing that the service-book had not received the sanc-

tion of tlie General Assembly, nor was authorized by
any act of parliament ; that the Church of .Scotland

was free and independent, and ought not to be dic-

tated to except through her own pastors, who were
the proper and the best judges of what was for her

benefit ; that tlie form of worship received at the

Reformation was still sanctioned by the legislature

and the supreme ecclesiastical judicatory, and could

not \>c invaded excepting by the same authority

;

that some of the ceremonies enjoined by the book
had occasioned great divisions, and were extremely

obnoxious to the people, who had been taught to

hold them in abhorrence. This bold statement Hen-
derson concluded by soliciting a suspension of the

charge. What hope Henderson entertained that

this supplication, or rather remonstrance, would be
formally listened to by the privy-council, cannot now
be ascertained. There is no reason, however, to

conclude that he possessed any secret intelligence

regarding the real dispositions of that body. The
credit, therefore, must be awarded him of having
come forward on this perilous occasion trusting to the

strength of his cause alone, and fully prepared to

meet the consequences, whatever they might be, of

the step which he had taken. The result was more
favourable than probably either Henderson or the

country expected. The council granted the suspen-

sion required, until the king's further pleasure should

be known ; but, for the remuneration of the king's

printer, ordained by an express act, as the decision

in Henderson's case was of course understood to

apply to the whole kingdom, that each parish should

provide itself with two copies of the book, but with-

out any injunction to make use of them. The order

for reading the liturgy was also suspended, until new
instructions on the subject should be received from
his majesty. The king's answer, however, to the

representations of the privy-council, at once over-

turned all hopes of concession in the matter of the

liturgy. Instead of giving way to the general feeling,

he repeated, in a still more peremptory manner than

at first, his commands that the sendee-book should

be read, and farther ordered that no burgh should

choose a magistrate which did not conform. This

uncompromising and decided conduct on the part

of the king was confronted by a similar spirit on the

part of the people, and the path which Henderson
had first taken was soon crowded by the highest and
mightiest in the land, all pushing onward with the

utmost eagerness and zeal to solicit the recall of the

obnoxious liturgy, and discovering on each repulse

and on the appearance of each successive obstacle

to their wishes, a stronger and stronger disposition

to have recourse to violence to accomplish their ob-

ject, if supplication should fail. On the receipt of

the king's last communication on the all-engrossing

sidjject of the service-book, the nobility, barons,

ministers, and representatives of burghs presented

a supplication to the privy-council, entreating that

the matter might be again brought before the king.

In this and in all other matters connected with it

Henderson took a leading part: he suggested and
directed all the proceedings of the nonconformists;

drew up their memorials and jietilions, and was, in

short, at once the head and right hand of his party,

the deviser and executf)r of all their measures.

The result of this second supi)lication to the king

was as unsatisfactory as the first. The infatuated

monarch, urged on by Laud, and in some measure
by erroneous impressions regarding the real state of

matters in Scotland, still maintained his resolutions

regarding the liturgy. He, however, now so far ac-

knowledged the ajipcals which had been made to

him, as to have recourse to evasion, instead of direct

op]iosition as at first, a course at all times more dan-

gerous than its op])osite; inasmuch as, while it ex-

hibits all the hostility of the latter, it is entirely

without its candour, and is destitute of that man-
fidness and [)rom])titude which, if it does not re-

concile, is very apt to subdue. In place of giving

any direct answer to the supplication of the nobility

and barons, the king instructed his privy-council

in Edinburgh to intimate to the jicople by pro-

clamation, that there should be nothing regarding

church matters treated of in the council for some
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time, and that, therefore, all persons who had come
to Edinburgh on that account should repair to

their homes within twenty-four hours, on pain of

being denounced rebels, put to the horn, and all

their movable goods being escheat to the king.

This proclamation was immediately followed by
another, announcing an intended removal of the

court of session from Edinburgh to Linlithgow; and
this again by a third, calling in, for the purpose of

being burned, a pamphlet lately published against

the service-book.

These proclamations, which but too plainly inti-

mated that notliing would be conceded to supplica-

tion, and that there was no hope of any change in

the sentiments of the king, instantly called forth the

most decided expressions of popular resentment and
determination. The city was at this moment filled

with strangers—noblemen, gentlemen, clergymen,

and commissioners from the different parishes, be-

sides immense numbers of persons of inferior rank,

whom curiosity or interest in the engrossing topic of

the day had assembled in the metropolis from all

parts of the country. The town, thus surcharged,

as it were, with inflammable matter, soon became a

scene of violence and insubordination. The leaders

of the nonconformists again met in the midst of the

storm, and in defiance of the proclamation which
enjoined their departure, proceeded to deliberate

upon the question of what was next to be done.

The result was some farther supplications and peti-

tions to the privy-council and to the king. These,

however, being still unsuccessful, were followed up
some months afterwards by a determination to appeal

to the people, to unite them in one common bond,

and to make the cause at once and unequivocally the

cause of the whole nation. The leaders resolved to

adopt a measure which should involve all in its re-

sults, be it for good or for evil; by which, in short,

not a leader or leaders, nor a party, but an entire

kingdom, should stand or fall, by swearing before

their God to peril the alternative.

This measure was a renewal of the national cove-

nant of 1580 and 1 58 1, adapted, by changes and
additions, to the existing circumstances. The re-

modelled document was drawn up by Mr. Henderson,
with the assistance of the celebrated Archibald John-
stone, an advocate, and was first exhibited for signa-

ture, February 2Sth, 163S, in the Grayfriars' Church
in Edinburgh, where an immense multitude had as-

sembled, for the purpose of hailing the sacred docu-

ment, and of testifying their zeal in the cause which
it was intended to support, by subscribing it. On
this occasion Henderson addressed the people with

so much fervour and eloquence, that their feelings,

already excited, were wound up to the highest pitch,

and a degree of enthusiasm pervaded the multitude

which sufficiently assured tlieir leaders of the popu-
larity of their cause. The instrument itself, which
was now submitted for signature, was a roll of parch-

ment four feet long and three feet eight inches broad;

yet such was the general zeal for the covenant, that

tiiis immense sheet was in a short time so crowded
with names on both sides throughout its whole space,

tliat there was not room latterly for a single addi-

tional signature; even the margin was scrawled over
with subscriptions, and as the document filled up,

tlie subscribers were limited to the initial letters of

their names. Copies were now sent to different

parts of the kingdom, and met everywhere, excepting
in three places to be aftersvards named, with the

same enthusiastic reception which had marked its

appearance in Edinburgh, receiving thousands of

signatures wherever it was exhibited. The three

excepted places were Glasgow, St. Andrews, and

Aberdeen. In the two former, however, the feeling

regarding the covenant amounted to little more than
indifference; but in the latter city it was absolutely

resisted. Anxious to have the voice of all Scotland
with them, and especially desirous that there should
not be so important an exception as Aberdeen, the

leaders of the Covenanters despatched several noble-

men and two clergymen, one of whom was Hender-
son, to that city, to attempt to reclaim it; and this

object, chiefly through the powerful eloquence of the

subject of this memoir, they accomplished to a very
considerable extent, obtaining no less than 500
signatures, many of them of the highest respecta-

bility, immediately after the close of a discourse by
Mr. Henderson, in which he had urged the moit
irresistible arguments for the subscribing of the

covenant. Mr. Henderson was now universally ac-

knowledged as the head of the nonconforming .Scot-

tish clergy. On his moderation, firmness, and talent

they reposed their hopes; and to his judgment they
left, with implicit confidence, the guidance and
direction of their united efforts. Of this feeling to-

wards him they were now about to afford a remark-
able proof. The king, though still without any in-

tention of yielding to the demands of the Covenanters,
having consented that a General Assembly should be
held, empowered his commissioner the Marquis cf

Hamilton to convoke it. On the second day of the

meeting of this celebrated assembly, which sat down
at Glasgow on the 2 1st November, 1638, Mr. Hen-
derson was chosen moderator, without one single

dissenting voice. To form a correct idea of the

general esteem for his amiable qualities, and the ap-

preciation of his abilities which this appointment
implied, it is necessary to consider all the singular

and important circumstances connected with it— cir-

cumstances which altogether rendered it one of the

utmost delicacy, difficulty, and hazard. He was, at

a moment of the most formidable religious distrac-

tion, called upon to preside over an assembly whojc
decisions were either to allay or to promote that dis-

traction; who were to discuss points of serious differ-

ence between their sovereign and the nation; who
were to decide, in short, wliether the nation was to

proclaim open war against their sovereign—a sove-

reign backed by a nation of much greater power and
larger population; an assemlily by whose proceed-

ings the religious liberties of the kingdom were either

to stand or fall; and one, in consequence, on which
the eyes of the whole people were fixed with a gaze

of the deepest and most intense interest. Lnportant,

however, and responsible as the appointment was,

Henderson was found more than equal to it, for he

conducted himself on this trying occasion not only

with a prudence and resolution which increased the

respect and admiration of his own party for his char-

acter and talents, but with a forbearance and urbanity

which secured him also the esteem of those who
were opposed to them. '•\Ve have nnv.-, sai 1

Henderson at the conclusion of the eh^qucnt .Tiid

impassioned address which tenninated the .-ittings tl

the assembly, "we have now cast down the walls ct

Jericho; let' him that rclniildeth them beware of the

curse of Hiel the Bethelite:"" a sentence which com-
prised typically all that had been done and all that

would be done in the event of such an attempt being

made. Episcopacy was overthrown, llie king's

authority put at defiance, and such an attitutle c f

hostilitv to the court assumed as fell short only of a

declaration of open war.

Such was the accession of popularity which Hen-
derson's conduct procured him on this occasion, ll1.1t,

a (lav or two l.)cfore the rising of the assembly, two
supplications v.-ere given in from two different i.laces
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earnestly soliciting his pastoral services, the one from

St. Andrews, the other from Edinburgh. Henderson
himself was extremely unwilling to obey either of

these calls. Strongly attached to Leuchars, the

charge to which he had been first appointed, and
Avhich he had now held for many years, he could not

reconcile himself to the idea of a removal, pleading

in figurative but highly expressive language, that "he
was now too old a plant to take root in another soil."

The supplicants, however, with a flattering persever-

ance pressed their suits, and after a strenuous con-

test between the two parties who sought his ministry,

hi acquiesced in a removal to Edinburgh; in favour

of which the competition terminated by a majority

of seventy-five votes. He only stipulated, that when
old age should overtake him, he should be permitted

to remove again to a country charge. Soon after

his removal to Edinburgh he was promoted to be,

what was then called, first or king's minister. This
change, however, in no way abated his zeal in the

ciuse of the covenant; he still continued to be the

oracle of his party, and still stood with undisputed

and unrivalled influence at the head of the church as

now once more reformed.

In the year after his translation to Edinburgh

(1639) he was one of the commissioners deputed by
the Scottish army, then encamped on Dunse Law,
to treat with the king, who, with his forces, had
taken post at the Birks, a plain on the English side

of the Tweed, within three or four miles of Ber-

wick. During the whole of the various negotiations

which took place at this critical and interesting con-

juncture, Henderson conducted himself with his

usual ability, and moreover with a prudence and
candour which did not escape the notice of the king.

One of the well-known results of these conferences

was the meeting in Edinburgh of the General As-
sembly in the following month of August. On this

occasion the Earl of Traquair, who was now his

majesty's commissioner, was extremely desirous that

Mr. Henderson should be re-elected moderator, a

sufficient proof of the estimation in which he was
held by men of all parties. The idea, however, of a

constant moderatorship was exceedingly impopular,

and contrary to the constitution of the church; and
the suggestion of Traquair was overruled to the en-

tire satisfaction of Mr. Henderson himself, who was
one of the most strenuous opponents of the proposi-

tion. As former moderator, however, he preached

to the assembly, and towards the close of his dis-

course addressed the I'larl of Traquair—"We be-

seech your grace,'' he said, "to see that Caesar have
his own; but let him not have what is due to God,
by whom kings reign. God hath exalteil your grace

unto many high places within these few years, and
is still doing so. Be thankful, and labour to exalt

Christ's throne. When the Israelites came out of

Egypt they gave all the silver and gold they had
carried thence fijr the building of the tabernacle; in

like manner your grace must emjiloy all your ])arts

and endowments for building up the church of (icjd

in this land." He next addres'-ed the members,
urging them to persevere in the good cause, but

carefully inculcating prudence anfl moderation in all

their doings; for zeal, he said, without these was
"like a ship that hath a full sail, but no rudder."

On the 31st of the same month (Augtist) Mr.
Henderson was called upon to preside, in his clerical

capacity, at the opening of the parliament, and on
that occasion delivered a most impressive discourse,

in which he treated of the duties and utility of

governors with singular ability and judgment.
A proof still more flattering, perhajis, than any he

had yet received of the estimation in which his char-

acter and talents were held, was afforded him in the
following year (1640). Previous to this period the

college of Edinburgh was without any presiding
officer to regulate its affairs, these receiving only such
attention as might result from an annual visit of the
town-council. As this was little more than a visit of
ceremony, the system of education, and almost every-

thing else connected with the university, was in a

most deplorable condition. To remedy these evils

the town-council came to the resolution of having a
rector appointed, to be chosen annually, and whose
duty it should be to direct all matters connected with
the college, to keep an eye on the conduct of the
principal and professors, and to superintend the
education of the students, and the disposal of there-
venues. To this honourable and highly responsible

office Mr. Henderson was unanimously elected; an ap-
pointment not more indicative of the general opinion
entertained of his moral qualities, than of his learn-

ing and abilities; for besides the merely legislative

duties which were connected with it, the rector, by
the constitution of the office, was to" be invited by
the preses at all solemn meetings of the college, "to
go before the rest in all public disputes of philosophy
and divinity."

Mr. Henderson, notwithstanding his other various

and important avocations, discharged the duties of

this office with an attention, ability, and judgment
which soon placed the university on a very different

footing from what it had hitherto been. He added
to and improved its buildings and its approaches,

bestowed especial care on the education of candidates

for the ministry, instituted a professorship of oriental

languages, a department which had previously been
greatly neglected, to the serious injury, in particular,

of the students of divinity, whose knowledge of the

Hebrew was left to be gleaned from one short weekly
lecture on that language; and, in short, he overlooked

nothing which could contriljute to its interests and
jirosperity. His own personal influence, together

with the high respectability which his sagacious ad-

ministration had procured for the college, was so

great, that the citizens of Edinburgh, with a spirit

of emulation which was very far from existing be-

fore, strove who should most contribute to the ac-

commodation of its members. The consequence of

these judicious and important services was, that Mr.
Henderson was continued, by re-election, in the

office of rector till his death.

From these peaceful pursuits Henderson was occa-

sionally directed to take a share in the renewed dis-

tractions of the times. The king having refused to

ratify some of the points agreed u]X)n at the Birks,

both parties again took up arms: Charles, denouncing
the Covenanters as rebels, marched towards Scotland
with an army; while the latter, with 23,000 or 24,000
men, ])enetrated into England. Some jiartial suc-

cesses (jf the Scottish army on this occasion, together

with some defections in his own, again brought the

unfortunate monarch to pacificatory terms with the

Covenanters. A conference was begun at Rijion,

anfl afterwards, as the king's presence was refpiired

in London, transferred to that city. The commis-
sioners who were desjiatchcd thither by the Covenan-
ters to conclude the conference, took with them
several of the most ])opular of the clergy, and amongst
these was Mr. Henderson, on whose talents they
relied for all the subsidiary efforts which were at once
to bring the conference to an issue satisfactory to

themselves, and to imjiress the luiglish with a favour-

able opinon of their cause. Both ol^ these objects they
accomplished, and that in no small measure by means
of the impressive eloquence and literary talents of

Mr. Henderson, who, besides exerting himself in the
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pulpit and elsewhere in forwardinj^ the views of the
cominissioiieis by discourses ami lectures, wrote also

several able tracts and j^apers which attracted much
attention, and produced important eftects in favour
of the cause which he had come to sui)port.

During Mr. Henderson's stay in London on this

occasion, he had an interview with the king, by
whom he was graciously received. The conference
was a private one, and although on the part of

Henderson it was sought specially for the purpose
of soliciting a favour for the university of Edinburgh,
it is not unlikely that it embraced objects of much
greater interest. On his return to Edinburgh in July,

1641, having been detained in London nine months,
he w^as again chosen moderator of the General As-
sembly, then sitting at Edinburgh, and which had
removed thither from .St. Andrews, where it first

met, for the greater conveniency of the nobles who
were attending parliament, and (a striking proof

of his importance) that it might at this critical period

have the advantages of Mr. Henderson's services as

moderator.

On this occasion Mr. Henderson delivered to the

assembly a letter from a number of ministers in

London, requesting the advice of their Scottish

brethren on certain points of church government.
In some perplexity they had written, "That almighty

God having now of his infinite goodness raised up
our hopes of removing the yoke of Episcopacy (under

which we have so long groaned), sundry other forms

of church government are by sundry sorts of men
jirojected to be set up in the room thereof." Hen-
derson was instructed to reply to this letter. Li his

answer he e.xpressed, in the name of the assembly,

the deep interest which they took in the state of

what they called, by a somewhat startling association

of words, the Kirk of England, and earnestly urged a

uniformity in church government throughout Britain.

.Soon after this (14th August) the unfortunate Charles
arrived in Edinburgh. Eoreseeing the approaching
war between himself and his English parliament, he
had come down to Scotland with the humiliating

view of paying court to the leaders of the Presloy-

terian body, and of following up, by personal con-

descensions, the concessions by which he had already

recovered, for the time at least, the favour of that

party; thus hoping to secure the aid of Scotland
when he should be assailed by his subjects at home
—the unhappy monarch's situation thus much re-

sembling that of a bird closely pursued by a hawk,
and which, preferring a lesser to a greater evil, flies

to man for protection. On this occasion the king

appointed ^lr. Henderson his chaplain, and by this

well-judged proceeding at once gratified the people,

whose fovourite j^reaclier he had long been, and not

improbably also gratified his own predilection in

his favour, re>ulting from Henderson's temper and
moderation in those instances where they had been

brought in contact. Henderson constantly attended

the king during the time of his residence in Edin-

l)urgh, ])raying every morning and evening before

him, and preaching to him in the chapel royal at

HoIyro;xl House every Sunday, or standing by his

chair when another performed that duty. Hender-
son, who, although of incorruptible integrity, and a

zealous Presbyterian, as the share which he took in

the struggles of that party sufficiently witness, was
yet a mild and humane man, could not help sympa-
thizing with the sorrows of his unfortunate sovereign.

The religion of which he was so eminent a prufessor

taught him to entertain charitable and benevolent

feelings io\\ar 1 all mankind, and his was not the

disposition to cxccjit an humbled and unha]i]iy ]'rince

from th;> univer.--al precept, whatever \\ere the laulls
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which had placed him in these melancholy circum-

stances. 'Jhe mild and amiable disposition of the

man, too, which frequent interviews must have
forced upon Henderson's notice, must have in some
measure ol 'iterated in his mind the errors of the

monarch. It was hard, then, that Henderson for

this sympathy, for opening his heart to the best

feelings of humanity, for practising one of the first

and most amiable virtues which the Christian religion

teaches and enjoins, should have been, as he was, •

subjected to the most bitter calumnies on his char-

acter and motives. These calumnies affected his

pure and generous nature deeply, and in the next
assembly he entered into a long and impassioned
defence of those parts of his conduct which slander

had assailed. His appeal touched the hearts and
excited the sympathy of his brethren, who assured
him of their unshaken confidence in his integrity.

This assurance restored the worthy divine to that

cheerfulness of which the injurious reports which had
gone abroad regarding him had forsome time deprived
him. If anything were wanting to establish Hen-
derson's character for integrity besides the public

testimony of his brethren, it is to be found in the

opinion of one who widely differed from him regard-

ing the measures of the day, bearing witness that

"his great honesty and unparalleled abilities to

serve this church and kingdom did ever remain
untainted."

In 1642 Mr. Henderson conducted the corres-

pondence with England m hich now took place on
the subject of ecclesiastical reformation and union,

and was soon after desired to hold himself in readi-

ness with certain other commissioners to proceed to

England, in the event of such a proceeding being

necessary. After some delay, occasioned by the

open rupture which took place between the king

and the English parliament, Henderson with the

other commissioners set out for the sister kingdom.
While there he used every effort, but unfortunately

to no purpose, to effect a reconciliation between
Charles and his English subjects; he proposed to

the king to send the queen to Scotland, with the

view of exciting an interest in his behalf. He even

went to Oxford, where the king then was, to endea-

vour to prevail upon him, at a personal interview, to

make some advances towards a reconciliation, and
at the same time to offer him the mediation of .Scot-

land. All his efforts, however, were unavailing;

the king, in place of acknowledging error, endea-

voured to defend the justice of his cause, and on
better grounds expressed high indignation at the

interference of the -Scots in the church reformation

of England. Poinding he could be of no further

service, Henderson, together with his colleagues,

returned to Edinburgh, where his conduct through-

out the whole of this delicate mission was pronounced
by the General Assembly to have been "faithful and
wise."' In 1643 he was once more cho-cn n.odera-

tor of the General Assembly under ]icculrar ciiciim-

stances. This was the presence in that Ijo'ly ol the

English commissioners sent down to Scotland by

the parliament of England, to solicit the aid and

counsel of the former in their present emergency.

Mr. Henderson, with several oth.cr conim;»ioners,

was soon after sent up to l.ijH'l'ai to attend the

celebrated Westmin-ter A-.-enii^y of 1 livines, to

represent in that assembly the Cluirch of Scotland,

and to procure its a>sent. with that of both h'.u>es

of parliament, to the solemn league ar,d covenant;

all of which inipor:.".!U dutio, with the assistance of

his colleagues, he dischargcil with his lisur.l ability

and juilgnient. On this occasion he remained f .r

three years in Lor.uun, durir.g all whicl; time h.e was
61
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unremittingly employed in assisting the assembly in

preparing the public formularies of the religious

union between the three kingdoms. In 1645 he

was appointed to assist the commissioners of the

Scottish and English parliaments to treat with the

king at Uxbridge, and finally was deputed to nego-

tiate with the latter, when his fortunes had reached a

crisis, at Newcastle. Henderson arrived on his mis-

sion at Newcastle about the middle of May, 1646,

and met with a cordial reception from his majesty.

After some discussion on religious subjects, it was
agreed that the scruples of the king should be treated

of in a series of papers written alternately by his

majesty and Henderson. In the last of these papers,

addressed by the former to the latter, and all of

which and on both sides were written with great

talent, the king at once expressing his high opinion

of Mr. Henderson, and his determination to adhere

to the sentiments which he had all along entertained,

says, "For instance, I think you the best preacher

in Newcastle, yet I believe you may err, and possibly

a better preacher may come, but till then must
retain my opinion." Immediately after this, Hen-
derson, whose health was now much impaired,

returned to Edinburgh by sea, being unable to bear

the fatigue of travelling by land. The illness with

which he was afflicted rapidly gained upon him, and
he at length expired on the 19th of August, 1646, in

the sixty-third year of his age, not many days after

his return from Newcastle. After the death of this

celebrated man his memory was assailed by several

absurd and unfounded calumnies. It was alleged

that he died of mortification at his having been
defeated in the controversy with the king; others

asserted that he had been converted by the latter,

and that on his death-bed he had expressed regret

for the part he had acted, and had renounced Pres-

bytery. All of these charges were completely re-

futed by the General Assembly, who, taking a

becoming and zealous interest in the good name
of their departed brother, established his innocence

on the testimony of several clergymen, and still more
decisively by that of tiie two who attended him on
his death-bed, and who heard him in his last mo-
ments pray earnestly for a "hapi)y conclusion to the

great and wonderful work of reformation." Hen-
derson was interred in the Grayfriars' Churchyard,
where a monument was erected to his memory by
his nephew Mr. George Henderson. This monu-
ment, which was in the form of an obelisk, with
suitable inscriptions on its four sides, was, witli others

of the leading Covenanters, demolished at tlie Re-
storation, but was again re[)laced at t!ie Revolution.

This sketch of one of the greatest divines that

Scotland has produced, cannot be better concluded
than in the foihnving estimate (>( his character by
iJr. Thomas M'Crie, who had intended to add a life

of Henderson to his lives of Knox and .Melville, but

proceeded^ no further tlian the outline sketched in his

miscellaneous writings:— " Alexander Henderson
was enriched with an assemljlage of endowments
which have rarely met in one man. He ])ossessed

talents which fitted him for judging and giving advice

about the political alTairs of a natinn, or even for

taking an active share in the management of them,
had he not devoted liimsclf to the immediate service

fif the church, anri the study of ecclesiastical l)usiness.

He was not more distinguished by the abilities which
he displayed in his putjlic conduct, tlian by the virtues

whicli adorned his private character. Cjrave, yet

affaljle and polite—firm and inde]iendent, yet modest
and condescending—he commanded the respect and
c^inciliated the affliction of all who were acquainted
Willi him; and the more intimately his friends knew

him, they loved him the more. The power of reli-

gion he deeply felt, and he had tasted the comforts
of the gospel. Its spirit, equally removed from the

coldness of the mere rationalist and the irregular

fervours of the enthusiast, breathed in all his words
and actions. The love of liberty was in him a pure
and enlightened flame ; he loved his native country,

but his patriotism was no narrow, illiberal passion

;

it opened to the welfare of neighbouring nations, and
of mankind in general Called forth by the

irresistible cry of his dear country, when he found
her reduced to the utmost distress by the oppression
of ambitious prelates, supported by an arbitrary

court and corrupt statesmen, he came from that re-

tirement which was congenial to him, and entered
upon the bustle of public business at a time of life

when others think of retiring from it. Though he
sighed after his original solitude, and suffered from
the fatigues and anxiety to which he was subjected,

yet he did not relinquish his station, nor shrink from
the difficult tasks imposed upon him, until his feeble

and shattered constitution sunk under them, and he
fell a martyr to the cause."

HENDERSON, Thomas. This distinguished

astronomer, whose name is associated with the dis-

covery of the parallax of the fixed stars, was the son
of a respectable tradesman of Dundee, and born in

that town, December 28, 1798. After the ordinary

education furnished by the schools of Dundee, he
was apprenticed for six years to a writer, or attorney,

at the end of which period, and at the age of twenty-

one, he was sent to Edinburgh to complete his edu-

cation for the legal profession. After occupying for

some time a situation in the office of a writer to the

signet, he became secretar)' to John Clerk, advocate,

afterwards a lord of session, with the title of Lord
Eldin ; subsequently he was private secretary to the

Earl of Lauderdale; and afterwards clerk to the lord-

advocate, Jeffrey. These situations he successively

occupied until the year 1831. During his residence,

however, at Dundee, he had acquired a taste for

practical astronomy, as well as for its history and
literature, and on removing to Edinburgh he con-

tinued to devote his leisure time to the (prosecution of

his favourite science, using for that jnirpose the ob-

servatory on the Calton Hill, at that time indiffer-

ently furnished with instruments, but still valuable

for the instruction of a learner. It speaks much for

the perseverance of Henderson, that in si)ite of weak
health, and especially a tendency to disorder in the

eyes, a malady the most unfavourable for astronom-

ical observations, he had already acquired reputatitm

as an astronomer, although he had cultivated the

science only at leisure hours, and as a recreation.

In 1824 Mr. Henderson's first contribution to

astronomy was a jiaper sent to Dr. Tlnjmas ^'oung,

the then secretary to the 13oard of Longitude, and
superintendent of the iVantical Almanac, upon the

method of computing an occultation of a fixed star

by the niuon; and tiiis was followed during the four

subsequent years by such valualile contriljutions, that

they were puiilished ui the Xaiitical Alntanac. Nor
was this all, for Dr. Young at his death handed a
memorandum to Professor Rigaud cxjjressive of his

o])inion that no one \\as so well cpialified to be his

successor as Mr. Henderson. ]3ut the admiralty,

notwithstanding this strong recommendation, a])-

pointed Mr. Pond, tiie astronomer-royal, to the

sujjcrintendence of the Nautical Almanac. The
latter, under a full sense of Henderson's value, offered

him employment for the greater part of his time upon
rennmerative teims; but this offer Henderson did

not accept. This was in 1829, but during the pre-
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vious year Henderson had experienced another and
a similar disappointment. The cliair of practical

astronomy in the university of Edinburgh having

become vacant by the death of Dr. IMair, the recom-
mendations were strong for the appointment of Hen-
derson to the vacant charge ; but although govern-

ment held the appointment, no nomination at that

time took place. Henderson however had not

been idle in showing his fitness for such important

scientific offices. In 1827 he sent a paper to the

Royal Society of London, "On the Difference of

Meridians of the Observatories of London and
Paris," showing a small error that had crept into one
of their observations, by which the credibility of the

whole might be affected, and rendered of doubtful

authority. In 1828, in conjunction with Mr. Maclear,

he communicated to the Astronomical .Society an
ephemeris of the occultations of Aldeboran by the

moon. In the following year he calculated for ten

different observatories in Europe. He afterwards

furnished other lists of lunar occultations computed
for the meridian of Greenwich, by which the deter-

mining of longitudes was specially benefited.

On the death of Mr. Fallows in 1831, Mr. Hen-
derson was ap]jointed by the admiralty to succeed

him in the superintendence of the observatory at the

Cape of Good Hope. The observatory had been
recently completed, and Henderson's chief occupa-

tion there was to determine the places of the southern

stars for the aid of navigation. He arrived at the

Cape in Ajsril, 1832, and from this period, as his

biographers have remarked, "he must be considered

as a professional astronomer." Here he vigorously

commenced his duties ; but at the end of little

more than twelve months his health and spirits gave
way. He was separated from his relatives, he was
isolated from scientific associates, and being subject

to heart-disease he felt that at any moment he might
pass away unnoticed and unknown. He therefore

resigned his charge, and returned to Scotland in 1S33.

But he had been no idler while in office ; on the con-

trarv, he had collected a valuable store of observa-

tions at the Cape, the reduction of which to practical

account he imposed upon himself as a voluntary duty.

And this he was enabled satisfactorily to perform in

consequence of an agreenient between the govern-

ment and the Astronomical Institution of Edinburgh,

the former engaging to appoint and provide for an
astronomer, who was also to hold the jirofessorship

of ]5ractical astronomy in the university. On Lord
Melbourne a]:)])lying to the Astronomical Society of

London for advice, they cordially recommended Mr.
Henderson, who was accordingly appointed the first

astronomer-royal who bore that office in Scotland,

and also professor of practical astronomy in Edin-
burgh, the chair of which had remained unfilled since

1S28. Thus was Henderson jilaced at last in a posi-

tion beyond his highest hopes, and ec[ual to his

utmost wishes, and here he continued until his death,

which occurred ten years afterwards. That com-
paratively short interval comprises the record of an
active and studious life, and the list of his astronom-
ical writings, given in the Annual Report of the

Astronomical Societyfor 1S45, comprises ujnvart..-, of

seventy communications of different degrees 01 Indk
and importance, scattered over various scientific

journals, independently of five cjuarto volumes of

Astronomical Obsci-'ations made at the Royal Ohserva-
vry of that city, between the years 1834 and 1839,
with a sixth nearly ready for publication. Nor was
the reduction into systematic form of his Cape of

Cuiod Hope observations forgot; for amidst his many
occu[>ations. he gave to the .Xstronomical Societv,

in 1S37, a catalogue of the declinations of 172 prin-

cipal fixed stars, chiefly in the southern hemisphere.
It is to the above-mentioned Annual Report, and
these volumes of Astronomical Observations, that we
must refer the reader for a full idea of the nature

and value of his discoveries, especially in that of the

parallax of the fixed stars. I'rofessor Henderson's
death, which was sudden, occurred on the 23d (jf

November, 1844, his wife, a (laughter of Mr. Adie,
optician, Edinburgh, whom he married in 1836,
having died two years previously, after giving birth

to an only child.

Independently of his great scientific attainments,

and the discoveries with which he enriched astronomy
for the improvement of navigation. Professor Hen-
derson was beloved by his friends on account of his

social qualities and private worth. Of his public

character the following just estimate is given by one
who evidently was able to understand and appre-
ciate it:

— "In his astronomical career he resem-
bled his friend Mr. Pally, in bringing to his subject

the most methodical habits of business. He was
well acquainted with astronomical literature, and
with other branches of science; and at different times

supi)lied the ])laces of the professors of mathematics
and of natural philosophy in the university of Edin-
burgh. He formed a great attachment to the

methods of the German astronomers, and his models
were MM. Bessel and i^truve. His determination

to be well acquainted with all that was doing abroad
made him collect an astronomical library, wliich, for

a man of his very limited means, was of extraordinary

extent and goodness ; and those who knew him
remember the ready manner in which he could pro-

duce the results of his reading. Of his writings we
may say briefly that, in addition to tlieir valuable

masses of observations, they abound in all that dis-

tinguishes the astronomer, properly so called, from
the noter of phenomena. "^

HENRY THE Minstrel, more commonly styled

Bund Harry, was a wantiering poet of the fiftecr.th

century, who wrote a well-known narrative of the

life of Sir William Wallace.

The character of a wandering bard or minstrel was
in early ages highly valued and honoured, althougii

at a late period it fell into discredit. Henry the
Minstrel, or I^lind H.\rry, had not the fortune

to live during the sunshine of his profession ; for in

the Scottish laws of his own time we find bards

classed with "vagabondis, fuilis, and sic like idill

peopill;" but the misfortune of his blindness, and

the unquestionable excellence of his talents, would
in all probability secure to him a degree of respect

and attention which was not then generally bestowed

on individuals of his class. Indeed, we learn from

Major that the most exalted in the land counten-

anced the minstrel, and that he recited his poetical

narratives before them. Major is the only writer

from whom any information regarding Blintl Harry

is derived, and the meagreness of that informatic>n

may be judged of when it is known that the whole

is comprised in the following brief sentence:

—

Inte.;-

riim Itbrum Gulliehni I'allacci Henrieiis, a nativitate

liiminibiis cafttis, iiictr it/a)iti,r tenif-ore citdit; et qitic

7-ul^o dicebantur, carmine 7u!y:ari, in quo feritus erat,

conscripit; (c^v auteiu talihus scriptis solum in parte

fidem imperiior;) qui bistoriarum recitatione coram

principibus victum et -cstitiiiu quo diy;nus erat nactus

est.-
— "Henr\-, who \\ .as blind from his V)irth, in ilie

time of niy infancy conipo-ed the whole book cf

W'liliain Wallace: and committed to writing in vulgar

: ..iv /</«- </«;, art. "T;'.. n..-.s \\m\\-
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poetry, in which he was well skilled, the things that

were commonly related of him. For my own part,

I give only partial credit to writings of this descrip-

tion. By the recitation of these, however, in the

presence of men of the highest rank, he procured, as

he indeed deserved, food and raiment."

Brief, however, as this passage is, we gather from

it the principal points of Henr)''s life—namely, that

he was bom blind—that he was well skilled in ver-

nacular poetry— that he composed the book of

IVilliain Wallace—and that by reciting it he procured

food and raiment. The passage, also, is the only

source from which we can learn the date of the poem
or the period when its author flourished. Major was
born in the year 1469, and as he says that the book
of IVilliavi Wallace was composed in his infancy,

Blind Harry must have lived about that time, and
the date of this work may be placed between 1470
and 1480. More than this regarding the biography

of a once popular poet, and one whose name is still

familiar in the mouths of his countrymen, cannot be

ascertained. Of the book itself, a few observations

may be taken.

"Thata man," says Mr. Ellis,' ^'born W/«rt' should

excel in any science is extraordinary, though by no
means without example : but that he should become
an excellent poet is almost miraculous; because the

soul of poetry is description. Perhaps, therefore, it

may be easily assumed that Henry was not inferior

in point of genius either to Barbour or Chaucer, nor
indeed to any poet of any age or country." The
question of what a man juight have been under cer-

tain circumstances is one of assumption altogether,

and is too frequently used by individuals regarding

themselves as a salve for their indolence and imper-

fections. Neither can we admit that description is

the soul of poetry : we consider it rather as the out-

ward garb or frame-work of the divine art, which
unless inspired by an inward spirit of contemplation,

has no further charm than a chronicle or gazetteer.

Milton was blind when he composed Paradise Lost,

and although he had the advantage of Henry in that

he once saw, yet we have often heard his calamity

adduced to increase our wonder and admiration of

his great work, whereas, had he retained his eye-

sight, Paradise Lost would probably never have been
finished, or, if finished, might not have proved, as

it has done, one of the noblest productions which a

human being ever laid before his fellow-creatures.

Although, however, we disapjirove of assuming a

possible excellence in Henry had he been blessed

with vision, it would be unjust not to acknowledge
the disadvantages unfler which his poem has come
down to us. He himself could not write it; nor is

there any probability that it was regularly taken
down from his dictation; the incorrectness and unin-

telligibility (jf many of its passages rather prove that

much of it must have been written from recollection,

v.hile editors have, in too many instances, from gross

misapprehensions, succeeded in rendering absurd

what was previously only obscure. With all this

the poem is still of extraordinary merit— and, as a

])f)em, is su])erior to liarbour's or \Vinton's. In a

historical light, doubtless, its value can never be put

in competition with the works of the above authors;

it is rather a romance than a history, and is full of

exaggerations and anachronisms; the narrative Henry
])rofesscs to have derived from a complete history of

AVallace (now lost) written in Latin, partly liy Jolm
Tilair and partly by Thomas Gray; and this circum-

stance, if true, exculpates the poet from the iirrcntion

at least of its manifold an(l manifest a!)>urditics.

His infonnation seems to have been, for the period,

respectable. In his poem he alludes to the history

of Hector, of Alexander the Great, of Julius Casar,
and of Charlemagne; but without profiting from the
character which these heroes exhibited in history, of
policy combined with prowess and bravery, he has
in his book taken the childish or gross conception of
a warrior, and held up Sir William Wallace as a
mere man of muscular strength and ferocity—capable
of hewing down whole squadrons with his single

arm, and delighting in the most merciless scenes of
blood and slaughter. It is in this point that the

Minstrel is so far inferior to Barbour. He is desti-

tute of that fine balancing of character displayed by
the latter, and those broad political views which
render L^lie Bruce as much a philosophical history' as

a poem.*

HENRY, Dr. Robert, an eininent historian,

was bom in the parish of St. Ninians in Stirlingshire,

on the 18th of Febmar)', 17 18;—his father was James
Henry, a respectable farmer in Muirtown of the same
parish, who had married the daughter of Mr. Gal-
loway of Burrowmeadow in Stirlingshire. As a

respectable farmer's son, young Henry enjoyed oppor-

tunities of instmction beyond the average of those

who study for the church in Scotland, and he found
little difficulty in indulging his inclination to become
a member of a learned profession. He commenced
his education under Mr. Nicholson of the parish

school of St. Ninians, and having attended the

grammar-school of Stirling, perfected himself in his

literary and philosophical studies at the university

of Edinburgh. After leaving that institution, he
occupied himself in teaching, the usual resource of

the expectants of the .Scottish church, and became
master of the grammar-school of Annan. The dis-

trict in which he was so employed was soon after-

wards erected into a separate presbytery, and Henry
was admitted as its first licentiate, on the 27th of

March, 1746. In 1748 he was ordained as clerg)--

man of a congregation of Presbyterians at Carlisle.

Here he remained for twelve years, when he was
transferred to a similar dissenting congregation at

Berwick-upon-Tweed. In 1763 he married Ann
Balderston, daughter of Thomas Balderston, surgeon

in Berwick. Little is said of this lady by Henry's

biographers, except in reference to the domestic

happiness she conferred on her husband. During
his residence at Berwick Dr. Ilenr)- applied his

active mind to the jireparation of a scheme for

establishing a fund to assist the widows and orphans

of the dissenting clergymen in the north of Juiglantl.

The admirable fund which had some time previously

been so firmly and successfiilly established for be-

stowing similar benefits on the families of the clergy

of .Scotland, formed the model of his imitation ; but

in assimilating the situation of a dissenting to that of

an established church, he lalxnired under the usual

difncultics (jf those who raise a social fabric which

S/'i\iii:cns rf £a>ly /C'lgliih Poets, vol. i.

-\n liis wnrk entitled I.ivrs f/ Scpit.'s/i Worthia:, Mr. P.

r. '1 ytlcr has expressed liis deliberate CDnvletimi, fnumied
upon recent itive-,tlBnliniis, tliat the Minstrel holds too low a

rank as .a cre<!it-\vortliy historian. "
I am per.siiade<l," says

Mr. 'Jytler, "that li'a/liicf is the work of an ignorant man,
wlio was yet in possession of vahiahle and authentic rn.iterials.

On what other supposition can we account for the fact, that

whilst in one jiafje we meet witJi errors which show a deplor-

alile penersjon of history, in the next we fnid circumstances
unknown ti> other Scottish historians, yet corroborated hy
authentic documents, hy contcmjtor.ary Mn^lish annalists, by
national monuments and records only published in modem
times, and to which the Minstrel cannot be supposed to liave

had access. The work, therefore, cannot be treated as an
entire roinnnce." 'I'lie in>;eiiious historian then adduces a

r.under (i instances in which tter.ry's statements are proved
by lately discovered docmcnls to have been correct.
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the laws will not recognize and protect. The funds

which, in Scotland, were supplied by the annual
contribution of the clergy, enforced by act of parlia-

ment, depended, in the English institution, on the

social and provident spirit of its members. The
perseverance of Henry overcame many of the practi-

cal difficulties thus thrown in his way : the fund was
placed on a permanent footing in the year 1762, and
Henry, having for some years undertaken its man-
agement, had afterwards the satisfaction to see it

flourish, and increase in stability and usefulness as

he advanced in years. Tlie design of his elaborate

history, which must have gradually developed itself

in the course of his early studies, is said to have been
finally formed during his residence in Berwick, and
he commenced a course of inquiry and reading, which
he found that the resources of a provincial town, and
the assistance of his literary friends in more favoured

situations, were quite incapable of supplying for a

subject so vast and intricate, as that of a com-
plete history of Britain from the invasion of Julius

C;T;sar. In this situation Dr. Henry found a useful

friend in Mr. Lawrie, provost of Edinburgh, who
had married his sister. The interest of this gentle-

man procured for his brother-in-law, in the year

1768, an appointment to the ministry of the new
Grayfriar's Church in Edinburgh, whence in 1776,

he was removed to the collegiate charge of the Old
Church.

In the extensive public liliraries of Edinburgh Dr.

Henry found means of prosecuting his researches

with effect. The first volume of his history was pub-
lished in quarto in the year 1771, the second ap-

peared in 1774, the third in 1777, the fourth in 17S1,

and the fifth in 17S5. The method of treating the

subject was original and bold, and one the assump-
tion of which left the author no excuse for ignorance

on any subject which had the slightest connection
with the customs, intellects, and history of our fore-

fathers, or the constitution of the kingdom. The
subject was in the first place divided into periods,

which were considered separately, each period occu-

pying a volume. The volume was divided into seven

chapters, each containing a distinct subject, linked

to the corresponding subject in the next volume by
continuance of narrative, and to the other chapters

of the same volume by identity of the period dis-

cussed. The subjects thus separated were— 1st, The
simple narrative of the civil and military transactions

of the country— 2d, The ecclesiastical history—3d,

The information which is generally called constitu-

tional, narrating and acc<junting for the rise of the

peculiarities in t!ie form of government, ilie laws, and
the courts of justice—4th, The state of learning, or

ratiier the state of literature which may be called

purely scholastic, excluding tlie fine arts and consti-

tutional and political information— 5th, The history

and state of arts and manufactures—6th, A history of

commerce, including the state of shipjiing, coin, and
the prices of commodities; and lastly. The history

of the manners, customs, amusements, and costumes
of the people. The writer of a book on any suliject

on which lie is well informed will general!}- choose
that manner of explaining his ideas best suiteii to his

inforniation and comprehension. It may be ques-

li.Mied whether the jilan pursued Ijy Henry was
adapted for the liighe>t class of historical composi-
tion, anil if the other great historians wlio llourished

along with him would have inqirovcd tlieir works
by following his comi)licated and elaborate sy>lem.

It is true that mere narrative, unintcrwoven witli re-

flection and such information as allows us to Id. >k

into the liearts of the actors, is a gift entire!}- dive>tet.l

of llie (qualities wliicli make it useful ; but lliere are

various means of qualifying the narrative—some have
given their constitutional information in notes, or de-
tached passages ; others have woven it beautifully

into the narrative, and presenting us with the full

picture of the times broadly and truly coloured,
have prevented the mind from distracting itself by
searching for tlie motives of actions through bare
narrative in one part of the work, and a variety of
influencing motives to be found scattered through
another. The plan which we may say was invented
by Dr. Henry, has only been once closely imitated.
The imitator was a Scotsman, the subject he encount-
ered, a History of France, was still more extensive
than that of Henry, and the ignorance the author
displayed in some of its minute branches excited
ridicule. This is an instance of the chief danger of
the system. The acquisition of a sufficient amount
of information, and regularity in the arrangement,
are the matters most to be attended to; Henry's
good sense taught him the latter, his perseverance
accomplished the former, and the author made a
complete and useful work, inferior certainlv, as .a

great literary production, to the works of those more
gifted historians who mingled reflection with the
current of their narrative, but better suited to an in-

tellect which did not soar above the trammels of sucli

a division of subject, and which might have fallen

into confusion without them. Another imitation of
Henry's plan, but with several important modifica-
tions, was the Pictorial History of England. This
work, however, was the production not of one, but
of several writers, each taking the department with
which he was most conversant, and all the parts har-

monized into each other by a talented and competent
editor. A third work, an imitation of Henry's plan,

but rather in spirit than in form, is the Comprcliensire
History of England. In this, the cumbrous divisions

and subdivisions are abandoned, while the more im-
portant parts of the subjects on which they treat are

given in a single cha])ter at the close of each epoch,
under the title of "The History of Society."

The circumstances of the first appearance of the

earlier volumes of this useful book are interesting to

the world, from their having raised against the author
a storn^ of hostility and deadly animosity ahno>t
unmatched in the annals of literary warfare. The
chief persecutor, and grand master of this incjuisition

on reputation, v>as the irascible Dr. Gilliert Stuart.

The cause of his animosity against a worthy and in-

offensive man can only be accounted for by those

whose penetration may find its way to the depths of

literary jealousy.

The letters of Stuart on the subject have been
carefully collected by D'Israeli, and published in his

Calamities of Anthers, and when coiqiled with suc'i

traces of the influence of the persecutor as are to be
found scattered here and tliere amcmg the various

periodicals of the age, furnish us with the painfid

picture of a man of intelligence and liberality marie

a fiend by literary liate. Stuart commenced his darl<

work in the Edinburgh M^agazinc and /\c:;c::\ estab-

lished under his auspices in 1773. Dr. Ileiirylial

jireached before the Societ}- (in Scotianuj for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge a sermon, entitled

I\ii-clation the most Effectual Means cf Ci~cilrJng and
Reforming Mankind, and in pursuance ot tlie custom
on sucli occasinns. tlie sermon was ]iul)li--.l-ied. Tlie

sermon was as >imilar to al! ntliers of its class as any
given piece of niechanisn-i cm be to all others intended

fur similar purpnises; I'Vit Stuart discovered audacity

in the attempt, and unexjiected failure in tb.e execu-

tion; it required "llie unio;! of pliilosophy arui p(ili-

tical skill, of ei-uditii>n and eloij-jence. ([ualities whic'i

he was s^rrj to uLs^ise apiieaiCil here in nc eni;i.er»t
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degree."' Dr. Macqueen published a letter in an

anonymous form defending the sermon, and the

hidden literary as-sassin boldly maintained it to be

the work of Dr. Henry, an accusation not withdrawn
till the respectable author announced himself to the

world. Dr. Henry was soon after appointed by the

magistrates to the situation of morning lecturer to

the Tron Church. Under the disguise of the com-
munication of a correspondent who mildly hints that

the consefjuence of the proceeding will be a suit

against the magistrates, we find the rounded periods

of Stuart denouncing the act in those terms in which
indignant virtue traces the mazes of vice and deceit,

as "affording a precedent from which the mortifica-

tions of the pious may be impiously prostituted to

uses to which they were never intended." In token

of high respect, the General Assembly had chosen

Dr. Henry as their moderator, on his first return as

a member of that venei-able body; and being thus

marked out as a leader in the affairs of the church,

he took a considerable share in the proceedings of

the ensuing session. Here his enemy keeps an un-

sleeping eye on his motions. Whilst the speeches of

others are unnoticed or reported in their native sim-

plicity, the narrator prepares himself for the handling

of a choice morsel when he approaches the historian.

"The opinion of one member," he observes, "we
shall lay before the reader on account of its singu-

larity. It is that of Dr. Henry, the moderator of

last assembly;"* and then he proceeds to attract the

finger of scorn towards opinions as ordinary as any
opinions could well be conceived. The Doctor can-

not even absent himself from a meeting witht)ut the

circum>tance being remarked, and a cause assigned

which will admit the application of a preconcerted

sneer. Dr. Robertson was the opponent of Dr.

Henry in this assembly. 'I'he periodical writer was
the enemy of both, and his ingenuity has been taxed

to bestow ridicule on both parties. Stuart at length

slowlv approaches tiie head and front of his victim's

off_>nding, and fixes on it with deadly eagerness.

After having attacked the other vulnerable points of

the auth(jr, he rushes ravenously on his History, and
attempts its demolition. He finds that the unfor-

tunate author "neither furnishes entertainment nor

instmction. Diffuse, vulgar, and ungrammatical, he

strips history of all her ornaments. His concessions

are evidently contradictory to his concliisif)ns. It is

thus perpetually with authors who examine subjects

which they cannot comprehend. He has amassed

all the refuse and lumber of the times he would re-

corl." "The mind of his readers is alTected with no
agreeable emf)tions, it is awakened only to disgust

and fatigue."^ Ihit Stuart was not content with

persecution at home, he wished to add the weapons
of others to his own. For this purpose he procured

a worthy assf)ciate, Whitaker, the historian of .Man-

chester, and author of the Geitiiine Iliitory of the

Britons. .Stuart, a vague theorist in elegant and
sonorous diction, who was weak enough to believe

tiiat his servile imitations of Montesquieu raised him
to a parallel with that great man, a>sociated himself

in tliis work of charity with a minute and jnignacious

antiquary, useful to literature from the sheer labour

he had encountered, but eminently subject to the

prejudices to which those who confine their lal)orious

investigations to one narrow branch of knowledge
are exposed;—a ])erson who would expend many
(piirto I'ages in discussing a flint arrow-head or a

tuniiilu; of stones, occasionally attempting with a

bp^keii wing t<j follow the flights of (jibl)on, but

1 /.,/.;; ';;,r^'/: R t-jifu, and Mai:azi>ii-

' Ibid. i. j57. - Ibid. 1. -itj

generally as flat and sterile as the plains in which he
strove to trace Roman encampments. Two more un-

congenial spirits hardly ever attempted to work in

concert. It may easily be supposed that the minute
antiquary looked with jealousy on the extended
theories of his generalizing colleague; and the gene-

ralizer, though he took occasion to praise the petty

investigations of the antiquary, probably regarded
them in secret with a similar contempt. But Stuart

found the natural malignity of Whitaker a useful

commodity; and thecalmgood sense of Henry afforded

them a common object of hatred. A few extracts

will give the best display of the spirit of Stuart's

communications to his friends during his machina-
tions. "David Hume wants to review Henry: but
that task is so precious, that I will undertake it my-
self. Moses, were he to ask it as a favour, should
not have it; yea, not even the man after God's own
heart. I wish I could transport myself to London
to review him for the Monthly—a fire there, and in

the Critical, would perfectly annihilate him. Could
you do nothing in the latter? To the former I sup-

pose David Hume has transcribed the criticism he
intended for us. It is precious, and would divert

you. I kee]i a proof of it in my cabinet, for the

amusement of friend.s. This great philosopher begins

to dote.* To-morrow morning Henry sets off for

London, with immense hopes of selling his history.

I wish sincerely that I could enter Holborn the same
hour with him. He should have a repeated fire to

combat with. I entreat that you may be so kind as

to let him feel some of your thunder. I shall never

forget the favour. If Whitaker is in London, he
could give a blow. Paterson will give him a knock.

.Strike by all means. The wretch will tremble, grow
pale, and return with a consciousness of his (lel)ility.

I have a thousand thanks to give you for your inser-

tion of the paper in the London Chronicle, and for

the part you propose to act in regard to Henry. I

could wish that you knew for certain his being in

London before you strike the first blow. An inquiry

at Cadell's will give this. When you have an enemy
to attack, I shall in return give my best assistance,

and aim at him a mortal blow; and rush forward to

his overthrow, though the flames of hell shouki start

up to oppose me."
Henry was not in ]iossession of the poisoned

weapons which would have enabled him to retaliate,

and his good sense and efjuanimity of mind were no
permanent ]5rotccti(^n against assaults so unceasing

and virulent. He felt himself the personal subject of

ridicule and ]ierversion, his expected gains denied,

and the fame which he exiiected from years of labour

and retirement snatched from his grasp by the hand

* D'Isracli's Calniiiilii-s <</ Authors, ii. 67. The author
.ippcnd-, in ;i imtc, " The cntiqiic dii Hciin-, in tlie Moiitltly

/\'i-7'if7u, w.is written by Hume, and liecan^e the i>liili.si.pher

was candid, lie is here said to h.ave doted." We suspect this

is erroneous, and founded on mere jiresuniption. W'e h.Tve

carefully read the two criti<iues on Henry in the Mnitthly Ke-
-/(TC, which appeared previous to Hmne's death. The elejjance

and jirofundity of Htniie are wanting;, and in giving; an opinion

of the work, which is moderate and tolerably just, the reviewer
compares it somewhat disparai,'innly witli the works of Ilutne

and Roi.ertson, a yiiece of conceit and affectation wliirli the

};reat jihilo^opher would ni't liave condescended to ))erpelrale.

That llinne jirep.ired and ])ubhs!ied a review of Henry's book
we h.ave no doubt. In the lidinl^iin^h Mttf^ciziJit' for 1701, and
in the (irntli-mnii's Mni:^a::i>ii' for the same ye.ir, a critu|ue is

(|Uoted, the work " of cne of the insist eminent liistorians of the

pre-;ent age, whose history of the same periods justly possesses

the highest replication." Witliout the aid of suc:li a statement,

the style stamp., the aiitlior, and we may have occasion to

quote it in the text as the work of Hume. Where it made its

first appearance, a search through the principal jjeriodicals of

the day has not enableil us to discover. It is in the first

per.,on singular, and may have been in the form of a letter to

the editor of a iiew:,paper.
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of a ruffian.' T.i tlie midst of these adversities Henry
went to F-ondon for actual shelter, but the watchful
enemy observeil his motions—attacks were inserted

in one print and copied into another—the inlluence

of his persecutor is widely perceptible in the periodi-

cal literature of the age. The Critical Rcficio had
]5raised the first volume of his history. The second
meets witii a very different reception: "it is with

pain the reviewer observes, that in proportion as his

narrative antl inquiries are applied to cultivated times,

his diligence and labour seem to relax," and a long

list of alleged inaccuracies, chiefly on minute and
disputed points, follows: the style is evidently not the

natural language of the pompous .Stuart, but it is got

\\\t in obedience to his directions on the vulnerable

p<}inls of the historian, and the minuteness hints at

th:i hand of Whitaker. Henry answered by a mode-
rate letter defending his opinions, and acknowledging
one mistake. The reviewer returns to his work with
renovated vigour, and among other things accuses

the historian of wilfully perverting authority. The
charge of dishonesty rouses the calm divine, and
with some severity he produces the words of the

authority, and the use he has made of them. The
editor claims the merit of candour for printing tlie

communication, and as there is no gainsaying the

fact it contains, appends an obscure hint which seems
to intimate he knows more than he chooses to tell

;

a mode of backing out of a mistake not uncommon
in periodical works, as if the editorial dignity were
of so delicate a nature as not to bear a candid and
honourable confession of error. Years afterwards,

it is singular to discover the Crilical j'l't'^v'cTi:' returning

to its original tone, and lauding the presence of quali-

ties of which it had found occasion to censure the

want. Suiart associated himself with his friend

Whitaker in zowAwoXm^ \\\q Eiiglish Rez'iciii'xw 17S3,

and it is singular, that amidst the devastation of that

irascible periodical, no blow is aimed at Henry. But
Stuart did not neglect his duty in the Political Herald,

l)ublished in 1 7S5, an able disturber of the tranquillity

of literature, of which he was the sole conductor.

H-re he gave his last and deepest stab; accusing the

venerable historian in terms the most bitter and vitu-

perative, of a hankering after language and ideas,

unworthy of his profession; concluding with the ob-

servation that "an extreme attention to smut in a

Presbyterian clergyman, who has reached the last

scene of his life, is a deformity so shocking, that no
language of reprobation is strong enough to chastise

it."'- The heartless insinuation was probably dictated

by the consciousness that, whether true or false, no
charge would be more acutely felt by the simple-

minded divine. Stuart had, however, a very acute

eye towards the real failings of Henry, and in his

Protean attacks he has scarcely left one of them
without a brand. It was not without reason that he
said to his London correspondent, "If you would
only transcribe his jests, it would makt him jierfectly

ri liculous." Henry was fond of garni>hing with a

fjw saHic> of wit his pictures of human folly; but he
was unhappy in the bold attempt. They had too

much jilcasing simplicity and good-humoured gro-
tesqueness for the purpose to which they were ap-
lied. More like the good-natured humour of Gokl-
smith than the jiiercing sarcasm of \'oltairc, thcv
nuglit have s'jrved to strike the lighter foibles ex-

' r.ehiild the triumph of the calumniator in the succe--^ of
his l.ilio\irs:

—
" 1 see every day that what is written to a man's

di^para.:;onicnt is never forgot nor forgiven. Poor Henry is on
t'lc point of dcatli, and his friends lieclare that I ha\e killed

l:i:n: I rc-eived the information as a c miiilimcnt. and hec-iel
t'lev would not do me so much honour."— D'isr leli's C'.:..;/';/-
/-'•>. ii. 7--

- J'oUt-.al Hcmli, vol. i. p. ro^.

hibited in our daily path; but to attack the grander
follies of mankind displayed in history, it may be
said they did not possess sufficient venom to make
formidable so light a weapon as wit.

We have been so much engrossed witli the dreary
details of malignity that we will scarcely find room
for many other details of Henry's life; but the his-

tory of the book is the history of the author—in its

fate is included all that the world need care to know
of the unassuming individual who composed it. It

is with pleasure, then, that we turn to the brighter

side; Henry calmly weathered out the storm which
assailed him, and in his green old age the world
smiled upon his labours. Hume, who had so suc-

cessfully trod the same field, was the first to meet
Henry's book with a welcome hearty and sincere;

he knew the difficulties of the task, and if he was
sufficiently acute to observe that Henry was far

behind himself, neither jealousy nor conceit pro-

voked him to give utterance to such feelings. "His
historical narratives," says this able judge, "are as

full as those remote times seem to demand, and at

the same time his inquiries of the antiquarian kind
omit nothing which can be an object of doubt or

curiosity. The one as well as the other is delivered

with great perspicuity, and no less ])ropriety, which
are the true ornaments of this kind of writing; all

superfluous embellishments are avoided ; and the

reader will hardly find in our language any perform-

ance that unites together so perfectly the two great

points of entertainment and instruction. " Dr. Henry
had printed the first edition of the first five volumes
of his book at his own risk, but on a demand for a
new edition, he entered into a transaction with a
bookseller, which returned him £'^yxi- In the

midtile of its career the work secured royal atten-

tion; Lord ^Mansfield recommended the author to

George HI., and his majesty, "considering his dis-

tinguished talents and great literary merit, and the

importance of the very useful and laborious work in

which he was so successfully engaged as titles to his

royal countenance and favour," bestowed on him a

pension of ;!^loo a year. For the honour of royal

munificence it is to be hoped that the gift was the

reward of labour and literary merit, and not (as the

author's enemies have proclaimed) the wages of the

political principles he inculcated. The insinuation

is indeed not without apparent foundation. Henry,
if not a perverter of history in favour of arbitrary

power, is at least one of those prudent speculators

who are apt to look on government as something
established on fixed and jiermanent principles, to

which all opposing interests must give v\ay—on the

government as something highly res]iectal)le—on the

mass of the ]ieople as something not quite so re-

spectable—on the community as existing for the

government, and not on the government as adapted

to the conveniences of the community.
P'ive volumes of Dr. Henry's history apj^eared

before his death, and the anijile materials he liad left

for the completion of the sixth were afterwards edited

by Mr. Laing, and a continuation ^^as written l)y Mr.

Petit Andrews. The laborious author prepared the

whole for the press with his own h.antl, notwithstand-

ing a tremulous disor-!cr. wliicli compelled him to

write on a bu)k placed on his knee. In the latter

vears of his lite he retired to Mihitic-ld, about twenty

miles fpim I"iliiilHU,_;h, wb.ere h.c enjeived the com-

pany of his friend and relative, Mr. Laurie. In 17S6

liis constitution began visibly to decline; but he con-

tinued his labours till 1700. About that period his

wife was affected with l)lln(hicss from a cataract, and
he acconi|>anied her to Ivliiiljurudi. where slie suii-

niitted to tlie usual operation, winch, howcNer, liad
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not the desired effect during her husband's lifetime.

Dr. Henry died on the 24th of November, 1790, iu

the seventy-third year of his age. The fifth edition

of the History of Britain was published in 1823, in

twelve volumes 8vo. A French translation was pub-
lished in 1789-96 by MM. Rowland and Cantwell.

HENRYSON, Edward, LL.D., an eminent
civilian and classical scholar, and a senator of the

College of Justice. The period of the birth of this

eminent man is unknown ; but it must have taken
place early in the sixteenth centur)'. Previously to

the year 155 1 we find him connecting himself, as

most Scotsmen of talent and education at that period

did, with the learned men on the Continent, and
distinguishing himself in his knowledge of civil law,

a science wliich, although it was the foundation of

the greater part of the municipal law of Scotland,

he could have no ready means of acquiring in his

own country. This study he pursued at the univer-

sity of Bruges under the tuition of Equinar Baro, an
eminent civilian, with whom he afterwards lived on
terms of intimacy and strong attachment. It is pro-

bable that he owed to this individual his introduction

to a munificent patron, who afterwards watched and
assisted his progress in the world. Ulric Fugger,
Lord of Kirchberg and Weissenhome, a Tyrolese
nobleman, who had previously distinguished him-
self as the patron of the eminent Scottisli civilian

Scrimger, extended an apparently ample literary

patronage to Henryson, admitting him to reside

within his castle, amidst a large assortment of valu-

able books and manuscripts, and bestowing on him
a regular pension. Henryson afterwards dedicated

his works to his patron, and the circumstance that

Baro inscril)ed some of his commentaries on the

Roman law to the same individual prompts us to

think it probable that Henryson owed the notice of

Fugger to the recommendation of his kind preceptor.'

Dempster, who in his life of Henryson, as usual,

refers to authors who never mention his name, and
some of whom indeed wrote before he had acquired

any celebrity, maintains that he translated into Latin
(]>roba!)ly about this period, and while he resided in

Lugger's castle) the Cominentariuin Stoicontni Con-
trarionun of Plutarch ; and that he did so must be
credited, as the work is mentioned in Quesnel's
Bibliothcca 7'hitaiia; but the Ijook a[)pears to have
dropped out of the circle of literature, and it is not
now to he found in any public library we are aware
of In the year 1552 lie returned to Scotland, where
he appears to have practised as an advocate. The
jirotection and hospitality he had formerly received
from the Tyrolese nobleman was continued to him
by Henry Sinclair, then dean of (jlasgow, afterwards
bishop of Ross, and president of the Court of Session

—thus situated, he is said to have translated tlie

Eucheiridioii of Epictetus, and the Cominenturics of

Arrian ; but the fruit of his lal;ouis was never pub-
lished, and the manuscript is not known to l)c in

existence. Again Henryson returned to the Con-
tinent, after having remained in his native country
for a short jieriod, and the hospitaljle mansitjn of

Lugger v.-as once more open for his reception. About
this i)eriod Baro, whom we have mentioned as Hen-
ryson's instructor in law, published a Tractaliis on
yiirisdiclio?!, which met an attack from the civilian

Govea, \\hich, according to the opinii')n cxi)re.-.sed

by Henr\S')n as an opjjonent, did more honour to his

talents than to his equanimity and candour. Hen-
ry>' Jii (Icfenflcd his master in a controversial pamphlet
of some length, entering with vehemence into the

dc Jitriidictione

minute distinctions which at that period distracted

the intellects of the most eminent jurisconsults. This
work is dedicated to his patron Fugger. He was in

1554 chosen professor of the civil law at Bruges—

a

university in which one who wrote a century later

states him to have left behind him a strong recollec-

tion of his talents and virtues. In 1555 he published
another work on civil law, entitled Commentatio in

Tit. X. Libri Sectindi Institiitioiium de Testamcntis

Ordinandis. It is a sort of running commentary' on
the title of which it professes to treat, was dedicated

to Michael D'Hospital, chancellor of France, and
had the good fortune, along with liis previous Trac-

talus, to be engrossed in the great Jhesaurtis yttris

Civilis et Canonici of Gerard Meerman, an honour
which has attached itself to the w-orks of few Scot-

tish civilians. Henryson appears, soon after the

publication of tliis work, to have resigned his pro-

fessorship at Bruges, and to have returned to Scot-

land, where lucrative prospects were opened to his

ambition.

A very noble feature in the history of the Scottish

courts of law is the attention with which the legisla-

ture in early periods provided for the interests of the

poor. Soon after the erection of the College of Jus-

tice, an advocate was named and paid for conducting

the cases of those whose pecuniary circumstances did

not permit them to conduct a lawsuit; and Henrjson
was in 1557 appointed to the situation of counsel for

the poor as to a great public office, receiving as a

salary £10 Scots, no very considerable sum even at

that period, but equal to one-half of the salary allowed

to the lord-advocate. When the judicial privileges

which the Roman Catholic clergy had gradually

engrossed from the judicature of the country, were
considered no longer the indispensable duties and
privileges of churchmen, but more fit for the care of

temporal judges, Henryson was appointed in 1563
to the office of commissary, with a salary of 300
merks. Secretary Maitland of Lethington having

in January, 1566, been appointed an ordinary, in

place of being an extraordinary, lord of session,

Henryson was appointed in his stead, filling a situa-

tion seldom so well bestowed, and generally, instead

of being filled by a profound legal scholar, reserved

for such scions of great families as the government
could not easily employ otherwise. Henryson was
nominated one of the commission appointed in May,
1566, "for viseing, correcting, and imprenting the

laws and acts of parliament." Of the rather care-

lessly arranged volume of the Acts of the Scottish

Parliament, from 1424 to 1564, which the commis-
sion produced in six months after its apjiointmeiU,

he was the ostensible editor, and wrote llie jneface;

and it was probably as holding such a situation, or

in reward for his services, that in June, 1566, he

received an exclusive privilege and license "to im-

prent or cause imprent and sell, the La'wis and Ac/,s

of J'arliarncnt; that is to say, tlie Bukes of Law cailit

J\ci;iain Majcstatcin, and the remanent auld Lawis
and Actis of Parliament, consef[uentlie maid be

progress of time unto the dait of thir prcsentis, viseit,

sychtit, and correctit, be the lordis coinmissaris spc-

ciallie dcjiul to the said viseing, sychting, and cor-

recting thairof, and that for the space ol ten yeires

next to cum.''- In November, 1567, he \\as removed
from the bench, or, in the words of a contonqiorary,

taken " off sessions, because he was one of the king s

council.''^ This is the only intimation we have of

his having held sucli an ofiice ; and it is a ratr.er

singular cause of rem(nal, as the king's advocate was

' S;e the (iodic;

Ilcnrj .en:, ."'iccrrua.:

Trartntin
lit:, vul. li.

2 /w'/,>r/.f fr.

q/'Ju.t..c, i^s

the F
ila;; ;ind bruntuu's }iistory of Ihc College
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then entitled to sit on the bench, and was frequently

chosen from among the lords of session. Henryson
was one of the procurators for the church in 1573.
The period of his death is not known, but he must
have been alive in 1579, as Lord Forbes at that time

petitioned parliament that he might be appointed

one of the commissioners for deciding the differences

betwixt the Forbeses and Gordons.
Henryson has received high jjraise as a juriscon-

sult by some of his brethren of the Continent, and
Dempster considered him

—

'' Solis Papinianis injuris

cci^iiitione inferior." A monument was erected to his

memory in the Grayfriars' Churchyard of Edinburgh,

by his son Thomas Henryson, Lord Chesters, who
is said by Dempster and others to have displayed

many of the legal and other qualifications of his

father.

HENRYSON, or HENDERSON, Robert, a

poet of the fifteenth century, is described as having

been chief schoolmaster of Dunfermline, and this is

almost the only particular of his life that is suth-

ciently ascertained. According to one writer, he

was a notary public as well as a schoolmaster ; and
another is inclined to identify him with Henryson
of Fordell, the father of James Henryson, who was
king's advocate and justice-clerk, and who perished

in the fatal battle of Flodden. This very dubious

account seems to have originated with Sir Robert
Douglas, who avers that Robert Henryson appears

to have been a person of distinction in the reign of

James IH., and that he was the father of the king's

advocate. Douglas refers to a certain charter

granted by the abbot of Dunfermline in 1478, where
Robert Henryson subscribes as a witness ;'^ but in

this charter he certainly appears without any par-

ticular distinction, as he merely attests it in the char-

acter of a notary public. A later writer is still more
inaccurate when he pretends that the same witness

is described as Robert Henryson of Fordell;"^ in this

and other two charters which occur in the Char-
tulary of Dunfermline, he is described as a notary

public, without any other addition.^ That the

notary public, the schoolmaster of Dunfermline, and
the proprietor of Fordell, were one and the same
individual is by no means to be admitted upon such

slender and defective evidence. Henryson, or, ac-

cording to its more modern and less correct form,

Henderson, was not at that period an uncommon
surname. It is not however improbable that the

schoolmaster may have exercised the profession of a

notary. While the canon law prevailed in Scotland,

this profession was generally exercised by ecclesias-

tics, and some vestiges of the ancient practice are

still to be traced ; every notary designates himself a

clerk of a particular diocese; and by the act of 1584,
which, under the penalty of deprivation, prohibited

the clergy from following the profession of the law,

they still retained the power of making testaments;

so that we continue to admit the rule of the canon
law, %\-hich sustains a will attested by the ]iarish

priest and two or three witnesses.* If, therefore,

Henryson was a notary, it is highly probaljle that

he was also an ecclesiastic, and if he was an eccles-

iastic, he could not well leave any legitimate offsjiring.

The poet, in one of his works, describes himself as

1 Doi!:il;is' B,iyona<;c of Scotland, p. i;iS.

- Sihluiia's Chrpiiiclo 0/ Scottish Focfry, vol. i. p. S3.
^ Ch.Trtuhiry of Dunfermline, f. 64 a.—Robert Henryson

is a witness to other two charters which occur in th.e same
record, f. 63. a. b. His only mark of distinction is that of
beini^ des.Knated M<ii;istc>\ w'nile the names of several other
witnesses appear without this title. He had perhaps taken the
de:;rce of Master of .Arts.

* Decretal. Grej.irii IX. lib. iii. tit. .\.\vi. cap, .\.

"ane man of age;" and from .Sir Francis Kinaston

we learn that, " being very old, he died of a diarrhaj

or fluxe." With resjiect to the period of his decease,

it is at least certain that he died before Dunbar, who
in his Lament, printed in the year 1 508, commemo-
rates him among other departed poets:

—

" In Dunfermling he hcs tane Broun,
With gude Mr. Robert Henrysoun."

The compositions of Henryson evince a poetical

fancy, and, for the period when he lived, an elegant

simplicity of taste. He has carefully avoided that

cumbrous and vitiated diction which began to pre-

vail among the Scotti.sh as well as the English poets.

To his power of poetical conception he unites no
inconsiderable skill in versification : his lines, if

divested of their uncouth orthography, might often

be mistaken for those of a much more modern poet.

His principal work is the collection oi /-'allies, thirteen

in number, which are written in a pleasing manner,

and are frequently distinguished by their arch sim-

plicity; but in compositions of this nature brevity is

a quality which may be considered as almost indis-

pen.sable, nor can it be denied that those of Henrjson
sometimes extend to too great a length. The col-

lection is introduced by a prologue, and another is

prefixed to the fable of the lion and the mouse.

The tale of I'/eitlands Mouse and the Burs:;e:si

Mouse may be regarded as one of his happiest efforts

in this department. The same tale, which is bor-

rowed from ^-Esop, has been told by many other

poets, ancient as well as modern. Babrias has de--

patched the story of the two mice in a few verses,

but Henryson has extended it over a surface of

several p.Tges. Henryson's Tale of Sir Chauntetleire

and the Fo.xe is evidently borrowed from Chaucer's

Xonnes Freestes 7 ale. From these apologues some
curious fragments of information may be gleaned.

That of the Sheepe and the Dog contains all the

particulars of an action before the consistory court,

and probably as complete an exposure of such trans-

actions as the author could prudently hazard. The
proceedings of the ecclesiastical courts seem about

this period to have been felt as a common grievance.

Another conspicuous production of Henr}son is

the Testament of Cresseid,^ which is the sequel to

Chaucer's Tivylus and Creseyde, and is commonly
printed among the works of that poet. It evidently

rises above the ordinary standard of that ]ieriod, an^l

on some occasions evinces no mean feHcity of con-

ception. The silent interview between Troilus and
Cresseid is skilfully delineated ; and the entire pas-

sage has been described as beautiful l>y a very Cv. m-

' "The Tcstaiiietit of Crosscut, compyiit be Mr. Robert
Henrysone. sculemaister in Dunferineling. Imprei-.tit at Edin-

burgh be Henrie Charteris, 1593, 4to."
—

" Ffor the author if

this supplement," says Sir Francis Kinast^:n. "called the

Tcstntiient of Cresseid, which may passe f r the ~i.\t and la^t

booke of this story, I have very sutTicieiuly i in ii.f.rined ly
Sir Tho. Ereskin. late Earle of Kelly, and I'.iver- a.t'ed schoi-

lers of the Scottish nation, that it was mad.e and written by cr:e

Mr. Robert Henderson, sometime ch.icle s^h - !e-niaster in

Dunfermling, much about the time that Cha',:rer v, a-- firjt printed

and dedicated to King Henry the ftli by Mr. Thnine. whira
was neerc the end of his raiqne. Thi- Mr. Hcp.iierson w-.ttily

observing that Chaucer in his 5th bo..ke IkkI related the death

of Troilus. but made no mention what bec:::T.e i-f Cresseid. he

learnedly takes upon him. in a tine y- e;i, ./.I uay. to e.xpres

the punishment and end cue t^i a f:d>e uaoon-t.mt .vhorc. which
commonly terminates in extreme misery." See the "Lores of
froilus and Cresseid. written ! y Chau :cr: with a commentary
bv Sir Francis Kinaston. p. \xi.\. I.i i;d. i;.'. S\o.' Kina.-t a

had translated into Latin rhyme twi. 1 o. .k-, of Lhancer's poem.

and had published then under the title of .? >;.Tr;<w Tro:iiit

CreseidiC iii-ri duopricres A ::c:lico-I.at;y!:. I V\ iii.'.e. 1635. 4to.

He Complete. 1 his version 1 f the poem. to;;cthcr with a c< m-
ment.iry: and his manuscript .at length c.',n;e ir.i'i t!ie fH-i~ses.-irn

of Mr. Waldron, whoannounred his inter.:: on of coTr.mitting ;t

to t!;e press, but did net lind enLOuragenier.i t;- ; roccca Leyond
a sl.LTt specimen.
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peient ju-lije of old poetry.* It is unnecessary to

remark th;it for "the tale of Troy divine," neither

Chaucer nor llenryson had recourse to the classical

sources : this, like some other subjects of ancient

history, had been invested with all the characteristics

of modern romance ; nor could the Scottish poet be

expected to deviate fri:)m the models which delijiihted

his contemporaries. Sir Troilus is commendeil for

liis knightly piety; a temple is converted into a

kirk; Mercury is elected speaker of the parlia-

ment; and Cresseid, on being afflicted with a

leprosy, is consigned to a spittal-house, in order

to beg with cup and clapper. The personages are

ancient, but the institutions and manners are all

molern.
Henryson's tale of Orpheus is not free from similar

incongniities, and possesses fewer attractions; it is

indeed somewhat languid and feeble, and may have
been a lucubration of the author's old age. Sir

Orpheus is represented as a king of Thrace, and is

first despatched to heaven in search of the lost

Eurydice.

Q.iScn e'ulit was the sangis lamentable,
He tiike his harp, that on his brea;>t can hyng.

Syne passit to the hevin, as sais the fable.

To seke his wyf, bot that auailit no thing:

By Wadlyng strete- he went but tarying,

Syne cnme doun throu the spere of .Saturn aid,

Quhilk fader is of all thir stemis cald.

Having searched the sun and planets without

S'.iccess, he directs his course towards the earth, and
in his passage is regaled with tlie music of the spheres.

His subsequent adventures are circumstantially l)ut

not ver}' poetically detailed. In enumerating the

various characters whom he finds in the domains of

riuto, the poet is guilty of a glaring anachronism:
1\ -re Orplieus finds Julius Ccusar, Xero, and even

]V)pes and cardinals; and it is likewise to be remarked
that the heathen and Christian notions of hell are

blended togetlier. But such anachronisms are very

frequently to be found in the writers of the middle
ages. ^Ir. Warlon remarks that Chaucer has been
guilty of a very diverting, and what may be termed

a double a:iaclironi>m, by representing Cresseid and
two of her female companions as reading the Thcbaid

of St. itins.'' Like the f;\l)les of Henryson, his tale

of Orpheus is followed by a long moral ; and here

he i5rofc,->scs to have derived his materials from
B.)ethius and one (jf his commentators.
The />'///. /r Serk is an allegorical poem of con-

siderable ingenuity. The jioet represents the fair

daughter of an ancient and worthy king as having
been carricl away by a hideous giant, and cast into

a dungeon, where >he was doomed to linger until

some valiant knight shoid<l achieve her deliverance.

A wortliy prince at length appeared as her champion,
vanquished the giant, and thrust him into his own
1 lathsome dungeon. Having restored the damsel
to her fatliL-r, he felt that he had received a mortal

wound: he leque^ted her to retain his l)loody shirt,

an 1 to contemplate it whenever a new lover should

' S-; .It's n it:> t ) Sir Tristn-iil. p, ;/.2.

- W'.itling-trcct is a name given to one of the great R un.-in

v.- '.y-^ in Urit.iin. Horsley's Koinati .hitir/iiitirs n/ /iritiu':!

,

p y.-j. I.onl. 1732, fill. This passage, whi'jh to some per-

s jn^ may appear so unintelligible, will be b'.'-^t explained by a

(JM jtation from Chaucer's J/tmse of I\i)iii\ b. ii.

I.o, iju >d he. caste vp thyne eye,
.^e y.ndcr. lo. the (lala.xye,

lii'; whiche men clepe the .Milky Way,
1 '.r ,t is whyte; and some perfay
('ali.;:i it W.-'itlynge strete.

' In Sh:,kspearc\ Tmil,,^ and Crc^sida. says >rr. I ) .nrc.
" II ! T on .-es .\ri.ti,tle. Cly.vjs spe .ks of the lm!l-».earing

?.Iil '. and I'and inis • if a man born in .-Xpril. Friday and Sun-
d ly. and cvjn mini '-d-pi.j, with dates in them, are introduced."
^lllustratioK.i 0/ Sliaksjicure, vol. ii. p. 251.

present himself. It is unnecessary to add that the
interpretation of this allegory involves the high
mysteries of the Christian faith.

The Abbay Walk is of a solemn character, and is

not altogether incapable of impressing the imagina-
tion. Its object is to inculcate submission to the
various dispensations of Providence, and this theme
is managed with some degree of skill. But the most
beautiful of Henryson's productions is Kobette ami
Makyite, the earliest specimen of pastoral poetry in

the Scottish language. I consider it as superior in

many respects to the similar attempts of Spenser and
Browne ; it is free from the glaring improprieties

which sometimes appear in the pastorals of those

more recent writers, and it exhibits many genuine
strokes of poetical delineation. The shepherd's in-

difference is indeed too suddenly converted into love;

but this is almost the only instance in which the

operations of nature are not faithfully represented.

Tiic story is skilfully conducted, the sentiments and
manners are truly pastoral, and the diction possesses

wonderful terseness and suavity.

The Fables of Henryson were reprinted in 1832,
for the Bamiatyne Club,* from the etlition of Andrew
Hart; of which the only copy known to exist had
been recently added to that great repository of Scot-

tish literature—the Advocates' Library.

HEPBURN, J.VMES BoNAVKNTURA, of the order

of the Minims, said to have been an extensive linguist,

lexicographer, grammarian, and biblical commen-
tator ; but, notwithstanding the renown of his vast

learning, the particulars of his life are scanty and
unsatisfactory. James Bonaventura Hepburn was
son to Thomas Hepburn, rector of Oldhamstocks
in Lothian. M 'Kenzie states that he was born on
the 14th day of July, 1573, and that we may not

discredit the assertion, presents us with a register

kept by the rector of Oldhamstocks, of the respective

periods of birtli of his nine sons. He received his

university education at St. Andrews, where, after

his j)hilosophical studies, he distinguished himself

in the acrpiisition of the oriental languages. Although
educated in the princijiles of the Protestant religion,

he was induced to become a convert to the Church
of Rome. After this change in his faith he visited

the Continent, residing in France and Italy, and
thence passing through "Turkey, Persia, Syria,

Palestine, Lgy|)t, Ethiopia, antl most of the eastern

countries," gathering languages as he went, until

he became so perfect a linguist, "that he could have
travelled over the whole earth, and sjioke to each

nati<Mi in their own language." On returning from

these labf)rious travels he entered the monastery of

the .Minims at Avignon, an order so called from its

members choosing in lumiility to denominate them-
selves ".Minimi I'Vatres Eremit;u," as being niorc

huml)le still than the Minores or l'"ranciscans. He
afterwards resided in the French monastery of the

I loly Trinity at Rome. Here his eminent ([ualities

attracted a ferment of attention from the learned

World, and Poiie Paul \'. invaded his retirement

' From the accurate memoir pref.xcd to this volume we
liive .abnd.,;ed tin; .above article. In the l.h;-s 0/ Scottish
\\'nrthu-s, Mr. 1'. F. Tytler h.is entered .at consider.able length
into the merits of HciirysonV ))oetry, of which he gives copiiais

eviracts. He says :
" ( )f the works of this remarkable man it is

difticult, wlien we consid.erthe period in which they were written,

to s|ieak in terms of fo w.irm encomium. In strength, and
sometimes even in sublimity of p.iintiiig, in jiathfis and sweet-
ness, in the variety and beauty of his pictures of natural

scenery, in the vein of tpiict and pl.i\ful humour which
runs throiu;h manv of his pieces, and m that fine natural

taste, whirli. reji.-cti'c^' t'.e fiuhs of his age, has dared to think

fir il.self--he i= altogether e.xcellenu"
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by appointing him lil)r.arian of the oriental books
and manuscripts (if the Vatican.'

We shall now take tiie lil)erty of enumerating a

few of the many weighty productions of our author's

])en, chiefly, it is to l)e presumed, written during tlie

six years in wliich he was li!)rarian of the Vatican.

Dutionariiini Jlcbraiciim—Diclionariiim ChaldaniDii—Peter Maiciith, sen Gloria -eel Decus Israelis \eou-

tiiiet ceitl. JIoDtilias sive Conciones\—Epitomen Chro-

iiicortitn Romanoriim— Gesta k'egiitn Israelis— Grain-

m.itiea Arabica (said to have been published at

liome in 159I, 4to. ) He translatetl Coininentarti

Kabbi Kintelii in Psalteriiim—Rabbi Abraham Abeii

Kzra Libntin de Mystieis itiuneris— F.jiisdent I.ibrnm

a'.iutii de Septempliei Mjdo interprelaitdi Saeram
S:riptui-am.

Hepburn dabbled in the doctrines of the Cal^ala,

but whetiier in vindication or attack, the oracular

o'aservations of his biograpliers hardly enable us to

ascertain. He died at V'enice in October, 1620.

HEPBURNE, James, E.\rl of Bothwei.l.
Eittle is known of the early career of this man, who
holds so unenviable a place in the annals of Scotland.

A considerable portion of his youth appears to have
be^n spent in France, where he not only acquired

the accomplishments, but learneil those profligate

habits, by which the French court was distinguished.

Fatally, indeed, was the nature of this training after-

wards illustrated I His first return from that country
to .Scotland was in 1560, at which time he is thus

characterized by Throckmorton in a letter to Queen
Elizabeth:—"He is a glorious, rash, and hazardous
}'oung man, and therefore it were meet his adversar-

ies shoukl l)oth have an eve to him, and also keep
him short." Six years afterwards, when he stood

more distinctly out to public notice, Cecil wrote of

him:—"I assure you Bothwell is as naughty a man
as liveth, and much given to the detestable vices."

After events showed but too well that this was neither

the language of prejudice nor malignity. It is pro-

bable that he was now about the age of thirty. He
does not appear to have been distinguished for per-

sonal beauty, having, on the contrary, ratlier an ill-

favoured countenance ; but his ingratiating arts and
sIkuv) manners were more than enough to counter-

l)alance any defects of personal appearance. The
outbreak that ended in the Chace-about-raid, which
was so unfortunate to the Earl of Murray and his

])arty, \\as of the utmost benefit to Ids enemy, the
]".-! rl of Dothwell ; he was called to court, restored

to his hereditary office of lord high-admiral of Scot-

Lind. antl appointed lieutenant of the we.^t and middle
marches. He was not long idle, for we find him in

liie field with the fiueen about three weeks after,

when Murray's dispirited troops fled before her and
took refuge in England. When the assassination

of David Rizzio occurred, IJothv.ell, who was in the

jxilace of Ibilyrood at the commeiicemcMt of the
iriroar. nivl heard the distant <nitcries that nccom-

]
anied the deed, put himself, with the Karl tif 1 luntly,

at the head of the menials, who had snatclied up
vliatever kitchen weapons came first to hand, and
hurried to the rescue; but this motley band was
easily di-^pcrsed by the armed retainers of the Earl
of .M'lrt 'U, wlio were stationed at tlie inner court.

' It i< -i'l^nilar [h;it a pcr--ni ia the 17th century, living in 1

\'.\\\\ pr'tc^-in.:; so innny lani;a;ij;es in a country wliere lin-

pnist-; weie rare, a lilirarian of the \'atii;an. and one whose ..

"eaiinenl jiarts liail ilivulged his fame tlirough the \vh"!e citv"
i—s!inu'<i have entirely escape! the vast researches of ATi'lre

i'l ::eneral literature, Krah ischi's A>:!pu' iH^-sti^ati^n rf
Italian /..•/.',,.';.,•,•. the niinur.- Eci!rsiasti.al j;il'/;,\C'-a/'/i:i-s

of Diriin and Labbe, and otlier works uf the same descrip-
tion,

,

On this occasion Ijothwcll and Huntly, f.nding them
selves prisoners in the palace, and fearing that theii

own death was to follow the assassination of Rizzio,

descended from the back windows by a cord, and
made their escape through the fields. After this

event it soon apjjeared that I'othwell was to enter

into the i>lace, and enjoy the envied favour, which
the unfortunate Italian ha<l lield, let the termination

l)e what it might. He was called to the queen's

counsels, and every day he rose in her esteem, while

her contempt of Darnley increased. It was easy,

indeed, for a woman's eye—and such a woman as

.Mary—to distinguish between the shallow-minded
j)o!troon wh(jm she had placed by her side on the

throne, and the bold, gay, chivalrous courtier who
added to the graces of his continental manners and
education the unscrupulous ambition of the French-
man and the daring courage of the Scot. Unfor-
tunate it was for Mary that her education, and the

examples by which her youtii had been surrounded,
had little (pialified her either to regulate such feelings

or check them at the commencement, and her ad-

miration was soon followed by a culpable affection,

which at last she was unable to conceal, even from
the most iinsus])ecting of her subjects. At the be-

ginning of October (1566) she had resolved to make
a justiciary ])rogress to Jedburgh, in conscfjuence of

the rebelli(jus conduct of the border chieftains on the

south-eastern frontier; and, as a preparative, she

sent Bothwell thither, two days previous, with the

title and authority of lord-lieutenant of the border.

But on reaching his destination he was so severe!)

wounded by a desperate freebooter, whom he en-

deavoured to apprehend with his own hand, that hr-

was obligeil to be carried to the neighbouring castle

of Hermitage. Mar}-, who was then at the castle

of Borthwick, no sooner heard of his disaster than,

notwithstanding the inclemency of the season, the

danger of such a joumey, and the smallness of her

train, she hurried with all speed to Jedburgh, and
from thence to Hermitage, to visit him. .\ dan-

gerous fever was the consequence of this violent exer-

tion, under which she was insensible for several days

at Jedburgh ; antl on recovering her consci'Uisness

slie was so impressed with the thought that death

was at hand, that she recjuested the nobles who were
present to pray fitr her, commended her son to the

guardianship of Queen EHzabeth, and sent for her

neglected husband, who arrived two days after the

crisis had passed. But now that the danger Mas
over, she received him with her wonted aveisi'.n,

and treated him with such discourtesy as made Ii:in

glad, on the f^)llo^^ing day, to set otT to Stilling.

Hut very dilTerent was the reception of BotIn\cIl,

\\ horn she caused to be brought to lier iiw n temporal"}'

residence until he was fully recovered. The san;e

marked difference in the conduct of the queen towards

her husliand and her jiaramour \\as equally a])] nrcn;

in the baptism of her son, afterwar'K James \ I. oi

Scotland and I. of England. On such an in'q'-rt.ir.t

occasion the father of the child, ^\ha^c\cr migln have

been his faults, should have been a jirDniiiiLT.t pir-

s')nage in the cereinoiiiaL But no, r.nthuL'I w.-.s

placed in his roi)m as mas'fr of tlie arrargenier.ts,

while poor Darnhy, tliwugh living uivler the sniiie

roof (tlie castle of Stirhngi. was req.iirc.l to coidlne

himself to his ajxirtmei-.ts. on the pica tliat h;s .np-

]iarel was not good c-noi:g!i to appear annn'.g i!;e

lordlv throng at tlie baptismal f )m, .\nd this \\as

not all, f)r the andoassailors assondjled there were
forbid to hoM conil-reiu-e v.itii h;m, aii'i tlie no],;',"ty

to wait on him or csC irt him. Even James Mclvil.

who liad coni,Kissi,,na-ed the poor fallen consi.rt-

king, an>l j)resenLcd h.im wiih a s^cnie!, was rated
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by the queen for so doing, declaring that she could

no longer trust him, as he had made a present to one
for whom she entertained no affection.

Bothwell \yas not a man to bear these honours
meekly, or content himself with the love of the queen
without sharing in her power. Already, also, he

knew too well her wishes on the subject. She
would have divorced Damley to make room for his

rival, but besides the difficulty of procuring a divorce,

tiie legitimacy of her son would thereby have been
called in question. No remedy remained but the

death of Darnley, let it occur as it might. Upon
this hint Bothwell was now in action. He sounded
the principal nobles upon the expediency of remov-
ing him, alleging the queen's consent to that effect,

and besought their co-operation, lie spoke to those

whose minds were already familiar with the idea

of assassination, and whose power, when banded
together, could brave discovery when it ensued,

while so many concurred in his design that he
thought he might now prosecute it without scruple.

As for the poor victim of these machinations, he had
left Stirling ; the queen, at his departure, causing

his silver jjiate to be taken away, and paltry tin

vessels to be substituted in their stead. He had
fallen sick when he was scarcely a mile on his jour-

ney, and on reaching Glasgow eruptions resembling

the small-pox broke out over his whole body, and
confined him to a sick-bed. But, in the meantime,
the plot against his life was so fully matured that

nothing more remained than to bring him within

reach of his murderer. Mary repaired to Glasgow
to persuade him to return with her, and take up his

abode in the castle of Craigmillar, in the neighbour-

hood of Edinburgh, wliere his recovery would be
more speedy; and Darnley, allured by her kind words
and relenting endearments, assented to all her wishes.

He had received, indeed, some obscure intimations

of a conspiracy formed against his life, and Ijcen

warned that the queen had spoken harshly of him
previous to her journey; but while she sat beside

his bed, and addressed him so tenderly, all his first

love returned, so that he treated these reports as

idle tales. As for Mary, on retiring from his com-
pany siie wrote a full account of the whole interview

to Bothwell; and so completely was the after-tragedy

settled between tiiem, that she alluded to his con-

tem[)lated divorce from Lady Jane Gordon and
marriage with herself, and besought him neither to

l)e moved from his purpose by his wife's tears nor
her Ijrother's tlireats. .Soon after Darnley, not yet

recovered, was removed in a litter from (jlasgow to

Edinburgh, no', however, to be accommodated in

the princely castle of (Jraigmillar, but an obscure
habitation called Kirk of Field, belonging to one of

Buthwcll's creatures; a place sufficiently williin reach
of Kdinlnirgh, but lonely enough fur the perijetration

of a deed of murder.
So fully was the jilan already matured, that I)Oth-

well had false keys made of the house, and sent to

I)unbar for a barrel of gunpowder, that was to l)e

jilaced under Darnley's ajiartment. Matters now
b'jgan to look so mysterious, that some of the king's

servants, under that vague inexplicable terror w liich

often precedes some terrible tragic deed, withdrew
tlieir attendance. Not so, however, the (pieen, \\ ho
continued to lavish upon him every assurance of

cndearinent, and s])ent two nights in an a])arlment

adjiiiniug his own. On Sunday night 1 )arnlcy was
to be no more; and while she was s]iending the

evening with him in his room upstairs, the jirejiara-

tions were silently going on in the apartment below;
am! at ten o'clock the gunpowder was strewed in

lieajw uj.on the iloor, and all put in readine?s for
]

the explosion, after which Bothwell's sciTant Paris,

a chief actor in the deed, entered the room above,
where the pair were conversing. Mary, only the
night before, had caused a bed of new velvet to be
removed from the room, and also a rich coverlet of
fur; and it was now full time that she should remove
herself also. She then called to mind that she had
promised to be at a masquerade in Holyrood House,
that was to be given in honour of the marriage of
her servant Bastian, with Margaret Garwood, a
favourite female attendant, and passed onward to

Holyrood with torch-light. When she was gone,
an hour intervened before Darnley retired to bed,

during which he entertained his servants, in the full

overflow of his gladness, with an account of the

queen's gracious speeches before they parted, and
the hopes of his return to favour and influence. But
one part of the interview still strangely haunted him,
and marred his triumph. Why had the queen re-

minded him that, just at the same time a twelvemonth
back, David Rizzio had been assassinated—that deed
of which his conscience told him he had been the

chief promoter? Ill at ease with the past, and having
a gloomy anticipation about the future, he turned

to the Bible for consolation, and read the 55th psalm,

after which he went to bed, and was soon overtaken
by his last sleep.

In the meantime, the return of Mary to Holyrood
was a signal to Bothwell that all was in readiness.

After lingering in the hall until about midnight,

when the most wakeful in Edinburgh were usually

asleep, he exchanged his rich gala dress for a common
suit, in which he could not easily be recognized,

stole out of the back of the palace through the garden,

and accompanied by four of his servants, went through

the gate of the Nether Bow, giving to the sentinel's

question of "Who goes there?" the answer of "IViends

of Lord Bothwell." Between the hours of two and
three a terrible explosion shook the houses nearest

the Kirk of Field, and rou.sed the townsmen from

their slumbers, while the assassins ran back to the

city, and re-entered Holyrood as stealthily as they

had left it. A crowd of citizens, whom tlie din had
alarmed, repaired to the spot, and found the house

a heap of ruin, and the bodies of the king and the

page of his chamber lying dead in a neighbouring

orchard. But it was remarked that neither the corpses

nor their night-clothes were scorched with powder,

and that they were too far from the house to have
been thrown there by the explosion ; it was evident

that other and surer agencies had been at work, and
that gun[)owder had been resorted to merely to

mislead infjuiry, or make the deed ajipear the work
of accident. The full particulars that afterwards

came out on trial justified these surmises. Dandey
had been strangled, and, as it was asserted, by tl.e

hands of Boihwell himself; the page had undergone

the same fate; and the bodies being afterwards re-

moved into the orchard, the match had been lighted

that comnuinicated with the gunjiowder. While
the crowd were still gazing upon the ruins, and be-

wililering themselves in sjieculation, Bothwell him-

self arrived among them at the head of a ])arty of

soldiers. On returning to Holyrood he had gone
to bed, that he might receive the expected tidings

like an innocent man; and when, half an hf<ur after-

wards, a h.-isty messenger knocked at his dficjr, and
told him what had liap]>ened, he shouted, "'i'leason I

'

repaired with the f^arl of liuntlyto the (|ueen to

advertise her of the misfortune, and afterwards ]iasse 1

on U) the s])ot, as if anxious to hold intpiest u])on the

fact, and disccAer the authors of the deed. But he

only disjiersed the crowd, wliose sharji curiosity h-^

must base felt unj^leasant, and caused the boiiica to
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hs removed to a neighbouring house, where no one
was permitted to see tliem. That of Damley was
soon after carried to the palace ; and, instead of an
honourable funeral, such as was lx;fitting a king-

consort, it was carried at night by pioneers, and
interred without solemnity beside the grave of David
Rizzio.

As soon as tidings of the murder had reached her,

Mary shut herself up in her apartment, where she

would admit no one to see her but Bothwell, or

hold intercourse with any of her servants but through
liimsclf. According to the custom of the country,

forty days should have been spent in seclusion and
mourning, with closed doors and windows ; but on
the fourth day the windows were unshaded, and
before the twelfth she repaired with Bothwell to

Seton Castle, where they mingled in the gay amuse-
ments of the place, shot at the butts in trials of archery

with Huntly and Seton, and crowned their victory

with the forfeit of the losers, which was a dinner at

Tranent. In the meantime, was any diligence, or

even show of diligence, given to a]:)prehend the mur-
derers? Strange to tell, it was not until three days
after tlie deed that such a step was taken ; and on
^\'ednesday, the I2th of February, a proclamation
was made, offering a reward of ;,{^2000 (Scotch?) for

the detection of the criminals. No sooner was this

done than every tongue was ready to name the name
of Bothwell. But the bold bad man was too powerful

to be accused, as well as too unscrupulous to be
jM'ovokcd, and no one was found so hardy as to step

forth to criminate him. Still it was impossible for

the general suspicion to remain wholly silent, and
while voices were heard in the darkness of midnight
through the streets proclaiming Bothwell to be the

king's murderer, placards and pictures were affixed

on the public places to the same effect. It was then

only tiiat judicial activity, which had hitherto slum-
bered, was roused to detect the libellers; and such

of the citizens as could write a fair hand, or limn
a sketch, were submitted to a sharp examination,
while an edict was published denouncing the punish-

ment of death not only to the writers, but the readers

of these libels. Bothwell, also, alarmed at these

indications of public feeling, rode into Edinburgh
with fifty armed men at his tjack, publicly threaten-

ing that he would wash his hands in the blood of

these traducers, and clutching the hilt of his dagger in

guilty suspicion when he spoke to any one of whose
good-will he was not certain. At length a move-
ment was made to convict him, and from the proper
quarter, by the Earl of Lennox, father of the mur-
dered king. On the 20th of February he wrote to

the queen, entreating that a public assize should
immediately be held on the subject of his son's

assassination ; but to this most reasonable request

Maiy sent for answer, that the parliament had already
been summoned, and that its first business on meeting
should be an inquiry into the deed. Now, l^e it

observed, that this meeting of jwrliament was not to

take place till Easter ; and during the interval that

elapsed most of the persons implicated in the charge
were c|uietly allowed to depart, some to France, and
others to the English border And all this Mary
did notwithstanding the suspicions of her subjects,

\\''hn made no scruple to charge her as an accomplice
ill her husband's murder; notwithstantling the a~ton-
i-limont of foreign courts, that could not conqirehcnd
lier wonderful remissness; and notwithstancling the
urgent solicitations of Queen Elizabeth, who adjured
hicr to act on this occasion "like a noble princess and
a loyal wife.'' In tlie meantime she seemed to have
no thought but for Bothwell, and, notwitlistanding

the general odium, she conferred upon him llic com-

mand of the castle of Edinburgh, and soon after that

of the castles of Blackness and the Inch, and the

superiority of Leith, as if eager to arm him against

every accuser, and make him too powerful to be
punished.

As the cry still waxed louder for a public trial, it

was thought that this might now be safely granted;

and so late as the I2th of April, the Earl of Lennox
was ordered to compear in Edinburgh, and adduce
his charges against 15othwell. But the accomplices
in the crime had been suffered to escape ; the other

evidences had been destroyed; even the smith who
had made the false keys by which the murderers
obtained access to the king's lodging, and who had
anonymously offered to come forward and reveal

the name of his employer, if his safety should be
guaranteed for so doing, had obtained no such
promise, and therefore could not appear. Under
such circumstances, and after so long a delay, the

invitation to the Earl of Lennox was the most cruel

of mockeries. The trial was arranged by Bothwell
himself; the tribunal was occupied by one of his

friends, and fenced with 200 of his hacbutters; 4000
armed men, devoted to Bothwell, occupied the streets

of Edinburgh, and the castle was under his command.
Thus prepared, the accusing ])arty was wholly at his

mercy, for Lennox was required to enter the city

with not more than six in his company. To come
under such circumstances would have been to enter

into the shambles, where all was in readiness for the

slaughter, and Lennox refused to appear. But I5oth-

well himself rode to trial, mounted on the late king's

horse, and surrounded by a guard, and fearlessly

advanced before a tribunal where he had taken order

that none should accuse him. The trial that fol-

lowed was a farce, in which the criminal had no-

thing to do but to plead "Not guilty," and the judges

to absolve him, which was done imanimously. To
wind up the whole proceeding in the fashion of the

age, Bothwell then offered the trial of combat to any
one of his degree who should charge him with the

late king's murder, but the challenge was nothing

more than the idle blast of a trumpet, for he was not

likely to find an opponent where he had met with no
accuser.

After this mock trial new honours were heaped
upon Bothwell by the queen; the lordship and castle

of Dunbar were conferred upon him, his powers as

high-admiral were extended, and on the assembling

of parliament, two days after the assize, he carried

"the honours," that is, the crown and sceptre, before

her in procession at the opening of the house. He
was now the most jiowerful nobleman in Scotland,

and only one step more remained to which all tliis

aggrandizement had been but a preparative. He
must be king-consort in the room of Darnley, whom
he had murdered. Tnie, he had been Imt lately

married to Lady Jane Gordon, and her brother, the

Earl of Huntly, was not a man to be lightly ofiendet!;

but even these difficulties had been already calculated,

and the plan of their removal deviscil. The marriage

tie was to be loosed by a divorce, and tlie brother

appeased by the restitution of the Huntly estates,

which had been forfeited to the crown. But to win

the consent of the nobility at large, whose united

opposition could have checked him at any moment,

or crushed him even when the eminence was attained,

was the principal dinicultv' : and this ISothwell re-

solved to -urniount by tlie same unscrupulous daring

that had hi'lierto borne him onward. Accordingly,

on the lOtli of AjM-il, the day on which the sittings

of ]iarl:ainent terminated, he iiivited tiie chiet nobles

t') supper in a tavern ; they a-scmbled accordingly,

and v.hcn tlieir hearts were warmed with wine, Buth-
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well presented to them a bond for signature, in

which they recommended him as a suitable husband
for the queen, and engaged to maintain his preten-

sions to her hand against all who should oppose
them. Confusion and remonstrance followed, but

the house was surrounded by 200 hacbutters, so that

escape was hojieless, and remonstrance unavailing.

Tlie revellers therefore complieil with the demand,
and the signatures of eight earls, three lords, and
seven bishops were adhibited to the bond.

And now nothing but the master-stroke remained.

The marriage must be accomplished without delay,

before a recoil of public feeling occurred. But Mary
liatl been little more than two months a widow; and
if she should thus hastily throw aside her weeds, and
enter into a new union, the whole world would cry

"shame" upon such indecency ! Even this difficulty

had been already provided for, and that, too, seven

days before Bothwell's trial occurred. Certain before-

han<l of his acquittal, he had devised, and Mary con-

sented, that he should carry her off by force, and
thus save her the odium of a free deliberate choice.

Even the time and place of abduction were also

contrived between them. Accordingly, on the 2ist

of April the queen repaired to .Stirling Castle to visit

her infant son, then under the guardianship of the

Earl of Mar ; but the earl, who seems to have had
strange misgivings, would only admit her with two
of her ladies, while the armed train were obliged to

remain without. Three days afterwards she returned,

and had reached Almond Bridge, near Edinburgh,
when she and her escort were suddenly beset by
Bulhwell and 600 armed horsemen, who conducted
her to the castle of Dunbar. And now events went
on with accelerated speed. The earl's divorce from
his wife was hurried through the courts with scandal-

ous haste, the lady being obliged to accuse him of

adultery and incest for the purpose. And on the

same tLiy 15olhwell and the queen returned to Edin-

burgh at the head of a numerous cavalcade, the earl

leading her horse by the bridle, and his followers

liirowing away their spears, to show that she was
unconstrained; and in this fashion they rode up to

the castle of Edinburgh. .Xs soon as tidings of her

seizure had arrived, her friends offered to arm for

her rescue; but t(j this she answered, that though
taken against her will, and compelled to spend several

days in the castle of Dunbar with Bothwell, she had
fnind no cause of complaint. This was not all ; for

she now presented herself i)efore the n(jbles, expressed

her satisfaction with Bothwell's conduct, and declared

that, high as she had raised him, she meant to pro-

mote him higher still. Accordingly, on the I2th of

May, seven days after her return to Edinburgh, she

created him Duke of C)rkney, and placed the coronet

on his head with her own hnn<ls; two days afterwards

she signed the contract of marriage, and on the suc-

ceeding day the marriage ceremony was performed
in Holyrood, at f )ur o'cl<Jck in tlie morning. And
this after three short months of widowhood I Well
might the jieople shudder, esjiecially when they re-

membered the disgusting mixture of tragedy and
farce with which it had been ])recedeil. And still

the nobles were silent under a (leed that soiled, nay,

besmeared the escutcheons of Scottish knighthood
anrl nobleness with a universal reproach, which all

the rivers of their land could not wash away. Only
one man, and he tc)o a minister of jjcacc, had cour-

age to s])eak out. This was John Craig. ])astor of

the High Church of Ivlinburgh, and colleague of

John Knox, who was now absent. On being corn-

man led to proclaim the banns between the queen
and I'othwell, he steadfastly refu'-ed until he had
bejn allowed to confront the parties in presence of

the privy-council ; and when this was granted, he
there charged the Duke of Orkney with the crimes
of rape, adultery, and murder. This being done, he
proclaimed the banns, as he was bound to do, but
not without a stern remonstrance. "I take heaven
and earth to witness," he exclaimed before the con-
gregation in the High Church, "that I abhor and
detest this marriage as odious and slanderous to tlie

world ; and 1 would exhort the faithful to pray ear-

nestly that a union against all reason and good con-
science may yet be overruled by God, to the comfort
of this unhappy realm."

Bothwell had now attained an elevation at which
himself might well have been astounded. Sprung
from no higher origin than that of the house of Hailes,

and but the fourth of his line who had worn the title

of earl, he was now the highest of .Scotland's nobles,

and, what was more, the sovereign of its sovereign.

She to whom he was united had been Queen of

France, the most powerful of kingdoms, and was the

uncjuestioned heir to England, the richest of sove-

reignties. She who had been sought in vain by the

proudest princes of Europe had come at his call, and
co-operated in humble compliance to his exaltation,

and submitted to be his leman before she became
his bride. And yet even this did not satisfy him;
for on the very day after their marriage she was
heard to scream in her closet, while he was beside

her, and threaten to stab or drown herself He per-

sisted from day to day in arrogant conduct, more be-

fitting a sated voluptuary or merciless taskmaster

than a newly mated bridegroom; and Mary, other-

wise so proud and impatient, submitted with spaniel-

like docility, while her affection seemed only to in-

crease in proportion to the growth of his brutality.

Strange love of woman's heart I and strange recjuital

of a love so misplaced I She was all the v.hile writ-

ing to France, to Rome, and England, announcing
her marriage, descrilung her happiness in having such

a husband, and craving the favour of these courts in

his behalf She even declared before several persons

that "she cared not to lose France, England, and
her own country for him, and would go with him
to the world's end in a white petticoat before she

would leave him."
Thisy<//(; morgana had now reached its brightest,

and it was time that it should melt away. The
nol)les of Scotland awoke as from a dream, and pre-

pared themselves for instant action. It was indeed

not more than necessary; for, independently of the

foul dishonour that had accumulated upon the nation

and themselves through the late transacticjiis. Both-

well was now aiming at obtaining the guardianship

of the young prince; and luider such a custody the

royal infant would soon have been laid beside his

murdered father, that a new dynasty might be ])lantcd

upon the Scottish throne. In the nu-antinie the

rpiecn and liolhwell wc-re at Borthwick Castle, un-

conscious of the gathering storm, until the assficiated

lords, at the heaci of 2000 men, advanced an<! invested

the stronghold. As resistance was hopeless. Both-
well, at the first tidings of their coming, stole away,
and soon after was joined by Mary, booted and
spurred, and in the disguise of a ] age. They rode
through the night at fidi sj)eed to Duid)ar, and there

exerted themselves with such activity, that in two
days they were at the head of 2500 armeil followers,

witii whom they returned to the encounter. Tb.e

lords, whose forces now amounted to 30CX) men, ad-

vanced to meet them mid-way, and the two armies
soon confronted each other at Carberry Hill, six

miles from Ediidmrgh. But very (iifft:r<nt was the

spirit that animated them, for while the insurgent

army was eager to revenge the death of the late king,
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and preserve his son from the murderer, the troops

of Bothwell wavered, and talked of ne^jotiation and
compromise. It was necessary to restore their

courage by an example of personal daring, and ao-

cordingly he sent a herald to the opposite host, offering

the trial of single combat in proof of his innocence.

Instantly, James Murray of Tullibardin started for-

ward as an opponent, I)ut was rejected by liolhwell

as not being his etjual in rank. Murray's elder

brother, William, the laird of Tullibardin, then

offered himself, alleging that he was of an older

house than that of his adversary; but him also Both-
well refused, claimed an earl for his ojiponent, and
specified in ])articular the Earl of Morton, the leader

of the insurgents. Morton, as fearless a Douglas as

any of his ancestors, accepted the challenge, and
prepared for a combat at otitrance on foot, and with

two-handed swords. But before he could step forth

to the affray. Lord Lindsay, the Ajax of the Scottish

Reformation, interposed, with the entreaty that he
should be allowed to meet the challenger, as being

the kinsman of the unfortunate Darnley. Morton
assented, and amied him with the two-handed sword
of that Douglas who was called Bell-tlie-cat. But
here Mary interfered : she had no wish to expose her

husband to a meeting with such a redoubted cham-
pion, and Bothwell yielded to her entreaties. His
repeated hesitations, when he should at once have
drawn his weapon and marched to the encounter, had
so confirmed the timidity of his followers, that already

most of them had disbanded, leaving none with him
but sixty gentlemen and a band of hacbutters, while

the opposite army were surrounding the hill, and
cutting off the means of retreat. In this emergency
nothing remained for Bothwell but flight, which the

queen earnestly counselled : she would surrender to

the lords, and win them back to their allegiance;

after which his recal would be easy and their future

course a hap])y one. After assuring him of her

fidelity, which she would keep to the last, and giving

her hand upon the promise, Bothwell rode from the

field, accompanied by a few attendants, and Mary
surrendered to her subjects. She, indeed, continued

to love him to the last; but they never met again.

Brief though the rest of Bothwell's history is, it

reads the most solemn of warnings to princes and
politicians. One month only he had held the empty
title of king, for which he had sinned so deeply; and
now, not even the poor shelter of the monk's cell or

anchorite's cave over the whole wide land was ready

to receive him. Almost alone, he hastened to his

sea-girt castle of Dunbar, intending there to await
the change of events, which he hoped would end in

his restoration; but Mary, no longer a queen, was a

helpless prisoner in the hands of those who were
busied in framing a new government, while a price

was set upon his own head. Thus, finding that at any
hour he might be plucked from his ]ilace of strength,

he lied with three ships to the Orkneys; Ixit such
was the barrenness of these islands, that he was
obliged to have recourse to piracy for the subsistence
of himself and his followers, x^nd even this miser-
al)le shift soon failed, for a naval squadron was sent

against him, under the command of Kirkcaldy of
Cirange, who captured two of the vessels, and obliged
the third, with the pirate-king on board, to take to

flight. r>ut his ship, one of the largest in the Scottish
navy, struck ui)on a sandbank; and when he took to

shelter in a pinnace, he was driven by a storm to the
coast of Norway, and there taken by a Danish man-
of-war. He was asked for his papers, but having
none, he was arrested as a pirate, and carried to

Denmark. TJiere it was not long before he was re-

cogniz.-d as the notorious Bothwell of Sc-jlland; upon

which Frederic II., the Danish king, instead of sur-

rendering him to the Scottish regency or Elizaljelh

of England, threw him into close jjrison in the castle

of Malmoe, where he languished ten years in misery
and privation, mingled with attacks of insanity, until

death at last threw open the gate of his dungeon.
Never was the avenging Nemesis of the (jreek drama
more terrilily realized, or poetical justice more com-
pletely fullilied.

HEPBURN, Rop.KRT, of Bearford, a fugitive

writer, who at a very early age distinguished himself
by the exhibition of strong talents and an original

genius, which the briefness of his life did not permit
to rise to maturity, was born ab<jut 1690 or 1691.

He studied civil law in Holland, with the intention

of becoming a member of the legal jirofession in his

native country. He returned home in 1711, and in

his twenty-first year attempted to imit.ate in Scotland
the fugitive literature which the Zrt/Arhad introduced
to England. Hepburn's work was an avowed imita-

tion of that periodical. He named it " The Vatlcr,

by Donald Macstaff of the North." This work was
carried through thirty weekly numbers ; it is, we
believe, extremely rare, and we have been unable to

obtain a perusal of it. Lord Woodhouselee, who
appears to have been acquainted with it, says, in his

Lijc ofKarnes, " These papers are evidently the pro-

duction of a man of vigorous native powers, and of

a mind not meanly stored with ancient learning, and
familiar with the best writings of the moderns. The
author might have shone in the treatment of general

topics of moral discussion, or of criticism; but from
a propensity not unnatural, where talents are com-
bined with an ardent temperament and sarcastic

turn of mind, his compositions were fitted to give

much offence by the description of known characters,

and by the personal satire which he employed, with
no gentle or delicate hand, on some men of note,

both in the ecclesiastical and civil departments,

among his countrymen." In 1712 Mr. Hepburn
became a member of the Faculty of Advocates; but

death quenched his fiery and ambitious spirit before

he had an opportunity of exercising his p.rofessional

talents. He left behind him two opuscula, Dcmon-
stratio quod Detts sit, published at Edinburgh in 1714,

and Dissertatio de Scriptis Pttcaniiauis, 1715. In

the concluding number of the Idtler he announced
for publication a translation of Sir Oeorge M'Kenzie's
curious tract. Idea Eloqueiitur Foreiisis ; a project

he appears to have been prevented from fulfilling.

There is extant a curious pnm])hlet, A Diseoiii-se

coitcernhig tlie CJiaracter of a Man of Genius, by Mr.
Hepburn, Edinburgh, 1 715. \Ve have no doubt
that this is from the hand of Mr. Hepljurn of Bear-

ford; it is the production of no ordinary mind. This

small work is divided into sections, each of which
contains a condensed moral precept, or aphorism:

the quotation of one or two of these will give the

best idea of the author's talents which can be now
furnished. The reader will be surprised to find in

our extracts reflections which have r.nw hcjcnie

commonplace, but which strikingly resemble many
of those on which some of the moral and jiolite jihilo-

so]ihers of the last century raised their renown.

Sec. 7. "I don't know l)y what fate it hap]icns

that some men have the fmtune tt; be counted -e:ts

only for je>ting a little out eif the cnninion road, and
for endeavouring, in ojvprjsition to all the reaxai

and sense of mankind, to turn iiito ridicule those

things which are, in their own nature, the most
sacred and venerable. But as a man is not infamous

for being defamed, so it is no disparagement to any
person or thi:;g to be laughed at, Liit to deser%e to
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l)e so. It was a wise answer of Diogenes, which we
find mentioned by Plutarch, when some of his friends

told him that his enemies were laughing at him ; 'but

I,' replied ho, 'am not derided.'"

Sec. 9. "A man of genius ought not, in my
opinion, to think even his dress l>elow his notice, as

the world is but too apt to judge by appearance."

Sec. 15. "-\ man discovers the extent of his

genius, if, upon all occasions, he handsomely acts

his part, and l)ehaves with a good grace in every

scene and circumstance of human life. The care of

doing nothing unbecoming has accompanied the

greatest minds to their last moments : they avoided

an indecent posture, even in the very article of

death."

HERD, D.win, an ingenious and useful inquirer

into our national antiquities, was bom in the parish

of .St. Cyrus, Kincardineshire, about the year 1732.

C)f his education and early life in general nothing
1 as been ascertained. He probably served an ap-

jirenticeship under a country writer, and then, like

many young men in his circumstances, sought a

situation of lietter promise in the capital. Through-
out a long life he appears to have lived unambitiously,

and a bachelor, in liilinburgh, never rising above
the character of a ^i'ritcrs clerk. He was for many
years clerk to Mr. David Russcl, accountant. A de-

cided taste for antiquities, and literary antiquities in

jiarticular, led Mr. Herd to spend a great part of

his savings on books : and although the volumes
which he preferred were then much cheaper than
now, his library eventually brought the sum of ^^254,
\()s. lo.l. The same taste brought him into associa-

tion with the principal authors and artists of his own
time: Runcinian the painter was one of his intimate

friends, and witli Ruddiman, Gilbert .Stuart, Fer-

gusson, and Robert Burns he was well acquainted.

His information regarding .Scottish history and bio-

graphy was extensive. Many of his remarks aji-

jjcaretl in the periodical works of his time, and the

notes appended to several popular works were en-

riched by notes of his collecting. Sir Walter .Scott,

for instance, was much indebted in his Border Min-
strelsy to a ni.Tnuscriin of Mr. Herd's, which is fre-

quently quoted Ijy tile editor, both for ballads and
for information respecting them. Mr. Herd was
himself editor of what Scott calls "the first classical

collection"' f)f .Scottish songs, which first aj^pearcd

in one volume in 1769, and secondly in two volumes
in 1772. At his demise, which took place June 25,

iSio, he was understood to have left considerable

])roperty, which fell to a gentleman in En<.dand, sup-

])Osed to have been his natural son, and who is said

tj have dijd a major in the army.

HERIOT, fiKDRCK, founder of the excellent hos-

pital in Kciinbiirgli which bears his name, and jewel-

l.-r to King James \'I., \\as descended from the

Ileriots of Trabroun in Fast Lothian. This respect-

able family was connected with some of the most dis-

tinguislied names in .Scottish historv'. The mother
of the illustrious IJuchanan \\as a daughter of the

fimiiy, and it was througli the jjatronage of James
Heriot of Tral)roun, his maternal uncle, that the

future poet anil statesman was sent to ]irosecute

his studies at tlie university of Paris. J'^lizabeth,

(laughter of James Heriot of Trabroun, was the

molher of Thomas Hamilton of Prieslfield, first Earl

(jf Haddington, jircsident of the Court of .Session,

and s(;crLtary and jirinie minister to James VI. But
the family may, with more reason, boast of their

connection with tb.e sul)ject of this memoir, who,'

though filling only the undi-itinguished rank of a

tradesman, has been the means of drawing forth

from obscurity some persons of high talent, and ma}ty
who have moved in the middle ranks with the
greatest honour to themselves and benefit to society.

George Heriot, senior, was a goldsmith in Edin-
burgh, and a person of wealth and consideration.
He filled some of the most responsible civic situations

in the .Scottish metropolis : his name often occurs in

the rolls of the Scottish parliament as a commissioner
for Edinburgh in the parliaments and conventions of
estates, and he was frequently appointed a commis-
sioner by parliament for the consideration of import-
ant questions.

'

George, his eldest son (the subject of our inquiry),

is supposed to have been born in June, 1563. He
was destined to follow his father's profession, at that

time one of the most lucrative and honourable among
the burgesses. The goldsmiths of Edinburgh were in

ancient times classed with the hammermen ; at what
time they were separated seems uncertain. They re-

ceived in August, 1581, a charter of incorporation

from the magistrates, in which many privileges

—

amounting in fact to a monopoly of their trade

—

were granted to them, and these were afterwards

(1586) confirmed by a charter from James VI.
They were, besides, for a long period the only

money-lenders; and the high rate of interest, with
their frequent command over the resources of the

court and the nobility, rendered them persons at

once of wealth and power.
At the age of twenty-three George Heriot entered

into a contract of marriage with Christian Marjori-

banks, daughter of .Simon Marjoribanks, a substantial

fjurgess of Edinburgh. On this occasion his father

presented him with looomerks "to be ane begyning
and pak to him," and 500 more to purchase the im-

plements of his trade and to fit out his .shop. By
his wife he received 1075 meiks, which appear to

have been lent out at ten per cent, interest, the usual

rate of that period. Their union does not appear to

have been of long duration, although the date of this

lady's death is unknown; it is even doubtful if she

had any children—if she had, none of them survived

her.

Master Heriot was admitted a member of the

incorporation of goldsmiths on the 28th of May,
1588. In 1597 he was appointed goldsmith to

the queen by a charter from James \T., and this (to

use the ex])ressif)n of a contemporary chronicler,

Birrel) "was intimat at the crosse be opin proclama-

tione and sound of trumpet ; and ane Clei, the

French man, dischargit, quha was the queen's gold-

smithe befor." Ilei iot was soon after constituted

goldsmith and jeweller to the king, with all the

emoluments attached to that lucrative office. It

would apjiear that he had already amassed a con-

siderable fortune from his transactions with the

cr)urt, but no notice of his work occurs in the trea-

surer's books till September, 1599, when wo. have
the following :

"Payit at his majesties special command, with
advyiss of the lords of secret couiisal, to George
Heriot, younger, goldsmith, for a co])burd pro])ynit

to Monsieur Vetonu, Frenche ambassadour, conten-

ing the jieces following, viz. : twa basingis, twa
laweris effeiring thairto, twa flaconis, twa chandil-

leris, sex couppis with covcris, twa couijpis without

coveris, ane lawer for water, ane saltfalt with ane

cover; all chissellit wark, and dowbill owirgilt,

weyand twa stane 14 pund and 5 unces at audit

mark the unce, /"4160. Item, for graving (jf 28 al-

messis upon the said cojiburd, ^14,"' .Scots money.

' .Acts of llic rarUaii;tiU.-> of Scotland /olio edition] iv. iSi. 37g.
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No other notice of him appears between this

f)erio'J and that of the removal of the court to Eng-
and, wiiitlier he soon followed it.

Heriot was now possessed of large fortune, and
determined upon forming a marriage connection with

a family of good rank. The object of his choice

was Alison Primrose, eldest daughter of James
Primro-e, clerk to the Scottish privy-council— a

gentleman whose industry and talents had raised

him to that honourable office, and who was the

grandfitlier of the first Earl of Roseberry. Ileriot

was also destined to survive this lady, who died,

without leaving issue, on the i6th of April, l6i2.

"Tile loss of a young, beautiful, and amiable part-

ner, at a period so interesting," Sir Walter Scott

conjectures, "was the probable reason of her husband
devoting his fortune to a charitable institution."

She was interred in the south aisle of the choir of

Saint Gregory's Church, where her sorrowing hus-

band erected a handsome monument, bearing a

Latin inscription, to her memory.
P'rom the period of Heriot's settlement at Lon-

don little is known of his history. Many of the ac-

counts of jewels furnished by him to the queen have
been preserved, and several are printed by Mr. Con-
stable in his memoir of Ileriot. These accounts,

from 1605 to 1615, amount to many thousand

pounds sterling, but there does not appear to have
been the same liberality towards all the members of

the royal family. We find the Duke (then Marquis)

of Buckingham, writing to his "dere dad, gossip and
steward," tlie king, from the Spanish court in the

following manner relative to the prince: "Hitherto
you have beine so sparing [of jewels] that whereas
you thought to have sent him sufficiently for his one
[own] wearing, to present to his mistris, who, I am
sure, shall shortlie now louse that title, and to lend

me, that I to the contrarie have bene forsed to lend

him." About the same period Charles writes the

following letter from Madrid to his royal father:

"I confess that ye have sent mor Jewells then (at

my departure) I thought to had use of; but, since

my cumming, seeing manie jewels worne here, and
that my braverie can consist of nothing else, besydes
that sume of them which ye have appointed me to

give to tlie Lifanta, in Steenie's oppinion and myne
are not fitt to be given to her ; therefore I have
taken this bouldness to entreate your majesty to

send more for my own wearing, and for giving to my
mistris, in which I think your majesty shall not doe
amiss to take Carlyle's advice."' It is said that

Ileriot furnished these jewels, and that they were
never paid for by James, but that their price was de-

ducted from the purchase-money of the liarony of

Broughton when bought by the trustees of the hos-

pital.- If this is the case, it is the last transaction

in which we have found Ileriot engaged. He died

at London on the 12th of February, 1624, and was
buried at .'>t. Martin's-in-the-Ficlds on the 20lh of the

same montli.

Of Heriot's private character little unfortunately is

known. He seems to have possessed those strict

business-like habits of accuracy for which he is so

di>tinguished in the novel of the Fortunes of i\'{{v/.

With his relations he must have lived on amicaljle

terms, fi.)r besides the munificent provision made in

1 >;nrk'3 PtLturr i^f Edinburgh, p. 2-;2.

= Eli:>'s Letters Illiistrati-.'c ofEnglish Ilisiorx- fir^t series'

,

iii. 1)5, ''x Hucliingh.im .idds the fallowing p'lstscript in his

usu.1l .style: "I your ckige dog s.iyes you have iiuTiiie jewels
neyther fitt for your one own. your sones, nor your d.iughtcrs.

wearing, but very fut to bestow on those here who must nc-

cessarilie have presents; and this way will be least chargcat '.;

to your niajesty in iny pjure i'pi:n..n."

Vol. II.

his will for the establishment of an hospital, he left

considerable sums to many of his relations. Of these

the nearest were two natural daughters.

By his will (dated 20th January, 1623) lie

left the whole of his fortune, after deducting the
legacies to his relations, servants, &c., to "the pro-

vost, bailiffs, ministers, and ordinary council, for

the time being, of the said town of Edinburgh,
for and towards the founding and erecting of an
hospital within the said town of Edinburgh, in

perpetuity; and for and towards purchasing of cer-

tain lands in perpetuity to belong unto the said

hospital, to l)e emjiloyed for the maintenance, relief,

bringing up, and education of so many j>oor fatherless

boys, freemen's sons of the town of Edinburgh, as

the means which I give, and the yearly value of the
lands purchased by the provost, bailiffs, ministers,

and council of the said town shall amount or come
to." The education of the boys is superintended by
able masters, and they are not only taught to rear],

write, and cast accounts (to which the statutes of the
hospital originally confined the trustees), but Latin,

Greek, mathematics, <S;c. If the boys choose a
learned profession they are sent to the university for

four years, witli an annual allowance of thirty pounds.
The greater number are bound ajiprentices to trades-

men in the city, and are allowed the annual sum (jf

ten pounds for five years; at the end of their ajipren-

ticeship they receive five pounds to purchase a su^t

of clothes, upon producing a certificate of good con-

duct from their master.

The foundation of the present magnificent structure

(designed by the celeljrated architect Inigo Jones)
was laid on the 1st of July, 1628, l)ut from the dis-

turbed state of the countrj- continued unfinished till

April, 1659. Prom the rise in the value of their

property, the yearly revenue at the disposal of the

trustees has very greatly increased, especially during
the last half century. A body of statutes, by which
the institution is governed, was drawn up by Dr.
Balcanqual, Dean of Rochester, the well-known
author of a Declaration cojictrniiig the Late Tiinmlts

ill SeotiauJ, 1639, publi-hed in name of Kir.g

Charles I.

HERIOT, John. This talented and industrious

writer in miscellaneous literature was the son of

the sheriff-clerk in East Lothian, and was born at

Haddington, on the 22d of April, 1760. He be-

longed to a literary family, his elder brother George
having been the author of a poem on the ]\'e-t

Indies, and Travels in Canada. At the age of

twelve the subject of this memoir was sent to the

high-school of Edinburgh, from which, after having
studied the usual course, he was transferred to tlie

university of Edinburgh. But \\ hatever might ha\e
been the profession for which he was educated, th.e

plan was frustrated by domestic misfortune, and tlie

consequent dispersion of his father's family. Tl-.is

event obliged him, in 177S, to repair to London, and
afterwards to betake himself to the na-\al service, by
enlisting in the marines. In iliis capiacity he first

served in the I'eni^eanee. nfterwavi's in the J'resten,

and finally in the y://:*?/':-//;'. During these changes

his experience of a nautical life was chietly confined

to cruises upon the coa-t vi' .Africa and the West
Indies; but in the I-'.Iizaleth, commanded by Captain

Maitland, b.e saw more active service, l)oih at Port

Roval, and in the en ;a;.;enient of the Briti-h fleet.

j

comman'.ed liy ."-^ir (ieorge B. R<)(h-.ey, and that 'T

j

France under DeC.r.iclierr, nf tlie 17th of April, 17S0.

i

On this occasion the acti'm was inilecisive; fur rd-

tlioiudi the l'"rench line \\n- lirnken, many of th.e

I
Britl.-ii caj tains liutig baek. fr'.tn their ]-")Iitieal
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dislike to Rodney, because he was a Tory, so that

he was fully seconded by only five or six ships. Of
these the Elizabeth, in which Heriot served as a

subaltern officer of marines, was one; and in the

unequal contest, in which his ship bore up against

two of the enemy, he was among the wounded.

During the same year, having exchanged into the

Brune frigate of thirty-two guns, he was exposed off

the coast of Barbadoes to that tremendous hurricane

of the loth of October, 1780, by which the island

was so fearfully devastated, and nearly reduced to

niin. So imminent was the danger to which the

Bnme was exposed on this occasion, that Heriot

ever afterwards commemorated the return of that

day as one of solemn festival and devout gratitude.

After continuing in the service till the peace of 1783,

Mr. Heriot, in consequence of the general reduction,

retired with the rank and half-pay of a first lieu-

tenant, after he had been afloat five years.

On coming ashore Heriot found that his life was
to be commenced anew. Upon this occasion his

first proceeding was one of such filial piety as to

insure him both long life and success in whatever
career he might select; he mortgaged his half-pay

that he might assist his parents in their reduced cir-

cumstances, although he thereby left himself wholly

destitute. Having learned no regular occupation

before he went to sea, and having now neither time

nor means for such a purpose, he proceeded to turn

such scholarship and experience as he had acquired

to their best account, by becoming author; and for

several years his life was that precarious scramble to

which authorship is often doomed before it attains its

proper footing. Among his attempts in this way he
wrote a poem entitled Sorrcnus of the Heart, and two
novels, one of which, entitled the Half-pay Officer,

contained an account of several adventures in which
he had been personally engaged; and from the profits

of these works he contrived to subsist nearly two
years. His next occupation was that of journalism,

and he was employed in the Oracle, until a mis-

understanding with the proprietor occurred, when
he removed his services into the World, of which
he became sole editor. This World, however, was
so completely a falling one, that no literary Atlas

could have propped it up; and in a short time he
was glad to escape from the burden. Still it was
fortunate that while journalism was now obtaining
that ascendency which the keen and public discussion

of great political questions had occasioned, Heriot,
by practice, had become an able journalist. His
.sui)[)ort was therefore worth having; and being a
stanch Conservative, and opposed to the over-liberal

opinions which the PVencli revolution had engen-
dered in Britain, it was natural that the officers of
government should secure the services of such an
efficient advocate. Accordingly, one of the secre-

taries of the treasury, who admired his talents, pro-
])osed that he should start a daily ])aper, while two
other influential government functionaries engaged
to support it with funds from their own pockets.

Thus assisted, Mr. Heriot, on tlie 1st of Octolier,

1792, issued the first number of the Sun, a daily

]iaper that soon outstripped its contemporaries in

the rapidity and wideness of its circulation. Ani-
mated by this success, he also started, on the 1st of

January, 1793, ''• daily morning jiaper called the

'I'riie Briton, and continued to edit both journals

with great success until 1806, when he was relieved

from this oppressive double labour by Ijcing ap-
jj'iinted a commissioner of the lottery. Even while
emjiloyed in su]ierintending his two daily newspajoers,
he gave, in 1798, a proof of his indefatigablo industry
and application, by publishing an interesting account

of the battle of the Nile, drawn up from the minutes
of an officer of rank in the squadron, which passed
through several editions.

After this the career of Mr. Heriot was one of
honour, profit, and comfort. In 1809 he was ap-

pointed deputy-paymaster to the troops in the Wind-
ward and Leeward Islands, where he resided till 1816,

and discharged the duties of the office so much to

the satisfaction of the Duke of York, that at his

return to England he was appointed comptroller of

Chelsea Hospital. In this tranquil situation he re-

mained till his death, which occurred on the 29th of

July. 1833

HERON, Robert, a miscellaneous writer, was
bom in the town of New Galloway, on the 6th

November, 1764. His father, John Heron, was a
weaver, generally respected for his persevering in-

dustry and exemplary piety. By his grandmother,
Margaret Murray, aunt of Dr. Alexander Murray,
he claimed no very distant relationship to that

profound philologist. He was early instructed in

his letters under the careful eye of a fond parent,

and was not sent to the school of the parish until he
had reached his ninth year. He soon became re-

markable for the love he showed for learning, and
the unwearied anxiety with which he pursued his

inquiries after every point connected with his studies.

This being early perceived by his parents, they re-

solved to give him the benefit of a liberal education

as far as their means would allow. He had scarcely

remained two years at school when, at the age of

eleven, he contrived to maintain and educate himself

by mingling with his studies the labour of teaching

and writing. From his own savings out of a very

limited income, and a small assistance from his

parents, he was enabled to remove to the university

of Edinburgh at the end of the year 1 780.

His hopes of preferment at that time being cen-

tered in the church, he first api)lied himself to the

course of study which that profession requires. ^Yhi!e

attending the college he was still obliged to devote a

considerable portion of his time to private teaching,

as well as writing occasional essays for newspapers
and magazines, in order to provide for his subsistence.

To quote his own words, "he taught and assisted

young persons at all ]:ieriods in the course of educa-

tion, from the alphabet to the highest branches of

science and literature." Being well grounded in a

knowledge of the French language, he found con-

stant employment from booksellers in translating

foreign works. His first literary ])roduclion ])ub-

lished with his name apjieared in 1789, A Critique

on the Genius and IFrit/uifs of Thomson, jnefixed to

a small edition of the Seasons. It was highly spoken
of, and reflected much credit on the judgment and
taste of the author. His next work was a version

of Fotij-croy''s Chemistry, from the I'rench, followeil

by Savaryi's 7'rai'els in Greece, Dumourier^s Letters,

Gesners Idyls in part, an abstract oi Zimmerman on
Solitude, and several al^ridgments of Oriental 'Bales.

In 1790-I he says lie "read lectures on the law
of nature, the law of nations—the Jewish, Grecian,
Roman, feudal, and canon law—and then on the

several forms of munici)>al jurisprudence establislied

in modern luirope;"—these lectures, he says, were to

assist gentlemen who did not study ])rofessionaily

in \.\\c undostaiidini^ of history. Thougln he devoted
much time and study to ])repare tliese lectures, ]ie

was afterwards unfortunate in not being able to ob-
tain a sufficient audience to rcjiay him for their com-
position—they were consec[uciitly soon discontinued.

A syllabus of the entire course was afterwards yiuh-

li:-.hcd. .Still the sums of money he continued to
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receive from his publishers were amply sufficient to

maintain him in a respectable manner, if managed
with jirudence and discretion; but his unfortunate

peculiarity of tcnijier, and extravagant desire of sup-

porting a style of living which nothing but a liberal

and certain income would admit of, frequently re-

duced him to distress, and finally to the jail. He
might have long remained in confinement but that

some worthy friends interceded; and, on their sug-

gestion, he engaged himself to write a History of
Scotland, for which Messrs. Morrisons of Perth were
to pay him at the rate of three guineas a sheet; his

creditors, at the same time, agreeing to release him
for fifteen shillings in the pound, to be secured on
two-thirds of the copyright. Before this arrangement
was fully concluded, melancholy to relate, nearly the

whole of the first volume of the History of Scotland

was written in jail. It appeared in 1793, and one
volume of the work was published every year suc-

cessively, until the whole six were completed.
During that period he went on a tour through the

western parts of Scotland, and from notes taken on
the road he compiled a work in two volumes octavo,

called A yoiintcy through the IVestcrn Parts of Scot-

land, lie also gave to the world, A Topographical

Account of Scotland, A Xeiu and Complete System of
U>iiversal Geography, A Memoir of Robert Burns,
besides many contributions to magazines and other

periodical works. He was also engaged by Sir John
Sinclair to superintend the publication of his Statis-

tical Account of Scotland. By this time he had ac-

quiretl great facility in the use of his pen, and being
extremely vain of the versatility of his genius, he
flattered himself there was no range in literature,

however high, that was not within the scope of his

powers. Impressed with these ideas, he made an
attempt at dianiatic composition, and having some
influence with the manager of the theatre, he con-

trived to get introduced on the stage an after-piece,

written, as he says, in great haste, called St. Kilda
in Edinburgh; or, Neivs from Camperdo-wn

;

—but

as if to verify the adage, "Things done in a haste are

never done well," so it turned out with St. Kilda.

Being devoid of everything like interest, and violat-

ing in many parts the common rules of decency, it

was justly condemned before it reached the second
act.

(Jur author's vanity must have on this occasion re-

ceived a deep wound, being present in the house at

the time;—overwhelme<l with disappointment, he
flew to his lodgings and confined himself to bed for

several days. .Still blinded by vanity in the midst

of his mental sufferings, he imputed the failure of his

play to the machinations of his enemies. He there-

fore determined on "shaming the fools" by print-

ing it. It is needless to say, it neither sold nor was
talked of The most amusing part of this affair was
the mode in wliich he iiersisted in forcing his pro-

duction on the public. We shall present our readers

with an extract from his highly inflated preface. It

commences with a quotation from Sterne's Tristram
S'landy. "The learned Bishop Hall tells us in one
of his decades, at the end of his Divine Meditations,

that it is an aljominable thing for a man to commend
htntsclf and verily I think so; and yet, on the other

hand, when a thing is executed in a masteriyWwA of

fashion, wliich thing is not likely to be found out, I

t'.iink it is fully as abominable that a man should lose

tn.e honour of it. This is exactly my situation." In

the following he quotes Swift :
—"When a truegenius

appears in the world, you may know him by this

sign—that the dunces are all in confederacy again-t

him." Vet, tlioiigh Minded by folly and 'wc-ighcd

djwn bv !ri;trc-s, iiill his lilial affections were ali\e,

and, although he could not afford his parents any
permanent support, he seemed anxious to promote
the education of their family; which the following
extracts from his letters will sufficiently prove :

—

"I hope by living more pious and carefully, by
managing my income frugally, and appropriating a
part of it to the service of you and my sisters, and by
living with you in future at least a third part of the

year, to reconcile your affections more entirely to me,
and give you more comfort than I have yet done.

Oh forget and forgive my follies; look on me as a
son who will anxiously strive to comfort and j)lease

you, and, after all your misfortunes, to render the
evening of your days as happy as possible." And
again—"We will endeavour," says he, "to settle

our dear Grace comfortably in life, and to educate
our dear little Betty and Mary aright." He brought
his eldest brother, John, to Edinburgh, to study at

the university, with the view of his entering the

church; he was a youth of promising abilities, but of
weak constitution, and sank into an early grave in

1790. As the other children increased in years,

faithful to his promise, he brought his favourite sister,

Mary, to live with him in Edinburgh to complete her

education. His irregularities, and consequent em-
barrassments, made her situation in town anything
but an enviable one. Her mortifications, however,
in this life were not of long duration, as she died at

his lodgings in 1798. To a mind of his quick sensi-

bility this was a dreadful shock. Almost frantic

with grief at the loss he experienced, he gave him-
self up to the wildest despair: every unkind action

or word he made use of towards her rushed to his

distracted memor\-, until life itself was almost insup-

portable. Neither the sympathy of friends, nor the

consolations of religion, could mitigate his woes.

At the same time his means of subsistence became
every day more precarious ; his literary labours were
ceasing to pay, so that, added to his other misfor-

tunes, starvation and a jail were hourly staring him
in the face. Shunning as much as possible all his

former companions, he might now be seen wander-
ing about the suburbs of the city, with wasted cheek
and sunken eye, a miserable victim of want and care.

By degrees, however, he was recalled to a better

state of mind, when, finding his views not likely to

succeed any longer in Scotland, he was induced to

go to London in 1799. For the first few years of

his residence there, it appears he found good employ-

ment, and his application to study being veiy great,

his profits and prospects were alike cheering. In a

letter written to his father about the time we are

speaking of, he says

—

"My whole income, eanied by full sixteen hours

a day of close application to reading, writing, oIj-

servation, and study, is but very little more than three

hundred pounds a year. IJut this is sufficient to my
wants, and is earned in a manner which I know to

be the most useful and honourable—that is, by leach-

ing beneficial truths, and discountenancing vice and

folly more effectually and more extensively than I

could in any other way. This I am here always sure

to earn while I can give the neces-ary apjiliration;

and if I were able to execute more literary labour I

might readily obtain more money. '

lie f)r a time pur-^ued his literar)- vocations with

an unwearied indu>lrv, and there was >carcely a \\\h-

lication then in London of any note but contained

some of his fuL;iti\"e writings. He realized in con-

sequence a good income, hut unfortunately for no

r^reat length of time. Hi- firmer liad habits retume(i.

and while raonev c<intinued to flow in, he indulged

in t!ie wil lest exliavagance. \\"is!iing to be thought

an iiu'epeu'-leiit nian of lurtune, he would cutv his
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folly so far as at times to keep a pair of horses, with

a groom in Hverj'. All this time his pen was laid

aside; and until warned of his fate by the appearance

of his last shilling, he seemed altogether devoid of

reflection. Then he would betake himself to his

work, as an enthusiast in everj'thing, confining him-

self for weeks to his chamber, dressed only in his

shirt and morning-gown, and commonly with a green

veil over his eyes, which were weak and inflamed by
such fits of ill-regulated study.

In 1806 he addressed a letter to Mr. Wilberforce

on the ytistke and Expediency ofthe Slave-trade. He
wrote a short system of chemistry, and a few months
previous to his death he published a small work
called the Comforts of Life, which it appears met
with a ready sale.

The last years of his life were spent in the deepest

misery. His friends and associates by degrees de-

serted him ; some offended at his total want of

steadiness, others worn out by constant importu-

nities, and not a few disgusted at the vanity and
envy he displayed on too many occasions; added to

all this, his employers found they could place no
dependence on his promises, as he would only re-

sume his pen when urged to it by stem necessity, so

tliat he found at last it was with great difficulty he
could procure even a scanty subsistence. Deep in

debt, and harassed by his creditors, who were all

exasperated at his constant want of faith, he was at

last consigned to the jail of Newgate, where he

dragged on a miserable existence for many months.

From that prison he wrote the following appeal to

the Literary Fund, which we derive from a most ap-

propriate source, D'Israeli's Calamities of Authors:—
"Ever since I was eleven years of age I have

mingled with my studies the labour of teaching or

writing to support and educate myself. During
about twenty years, while I was in constant and
occasional attendance at the university of Edinburgh,

I taught and assisted young persons at all periods in

the course of education, irovn the alphabet to the

highest branches of science and literature. I read

lectures on the law of nature, the law of nations, tJie

Jewish, the Grecian, the Roman, and the canon law,

and then on the feudal law, and on the several forms

of municipal jurisprudence established in modern
Euroi)e. I printed a syllabus of these lectures, which
was approved; they were as introductory to the pro-

fessional study of law, and to assist gentlemen who
did not study it professionally in the understanding
of history. I translated Fourcrofs Chemistry twice,

Saz'ary^s Travels in Greece, Duinoiirier s Letters,

Gesners Idyls in part, an ai)stract of Ziinmeniian on
Solitude, and a great diversity of smaller pieces. I

v,r(AG A fourneythrotii;h the ll'estern Parts ofScotland,
which has passed through two editions; a History of
Scotland m six volume.-, 8vo;^/ 'I'opo;^raphical Account

of Scotland, which has been several times rejirintcd; a

number of communications in the L'.diiibiir;^h J/ai;a-

zine : many prefaces and critiques. .-/ Memoir of the

Life of Burns, which suggested and promoted the

subscription for his family, has been rej>rinted, and
formed tlie basis of Dr. Currie's life of him, as 1

learned by a letter from the doctor to one of his

friends ; a variety of /iv/.r d'esprit, in verse and ])r(jse,

and many abridgments of large works. In the be-

ginning of 1799 I was encouraged to come to l,on-

(ion. Here I have written a great multiplicity of

articles in almost every branch of literature, my
c'lucation in Edinbur.;]! having comprehende<i them
all. Tiie London A'rT'/e7o, the Agricultural Maga-
zinc, the Uni-rersal Ma.:;azi>ie, the Anti-Jacobiit Kc-
-I,--;', tiie Public Characters, the Annual Xccrol'^y,

wi".li several other p'.riodical woilvS, contain m;.ny

of my communications. In such of these publica-

tions as have been reviewed, I can show that my
anonymous pieces have been distinguished with very

high praise. I have written also a short system of

Chemistry, and I published a few weeks since a small
work called the Comforts of Life, of which the first

edition was sold in one week, and the second edition

is now in rapid sale. In the newspapers—the

Oracle, the Porcupine, when it existed, the Geneial
Evening Post, the Morning Post, the British Press,

the Courier, <S:c.^I have published my reports of

the debates in parliament, and I believe a greater

variety of fugitive pieces than I know to have been
written by any one person. I have written also a
great variety of compositions in Latin and French,
in favour of which I have been honoured with the

testimonials of liberal ajiprobation.

"I have invariably written to serve the cause of

religion and morality, pious Christian education, and
good order in the most direct manner. I have con-

sidered what I have written as mere trifles, and I

have incessantly studied fo qualify myself for some-
thing better. I can prove that I have for many years

read and written one day with another from twelve

to sixteen hours a day. x\s a human being I have
not been free from follies and errors; but the tenor

of my life has been temperate, laborious, humble,
quiet, and, to the utmost of my power, beneficent.

I can prove the general tenor of my writings to be
candid, and ever adapted to exhibit the most favour-

able views of the abilities, dispositions, and exertions

of others. For the last ten montlis I have been
brought to the very extremity of bodily and pecunhry
distress.

"I shudder at the thoughts of perishing in a jail.

"92 Chancf.kv L.\.m., Eeb. 2d, 1807.

(Ii: confinement.)"

His life was now fast drawing to a close. Willi

a mind bowed down by want and despair, and a

body emaciated from increasing disease, he was in-

capable of farther exertion; and being removed to an
hospital as his last and only ho]5e, in one week after

his entrance there he breathed his last, on the 13th

of April, 1S07, without a friend to console or assist

him. Thus perished Robert Heron iti the prime of
life, with talents and acquirements of a very rare

description, which, if governed by prudence, were
eminently calculated to gain for him an honourable
independence in the world. It is difficult to estimate

the true depth of his genius by his miscellanecu's

])ublications in prose; his style was of a mixed de-

scription—sometimes pompous and declamatory, at

other times chaste and elegant. Ikit it must be con-

sidered he was seldom allowed the choice of a sub-

ject, being all his life under the dictates of a pub-

lisher. He composed with great rajiidity, ar.d

seldom made any corrections Init in his proof-sheds.

His appearance was at most times impressive nr.d

dignified: his figure, above tlie middle size, stately

and erect, and hir^ cnuiitenaiice had a benevolent ex-

pression, though pale and caieworn hum study a::d

confinement.

With all his faults he had still many redeeming
virtues; and abi^ve all a stnjiig sense of the respect

\Nhich is due to religion and morality. In a tliai}- (if

his life, kejit at various times, which contains a free

confession of his sentiments, he has recorded that,

in whatever manner he spent the flay, he never
closed his eyes at night Milliout humbling himself
in prayer before the throne of tlie Most High.
The brief memoir of tliis accomi)lished scl.obr

affords another striking instance o{ the impossibility

of shielding genius from jioverty anil disgrace when
bliiide<l by pas-^ion or perverted by eccentricity.
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HEUGH, Rev. Hugh, D.D. Tliis estimable
divine was born at Stirliiij^, on the I2th of August,

1782. He was the ninth child of the Rev. John
Heugh, minister of a Secession congregation in

Stirling. In his education he was so fortunate as

to have for his teacher Dr. I^oig, wlio presided

over the grammar-school of Stirling, and was one of

the most accomplished scholars of his day. After

having made considerable proficiency in classical

learning imder this able preceptor, Mr. Heugh,
who, from his earliest years, had selected the minis-

terial office as his future destination, repaired at the

age of fifteen to the university of Edinburgh, and
after undergoing the prescribed course of study, was
licensed as a preacher by the General Associate or

Antiburgher Presbytery of Stirling, on the 22d of

February, 1804. His youth and timidity at the out-

set, on one occasion at least, had nearly marred his

prospects. Having preaclied in a church at Leslie,

at that time unprovided with a minister, and being
obliged to deliver his discourse matipritcr, without
which compliance he would not have been allowed

to enter the pulpit, his recollection suddenly failed;

he was at once brought to a dead stop, and no
remedy remained but to give out a psalm, while he
refreshed his memory during the interval of singing.

This disaster sealed his fate so far as that vacancy
was concerned; and though his father, fifty years

before, had received a call to the same church, the

son was rejected. Two years of preaching overcame
tliis timidity, and made him so acceptable to his

auditories, that three different congregations pre-

sented calls to him to be their minister. Of these

calls, that from Stirling, where he was invited to

become the colleague of his aged father, was pre-

ferred ; and accordingly he was ordained to this

cliarge by the General Associate Presbytery of Stir-

ling, on the 14th of August, 1S06.

The life of a country minister is seldom one of

public interest. Let him be as talented as he may,
he is confined within a particular locality, and fi.\ed

to a particular routine of duty; and thus it often

happens, that the very men from whom society re-

ceives its prevailing impress live unnoticed and die

without record. .Such was the case of Mr. Heugh
while labouring at -Stirling; and to the common eye
he was nothing more than a diligent, pains-taking
dissenting minister, instant in his daily occupations,
and anxious for the spiritual interests of his flock,

lilt in his diary there is ample evidence to be found
that his exertions and struggles were to the full as

heroic as those which insure distinction to the best

men of everyday life. Ilis twofold aim, of which
he never lost sight, was self-improvement, and the
improvement of his people, the firmer closely con-
nected with and stimulated by the latter; and the re-

sult was his own advance in wisdom, eloquence, effici-

ency, and spiritual-mindedness, accompanied with t!ie

increasing attachment of his people, and their growth
in religious wisdom and piety. While thus employ-
ed, he was married, in 1S09, to Isabella Clarkson,
only daughter of a minister of his own religious

denomination; and in the following year his father
died, leaving him sole minister of the congregation.
The important charge which had thus devolved upon
him only doubled his diligence, and increased his

acceptability among his flock; while his diary at this

period is filled with notices of his daily and houily
laliours, and his earnest desire to be continuali'v

doing good. In this way t!ie life of Mr. Heugh
went onward fir years, alternated b_\- two xisits to

London uiion ministerial duties, m which he showed
himself a sharp observer of public character- and the
signs of the times, and bv his earnest labours to

promote that union between the two bodie; of the

Secession which was afterwards happily accom-
plished.

As Mr. Heugh had now attained a distinction

that placed him in the foremost rank of the religious

community to wdiich he belonged, the town of .Stir-

ling, venerable though it be from its ancient histori-

cal remembrances, was thought too limited a sphere
for his exertions; and accordingly, in 1819, an attempt
was made to secure his services for the populous and
growing city of Glasgow. This was done by a call

from the newly-formed congregation of Regent Street,

Gla.sgow. But this call, and another from the

same congregation, which followed soon after, was
refused; his people in Stirling had become so en-

deared to his affections that he could not reconcile

himself to the pain of parting, or the uncertainties

of a new career. Bent, however, upon what they
considered a point of most vital interest, by securing

him for their minister, the congregation of Regent
Street made a third call; and the Secession Synod,
overcome by this determined perseverance, agreed,

though with reluctance, to transfer their valued

brother to the great mercantile metropolis of .Scot-

land. Accordingly, he was inducted into his new
charge on the 9th of October, 1821. But how to

part from his old congregation, among whom he
had officiated so long—among whom indeed he had
been born! "The feelings of tenderness," he said

in his farewell discourse from the pulpit, "which
this crisis awakens, I dare not attempt to express;

but these may well be allowed to give place to this

most solemn and paramount consideration—the re-

sponsibilities incurred both by you and by me for the

opportunities which are now over. Eight hundred
Sabbaths have well nigh elapsed since my ministr}- in

this place began. \Vhat have you and I been doing

on so many days of the Son of Man?" His ])ersonal

adieus from house to house were also of the most
painful description. "I enter no house," he writes,

"connected with the congregation, in which tears

are not shed; and the looks, and language, and grasp

of the hand—of some of the poor especially— alto-

gether overcome me. ... It is, indeed, a sort

of living death." "Xever," he added a few days

afterwards, "have I passed through such a sce::e,

and I often start and ask myself. Is it real? But
I must yield myself to the necessity. I have now no
control over arrangements which were made without

any agency of mine. Over these arrangements the

Lord of the church has presided, and his grace is

sufficient for me, and his strength can be made
perfect in my weakness." In these feelings he tore

himself from Stirling, and commenced his labours in

a new field.

The transition o'i this afl'ectionate-hcarted pastcir

from Stirling to Glasgow \\as, in the first instance

at least, anything but a change to greater case an.l

comfort; and at the commencement, Mr. Heugh had
large demands upon his secular ])nidence as well as

Christian liberality. In the communion to which

he belonged, there still lingered in Cilasgow some of

those old prejudices whicli had disappeared from

other parts of the country. It was not allowed, f )r

instance, {ox a family to pa-s from one pastoral su-

perintendence to another, unless they removed their

residence within an imaginary boundary line belong-

ing to that other congregation, \\'hich had been fixed

bv the church ciiurts. Then, too, in i)ublic worship

there were certain triiles insisted uji^on as stiftly and
keenlv as if they ha!l firmed part of^ the creed or the

decalogue. Thus, a gown and bands, however be-

coming in the eyes of tlie younger portion of the con-

gregation, as proper clerical distinctions in the per-
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formance of the duties of the pulpit, were, in the

judgment of the older members, an utter abomina-
tion, as the badges of Erastianism, Prelacy, or even

downright Popery. Psalmody also had of late been
somewhat attended to (and verily there was need !);

and not only was the slavish practice of reading the

psalm line by line, while singing, beginning to be
discontinued, but new tunes wore introduced, in

which the last line, or part of the line, of each verse,

was repeated. This was astounding to the orthodox:

it was like the introduction of the liturgy itself

in the days of Charles L ; and although no joint-

stools flew on the occasion, it was only perhaps be-

cause such modes of church controversy could no
longer be available. These prejudices, so silly, and
worse than silly, were even tolerated and connived
at by not a few of the Secession ministers, who were
afraid, by a more manly course of action, to thin

their congregations and lessen their influence. Such
was one of the inevitable consequences of the volun-

tary system, by which Dissenterism will be hampered
to the end. It speaks not a little for the intrepid

disinterestedness of Mr. Heugh, that in sjiite of these

obstacles he held onward in his own course, both in

gown-wearing and psalmody, as well as in the more
important dogma of territorial distinction, to which
some of the most distinguished leaders of his own
party were obstinately wedded. Another duty in

which he was worthy of the highest commendation,
consisted in the faithful diligence of his pulpit pre-

parations. On being transferred from one charge to

another, it is natural for a minister to draw upon liis

old stock of sermons, while few think of blaming
him for such a convenient substitution. But Mr.
Ileugh could not be thus satisfied. Although he
brought with him to Glasgow about 2000 discourses,

which he had written during the fifteen years of his

past ministry, scarcely more than twenty of these

were delivered during the quarter of a century over
which the rest of his laljours extended. Combined
with ail this diligence, he possessed the true spirit of

an orator, in never rising to address an audience
without a certain degree of anxious diffidence and
tremor. "I scarcely ever enter a pulpit," he saiil,

"without a temporary hectic." Such a preacher can
re'-er l)e dull oruninteresting; inde])eiulenlly of feeling

the sacred nature of his message, he is keenly sensitive

to the proi)riety and effectiveness of its delivery. Ac-
cordingly, his hearers were in the haljit of remarking
the singular a/tiality of his pulpit labours, where every

sermon was essentially a good one. All this was
nothing more than the result of that careful pre])ai"a-

tion that would not permit him either to trust to ex-

temporaneous oratcjry, or delay the study of his sub-

ject to the last. In 1S31 he enjoyed one of the

earlier drops of that thunder-shower of (loclors'

caps whicli has lately crossed the Atlantic, and de-

scended upon our iriland—whether to fertilize or im-
poverish our literary sjjirit, time will reveal. The
degree of Doctor of Divinity was conferred u])on him
by tlie college of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. Such dis-

tinctions he seems to have estimated at their real

worth—and nothingmore. "Considering all things,"

he said, "they are of vastly little value; a mere tinsel

shoulder-knot— neither helmet, sword, nor shield,

much less brawny arm, or valorous soul."

Such was the character and such were the labours

of Dr. Heugh in Glasgow—an earnest, diligent, pains-

taking minister, and elo(|uent instructor in the truths

of th'_; go>])el, while every year added to the affection

of hi^ l1i)ck and the esteem of the public at large.

Of Ids share in the ecclesiastical controversies of the
day, and hi^ visits to I'lngland and the Continent,
important though they were to himself, it i.-> unneces-

sary to speak in a short biographical sketch. He
died at Glasgow, on the loth of June, 1846, in the

sixty-fourth year of his age.

HTLL, Dr. George, an eminent leader of the

Church of Scotland, and principal of St. Mary's Col-
lege, St. Andrews, was born in that city in the month
of June, 1750. His father, the Rev. John Hill, was
one of the ministers of St. Andrews; and he went
through his whole courseof education in the university

there. The elements of education he received very
early, after which he was sent to the grammar-school,
then taught by Mr. Dick, who afterwards obtained a
chair in the university. While he continued at school
he made a rapid progress, and was generally at the
head of his class. At the age of nine years he ex-

hibited so much precocity of talent as to compose a
sermon, superior, in his father's opinion, to many
sermons he had heard from the pulpit : and the

Countess of Buchan was so much pleased with it,

that she requested it might be dedicated to her, and
carried it to London with her, intending to have it

printed. The intention, however, without any loss

to the world we presume, was never brought into

act. He entered upon his academical course in the

eleventh year of his age, and in all the diflerent

classes maintained a decided superiority. His tasks

he performed always with ease; and he was highly

respected by all the professors under whom he studied.

At fourteen years of age he had completed his philo-

sophical course, and was made a Master of Arts; and
having determined to devote himself to the church,

entered upon the study of theology in his fifteenth

year. During his second session of theology, the

Earl of Kinnoul, having been appointed chancellor

of the university of St. Andrews, gave, for the en-

couragement of learners, a number of prizes, to be
bestowed on the most deserving in the various classes.

These prizes his lordship distributed to the success-

ful candidates with his own hand; and young Hill,

having gained one of them, though he had to con-

tend with many that were greatly his seniors, at-

tracted the particular notice of his lordship, who,
from that moment, took a warm interest in his suc-

cess in life, giving him directions for his conduct,

and aid for the i)rosecution of his schemes, with the

warmth of a parent rather than the cold and stately

formality of a j^atron. During his college vacations,

he was in the habit of visiting frequently at Temple
his uncle. Dr. M'Cormick, the biographer of Car-

stairs, by whom he was introduced to the metro-

politan of the .Scottish church. Principal Robertson,

and by the principal he was recommended as tutor

to the eldest son of Pryce Campliell, M.P., and at

that time one of tlie lords of the treasury. In con-

sequence of this appointment he repaired to London
in November, 1767, not having completed his seven-

teenth year. Such a series of fortunate incidents

occurs in the lives of few individuals. " I'.ducated,"

says his biograjdier, "in the genuine jirinciples of

Whiggism, he considered the great design of g(A'crn-

ment to he the promotion of the lil)erly and tlie lia]i-

])iness of the ]ieople;" Init in the close of the very

same jiaragraph this writer intinduces the subject of

his jianegyric saying to his mother, "As I have seen

nothing but mobbing and the bad effects of faction

since I came to luigland, I am very moderate, and
think it the duty fif an honest man to supjioit

almost any ministry." Mr. Hill was, indeed, a \\ hig

of a somewhat odd kind; the man vliom he most
admired was Lonl North, and the objects of his

aversion and his vituperation were tlie American
colonists, Messrs. Peckford, Wilkes, and the other

members of the opposition in the House of Commons.
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Mr. Hill, while at St. Andrews, had been an am-
bitious member of those associations generally formed
at colleges for the purpose of exercising the talent of

oratory, and he was not long in London till he found
his way into the Robin Hood Debating Society,

where he even then consulted his interest by defend-

ing the measures of administration. His account of

this society gives no very high idea of its members.
"Last night I went to the Robin Hood .Society, and
was very highly entertained there. We had speakers

of all kinds : shoemakers, weavers, and Quakers,
whose constant topic was the dearness of provisions.

There were one or two who spoke very comically,

and with a great deal of humour. But what sur-

prised me much, I heard one of the easiest and most
masterly speakers that ever I heard in my life. His
dress was rather shabby, but he is a constant attend-

ant, and by long practice has greatly improved. I

spoke once or twice, and had the honour of being
listened to with great attention, which is a compli-

ment in a society of this kind, which is made up of

people of all descriptions. It sits on Mondays from
eight to ten. A ticket costs sixpence, for which you
get a well-lighted room and as much porter and
lemonade as you choose to drink. There is a subject

fixed, and if that fail the president gives another.

I shall be a constant attendant, not only as it is one
of the highest entertainments, but as the best sub-

stitute for the select clubs which I have left."
—"I

carried," he says in another letter to his mother,
"my pupil to the Robin Hood Society, along with
Mr. Brodie, Mr. Campbell's parochial clergyman at

Calder, who was on a visit to London. I made a

splendid oration, which had the honour of a loud
clap, and was very much approved by Mr. Brodie.

It is a fine exercise for oratorical talents." On an-

otlier occasion Mr. Hill thus expresses himself:—"I
am obliged to you for your observations on the know-
ledge of mankind. The true secret, certainly, for

passing through life with comfort, and especially to

a person in my situation, is to study the tempers of

those about him, and to accommodate himself to

them. I don't know whether I am possessed of
this secret, or whetlier there is something remarkable
in the persons with whom I converse, but I have
found everybody with whom I have had any connec-
tion since I came to England or Wales, exceedingly
agreeable. From all I have met with politeness and
attention, and from many particular marks of favour

and kindness. I may be defective in penetration

and sagacity, and in judging of character, but I am
sure I am pliable enough, more than I think some-
times quite right. I can laugh or be grave, talk

nonsense, or politics, or jihilosophy, just as it suits

my company, and can submit to any mortification

to please those with whom I converse. I cannot
flatter ; but I can listen with attention, and seem
pleased with everything that anybody says. By arts

like these, which have perhaps a little meanness in

them, but are so convenient that one does not choose
to lay them aside, I have had the good luck to be a

favourite in most places." This at eighteen, except
perhaps in Scotland, will be looked upon as an
amazing instance of precocious ^\orIdly sense. In
the scramble for the good things of this world, had
such a man failed, who could ever hope to succeed ?

In a sulisequent letter to his mother, referring to

the circumstance of a younger brother entering upon
his education, he observes, "What is the learning of
any one language, but throwing away so much time
in getting by heart a parcel of words in one language,
and another jiarcel corresjionding to the first in

anotlicr? It i> an odd thing that some more rational

and useful employment cannot be found out for buvs

of his age, and that we should still throw away eight

or ten years in learning dead languages, after we
have sponged out of them all that is to be found.

God certainly never intended that so much of our

time should be spent in learning Greek and Latin.

The period allotted to us for action is so short that

we cannot too soon begin to fit ourselves for appear-

ing upon the stage. Mr. Campbell cannot read

Cireek, and he is a bad Latin scholar; yet he is a
philosopher, a divine, and a statesman, because he
has improved his natural parts by reading a great

deal of English. I am, and perhaps all my life shall

continue, a close student ; but I hate learning. I

have no more than is absolutely necessary, and as

soon as I can I shall throw that little away." What-
ever was his I.atinity, Mr. Campbell's interest was
good and promised still to be better, in consequence
of which Mr. Hill's friends were instant with him to

go into the Church of England, where, through the

attention of Mr. Campbell, he might be much better

provided for than he could be in the Church of .Scot-

land, to which notwithstanding he still professed

not only adherence, but a high degree of veneration.

From this temptation he was delivered by the

death of Mr. Pryce Campbell, who was cut off in the

prime of his days and in the midst of his expecta-

tions. Mr. Hill, however, was still continued with

his pupil, who was now under the protection of his

grandfather; and as great part of his estates lay in

Scotland, that his education might be corresponding

to the duties which, on that account, he might have
to perform, young Campbell was sent for two sessions

to the university of Edinburgh, and that he might be
under the eye of Principal Robertson, he was, along

with his tutor, boarded in the house of Mrs. Syme,
the principal's sister. During these two sessions

Mr. Hill attended the divinity class and the meetings

of the Speculative Society, where heac(iuired consid-

erable c'c/ni from a speech in praise of the aristocracy.

He also waited on the General Assembly, in the

debates of \\ hich he took so much interest as to ex-

press his wish to be returned to it as an elder. With
Dr. Robertson his intercourse was uninterrupted, and

by him he was introduced to the notice of the prin-

cipal men in and about Edinburgh. By his uncle,

Dr. M'Cormick, he was introduced at Amiston
House, and in that family (Dundas) latterly found

his most efficient patrons. While he was thus s\\ell-

ing the train of rank and fashion, it was his fortune

to meet for the first time, dining at (jeneral Aber-
crombie's, with the celebrated David Ihmie, ofwhom
he thus wrote immediately after: " I was very glad to

be in company with a man about whom the world
has talked so much; but I was greatly surprised with

his appearance. I never saw a man who.-e language

is more vidgar, or whose manners arc more awkward.
It is no affectation of rutlcness as being a philosopher,

but mere clownishness, which is very surprising in

one who has been so much in higli life, and many of

whose writings display so much elegance." During
all this time the ])rogress of his pujiil was not com-
mensurate to the expectations of his fricn<i>, and the

expenses it occasioned; ami \\itli ib.e ap]irobation of

his patron. Lord Kinnoul. Mr. Hill resigned his

charge. Mr. Morton, professor of Greek in the

university of St. Amirews, at this time wishing to

retire on account of the infirmities of age, Mr. Hill

became a candidate, was elected after some little

opposition, and on the 21st of May, 1772, was ad-

mitted joint-professor of Cireek, being yet only in

the twenty-second year of his age. He now went
to Lon(i')n witli hi> firmer jnqiil. antl visited Cam-
bri'ige, wb.ere Mr. Canij'beil wa> to hni--h liis studies;

and, havii;g received from Lord Kinnoul and L'r.
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Robertson ample testimonials to the ability and
faithfulness with which he had discharged his duty

while residing in Edinburgh, the family parted with

him, expressing their thankfulness, their respect, and
regret. Returning to Scotland, he spent some time

With his uncle preparing for meeting with his class,

which he did in the end of the year 1772. The
duties of this charge di<l not prevent him from various

other pursuits. In the year 1774 Mr. Campbell,

in order to make the most of his parliamentary in-

terest in the shire of Nairn, gave to a number of his

friends votes upon life-rent superiorities, and among
others conferred one upon Mr. Hill, who, while at

Nairn performing his friendly office as one of Mr.
Campbell's voters, nearly lost his life by sleeping in

a room that had been newly plastered. His groans,

however, happened to be heard, and a physician

bjing in the house to give immediate assistance, he
was soon recovered. The year following he formed

the resolution of entering the church, and having
made application to the presbytery of Haddington,
with which, through his brother-in-law, Mr. Murray
of North Berwick, he considered himself in some
S)rt connected, he was by that reverend court licensed

to preach the gospel on the 3d of May, 1775- He
was immediately after this employed as assistant to

Principal Tullidelph in the parochial cliurch of St.

Leonard's, which has always been united with the

principality of the college. In this situation he con-

tinued till the death of Principal Tullidelph in the

year 1777. The same year he was offered the parish

of Coldstream by the Earl of Haddington; but he
did not think it worth accepting. The following

year, on the death of Dr. Baillie, professor of theology

in the college of Glasgow, Principal Robertson de-

sired him to stand candidate for that chair; but he
seems to have taken no steps for that purpose, pro-

bably from the circumstance of his being only a

preacher, which might have operated against him in

case of a well-supported candidate coming forward.

The saiTie year, probably to be ready in case of a

similar emergency, he again applied to the presbytery

of Haddington, and was by them ordained to the

holy ministry. In the year 1779, through the in-

terest of Principal Roljcrtson and his uncle, Dr.
M'Cormick, he was offered one of the cliurches of

IMSril/Urjjl'., v.itll the prosjiect of a cliair in the uni-

versity in a short time. This also he declined with

a view to some contemplated arrangements of Lord
Kinn'jul. In conscfpience of the death of Principal

Morrison, Dr. Gillespie was shortly after removed
from the fir-^t charge in the city to the principality of

the new college. Dr. Adamson, the second minister,

WIS promoted to Dr. Gillespie's benefice, and Mr.
Hill was elected by the town-council successor to

Dr. .\damson. In consequence of his holding the

j.rofessorship of Greek, Mr. Hill's induction was ])ro-

tested against by a member of the presbytery of St.

Andrews, and the case was brought Ijefore the

(ieneral Assemlily in the year 17S0, which dismissed

it without ceremony, as it did also overtures on the

s.'.bject from the synods of Fife, Perth, and .Stirling.

Mr. Hill was accordingly, witli the full concurrence

<if the congregation, admitted to the cluirch in which
h.s father had officiated, on the 22(1 day of June,

17S0. Since his settlement at St. .Andrews as a

p.ofessor of Greek, he had sat in the General As-

>eml)!y as an elder; he now appeared in the niore

v.eighty character of a minister, and on the retire-

ment of Dr. Robcrt'-on became the most iinjiortant

meml^er of the hou^e, and confessedly the leader of

the moderates.

We have already noticed his acceptance of a life-

rcr.t -uperioritv, bv which hi b.:car.iC a frceh')Mcr in

the county of Nairn in the year 1774. He continued
to stand on the roll of freeholders for that county
till the winter of 1784, when a new election came
on; but Mr. Campbell, from being on the side of the
ministiy, was now violent on the side of the opposi-
tion. In this case, for Mr. Hill to have given his

vote to Mr. Campbell's candidate would have been
considered by the ministry as open rebellion against
their claims on the church, for which they might have
selected another leader, and have at the same time
withdrawn every mark of their favour from him.
They might also have prosecuted him before the
justiciary on a charge of perjury, as they had already
done some others in similar circumstances. Under
this complication of difficulties Mr. Hill as usual had
recourse to the Earl of Kinnoul, and to his brother-
in-law, Mr. Murray of North Berwick. Lord Kin-
noul most ingeniously gave him back his own views;
did not, as chancellor of the university, think he was
warranted to allow him to desert his professional

duties for the purpose merely of giving a political

vote; and stated, that though he himself could have
greatly extended his interest by such votes as Mr.
Hill possessed, he had never granted one of them.
A charge of perjury, he admitted, might be brought
against any person wdio received them, and whether
it might be well founded or not, it was a charge to

which, in his opinion, no minister of the gospel
should expose himself. The judgment of his lord-

ship we cannot but approve, though it is probaljle

that if the candidate had been a ministerial one, the

Greek class might have been allowed a few holidays

without the smallest impropriety. Mr. Murray,
while he regretted (though he no doubt knew it

from the first) that his friend should ever have ac-

cepted such a vote, ajiplauded his purpose of relin-

quishing it, and of refusing, under all circumstances,

to coin[)ly with the requisition to attend the election.

Mr. Hill's biographer labours hard to clear him from
any degree of l;lame in this affair, but without effect:

it carries its character full in its face, and holds up a

most important lesson to all clergymen to beware
of intermeddling in political intrigues of any kind.

In 17S7 Mr. Hill was honoured by the university

with the title of D.D., and in 1788 was appointed to

succeed Dr. Spens as professor of divinity in St.

Mary's C<jllege. He had been the previous year ap-

pointed dean to the order of the Thistle, a place that

had been first created to gratify Dr. Jardine for his

services in sujiport of Dr. Robertson, but with no
stated salary; the dean only claiming a j)erquisite of

fifty guineas on the installation of every new knight.

During Dr. Hill's incund)ency no instalment took

place, and he of course derived no jiecuniary benefit

from the situation. He had been little more than

three years in the divinity chair when the situation

of principal became vacant by the death of I )r. Gil-

lespie, and it was by Lord .Melville bestow ed on Dr.

Hill. This a]>pointment in his letter of thanks he
considered as peculiarly valuable as being the best

proof that Lf>rfl Melville a]ii)roved the mode in which
lie had dischargecl the duties of the divinity ])rofessor-

shi[). "I will not attempt,'' he continues, "tDCXj.rcss

by words the gratitude which I feel ; but it shall be

the study of my life to persevere as a clergyman in

that line of conduct ujion which you have generously

conferred re]>eated marks of your ajiprobation."

This was the termination of his university prefer-

ment ; but he was shortly afterwards nominated one
of his majesty's chaplains for Scotland, with a salary

annexed; and on the death of his uncle Dr. M'C'or-

mick he succeeded him as one of the deans of the

cha]iel royal. The deanery of the Thistle already

noticc'l was unproductive; but the above two situa-
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t'nns, while they aflde.l nothing to his labours, in-,

creased his income in a material degree. In his

management of the General Assembly Dr. Hill copied
closely after Dr. Robertson ; except that the entire

satisfaction of himself and his party with the law of

patronage as it then stood, was marked by with-

drawing from tlie yearly instructions to the commis-
sion the accustomed order to embrace every op-

jurtunity of having it removed, and by still bolder

attempts to do away with the form of moderating
calls for presentees, and to induct them solely upon
t!ie footing of presentations. In his progress Dr.

Hill certainly encountered a more formidable op-

position than Dr. Robertson latterly had to contend
with. In one case, and in one only, he was com-
pletely defeated. This was an overture from the

jMesbytery of Jedburgh concerning the imposition of

the test upon members of the Established Cluirch of

Scotland, which, it was contended, was an infringe-

ment of the rights of Scotsmen, and a gross violation

of the privileges and independence of the Scottish

church. In opposition to the overture it was main-
tained by the moderates of the assembly that the

test act was a fundamental article of the treaty of

u.iion; and Dr. Hill, in particular, remarked that

tliere were no complaints on the suljject except from
one single presbytery, nor was there any ground to

complain ; for t» a liberal and enlightened mind it

could be no hardship to partake of the Lord's supper
a:cording to the mode sanctioned by a church whose
views of the nature and design of that ordinance were
the same with his own. For once the popular party

gained a triumph, and the accomplished and in-

genious leader was left in a minority. A series of

resolutions moved by Sir Henry Sloncrieff were
a lopted, and by the unanimous voice of the as-

sembly a committee was appointed to follow out the

spirit and purpose of these resolutions. Care, how-
ever, was taken to render the committee of no avail,

a id nearly thirty years elapsed without anytliing

further being done. We cannot enlarge on Dr.
Hill's administrationof the affairs of the church, and
it is the less necessary that no particular change was
effected under him. ^Matters generally went on as

Uiual, and the influence of political men in biasing

h:r decisions were jjerhaps fully more conspicuous
than under his predecessor. Of his expertness in

b.isiness and general powers of management the very
highest sense was entertained by the public, though
differences of opinion latterly threatened to divide

li'.s supjKirters.

In 1S07 Dr. Hill had a sev'ere attack, from which
it was ajiprehended he would not recover; contrary

to all expectation he did recover, and the following

year, on the death of Dr. Adamson, he was presented
to the first ecclesiastical charge in the city of !^t.

Andrews. Eigiit years after, namely, in 1S16, we
find him as active in the General Asseml)iy as at

any former period of his life. .Shortly after this time,

hDwever, he was attacked with slight shocks of
niiojilexy, wliich impaired his speech and unfitted

!um for his accustomed exercises. He was no more
luard in the assembly-house ; but he continued to

preach occasionally to his own congregation till the
y.-ar 1S19, when he was laid aside" from all public
(lily. He died on tlie 19th of December tliat year,

i:i the sexentictli year of his age, and thirty-ninih
of liis ministry.

Dr. Hill married in 17S2 Miss Scitt, daughter to

Mr. Scott, a citizen of Ldinburgl;, who had chosen
St. Antlrews as his jilace of retirement in his old ago
after he had given un lousiness. By this ladv. wJio
survived him, Dr. Hill lui'l a large familv. several

cf w!:u:n are yet alive. His cl^le^L son' v.-as I'r.

Alexander Hill, late professor of divinity in the

university of Glasgow. In a life of Principal Hill

it would be unpardonable to pass over his various

publications, some of which possess high excellence.

We cannot, however, afford room for criticism, and
shall merely notice them in a general way. Single
sermons seem to have been his fir.^t publications,

though they are mentioned by his biographer in a
very indistinct manner. One of these, preached
before the sons of the clergy, seems to have been
sent to the Bishop of London, whose commendation
it received. Another, from the text, "Happy art

thou, O Israel ; who is like unto thee, O people
saved by the Lord?" was published in the year 1792
as a sedative to the popular excitement produced by
the French revolution. The sermon was an un-
measured panegyric on the existing order of things

in Great Britain, and had for a short time an im-

mense popularity. "I believe it will be agreeable

to you," writes his bookseller, "to inform you that

I have had success with respect to your sermon
beyond my most sanguine imagination. I have
written a hundred letters upon the subject, and have
got all the capital manufacturers in Scotland tQ enter

into my idea. I have printed off ten thousand copies

of the coarse, and one thousand copies of the fine.

I have got letters of thanks from many capital per-

sons, with proper compliments to you I

congratulate you upon the extensive circulation of

the sermon, for never was such a number of a sermon
sold in this country before, and I flatter myself it

will, in a great measure, answer the purpose for

which it was intended." The following year he
iniblished a third sermon, histructiotis afforded by the

Present War to the People of Great Britain. In 1795
he published a volume of sermons, which is said to

have met with limited success. Several years after.

Dr. Hill published Theological Institutes, containing

heads of his lectures on divinity, a work which con-

tinues to be highly estimated as a theological text-

book ; A I 'ie7o of the Constitution of the C 'hiirch of
Scotland ; and Counsels respecting the Duties of the

Pastoral Office. This last is an interesting and
valuable work. In 181 2 he published Lectures upon
Portiotis of the Old Testament, intended to illustrate

yeiuish History and Scripture Characters. To this

work is prefixed^ the following dedication :
" To the

congregation which attends the author's ministr}-,

this sjiecimen of a course of lectures, in which he
led them through the books of the Q<\<\ Testament,

is, with the most grateful sense of their kindness and
the most affectionate wishes for their welfare, re-

spectfully inscribed." There is no mode of publica-

tion a minister can adopt so likely to be useful as

this. It gives a most pleasing idea of a clergyman
when he thus takes, as it were, a last farewell of his

people, who cannot fail to peruse a work bequeathed

to them imder such circumstances with jx-culiar in-

terest. These lectures, we doubt not. were regarded

among his parishioners more than all his otlier works.

Of Dr. Hill's character the reader has been fr,rni>hed

with materials for forming a juflgrncnt f -r Ir.mselt.

His p'-ecocious abilities, liis tak-i-.ts fur adajning

himself to the uses of the world, his diligence in

all his offices, and hi> powers rf man.Tging public

l)u^iiiess and popular a-seniMie.>. cor,>j ire t<) mark
him (lut as a ^crv extra' irdinary man. It may
oiilv l)e remarked iliat, fur tl'.c ni"~t (.f ta-tes, his

ci induct will in general aj'pear t'jo much that of a

courtier.

HOGG. Tamts. Tlii. delighrfal j^.-et of nature's

(lun leariiiL;, who. of ail our national i)nnl> under
jiniiiar circumstances, ranks neare-t to Burns, was
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b<irn in Ettrick Forest, on the 25th of January, 1772.'

\Vhence he derived his most unpoetical of names it

is not easy to determine, unless we are to suppose

that it was the name ot some honoured follower of

the Conqueror, subsequently fattened into its present

form by the rich fruits of the conquest, or finally by
a profitable emigration into Scotland in the days, it

may be, of Malcolm Canmore. But into this dan-

gerous question we have no particular wish to enter.

At all events, we know that James Hogg was fully

sensible of this grunting incongmity in connection

with the tuneful avocation of minstrel, and therefore

chose for himself the name of the Ettrick Shepherd,

as the more fitting appellative. Whatever may have
been the good fortune of his earliest ancestors in

Scotland, we well know that none of it descended to

himself; for his predecessors had been shepherds as

far back as he could trace them. His father, who
followed the same humble calling, had been so suc-

cessful in it as to save some money, v\hich he in-

vested in a farming speculation soon after James was
born. The young poet, who was the second of four

sons, was therefore sent to school, and would pro-

bably have received the usual amount of education

bestowed upon the children of our .Scottish peasantr)',

had it not been for a reverse of fortune, by which
his father was stripped of all his earnings. This
happened when James was only six years old; and
he was taken from school in consequence of his

parents and their children being " turned out of

doors," as he informs us, "without a farthing in the

world." After a resting-place had been found, James
was obliged to enter into service at the early age of

seven. His occupation was to herd a few cows, upon
a half-year's wage of a ewe lamb and a pair of new
shoes. In this lonely occupation, with nothing but

his cows for companions, the imaginative boy
could find no better amusement than to run races

against time, or rather against himself. For this

purpose he was wont to strip like a regular athlete,

until his clothes were lost piece by piece, so tliat he
was reduced to primitive nudeness; and it was only

by a diligent search of the other servants that the

lost articles were found. After a year spent in

this kind of servitude, he was sent once more to

school. Hitherto his education had advanced so far

as reading in the .Shorter Catechism and the Pro-

verbs of .Solomon ; but now he* was transferred

into a higher class, where the Bible itself was the

text-book of lessons. He also learned writing, after

a fasliion, in a large coarse hand, where every k-tter

was nearly an inch in length. A (piarter of a year

spent in this way completed his education; all that

was afterwards to be di;ne depended upon his own
eff)rts.

Having thus received a more limited tuition than

usually happens to the children even of the ]K)orest in

our cijuntry, Hogg was again obliged to return to the

occupation of a cowherd, the hnvest grade of rural

employment; and after serving in this ca])acity for

several years under different masters, he was raised

to the more honouralde office of a shcjiherd. liut

long befijre he attained this ]iromotion, and while

still a mere l>oy, the first stirrings of the poetical spirit

came u])on him; anil like almost every Jioet, past,

present, and to come, his inspirations were awoke by

female beauty, tenderness, and worth. He had
already fniiid the being who afterwards was, in all

likelihood, tlic "bonny Kilmeny," who bewitched

the world, as wqW as the animating muse of his first

rugged effirts in srmg. That ejiisode, so imjiortant

1 'Ihi-. (l:»t(j i> c'voii Ijy H(1K^; himself in his aiitoln.icr.Tpliy,

but thi.- parish register reri)r(i> his baptism as haviiij; taken
place oil the 9th of December, 1770.

in a poet's life, we give in his own tender and truth-

ful language : "When only eight years of age, I was
sent out to a height called Broad-heads, with a rosy-

cheeked maiden, to herd a flock of new-weaned
lambs, and I had my mischievous cows to herd be-

sides. But as she had no dog, and I had an excel-

lent one, I was ordered to keep close by her. Never
was a master's order better obeyed. Day after day
I herded the cows and the lambs both, and Betty

had nothing to do but to sit and sew. Then we
dined together every day at a well near to the Shiel-

sike-head, and after dinner I laid my head down on
her lap, covered her bare feet with my plaid, and
pretended to fall sound asleep. One day I heard her

say to herself, ' Puir little laddie ! he's jist tired to

death;' and then I wept till I was afraid she would
feel the warm tears trickling on her knee. I wished
my master, who was a handsome young man, would
fail in love with her and marry her, wondering how
he could be so blind and stupid as not to do it. But
I thought if I were he I would know well what to

do."

From love to music was but a step in one of such

a temperament, and when Hogg had reached the

age of fourteen he Ldd out five shillings, which he
had saved from his wages, in the purchase of an old

violin. This new charm of existence occupied him
so wholly that all his leisure was devoted to it; and

as his only spare hours were taken from sleep, while

his only dormitory was a stable or a cow-house, his

desperate attempts in music had commonly no better

auditory than that which was wont to gather around

the harping of Orpheus. He ever after retained his

love of music, and by dint of perseverance became a

tolerable violinist. However trivial, or even ridicu-

lous, such a pursuit may l)e in common life, it is no
frivolous matter in that of a poet. It indicates that

the soul of harmony is within him, and that whether

he learns to fiddle well or not, he will turn it to the

best account in that music of words which forms so

necessary an adjunct in poetry. Who does not

recognize this fact in the singular melody which
characterizes the Ettrick Shepherd's versification

!

No sounds can be sweeter and no notes more ap-

])ropriate than those which embody " Kilmeny"
and the "Abbot M'Kinnon," in the Qiiecit's Wake.

The first of these poems, as illustrative of the mere
music of language, independently of its poetical

merits, has never been surpassed.

In the meantime the education of the future jioet

went on, and that, too, so oddly as to give most un-

certain promise of his fiUure destination. He had
already committed the Psalms of David in metre to

memory; but though he liked their rhymes, he seems

to have understood nothing else than the short

measure into which they arc rendered. In his

eighteenth year 'J'/w I. iff ami Aik-niliiris of Sir

William Wallace, modernized by Hamilton of Gil-

bertfield, and forming the ciioice epic of our Scottish

])easantry, fell into his hands, and also the equally

j.opular pastoral of the Ceiitle Shepherd. But jiartly

from having almost forgotten the art of reading,

which he h.id learned so im])erfeclly, and jiartly

from his scanty reading having been hitherto limited

to English, the Scottish dialect, in which Wallace

and the I'.etitle Shepherd are written, was so new
and so juizzling, that HoL'g struggled on from line

to line at a snail's pace. \'m\ wliat was more omin-

ous still, was liis dislike al their versification, so

that he felt as if he woul-l have relished them better

li.ad they been written in imise. 1 lis love of reading

having been noticed by his employers, books were

lent iiim, cliietly of a' theological character, and

newspapers; through the last of which he was wont
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to wade, from the title at the beginning to the names
of printer and publisher at the end, without stint or

omission.

At length, when he had reached his twenty-fourth
year, Hogg commenced the life of a poet in earnest.

He had now read much, although very miscella-

neously; and his imprisoned ideas, after struggling

for a vent, burst forth in the language of song. His
first attempts were of a humble description, being
chiefly ballads and songs, intended to be sung by the

lasses of the district; while the name of "Jamie the

Poeter," by which they soon learned to distinguish

him, was the "Muses' meed" with which he rested

satisfied for the present. It was easy, indeed, for

him to compose verses: they sprang up in his mind
as rapidly as prose does with ordinary mortals; but

to embody them in form to the eye, so that others

might read and learn them—here was the crowning
difficulty ! We have already noticed his very scanty

education in penmanship, and from want of occupa-
tion it had slumbered since his boyhood until now,
that it was urgently called into full exercise. His
writing, at the best, was a sort of laborious printing,

letter by letter; while his model was the Italian

alphabet, for want of a more concise character. To
add to his difficulties, his chief opportunities for

writing were derived from the chance intervals that

occurred in the management of his imruly flock.

Armed with a few sheets of paper, stitched together,

in his pocket, and a phial, instead of an ink-horn,

dangling from his button-hole, he used to sally

to the hill-side with his sheep; and as soon as a

season for writing occurred, he stripped off coat and
waistcoat, like one preparing for a desperate deed,

and squared his elbows for the feat. In this way
his earliest poems were committed to paper. One
advantage of this slow and toilsome process was that

it afforded sufficient time for reflection and correction;

so that his MS., however uncouth, was not defiled

with those many erasures and alterations that so

sorely trouble the author, as well as perplex the

printers. The word once down was as immutable
as the laws of the Medes and Persians. The habit

thus established was of immense service to Hogg
when he acquired greater facility in penmanshiji,

and to this perhaps we may attril)ute the ready
accuracy he afterwards acquired, both in prose and
verse, and the numerous productions which he was
enabled to give to the world in the midst of his other

avocations.

It was now full time that Hogg should have higher
models than Ettrick ballads, and better judges than
the rude peasantry of the district. Accordingly,

after he had harped and preluded for a twelvemonth,
he was so fortunate as to hear of Robert Burns, who
had died only a year before. His informant was a

"half-daft man," who recited to him the whole of

Tain O'Shaiitc)-, antl told him that its author was
the sweetest poet that ever was bttrn; that he was
now dead, and had left a place that would never be
filled. Hogg, who was so delighted with Tain
OShaiitcr that he quickly learned every line by
heart, had now full proof that there was still higher
poetry than his own, and a belter poet than himself";

and his whole enthusiasm thenceforth was to become
the rival, or at least the worthy successor, of Roliert
Purns. And why not? I'or had he not been born,
of all days in tlu year, upon the 25th of January,
the very birthday of Robert Purns? And" was he
not, in a great measure, an uneducated and self-

taught man, even as P>urns wa^? And, mf)re<)vcr,

was not his own occu]->ation of herding sheep everv
whit as piictical as foli<Twing the plov.gh, if nut e\en
more so? All this was su^h jiroof demonstrative,

that he never afterwards seems to have lost sight of

the hope that the Kttrick Shepherd would at last

become as famed as the Ayrshire Ploughman. In

other individuals such soaring ambition is not only

kept a secret from the world, hut as much as possible

from their own hearts also; but with James Hogg
there never was such concealment. He uttered

what he felt, so that those who loved were often

compelled to laugh at him, and reckon him not

only the sim])lest of poets, but the most vainglorious

of poetical simpletons. For this, however, he cared

very little, while he felt within himself that new-born
ardent enthusiasm which, he judged, would cany
him far, even though it should fall short of the

mark. And in this he was right; for if he did not
become wholly a I'urns, he still distanced others as

far as he was himself distanced by his prototype.

The first publication of Hogg was a song and no-

thing more—but it was such a song as the best of

our poets would not have been ashamed of Such
was the general suffrage, by the high popularity

which this patriotic lay, called Donald M Donald,
attained, and continued to hold for years. It ap-

j)eared in 1800, in consequence of Napoleon's threat-

ened invasion; and, while it denounced all manner
of calamity and disaster upon the intnider—which,

luckily, were not brought to the test— it kindled,

wherever it was sung, such an ardent spirit of patriot-

ism as Alca'us himself would have longed to second.

In the following year he made a still more intrepid

plunge into authorship. Having come to Edinburgh
with a flock of sheep for sale, and being encumbered
with several days of interval, he resolved to spend

the time in writing out such of his com]iositions as

he could most readily remember, and publishing them
in the form of a poetical j^amjihlet. He transcribed

them accordingly, ])laced them in the hands of a

publisher, and then retired to the Forest; where his

production afterwards followed him, unrevised and
uncorrected, with not a few blunders gratuitously

added by the printer. This was but a sorry com-
mencement; and like many poets after their first

work a]")pears, his lucubrations seemed in his own
eyes so inferior in the form of a published book, that

he wished them cancelled and annihilated. Put the

]iress had clutched them, and their recall was too

late.

Soon after this commencement, Hogg, impatient

of the narrow circumstances within which he was
hampered, and conscious that he was fitted for some-
thing better, resolved to amend his fortunes by
migrating either to the Highlands or the Hcbri<les,

and finding occupation as the superintendent of an

extensive sheep-farm. Put, stroiigly reconnneniicd

though he was, esjiecially by Sir \\'alter (then Mr.)

.•^cott, Mho had thus early recognized a kindred

genius in the Shepherd, the attenqit was un-ucce>s-

ful; and poor Hogg, on returning home, lo>t all tlie

money he still po>sessed, and that, ton, in the -hort

space of a week. Something was needful t(* be done

immediately; and in this -trait l;e was advi>ed, by

his steadfast friend Sir Waller Scutt, to I'uhli-h a

volume of poetr\-. The niaier;a!> v.ere alreruiy at

hand; for Hogg.' flissati-fied witli tlie imitatinr.s nf

the ancient ballads wliicii Scott liad pul)li>hed in the

Minstrdsv of tiu- Scoltish Fordcr, had made seveial

attempts of the same kind himself, which were highly

estimated. It is worthy of remark. 1\\- the way, tliat

the three great p^ets of Scotland- Scott, Hogg, and

Allan Cunningliaiii—commenced their jioetical career

not upon the rellnenient- of the modem school, but

the rough spirit->tirriiig >ongs of >hepherds and moss-

tniopers. I Iogg"s collection was soon in readine>s;

and on reaching: Edinburgh Scott introduced him to
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Constable, by whom the volume was published,

under the title of the Mountain Bard. By this

work, which, notwithstanding the roughness of a still

uncultivated mind, possessed indications of great ori-

ginality and poetical merit, and by a prose work
which he produced about the same period, being an

Essay on S/uv/', Hogg cleared the sum of ;i^300.

It was at this time, and, we believe, during this

visit to Edinburgh in search of a publisher, that

Scott, who admired the genius of Hogg, and was
amused with his rough-spun simplicity, invited him
to dinner in Castle Street, where a party, admirers

of the Mountain Bard, were assembled to meet with

its most singular author. Hogg arrived, but in the

dusty shepherd costume in which he had attended

the cattle-market, and with hands embrowned with

the processes of recent sheep-smearing. In this state

he entered the drawing-room:

—

" Gentles, methinks you frown :

And wherefore gaze this goodly comp.iny:
As if they saw some wondrous monument,
.Some comet, or unusual prodigy?"

Eat Hogg does not appear to have disturbed himself

with tlieir astonishment: he had made up his mind
to be a finished courtier by imitating the lady of the

house. Mrs. Scott, who was in a delicate state of

health, was reclining upon a sofa; upon which Hogg,
fiiithful to his fair exemplar, threw himself in the

same attitude upon a sofa opposite, to the great dismay
of the lady, who saw her fine chintz crushed and
soiled beneath its unwonted burden. During the

dinner he delighted the company by his pitliy and
original conversation, his Doric breadth of dialect,

his stories and songs, which were all produced as

from a long-imprisoned fountain. But as the con-

versation warmed and the wine circulated, he became
less and less mindful of the pattern of manners he

had adopted, and more completely at every step the

unsophisticated boon companion of Ettrick Forest;

and after addressing his liost successively as "Mr.
Scott," "Sherra," "Scott," "Walter," and "Wattie,"

he wound up the climax at supper, by hailing Mrs.

Scott with the familiar title of "Charlotte."

The Ettrick Shepherd, as we have already seen,

h.ad now made considerable advance in his resem-

blance to Robert Burns. When his hour was at the

darkest he had published a volume of poetry that

raised him at once from poverty to com]iarative

wealth. He had estal)lished for himself a ])octical

reputation, and obtained an entry into the literary

society of the capital. But, unfortunately, the parallel

was not to end here, fjr, like Bums, he was to lose

the fortune which his genius had created almost as

rapidly as it had been won. Master of the enormous
sumof ^'30.0, 1 logg seems to have thou^^Iit that it could

accomplish everything; and accordingly he rushed
h.-adlong into agricultural s;>eculatio:is, to more than

tentime> theamount, and soon found himself ])enniless

and ia debt. After .struggling, or ratlu-r floundering

0:1, impeded at every slej) by the new character he had
a -'luired, of a man that could win but not keep—

a

c'.iaracter most unfavc)urable in the eyes of his coiin-

t/ynien—Hogg cast about for other occupation. l!ut

li> choice was more ])oetical than ]:)rudent: he wished
to obtain a commission in a militia regiment. 'I'liis

v,as about the year 1808, when our captains of militia

v.- jre menaced with something more serious than
the annoyances of pipe-clay and parades; f^ran inva-

s; )n was imminent, and it was thought that Hogg,
although a poet and admirable writer of war-songs,
was more likely, in a chatge of bayonets, to play the

part of a Horace than a Tyrtajus. .Such, at least,

was the su^i-icion of Sir Walter .Scott, a gofid judge
in such matters, who^c influence Hogg solicited in

this affair, but who endeavoured to dissuade his

friend by representing the smallness of pay attached

to a militia ensign's commission. Disai^pointcd in

tliis, his next ambition was a place in the excise; but
although in this case Scott exerted himself with all

his influence, the Ettrick Shepherd soon found that

he had as little chance of becoming an exciseman as

a soldier. It was perhaps as well for him that this

further assimilation to Burns was not accomplished.

Thus frustrated in all his efforts, Hogg now re-

solved to embrace authorship as a profession. It

was his last resource, for nothing remained to him
but his pen, and he had already tried its efficacy.

Full of this purpose, he threw his plaid over his

shoulders, turned his back on Ettrick Forest, and
entered Edinburgh as if he had dropped from the

clouds. Prudence, experience, tact, a graceful con-

ciliatory manner, and money-making money-saving
habits—in each and all of these, indeed, he was
wofully wanting; all that he brought to the tug of

life, which was now to begin in earnest, was high

enthusiastic genius and indomitable perseverance.

He was now at the age of thirty-eight, and therefore

too old to study the graces, or unlearn the habits of

his former life. His first applioation was to journal-

ists, publishers, editors of magazines, and l)ooksellers;

but after going the round in quest of literary occupa-

tion, he found himself rebuffed at every point. At
last he resolved to try a volume of poetry; but so

much had he discontinued for years the practice of

verse-making, that he was obliged to draw for mate-

rials upon his early compositions. The result was
the Forest Minstrel, a collection of songs, of which
two-thirds were his own; but as they were almost

wholly the crude productions of his early days, they

actpiired little popularity, and brought him no profit

—if we are to except the kindness of the Countess of

Dalkeith, to whom they were dedicated, who sent

him a jiresent of one hundred giiincas through the

hands of .Sir Walter Scott, and afterwards befriended

him still more substantially when she became Duchess
of Buccleugh. Chagrined at the bad success of his

Forest Minstrel, he resolved to abandon publishers

as the enemies of all genius, and turn to the printers;

but these he found as stiffnecked as the former class,

for they would not print his lucubrations without the

name of a bookseller as publisher on the title-page.

His proposal also was little calculated to win them,

for it was to publish a \veekly newspaper called the

Spy, devoted to belles-lettres, morals, and criticism.

•Such a journal, and by such a man I—the whole trade

cried out against it. At length, in his researches,

he stumbled upon an obscure bookseller who under-

took the office of printing and publishing, and the

S/>y in due time came forth; but its language by

the third or fourth number waxed so unruly and
indecorous, that many of the subscribers sent in their

resignation. But Hogg, who was stiffly confident in

his own good intentions, and unable to com]uehcnd
what he reckoned their unreasonable fastidiousness,

])er^isted in his deliii'iueiicy, until he managed to

drive all the subscribers out of the field, ancl bring

the .Spy to an untimeous end before it had lived and
fretted for a short twelvemonth.
Hogg hacl now ])lunged into the unfallu^ined sea

of authorshi]!, and foimd that he must sink or swim
as tlie case might be. He still felt his deficiency for

a literary life, and laboured earnestly to amend it;

but as he wa,^ too old for a '-egular training ali initio,

he encleavoured to attain his end by a short cut, and
f )r this ]iurpose attended a forum, or debating society,

that had been set up by a few aspiring young men in

Ivlinburgli, who ojiened their meetings to the jmblic

at the rale of sixpence a-hcad as the price of admis-
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sion. Here the Shepherd, who entered with his

wonted ardour into the work, became a frecjuent

speaker; and his stran<^e medley of broad Scotch and
lioniely quaint phraseology, combined with the ricli

original ideas that Hashed from him at every move-
ment, made him a wondrous favourite with his audi-

tors, who laughed, wondered at, and admired this

most singular orator all in one breath. He ever

afterwards retained a grateful recollection of the

benefits he derived from this kind of schooling, and
declared that without these weekly lessons he never

could have succeeded as he did. As this was only

preliminary to something better, he now set himself

in good earnest to produce a work that should surpass

all he had yet written, and give him a jilace among
the poets of the day— an aim that was not a little

strengthened by the success of Scott and Byron, whom
he secretly hoped to rival. As on former occasions,

he had lying beside him sundry ballads and tales, the

composition of his former days, which he was unwill-

ing to lose; and in the plan of his new production

these were to be interwoven with new materials into

the form of a consecutive story. A few months of

application sufficed to complete the work, and the

result was the Qin-v/i's Wake. To find a publisher

was now his task. He repaired to head-quarters at

once, by applying to Mr. Constable; but " the Crafty,"

who no doubt was inundated with similar a]:iplica-

tions, and was too wise to buy a pig in a poke, re-

fused to have anything to do in the affair until he
had seen the manuscrij^t. This reasonable request

the poet refused, witli "What skill have you about
the merits of a book?" "It may be so, Hogg," re-

plied the Jupiter Tonans of Scottish publishers, "but
I know as well how to sell a book as any man, whicli

should be some concern of yours, and I know how
to buy one too." Another publislicr was ultimately

found, and in the spring of 1813 the (O.-zcV/zV ll'a/:e

appeared.

Of this beautiful poem, universally known and ad-

mired as it has been and still continues to be, nothing
can now be said, whether in criticism or lai'dation,

that has not already been said a hundred times over.

It has appropriately taken its permanent place in

British poetry, where it promises to be as highly

valued, and to last as long, as anything that has been
produced by Campbell, Scott, or Byron. On its ap-

pearance the whole reading public were struck with
astonishment. That tales so striking, that pictures

so fidl of ethereal beauty and grandeur, and a versifi-

cation so graceful and musical, should have been the

produce of an uneducatetl shejiherd I— it was one of

those literary phenomena which occur only at rare

intervals, for the perplexity of criticism, and the sub-

version of its authority and rule. By what strange

power or chance had such a man been able to de-

scribe the fairy queen and her glittering train riding

along to the music of their own silver bells; or tlie

unearthly voyages and revels of the witch of Fife; or

that vast pillared temple of nature, Staffa, amidst the
deep eternal anthem of its waves; or the phantom-
seer Columba, bewailing the iniquities of his once
hallowed isle, and dooming its sinful al)bot and
monks to the ruin they had merited ! But above all

these, the tale of "Kilmeny" bore the pre-eminence;
for in it the poet's excellences were concentrated,
whether in the wild and wonderful of conception or
beauty of execution; while the music of the language
arrested the ear, as did the rich compositions of Weber
when his Dcr I-\c:scht'ilz and OluToii first broke upon
the pul)lic.

By the publication of the Queen's Wake its author
was recognized not only as a veritable jinet, but one
of ir.e highest order; and as it went ihr.jv.gh five C-Ii-

tions in a short time, it tended greatly to relieve his

straitened circumstances. At this time also he was
in the practice of contributing articles to the Scottish

Rri'ieio, a quarterly periodical of some literary repu-

tation; and on the appearance of the Isle of Palms,
by John Wilson, then little known to lame, Hogg,
who was delighted with the striking incidents and
rich imagery of the jwem, wrote a eulogistic criticism,

which was published in the Rexie-iV. But amidst so

much warm-hearted commendation which he d(jled

out, it was necessary to find fault somewhere; and,

accordingly, he fastened upon the incident of t!ie

hero and heroine having been sent in an o])en boat

over some hundred leagues of ocean, without the

slightest mention of any victualling for such a voyage.

Had Hogg but read a romance or two of the chival-

rous ages, he would have known how easily peoj.le

can live without food, as well as be hacked to pieces

without dying. He was impatient to come into eon-

tact with the talented author of the poem, and as no
one was at hand to introduce him, he introduced

himself On this occasion he f[uoted once more
what he thought the cr\ing grievance of the Isle of
Palms, with "Ye ken that it was arrant nonsense to

set a man and wife awa sailing ower the sea wi' nr.e-

thing to fill their stamach but the cauld wind. Vcu
should most certainly ha'e put some o' provisions in

the boat." "O, sir," replied the future Christojiher

North, with a look of great gravity, while inwardly

the cockles of his heart were dancing with laughter,

"they were on the water only a single night; and,

moreover, let me tell you, filling the belly is scarcely

one of the poetical occupations. \o\x know, sir,

they may have had bread and cheese in their pockets

without my taking the trouble of mentioning that in

the poem!" This was perfectly sati.^factory to his

unsophisticated hearer, who replied, "Faith, I dare

say you're right after a': iiut, do you ken, th.e thir.g

never struck me, man?"
Before proceeding with the literary labours of

James Hogg, it may be as well to notice an incident

characteristic of so singular a man, in which he en-

deavoured to re-establish himself in life as a farmer

—the department for which he thought himself best

fitted. For this, as in most of his other attem]);s,

patronage was necessary; and he bethought himself

of the Duchess of Buccleuch, whose kindness and
condescension he had more than once experienced

already. Having screwed up his courage to the point

of retiuesting, he made his application to her grace

in the following strange epistle:

—

" To her Grace the Duchess of Puceleuch, Dclkeilh

Palace. For-ii-arded by Messrs. Grieie and Sec'!,

Halters, Edinburgh.
"^Iav it Please your Grace,— I liave often

grieved you by my applications for this and thnt.

I am sensible of this, for I have had many instances

of your wishes to be of service to me, could you have
known what to do for that purp(>.-e. lUit there are

some eccentric characters in the world, of wluim r.o

person can judge or know what will prove benelicial,

or what may prove their bane. I lia\e again ai;d

again receivetl of your grace's jMivate bnunl}', ar.d

though it made me love and re>pect you the more,

I was nevertheless grieved at it. It was never your

grace's money that I wanted, InU the honour of }C'i-r

countenance; indeed, my heart could never yield to

the hope of being ]iatri mi/ed liy any limine save tl.at

of Buccleuch. whom I deemed liound to cher!>h

everv plant tiiat indicated anytliing out (jf the conur.-.:i

way on the brae.'- of F.;triel< and Yarrow.

"I know you will be tb.ir.kini: that thi^ lorg \ ;c-

I.i;ie is to eni.l w iili a re';ue..t. X.-, tna'.lani 1 I b.ave
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taken the resolution of never making another request.

I will, however, tell you a story, which is, I believe,

founded on a fact:

—

"There is a small farm at the head of a water
called . . . possessetl by a mean fellow named
... A third of it has been taken off, and laid into

another farm; the remainder is as yet unappropriated.

Now, there is a certain poor bard, who has two old

parents, each of them upwards of eighty-four years

of age, and that bard has no house nor home to shelter

these poor parents in, or cheer the evening of their

lives. A single line from a certain very great and very

beautiful lady, to a certain Mr. Riddle,' would in-

sure that small pendicle to the bard at once. But
she will grant no such thing ! I appeal to your
grace if she is not a very bad lady that? I am your
grace's ever obliged and grateful,

"James Hogg,
"The Ettrick Shepherd."

"Ettrick Bank, March 17, 1814."

This curious application, which the duchess re-

ceived only a few months before her death, remained
tinanswered—not from remissness, however, but the

fear of "seeing herself in print," should she vouch-
safe a reply. She sent the letter to Sir Walter Scott,

requesting him to inform his poetical friend of the

duke's unwillingness to displace a tenant, and assure

him withal of her wish to serve him whenever a suit-

able opportunity occurred. On Scott's first visit to

the duke after the death of the duchess, the case of

Hogg was introduced, and his grace feelingly said,

"I must now consider this poor man's case as her
legacy." The ultimate result of this resolution was
the establishment of Hogg, three years afterwards,

in a snug farm on Altrive Lake, at a merely nominal
rent, where he might have every opportunity of

securing comfort and independence.

In the meantime, however, it was necessary for

Hogg to bestir himself to keep poverty both from
hearth and door. Notwithstanding the fame of the

Qucciis Wake, its publication \vas attended with so

many mischances, that the profits were inadequate

and at wide intervals. Besides, it must be remem-
bered that money, which can make to itself \\ings

even in the custody of the prudent, has its chances
of escape multijilied fifty-fold when in the keeping
of a poet, and such a poet as the Ettrick Shepherd,
whose knowledge of man and life was anything but
practical. In 1815 his Pilgrims of the Sun appeared.
But, notwithstanding its many powerful descriptions

and poetical passages, the receyition which the pub-
lic gave to the work betokened disappointment: their

hopes had been raised so high l)y the ]Vake, that

anything short of it had little cliance of success. In
America, however, it had a better reception, where
the sale of 10,000 copies extended tlie author's re-

jiutation, but without liettering his finances. A
rebuff like this would have deterred most authors;
but Hogg had such an implicit faith in his own genius,

that he l^elieved himself to be right in his estimate
of the poem, and the whole literary world in the

wrong, and that the publishers were in a consjiiracy

t'j arrest the progress of the Pilgrims. This was
soon after followed hy Mador of tlie Moor, a jioem
in the .Spenserian stanza, and which he reckoned his

masterpiece of versification. But here again the

world outvoted him, for Afador of titc Moor was
reckoned inferior even to its predecessor— a judg-
ment wliich has never as yet been reversed.

"My next literary adventure," says Hogg in one

Tin, u-a:. Majur Ki Kc'.l, chainbcrl.iin ty the Duke of \\\.

of his autobiographies, "was the most extravagant
of any. I took it into my head that I would collect

a poem from every living author in Britain, and pub-
lish them in a neat and elegant volume, by which
I calculated I might make my fortune." It was easy
to ask, but to obtain such a favour was the difficulty;

for the best poets refused a contribution of any kind,
while those of a second or third rate, who complied,
sent what was little better than the dregs of their

ink-horns. Of these refusals, that of Sir Walter Scott
especially incensed him; and in an angry letter which
he wrote to the great minstrel on the occasion, he
changed the prefatory "dear sir" into "damned sir,"

and ended with "yours with disgust, &c." A quar-
rel of some weeks' standing was the consequence
between the reckless, hot-headed, but warm-hearted
Shepherd, and equally warm-hearted but wiser friend

and patron. At length, finding that he could not
obtain materials, or at least such as were fitted for

his purpose, Hogg resolved to create them. With
great glee he accordingly set to work to produce such
an imitation of each distinguished poet as might be
mistaken for an original, and frolicked through this

arduous task as if it had been capital fun. The
whole series of imitations, except a very small pro-

portion, was written in three weeks; and when com-
pleted, the volume was published under the title of

The Poetic Mirror, or Living Bards of Britain. It

was so successful that the first edition was sold in

six weeks. Still, it must be owned, that it never

attained the same universal popularity as the Rejected

Addresses, notwithstanding its superior poetical merit

to the latter production. The imitation was, in most
cases, too exaggerated to pass current, so that the

public lost the luxury of being cheated. Of this he
was himself partly conscious, and says, "I was led

to think that, had the imitations of Wordsworth been
less a caricature, the work might have passed, for a

season at least, as the genuine productions of the

authors themselves whose names were prefixed to the

several poems."
In the year after the appearance of the Poetic

Mirror, Hogg ])ublished two volumes under the title

of Dramatic Tales. Among his poetical aspirations

had been that of producing something for the stage;

but, in common with most candidates for such honour,
he had been repelled by the difficulties of access to

the green-room, so that "'sdeath I'll print it!" the

only alternative of a disappointed dramatic poet, was
ado]ited by the Shepherd. But the drama was not

his forte, notwithstanding his own opinion to the

contrary; and the cold reception of his plays by the

reading public so incensed him, that, with the ex-

ception of an occasional idle song to beguile a leisure

hour, he resolved to write poetry no more. .Still,

write he must, for his necessities required it, and
therefore he turned to prose. Tike Sir Walter Scott,

he would become a novblist, and ])erhaps succeed as

well as Sir Walter had done. He accordingly pro-

duced llie Bro70uie ofBodshcck and other Tales, which
was published in two volumes. Unfortunately for

the "Brownie," the ground wliich it entered was so

fully occui)ied by Old Mortality, that there was little

chance of its obtaining fair play, even had its merits

been greater than they were ; and although it advo-
cated the cause of the aspersed Covenanters, it was
regarded after all as a humble and unsuccessful imi-

tation of the Great Cnkno'ion, who was then in the

ascendency. Hogg, in his own vindication, has told

us that the Protonie of Bods/vek v,-as\\riUcn consider-

ably jirior to the ]nibIication of Old Mortality, and
might have a])])carcd a year before the latter but for

the (ibstiiincy of the publisher, whose taste it did not

hapjjcn to buit.
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The next attempt of IIoq;fj was to collect the yaco-

bite Kclks ofScotland for publication, a measure which
had been proposed to the Highland Society of Lon-
don by its noble chairman the Duke of Sussex.

Of his quest on this new track Sir Walter Scott thus

writes in one of his letters: "Hogg is here, busy
with his Jacobite songs. I wish he may get hand-
somely through, for he is proft)un(lly ignorant of

history, and it is an awkward thing to reail in order

that you may write. I give him all the help I can,

but he sometimes poses me. For instance, he came
yesterday, open mouth, inquiring what great dignified

clergyman had distinguished himself at Killiecrankie

—not exactly the scene where one would have ex-

pected a churchman to shine—and I found with some
difficulty that he had mistaken Major-general Canon,
called, in Kennedy's Latin song, Caiiotiicus Gallo-

vidiaisis, for the canon of a cathedral." This was
ridiculous enough; but we suspect there are hundreds
in Scotland who have passed through the high-

school, and, it may be, the college to boot, who
would have fallen into the same mistake. This
ignorance of Latin and history was not the only

difficulty that Hogg encountered, for he found the

Highland peasantry themselves very jealous about
giving up their old tokens of Jacobitism to a stran-

ger, fearing that they might be manufactured into

a matter of high-treason. But he persevered stoutly

in his task ; and the fust volume of the work was
brought out in 1S19, and the second in 1S21. To
his industry as a collector was also added his own
native poetical talent, for some of the best songs
were his own composition ; and nothing delighted

him so much as the mistake of the Edinhufiili Re-
-iew, when, in its sweeping condemnation of these

jacoiute Relics, it made a most favourable exception

in behalf of Donald M'Gillavry—the produce of his

own pen. Hogg, who was wont to praise or blame
himself as unscrupulously and frankly as if he had
been speaking of some neutral person, regarded the

completion of this work with no little complacency,
and has said of it in one of his autobiographies, "I
am sure I produced two volumes of yacobitc Relics,

such as no man in Scotland or England could have
))roduced but myself." Between the inter\'al of the

first and second volume of the Relics, he pul^lished,

in 1820, his Winter Evening Tales, the greater part

of which he had written in early life, when he was a

shepherd among the mountains. These tales, though
written under such circumstances, are among the

bast of his prose productions; and none who read
them can fail to be struck with the life-like reality

and air of truthfulness with which they are pervaded.
Let the event narrated l)e however al:>surd or imj^os-

sible, the reader is compelled to swallow it; for while
tiie author writes as if he were deponing upon oath,

and descends to the minutest circumstantiality, he
goes onward with such earnestness as leaves little

room for doubt or disputation.

We have already mentioned the singular manner
in which Hogg obtained his little farm at Altrive,

upon a merely nominal rent, which, by the way, \\as

never exacted. One would have thought that here,

even in spite of the precariousness of authorship, he
would have been able to seat himself in comfort
under his own vine and fig-tree. But he soon showed
that while he had too little pnidence to be a money-
making poet, he had too much genius to be a plod-
ding successful fanner. He removed to his farm in

1S17, and after building ujfon it a handsome cottage,

lie took to himself a jiartner of his home and his

cares in iS^O, when lie had reached tlie ripe age of

forty-eight. .After his ii-<arriage, finding tlie farm
of .\ltri\e Lake too ainall fur his \\ants.or ambition,

he took on lease the larger adjoining one of Mount
Benger; but although the profits of his past literary

labours enabled him to expend ;^ICkdo in stocking

it, he soon found that this was not half enough. He
therefore encountered such difficulties at the outset

as obliged him to renew his literary labours, and
continue his dei^endence upon [)uljlishers. Com-
mencing now the trade of novelist in good earnest,

he wrote, on the spur of the moment, the Three
Perils of Man, viz. War, Women, and Witchcraft,

a strange medley of extravagant incident and beauti-

ful description; and soon after a similar work in three

volumes, entitled the Three Perils of Women. Be-
fore these works were published, the coronation of
George IV. occurred, and -Sir Walter .Scott, tiiink-

ing that a memorial of this august siiectacle from the
pen of the Ettrick Shejjherd would be a rich origi-

nality, and might produce him a golden requital,

solicited and obtained a place for Hogg, as well as

himself, in the Hall and Abbey of Westminster, to

witness the coronation. With this permission was
coupled an invitation from Lord .Sidmouth to dir.e

with him after the solemnity, when the two poets
would meet the Duke of York and a few other Jaco-
bites. Here was an opportunity of j^rincely patron-

age such as few peasant- jioets have enjoyed; ar.d

Scott accordingly announced the affair to Hogg,
requesting him to join him at Edinburgh, and set

off with him to the great metropolis. ]jut poor
Hogg I—he wrote "with the tear in his eye," as he
declared, to say that his taking such a journey was
impossible— and why? because the great yearly

Border fair, held in .St. BoswelFs Green, in Rox-
burghshire, happened at the same period, and he
could not absent himself from the meeting I In the

following year (1822) the king's visit to Edinburgh
occurred; and Hogg, either infected \\ ith the national

epidemic, or to vindicate his loyalty, that had slum-
bered so strangely at the time of the coronation,

produced a poetical welcome to the memorable
advent, entitled I'he Royal fid'Hce, a Scottish J/as(/ne.

As such courtly masques are but forced productions

at the best, that of the .Shepherd was scarcely better

than the best laureate lays, if ^\•e except a few genuine
poetical touches here and there, such as royal favour

can seldom purchase. Lt speaking of this effusion,

the .Shepherd naively adds, "I got no money for it

;

but I got what I held in higher estimation— biis

majesty's thanks for this and my other loyal ar.d

national songs. The note i.s written by Sir Robert
Peel, in his majesty's name, and I have preserved it

as a relic."

After this Hogg continued for several years to write

in prose and verse for the periodicals, "sometimes
receiving liberal payment," he tells us, "and some-

times none, just as the etUtor or proprietor felt dis-

posed." But the periodical to which he chielly

adhered, and of wh.ich he had been one of the ori-

ginal founders, was Blackwood's Magazine. And
who that has read the Xoctcs .Imhvsiaiue can fail to

recollect the full portrait of the .^hcj'herd given there

as he dressed and looked, as he thought, spcjke, ar.d

acted; even as he ate, drank, and slept? Over-

charged the picture certainly was. ai.d of this he'

vehemently complained ; but still, huw few have sat

to such a linmer, and liave recei\ed .-uch justice,

where justice was most ix-iuired? Stili more reasim-

al)ly he conij)!ained of the many sentiments attributed

to him which he never conceived, as well as the

tales anel suiigs w hich he had never composed, al-

though they Mere given as his nwn in these widely-

admired .\'i <•/;.-. He n<iw collected his own veritable

jirose cuntr'.liv.tion^ U< J^.'.:r'::^\\\t\ and published them
in two voluir.es, uiuler the title of the S/ufhaa's
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Calendar— a work more vigorously written, and
which attained a higher popularity, than any of his

former prose productions.

Hut, in the meantime, what had become of the

Ettrick Slieplierd's farming? The reader may v ell

conclude that all this authorship was either cause or

effect—that it either brought his farm to nought, or

was the tlesperate resource of utter failure in all his

agricultural en leavours. Both conjectures are but

too correct. His extensive connection with the liter-

ary society of Edinburgh, and the taste he had ac-

quired for popular laudation, made the occupations

of a farmer a perfect weariness to his heart, so that

he was more frequently to be found among the in-

tellectual throng of the metropolis than with the

ploughmen and shepherds of Mount Benger. Nor
was it better when he betook himself to his rural

home ; for every idle tourist, every lion-hunter,

every wandering poet, every effete or embryo scrib-

bler, must needs make a pilgrimage to the wonder-
ful poet of Altrive Lake; and Hogg, whose heart

overflowed with hospitality, entertained them at his

board, and not only squandered upon ihem his hard-

won resources, but, what was more valual>le, his time

also. It is not wonderful, therefore, that when his

lease of Mount Benger had expired, he found himself,

at the age of sixty, not a sixpence richer than when
he began the world. One resource was still in pro-

spect. It Avas now the fashion to bring out the well-

established works of our popular authors in reprints

of monthly volumes, by which plan the gleaning was
often more abundant than the original harvest; and
Hogg resolved to avail himself, like others, of such
a [Momising opportunity. For this purpose he
entered into negotiation with a London publisher to

bring out a selection of his prose productions in

volumes every two months, under the title of Altrive

Talcs ; and, to perfect the engagement, he resolved to

repair in person to the metropolis. This he ditl on
the l--t of January, 1S32, when, for the first and last

time in his life, he who had appeared to the English
admirers of llie Qmcits //(/Zvas a poetical myth, and
not an uneducated siiepherd of real tlcsh and blood,

presented himself, in all his rustic simplicity and
reality, to the wondering coteries of London. It is

needless to add how he was welcomed and feted.

He was not only a lion, but such a lion as the whole
kingd<jm of Cockaigne had never been [privileged to

witness ; and they could not sufficiently admire the

whole man, combining, as he did, such warmth of
heart and richness of thought, with such genuine un-
varnished simplicity of speech, ajjj^earance, and bear-
ing. He was a real shepherd after all—and he was
Ihe Shepherd. But in spite of all tliis flattery and
welcome with which he was received l)y wonder-
loving London during a three months' stay, his ill

luck, which abode wilii him to the last, made his

coming a mere holiday visit, and nothing in(jre. As
soon a> the first volume of the Altrhc Talcs aiipeared
the publi>!ier failed, and the work was stopped, so

that, with holies utterly blighted in a matter upon
which he had placed so much reliance, he fell back
ujion the jfrecarious res(nirce of magazine writing.

Two year, after he published a volume of lay ser-

mons, or rather essays, which issued from a Londun
jire^s, but brought him slender remunerntion. A
third attempt, v.hich he made the following year

(1835), was the publication of the Montrose Talcs,

in tiiree volumes. Tiiis was also published by the

same luckless bookseller in whose hands the Allrhe
Tales had become banknipt ; but a fresh ins(jlvency,

only eight mcjnths after the new work had ajipeared,

sent the author's hoi)es of ]:>rofil to the winds. Cer-
taiiily none but a genuine child of nature to the la^t

—one holding to the very end of his days the confid-
ing faith of infancy and the unexperienced simplicity

of boyhood, in spite of all that had come and gone
—could have so failed, and failed continually! But
such was Hogg; and if before a bargain he neither
doubted nor suspected, so, after its failure, he neither
desponded nor despaired. He was always elate

with cheerfulness and hope, and ready for new ad-
venture.

But the most elastic bow, however enduring, must
finally yield ; and Hogg, who had now reached his

sixty-fourth year, and enjoyed such a state of robust
health, activity, and vigour as falls to the lot of few
poets, combined with a constitutional cheerfulness

of temperament, such as the most fortunate might
have envied, was to close his eventful career. Much
as he had written, the wonder had continued to the
last that one so educated and circumstanced could
write so well. His closing days, which at first gave
no premonition of their result, found him emjiloyed
in compiling a small volume of sacred poetiy, while
his walks in the moors, amidst the fresh heather-bells
and the bleating of flocks, made him feel as if the
season of decay were still distant. But his com-
plaint, which was an affection of the liver, so rapidly

increased, that, after an illness of four weeks, he died
at his cottage of Altrive Lake, on the Yarrow, on
the 2 1st of November, 1835, leaving a widow and
five children dependent upon the gratitude of a coun-

try whose scenes he has described, and whose worth
he has eulogized so eloquently.' His works, of

which we have not enumerated the full amount in

poetry and prose, have since been jniblished at C'das-

gow, entire, in eleven volumes, and subsequently in

two large volumes of double-columned royal octavo.

In 1S60 a public monument was erected to his me-
mory on a picturesque spot midway between the

Loch of the Lowes and St. Mary's Loch, where the

figure of the poet is represented as sealed upon an
oak i-oot, with his faithful dog Hector couched nt

his feet. Thus passed away a man whose name will

continue to be coeval with that of Ettrick or tlie

Yarrow, and whom Scotland at large, as long as

she cherishes the remembrance of her past natioi.al

genius, will never willingly foi'get.

HOLYBUSH, Jon.N, a celebrated mathematician
and astronomer, better known by the Latin terms
De Sacrobosco, or De Sacrobusto, occasionally also re-

ceiving the vernacular appellations of Holywood and
Hallifax, and by one writer barbarously named
Saccrbuschiiis. The period when this eminent man
flourished is not known with anything approaching
even to the usual certainty in such cases, and it is

matter of doubt whether he existed in the 13th or

14th century. Nor is his birthplace less dubious;

as in many other instances during the same j)eriod,

h'.ngland, .Scotland, and Ireland have contended f>r

the honour—the two former with almost equal sv.c-

cess, the last with ajiparently no more claim than

the absence o{ certain evidence of his belonging to

any other jiarticular nation. \\'hcn a man has ac-

quired a fame apart from his own country, and in

any p.ursuit not ])articularly characteristic of or con-

nected with his native land, the establishment of a

certainty of the exact sjjot of his birth is of little

consequence, and when easily ascertained, the fritt

is only useful for the innqjose of pointing out the

])articular branch of biograjjliy (as that subject is

generally divided) to which the individual belongs,

and thus i)reventiiig omi.-,sion and confusion. Ijiter-

' After a l.ipsi^ i.'f iicnrly twenty years, the widow of the

Lll:icl; bhi-l.i.erd wa^ jJciibiijiieJ l^y gjvcrnn.cut.
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taining such an opinion, we shall just glance at the

arguments adduced by the writers of the two nations

in defence of their respective claims, and not pre-

tending to decide a matter of such obscurity, con-

sider it a sufficient reason why he should be a fit

subject for commemoration in this work, that no
decision can be come to betwixt the claimants. It

will be very clear, where there are doubts as to the

century in which he lived, that he is not mentioned
by any authors who did not exist at least a century

or two later. In an edition of one of his works,

published at Lyons in 1606, it is said, " I'atria fuit

qua; nunc Anglia Insula, olim Albion et Hrettania

appellata." Although the apparent meaning of this

sentence inclines towards an opinion that our author

was an Englishman, the sentence has an aspect of

considerable ignorance of the divisions of Britain,

and confounds the England of later times with the

Albion or Britannia of the Romans, which included

England and Scotland. Leland and Camden vindi-

cate his English birth on the ground that John of

Halifax in \'orkshire forms a translation (though it

must be admitted not a very apt one) of Joannes de

Sacrobosco. On the other hand Dempster scouts

the theory of Leland with considerable indignation,

maintaining that Halifax is a name of late invention,

and that the mathematician derived his designation

from the monastery of Holywood in Xithsdale, an

establishment of sufficient antitpiity to have admitted

him within its walls. M'Kenzie repeats the asser-

tions of Dempster with a few additions, stating that

after having remained for some years in the monas-
tery, he went to Paris, and was admitted a member of

the university there. "Upon the 5th of June, in the

year 1221," Sibbald in his Manuscript History of
Scottish Literature^ asserts, that besides residing in

the monastery of Holywood, he was for some time a

fellow-student of th-> monks in Dryburgh, and like-

wise mentions, what M'Kenzie has not had the can-

dour to allude to, and Dempster has sternly denied,

that he studied the higher branches of philosophy

and mathematics at the university of Oxford. Pre-

suming Holsbush to have been a Scotsman, it is not

imjirobablc that such a circumstance as his having

studied at Oxford might have mduced his continental

commentators to denominate him an Englishman.
M'Kenzie tells us that he entered the university of

Paris "under the syndic of the Scots nation;" for

this he gives us no authority, and we are inclined not

only to doubt the assertion, but even the circum-

stance that at tb.at early j^eriod the .Scottish nation

had a vote in the university of Paris, disconnected

with that of England—at all events, the historians

of literature during that period are not in the habit

of mentioning a Scottish nation or syndic, and in-

stead of the faculty of arts being divided, as M'Kenzie
will have it, "into four nations, France, Scotland.

Picardy, and Normandy, " it is usually mentioned a.i

divided into France, Britain, Picardy, and Nor-
mandy. That Holybush was admitted under a

Scottish syndic was not a circumstance to he omitted

by BuLt;us, from his elaborate and minute Histcry of

the ('iii7'ersity of Paris, where the mathematician i.-.

unequivocally described as having been an Englisli-

man. There cannot be any doubt that IIol)l)u>]i

l.)ecame celebrated at the university for his mathe-
matical labours; that he was constituted professor

of or lecturer on that science; that many of the fir^l

scholars of France came to hi> school for instruction;

and that if he was not the first professor of the

matlicniatics in Paris, he was at 'east the earliest

}')er>on to introduce a desire U.n following that l>ranch

' tfist. Lit, Ccutis S.'ot. MS. Adv. Lib. p. i':4.
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of science. M'Kenzie states that he died in the year

1256, as appears from his tombstone. The author
of the History of the University of Paris, referring

with better means of knowledge to the same tomb-
stone, which he says was to be .seen at the period
when he writes, places the date of his death at the

year 1340. The same well-informed author men-
tions that the high respect paid to his abilities and
integrity prom])ted the university to honour him
with a public funeral, and many demonstrations of
grief. On the tombstone already referred to was en-

graved an astrolabe, surrounded by the following
inscription :

—

'"De Sacrobosco qui computista Joannes,
Tumpora discrevit, jacet hie a tempore raptus.
Tcmpora qui sequeris, meinor esto quod morieri.s;

Si miseres, plora, niLscrans pro me prccor ora."

The most celebrated work of Holywood was a
treatise on the Sphere, discussing in the first part the
form, motion, and surface of the earth; in the second
those of the heavenly bodies, an<l, as was customary
before the more full revival of philosophy, mmgling
his mathematics and astronomy with metaphysics and
magic. Although the discoveries displayed in this

work must be of great importance, it is impossible to

give any account of their extent, as the manu.scripts

of the author seem to have lain donnant till the end
of the 15th or beginning of the i6th centun.-, when
they were repeatedly published, with the comments
and additions of able mathematicians, who mingled
the discoveries of Holybush with those which had
been made since his death. The earliest edition of

this work appears to have been that published at

Padua in 1475, entitled F)-aHcisci Capuani lixpositio

Sphizne yoaniiis a Sacrobosco. In 14S5 appeared
Sphccra cum Theoricis Purbachii et Disputationil'us

Jolianuis Pegiomoiitaiii contra Crevioiicnsiuni Delir-

ainenta in Pianetarujn Theoricas, being a mixture of

the discoveries of Holywood with those of George
Purbach (so called from the name of a town in Ger-

many in which he was born) and Regiomontanus,
whose real name was Muller, two celebrated astrono-

mers and mathematicians of the 15th century. During
the same year there appears to have been published a

Commentary on- Ilolyu-ood hy Cichus Ascolanus. In

1507 appeared an edition for the use of the university

of Paris, ^^•lth a commentary by John Bonatus. In

1547 an edition was published at Antwerp, with

figures very respectably executed, and without the

name of any commentator. Among his other com-
mentators were Morisanus, Clavius, Vinetus, and
many others of high name, whom it were useless here

to enumerate. .Some late authors have said that

Melancthon edited his Computus Pcclcsiasticus ; of

this edition we have not observed a copy in any
lil)rar\- or bibliography, l)ut that great man wrote

a pret'nrce to tlie Sphura, jMx-fixcd to an edition pub-

li-lied at Paris in 1550. Besides these two works,

Ilolybu-h wrote De Al:.;orismo, and J^c Katione Anni.

Dempster also mentions a Pre-ciarnan Juris, wliic'i

either has never existed or is now lost. M "Ken/ie

mentions a treatise /?i- -/A. w.wv/.'. an.d on ]"tc!emys

Astrolabe, fragments of wliich existed in .MS. in the

Bodleian Library. In tlic catalogue of that institu-

tion the former is mentioned, hvx not the latter.

HOME. Sir F.x'I-K.mip, Bart. This eminent

sur:;eon was a dcscciidam of the ancient border

faniilv of thai name, and son of Robert Home, Esq.,

of (iicenlaw Ga-tle. county of I!erwick. by Mary,

(laughter of C'oloncl Hutchinson. Sir I^verard was

boi'ii in i;;*''. His father having been an eminent

and -;-,ccL---lV.! nn-iica! jiractitioner. he emulated the

n^,'' rnal Lxaniile; arid studii.-d iuigerv uniier the'53
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celebrated John Hunter, who was his brother-in-law.

Under such an instructor an ordinary' pupil was cer-

tain to surpass the general average in the knowledge
of his profession; and this was more especially the

case with Everard Home, who possessed talents of

no common kind. Having completed his prepar-

atory studies, he commenced practice as a surgeon

in London, where his success was almost without a

rival for more than forty years. On January 2d,

1813, George IV., while prince-regent, raised him
to the rank of a baronet by patent, and also conferred

on him the appomtment of sergeant-surgeon, an

office which was continued to him by William IV.

Sir Everard was also surgeon to Chelsea Hospital,

and honorary professor of anatomy and surgery to

the Royal College of Surgeons, of which college he
was moreover the president for many years. After

a long and active life in his profession, by which he
won both fortune and honourable distinction, he died

in his apartments at Chelsea College on the 31st of

August, 1832, at the age of seventy-six. In 1792 he
had married Jane, daughter and co-heiress of the

Rev. Dr. Tunstall, by whom he had two sons dnd
four daughters, and ^vas succeeded in his title by his

eldest son. Sir James, who was a captain in the

royal na\'y.

Besides being a distinguished medical practitioner.

Sir Everard Home acquired reputation by his pro-

fessional writings, and was author of the following

^vorks:

—

Practical Obscn'ations on the Treatmeut of
L 'leers on the Legs, considered as a Branch of J\fili-

t.iry Surgery, \~i()l.—Observations on Cancer, 1805.—Practical Observations o/t the Treatment of Stricture

in the Urethra and in the QLsophagiis, 3 vols. 8vo.

—

Peclitres on Coi/tparative Anatomy, in 2 vols. 4to, in

v.-hich are explained the preparations in the Hun-
t:rian collection, illustrated by 171 engravings.

—

Iliinterian Oration, in honour of surgeiy, and in

inemor)' of those practitioners by whose labours it

lias been advanced; delivered in the theatre of the

college, Feb. 14th, 1814. Besides these, he wrote
other surgical works, which were of high repute, and
which greatly aided in the advance of the science to

its present slate of excellence. He also contributed

largely to the Philosophical Transactiotis, and a

variety of ably-written articles to the medical period-

icals of the day.

HOME, Hknry (Lord Kames), a lawyer and
metaphysician, son of George Home of Kames, was
b jrn ai his father's house in the county of Berwick,

in the year 1696. Tiie paternal estate of the family,

which had once been considernljle, was, at the period

••)f the birth of the subject of this memoir, consider-

aljly burdened and rchiced by the extravagance of

liis father, who appears to have jnirsued an easy

hospitalile system of living, unfortunately not com-
]>atiljle with a small income and a large family.

\Vith the means of acquiring a liberal education,

:;ood connections, and the expectation of no per-

manent provision but the fniil of his own labours,

the son was thrown upon the world, and the history

of all ages has taught us, that among indivi'Iuals so

i.ircumstanced science has chosen her brightest nma-
ments, and nations have found their must industrious

and powerful benefactors. In the earlier pari of the

last century, few of the country gentlemen of Scotland

coid'l aff jrd to bestow on their children the exi)ensive

education of an English university, and an intuitive

horror at a contact with the lower ranks freciuently

induced them to reject the more simple system of

education iTovided by the univer!;ities of Scotland.

^^'hethe^ ffim ilii^ ux some fiil.er cans", \-oung Home
was denied a ;)uh;ic education, and received iiislruc-

tions from a private tutor of the name of Wingate, of
whose talents and temper he appears to have retained
no happy recollection.* The classical education
which he received from this man appears to have
been of a very imperfect description, and although
on entering the study of his profession he turned his

attention for some length of time to that branch of
study, he never acquired a knowledge of ancient
languages sufficiently minute to balance his other
varied and extensive acquirements. Mr. Home was
destined by his family to follow the profession of the
law, the branch first assigned him being that of an
agent. He was in consequence apprenticed to a
writer to the signet in the year 1 7 12, and he con-
tinued for several years to perform the usual routine

of drudgery, unpleasant to a cultivated and thinking
mind, but one of the best introductions to the accu-

rate practice of the more formal part of the duties of

the bar. The ample biographer of Home has de-

tailed in very pleasing terms the accident to which
he dates his ambition to pursue a higher branch of
the profession than that to which he was originally

destined. The scene of action is represented as being
the drawing-room of Sir Hew Dalrj-mple, lord-pre-

sident of the Court of Session, where Home, on a

message from his niaster, finds the veteran judge in

the full enjoyment of elegant ease, with his daughter,

a young beauty, performing some favourite tunes on
the har]5sichord. "Happy the man," the sentimen-

tal youth is made to say to himself, "whose old age,

crowned with honour and dignity, can thus repose

itself after the useful labours of the day in the bosom
of his family, amidst all the elegant enjoyments which
affluence, justly earned, can command I such are the

fruits of eminence in the profession of the law I" If

Home ever dated his final choice of a profession from
the occurrence of this incident, certain praises which
the president chose to bestow on his acuteness and
knowledge of Scottish law may have been the part

of the interview which chiefly influenced his deter-

mination.

Having settled the important matter of his future

profession, Mr. Home applied himself to the study

of the laws, not through the lectureship which had
just been established in Edinburgh for that ]5urpose,

but by means of private reading and attendance at

the courts.

He put on the gown of an advocate in the year

1723. From the period when Mr. Home com-
menced his practice at the bar he seems to have for

a time forgot his metaphysics, and turned the \\'hole

of his discriminating and naturally vigorous intellect

to the study ol the law; in 1728 he published the

first of his numerous works, a collection of the Kc-

markable Decisions of the Court of Session, from 1 716

1^^1728, a work purely professional, which from the

S]%cics of technical study being seldom embodied by

' Tytler. in his Life of Kames, mentions an .TMUising sc.-ne

whicli took place betwixt the .scholar and niaster sonic time

after their separation. When Home was at the height of his

celebrity as a barrister, the pedagogue had contrived to an.ass

a Slim of money, which he cautiously secured on land. An,\ious

about the security of his titles, he stalked one morning into

the study of his former pupil, reipiesting an ojiiijion of their

validity. The lawyer having carefully ex.uiiined the several

steps of the investment, assuine<l an aspe<:t of concern, and
hoped Mr. Wingate had not concluded ihe bargain; but .Mr.

Wingate tutit concluded the bargain, and so he had the plea-

sure to li'.te!i to a long summary of objections, wilh which the

technical knowledge of his former pupil enal led him to pose the

uninitiated. When the lawyer was satished with the effect of

his art, the poor man w;is relieved from the torture, with an
admonition, which it were to be wished all followers of "the
delightful task" would hold in mind: " \ ou may remember,
sir, how you made me smart in davs of yore for very small

offences now I lliink our accounts .arc closed. 'I'ake up y ur

|i: per-. Ki.ui, and go home with an easy mind; your tides are

e.\ceUcnl.
'
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an author so comparatively youthful, seems to have
attracted much attention from the court and the lead-

ing lawyers of the time. It is probable that the hue
and arrangement given to the pleadings, now the

chief defect of that compilation, may have rendered
it at the time it M-as published attractive from the

originality of the method. A small volume of essays

Upon Several Subjects in Scots Laii<, which he jnib-

lished four years afterwards, afforded more scope for

ingeiniity and refinement of reasoning than could
jiossibly be infused into other men's arguments; and
in the choice of the subjects, and the method of

treating them, full advantage has been taken of the

license. Such of the arguments and observations as

stood the test of more mature consideration were
afterwards embodied by the autlior in one of his more
extensive ])opu]ar law-books. Mr. Home seems to

h.ive been one of those gifted individuals who could
enjoy hilarity without dissipation, and gaiety with-

out frivolity. In early life he gathered round him a

knot of familiar and congenial spirits, with whom he
enjoyed the fiishionable and literary society of Edin-
burgh, then by no means despicable as a school of

]U)liteness, and just dawning into a high literary

celebrity. Hamilton of Bangour, Oswald, and Lord
Binning were among his early and familiar friends,

r.nd though he soon extended to more gifted minds
the circle of his philosophical correspondence, an
early intercourse witli men so refined and learned

must have left a lasting impression on his suscejHible

intellect.

In 1 741, at the prudent age of forty-seven, Mr.
Home married Miss Agatha Drunimond, a younger
daughter of Mr. Drummond of Blair, in Perthshire,

a lady of whom we hear little except that she had a

turn for quiet humour, and tliat she perplexed her
husband's economical principles by an inordinate

affection for old china, being in other respects gene-

rally reported to have been a jirudent and docile

wife. In 1741 Mr. Home published the well-known
Dictioiuiry of the Decisions of the Court of Session,

afterwards continued and perfected by his friend

and biographer Lord Woodhouselee; a veiy lalio-

rious work, and of great practical utility, though
now superseded by the gigantic compilation of Mori-
son, an 1 the elaborate digest of the late Mr. Brown.
Iluring the 'rebellion of 1745 the business of the

Court of Session was suspended for eleven months,
and those lawyers whose minds were not engaged in

the feverish struggles of the times, had to seek some
occupation in their retirement. Mr. Home seems at

no time to have busied himself in active politics,

excepting such as came within the range of his judi-

cial duties—and the early predilection of his family

to the support of the Stuart dynasty may have l>een

an additional motive for his j^resorving a strict neu-

trality during tliat disorderly period. In the midst
of his retirement he gathered into a few short treatises,

which in 1747 he published under the title of

Essays upon Sc7\-r<il Sii/>Jects concerni/ii:^ British .Ui-

tiijnities, some facts and observations intended to

allay the unha])iiy differences of the period, although
it is rather dou'otful whether the Highlanders or their

intelligent chiefs found any solace for their defeat

ami sulijection to the laws, in discussions on the
.luthorily of the refa;// lUiTtestateni, or nice theories

of ilc-ccnt. Tlie subjects discussed are of a hi;^Iily

u>cful and curious nature; and had the author brought
to tlie work an extensive collection of ficts, and a
di-^position to launch into no theories but such as his

own good sense dictated to be apjilicable and sound,
tlie country might have had to tliank him for a just

:;iid --ati^factory aceour.t of iior ancient laws and cus-

toms, and the rise of the C'listitutio'.i, which the

talent of her bar has not yet produced. But these

essays are brief and desultory, the facts are few and
paltry, and the reasoning fanciful and unsatisfactory.

The arguments against "the hereditary and indefeas-

ible right of kings," if they ever produced any good
effect, would certainly constitute a proof that the

human mind, as exhibited in any arguments which
might be used by his opponents, was then more per-

veited by prejudice than it is generally believed to

have been in any civilized country. To the tniisms

contained in that essay, the refinements on hereditary

descent form a curious converse; where the feudal

system has its origin from the tendency of bodies in

motion to continue in a straight line, and the con-
.sequent tendency of the mind to pursue its objects

in a course equally direct, which ])roves that "as in

tracing out a family, the mind descends by degrees

from the father first to the eldest son, and so down-
wards in the order of age, the eldest son, where but

one can take, is the first who presents himself"
The next production of Mr. Home's pen was one

of a nature more congenial to his habits of thought

:

— in 1 75 1 he published Essays on the Principles of
Alorality and A'atural Religion. One of the grand
leading aims of this work is the maintenance of in-

nate ideas, or principles of right and wrong, in oppo-
sition to the opinions of Lc:cke and Hume. After

the clear logical deductions of these great men, the

duty of an ojiponent was a task of difficulty; while

it is at the same time generally allowed by both
]")arties in this grand question, that the view adopted
by Lord Kames, while it agrees more happily with
the general feelings of the world, cannot bear the

application of the same chain of clear and subtle

reasoning which distinguishes the position of his an-

tagonists. Like too many of the best works on
metaphysics, the Essays on J\lo>-ality give more in-

struction from the ingenuity of the arguments, and
the aspects of the human mind brought before the

reader in the course of deducing them, than in the

abstract truths presumed to be demonstrated. It hr.s

been frequently noticed, to the prejudice of most of

the works of the same author, that instead of arrang-

ing his arguments for tlie sup]~ort of some general

principle, he has subdivided his principles, and so

failed to bring his arguments to a common poir.l.

The failing, if characteristic of Lord Kames, was rot

unusual at the period, and is one which time and the

advantage of the labours of previous thinkeis ter.d

to modify. In the work we are just considering, tl^.e

line of argument maintained bids defiance to tlie

adoption of any one general principle, while much
confusion is jvevented by the author having given

a definition of what he understands those laws of

nature to which he refers our consciousness of good
and evil to consist of Although the author in the

advertisement avows the purpose of his work to le

"to ]irepare the way for a proof of the existence c f

the Dvity, " and terminates the whole witli a very

pious and orthodox prayer, he li;id tlie ni;>tomiiie to

bring the Church of Scotland like a hornet's ne>t

about him, on the ground of ccrtrJn princijiles ter.d-

ing to infidelity. A zealous clergyman of tlie name of

Anderson published, in 17^^,.-/;/ EstivhUeofthe Prifit

and Loss of Religion, rersonally and Piihlicly Slal'sd

:

illustrated leith R.frenees to ''Essaysen Morality and
Xatuial J\\\'.'gionf' in which the unfortunate philo-

so'pher is treated with no more politeness than the

ojiponent of nnv given polemical disjnitant deser\'es.

This blast of the trunr,)el was followed u]i by nn

Analysis oi \\\c same suoject. '•ad<lressed to the con-

sideration of the Cluireli of Scotland;" ami ti.e

parties roii-^'ng theni-elvrs for li.'.'tle, the hand ff t;:e

resiiected i>r. lilair slietelied forth in moderation of
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party rancour, and defence of his esteemed friend,

protracted but did not prevent the issue. A motion
was made in the committee for overtures of the

General Assembly, " How far it was proper for them
to call before them and censure the authors of infidel

books." After a stormy debate the motion was lost,

but the indefatigable Air. Anderson presented, in

name of himself and those who adhered to his

opinions, a petition and complaint to the presbytery

of Edinburgh, praying that the author of the Essays

on Morality, &c. , might be censured "according to

the law of the gos})el, and the practice of this and
all other well-governed churches." Defences were
given in, and the petitioner obtained leave to reply,

but before the matter came to a conclusion he had
breathed his last, and the soul of the controversy

perishing along with him. Lord Karnes was left to

pursue his philosophical studies unmolested. The
chief subject of this controversy may be discovered

in the curious and original views maintained by the

author of the essays on the subject of liberty and
necessity. Full freedom to the will of mankind he
maintains to be in opposition to the existence and
operation of a Deity, who prejudges all his actions,

and has given him certain motives which he cannot
avoid following; while, to preserve common uniform-
ity with the doctrine of an innate sense of right and
wrong previously maintained, the author is obliged

to admit that man must have a consciousness of free-

will to enable him to act according to that innate

sense : he therefore arrives at a sort of intermediate

doctrine, which may be said to maintain that while
t!ie will is not in reality free, it is the essence of our
nature that it should appear to us to be so. "Let
us fairly own," says the author, "that the truth of

things is on the side of necessity; but tliat it was
necessary for man to be formed witli such feelings

and notions of contingency as would fit him for the

jjart he has to act." "It is true that a man of this

belief, when he is seeking to make his mind easy

after some bad action, may reason upon the princi-

ples of necessity, that, according to the constitution

of his nature, it was impossiijle for him to have acted

any other ]:)art. But this will give him little relief.

In spite of all reasonings his remorse will subsist.

Nature never intended us to act upon this plan: and
our natural princi|)Ies are too deeply rooted to give

way to philosophy." . . . "These discoveries are

also of e-xcellent use, as they furnish us with one of

tlie strongest arguments for the existence of the Deity,

and as tlity set the wisflom and goodness of his pro-

vidence in the most striking light. Nothing carries

in it more express characters of design; notliing can
be conceived more opposite to chance, than a plan so

artfully contrived for adjusting our impressions and
feelings to the purposes of life." The doctrine may
appear at fir-,t siglit an(;malous; but it displays equal
ingenuity in its discovery, and acuteness in its sup-

port, and is well worthy of the deepest attention.

A certain clergyman of the Ciuirch of Scotland is

said to have seen in this theory an admirable cx]i')^i-

tion of the floctrine of predestinatii/ii, and to have
liailed the author as a brother; and certainly a little

comparison will show no slight analogy betwixt tlie

two systems; but other i-)ersons thought differently,

and the reverend gentleman was su]K.'rscded. Tiiese

fiery controversies have carried us beyond an event
which served to mitigate their rancour— the elevation

of -Mr. Home to the bench of the Court of .Session,

where he took liis seat in February 1752, by the title f)f

Lord Kaines; an appointment which, as it could not
be l)ut agrecat^lcand satisfactory to the learned and in-

genious, seem, to have m^t the general concurrence
and approbation of llic common people of the country.

In 1755 Lord Karnes was appointed a member of
the board of tmstees for the encouragement of the

fisheries, arts, and manufactures of Scotland, and
likewise one of the commissioners for the manage-
ment of the annexed estates, on both of which im-
portant duties it would appear he bestowed the at-

tention his ever-active mind enabled him to direct

to many diflferent subjects. In the midst of his varied

judicial and ministerial labours, two legal works ap-

peared from the pen of Lord Kames. The Statute

Law ofScotland Abridged, li'ilh Historical A'otes, pub-
lished in 1759, was never known beyond the library

of the Scots lawyer, and has now almost fallen into

disuse even there. Historical La'cU Tracts, published
in 1757, was of a more ambitious sort, and acquired

something beyond jjrofessional celebrity. The mat-
ters discussed in this volume are exceedingly miscel-

laneous, and present a singular mixture of "first

principles" of morality, metaphysics, &c., and Scots
law. The author has here displayed in the strongest

light his usual propensity for hunting all principles

so far back into the misty periods of their origin, that

attempting to find the lost traces of the peculiar idea

he is following, he pursues some fanciful train of

thought, which has just as much chance of being

wrong as of being right. "I have often amused
myself," says the author, "with a fanciful resem-

blance of law to the river Nile. When we enter

upon the municipal law of any country in its present

state, we resemble a traveller, who, crossing the

Delta, loses his way among the numberless branches
of the Egj'ptian river. But when we begin at the

source, and follow the current of law, it is in that

case no less easy and agreeable ; and all its relations

and dependencies are traced with no greater difficulty

than are the many streams into which that magnifi-

cent river is divided before it is lost in the sea." If

the philosopher meant to compare his searches after

first ])rinciples to the investigation of the source of

the Nile, the simile was rather unfortunate, and
tempts one by a parody to compare his speculations

to those of one who will discover the navigability

or fertilizing power of a river liy a confused and
endless range among its various sources, when he
has the grand main body of the river open to his

investigations, from which he may find his way, by
a sure and undoubted course, to its princijjal sources,

should he deem it worth his while to penetrate them.

This work exhibits in singularly strong c(jlours the

merits and defects of its author. While his ingen-

uity has led him into fanciful theories, and prompted
him to attribute to the actions of barbarous govern-

ments subtle intentions of policy, of which the act(5rs

never dreamed, it has enabled him to point out con-

nections in the history of our law, and to exjilain the

natural causes of anomalies, for which the j)ractical

jurisconsult might have long looked in vain. The
history of ciiminal jurisprudence is a jironiinent pait

of this work. The author attempts to confiite thi:

well-founded theories of \'(.)]taire, .Montc-<iuieu, .ind

many others, tracing the origin of jiuni'-hment, and
conse'|ucntly the true principles of criminal juris-

prudt-nce, from the feelings of vindictiveness and
indignation iidicreiit in luunnn nature when injuretl

- a i)rinci|>le we fi;ar too often followed to re<iuire

a jiarticular vindication or ajiproval. We cannot

])ais fiDiii thi-, subject witliuui attracting attention

to the eidightened views thrown out by Lord Kames
on the subject of entails, views which he has seen

the im])ortaiice of freipieinly re])eating and inculcat-

ing, thungh with UKiny ollu-rs he spoke to the deaf

adder, who heeded not the wi><l(;m r)f his words.

He iiro],(i-cd the entile rejieal (if the statute of 16S5,

whi^li, by an inveiuion ofllie celeliratetl .Su' Thomas
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Hope, had been prepared for the purpose of clench-

ing the fetters of Scots entails, in a manner which
might put at defiance such efforts as had enabled
the lawyers of lingland to release property from its

chains. But the equity of the plan was shown in

the manner in which the author proposed to settle

the nice point of the adjustment of the claims on
estates previously entailed. The regulations enforced

by these he proposed should continue in force in as

far as respected the interests of persons existing, but

should neither benefit nor bind persons unborn at

the time of the passing of the act proposed. Such
an adjustment, though perhaps the best that could

possibly be supposed, can only be put in practice

with great difficulty ; the circumstance of an heir

being expected to be born nearer than any heir alive,

and numberless others of a similar nature, would
render the application of the principle a series of

difficulties. Lord Karnes communicated his views

on this sul)ject to Lord Hardwick and Lord Mans-
field, and these great judges admitted their propriety;

it had been well had the warning voice been heeded
—but at that period the allegiance of Scotland might
have been endangered by such a measure. The
Duke of Argyle was then the only Scotsman not a

lawyer who could look without horror on an attempt

to infringe on the divine right of the lairds.

In 1760 appeared another philosophically legal

work from our author's prolific pen, entitled Pnit-

ciplcs of Kqiiitv, composed with the ambitious view
of reconciling the distinct systems of jurisprudence

of the two nations—a book which might be of great

use in a country where there is no law, and which,

though it may now be applied to but little practical

advantage in Scotland, it is rather humiliating to

think should have ever been considered requisite as

a guide to our civil judges. But the opinions of this

volume, which referred to the equity courts of Eng-
land, received a kindly correction from a masterly

hand. \\\ tracing the jurisdiction of the Court of

Chancery, Lord Karnes presumed it to be possessed

of perfectly arljitrary powers (something resembling
those at one time enjoyed by tiie Court of Session),

enabling it to do justice according to the merits, in

every case which the common law-courts did not

reach ; and with great consideration laid down rules

for the regulation of its decisions, forgetting that, if

such rules could be applied to any court so purely

arguing from circumstances and conscience, the rules

of an act of parliament might have lieen as v.ell

chosen, and rather more strictly followed, tiian those

of the Scottish judge. But it appears that Lord
Karnes had formed erroneous ideas of the powers
of the English equity courts; and in a portion of Sir

William lilackstone's Coiinmiitar\\ attributed to the

pen of Lortl Mansfield, he is thus corrected: "On
the contrary, tlie system of our courts of equity is a

laboured, connected system, governed by established

rules, and bound down by precedents, from which
they do not dejiart, although the reason of some
'if them may perhaps be liable to objection."

Passing over the introduction to the Art of lliink-

i>i^. published in 1761, we turn ^\ith much jileasure

to the contemplation of anotlier rif the philosophical
jiroductions of this eminent writer, tiie work on
which hi> reputation chiefly dejicnds. Li 1762 was
]-)ul)!i>hed, in three octavo volumes, 'fhe J-'.lcmcats of
Cnlicis'ii. Tlie corropondence and previous studies

of the author siiow the elaborate and diversified

matter of these volumes to have been long the fav-

ourite suliject of hi-- reflections. It had in vic.v

t;ie aim of tracing the jiiogrcss of ta>te. a- it is vari-

ou>lv exhibited and acknowledged to exi^t, to the

organic principles i.i| the mind on \\hich. in its \t^\\-

ous departments, it is originally founded, displaying

the art of what his biographer justly calls "jjhilo-

sophical criticism," in opposition to that which is

merely practical, or applicable to objects of taste as

they appear, without any reference to the causes why
the particular feelings are exhibited. But that Lord
Kames was in this "the inventor of a science," as

his biographer has termed him, is a statement which
may admit of some doubt.

The doctrine of reflex senses propounded by Hut-
chinson, the father of the Scottish system of philo-

sophy, had many years previously laid a firm foun-

dation for the system afterwards so ably erected.

Some years previously to the publication of the

Elements of Criticism, Hume and Gerard had drawn
largely from the same inexhaustible source, and, if

with less variety, certainly with more correctness and
logical accuracy of deduction; and Burke, though he
checked the principle of the sensations he has so

vividly illustrated by arbitrary feelings assigned as

their source, contributed much to the advancement
of that high study. Nor is it to be denied that the

ancients at least knew the existence of this untried

tract, if they did not venture far within its precincts,

for few can read Cicero de Oratore, Longinus, or the

Itistitiitions of Quinctilian, without perceiving that

these men were well acquainted with the fundamental
principles of the rules of criticism. But relinquish-

ing the discussion of its originality, the Elemeiiti of
Criticism is a book no man can read without ac-

quiring many new ideas, and few without being

acquainted w ith many new fcfcts : it is full of useful

information, just criticism, and ingenious reasoning,

laying down rules of composition and thought w hich

have become classical regulations for elegant writers.

The author is, however, a serious transgressor of his

own excellent rules; his mind seems to have been so

perpetually filled with ideas, that the obstruction

occasioned by the arrangement of a sentence wt)uld

cause a considerable interruption in their flow; hence

he is at all times a brief, unmelodious composer, and
the broken form of his sentences frequently renders

their meaning doubtful. It has been said, and not

without reason, that the critical principles of Lord
Kames are more artificial than natural, more the

jjroduce of refined reasoning than of feeling or sen-

timent. The whole of his deductions are indeed

founded on the doctrine of taste being increased and

improved, anti almost formed, by art, and his personal

character seems not to have suggested any other

medium for his own acquisition of it. 'l"he Elements

of Criticism \\a(\ the good fortune to call forth a little

of the virulence of Warburton, who seems to have

complacently presumed that Lord Kames conqiosed

his three thick volumes with the sole and atmcious

aim of opposing some of the theories ol tlie learned

divine ; and \'oltaire, celtifying the author by the

anomalous name of Mcikaims, has bc>t<.)\ved on liim

a few sneers, sparingly sjirinkled with prai.-e. ]ao-

voked by the unfortunate Scot>man having >poken

of the ifenriade in slighting terms, and having lauded

Shakspeare to the jirejudice of the Lrench drama.

In April, 1763, Lord Kames wa- app<i;nti;d a lord

of justiciary in the criminal court ot .'^cct'and. Sur-

j

rounded by judicial duties and imnicr-L-d in profes-

siciual and' literary >;udie-. lie was >\\\\ an active

! supporter of ilie u>erul institutions which he had

I

some time i-revi, .u>ly JMJncd. investigating, along with

j the celebrated 1 )r. '\VaIker, the proper ground- for

improving tlie ciltivatinn and manufactures ot tlie

We-tern Lies aii'! tlie more remote ]\aits of Scot-

land. In 1700 a new field "as opcnetl for his exer-

tions bv his -r.cct-sion. through the death of his

w ifc's brother, to the extensive estate of lilair-lirum-
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mond, wliich made him a richer but not a more
illustrious man. The chief circumstance which
renders this accession to his fortune interesting to

the world, is the commencement of a vast system of

improvement, by floating into the Firth of Forth the

surface of a moss, extending over portions of his own
and many contiguous estates, and shrouding what
cultivation has made, and is still making, the finest

land in Scotland. The next issue from the pen of

Lord Karnes were a small pamphlet on the Progress

ofFlax Husbandry in Scotland, published in the year

1765, and in the ensuing year a continuation of his

Remarkable Decisions from 1 730 to 1752. He now
began to approach that age which has been marked
out as a period reached by a small proportion of the

human race; but though stricken in years, and
pressed upon by official duties, he did not flinch

from a new and elaborate undertaking on a subject

of many diversified branches—some of which were
totally disconnected with his previous literary labours.

Lord Karnes appe.irs to have had his mind per-

petually filled with the matter he was preparing to

discuss, and to have constantly kept open to the

world the engrossing matter of his thoughts; it is

tlius that, for some time previously to the publica-

tion of his Sketches of the History of Man (which
appeared in 1774), we find an ample correspondence
with his literary friends—with Dr. Walker, Sir James
Xasmith, Dr. Reid, and Dr. Black, affording some
mo^t interesting speculations on the gradations of the
human race, and the analogy between plants and
animal subjects—which had long been speculated

upon by our author. On these branches of philo-

sophy he has bestowed considerable attention in the

Sketches of the History of Man to little satisfaction.

In reasoning a priori from the history of man in the

world, and the various aspects of his tribe, the author
erects a system in opposition co that of revelation,

to which, however, he afterwards yields as to the

authority of the court, allowing it to be true, not by
any means from the superiority of the system to his

own, but because holy writ has told it. But if the

work be hereafter perused, to gratify an idle hour
with its amusing details, few will search in it for

much information on a subject which has received so

much better illustration from Blumenbach, I'ritchard,

and Lawrence. But the subjects of these sketches

are multifarious; Ossian's poems are ingeniously in-

troduced as part of the history of man, constituting

a sort of barbaro-civilizcd period, when probably the

same amount of ptjjish and of rudeness which still

exists held sway, though without neutralizing each
other, and both displayed in the extreme; govern-
ment is also discussed, and finances. The i)()Iitical

economy is old and narrow, looking upon national

means too much in the light of an engine to be
wielded rather than as a self-acting power, wliith

only requires freedom and room to enable it to act;

nevertheless, it is s|)rinklcd with enlightened views,

such as the following:— " It appears Ui be the inten-

ti'jn of Providence, that all nations sliould benefit

by commerce as by sunshine; and it is so ordered

that an unequal balance is prejudicial to the gainers

a> well as to the losers: the latter are immediate
S'-ifferrs; but not le-is so ultimately are the fi)rmer."

In his latter flays the subject of our memoir jiro-

duccd f>ur more extensive works, of which we shall

only mention the names and dates:

—

'J'he Geiitleinau

J-'aniicr, in 1 776; /Elucidations respecting the Cotntuon

J.aw of Scotland, in 1 777; Select Dciisious of the Court

of Scsnon from 1 752 to 1768, published in 1 780;
Loose Hints on Education. The last of his works
was puhlished in 17S1, in the eighty-fifth year of the

auih'jr's age, a period when the weakness of tl'.j body

cannot fail to communicate itself to the thoughts.
The green old age of Lord Kames seems to have
been imbittered by no disease but that of general
decay. He continued his usual attention to the
agricultural and manufacturing projects of the coun-
try; gratified his few leisure hours in the society of
his select literary friends; attended the Court ofSession,

and even performed the arduous duty of travelling

on the circuits: he was indeed a singular specimen
of a mind whose activity age could not impede. His
correspondence continues till within a short time of
his death, and before leaving the world he could
spare some consideration for assisting in the estab-

lishment of an institution, the pleasures and profits

of which could not be reaped by him—the Royal
Society of Scotland. During his short and last ill-

ness he expressed no dread exce])t that he might
outlive the faculties of his mind; to the usual solicita-

tions, which friends can never avoid making on such
occasions, that he would submit himself to the care

of a physician—"Don't talk of my disease," he an-

swered, "I have no disease but old age. I know
that Mrs. Drummond and my son are of a different

opinion; but why should I distress them sooner than

is necessary. I know well that no physician on earth

can do me the smallest service: for I feel that I am
dying ; and I thank God that my mind is prepared
for that event. I leave this world in peace and good-
will to all mankind. You know the dread I have
had of outliving my faculties; of that I trust there is

now no great probability, as my body decays so fast.

My life has been a long one, and prosperous, on the

whole, beyond my deserts: but I would fain indulge

the hope that it has not been useless to my fellow-

creatures."

A week before he died Lord Kames took a final

farewell of his old friends and professional com-
panions, on that bench to which he had been so long

an ornament. He parted from each as a private

friend, and on finally retiring from the room, is said

to have turned round on the sorrowful group and bid

his adieu in an old favourite epithet, more expressive

of jovial freedom than of refinement. He died on
the 27th of December, 1782, in the eighty-seventh

year of his age. We have narrated the events of his

life with so much detail, that a summary of his char-

acter is unnecessaiy ; he is said to have been i<ar-

simonious, but if the epithet be applicable, the

private defect will be forgotten in the midst of his

public virtues. He possessed the dangerous and
powerful engine of sarcasm; but he used it to heal,

not to wound. The following instance of his reluct-

ance to give pain, to be found in a letter to Mr.

Creech, is so characteristic of a truly worthy man,

that we cannot abstain from quoting it. "In the

fifth volume of Dodsley's collection of poems there

is one by T D , at page 226, which will make
a good illustration of a new rule of criticism that is

to go into the new edition of the Elements ; but, ns

it is unfavourable to the author of that jioem, I wish

to knr)W %\ helher he is alive; for 1 would not willingly

give pain."

HOME, J'UIN, an eminent dramatic i)oet, was
born at I.eitli on the 22d of September (n.s.), 1722.

He was the son of Mr. AKxander Home, tmvn-clerk

of Leith, whose father was the son of Mr. Home, of

Flass in Berwickshire, a lineal descendant of .Sir

John Home of Cowdenknowes, from whom the pre-

sent I'iarl (jf Home is descended. Jolin Home, who
during his whole life retained a jjroud recollection

of his honouraljle ance.itry, was educated, first at the

grammnr-scho')! of his native town, and then at the

university of Ldinlnirgh. In both of these seminaries
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he prosecuted his studies with remarkable diligence

and success. While he attended the university, his

talents, his progress in literature, and his peculiarly

agreeable manners, soon excited the attention, and
procured in no small degree the favour, both of the

professors and of his fellow-students. He here formed
an acc|uaintance which lasted through life with many
of those eminent men who elevated the literary

character of Scotland so highly during the eighteenth

century. After qualifying himself by the ordinary

course of studies to undertake the duties of a clergy-

man in the Scottish church, he was licensed to

preach on the 4th of April, 1 745.

The natural character of Home was ardent and
aspiring. Under the meek garb of a Scottish licen-

tiate he bore a heart which throbbed eagerly at the

idea of military fame, and the whole cast of his mind
was romantic and chivalrous. It might have been
expected that, in the celebrated quarrel which divided

the national mind in 1745, such a person would have
been unable to resist the temptation of joining Prince

Charles. It happened, however, that the chivalry

of Home was of a Whiggish cast, and that his heart

burned for civil freedom as well as for military glory.

He therefore became a volunteer in a royal corps

which was raised at Edinburgh to repel the attack

of the Chevalier. This corjjs, when the danger
approached in all its reality, melted almost into thin

air: yet Home was one of a very small number who
protested against the pusillanimous behaviour of the

rest. Having reluctantly laid down his arms, he
employed himself next day in taking observations of
the strength of the Highland forces, which he appears
to have communicated to Sir John Cope: while thus

engaged, he was near enough to the prince to mea-
sure his stature against his own. In the early part

of the succeeding year he reappeared in arms as a

volunteer, and was present at the disgraceful affair

of Falkirk, where he was taken prisoner. Being
conveyed to Doune Castle, then under the keeping
of a nephew of Rob Roy, he was confined for some
days, along with several companions in misfortune;

but the whole party at length escaped, by catting

their blankets into shreds and letting themselves
down upon the ground. He now took up his re-

sidence at Leith, and for some time prosecuted his

professional duties, mixed, however, with a kind of

reading to which his inclination led, that of the his-

torians and classics of Greece and Rome.
"His temper,"' says his friendly biographer Mac-

kenzie, "was of that warm susceptible kind which
is caught by the heroic and the tender, and which is

more fitted to delight in the world of sentiment than
to succeed in the bustle of ordinary life. His own
favourite model of a character, and that on which
hi'^ own was formed, was the ideal being young
Nerval in his own play of Doiti^las, one endowed
with chivalrous valour and romantic generosity,

eager for glory beyond any other object, and, in the

contemplation of future fame, entirely regardless of

the present objects of interest and ambition. The
same glowing complexion of mind which gave birth

to this creature of fancy, coloured the sentiments and
descriptions of his ordinary discourse; he had a very
retentive memory, and was fond of recalling the in-

cidents of past times, and of dramatizing his stories

by iutiodiieing tlie names and characters of the jier-

sons concernetl in them. The same turn of mind
tlirew a certain degree of elevation into his language,
and heightened the narrative in which that language
was employed; he spoke of himself with a frankness
which a man of that dispositi(jn is apt to indulge,

l>',it with which he soinetinies forgot that his audience
v.as not ah\a}-:5 inclined to syini^atlii^e, and thence

he was accused of more vanity than in truth belonged

to his character. The same warm colouring was
employed in the delineation of his friends, to whom
he assigned a rank which others woitW not always
allow. So far did he carry this propensity, that, as

Dr. Robertson used jokingly to say, he invested

them with a sort of supernatural privilege above the

ordinary humiliating circumstances of mortality.

'He never,' said the doctor, 'could allow that a

friend was sick till he heard of his death.' To the

same source were to be traced the warm eulogies

which he was accustomed to bestow upon them.
'He delighted in bestowing as well as in receiving

flatterj-,' said another of his intimates; ' l)ut with
him it had all the openness and warmth of truth.

He flattered all of us, from whom his flattery could

gain no favour, fully as much, or indeed more will-

ingly, than he did those men of the first consequence
and rank, with whom the circumstances of his future

life associated him; and he received any praise from
us with the same genuine feelings of friendship and
attachment.' There was no false coinage in this

currency which he used in his friendly intercourse;

wdiether given or received, it had with him the stamp
of i^erfect candour and sincerity."

Such was the enthusiastic young man who was
destined for the strange glory of producing in Scot-

land a tragedy upon a Scottish tale. In 1746 he
was presented by .Sir David Kinloch of Gilmerton
to the church and parish of Athelstaneford in East
I.othian, then vacant by the death of the Rev. Robert
Blair, the author of the Grave. I'revious to this

peiiod his passionate fondness for Plutarch had led

him to commence a tragedy upon one of Ids heroes

—Agis—which he finished soon after he was settled

in Athelstaneford. In 1749 he went to London, and
offered his work to Garrick, for representation at

Drury Lane, of which that great actor had recently

become manager. But the English Roscius did not

think it well adapted to the stage, and declined

bringing it on, much to the mortification of the

author, who, with the feeling natural to such a situa-

tion, wrote the following verses on the tomb of

Shakspeare in Westminster Abbey :—

Image of Shakspeare ! to this place I come,
To ease my bursting bosom at thy tomb;
For neither C!reek nor Roman poet fired

My fancy first—thee chiefly I admired;
And, day and night revolving still thy page,
I hoped, like thee, to shake the Eriti.sh stage

:

But cold neglect is now my only meed,
And heavy falls it on so proud a head.
If powers above now listen to my lyre.

Charm them to grant, indulgent, my desire;

Let petrifaction stop this falling tear,

And fix my form for ever marble here.

After this unsuccessful journey to London, he
turned his mind to the composition of th.e tragedy c.f

Di'nghis, which was founded upon the beautiful old

ballad of Gil Morris. Having finished this in the

intervals of his professional labours, he set out upon
another expedition to the metropolis, February, 1755,
with the favourable hopes of a circle of mo.^t intelli-

gent friends, to whom he had intrusted it for perusal.

It was, however, as ill received as .7 :,'/>. Mr. Garrick

returned it with the declaration that it was totally

unfit for the stage. With this opinion, wldch many
excellent l-higlish critics still maintain, neither the

]ioet nor his friends v.'ere at all satisiiCd. Tho^e
friends, looking upon it with the eyes of Scotsmen,

beheld in it something rpiite suj)erior to the ordinary

run of English tragetlies; and accordingly they re-

commended that it should be presented upon tlie

r^diiiburgh stage, which \\-as then conducted by a

gentleman nameil Di^jges, whom Mr. Mackeiizie

ilesci'ibcs as pi.issessed of great po^^ers ijhougli v.itli
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many defects), and of great popularity in Scotland.

The recommendation was carried into effect; and all

Edinburgh was presently in a state of wild excite-

ment from the circumstance of a play being in pre-

paration by a minister of the Established church.'

The actors at the Edinburgh theatre happened to be

in general men of some ability in their profession,

and the play was thus fast: Digges, Young A^orfal

;

1 layman. OldXonal; Love, Glenalvon; Mrs. NVarde,

lM<iy Randolph. But the name Barnet was at this

time used for Randolph, and Norval was called

Norman. The first representation, which took

place December 14, 1756, was honoured by the

' If we are to believe .in authority good in theatrical matters
—the Edinburgh Weekly Chronicle newspaper, while under
the management of Mr. Edward Hislop—IJr. Carlyle, and
others of his brethren, not only attended the rehearsals of
J'iouglas. but themselves performed in the first of them: "It
may not be generally known," says the authority just referred

to. "that the first rehearsal took place in the lodgings in the

Canongate occupied by Mrs. Sarah Warde, one of Uigges's
company : and that it was rehearsed by, and in presence of, the

most distingiiished literary characters Scotland ever could
boast of. The following was the cast of the piece on the

occasion :

—

Dramatis Fersonir.

Lord Randolph, . . Dr. Robertson, principal, Edinburgh.
Glen.alvon, .... David Hume, historian.

Old Norval Dr. Carlyle, minister of Musselburgh.
DougLas John Home, the author.

Lady Randolph, . . Dr. Ferguson, professor.

Anna the M.jid , . . Dr. Blair, minister. High Church.

The audience that d.ay, besides Mr. Digges and Mrs. Warde,
were the Right Honourable Patrick Lord Elibank, Lord
Milton, Lord Karnes, Lord Monboddo the two last were
then only lawyers , the Rev. John .Steele and William Home,
ministers. The company, all but Mrs. Warde, dined after-

wards at the Grisken Club, in the Abbey. The above is a
signal proof of the strong passion for the drama which then
obtained among the literati of this capital, since then unfor-
tunately much abated. The rehearsal must have been con-
ducted with very gre.at secrecy; for what would the kirk, which
took such deep offence at the composition of the piece by one
of its ministers, have said to the fact of no fewer than four of
these being engaged in rehearsing it, and two others attending
the exhibition'/ The circumst.ance of the gentle Anna having
been personated by "Dr. lilair, minister of the High Church,'
is a very droll one."

—

Edinburgh Weekly Chronicle, January
21, 1S29.

This statement may not be accurate— it is imly a quotation
from a newspaper: but assuming that it has some truth in it,

we hesitate not to say that it is far from being either "droll"
or creditable to the eminent persons to whom it refers: ".Sir,"

said Dr. Johnson, upon one occasion, "this merriment of par-

sons is very offensive."

As to Dr. Robertson's share in these transactions, it is only
f.dr to quote what i> .said by his biographer. Mr. Stewrirt's

words are as fillows: "The extraordinary merits of .Mr.

Home's performance, which is now become to .Scotsmen a

subject of national pride, were not sufficient to atone for so
bold a departure from the austerity expected in a Presbyterian
divine; and the offence was not a little e.\asperated Ijy the
conduct of some of Mr. Home's brethren, who, partly from
curiosity, and partly from a friendly wish to share in the

censure Ijestowed on the author, were led to witness the first

representation <A the piece on the Edinburgh stage. In the

whole course of the ecclesiastical proceedings connected with
these incidents, iJr. Robertson distinguished himself by the

ablest and most animated exertions in defence of his friends

;

and contritiuted greatly, by his persuasive eloquence, to tlie

mildness of that .sentence in which the prosecution at last

terminated. His arguments on this occasion luul, it may be
presumed, the greater weight, that he had never himself

entered within the walls of a pjayhrjuse; a remarkable jir^i-if,

among numberless others which the hi.story of his life .-iffTd^,

of that scrupulous circumspection in his private condvirt, whic h.

while it adde<i so much to his usefulness as a clerg\iiian. was
essential to his influence as the leader of a party: and winch
.'o often enabled liiui to recommend successfully to others the

same camiid and indulgent spirit that was congeni.il to his

(•wn mind."

—

Account n/ the Life and Writings of Dr.
Kohertsoti. by I iiigald .Stewart. Es']., p. 12.

In thi-, [ri^s:,-e Mr. Stewart discountenances, in general

terms, the bjli'-f lli.it the principal gave the tragedy of l>cuglas

any active patrmage, by attending the representaiions or

otherwise: 't.ut the st.itcm'ent that Dr. Robertson "had never
himself entered v.ithin the walk of ,-> playhouse," c.innot be
c insidered as an a'.^' '.'ite contradiction of his having been
pre~e:il at the reiierir-. ! "in the lodgings in the Canongate
occupied liy -Mrs. Sarah W.irde."

presence of a large audience, comprising many
friends of the author, clerical as well as otherwise.

It was received with enthusiastic applause, and, in

the conclusion, drew forth many tears, which were
perhaps a more unequivocal testimony to its merits.

The town was in an uproar of exultation, that a
Scotsman should write a tragedy of the first rate,

and that its merits were first submitted to them.
But the most remarkable circumstance attending

its representation was the clerical contest which it

excited, and the proceedings of the Church of Scot-
land regarding it. Owing to certain circumstances
—among which was reckoned the publication of Lord
Karnes' Essays on A'atural and Ret^ealed Religion,

which were suspected of a tendency to infidelity,

besides the issue of a work in England entitled

England's Alarm, in which Scotland was accused of

cherishing great corruptions in religion— there ob-

tained in the church a more zealous disposition

than usual to lop off heresies and chastise peccant
brethren. Hence the prosecution raised against Mr.
Home, which at any rate must have taken place,

was characterized by an appearance of rancour
which has often since been the subject of ridicule.

The presbytery of Edinl)urgh commenced the pro-

ceedings by publishing a solemn admonition, in which
they expressed deep regret at the growing irreligion

of the times, and warned all persons within their

bounds, especially the young, against the danger of

frequenting stage-plays. This document only j^iro-

voked the mirth of the public ; it was replied to by a

perfect torrent oi Jenx d'esprit. The clnirch, how-
ever, though unable to inflict any punishment upon
the people at large for their admiration of the play,

had the author and all his clerical abettors completely

in their power. Mr. Home only escaped degrada-

tion by abdicating his pulpit, which he did in June,

1757. His friends who had been present at the

representation were censured or punished according

to the degree of their supposed misconduct. Mr.
White, the minister of Libl)erton, was suspended for

a month—a mitigated sentence in consideration of

his apology, wiiich was—that he had attended tlie

representation only once, %\hen he endeavoured to

conceal himself in a corner, to avoid giving offence.

The misfortune of the .Scottish church on this oc-

casion consi.sted only in a little want of discrimina-

tion. They certainly did not err in characterizing

the stage as immoral ; for the stage, both then and
since, and in almost all periods of its existence, has
condescended to represent scenes, and give currency

to language, which, in the general society of the

period, could not be tolerated. But though the

stage seems thus to claim a privilege of lagging

behind the UKjral standard of every age, antl in

general calculates itself for the gratification of only a

secondary order of tastes, there was surely something
to be said in favour of a man who, having dcvote<l

his leisure to the cultivation of an elegant ijranch of

tlie belles-lettres, had ])ro(luced a work not calcidated

to encourage the iinnidral system coiii|)lained of, but

to correct it by iiitiocliieing a ])urer taste, ()r\\hith

could at least not be played without for that night

jireventing the representation of something more
fatal to good manners. There were many, no doubt,

who Were rather rejfjiccd than saddened at finding a
stream of pincr feeling disjiosed to turn itself into

the .-Xugean stable of the theatre, In'cause they calcu-

lated that since men cannot lie witliheld from that

place of amusement, the next best course is to make
the entertainment as innocent as jKissible.

Mr. Home had been introduced some years before

by .Sir I)avid Kinlocli, the ])atron of his jiarish, to

Lord Justice-clerk Milton, who then acted as sous
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ministre for Scotland, under Archibald Duke of

Argyle. Bein<j introduced by Lord Milton to the

duke, his grace said tiiat, being now too okl to be of

any material service in improving his prospects, he

would commit him to his nephew the Earl of Bute,

who was succeeding to that nameless situation of

trust and patronage which had been so long held by
himself Accortlingly, on Mr. Home's going to

London in 1757, he was kindly received by Lord
Bute, who, having that influence with (jarrick which
had been found wanting in the merit of the play itself,

soon caused it to lie brought out at Drury Lane.
Notwithstanding Garrick's unchanged opinion of its

merit, it met with distinguislied success.

Lord Bute, besides procuring Mr. Home this

highest gratification which he was capable of receiv-

ing, provided for his personal wants by obtaining for

him the sinecure situation of conservator of Scots

privileges at Campvere. Thus secure as to the

means of subsistence, the poet reposed with tran-

quillity upon his prospects of dramatic fame. His
tragedy of Agis, which had been written before

Douglas, but rejected, was brought forward, and
met with success, Garrick and Mrs. Gibber playing

the principal characters. The Siege 0/ A(jiii/da was
represented in 1750, but, owing to a want of interest

in the action, did not secure the favour of the audience.

In 1760 he printed his three tragedies in one volume,

and dedicated them to the I'rince of Wales, whose
society he had enjoyed through the favour of the

Earl of Bute, preceptor to the prince. When this

royal personage became king, he signified his favour

for Mr. Home by granting him a i^ension of ;/"300 a

year from his privy-purse—wliich, in addition to an
equal sum from his office of conservator, rendered
him what in Scotland might be considered affluent.

About this period he spent the greater part of his

time in London, but occasionally came to Scotland
to attend his duties as an elder in the General As-
sembly, being appointed to that trust by the ecclesi-

astical establishment at Campvere, which then en-

joyed a representation in the great clerical council of

the nation. In 1767 he forsook almost entirely the

company of the Earl of Bute and his other distin-

guished friends at London, and planted himself down
in a villa which he built near his former residence in

East Lothian, and where he continued to reside for

the next twelve years. To increase the felicity of a

settled home, he married a lady of his own name in

1770, by whom he never had any children.

I'hree tragedies, the Fa/al Disccn'ery, Aloino, and
Alfred, successively apjieared in 1769, 1773, and
1778; but, though received at first \\ith considerable
ap]5lause, they took no permanent hold tif the stage,

and thus seemed to confirm the opinion which manv
English critics had avowed in regard to the ^uccess

oi Douglas— that it \\as owing to no peculiar ]iowers

of dramatic composition in the author, but simply to

the national character of the piece, \\\\\\ a sliglit aid

froni its exhibition of two very ]ioinilar passions,

maternal and filial tentlerness. * The receiition of

' ".•\<i we sat over our te.i." s.tns Iloswell on this subject.
"Mr. Home's tragedy of Douglas was mentioned. I put
Dr. Johnson in mind that once, in a coffee-house at O.xford,
lie c.'iUed to old .Mr. Sheridan, 'How came vou. sir. to give
Home a gold medal* for writing that f.olish pl'av?' and defied
Mr. Slieridan to sli.iw ten good lines in it. He'did not in-ist

that tliey should lie together; but that there were nut ten i;ood

the last-mentioned play was so cool, that he ceased
from that time to write for the stage.

Mr. Home, as already mentioned, lived in terms
of the greatest intimacy with all the literary men of

his time: he seems, however, to have cherished no
friendship with so much ardour as that which he
entertained for his philosophical namesake, David
Hume. During the course of a lengthened period

of friendly intercourse with this individual, only two
trifling differences had ever risen between them.
One referred to the orthography of their name,
which the dramatic poet spelled after the old and con-
stant fashion of his family, while the philosopher had
early in life assumed the spelling indicated by the

pronunciation. David Hume at one time jocularly

proposed that they should determine this controversy
hy casting lots, but the poet answered, "Nay, that

is a most extraordinary proposal indeed, Mr. Phil-

osoj^her, for, if you lose, you take your own name,
whereas, if I lose, I take another man's name."
The other controversy referred merely to their

taste in wine. Mr. John Home had the old .Scottish

juepossession in favour of claret, and utterly detested

port. When the former drink was expelled from
the market by high duties, he wrote the following

epigram, as it has been called, though \\e confess we
are at a loss to observe anything in it but a narrative

of supposed facts :

''The elder .'slieridan, then manager of tlie theatre at
I)ub!in, sent Mr. Home a gold mcd.al in testimony of his

a liiiir.ition_ ^i Douglas; and his wife, a woman not' les> re-

s;)erta'o!e for her virtues than for genius and accompli^hiiients,
drew the idea of her admired novel of Syduoy Hiiiiiuiph. a.>

her introduclion bears, fr'ni the genuine moral ctTect oi that
e.\cedent tragedy."— Mackenzie's Life o/' Iloiiu-. i>. 47.

lines in the whole play. He now persisted in this. I endea-
voured to defend that pathetic and beautiful tragedy, and re-

peated the following passage

:

Sincerity,

Thou first of virtues, let no mortal leave

Thy onward path, altho' the earth should gape,
And from the gulf of hell destruction cry,

'I'o take dissimulation's winding way.

Johnson. 'That will not do, sir. Nothing is good but what is

consistent with truth or probability, which this is not. Juve-
nal indeed gives us a noble picture of inlle.vible virtue :

Esto bonus miles, tutor bonus, arbiter idem
Integer: ambigua; si quando citabere testis

Incerta;que rei. Phalaris licet imperet, ut sis

Falsus, et adrnoto dictet perjuria tauro,

Summum crede nefas, animam pra;ferre pud'jri,

Et, propter vitam, vita; perdere c.iusas.'

He repeated the lines with great force and dignity: then
added, 'And after this comes Johnny Home, with hi^, oai ;,'i

gaJthig^nA his destruction crying '.— Pooh !'
"— Boswell's Jour-

nal ofa Tour to the Hcbriiies.

It must be acknowledged Boswell was not fortunate in the

specimen he produced, and that the passage quoted hy Jolm-
son from Juvenal is infinitely superior, i he circumstances
attending the representation of Douglas were not such as to

dispose an English critic to allow its merit. In the lirst place,

the national taste was in some degree committed in the judg-
ment passed upon the play by the favourite actor and manager:
and it was not only galling to himself, but to all who relied

upon his taste, that he should have been mistaken. In the

ne.\t place, the Scots did not use their triumph with discretion;

they talked of the merits of Douglas in a strain quite prejos-

terous, and of which no unfitir specimen is to be found in the

anecdote of a Caledonian who, being present in the pit of

Drury Lane one night of its performance, is said, to liave ex-

claimed, in the insolence of his exultation, "Whar's your
Wully Shakspeare nour" .Such ridiculous preten>ioiis are

now forgotten, but they were advanced at the time. and. from
their extreme arrogance and absurdity, could, not fail to exas-

perate a mind so ready to repel in.-u!t a-- Jolii.>. n'.s. and so

keenly alive as his was'to the honour of tlie national literature

of England. The natural conseijueiice f flowed: he decried

/V/i't.Vrtj perhaps as much as it w,i> overv.iiiied. Ijy its admirers;

and his aciiuaintance with far sujerior coinj.osition- must li:ive

enabled him, as in the instance a! .oe t|iii.ted. to pour deri-i.in

upon it with an effect whicii the 11: re judicious ji.irt of its ad-

mirers could not Contend with, the more especially as the

noi^e of undiscriiiiiiiating applau^e with which it was hailed,

had induced theiu to a^>iir.ie hi.;!ier grnind than their sober

judgment wouM have led theiu to fix upon. And indeed, it

mav ie a (rae-;i 'it uliether the same cau-e that Contributed

to the fir-'t p' i)'ular;ty of /\':igias does not stiil continue to

r.per.r.c. pre-crv;iig to ..ur only tr.igedy a higher rank th:in it

re.i'K" 1- cniiile'i to >.ccupy: it i-- rare that the ]>arcnts of an
on iv child do n t love and admire him f 'r virtues wl.ii.h all the

w. ri 1 e'L-e f.iii~ to discover that he i; jlo^se^sci of.
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"Firm and erect the Caledonian stood,

Old was his mutton, and his claret good;
' Let him drink port,' an English statesman cried

—

He drank the poison, and his spirit died."

David Hume, who to his latest breath continued

the same playful personage he had ever been.made the

followinj; allusion to the two controversies in a codicil

to his will, dated only eighteen days before his death :—"I leave to my friend Mr. John Home of Kilduflf,

ten dozen of my old claret at his choice, and one
other bottle of that other liquor called port. I also

leave him six dozen of port, provided that he attests,

under his hand, signed John Ifinite, that he has. him-

self alone finislied that bottle at two sittings. By
tliis concession he will at once terminate the only two
diJerences that ever arose between us concerning

temporal matters."

When this eccentric philosopher was recommended
for his health to pay a visit to Bath, his faithful

friend Home accompanied him, and was of great

service, by his lively conversation and kind atten-

tions, in supporting him against the attacks of a

virulent disease. The journey took place in April,

1776, and Mr. Mackenzie has preserved a curious

diary by Mr. Home, detailing the principal matters

which passed between him and his fellow-traveller

in conversation. Many of tlie anecdotes told by the

jjjiilosopher are exceedingly valuable as snatches of

what is styled secret history.

Mr. Home spent tlie latter moiety of his long life

in a state little removed from indolence. He re-

mijved to Edinburgh in 1779, and thenceforward
lived in the enjoyment of that high literary society

which the character of his mind fitted him to enjoy,

and in which his income fortunately permitted liim

to indulge. Careless of money in the highest de-

gree, he tlelighted in entertaining large companies of

friends, and often had his house filled to a degree
which would now be considered intolerable with
permanent guests.

The only productiijn of his later years was a

Ilutory of the Rebellion of 1 745— a transacti(jn of

which he was entitled to say, parsfui. He had pro-

jected something of tlie kind soon after the event,

but did not proceed with it till after he had given \.\\i

dramatic writi.ig. If there was any literary man of

the day from wliom, rather than from any other, a

g') j:l work upon this .-.ubject might have been confi-

dently expected, it was Mr. Home, who had not only
taken a >trong iiersonal interest in the affair, but pos-

sessed that generous and chivalrous colour (jf mind
wliich was most apt to do it justice in narration.

Unfortunately, before setting about this work, he
had met with an accident by a fall from his horse,

in consequence (jf which his intellect was ])erinancnt!y

affected. As a i)en,sioner of King (ieorge HI. he
was also jirevented from giving that full expression
to his sentiments which was so necessary in tiie his-

torian of such an event. This w(jrk, tlierefoie, wht-n

it aiijJeared in 1S02, was found to be a miserable
sketeliy outline of tlie transaction, rather than a com-
plete narrative" here and there, indeed, as co])ious

as was to be wislied, and also sli'jwing occasional

glimiises of the poetical genius of the autlior. but in

general "stale, flat, and unprofitable." The imper-
fections fif the work have been partly accounted for,

without contradiction, by the circumstance of its

having been .-uhinilted to the ins])cction of tlie reign-

ing family, v. ith the understanding that they were at

lioerty to erase such passages as they did not wisli to

be made public.

.Mr. Home died on the 5th of .Scittember, 1S08,
wlien he w ,is just on the jioint of completing his

cig!,ty--ixth year. .\s a man, he was gentle and

amiable, a very warm friend, and incapable of an
ungenerous feeling. As a poet, he deserves the
credit of having written with more fervid feeling, and
less of stiffness and artificiality, than the other poets

of his time; his genius in this respect approaching to

that of his friend Collins. The present age, however,
has, by its growing indifference to even his sole suc-

cessful play, pronounced that his reputation on ac-

count of that exertion was in a great measure the

result of temporary and local circumstances, and
that, being ill based, it cannot last.

HOPE, Sir John, latterly Earl of Hopetoun, a

celebrated military commander, was son to John,
second Earl of llopetoun, by his second marriage
with Jane, daughter of Robert Oliphant of Rossie,

in the county of Perth. He was born at Hopetoun,
in the county of Linlithgow, on the 17th of August,

1766. After finishing his education at home, he
travelled on the Continent, where he had the advan-
tage of the superintendence of Dr. Gillies, author of

the History of Greece, afterwards historiographer to

the king. Mr. Hope entered the army as a volunteer

in the fifteenth year of his age, and on the 28th of

May, 1784, received a cornetcy in the loth regiment
of light dragoons. We shall briefly note his gra-

dual rise as an officer until he reached that rank in

which opportunities were afforded of distinguishing

himself. On the 24th of December, 1785, he was
appointed to a lieutenancy in the looth foot ; on the

31st October, 1789, to a company in the 17th dra-

goons; on the 25111 of April, 1792, to a majority in

the 2d foot; and on the 26lh of April, 1793, to a

lieutenant-colonelcy in the 25th foot. It was the

period when the claims of rank began to meet with
less observance in the British army, and severer

duties called for the assistance of active and persever-

ing men ; and these had before them a sure road to

honour. So early as 1794 Lieutenant-colonel Hope
was appointed to the arduous situation of adjutant-

general to Sir Ralph Abercromby when serving in

the Leeward Islands; during the three ensuing years

he was actively emjdoyed in the cami)aigns in the

West Indies, where he held the rank of brigadier-

general ; during this service he is characterized in

the despatches of the commander-in-chief as one who
'"on all occasions most willingly came forward and
exerted himself in times of danger, to which he was
not called from his situation as adjutant-general."

In the parliament of 1796 .Mr. Hope was returned

as member for Linlithgowshire: as a legislator he has

been very little known, and he soon rcliiu|uishe<l a

duty not probal.>Iy accordant with liis taste ancl talents.

.\s a deputy adjutant-general he attended the ex-

pedition to Holland in August, 1 799, having, in the

interval betwixt his services abroad, performed the

duty of a colonelcy in the Nortli Lowland fencibles.

In the sharp fighting at the landing at the Helder,

witli wliich the jiroceedings of the secret exi)edition

t(j Holland C(jmmenced. Colonel Hope had liie mis-

fjrtune to be so severely wounded as to render his

f.iitlier attendance (Jii the expedition iiiqd'acticable.

I'roni the elu.-cts of his w ound he recovered during

the ensuing October, w lien he was aiijiointed ad-

jutant-general to tlie iJiike of \'ork, Lieutenant-

colonel .Alexander IIoju', his lirother by his father's

third marriage, being ap])oiiited Ids successor as

deputy adjutant-geneial. In iSoo Colonel Hope
joined tlie' exiiedition to I'.gv'pt under .Sir Ralph
.Al)ercroniby, who had been his commanding officer

at the attack on the lleMer. He still acted as

adjutant-general, and on the 131I1 of May he was
a]ipointed bi igadier-general in the Mediterranean.

Were we to follow this active officer's footsteps
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through the progress of the Ej;yptian war, we should

merely repeat what the best pens in Europe have
been engaged in discussing for thirty years, and
what generally is known; suffice it to say, that he

was engaged in the actions of 8th and 13th March,
iSoi, and that he received a wound on the hand at

the battle of Alexandria. In June he was able to

j<roceed witii the army to Cairo, where he has re-

ceived credit as an able negotiator, for the manner
in which he settled the convention for the surrender

of that place with the French commander, General

Belliard. On the lithof May, 1S02, he was pro-

moted to the rank of a major-general. On the 30lh

of June, 1805, he was appointed deputy-governor of

Portsmouth—an office he resigned the same year, on
being nominated to a command with the troops sent

to the Continent under Lord Cathcart. On the 3d
of October, 1805, he was made colonel of the 2d
battalion of the 60th foot, and on the 3d of January,
1S06, colonel of the 92d foot. On the 25th of

April, 1808, he was made a lieutenant-general.'

Lieutenant-general Hope was among the most
eminent and persevering partakers in that exter-

minating war in the Peninsula, where, as in the

conflicts of ancient nations, everything gained was
the price of blood. On the 8th of August he landed

with the British forces in Portugal ; during the en-

suing month he was ap])ointed British commandant
at Lisbon ; and on the French gradually evacuating

the town, in terms of their convention, lie took pos-

session of the castle of Belem on the loth, and of the

citatlel on the 12th. The restless spirit of the Por-

tuguese, on the knowledge that the French were to

leave the country, caused their long-smothered in-

dignation to appear in insults, tlireats, and even

attempts on the lives of the general officers; to depart

in safety was the object of the French, and General
Hope had the difiicult task of preventing the op-

pressed people from making dangerous displays of

public feeling—a duty he performed witli modera-
tion and energy, and which he was enabled finally

to complete.

Sir John Moore divided his forces into twocolumns,
one of which, under his own command, marched by
Almeida and Ciudad Rodrigo, while the other pro-

ceeded to the Tagus under the command of General

Hope. While thus separated from his celebrated

commander, both experienced the full danger and
doubt which so ami)ly characterized the disastrous

campaign. The few .Spanish troops who had struck

a blow for their country, fleeing towards the Tagus,
brought to General Hope the traces of the approacli

of the victorious French. His column, consisting

oflhice thousand inlantry and nine huudrcd cavalry,

were in want and difTicuUy. The iiihospitable

Country affortled insufficient supplies of provision;

tliey were destitute of money, and of many necessary

articles of military store. To enable his troops in

some measure to obtain supplies he separated his

whole column into six divisions, each a day's march
distant IVinn the others, and thus passing tliruugh an
uncultiNalcd country destitute of roads, whose few
inhabitants could give no assistance and could not

be trusted, and harassed by the ncighbourlnjod of

a jwwcrful enemy, he had to drag his artillery and
a large park of ammunition to join the cominandcr-
iii-cliief, whose safety depended on his sijcedy ap-
proacli. At Alniaraz he endeavoured to di>cover

' Tlic>e dry details of military .advancement, which we
Willi. 1 wilHngiy spare our readers were tliey not i;ece--.arv fir

t!-.o C'.mpletLness of a bio-raphv. we have cpied froin the
A-.mual i::,^!:m/'hy and ( '!:t}:aiy for i>j4. a s-.urc fr..ni

w!r.."li we derive al! the dates in this nieni'jir. ji:d:^-;n^ il o:'.e

some path which might guide him through the hilb

to Ciudad Rodrigo, but not finding one easily ac-

cessible, the jaded state of his few remaining horses

compelled him to relinquish the attempt to cross these

regions. On reaching 'I'alavera, to the other evils

with which he had to contend was added the folly

or perfidy of the .Spanish functionaries: the secretary

at war recommended to him a method of passing

through Madrid, which on consideration he found
would have been the most likely of all methods to

throw him into the hands of the French army. Re-
solving to make a last effort to obtain assistance

from the nation for which the British troops were
wasting their blood, he proceeded in person to 5ladrid

;

but the uncontrolled confusion of the Spanish govern-

ment threw additional discouragements on his pro-

spects, and he found that the safety of his men must
depenil on their own efforts. Avoiding the path so

heedlessly proposed, he passed Naval Camero, and
reached Escurial, where he halted to bring up liis

rear, and to obtain bullocks for dragging his artil-

lery and ammunition. Having crossed the mountains
on the sixth day after leaving Madrid, his situation

became more melancholy, and he fell into deeper

difTicukies. He received the intelligence of additional

disasters among the Spaniards; and his scouts traced

the vicinity of parties of the enemy. "The general's

situation," says Colonel Napier in Ids Htstoiy of
tJie Peninsular ]Var, "was now truly embarrass-

ing. If he fell back to the Guadarama, the army
at Salamanca would be without ammunition or ar-

tdlery. If he advanced, it must be by a flank march
of three days, with a heavy convoy, over a flat coun-

try, and within a few hours' march of a very superior

cavalry. If he delayed where he was, even for a few

hours, the French on the side of Segovia might get

between him and the pass of Guadarama, and then,

attacked in front, flank, and rear, he would be re-

duced to the shameful necessity ofabandoning his con-

voy and guns to save his men in the mountains cf

Avila. A man of less intrepidity and calmness

would have been ruined; but Ho]:'e, as enterprising

as he was prudent, without any hesitation ordered

the cavalry to throw out parties cautiously tov.'ards

the French, and to maintain a confident front if tlie

latter appt-oached ; then moving the infantry and
guns from V'illacastin, and the convoy from Espin-

osa, by cross-roads to Avila, he continued his march
day and night until they reached Peneranda : the

cavalry covering this movement, closed gradually to

the left, and finally occupied Fontiveros on the 2d

of December.''- Not without additional dangers

from the vicinity of the enemy, to the number cf

10,000 infantry and 2000 cavalry, with 40 guns, he

at length reached .'-Salamanca, and joined the coni-

mantler- in -chief. He partook, in the nicasurts

which the army, thus recruited, endeavoured to juir-

sue, as a last effort of active hostility, passing with

his division the Douro at Tordesillas, and directing

his march upon Villepando. In the memorable re-

treat which followed these proceedings he had a la-

borious and ]"ierilous duty to perforin. lie c>.n:-

nianded the left wing at the battle of Corunna ; cf

his share in an event .so frequently ami minutely re-

corded it is scarcely necessary to give a detailed 'ac-

count. After the death of tlie commander-in-chief,

and the wound which compelled Sir David P.aird to

retire from tlie tield. (ieneial Hope was left with the

honour and responsil)i!ity of tl;e supreme command,
and, in the langua-eof the despatches, to bis '•abilities

and exertions in the tiireetion of the artlent zeal aul

unconiiuernble \a!our of his ni;iiost\-'s troops, js f. he
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attributed, under Providence, the success of the day,

which terminated in the complete and entire repulse

and defeat of the enemy."
It was the immediate decision of .Sir John Hope

not to follow up a victory over so powerful an enemy,

but taking advantage of the confusion of the French,

to proceed with the original design of embarking
the troops, a measure performed with true military

alacrity and good order, not without the strenuous

exertions of the general, who, after the fatigues of

the day, personally searched till a late hour the

purlieus of the town, to prevent stragglers from fall-

ing into the hands of the enemy. General Hope
wrote to Sir David Baird a succinct and clear account
of the battle, in which his own name seldom occurs.

As exhibiting the subdued opinion he expressed of

the advantage gained, and as what is very probably
a specimen of his style of composition, we quote the

following passage from this excellent document :

—

"Circumstances forbid us to indulge the hope that

the victory with which it has pleased Providence to

crown the efforts of the army can be attended with
any very brilliant consequences to Great Britain.

It is clouded liy the loss of one of her best soldiers.

It has been achieved at the termination of a long
and harassing service. The superior numbers and
advantageous position of the enemy, not less than

the actual situation of this army, did not admit of

any advant.ige being reaped from success. It must
be, however, to you, to the army, and to our country,

the sweetest reflection, that the lustre of the British

arms has been maintained, amidst many disadvan-

tageous circumstances. The army, which had entered

Spain amidst the fairest prospects, had no sooner
completefl its junction, than, owing to the multiplied

disasters tliat dispersed the native armies around us,

it was left to its own resources. The advance of the

British corps from Douro afforded the best hope that

the south of Spain miglu be relieved, but this gener-

ous effort to save tlie unfortunate people also afforded

the enemy the opportunity of directing every effort

of his numerous troops, and concentrating all liis

principal resources, fjr the destruction of the only
regular force in the north of Spain."

The grateful acknowledgements of his country
crowded thickly on General Hope after the arrival

of the desjiatches in England; a vote of tlianks to him
and to the officers under his command was unanimously
pas-^ed in the House of Lords, on the motion of the

Karl of Liverpool ; in the House of Commons, on that

of Lord (!a>tlereagh. .\s a reward for his services,

his brother (the I'^arl of Hopetoun) was created a
baron of the I'nited Kiiigdf)m by the title of Baron
Huijctoun of Hojictoun in the county of Linlithgow,
and himself received tlie (jrder of the liath. in wliich

he was installed two years afterwards, along with
twenty-two other knights. Soon after liis return to

Britain .Sir John wa> a])pointed to sujierintend the

military dejartment of the unsati^factorv exi)edition

to the .'^chellt. It was the intention of the planners
of the expedition, that by landing on the nortli side

of .'-ioulli Beveland, and taking po^^e^^ion of t!ie

i-.l.ind, Sir John might incommode the I'Vench fleet

whije it remained near Flusliing, and render it,-,

retreat more difficult, while it might l)e subject to

tlie attack- of tlic British shi])S. Sir lohn's divi-ion

landed near Ter-Goes, took possession of the impor-
tant ]io-t of Bait/, and reuTived all inipediineiit-

to tlie pro^re-- of tlie Briti-h vessels in the We^t
Scheldt. Lor nine days Sir tohn occupied liis jiost,

waiting impn'iently fjr the conc.-rted arrival of the

giin-1) lats under the command of .Sir Home Po])ham,
hir-i--ed by frefpienf attacks from the enemy, in one
of wliich liieN" bruu 'lit down aboul twent v-eic/lit ''W\\-

vessels, and kept up a cannonade for several hours,

but were, after much exertion on the part of the
general, compelled to retreat. The termination and
effect of the expedition are well known, and need
not be here repeated. At the termination of the
expedition Sir John Hope was appointed commander-
in-chief of the forces in Ireland, but he soon left this

unpleasing sphere of duty, to return in 1813 to the

scene of his former exertions in the Peninsula. At
the battle of Nivelle he commanded the left wing,
and driving in the enemy's outposts in front of their

entrenchments on the Lower Nivelle, carried the

redoubt above Orogue, and established himself on
the heights immediately opposite Sibour, in readi-

ness to take advantage of any movement made by
the enemy's right. On the loth of December nearly

the whole army of the enemy left their entrenchments,
and having drawn in the pic)uets, advanced upon .Sir

John Hope's posts on the highroad from Bayonne
to .St. Jean de Luz. At the first onset Sir John took

500 prisoners, and repulsed the enemy, while he
received in the course of the action a severe contusion

on the head. The same movement was repeated

by the enemy, and they were in a similar manner
repulsed. The conduct of Sir John on this occasion

has received the approbation of military men, as

being cool, judicious, and soldierly; and he received

the praises of the Duke of Wellington in his de-

spatches.

In this campaign, which began on the frontiers

of Portugal, the enemy's line of defence on the Douro
had been turned, and after defeat at Vittoria, .Soult

had been rejwlsed in his efforts to relieve St. Se-

b.astian and Pamplona, and the army of France had
retreated behind the Pyrenees. On the fall of the

latter place the army entered France, after many
harassing operations, in which the progress of the

allies was stoutly impeded by the indomitable .Soult.

In the middle of February, 1814, the passage of the

.'\dour was accomplished. "While the main body
of the army under the I)uke of Wellington prosecuted

the campaign in other quarters, Sir John IIo]ie was
left with a division to invest the citadel and town
of Bayonne on both banks of the river. .Soon after

these operations commenced. Sir John received in-

formation from two deserters that the g.arrison was
under arms, and ]:>repaied for a sortie before daylight

next morning. By means of a feint attack at the

moment they were so expected, and by the silent

and stealthy movements of some of their men thrfiugh

the rough ground, many of the sentinels were killed,

and several lines of pifpiets broken. The nature of

the sjiot, with a hollcjw way, steep banks, and inter-

cepting walls, deprived those so attacked of tlie

])ower of retreating, and the whole vicinity was a

series of scattered battles, fought hand to hand, with

deadly bitterness. The chief tiefence of the besiegers

lay in the fortified convent of St. Bernard, and in

some buildings in the village of St. Ltieniie ; to the

latter post Sir John Hope jiroceeiled witli his staff

at the commencement of the attack. Through one
of the inequalities of tile ground already mentioned,
which formed a sort of liollow way. Sir John ex-

pecte<l to find the ncaiest ]>ath to the village. When
almost tfio late, he discovered that the banks had
concealed from him the situation of the enemy, whose
line he was just a|i])roaching, and gave orders to

retreat; I )e-foie, however, being extricated from the

hollow \\:\\\ the eiu-my ap])roache(l within twehe
yards' distance, aii<l began firing: .Sir John Hojie's

horse received three balls, and falling, entangled its

rider. While the staff attempted to extricate him,

the clo.^e firing u{ tlie enemy continued, and several

British officer.- were wouiuied, anKing whom was
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Sir John himself, and the French soldiers pouring

in, made theni all prisoners. The French with

dilTficulty extricated him from the fallen horse, and
while they were conveying him to the citadel, he

was severely wounded in the foot by a ball supposed
to have come from the Britisli i)iqucts. From the

effects of tiiis encounter he suffered for a considerable

l)eriod.

On the 3d of May Sir John was created a British

peer l)y the title of Baron Xiddry of Niddry, county

of Linlithgow. He declined being a partaker in the

pecuniary grant which, on the 9th of June ensuing,

was moved by the chancellor of the excheciuer, as a

reward for the services of him and other distinguished

generals. On the deatii of his brother by his father's

prior marriage, he succeeded to the family title of

Earl of Hopetoun, and in August, 1819, he attained

to the rank of general. He died at Paris, on the 27th

August, 1823, in the fifty-eighth year of his age.

From the Edinl)ur:^h Annual Re;^istcr for 1823 we
extract a character of this excellent and able man,
which, if it have a small degree too much of the

beau ideal in its composition, seems to be better

fitted to the person to whom it is applied than it

might be to many equally celebrated.

"As the friend and companion of Moore," says

this chronicle, "and as acting under Wellington in

the Pyrenean campaign, he had rendered himself
conspicuous. But it was when, by succession to the

earldom, he became the head of one of the most
ancient houses in Scotland, and the possessor of one
of its most extensive properties, that his character

shone in its fullest lustre. He exhibited then a

model, as perfect seemingly as human nature could
admit, of the manner in which this eminent and use-

ful station ought to be filled. An open and magni-
ficent hospitality, suited to his ]:)lace and rank, with-

out extravagance or idle parade, a full and public

tribute to tlie obligations of religion and private

morality, without ostentation or austerity; a warm
interest in the improvement and welfare of lliosc

extensive districts with which his possessions brought
him into contact—a kind and generous concern in

the welfare of the humblest of his dependants— these

qualities made him beloved and respected in an ex-

traordinary degree, and will cause him to be long
remembered."'

HOPE, Sir Thomas, an eminent lawyer and
statesman of the seventeenth century, and tlie founder
of a family distinguished for its public services, was
the son of Henry Hoj)e, a considerable Scottish

merchant, whose grandlather, John de Hope, was
one of the gentlemen attending Magdalene de \'alois,

first consort of James \'., at her coming into tiiis

country in 1537-
Henry Hope, a younger brother of the subject of

this memoir, following tlie profession of his father,

was the progenitor of the great and opulent branch
of the Ibjpes of Amsterdam; a house, for extent of
commerce an.l solidity of credit, long considered
superior, without exception, to any private mercan-
tile company in the world.
Thomas Hope, after having distingui^lied liimsflf

at school in no small degree, entered upon the study

' I'hc esteem .111. i alTcction in which the e.^rl was heM in the
s-encs of private life, and in his cliaracter as a landlord, ha^
since his death been testified in a remarkable manner, by the
erection of no fewer thati three nionnnients to his meniorv, on
the tops of as many hills -one in Fife on the mount o'f Sir
]),ivil Lindsay, another in I.inlitli.i^owsliire near Hopetoun
II ou-e, and the third in the nei-hbonrhood ,,f Had.'unu-ton.
An e-paestrian statue of his lordship lias also been ere. 'led in

St. An 'row's Squire, I''jlinburgh, with an inscrij.'ti jii from the
pen uf Sir \\'aller Sjott.

of the law, and made so rapid a progress in juridical

knowledge, that he was at a very early age called

to the bar. However, like the generality of young
lawyers, he enjoyed at first a very limited practice

;

in 1606 he burst at once upon the world on the fol-

lowing occasion.

Six ministers of the Church of Scotland, having
thought proper to deny that the king and his council

possessed any authority in ecclesiastical affairs, were
on that account imprisoned for some months in

]51ackness Castle, indicted for high-treason, and on
the loth of January, 1606, put upon trial at Linlith-

gow, before a jury consisting chielly of landed gentle-

men of the three Lothians. As it was carefully pro-

nmlgated that the king and court had openly expressed
the highest displeasure against the ministers, and
had declared that they would show no favour to any
person that should appear in their behalf, none of
the great . lawyers chose to undertake their cause;
even .Sir Thomas Craig, although he was procurator

for the church, refused to be ctjncerned in this affair,

and .Sir William Oliphant, who had at first promised
to plead for them, sent word the day before that

he must decline appearing. The ministers, thus

abandoned, applied to Mr. Hope, who, pitying their

case, with the greatest cheerfulness and resolution

undertook their defence; and, notwithstanding the

reiterated endeavours of the court to perplex and
browbeat him, conducted himself in so skilful and
masterly a manner, that he made a deep impression

on the jury. However, by an unlawful tampering
with the jurors (some of the lords of council having
procured admittance to them after they were locked
up), and assurance that no harm was intended against

the persons or goods of the accused, nine of the

fifteen jurymen were induced to bring in a verdict

of guilty, and the ministers were sentenced to banish-

ment forth of the kingdcnn, which was accordingly

executed.

By the commendable intrepidity, knowledge of the

law, and singular abilities manitested by Mr. Ho])e
at this important trial, he became so greatly the

favourite of the Presbyterians, that they never after-

wards undertook any important business without con-

sulting him; and he was retained in almost every

cause brought by that jiarty into the courts of justice,

so that he instantly came into the first practice of any
lawyer at that period. By this, in a few years he
acquired one of the most consideralde fortunes ever

made at llie Scottish bar; which enabled him to \<\\x-

chase, between 1613 and 1642, tlie lands of Gran-
toun, Edmonstoun, and Cauldcolts in Mid Lothian;

Prestongrange in East Lothian; Kcrse in .Stirling-

shire; Mertoun in the Merse; Kinninmonth, .\rn\d:e,

Craighall, Ceres, Ililtarvet, and others, in hife.

It was the policy of King Charks I. to bestov.-

honours and emoluments ui;on those v.lio had most
jiower to obstruct his designs, and hence, in i62i>,

the great Presliyterian barrister was made king's ad-

vocate, with jicrmission, revived in his favour, to s;t

in the b.^r, and l)e jirivy to the liearing and dctcrmii;-

ing of all causes, except tl'.ose in which he was il'-

tained l)y anv of the ])arties. Ilew.isalso in 162^.'

created a baronet of Xova Sc'i'.ia. If tlie king t\-

])ected by tliese nuans to g.iin him over fioni the

Preslj\-tcrians, lie was gricvon^Iy disai'poiiUed, for

althouglT .Sir Tlinnias lii-L-Ji.-.rgL-d the ilutic-s of liis

higli othce witli attenti.m and pp •[Tiity. hi,s gr.'.titude,

l^rincijiles, and inclinati<'n wcix' a'l toci powerkiily

engaged to liis fust iViends ar..i l)ent.factors to admit

of his deserting them: it was. nii the cimtrary, with
pleasine tliat I'.e l-elieM tliat ]'arty increasing every

dav in nuinl>ei- a.iiit c >n-.eqr.enL'e. It wcnld dr.nv

out this account to too '-reat a length to enumerate
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all the various steps taken by them in pursuance of

his advice ; it is enough to say that he acted as their

confidant throughout the whole affair of the resist-

ance to the liturgy in 1637, and that he was inti-

mately concerned in framing the bond of resistance

entitled the National Covenant, which was subscribed

by nearly the whole population of Scotland in the

succeeding year. The king, with fatal weakness,

nevertheless retained him in an office which, of all

others in the state, implied and required a hearty

service of tlie royal cause. In 1643, when a parlia-

ment was required to meet in order to settle the

solemn league and covenant with the English par-

liament, .Sir Thomas, to get over the dilemma of

illegality which must have characterized such a meet-

ing, as it could not legally take place till the next

year, recommended a cc^nvention of estates upon the

precedent of some such transaction in tlie reign of

James V. ; and thus was achieved a measure which,

more than any other, perhaps, was fatal to the royal

cause: the army voted in this irregular meeting being
of great avail in tlie decisive battle of Longmarston-
moor, which was fought soon after.

Charles, nevertheless, still persisting in his unfor-

tunate policy, appointed Sir Thomas Hope to be his

commissioner to the General Assembly, which met
in August, 1643; '^n honour never before or since

bestowed upon a commoner. The royalists were so

much incensed at the appointment of an enemy in-

stead of a friend, that tiiey very generally absented
themselves from the assembly, and the field was there-

fore left in a great measure clear to the Covenanters,
who carried all before them. As the sanction of

this body was necessary to the transaction above
alluded to, the credit of the whole, direct or indirect,

lies with .Sir Thomas Hope.
In 1645 -Sir Thomas Hope was appointed one of

the commissioners for managing the exchequer, but
did not long enjoy that office, dying the next year,

1646. He had tlie singular happiness of seeing,

before his death, two of his sons seated on the bench
wliile he was lord-advocate; and it being judged by
the Court of Session unbecoming that a fatiier hlunild

plead u!icovered before his children, the privilege of

v.earing his hat while pleading was granted to him.
This privilege his successors in the office of king's

advocate have ever since enjoyed, though it is now
in danger of being lost througli desuetude.

Tlie professional excellencies of Sir Thomas Hope
are thus discriminated by .Sir George Mackenzie, in

his Charactcrcs Aihotatonim

:

—"Hojiius niira inven-

tione pollebat, totque illi fundebat argumenta ut am-
plificatione tempus deesset; non ornabat, sed argue-
bat, modo uniformi, sed sibi proprio. Nam cum
argumentum vel exceplionem j^rolulisset, rationem
adlebat; et uiji dubia videiiatur, rali(jnis rationem.
Ita rhetorica non illi defiiil, sed inutilis ajiparuit."

The following are the written or ])ul)li>iied works
of .Sir Thomas Hope:— l, Carmen Scniliiyc in Seren-
issliniim Carol11 !)i f. BritainiiaruDi Mouarchani,
VA\n. 1626.—2, Psalmi DuT'idis ct Cinfiaun Solo-

i:>Tni\ Latino Carmine KedJitiim, .l/.S. --3, A/a/or

rracliiks.—4, Minor Praclicks (a very wi-ll-known
work).— 5, Paratitillo in Unii'erso Juris Corpore.---

And 6, ,•/ Cenealo:^ie of the liarh of .^far, MS.
In Wood's Ancient and Jl/odern Aiioiuil of tJte

Parish of Cramond, from which tiie above fact^ arc

ciiiclly taken, is given a very jierfect account of tiic

nunicrou-) descendants of Sir 'I'homas Hope, includ-

ing the noble race of Ilopetoun, and many (;ther

mc'-S (li^'inL;u;--hed in the two ]>a^t centuries l)y

o;:u!al cinineiicj and pul^lic service.

HOPETOUN, i:..\:;l of. See Hun; (Sir John).

HORNER, Francis, whose virtues, talents, and
eloquence raised him to an eminent rank in public
life while yet a young man, was born at Edinburgh
on the I2th of August, 1778. His father, who was
at that time a linen manufacturer and mercer upon
an extensive scale, took delight in cultivating the

excellent talents which his son early displayed, and
doubtless contributed much to the formation of those
intellectual habits, and sound and liberal principles,

which marked the boy as well as the full-grown

man. P'rancis was sent to the high-school, where
he soon became a favourite with Ur. Adam, who
then presided over that eminent seminary as rector,

and who was accustomed to say of his distinguished

pupil, that "Francis Horner was the only boy he
ever knew who had an old head upon young
shoulders." Nor was this remark dictated by undue
partiality, although some of the most eminent men
of the day were among young Horner's class-

fellows: for he was never known to join in the field-

sports or recreations of any of the boys, and he kept
the rank of dux at school by his own industry and
talents alone, having no private tutor to direct his

studies. P'rancis indeed needed no adventitious aid;

but it has been thought by some of his medical friends

that these early propensities to retirement and con-

stant study contributed to sow the seeds of that pul-

monary disease which assailed his youth, and finally

laid him in an untimely grave.

When removed to the university he enjoyed the

instructions of several eminent professors, and in

particular attracted the notice of Dugald Stewart:

but the theatre, perhaps, which tended more than

any other to unfold his talents and views was the

-Speculative Society, an institution for improvement
in public speaking, and in science in general, with-

out peculiar reference to any of the learned profes-

sions, the members of which met weekly during the

sitting of the college. There are ^q.\v associations of

this kind which have numbered so many young men
of splendid talents on their roll of members. Lord
Henry Petty, the second son of the first Marquis of

Lansdov.ne, and Messrs. Brougham and Jeffrey, were
amongst ^Ir. Horner's associates in the arena <>f

debate, and contributed by their mutual influence on
each other's minds to invigorate and sharpen those

intellectual powers which were afterwards to raise

them to stations of the highest eminence and wide>t

influence in society. Mr. Horner first directed his

attention to the Scottish bar, but, like his two last-

mentioned friends, with very limited success. The
attainment of sufficient practice before the Scotti.-ii

court can only be the result of undismayed jiersever-

ance and great industry; real talent will ultiniatL-Iy

reach its object there, but the necessary probation is

ajH to dishearten conscious merit. There was sonie-

tliing also in the p<jlitical cliaracter of tlie times in-

auspicious to young men of independent principles,

who sought to make their way without friends or

interest l)y dint of talent alone; the aristocracy pos-

sessed overwhelming influence, and a considerable

amount of prejudice existed in the midst of the com-
monalty against tlie first manifestations of that more
liberal spirit which now began to show itself in vari-

ous fpiarters, and more esiieciaily characterized the

(lebrilcs of the Speculative .Society. Tlie interven-

tion of a jury was also unknown in civil causes, and
thus the principal fiehl for fjrensic ehKpience was
denied to tile youthful aspirant. These considera-

tions .n])]iear to have so far weighed with .Mr. Horner
as to induce him, though already admitted a nieniber

of faculty, to direct his attention to the l^nglish l)p.r;

and with tliis view lie left his asscjciates, now l)Usi]y

cii^aged with the e.iil}' nujiiljers of tlie l-.ilinbiirgk
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Revieiv, and repaired to London, where he com-
menced tlie stucly of English jurisprudence.

In the meantime his friend Lord IL Petty, after

liaving taken his dejjree at Cambridge, and visited

the Continent, returned to England, and was imme-
diately elected one of the two representatives of Calne.

In the new parliament just then convoked, this young
nobleman soon began to be considered a very able and
formidable ally of the opposition; and upon the final

success of Mr. Fox's party. Lord Henry Petty found

iiimself, at the very early age of twenty-one, chan-

cellor of the exchequer, a member of the privy-

council, and M.P. for the university of Cambridge.
In this commanding situation he strongly recom-
mended his young Scottish friend to the notice of

his coadjutor, as a gentleman whose principles, char-

acter, and talents eminently fitted him for supporting

t'le new ministry. Mr. Horner was accordingly

brought into parliament for the borough of St. Ives

in 1806. By the dismission of the Foxo-Grenville
administration, Mr. Horner was for a time deprived

of his parliamentary seat; but the talents and integrity

which he had exhibited while in office pointed him
out to the friends of liberal principles as an ally too

important to be consigned to oblivion. Accordingly,

ou the retirement of Viscount Mahon from the repre-

sentation of Wendover, Mr. Ilornerwas immediately
nominated for that place, and soon afterwards was
appointed one of the commissioners for investigat-

ing the claims on the Nabob of Arcot, whose debts

had been guaranteed by the East India Company

—

an office of considerable emolument but proportion-

ate labour. This situation, however, he afterwards

resigned, though receiving little or no emolument
from professional business, which indeed he did not

aim at acquiring. Once established, however, in

parliament, Mr. Horner continued gradually to ac-

quire the confidence of tlie house, and that hold upon
jvablic opinion without which no member of the

IJritish senate can be an efficient statesman. His
speeches were little remarkable for ornament, or in

a high degree for what is generally called eloquence;

but he brought to the examination of every subject

the power of a clear and matured understanding; and
as he made it a point never to address the house upon
any subject of which he had not made himself fully

master, he never failed to command attention and
respect. The excellence of the speaker consisted in

accurate reasoning, logical arrangement of the facts,

and clear and forcible illustration.

On the 1st of February, iSio, Mr. Horner entered

upon that part of his jiarliamentary career in which
he reaped his most brilliant reputation. The extra-

orlinary depreciation of the paper-currency, and the

unfavourable state of the exchanges for the last two
years, had attracted the attention of the best econo-

mists of the day, and engaged Messrs. Mushet,
Ricardo, and Huskisson, and many others, in the

investigation of the general principles of circulation,

and of the various results which are occasioned in

liifferent countries by the variations in their respec-

tive currencies. Tliis was a subject upon whicli Mr.
Horner felt himself at full liberty to enter. He had
early turned his attention to economical subjects, and
h.ad given t!ie result of his inquiries to the public in

various articles which lie contributed to the Edht-
l-i'.r-i'i Rr.'ici^, which had attracted very consideralile

11 lice from their first aiijicarance. Accordingly,
jnirsuant to notice, he moved for a variety of accounts
ap.d returns, and during tlie spring of that year called

t'p.e attention of the hou'-e at different times to tlic

iiiqiortant sul>ject of the circulating medium and
bullion trai'.e. At tlie simc time that Mr. HoruL-r

was establi^hin:; liis refutation as an economist, he

neglected not the other duties of a statesman. On
the loth of May, 1810, when Alderman Combe made
a motion censuring the ministers for obstructing the

address of the Livery of London to his majesty in

person, we find Mr. Homer sui)porting it in the fol-

lowing constitutional terms : "He considered it as a
question of vital importance, respecting which minis-

ters ha<l attempted to defend themselves by drawing
the veil from the infirmities of their sovereign. It

was the right of the Livery of London, as it was of
other subjects, to have access to his majesty's person
in the worst times—even in those of Charles H. these

had not been refiised. The most cornipt ministers

indeed had no idea it would ever be refused. How
comjjlete would have been their triumph if they had
discovered the practice which of late had prevailed I

The obstruction of petitions was a subversion of the

fundamental law of the land." Tbwards the conclu-

sion of the same session the house marked its sense

of Mr. Horner's superior information by placing his

name at the head of "the bullion committee." Mr.
Homer presided for some time as chairman of that

committee during the examination of the evidence,

and drew up the first part of the report; the second
was penned by Mr. Huskisson; and the third by Mr.
Henry Thornton. They reported "that there was
an excess in the paper circulation, of which the most
unequivocal symptoms were the high price of bullion,'

and next to that the low state of the continental ex-

change;^ that the cause of this excess was to be found
in the suspension of cash-payments, there being no
adequate provision against such an excess, except in

the convertibility of paper into specie; and that the

unfavourable state of the exchange originated in tlie

same cause, and was farther increased by the anti-

commercial measures of the enemy." They added
"that they could see no sufficient remedy for the

present, or security for the future, except the repeal

of the law suspending the cash-payments of the bank

;

this, they thought, could not be safely done at an
earlier period than two years from the time of their

report ; but they recommended that early provision

should be made by parliament for this purpose."

This report e.xcited much discussion both within aivl

without the walls of the house. The ]5rcss swarmed
with pamphlets on the present state of the currency

and the remedies proposed;—the journals teemed
with dissertations on the same subject;—the com-
parative merits of a metallic and a paper currency

formed the topic of discussion in every company;

—

ministers op]iosed the committee's ]iroposition;—and
finally, Mr. Vansittart, at the head of the anti-bul-

lionists or practical tiicn, as they called tliemsclve-,

got a series of counter-resolutions passed after four

nights' keen discussion, in which the sjieeches of Mr.

Ilorner and several other members extended to ihice

hours' length.

Although defeated in their struggle, the a])pearaiice

which Mr. Horner made in it was so highly res]:Li.'.-

able as to deepen the impression which Ids taler.:

s

and knowdedge had already made on the Imuse; ai: 1

from this period he ajijiears to have exercised very

considerable influence with all parties. Iiiileed, t]:c

urbanity of his manners, and tlie moderation wiili

which he pressed his own views, were >uch as secured

for him the respect, at lea>t, of thu>e from whom lie

diftered in opinion; and while steatiily and con>i'-t-

eiitly supporting the party te> wjiieh he belonged, he

(iisplaved a spirit of tolerance towar^ls hi.- opponents

' C.iM had .-Utained .t iiiaxiinum o{ 15,'j per cent, above the

mint price.
'^ The e\"chn!;;es r>n T{ in'.lnir;; nnd Aristerdnin had heeti df;-

d t'W.-rU t::e 'ait'T end 1 -f -•'', ff' m :'' t'l ro per ce'.^t.

par; wliile V,:c e\eha: ge on P.iri~ wai .-p.li K ^vcr.

pre-
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which totally subdued anything like personal ani-

mosity on tiieir part. His elTorts were then often

more successful than those of more gifted men, who,
witli greater talents, have nevertheless greater preju-

dice, frequently amounting to personal dislike, to

struggle against. It has been supposed that had
Mr. Horner been in parliament after the death of

Mr. Ponsonby, he would have become the leader of

the opposition. But for an honour so great as this

Providence had not destined Iiim. Constant applica-

tion to business and the increasing weight and multi-

plicity of his engagements at last overpowered a

constitution which never was very strong. Indica-

tions of pulmonary consumption soon appeared, and

immediate removal to a warmer climate was deemed
necessary by his physicians. Crossing, therefore, to

the Continent, he passed through France and entered

Italy; but the seeds of mortal disease had begun to

spring before he took farewell of his own country,

and he expired at Pisa on the 8th of February,

1817, in the thirty-eighth year of his age. His

remains were interred in the Protestant burying-

ground at Leghorn, which also contains the ashes of

Smollett.

On the occasion of a new writ being moved for

the borough of St. Mawes, which Mr. Horner had
represented, the character of the deceased member
was elegantly sketched by Lord Morpeth, and elo-

quent and affecting tributes of respect paid to his

memory by several of the most distinguished members
of the house.

A contemporary, who was acquainted with Mr.
Horner both at school and at the university, thus

expresses his opinion of him : "The characteristics

of Mr. Horner's mind, if I apprehend them rightly,

were clearness of perception, calmness of judgment,

and patience of investigation: producing as their

consequences, firmness of conduct and independence

of principles. Carrying these qualities into public

life, he evinced greater moderation and forbearance

than are often fouml in the narrow and comparatively

unambitious strifes of a less extended scene. He
entered parliament at rather an early age, and soon

bicaine not only a useful and conspicuous man of

business, but drew more respect to his personal

character, and was regarded by both orders of the

House of Commons with greater confidence and
interest, than any young member had attracted,

perhaps, since tlie early days of Mr. Pitt. This

will apjicar liigher ])raise when it is arlded, with

truth, that no man coming into that house under

the patronage of a Whig noljjeman could have acted

with greater liberality towards extended ideas of

popular riglit— with more fairness and firmness to

the persons of liis (ipponents -or witli more apparent

latitude of individual judgment, on some of the most
trying occasions, in all thuse scenes that have oc-

curred in our recent parliamei'.tary hi.--tory. As a

jjuhlic Sj)eakcr, he was not remarkable for the pcjpu-

lar graces an<l attractions. If eloquence consists

in rousing the pa--ioiis by strong mctaplif)rs— in

awakening the synqjathies by studied allusions- -or

in arre-iting attention l)y the sallies of a mind rich in

peculiar associations, Mr. Horner was not eloquent.

]!ut if eloquence be the art of persuading by accun-^.te

reasoning, and a right adju-tnient of all the ]>arts of

a liiscour-e, by the powers of a tact which is rather

inti.-llectually right than jiractically fine, Mr. liorner

w.ii eloqu'Mit. He spoke with tlie steady calmness
of one wjio >aw his way on jjrinciide, while he felt

it simply and immediately, thrriugh sobriety of judg-

ment and g J ) 1 conduct; and never seemed to he

m jre excite 1 by his subject, or more carried away
in the vehemence of debate, than to make such ex-

ertions as left one uniform impres.sion on the minds
of his hearers that he spoke from an honest internal

conviction and from a real desire to be useful. In
private life he was distinguished by an impressive
graveness which would have appeared heavy had it

not been observed in permanent conjunction with
an easy steadiness of conversation, and a simplicity
of manners very far from anything cold, affected,

or inelegant. His sense of honour was high and
decided. His taste for literature, like his taste for

conduct, was correct. As his acts of friendship or
of duty were done without effort or finesse, so did
he enjoy with quietness and relish those tender and
deeply felt domestic affections which can sweeten or
even adorn almost any condition of life. He was
not fitted to win popularity, but his habitual modera-
tion—his unaffected respect for everything respect-

able that was opposed to him—and the successful

pains which he took to inform himself well on the

grounds and nature of every business in which he
bore a part, gained him an influence more valuable
to a man of judgment than popularity."

Mr. Horner sat to the celebrated Raeburn for his

picture some years before his demise. The painter

has produced a faithful likeness, but no engraving of

it has yet been executed.

HORSBURGH, James, F.R.S. This eminent
hydrographer, whose charts have conferred such in-

estimable benefits upon our merchant princes and
the welfare of our eastern empire, was a native of

Fife, that county so prolific of illustrious .Scotchmen
from the earliest periods of our national history.

James Horsburgh was born at Flie on the 23d Sep-
tember, 1762. As his parents were of humble rank,

his education in early life at the village school was
alternated with field-labour. Being intended, like

many of those living on the coast of Fife, for a sea-

faring life, his education was directed towards this

destination; and at the age of sixteen, having acquired
a conqDctent knowledge of the elements of mathe-
matics, navigation, and book-keeping, he entered
his profession in the humble capacity of cabin-boy,

to which he was bound apprentice for three years.

During this time the different vessels in which he
served were chiefly employed in the coal trade, and
made short trij)S to Ostend, Holland, and Hamburg.
These were at length interrupted in May, 1780, in

consequence of the vessel in which he sailed being
caj^tured by a French ship off Walcheren, and him-
self with his shipmates sent to prison at Dunkirk.
W'hen his captivity, which was a brief one, had
ended, he made a voyage to the West Indies, and
another to Calcutta; and at this last jiiace he found

an influential friend in Mr. I). Briggs, the ship-

builder, by whose recommendation he was made
third mate of the Xaiicy. l'"or two )ears he con-

tinued to be emidoyed in the trade u])on the coasts

of India and the neighbouring islands, and might
thus have continue<l to the end with nothing more
than the character of a skilfiil, hardy, enterprising

sailor, wlu-n an event occuned by whieli his ainl)i-

tion was awakened, and his latent talents brought
into full exercise. In May, I7<S6, he was sailing

from Batavia to Ceylon, as first mate of the Atlas,

and was regulating the shi])'s course by the charts

used in the na\igati'jn of tliat sea, when the vessel

was unexpt-'Ctedly run d(nvn and wrecke<l upon the

island of Diegfj (larcia. According to the ina|) he
was in an o]ien sea, and the island was elsewhere,

until the sudden crash of the tindjcrs showed too

certainly that he had followed a lying guide. Tlie

loss of this vessel was r(.'])aid a thousand-fold by the

effects it produced. James Horsburgh saw the ncces-
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sity for more correct charts of the Indian Ocean than

had yet been constriicte<l, and lie resolved to devote

himself to the task, by making and recording nautical

observations. The resohition from that day was ]3Ut

in practice, and lie began to accumulate a store of

nautical knowledge that served as tiie materials of his

future productions in hydrography.
In the meantime Ilor^burgh, a shipwrecked sailor,

made his way to Bombay, and, like other sailors thus

circumstanced, looked out for another vessel. This
he soon found in the Gitnjava, a large ship employed
in the trade to China; and for several years after he

sailed in the capacity of first mate in this and other

vessels between Bombay, Calcutta, and China. And
during this time he never lost sight of the resolution

he had formed in conscfpience of his mishap at iJiego

Clarcia. His notes and observations had increased

to a mass of practical knowledge that only required

arrangement ; he had perfected himself by careful

study in the whole theory of navigation, and during

tiie short inteivals of his stay in different ports had
taught himself the mechanical part of his future occu-

pation by drawing and etching. It was time that

these qualifications should be brought into act and
use by due encouragement, and this tilso was not

wanting. During two voyages which he made to

China by the eastern route he had constructed three

charts, one of the .Strait of Macassar, another of the

west side of the Philippine Islands, and a third of

the tract from Dampier Strait through Pitt's Passage
towards Batavia, each of these accompanied with
practical sailing directions. He presented them to

his friend and former shipmate Mr. Thomas Bruce,

at that time at Canton; anti the latter, who was well

fittetl to appreciate the merits of these charts, showed
them to several captains of India ships, and to Mr.
Drummond, afterwards Lord Strathallan, then at

the head of the English factory at Canton. They
were afterwards sent home to Mr. Dalrymple, hydro-

grapher to the East India Company, and published

by the court of directors for the benefit of their

eastern navigation, who also transmitted a letter of

thanks to the author, accompanied witli the present

of a sum of money for the purchase of nautical in-

struments. In 1796 he returned to England in the

Carroll, of which he was first mate; and the excellent

trim in which he kept that vessel excited the admira-
tion of the naval connoisseurs of our country, while

his scientific acquirements introduced hint to Sir

Jose])h Banks, Dr. Maskelyne, the royal astronomer,

and other men distinguished in science. After a trip

to the West Indies, in which the Carron was em-
ployed to convey troops to Porto Pico and Trinidad,

he obtained in 179S the command of the Anna, a

vessel in which he had formerly served as mate, and
made in her several voyages to China, Bengal, and
England. All tliis time he continued his nautical

observations, not only with daily but hourly solici-

tude. His care in this respect was rewardetl by an
important discovery. From the beginning of April.

1S02, to the middle of February, 1804, he hail ke|it

a register every four hours of the rise and {\x\\ of the

mercury in two marine barometers, and found that

while it regularly ebbjd and llowed twice during tlie

t\venty-f>ur hours in tlie open sea, from latitude 26'

N. to 26" S., it was diminished, and sometimes
wholly obstructed, in rivers, harbours, and straits,

owing to the neighbourhood of tlie land. 'J'iiis fact,

witli tlie register l)y which it was illustrated, he trans-

mitted to the Royal .Society, by whom it was pub-
lishe^l in the Philosophical TransacttJiis for iSov
Having also purchased, at Bombay, the astronomical
clock used by the French ships that had been ser.t

in i]uest of the unfortunate La l\rousc, he us.xl it in

VOL. 11.

ascertaining the rates of his own chronometers, and
in making observations upon the immersions and
emersions of Jupiter's satellites, which he forwarded
to the ( Greenwich Observatory. About the same
l)eriod he constructed a chart of the Straits of Alias,

and sent it, with other smaller surveys, to Mr.
Dalrymple, by whom they vv-ere engraved.

It was now full time that Captain Horsburgh should
abandon his precarious jirofcssion, which he had
learned so thonjughly, and turn his useful acquire-

ments to their proper account. It was too much
that the life of one upon whose future labours the
safety of whole navies was to depend, should be ex-

posed to the whiff of every sudden gale, or the chance
starting of a timber. Already, also, he had completed
for publication a large collection of charts, accom-
jianied with explanatory memoirs of the voyages from
wdiich they had been constnicted, and these, with his

wonted disinterestedness, he was about to transmit

to his predecessor Mr. Dalrymjile. Fortunately, .Sir

Charles Forbes interposed, and advised him to carry

them home and publish them on his own account;

and as Horsburgh was startled at the idea of the

expense of such a venture in authorship, his whole
savings amounting by this time to no more than ^^5000
or ^6000, the great Indian financier soon laid his

anxieties to rest, by procuring such a number of

subscribers for the work in India as would more than
cover the cost of publishing. Thus cheered in his

prospects. Captain Horsburgh returned to England
in 1805, and forthwith commenced his important
publication, from which his memory was to derive

such distinction, and the world such substantial

benefit. So correct were these charts, that even this

very correctness, the best and most essential quality

of such productions, threatened to prevent their pub-

lication; for with such accuracy and minuteness were
the bearings and soundings of the harbour of Bombay
laid down, that it was alleged they would teach an
enemy to find the way in without the aid of a pilot.

It was no wonder indeed that these soundings were
so exact; for he had taken them with his own hands,

during whole weeks, in which he worked from morn-
ing till night under the fire of a tropical sun. In the

same year that he returned to England he married,

and had by this union a son and two daughters, who
survived him. In 1S06 he was elected a fellow of

the Royal .Society; and in iSio he was appointed

hydrographer to the East India Compan)-, by the

court of directors, on the death of Mr. Dalrymple.

Just before this appointment, however, he published

his most important work, entitled Directions jcr

Sailing to andfrom tite East Indies, China, i\\-:u Hol-

land, the CapeofGood Hope, and the Interjacent Ports.

These Directions, undertaken at the request of several

navigators of the eastern seas, and compiled from his

journals and obser\ations during twenty-one years,

have ever- since continued to be the stanilard and

text-book of eastern ocean navigation.

On being appointed hydrographer to tlie East India

Company, Mr. Horsburgh devoted himself, with all

his wonted application, to the duties ot his oince.

He constructed many new clinits, the l.:st ot which

was one of the east c'o.^.st i.-f China, with the names

of the places in Chinese and luiglish; and pr.bli.-hed

an Atmospherical Register l"or indicating storms at

sea, besides editing Macker./ie's Treatise on Marine
Sin'cvin^'. and tlie Aiist In.iia Fi.'ct. From iSlO,

the year of his ai.|H)iiUiiient. till 1S36, the year of

his (ieath, he was iiv!efatig.i!)le in that great work of

humaniiy to whicli he may Ijc sai 1 t(> liavc ultimately

f.\!ien a mart\r— f^r his long-continued labours

ani'iiig t!ie scieiilific de'cuments contained in the cold

^au![^ ar.J crvpis of th.e India House, and his close

51
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attention to tlie countless minulice of which the science

of hydrography is composed, broke down a constitu-

tion that, under other circumstances, might liavc en-

dured several years longer. But even while he felt

his strength decaying, he continued at his post until

it was exchanged for a death-bed. His last labour,

upon which he tasked his departing powers to the

uttermost, was the preparation of a new edition of

his Dirccl'tons for Sailiit.;, &c., his favourite work,

published in 1S09, to wliicli lie had made large addi-

tions aud improvements. He had completed the

whole for the press except the index, and in his last

illness he said to Sir Charles Forbes, "I would have

died contented had it pleased God to allow me to

see the book in print!" His final charge was about

the disposal of his works, so that they might be made
available for more extensive usefulness; and to this

the directors of the East India Company lionourably

acceded, while they took care that his children should

be benefited by the arrangement. He died of hydro-

thorax on the 14th of May, 1836. His works still

ol)tain for him the Justly merited title of "The Nauti-

cal Oracle of the World." It is pleasing also to add,

that the lessons whicli he learned from his pious

affectionate father before he left the paternal roof,

aV)ode with him in all his subsequent career: he was
distinguished l)y the virtues of gentleness, kindness,

and charity ; and even amidst his favourite and
absorbing studies, the important subject of religion

employed much of his thoughts. This he showed
by treatises which he \\rote in defence of church
establishments, where his ]5olemic theology was ele-

vated and refined by true Christian piety. Of these

occasional works, his jwmphlet of A National Church
Vindicated wi.'T, written oniy a few months before his

death.

HORSLEY, John, an eminent antiquary, his-

torian, a!i(l divine, was born at Pinkie House in

Mid-Lothian, in the year 1685. ^^'^ parents were
English nonconformists, who are supposed to have
lied into Scotland on account of the persecution in

the reign of Charles II. How it happened tliat they

resided at Pinkie House, then tlie property of the

l-^arl of Dunfermline, as successor to tlie estates of

the abl)cy of Dunfermline, is not known. It is

clearly ascertained that his progenitors belonged to

Northumberland, and were of no mean standing.

His parents returned to Northumljcrland immedi-
ately after the Revolution, and it is imderstood that

tlie subject of this notice received the initiatory ])art

of his education at the Newcastle grammar-school.
He was thereafter sent to pursue liis academical
s'.iulies at Edinburgli; and it would a]ipcar that, at a

very early age, as we find by the laureation jjook of

the college, he was admitted .Master of .Arts in 1701,
being then just sixteen years of age. After finisliing

his tlicological course he returned to England, antl

] 'reached for several years merely as a licentiate; but

in 1 72 1 he was ordained minister of a congregation
v.{ Protestant dissenters at Mor])eth. His mind,
h'lwever, was directed to other ]nirsuils besides his

] rofession, and his great attainments in geology,

mathematics, and most of the other abstruse sciences,

of which he gave nnciuestionable jiroofs, would ]iro-

bil^ly have gained him a wider and more permanent
f\mc in the present <lay than at a time when their

jiriiiciples Were in general little understood, and less

;.i;ended to. In 1722 he invented a simj-.le and in-

genious mode of rletermining the average cjuantity

of rain which fell by means of a funnel, the wider
cylinder of which was thirty inches in diameter, and
terminated in a p'pc three inches in diameter and
tjii in ler.'j'h; tlie latter beincr c'ra''ua'.ed in inches

and tenths. Ten measures of the pipe being equal to

one inch of the cylinder, one measure to one-tenth of

an inch, one inch of the measure to one-hundredth,
and one-tenth to one-thousandth part—the depth of

any particular quantity of rain which fell might be
set down in decimals with case and exactness; and
the whole, at the end of each month or year, summed
up without any trouble. Shortly after, and probably
in consequence of this invention, he was elected a
fellow of the Royal Society, and commenced giving

public lectures on hydrostatics, mechanics, and vari-

ous branches of natural philoso]ihy, at Morpeth,
Alnwick, and Newcastle. His valuable apparatus
for illustrating and exjilaining his lectures, having
passed through various hands after his death, were
in 1 82 1 deposited in the library belonging to the
dissenters in Red Cross Street, London, being be-

queathed to the public by Dr. Daniel Williams. I5y

manuscripts afterwards found among Mr. Ilorsley's

papers, it appears that about the year 1728 he con-

ceived the idea of writing a history of Northumber-
land, and from the extensive design of the work
which he had sketched out, emtiracing its antiqui-

ties, traditions, geological structure, cVc, and his

ability for tlie task, it is much to be regretted

that he did not live to complete it. A map of the

same county, commenced by him, was afterwards

completed by Mr. Mark, the surveyor employed by
him, and published at Edinburgh in 1753. Mr.
Ilorsley also published a small book on experimental

philosophy, in connection with the course of lectures

above noticed. His great work, liowever, by which
his name will most probably be transmitted to pos-

terity, and to which he dedicated the greater part

of his short but busy career, is his Britannia Ko-
ntana, or the Roman affairs of Britain, in three

books. This work is in folio, and consists of 520
pages, with plates exhiliiting maps of the Roman
positions, copies of ancient coins, sculptures, in-

scriptions, &c. It is dedicated to Sir Richard
Ellys, Bart., contains a lengthy preface, a chrono-

logical table of occurrences during the Roman
domination, a copious index of the Roman names
of people and places in Britain, &c. It ^\as

jjrinted at London for John ().-,bome and Thomas
Longman, &c., in 1732; but Mr. Horsley lived not

to see the fate of a work which had unceasingly

engrossed his time, thoughts, and means for several

years. His death took place at Mor]ieth, on the

15th January, 1732, exactly thirteen days after the

date of his dedication to Sir Richard Ellys, and
while yet in his forty-sixth year. The enthusiastic

ardour with which he devoted himself to this work
may be gleaned from the following jiassage in the

preface:-
— "It is now four years since I was jMcvailed

with to comjilete this work, for which time I have
pursued it with the greatest care and npjilication.

Several thousand miles were travelled, to visit ancient

monuments and re-examine them where there was
any doubt or difficulty. " He abo went to London
ti) superintend the progress of his work thrcnigli the

])ress, and engaged in an extensi\e C(jrrespondence

on the subject with many of the most learned writers

and antiquaries of the day. The Britannia is now
a very rare work, and it would ap]icar that the

plates engraved fir it are entirely lust. Mr. Ilorsley

was married early in life to a daughter of a Pro-

fess'ir Ilainilton, who, according to ^\'ofJd in his

Ancient and Alcacrn State of Crannuid, ^\•as at c)iic

time minister of that jiarish. By her he had \\\(t

daughters, one of ^\hom wns married to a Mr.
Randall, clerk in the f )ld S<nitli Sea Ibnise, Lcindon;

the other to .Snmu 1 Ilnlliday, lisf]., an eminent sur-

geon at Ne\\ca:>tle. I'"rom a passage in his niaiiu-
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script Iiistory of Northunil)erlaml, it would also ap-

pear that he liad a son, hut we find no other mention
made of him, eitlier in his own writings or else-

where. The greater part of Mr. Horslcy's various

unfinished works, correspondence, and other manu-
scripts, fell after his death into the hands of John
Cay, Esq. of Edinburgh, great-grandson of Mr. Robert
Cay, an eminent printer and publisher at Newcastle,

to whose judgment in the comjjiling, correcting, and
getting up of the Britannia Romaiia Mr. liorsley

appears to have been much indebted. Erom these

papers, as printed in a small biographical work by
t!ie Rev. John Hodgson, vicar of Whelpington in

Northumberland, published at Newcastle in 1831,

the most of the facts contained in this brief memoir
were taken.

HUME, Alkxander, a vernacular poet of the

reign of James VL, was the second son of Patrick

Hume, fifth Baron of Polwarth. Until revived by
the tasteful researches of Dr. Leyden, the works of

this, one of the most elegant of our early poets, lay

neglected, and his name was unknown except to the

antiquary. He had the merit of superseding those

"godlie and spiritual sangis and ballatis," which,

liowever sacred they may have once been heUl, are

pronounced by the present age to be ludicrous and
blasphemous, with strains where piety and taste

combine, and in which the feelings of those who
\\ ish to peruse writings on sacred subjects are not

outraged. The neglect which has long obscured the

v.orks of this poet has impeded inquiries as to his

life and character. He is supposed to have been
born in the year 1560, or within a year or two
]:irior to that date. Late investigators have found
that he studied at St. Andrews, and that he may !)e

identified with an Alexander Hume, who took the

degree of Bachelor of Arts at St. Leonard's College
of that university in the year 1574. The outline of

his further passage through life is expressed in his

own words, in his epistle to Mr. Gilbert Moncriefif,

tlie king's physician. He there mentions, that, after

spending four years in France, he was seized with a

desire to become a lawyer in his own country, and
he there draws a pathetic picture of the miseries of

a briefless barrister, sufficient to extract tears from
half the faculty.

" To th.Tt cfT-jct. t'lrce years, or near that space,
I liauntcd :iiai>t our liighest pleading place
And senate, where great causes reason'd war:
My breast was brui^it with leaning on t!ie bar;

My buttons brist, I partly spitted blood,
?.Iy gown was tiail'd .and trampid quhair I sto-id;

My ears were deif'd with m.aissars cryes and uin
Qiihilk procuratoris and parties caliit in."

Nor did the moral aspect of the spot convey a more
soothing feeling than the jihysical. He found

'The puir abusit anc hundredth divers waves:
I'ostpon'd, delTer'd with shifts and mere delayes,
Consuniit in gudes, ourset witii grief and paiiie."

From the corrupt atmosphere of the law lie turned
I iwards the pure precincts of the court ; but here he
iv^A^ tliat

" From the rocks of Cyclades frahand,
I struck into Charybuis sinking sand."

He ]uocccds to say that, "for reverence of ki;igs lie

v.ill nut slander courts," yet he lins barely main-
tained his politeness to royal ears in his somewhat
\ i\ id description of all that the calm poet experienced
(luring his apprenticesliip at court.

' In ciurts. Montcrief. is pride, envie, c'>ntcntl m,
1 >issimulance, (iespite, disceat, dissentinn.
Fear, whisperings, reports, and new su^yitiMn.
i'raiid. treason, lies, dread, guile, and sedition;
(ireat greadines and prodi^alitie;

l.u.its :aer.au;d, and p:utia!itie,"

with a continued list of similar qualifications, whcse
a])plicabiiity is likely to l>e perceived only by a dis-

ajipointed courtier or a statesman out of j)!ace.

During the days of his following the bar and the

court, it is sui)iK)sed that Hume joined in one of

those elegant jJoetical amusements called "flytings,"

and that he is the person who, under the designation

of "I'olwart," answered in fitting style to the abuse
of Montgomery. 'l"hat Alexander Hume was the

jierson who so officiated is, however, matter of great

doubt : Dempster, a contemporary, mentions that

the person who answered Montgomer}' was J'atrick

Hume, a name which answers to that of the elder

brother; and though Leyden and Sibl>ald justly pay
little attention to such authority, knowing that

Dempster is, in general, as likely to be wrong
as to be right, every Scotsman knows that the

patrimonial designation "Polsvart" is more appro-

priately the title of the elder than of the younger
brother; while Patrick Hume of Polwarth, a more
fortunate courtier, and less seriously disposed tlian

his brother, has left behind him no mean specimen
of his genius in a poem addressed to James \T.,

entitled the Promise. Whichever of the brothers

has assumed Polwart's share in the controversy, it

is among the most curious specimens of the emplo)-
ments of the elegant minds of the age.

If the sacred poet Alexander Hume was really

the person who so spent his youthful genius, as life

advanced he turned his attention to more serior.s

matters: that his youth was spent more unprofitaLly

than his riper years approved is displayed in some
of his writings, in terms more bitter than those which
are generally used by persons to whom expressions

of repentance seem a becoming language. He
entered into holy orders, and at some period was
appointed minister of Logic, a pastoral charge of

which he performed with vigour the humble duties,

until his death in 1609.

Before entering on the works which he produced

in his clerical retirement, it may be right to observe

that much obscurity involves his literary career, from

the circumstance that three other individuals of t!ie

same name, existing at the same period, passed lives

extremely similar, both in their education and in

their subsequent progress. Three out of the four .at-

tended St. Mary's College at St. Andrews in com-
pany;—presuming that the subject of our memoir
look his degree of Bachelor of Arts in 1574, one iT

his companions must have passed in 157'; '^^s other

in 1572. It is supposed that one of these was minister

of Dunbar in 15S2; the other is known to have been

appointed master of the high-school of Edinburgh

in 1596, and to have been author of a few theological

tracts, and of a Latin grammar, appointed by act ( f

parliament and by the privy-council to 'oe used in

all granmiar-schools in the kingdom: this indivitiual

has been discovered by Dr. M'Crie to haveafterwanis

successively officiated as rector of tlie grammar-

schools of Salt-Preston and cf Dunbar. 'I'he fouith

.•Mexander Hume was a stu'lent at St. Leor.arcs

College, St. Andrews, where he entered in 157S.

Alexander Hume, minister of Logic, is. li<.wevc;-,

the undoubted author of '• !h nines or S:u-j-cJ Sou--,

wherein the riglit Use r.f Poc-;e may be e--i)icd_:

whercunto are added, tlie Fxi-er-ence of the .Author's

'S'outh, and certain PrcceiUs -erving to the Practice

of Sanctilicatiun." This volume, printed by Walde-

grave in 1500, was dedicated to Idizabeth Melvill, l)y

courtesy stvlcd La'ly Culm-s. a woman of talent and

!iterarv'hal>its, the ;nirh"rcss o{ Anc Godlie Dream,

c.^nifvht ri S:ott:sh Motor, jirinted at Aberdeen in

1644. The Ilvnr.os and Saored So;i:^s have been

several linica partially rcprintud, and tlie Cir:gi:,al
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having fallen into extreme rarity, the whole has been
reprinted by the Bannatyne Club. In the prose intro-

duction the author, addressing the youth of Scotland,

exhorts them to avoid "profane sonnets and vain

ballads of love, the fabulous feats of Palmerine, and
such like reveries."

—"Some time," he adds, "I de-

lighted in such fantasies myself, after the manner
of riotous young men: and had not the Lord in his

mercy pulled me aback, and wrought a great repent-

ance in me, I had doubtless run forward and em-
ployed my time and study in that profane and un-

profitable exercise, to my own perdition." The first

of his hymns he styles his "Recantation:" it commences
in the following solemn terms :

—

" Alace, how long h.ive I delayed
To leave the laits' of youth I

Alace how oft have I essayed
To daunt my lascive mouth,

And make my vayne polluted thought,
My pen and speech prophaine,

Extoll the Lord quhilk made of nocht
The heaven, the earth, and maine,

Skarce nature yet my face about
Her virile net had spun,

Qiihen als oft as Phoebea stout

Was set agains the Sun:
Ye.^, als oft as the fierie flames

Arise and shine abroad,
I minded was with sangs and psalms
To glorifie my God.

But ay the cancred carnall kind,
Quhilk lurked me within.

Seduced my heart, withdrew my mind.
And made me sclave to sin.

My senses and my saull I saw
Debait ,a deadlie strife.

Into my flesh I felt a law
Gainstand the law of life.

Even as the falcon high, and hait,

Furth fleeing in the skye,
With wanton wing hir game to gaif,

Disdaines her caller's cry;

So led away with liberty,

.-Vnd drowned in delight,

I wandred after vanitie -

My vice I give the wight."

But by far the most beautiful composition in the col-

lection is that entitled the "Day Estival," the one
which Leyden has thought worthy of revival. This
]ioem presents a description of the progress and
effects of a summer day in Scotland, accompanied
l>y the reflections of a mind full of natural piety, anil

a delicate perception of the beauties of the pliysical

world. The easy flow of the nunil)ers, distinguishing

it from the harsher productions of the same age, and
the arrangement of tlie terms and ideas, prove an
acquaintance with I^nglish ]K)etry; but the subject

and the poetical thouglits are entirely the author's

own. They speak strongly of the elegant and fasti-

dious mind, tired of the bar an<l disgusted with the
court, finding a balm to the wounded s])irit in being
alone with nature, and watching her i^rogress. The
style has an unrestrained freedom which may please

tJie ])resent age, and the contcmijlative feeling tin-own

over the whole, mingled with the artless vividness of

the descri[nions, britiging the objects immediately
bjfore the eye, belong to a s|)ecies of ])oi.try at which
some of tiie highest minds have lately made it their

study to aim. We shall (piote the cunimeneing
stan/a, and a few others scattered in different parts

of the pO'.Mn:

—

" O perfect light '. which shed away
i'hc darkness from the light,

And left one ruler o'er the day,
Anrither o'er the night;

'Hiy gliiry, when the day forth flies,

M(jre vively does appear,
Nor at mid-day unto our eyes
The sliining sun is clear.

1 Habits or manners.

The shadow of the earth anone
Removes and drawis by;

Syne in the east, when it is gone,
Appears a clearer sky:

Which soon perceives the little larks,

The lapwing, and the snipe

;

And tunes their songs, like nature's clerks,

O'er meadow, moor, and stripe.

The time so tranquil is and still,

That no where shall ye find,

Save on a high and barren hill.

An air of pa.ssing wind.
All trees and simples, great and small,

That balmy leaf do bear.

Nor they were painted on a wall

No more they move or stir.

Calm is the deep .and purpour sea,

Yea smoother nor the sand:
The waves that weltering wont to be
Are stable like the land.

What pleasure 'twere to walk and see,

Endlong a river clear.

The perfect form of every tree

Within the deep appear;
The salmon out of crooves and creels

Up hauled into skouts.

The bells and circles on the weills

Through louping of the trouts.

O then it were a seemly thing.

While all is still and calme,
The praise of God to play and sing

With cornet and with shalme."

Rowe, in his manuscript History of the CJuirch of
Scotland, has told us that Hume "was one of those

godlie and faithful servants who had witnessed against

the hierarchy of prelates in this kirk." He proceeds

to remark, "as to Mr. Alexander Hoome, minister

at Logic, beside .Stirlin, I nixt mention him: he has

left ane admonition behind him in write to the Kirk
of Scotland, wherein he affirmes that the bishops,

who were then fast rising up, had left the sincere

ministers, who wold gladlie have keeped still the

good old government of the kirk, if these cormpt
ministers had not left them and it; earnestlie entreat-

ing the bishops to leave and forsake that course

wherin they were, els their defection from their

honest brethren (with whom they had taken the

covenant), and from the cause of God, would be re-

gistrate afterwards to their eternale shame." The
person who has reprinted Hume's llymnes and Sacred
Songs for the Bannatyne Club has discovered, among
the elaborate collections of ^^'odrow in the Advo-
cates' Library, a small tract, entitled Ane Afold Ad-
monition to the A/inistcrie of Scotland, lie ane Deini^

Brother, which he, not without reason, presumes to

be that mentioned by Rowe; founding the su])posi-

tion on the similarity of the title, the applicability of

the matter, and a minute circumstance of internal

evidence, which shows that the admonition was writ-

ten very so(jn after the )ear 1607, and very jirohably

at such a jieriod as might have enabled Hume (wlio

died in 1609) lo have (lcni)niinalcd himself "ane
(leing brother." The \\ln.)le (if this curious ])roduc-

tion is conceived in a stsle of a^suniiition which
cannot liavc been very accej tabic to the sjiiritual

pride of the .Scottish clergy. It commences in the

following terms of ajiostolical re]>rimand:— "(Jrace,

mercy, and peace, from (lod the Lather, through our
Lord Jcsu^ ('hiist. It is certainlie knawin, l)rethcren,

to the grcilf ot monic- godlie heartes and slander of

the gospcll, that lh:iir ar dissiiiuionis among you:
not concerning the covenant of (iod, or the scales of

the covenant, but chiellie concerning twa ]joyntis of

discijiline or kirk govenmient, wharanent you are

divydit in twa factionis or oj)inionis. " From this as-

sumed suj/eriority, the admonitionist stalks forth,

bearing himself in lofty terms, never condescending
to argue, but directing like a superior spirit; and
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under the Christian term of humility, "bretheren,"

concealing an assumption of spiritual superiority,

which the word "sons" would hardly have suffi-

ciently expressed.

HUME, D.win, of Godscroft. The scantiness of

the materials for lives of literary Scotsmen has, with

us, often been a subject of remark and regret; and we
are sure that every one who has had occasion to make
investigations into this department of our national

history will at once acquiesce in its truth. Our
statesmen have been applauded or condemned—at

all events they have been immortalized—by contem-

porary writers; the deeds of our soldiers have been

celebrated in works relative to our martial achieve-

ments; and our divines have always, and more espe-

cially in the darker ages, preserved a knowledge of

tliemselves and their transactions,— but literary men
are nearly forgotten, and for what is known of them
we are principally indebted to the labours of conti-

nental biographers. It would be difficult to point

out a more striking illustration of this than the well-

known individual whose name appears at the head of

this article. His name is familiar to every one who
is in the least degree conversant with Scottish history

or poetry;—he was descended from an honourable
family—he acted a prominent part in some of the

earlier transactions of his own time—and still almost

nothing is known of his history. The indefatigable

Wodrow has preserved many scattered hints regard-

ing him in his Biographical Collections in the library

of Glasgow College, and except this we are not aware
of any attempt at a lengthened biographical sketch

of him. In drawing up the following we shall take

many of our facts from that biography, referring also

to the excellent works of Dr. Al'Crie, and occasion-

ally supplying deficiencies from the few incidental

notices of himself in Hume's works.

David Hume, it is probable, was born about, or a

few years prior to, the period of the Reformation.

His father was Sir David Hume, or Home, of Wed-
derburn, the representative of an old and distinguished

family in the south of .Scotland. His mother was
Mary Johnston, a daughter of Johnston of Elphin-

stone. This lady died early, and her husband, after

having married a second wife, who seems to have
treated his family in a harsh and ungenerous manner,
died of consumption while the subject of this memoir
was a very young man. The family thus left consisted

of fours sons—George, David, James, and John; and
four daughters— Isabell, Margaret, Julian, and Joan.

Of the early education of David Hume we have
not been able to learn almost anything. His elder

brother and he were sent to the public school of

Dunbar, then conducted by Mr. Andrew Simson,

and there is abundant evidence that he made very

considerable progress in the acquisition of classical

knowledge. He has left a poem entitled Daphn-
ylniaiyllis, written at the age of fourteen, and he in-

ciilentally mentions the expectations George Buchanan
formed of his future eminence from his early produc-

tions. After receiving, it may be conjectured, the

b:st education that a Scottish university then afforded,

Hume set out for France, accompanied by his rela-

tion John Ilaldane of (Henengles. His intention

was to have also made the tour of Italy, and for that

]iurpose he had gone to Cieneva, when his l)rother"s

h_-ahh became so bad as to make his return desirable.

( >n receiving the letters containing this information

]\2 returned to Scotland without delay, "and arrived,'"

t'l u^e his own words in his Hisforv of the Family of
}l'cildcr<'':tr:!, "much abfu'.t the time that Ksnie,

Lord Aubignv (who was nf'ierwards made Duke of

Lennox], was brought into Scotland— and that

Morton began to decline in his credit, he being soon

after first imprisoned, and then put to death;" that

is, about the beginning of 1 58 1.

Sir George Ilome seems to have recovered his

health soon afterwards, and David was generally left

at his castle to manage his affairs, while he was en-

gaged in transactions of a more difficult or hazardous

nature. This probably did not continue long, for the

earliest public transaction in which we have found
him engaged took place in 1583. When King
James VL withdrew from the party commonly known
by the name of the Ruthven Lords, and readmitted

the Karl of Arran to his councils, Archibald, "the
good Earl" of Angus, a relation of Hume's family,

was ordered to confine himself to the north of Scot-

land, and accordingly resided for some time at the

castle of Brechin, the property of his brother-in-law

the Earl of Mar. At this period Hume seems to

have lived in Angus' house in the capacity of a

"familiar servitour," or confidential secretary.

When the Ruthven party were driven into England
Hume accompanied his master and relation ; and
while the lords remained inactive at Newcastle, re-

quested leave to go to London, where he intended

pursuing his studies. To this Angus consented, with

the ultimate intention of employing him as his agent

at the English court. During the whole period of

his residence at the English capital he maintained a

regular correspondence with the earl, but only two
of his letters (which he has printed in the History of
the Houses of Douglas and Angus) have come down
to us.

The Ruthven Lords returned to Scotland in 1585,

but soon offended the clergy by their want of zeal in

providing for the security of the church. Their

wrath was still farther kindled by a sermon preached

at this time before the king at Linlithgow, by John
Craig, in which the offensive doctrine of obedience

to princes was enforced. A letter was accordingly

prepared, insisting upon the claims of the church,

and transmitted to Mr. Hume, to be presented to

Angus. A very long conference took place betwixt

the earl and Hume, which he has set down at great

length in the above-mentioned work. He begins his

own discourse by refuting the arguments of Craig,

and shows, that although it is said in his text, "I
said ye are gods," it is also said, "Nevertheless ye

shall die;" "which two," Hume continues, "being

put together, the one shows princes their duty

—

Do
justice as God doth; the other threateneth punishment
— Ye shall die if you do it not. "' He then proceeds

to show that the opinions of Bodinus in his work
De Kepuhlica, and of his own countryman Blackwood

[see Blackwood], areabsurd; and having established

the doctrine that tyrants may be resisted, he applies

it to the case of the Ruthven Lords, and justifies the

conduct of Angus as one of th.at party. He then

concludes in the following strain of remonstance:

—

"Your declaration which ye published speaks much
of the public cause and common weal, but you may
perceive what men think of your actions since they do

not .answer thereto by this fetter, fur they are begun

to think that howsoe'vcr you pretend to the public,

yet your intentitm was fixed only on yrrar own j.ar-

ticul'ar, because vou have done nothing for the church

or countrv. and have settled your own particular.

And it is observed, that of all tlie parliaments that

were ever held in thi< ciuntry, this Ia<t, held since

vou came home, is it in which alone there is no

mention of tlie cluirch, either in the beginning thereof

(as in all i>lliers there i>i, or elsewhere throughout.

This neglect ^^^ the state of the chiirch and country,

as it is a liknii>h of your fact, ol).-curing the lustre of

I
it, so is it acci.iunted an error in p-olicy by so doing,
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tJ separate your particular from the common cause

of the church and country, wliich, as it liatli been the

mean of your jiarticular restitution, so is it the only

mean to maintain you in this estate, and to make it

sure and firm."'

During the subsequent short period of this earl's

life Hume seems to have retained his confidence,

and to have acted the part of a faithful and judicious

a iviser. After Angus death, which took place in

15SS, it is probable that he lived in retirement. Ac-
cordingly, we do not find any further notice of him
till he appeared as an author in 1605.

One of King James' most favourite projects was
tlie union of the kingdoms of England and Scotland,

and soon after his accession to the English throne

commissioners were appointed to consider the grounds
upon which tiiis object could be safely and advantage-

ously attained. It would altogether exceed our limits

were we to give even a faint outline of the proceed-

iiigs of these commissioners, and it is the less neces-

sary as their deliberations did not lead to the desired

result. The subject, however, met with the attention

of the most learned of our countrymen. The first

work written on this subject was from the pen of

Robert Pont, one of the most respectable clergymen
of his day, and a senator of the College of Justice,

while ecclesiastics were permitted to hold that office.

His work, which was published in 1604, is in the

form of a dialogue between three imaginary person-

ages—Irenxnis, Polyhistor, and Hospes, and is now
chiefly interesting as containing some striking re-

marks on the state of the country and the obstacles

to the administration of justice. Pont was followed

by David Hume, our author, who published ne.xt year

his treatise Dc Uiiioiie IiistiLc Britaiini(e, of which
I'ishop Xicholson only says that "it is written in a

clear Latin style, such as the author was eminent for,

and is dedicated to the king: it shows how great an
advantage such a union would bring to tJie island in

general, and in particular to tlie several nations and
people of England and .Scotland, and answers tlie

objections against the change of the two names into

that of Pjrilain— tiie alteration of the regal style in

writs and processes of law—the removal of the ])arlia-

ment and other courts into England," &c. Tlie first

part only of this wcjrk (^f Hume's was jiuljlislicd.

IJ^shop Nichcjlson mentions that a M.S. of the second
put was in .Sir Rolscit Sihhald's collection, and
Wudrow also possessed what he considered a very

valuable copy of it.

In the year 160S Hunie commenced a correspond-

ence on the subject of I'.pi-^copacy and I'resliytery

with James Law, tiien lii^lioji of Orkney, and after-

v.'ards promoted to tlie archiepiscoj)al see of Glasgijw.

This eijistolary warfare t'jok its ri-.e in a i)rivate cou-

ver.-,ati<jn between Mr. Hume and the hi^iiop, wlu-n

he came to visit the jnc.^bytery of Jedbiirgli in that

year. The subject presented i>y niucii loo IarL;e a

fielil to be exhausted at a private meeting, an<l ac-

cordingly sui^ijlied materials fir their coinnumiea-
tions f )r abinit three years. Put liere again we are
! -ft to lament that so little of it ha> lieeii preserved.

( 'alierwood has c<^llocted a few (jf the letter^, but

tiij ga])-. are so frc'iuent, and consc'iucUly so liule

c (nneeiion i^> kept u]), that they would be entirely

iiiiiiitere^ting to a general reader. In 1613 Ilinne

l)-.;an a correspondence of the same nature with

];:-!i )p ('<v,'.per on hi.-> acceiiting the diocese of dal-
lo-.vay. dlie i)i,-,hop -ct forth an apolo^;y fir iiim-

self, and to tlii-> Hume wrote a reply, which, how-
ever, wa.i not printed, as it v.as iiiifavouralile to

the vii-ws of tlie c nut. Cowper answered iii^

si.itenii;;Us in hi.^ Diidinlo^y, jjut printed only siieh

puiij L'l lI'.!:ne'-> arguineiil as covdd be inoit ea.-iiy

refuted. To this Hume once more replied at great

length.

Shortly before this period he undertook the His-
tory of the House of IVeJJerburii, (written) by a .Son

of the Eamily, in the year 161 1"—a work which has
hitherto remained in manuscript. "It has some-
times grieved me," he remarks, in a dedication to

the Earl of Home and to his own brother, "when
I have been glancing over the histories of our coun-

try, to have mention matle so seldom of our ances-

tors—scarce above once or twice—and that too very

shortly and superficially ; whereas they were always
remarkable for bravery, magnanimity, clemency,
liberality, munificence, hospitality, fidelity, piety in

religion, and obedience to their prince; and indeed
there never was a family who had a greater love and
regard for their country, or more earnestly devoteil

themselves to, or more frequently risked their

lives for, its service. It ought, in a more particular

manner, to grieve you that they have been so long
buried in oblivion; and do you take care that they

be so no more. I give you, as it were, the prelude,

or lay the ground-work of the history; perhaps a pen
more equal to the task, or at least who can do it

with more decency, will give it the finishing stroke."

He does not enter into a minute inquiry into the

origin of the family, a species of antiquarianism of

which it must be confessed our Scottish historians

are sufficiently fond:—"My intention," he says,

"does not extend farther than to write those things

that are peculiar to the house of Wedderburn." The
work begins with "David, first laird of Wedder-
burn," who appears to have lived about the end of

the fourteenth century, and concludes with an ac-

count of the earlier part of his brother's life.

During the latter period of his life Hume appears

to have devoted himself almost entirely to literary

pursuits. He had ajipeared before the worlil as a

poet in his Liisiis PoLiici, published in 1605, and
afterwards incorporated into the excellent collection

entitled Delicitc PoctHniin Scotonini, edited by Dr.

Arthur Johnston. He seems to have added to his

jjoetical works \\hen years and liabits of study might
l)e supposed to have cooled his imaginative jiowcrs.

When Prince Henry died he gave vent to his grief

in a i)oem entitled Jlciirici J'riiici/'is ftista, which,

Wodrtjw conjectures, was probably sent to Sir James
.Senqile of Peltrees, then a favourite at court, and l)y

whom it is not inqnobable that it was shown to his

majesty. A few years afterwards (1617) he \\rote

his /w.v'' Siio Gratiiulatio— a congratulatory poem un

the king's revisiting his native country. In the same
year he jn-epared (but did not puMish) a jnose work
underthe following title, " L\i//il'il,ii/a :\i\ e>t, Exameii

nonnullorum a (iidielnio (.'anibdeno in 'Pritainiia'

sua ])o>itorum, prajcipue qiue ad iiii>ioneni .'~^eot;c:e

geiuis, et eoiuui el I'ietonun filsam 01 igiiiehi." "In
a \ery short preface to h\> readers," sa}s Wodiow,
"Mr. Hume obser\e^ that nothing Uiore useful to

this island was ever proposed, than the union of the

two islands, and scarce ever ariv |)rop<jsal was more
opposed ; witness the insults in the House of C'oni-

nioiis, and I'agel's h\ry, rather than speech, against

it, for which he was very justl\- I'med. .Alter some
other things to the same ]niiposc, he adds, that Mr.
('anibd.en hath now in his /!ri/<ii!>in! a])peared on
the same side, and is at no small labour t<j extol to

l!u; skies p.ngland and his Piitoiis, and to depre-s

and i-Njiosc .Scotland- how unjustly he does so is

.Ml'. Iiunie"s design in this work." ( 'andxlen's assei'-

tions were also notiri;d by \\ illiam Dnniunond in

his .\'i!)i/iiis S:oto-lh:t.niiin i, and in another <! his

worl;^ nior-- pri 'Irssedly lev'dled against liin}, eniitled

A r.i::-
:'J

y. e.Uuu's Jjr Cainlxi^u.
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Tlie last work in wliich we are aware of Hume's
having been engai^ed, is his larLjcst, and tliat by
which he is best known. The History of the House
and Race 0/ Doin^^!<ts onJ Animus seems to have been
first printed at Kdinburgli by Evan Tyler in 1644,
but this edition has several discrepancies in the tille-

paj^c. Some copies bear the date 1648, "to be sold

by T. W. in I-ondon;" and others have a title alto-

gether different, "./ Generall History of Scotland,

tof;ether with a particular History of the Houses of

Douglas and Angus," but are without date. After

mentioning in the preface that, in writing such a

work, it is impos.-,ible to please all parties— that some
may say that it is an unnecessary work—others, that

it is merely a party-statement—and a third complain
of "the style, the ]ihrase, the i)oriods, the diction,

and the language," Hume goes on to say, "In all

these particulars, to satisfy all men is more than we
can hope for; yet thus much shortly of each of them
to such as will give ear to reason : that I write, and
of this subject, I am constrained to do it", not by any
violence or compulsion, but by the force of duty, as

I take it; for, being desired to do it by those I would
not refuse, I thought myself bound to honour that

name, and in it and by it, our king and countrey. . . .

Touching partiality, I deny it not, but am content

to acknowledge my interest. Neither do I think

that ever any man did set pen to paper without some
]iarticular relation of kindred, countrey, or such like.

The Romans in writing the Romano, the (Grecians

in writing their Greek histories ; friends writing to,

of, or for friends, may be thought partiall, as coun-
treymen and friends. The vertuous may be deemed
to be partiall towards the vertuous, and the godly
towards the godly and religious; all writers have some
such respect, which is a kind of partiality. I do n(jt

refuse to be thought to have some, or all of these

respects, and I ho[)e none wil think I do amisse in

having them. Pleasing of men, I am so farre from
sliunning of it, that it is my chief end and scope: but

let it please them to be jjleased with vertue, other-

wise they shal find nothing here to please them. If

thou findest anything here besides, blame me boldly;

and why should any be displeased that wil be pleased

with it? would to Ciod I could S!) jilease tlie world,

I should never displease any. ISut if either of these

(partiality or desire to please) carry me besides the

truth, then shal I confesse myself guilty, and esteem
these as great faults, as it is Hiultie and blame- worthy
to forsake the truth. Hut otherwise, so the truth be
stuck unto, there is no hurt in partiality and labour-

ing to please. And as for truth, clip not, nor champ
not my wcirds (as sonic have done elsewhere), and I

beleeve the wor^t alTeeted vvill not charge niee with
lying. I ha\e ever sought the trutli in all things

carefully, and even here also, and that jiainfullv in

every point : where I find it assured, I have set it

down conlulently ; wliere I thought there was some
reason to doubt, I tell my authour: so that if I de-

ceive, it is my self I deceive, and not thee; for I hide
nothing from thee that 1 myself know, and as I know
it, leaving place to thee, if tliuu kn.uvot more or
better, which, if thou doest, impart and coninuinicate
it; fir so thou shouldest do, and so is truth brought
to light, which else would lye hid and buried. .Mv
paiiK--; and travel in it have been greater than every
one would think, in correcting my errours; tliiiie will

nwt bee >o much, and both of us may t'urni>h matter
f>ir a third man to hade out the truth more exactlv,

than either of u> hath yet done. 1 lelp. therefore, but
carp Hi.t. . . . I'or the lan-uage, it i^ mv nvither-

tongue, that is, Scittisli: and whv not, to Scoiti>h !

men? \\hy>hould 1 o inlemne it ? 1 never tlioUL^ht
I

the diffeivnce so gre.v., a- tlial W: -eekin - to soeak i

English, I would hazard the imputation of affectation.

Every tongue hath its <nvn vertue and grace. S<nne
are more substantiall, others more ornate and succinct.

They have also their own defects and faultinesses;

some are harsh, some are effeminate, .some are ru<le,

some aflectate and sweUiiig. The Romanes spake
from their heart, the Grecians with their lips only,

and their ordinary speech was complements; espe-

cially the .\siatick Greeks did use a loose and bl(;wn

kind of ))hrase. And who is there that keej)s that

golden mean ? Eor my own part, I like our own,
and he that writes well in it, writes well enough to

me. Vet I have ycelded somewhat to the tyrannie

of custome an<l the times, not seeking curiously for

words, but taking them as they come to hand. I

acknowledge also my fault (if it be a fault), that I

ever accounted it a mean study, and of no great com-
mendation to learn to write or to speak ICnglish,

and have loved better to bestow my ])ains and time
on f(;rreign languages, esteeming it but a dialect of

our own, and that perhaps more corru])t." The
work commences with a jneface concerning "the
Douglases in general, that is, their antiquity, to

which is joined their original, nobility, and descent,

greatness and valour of the family of the name of

Douglas." The history begins with Sholto Douglas,

the first that bore the name, and the vanrpiisher of

Donald ISane in the reign of King Salvathius, and
concludes with the death of Archibald ninth Earl

of Angus, who has been already noticed in the course

of this memoir. \Vith this work closes every trace

of David Hume of Godscroft. It is supjiosed to

have been written about 1625, or between tliat period

and 1630, and it is not probable that he survived that

period long. Sujiposiiig him to have been born about

1560, he must then have attained to the age of three-

score years and ten.

Respecting Hume's merits as a poet, dilTerent

opinions exist. ^Vhi!e in the estimation of Dr.

Irving he never rises above mediocrity, Dr. M'Crie
places him in a somewhat higher rank :

—"The easy

structure of his verse reminds us continually of tlie

ancient models on which it has been formed; and if

deficient in vigour, his fancy has a liveliness and
biuiyancy which prevents the reader frmn wearying
of his longe.-'t descriptions."' These ojiiiiiens are,

al'ter all, not irreconcilable; the poetry of Hume pos-

sesses little (jriginality ; Ijut the reader is charmed
^\ith the readiness and the frcf.iuency of his imitatii^ns

of the Roman poets.

.As a historian Hume can never become pf pular.

He is by much too prolix— nor will this be woiu.lered

at when we consider the age at v\"hich he w rote his

principal historical work. To the reader. h<wever,

who is disposed to foilow him through his wiiniiiigs,

he will be a most valuable, and in many ca-es a

most amusing autlior. As t!;e kir.sn.an of the llails

of Angus, he had access to many imiiortant laniib'

papers, friMn which ho lias cinijiiled the history irior

to his own time. la:t when he writes nt trai:-ne-

tions within his own recolleetion, ar.d more esjieeially

those in which he was ] ei-cr.all}- engaged, there is

so much ju'lieiiiu- remark ar.d h.'r.i.~;\ "t iiuemii'ii,

that it cannot fail to interest even a careless reailer.

I'lesiiies the wurks which we hr.\e nKnllcisied,

Htune wrote ".//.'.'.',, v.; l\--:.:,\':. :t:i .'idci^u:: c.',!

/i:^r:nini! ]-'.xa»iijia::!!>;. \\\ W'.'Xi (iuein inscrij^-it

I'rineeiis. 4:0, I'aris. lojo." J ': Fr:-iCfcttu. Mcy I,

1000, J\i!r:c:.-' S:ir.s.->:r : A Tic.-Ji.-c on 7fiii!i;s /;.'-

different; O'' {'/cJu-wrc /.' S.'/fcncrs. In the J-'iO-

:^r, :/•'/::' [';:;: cr..\fc tiiere i^ a memoir of him, in

which it is mentioned tiiat ""J.-^iiues b^r. I'^niploxe

a coneilier le^ (iitVereu'ls ipii s'eslaien.t eleve er.tre

I'i:;neul;:i el I;!.;-;:; au su;et de h iusi:!;eai:v:;,''
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and he is also there mentioned as having written Le
Contr' Assassin, 011 Response h tApologie des Jcstiites,

Geneva, 1612, 8vo, and ''^ VAssassmat dtt A'oi, ou
Maximes I'ratiquees en la Personne du Dtffaut Henrie
le Grand," 161 7, 8vo.

HUME, David, the celebrated metaphysician,

historian, and political economist, was the second

son of Joseph Hume of Ninewells, near Dunse, and
was born in the Tron Church parish, Edinlnirgh, on
the 26th of April, lyii, o. s. His mother was
daughter to Sir David Falconer, a judge of the

Court of Session, under the designation of Lord
Newton, and for some years ]iresident of the College

of Justice. The family of Ilume of Ninewells was
ancient and respectable, and the great philosopher

has himself informed us, that on the side both of

father and mother he was the descendant of nobility,

a circumstance from which he seems to have derived

a quiet satisfaction, probably owing more to his re-

spect for the manners and feelings of the country and
a^e in whicii he lived, than to his conviction of tlie

advantages of noble birth. It is to be regretted that

httle is known about the early life of Hume, and the

habits of his boyish years. In early infancy he was
deprived of his father, and left to the guidance of his

mother and an eltler brother and sister ; with the

brother, who succeeded by birthright to the family

]iroperty, he ever lived on terms of fraternal intimacy
and affection, and towards his two female relatives

he displayed through all the stages of his life an
unvarying kindness and unremitted attention, which
have gone far, along with his other social virtues, in

causing him to be respected as a man by those who
were his most bitter opponents as a philosopher.

The property of the respectalile family of Nine-
wells was not large, and llie limited share wliich fell

to the younger Vjrother jjrecluded tlie idea of his

supporting himself witliout labour. He attended for

some time the university of Edinburgh, then rising

in reputation ; and of his progress in study he gives

us the following account:— " I j^assed through the

ordinary course of education witli success, and was
seized very early with a passion for literature, which
has been the ruling passion of my life, and the great

source of my enjoyments; my studious disposition,

my sobriety, and my industry, gave my family a

notion that the law was a jiroper i)rofession for me:
but I found an insurmountai)le aversion to everything

but the pursuits of phili)so]ihy and general learning;

and while they fancied I was poring ujion Voet and
^'innius, Cicero and \'irgil were the aulliors I was
secretly devouring.""' Of tills aversion not only to

\.\ic fraclice, but tf) the al)stract stitdv-, of the law, in a

mind constituted like that of liunie, guided l)y rea-

s')n, acute in the perception of differences and con-

nections, naturally pnme to industry, and given \\\>

l) the indulgence neither of passion nor sentiment,

it is difficult to account.

In 1734 the ])crsiiasiiMis of his friends induced Mr.
Hume to attemjit the bettering f)f his income by
entering into busines-^, and he established himself in

the office of a respectable merchant in Uristol ; but

the man who had rejected the study of the law wa^
not likely to be fascinated by the bustle of eoni-

merce, anrl probably in op]>osition to the be^t liojics

and wislies of his friends, in a few months lie relin-

(juislied his situation, and s]>ent some years in literary

^ It IS a'ni't'^t iinnccc*is.'iry to mention, that when \\c U'-c the
words of Hiinic aiiout him so If. wc <|Uott; from th.it ruri.us
little- memoir call-fl My O-.m Life, written by Hume on hi-,

c'.cath-hc'l. anf! published in 1777, by .Mr. Strahan to whom
the manuscript was ronsitrnefl

. pre^iolls|y to its publication in

ihe ensuing edition of the lliitory of l.ii'^laiul.

retirement in France, living first at Rheims, and
afterwards at La Fleche in Anjou. "I there," he
says, "laid that plan of life which I have steadily

and successfully pursued. I resolved to make a very
rigid frugality .supply my deficiency of fortune, to

maintain unimpaired my independency, and to regard
every object as contemptible, except the improve-
ment of my talents in literature ;" and with the con-

sistency of a calm and fimi mind he kept his resolu-

tion. For some time previous to this period Hume
must have been gradually collecting that vast mass
of observation and reflection which he employed
himself during his retirement in digesting into the
celebrated Dratise on Ilunian A'atiire. In 1737 he
had finished the first two volumes of this work, and
he then returned to London to superintend their

publication. From this date commenced the earliest

traces of that literary and social correspondence which
furnishes many of the most characteristic commen-
taries on the mental habits of the jihilosopher. With
Henry Home, afterwards Lord Kames, a near neigh-

bour of the family of Ninewells, and probably a

connection of the philosopher (for he was the first

member of the family wlio adopted the name of

Iliiine, in preference to the family name Ilonie), he
contracted an early friendship, and a similarity of

pursuits continued the intercourse. To that gentle-

man we find the subject of our memoir writing in

the following terms, in December, 1737:
— "I have

been here near three months, always within a week
of agreeing with my printers : and you may imagine
I did not forget the work itself during that time,

when I began to feel some passages weaker for the

style and diction than I could have wished. The
nearness and greatness of the event roused up my
attention, and made me more difficult to please than

when I was alone in perfect tranquillit)' in France."

The remaining ]iortion of this communication, though
given in the usual ])lacid and jilayful manner of the

author, tells a painful tale of the difficulties he had
to encounter, and of hope deferred. "But here,"

he says, " I must tell you one of my foil)les. I have
a great inclination to go down to .Scotland this spring

to see my friends, and have your advice concerning

wxy pliilosopJiical discm'erics: but cannot overcome a

certain shame-facedncss I have to appear among you
at my years without having got a settlement, or so

much as attempted any. How happens it, that we
philosoi)hers cannot as heartily despise the world as

it despises us? I think in my conscience the con-

tempt were as well founded on our side as on the

other." With this letter Mr. Hume transmitted to

his friend a manuscript of his Kssay on A/irades, a

work which he at that jicriod declined publishing

along with his other ]iroductions, looking on it as

more likely to give offence, from the greater refer-

ence (A its reasonings to revealed religion.

Towards the termination of the year I73<S Hiunc
])id)lished his " Treatise o)i I/mnaii A'atiire; l)eing an

.\ttenipt to Introduce the I'.x]H-rimental Method of

Keasf)ning into .Moral ."subjects." The fundamental

[)rinciples on which the whole ]ihiloso])liy of this

work is reared, discover themselves on reading the

fust ]iage. in the division of all ])erce])tions - in other

words, of all the materials of knowledge which come
within the comprehension of the human mind—into

inqircssions and i<leas. Differing from almost all

men who, using otlier terms, had discussed the same
sidiject, he considered these two metliods of acquir-

itig knowledge to differ, not in (pialitv, but merely

in degree; because by an observation of the (jualities

of the mind, on the princi[)le of granting nothing

which could not be denionstrateil, he could find no
real grotmd of distinction, excepting tiiat the one set
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of perceptions was always of a more vivid descrip-

tion than the other. The existence of impressions he
looked on as prior in tlie mind to the existence of

ideas, the latter being merely dependent on or re-

flected from the former, which were the first inlets of

all knowledge. Among perceptions he considered

the various methods by which the senses make the

mind acquainted with the external world, and along
witli these, by a classification which might have ad-

mitted a better arrangement, lie ranked \.\\(i passions,

whicli he had afterwards to divide into those wiiich

were the direct consequents of the operations of the

senses, as pain and pleasure, and those wliicii the

repetition of impressions, or some other means, had
converted into concomitants, or qualifications of the

mind, as haired, joy, pride, &c. By ideas Mr. Hume
understood those arrangements of the perceptions

formed in the mind by reasonings or imagination;

and although he has maintained the distinction be-

tween these and the impressions of the senses to be
merely in degree, all that has been either blamed or

praised in his pliilosopliy is founded on the use he
makes of this distinction. lie has been accused,

and not without justice, of confusion in his general

arrangement, and disconnection in the subjects he

has discussed as allied to each other; but a careful

peruser of his works will find the division of subject

we have just attempted to explain, to pervade the

whole of his extraordinary investigations, and never
to be departed from where language allows him to

adhere to it. The ideas, or more iM\i perceptions,

are made by the autlior to l)e completely dependent
on the impressions, sliowing that there can be no
given idea at any time in tiic mind, to which tliere

has not been a corresponding impression conveyed
through the organs of sense. These ideas once ex-

isting in the mind are subjected to the operation of

the memory, and form the substance of our thouglits,

and a portion of the motives of our actions. Thus,
at any given moment, there are in tlie mind two
distinct sources of knowledge (or of what is generally

called knowledge)— tlie impressions which the mind
is receiving from surrounding objects through the

senses, and the thouglits which pass through the

mind, modified and arranged from such impressions
]ireviously experienced and stored uix Locke, in

his arguments against the existence of innate ideas,

and Dr. Berkeley, when he tried to show that the

mind could contain no abstract ideas (or ideas not
connected with anything which the mind had expe-
rienced), had formed the outline of a similar division

of knowledge; but neither of them founded on sucli

a tlistinction a system of philosophy, nor were they,

it may be well conceived, aware of the extent to

which the principles they suggested might be logi-

cally carried. The division we have endeavoured to

define is the foundation of the scejHical philosophy.
The knowledge immediately derived from impressions
is that which truly admits the term "knowledge" to

l)e strictly applied to it; that which is founded on ex-

perience, derived from prer'ions impressions, is some-
thing which always admits of doubt. While the
former are always certain, the mind l)eing unable to

conceive their uncertainty, the latter m.ay not only be
conceived to be false, but are so much the mere suhjects
of probability, that there are distinctions in the force
which the mind attributes to them—sometimes ad-
mitting them to l)e doubtful, and making no more
distinction, except in the greater amount of proba-
bilities betwixt that which it jironounccs doubtful
and that which it ]M-onounces certain. As an in- ,

stance, ^^lun a man looks upon anotlier man, and
j

hears him speak, he receives tlirough the sen>es of
hearing and sight certain impres-ions, the existence

of which he cannot doubt; on that man, however,
being no longer the object of his senses, the impres-

sions are arranged in his mind in a reflex form, con-

stituting what Mr. Hume has called ideas: and al-

though he may at first be convinced in a manner
sufficiently strong for all practical purposes that he
has actually seen and heard such a man, the know-
ledge he has is only a mass of probabilities, which
not only admit him to conceive it a possiljility that

he may not have met such a man, but actually decay
by degrees, so as probably afier a considerable period

to lapse into uncertainty, while no better line of dis-

tinction can be drawn betwixt the certainty and the

uncertainty, than that the one is produced by a

greater mass of probabilities than the other. The
author would have been inconsistent had he admitted
the reception of knowleflge of an external world,

even through the medium of the senses: he main-
tained all that the mind had really cognizance of to

be the perceptions themselves; there was no method
of ascertaining with certainty what caused them.
The huinan mind then is thus discovered to be
nothing but a series of perceptions, of which some
sets have such a resemblance to each other that we
always naturally arrange them together in our
thoughts. Our consciousness of the iflenlity of any
given individual is merely a series of perceptions so

similar, that the mind glides along them without ob-

servation. A man's consciousness of his own identity

is a similar series of impressions. "The mind,"
says the author, "is a kind of theatre, where several

I'jcrceptions successively make their appearance

—

pass, repass, glide away, and mingle in an infinite

variety of postures and situations. There is pro-

perly no simplicity in it at one time, nor identity in

different, whatever natural propension we may have
to imagine that simplicity and identity. The com-
parison of the theatre must not mislead us. They
are the successive perceptions only that constitute the

mind; nor have we the most distant notion of the

place where these scenes are represented, or of the

materials of which it is composed."' From such a

conclusion the passage to scepticism on the imma-
teriality of the soul was a natural and easy step: but

on such a subject we must be cautious as to the man-
ner in which we make remarks on the observations

made l)y Hume—we neither appear as among liis

vindicators, nor for the ]ntipose of disputing his con-

clusions— our purpose is, as faithful biographers,

to give, as far as our limits and our kno\\lcdge of tb.e

subject may admit, a sketch of his leading doctrines;

and if we have anything to vindicate, it will be
the author's real meaning, which certain zealous

defenders of Christianity have shown an anxiety to

turn as batteries against it. In his reasonings on the

immateriality of the soul he is truly sceptical; tl;at

is, while he does not deny the imniateiiality of the

soul, he endeavours to show that the mind can forni

no certain conce]")tion of the immaterial soul. Re-
fining on the argument of a reasoning iu'et. \\\\o [iro-

bably was not aware of the full meaning of his own
\\ords when he saiil

—

"(X Cnd ab.ive, r.r man l-el-u-.

What can we roasun. but from what we know?"

the author of the Deatise on jfaman Xatnre main-

tained tliat the mere >ucees>ion of iin])re.-->ions, r-f

which the mind was compo>e<l, admitted o{ no >uch

impre.-sion as that of the immateriality of the soul,

and conseipiently did not admit of the mind compre-
hending in what that immateriality consisted. l.ct

it he remcinbered, that this conclusion is come to in

the same manner as that against the coii-ciousncss
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of the mind to tlie existence of matter; and that in

iieitlier case does the author maintain certain opinions

which men believe to be It-ss ci'rtain tlian they are

generally conceived to be, but gives to them a name
ilifferent from that which language generally bestows

on them—that of viassts of probabilities instead of

certainties—the latter being a term he reserves solely

f )r the impressions of the senses. "Should it here

be asked me," says the author, "whether I sincerely

assent to this argument, which I seem to take such

pains to inculcate, and whether I be really one of

those sceptics who hold that all is uncertain, and
that our judgment is not in any thing possessed of

<?;/ J' measures of truth and folsehood; 1 should rejily,

that this question is entirely superfluous, and that

neither I, nor any other person, was ever sincerely

and constantly of that opinion. Nature, by an ab-

solute and uncontrollable necessity, has determined

us to judge as well as to breathe and feel; nor can

we any more forbear viewing certain objects in a

stronger and fuller light, upon account of their cus-

tomary connection with a present impression, than we
can hinder ourselves from thinking as long as we are

awake, or seeing the surrounding bodies when we turn

our eyes towards them in broad sunshine. Whoever
lias taken the pains to refute the cavils of this total

scepticism has really disputed without an antagonist,

an(l endeavoured by arguments to establish a faculty

which nature has antecedently implanted in the mintl

an 1 rendered unavoidable."^ With this extremely
clear statement, which shows us, that while Hume had
a method of accounting for tJie sources of our know-
ledge differing from the theories of other philosophers,

in the abstract certainty which he admitted to jicr-

tain to any knowledge l)eyond the existence of an
impression, his belief in the ordinary admitted sources

of human knowledge was not less practically strong

tlian that of other i)eoi)le,— let us connect the con-

clu ling words of the chaiHcr on the immortality of

the soul: "There is no foundation for any conclusion

a priori, either concerning the ojierauons or duration

of any ohjL'ct, of which it is j)ossible for the human
mind to form a conception. Any object may be
imagined to become entirely inactive, or to be an-

nihilated in a moment: and it is an evident ]irincip!e

that '.ohatevcr loe can imagine is possible. Now this

is no more true of matter than of sjiirit—of an ex-

teniled compounded substance, than of a simple and
unextendcd. In both ca>es the metaphysical argu-

ments for the ininiortality of tlie S(jul are Cfjually in-

conclusive-; and in both cases the moral argiunents,

and iho^e derived from the analogy of nature, arc

e'iiially >trong and convincing. If my jdiilosojiliv

th^-refDre mnkci no a<ltiitiou to the ar-unient> for

religion. I have at lea-t the >ati->raction to think it

t.ikes nothing (rom them, liut that c\cr_\iiiiiig remains
precisely ."> bef )re."- Without ]ireteinling icj calcu-

late the ultimate liirection of the ])hilo-.iip!iy <jI' I liinie,

ai it regards revealed religion, let us rc])cal the re-

mark, that many ])crsojis busied tlu-nisclvis in in-

creasing its terrors as an engine against tin.' Christian

fiitli, that th jy might have the merit of displaying a

t hiv.ilriuis rcsist.ince. The presumjitions thiis Imi nu-i!

and l'j~tcred caused a vigor<ius inxcstigaliuii into

tiie grounds of all belief, anfl many good and aiilc

men were startled to find that it was necessary to

ainiit many of the positions assumed by their subtle

antagonist, and that tliey must emjiloy the vigorous

1 )gic ihey ha'l brought to the field in stoutly fortify-

ing a
J)

isiiiim he did not attack. Tiiey found "the
lii-tajijiy sie.il arguments inconclusive," and "tlie

1:1 iral nr:Mnnen!s, and those deiaved from the analogy

• ',.\yk', vo!. i. p. 240. - M'orks, i. p -lo.

of nature, equally strong and convincing:" and that
useful and beautiful system of natural theology
which has been enriched l)y the investigations of
Derham, Tucker,' and Paley, gave ])lace to obscure
investigations into first causes, and idle theories on
the grounds of belief, which generally landed the
philosophers in a circle of confusion, and amazed the
reader with incomprehensibilities. One of the most
clear and original of the chapters of the Treatise on
Human Xatnre has provided us with a curious prac-

tical instance of the pliability of the sceptical jihilo-

sophy of Hume. In treating the subject of cause and
effect, Mr. Hume, with fidelity to his previous division

of perceptions, found nothing in the effect produced
on the mind by any two jdienomena, of which the one
received the name of cause, the other that of effect,

but two impressions, and no connection betwixt them,
but the sequence of the latter to the former; attri-

buting our natural belief that the one is a cause, and
the other its effect, to the habit of the mind in run-

ning from the one inqsression to that which is its

iminediate sequent or precedent; denying that we
can have any conception of cause and effect beyond
those instances of which the mind has had experience,

and which habit lias taught it; and finally, denying
that mankind can penetrate farther into the mystery
than the simple knowledge that the one phenomenon
is experienced to follow the other. Men of un-

doubtedly pure religious faith have maintained the

justness of this system as a metaphysical one, and it

has found its way into physical science, as a check
to vague theories and the assumption of conjectural

causes: in a memorable instance it was, however, at-

tacked as metapliysically subversive of a proper belief

in the Deity as a first cause. The persons who
maintained this argument were answered, that an
opposite sup]iosition was morally subversive of a
necessity iox the constant existence and presence of

the Deity; because, if "a cause had the innate power
within it of producing its common effect, the whole
fabric of the universe had an innate ]iower of exist-

ence and progression in its various changes, which
dispensed with tlie existence of a sujireme regu-

lator."

The second volume of the Treatise on Human
Xatnre discusses the passions on the [)rinciples laid

down at the commencement of the previous volume.
The subjects here treated, while they are not of so

strikingly original a dcscriinitm as to ])rompt us to

enlarge on their contents, ma)' be a more accejitable

morsel to most readers, and certainly may be ]X'rused

witl: more of what is termed satisfaction, than the

obscure and somewhat disheartening investigations

of the ])ure metaph}sician. Of the Usual subtlety

and acutencss of the author they are of course not

de-titute; but the theatre <->f investigation does not

admit of much abstraction, and these qualities exei'-

cise' themselves on subjects mure taiigilile and com-
prehensible than those of the author's jirior labours.

The production of the Trcatiye on Human .Vatuj-e

stands alnuist alone in the history of the human
mind. l.et it be ren;end)ered that the author had
just reacheil that jieriod of exi-tence \\ )u-n the animal

si]irits exercise tliiur sliDngesl swav, and tliose whom
nature has gifted with talents and observation are

i.'Nulting in a brilliant world before them, of which
ihey are enjosing the jiro-pective felicity without
lasting niudi nf the bitteiness; and that this exten-

sive tieali~e, so \aried in the suljjects endjraced, so

* Not Jnsiiih. l.ut .\ir,tl:ni>t 'IVekcr, wlio, iiinlcr the ns-

-^m<\ naiu- >.f
• >.;ar. ii." v.r..u.. a! '; .n tt.e li,i;!,t .if imlnre,

ill •, \.!s. 'r,\.,. All iiriMl,tru-,iv..- aa.l pi' r.unil work, ii'.t very
ii,'. ti; ,;, aiMi litl!.: r^ad, wLilIi I.iIlt pla! ).-'ii l.eis !.a\ u pi'.Iag'.-i

\v uIi'jUl C'-'iapuia.li'jii.
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patiently collected by a lengthened labour of inves-

tigation and reflection, and entering on views so

adverse to all that reason had previously taught men
to believe, and so repulsive to the common feelings

of the world, was the first literary attempt which

the author deigned to place before the public. Per-

haps a very close examination of the early habits and

conduct of the author, could the materials of such

be obtained, would scarcely furnish us with a clue

to so singrdar a riddle; but in a general sense, we
may not diverge far from the truth in supposing that

the' circumstances of his earlier intercourse with the

world had not prompted the author to entertain a

verv charitable view of mankind, and that the bitter-

ness thus engendered coming under the cognizance

of his reflective mind, instead of turning him into a

stoic and practical enemy of his species, produced

that singular system which, holding out nothing but

doubt as the end of all mortal investigations, struck

a silent blow at the dignity of human nature, and at

inuch of its happiness. In a very singular passage

he thus speaks of his comfortless philosophy, and of

tlie feelings it produces in the mind of its Cain-like

fabricator. "I am Hrst affrighted and confounded

with that forlorn solitude in which I am placed in

my philosophy, and fancy myself some strange un-

couth monster who, not being able to mingle and
unite in society, has been expelled all human com-
merce, and left utterly abandoned and disconsolate.

Fain would I run into the crowd for slielter and
warmth, but cannot prevail with myself to mix with

such deformity. I call upon others to join me in

order to make a company apart, but no one will

hearken to me. Every one keeps at a distance, and
dreads that storm which beats upoji me from every

side. I have exposed myself to the enmity of all

metaphysicians, logicians, mathematicians, and even

theologians; and can I wonder at the insults I must
suffer? I have declared my disapprobation of their

S'. stems; and can I be surprised if they should express

a hatred of mine and of my person? When I look

abroad, I foresee on every side dispute, contradiction,

anger, calumny, and detraction. When I turn my
eye inward, I find nothing but doubt and ignorance.

Ail the world conspires to oppose and contradict me:
Ih.ragh such is my weakness, that I feel all my
Ojiinions loosen and fill of themselves wlien unsup-

ported by the approbation of others. Every step I

take is with hesitation, and every new rcllection

raakes me dread an error and absurdity in my reason-

ing.''' In the same spirit he writes to his friend

Mr. Henry Home, immediately after the puijlication

of the 7/V(.'//jv.' "Those,"' he says, '"who are accu^-

tvuned to rellect on sucli abstract sul)jects are com-
monly full of ju-ejudices; and those who are unpre-

judiced, are unacquainted with metaphysical reason-

ings. My principles are also so reuKjte from all the

vulgar sentiments on the subject, that were they to

take place they would produce almo->t a total altcra-

tiiiii in |)liilosoj)Iiy; antl you know revolutions of this

kind are not easily brought al)out."""

Hume, when the retlection of more advanced
life, and his habits of unceasing thought, had mncle

a more clear arrangement in his mind of the prin-

ciples of his ]iliilo>ophy, found many things to hianie

and alicr in Ids treatise, not so much in tlie fumla-

mcntal arguments, as in their want of arrangement.
and the obscure garb of words in \\liich lie liad

dollied them. On the feelings lie enterlained on lids

suhjcct we find him afterwards writing to Dr. b.il.ii

Stewart, and we shall here <iuote a rather mutilated
fragiiiout of this er>istle, which has hitherto been

unprinted, and is interesting as containing an illus-

tration of his arguments on l)elief:
—"Allow me to

tell you that I never asserted .so absurd a proposition,

as that anything might arise without a cause. I

only maintained that our certainty of the falsehood

of that proposition proceeded neither from intuition

nor demonstration, but from another source. That
Cesar existed, that there is such an island as .Sicily;

for these propositions, I affirm, we have no demon-
stration nor intuitive proof. Would you infer that

I deny their truth, or even their certainty? and some
of ihem as satisfactory to the ndnd, though jierhaps

not so regular, as the demonstrative kind. Where
a man of sense mistakes my meaning, I own I am
angry, but it is only with myself, for having expressed

my meaning so ill as to have given occasion to the

mistake. That you may see I would no way scruple

of owning my mistakes in argument, I shall acknow-
ledge (what is infinitely more material) a very great

mistake in conduct ; viz. my publishing at all the

Treatise on Human lYatiire, a book which pretendeil

to innovate in all the sublimest parts of philosophy,

and which I composed before I was five and twenty.

Above all, the positive air which pervades that book,

and which may lie imputed to the ardour of youth,

so much displeases me, that I have not patience to

review it. I am willing to be unheedeil by the jiub-

lic, though human life is so short that I despair of

ever seeing the decision. I wish I had al->\ays con-

fined myself to the more easy paths of erudition; but

you will excuse me from submitting to proverbial

decision, let it even be in Greek."
The effect jiroduced on the literary v/orld In' the

appearance of the Treatise on Unman Xainre, was
nut flattering to a young author. "Xever literary

attempt," says Mr. Hume, "was more unfortunate

than my Treatise on Human Xatiire. It fell dead-

born from thepress, without reaching such distinction

as even to excite a murmur among the zealots. Ih.t

being naturally of a clieerful and sanguine temper,

I very soon recovered the Idow, and prosecuted w iih

great ardour my studies in the country." The third

part of Mr. Hume's 7'reatise on Hnman .\'atii)-e wa-,

published in 1740: it treated the subject of morals,

and was divided into two parts, the tirst discu»ir.g

"\'iitue and Vice in general," the second treating

of "Justice and Injustice." The scope of this cs-ay

is to .show that there is no abstract and certain dis-

tinction betwixt moral good and evil ; and \\hile it

admits a sense of virtue to have a practical existence

in liie mind of every human being (however it may
have eslaldishetl itself), it draws a distinction betwixt

those virtues of which every man's sense of right is

capable of taking cognizance; and justice, wliieli it

maintains to be an artificial virtue, erected certaiidy

on the general wish of mankind to act rightly, but

a virtue which men do not naturally follow, until

a system is invented by liunian means, aivi liased 011

reasonable ]irinciples of general utdity to th.e species,

which shows men what is just and wliat is iinjust,

and can l;est be followed by the man who lias best

studieil its c:enei-al artificial form, in corjuiiction with
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professor of moral philosophy in the university of

Glasgow, whose opinions he was more disposed to

receive with deference than those of any other man.
Nevertheless, it was only in matters of detail that he
would consent to be guided by that eminent person.

Tiie fundamental principles of the system he firmly

defcndetl. The correspondence which passed betwixt

them shows how far Hume saw into the depths of

tlie utilitarian system, and proves that it was more
completely formed in his mind than it appeared in

his book. "To every virtuous action (says he) there

must be a motive or impelling passion distinct from
the virtue, and virtue can never be the sole motive
to any action." The greater plainness of the subject,

and its particular reference to the hourly duties of

life, made this essay more interesting to moral philo-

sophers, and laid it more widely open to criticism,

than the Treatise on the Uitderstaiiding, and even
that on the Passions. The extensive reference to

principles of utility produced discussions to which
it were an idle and endless work here to refer; but

without any disrespect to those celebrated men who
have directly combated the principles of this work,
and supported totally different theories of the forma-

tion of morals, those who have twisted the principles

of the author into excuses for vice and immorality,
and the destruction of all inducements to the practice

of virtue, deserve only the fame of being themselves
tiie fabricators of the crooked morality of which
they have endeavoured to cast the odium upon
another. When Mr. Hume said, "The necessity

of justice to the support of society is the sole founda-

tion of that virtue: and since no moral excellence

is more highly esteemed, we may conclude that

tiiis circumstance of usefulness has in general the

strongest energy, and most entire command over our
sentiments. It must, therefore, l)e tlie source of a
considerable part of the merit ascribed to humanity,
benevolence, friendship, jiublic spirit, and other
social virtues of that stamp; as it is the sole source
of the moral ajiprobation paid to fidelity, justice,

veracity, integrity, and those other estimable and
useful (pialities and princii)Ies

:"—when he said this,

it was not difficult for those benevolent guardians of

the public mind who sat in watch to interce])t such
declarations, to h(jld such an opinion up to pulilic

indignation, and to maintain that it arlmitted every
man to examine his actions by his own sense of their

utility, and to commit vice by the aiiplication of a

tlijory of expedioicy aiijiropriated to the act.

Tile neglect witli which his first production was
received \>y tlie ]niblic, while it did not abate llie

steady industry of its aiitlior, turned his attention

fir a time to sulijects which might be more accei^t-

able to general readers, and in the cnlni retirement

of his lirother'^ Iviuse at Ninewells, where he pursued
hi^ -Indies with solitary zeal, he jircpared two volumes
of unconnected di-,sertatifins, entitled /assays Moral
and Philosophical, \\\\\c\\ he pulili^hcd in 1742.
These essays he had intended to have ]iuli!ished in

weekly iiapers, after the niethorl jiurstied by the

atUh'irs of the Spcrlator; "but,'" he observes, in an
advertisement prefixed to the first clition, "having
dropped that iindeit.ikmg, i^artly from la/ines<,

jnrtly from want of leisure, and being willing tn

make trial of my talents fur writing Ijcfore 1 \xiiturcd

u|')on any more serious comprisition-, 1 was induced
t'j coiruiiit tJK-se trifle-) t') the judgment of the jmlilic.''

.\ few of tlie v.ilijfcts of these e>-a_\s are the follow-

ing: "f)f the I J;li(,icy of Taste and Passion," "That
Politics may bi_- ri-'luced to a .Science,'" "Of the In-

d;-])en'leiK:y of I'arliament," "Of the I'artics in

Cireit I'ritai'i.'' "()f Superstition and I'lnthusiasm,"'

"Of l.ibjrty and Dc-poti-m,"" "Of Llo-jiicncc,"

"Of Simplicity and Refinement," "A Character of
Sir Robert Walpole," &c. Of these miscellaneous
productions we cannot venture the most passing
analysis in a memoir which must necessarily be
brief: of their general cliaracter it may be sufficient

to say, that his style of writing, which in his Treatise

was far from apjjroaching the purity and elegance
of composition wdiich he afterwards displayed, had
made a rapid advance to excellence, and that the

reading world quickly discovered from the justness

and accuracy of his views, the elegance of his senti-

ments, and the clear precision with which he stated

his arguments, that the subtle calculator of the origin

of all human knowledge could direct an acute eye
to the proceedings of the world around him, and
that he was capable of making less abstract calcula-

tions on the motives which affected mankind. A
few of these essays, wdiich he seems to have de-

nounced as of too light a nature to accompany his

other works, were not republished during his life

;

among tlie subjects of these are "Impudence and
Modesty," "Love and Marriage," "Avarice," &c.

Although these have been negatively stigmatized by
their author, a general reader will find much gratifi-

cation in their perusal: the subjects are handled with

the careless touch of a satirist; and in drawing so

lightly and almost playfully pictures of what is con-

temptible and ridiculous, one can scarcely avoid the

conviction that such is the aspect in which the author

wishes to appear. But on the other hand there is

such a complete absence of all grotesqueness, of

exaggeration, or attempt at ridicule, that it is ap-

parent he is drawing a picture of what he knows to

l)e unclianger.bly rooted in human nature, and that

knowing raillery to be useless, he is content as a
philosopher merely to depict the deformity which
cannot be altered. Among the essays he did not

republish, is the "Characterof SirRoliert Walpole," a

singular specimen of the author's aliility to abstract

himself from the ]X)litical feelings of the time, calmly
describing tlie character of a living statesman, whose
conduct was perhaps more feverishly debated by his

friends and enemies than that of almost any minister

in any nation, as if he were a person of a distant age,

with which the author had no sympathy, or of a

land with which lie was only acquainted through the

])ages of the traveller. It was after the publication

of this work that Hume first enjoyed the gratifica-

tion of something like ]niblic applause. "The
work," he says, "was favourably received, and soon

made me entirely forget my former disappointment."

He still rigidly adhered to his ]dans of economy and
retirement, and continued to reside at Xinewells,

aiiplying himself to the study of (Ireek, which he liad

[ireviously neglected. In I 745 he was invited to be-

come tutor to the Marquis (jf .Aniinndale, a young
nobleman whose state of mintl at that period ren-

dered a suiierintendcnt nt-cessary ; and though the

situation must have been f)iie not conducive to study,

or ])leasing to such a mind ns tliat of Hume, lie found

that his circumstances would not justify a rehisal of

tiie invitation, and he continued for the ])erio<l of a

)ear in the fimily of the marquis.

l)uring his resi<lence in this faiiiilv, the death of

-Mr. (Icghoni, ]ii(ifcssoi- (jf moral philosojihy in the

university of Ildinburgh, caused a vacancy, which
.Mr. Ilunn: very naturally considered he might be
capable of fdliiig. The ])atroriS of the university,

however, and their advisers, took a different view
of the matter, and judged that they would be at least

more safe in considering a ]ierson of his reputed

piinci](les of jjiilosciphy as liy no means a ])ro[ier

in-tructor of youth : nor were virulence and jiarty

feeling unmixed \\\\\\ cool ju'lgnieiil in fixinj; their
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choice. The disappointment of not being able to

obtain a situation so desirable as affording a respec-

table and permanent salary, and so suited to his

studies, seems to have preyed more heavily than any
other event in his life on the spirits of .NIr. Hume;
and with the desire of being inde[)endcnt of the world,

he seems for a short time to have hesitated whether
he sliould continue his studies, or at once relinquish

the pursuit of philosophical fame by joining the

army. During the ensuing year his desire to be

placed in a situation of respectability was to a certain

extent gratified, by his being appointed secretary to

Lieutenant-general .St. Clair, who had been chosen

to command an exj^edition avowedly against Canada,

but which terminated in a useless incursion on the

coast of France. In the year 1747 General St. Clair

was appointed to superintend an embassy to the

courts of Vienna and Turin, and declining to accept

a secretary from government, Hume, for whom he

seems to have entertained a partiality, accompanied
him in his former capacity. He here enjoyed tlie

society of Sir Henry Erskine and Captain (afterwards

General) Grant, and mixing a little with the world,

and joining in the fashionable society of the places

which he visited, he seems to have enjoyed a ])artial

relaxation from his philosophical labours. Althougli

he mentions that these two years were almost the

only interruptions which his studies had received

during the course of his life, he does not seem to

have entirely neglected his pursuits as an author
;

in a letter to his friend Henry Home he hints at the

probability of his devoting his time to historical sub-

jects, and continues, "I have here two things going
on, a new edition of my Essays, all of which you
have seen except (Wc-of the "Protestant Succession,"

where I treat that subject as coolly and indifferently

as I would the dispute betwixt Cesar and Pompey.
The conclusion shows me a ^Vhig, but a very scep-

tical one."'

Lord Charlemont, who at this period met with Mr.
Plume at Turin, has given the following account of

his habits and appearance, penned apparencly with
a greater aim at effect than at truth, yet somewhat
characteristic of the philosopher: "Nature I believe

never formed any man more unlike his real character

than David Hume. The powers of physiognomy
were bafTled by his countenance ; neither could the

most skilful in that science pretend to discover the

smallest trace of the faculties of his mind in the un-

meaning features of his visage. His face was broad
and fat, his mouth wide, and without any other ex-

pression than that of imbecility. His eyes vacant
and spiritless ; and the corpulence of his whole per-

son was far better fitted to communicate the idea of

a turtle-eating alderman than ofa refined philosopher.

EI is speech in English was rendered ridiculous by
the broadest Scottish accent, and his Frencli was,
if possil)le, still more laughable ; so that wisdom,
mo.-^t certainly, never disguised herself before in so

uncoutii a garb. Though now near fifty years okl,-

he was healthy and strong; but his licahh and
strengtii, far from being advantageous to his figure,

instead of manly comeliness, had only the appearance
of rusticity. His -wearing a uniform added greatly

to his natural awkwardness, for he wore it like a
grocer of the train-bands. Sinclair was a lieutenant-

general, and was sent to the courts of \'ienna and
Turin as a military envoy, to see that their (juota of
troop-, was furnished by the Austrians and I'iedmon-
te>c. It was tlierefore thou'dit necessarv that his

1 Tytlcr's Li/,- of Ka„u-s.
- Ili-i liir !shij) must liave niarlc .T miscalculation. Hum-

was then only in his tliirty-uighth year.

secretary should appear to be an officer; and Hume
was accordingly disguised in scarlet."*

The letter to Mr. Home we have quoted above,

gives an idea of the literary employments of the

author during the intervals of his official engagements
at Turin, and on his return to IJritain he exhibited

the fruit of his labour in a second edition of his

Essays Moral and Political^ which was published in

1748, with four additional essays, and in a recon-

struction of the first part of his Ticatisc on Human
Nature, which he published immediately after, under
the title Philosophical Essays coticerjiiin^ the J/uman
Understanding, and formed the first part of the well-

known corrected digest of the Treatise of Human
iVature into the Inquiry concernint^ Human Nature.

In the advertisement the author informs the public

that "most of the principles and reasonings in this

volume were published in a work in three volumes,

called ,•/ Treatise on Human Nature, a work which
the author had projected before he left college, and
which he wrote and published not long after. The
philosophy of this work is essentially the same as

that of which he had previously sketched a more
rude and com])licated draught. The object (or more
properly speaking, the conclusion arrived at, for the

person who sets out without admissions, and inquires

whether anything can be ascei-tained in philosophy,

can scarcely be said to have an object in view) is the

same system of doubt which he previously expounded

;

a scepticism, not like that of Boyle and others, which
merely went to show the uncertainty of the conclu-

sions attending particular species of argument, but a

sweeping argument to show that by the structure of

the understanding, the result of all investigations,

on all subjects, must ever be doubt." The Inquiry

must be to every reader a work far more pleasing,

and we may even say instructive, than the Treatise.

While many of the more startling arguments, assuming
the appearance of paradoxes, sometimes indistinctly

connected with the subject, are omitted, others are

laid down in a clearer form; the whole is subjected

to a niore compact arrangement, and the early style

of the writer, which to many natural beauties united

a considerable feebleness and occasional harshness,

makes in this work a very near approach to the

elegance and classic accuracy which much persever-

ance and a refined taste enabled the author to

acquire in tlie more advanced period of his life.

Passing over, as our limits must compel us, any
attem])t at an analytical comparison of the two
works, and a narrative of the changes in the author's

opinions, we must not omit the circumstance, that

the Essay on Miracles, which it will be remembered
the author withheld from his lYcatise, was attache t

to the Inquiiy, probably after a careful revision and
correction. Locke had hinted in a few desultory

oliservations the grounds of a disbelief in the miracles

attributed to the early Christian church, and Dr.

Conyers Middletoii, in his "Free Inquiry into tl;e

Miraculous Powers suppo.-ed to have subsisted in

tlie Cliristian Church from tlie Earliest -\ges," pub-

lished very nearly at tlie same period witli tlie Essay

of Hume,' struck a more deeded blow at all super-

natural aL;ency beyoml wli.u was justified by the

sacred Scriptures, and approached by his arguments

a dangerous neighbourhood to an interference wii't

wliat he did not avowedly attack. Hume considered

the siiliject as a general p-oint in tiie human uiidev-

standing to ^\llich lie aiiinilte:' no exceptions. Tlie

argument of this remarkable /.'--..^v is too well known
to recjuire an ex] lanatioii. Hume is rej'eatedly r.t

pains to pirotest against his l)eing siipjiosed to b-.:

Charla
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ari^uing in the Essay against the Christian faith.

These protests, however, as his biographer, Mr.
Burton, is constrained to admit, were uttered briefly

and coldly, and in such a manner as made people
fejl, that if Hume believed in the doctrines of the

Bible, he certainly had not his heart in them. A
Avant of proper deference for religious feeling (adds

this writer) is a defect that runs through all his

works. There is no ribaldry, but at the same
time there are no expressions of decent reverence.

It is to be observed, also, that the argument of

Hume against miracles is still a favourite weapon of

the enemies of revealed religion. At the same time,

it must be admitted that, under projier regulation,

the argument is of use in defining the boundaries of

inductive reasoning, and in this way has proved un-

doubtedly serviceal)le to the progress of science.

The work by Dr. Campbell in confutation of this

Essay, at first produced in the form of a sermon,

and afterwards expanded into a treatise, which was
published in 1762, is well known and appreciated.

Tills admirable and conclusive production, wliile

yet in manuscript, was shown to Hume by Dr.

Blair. Hume was niucli jileased with the candour
of the transaction; he remarked a few jiassages hardly

in accordance with the calm feelings of the other

portions of the work, which at his suggestion the

author amended; and he personally wrote to Dr.

Campbell, with his usual calm politeness, thanking
him for treatment so unexpected from a clergyman
of the Church of Scotland; and, with the statement

that he had made an early resolution not to answer
attacks on his opinions, acknowledged that he never
felt so violent an inclination to defend himself.

The respect which Cami^bcU admitted himself to

entertain for the sccjitic is thus expressed:—"The
Essay on Miracles deserves to be considered as one
of the most dangerous attacks that have been made
on our religion. The danger results not solely from
tl:e merit o'i the piece: it results mucli more from that

of the author. The jjiece itsjlf, lilce every other

work of Mr. Hume, is ingenious; i;ut its merit is

more of the oratorical kind than of the philosophical.

The merit of the author, I acknowledge, is great.

The many useful volumes he has jniblishcd oUiislorv,

as well as on criticism, politics, and trade, have justly

procured him, with all jicrsons of taste and discern-

ment, the highest repulatif)n as a writer. ... In

such analysis and exposition, which I own I have
attemjited without ceremony or reserve, an air of

ruiicule is unavoidable; but this ridicule, I am well

aware, if founrled on misrepresentation, will at last

rel)'iund upon myself.'"' \)r. C'am])bell was a man
of strong good sense, and knew \\ ell the description of

argument which tlie worM would Ijest apjireciate. ap-

])rove, and comprehend, in answer to the ])er]ik-xing

subtleties of his c)]-)ponent. He struck at the root of

the system of perce]Uions merging inloex]K-iience, and
cx]ierience regulating the value of Ic-tiniony, which
had been erected by his adver-ary—and npjicaling,

n'>t to the [>assions and feeling-; in favour of nTigioii,

but to the common convictions v.liicli \'. e dccin to

be founded on reason, and cannot se]iarate from mir

min Is, maintained that "testimony has a natural

and originnl inthiencc on belief, antL-cedent to ex-

].erience,'' from which position he jiroceedcd to Av^w
tint the miracles of the gospel had received allL:-la-

ti'}!! sufficient to satisfy the reason.

.'\l;'jut this period Hume suffered tlie lo^s of a

inoilicr, who. according to his (;wn accnunt, when
sji'-nking of his earlier day<, was "a woninn of

singular ine:it, who, though young and hand.-or.ic.

A^Jvtrt. p.

devoted hei-self entirely to the rearing of her chil-

dren ;" and the philosopher seems to have regarded
her with a strong and devoted affection. He was a
man whose disposition led him to unite himself to the
world by few of the ordinary ties, but the few which
imperceptibly held him were not broken without
pain ; on these occasions, the philosopher yielded to

the man, and the cold sceptic discovered the feelings

with which nature had gifted him, which at other
moments lay chained by the bonds of his powerful
reason. A very different account of the effect of this

event, from what we have just now stated, is given
in the passage we are about to quote (as copied in

the Quarterly Heiiao) from the Travels of the Ame-
rican .Silliman. Without arguing as to the pro-

Ijalnlity or improbability of its containing a true

statement, let us remark that it is destitute of proof,

a quality it amply requires, being given by the tra-

veller forty years after the death of the philosopher,

from the report of an individual, while the circum-
stance is not one which would have probably escaped
the religious zeal of some of Mr. Hume's connnen-
tators.

"It seems that Hume received a religious educa-

tion from his mother, and early in life was the subject

of strong and hopeful religious impressions; but as

he approached manhood they were effaced, and con-

firmed infidelity succeeded. Maternal partiality,

however, alarmed at first, came at length to look

with less and less pain upon this declension, and
filial love and reverence seem to have been absorbed

in the pride of philoso])hical scepticism; for Hume
now applied himself with unwearied and unhappily

with successful efforts to sap the foundation of h.is

mother's faith. Having succeeded in this dreadful

work, he went abroad into foreign countries; and as

he was returning, an express met him in London,
with a letter from his mother, informing him that

she was in a deep decline, and could not long survive:

she said she found herself without any support in her

distress: that he had taken away that source of com-
fort upon which, in all cases of aftliction, she used

to rely, and that she now found her mind sinking

into despair. She did not doubt but her son would
afford her some substitute for her religion, and she

conjured him to hasten to her, or at least to send her

a letter containing such consolations as philosophy

can afford to a dying mortal. Hume was over-

whelmed with anguish on receiving this letter, and
hastened to Scotland, travelling day and night; but

before he arrived, his mother expired. No jicr-

manent impression seems, however, to have been

made on his mind by this most trying event ; and

whatever remorse he might have felt at the moment,
he soon relapsed into his wonted obduracy of heart."

On the appearance of this anecdote. Baron Hunie,

the jdiilosopher's nejihew, communicated to the

editor of the Quarterly A'e7'icTi' the following anec-

dote of a more pleasing nature connected with the

same circumstance; and \\liile it is a]>])areiit that it

stands f>n belter ground, we may mention thnt it is

acknowledged by the re\iewer as nn authenticated

contradiction to the statement of Sillimnn. "])a\id

and he (the Hon. Mr. Boyle, brother of the Marl of

(ilasgow) were both in London at the period irlien

l^ai-ufs mother d:ed. .Mr. Boyle, hearing of it, soon

after went into hi> npailnient, for they lodged in the

"-anie Imuse, where he f lund him in the deepest all'ic-

tion, and in a flnod of teais. .Xfter the usual tf>|iies

of condolence .Mr. Boyle said to him, 'My friend,

y<iu owe tliis uncommon grief to your having thrown
off the ])iincip!es f)f religi"n; f)r if you had not, }'ou

W'.uld linve been con-ciled with the firm belief thra

tlij g<''d l.viy, who was ncjt only the best of
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mothers, but the most pious of Christians, was com-
j)letely hapi)y in the rcahns of the just.' To which
Davicl replied, 'Though I throw out my speculations

to entertain the learned and metaphysical world, yet,

in other things, I do not think so differently from
the rest of mankind as you imagine.'"

Hume returned in 1749 to the retirement of his

brother's house at Ninewells, and during a residence

there for two years continued his remodelling of his

7'reatise on Human iVatiin; and prepared for the

press his celebrated Political Discourses. The former

production appeared in 1 751, under the title of an

Inquiry conccriiin;^ t/ie PrinciplesofMorals, puljlishcd

by Millar, the celebrated bookseller. Hume con-

sidered this the most perfect of his works, and it is

impossible to resist admiration of the clearness of the

arguments, and the beautiful precision of the theories;

the world, however, did not extend to it the balmy
influence of popularity, and it appeared to the author

that all his literary efforts were doomed to the un-

happy fate of being little regarded at first, and of

gradually decaying into oblivion. " In my opinion,"

he says "(who ouglit not to judge on tliat subject), [it]

is, of all my writings, historical, pliilosophical, or

literary, incomparably the best. It came unnoticed

and unobserved into the world."

In 1752, and during the author's residence in

Edinburgh, appeared his Political Discourses. The
subjects of these admirable essays were of interest to

every one, the method of treating them was compre-
hensible to ])ersons of common discernment ; above
all, they treated subjects on which the prejudices of

few absolutely refused conviction by argument, and
the author had the opportunity of being appreciated

and admired, even when telling truths. The book
ia these circumstances was, in the author's words,

"the only work of mine that was successful on the

first publication. It was well received abroad and
at home." The chief subjects were, "Commerce,
Money, Interest, the Balance of Trade, t!ie Populous-

ness of Ancient Nations, the Idea of a Perfect Com-
monwealth." Sir Josiah Child, Sir William Petty,

Hobbes, and Locke had previously given the glim-

merings of more liberal principles on trade and
manufacture than those which they saw practised,

and hinted at the common prejudices on the use of

money and the value of labour; but Hume was the

first to sketch an outline of some branches of the

benevolent system of political economy framed by
liis illustrious friend Adam Smith. He laid down
labour as the only criterion of all value, made a near
approach to an ascertainment of the true value of

the precious metals, a point not yet fully fixed among
economists ; discovered the baneful effects of com-
mercial limitations as obliging the nation to trade in

a less profitable manner than it would choose to do
if unconstrained, and predicted the dangerous con-

sequences of the funding system. The essay on the

l^opulousness of ancient nations was a sceptical

analysis of the authorities on that subject, doul)tiiig

tlieir accuracy, on the principle of political economy
that the number of the inhabitants of a nation must
liave a ratio to its fruitfulness and their industry.

The essay was elaborately answered by Dr. Wallace
ia a Dissertation of the A'umhers of Mankind ; but
tliat gentleman only produced a host of those
"authorities,"' the efficacy of which Mr. Hume has
(i(iu!)ted on principle. This essay is an extremely
\>erul practical application of the doctrines in the
/'. -say on Miracles. Mr. Hume's "Idea of a Perfect
( nnmonwcahh" has been objected to as an im-
yracticalile system. The author jirobably had tlie

\\\s I'lm to make this discovery himself, and miL;l:t

ha\'e as nw.\ c:qiectcJ it to be app'.icaL'le to pract'ce

as a geometrician might dream of his angles, straight

lines, and points being literally accomplished in the

measurement of an estate or the building of a house.

The whole represents men without passions or pre-

judices working like machines; and Hume no doubt
admitted, that while passion, prejudice, and habit

forbade the safe attempt of such projects, such ab-

stract structures ought to be held u]) to the view of

the legislator, as the forms into which, so far as he
can do it with .safety, he ought to stretch the systems
under his a<lministration. Plato, More, Harrington,

Hobbes, and (according to some accounts) lierke-

ley' had employed their ingenuity in a similar

manner, and Hume .seems to have considered it

worthy of his attention.

In Eebruary, 1752, David Hume succeeded the

celebrated Ruddiman as librarian to the I'aculty of

Advocates. The salary was at that time verj' trifling,

somewhere we believe about £^0, l)Ut the duties

were probably little more than nominal, and the

situation was considered an acquisition to a man of

literary habits. It was with this ample field of

authority at his command, that he seems to have
finally determined to write a portion of the History

of England. In 1757 he relinquished this appoint-

ment on his removing to London, when prejiariiig

for pulilication the History of the House of 7'iidor.

In 1752 appeared the first (published) volume of

the History of England, embracing the period from
the accession of the house of Stuart to the death of

Charles I. ; and, passing over intermediate events,

we may mention that the next volume, containing a

continuation of the series of events to the period of

the Revolution, appeared in 1756, and the third,

containing the "Jrlistory of the House of Tudor,"'

was published in 1759. "I was, I own," says the

author with reference to the first volume, "sanguine
in my expectations of the success of this work. I

thought that I was the only historian that had at

once neglected present power, interest, and author-

ity, and the cry of popular prejudices ; and as the

subject was suited to every capacity, I expectctl ]^ro-

portional applause. lUit miserable was my dis-

appointment; I was assailed by one cry of rejiroacli,

disapprobation, and even detestation; English, Scot-

tish, and Irish, Whig and Ton-, churchman ard
sectary, freethinker and religionist, patriot and cour-

tier, united in their rage against the man who had
presumed to shed a generous tear for the fate nf

Charles I. and the Earl of Strafford ; and after the

first ebullitions of their fury were over, what was
still more mortifying, the book seemed to sink into

ol)livion." Of the second he says, "This perform-

ance happened to give less displeasure to the Wlii^s,

and was better received. It not only rose itself, but

helped to buoy up its unfortunate brother."' Oftlie

History of England \\. is extremely difficult to givu a

fair and unbiased opinion, because, while t!ie autli-r

is, in general, one of the most impartial writers <'n

this subject, it is scarcely a ]iaradox to say, tliat tl.e

few jiartialilics in which he has in(:u!.:;ed have iLme

more to warji the mind than the viuIciU jircjudices

of others. Previous to his hi>toiy, tlm^e wL.o wn to

on political subject^ ranged th.emselvcs in partie--.

and each man proclaimed with open nioiith ih.e side

for which lie was alxuit to argue, and men heard liiin

as a special jileader. Ilunie lociked over events w i;h

the eve of a j'hilos.'pher; he seemed to be carele.-s

of the extent of the good or bad of eitlier party.

On neither side did he a!'U>e, on neither did he land

or even justify. The side which he adojited seldom

cnjoxed approl'alion or even vindication, and oidy

1 Ir, t:.c .>us .-w/rv; is cj C:
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in apology did he distinguish it from that to which
he was inimical. From this peculiarity the opin-

ions to which he leaned acquired strength from the

suffrage of one so apparently impartial and uncon-

cerned. Notwithstanding the prejudices generally

attributed, however, to Hume as a historian, we can-

not set him down as an enemy to liberty. No man
had grander views of the power of the human mind,
and of the higiier majesty of intellect, when compared
with the external attributes of rank; and the writings

of a republican could not exceed in depicting this

feeling the picture he has drawn of the parliament

of Charles I., and of the striking circumstances of

the king's condemnation. The instances in which
he has shown himself to be inconsistent, may perhaps

be more attributed to his habits than to his opinions.

His indolent benevolence prompted a sympathy with

liie ojipressed, and he felt a reluctance to justify those

who assumed the aspect of active assailants, from
whatever cause; while in matters of religion, viewing
all persuasions in much the same aspect, unprejudiced
himself, he felt a contempt for tliose who indulged in

prejudice, and was more inclined to censure than to

vindicate those wiio acted from religious impulse.

With all his partialities, however, let those who
study the character of the author while they read his

history recollect, that he never made literature bow
to rank, that he never flattered a great man to ob-

tain a favour, and that, though long poor, he was
always independent. Of the seeming contradiction

between his life and opinions, we quote the following

applicable remarks from the Edhilnirgh Re'^icru:

"Few things seem more unaccountable, and in-

deed absurd, tlian that Hume should have taken part

with high church and high monarchy men. The
persecutions which he suffered in his youth from the

Presbyterians may, perhaps, have influenced his

ecclesiastical partialities. But that he should have
sided with the Tudors and the Stuarts against the

people seems quite inconsistent with all the great

traits of liis character. His unrivalled sagacity must
have looked witii contempt on the preposterous
arguments by which theyV/j^'/rvV/ww was maintained.
His natural benevolence must have suggested the

cruelly of subjecting the enjoyments of thousands to

the cajjricc of one unfeeling individual: and iiis own
practical independence in private life might have
ta\ight him the value of those feelings which he has
so niischiev(ju>ly derided. Mr. Fox seems to have
been struck with some surprise at this strange trait

in the character of our philoso])her. In a letter to

Mr. Laing he says, 'He was an excellent man, and
of great ])owers of mind ; but his partiality to kings
and prince> is intulerabie. Nay, it is, in my opinion,

quite ridiculous: and is more like the fooliOi admira-
tion which w<jmen and children sometimes have for

kings, tlian the opinion, rii'ht or wroiic:, of a iiliilo-

sojiher.

It would be a vain task to enumerate the contro-

versial attacks on Hume's J/ishn-y of /^iig/iiiiJ. 1 )r.

Hurd in his Dialogues on tlic J-'.ii.^lislt Coiisliliitii'ii

stoutly combated his o|>inions. Miller brought the

force of his strongly thinking mind to a consideration

(;f the sul)ject at great length, Init he a.-,suine<i too

much tlie aspect of a special pleader. I)r. IJirch

and Dr. T<jwers entered on minute examinations

of particular jiortions of the narrative; and .Major

Cartwriglit, with more fancy than reason, alnio^^t

caricatured tlie o[iinions of those who considered
that Hume had de--ignedly ])ainted the government
of the Tufiors in arljitrary colours, to relieve tiiat of

the Stuarts. Mr. Laing appeared as the chami>ion
of the .Sc'')iti--b i)atriots, and Dr. M'CJrie as the vin-

dicator of the I'resbyterian.i; and in our own day

two elaborate works have fully examined the state-

ments and representations of Hume—the British
Empire of Mr. Brodie, and the extremely impartial
Constitutional History of Hallam.

In the interval betwixt the publication of the first

and second volumes of the History, Hume produced
tlie N^atural History of Religion. This production
is one of those which Warburton delighted to honour.
In a pamphlet which Hume attributed to Hurd he
thus politely notices it:

—"The few excepted out of

the whole race of mankind are, we see, our j^liiloso-

pher and his gang, with their pedlers' ware of matter
and motion, who penetrate by their disquisitions into

the secret structure of vegetable and animal bodies,

to extract, like the naturalists in Gulliver, sunbeams
out of cucumbers; just as wise a project as this of

raising religion out of the intrigues of matter and
motion. We see what the man would be at through
all his disguises, and no dcjubt he would be mucli
mortified if we did not; though the discovery we
make is only this, that of all the slanders against re-

velation, this before us is the tritest, the dirtiest, and
the most worn in the drudgery of free-thinking, not

but it may pass with his friends, and they have my
free leave to make their best of it. What I (juote it

for is only to show the rancour of heart wdiich pos-

sesses this unhappy man, and which could induce

him to employ an insinuation against the Christian

and the Jewish religions not only of no weight in

itself, but of none, I will venture to say, even in his

own oijinion."' Hume says he "found by Warbur-
ton's railing" that his "books were beginning to be

esteemed in good company;" and of the particular

attention which the ]:)relate bestowed on the sceptic,

such specimens as the following are to be found in

the correspondence of the former: "I am strongly

tempted too to have a stroke at Hume in parting.

He is the author of a little book called Philosophical

Essays: in one of which he argues against the ho]ie

of a God, and in another (very needlessly, you will

say) against the possibility of miracles. He has
crowned the liberty of the press, and yet he has a

considerable post under governmerit. I have a great

mind to do justice on his arguments against miracles,

which I think might be done in few words. But
does he deserve notice? Is he known among you?
Pray answer me these questicMis; for if his own weight
keeps him down, I should be sorry to ctMitribute to

his advancement to any place but the jjillory."-

Of the very different manner in which he esteemed
a calm and a scurrilous critic, we have happily been
able to obtain an instance, in a copy of a curious

letter of Hume, which, although the envelope is un-

fortunately lost, and the whole is somewhat n)utilated,

we can perceive from the circumstances to have been
ad<lressed to Dr. John Stewart, author of an Essay
on the J.azi's of Motion. It affords a singular instance

of tlie calm and forgiving spirit of the ])hilos<)pher:

"I am So great a lover of jieace that 1 am resolved

to 'h')]) this matter altogether, and not to insert a

syllalile in the i)reface which can liave a reference to

your essay. The truth is, I could take no revenge
Init such a one as would have been a great deal too

cruel, and iiiucli exceeding the offence; for though
most authors tliiid; that a contemptuous manner of

treating their writings is but sliglitly revenged by
luiiting the i)ersonal character and the honour of their

antag(jiii-,ts, I am very far from being of that ojjinion.

Besides, as I am as certain as I can be of anything
(and I am ni;t such a sceptic as you may perhajis

imagine), tliat your inserting such remarkable altera-

' Warliiirton's Works, vn. gci, ?.<?,.

^ J.rtltjsJiom a Late Kev. Prelnti to One ofliis J'rieiuis,

iSo:;, p. II.
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tions in the printed copy proceeded entirely from
]>recipitancy .ind passion, not from any formed inten-

tion of deceiving tiie society, I would not take advan-

tage of such an incident to throw a slur on a man of

merit wliom 1 esteem, though I might have reason

to complain of him. When I am abused by such a

fellow as Warburton, whom I neither know nor care

for, I can laugh at him. But if Dr. .Stewart apjiroaclies

any way towards the same style of writing, 1 own it

vexes me; because I conclude that some unguarded
circumstances of my conduct, though contrary to my
intention, had given occasion to it. As to your situa-

tion with regard to Lord Karnes, I am not so good
a judge. I only know that you had so much the

bjtter of the argument that you ought upon that ac-

count to have been more reserved in your expressions.

All raillery ought to be avoided in philosophical

argument, both because (it is) unphilosoi^hical, and
because it cannot but be offensive, let it be ever so

gentle. What then must we think with regard to so

many insinuations of irreligion to which Lord Kames'
jjaper gave not the least occasion ? This spirit of the

inquisitor is, in you, the effect of passion, and what
a cool moment would easily correct. 15ut when it

predominates in the character, what ravages has it

committed on reason, virtue, truth, sobriety, and
cverytliing that is valuable among mankind I" We
may at this period of his life consider Hume as having
reached the age when the mind has entirely ceased
to bend to circumstances, and cannot be made to

alter its habits. .Speaking of him in this advanced
period of his life, an author signing himself G. X.,
and detailing some anecdotes of Hume, with whom
he says he was acquainted, states (in the Scots Maga-
ziut) that "his great views of being singular, and a
vanity to show himself superior to most people, led

him to advance many axioms that were dissonant to

the opinions of others, and led him into sceptical

doctrines, only to show how minute and puzzling

they were to other folk; in so far, that I have often

seen him (in various companies, according as he saw
some enthusiastic person there) combat either their

religious or political principles; nay, after he had
struck them dumb, take up the argument on their

side, with equal good-humour, wit, and jocoseness,

all to show his pre-eminency."' The same person
mentions his social feelings, and the natural disposi-

tion of his temper to flow with the current of v.hal-

cver society he was in; and that while he never
gambled he had a natural liking to whist-playing,
and was so accomplished a player as to be the subject

of a shameless proposal on the part of a needy man
of rank, for bettering their mutual fortunes, wliich it

need not be said was repelled. ]]ut I Icnry M 'Kenzie,

wlio has attempted to embody the character of the
sceptic in the beautiful fiction of La J\och,; has
drawn, from his intimate knowledge of character,

and his great acquaintance with the iihilosopher, a
more pleasing picture. 1 1 is words are: "The unfor-
tunate nature of his opinions with regard to the theo-
retical principles of moral and religious truth never
i:illueiK-eil his regard for men wlio licld wcvy opposite
sjntiments on tluse subjects, which he never, like

s )nic vain shallow sceptics, introduced into social

<rHCour>e; on the contrary, when at any time the con-
vcr>atin:i tended that way, he was desirous rather of
avoiding any serious discussion on matters which he
wis!ied to confine to the graver and Ie<s dangerou>
consideration of cool jihilo-ophy. He had, itmight
be said, in tlie language which the Clrecian historian

.applies to an illu>trious Koyiian, two minds; one
which indulged in the metaphysical sce]iticism which
his genius could invent, but which it could not nlwa". s

disentangle; anotlier simple, natural, and play.'"r.I.

V(.il,. II.

which made his conversation delightful to his friends,

and even freijuently conciliated men whose principles

of belief his philosophical doubts, if they had not
power to shake, had grieved and offended. During
the latter period of his life I was frequently in his

company amidst persons of genuine piety, and I

never heard him venture a remark at which .such

men, or ladies— still more .susceptible than men

—

could take offence. His good nature and benevo-
lence prevented such an injury to his hearers; it was
unfortunate that he often forgot what injury some of

his writings might do to his readers."'

Hume was now a man of a very full habit, and
somewhat given to indolence in all occupations but
that of literature. An account of himself, in a letter

to his relation Mrs. Dysart, may amuse from its calm
pleasantry and good-humour: "My compliments to

his solicitorship. Unfortunately I have not a horse

at ]iresent to carry my fat carcass to ])ay its respects

to his superior obesity. But if he finds travelling re-

quisite either for his health or the caiHain's, we shall

be glad to entertain him here as long as we can do
it at another's expense, in hopes that we shall soon
be able to do it at our own. I'ray, tell the solicitor

that I have been reading lately, in an old author

called .Strabo, that in some cities of ancient Gaul
there was a fixed legal standard established for cor-

pulency, and that the senate ke]:>t a measure, beyond
which, if any belly presumed to increase, the pro-

prietor of that belly was obliged to pay a fine to the

public, proportional>le to its rotundity. Ill would it

fare with his worship and I (me), if such a law should

pass our parliament, for I am afraid we are already

got beyond the statute. I wonder indeed no harp}-

of the treasur)' has ever thouglu of this method of

raising money. Taxes on luxury are always most
approved of, and no one will say that the carrying

aliout a jiortly belly is of any use or necessity. 'Tis

a mere superfluous ornament, and is a proof too that

its proprietor enjoys greater plenty than he puts to

a good use; and, therefore, 'tis fit to reduce him to

a level with his fellow-subjects by taxes and imposi-

tions. As the lean peojile are the most active, un-

quiet, and ambitious, they everywhere govern the

world, and may certainly opjiress their antagonists

whenever they please. Heaven forbid that NN hig

and Tory should ever be aboli>hed, for then llie

nation might be split into fat and lean, and our faction,

I am afraid, would be in a piteous taking. The only

comfcnt is, if they opjjrcss us very much we should

at last change sides ui.h them. Besides, who kr.ows

if a tax were imposed on fatness, but some jealous

divine might jiretend that the church was in danger.

I cannot but bless the memory of Julius Casar for

the great esteem he expressed for tat men, and Ids

aversion to lean ones. All the world allows tliat tlie

emperor was the greatest genius that ever wa,-. and

the greatest judge of mankind."
In the year 1756, the philoso]ih,ical calm of Hume

apj/^'ared in danger of being (Vi^turbed 1

tions of the church. The outcry .ngain-

])hiloso]ihy liecanie lov.d, see]'^ic:^nl

lo(jked on a^ svp.onynious wilh inti<iel

of the fiercer spirits endeavoured to

church to invade the sr.cred ]ireci:-ic!s

opinion. The diseu---;on of the -r.i*

before the committee of overture^ on I

and a long debate en-ued, in whi

to niair.tain ll^.at Hume, not being

U'lt a fit per^m to be jwlged by the

Lor a more full narrati\e of tlurse

refer to tl:e life of HiNKV Ib'Mi-:

fuhiiir.

t lii> diiul'ting

legan to Ije

itv, and .--ome

urge on the

(^f tVeedom of

.ct c< nimenced
on the 27th of M.ay,

h >onu- were ]lea>ed

ng a Cdiristian, wa>
lenerable court.

]~iroceedings we
of Kames, wl;o

1 M,ic',;. //.'•<
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was subjected to the same attempt at persecution.

In an analysis of the works of tlie two autliors, pub-

lished during the session of the assembly, and circu-

lated among the members, the writer laid down the

following as propositions which he would be enabled

to prove were the avowed opinions of Mr. Hume:

—

" 1st, .-Ml distinction between virtue and vice is merely

imaginary— 2d, Justice has no foundation further

than it contributes to public advantage—3d, Adultery

is very lawful, but sometimes not expedient—4th,

Religion and its ministers are prejudicial to mankind,
and will always be found either to run into the heights

of superstition or enthusiasm— 5th, Christianity has

no evidence of its being a divine revelation—6th, Of
all the modes of Christianity, Popery is the best, and
the reformation from thence was only the work of

madmen and enthusiasts. " The overture was rejected

by the committee, and the indefatigable vindicators

oi" religion brouglit the matter under a different sliape

before the presbytery of Edinburgh, but that body
very properly decided on several grounds, among
which, not the least applicable was, "to prevent their

entering further into so abstruse and metaphysical a

subject," that it "would be more for the puq^oses of

edification to dismiss the process."

In 1759 appeared Dr. Robertson's History of Scot-

land, antl the similarity of the subjects in which he

anil Hume were engaged produced an interchange of

information, and a lasting friendship, honourable to

bi)th these great men. Hume was singularly desti-

tute of literary jealousy; and of the unaffected wel-

come which he gave to a work treading on his own
]>eculiar patli, we coukl give many instances did our

limits permit. He never withheld a helping hand
to any author who might be considered his rival,

and, excepting in one instance, never peevishly men-
tioned a living literary author in his works. The
mstance we allude to is a remark on Mr. Tytler's

vindication of Queen Mary, and referring the reader

to a copy of it below,' it is right to remark, that it

seems more dictated by contempt of tlie arguments,

than spleen towards the person of the author.

Any account of the literary society in which Hume
spent his hours of leisure and conviviality would in-

volve us in a complete literary history of Scotland
during that jieriod, unsuitable to a biographical dic-

tionary. With all the eminent men (;f that illustrious

pericxl of .Scottish literature he \\as intimatL-ly ac-

<iuaiiited; as a philosopher, and as a man of dignified

and resiiected intellect, he stood at the head of the

list of great names; but in the less calm emijluymcnts
in which literary men of all periods occupy them-
selves, he was soniewliat slninned, as a ))crson too
lukewarm, indolent, and good-huniDureil, to supjjort

literary warfare. An amusing specimen of his char-

acter in this respect is mentioned by M'Kcn/ie in

his life of I lome. When two nmnbcrs of a periodical

work, entitled xhc /ulni/'t/n^h /v'.ty,-;,', were pul^lisheil

in 1755, the bosom friends of Hume, who were the

' " I!ut th'jrc isajJCTson thrit li.is \i riUcii .ui /^/^//.vt. l.istori-

cal .-ind critical, into the cvicl'jiice a;,^^ill^t Mary (Jii'.-cn (if

Scots; and has attempted to refiUe the rin:L;oi:in narrative.

He quotes a sin;;Ie pxssage of the narrative, in wliicli .Mary i^

said simply to refn^e answering: and then a single iias-,aj;e

from (jood'all, 111 which she boasts simply that she will answer:
and he very civilly, and almost directly, calls the author a

ILir, on account of this pretended contradiction. 'Ih.it whole
/>i'/iii>y, from beginning to end, is composed of su' h scan-

dalous articles; and from this instance the re;ider may judge
of the candour, fair dealing, veracity, an<l g'lod mariners of

the inijulrer. Tiicre are, indeed, three events in our history
which may be regarded as touchstones of r)arty-men. An
Knglish \\'hig. who asserts the reality of the I'opi'sh I'lot—an
Irib.'i (Jatholir, who denies the massacre in i''>4i—and a Scottish

Jaco!)ite, wh ) maiiuains the innocence fif (^)ueen .Mary—nnist

be consiflereil as men i..eyond the reach of argument or reason;
r.id mu=t be left to tiieir prejudices."

conductors, concealed it from him, because, "I have
heard," says M 'Kenzie, "that they were afraid both of
his extreme good nature, and his extreme artlessness;

that, from the one, their criticisms would have been
weakened or sup])ressed, and, from the other, their

secret discovereii;" and it was not till Hume had re-

peated his astonishment that persons in Scotland
beyond the sphere of the literary circle of Edinburgh
could have jiroduced so able a work, that he was
made acquainted with the secret. In whimsical re-

venge of the want of confidence displayed by liis

friends, Hume gravely maintained himself to be the

author of a humorous work of Adam Ferguson, 77ie

History of Sister J\'g, and penned a letter to the

publisher, which any person who might peruse it

without knowing the circumstances could not fail to

consider a sincere acknowledgment. Hume was a
member of the Philosophical .Society, which after-

wards merged into the Royal Society of lidinburgh,

and acted as joint secretary along with Dr. Monro,
junr. He was also a mend^er of the illustrious Poker
Club, and not an uncongenial one, so long as the

members held their unobstrusive discussion in a
tavern, over a small cpiantity of claret; but when
this method of managing matters was abolished, and
the institution merged into the more consequential

denomination of "The Select .Society," amidst the
exertions of many eloc[uent and distinguished men,
he was only remarkable, along with his friend Adam
Smith, for having never opened his mouth.

In 1 761 Mr. Hume published the two remaining
volumes of the History of l-^tii^laini, treating of the

period previous to the accession of the house of

Tudor. He tells us that it was received with
"tolerable, and but tolerable success." Whitaker,
Hallam, Turner, and others, have examined their

respective portions of this jieriod of history w ith care,

and pointed out the inaccuracies of Hume; but the

subject did not possess so much political interest as

the later period.s, and general readers have not been
much disposed to discuss the (piestion of Ids general

accuracy. Men such as the first name we have
mentioned have attacked him with peevishness on
local and obscure matters of antiquarian research,

which a historian can hardly be blamed for neglecting :

others, however, who seem well informed, have found
serious objections to his accuracy. In an article on
the "Saxon Chronicle," which appeared in the A'c-

trospecti-'c Ktiicio, by an apparently well-informed
writer, he is charged in these terms: "It would be
])erfectly startling to jiopular credulity should all the

instances be quoted in which the text of Hume, in the

remoter periods more especially, is at the most j^ositive

variance with the authorities he pretends to rest iqifin.

In a series of historical inquiries which the writer of

this article had some years since ])arlicular fjccasion

to superintend, aberrations of this kmd were scj fre-

ipiently detected, that it hecaiiie necessary to l;iy it

down as a rule never to afhr.it a qiiotatiou tVoni that

pojnilar liistoriaii when the autliorilies lie ])reten(ls

to refer to were not accessible lor llie purpose of jire-

vious comparison and confirmation.''

Hume, now pretty far advanced in life, had formed
the resolution ofencliiig his class in liteiaiy retirement
in his own country, when, in 1763, he was solicited

by the h^arl of I lertAud to attend him on his end)assy
to Paris, and after having declined, on a second in-

vitation he accepted the situation. in the full blaze
of a wide-spread reputation the jihilosopher was now
.surrounded by a new world of literary rivals, imita-
tors, and admirers, and he received from a circle

of society ever searching for what was new, bril-

liant, and striking, mmiheiiess marks of distinction,

highly nattering to his literary pride, though not un-
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mixed with afTectation. In some very amusing letters

to his friends written (hiring tiiis period he sliows

that if lie was weak enough to feel vain of these dis-

tinctions, he had sincerity enough to say so.

The fashionable people of i'aris, and especially

the ladies, practised on the patient and g(jod-hu-

moured ]ihilosopher every torture which their ex-

treme desire to render him and themselves distinguished

could dictate. "From what has been already said of

him," says Lord Charlemont, "it is api^arent that his

conversation to strangers, and particularly to French-

men, could belittle delightful, and still more particu-

larly one would suppose to French women ; and yet

no lady's toilette was comi^lete without Hume's at-

tendance. At the opera his broad unmeaning face

was usually seen cntre deux jolis minois. The ladies

in France gave the ton, and the ton was deism."

Madame D'Kpinay, who terms him "Grand et gros

historiographe d'Angleterre," mentions that it was
the will of one of his entertainers that he should act

the part of a sultan, endeavouring to secure by his

eloquence the affection of two beautiful female slaves.

The philosoidier was accordingly whiskered, tur-

baned, and blackened, and placed on a sofa betwixt

two of the most celebrated beauties of Paris. Ac-
cording to the instructions he had received, he bent

his knees, and struck his breast (or, as madame has

it, "le ventre"), but his tongue could not be brought

to assist his actions further than by uttering "Eh
bien I mes demoiselles—Eh bien I vous voila done

—

Eh bien ! vous voila—vous voila ici?" exclamations

which he repeated until he had exhausted the pa-

tience of those he was exjiected to entertain.

'

In 1765, Lord Hertford being appointed lord-lieu-

tenant of Ireland, Mr. Hume, according to his ex-

pectation, was appointed secretary to the embassy,

and he officiated as charge d'affaires until the arrival

of the Duke of Richmond. Hume, who had a

singular antijjathy to England, and who had previ-

ously enjoyed himself only in the midst of his social

literary circle at Edinburgh, insensibly acquired a

relish for the good-humoured politeness and the

gaiety of the French ; and on his return home in

1766 he left behind him a number of regretted

friends, among whom were two celebrated females,

the Marchioness De Barbantane and the Countess
De Boufilers, who conducted a friendly, and even
extremely intimate, correspondence wi'Ji the philoso-

pher to the day of his death.

-

In the order of time we come now to the discus-

sion of an incident connected with his resilience on
the Continent which forms a very remarkable epoch
in the life of Hume—we mean his controversy with

Rousseau. Before making any statements, however,
it is right to warn our readers that an account of this

memorable transaction, suiVicient to give him an ac-

(piainlance with all its [x-culiarities, would exceed
our limits, which permit of but a slight glance at the

incidents, and that indeed it is quite impossible to

form a conception of the grotesqueness of some of

the incidents, and the peculiarities of character >o

vividly displayed, without a jierusal of the original

documents, which are easily accessible, and will well

rejxiy the troulde of perusal.

\\ hen in 1 762 the jiarliament of Paris issued an
ar!\t against Rousseau on account of his opinions,

Hume was applied to by a friend in Pari.s to discover
for liini a retreat in England. Hume willingly under-
took a t.i>k s(.) congenial, but it did not suit the cele-

brated exile at that time to avail himself of his offer.

RousM_-au, taking every o]ii)ortunity \o complain of

'.r.v rt i , '<7,u;-,i,- .ira^.nrf p-j:/.:r,2

,/.;.-

the misfortunes he suffered, the transaction with
Hume was again set on foot at the instigation of the

NLarchioness l)e Verdlin. Hume wrote to Rousseau,
offering his ser\'ices, and the latter returned him
an answer overflowing with extravagant gratitude.

Rousseau had, it apjK-ared, discovered an ingenious
method of making liimself interesting: lie pretended
extreme ])overty, and had offers of assistance re-

])eatedly made him, which he ])ublicly and disdain-

fully refused, while he had in reality, as Hume
afterwards discovered, resources sufficient to j)rovide

for his support. In pure simplicity Hume formed
several designs for imposing on Rousseau's ignorance
of the world, and establishing him comfortably in

life, without allowing him to know that he was as-

sisted by others ; and the plan finally concluded and
acted on was, that he should be comfortably boarded
in the mansion of Mr. Davenport, at Wooton, in the

county of Derby^a gentleman who kindly undertook
to lull the suspicions of the irritable ])hilosopher by
accepting of a remuneration amounting to ^^30 a year.

Rousseau arrived in London, and ajjpearing in jiub-

lic in his Armenian dress, excited much notice, both
from the public in general, and from literary men.
Hume, by his interest with the government, obtained

for him a pension of £\<x> a year, which it suited

those in authority to wish should be kept secret.

Rousseau expressed much satisfaction at this condi-

tion, but he afterwards declined the grant, hinting

at the secresy as an impediment to his acceptance of

it ; his zealous friend procured the removal of this

imj)ediment, and the pension was again offered, but

its publicity afforded a far more gratifying oppor-

tunity of refusal. Immediately after he had retired

to Wooton with his housekeejier and his dog,

nothing occurred apparently to infringe his amicable

intercourse with Hume; but that individual was
little aware of the storm in prejiaration. The foreign

philosopher began to discover the interest of his first

appearance in Britain subsiding. He was not in a

]dace where he could be followed by crowds of won-
dering admirers; the press was lukewarm and regard-

less, and sometimes ventured to bestow' on him a

sneer; and above all, no one sought to persecute

him. The feelings which these unjileasing circum-

stances occasioned appear to have been roused to

sudden action by a sarcastic letter in the name of

the King of Prussia, of which Rousseau presumed
D'Alembert to have been the author, but which was
claimed liy Horace Walpole, and which made the

circle of the Eurojiean journals; and by an anony-

mous critique of a somewhat slighting nature, which
hail issued from a British magazine, but which aji-

]K\ars not to have been remarked or much kniAvn at

the period. Of these two productions it jdea^ed

Rousseau to presume David Hume the instigator,

and he immetiiaiely framed in his mind the idea t^f a

black project laid for his min, countenanced and

devised by his benefactor under the nia>k of fricnil-

ship. Rousseau then wrote a fierce letter to llunie,

charging him in somewhat vague terms with a num-
ber of horrible designs, and in the general manner
of those who bring accusations of unutterable things,

referring him to his own guilty breast for a more lull

exi)lanation. Hume naturally reipicsted a farther

explanation of tlie meaning of this ominous e]v;-ilc,

and he recei\ed in answer a narrative which occupies

forty printed jiages. It were vain to enumerate the

subjects of comi'Iaint in this celebrated document.

There was an accusation of terrible affectation on the

]i.irt o{ Hume in getting a j^ortrait of the unfortunate

exile engraved; he l'.a(l insulted him by procuring

dinners to be sent to his lodgings in London (a cir-

ciu'.islance wliich Hume accouriled fur on the grourid
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of there having been no convenient chop-house in the

neiglibourhood). He had also flattered him (an at-

tention which Hume maintains was not unacceptable

at the period) with a deep-laid malignity. Ilume
had also formed a plan of opening all his letters and
examining his correspondence (an accusation which

Hume denied). Hume was intimate with the son

of an individual who entertained towards Rousseau

a mortal hatred. A narrative of the treatment which
Rousseau had met with at Neufchatel, and which he
wished to have published in England, was delayed

at the press; but we shall give in Rousseau's own
words (as translated) the most deadly article of the

charge, premising that the circumstances were occa-

sioned by Hume's having attempted to impose on
him a coach hired and payed for as a retour vehicle:— ".Vs we were sitting one evening, after supper,

silently by the fire-side, I caught his eye intently

fixed on mine, as indeed happened very often: and
that in a manner of which it is very difficult to give

an idea. At that time he gave me a steadfast,

piercing look, mixed with a sneer, which greatly dis-

turbed me. To get rid of the embarrassment I lay

imder, I endeavoured to look full at him in my turn;

but in fixing my eyes against his I felt the most in-

expressible terror, and was obliged soon to turn them
away. The speech and physiognomy of the good
David is that of an honest man; but where, great

God I did this good man borrow those eyes he fixes

so sternly and unaccountably on those of his friends?

Tlie impression of this look remained with me and
gave me much uneasiness. My trouble increased

even to a degree of fainting; and if I had not been
relieved by an effusion of tears I had been suffocated.

Presently after this I was seized with the most vio-

lent remorse; I even despised myself; till at length

in a transport, which I still remember with delight,

I sprang on his neck, eml)raccd him eageily, while
almost choked with sobbing, and bathed in tears, I

cried out in broken accents, Xo, no, David Hume
cannot be treacherous. If he lie not the loest of men,
he must be the basest of mankind. David Hume
jiolitely returned my embraces, and, gently tapping
me on the back, repeated several times, in a good-
natured and easy tone. Why, what, my dear sir

!

nay, my dear sir I Oh, my dear .sir I 1 le said nothing
more. I felt my heart yearn within me. We went
to bed; and I set out the next day for the country."

The charge terminates with accuiiiig Hume of

wilful blindness, in not being aware, from the nc-

gh.-ct with which iiousseau treated him, that the

blackness of his heart had been discovered. Soon
after the controversy was terminated, a ludicrous

accfjunt of its amuiing circumstances was given to

the public; the extreme wit and jiumoious jwn-
gency of which will excuse our insertion of it, while
v.-e may also mention, that with its air of raillery it

gives an extremely correct alntract of the chaige of

Kousseau. It is worthy of remark, that the terms
made use of show the author to have liccn colloqui-

nlly acfpiainted with the technicalities lA Scottish \-a\\,

although it is not likely that a profcs^-ional person

would have introduced terms applicable only to civil

transactions iiUo the mrxlel of a criminal indictment.

^\'e have found this production in the Scots Md^a-
:.!!!i\ Mr. Ritchie says it appeared in the St. Janu's
('/ironiolc: in which it may h.ave been fust pab-
lish.d.

HFAIiSOF AN INDICTMKNT T.AII) Y.\ ). ). ROrsSEAf,
i'Hn.DSopIIICR, A'lAINSl' n. tUMK, KSi^i.

I. That tlie said David Hume, to the great scandal
f.f pliilosojiliy, atvl not having the fitness of tilings

before his eycs, difl concert a plan with Messrs.

Froachin, Voltaire, and D'Alembert, to ruin the said

J. J. Rousseau for ever by bringing him over to Eng-
land, and there settling him to his heart's content.

2. That the said David Hume did, with a mali-

cious and tiaitorous intent, procure, or cause to be
procured, by himself or somebody else, one pension
of the yearly value of ;[^ioo, or thereabouts, to be
paid to the said J. J. Rousseau, on account of his

being a philosopher, either privately or publicly, as

to him, the said J. J. Rousseau, should seein meet.

3. That the said David Hume did, one night after

he left Paris, put the said J. J. Rousseau in bodily

fear by talking in his sleep; although the said J.J.
Rousseau doth not know whether the said David
Hume was really asleep, or whether he shammed
Abraham, or what he meant.

4. That, at another time, as the said David Hume
and the said J. J. Rousseau were sitting opposite

each other by the fireside in London, he, the said

David Hume, did look at him, the said J. J. Rous-
seau, in a manner of which it is difficult to give any
idea; that he, the said J. J. Rousseau, to get rid of the

embarrassment he was under, endeavoured to look
full at him, the said David Hume, in return, to try

if he could not stare him out of countenance; but in

fixing his eyes against his, the said David Hume's,
he felt the most inexpressible terror, and was obliged

to turn them away, insomuch that the said J. J.

Rousseau doth in his heart think and believe, as

much as he believes anything, that he the said David
Hume is a certain composition of a white-witch and
a rattlesnake.

5. That the said David Hume on the same even-

ing, after politely returning the embraces of him, the

said J. J. Rousseau, and gently tapping him on the

back, did repeat several times in a good-natured easy

tone, the words, "Why, what, my dear sir.' Nay, my
dear sir ! Oh, my dear sir !"—From whence the said

J. J. Rousseau doth conclude, as he thinks upon solid

and sufficient grounds, that he the said David Hume-
is a traitor; albeit he, the said J. J. Rousseau, doth
acknowledge that the physiognomy of the good David
is that tjf an honest man, all but those terrible eyes

of his, which he must have borrowed; but he, the

said |. J. Rousseau, vows to God he cannot conceive

from whom or what.

6. That the said David Hume hath more inf[uisi-

tiveness about him than becometh a philosopher, and
did never let slip an opportunity of being alone ^\itll

the governante of him, the said J. J. Rousseau.

7. That the said David Hume did most atrociously

and flagitiously jntt him, the said J. J. Rousseau,

philosoiiher, into a passion; as knowing that then he
would be guilty of a number of absunlilies.

8. That the said David Hume must have published

Mr. Waljiole's letter in the newspajiers, because, at

that time, there ^\as neither man, woman, nor child

in the islan<l of Great liritain, but the said Da\id
llunie, the said j. J.

Rou-seaii, and the printers of

the several iiews])apers afu'esaid.

9. That somebody in a certain magazine, and
somebody eKc in a certain ne\\spaper, said some-
thing against hiin, the said John James Rousseau,

\\hich he, the said J. J. Rousseau, is ])ersuaded, for

the reason aliove meiiti(jlied, could be nolnjdy but

the said I )avid I hiine.

10. That the said J. I. Rousseau knows that he,

the said Davi'l Ilunic, did o])en and ]ieruse the letters

f)f liiin, the said J. [. Rousseau, because he one da}'

saw the said David Hume go out of the room after

his (iwn seivan', who had at that time a letter of the

said J. J. Rousseau's in his liaiids; which nnist have
been in order to take it from the sen'arjt, open it, and
read the contents.
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1 1. That the said David Hume did, at the instiga-

tion of the devil, in a most wicked and unnatural
manner, send, or cause to be sent, to the lodgings of

him, the said J. J. Rousseau, one dish of beef-steaks,

thereby meaning to insinuate tliat he, the said J. J.
Rousseau, was a beggar, and came over to England
to ask alms; whereas, be it known to all men by
these presents, that he, the said Jolm James Rous-
seau, brought with him the means of sustenance, and
did not come with an em])ty purse; as he doubts not
but he can live upon his labours with the assistance

of his friends; and in short can do better without
the said David Hume than witli him.

12. That besides all these facts put together, the

Slid J. J. Rousseau did not like a certain appearance
of things on the whole.

Rousseau, with his accustomed activity on such
occasions, loudly repeated his complaints to the

v.orld, and filled the ears of his friends with the

villany of his seeming benefactor. The method
which Hume felt himself compelled to adopt for his

own justification was one which proved a severe

punishment to his opponent; he published the cor-

respondence, with a few explanatory obser\'ations,

and was ever afterwards silent on the subject. Some
have thought that he ought to have remained silent

from the commencement, and that such was his wish
v/e have ample proof from his correspondence at

that period, but to have continued so in tlie face of

the declarations of his enemy, he must have been
more than human; and the danger which his fame
incurred from the acts of a man who had the means
of making what he said respected will at least justify

him.

Hume had returned to Edinburgh with the re-

newed intention of tliere spending his days in retire-

ment, and in the aftluence which his frugality, per-

severance, genius, and good conduct had acquired

for him; but in 1765, at the solicitation of General
Conway, he acted for that gentleman as an under-

secretary of state. It is probable that he did not

make a better under-secretary than most men of

ecpially diligent habits miglit have done, and nothing
occurs worthy of notice during his tenure of that

office, which he resigned in January, 176S, when
General Conway resigned his secretaryship.

We have nothing to record from this period till

we come to the closing scene of the philosopher's

life. In the sjiring of 1775 he was struck with a

disorder of the liowels, wliich he soon became aware
brought \\ith it the sure ]>rognostication of a speedy
end. "I now," he says, "reckon upon a speedy
dissolution. I liave sutTered very little pain from my
disorder; and wliat is more strange, have, notwith-

standing the great decline of my person, never suf-

fered a moment's abatement of my spirits, insomuch,
that were I to name the period of my life which I

sliould most choose to [lass o\er again, I might be
tL-mptetl to point to tliis latter ]->eri()d. I possess the
same ardour as ever in study, and tlie same gaiety

in company. I consider, l)esiiles, that a man of
sixty-live, by dying, cuts off only a few years of iii-

tinnities, and tliougli I see many symptoms of my
literary reputation l)reaking out at last with addi-
tional lustre, I know that I could have but {itw years
to enjoy it. It is difficult to be more detaclied from
liie tlian I nm at present.'

The entreaties of his friends prevailed on Hume
•o make a last effort to regain his health bv drinking
llie Halli waters, and lie left Ivlinburgh for that jnir-

jHi^e in tlie month of April, after having prepared
his will and written tlie memoir of himself so often

rctl'rred to. Tiie journey had the effect of partly

alleviating Mr. Hume's disorder, but it returned with
renewed virulence. While his strength permitted
such an attempt, he called a meeting of his literary

friends to partake with him of a farewell dinner.

The invitation sent to Dr. Blair is extant, and is in

these terms: "Mr. John Hume, alias Home, alias

the late lord-conservator, alias the late minister of
the gospel at Athelstaneford, has calculated matters
so as to arrive infallibly with his friend in .St. David
Street on Wednesday evening. He has asked several

of Dr. Blair's friends to dine with him there on
Thursday, being the 4th of July, and begs the favour

of the doctor to make one of the number." Sub-
joined to the card there is this note in Dr. Blair's

handwriting: "' Mt'in. This the last note received from
David Hume. He died on the 25th of August,
1776." This mournful festival, in honour as it were
of the departure of the most esteemed and illustrious

member of their brilliant circle, was attended by
Lord Elibank, Adam Smith, Dr. Blair, Dr. Black,

Professor Ferguson, and John Home. On Sunday,
the 25th Augnist, 1776, Mr. Hume expired. Of the

manner of his death, after the beautiful picture which
has been drawn of the event by his friend Adam
.Smith, we need not enlarge. The calmness of his

last moments, unexpected by many, was in every

one's mouth at the period, and it is still well known.
He was buried on a point of rock overhanging the

old town of Edinburgh, now surrounded by build-

ings, but then bare and wild—the spot he had him-
self chosen for the purpose. A conflict betwixt a
vague horror at his imputed opinions, and respect

for the individual who had passed among them a life

so irreproachable, created a sensation among the

populace of Edinburgh, and a crowd of people at-

tended the body to its grave, which for some time
was an object of curiosity. According to his request

Hume's Dialo^tws on Natural Kcligioi were pub-

lished after his death, a beautifully classic piece of

composition, bringing us back to the days of Cicero.

It treats of many of the speculations propounded in

his other works.

HUME, T' iSEPll, M. P. This distinguished mem-
ber of })arliament and political reformer was one of

the many Scotsmen who, without the advantages of

birth, rank, inheritance, or social influence, raised

himself to place and political eminence, and won for

himself a high name among the chief men of the age.

He ^\•as born at Montrose, in January, 1777. His
father, who was master of a small coasting vessel

trading from that town, died, leaving his widow and
a numerous family, of whom Joseph was a younger

son, in very narrow circumstances. Puu this circum-

stance only roused the mother's heart to doul'ie ex-

ertion: she opened a small crockery sho]i (some allow

it \\as only a stall) in the town of Montrose, and
from the profits of her hunil)!e trade supjiorted her

children. The education of Joseidi was owing to a

curious circumstance. Tlie lIonou.raMe \\'i!Iiam

?*Iaule, father of l!ie present Karl of 1 >ai!MUs!e, pro-

fessed himself a believer in animal magnetism, or

niesnierism, at that time a new and wouileriu! science,

and to convince his incredulo-s com]\inioiis who
were assem!)led with him at tlie inn of Montro-e, he

engaged at tiiat distance so [lowerfully to magnetize

the ol 1 lady that she would, lireak her whole stock

of croekerv. He accordingly C'lnnienced his C(.ii-

jurations in the wonted finn'---and to the astoiy.sh-

ment as well as awe of tlie >oi;ng unbelievers, Mrs.

Hume cnnueiiced the work of destruction until

everv cup and jvitcher was sliivered into jiotslierds.

It is uiinece-sary of cour-e to add that the whoie

affair \\a- preconcerted, and that she acted according
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to his instnictions. When Mr. Maule had liberally

repaid her for the damage, he added, "and now,

my good woman, is there anything else I can do
for you?" She replied, "She had a son, a sharp

little fellow, whom she wished to receive a better

education than she could give him." She alluded

to Joseph, the future smasiier of abuses and super-

fluities in the House of Commons. Mr. Maule
saw the boy, was well pleased with him, and sent

him to school, and afterwards assisted him at college.

His provident mother, who afterwards traded in

coals, was of such an industrious independent spirit,

that after providing for her family she continued her

occupation to the last, and refused every offer of her

son to place her in a better position. In such a

resolute disinterested spirit who can fail to recognize

the character which was inherited by the member for

Montrose and Middlesex?
The education which Joseph Hume received in the

schools of Montrose was more practical and useful

than ample, consisting of reading, writing and
arithmetic, and a little Latin. At tlie age of thirteen

he was apijrenticed to a surgeon in his native town,

with whom he remained three years, chiefly emjjloyed

in compounding ])rescriplions, and in 1793 he at-

tended the medical classes of the college of Edin-
burgh. In 1796 he was admitted a member of the

College of Surgeons, after which he repaired to Lon-
don, "walked tlie hospitals," and through the influ-

ence of the late Mr. Daniel Scott, M. P. for Forfar,

and Maule of Panmure, he was entered assistant-

surgeon in the marine service of the East India Com-
pany. In 1797, and the following year, he made
his first voyage to India and then home, which occu-

pied eighteen months. In his second voyage to

India, in one of those wretclied arks which the Com-
pany employed, and which was filled, or rather

cr.immed, with all kinds of passengers, high and low,

delicate and desjierate, that most important function-

ary, the purser, accidentally died. In this dilemma
Joseph Hume volunteered to supply his place, and
discharged the duties of the ot'fice in addition to his

own as surgeon so effectually as to secure the good-
will of all on boanl. In consequence of this, when
the shi]) arrived in Calcutta, he received a grateful

testimonial from all on board—officers, crew, and
]5assengers—for his gratuitous services, through which
he lan<led with the best of recommendations, and
was enabled to commence the business of lile with
every ]iros])cct of success.

()n landing in India for his jirofussional duties,

the (piick eye and practical sense u( the young .Scotch

surgeon detected a grievous error in the .Anglo-Indian

government. Although tlie Company was llie rul-

ing power, and held its dominion jjy a ])recarious

tenure, few of its officials were acquainted with tlie

language of the jseojile. It was the same unjianlon-

able ncLjligence which at a later day allowed the

Indian mutiny to ri[)en undetected, until it l)ur>l forth

into action, and nearly occasioned the lo^s of our

empire in India. -Mr. Hume fijrthwilh set himself

to learn the Indian languages, and es|)ecip.Ily tlie

Persian, the court language of In<lia; and to these

difficult studies, which he mastere<l with ra])i(lity an<i

case, he added a knowledge of tiie religions of tlie

Country through all their niulti])lied sects and su]>er-

stitions. Xor was the fit reward of all these studies

long delayed. In 1802-3, when Lord Lake's .Mali-

ratta war was about to break out, it was discovereil

with dismay that the gunpowder in store was useless

from damp. Tliis carelessness, by which the whole
canijiaign would have been arrested, was hai)i)ily

remedied by Ilnine's knowledge of chemistry: he
olfered to restore the "unpowder to its former state

of efficiency, and completely succeeded. The atten-

tion of goveniment was now fixed upon him as a
most able and useful servant, and too much could
not be done for one who had relieved them in such
a difficulty. In the campaign his knowledge of the
Eastern tongues was equally available. Ueing at-

tached to a regiment in his medical capacity, the
commander-in-chief Mas in nee<l of an interpreter to

negotiate with the hostile powers, and none in the
army was found so capable of the office as Joseph
Hume. His services in this department led to em-
ployment in others, so that he was not only army
surgeon and interpreter, but was also paymaster and
postmaster of the forces, in the prize agencies, and
the commissariat. Each office, in itself sufficient

for one man, he discharged either collectively or
successively, with an ability that never blundered
and an energy that never was wear)'. The effect of
this wonderful power of application was exemplified
near the close of his life, when he was an active and
most efficient member of a select committee of the
House of Commons on the military, ordnance, and
commissariat expenditure. On this occasion, when
Mr. Hume's colleagues were astounded at his minute
and intelligent examination of witnesses, and could
not help expressing their astonishment, he observed,
"Vou forget I was once commissary-general to an
army of 12,000 men in India." For such an amount
and variety of labour Mr. Hume was so fortunate as

to be adequately rewarded; and when afier five years

this Indian war terminated, he had realized a fortune

of thirty or forty thousand pounds. And yet though
rapidly, it had been honestly and worthily, won. lie

had as yet only passed his thirtieth year, and by ten

or twenty more years of similar industry he might
have retired from India with the fortune of a mil-

lionaire, and the prospect of continued years to enjoy

it. Put content with what he had already won, and
which was more than sufficient fi)r his siniide wants,

he retired from his profession in the service of the

East India Company, and retumed to England. It

is probable that having tried his strength, and ascer-

tained what he might accomplish, he already con-

templated that pul)lic career at home for which his

Indian training was a hopeful commencement.
On returning to England in 1808, and enjoying a

short period of rest, Mr. Hume started afresh for the

new career that lay before him. In acquiring the

knowledge of lun"opean politics he resolved to ex-

amine and judge for himself, and in 1809 he visited

nearly every ])opulous to\vn in the I'nited Kingdom,
examining the condition of their inhabitants, and the

state of their jiorts, commerce, and niamifactures.

Having made this exploration of Ijigland, Scot-

land, and Ireland, he devoted the years iSloaiid

181 1 to foreign travel, and applied a similar inquest

to the Continent, .Spain, Pcjrtugal, Sicily, Malta,

Sardinia, C.reece, the Ionian Isles, Turkey, I'-gypt,

tv:c. As yet his jiolitical ojiinions, so far as party

was concerned, leaned to the Tory side: among its

members his earlier associations had \>vvn forme<l,

and his liist ])olitical convictions adopted, while his

life of constant occu])at;on in India had alforded little

o|)])ortunity for furtlier inquiry. To men so situated

the (nnliodoxy of their jiolitical creed is but a matter

of secondary consideration, and so it was with Joseph
Hume. ( )n returning from his foreit;n tour, his first

aim was to obtain a se.it in the llouse of (Commons;
and in this he was soon successful. .Sir lolin Low-
tiier Johnstone, p:Uron of the borout^h of SVeymouth,
and aUo its rejiiesentative in the commons, having
died, a Scotch solicitor of the deceased baronet intro-

duceil Mr. Hume to the constituents for a valuable

consideration, and the latter succeeded to the vacant
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seat in January, 1812. In tliis manner the future

Radical came into jiarliament as a Tory, and at his

entrance took his seat on the treasury bench, and
supported the I'erceval athninistration. As this

was tlie last sessi(jn of parliament, his barjjain

had included his re-election, and on the dissolution

in the following autumn he naturally expected to be
returned anew. Hut a difficulty had already occurred

sufficient to jirevent his re-election. On becoming
a member of parliament, his radical and reforming

tendencies had begun to break out like an instinct.

He had been wont, in periodically visiting his con-

stituents, to give them an account of his stewardship,

and this the tranquil borough regarded as a work of

supererogation. He had also advocated schools and
other social benefits, a proceeding that savoured of

Radicalism. There were suspicious tendencies which
the Duke of Cumberland and his associate trustees

could not away with, anil Mr. Hume was not re-

appointed to represent Weymouth and Melcombe-
Regis. An arbitration followed, by the verdict of

which he was paid an equivalent in money for breach
of contract; but this instance of the corruptions of the

borough system seems to have convinced Mr. Hume
of the existing abuses in our government, and the

necessity of reforming them. The die was caat, antl

he would be a Tory no hjnger.

During the six years that Mr. Hume ceased to

have a seat in the House of Commons his mind was
not idle, and we find him constantly employed, chiefly

in those pursuits that qualified him for readmission to

parliament. He was an active member of the cen-

tral committee of the I.ancasterian school system.

He formed an acquaintanceship with Francis Place,

John Mill, Sir John Bowring, and other leading

members of the Bentham school of political reformers,

whose ideas he afterwards turned to practical account
in the moral and intellectual interests of the working
classes, and in the improvement of their physical

condition. He published a pamphlet advocating the

establishment of savings-banks, and explanatory of

the principles on which they ^\ere subsequently
founded. But of all Mr. Hume's aspirations, next
to a seat in the House of Commons, was that of a

directorship in the East India Company, as no one
had studied more closely the nature and necessities

of our Indian government. But these qualifications

were such as many of the electors did not value, and
not a few were interested in excluding. His re-

peated applications were therefore unsuccessful, and
these rejections only made him more earnest in ex-

]X)sing tlie abuses of our Indian government at every

meeting of the proprietnrs. It hajipened however
with him, as with a few of the choice favourites of

fortune, that while seeking what he could not obtain,

he unexpectedly g(jt somelliing better in its room.
The late Mr. Burnley of (luildfonl Street had four

votes, and great influence at tlie India House, but a

rooted dislike to all canvassing for directorshiiw.

Tills Mr. Hume knew; but knowing also that truth

is great antl must in the end prevail, he obtained
access to thi> gentleman, and besought his interest,

representing the greatness of Indian abuses, tlie effi-

cacy of his reinc-dy, and the advantages tliat would
accrue to the hoUlcrs of India stock, were he ad-
mitted to the directorship. His earnestness, his

knowledge of the subject, and the lucid manner in

wliich he explained it, moved the w^rtliy gentleman,
and wiiat was of ^till more acomnt, his daughter
al,->o, so tliat although the canva-.M.-r did not liecome
a liircctor of the lui^t India Company, he became
Mi>s il;ini]ey"s huslmnl a uninii hv wliicli his for-

tune, nnd better itill, lii^ liaiijiiiic^>, \\a.-, mure than
double i.

Having remained unseated for si.\ long years, but

which were not years of idleness, Mr. Hume at last

re-entered parliament, which met on tlie 14th January,

1819. His political principles were matured, his

deeds had announced them both to friend and enemy,
and there was no danger that he would take his seat

as a neutral or as a doul)tful partisan. He entered

as representative of the Aberdeen district of burghs,

wiiich comprised his native town o( Montrose, with

15rechin, lnverlx;rvie, and .Vberbrothock. The elec-

tion also was suite(l to the man and the jjolitical

doctrines he held, for it was made through the in-

fluence of the liberal party of the north of Scotland,

with his early patron Lord Panmure at their head,

after a hard fight with the borough-mongers, who
wished to return a man of their own stamp. In 1830
Mr. Hume gave up his seat for Montrose, being re-

turned unopposed for Middlesex, having for his col-

league Mr. Byng, the late "father of the House of

Commons." Eor Middlesex he continued to sit

until the dissolution of parliament in 1837, when in

July Colonel Wood defeated him by a small majority.

In the same month, however, he was returned through
the influence of Mr. Daniel O'Connel for Kilkenny.

In 1841 he contested for Leeds, and there also was
unsuccessful. But in 1842, on the retirement of Mr.
Chalmers from Montrose, Mr. Hume succeeded him,

and continued to represent his native town until the

close of his life. .Such a long political career, and
one of such incessant action, however, it would be
impossible to detail or even to epitomize within

ordinary limits. "How," exclaims an eloquent

writer in the limes newspaper, "are we to charac-

terize or even note the herculean labfuirs of this pro-

digy in representative government? It is inipossil>le,

within the limits of volumes, to record his innumer-
able speeches in parliament, his motions, his returns,

his select committees, his re])orts, his personal and
party contests in the House of Commons, much less

his various agitations 'out of doors.' His speeches

alone, during thirty-seven years, occupy volumes of

Hansard. In some, Mr. Hume's speeches occur in

150 pages, on various political and legislative ques-

tions."

Continuing the theme, the writer contents himself

with the following very brief summary: " \\'e cannot

attempt even an analysis of the chief subjects of his

active and busy discussion. He is the modern Prynne,

who defies all reprint, comment, or review. In this

age of levelling legislation on social interests, he v.as

always 'on his legs.' He spoke oftener, and fre-

quently made longer speeches, than any other mem-
ber of the commons since England enjoyed a House
of Commons. In the court of directors and in par-

liament he stood for many years almo.-t alone c<in-

tending for the freedom of tratle against the I'^ast

India monopoly. He proposed sweeping and re-

peated plans of reform of the army, navv, and ord-

nance, and of almost every civil deiiartnient, of the

established churches and ecciesia>tical cmin^, I'f tlie

civil and criminal laws, of the system of ]ui<lic

accounts, of general taxation, duiie-, ami eu-tiins.

He early advocated the al)olition of military flagging,

naval impressment, and inipii>oniner.t for (lel>t. He
carried, alnio>t ~ingle-haniied, tlie repeal of the olil

comhinatiiui laws, tlie pr<iliii>iti< 'U of t!;e export of

macliinery, and the act ]'ie\enting workmen from

going al)roa<l. lie led f al-iMi luipe> against colonial

abuses, agaiii>t townaiul c auitry municipal self-elect

govcnmient, electii'U expellees, the licen-ing systems,

tlie duties on jiaper, ])r;nt, 'on tea, tobacco, and
sr.utT." He a^>a;',l;ed and carried by >t('rni ( )range

ln-!ge> nnd cli'^e ve.-trie<, to say iH'thing of hi- aicl

ijf L'a'li'iiic einancipa'.iem, the repeal of the te?t and
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corporation acts, and the reform act of 1832. He
was the unrelentinij persecutor of sinecurists, drones,

and old men pretending to do tlie work of the young
in the state. Out of doors he was a member of

every liberal and radical club and association. He
occupietl for years the throne at the old Crown and
Anchor Tavern, in I'alace-yard, and in Covent-gar-

den meetings.''

In the preceding enumeration of Joseph Hume's
jiolitical achievements the carrying of Orange lodges

by storm has been mentioned—and as this event was
little undei^stood at the time, and was afterwards

hushed up, some explanation of the event may be
necessary. From Ireland these Orange institutions

!iad been transplanted into England, where they

took root and flourished, but where they also ac-

quired a new and strange character from the change
of soil and climate. Their avowed object was the

preser\-ation of tlie Protestant religion, but to effect

this object they contemplated political changes such
as the (Jrange societies of Ireland had never dreamt
of. In 1S2S they elected the Duke of Cumberland
for their grand-master, and on ascending his Orange
throne he a]ipointed a certain Lieutenant-colonel

Fairman as his envoy, to establish Orangeism where-
ever he could, and by whatever means he thought
proper. This commission the colonel executed with
zeal and secrecy at least, if not witii honesty and
loyalty: he went to Dublin for the purpose of com-
bining its lodges with those of England, and tra-

versed the island of Great Britain to establish lodges

in the principal towns of England and Scotland.

The last illness of George IV. and the carrying of

the catholic emancipation act happened oppor-

tunely for the purpose, and the leaders of these

mysterious associations began to express themselves
more freely. They pretended tliat tlie religion of

these Protectant kingdoms was to be overtlirown,

and that, in the event of the royal demise, the Duke of

Wellington would seize the vacant throne. To avert

such consequences, they also suggested that on the

death of (jeorge IV. William shouhl be set aside,

and a regency formed, of which the Duke of Cum-
berland sliuuld be the head. The conspiracy, al-

though a crazy o!ie, and known to a few leaders, was
also full of danger, as of tlie 3S1 lodges existing in

Great Britain, 30 were in the army: their members
were 140, cxx) in (jreat Britain, and 175,000 in Ire-

land, among whom were several peers and members
of ])arlianicnt, witli a right reverend prelate for their

};rand chaplain. It was a coalition sufficient when
tile opportunity had arrived to overthrow a govern-
ment and revolutionize a kingdom. But dark and
treasonable as were its ulterior designs, the danger
^vas revealed by lli; circulars <>[ tlie lo'lges and the
letters of Colonel l-'airmaii, and the merit of the

discovery was due to the energy and diligence of

Mr. Hume. Xo sooner was the full bla/e of day-

lig!it thrown upon this infamous ])l()i than it shrank
iiil ) hel|-les>ness, and even t!ie members them-
selves were astonished at tlie designs of which thev
liad Ijeen made the accomplices. A connnitlee of

in I'liry was appointed in the Hou^e of ( Omnions,
tiie convicting letters and documents were laid jje-

lore it, and .Mr. Hume moved eleven resolutions, by
w'lich Orange hxlges were sup])res-.cd, and the Duke
of (

'umlj'.Tland censured. 'Die ex|)osure of the can-

>i)iracy hatl unitC'l all classes in politics against it,

w'lile ihe high rank and jiolitical intlucnce of its

leading memher^ procured its extinction in a silent

and gentle firm. It was tluis little noticed at the

time, and is now almost forgot. .And vet, it was not

t!ie less a slvmiiiering volcano, that might be kindled
1.1 any moinen;, and the upheaving of which would

have been attended with dangers too great to calcu-

late. Soon after the Duke of Cumberland became
King of Hanover, and Queen Victoria peacefully
succeeded to the British throne.

After the brief enumeration which we have given
from the Times of a few of those principal objects to
which the attention of Joseph Hume as a reformer
was directed, we cannot do better than quote from
another influential journal the f(jllowing summary of
the moral and political effects of his statesmanship
during his long and active career:— "His greatest

merit was his usefulness. An uncompromising
honesty; an instinctive hatred of abuses; an innate
love of liberty; and an unfhnching will to extend its

benefits to others—these, and the close experience of
men derived by himself during the earlier part of his

life, rendered Mr. Hume one of the most powerful,

and at the same time one of the most practical, of
reformers in a reforming age. Others might make
more flowery speeches, but he secured more lasting

fruits. His long, independent, and disinterested

career; his untiring advocacy of the extension and
improvement of the education of the people; his un-
flinching opposition to oiTicial abuses; his resolute ex-

posure of their causes and consequences; his constitu-

tional hatred of extravagance—enabled him to effect

reforms of the most useful kind, of which few men
have kept a record, but of which the effects are shown
in the improved condition of the people, in the sim-

plification and lucidity of the public accounts, in the
establishment of a system of public morality till his

time unknown, and, above all, in the guarantees
established against the renewal of the abuses he over-

threw. It would, however, be wrong to suppose
that Mr. Hume's mind was contracted to the effect-

ing mere pecuniaiy savings, although the mountain
of abuses he had to destroy rendered necessary an
incessant api)lication to the task. He was a reformer
of a higher order, quite capable of appreciating the

influence of public honesty and morality on the

national character, and desirous to elevate by educa-

tion the standard of national intelligence. He met
with his reward in the tardy but sincere homage paid

to his integrity and lung service by his most inveter-

ate political oi5i)onents, ar.d in the eulogy publicly

passed on him by the nicest competent jiarliameiUary

judge of modern times—the late Sir Robert Peel.

Mr. Hume passes to the grave honoured not more
for his public services than for his private worth, his

unswerving integrity, his unselfishness, his gentle-

ness, and his unvarsing consideration for others.

His unostentatious but eminently successful and use-

ful career remains as an exami)le to those who may
succeed him, in the admirable (jualities he dis])]ayed,

although happily his exertions have left them with-

out the same field for their display.'''

.\fter having shamed down the --Ldrn and overcome
the opposition of such a long ])olitical coidlict— alter

having made his small minority the chief jjower in

the state, and established his oimoxious ])riiieiples as

recogni/.ed axioms in British government -and after

having been the arlilicer of his own fortune and fame,

and ri^eii from the olTice of an ob>cure surgeon to

that of a leader in the British parliament ainl .a

statesman of F.iiropean re])titniion, Mr. Hume died

at his seat, Burnley Hall, Norfolk, on Feliriiary 2C>,

1S55, at the a!;e of .seventy-eight \ears. Such a long

life air.idst the incess.int wear and tear of iniblic

action was owing to that sana luiiis in rorfoiesano
f)r which he was so remarkabh/, combined with those

regular and temperate habits from which he ^\^s

never kiKjwn to deviate. Xo dilTicultv could deter
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and no amount of labour weary him, and any crisis,

iiowever sudden or annoyinj,% seemed to have no
effect in ruffling his equanimity. He was always
self-possessed, and always ready for the occasion,

whether of the hour or the moment, while his square

broad-set frame, the perfection of health, strength,

and endurance, seemed not only to defy but to court

opposition, in the sure confidence that he could bear

it down and surmount it. Thus, even his qualities,

physical as well as mental, were admirably accom-
modated to his field of action and the work that lay

before him. At the time of his death, besides being

M.P. for the Montrose district of burghs, he was
deputy-lieutenant of Middlesex, a magistrate in West-
minster and the counties of Middlesex and Norfolk,

a vice-president of the Society of Arts, F.R.S.
and F. R. .V.S. He had also been twice lord-rector

of the university of Aberdeen. He was survived by
his wife and a numerous family; some of the latter

are married—and although himself the most un-

poetical and unideal of men, he was the father of

two poets, of whom one, his eldest son, Mr. Joseph
Burnley Hume, a barrister -at -law, published a

poetical memoir of his parent; while the other, a

daughter, dedicated to him a volume of her poetry,

which was favourably received by the public.

Amidst the universal excitement occasioned by the

death of Mr. Hume, it was resolved to erect for him
a national monument, and for the purpose of includ-

ing every class of society, and every individual how-
ever poor in such a testimonial, it was resolved that

the contribution of each subscriber should not exceed
one penny. But the Crimean war which had al-

ready commenced, and the terrible Indian mutiny
which followed, were of too exciting a character for

the immediate realization of such a purpose. We
trust, however, that although postponed it has not

been abandoned, and that before the present genera-

tion passes away the proposal will be resumed of

thus signalizing the worth of a universal benefactor.

In the meantime, the political history of Britain dur-

ing the first half of the present century, and the

manifold improvements in its governnient— form a

monument to the memory of Joseph Hume more
graceful than any mausoleum, and more lasting

than any pyramid.

HUME, Patrick, first Earl of Marchmont, a

distinguished patriot and statesman, was born January
13th, 1 64 1. His original place in society was that

of the laird of Pohvarth, in Berwickshire, being the

eldest son of .Sir Patrick Hume of Pohvarth, the

representative of an old baronial family, by Christian

Hamilton, daughter of Sir Alexander Hamilton of

Innerwick. The subject of our memoir succeeded
his father in 164S, while as yet a mere child; and
was accordingly indebted to his excellent mother for

the better part of his early education. He appears
to have been brought up by her in the strictest tenets

of the Presbyterian religion, which flourished, with-
out any constraint upon its private exercise, during
all his early years, till it was discountenanced by
government after the Restoration. Sir Patrick, how-
ever, \va.>n()t only an admirer of the form of worship
enjuiiied by that religious system, but a zealous main-
tainer of its ]-)retensions to a divine right as the only
true cliurch of Christ; and this, it is said, was what
fust in--;iire<i liim with the feelmgs of a patriot. Hav-
ing Ijeen sent to jiarliament in 1665 as representative
i)f the county of ISerwick, he soon distinguished him-
self by the opp.)^ition N\hich he gave, along ^\ith the

Duke of Hamilton and others, to the headlong mea-
sures of the government. In 1673 the king sent a

letter to parliameat desiring a levy (.if soldiers and

money to support them, and the Duke of Lauderdale
moved that it be referred to the lords of the articles,

who were always at the beck of government. This
proposal, though strictly in accordance with the

custom of the Scottish parliament, was opposed by
the Duke of Hamilton, who asserted that the royal

wishes ought to be considered by the whole assend^led

representatives of the nation. On .Sir Patrick Hume
expressing his concurrence with the duke, he was
openly pt)inted out to parliament by Lauderdale as

a dangerous person. Hereupon .Sir Patrick said,

"he hoped this was a free parliament, and it con-
cerned all the members to be free in what concerned
the nation." In the ensuing year he was one of

those who went with the Duke of Hamilton to lay

the grievances of the nation before the king, whose
delusive answer to their application is well known.
It was not possible that a person who maintained so

free a spirit in such an age could long escape trouble.

In 1675, having remonstrated against the measure
for establishing garrisons to keep down the pecjple,

he was committed by the privy-council to the tol-

booth of Edinburgh, as "a factious person, and one
who had done that which might usher in confusion.'

After suffering confinement for six months in Stirling

Castle, he was liberated through the intercession of
friends, but not long after was again confined, antl

altogether suffered imprisonment for al)Out two years.

The order for his liberation, dated 17th April, 1679,
states that "he had been imprisoned for reasons

known to his majesty, and tending to secure the

public peace;"' and adds, "the occasions of suspi-

cion and public jealousy being over, he is ordered to

be liberate." To continue our memoir in the words
of Mr. George Crawfurd,^ who had received infor-

mation from Sir Patrick's own mouth, "Finding
after this that the ministers of state were most ear-

nestly set on his destruction, and that he could not

live in security at home, he went to England, and
entered into a strict friendship with the Duke of

Monmouth, the Earl of Shaftesbury, antl the Loixl

Russell, who was his near relation. With them he
often met, and had many conferences on the state of

Scotland, and what might be done there to secure

the kingdom from Popery and arbitrary power, in

the event of a pojiish successor. But, as his lord^hip

protested to me, there never passed among them the

least intimation of any design against the king's life,

or the Duke of "\'ork's; that was what they all hr.d

an abhorrence of. But he said he thought it was
lawful for subjects, being under such jiressures, to try

how they might be relieved from them; and tlicir

design never went further."

Notwithstanding the pure ir.tentions of tliis litile

band of patriots, the government, as is well kiioun.

was able to fasten upon them ilie charge <jt h.ivi.ig

conspired the deaths of the king and his brotlxr;

and to this infamous accu>ation Lord I\.u-->cl! Icll a

victim in England, and Mr. Baillie of Jer\ i:-\vood

in Scotland. It was on the 24th of 1 )Lxcuil.cr. 11-84.

that the latter individual- vutYcred: Ixlore tl;;u time

Sir Patrick Hume, though coii-ciou- of inn.iccncc.

had gone into hiding, l)cing ju^titicd in th.it ^tcp by

a degree of personal ii-.tlnnity, which unfitted him

for enduring imp^i^oIllncnt. '1 he p:ace M-k-cttii t'if

his C(-'nceainicnt \\as tile >epi;'.cliral vault of hi-;

familv, underneath the pari-li cliurch of Polwaith,

about' two miles frcnn Retilirac-- Ca-tlc, the hou^e in

v.hich he generally re-^idud. Here he lived f -r many
weeks of the aiituir.Ti lif 16S4, w ithout fire and lianily

anv liLrht, and su.rrour.ded bv the gha>tlv objects

cf:hcC; ;..: J
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which usually furnish forth such a scene. He was
enabled, however, by the firmness of his own mind
antl the aflections of his amiable family to suffer

this dreary self-imprisonment without shrinking. No
one knew of his concealment but his family, and one

'•Jamie Winter," a carpenter, of whose fidelity they

had good reason to be assured. Having been pro-

videil with a bed through the aid of this humble
friend, .Sir Patrick depended for food and other

necessaries upon the heroic devotedness of his daugh-

ter (Irizel, who, though only twelve years of age,

nightly visitetl this dismal scene, without manifest-

ing the least agitation either on account of real or

imaginary dangers. Sujiported by such means. Sir

Patrick never lost his ciieerfulncss of temper, but,

on the contrary, could laugh heartily at any little in-

cident detailed to him by his daughter. The noble

child had no other means of obtaining his food except

by secretmg part of what she had upon her own plate

at the family meals. Her having one day secured

an entire sheep's-head, which her younger brother

Alexander thought she had swallowed in a moment,
suj^plied one of those domestic jests with which the

fugitive father was entertained. While in this lonely

])lace, .Sir Patrick had no other reading than l^u-

chanan"s P>alnis, which he conned so thoroughly

that he ever after had the most of them by heart.

As the ^\ inter advanced Lady Polwarth contrived a

retreat underneath the floor of a low apartment at

Redbraes, and thinking that this might serve to con-

ceal her hu>band in the event of any search taking

place, had him removed to his own house, where he
accordingly lived for some time, till it was found one
morning that the place designed for concealment had
become half filled with water.

Warned by this incident, and by the execution of

his friend Mr. Baillie, he resolved to remain no
longer in hi? native country. It was projected that

he should leave the house next morning in disguise,

attended by his grieve or farm-overseer, John Allan,

wiio was instructed to give out that he was going to

attend a hor>'-ninrki.-t at Morpeth. The party stole

away by nigiit, and had proceeded a considerable

distance on their way, when .Sir Patrick, falling into

a reverie, parted company with his attendant, and
did not disccjver the mistake till he found himself on
the banks of the Tweed. This, however, was a most
fortunate misadventure, for, soon after his parting

with .Allan, a company of soldiers that had been in

search of him at Redbraes, and followed in the ex-

]iectation of overtaking him, tame uj), and would
liave inevitably discoveied and seized liim if he had
not b.-en uj.'/n another track. On learning what
had happunci, he dismi--sed liis servant, and, leaving

the main road, reached L<in(lon thi-rnigh by-ways.
On this iiiurncy he represented hinisjlf as a surgeon,

a chararter w hicli he could have -up])oi ted effectuallv,

if called upon, as he carried a ea^e of lancets, and
was nc'|uainted with their use. hrom I.ondun he

found his way to I'rance, and thence, after a shmt
stay, walked on foot to Ilrussels, intending to con-

verse with the I hike of M(jnmouth. I'inding the

duke had gone to the Hague, he ])roceeded to IIol-

]\n'\. but did not immediately obtain a confiTence

with that jll-fated noldenian. He had an audience,

houevcr, of tlie Prince of Orange, who, "locking
en hi:n (to Usc the wor'ls of (Jraw furd) as a confessor

fir tlie TrMte-tant religion and the liberties of his

countiv, treated him with a very particular res]iett."

On 'the death of (/harle. Il', in I-'eliruary, 16.S5,

and t'r.e acLi.---iMn of the Duke of \'ork, whosc at-

tachment to tlie (Jatholic faitli rendered him, in their

eye-, uiitit to reign, tlie Priti-h refugees in Holland
c inceried two distinct but relative exjieditiuns, for

the salvation of the Protestant religion, and to main-
tain "the natural and native rights and liberties of
the free people of Britain and Ireland, and all the
legal fencesof society and property there established."
One of these expeditions was to land in England,
under the Duke of Monmouth, whose prosecution
of his own views upon the crown, under the favour
of the Protestant interest, is well known. The other
was to be under the conduct of the Earl of Argyle,
and was to land in Scotland, where it was expected
that an army would be formed in the first place from
his lordship's Highland retainers, and speedily re-

inforced by the malcontents of Ayrshire and other
parts of the Lowlands. Sir Patrick Hume has left

a memoir respecting the latter enterprise, from which
it clearly appears that Monmouth gave distinct pledges
(afterwards lamentably broken) as to the deference
of his own personal views to the sense of the party
in general—and also that Arg)le acted throughout
the whole preparations, and in the expedition itself,

with a wilfulness, self-seeking, and want of energ)',

which were but poorly comj)ensated by the general
excellence of his motives and the many worthier
points in his character. .Sir Patrick Hume and .Sir

John Cochrane of Ochiltree, alike admirable for the
jiurity and steadiness of their political views, were
next in command, or at least in the actual conduct
of affairs, to the earl. The sword of the former
gentleman is still preserved, and bears upon both
sides of its blade the following inscription in Ger-
man :

" Got bewarr die aufrechte Schotten,"

that is, God preserve the righteous .Scots. It was
not destined, however, that fortune should smile on
this enterprise. The patriots sailed on the 2d of

May, in three small vessels, and on the 6th arrived

near Kirkwall in the Orkney Islands. The impru-

dent landing of two gentlemen, who were detained

liy the bishop, servetl to alarm the government, so

that when the expedition reached the country of

.•\rgyle, he found that all his friends, upon wliom
he depended, had been placed under arrest at the

capital. After trifling away several weeks in his

own district, and affording time to the government
to collect its forces, he formed the resolution of

descending u]ion Glasgow. Meanwhile, .Sir Patrick

Hume and others were forfaulted, their estates con-

fiscated, aiul a high reward (jffered for their apprehen-

sion. While Argyle was lingering at Rothesay, .Sir

Patrick conducted the descent of a foraging ])arty

upon Greenock, and, though opposed by a jmrty of

militia, succeeded in his object. Allowing as largely

as could l)e demanded fijr the personal feelings of

this gentleman, it would really ap])ear from his

memoir that the only judgment or vigour displayed

in the whole enterprise resided in himself and Sir

[ohn Cochrane. \Viien the earl finally resolved at

Kil]iatiick to give up the appearance of an army,

and let each man shift for himself, these two gentle-

men conducted a party of less than a hundred men
across the Clyde, in tlie face of a superior force of

the enemy, and were able to jjrotect themselves till

they readied Muir<i}kes. Here they were assailed

bv a large trooj) of cavalry, and were coinpelled each

man to tight a number of personal conlests in order

to save his own life. ^ et, by a judicious disjiosition

of their little force, and the niost unflinching bravery

and jieiseveraiice, Hume and ('ochrane ke])t their

ground till niglit, when, ap])rehen(ling the aiijiroach

of a larger body of foot, tliey stole away to an un-

nequciiled ]>nrt of the couiitr)', where they deliber-

ately dis])erM'fl.

.Sir Patrick Hiinie found ])rotcct!nn f ir three weeks
in the house of .Montgomery of Lainshaw, where, or
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at Kilwinning, il would appear that he wrote the

memoir above alluded to, which was first printed

in Rose's observations on Foxe's historical work,
and latterly in the J/(zrr//wtf;// /"if/ivj- (1831). The
better to confound the search made for him, a report

of his death was circulated by his friends. Having
escaped by a vessel from the west coast, he proceeded
by Dublin to Bordeaux, where we find he was on
the 15th of November. He now resumed his sur-

gical character, antl ])assed under the name of Dr.

Peter Wallace. Early in 1686 he appears to have
proceeded by Geneva to Holland, where his family

joined him, and they resided together at Utrecht for

three years. The picture of this distressed, but
pious and cheerful family, is very affectingly given

by Lady Murray, in the well-known memoirs of her

mother. Lady Grizel Baillie. They were reduced
to such straits through the absence of all regular

income, that Lady Hume could not keep a servant,

and Sir Patrick was obliged—but this must have
been a labour of love— to teach his own children.

They were frequently compelled to pawn their plate

to provide the necessaries of life until a fresh supply
reached them. Yet, even in this distress, their house
was ever open to the numerous refugees who shared
in their unhappy fate. Not forgetting political ob-

jects, .Sir Patrick, in 1688, wrote a letter powerful
in style and arguments, to put the Presbyterian

clergy in Scotland on their guard against the insidious

toleration which King James proposed for the pur-

pose of effecting the ascendency of Popery. In this

document, which has been printed among the JMarch-
monl Papers by Sir G. H. Rose, we find him giving

an animated picture of the Prince of Orange, whom
he already contemplated as the future deliverer of

his country, and no doubt wished to point in that

character to the attention of Scotsmen ; "one," says

he, "bred a Calvinist, who, for religious practice,

excels most men so high in quality, and is equal to

the most part of whatever rank of the sincere and
serious in that communion; for virtue and good
morals beyond many; those infirmities natural to

poor mankind, and consistent with seriousness in

religion, breaking out as little, either for degree or

frequency, from him, as from most part of good men,
and not one habitual to him: one of a mild and cour-

teoustemper; of a plain, ingenuous, and honest nature;

of a humane, gay, and atfable carriage, without any
token of pride or disdain; one educated and brought
up in a republic as free as any in the world, and inured

to the freedom allowed by and possessed in it. His
greatest enemy, if he know him, or my greatest

enemy, if he read this, must find his own conscience
witnessing to his face, that what I have said is truth,

antl tliat I am one of more worth than to sully my
argument with a flaunting hyperbole even in favour

of a prince." The modern reader, who is acquainted
with the picture usually drawn of the same person-
age by the English historians, will probably be
startk-d at the ga)-ety and affxbility here attriljuted

to the prince ; but, besides the unavoidable prepos-
session of Sir Patrick for a person who, it would
a])pear, had treated him kindly, and stood in the
most endearing relation to all his favourite objects

in religion and politics, it must be allowed that, at

an age which might be called youth (thirty-eight),

and previous to his undertaking the heavy and un-
grateful burden of royalty in liritain, William might
have been better entitled to sucli a description than
}ie was in the latter part of his life.

Before this time the eldest son of Sir Patrick

Hume, and his future son-in-law. Baillie. had olitained

commissions in the hor>e-guai-(ls of the Prince of

(,)range, in whose expedition to England all three

soon after took a part. These gentlemen were
among those who suffered in the storm by which a
])art of the prince's fleet was disabled; they had to

return to port with the loss of all their luggage, which
in the existing state of their affairs was a very severe

misfortune. The little party ajipears to have speedily

refitted and accom|)aniecl the prince at his landing

in Devonshire, as we find Sir Patrick writing a diary

of the progress to London, in which he seems to

have been near the prince all the way from Exeter.

In the deliberations held at London respecting the

settlement of the new government, .Sir Patrick bore
a conspicuous part; but it was in Scotland that his

zeal and judgment found a proper field of dis])lay.

In the convention parliament, which sat down at

Edinburgh, March 14, 1689, he appeared as repre-

sentative of the county of Berwick; and, an objection

being made on the score of his forfaidture, he was
unanimously voted a member by the house. The
decision of this assembly in favour of a settlement of

the crown upon William and his consort Mary soon
followed.

The career of public service was now opened to

the subject of our memoir at a period of life when his

judgment must have Vjeen completely matured, and
after he had proved, by many years of suffering under
a tyrannical government, how worthy he was to ob-

tain honours under one of a liberal complexion. In

July, 1690, his attainder was rescinded Ijy act of par-

liament; he was soon after sworn a member of the

privy-council ; and in December, 1690, he was
created a peer by the title of Lord Polwarth. The
preamble of the patent is a splendid testimony to the

eminent virtues he had displayed in asserting the

rights and religion of his country. King William at

the same time vouchsafed to him an addition to his

armorial bearings, "an orange proper ensigned, with
an imperial crown, to be placed in a surtout in his

coat of arms in all time coming, as a lasting mark of

his majesty's royal favour to the family of Polwarth,

and in commemoration of his lordship's great affec-

tion to his said majesty."

From this period the life of Lord Polwarth is

chiefly to be found in the history of his country. He
was appointed in 1692 to be principal sheriff of Ber-

wickshire, and in 1693 to be one of the four extra-

ordinary lords of session. Though there is no trace

of his having been bred to the law, his conduct in

these two employments is said to have been without

blemish. His reputation, indeed, for decisions con-

formaljle to the laws, for sagacity and soundness of

judgment, is perhaps one of the most remarkable
parts of the brilliant fame which he has left beliind

him. In i6g6 he attained the highest office in Scot-

land, that of lord-chancellor, and in less than a year

after he was promoted in the jieerage by the titles

Earl of Marchmont, ^'iscou^l of ljla>>onlierry, Lord
Polwarth, Redbraes, and Cireenlaw, to him and to

his heirs male whatsoever. He \\as soon alter n.inieil

one of the commission of the trea>ui-y and admiralty;

and in 169S \\as appointed lord li!gh-comr.ii-~ioner

to represent the king's ])erson in the ] arliameut which

met at Edinburgh in July of that year. To follow up
the statement of Sir (ieorge Ro-e, wlio gi\e> a >ketLh

of the life of the earl in his preface to the Mayi Jiinciit

J\7/-t-rs, "his correspondence w ith King \\ illiam and
his ministers. whil>t he exercised the>e high func-

tions, exhilrits an earnest and ci,'nstant desire to act,

and to adN'ise, as >hould be>t promote at once the

honour of hi> m.ister and benefactor, and the weal of

llie state; and he had the good fortune to serve a

prince wlio imposed no duties uj">n him whiclr

i)rought into contlict h:s oLIigatiorjs to the sovereign

and to his country.''
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The Earl of Marclimont was acting as commissioner
at the General Assembly of 1 702, when the death of

his affectionate sovereign interrupted the proceedings,

and plunged him into the deepest grief. He was
appointed by (^ueen Anne to continue to preside

over the assembly till the conclusion of its proceed-

ings; but the principles of this great man were too

rigid to allow of his long continuing in office under
the new government. In his letter to Queen Anne,
written on the death of King William, he was too

little of a courtier to disguise the feelings which pos-

sessed him as a man, although he must have known
that every word he used in admiration or lamentation

of her predecessor must have been grating to her

ears. In the first session of the parliament after her

accession he presented to it an act for the abjuration

of the Pretender; and, tliough it was in conformity

to, and in imitation of, tlie English act jiassed imme-
diately on her ascending the throne, and was read a

first time, the high-commissioner adjourned the house
in order to stop the measure. In a memorial to the

queen of the 1st of July, 1 702 {MarcJuiioitt Papers),

will be found a full vindication of his conduct in this

matter, and a statement of that held by his friends

and the commissioner, tlie Duke of Queensberry,
differing essentially from Lockhart's. He was on
this dismissed from his oflice of chancellor, the place

being conferred on tlie Earl of Seafield.

Having thus sacrificed his office to his principles,

he pursued the latter in the ensuing parliaments with

the consistency and fervour whicli might have been
expected from such a man. The Protestant succes-

sion in the house of Hanover, and tlie union of the

two divisi')n3 of the island under one legislature, were
tile two objects on which he now centered his atten-

tion and energies. It is hardly necessary to remind
tile reader that the general temper of the Scottish

people was ])erversely opposed to both of these

measures, and tliat it was only the minority of such

consistent Whigs as Lord Marclimont, who, reposing

more upon great ab.-,tract princiiiles than narrow
views oi immediate advantage, saw them in tlieir

l^ruper light, and gave them tlie weight of their in-

liuence. An attemjit of the earl to introduce an act

fur tlie Hanover succession, at a time when his fellow-

statesmen were chiefly bent on asserting by the act

of security the ab-tract independence of" their coun-
try, was so ill received that tliere \\as even some talk

ofcuiisigiiing this noble patriot to tlie state-])rison in

luliiiburgh Cas'.ie. Afterwards, however, \\ lien tlie

gijvenimeiit of <Jueen Anne was obliged to adt)])t the
measure of a union, his lonl>iiip liad the ])leasure of

contributing his aid— and nio>t willingly was it ren-

dered— towards what had lieeii the grand oljject of

his jiolitical life. The selection of the .Scottish com-
riii^sioners, upon which the whole matter hinged,

wa> etfected in obedience to a sagacious ailvice ten-

d-jrcd i)y Lord Marclimont nainely, that tliey should

b- "the most consideraljle men, jndvidcd they were
Whigs, and therefore friends to the Revolution; but

sucli alone, with disregard to their feelings respecting

a:i incorporating union as hostile to it or not." The
reasonings he eni)doyed to enforce tliis principle of

selection are to be f<jiind in the Mtiir/iinoiit I'dpcrs:

and we learn from l.ockhart to how great ati extent

liifv were acted on. Speaking of the commissioners,
iliis gentleman sa\s, that "all were f)f the court or

Wliig interest except liimsclf,'" an ardent Jacobite,

an ex,:eptioii only made in the lio])e of gaining him
t!irough his imcle, the \\ hig Lord Wharton. It is

univei sally allowed that this ])rinci!ile, though the

author of it has not heretofore been very distinctly

known, achieved tlie union.

\\"c are now lu advert to a ciixutiistancc of a pain-

ful nature respecting the Earl of Marchmont, but
which M'e have no doubt has taken its rise either
from error or from calumny. As a leader of the
independent party in the Scots parliament—called

the Squadrone Volante— it is alleged that his lord-

ship was one of those individuals who were brought
over to the government views by bribery; and Lock-
hart actually places the sum of ;^i 104, 15^-. "jd. against

his name, as his sliare of the ;^20,ooo said to have
been disbursed by the English exchequer, for the

purpose of conciliating the chief opponents of the

measure. Sir George 1 1. Rose has made an accurate

and laborious investigation into the foundation of

these allegations, from whicli it would not only
appear that Lord Marclimont has been calumniated,

but that a very incorrect notion has hitherto prevailed

respecting the application of the money above re-

ferred to. We must confess that it has always
appeared to us a most improbable story, that, even
in the impoverished state of Scotland at that time,

noblemen, .some of whom were known to entertain

liberal and enlightened views, and had jireviously

maintained a pure character, were seduced by sucli

trifling sums as those placed against them in tiie list

given by Lockhart. Sir (jeorge Rose has shown,
to our entire satisfaction, that the sum given on this

occasion to the Earl of Marchmont was a payment
of arrears due upon offices and pensions—in other

words, the payment of a just del)t; and that he is

not blamable in the matter, unless it can be shown
that receiving the payment of a del)t can under any
circumstances be disgraceful to the creditor. The
best proof of his lordship's innocence is to be found
in his conduct at the union, and for years before it.

It is clear from his letters to the English statesmen,

that the union was an object which he constantly

had at heart, and that, so far from being drawn over

by any means whatever to their views, he had in

reality urged them into it with all his strength and
spirit, and all along acted with them in the negotia-

tions by which it was effected. Money does not

a]:)pear to have been so abundant on this occasion,

as to make it probable that any was s])ent, except

upon opponents.

The Earl of Marchmont offered himself as a can-

didate at the election of the .Scots representative

]K-ers in 1707, and again on the dissolution of par-

liament in 1708, but in each case without success.

He could scarcely calculate on the countenance of

Queen Anne's government; fir, if he had rendered

it eminent services, he had also taught it how un-

conijiromising was his adherence to his ]irincii>les.

Thus his parliamentary life ceased with the union.

Put liis letters written subsequently to it give evidence

that his mind was engaged decjdy in all the events

affecting the weal and honour of his counlr)'. Xor
was Ids ijatriotisni deadened by the insult and injiir\-

he received from the court, when, at the accession

of the Tory ministry in 1 7 10, he was deprived of

his office of sheriff of Derwickshire, which was con-

ferred on the liarl of Home.
Ill 1703 Lord .Marchmont had the misfoitune to

lose his amiable and aflectionnte si;ouse, of the iainily

of Ker of Cavers, to whose virtues he has left a very

affecting tcstinioiiy. In I 709 he suffered a hardly less

severe calamity in the death of his eldest son Lord
I'olwarth, a colonel <if cavalry, w lio, beginning his

ser\"ice in King William's bcKb.-guard, served through
his wars and tlie Duke of Marlhorougirs with rejai-

tation, and died childless, though twice married.

He was treasurer-depute in 1696. I lis ainiiable and
iionourabk' character fully justified his father's grief.

The second brother Robert, also a sohJier, died many
}ears Ivcfire him.
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The accession of George I. gave to Lord March-
mont what he called the desire of liis licart, a Pro-

testant king upon tlie throne. He was immediately

re-appointed sherifT of Ik-rwicksliire. In 1715, in

the seventy-fifth year of his age, acting on the feelings

and principles of liis youth, he forbade a meeting of

the gentlemen of the county, which had been pro-

])osed in the professed view of obtaining a redress of

iiardships, but which would have embarrassed the

newly established government; and his lordship took

the necessary precautions to render his prohibition

effectual. When he saw the Protestant succession

secure, he gave up all thoughts of active life, and
removed to Berwick-on-T\veed, to sjicnd the re-

mainder of his days in retirement. He retained

his cheerful disposition to the last. A short time

before his death he was visited by his daughter

Lady Grizel Baillie, and his grand-children, who,
with a number of his friends, had a dance. Being
then very weak in his limbs he was unable to come
down-stairs, but desired to be carried down to see

them; and, as pleasingly recorded by his grand-

daughter l>ady Alurray, he was so much deliglited

with the happy faces he saw around him, that he
remarked, "though he could not dance, he could

yet beat time with his foot."

On the 1st of August, 1724, this illu'^trious patriot

breathed his last at Berwick, in tlie eiglity-third year

of liis age, leaving one of the most irreproachable

characters which have come down to us from that

time, if not from others of greater general virtue.

He had become so reconciled to the prospect of

death, that, ihougli no doubt sensible of the solemn
chan,;e which it was to produce, he could make it

the subject of a gentle mirth. Being observed to

smile, he was asketl the reason by his grandson, the

ingenious Lord Binning, to whom he answered, "I
am diverted to think wliat a disappointment the

worms will meet with, when they come to me
exj-'ecting a good mer.l, and find notliing but bones."
Lord Marchmont, be it remarked, though at one
time a handsome man, had always been of a spare

habit of body, and was now much attenuated. His
character has already been sufficiently displayed in

his actions and the slight commentaries we have
venturotl to make upon them. It is impossible,
however, to refrain from adding the testimonv of

Fox, wlio, in his historical work, says of him,
as Sir Patrick Hume, tliat "he is proved, by the

Wiiole tenor of his life and conduct, t(j liave lieen

uniformly zealous and sincere in tlie cause of his

country."

HUME, Al.l'.XAXDER, second Earl of .Marchmont,
the eldest surviving son and successor of the fir.--t

carl, having maintained the historical lu>tre of the

family, deserves a place in the jire>ent work, though
only ]ierhaps in a subordinate way. He wrs l),)rn

in 1675, and in his boyhootl shared the exile and
<li-tress of his family. I!efore his elder brother's

death he was distingui-^hed as Sir .\kx,inder L'anip-

bcll of Cessnock, ha->ing married the daughter and
heiress of that family. He was br.iuglit up as a

lawyer, and became a judge of the Court of Session
before he v.as thirty years of age. He ^^as a pri\y-

councillor and a baron of the Court of Exchequer,
j

and >erved in the Scottish parliament, fiist for Kirk-
v.aU, and then for P.erwickshire, when the act of

i:;ii <n ]ia->ed. Emulating his father's feelings, he
;:eal MU.--!}- promoted that measure, and took a very
acii\e .--'.lare in the arduous laliours that were devolvcii

i-]!oa tb.e >ul)-commiltee, to whicli the articles of tlie

union were referred.

lUit the principal historical transnctii^n in which
this nobleman wa^ concerned, was tlie introduction

of the family of Hanover to the British throne. A
report having been circulated that tlie electoral family

was indifferent to the h(jnours opened up to them by
the act of succession, Lord Polwarth (for he liail

now attained this designation) proceeded in 1712
to Hanover, and entered into a correspondence with

the august family there resident, which enabled him
fully to contradict the rumour. He took a leading

part in suppressing the rebellion of 1 715, by which
that succession was sought to be defeated, and in

1 7 16 was rewarded for his services by being ap-

pointed ambassador to the court of Denmark.
After acceding to the family honours in 1722, the

Earl of Marchmont was honoured with several im-

jiortant places of trust under government, till joining

the op]iosition against the excise scheme of Sir Robert
Walpole, he forfeited the favour of the court and his

place as a privy-councillor, which he tlien held. "It

appears," says .Sir George Henry Rose,* "that the

distinguished meml)crs of the Scotti^h nobility who
joined in this act of hostility to the ministers, were
less induced so to do by any particular objections to

that measure of finance, than by the hope that their

junction with the English who re>i>ted it might lend

to the subversion of Lord Hay's government of Scot-

land, a rule which they felt to be painful and humi-
liating, d hey knew it moreover to be sustained by
means, many of which they could not respect, and
which they believed to tend to degrade and alienate

the nation. That they judged riglitly in apjirehend-

ing that the system adojited liy .Sir Robert Walpole
and his virtual viceroy for the management of the

public affairs in North Britain was ill calculated to

conciliate to the reigning family the affections of the

people, was but too sufficiently proved by subse-

quent events. He sat as one of the sixteen Scots

peers in the parliament of 1727; but at the general

election in 1754 the hand of jjower was upon him,
and being excluded, he, together with the Dukes
of Hamilton, Queensberry, and Montrose, the Earl

of .Stair, and other Scottish noljlemen, entered into

a concert with the leading English members of the

o]iposition, in order to firing the machinations un-

sparingly used to contixil the election of the ]:)eers in

Scotland to light, and their authors to punishment.

.Sir Robert \\'alpoIe's better fortune, however, pre-

vailed against it, as it did against a similar project in

1739." The Earhof Marclmiont died in January,

1740, ancl was succeeded liy his eldest surviving son

Hugh, who was destined to exhiliit the extraordinary

spectacle of a family maintaining in the third gene-

ration the same talent, judgmeiii, and worth wiiich

had distingui>hed the two ]ireceding.

HU.ME, Illdii CA.Mri.i.i.i.. third and b-t I'.arl

of .Marchmont, \\as born at lidinburgh on the I5tli

Eel)ruary, 170S, and soon Ijccanie remarkable for

the precocity of his intellect and tb.e ven-atility of his

genius. His mind was cijualiy dii'ected to the ac-

quisition of scholastic erudition and j-Kjlitical know-
ledge, and on all subject- lie was sunpo>cd to be

excelled by few or none < f hi- time. In I734- wlien

only twenty-six years of age. lie \\"S cl-.'-en nieiiiber

ftr'the county of Berwick, ar.d er.teied tiie Ilou-e fd

Coinnioii> a^'l.orl I'olv, ari'i, at tlie >ame time that

his younger and twin brdlKr. Mr. 1 luir.e Uanipibell,

came f'rward a- le; re-eiitative for tlie Irc.rghs ol tlie

district. Idle ii,iii-;ice and r.e-iect vdiich Sir Robert

Walpolehaii -!i..w!i to !,.;v,i M.-rcliinont wasspeedily

avenged l>v tlie trordi'.e w liicli tlie-e young men gave

to his _:^Miveninient. d'iie f rmer soon attained the

tlr-t ]
l.ice in the 01 ]>"-;t;< -n ; and how keenly liis

at;.~.ck> \\'cre Iclt iiv the niini.-tr\' i- sliown in a remark
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made by the latter person, to the effect that "there

were few thiu;^s he more ardently desired than to see

that young man at the head of his family," and thus

deprived of a seat in the house. This wish was soon

gratified, for his father dying in 1 740, Lord Polwarth

succeeded as Karl of Marchmont; nor did he again

enter the walls of parliament until the year 1750,

when a vacancy occurring in the representation of

the Scottish peerage, he was almost unanimously

elected. From his talents as a speaker, his extensive

information, and active business habits, he accpiired

great influence in the upper house, and was con-

stantly rechosen at every general election during the

long period of thirty-four years, lie was appointed

first lord of j)olice in 1747, and keeper of the great

seal of Scotland in January, 1764, tlie latter of which
he lield till his death. The estimation in which his

lordsiiii) was held by his contemporaries may be
judged of by the circumstance of his living on terms

of the strictest intimacy with the celebrated Lord
Cobham (who gave his bust a place in the Temple
of Worthies at .Stow), Sir William Wyndham, Lord
])olingbroke, the Duchess of Marlborough, Mr.

Pope, and other eminent persons of that memorable
era. The duchess appointed him one of her execu-

tors, and bequeathed him a legacy of ^^2500 for his

trouble, and as a proof of her esteem. Mr. Pope
likewise appointed him one of his executors, leaving

him a large-paper edition of Thuaniis, and a portrait

of Lord Boliiigbroke, jiainted by Richardson. The
poet likewise immortalized him by introducing his

name into the well-known inscription in the Twick-
enham grotto :

—

"Then the briglu fl.ime was shot through Marchmont's soul."

His lordship's library contained one of tlie most
curious and valuable collections of books and manu-
scrijHs in (jreat Hritain—all of which he bequeathed
at his death to his sole executor, the Right Honour-
able (jeorge Rose.

His lordship was twice married; first, in I "3 1, to

Miss Western of London, by whom he had four

children, a son (who died young), and three daughters,

the youngest of whom was afterwards married to

Walter Scott, Lsq., of Harden. Upon the death of

his wife in 1 747 he next year married a Miss Elizabeth

Cromiilon, \\ hose fatlier was a linendraper in Cheaj')-

side, by whom he had one st^n,' Alexander, Lord
Polwarth, \\-ho died without issue, in the thirty-first

year of his age. The circumstances attending this

second marriage were very peculiar, and his lord-

ship's conduct on the (occasion seems altogether so

much at variance with his general character, as well
as with one in his rank and circumstances in life, that

we reckon tlicin wortliy of being recorded here; -

and in doing s'j, we think we cannot do better
than adopt the account of them gi\cn l)y the cele-

brated David Huine, in a familiar ejiislle to Mr.
(Oswald of Dunnikier, and i)ublished in tlie latter

gentleman's corre.qiondence. 'i'he letter :s dated
London, January 2ytli, 174S:— "Lord Marclimont
has had the most extr.aordinary adventure in the
worl 1. .Vhout three weeks ago he was at the jilav,

when he espied in one of the boxes a fiir \irgin,

\vliose looks, airs, and manners had such a ])ow(iful

and woni'.erfiil effect upon liini as was visible by eveiy
by-^tander. His raptures were so undisguised, his

lo ;ks so exi)re-siveof i)assion, his inquiries so earnest,
that every person took notice of it. He soon was
told that her ii.iine was Cronqiton, a linendrajH-r's

daughter, tiiat had been bankrupt last year, and had
not l):;en able to pay above five shillings in the pound.
The fair nyiiijih liersclf was about sixteen or seven-
teen, aiii being supported by some relations, ap-

peared in every public place, and had fatigued every
eye but that of his lordship, which, being entirely

employed in the severer studies, had never till that
fatal moment opened upon her charms. Such and
so powerful was their effect as to be able to justify

all the Pharamonds and Cyrusses in their utmost
extravagancies. He wrote next morning to her
father, desiring to visit his daughter on honourable
terms: and in a few days she will be the Countess of
Marchmont. All this is certainly true. They say
many small fevers prevent a great one. Heaven be
praised that I have always liked the persons and
company of the fair sex ! for by that means I hope
to escape such ridiculous passions. But could you
ever suspect the ambitious, the severe, the bustling,

the impetuous, the violent Marchmont, of becoming
so tender and gentle a swain—an Artamenes—an
Oroondates !"

His lordship died at his seat, at Hemel Hemp-
stead in Hertfordshire, on the loth of January, 1794,
and leaving no heirs male, all the titles of the family

became extinct; but his estate descended to his three

daughters. According to Sir (jeorge II. Rose, who,
from his family connection with the Earl of March-
mont, had the best means of knowing, this nobleman
"was an accom[)lished and scientific horseman, and
a theoretical and practical husbandman and gardener.

He pursued his rides and visits to his farm and garden
as long as his strength would suffice for the exertion;

and some hours of the forenoon, and frequently of the

evening, were dedicated to his books. His most
favourite studies apjiear to have been in the civil law
and in the laws of England and .Scotland, in the

records and history of the European nations, and in

ancient history; and the traces of them are very un-

efiuivocal. The fruits of his labours in extracts,

observations, comparisons, and researches—all made
in his own handwriting— are not more to be atlmired

than wondered at, as the result of the industry of

t)ne who was stimulated neither hy poverty nor by
eagerness for literary celebrity. His Dutch educa-

tion had given him method, which was the best

possible auxiliary to an ardent and powerful mind,

such as his was."

In the publication which we have entitled the

A/arc/i/iio)it J'a/crs, are many of Earl Hugh, of

which the most important feature is a iliary, which
he kept during three different periods of peculiar

interest in the reign of (ieorge II. The first extends

from the latter end of July, i~^^, to the end of that

year, and embraces the events which led to the for-

mation of \\hat was called the Broad-bottom .\d-

ministration, ^\ hen Lord Carteret, who just then

became l^arl of (iranville, was compelled to retire

by tiie I'elhams, the king consenting thereto very

reluctantly, and when the Dukes of Devonshire,

Bedford, and Dorset, and the Enrls of Harrington

and Chesterfield, came into office. The second

jieriod begins in Septenil)er, 1 745. wllen news had
just been recei\ed in London that the I'retender was
near ivlinburgh, and that it would ]ir<ibably be soon

in his occii]>ation. It closes in the l''ebruary follow-

ing, with the extraordinary events cjf that month, the

resignation of the I'elhani ministry, and its re-estab-

lislmieiit afier the Earl of Bath's and the Earl of

(Iranville's interregnum of three days. The third

period coniinences in |uly, I747, and terminates in

.March, 174S, soon afier the J'larl of (Jhesterfield's

rc'sigiiation, and the Duke of iiedford's appointment
to succeed him as secretary tif state.

HUME, rAikifK. is noticed by various writers

as the nnine of an indiviilual who adorned tlie litera-

ti'.re of his cuuntrv at the close of the seventeenth
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century. Who or what he was is not known: it is

only probable, from the rct^ularity with which certain

rirst names occur in genealogies in connection with

surnames, that he belonged to the Polwarth branch

of the family of Home, or Hume, as in that branch

there were six or seven successive barons bearing the

name of Patrick. This learned man is only known
to have written the notes connected with the sixth

edit ion of M ilton's Paradise Lost, which was published

in folio by Tonson in 1695, and is one of the most
elegant productions of the British press that have ever

appeared. It has been a matter of just surprise to

several writers of Scottish biography, that absolutely

nothing should have been handed down respecting

this person, seeing that his notes evince a high degree

of taste and most extensive erudition, and are in fact

the model of almost all commentaries subsequent to

his time. "His notes," says an anonymous writer,'

"are always curious; his observations on some of the

finer passages of the poet show a mind deeply smit

with an admiration for the sublime genius of their

author; and there is often a masterly nervousness in

his style, which is very remarkable for this age."

But the ignorance of subsequent ages respecting the

learned commentator is sufficiently accounted for by
the way in which his name appears on the title-page,

being simply in initials, with the affix (^i\oi:oLi)Tr\<s,

and by the indifference of the age to literary history.

It woldd appear that the commentary, learned and
admirable as it is, speedily fell out of public notice,

as in 1750 the Messrs. P^oulis of Glasgow published
the first book of the Paradise Lost, with notes by
Mr. Callender of Craigforth, which are shown to be,

to a great extent, borrowed from the work of Hume,
without the most distant hint of acknowledgment.

HUNTER, Dr. Henry, a divine highly dis-

tinguished in literature, was born at Culross in the

year 1741. His parents, though in humble life, gave
him a good education, which was concluded by an
attendance at the university of Edinburgh. Here
his talents and application attracted the notice of the
professors, and at the early age of seventeen he was
appointed tutor to Mr. Alexander Boswell, who
subsequently became a judge of the Court of Session
under the designation of Lord Balmouto. He after-

wards accepted the same office in the family of the
Earl of Uundonald at Culross Abbey, and thus had
the honour of instructing the venerable earl, so

distingui>lted by his scientific inciuiries and inven-

tions. In 1764, having passed the necessary trials

with unusual approbation, he was licensed as a
minister of the gospel, and soon excited attention to

his pulpit talents. .So highly were these rated in

public esteem, that in 1766 he was ordained one of
the ministers of South Leith, which has always been
considered as one of the most respectable appoint-
ments in the Scottish church. He had here in-

gratiated himself in an uncommon degree with his

congregation, \\hen a visit to London in 1769 ojjened
up to his ambition a still wider field of usefulness.

The sermons which he happened to deliver on this

occa>ion in several of tlie Scottish meeting-houses
drew mucli attention, and the result was an invita-

tion, \\hicli reached him soon after his return, to

become minister of the chapel in Swallow Street.
This he declined; but in 1771 a call from the Lonilon
Wall congregation tempted him away from his Scot-
ti.-'.i iliick, wh.) manifested the sinccrcst sorrow at his

dcp.iriure. This translation not onlv was an ad-

V,i ^•lu re there is

it i-uDiished by .Mr. Ca'.ier.Jjr tf Cr.-.i-K:

vancement in his profession, but it paved the way
for a series of literary exertions, upon which his fame
was ultimately to rest. Several single sermons first

introduced him to the world as an author, 'i'hese

were on the ordination of O. Nicholson, M.A., 1775,
2 Cor. iv. 7, 8 ; On the Study of the .Sacred .Scrip-

tures, Acts xviii. II, in the work called the Scottish

Preacher, vol. iv. ; at the funeral of the Rev. George
Turnbull, 1783; On the opening of a Meeting-house
at Walthamstow in 17S7, Rev. xxi. 3, 4; On the
Revolution, 1788; The Believer's Jcjy, Acts viii. 39;
also in the fourth volume of the Scottish Preacher.

These sermons, with some miscellaneous pieces,

were collected and published in two volumes after

the author's death. Dr. Hunter first apjxared as a
general writer in 1783, when he published the first

volumes of his '''' Sacred Bioi^rapliy, or the History of
the Patriarchs and of Jesus Christ," ^\•hich was ulti-

mately extended to seven volumes, and has become
a standard work, the seventh edition liaving appeared
in 1814. Before this work was completed, the notice

attracted by the system of Lavater throughout civil-

ized Europe tempted him to engage in an English
version of the L^hysio;.;nomy of that philosopher,

whom he previously visited at his residence in .Swit-

zerland, in order to obtain from the conversation of

the learned man himself as perfect an idea as pos-

sible of his particular doctrines. It is said that

Lavater at first displayed an unexpected coolness on
the subject of Dr. Hunter's visit, being afraid that

an English translation might injure the sale of the

Erench edition, in which he had a pecuniary interest.

This, however, seems to have been got over; for

Lavater eventually treated his English visitor in a
manner highly agreeable. "As their professions

were alike," says an anonymous writer, "so their

sentiments, their feelings, and their opinions are

altogether alike. A complete acf-iuaintance with
the Erench language enabled Dr. Hunter to enjoy
Lavater's conversation freely; and he ever afterwards

talked with enthusiasm of the simplicity of manners,
the unaffected piety, the unbounded benevolence,

and the penetrating genius of this valued friend.

The bare mention of that barbarous cruelty which
massacred the virtuous La^•atcr was sufficient to

make him shrink back with horror." The first

number of this work was published in 17S9, and it

was not completed till nine years after, when it ulti-

mately formed five volumes in quarto, bearing the

title of ''^Essays on Physio\:;iioiiiy, de>igned to pro-

mote the Knowledge and Love of Mankind, by joha
Caspar Lavater." Dr. Hunter's abilities as a trans-

lator were of the first order, and, in this instance,

drew forth the entire approbation of the original

author. The work was, moreover, enibelli.-hed in

a style which at that time might be considered as

unrivalled. It contained ab(j\e eiglit hundred en-

gravings, executed by and under the directiiin ot Mr.
Holloway, and such was altogc'.her tlie elaljorate

elegance of the publication, that it cnulil \v>i be Mild

to the judjlic under thirty j)ounds per copy. We are

only left to regret that so nuicli talent, >'• mucli ta-te,

and sucli a large sum of r.ioney a> this price wmdd
indicate, should have been sjieiit iqioii an inquiry

which the acute and ]irecise sense of tl;e innncliately

succeeding generation h,as jronounced to be in a

great measure a delu,-i' in.

At tlie time of the Frencli revidution Dr. Hv.nter

repu'-li-hed a treatise by Robert Fleming, wh.ose

life, with an account of the work in question, has
aireadv been given in this Pic-^t-ap/ii-'ul Dictiauirr.

Tlie panqih'et contained sc'ine ])ri_)phetical intima-

tions, whicli l)r. I lunter supp/osed to bear a reference

to the c^e;lts in the nei'iil.'ouriii'' kinijdoin. Dr.
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ITuntcr also published a Sermon preached February

3. '793' '"' '^'' tlxeeution of Louis XI'I.
Ill 1795 lie attempted a translation from the Ger-

man, selecting for this purpose Euler's celebrated

Letters to a German Princess. This work met witli

the entire approbation of the public, and lias proved

a very useful addition to the stock of our native scien-

tific literature. The first edition was in quarto, and
a second in octavo appeared in 1S02. The work has

since been reprinted in a smaller size, with notes by

.Sir David Brewster. The merit of Dr. Hunter as a

translator was now universally acknowledged, and
work accordingly pressed upon him. ^VhiIe still

eng.aged in his version of Lavater, he commenced in

1796 the publishing of a translation of .St. Pierre's

Studies of Xatitre, which was completed in 1799, ''''

five volumes octavo, afterwards repul)lished in three.

'"His translation," says the anonymous writer above
fjuote,!, "of the beautiful and enthusiastic works of

St. Pierre was universally read and admired : here,

if in any instance, the translator entered into tlie

.spirit of tlie author, for the glow of benevolence
v.hicii gives life to every page of Les Etudes de la

Xature was entirely congenial to the feelings of Dr.

JIunter." .Saurin's Sermons and .Sonnini's Travels to

I 'f-per and Lo7ier Egypt complete the list of l^r.

Hunter's labours as a translator; and it is but small

]raise to say that few men have reached the same
degree of excellence in that important branch of

literature. During the progress of other labours

Dr. Hunter ])uljlished more than one volume of

original sermons, and a volume entitled Lectures on

the Evidowes of Christianity, being the completion
of a plan begun by the Rev. John Fell, lie also

commenced tlie publication, in parts, of a popular
Jlislory of Loiuion and its Environs, which however
he did not live to complete.

In the year 1790 Dr. Hunter was appointed secre-

tary to tlie corresponding board of the .Society fiu"

Piopagating Christian Knowledge in the Highlands
and Islands of Scotland. He was likewise chaplain

to the .Scots corporation in London, and both these

institutions were much benefited by his zealous exer-

tions in their behalf. It must be obvious, from the

frequent and involved succession of his literary pro-

ductions, that Dr. Hunter spent a most industrious

life, and was upon the whole the most busy as he ap-

proached that stage of existence when the generality

of men begin to find ease not only agreeable but ne-

cessary. Jt is probable that this unceasing exertion,

v.hicli no duubt was more occasioned by necessity

than by choice, tended to break down his constitu-

tion, which was further weakened in his latter years

by the .agitation and di-.tre>s of mind consequent on
the <lcatli of three beloved cliildren. Having retired

t ) Bristol wells for the recovery of his heallh, he
died there, of inflammation 111 the Iimgs, (Jctober 27,

1S02, in the sixty-scc<Jiid year of his age.
" If 1 )r. Hunter," says his anonymous l)iogra](her,

'

"was conspicuous a-, an author, he v.a-, still more to

be admired as a man. An unbounded flow of benevo-

lence, which made him enjoy and give enjoyment to

every society, joined to a warmth of feeling Mliich

made him take an interest in every occurrence, ren-

'iered liim the delight of all his acquaintance. His
' ;cial talents were of the highest f)rder. .An en^y

How of conversation, never loud, never overbearing,

and cornjjletely free from affectation ; an inexhau'-ti-

ble fund of pleasant anecdotes, and occasional flashes

of wit and humour, made every company he joined

]3!ea>ed with him anrl with themselves. He \vas par-

ticularly happy in adaijting his conver-^atioii to those

' U'jituury of Ccntlanans Magazine, \\

he conversed with ; and while to a lady his discourse
appeared that of a polished gentleman, the scholar
was surprised by his apt quotations from the classics,

and the ease with which he turned to any subject
that was brouglit before him. . . . His private
charities were as numerous as the objects of compas-
sion which occurred tohim ; nor should his unbounded
and cheerful hospitality be forgot among his other
virtues." [He is said to have carried this virtue

beyond the bounds which a regard to prudence and
economy should have jirescribed.] "The crowded
attendance and the universal regret of his congrega-
tion are the best proofs of the eft'ect of his pulpit elo-

quence. His enlightened and liberal views of religion

made his meeting-house the resort of the leading
Scotsmen in London ; and it was here that the natives

of the .southern part of the island had an o]iportunity

of observing a specimen of that church which pro-

duced a Robertson and a lilair. . . . ]3r. Hun-
ter was of a spare habit of body, and remarkably
active; and his usual cheerfulness and flow of good
humour continued till within a fev/ weeks of his

death." He left a family, consisting of a wife, two
sons, and a daughter.

HUNTER, Wii.Li.\M and John, two eminent
physicians, fall to be noticed here under one head,

in order that we may, without violating alphabetical

arrangement, give William that priority to Avhicli

his seniority and precedence in puVjlic life entitle him.
Wii.l.lA.M Hu.NTER was bom May 23, 1718, at

Kilbride, in the county of Lanark. His great-grand-

father, by his fatlier's side, was a younger son of

Hunter of Ilunterston. His father and mother lived

on a small estate in the above county, called Calder-

wood, which had been some time in the possession

of their family. They had ten children, of whom
the subject of our present memoir was the seventh,

while John was the tenth, (^nc of his sisters married
the Rev. James Paillie, professor of divinity in the

university of Glasgow, and became the mother of

Matthew Baillie, the celebrated ]>hysician, whose
labours in morbid anat(miy liave been of such essen-

tial service in promoting the study of jiathology.

William Hunter was sent to the college of Glasgow
at the age of fourteen, where he pursued his studies

with diligence, and obtained the esteem of the pro-

fessors and his fellow-students. He was at this time

designed for the church, but hesitated, from con-

scientious motives, to subscribe all the articles of its

faith. Such was the state of his mind when he be-

came acquainted with the endncnt Dr. Cullen, who
was then established in jiractice at Hamilton, undei

whom he resolved to devote himself exclusively to

the ]irofession cjf medicine. Accordingly, ha\ing

obtained tlie consent of his fitlier, in the }ear 1737
he went to re--ide w ilh Dr. ('uUeii, in whose family

he lived nearly three yenr>~a peiiod which ever

afterwards he looke<l br.ek iqion with ]ieciiliar plea-

sure. Between the>e two gifjed individuals a part-

nership was now f(;rine<l, and it was agreed that

William Huiiti-r shoul I take charge (<f the surgical

and Dr. ( 'ullen of the mediial eases that occurred in

their juaclice. 'I'o can}' their mutual wishes more
eftleiently into ojjeration, it was arranged that'

William Hunter sliould ])roceed t(j Ldinburgh, and
then to London, for the ])Urpose of pursuing his

medical studies in each of these cities, after which,
that he should return to settle at Hamilton.

In Noveinlier, 1 740, William Hunter wx-nl to

L.diiil)ur^li, wliere he leniairied until the following

S])riiig, attending the lectures of the medical jirofes-

sors there, among whorn he had the advantage of

attending Dr. Alexander Monro, who was one of the
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most talented and able professors who perhaps ever
adorned that university. In the summer of 1741 he
proceeded to London, and resided with Mr. (after-

wards Dr.) .Smellie, then an apothecary in Pall Mall.

He took with him a letter of introduction from Mr.
Foulis, tlie printer at Glasgow, to Dr. James Dou-
glas. At first Mr. Hunter commenced the study of

anatomy under the tuition of Dr. Frank N'icholls,

who was the most eminent teacher of anatomy then

•'I London, and who had formerly professed the

h .ience at Oxford. It appears that Dr. Douglas had
been under some obligation to Mr. Foulis, who had
procured for him several editions of Horace, and he
naturally, therefore, paid attention to young Hunter,
whom he at once recognized to be an acute and
talented observer. Dr. Douglas was at that time
intent on a great anatomical work on the bones,

which he did not live to complete, and was looking

out for a young man of industry and ability to em-
ploy as his dissector. He soon perceived that his

new acquaintance would be an eligible assistant, and
after some preliminary conversation, invited him
into his family, for the double purpose of aiding him
with his dissections, and directing the education of

his son. The pecuniary resources of young Hunter
were at this time very slender, and the situation was
to him therefore higlily advantageous ; but it was
with dicTiculty that lie could obtain the consent of

his father for him to accept it, who being now old

and infirm, awaited with impatience his return to

Scotland. Ultimately, however, he was prevailed

on to acquiesce in the wishes of his son, wliich he did

with reluctance ; he did not, however, long survive,

as he died on the 30th of the October following,

aged seventy-eight. Mr. Hunter's previous arrange-

meiits with Dr. C'ullen formed no obstacle to his new
views; for he had no sooner explained his position

than Dr. Cullen, anxious for his advancement,
readily cancelled the articles of agreement. At
liberty now to take advantage of all the means of in-

struction by which he was surrounded,, he pursued
his studies with assiduity. By the friendly assistance

of Dr. Douglas he was enabled to enter himself as a

surgeon's pupil at .St. George's Hospital, under Mr.

James Wilkie, and as dissecting pupil under Mr.
Frank Xicholls. He also attended a course of ex-

perimental philosophy, which was delivered by
Desauguliers. He soon became very expert as a

dissector, insomuch that Dr. Douglas went to the

expense of having several of his preparations en-

graved. Bat he ilid not enjoy his liberal patronage
and aid long, for many months had not elapsed

wlien his kind benefactor died—an event which liap-

pjned April l, 1742. in the sixty-seventh year of his

ago. Dr. 1) )Uglas L-ft a wi'low and two children
;

but his deat!i made no alteration in respect to Mr.
Hunter, who continued as before to reside in his

family, and perform the same duties which he had
previously done.

In th: year 1743 the first production fr )ni the pen
of Mr. Hunter was communicated to tlie Royal So-

ciety. It was an Esiav on the Stnictiirc and Dis-
t-JSiS of Ai-'iai!at:]i;:; Cartilj'^^cs—a sul>ject which had
not been at that time sufficiently investigated, and
on whic'.i his ub>ervations threw consideral)Ie light.

His lavourite sclienie was now to communce as a

lecturer on anatoniv ; but he did not raslily enter on
tlii-- un lertaking. but jiassed some years more in mas-
tering the ncce-sary knowledge, and in making tlie

numerous preparations which are necessary to exhibit

in a coiiiplete course of anatomy. There is, ]')erhaps,

no branch of medical science which dcniaiitls mure
pitient and a->siduous toil than this; it was iiioie

esp.x-ially so at that period, when there were few
VOL. 11.

aids to anatomical knowledge. He communicated
his project to Dr. Nicholls, who had declined lec-

turing in favour of Dr. Lawrence, who gave him
little encouragement, and he retired, to await a fit

opportunity for commencing his designs. The
wished -for opportunity soon occurred. A society of

navy surgeons at that time existed, which occupied
rooms in Covcnt (iarden, and to this society Mr.
.Samuel Sharpe had been engaged as a lecturer on
the operations of surgery. This course Mr. .Sharpe

continued to repeat, until finding that it interfered

too much with his other engagements, he resigned
in favour of William Hunter, who gave his first

anatomical course in the winter of 1746. It is said

that when he first l)egan to speak in public he ex-

perienced much solicitude; but the aj^iilause he met
with inspired him with that confidence which is so
essential an element of all good oratory. Indeed,
he gradually became so fond of teaching, that some
few years before his death he acknowledged that he
was never happier than wiien engaged in lecturing.

The inofits of the first two courses were considerable;

but having with much generosity contributed to sup-

ply the i^ecuniary wants of his friends, he found
himself so reduced on the return of the next season

that he was obliged to postpone his lectures, because
he had not money to defray the necessary expenses

of advertising. An anecdote is mentioned by his

biographer, Symmons, very characteristic of the early

difficulties which are experienced by many men of

genius. Mr. Watson, one of his earliest pupils, ac-

companied him home after his next introductory

lecture. He had just received seventy guineas for

admission fees, which he carried in a l)ag under his

cloak, and observed to his friend, "that it was a

larger sum than he had ever been master of before."

His previous experience now taught him more cir-

cumspection—he became more cautious of lending

money, and by strict economy amassed that great

fortune which he afterwards so liberally devoted to

the interests of science. His success as a lecturer

before the society of navy surgeons was so decided,

that its members requested him to extend his course

to anatomy, and gave him the free use of their room
f jr his lectures. This compliment he could not fail

to have duly appreciated, and it may be regardeii as

the precursory sign of that brilliant career which he

was soon afterwards destined to pursue.

In the year 1747 he was admitted a member of

the Incorporation of Surgeons, and after the close

of his lectures in the spring of the following year,

he set out with his puj-nl, Mr. James Douglas, on

a tour through Holland and I'aris. At l.eyden he
visited the illustrious Albinus. whose adniiral)le in-

jections inspired him with the zeal to excel in this

useful department of anatomy. Having maile this

tour, he returned to prepare his winter course of

lectures, which he commenced at the usual time.

Mr. Hunter at this time practised surgery as

well as midwifery; but the fanur brar.cli of the

profession he always di>liked. His patron. Dr.

Douglas, had acquired considcralle ivjiv.iatioii as an

accoucheur, whicli prolial)ly induced him to direct

his views to this line of jM-actice. An additional in-

ducement also presented itself, in the circumstance of

his being elected one of t!ie surgeon-accoucheurs to

the Middlesex I lospital. and afterwanl^ to the Briti.sh

I.ving-in Hospital. The immduction of male prac-

titioners in tills department of the professiiui, accord-

ing to Astruc, toolc ]>lace on the confinement ff

Madame la \'alHerc in ioC)3. Slie was anxious for

concealment, and called in jul;;in C lenient, an emi-

neni sui^'con, who was >ecri,ily con-iucted into tlie

ho'-'.^e w iiere ^he lav, coxeiing her face with a h.ood,

5G
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and where the king is said to have been hidden be-

hind the curtains. He attended her in her subse-

quent accouchments, and his success soon brought

the class of male practitioners into fashion. Nor
was this a matter of minor import, for hereby the

mortality among lying-in women has been materially

reduced. Mowbray is said to have been the first

lecturer on obstetrics in London, and he delivered

his course of lectures in the year 1725. To him
succeeded the Chamberlains, after whom Smellie

gave a new air of importance and dignity to the

science. It is said that the manners of Smellie were
by no means prepossessing— indeed they are de-

scribed to have been unpleasing and rough ; there-

fore, although a man of superior talent, he necessarily

found a difficulty in making his way among the

refined and the more polished circles of society.

Herein Hunter had a decided advantage, for while

he was recognized to be a man of superior abilities,

his manners and address were extremely conciliating

and engaging. The most lucrative part of the prac-

tice of midwifery was at this time divided between
Sir Richard Manningham and Dr. Sandys;—the

former of whom died, and the latter retired into the

country just after Mr. Hunter became known as an

accoucheur.

The field was now in a great measure left open to

liim, and in proportion as his reputation increased

he became more extensively consulted. His prede-

cessor. Dr. .Sandys, had been formerly professor of

anatomy at Cambridge, where he had formed a

valualile collection of preparations, wliich on his

death having fallen into the hands of Dr. IJloom-

field, was now purchased by Mr. Hunter for the

sum of ;{^200. There can be no doubt that the

celebrity of Mr. Hunter as an anatomist contributed

to increase his practice as an accoucheur, as it was
reasonalily expected that his minute knowledge of

anatomy would give him a correspondingly great

command in difficult and dangerous cases. Acting

now principally as an accoucheur, he appears to have

entirely relinquished the surgical department of his

]irofession; and, desirous of practising as a physician,

h-' obtained in 1 750 the dt?grce of Doctor of Medicine
from the university of Cilasgow. The degree of

Doctor of Medicine at that and other universities of

Scotland was at this jjeriod granted on the candi-

dates paying a certain sum of money and jiresent-

iiig a certificate from other doctors of medicine of

lii.-> being qualitied to jiractise the healing art—but

so much was the facility of obtaining these degrees

al)used that this method of granting them has been

very properly ab(ili-.hed. Shurlly after (jljtaining his

diploma. Dr. Hunter left the family of .Mr. Douglas,

and went to reside in Jcrniyn Street, .Soho Stpiarc.

The following .^uniiner he revisited his native

country, fir which, amidst the jirofcssioiial pio-

sperity of a town life, he continued to entertain a

cordial affection. He found on his arrival that his

mother was still living at Long Calderwood, which
was now become his own property, in con.sfquence

of the death (jf his brother James, who died in the

twenty-eighth year of his age. It is v.oi thy of notice

tint this young man had l^een a writer to the signet

in Ivliid)urgh ; but disliking the iirofosion of the

law, he went to London, witii the intention of study-

ing anatomy under his brother William—so that it

would almost appear that in the family of the Hun-
ters there was an hereditary love fijr medical science.

I!l liL-nkli, however, jfreycd ujion his constitution;

-o that he coulfl not carry out his plans, and he

theref )re returned to Ids birtli)<lace, where he died.

At this jieriod Dr. Cidlen was progressing to that

fame which lie subsequently attained; and was resid-

ing at Glasgow, where Dr. Hunter again met him,
to take a retrospect over the eventful changes which
had signalized the progress of their separate lives.

On the return of Dr. Hunter to London he con-
tinued corresponding with Dr. Cullen on a variety

of interesting scientific subjects, and many of the
letters have been published by Dr. Thomson, in his

life of this eminent physician, a work which should
be familiar to all who take any interest in the history

of medical science.

On the resignation of Dr. Layard, who had offi-

ciated as one of the physicians to the British Lying-

in Hospital, we find the governors of that institution

voting their "thanks to Dr. Hunter for the services

he had done the hospital, and for his continuance in

it as one of the physicians." Accordingly, he was
established in this office without the usual form of

an election. He was admitted in the following year

licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians, and
was soon after elected a member of the Medical
Society. His history of an aneurism of the aorta

appears in the first volume of their Ohscii'alicns and
Inquiries, published in 1757. In 1762 we find him,

in the Medical Commentaries, supporting his claim

of priority in making numerous anatomical discover-

ies over that of Dr. Monro secundus, at that time

professor of anatomy in the university of Ldinburgh.

It is not easy to adjust the claims of contemporary
discoverers in numerous branches of science ; and
though, on this occasion, a wordy war of consider-

able length was waged concerning the real author

of the great doctrine of the absorbent action of the

lymphatic system, yet the disputants seem to have
left the field, each dissatisfied with the conduct of

his antagonist, and each equally confident of being

entitled to the honour of being regarded as the real

discoverer. It is not worth while to rake .n]i the

ashes of any such controversy; Init it is no more than

justice to assert, that Dr. Hunter vindicated his

claims in a manly and honourable tone, at the same
time acknowledging that "the subject was an un-

pleasant one, and he was therefore sekh^m in the

humour to take it up."

In 1762, when the queen became pregnant. Dr.

William Hunter was consulted, and two years after-

wards had the honour to be a])pointed jihysician

extraordinary to her majesty. We may now regard

him as having attained the highest rank in his jiro-

fession ; and from the increase of his juactice he
selected Mr. Ilewson, an iixluslrious and accom-
plished young man, to be his assistant, and after-

wards took him into partnershij) w ith him in his lec-

tures. This connection subsisted until the year 1 770,

when, in consetpience of some misunderstanding,

it was dissf)lved, and Cruickshank succeeded to the

same situation. In the year 1767 Dr. William

Hunter became a fellow of the Royal Society, to

which the fidlowing year he coinmunieated his ob-

servations (in the bones, eonmioiily su]i])os0(l to be

elejihants' bones, which were fiund near the river

Ohio in .\mcrica. .At this jieiiod the aiteiition (T

men (jf science had been directed to the lai^^'e Ixines,

tusks, and teeth, which had liet'ii fouml on the banks
of tile aliove rivi-r, and the l-'reiich Academicians
came to the conclusion that they were, in all ]<rol)a-

bility, the bones of elephants. l''rom the different

character of the jaw-bone, and other anatomical

signs, Dr. William Ihniti-r, however, came to the

conclusion that tlicy did not belong to the e]ephj;iit,

but to an animal nno^inliini. ])iohalily the same as

the mannnoth of Siheiia.' .Nor was this the only

sidiject ()f natural liistory on wliieli Dr. Hunter ex-

' rhilciojtliical Transactions, vol. Ivui.
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ercised his ingenuity, for in a subsequent volume of
the Transactions we find him offering his remarks
on some bones found in the Koclv of Gibraltar, wiiich

he proves to have belonged to some ciuadni])ed.

Further, we find an account published by iiim of tiie

nylghau, an Indian animal not before described.

Thus, amidst the anxious duties of that department
of the profession in which he excelled, we find his

active mind leading him into investigations on sub-

jects of natural history, which are eminently interest-

ing to all who delight in examining into the mys-
teries, and beauties, and past history of the surround-

ing world.

In the year 1768 Dr. William Hunter became
fellow of the Society of Arts, and the same year, at

theinstitutionofan Academy of Arts, he was appointed
by his majesty professor of anatomy. His talents

were now directed into a new sphere of action, in

which he engaged with unabated ardour and zeal.

He studied the adaptation of the expression of ana-

tomy to sculpture and painting, and his observations

are said to have been characterized by much origin-

ality and just critical acumen.
In January, 1781, he was unanimously elected

successor to Dr. John Fothergill, as president of the

Royal College of Physicians of London, the interests

of which institution he zealously promoted. In

1780 the Royal Medical Society of Paris elected him
one of their foreign associates, and in 17S2 he re-

ceived a similar mark of distinction from the Royal
Academy of Sciences in that city. Thus, in tracing

the life of this eminent physician, we find honour
upon honour conferred upon him, in acknowiedg-
nient of the essential services which he rendered to

the cause of science. But his chef d\rHiTc yet re-

mains to be noticed ; it was consummated in the in-

valuable Anatomy of the Human Gravid Uterus, one
of the most splendid medical works of the age in

which he lived. It was commenced in 1751, but

not completed until 1775' owing to the author's

desire to render it as complete as possible. It con-

tains a series of thirty-four folio jilates, from superior

drawings of subjects and preparations, executed by
the first artists, exhibiting all the principal changes
which occur during the nine months of pregnancy.

Here we find the first representation that was given

of the retroverted uterus, and the membrana decidua
reflexa discovered by himself He did not live,

however, to complete the anatomical description

of the figures, which his nephew Dr. BaiUie did

in 1794.' He dedicated this valuable work to the

king; and it needs only to ht added, in testimony

of its merit, that notwithstanding the march of medi-

cal knowledge, it has not been supcrs'jded by any
rival author. It remains now, antl will go down
to posterity, as a standard work, complete in its

designs and admirable in its execution. P.ut this

was not the oidy service which Dr. ^^'llliam Hunter
rendered to the profession ; it remains for us yet to

record the circumstances under which he founded a

museum which ha> justly called forth the admiration
of every medical man by whom it has been \isited.

When he began to reap the fruits of his professional

s]<ill an.d exertions, he determined on laying aside a

fund from which he would derive su]iport, if over-

taken by the calamities of sickness or the infirmities

of age. 'I'his he very shortly accomplished ; and it

is said, that on one <^ccnsifin he stated that, lir.ving

1) )rrowed lr<Mn this fund a sum to defiav some ex-

]>_-n-es of his museum, he felt very much dissr.ti-tied

and uneasy until it was rei'laced. His ciimjielciiev

!\-i.-r'/t:.'n rf

having been obtained, and his wealth continuing to

accumulate, he formed a laudable design of founding
a school of medicine, and for this purpose addressed
a memorial to Mr. (Irenville, then minister, in which
he requested the grant of a ])iece of ground in the
Mews for tlie site of an anatomical theatre. He
undertook to expen<l £1000 on the building, and to

endow a ]irofessorship of anatomy in perpetuity; but
the scheme did not meet the recei>tion it deserved,
and fell to the ground. It is saicl that the Karl of

Shelbume afterwards, in conversation with the learned

doctor, expressed his approliation of the design, and
desired his name tt) be put flown as a subscril>er for

/"looo. I'ut Dr. Hunter had now, it would a])iiear,

determined on other arrangements, having purchased
a spot of ground in Great Windmill .Street, which
he determined \.o approjiriate to the pro]wjsed use.

He there built accordingly a house and anatomical
theatre, and removed from Jermyn Street to these

premises in 1770. Medical men engaged in active

practice, who have a taste for the study of morbid
anatomy, have little difficulty in obtaining specimens;

and by his own exertions and those of his pupils,

many of whom engaged zealously in the cause, he
soon succeeded in bringing together a vast number
of morbid preparations, to augment the number of

which he purchased numerous collections that were
at various times exposed to sale in Ltmdon. The
taste for collecting, which all accpiire who commence
founding a museum, "increased by what it fed on,"

and he now, in addition to the anatomical specimens,

sought to accumulate fossils, curious books, coins— in

short, whatevermight interest eithertheman of letters,

the physician, the naturalist, or the antiquary. We
are informed that in respect to books he became
]50ssessed of "the most magnificent treasure of Greek
and Latin books that has been accunudated since the

days of Mead;"—furthermore, Mr. Combe, a learned

friend of the doctor's, published a description of part

of the coins in the collection, under the following

title:

—

A'ummorum ]'eterum Populorum et I'rbium

qui in Museo Guliclmi Hunter assei~antur, Descri/-tio,

fii:;uris illustrata. In the preface to this volume,

%\hich is dedicated by Dr. William Hunter to her

majestv, some account is given of ihe progress ot

the collection, which had been accumulating since

1770, at an expense of upwards of ;^20,ooo. In

17S1 a valuable addition to it was received, consist-

ing of shells, corals, and other curious subjects <4

natural history, which had been collected by the late

J >r. Fothergill, who gave directions by his will that

his collection should be appraised after his death,

and that Dr. William Hunter should have the re-

fusal of it at ;{!"500. This was accordingly (haie,

and Dr. Hunter purchased it eventually fur / 1 200.

To complete the history of this museum, wc may
here add, that on the death of Dr. William Hunter

he bequeathed it, under the direction of trustees, fir

the use of his nephew Dr. Matthew P.aiilie, and in

case of his death to Mr. Cruickshaiik. f a" the term ol

thirty years, at the expiration of whieh it was to be

transmitted to the university o!" ( ihtsgow. '1 lie sum

of /fSooo was furthermore left as a tV.n<l fiu tl.e

supiHirt and au^nnentatioii ol t;;e collection, ar.d

each of the trustees was left fio Jer ai.num f'-r

the term of tliirty years— tliat is. during tlie jieriod

that thev would' lie exeetiting the purposes ot the

will. iVfoi-e tile expiration ^A tlie ].eriod assigned.

Dr. I'.aiHie renio\ed tlie museum to (.lasgow, where

it at present is visited by all who lake an ir.terest m
medical lU" general scienee.

We have loil-wei Dr. William Hunter tlirouc;h

llie chief and iiio~t reinai-kable events by v-hieh liis

lile wab chaiac;cri.;eLi; and now, pMUsing to cuiUem-
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plate his having arrived at the summit of his ambition

—honoured by tlie esteem of his sovereign, compli-

mented by foreign academies, and consulted by per-

son^ of all ranks—with an independence of wealth

which left him no desires for furtlier accumulation of

riches^we must acknowledge that the cup of human
enjoyment, while it mantles to the brim, must still

contain some bitter drop— that there is in this world

no happiness without alloy. Ill health now preyed

upon his constitution, and he seriously made up his

mind to retire to his native country, where he might

look back upon the vista of his past life and die in

peace. With this view he re(juested his friends Dr.

Cullen and Dr. Baillie to look out for a pleasant

estate for him, which they did, and fixed on a spot

in Annandale, which they recommended him to

purchase. The bargain was concluded, but when
the title-deeds were examined they were found to

be defective—and accordingly the whole project fell

to the ground, for although harassed Ijy ill health,

Dr. Hunter found that the expenditure to support

the museum was so enormous, that he preferred still

remaining in his practice. He was at this time

dreadfully afflicted with gout; the attacks became
more frequent; but on the 20th of March, 1783, he

found himself so much recovered, that he determined

to give the introductory lecture to the operations of

surgery, and it was to no purpose that his friends

urged on him the impropriety of the attempt. Ac-
cordingly he delivered the lecture, but towards the

conclusion his strength became so nuich exhausted
that he fainted, and was obliged to be carried by his

servants out of the lecture-room. The night after

the delivery of the above lecture, and the following

day, his symptoms became aggravated, and on Satur-

day morning he informed his medical adviser, Mr.
Combe, that he had during the night had a paralytic

str.jke. As neither his speech nor his jndse was
affected, and as he was able to raise himself in bed,

Mr. Combe was in hopes that his patient \\as mis-

taken; but the symptoms that supervened indicated

that the nerves which arise in the lumbar region had
become paralyzed; for the organs to which they are

distributed loit the power of performing their func-

tions. Accordingly he lingered, with the symptoms
which in all similar cases exist, until Sunday the

30th March, when he expired. During his last

nidments he maintained very great fortitude and
calmness, and it is reported that shortly bef<jre his

death he said, turning round to Mr. Coml)e, "If I

had strength enough to hold a pen I would write

how easy and pleasant a thing it is to die." During
the latter part of his illness his brother John—with
whom he had previously been on unfriendly terms

—

requested permission to attend him, and felt severely

the parting scene. His remains we:e interred on
the 5th April, in the rector's vault of Si. James'
Church, Westminster.
The lives of all eminent men may bo viewc<l in a

double relation— they may bj contenii)lated sini])ly

with a reference to tlieir ])rofessional and public

career—or they may be viewed in connection with

the character tliey have displayed in the retired ]iaths

of domestic life. It would appear that Dr. Hunter
<levoted himself exclusively t<; the pursuits of his

])rofession; nor did he contract any tic of a gentler

and more endearing nature to bind him to the world.

His hal)its were temperate and frugal. NN'lien he
invited friends to dine with him he seldom regaled

tiiein with more than two dishes, and he was often

heard (ij say, that "a man wluj cannot dine on one
di-!i deserves to have no dinner." .Vfler tlie re-

]>,i>t the Servant hanled ronml a sin^jle gla^s of

wine to each of hi., gne:,ts; which trilles show the

economical disposition he possessed, and which en-
abled him to realize ;^7o,ooo for the purpose of

completing a museum for the benefit of posterity.

He was an early riser, and after his professional
visits was to be found always occupied in his museum.
He was in person "regularly shaped, but of slender
make, and rather below the middle stature." There
are several good portraits of him, one of which is

an unfinished painting by Toffany, representing him
in the act of giving a lecture on the muscles at the
Royal Academy, surrounded by a group of Acade-
micians. Another by .Sir Joshua Reynolds, and of
which a correct and elegant fac-simile is given in

connection with the present wo:k, is preserved' in

the Hunterian Museum at Glasgow.
The professional character of Dr. Hunter is de-

servedly held high in the estimation of all who are

acquainted with the history of medicine. His ylfia-

tomy of the Gravid litems is alone a monument of
his ability; but, besides this, he made discoveries for

which his name deserves the highest possible respect.

His claims to being the discoverer of the origin

and use of the lymphatic vessels were, it is true,

warndy contested; but many who have taken pains

to examine the merits of the controversy, among
whom we may mention the celebrated Blumenbach,
agree in awarding to him the honour of the discovery.

He had the merit also of first describing the varicose

aneurism, which he did in the Obsofntious and In-
quiries published by the Medical .Society of London.
His discovery and delineation of the memhrana
decidua reflexa in the retroverted uterus, deserves

also honourable mention; in short, both the sciences

of anatomy and midwifery were materially advanced
by his labours. He was a good orator, and an able

and clear lecturer; indeed the extent of his knowledge,
more especially in physiology, enabled him to throw
a charm of interest over the dry details of descriptive

anatomy. His general knowledge was, as we have
seen, very extensive; and his name and talents Meie
respected in every part of Lurope. Among the

NLSS. which he left behind him, were found tlie

connnencement of a work on Biliary and Urinary
Concretions, and two introductory lectures, one of

which contains the history of anatomy from the

earliest period down to the time when he wrote
;

also, considerations on the immediate connection of

that science with the jnactice of ph)sic and surgery.

Among other of his works, which are highly esteemed
by the profession, we may notice his Essay on tlie

Ori^i^in 0/ the J'enereal Disease, \\hich he communi-
cated to the Royal Society; and also his Rejleetions

on the Symphisis Pubis.

By his will Dr. Hunter bcqucalhed an annuity of

;^loo to his sister Mrs. Baillie during her life, and
the sum of /"2000 to each of her daughters. The
residue of his estate and effects went to liis neidiew.

We may conclude our memoir of this eminent
physician by relating the following anecdcjte, which
is said to have occurred in his \i.iit to .Scotland

before he had acquired the celebrity he so earnestly

desired. As he and Dr. Cullen were riding one day
in a low jxart of the country, the latter ]iointed out

to him his native ))Iace, Long Calderwcjod, at a
considerable distance, and remarked how conspicuous

it n]>|>eared. "Well,' said he, with some degree of

energy, "il I live' I shall make it more cons])icuous."

We need not add any comment on his having lived

to verify fully tlii, ] rediction. Such are the achieve-

ments which as^iiluily and jierseverance arc ever

enabled to ncci'ni]ilish. Tlie moral deducible from
the lives fif all emir.eiU men teaches the same lesson.

Jkhn llr\i}i:, younger brother of the preced-

ing, was oi;c of the UKjst prof(Air,d anatomists and
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expert surgeons of th':' age in which he lived. We
have already seen liow much his brother did to pro-

mote the interests of medical science, and we sliall

find in the sequel that the subject of our present

memoir accomplished still more, and attained even

to a higher and prouder eminence, insomuch that his

name is, as it were, consecrated in the history of

his profession, and respected and esteemed by all who
are in the slightest degree acquainted with the

science. The exact date of his birth has been a

subject of some dispute:—by Sir Everard Home
it is placed in July 14, 1728; and this day has been
celebrated as its anniversary by the College of Sur-

geons of London;— Dr. Adams, however, has dated

it on the 13th of February, on the authority of the

parish register shown to him by the Rev. James
French, the minister of the parish. This evidence

is sufficiently satisfactory; and we therefore consider

that the latter is the correct date of his birth. He
was, as we have already stated, the youngest of tl)e

family, and born when his father had nearly reached

the age of seventy. Being the youngest, he was a

great favourite with both of his parents; indeed, they

allowed him to enjoy without restraint all the plea-

sures and pastimes which are the delight of early

life, without imposing on him those tasks which are

essential to an early and good education. Ten years

after his birth his mother was left a widow, and he
was then the only son at home, one or both of his

sisters being now married. Herein, tlierefore, we
may find every apology for the indulgence of his

mother, who doubtless regarded him with an eye
of no ordinary interest and affection. He was ac-

cordingly not sent to school until he had arrived

at the age of seventeen, when he was placed at a

grammar-school—but not having the jiatience to

apply himself to the cultivation of languages, and
furthermore disliking the restraint to which he was
subjected, he neglected his studies, and devoted the

greater part of his time to country amusements.
About this time John Hunter went to Glasgow
on a visit to his sister, for whom he had the greatest

affection, to comfort her in her distress, and endeavour
to assist in extricating her husband from the difficul-

ties in which he \\as involved. There is a report

that Mr. Hunter was destined to be a carpenter, and
one of his biographers ventures to affirm that "a
wheel-wright or carpenter he certainly was ;" how-
ever, the only ground for such a statement seems to

have been, that when orders were pressing he occa-

sionally did assist his brother-in-law, by \\orking

with him at his trade. The occupation of a carpenter

is, in towns distant from the metropolis, often ajm-
blned with that of a cabinet-maker;—and thence

arose the report to which we have just alluded.

Soon become tired of witnessing embarrassments he

could not relieve, and finding tliat his sister preferred

grieving over her sorrows alone, to allowing him to

be the constant witness of her grief, he returned to

Long Calderwood, after an absence \\hicli had so

f.ir had a beneficial effect on him that it weaned him
from home, reconciled his mother to his aVjsence,

and in all probability suggested to him reflections

and motives for future activity, which never other-

wise might have occurred. He had often heard of

lr,> linitiier William's success in London, and he
now wrote to him requesting permission to ]inv

l:!ni a visit, at the same time offering to assist him
in liis anatomical labours;—and in case these pro-
po>;ils were not accepted, he expressed a wish to go
into llie army. His Ijrotlicr returned a very kind
answer, and gave him an invitation to visit liim

immediately, ^^llic]l he cheerfully accepted, and in

Senteinlier, 1 74S, he arri\cd in lAindon. Aliuut a

fortnight before the winter session of lectures for

that year, his brother, anxious to form some opinion

of his talents for anatomy, gave him an arm to dissect

the muscles, with some necessary instructions for his

guidance, and the performance, we are informed,

greatly exceeded expectation. William now gave
him a dissection of a more difficult nature— an arm
in which all the arteries were injected, and these as

well as the muscles were to l)e exposed and preserved.

His execution of this task gave his brother ver\- great

satisfaction, nor did he now hesitate to declare that

he would soon become a good anatomist, and fur-

thermore he promised that he should not want for

employment. Here we may observe, that the mani-
pulation in dissecting requires a species of tact,

which, like many other acfiuirements, is best ob-

tained in early life; and now under the instruction

of his brother and his assistant Mr. Symonds, he
had everj' opportunity f<jr improvement, as all the

dissections carried on in London at this time were
confined to that school.

In the summer of 1749 the celebrated Cheselden,

at the request of Dr. Ihmter, permitted John to

attend at the Chelsea Hospital, where he had ample
opportunities for studying by the sick-bed the pro-

gress and modifications of disease. At this time

surgical pathology was in a rude state ; and, among
other absurd doctrines, the jirogress of ulceration

was held to be a solution of the solid parts into pus

or matter. When the mind, however young, enters

fresh and vigorous into the field of inquiry, untram-

melled by early prejudices, it is apt to observe pheno-

mena in new relations, and to discover glimmerings

of paths which lead to the knowledge of unsuspected

truths. Such at this time we may consider to have
been the state of John Hunter's mind— acute in all

its perceptions ; discriminate in all its observations
;

and free to embrace fearlessly whatever new theories

his reflections might suggest. Here, therefore, in

learning the first rudiments of surgery, he first began
to suspect the validity of the doctrines which were
promulgated, which some few years afterwards it

was his good fortune to combat and overthrow.

Li the succeeding season Mr. Hunter was so far

advanced in the knowledge of practical anatomy as

to relieve his brother from the duty of attendmg in

the dissecting-room. This now became the scene of

the younger brother's enqdoyment during the winter

months, whilst William cor.fined himself to deliver-

ing lectures in tlie theatre. In the summer he re-

sumed his attendance at the Chelsea Hospital, and in

the following year, 175 1, he became a pupil at St.

liartholomew's Hospital, where he was generally

present at the performance of the most remarkable

operations. At this time Mr. Pott was one of the

senior surgeons at the latter institution, and no man
operated more expertly, or lectured with better cflect,

than he did; and although his pathological d.octriries

were subsequently, and with justice, arraigned by

his jiresent pujMl, his name is no\\liere mentioned

by him but with the higliest resjicct.

In the year 1753 Mr. HmUer entered .-s .1 gentle-

man commoner in St. Mary"s Hall. Cxford; pro-

bably with the view of subsequently becoming a

fellow of the College of riiysiciaiis. L-ut his matri-

culation was not afterwards persevered in, and the

following year he ei.tered as surgeon's pujdl at St.

Ceorge's I'lo-jiital. His object in taking this step,

\\ liieh niigb.t at fiist sight appear to have beenunneces-

sarv. i- oi)\ious. lie desired to obtain the appoint-

ment of viirgeoii U> some p^ublic hosjiital; and lie well

k:.e\\'. that \\h;'e his clianee eif sucee-.s at Chelsea

IIo->!iital was \-e;y remote, he \\as iiieeliuled from

competing I'or tile appointnieiit at St. IJai tholomew's,
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from the circumstance of his not having served an ap-

prenticeship to any surgeon of that hospital, a quali-

fication expressly required of every candidate for that

otTice. He accordingly calculated that the chances

were more in his favour at St. George's, where he

hoped to obtain sufficient interest among the medical

otVicers to facilitate his wishes. To this hospital he
was in two years afterwards appointed house-surgeon.

This, we may observe, is a temporary office, the

person holding which may be regarded as a resident

pupil, who lives in the house, and is expected to be

always in readiness to attend to any accident that may
be brought to the house, or may occur in the vicinity.

In the winter of 1755 he was admitted to a partner-

ship in the lectures of his brother, a certain portion

of the course being allotted to him, and he being

required to lecture during the occasional al^sence of

his colleague. Probably from the neglect of his early

education, he was little qualified to compete with his

brother as a lecturer, a task he always performed
with very great difficulty. For making dissections

and anatomical preparations he was unrivalled in

skill; and this was of no mean importance when we
remember that this art was at that time very little

known, and that such exhibitions were of great utility

during the public lecture. "Mr. Hunter worked
for ten years," says Sir Everard Home, "on human
anatomy, during which period he made himself

master of what was already known, as well as made
some addition to that knowledge. He traced the

ramifications of the olfactory nerves upon the mem-
branes of the nose, and discovered the course of some
of the branches of the fifth pair of nerves. In the

gravid uterus he traced the arteries of the uterus to

tlieir termination in the placenta. He was also the

first who discovered the existence of the lymphatic
vessels in birds." The difficulty of unravelling all

the conij'jlex parts of the human frame induced him
to extend his inquiries and examine into the struc-

ture of the inferior animals, nature having, as Dr.
Geoffroy .St. Hiiaire has more recently demon-
strated, preserved one type in the organization of all

animate beings. He applied to the keeper of the

Tower, and the men who are the proprietors of the

menageries of wikl beasts, for the bodies of the

animals that died under their care, besides which
he purchased such rare animals as came in his way,
and many were presented to him by his friends,

which he verv judiciously intrusted to the showmen
to keep until ihcy died, the belter to secure their

interest in assisting him in his labcjurs.

Ill health is too often the iienalty of unremitting
application, and Mr. IlmUer's health now became
so much impaired by excessive attention to his pur-
suits, that in the year 1 760, when he had just com-
jdeted his thirty-second year, he became affected by
symptoms which ajipeared to tlireaten consumption,
and for which a milder climate was dcL-nicd advis-

able.

In October, 1760, he was apjiointed by Mr. .\d;ur

surgeon on the staff, and the f)li()\ving sjiring he
emljarked with the army fitr IJelleisle, leaving Mr.
llewMm to assist his brother during his ai)seiice.

15')lh in lielleisle and Portugal he served as SL-nior

surgeon on the staff until the year 1763, and during
this period amassed the materials for his valuable

wurk on gunshot wounds. Nor is this all; taking
a lvaiita;^'u of the opjiortunilies presented to him, he
eximiiied the Ijodics of many of the recently killed,

witii tile view of tracing llie healthy structures of

certain parts, as well as the nature of ))articular

secretions. .After the ])eace in 1763 .Mr. Hunter
returned U> lOngland, "which,"' says one of his hio-

gra[jhers, "I have often heard him say he had left

long enough to be satisfied how preferable it is to
all other countries."

Mr. Hewson had now supplied the place of Mr.
Hunter in superintending dissections and assisting

in the anatomical theatre during the space of two
years, and it was scarcely to be expected that he
would resume his connection with his brother. Here,
then, we find Mr. Hunter at the age of thirty-six,

with very limited means, and with few friends,

settling in London. Scarcely can any situation of

greater anxiety be conceived than that of an able

and active-minded man sitting down to practise

medicine in a city in which he is comparatively a
stranger, and which is already supplied with numer-
ous rival practitioners on whom the public has al-

ready pronounced a favourable verdict. Such at this

time was the position of Mr. Hunter: as one of his

biographers simply but emphatically exjiresses it,

"the practice of surgery now and for a long time
afterwards afforded no opening for him; Hawkins,
Bunfield, .Sharpe, Potter embraced almost the whole
of family practice, whilst Adair and Tomkins carried

from him the chief of the practice derived from the

army." Disheartening, and indeed gloomy, as these

prospects now were, he returned with unabated
ardour to his scientific pursuits, and laid the foun-

dation of that eminence which he afterwards at-

tained. Findingtheemolumenlsfromhis half-payand

private practice insufficient to support him, he resolved

to teach practical anatomy and operative surgery.

With the pecuniary means which he was thus enabled

to raise, he purchased about two miles from London
a piece of ground near Brompton, at a place called

Earl's Court, and there built a house fi)r the purpose

of experiments which he could not carry on success-

fully in a large town. Here, in the course of his

inquiries, he made several important discoveries.

He ascertained the changes which animal and vege-

table substances undergo in the stomach w hen acted

on by the gastric juice; he also, by feeding animals

with madder, which tinges growing bones with a red

colour, discarded the princi]des observable in the

growth of bones; and, furthermore, succeeded in

explaining the process by which a dead piece is

separated from the living bone. During his absence

from England his name had in some degree been

kept up before the attention of the public by his

brother's essays in the Medical Ccnnnenlaries, where
we find several allusions to his experiments and

observations. In consequence of these scientific

researches, while he was yet as a practitioner over-

looked by the public, the Royal Society, much to

its honour, elected lum a fellow, in which title he

preceded his brother, who was ten years older, and
had been known ten years earlier in the metroiiolis.

The adjudgment of this honour and the recognition

of the merit which it necessarily carried along with

it, must, in Mr. Hunter's circumstances, have been

to him i)eculiaily gratifying. It was a jjroud incen-

tive to further exertion ; and a strong inducement to

bear up against the difficulties which, as we have

exjilaiiied, at this time retarded his professional

advancement.
Tile love of science leads us at all times to re-

sources wiiich lie lieyond the neglect and injustice of

the world, and the mind of Hunter, untutcued as it

was in early life, now sought relief, occupation, and
imi)rovemeiit in the paliis which it opened up.

,\inoiig other instructive amusements, he employed
himself in watching the ]>eculiar habits and instincts

of various animal>, for which piir])ose he kcjit seve-

ral, which sjiould have been domiciled in menageries,

in his own hou>e. .Sir Everard Home relates the

following anecdote;—"Two leopards, which were
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left chained in an onthouse, had broken from their

continement and got into the yard among some dogs,

which tliey immediately attacked ; the howling this

produced alarmed the whole neighbourhood. Mr.
Hunter ran into the yard to see what was the matter,

and found one of them climbing up the wall to make
his csca])c, the other surrounded by the dogs; he

immediately laid hold of them both and carried them
back to their den. But as soon as they were secured,

and he had time to reflect on the risk of his own
situation, he was so much agitated that he was in

danger of fainting."

This year, by a strong exertion in dancing, Mr.
Hunter unfortunately broke the tendo Achillis (the

strong and broad tendon felt at the back of the foot),

in consequence of which he introduced an improve-

ment on the mode of treating this accident, which
was superior to that recommended by Dr. .\lcxander

Munro, who had himself at a more advanced period

of life experienced a similar misfortune.

We have no account from Sir Everard Home of

^Ir. Hunter's town residence, until his brother,

having completed his house in Windmill Street,

assigned over to him the lease of his house in Jermyn
Street. It is presumed by one of his biographers,

that on his fust arrival in London he lodged in

Covent Garden, for the purpose of being near to his

brother's dissecting-rooms, and another informs us

that on his return from abroad he resided in Golden
Square. Be this as it may, he appears to have lived

in Jermyn Street until the expiration of the lease in

1783, a period of fifteen years. \Vhatever may have
been the slight difference which existed between him
and his brother, the latter appears still to have in-

terested himself in his welfare, as we find that,

chijily tiirough his interest, he was in 1768 (on the

authority of Dr. Symmons) elected surgeon to .St.

Georges Hospital. He had now accpiired the de-

sired means for giving his talents and industry full

scop;; for, as fellow of the Royal Society, he gained
the earliest notice of every scientific discovery and
improvement which might take place in Europe; and
as surgeon to this hospital he had the means of ex-

tending his ol)servations and confirming his patho-

logical doctrines. His whole time was now devoted
to the examination of facts, and the patient accumu-
lation of such knowledge as he could gradually
attain; nor did he, as many others have done, cap-

tivated by l(_>ve of fame, rush prematurely before

the notice of the public. Herein he showed very

considerable wistlom, and well would it have been
for many authors had they, like him, persevered

even in obscurity in maturing their knowledge before

surrendering themselves to a tribunal whose verdict

will always in the end be found to have been dictated

by the severest and most rigid principles of justice.

The surgeons of most of the pul/lic hos[)ita!s in

this country have the privilege of selecting, on their

own terms, house-pupils, who reside with them a

year or two after the completion of their education.

.'\mong many who became pupils of John Hunter,
and afterwards acquired celebrity in their jirofession,

we may notice the famous Dr. Jenner, who Ijoarded

in hi.-, l!(m.-,e in 1770 and 1771, and lived in haliits of

intimacy with him until his death. "In every coii-

versaiiMii," says a friend of Dr. Jennev's, "ns well

as in a letter I received from him, he spoke with he-

coming gratitude of his friend and master."' Even
tiie sli,;Iuest recollection, or testimony (jf esteem,
from >uch a man as Dr. Jenner, in favour or ilh;-tra-

tion (if ihc character of Jnhn Hunter inu>t lie re-

ceived with interest. In 1771 Mr. Hunter ])ul)li-hed

the first part of his Tiwiti^,- on the 'J\\th. a verv valu-

able work, the nieri: of \\ hich h.is not been si;rpa>>cd

by any later production. It may be obscrv-ed, en

passant, that tliis was the only work he .sold to the

booksellers, all liis others being published on his

own account, or communicated to miscellaneous col-

lections, chiefly periodicals. Between the appear-

ance of the first and second part of his treatise, Dr.

Eothergill published his paj)er on that painful affec-

tion of the facial nerve, denominated Tic Dolotireux.

While thus rising in eminence, Mr. Hunter became
attached to the daughter of Mr. Boyne Home, sur-

geon of Burgoyne's regiment of light horse, who was
also the father of the celebrated Sir 1-^erard Home;
but their marriage was necessarily delayed until he
had obtained a sufficient competency. His exertions

therefi.)re were correspondingly increased; and during
this time, when he could susjjend his professional

and scientific toils, nothing gave him greater gratifi-

cation than the jjleasure of enjoying her society.

"The expenses of his pursuits," says Sir Everard
Home, "had been so great, that it was not for some
years after his first engagement with this lady that

his affairs could be sufficiently arranged to admit of

his marriage. This happy period at length arrived,

and he was married to Miss Home in 1771."

"Whilst he was paying," continues .Sir Everard,

"his addresses to my sister, I Mas a boy at West-
minster School. During the holidays I came home,
and Mr. Hunter, who was frequently there, always
showed me particular kindness; he made my father an
offer to bring me up to his profession, a jiroposal which
I readily accepted. I was struck with the novelty and
extent of his researches, had the highest respect and
admiration for his talents, and was ambitious to tread

the paths of science under so able a master."

The year after his marriage, at the request of .Sir

John Pringle, he read to the Royal Society a com-
munication showing that after death the gastric juice

has the power of dissolving the coats of the stomach.

This paper he was persuaded to read to the society

before he had entirely completed the investigations

which he further meditated;—but it ajtpears that he
did not afterwards return to the subject, considering

that the fact on which any further inquiries might be
formed had been sufficiently demonstrated.

In the winter of 1773 he formed a plan for giving

a course of lectures on the theory and ]irincii')les of

surgery, with the view of vindicating his own prin-

cijiles, which he frequently heard misquoted or as-

cribed to others, and of teaching them systematically.

The first two winters he read his lectures gratis to

the pupils of St. George's Hospital, and the winter

following charged the usual terms of other teachers

in medicine and surgery. " Eor this, or for continu-

ing them," says one of his biographers, "there could

be no pecuniary motive. As he \\as under the ne-

cessity of hiring a room and lecturing by candle light,

his emoluments must have Ijeen trilling. The lectures

not being considered a jwrt of medical education, his

class was usually small; and of the few that heard

him, the greater ])art acknowledged their difficulty

in understanding him, which w;i> ofieii jinived liy

their incajiacity of kcepirg uji tlieir r.tteiitii'ii. The
ta>k it.-elf \\as so f 'iiiiiiialile to liini. that he was

obliged t" take lliirty iiri>p- of Iau''.a;:um 1 efe.re h.e

entered the tlieatre at the jioginning of each course.

Vet he certainly fell great deliglu in finding him-elf

under-.to(id. alway> waiting at tlie cli-e of each lec-

ture to an--wer aiiv (iiie>t:'.'n^; and evincing evident

>ati-fact!on wlieii tlMse ijue-tiMn^ \\ere ]iertinent, and

he ]'eree;ved tl'.ai li;> aii-w ei - w ere -ati-fact'Ty and
intelii,:;iI''.o." In a.id;i;..n f thi-, Sir Everard li'oire,

after ,-la!:ng tlie fact of !i:> jiaving recourse to lauda-

mnn— tile elixir \iui'o| th.e o]iiuni-eater— "t.j take

ulT tlic clfecis ^A unea.-ir.cs-,'' aii.;>, ''he trusted
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nothing to memor\% and made me draw up a short

abstract of each lecture, which he read on the follow-

ing evening, as a recapitulation to connect the sub-

jects in the minds of the students."

Amidst all his avocations, both as a lecturer and
practitioner, Dr. John Hunter still pursued with an
unabatetl zeal and industry his researches into com-
parative anatomy. No opportunity for extending

liis knowledge on this interesting department of

science did he permit to escape him. In tlie year

1773, at the request of Mr. Walsh, he dissected the

torpedo, and laid before the Royal Society an ac-

count of its electrical organs. A young elephant

which had been presented to the queen by Sir

Robert Barker, and had died, afforded him an oppor-

tunity of examining the structure of tliat animal; after

which two other elephants in the queen's menagerie
likewise died, which he also carefully dissected.

Tiie year following, 1774, he published in the Pliilo-

sjphical 'J'raJtsactioiis an account of certain recep-

tacles of air in birds, showing how these communicate
with the lungs and are lodged in the fleshy parts and
in the bones of these animals; likewise a paper on
the giliaroo-trout, commonly called in Ireland the

gizzard-trout. In 1775 several animals of the species

called the Gyiniiotiis electricns of Surinam were
brought alive into this country, and by the curious

phenomena they exhibited the attention of the scien-

tific world was greatly excited. After making nu-
merous experiments on the living animals, Mr.
Walsh purchased those which died, and gave his

friend Mr. Hunteran opportunity of examining them.
This he readily accepted, and drew up an account
of their electrical organs, which he published in the

Philosophical Transactions. In the same volume of

that valualjle work will be found his paper contain-

ing experiments respecting the powers of animals and
vegetables in producing heat. Thus, in the paths of

natural history did he fmd a recreation from the
more serious, and often irksome duties of his ])rofes-

sion; and by his skilful dissections, and acute ob-
servations, enriched our knowledge in this interest-

ing and fascinating department of science.

While thus engaged, Mr. I lunter found a great difl'i-

culty in showing to advantage the natural appearances
of many parts of animals which he wislied to be pre-

served. In some instances the minute vessels could
not be seen when the preparation was immersed in

spirits, in others the natural colour of the parts pre-

served; and even the character of the surface, faded
and underwent a change after being some time im-
mersed in this liquid—a circumstance which, to this

(lay, diminishes very much the value of almost all the
morbi<l preparations which are preserved in private
and public museums. The only mctliod therefore
of accomplishing the object he had in view, was to

liave them carefully and correctly drawn at the time
of the dissection. The expense of engaging draughts-
men, the difficulty of procuring thcni, and al)')ve all

their ignorance of tlie subject to be delineated, were
cfin^iderable objections to their enq)ioyni(.-nt. Ac-
cordingly he engaged a young and talented artist

iiamed I'ell, to live with him for ten years, during
\\hicli period it was agreed that he should be eni-

I'lnyed both as a draughtsman and in making ana-

tomical prejjarations. This young man soon im-
bibed the spirit of his master; he worked assiduously

'.\itli liis knife, his force])s, and his ]iencil; he en-

gaged iiimself during ]>art of his time in cojiying out

Mr. Hunter's lectures, and in less than ten years be-

came a skilful anatomist and surgeon, liy his labours
Mr. Hunter's collection became enriched with many
very accurate and spirited drawings, and a variety of

curious and delicate anatomical preparations. This

skilful artist, by the interest of his friend Sir Joseph
Bankes, obtained the appointment of assistant-sur-

geon in the Honourable East India Company for the
settlement of Bencoolen in Sumatra, whither he set

out with the view both of improving his fortune and
collecting specimens of natural history. He was in
both successful beyond his most sanguine expecta-
tions. He sent home some very rare specimens of
animals and corals, and two papers which appeared
in the Philosophical Transactions—one giving a de-
scription of the double-horned rhinoceros, and the
other of an uncommoidy formed fish. Unfortunately
for the cause of science, he died of fever in 1 792,
being one of the many who have been summoned
from this world amidst early promises of future ex-

cellence and success.

In January, 1776, Mr. Hunter was appointed sur-

geon-extraordinary to his majesty—an honour which
contributed still farther to advance his professional

interests. About this time the attention of the public
was much directed to the efforts of the Humane
Society. Dr. Cogan was the first who introduced
the subject from Holland; and after him Dr. Hawes
did not suffer it to rest until it experienced the royal

patronage. Here again we find Mr. Hunter zeal-

ously engaged in endeavouring to ascertain the best

mode of restoring apparently drowned persons, the

consequence of which was the production of a paper
which he read to the Royal Society, entitled Proposals

for the Rcccn'cry of Persons Apparently Drowned.
The able author of this paper draws the distinction

between the mere suspension of the functions by
which life is supported, and absolute death, which
he illustrates by reference to various animals, in

whom, under certain conditions, the actions of life

are temporarily suspended. It further contains a
description of the signs of life and death, which are

of vast importance; indeed, notwithstanding the pro-

gress that has since been made, both in Cierniany

and Britain, in medical jurisprudence, this paper
contains information which has by no means been
superseded.

In the autumn (jf this year Mr. Hunter was taken
extremely ill, and the nature of his comjilaints in-

duced both his friends and himself to apprehend that

his life was in imminent danger. However, the an-

ticipated calamity was averted; he rallied, and was
restored to his friends and the public, to whom his

subsequent services were of such vast importance.

When on his sick-bed he reflected on his own worklly
affairs, such as he was about to leave them;—he
]icrceived that all his fortune had been expended in

his pursuits; that his family had no jirovision except-

ing what might arise from the sale of his collection;

and he naturally, on this account, suffered much
solicitude and anxiety. No sooner did he leave his

sick chamber than he commenced arranging his col-

lection, so that it might, in whatever event, com-
mand its value, and with this view he began to make
a catalogue of the collection; but the delicacy of his

health obliged him to disist from his labours, and,

persuaded by his friends an<l relati\'-s, he retired for

a time to Bath. During his absence Mr. h^verard

Home was emjiloyed to draw out descri]itions of the

jireparalions, leaving blanks for those with ^\ hich he
was unacquainted. His conqilainls were consider-

ably ameliorated by his residence at Bath; and though
he returned to town before he was quite convalescent,

he continued tcj amend, and was soon recovered.

In l77She published the second ]mrt of Ids Treatise

on the Teeth, and alsi-), in the J'hilosophical I'ransac-

tioiis, a ]ia])er on the heat of animals and vegetables.

In 17S0 Mr. Hunter laid before the Royal .Society

an account of a woman who had tiie small-pox dur-
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ing pregnancy, and in whom the disease seems to

have been communicated to tlie fcjetus. The follow-

ing year he was elected fellow of the Royal Society

of Sciences and IJelles-lettres at Gottenburjj. Dur-
ing this period he reail before the Royal Society

many valuable communications; among which we
may notice a ])aper on the Organ 0/ I/iariiig in Fish,

and six Croonian lectures on Muscular Motion. In

these lectures he collected all the observations that

had been made on the muscles, respecting their

powers and effects, and the stimuli by which they

are excited; and to these he added comparative 0I3-

servations concerning the moving powers of plants;

but these lectures were not published in the Philoso-

phical Transactions, as they were not considered by
the author to be sufficiently complete dissertations.

Sir Everard Home informs us, that in the year 1783
Mr. Hunter was chosen into the Royal Society of

Medicine and Royal Academy of Surgery in Paris.

In this year, continues the same writer, the lease of

his house in Jermyn Street expired, and his collec-

tion bemg now too large to be contained in his

dwelling-house, he purchased the lease of a large

house on the east side of Leicester Square, and the

whole lot of ground extending to Castle Street, in

which there was another house. In the middle
space between the two houses he erected a building

for his collection. Upon this building he expendecl

above three thousand pounds, and, unfortunately for

liis family, the lease did not extend beyond twenty-
four years "During tlie execution of tliis

extensive jilan I returned to England from Jamaica,
where, at the close of the war, I had been appointed
staff-surgeon I found Mr. Hunter now
advanced to a considerable practice, and a still

greater share of public confKlence. His collection

had increased with his income. In this he was
materially assisted by his friendship with Sir Joseph
IJankes, who not only allowed him to take any of his

own specimens, ]:>ut procured him every curious ani-

mal production in his jiower, and afterwards divided

between him and the British Museum all the speci-

mens of animals he had collected in his voyage round
the world. Drawing materials from such ample
sources, standing alone in this branch of science, and
high in the public estimation, he liad so much atten-

tion paid to him, that no new animal was l:)rought

to this country which was not shown to him; many
were given to him, and of those which were for sale

he had commonly the refusal; under these circum-
stances his collection made a progress which would
otherwise have been imjiossible. In April, 1785, his

n;w rooms were completed, and I devoted the whole
of the summer to the oljject of assisting him in mov-
ing his prcparaliuiis, and arranging tlicm in their

])roper order.
"^

The surgical practice of Mr. Hunter now daily

increased, and he performed with great skill and
judgment numerous operations, which were at that

time new in the art of surgery; but whatever may
have been the multiplicity of his professional en-
gagements, his mind was still de\oled to effecting

improvements in medical education; and with this

view, assisted by his friend the celelirated Dr. For-
dyce, he instituted a medical society called the Ly-
cou:n Medicum Londinense, the meetings of whicli
were held in his own lecture-rooms. and which ac-

(juired no incon-i.lerable reputation, both from tlie

);unilK-rs and ciiaracter of its members.
Ill tlic year I7S(\ in conseriuence of the death rif

Mr. Miildlcton, Mr. Ihinier was appointed deputy

' I.[t\- rf Jchn liu'i:,-r. l.y Sir Kvcmr! Home, i-.r-^t'.xe.l to
t'.is I'rc.-itis: en the I!i\\t, lin\tiinna:iet!, ai:d Cuf:-s'irt

n -ouuds.

surgeon-general to the army; shortly after which he
published his work on the venereal disease, and
another entitled Observations on Certain Parts 0/ the

Animal Economy; both which works rank high in

the estimation of the profession. Sir Everard Home
mentions the curious fact that he chose to have his

works printed and published in his own house, but
"finding," he adds, "this measure to bear hard
upon the booksellers in a way which had not been
explained, and which was not intended, the second
editions were sold by Mr. Johnson in .St. Paul's

Churchyard, and Mr. Nicoll, I'all Mall." In the
spring of this year he had another verj' severe ill-

ness, which confined him to bed and rendered him
incai>able of any kind of business. "In this state,"

says his biographer, "I was obliged to take upon
myself the charge of his patients, as well as of his

other affairs; and the.se were .so extensive that my
residence in his house became absolutely necessary.

His recovery was very slow, and his health received

so severe a shock, that he was never afterwards en-

tirely free from complaint or capa])le of his usual

bodily exertion. After his recovery from this ill-

ness he was subjected to affections of the heart upon
every occasion which agitated his mind. In this in-

firm state he was unalile to attend patients upon
sudden calls in the night, or to perform operations

without assistance; and for these years I continued

to live with him until within a year of his death, and
then took a house within a few doors, which, in no
respect, detached me from his pursuits, or prever/ted

me from taking a part in his private practice." The
uncertainty of the continuance of life under this af-

fection; the mental agitation, and frerpient depres-

sion with which it is almost invariably attended,

render the victims of such generally anxious and un-

happy; the canker-worm is felt to be preying within

the living frame, and there is no hope of restoration

to permanent health. But notwithstanding all this,

his energies remained unabated, and he still toiled

with his wonted alacrity in the pursuit of knowledge.

In the year 1787 he submitted to the Royal Society

a paper giving an account of the experiment he had
made to determine the effect of extirpating one ova-

rium on the number of the young; also another com-
munication in which he proves the wolf, jackal, and
dog to be of the same species; and another on the

anatomy of the whale tribe. In return for these

labours, having been twelve years a fellow, he re-

ceived the gold Cojiknan medal. In tlie July of

this year he was chosen a member of the American
Philosophical .Society; and the same year, on acojunt

of his continued ill health, heapjjlied to the governors

of St. George's Hospital to allow him an assistant-

surgeon, to which request they readily acceded; and

Sir Everard Home was appointed to the office. In

the year 1789 he succeeded Mr. Adair a> inspector-

general of hospitals and surgeon-gener.-d ct the

army, and abe)Ut tiie same time was a'iniitteil a

meinber of the \io\?A Cullege c^f Surge ais in Ire-

land.

Intiievear 1792 Mr. Hunter f.und tli.Vt t];c period

which he allotted to lecturirg iiUerrered >. much
with his other av> .cation-, that he gave IrN m.ateriaU

fjr the lectures into tlie han.!- of Sir Everard 1 hiuie,

who relieved him of th> .luty. He now therefore

began to ]irepare U>r tiie j.re-- hi- 'J'lcalisc . n the

Pl'od. IiitliVJiiihUuv!. iiKd i,!i;i-,':ct \\'ci:iiJs. tlie data

f.rwliich he liad been c^IleLting for n,any years.

In hi- f!ei!icati..n to tlie king h.e -tatcs ti;at his ap-

]>o;ntnient a- -urgeon (iU the >taff in the expe'iitii.n

aL;ain-t r>el!ei>!e alfirded Idm the opjM.itunities of

atiemling to -rin--r,i!t w-ound-, of seeing tiie errors

a;ul d.eieei^ ill lli.il i^rancii of military -urgery, and
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of studying to remove them. He further adds, that

it drew his attention to inflammation in general, and
enablcil him to make tiie observations which form

the ba^is of that doctrine which has since his time

excited so much controversy among physiologists.

13y a series of very interesting experiments, and by a

very ingenious mode of reasoning, he came to the

conclusion maintained by this doctrine, which holds,

that the blood as existing in its fluid state is alive,

and that its death causes the changes which are ob-

served to take place when it is abstracted from the

body. In the Old Testament we read, "Ve shall

eat the blood of no manner of flesh; for the life

of all flesh is the blood" (Le. xvii. 14). The same
doctrine too seems promulgated in the Alcoran—

-

and appears to have been maintained by the cele-

brated Harvey;—but notwithstanding these facts,

tliere is no reason to presume that the idea was
plagiarized by John Hunter: on the contrary, his

opinion was with him original, inasmuch as it was
elicited by the experiments which he himself per-

formed. This would by no means be an appropri-

ate place to discuss the general merits of this i>hysio-

logical doctrine; but we do not err in stating that it

is supported by very plausible evidence, and is main-
tained by many eminent men of science. The nature

and seat of the living principle which raises man
above the inanimate objects by which he is sur-

rounded, is manifestly beyond the reach of human
investigation; but it must be satisfactory to those

Avho have not time nor inclination even to examine
the evidence which lias been on either side adduced,

to find tiiat such men as Jolm Hunter and Aliernethy
recognized the existence of something beyond the

mere mechanism of the human frame; that they in

their acute reasonings urged the existence of an in-

ternal and self-sustaining jirinciple, which modifies

the different conditions of matter, and must be there-

fore sujK'rior to its decay.

In the year 1792 Mr. Hunter was elected an hon-
orary member of the Chirurgico-Physical Society of

Ivlinljurgh, and likewise connected himself with the

\'eterinary College, tlien just jinjjected in London.
"The origin of this institution," says Dr. .-\dams,

"was at (Jdiham in Hampshire; the ,\gricultvual

.Society of whicli had offered a premium for the best

account of the glanders. Mr. Sergeant IJell was the

furtunate candidate, and the society was so well

j'leased with his piece, that in a little time after a

Veterinary college was projected, over which that

gentleman should preside. As soon as the proposal
was known to Mr. Hunter he eagerly joined it,

urging the advantages whicli might he derived from
it, not only to '[uadrupeds. Init to man, by extending
our kii'-iwledge of physiology, and more especially of

j)atho!iigy. In order to forward the idan, several

gentlemen, the Duke of liedfunl at their head, de-

l)o^ited ;^500 on the chance of its being never re-

turned. .Sir. Hunter was one of the number. It

was proposed that he should examine Mr. Sergeant
liell, to wliich he readily assente<l. It will easily be

C'liiceive'l by those who are not at all acquainted

•with the continental pathology of th(jse da}s, that

the examinatinn jiroved unsati.->factory. Mr. Hunter
Would have gladly introduced another gentleman;
but this did not at all lessen his zeal in ]jroinoting the

f;')ject of tlie institution." Such was the origin of

his connection with the London \'eterinary College,

ol whith he now became one of the vice-presidents.

In the 'r-ransactions of Ihc Society for Imprir;'iii;^

lifoifitiil Jxito-.olcf't; f)f which Mr. I lunter was one of

the I'uiginal and most zealous members, he ])ublishcd

about this ]ieriod I'ajK-rs on the "Treatment of In-

flamed X'eins,'' un 'Tntrosusception," and on a mode

ofconveying food into tlie stomach in cases ofparalysis
of the oesophagus. He likewise finished his Observa-
tions on the Economy of Bees, and ))resented them to
the Royal Society. These observations he finished

at Earl's Court, which was his place of retirement
from the toils of his profession, but by no means a
retreat from those intellectual labours wdiich diversi-

fied the whole tenor of liis life. "It was there,"

says Sir Everard Home, "he carried on his experi-

ments on digestion, on exfoliation, on the transplant-

ing of teeth into the combs of cocks, and all his

other investigations on the animal economy, as well
in health as in disease. The common bee was not

alone the subject of his observation, but the wasp,
hornet, and the less known kinds of bees were also

objects of his attention. It was there he made the

series of ]ireparations of the external and internal

changes of the silkworm; also a series of the incuba-

tion of the egg, with a very valuable set of drawings
of the whole series. The growth of vegetables was
also a favourite subject of inquiry, and one on which
he was always engaged making experiments. In
this retreat he had collected many kinds of animals

and birds, and it ^\as to him a favourite amusement
in his walks to attend to their actions and to their

habits, and to make them familiar with him. The
fiercer animals were those to which he was most
l^artial, and he had several of the bull kind from all

parts of the world. Among these was a beautiful

small bull he had received from the queen, with

which he used to wrestle in play, and entertain him-

self with its exertions in its own defence. In one of

these contests the bull overpowered him and got him
down, and had not one of the servants accidentally

come by and frightened the animal away, his frolic

would probably have cost him his life."'

Wc have thus already traced the life of John Hun-
ter from youth to middle age; from obscurity to

eminence; from adversity to prosperity; and it re-

mains for us now to notice those accessions of disease

which rendered the tenure of his life one of extreme

uncertainty. We have already stated that in the

s])ring of 1769 he was confined to bed by a serious

illness—an acute attack of gout, which returned the

three following s]irings, Init not in the fourth. In the

sjiring of 1773 he became affected with very severe

spasmodic symptoms, owing to disease of the heart.

His next illness took place in 1776, and this appears

to have been occasioned by inflammation in the

arteries of the brain, which gave rise to morbid ap-

jjcaranccs that were recognized after death. After

being bled, and subjected to other reducing treat-

ment, he recovered from this seveie attack; Init his

constitution had received a shock which nothing

could surmount.

An organic disease lurked within, which every ex-

citement would aggravate, if not lead to direct and
suddenly fatal conseijuences. He had no jiarticular

illness, however, from this ]>eriod until 17S5; but in

the beginning of the .\\)\\\ of that year he became
attaclced with a dreadfully severe si)asmo<iic distnse,

which, like his similar attacks, was induced by men-
tal anxiety. Nevertheless he rallied, and partially

recovered, nor did anything of the kind particularly

recur until the Decemjjerof 1789, when at the house

(if a friend he became affected by a total loss of

memory. He did not know in what ]>art of the

t'lwn lie wa.s; nor even the name of the street when
told it; nor where his own house was, nor had he

any concejition of any ])lace existing beyond the room
he was in; yet in the miilst of all this he was perfectly

conscio\is of the loss of menKirv. He was sensible

' Li/c cf John Hunter, by Sir Everard Home,
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of impressions of all kinds from the senses, and there-

fore looked out of the window, allhouj^h rather dark,

to see if he could l)e made sensible of the situa-

tion of the house; at length this loss of memory
gradually went off, and in less than half an hour his

memory was ])erfectly recovered. About a fortnight

afterwards, when visiting a patient, an attack, some-
what of a similar nature, recurred. He tluis con-

tinued to drag on a painful and precarious existence,

with the grave every moment threatening to open
beneath his feet. At length the fatal event so long

anticipated by his friends occurred; it was sudden,

and occasioned, as his former fits had been, by
mental excitement. "On the l6th October," says

Sir Everard Home, "when in his usual state of

health, he went to St. George's Hospital, and meet-

ing with something which irritated his mind, and
not being perfectly master of tlie circumstances, he
withheld his sentiments; in which state of restraint

he went into the next room, and turning round to

Dr. Robinson, one of the physicians to the hospital,

he gave a deep groan, and dropped down dead."
His body was conveyed from the hospital in a sedan

chair, and underwent a careful medical examination,

by which it appeared that among otlier morbid
changes that had occurred, the arteries l)oth of the

heart and brain had undergone ossification. His
funeral \\as attended by a few of his oldest medical
friends, and his remains were interred in the vault

under the parisli church of .St. Martin's in the Fields.

He expired, it may be added, in liis sixty-fifth year,

the same age at which his brotlier Dr. William Hunter
died.

The early education of John Hunter had, it is true,

been grievously neglected; but this very fact left liini

at liberty to explore more freely new and untrodden
paths, which men shackled by scholastic dogmas
seldom have the courage to attempt. He was of no
school; he went with an unprejudiced mind to nature,

and examined into all her ojierations with that free-

dom and independence which can best advance the

true interests of philosophy. He read very little.

"I have learned," says one of his biographers, "from
a gentleman who was very intimate with him, that

when he had made a discovery, it was his custom to

relate it to Mr. Cruickshank, who frequently in-

formed him that Hallcrhad made the same ol)serva-

tion before."' He was a man of truly original ol)-

servation; and distinguished himself as much by tlie

practical application of his knowledge as by the in-

genious theories which he adopted. As a surgeon
he was a bold but judicious, a quick yet skilful opera-

tor; and suggested many imjirovements in the mode
of performing difficult operations. He discovered

the method of operating for popliteal aneurism by
taking up the femoral artery on the anterior part of

the thigh without interfering with the tumour in tlie

ham, by which the pain, and danger, and future >uf-

ferings of the patient are materially mitigated. Tliis

indeed ranks among the most important of the im-
provements whicli have been introduced into tlie

practice of surgery. It may be added, that Jolm
Hunter always held the showy part of surgery in tlie

lowest estimation. "To perform an operation," >aid

he, "is to mutilate a patient whom we are unal)Ie

ti) cure; it should tlierefore be considered as an ac-

knowledgment of the imperfection of our art."

We have adverted to the difficulties wliich tliis

eminent surgeon experienced for some vears in >trug-

gling against pecuniary a(lver>ities. During the tiist

eleven years of his pi'actice, \\liich, it nui-t he ad-

mitted, \\'as fir liim a li:)ng and tedious mental pro-

l)atirin, his iiiconie ne\er amounted to a tliou>and

pounds a year; however, the four succeecling \cars
j

it exceeded that sum: and for several years previous

to his death it increased to five, and was at that

period six thousand pounds a year. Whatever diffi-

culties therefore at first beset his progress were even-

tually surmounted; he attained the highest rank in

his profession ; he was universally esteemed and
lauded as a man of general science; he had as much
practice as he could attend to; his emoluments were
considerable; and if we raise up the curtain of do-

mestic life, we shall find him cheered by the society

of a wife whom he loved; besides all which, he was
the parent of two children, in whom it was natural

that his best hoj)es and warmest affections should be
centered. But the cup of human enjoyment seldom
mantles to the brim without containing some drops
of alloying bitterness; and there is no doubt but that

professional anxieties and ill health rendered his

temper irritable and impetuous. He was, says .Sir

liverard Home, readily j>rovoked, and when irritated

not easily soothed. His disposition was candid and
free from reserve, even to a fault. He hated deceit,

and as he was above every kind of artifice, he de-

tested it in others, and too openly avowed his senti-

ments. His mind was uncommonly active; it was
naturally formed for investigation, and that tum dis-

played itself on the most trivial occasions, and always
with mathematical exactness. What is curious, it

fatigued him to be long in mixed company which did

not admit of connected conversation, more particu-

larly during the last ten years of his life. He re-

([uired less relaxation than other men; seldom sleep-

ing more than four hours in the night, but almost

always nearly an hour after dinner; this probably

arose from the natural turn of his mind being so

much adapted to his own occupations, that they were
in reality his amusements, and therefore did not

fatigue.

We have already seen how much time, even amidst

his arduous professional toils and mis-cellaneous pur-

suits, he devoted to comparative anatomy, and in

collecting preparations to illustrate every department
of that interesting science. The museum which he
succeeded in founding remains to this day a monu-
ment of his industry, perseverance, and ingenuity.

Here we find arranged, in a regular order of pro-

gressive classification, every species of animate being,

or link in the chain of organization, from the lowe>t

vegetable, in which life can be scarcely recognized,

up to man; but no account or description, however
minute, can do adequate justice to such a collection.

By his will he left it, under the discretion of his

executors, to be sold for the benefit of his family, in

one entire lot, to the government of Oreat Britain;

or in case of refusal, to any other government cr

state which would ofter such a price for it as ail

])arties might consider reasonable. Six years after

ids death it was purchased by the British parliament

f"*''' ;^I5>C<X)5 ^"<i given to the College of Surgeons,

on condition that twenty-four lectures .-IiuuIJ be

delivered annually to members of the college, and

that under certain regulations it should be o; en to

the public. We thus liiid that, while hi> elder

brother comjileteil a iniiseuni which iloe-. honour to

the university in which it i> rre-erved, the younger,

l)vhis iiidu-try and i!er>eveiaiice. completed another,

wliieh has been pioiiounced l>y the nio>t cun.peter.t

judges to be nn honour to h;.> country.

In perxmal ai'iiearance John Hunter was much
below the ordinary middle stature; Init his body
was well formed lor muscular exertion, and whei\

in health h.e was always oxireniely active. His
countenance was ojien, and although imjiressed with

lines of tliought, was by no means habitually severe;

on llie coiiirary, its exjircssion soon softened into
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tenderness, or became lighted up by mirth, according

as the impression swept across his mind. When
Lavater saw his print, he said, "That man thinks

for himself," an opinion which the whole tenor of

his actions will be seen to have verified. He was
quick in manner, and "in conversation," says Sir

tverard Home, "spoke too freely and harshly of his

contemporaries;" but this, we are given to understand,

arose rather from his conviction that surgery was still

in its infancy, than from any uncharitable motive,

or wish to depreciate his contemporaries. Few men
were more generous than John Hunter, and the only

fault which can impugn his memory is, that in

executing his designs for the benefit of science, he
ne:^]ected too much the interests of his wife and
children. On the death of her husband Mrs. John
Hunter withdrew from society, and spent her life

ahnost entirely in retirement. After a lingering

illness, which she bore with much patience and
resignation, she died on 7th January, 1821, in the

seventy-ninth year of her age, leaving behind her a
son and daughter, the former a major in the army,
and the latter the widow of General Campbell, son
of .Sir James Campbell of Inverneil.

Besides her many amiable domestic qualifications,

to which all who knew her bore testimony, she was
exceedingly accomplished; and occasionally, during
her husband's lifetime, mingled in society with Horace
\S'alpole, Mrs. Carter, Mrs. Vesey, and other char-

acters well known in the literary world. She sang
and played with admirable taste, and had a talent

far poetry, which she chiefly displayed in the produc-
tion of songs and poems, which were characterized
by much refinement of thought, sensibility of feeling,

and delicacy of expression. Among the former, the
Son of Alknomook and Queen Alary s Lament became
extremely popular; among the latter, her verses On
XoveiJi''er 1 784, a l^eautiful address to fancy under
the title of La Douce Chiinere, with several other

minor poems, display much feeling and imagination.^

HUTTON, Dr. James, an eminent philosophical

character, was born in Edinburgh on the 3d June,
1726. His father was a respectable merchant, who
for many years held the office of city-treasurer, and
was admired by all who knew him for his sound
judgment and strict integrity. He died while James
was very young; the care, therefore, of her son de-

volved u;)on Mrs. Hutton, whose great maternal
kindness was only exceeded l)y her desire to give
him a liberal education. .She sent him first to the

high-school of Ivlinburgh, and afterwards to the

university, where he entered as a student of humanity
in 1740. Professor M'Laurin was then the most
celebrated teacher in that seminary, init though 1 )r.

Hutton admired liis lectures, lie did not seem much
disposed towards the science which he taught. To
Professor Stevenson's prelections on logic may be
attributed the fir.^t directi(jn given to young Ilutton's

genius, nr)i so much for having made him a logician,

but for having accidentally directed his mind towards
t;ie science of chemistry. The ])rofessor having
casually mentioned in one of his lectures, in illus-

tration of some general doctrine, the fact that gold
is rji^-, jlved in aijua ye;^ia, and that tw<j acids, which
can each of them singly diss(jlve any baser metals,

must unite their strength before they can attack the

i;io>t jirecious; the ]i!ienomenon struck so forcibly

on the mind of Hutton, that he began to search

\\\\\\ avility after books which might exislain its

crai-e, and afford hnn an ojjportunity of j.'ursuing

' S.ic cil'ectc'l lier poems and songs, and published them in

a small volume in the year lio'j.

a study altogether new. He at first found some
embarrassments in his pursuit from the superficial

works that came to his hands, and it was from
Harris' I^exicon Techiii that he first derived his
knowledge of chemistry, and which by a sort of
electric attraction drew his mind all at once to a
favourite study, that decided his prospects in life.

Though he pursued his academical studies with
closeness and regularity, and evinced a taste and
capacity for instruction, his friends did not see much
profit likely to arise from scientific pursuits, and ac-

cordingly persuaded him to adopt some profession,

which, though much against his inclination, he agreed
to, and was accordingly placed as an apprentice with
Mr. George Chalmers, writer to the signet, in 1743.
The dry routine of a laborious profession in a less

ardent mind might have checked, if not for ever
destroyed, those seeds of genius which were as yet

scarce called into life; but so strong was Mr. Hutton's
propensity for scientific study, that, instead of copy-
ing papers, and making himself acquainted with legal

proceedings, he was oftener found amusing himself
with his fellow-apprentices in chemical experiments;
so that Mr. Chalmers was forced to acknowledge
that the business of a writer was one in which he
had little chance to succeed. With a fatherly kind-

ness he therefore advised young Hutton to embrace
some other employment more suitable to his inclina-

tions, and relieved him at once from the obligations

he came under as his apprentice. How much is

science indebted to that liberal-minded man ! Having
now to fix upon another profession, he selected that

of medicine, as being the most nearly allied to

chemistry, and began to study under Dr. George
Young, and at the same time attended the lectures

at the university from 1744 to 1747- The schools

of medicine in Edinburgh at that time had not
arrived at the high perfection for which tlicy are

now so justly celebrated, and it was thought indis-

pensably necessary that a physician should finish his

education on the Continent. Mr. Hutton accorfl-

ingly proceeded to Paris, where he applied himself
closely to anatomy and chemistiy. After remaining
for two years in France, he returned home l)y the

way of the Low Countries, and took the degree of

Doctor of Medicine at Ecyden in 1749.
On arriving in Eondon, about the end of that

year, he began seriously to reflect upon his pros-

pects in life, and soon saw, that however much he
wished to establish himself in his native city as a
]ihysician, there were many obstacles which seemed
insurmountable. He was a young man whose merit

was unknown, and whose connections, though re-

spectable, had no power to assist him, the business

being then in the hands of a few eminent practitioners

who had been long known and established. All

this seems to have made a deep imjiression on Ids

mind, and he expressed himself with nnich anxiety

on the subject in corresponding with his fiiends in

Edinburgli. Amongst these there was one, a young
man nearly of his own age, whose halilts and jmrsuits

were congenial to his own, and with whom h.e had
tried many novel exjierimeiits in chemistry; amongst
the best was c)ne on the nature and properties of sal-

ammoniac. This friend, whose name was James
Davie, had, in Mr. Hutton's absence, pushed liis

inquiries on the subject to a considerable extent; the

result of which afforded him a well-grounded hope
f)f being able to establish a profitable manufactorj- of

that salt from coal-sfiot. Mr. Davie comminiicated
the ju'oject to his friend in Eondtjii, who, with a
mind as yet undecided on any fixed pursuit, returned

to I->linburgh in 1750, and abandoning entirely his

views on tlie practice of medicine, resolved to apply
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himself to agriculture. What his motives were for

taking this step it is difficult to ascertain. His father

had left him a small property in Berwickshire, and
being of an independeiit and unamljitious mind, he

most probably looked upon the business of a farmer

as entitled to a preference above any other. But

not being disposed to do anything in a superficial

way, he determined to gain a knowledge of rural

economy in the best school of the day. For tliis

purpose he went into Norfolk and took up his

resilience in the house of a farmer, from whom he

expected to receive sufficient instruction. He ap-

pears to have enjoyed his situation very much—the

natural simplicity of his disposition according well

with the plain blunt characters around him.

It has l)een remarked of Dr. Hutton, that to men
of an ordinary grade of mind he appeared to be an

ordinary man possessing little more spirit perhaps

than is usually to be met with. This circumstance

made his residence in Norfolk quite agreeable, as

even there he could for a time forget his great ac-

quirements, and mingle with the simple cliaracters

around him in so cordial a manner, as to make them
see nothing in the stranger to set them at a distance

from him, or induce them to treat him witli reserve.

In years after, when surrounded ])y his literary friends,

the philosopher loved to describe the hap])y hours he
spent while under the humble roof of honest John
Dybold, from whom he liad learned so many good
practical lessons in husbandry. From his residence

in Norfolk he made many journeys on foot througli

other parts of England to obtain information in agri-

culture, and it was in the course of these raml;!es

that, to amuse himself on the road, he first began to

study mineralogy and geology. In a letter to Sir

John Hail of Douglas, a gentleman possessed of

mucli taste for science, lie says, while on his peram-
bulations, "that he was become very fond of study-

ing the surface of the earth, and was looking with

anxious curiosity into every pit, or ditch, or bed of

a river, that fell in his way, and that if he did not

always avoid the fate of Thales, his misfortune was
certainly not owing to the same cause." This letter

was written from Yarmouth in 1753. With the

view of still furtlier increasing his knowledge of

agriculture, he set out for Flanders, where good
husbandry was well understood long before it was
introduced into Britain, and travelling through Hol-
land, Brabant, Flanders, and I'icardy, he returned

about the middle of summer, 1754. >iotwithstand-

ing all he had seen to admire in the garden-culture

that prevailed in Holland, and the husbandry in

Flanders, he says, in a letter to his friend Sir John
Hall, from London, "Had I a doubt of it before I

set out, I should Iiave returned fully convinced that

they are good husbandmen in Norfijik." Many
observations made on that journey, particularly on
mineralogy, are to be found in his 'J'hcory of the

Eai-th. As he was now sufficiently initiated in a

knowledge of agriculture, he wished to apply himself

to the practice in his own country; and for that pur-

pose returned to Scotland at the end of summer.
He at first hesitated on the choice of a situation

where he might best carry his improved plans of

farming into effect, and at last fixed ujion his

own i^atrimony in Berwickshire. Fr(jm Norfolk he
brijught with him a plough and ploughman, who set

the tirst example of good tillage. It was a novel

sight for the surrounding farmers to sec the plough
drawn Ijy two horses, without an accomiianying
driver. The new system was, however, fi)und to

succeed in all its parts, and was quickly adopted, so

that Dr. Hutton has the credit of introducing the

new husbandry into a country where it has, since

his time, made more rapid improvements than in

any otiier in Europe. He resided on his farm until

the year 176S, occasionally making a tour into the

HighlaiKJs, with liis friend Sir George Clerk, upon
geological inquiries, as he was now studying that

branch of science with unceasing attention.

Wliiie residing on his farm for the last fourteen

years, he was also engaged in the sal-ammoniac work,
wliich had been actually established on the founda-

tion of the experiments already made by his friend

and himself, but the business remained in Xlr. Davie's

name only till 1765, when a copartnership was rc-

grdarly entered into, and the manufactory carried on
in the name of both.

As his farm, from excellent management, progres-

sively improved, it became a more easy task, and to

a mind like his, less interesting; so that, finding a

good" opportunity of letting it to advantage, he did

so, and became a resident in Edinlnirgh in the year

1768, fiom which time he devoted his whole life to

scientific pursuits. This change of residence was
accompanied with many advantages he seldom en-

joyed before;—having the entire command of his own
time, he was enabled to mix in a society of friends

whose minds were congenial with his own ; among
whom were Sir George Clerk, his brother Mr. Clerk
of Fldin, Dr. Black, Mr. Russel (professor of natural

philosophy). Professor Adam Ferguson, Dr. James
Find, and others. Surrounded by so many eminent
characters, by all of whom he was beloved and re-

spected, from the vast fund of information h.e pos-

sessed, he employed his time in maturing his views

and searching into the secrets of nature with un-

wearied zeal. In one of these experiments he dis-

covered that mineral alkali is contained in zeolite.

On boiling the gelatinous sul^stance obtained from
combining that fossil with muriatic acid, he found

that after evaporation the salt was formed. Dr.

riayfair thinks this to be the first instance of an
alkali being discovered in a stony body. The ex-

periments of M. Klaproth and Dr. Kennedy have
confirmed the conclusion, and led to others of '.he

same kind. With a view of completing his Theory

of the Earth, he made many journeys into different

parts of England and Walts; and on visiting the salt-

mines of Cheshire, he made the curious observations

of the concentric circles marked on the roofs of these

mines, to which he has referred in liis 7'heo?y. as

affording a proof that the salt-rock w as not furmed

from mere acpieous deposition.

In 1777 Dr. Ilutton's first publication was given

to the world in the shape of a pani]jhlet on the Xa-
tiire, Quality, and Distinctions of Coal and Culm.

This was occasioned by a question wliich the Board

of Customs and privy-council wished to have settled,

in order to fix (.>n the proportion of duty the or.e

should liear with tire other when carried coastwise.

Dr. Ilutton's pamjihlet was considered so ingenious

and satisfactory, that an exemption of the small coal

of Scotland from paying duty on such sliorl vnxnges

was the consequence. He took a lively ii.tert-t in

promoting the arts of his iia'.i\c cmiiitr}-, ar.>l devested

much of liis time and attention t.) the jrojeet of an

internal navigation between tlie Firtlis it' Forth nr.d

Clyde. He read several papers in the I'hiloso; hical

Society before its incorporation with the Ko}al .'-oeiety

(none of which were tlien [Hil)li>he(l, with the ex-

ception of one in the second volume of the Transac

tions of t':e Royal Sooiety, on "Certain Natural A]

-

peai'ances of tf.e Ground on the Hill of .Vrthur's

Seal).'' His zeal fir the support of science in Edin-

burgh induced him to come torward ami communi-
cate to the Royal Society a sketch of a Tlieory of the

Eartlt, the perfecting of which had occupied his
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constant attention for a period of thirty years, during

which time lie had never ceased to study the natural

history of the globe, with a view of ascertaining all

the changes that have taken place on its surface, and
discovering the causes by which they have been pro-

duced ; and from his great skill as a mineralogist,

and having examined the great leading facts of

geology with his own eyes, and carefully studied

every learned work on the natural history of the

earth, it must be acknowledged that few men could

enter better prepared on so arduous a task. As this

Theory is so well known, and has been the subject

of so much controversy, our limits will not permit

us to enter upon it here ; we therefore refer our

readers to the book itself

Dr. Kirwan of.Dublin, and others, considered Dr.

Ilutton's Theory both eccentric and paradoxical, and
charged him with presumption in speculating on
subjects to which the mere human understanding is

incompetent to reach, while some gave a preference

to tlie system of Berkeley as more simple and philo-

sojiliical ; but notwithstanding all the attacks upon
the new doctrines of Mutton, he had the proud satis-

faction of being fortified in his opinions by many
great and good men, who were bound to him by the

closest ties of friendship. Dr. Black, Mr. Clerk of

Eldin, and Professor I'layfair, as occasion required,

were willing and ready to vindicate his hypothesis.

But setting aside all these considerations, there existed

in the work itself many faults, which contributed not

a little to prevent Dr. Hutton's system from making
a due impression. In the opinion of his greatest

defender, I'rofessor Playfair, "it was proposed too

briefly, and with too little detail of facts, for a system
which involved so much that was new and opposite

to the opinions generally received. Tiie description

which it contains of the j^henomena of geology

sui>pose in the reader too great a knowledge of the

things described. The reasoning is sometimes eni-

barra-ised by the care taken to render it strictly

logical, and the transitions from the author's ]:)ecu-

liar notions of arran:;ement are often unexiiected and
abrupt. These defects run more or less ilirough all

Dr. Ilutton's writings, and jiroduce a degree of ob-

scurity ast(jnishing to all who knew him, and who
heard him every day converse with no less clearness

and precision tlian animation and f^rce." In the

same volume of the I'rarisactions appeared a ]iaper

by him, ".V Theory of Rain," which he afterwards

]iubli>lie<l in his Physieal J)isserlatioits. Having
long studied meteorology with great attenti<jn, this

iiigenituH theory attracted almost immediate notice,

and was valued f )r affording a distinct noticjn of tlie

manner in wliich cold acts in causing a ]>reci])itation

of humidity. It met, however, from M. De I.uc

with a vigorous and determined oppoNiiion ; Dr.

Hutt'jn defended it with some warmth, and ihc

C')ntrover>y was carried on with much hharpiicT, on
b'.;li sides.

In Ins observatir)ns in meteorology he is said to be
the hrst who lliougiit of ascertaiiiing the inediuin

temperature of any climate by the temperature of it^

springs. With this view he made a great number
of observations in different ])arts of (ireat Britain,

arid found, by a singular enough cf)incidence between
twf) arliitrary measures fjuile independent of each

(ftlier, that the tem|)erature of sjirings along (lie east

C'ia>t of this island varies a degree of I-'ah:enheil's

thermometer f<jr a degree of latitude. This rate of

change, tliough it cannot be general over the whole
glol)e, is prol)al)iy not far from the truth foi" all the

nortlicrn ])art>of the temperate zone. In ex])laining

the diiuinatioii of temperature, rts we a>cend in the

atmosphere, I'r. Iluiton was much nn,'ie fortiuiate

than any other of the philosophers who have con-
sidered the same subject. It is well known that the
condensation of air converts part of the latent into
sensible heat, and that the rarefaction of air converts
part of the sensible into latent heat ; this is evident
from the experiment of the air-gun, and from many
others. If, therefore, we suppose a given quantity
of air to be suddenly transported from the surface to
any height above, it will expand on account of the
diminution of pressure, and a part of its heat be-
coming latent, it will be rendered colder than before.

Thus also, when a quantity of heat ascends by any
means whatever from one stratum of air to a sujierior

stratum, a part of it becomes latent, so that an
equilibrium of heat can never be established among
the strata ; but those which are less must always
remain colder than those which are more compressed.
This was Dr. Mutton's exjdanation, and it contains
no hypothetical principle whatsoever. After those
publications already mentioned had appeared, he
resolved to undertake journeys into different parts of
Scotland, in order to ascertain whether that con-
junction of granite and schistus, which his theory
supposed, actually took place. Ilis views were first

turned towards the Grampians, which the Duke of

Atliol learning, invited him to accompany him
during the shooting season into Glen Tilt, a tract of

country situated under these mountains. On arriving

there he discovered in the bed of the river Tilt,

which runs through that glen, many veins of red

granite traversing the black micaceous schistus, and
producing by a contrast of colour an effect that might
be striking even to an unskilful observer. So vivid

were the emotions he displayed at this spectacle,

that his conductors never doubted his having dis-

covei^ed a vein of gold or silver. Dr. Mutton has
described the appearances at that spot in the third

volume of the Tdinhitrgh I'ransartioiis (p. 79)) ^'k'

some excellent drawings of the glen were marie by
Mr. Clerk, \\hose j^encil was not less valualjle in the

sciences tlian in the arts.

Me pui'sued his obsei"vations with unal)atcd nrdratr,

and in the two next years, with his friend Mr. Cleik,

made se\ei\al excur-sions into Galloway, tlie island of

Arran, and the neighbourhood of Jedburgh. In all

of these he discovered the same conjunction, though
not in so comjdete a manner as among the Giam-
]iians. In 1788 he made some other valuable ob-

servations of the same kind. The ridge of the Lani-

inermoor Mills in the south of .Scotland consists of

the sihuian ox graywackc formation (then named
priijiary by Mutton, but afterwards found to belong
to ilie transition series), which extends fi-oin ."^t.

Abb's Mead south-westwaid to I'ortijatrick and into

the north of Ireland. The sea-coast at I^ycniouth

and .St. .'\bb's Mead exhibits striking sections of tlii^c

rocks, which there ajijiear contorted and dislocated

in a remai'kal)le manner. Tlie junction of tlie gray-

wackc with the secondary strata was an object, of

instructive interest to Mutton. In the saim; viar he
acconi])anied the Duke of .Athol to the Isle of Man,
with the view of making a survey of that island. Me
found the main body ('f the island to consist ofwliat

he termed i)rimitive schistus (graywackc), much in-

clined, and more intersected with rpiarlzosc veins

than the corresponding ioek~ in the south and south

east of Scotl.md. The directi(jn of these strata

c<irres])onded with that of the graywackc rocks in

(ialloway, running nearly from east to west. 'I'his

is all the general mfirmaiion he obtained from that

excur.si<in. It was reserved for later geological re-

s'.'arches to determine the true nature anil illations

of the siluiian or graywackc series, by means of the

i

fossil.-^ wiiieli the}' have been found to contain. It
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was not till after Hutton's day that geologists became
palxontological.

Notwithstanding his assiduous attention to geo-

logy, Dr. Mutton found leisure to speculate on sub-

jects of a different nature. A voluminous work from
his pen matle its appearance soon after the ritysical

Dissertations

:

—An Investigation of the Principles of
Knoii'ledge, and the Progress of Reason, from Sense to

Science and Philosophy, in three volumes quarto. In

this treatise he formed a general system of physics

and metaphysics. His opinions on the former sub-

jects were very singular. lie deprives matter of

those qualities which are iisitally Aqq\\\q.i\ most essen-

tial—solidity, impenetrability, and the vis inertix'.

He conceived it to be merely an assemblage of

powers acting variously upon each other, and that

external things are no more like the perceptions they

give, than wine is similar to intoxication, or ojiium

to the delirium it [iroduces. It would be vain in us

to attempt to analyze this singular work, which can-

not fail to recall to the mind the opinions of the

ingenious Dr. Berkeley ; the two systems agree in

many material points, but they differ essentially in

others.

In deference to the opinions of so great a man as

Dr. Ilutton, we shall inform our readers of the view
taken of the moral tendency of his work by his friend

Professor Playfair, who no doubt scrutinized vciy

deeply its metaphysical speculations, as he in part,

if not altogether, became a convert of the Huttonian
system. " Indeed,"' says he, "Mr. Hutton has taken
great pains to deduce from his system, in a singular

manner, the leading doctrines of morality and natural

religion, having dedicated the third volume of his

book almost wliolly to that object. It is worthy to

remark, that while he is thus employed, his style

assumes a better tone and a much greater degree of

perspicuity than it usually possesses. Many instances

miglit be pointed out where the warmth of its be-

nevolent and moral feelings bursts through the

clouds that so often veil from us the clearest ideas

of his understanding. One in particular deserves

notice, in ^\•hich he treats of the importance of the

female character to society in a state of high civiliza-

tion. A felicity of expression and a flow of natural

eloquence, ins[iired by so interesting a sul)ject, make
us regret that his pen did n(it more frecpiently do
justice to his thoughts." Dr. Ilutton was seized

with a severe and dangerous illness in the summer
of 1793, and, although before this time he had en-

joyed a long continuance of good health, such \\'as

the painful nature of his com])iaint that he was re-

duced to great weakness, and confined to his room
for many months, wliere, on his regaining some degree
of strength, he amused himself in superintending ilie

pul)lication of the work just mentioned. During his

recovery he was roused from his (juiet into further

exertion h\ a severe attack made on his Theory of
the liarth, by Dr. Kirwan, in the ."^Fcmoirs of the

Irish Academy, rendered formidable by the celebrity

of the author, liefore this period Dr. Ilutton had
often l)een urged to publish tlie entire work on the
I'hcory of the Ilartii, wjiich he harl constantly put
off— >o much so, that tliere seemed some danger of
it> not appearing in hi> lifetime. The ver_\- day, liow-

evcr, after Kirwan's jiaper was put in his hands, he
began the revisal of his manuscript, and resolved
imme liately to send it to press. Tlie work was ac-

conlingly ival)li-.lK-d in two volumes octav(.i, in I79v
lie next tunu-d his attention to a \\ork on luis-

bau'iry, on which he had \\iitten a great deal, tlie

fruit iiolh of his vast reading and practical cx-

pci'ience. I le jirojioscd to reduce the whole into a

rviteniatic foini, under the title oi I£Iem:nt.- if .-l^ri-

cnlture. The time, however, was fa.st approaching
which was to terminate the exertions of a mind of

such singular activity and ardour in the pursuit of

knowledge. In the course of the winter, 1796, he
became gradually weaker, and extremely emaciated
from the jiain he suffered from a recurrence of his

former complaint, though he still retained the full

activity and acutencss of his mind. Saussure's Voy-
ages aux Alps, which had just reached him that

winter, was the last study of one eminent geologist,

as they were the last work of another. On -Saturday

the 26lh March, 1797, although in great pain, he
employe<l himself in writing and noting down his

remarks on some attempts which were then making
towards a new mineralogical nomenclature. In the

evening he was .seized with shivering fits, and as

these continued to increase, he sent for his friend

Dr. Russel. Before he could arrive all assistance

was in vain. Dr. Ilutton had just strength left to

stretch out his hand to the physician, and imme-
diately expired.

Dr. Ilutton was possessed of an uncommon ac-

tivity and ardour of mind, upheld in science by what-
ever was new, beautiful, or sublime; and that those

feelings operated with more intense power in early

life may account for the want of stability h.e dis-

played, and the difficulty he felt in settling down to

any one fixed pursuit. Geology and mineralogy were
to him two of the most sul)lime branches of physical

science. The novelty and grandeur offered by the

study to the imagination, the simple and uniforni

order given to the whole natural histon' of the earth,

and above all, the views ojiened of the wisdom that

governs the universe, are things to which hardly any
mind could be insensible, but to him they were
matters, not of transient delight, but of solid ar.d

permanent happiness.

He studied with an indefatigable perseverance, and
allowed no professional, and rarely any domestic,

arrangement to interrupt his uniform course. He
dined early, almost always at home, ate sparingly,

and drank no wine. The evening he spent in tlie

society of friends, who were always delighted and
instructed by his animated conversation, whi^h,

whether serious or gay, was replete with ingenious

and original observation. When he sought relaxa-

tion from the studies of the day, and joined the

evening party, a Ijright glow of cheerfulness sj.jxad

itself over every countenance ; and the philosn] her

who had just descended from the sublimest sjecida-

tions in meta])hysics, or risen from the deeiiest re-

search in geology, seated himself at the tea-table, as

much disengaged from thouglit, and as cheeriul arid

joyous, as the youngest of the comjiany.

Professor Stewart, in his life of Mr. J^niith, lias

alluded to a little societv that then llourjshed in

ICdinburgh, called the Oyster Club. ( »f liiis, Dr.

lilack, Ih-. Ilutton, and .Mr. Sniitli were the founders.

\\ hen time antl opportunity ad.niitted, these distin-

guished men could unl)end one to tlie other, and on

such occasions Dr. Hutton deliglited in bleniiing ihe

witty and ludicrous in his cimver-ation. Round
them soon formeii a circle of choice sj'irits. wha knew
how to value their (aniiliar and social converse; and

it wouM be in vain to Inr-k f.-r a conijiaiiy more
sincerely united, where e\-ei-}"thing favourable to good

societv was more ]
eifeetly cultivated, and ever\ tiling

oi)]>o>ite more strictly cxeknie'!.

i )r. Hutton was ne\er married, but lived with

his sisters, three aiiiial ile W'lnien, mIio managed his

domestic affairs. Though he cared little lor iikjUcv,

he had accuniiilatcfl cousi'lerable wealth, owing to

his niodevation and una-si-,niing manner of lite, as

Weil as f;-<.'ni the ::reat a!>ilitv with which his Ion::-
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tried friend, Mr. Davie, conducted their joint con-

cern. Miss Isabella Hutton remained to lament her
brother's loss, and by her his collection of fossils was
given to Dr. Black, who presented them to the Royal

Society of Edinburgh, under the condition that they
should be completely arranged, and kept for ever
apart, for the purpose of illustrating the iluttoniau
theory of the eartli.

I.

INGLIS, Henry David. This is one of a class

of authors, unfortunately too numerous, who have
failed in winning lliat literary reputation which their

labours justly merited. How often it happens that,

amidst a mass of neglected books ready to be sold

by the pound as waste paper, some stray volume is

picked up, which, on being opened, is found to con-

tain an amount of learning, genius, and talent such

as would entitle its writer to a respectable place in

the authorsiiip of the present clay ! But who was
he? No one can tell; for either his name has been
slightly recorded, or allowed to pass away without

notice. .-Vmong these victims of the world's unjust

neglect we fear that David Henry Inglis has already

bjen enrolled.

He was born in Edinburgh in 1795. He was the

only son of a barrister, who belongeil to an ancient

Scottish family: his maternal grandmother was
daugliter of Colonel Gardiner, who fell so nobly at

Prestonpans. This lady was also the authoress of a

heroic poem, which, even though written by a hero's

daughter, has ceased to be remembered. Tiirougli

this ancestress Henry David Inglis was allied to the

Earl of Buchan and tlie Erskines. Being intended

for tlic mercantile profession, he passed from the

college to the counting-house ; but after devoting

himself for a short time to business, he found that

his affections lay elsewhere; the distinctions of litera-

ture, rather than the profits of mercantile speculation,

were tlie objects of his asjiirations. He was also

anxious to vi^it foreign countries, and crmtemplate

the scenes of great past events and stirring living

incidents, instead of being chained to the desk, and
confined to the chapter of jirofit and loss. He
therefcjre early became a traveller and a writer of

travels. His fir>t work of this nature was entitled

laics of the Ardennes, which he published under the

assumed name of Derwent Conway; and this work
was so favourably received by the irablic on its first

appearance, tliat he was encouraged to continue in

the same strain. His next production w^^ Solilarv

Walks throu:^h many Lands—a work of still higher
talent than the preceding, and possessing passages and
descriptions of great beauty, originality, and power.
This was Ajllowed by Tra^'els in .\'ot~iHiy and S'<ceden,

and his 'J'our tliron;^h Siei/ur/and, Franee, and
the J'yrennees, Ixjth of v.'liich works ajjpcarud in

Constable s Aliseellanv. \\'liile these- vokimes were
publishing, Inglis was em[)l')ycd as editor of a ncws-

jjajjer at Chesterfield; but the same iin]>atience and
yearning for travel that made him abandon the stonl

(;f tile counting-house soon drove him from the

editorial chair to resume his beloved life of wandering.

He again started for the Continent, and visited t!ic

T)i';l an<l Spain ; and on returning home he jnd)-

H.^hed two works containing an account of his travels

an 1 o!>>ervationsinthese countries. Of these volumrs,

his Spain in 1S30 was the most successful, and with

justice, in consciiuence of the great amount of inter-

esting infirmation with which it was stored about

that laml of cliang,'^ and disasters. .After hi^ return

from Spain Mr, lngli:> again became e'li'.or of a

newspaper, and, of all places in the world, the little

island of Jersey was the locality in which he was
fixed. A permanent stay in such a place was the.

last thing to be anticipated of such a man ; and he
had not therefore been long in Jersey when he
girded up his loins for fresh rambles and adventure.
But whither was he now to wing his course, after he
had pretty well exhausted the wide field of Eurojie?
Luckily, a country quite at hand, even Ireland, had
not as yet been the subject of his exjilorations, and
thither accordingly his flight was directed. And
that his tour was a useful one was well attested by
his Ireland in 1834. While the extensive informa-

tion and impartial spirit of this work obtained for it

a favourable reception from all parties, the correct-

ness of his views on the condition of the country
made it be frequently quoted in the House of Com-
mons during the important parliamentary debates
about Ireland in 1835. It is seldom that the sound-
ness and accuracy of an Irish tourist are stamped
with such a high attestation.

Hitherto, as we have shown, the literary labours

of Inglis had been well appreciated by the public;
but still this was not enough. As all the world is

travelling everywhere, the individuality of each as-

piring pilgrim, let him go ^^ here he will, is lost in a
crowd ; and let him write what marvels he may "of
the Alps and Apennines, the Pyrenean ar.d the river

Po," and "of the cannibals that each other eat, the
Anthrojiophagi," there are others who behold them
as well as himself, and are taking notes of them, to

put them in a book. And thus his narrative, how-
ever ably written or full of interest, lasts only for

to-day ; for to-morrow a fresh tourist issues from the

press, while the latest intelligence will be always ac-

counted the best. It was thus that Inglis seems to

have felt when he found himself ousted successively

from every countiy in which he had roamed so dili-

gently, and about which he had written so well.

Literary distinction was not to lie won by travelling.

-Already he had written of what many have seen ; but

now let him tell what no man e\er saw—kt him
create a world for himself, and fill it with the crea-

tures and deeds of his ow n imagining. It was tcnvard

this department of fiction also that, amidst all his

wanderings and authorship, his iiiteliectual longings

had been the most directed. His resolution was
f)rnied ; his choice of a subject was fixed ; and after

the success of his wor!; entitled Sf-ain in 1S30, he pro-

duced his novel (jf 'J'/ie Xe:o (,il /-Has, in which he
endeavoured to embody Sjianish life as it exists in

the ])resent day. It was the best of all his writings,

f)r it combined truthful delineation with the highest

efforts of ftncy and crentive ])ower ; and while he
brouglit to it all tlic resources of his genitis, and all

the affections of liis heart, he seems to have regarded

it as tlie great elTort by which, like Sir Walter Scott,

he would open foi liinise-lf a new world of distinction

and success after the old had been exhausted. But,

alas for the unlucky title I Many thought that the

fiist (ill JUas was eiiougli, and would n(jt read the

second; laaiiy opened it, and then tluew it aside.
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mistaking it for a mere paltry imitation ; wliile the

few who dared to read on were troubled with

thoughts of Le Sage at every turning of tlie leaf

And thus the unfortunate production was doomed at

tlie very moment of its Isirth, and consigned to the

fate of a Spartan ill-shapen infant, but without tlie

formality of a Spartan inrpiest. It was a sore

calamity to Inglis, who lovetl it with a mother's love,

and his lamentation over it could only find comfort

in a lingering of hope. "Alas!" he would ex-

claim, "I fear I have written my Gil Bias for pos-

terity!" We suspect that posterity will have too

many novels of their own to busy themselves withal

instead of attending to those which their fathers

neglected.

After his return from Ireland, Mr. Inglis began to

prepare for publication his 'J'ravcls in tlie Footsteps

ofDon Quixote—a work the nature of which is indi-

cated by the title. Undeterred also by the failure

of his chief attem]5t in fiction, he had already

])lanned, and even commenced, other works of a

similar character, when his overtasked physical en-

durance gave way under such constant intellectual

pressure ; and a disease of the brain ensued, of

which he died in London, before he had completed
his fortieth year. His decease occurred on the 20th
of March, 1835.

INGLIS, or ENGLISH, Sir James, an ingenious

vriter of the early part of the si.xleenth century, is

chielly known as the supposed author of the Com-
playnt of Scotland, a very curious political and fanci-

ful work, jniblished originally at St. Andrews in

1548 or 1549, and the earliest Scottish prose work
in existence.

Of this learned person Mackenzie has given an
account in his Lives of Scottish Writers; but it is so

obviously made up of a series of mere conjectures

stated as facts that we must reject it entirely. Ac-
cording to more respectalsle authority, Iiiglis was a

dignified priest (which accounts for the Sir attached

to his name), and appears from authentic documents
to have been in 1 5 15 secretary to Queen Margaret,
widow of James I\'. Care must be taken to distin-

guish him from his contemporary John Inglis, who
served James IV. as a manager of plays and enter-

tainments, and who is stated to have been present

with .Sir David Lindsay in the church of Linlithgow
when that sovereign was. warned by a supposed ap-

])arition against his expedition into England. .Sir

James Inglis was nevertheless a writer of plays,

being the subject of the following allusion in .Sir

Davitl Lindsay's Testatnent of the Papiiii^o:—
' And in the court bin present in thir dayis,
J'hat halLattis brevis lustcly, and layis,

Quhilkis to our prince daily thay do present,
Quho can say more than Schir James English says,
In tjallattis, farcis, and in pleasaunt plaics;

Redd in cunnyng. in practyck ryclit prudent;
But Culross hath made his pen impotent."

It will be observed that Inglis is here indirectly

spoken (if .IS one of the poets who haunted the court
of James \ . Even in the preceding reign, however,
he ajijiears to have been un an intimate footing at

court, as a man of learning. James IV., whose de-
votion to alchymy is well known, writes a letter (ex-

tant in the lifstole Re-niu Scotoruni) to Mr. lames
Ingli>, to the following effect: "We have thaii'krully

iccLived your letter, l)y \\hicli you inform us tlir.t

you are in po-sc.-sion of the abstruse books of l!ie

Sound J''hilosop'iy: which, as certain most deserving
persons have begged them of you, you with difficulty

preserve for our use, having heard that we are

addicted to the study of that art." Of the b.allads

and plays composed by Inglis not a vestige now re-
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mains, unless a poem attributed to him in the Mait-
land MS., and as such printed by Hailesand .Sibbald,

entitled A General Satire, be held as a specimen of
one of those kinds of composition, and be really a
production of his pen.

In a charter of 19th February, 1527, Inglis is styled

chancellor of the royal chapel of .Stirling; and he
a])pears to have been soon after raised to the dignity

of abbot of Culross, a promotion which, if we may
believe his friend Lindsay, spoiled him as a poet. It

was eventually attended with still more fatal effects.

Having provcjked the wrath of a neighbouring baron,
William I'lackater of Tulliallan, the abbot of Cul-
ross was by that individual cruelly slain, March I,

1530. The causes of this bloody deed do not ap-
]iear; but the sensation created by it throughout the

community was very great. Sir William Lothian,

a priest of the same abbey, who was an accomplice
of the principal assassin, was publicly degraded on
a scaffold at Edinburgh, in presence of the king and
queen, and next day he and the laird of Tulliallan

were beheaded.
It would hardly be worth while to advert so min-

utely to a person who, whatever was his genius, is

not certainly known as the author of any existing

comjiosition, if the name were not conspicuous in

works of .Scottish literary history, and must therefore

continue to be incpiired for in such compilations as

the present. Inglis, if the same individual as this

abbot of Culross, could have no pretensions to the

honour put upon him by some writers, of having
written the Coinplaynt of Scotland; for that curious

specimen of our early literature was undeniably writ-

ten in 1548, eighteen years after the death of the

abbot. In the obscurity, however, which prevails

regarding the subject of the present notice, we can-

not deny that he may have been a different person,

and may have survived even to the date assigned for

his death by Mackenzie— 1554; in which case he
could have been the author of the Complayut. That
a Sir James Inglis existed after 1530, and had some
connection with Culross, appears pretty certain from
the passage in the Testament of the I'apni^o, which
is understood to have been written in 1538. But,

on the other hand, there is no authority for assigning

the authorship of the Complayut to any '>\r James
Inglis, except that of Dr. >Iackenzie, which rc^ts on
no known foundation, and, from the geneial char-

acter of that biographical writer, is not entitled to

much respect. Some further inquiries into this suli-

ject will be found under the head J.v.ME.s Wedder-
lifRN.

INNES, Thom.\s, an historian and critical anti-

quary, known to the students of early Scottish history

by the title of "h'ather Innes," was a priest of the

Scottish college at Paris, during the earlier part of the

eighteenth century. It is not credital)Ie to the litera-

ture of our country during the period just mentioned

that the meritorious labours of this highly acute in-

vestigator h.ave been so little noticed, and that no
one has thought it worth while to leave niemnrials

sutTicient to enable po-terity to Upjav anything of his

life and character. Hi- labours to lij-enver the true

sources of Scottish history proved an ungrateful ta>k;

they were unaccejnable to the ]ii-eju(iices of the time,

and' have hardly been appreciateii until the inemor\-

of the individual who undertnok them liad i]uietly

sunk into ol>li\i"n. In the>e cireunistances any

scrap c)f infu-mati'>n \\hieh we can procure on the

subject is peculiarly valuable. We perceive from a

few \\. lyb in the jirelace to his Critical Essay, that

he received the rudiments of education in .Scutland;

ani! that lie must have left his native countrv early

67
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in life for a permanent residence abroad, probably,

if we may judge from slight circumstances, along with

the exiled monarch James II. His words are:—
"Though an honourable gentleman of my own coun-

trv, and another learned English gentleman, were

so' kind as to revise the language, and to alter such

exotic words or expressions as it was natural should

drop from me, I doubt not but the English reader

will still meet in this essay with too many marks of

my native huigiiage and foreign education." But the

most interesting, and indeed the principal, notice

which we have been able to obtain of this individual,

is from the diary of the industrious Wodrow for the

year 1724, where we find the laborious antiquary

worming his way through libraries in search of mate-

rials. It may be remarked that the work on the

Early History of the Church of Scotland, which is

mentioned by Wodrow as the subject on which he

was engaged, was intended as a second part to the

Critical Essay, but has, unfortunately for our infor-

mation on a very interesting subject, not been given

to the world. The passage we refer to is as follows:

—

"There is one Father Innes, a priest, brother to

Father Innes of the .Scottish college at Paris, who
has been at Edinburgh all this winter, and mostly in

the Advocates' Library, in the hours when open,

looking books and MSS. He is not engaged in

politics as far as can be guessed; and is a monkish,

bookish person, who meddles with nothing but lite-

rature. I saw him at Edinburgh. He is upon a

design to write an account of the first settlement of

Christianity in Scotland, as Mr. Ruddiman informs

me, and pretends to show that Scotland was Chris-

tianized at first from Rome; and thinks to answer

our ordinary arguments against this from the differ-

ence between the keeping of Easter fnnn the custom

of Rome; and pretends to prove that there were many
variations as to tlie day of Easter even at Rome, and
that the usages in Scotland, pretended to be from

the Greek church, are very agreeable to tlie Romisli

customs, that he thinks were used by tlie pojies

about the lime that (he) gives account of our differ-

ences as to Easter.

"This Father Innes in a conversation witli my in-

former . . .' made an observation which I fear is

too true. In conversation with the company, who
were all Protestants, he said he did not know what
to make of those who had departed from the Catholic

church; that as far as he could observe generally,

they were leaving the foundations of Christianity,

and scarce deserved the name of Christians. lie

heanl tliat tliere were departures and great looseness

in IIollan<l. 'i'hil as he came through England he
f )und most of the bish'jps there gone off from their

articles, and gone into Dr. Clerk's scheme. That
the dissenters were many of them falling much in

with the same method, and coming near them. That
he was glad to find his countrymen in Scotland not

tainted in the great doctrine of the Trinity, and
sound."

-

From the period when we find him rumaging in

the Advocates' Library, we know notliing of Innes,

until the publication of his essay in 1729, when lie

a[)]iears to have been in London, and makes an

ai)ology for verbal inaccuracies, on the ground tliat

he writes "to keep jiace with the ]iress." lie seems
].revioii^ly to this event to have performed an exten-

sive "bibliograiihical tour," as the manuscrijits he
([notes are disjiersed tlirongh varitnis parts of England,
Scotland, Ireland, and the Continent.

A running sketch of the stale of the knowledge of

The nnme i^ in .1 secret h.ind.

WuUiuw'b Analccia, MS. Ad, Lib. v. 4^,6,

early Scottish history previously to the appearance,
of this work, may not be unacceptable to those who
have not paid particular attention to that subject, as

explanatory of the obstacles which the author had to
overcome. It is well known that Scotland had a
full share of the fabulous early history which it is a
proud and pleasing task for savages to frame, and
which generally protrudes itself into the knowledge
possessed by civilized ages, from the unwillingness

of mankind to diminish tiieir own claims to conside-

ration by lessening the glorj' of their ancestors. The
form and consistence of that genealogy which traced

the first of Scottish kings to a period some centuries

before the Christian era, seems to have been con-

cocted by the Highland senachies, who sang the de-

scent of our monarchs at their coronation. Andrew
Wyntoun and John Fordun soberly incorporated the

long line thus framed into their chronicle of the Scot-

tish nation from the commencement of the world.

Major followed their example with some variations,

and Geoffry of Monmouth and Geoffry Keating re-

spectively incorporated the whole with Engli^,h and
Irish history, the latter, much about the same period

when Innes wrote, busying himself with tracing the

matter to a period anterior to the deluge. The rich

and grotesque garb of fable which the whole assumed
under Hector Boece is known to many, if not in the

original crabbed Latin, at least in the simple transla-

tion of Bellenden. It is discreditable to the memory
of Buchanan, that, instead of directing his acute mind
to the discovery of truth, he adopted, in many re-

spects, the genealogy just sanctioned, and prepared
lives for the monarchs created by fiction, suited as

practical comments on his own political views. The
fables had now received the sanction of a classical

authority— Scotland was called Ktxr e^oxv", "the
ancient kingdom;" and grave Englishmen ^\ondered

at the hoary antiquity of our line of monarchs. At
length, when the antiquity of the race of l-Lngland

had been curtailed, some thought it unfit that that of

Scotland should remain untouched—and several I'.ng-

lish antiquaries, such as Humphry Lhuyd, liishop

Usher, Bishop Lloyd, and Bishop Nicholson, lie-

stowed some calm hints on its improbability, which
were speedily drowned by the fierce re]ilies of the

Scottish antiquaries, headed by .Sir George M 'Kenzie.

Such was the state of historical knowledge in Scot-

land when Innes wrote; and a Scotsman dared to

look the line of ancestry claimed by his monarch
calmly in the face, and, after due consideration, to

strike from it forty crowned heads. The essay is

divided into four parts, in which the author succes-

sively treats,—of the progress of the Romans in Scot-

land—of the history of the M;vat-s, the Sti.nhclyde

Britons or Welsh, who existed in the .--oiithern ]'art

of .Scotland—of that of the Caledonians or Picts, who
inhal)ited the whole of the northern porli(ni previously

to the arrival of the .Scots from Ireland-- and of the

Scots, the ancestors of the jiroent 1 liglilanders.

Lxamining the foundation on which lloece supports

his forty su|)ernumerary kings, he .shows by very good
negative evidence, that two chroniclers, on \\hith

that author lays the burden of nuich of his extraordi-

nary matter, named \'eremund and Camiibell, never
existed, and shows that the genealogists ha<l, by an
ingenious device, made l-'ergus 1., king (.if the

Scots, h'ergus the scioiid, and had ])laced another
Fergus sufficiently far hehind him in chronology to

admit a com])lement of kings to be ])Iaced betwixt

the two. Besides the detection of the fabulous jiart

of our history, tliis work su]i])lies us with an excel-

lent critical diisertation f)n the various early inhabi-

tants of the country; and the author has, with mucli

pains and care, adtled an appendix of original docu-
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ments, which have been highly useful to inquirers

into Scottish histor)-. The language in whicii the

whole is clothed is simple, pleasing, and far more
correct than that of most Scotsmen who wrote during
the same period; while there is a calm dignity, and a

philosophical correctness in the arguments, previously

unknown to the subject, and whicii it had been well

if those who have followed the same track had imi-

tated. I'inkcrton, who would allow no man to be
prejudiced on the subject of Scotland with impunity

except himself, never can mention the work of Innes

without some token of respect. "This work," he

says, "forms a grand epoch in our antiquities, and
was the first that led the way to rational criticism on

Ihcm: his industry, coolness, judgment, and general

accuracy recommend him as the best antitpiary that

Scotland has yet produced."' \\'hile concurring,

however, in any praise which we observe to have
been elicited by this too much neglected work, we
must remark that it is blemished by a portion of it

being evidently prepared with the political view of

supporting the doctrine of the divine right of kings,

which Innes as a Jacobite probably respected, and
as an adherent of the exiled liouse felt himself called

on to support. He is probably right in jiresuming

that Buchanan knew well the falsehood of many of

the facts he stated, but it was as unnecessary tliat he
should answer the arguments which Buchanan, in

the separate treatise Dc yitrc Rigiii apiid Sco/os, may
have been presumed to have derived from such facts,

as it was for Buchanan to erect .so great a mass of

fable; while the dissertation he has given us on the

fruitful subject of the conduct of Queen Mar)-, is

somewhat of an excrescence in a dissertation on the

early inhabitants of Scotland.

The political bias of this portion of the work is

avowed in the preface, where the author observes

that the statements of Buchanan, "far from doing
any real honour to our country, or contributing, as

all historical accounts ought to do, to the benefit of

posterity, and to the mutual happiness of king and
people, do rather bring a reproacli upon the country,

and furnish a handle to turbulent spirits to disturb

the quiet and ]ieace, and by consequence the happi-

ness of the inhabitants;"^ yet even this subject is

handled with so much calmness that it may rather

be termed a defect than a fault.

Besides the great work wliich he wrote, Innes is

supposed to have lieen the compiler of a book of

con>ideral.)le interest and importance. It is pretty

well known that a manuscript of the life of King
James II., written by himself, existed for some time
in the Scots College of Paris, where it was carefully

concealed from observation. This valualjle work is

believed, on too certain grounds, to have been re-

duced to ashes during the French Revolution; but

an ab>tract of it, which was discovered in Italy, was
published by Mr. Stanyers Clarke in iSo6, and is

supposed by well-informed ]5crsons to have been the

Mork of Father Innes.'' We have been enabled to

' Pinkerton's Inquiry, IntroJuctinn. 55-57.
- We c.innnt .nvnid coupling with this fe.TUire the circum-

stance of our having heard it whispered in the antiquarian
w tM. that a correspondence between Innes and the c>rurt of
.St. C.jrniains. late'y discovered, shows tiiis to h.ave !>ecn the
av iwcd purpiise of the author. I'liis we have heard, however,
in so va..;ne a manner, that we dare not draw any conch:sions
a.;iinst t.'io fiir intentions of Innes, farther than'as they mav
b_- .rit'it-reJ from Ins own writln.;s.

•' Prcfice. 10.

' la t!v.- Edinhurgh Rf--:e-.v wc discover the following: note:—
It 1-^ tl;e opinion of the present preserver of the narrative,

that it was compiled from ori:;inal dociunenls by Tiiomas
liincs. one of the superiors of the coller:e, and author of a
work entitled A Cr-tisul Kssay ,^n t/u- An.u-nt Ii:'!,i'-:: ii:fs

cf' S:-f:,iiiJ.— Art. en Fox's Life rt' Janus II. Ld. lie:-.

trace this supposition to no better source than a pre-

sumption from the circumstances in which Innes was
placed, and to the absence of any other name which
can reasonably be assigned. There is indeed a docu-
ment extant which might afford ground for a con-
trary supposition. In 1740 Carte, the historian, re-

ceived an order from James Kdgar, secretary to the
Pretender, addressed to the Messrs. Innes, permitting
him to inspect the life writ by Mr. Dicconson, in

consequence of royal orders, all taken out of and
supported by the late king's manuscripts; but it has
been urged on the other hand, that there were at

least two copies of the compilation, one of which
may have been trauscrihcd by Mr. Dicconson, while
in that published there are one or two Scotticisms,

which point at such a person as Innes. Little can
be made of a comparison betwixt the style of this

work and that of the essay, without an extremely
minute examination, as Innes indulged in few jiecu-

liarities; but there is to be found in it a general re-

semblance, certainly more close than what could be
caused by mere identity of period.

We are enabled to give but one other notice bear-

ing on the life of this individual. In the portion of
the life of James II. transcribed into the Chevalier

Ramsay's History of Tiircinie, there is a certificate

by the superiors of the Scots College at Paris, dated
24th December, 1734, signed by "Louis Inesse,

late principal, Alexander Whiteford, principal, and
Thomas Inesse, sub-principal." The Louis Innes
who had acted as principal must be the brother to

the historian mentioned by Wodrow.

IRVINE, Christopher, an antiquary, philolo-

gist, and physician, lived in the seventeenth centur)-,

and was a younger son of the family of Irvine of

Bonshaw in Lanarkshire. Like his relation who
rendered himself infamous in the cause of royalty by
seizing Donald Cargill, Christopher Irvine was a

devoted adherent of the Stuarts and of Episcopacy.

He was turned out of the college of Edinburgh in

1638 or 1639, in consequence of his resisting the

national covenant ; and by some connection, the

nature of which is not known, with the Irish troul)l<.s

which happened not long after, he lost a plentifid

patrimony. Of these circumstances he himself in-

forms us, in the address appended to one of his

works, as well as of the facts, that "after his travels,

the cruel saints were pleased to mortify him seventeen

nights with bread and water;'" and even afier having

recalled an act of banishment which they had for-

merly passed against him. subjected him to the fate

of absulute starvation, with only the duljious alter-

native of "teaching grammar." Having adopted
the latter course, we have ascertained from another

source" that he was schoolmaster first at Leith, and
afterwards at Preston. In the course of his exertior.s

in this cajiacity he was led to initiate his piqiils in

Scottish history; and it was out of the ii'.formatiun

collected fu- that ]uirpose, along witli some notes

he received from Mr. .Mexamlcr Home and Mr.

Thomas Crawford, foimerly prorcssors of humanity

in Edinliuigh university, tl-.at he comjiled li:s

Xomeudaturc of Seot::sh 'Hu^lory. the work 1)_\- ^vhieh

he is best known. Some time (!;:riiig the Coinm.)^..

wealth he nj'pears to have re->uuie'l tlie jiroles^ion

to which he was bred, ami inaetised fir-t as a sur-

"e.)n, an 1 fir.allv ns p. pliysician in Ldiubiu'gh, at the

same time tliat he !k1i1 a medical appointment in

the army of Cieneial Mo;ik, l)y which >cutland was
then garri.-oned.

\\'e have not been al)Ie to discover any earlier

i si:.L..;j'i D.iii.diic:^ S.o::.<i, MS. Adv. Lib.
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publication of Christopher Irvine than a small and
very rare volume, entitled Bellntn Grammaticale,

which appeared at Edinburgh in 1 650, but of the

nature of which, not having seen it, we cannot speak.

Mis second performance was a small volume, now
also verj' rare, having the following elaborate title:

" Meiiiaita Ma^neticii ; or the rare and wonderful art

of curing by sympathy, laid open in aphorisms,

])roved in conclusions, and digested into an easy

method drawn from both; wherein the connection of

the causes and effects of these strange operations

are more fully discovered than heretofore. All

cleared and confirmed by pithy reasons, true experi-

ments and pleasant relations, preserved and published

as a masterpiece in this skill by C. de Iryngio,

chirurgo-medicine in the army. Printed in the year

1656." The dedication, which is dated from Edin-
burgh, June 3, 1656, and is signed "C. Irvine," is

addressed to General Monk as "chief captain of

those forces among whom for diverse years / /lave

sei-'ed andprospered ;^^ and speaking of the kindness
of the commander toward his inferiors, he continues
— "This is observed by all ; this hath been my ex-

perience so oft as I had need of favour and protec-

tion." We may from these passages argue, that at

the period when he composed this book, Irvine him-
self was a man of respectable standing as to years,

and had not found it inconsistent with his loyalist

principles to take office under Cromwell. The work
itself is a tnie literary curiosity. The monstrous and
fanciful doctrines which crowd the pages of Para-

celsus and Carckin, and which had begun at that

period to sink before the demand for logical proof
and practical experience, which more accurate minds
had made, are here revived and even exaggerated;
wjiile the imagination of the writer seems to have
laboured in all quarters of nature, to discover gro-

tesque aljsurdities. The book, it will be remarked,
is a treatise on animal magnetism. We would give his

receipt for the method of manufacturing "an animal
magnet" did we dare, but propriety compels us to

retain our comments for the less original portion of

the work. The principles of the author de oimiilnis

rebus et qiiihusdam aliis, are laid down in "an hun-
dred aphorisms," wliich are of such a nature as tlio

following:— "Neither souls nor pure spirits, nor in-

teiligencies can work upon bodies, but by means of

x\\(i spirit; for two extremes cannot be joined together
without a mean, therefore," it is justly and con-
clusively argued, "demons appear not but after

sacrifices used." "lie tliat can join a spirit im-
pregnat with the virtue of one bodie with another,
that is now disposed to change, may produce many
miracles and monsters." "lie that can by light

draw light out of things, or mulii])ly liglit with light,

he knoweth how to adde tlie universal spirit of life

to the particular sjiirit of life, and l)y this addition
do wonders," ^;c. Nor is his method of supporting
his aphorisms by proof k-ss original .nnd conclusive.

The readers of Jliidihras will recollect the story

taken from Helemont, of the man wlio, having Io,i

his nose, procured a new one to be cut from the limb
of a porter, on whose deatli the unfortunate nosc
grew cold and fell off The reasoning of Mr.
Christopher Irvine on this matter is peculiarly

metaphysical. " Is nf)t," lie says, "all our doctrine

here confirmed clearer than the light? was not the

insititious nose as animated at the first, so still in-

fjrmed with the soul of tlie porter? Neither had it

any from the man whose nose now it was made, but
only nourishment ; the ])ower of the assimilation
which it hatli from its proper firm, it took it not
from him but from the porter, of whom it was yet

truly a part; and who dying, the nose became a dead

nose, and did immediately tend to corniption. But
who doth not here see, most openly and evidently, a
concatenation? otherwise, how could the nose of one
that was at Polonia, enform the nose of one that
was at Brussels, but by means of a concatenation?"
The curiosity of the matter, presenting a specimen
of the speculations in which several Scottish jshilo-

sophers at that period indulged, may excuse these
extracts.

The work to which Irvine's name is most fre-

quently attached, is the Historia Scoiicm Nomeucla-
(ura Latino- Vertiaeitla; an explanatory dictionary of

the Latin proper names made use of in Scottish
history, published at Edinburgh in 1682, and repub-
lished in 1819. The editor of the reprint observes
that he "intended, along with the present edition,

to have given the public a short sketch of the life of
the author; but this intention he has been obliged to

relinquish from want of materials. To numerous
inquiries in many directions no satisfactory answer
was procured, and the editor mentions with regret,

that he knows nothing more of this eminent literary

character and profound philologist than can be col-

lected from his address to the reader." The dedica-

tion is to the Duke of York; and if we had not lx;en

furnished with vast specimens of the capacity of

royal stomachs at that period for flattery, we might
have suspected Mr. Christopher of a little quizzing,

when he enlarges on the moderation, the generosity,

the kindness to friends, the forgiveness to enemies,

displayed by the prince, and esjiecially on his having

"so firmly on solid grounds established the Protes-

tant religion." Among the other eulogiums is one
which may be interpreted as somewhat apologetical

on the part of the author, in as far as respects his

own conduct. "The neglected sufferer for loyalty

is now taken into care and favour, and they that

have recovered better principles are not reproached nor
passed by ; their transgressions are fori^ot, and time

allo'ioed to take ojp their ail habit.''' The Nomencla-
turexi a brief general biographical and topograjihical

dictionary of Scotland. With a firm adherence to the

fabulous early history the author shows vast general

reading; but, like most authors of the age, he seems
to have considered .Scotland the centre of greatness,

and all other transacti(jns in the world as naturally

merging into a connection with it. Thus in juxta-

jiosition with Argyle, we find "Argivi, Argos, and
Arii." And the liee is discussed beside the Danube.
From the address attached to this volume we

learn that its puljlication was occasioned by his recent

dismissal from the king's ser\-ice. "And now," he

says, "being, as it seemeth by a cruel misrepre-

sentation, turned out of my ])ublic employment
and livelihood, which the Defomler of the sincere

will return, I have at the desire of the printer, in this

interval, revised," &c. Taking the dedication in

connection with this circumslaiice, there can be little

doubt as to the particular object of that composition;

and from niKjther document it would a]ipear that he
was not unsuccessful in his ck-sigii. An act of ]>ar-

lianicnt, dated three years later than the publication

o'i \hti Xoiuenclaturi, and ratifying an aet of privy-

council, vdiich had reserved to Irvine the ]irivilege

of acting as a plnsieian, independent of the College

of Physicians of Ivlinburgh, just established, pr^iceeds

U]-)on a statement by the learned man himself, that

"he has been bred liberally in these arts and ])laccs

that fit nii.-n f ^r the juactice of jihysick and cliirur-

gery, and has received all the degrees of the schools

that give ornament and authority in these jnofessions,

anil lias practised the same the space of thertie years

in the eiiiincntest places and among very considerable

persons in this island, and lias, by vertue of commis-
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slons from his royal mnsfcr, excrced the fhitie of

cheriirj^eon of his guards of horse twenty-eight years

together, and has had the charge of chief physician

and chirurgeon of his armie. '"' He then states that

he wishes to practise his profession in peace in the

city of Edinlnirgh, of wliicii he is a burgess, and
hopes the council "would be pleased not to suffer

him, by any new gift or patent to be stated under
the partial humors or aflfronts of (a) new incorpora-

tion or college of physicians, composed of men that

are altogether his juniors (save Doctor Hay) in the

studies of phylosophie and practise of physick."

IRVING, David, LL.D. This talented and
painstaking writer, who has done so much in pre-

serving our old Scottish literature, and tlie memory
of its choicest ornaments, was born in tlie little town
of Langholm, in the county of Dumfries, on the 5th

of December, 1778. His father, Janetus Irving,

descended from a line of farmers in Kskdale, was
in comfortaljle circumstances as a tradesman, and
resided in Langholm. David, the youngest of four

sons who arrived at maturity, received like the rest

as liberal an education as his native town could af-

ford, and for this purpose he attended the grammar-
school of Langholm, conducted In- Mr. John Telfer.

These early school-days of David Irving were not

signalized by any extraordinary proficiency in scholar-

sliip ; indeed, his career was so slow, or its ultimate

object as yet so undecided, that he had reached the

age of fourteen or fifteen before he turned his atten-

tion to the dead languages—a case somewhat rare

in .Scotland even among llie rustic pupils of a coun-

try scliool. Still, no time appears to have been lost,

for he inherited from his mother, who died in 1797,
those intellectual abilities, that fondness for reading,

and retentive memory for which he was remarkable,

and a silent progress was going on in his mind of

which society was afterwards to reap the benefits.

Of a still more conspicuous character for the time

being were the warlike achievements, the battles

and combats, by which his boyhood was distinguished.

So late as the beginning of the present century the

more violent national characteristics of our country

had not died out, and every school had its feud witli

some rival school or party, between which, hostile

meetings, and battles with stones, sticks, or fists

were of daily occurrence. Xor was the matter
greatly amended when there was no opposing jiarty

to contend with: in this case, die pugnacious urchins,

like the schoolboys of a larger grov.th in a senate

or royal council, could find or invent a very pretty

quarrel, and fight out the fight after tlie alleged cause

had been forgot. Nay, rather than be idle, a class

or school would divide itself into Greeks and Tro-
jans, or English and Scots, and belabour each other

in fun until the work had warmed into earnest. In

this way the juvenile pugnacity of our grave sires

and grandsires was vented, and the peace of the town
and village Ijroken as well as heads and \\indows

;

wliile the only justification that could be offered

w.is

—

" Nutliing in h,ite. in honour .ill was done."

In such contlicts David Irving was not only an actor,

but a conspicuous ringleader. Tliis, however, \\-as

not enougli fir hi-; am!)iti(.in, and he ended his cani-

[laigning liy forming a regiment of forty or fifiy bo}"s

armed witli sticks, \\lioni he regularly drilled and
governed by military law. Sonn after, he showed
his readiness for war in earnest, in ccinse(|uence of

the I'rench revolution and its threats of an inva.-ion

1 AiU r/ the S^cUiih i'urii.ivtCKi, \iii. 5j'^5:.i.

of Britain. On this occasion the patriotic drum
was sounded loudly over Scotland, and in the church
of Langlioim the inhabitants were collected, and
asked who would sign an engagement to arm in

defence of their king and country? At the question
Irving, although then scarcely sixteen years of age,

was among the first, if not the very first, to ascend
the church gallery and subscril)e his name. It was
not however in war, but in literature, that this loyal

and martial spirit was to find its proper vent.

We have already alluded to the delay which oc-

curred before he advanced to the study of Latin and
Cireek. This he now commenced at the age of
fourteen or fifteen, prolxably with the ultimate inten-

tion of qualifying himself for the church. The school
which he attended for this purpose was at New
Langholm, and had for its teacher Mr. Andrew
Little, who had lost his sight by lightning on the

coast of Africa, when surgeon of a Liverpool vessel,

tor tlie lame or the deformed to become school-

masters was at that time no novelty ; but for a blind

man to adopt an office which requires quick notice

and sharj) inspection, was an instance of extraordin-

ary courage. Little, however, notwithstanding such
a serious defect, appears to have been an excellent

teacher of the learned languages, as was attested by
the progress of his pupils, and especially of Irving,

who here laid the foundation of that classical know-
ledge for wliich he was distinguished among his

contemporaries. Having com])leted his school edu-
cation David Irving entered the university of Edin-
burgh, in October, 1796, and during that and tlie two
following sessions prosecuted the study of Latin and
Greek, logic, ethics, and natural philosophy under
the distinguished professors Finlayson, Dugald
-Stewart, and Playfair. To maintain himself at

college, and perhaps also to forward his views
towards the ministry at a time when no church
could be obtained without a patron, he became tutor

to a son of the receiver-general, at that time a stu-

dent in the university of Edinburgh. But soon after

his arrival in Edinburgh, he secured that kind of

patronage which was to be more available for his

future course than that of a holder of church jjrescn-

tations. He formed the acquaintanceship of I)r.

Robert Anderson, the talented editor of tlie Works

of tlie British Poets, who at that time resided in Edin-

burgh, honoured as the literary Aristarchus of our

capital, and the kind patron of young men of genius,

whom he assemble<l at his hospitable table and aided

with his counsel and encouragement. Among these

young aspirants of fame, whose first flights he in-

spired, and who afterwards took a high place in the

world of letters, it is enougii to mention Tliomas
Canqibell, who at the instance of Dr. AiuierM)n

published the ricasures of Hope, which otheiwi>e

might never have appeared.

Under the fostermg care of such a friend and
counsellor, the l-)ias of Irving towar(!> a life of litera-

ture was directed; and the bent of it \'..as also indi-

cated by his first publication, the •' I.rc 0/ /\o(\-rf

Fcri^iissoii, witli a Critique on lii> \\'iirk>.' which he

iiiscrilied in 1799 to Dr. Ander-on. Irving thus

commenced his career of autln ir>liiii in ]i;> twenty-

fir>t vear, and in a department whicii \\a> to occuj-y

him until the cbj-e of lii> long li'.e— tliat of a bio-

grapher of Scotti>li poets, and annotator of their

puetrv. After tlii,- lie wri)te the lives of William

Ealcdiier, niithor cf the Sf^i/^i'rcrk, and of Dr.

William Ku>^ell. authr.r of the JLstory 0/ Modern
Kurr;-:. and pu!ili>!'.cd the tliree lives collectively

in a separate vi)]unie at the c!i>>e-of iSoo. In tlie

iHxt nionth (lainian' 30, iSoi) he graduated as

Ma-ler l\ Art>, and during the same year lie pt'.b-
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lished his Elements of English Composition. This

work, the most useful and successful of all Dr.

Irvine's productions, he modestly called a compila-

tion, but the skill with which he selected and ar-

ranged the materials, and the instructions it conveyed

in the art of composition, gave it all the worth of

originality. The esteem in which this volume was
held, and the demand made for it as a text-book in

English schools and academies, was indicated by the

fact, that seven editions of it were published in less

than as many years. An eighth edition, revised by
his own hand, appeared in 1828.

When he had finished his curriculum of literature

and science at the university, it might have been ex-

pected that Dr. Irving would have enrolled himself

as a student in the divinity hall. But his original

intention of devoting himself to the work of the min-
istry, if ever seriously entertained, had by this time

died out, and the fact of his being an author and a

successful one may have had a powerful influence in

effecting the change. Accordingly in 1802, instead

of commencing the study of theology, he entered the

class of civil law, but not abating in the meantime
his zeal in authorship, which he now seems to have
adopted as his chief occupation. In 1804 his dili-

gence in his favourite course of study appeared, by
his publication of '' Lives of the Scottish Poets, with
Preliminary Dissertations on the Literary History
of .Scotland, and the Early Scottish Drama." Al-

though it was favourably received by the judicious

few who could appreciate the merits of the work
and the importance of the subject, tlieir number was
as yet too small to influence the general opinion,

and his Lives of the Scottish Poets failed to secure the

popularity which it justly merited. Instead of being
discouraged by this cold reception, it only animated
him to fresh effort, and he now contemplated a Life

of Geor:^e Buchanan, the most difficult of all his liter-

ary attempts. This will appear not only from the

scholarship which such a task required, but the con-
tradictory characters which have been drawn of

George Buchanan himself, and the confusion of the

times in which he lived. But the stern old Scottish

republican in theory, and equally stern ])receptor of

a king in practice; the cynical wit, the elofjuent his-

torian, distinguished poet, philosopher, and scholar,

hail now found an earnest but impartial biographer,

and Irving commenced his labour by an explora-

tion into the records of the literature of the six-

teenth century contained in the liljraries of the British

Museum, Sion College, and Red Cross Street, as

Well as tliose of his own country. The result of

this labour and research was the Afeinoirs of the Life
and Wntitr^s of George Buchanan, which appeared
in 1805 ; a work that was considered not only to

vindicate the fair fame of our renowned countryman,
but to establish the character of his biograiiher as

an able writer and accomplished scholar. Irving

was now a man of m^te, his acquaintanceship was
sought by the most distinguished of our nortliern

scholars, and in 1S08 the degree of Doctor of Laws
was conferred upon him by Marischal College, Aber-
deen. In the same year there was a classical chair

to be filled in the newly established college of Belfast,

for whicli Dr. Irving became a candidate, and was
furnished for the purpose with testimonials from three

of our most learned professors, recommending him
in the highest terms as possessing every quality for

the office. But "on finding that this new institu-

tion wa> to be ])laced f)n a less liberal frx^ting than
had originally been cxjiected," l)r. Ir\ '.ng withdrew
his a[')])lication. Mention has already been made
of the intimacy he had formed while a student with
Dr. Ander.ion ; this had continued unimpaired, and

on June i, 1810, was ripened into a marriage with
Anne Margaret Anderson, the eldest daughter of
that worthy litterateur whose advice and example
had so influentially directed his career. But this

happy union was a brief one, as Mrs. Irving died
only two years subsequent to her marriage, after

giving birth to a son. When he had recovered from
the blow, her husband drew up a biography of the
deceased, under the title of A Memorial of Anne
Margaret Anilerson, the WifeofDavid Irving, LL.D.,
in the form of a letter to Principal Brown of Aber-
deen, 1 6th August, 181 2. This short memoir was
printed in the following year, but only for private

circulation, and was accompanied with verses wdiich

had been addressed to her wdiile Miss Anderson by
Dr. Leyden, Dr. A. Murray, J. S., and David
Carey.

Although Dr. Irving, as has been already stated,

became a student of law, it appears to have been
rather for the purpose of enlarging his general know-
ledge than following it as a profession. He was
not the less disposed to turn it to practical account,

and as he received young gentlemen into his house
as boarders while they were attending the university,

he gave private instructions in civil law to such of

them as proposed to pass their examinations for the

purpose of becoming advocates. With the same
view he printed a tract for private circulation in

1815, entitled Observations oti the Study of the Civil

La70, which was reprinted in 1820, and afterwards

in 1823. He also intended to publish the History

of Ponian furisprudence, but finding no encourage-

ment, the purpose was abandoned. Soon after he
turned to what was perhaps a more congenial occu-

pation: this was a new edition of his IJfe ofBuchanan,
which he so carefully revised and so greatly ampli-

fied as to make it almost a new work, and published

it in 181 7.

Although the study of law had as yet done so

little for him, it was now to bring its reward. In

March, i8i8, the office of principal librarian to the

Faculty of Advocates became vacant, and few offices

in Scotland could be more tempting to a person of

studious habits. The rich collection of books and
manuscripts, especially such as are connected with

the early history and literature of Scotland, wiiich

their library contains, and the respectable position,

coinpetence, and leisure enjoyed by the librarian,

were enough to rouse the learned and talented of

our country to become competitors for such an office.

The library also had drifted into such a state of con-

fusion, that it required a perfect master of books to

bring its contents into order; and aware of this, the

Faculty of .Advocates had increased tlie inihicenients,

so that there was no lack of distinguished men as

candidates. Among the foremost of these was Dr.

Irving, and although the election was delayed until

June, 1820, he was chosen by a large majority. Still,

lujwever, there was considerable discontent and de-

mur : it was alleged that, however learned, Dr.

Irving could not bring himself to the practical details

of his office; that although so well acfjuainted with

books, he was tleficient in the arts of classifying and
handling them ; an<l that without these personal

qu.alifications, which are so independent of scholar-

shi]), he was ncjt likely to prove a useful and ])rac-

tical librarian. In short, an experienced functionary

was wanted for the arrangement of the Library of

Advocates. Fortunately, liowever, it happeneil that

Dr. Kenecke had offered to aid the new librarian,

by showing him the management of the (jottingeu

lil)rary, and had ]irf)posed that for this purpose Dr.

Irving should j)ass the ensuing vacation at Giittingen.

The latter assented, and on repairing to this distin-
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puished seat of German scholarship, he not only

Icarncil the best methods of classifyinij a librarj', but

became acquainted with several of the most distin-

guished professors of the university of Gottingen.

In 1837 they sent him their diploma of Doctor of

Laws, in addition to tiiat which had been conferred

on him by Marischal College, Aberdeen. On the

return of Dr. Irving from Germany, he entered a

second time into marriage, his partner on this occa-

sion being his second cousin Janet Laing, daughter

of Mr. Charles Laing, Canobie, whom he married

on the 2Sth of October, 1820.

Having now a comfortable home and an amiable

helpmate, a situation that yielded an adequate jiro-

vision fyr his lifetime, and duties that were both easy

and congenial. Dr. Irving had attained that fair ideal

in point of position which so many literary men sigh

for and seek in vain. But there was no remission in

his literary labours except such as arose from his pro-

fessional duties, and both as author and editor, his

contributions in his own favourite dejwrtment were
numerous and acceptable. For the 15annatyne and
Maitland Cluljs he edited, among other works, a

republication of Dempster's Ilistoria Ecclesiastica sh'e

de Scriptoribiis Scotis, the similar work by David
Buchanan, prefaces to the metrical romance of Clariii-

diis, the tragedy of P/iilofiis, and Ilcnrysoii's Fables;

also biographical notices to an edition of the poems
of Alexander Montgomery, author of The Chcr)-ie

and the Slae. But it was to the seventh edition of

the Enevelopcrdia Britaniiica that his contributions

were the most abundant extending from 1830 to

1S42. They consisted of nearly all its biographical

articles connected with Scotland, besides the articles

on "Jurisprudence,"' "Canon Law," "Civil Law,"
and "Feudal Law;" and from the biographies thus

supplied he prepared two volumes, which he pub-

lished in 1839, entitled Lives of Seottish ITri/ers.

Two years earlier he publislied his Introditclion to

the Study of Civil Law. The last pul)lication which
he livecl to complete and issue, was a new edition

of Seidell s Table-talk, with notes, which appeared

in 1854.

Although Dr. Irving abandoned his original inten-

tion of devoting himself to the work of the ministry,

his secession appears to have been owing to personal

scruples rather than any doubt in the truths of (Jhris-

tianity. This was shown by the fact, that in his

earlier years he belonged to the congregation of the

Old Church, St. Giles, and that he afterwards passed

first to the New Grayfriar's, antl afterwanls to .St.

.'Stephen's parisli during the incumbency of the Rev.

Dr. Muir, under whom he ofticiated for several years

as one of his elders. On the Disruption of 1S43

he left the l-^stablislied for the Free Church, and
became an elder in Free St. John's Church, wliich

has for its ministers Dr. Guthrie and Dr. llanna.

It was a happy circumstance, that although tliis

rending asunder of the national ecclesiastical estab-

lishment produced an alienation of feeling among the

members of the two rival clnirches, the alienation

was only temjiorary, and after a short time the
jiartics were again at one in the friendly intercourse

of social life. Thus it was with Dr. Irving, whose
society with his literary associates, and the esteem in

which tliey held him, this violent religious transition

scarcely interrupted. A disruption that was more
imniediafely personal, and whicli separated him fruni

his beloved office, occurred in 1S4S. The curators

of the Advocates' Library having found it necessary

to make >>uch changes in the estal)lislnnent as would
require l)'.ith active and lalxirious service, Dr. Ir\ir.g,

in cuiifonnity with arrangements into \vlnch he

entered with them, rcsiijneii his office as kcv'^er uf

the library, after he liad held it for twenty-nine
years. It was a painful wrench from a locality in

which he had grown oUl, and the duties of which he
had discharged so ably and affectionately ; and his

life was thenceforth spent in his home. No. 6 Meadow
I'lace, a beautiful rural retirement in the outskirts

of Edinburgh, and within five minutes' walk of the

place of his late daily occupation. But he did not
subside into idleness by the change; on the contrary,

both his physical and intellectual jwwers were as

active as ever, and his wonted labours in the study

were alternated with healthful walks in the surround-

ing Meadows. His memory also in dates, facts, and
subjects, for the readiness and accuracy of which he
had always been remarkable, was as vivid and exact

as before, while he was always willing to impart its

stores to every literary inquirer. But it was his own
dwelling that was endeared to him with deeper in-

tensity after his separation from the .\dvocates' Lib-

rary ; and the cause of this is touchingly described

in his obituary in the Witness newspaper, written

by his minister Dr. Ilanna. "That attachment,"

writes the elofpient biographer of Dr. Chalmers,

"which had here suffered such a violence, now
transferred itself with all its force to his own ])rivate

library, which he now nursed with double care. It

grew beneath that care. He has left aljout 7000
volumes, all in the most perfect order, many of them
rare and valuable—altogether one of the best private

collections that our city contains. It was among
these books he lived, and it was actually among them
that he died. Every upper room in his house was
clothed with book-shelves, his own among the rest.

He lay upon his death-bed surrounded with them.
Within a few hours of his decease his eye chanced
to rest upon a new edition of Whiston's Josephus that

he had lately added to his stores, He asked his

daughter, who acted as his librarian, to hand him
one of the volumes. He took it tenderly into his

hands, turned it over and over again, regarding it

with a placid and benignant look. He tried to open
and to read it, but the feel)!e hands and eyes refused

the office. It fell out of his hands upon the bed.

His daughter took it up to replace it on the shelf.

His quick eye followed her, and noticed that, in her

haste, she had pushed it in too far. With something

like impatience he directed her to draw it out and
place it level with the rest. It was done as he di-

rected, and he was jdeasedi. It was his la,>-t earthly

act."

Thus Dr. Irving passed away, and like the old

northern heroes it might be said of him, that he died

in harness, and strong in his ruling passion to the

last. His death occurred on the loth of May, 1S60.

in the eighty-second year of his age. By his secor.d

marriage he had two sons and two dnugliters. His
eldest son, James, is a surgeon in the l^a.-t India

Company's service, and his second, Davi'.l, wlio was
an ensign in the 17th regiment of Nati\e Infantry,

died in Sinde at tlie age of tv.er.ty-one. .A. \\'ork

of Irving, which was not ]iulili>hc(l until after his own
death, was his Llistcry of Sec:t:sh IVetry, which he

had been prejiaring f 'r the I'le-- >o early a- 1S28,

but which he api^ears to have afierwartl> laid aside.

It was thouglu, liowever. loo vaiual.le by lii- literary

executors U> remain in MS., and nceor.'.ingly it was
]]ul)li>lied in i:s6i, edited hy John .\itken Carlyle,

M.D.. and with a memoir of tlie autlior j'refixed by
David I.air.g. LI,. P.. of t!ie Signet's Liljrary, from

whicli tlie tacts of tliis l)i(>g!ai;]iical notice are de-

rive.l.

In j'crsonal ap;-earai^:ce Dr. Irving was tall, stately,

and stiongl)' built, ai:'! the.-e ailvantages of person

wore -et off by a carefid a'.ter.tion to dress, so that
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he always appeared in a full costume of black, which
he wore to the end of his days. This peculiarity,

with his upright figure and dignified but somewhat
formal step, were in complete accordance with the

style of his writings, which was alw.ays vigorous,

often eloquent, but pervaded throughout with a

preciseness which occasionally was mistaken for

pedantry and affectation. To strangers, his manner
was cold and his language stern and abrupt ; but

those who knew him intimately were aware how
completely he could unbend in conversation, espe-

cially when the favourite subjects of his study were
the topic. But it is with his literary character that

we have chiefly to do, and this is discriminately

sketched by Dr. Laing in the following words: "As
an author, Dr. Irving in all his works exhibits no
common degree of learning and research, combined
with great clearness and precision of language, along
with critical sagacity and minute accuracy in his

statements. His research did not lead him to any
laborious examination of unpublished sources of in-

formation ; his faculty lay rather in availing himself
of all that had previously been discovered, for which
he was so well qualified by his familiar acquaintance
with the standard literature both of ancient and
modern times. Mis critical knowledge of ancient

authors and of literary history has seldom been
equalled in this country. But these qualities, and
the care bestowed in the choice of words and the

construction of liis sentences, have imparted a certain

degree of formality to his style. As a learned, ac-

curate, and successful labourer in the field of literary

biography, it is not, however, too much to assert,

that Dr. Irving's name will always be remembered
in Scotland."

IRVING, Rev. Edward, A.M. This remark-
able pulpit orator, and founder of a sect, was born
in .A.nnan, Dumfriesshire, in the year 1792. His
family was originally from France, but had long been
settled in the west of Scotland. His father, (iavin

Irving, followed the business of a tanner, in which
he was so successful that he became a sul)stantial

burgess in .\nnan, and possessed considerable landed

property in the neighljourhood of the town. The
mother of lidward Irving was Mary Lowther, daugh-
ter of one of the heritors of Dornock. She had
three sons, of whr)m Edward was the second, and
five daughters ; but the male part of her family

died befire her; the eldest in the East Indies, the

youngest in London, and the second in (jlasgow.

lidward Irving's earliest teacher was an aged matron
named Margaret I'aine, an aunt of the too celebrated

Thomas I'aine, whom, it was said, she had also

taught t') read; and thus, at different extremes of her
life, if the statement may be received, she was the

instructress of two men entirely unlike in cliaracter,

but both remarkable for their religious aberrations.

From her charge Iviward Irving ])assed to that of

Mr. ,\dam Ilujie, an excellent teacher of f'.ngli.ih

and the classics; liut liis progress as a scbool-lioy

gave little promise of the talents which he afterwards

manifested. From Annan he went as a student to

the university of Edinburgh, and there his proficiency

in mathematics was so distinguished, tliat liefore lie

had reached the age of seventeen he was recom-

mc-ndcd by l'rf»fessor Leslie as tlie fittest persrjn to

teach that dcjiartment of science in an academy at

Haddin:^tf)n. .\fter having occupied this situation

for a year, he was translated to a similar office in the

larger e-ta!jli-,liinent at Kirkcaldy, where he also

kept b )aiders and em]iloyed his leisure hours in

private tuition. In this way he was occu];)ied nearly

seven years at Kirkcaldy, attending the divinity hall

of Edinburgh as what is termed an "irregular stu-

dent;" that is to say, giving attendance a certain num-
ber of weeks annually for six years, instead of four
complete winters; this accommodation being made in

favour of those students for the church who occupy
settled situations at a distance from the college.

During all this period his application to study must
have been intense, and his progress considerable,

though silent and unobtrusive. Of this he after-

wards gave full proof, by his acquaintance with seve-

ral of the living languages, as well as the wide range
which his reading had comprised. At an early

period, also, the subject of religion had occupied much
of his solicitude; and when only seventeen years old
he was appointed one of the directors of a missionary
society. This fact he afterwards stated more than
once, when his violent invectives against the secu-

iarity of missions made his attachment to missionary
enterprise itself be called in question.

After completing the appointed course of study,

Mr. Irving was licensed as a preacher in his native

town of Annan. But the prospect of a church was
dim and distant, for he had secured no patron; in-

deed, even long before, he had regarded patronage
as the great abomination of the Kirk of Scotland,

while in those days popular suffrage went but a little

way in the election of a minister. The inaction of

an unpatronized probationer was however too much
for one of his chivalrous love of enterprise, and he
resolved to become a missionary, and follow the foot-

steps of Henry Martyn. Persia was to be the field

of his labour; and he began to qualify himself by
studying the languages of the East. It was perhaps
as well that the experiment of what effect a career

in the "land of the sun" would have produced upon
such an inflammable brain and sturdy iiide{)endent

spirit was not to be tried. At all events, it is certain

that his course would have been out of the ordinary

track, whether for evil or for good. While thus em-
ployed, he was invited by Dr. Andrew Thomson to

preach for him in .St. George's Church, Edinburgh,
with the information that lie would have Dr. Chal-

mers, then in search of an assistant, for his auditor.

Mr. Irving complied; l)ut after weeks had elapsed,

in which he heard nothing further of Dr. Ciialmers,

he threw himself at haphazard into a steam-vessel at

Greenock, resolving to go wherever it carried him,

previous to his departure for the East, on which he
had now fully determined. He landed at Belfast,

and rambled for two or three weeks over the north

of Ireland, where he associated with the peasantry,

slept in their cabins, and studied with intense interest

the striking peculiarities of the Irish character. Dur-
ing this eccentric tour, a letter reached him at Coler-

aine that quickly brought his ramble to a close: it

was a letter from Dr. Chalmers inviting him to

(dasgow, for the purpose of becoming his assistant.

To the great metropolis of northern commerce he
accordingly hurried; and true to his anti-patronage

principles, which were now brought to the test, lie

stipulated that he should be proved and accepted by
the ])eop!e as well as their minister, before he entered

the assislantship. The trial was made and was suc-

cessful. Dr. Chalmers himself had made the choice,

and this was enough to satisfy the most scru]>ulous.

It would have been difficult to have selected a [lair

sf) unlike each other, and yet so congenial, as Dr.

('halmers ami hi^ assistant. The latter, now twenty-

eight year.-> old, iiad at last found a s]ihere in which
he could (lis|)la}-, not only his striking advantages of

person, but his cherislied ]ieculiarities of disiKjsition.

There was therefore, even already, a measured statc-

liness in his bearing, and authoritative accent in his

conversation, that were in full keeping with his tall
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figure, rich deep-toned voice, and remarkable Sal-

vator Rosa countenance; and although the onlooker

felt as if there was something too artificial and melo-

dramatic in all this, yet he was obliged to confess

wilhal that it sat gracefully upon him, although it

would have suited no other man. But what a con-

trast to Dr. Chalmers, the very personification of

unstudied, unaffected simplicity ! This contrast, so

startling, but yet so amusing, was especially per-

ceptible in a crowded company. The Doctor gene-

rally sat with all the timidity of a maiden, and was
silent unless addressed, or even dragged into con-

versation; but as for his assistant-

—

" Stately stepp'd he east the ha',

And stately stepp'd he west."

He was too impatient to be at rest, and too full of

stirring thoughts to be silent; while the eloquence of

his continuous stream of conversation, or rather dis-

course, made him always sure of a willing audience

with Chalmers himself at their head. This very

circumstance of contrast, however, is often the strong-

est ground of affection; and it was delightful to wit-

ness the cordiality with which the pair moved to-

gether through their common duties in St. John's
parish. As a preacher, indeed, Mr. Irving enjoyed

no great share of popularity; and for this two reasons

may be assigned. In the pulpit of Dr. Chalmers
the established standard of excellence was so high

that no preacher but himself could reach it. Mr.
Irving's peculiarities also, both of manner and style,

which were afterwards such a rich treat to the people

of London, were too highly seasoned for the simple

tastes of the Glasgow citizens. It was chiefly among
the students, who were able to appreciate the sterling

worth of his sermons, that he was popular; and by

many of these competent critics he was reckoned
scarcely inferior to Chalmers himself. But it was in

pastoral visitation that Mr. Irving was best appreci-

ated, both by Dr. Chalmers and the community at

large. And, indeed, for such a duty he was admir-

ably fitted, for the dark places of .St. John's parish

were crowded with that sort of people who are sel-

dom insensible to such personal advantages as he
possessed; and while his kindness soothed the af-

flicted and encouraged the timid, his regal bearing
or reproving frown could dismay the profligate and
silence the profane. His warm-hearted open-handed
benevolence kept pace with his zeal, so that among
the poor of that populous but indigent district he was
enthusiastically beloved. On one occasion, indeed,

he manifested in a striking manner tliat utter disre-

gard of money which he entertained to the close of

his life. He had received, by the bequest of a de-

parted relative, a legacy amounting to some hundreds
of pounds. He threw the mammon into an open
desk; and without keeping count of it, was wont, in

his daily rounds, to furnish himself with a sheaf of

these notes, which he cloled among the poor of his

people until the whole sum was spent, wliich very
soon was the case.

After living three years in Glasgow as assistant to

Dr. Chalmers— the happiest portion, we doubt not,

of his life, and perhai)s also the most useful—a change
occurred, by which Mr. Irving was to burst into full

n'ltoriety. Already he had been offered a call to a
church in Kingston, Jamaica, which he would have
accepted had lie not been dissuaded by his relatives.

He also, it was said, had got the offer of a living in

one of the collegiate charges of Scotland, but refu>ed

it on account of his conscientious feelings regarding
patronage. Now, liowever, instead of obscure exile,

he was to be called into the va.-t and stirring world
of London, and l)econie a minister there independent
of the presentation of a patron. A Presbyterian

chapel in Cross .Street, Hatton Garden, attached to

the Caledonian Asylum, was at this time not only

without a minister, but without a congregation; and
a popular preacher was needed to fill both pulpit

and pews. One of the directors of the asylum had
heard of Mr. Irving, and judged him the fittest per-

son for the emergency: he represented the case to

his brethren in office, and in consequence Mr. Irving

was invited to London to preach before them. This
was the kind of election that suited him, and he
preached four Sundays in Hatton Garden with such
acceptance to the handful of auditors that he received

a harmonious call to enter upon the charge. The
only difficulty in his way was an old statute, by which
the .Scotch minister of Hatton Garden was obliged

to preach in (jaelic as well as English; but this diffi-

culty was soon got rid of through tlie influence of the

Duke of York, the patron of the institution; and in

August, 1822, Mr. Irving commenced his clerical

duties as minister.

Few sights could have been more interesting than

the growth of his popularity from such a small grain

of mustard-seed. (Jn the first day he seemed daunted
as he stepped from the vestry to ascend the pulpit,

at the array of empty seats before him, and the very^

scanty number of his congregation; he had never

seen the like in Scotland, and for a moment he
turned pale: this, then, was his sphere of action,

upon which he had prepared to enter with such tre-

mulous hopes and fears I Besides this, his church,

by its locality alone, was most unlikely to force itself

upon public notice, being situated in an unknown
and untrodden street, upon the very edge of the

Alsatia of .Saffron Hill and Fleet Ditch; and, as if

this was not enough, the building itself was at the

extremity of an obscure court off the street, where
no one, however curious, would have been likely to

search for a place of worship. And yet his four

Sabbaths of probation had not passed when there

was a perceptible change. Strangers who happened
to stroll into Cross Street in the course of their

Sunday wanderings passed an open gate, and were
arrested by the far-off tones of a deep, rich, solemn
voice, that came like distant music to the ear; and
on crossing the court with cautious steps, and peep-

ing into the church, they saw a colossal man, of

about six feet three, who, in this heart-subduing tone,

and with commanding imj^ressive gestures correspon-

dent to the voice, was addressing them in a style cf

appeal such as they had never heard before. Ct.iuld

they retreat and walk idly away?— it \\as impo>>ible;

and therefore they sat down, and li^teneil entranced,

while the next Sabbath and the next was sure to tind

them returning, until they becanie a part of the tlock.

And it was not enough that they were them>elvcs

delighted; they must have others also either to ^]lare

in their delight or justify their jireference; so tlir.t

every new comer brought his kin-folks and acquain:-

aiices to hear this wondruus .-tylc o{ pulpit oiatory.

Thus the congregation grew with a rapi<lity th.it in

a few weeks filled the building. But here tl-:e popu-

lar admiration did nut pau-e. The strange a<;vcnt

in Hatton Garden attracted ihe m >t:ce of jnurnali>t;-;

reporters from every metrt>jiolitan jaj'er luirried to

the spot; and in consequence of their ]iul)li>hed

manifestoes, the fa-liion. the literature, and the sight-

seeing spirit of London were roi;>ed to their inino-l

depths, and borne <in\\ard lo the hithert<i unknown
region of Hatton ( i.irdeii. On the Sabbath morn-

ing Cross Street ^\'a> fiHed —-nay, wedged— v.hh

crested and coniiieted carri.-ige^; and a torrent of

Itinls, senaior>. and merchaiu-princes, of duchesses

and ladie.-- of ia>iiion, might be >een mingled pell-

niell with siiojikcepers ar.d mechanics, all sweeping
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across the open court, so that the church was filled

in a twinklini;; while disappointed hundreds pressed

towards the porch, and clustered like bees round the

open windows, to catch the swelling tones of the

speaker, even if his words should be inaudible. It

was a sudden growth—was it to pass away as sud-

denly? When mere curiosity is thus agog, the only

question is, with how many trials will it rest satis-

fied.

We must now turn to the object of this dangerous
experiment—to Mr. Irving himself. Even at his

earliest entrance into Glasgow he had shown that he
was no ordinary man. But he had done more, for

he had shown his determination not to be confounded
with ordinary mortals. Even his conversation, there-

fore, as well as his style of preaching, was evidently

with the aim to astonish; and he was not satisfied

with a striking idea unless it was also arrayed in

striking language. And this aim, so faulty in a

common orator, but absolutely sinful in a preacher,

instead of being repressed, was nourished into full

growth in London, amidst the hot atmosphere of his

new popularity; so that his pulpit style assumed a

luxuriance and rankness such as no oratory of the

day could parallel. It was the language of the six-

teenth century engrafted upon the nineteenth; the

\isages, the objects, and the wants of the present day
embodied in the phraseology of a long-departed style

of life. The same aiming at singularity was percept-

ible in his attitudes, which disdained the simple rules

of elocution; in his dress, which imitated the prim-
ness of the ancient Puritans; and even his dark shaggy
locks which he kept unprimed until they rivalled

the VvnYs mane, and from which he was wont to

shake warnings of most ominous significance. He
had gone to London with the determination of being
noticed, admired, and wondered at; and all this was
but the fulfilment of his purpose. Gladly, however,
we reverse the picture. In the first place, this w//;v

manner, which would have sat so ludicrously upon
nny ordinary man. was in him so set off by his ap-

jjear.mce, that, while the many (k'lighted in it as

something rich and new, the fastidious and the critical

suspected that after all it was nothing more than the

true natural expression of such a singular personage.

In tliis way even the sesrpiipedalian words and roll-

ing Sentences of his oratory were in full keeping %\ith

the deep thunder of his voice and m.ijestic swing of

his arm; while the most startling of his assertions

Averc enfjrccd by the singular squint of one of his

eye>, that rivetted the attention with a sort of mes-
meric ])owcr. Hut better far than all this, there was
a fi-r'iiity and richness of mind in Mr. Irving that

would have made him remarkable under any circum-
stances; ^o tliat, while he imitated the ancient masters

(;f luigland in his rpiaint jihraseolo^jy, and stern a!)-

rupt simplicity, he re^eui'jled tlicm in the more
valuable qualities of j/rofound thought, vivid ima-
gination, and fearle-'S uncmipromi^ing h(jne>ty a-, a

jireacher of tiic Word. It was evident, in sli'irt, that

while he wished to be an I'dijah the Tisiihite or

John the IJapti-.t, he was a!-.o animated by their

r:gIr,eo-.is intrepidity, that would utter the most un-

jialatable truths, let them be received as they might.

l;;it was a crowded gay metropolis, instead (if the

wilderness, a fit place for sucli a John or Idijah?

We shall soon sec.

Hitherto Mr. Irving harl not been known as an
ru'.hor; hi^ only jiroduction fioin the jiress wliich he

a;kno\vlcdge 1 being a farewell discouise to the con-

greg.ition of St. lolm'.s at his de])arture to London.
He \va- !Vi-.v, !iij-.\-ever, to give tlie ])ublic an oppor-

t.mity of te-t!Mg liis pfAver>, and ascertaining wjietlier

the popui.iii!}- that crov.iied him had jjeen justly be-

stowed. He had scarcely been a year in London
when he published a collection of sermons in a
closely printed octavo volume of 600 pages. These
discourses, which had already been preached in

Hatton Garden, he afterwards prepared for thepress;
and as no ordinary title-page was sufficient for him,
the work was thus inscribed, /-'or the Oracles of God,
Four Orations: for ytidgnuut to Come, an Argutnent
in Nine Parts. They were not sermons, he wished
them to be considered something better ; and the
quaint title with which they startled the first glance
of the reader had co.st him no little deliberation.

And yet they \\ere sermons after all. It 'must be
acknowledged, however, that as such they were no
ordinary productions; for with all their literary faults

and oddities, they contained an amount of rich ori-

ginal thought and stirring eloquence such as few
pulpit productions of the present day can exhibit.

This was indeed apparent at the first opening of the

volume, where the following magnificent exordium
caught the eye and rivetted the attention. It would
be difficult, however, to conceive its full power when
it was first delivered in the pulpit, and when it pealed
upon the ears of the congregation like the stately

solemn sound of a church-organ uttering the notes

of the Te Dciim:—
"There was a time when each revelation of the

Word of God had an introduction into this earth

which neither pernntted men to doubt whence it

came nor wherefore it was sent. If, at the giving

of each several truth, a star was not lighted up in

heaven, as at the birth of the Prince of truth, there

was done upon the earth a wonder to make her chil-

dren listen to the message of their Maker. The
Almighty made bare his arm, and through mighty
acts shown by his holy servants gave demonstration

of his truth, and found fjr it a sure place among the

other matters of human knowledge and belief.

"But now the miracles of God have ceased, and
nature, secure and unmolested, is no longer called

on for testimonies to her Creator's voice. No burn-

ing bush draws the footsteps to his presence cham-
ber; no invisible voice holds the ear awake; no hand
Cometh forth from the obscure to write his jnirposes

in letters of flame. The vision is shut up, and the

testimony is sealed, and the word of the Lord is

ended; and this solitary volume, with its chapters

and verses, is the sum total of all for \\hich the

chariot of heaven made so many visits to the earth,

and the .Son of God himself tabernacled and dwelt

among us."

The announcement of a work from the jiress by
the Rev. I'idward Irving acted upon the critics as a

view-halloo does upon a band of huntsmen beating

about for game, but at a loss as to its whereabouts.

.As yet they had got nothing but the ti<lings of the

diurnals, and the scrai)s of the penny-a-liners, which
tb.ey had regarded as the mere yelping of the curs of

the ]iack; but now the start was made in earnest, and
off went the luuiters in full cry. Never, indeed, had
a volume of sermons, even from Chalmers himself,

excited such a stir, and every review was innnediately

at work, from the Jiq)iter Tonans of liie quarterly,

to the small sin ill v.histle of the weekly ])eriodical.

.•\nd never, perlia])s, on any one occasion was criti-

cistn so ])erplexed and contradictory, so that Mr.
Irving was represented as the truest of talented nicn

and the nio^l lieceiViive of quacks- -a [jrofound thinker

and a shallow sniatterer—a J)emosthenes of the real

sublime, and a llondiastes I'urioso of mere sound
and nonsense. It often liajijie-ned, too, that the very

1 same paragraphs which were (pioted by one set of

I critics as ma>ter])icccs fif eloquence, were adduced

I

by another class to jn-oNT; thai his oratory was nothing
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1)ut sheer noise and emptiness. And whereabouts
lay the truth? With both parties. Scarcely was
there an excellence attriijuted to him which he had
not manifested, or a defect of which he had not been
guilty; and the work itself, after the personal interest

excited by its author had passed away, was dispas-

sionately tried, and in spite of its manifold excel-

lencies consigned to oblivion. As it was, however,

such was its immediate reception, th.1t six months
after its ap])earance a third edition was in demand,
which he prepared accordingly, with the following

defiance to his reviewers in the preface:

—

"I do now return thanks to God that he hath

saved these speculations (whatever they be) from the

premature grave into which the aristocracy of criti-

cism would have hastened them ; and that two large

editions are now before the world, which can judge

for itself wliethcr the work be for its edification or

not. I have been abused in every possible way, be-

yond the lot of ordinary men, which, when I con-

sider the quarters whence it hath come, I regard as

an extraordinary honour. I know too well in whom
I have believed to l)e shaken by the opposition of

wits, critics, and gentlemen of taste, and I am too

familiar witli the endurance of Christians, from Christ

downwards, to be tamed by paper warfare, or inti-

midated by the terrors of a goose-quill. Even as a

man I could have shaken a thousand such unseen
shapeless creatures away from me, and taken the

jirivilege of an author of the old English school, to

think what I pleased, and write what I thought; and
most patiently could I have borne exile from the

ranks of taste and literature, if only the honest men
would have taken me in. But as a Christian, God
knoweth, I i)ray for their unregenerate souls, antl

for this natic^n which harl)oureth such fountains of

poison, and is content to drink at them. Their
criticisms show that they are still in the gall of

wickedness and the bonds of iniquity, and I recom-
mend them once more to look unto themselves, and
have mercy upon their own souls."

But the head and front of Mr. Irving's literary

offences, and the chief suliject of merriment or con-

demnation with his judges, had been his antiquated

style of Englisli—his ol)vious imitation of the great

masters of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Upon this point, therefore, he was most earnest to

defend himself; and for this purpose he states that

Hooker, Taylor, and Baxter in theology—Bacon,
Newton, and Locke in philosophy—ami .Shakspeare,

.Spencer, and Milton in poetry, had been the chief

ol)jects of his study. " They were the fountains,"

he adds, "of my English idiom; tliey taught me
forms for ex'pressing my feelings; they showed me
the constructi'in of sentences, and the majestic flow
of continuous d;-cuurse. I perceived a sweetness in

every thouglu, and a harmony in joining thought to

thought; ami through the whole there ran a strain

of melodious feeling which ravished the soul, as vocal

melody ravi.-,heth ilie ear. Their books were to me
like a concert of every sweet instrument of the soul,

and heart, and strengtli, and mind. They seemed
to think, ami feel, and imagine, and reason all at

once; an;l the result is to take the whole man cajitive

in the chains of sweetest ]5ersuasion." Having tluN,

as he opines, c<impletely exonerated himself by such
sacred examples, Mr. Irving .again turns with tenfold
ardour upon th<ise thoughtless critics who, in jn'o-

nouncing hi.-, condemnation, li.-id condemned not only
him, but the lioiioured company in which thoy found
him. The following is but a portion of his terrible

ol.ijurgation:

—

'•' Tiuy lire >iot alii'ays in /,7,.V<-," r,ut who is tliis

taste, and wlicre are \\\s works, that we niav trv what

right he hath to lift his voice against such gifted men?
This taste, which plays such a part in these times,

is a bugbear, an ideal terror, whose dominion is

defended by newspaper scribblers, reviewers, pam-
phleteers, and every nameless creature. His troops

are like king David's: 'Every one that is in distress,

every one that is in debt, every one that is discon-

tented.' And what are his manifestoes?— paragraphs
in the daily papers, articles in magazines, and cri-

tiques in reviews. And how long do they last?—

a

day, a week, a month, or some fraction of a year

—

aye and until the next words of the oracle are uttered.

And what becomes of the oracles of the dreaded
power?—they die faster than they are bom; they die,

and no man regardeth them."
.Such was but one specimen among many of the

magnificent disdain with which Mr. Irving could
trample down whatever withstood him in his career.

.Strong in the uiirightness of his own purj.ose, and
with his eye exclusively fixed upon the goal, he re-

garded everything that crossed his path as an unhal-

lowed obstacle, and treated it accordingly. It need
not be added, that his critics whom he chastised so

roughly, were by no means disposed either to accord
with his views, or submit in silence to the scorn w ith

which he elbowed them aside; and, accordingly,

they treasured up the injury for future count and
reckoning. In the meantime two events inqiortant

in the life of a clergyman had taken place with Mr.

Irving. The first was his marriage. It will be re-

collected that, when a mere stripling, he had been
settled at Kirkcaldy, where he not only taught in the

academy, but gave lessons as a private tutor in the

town. (3ne of his pupils was Miss Isabella Martin,

daughter of the Rev. John Martin, one of the min-
isters of Kirkcaldy; and between this young couple,

so employed, a mutual attachment sprang up, which
led to an engagement of marriage as soon as the un-

patronized teacher should be jirovided with a living.

Mr, Irving never lost sight, amidst the uncertainties

that followed, and the blaze of beauty and fashion

by which he was afterwards idolized in I.ondr^i, of

the sacred compact of his youthful days; and accord-

ingly, as soon as he was permanently settled in the

metro]:)olis, he hied down to Kirkcaldy, and returned

with his long-cxj)ecting bride. .Stories, of cuurse,

were rife at the time of more than one lady of rank

and fortune who would willingly have taken her

jdace, to be the ] artner of such a goodly man, and
eloquent wi(lely-f.i.nie(-l d.ivine. The other event was
the building of a new cluirch for th.e crowds tliat

had settleil under his nnnistiy. The cliaj el in

Ilatlon CJarden, which, at his arrival, did not nuister

more than fifty h.earcrs, had, at the end cf ll;iec

months, about fifteen hundred ap]dicant> for Lluirch-

sittings, although the building could .--carce'y l:avc

accommodate<l half the nunil>er. Anil this. tii<i, ir-

respective of the unm!nil)ere(l crowds that tl;i<.>nged

round the walls, unnMe to liiul >tar,ding-ro. -m, tr

even a footing upon the thie.-h.i 'Id. The n(.ci>>ity if

a larger building was urgent, and preix'.rr.t'.ni^s were

promptlv adopted, whicli were .-> >r.cce~.>lid tliat li:e

Scotch National Cluirch in Regent Si;uaie w ..- l< in-

menced, which was finally ciiin[leied in 1S29—

a

stately building, cajal.le of accumniodating at lea^t

2000 person >.

In the meantime, Imw fared, tl-.e ^ojnilarity cf

Edward Irving? A 'r.:r.e-day>" wiriider" has geiie-

rallv a still shorter <'ate in l.ciid.i.n, and he who can
su-tain it beyund tliat joiiu nn:>t have snnielhing

within him wurtli innre th.an nierelv to be wond.ered

at. Mr. Ir\ing'>, h.owever, eoiitiinieil, with little

vi^iliie aliatemer.t, f t iiearly two year-; ami allhough
much ^A this wai owin-' to the i'aet th.at on!v a limited
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number could hear him at one time, while myriads

waited for their turn, much was also owing to his

solid sterling qualities, about which there could

neither be controversy nor mistake. His peculiarities

were innumerable, from the stilted style of his ora-

tory down to the squint of his eye; while each was
the subject of discussions innumerable, both in con-

versation and print. And yet, with all this, one

fact was incontestable, which was, that he was the

most eloquent and original preacher in London, and
this even his maligners were compelled to confess.

But, unfortunately, a fault was growing upon him
for which no human eloquence can atone. He was
now becoming prolix—prolix to a degree which no
mortal patience, in modern life at least, can well en-

dure. It was not unusual with him to give an open-

ing prayer of an hour long, and follow it by a ser-

mon that took at least two hours in the delivery.

This, too, was not only in the earlier part of the day,

but in the evening also. It was a trial which mere
hunters in quest of pulpit popularity could not sus-

tain, and therefore the crowd melted away, and left

him in undisturbed possession of his own regular

auditory. And even they, too, much as they ad-

mired and loved him, were growing restive at ser-

vices by which their attention was worn out and
their domestic arrangements subverted. But this

Mr. Irving could not understand; with him it was
enough that what he felt it his duty to preach, it was
the duty of his people to hear. The tide had reached

its heiglit, and the ebb was commencing. Such was
the state of matters when he was invited to preach
the anniversary sermon of the London Missionary
Society, in May, 1S24, He complied, and on the

14th he preached in Tottenham Court Chapel, on
Mat. X. 5-42. He was still, with every drawljack,

by far the most popular preacher in London; so tliat,

notwithstanding a heavy continued rain, tlie spacious

building was filled at an early hour. But on this

occasion he outdid even his wonted prolixity. Twice
he was obliged to rest in the delivery of his almost

interminable sermon, during which the congregation

sang a few verses of a hymn; and when it was pub-
li>he(l it occupied 130 large and closely printed pages,

while the dedicatif)n and preface Iniltced tlie vukune
into thirty pages more.

But faults more serious than that of lengthiness

pervaded this unfortunate discourse, and made Mr.
Irving's best friends wisli that it had been luipub-

lished, and even impreached. It was his practice,

like other men of ardent minds, to see too exclusively,

and condemn too unsparingly, whatever error he
detected ; and the exaggerated language ^\hich he
U7,cd on such occasions wa.^ more fitted to irritate

tlian jjer^uade. Such wa,-. hi-, fault in tlie present

instance. He tliought lliere was too much sccuhirily

and self-seeking in tlie management of missions, and
was imjwtient to announce tlie fact and ])oint out a

better mode of action; Ijut wound up exclusively in

tliis one idea, his discourse looked too much like a

violent condemnation of ail modern missionary enter-

]irise whatever. After iiaving sorely liandled the

mi.T.ionary directors, and the missionaries themselves,

as if they liad been mere hucksters of religious tiuth,

and sordid sjicculators, who tliougiit of nothing i<er-

taining to the sanctuary but its shekels, he proceeded
to projjouml tile remedy. And tliis was tenfold more
extravagant than his expf)sure of the (offence. All

money juovi^ion f(;r missions was to be foregone,

an-l all jirudential ci'nisiderations in their manage-
ment gi\eu to the winds. Missionaries were to l)e

coiisi'lered as the \critable successors of the seventy,

and, like them, therefore, were to be sent forth w itli-

out money and witliout scrip. It was enougli for

them that they were to be wafted to their destina-

tion, and thrown upon its shores, after which they
were to go forward nothing doubting. The world
had been thus converted already, and thus it would
be converted again. He forgot that the seventy
were sent on this occasion, not into heathen and
savage countries, but to the towns and villages of
their own Judea; while their commission was simply
to announce their Master's coming, and prepare the
people for his arrival. This, however, was not
enough for Mr. Irving. His missionary must go
forth in faith, without a farthing for his journey, or
even a purse to hold it. It was only by thus making
himself nothing that the sacred cause could be-

come all in all; and in proportion to his trials and
necessities would be the greatness and number of the
miracles by which he would be assuredly relieved.

Who does not see in all this the germ of that strange

system of religious error of which Mr. Irving was
afterwards the hierophant? Becoming every day
more impatient of the world of reality, he was hun-
gering and thirsting for miracles; and these any man
whatever in such a mood is sure either to make or

find. But another fact almost equally significant in

this published sermon, or, as he called it, "oration,"

was its dedication to S. T. Coleridge, a man cer-

tainly of rich original mind and splendid endow-
ments, and yet not the fittest guide for so enthusi-

astic a theologian as Mr. Irving. But the latter

thought otherwise; and, discarding all his former
preceptors, he now sat at the feet of this eloquent

mystic, in the new character of a silent, humble lis-

tener.

The signals of a downward course had thus been
given, and the thoughtful friends of Mr. Irving looked
on with sad anxiety. His popularity also was wear-
ing out, and he might be tempted into some strange

measure to revive it. A change was evidently at

hand, but what was to be its commencement ? As
yet he was unprepared for a departure from his old

standards, or the promulgation of a new doctrine.

But the field of pro])hecy lay temptingly in his way
— that field which has been common to expositors

for eighteen centuries, and in which every one has
been held free to entertain his own o]iinion. Here,
then, lay the allurement, and for this also he had for

some time been unconsciously under a course of

training. In 1824 he had met, in company, Mr.
Ilatley Frere—a gentleman whose mind was much
employed in the exposition of the book of Daniel and
the Apocaly])sc, and by whom he was asked to take

a walk into the fields on the breaking up of the party.

As they strolled along, Mr. Frerc took the oppor-

tunity of expounding his views on the fulfilment of

jirophecy, and found in Irving a willing auditor.

.After a year they again met, when the subject was
resumed, and Irving listened with the same docility

which he was wont to l)estow iqinn Coleridge. He
had now found a new guide to direct as well as a

new theme to interest him. Thus stood matters

\shen he was inviteil to jireach the anniversary ser-

mon (if the Continental Society in 1825. And will

it be believed that, on this occasion, he plunged right

downwards into a new intcr])rctation of prophecy?
.•\ few conversations with I'rere, who, as he thought,

had furnished him with the right key, and his own
miscellaneous readings upon the subject, wereenfuigh
to qualify him as a guide u|)on a path where so many
thousands had erred I The "oration," as may well

be su])i)osed, was i)er[)lcxing in the extreme; and
while some of his audience thought that he was ad-

\ocating t.'atholic emancipation, others thought that

he was l»attling against it. .Some of the leading

mcmljcrs of the committee had not even i)atience to
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wait the issue of the question, but left the church

before the sermon was fniislied. To set himself

rii^ht with the i)ul)lic, as well as announce his new
interpretation, .Mr. Irving pul>lishe(l the substance

of this sermon, which swelled, as he wrote, into a

work of voluminous bulk, under the title of Babylon
and Infidtiity Foredoomed of God. lie was the first

expositor who ventured to connect jiarticular pretiic-

tions with the events of the French Revolution. Ac-
cording to him, the Papacy commenced in a.I). 533,
which, with the 1260 prophetic days or years of its

continuance, brings Popery down to the year 1793,
the year when the Frencli Revolution commenced, at

wiiich date Mr. Irving considers the reign of Pojiery

to have been superseded by that of Infidelity, and
the judgments upon Babylon to have commenced.
From that period to the date of his preaching, com-
prising a period of thirty years, six vials, as he

imagined, had been poured out upon the seat of the

Beast The seventh and last vial, which was re-

served for the destruction of infidelity, he calculated

would occupy forty-five years more, thus bringing

the consummation of judgment to the year 1 868,

when the millennial kingdom was to connnence on
earth, with Christ himself, and in person, as its sove-

reign.

Such is but a brief sketch of that system expository

of the fulfilment of prophecy into which Irving now
threw himself with headlong ardour, and of which
he talked as if it were the sum and substance of re-

velation. His pul()it rang with it, and with it alone;

his whole conversation was imbued with it; and
while his fervent imagination revelled with almost
superhuman excitement among j^ictures of Arma-
geddon and the millennium, the Inferno and Para-

diso of his preaching, his finger incessantly pointed
to the year 1S6S as the date emblazoned upon the

lieavens themselves, at which all old things were to

pass away, and all things become new. And with
wiiat desire he longed to live to this year, that he
might behold its glories with his own bodily eyes I

Besides his work, also, of Babylon and Infidelity

Foredoomed of God, his active pen was soon resumed
upon the same subject. In the course of his studies

on the completion of projiliecy, he had met with a

production that in some measure accorded with his

own views. This was a large work written by a

•Spanish ecclesiastic, who slirouded his liberal and
Protestant sentiments under the character and name
of a Jewish convert, to escape a controversy with tlie

Inquisition; and, deeming it well worth the notice

of the ]5riti^h public, Mr. Irving immediately studied

tiie Spanish language, translated the volume into

Knglish, and publislied it in 1827 under the title of
" The Comin^^ of the Messiak in Glory and Majesty,

by Juan Josafat Ben Fzra, a Converted Jew.' It

was not long before his zeal and eloquence ]irocured

many converts to his opinions, who held their stated

meetings at .-Vlbury, near Cuildford, in Surrey, in

tiie mansion of Mr. Drunimond, the lianker, a warm
friend and coadjutor of Mr. Irving. The result of

tlie-e meetings was given to the world l)y Mr. I )rum-
UMiul, in three volumes, entitled Dialogues on Pro-
pl'-i'ey. A quarterly periodical, also, called the
Mornin::; U'ate/i, was soon commenced by the "Al-
bury School of Prophets" and their supjiorters, in

wliich their ]ieculiar views abf)ut prophecv and tlie

millennium were advocated and ilhistrated \vith great
talent and plau^ihilitv.

Well would it have been for Mr. Irving if he had
now ^topped short. As yet his views, if eccentric,

had been comparatively harmless ; and even if his

calculations had been erroneous, he had onlv failed

m a su!)ject where such men as Bacon, Nailer, Sir

Isaac Newton, and Whiston had been in fault. But
here he could not stop. He had commenced as an
independent expounder of prophecy, and he must
needs be the same in doctrine also. It was about

the year 1827 that he was observed to preach
strange sentiments respecting the human nature of

our blessed Redeemer, as if the Holy One, while on
eartii, had been jK-ccable like any son of Adam, al-

though completely sinless in thought, word, and
deed. It may l)e that his ideas of the second ad-

vent of Christ in icJCS, and the nature of the mil-

lennial reign which was then to commence, had thus

secularized and degraded his concejnif)ns respecting

the second person of the Godhead. His first public

annunciation of these most culpable o]5inions was
before the London Society for the Distribution of
"(iospel Tracts," in whose behalf he preached a
collection-sermon. Many of his hearers were aston-

ished, and not a few shuddered. He still continued
to preach upon the same subject, at every step enter-

ing into additional error, until a heresy \\as fully or-

ganized, which he fearlessly published to the world
in,iS28, in a work of three volumes, closely printefl

in octavo, entitled Sermons, Leetiires, and Oeeasional

Discourses. These discourses, and his new creed,

one might think, should have been immediately fol-

lowed by trial and deposition. But heresy is a diffi-

cult subject even for the grasp of a church-court, as

it does not always wear a sufficiently tangilde and
s]-)ecific form. Besides, it was not always easy, from
Mr. Irving's language, to ascertain the full amount
and nature of his meaning. On every subject he
spoke as if tliere was no degree of compariscjn but
the superlative. He soon, however, received a

silent but significant warning. Having gone down
to .Scotland in 1829, he was desirous of the honour of

a seat in the General Assembly, and was nominatetl

a niling elder for that jnirpose by his native burgh
of Annan. But the Assembly refused the appoint-

ment. His heretical sentiments were alreaily too

well known, and would of themselves have been
sufficient for his rejection. But tlie refusal of the

veneral)le court was founded upon a more merciful

principle ; as a non-resident in the kingdom of Scot-

land, and as an ordained minister beyond its bounds,

he could not at that time take his seat as a ruling

elder among them. During this tour Mr. Irving

was not otherwise unoccupied : and in Dumfries and
its neighbourhood he jireached in the open air, and
in a style that astoni>lie(l his sober-minded country-

men. His sermons on these occasions comiirised all

his errors in doctrine, and all his singularities of ex-

position, from the downfal of Pojiery and the pecca-

bility of our Saviours human nature, to the millennial

reign and the restoration of all things, whether ani-

mal, vegetalile, or mineral— fi\im man, the l^rd of

creation, to the crawling worm or tlie .-ensele:~s stor.e.

But even farther yet Mr. living was to g<i. .V

strange religious frenzy had coninieiiced at R^nv ni.d

Port-( jlasgow, on the Firth of Cl_\';e. engeralere^i by

extravagant notions alioul the a--v.raiice <•! faith and
universal redemption, under ^\llieh several \\eak

minds became so heated, that tliey began to j^Mjihoy

and attempt to work miracles. Put tlie mc^t re-

markable part of the delusion ci'n~;-te<l in wiM jiy-

tlione.-s contortion- into wlii^h the favoureil (->f the

sect were thrown, under which tb.ey harangued,

raved, and elianted i:i -traiige 111. intelligible utter-

ance- tliat were as-crted to be divine insp.iration,

speaking miracidou>l\- in languages which neither

-peaker nor hearer und.er-to.id. It was a craziness

as contenijitible a- that .>f tb.e P.uchanites in the pre-

ceding century, and. l;l<e tlie >y>tem of F.I.-peth

Buclian, it wa^ uiijuitc.l for a permanent hold upon
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the Scottish intellect ; so that, while its action was
chiefly confined to hysterical old women and dream-

ing girls, it fell into universal contempt, and passed

away as rapidly as it had risen. But just when this

moon-governed tide was at the height, one of its

female apostles went to London, and connected her-

self with Mr. Irving's congregation, many of whom
were fully ripened for such extravagances. They
were wont to assemble for prayer-meetings and re-

ligious exercises at the early hour of six in the

morning, and there the infection spread with electric

rapidity, while prophesying, denouncing, and speak-

ing in unknown tongues took the place of prayer and
exhortation. As in the cases of Row and Port-

Glasgow, also, these visitations at first were chiefly

confined to the female sex, and a few unlucky men,
the victims of feminine susceptibility. But the Lon-
don form of the disease soon took a higher flight than

that of Scotland. Private rooms and session-houses

were found insufiicient for such important manifesta-

tions, and they were daringly transferred to the

church, and incorporated with tlie solemn public

services? And how could the spirit of Mr. Irvyjg

brook such arrogant interruptions? But, alas! the

lion v.itiiin him was tamed, cowed, and chained
;

and he who daringly sought to be more, was now less

than man. He believed that the second pentecostal

day had come, of wliich the first was but a type

;

that these were the divine supernatural manifestations

by whicli the second coming and reign of Christ

upon earth were to be heralded; and that liimself the

while was the honoured John the Baptist, by whom
the coming had been heralded and the way prepared.

Tiiese were proceedings which the church could

no longer tolerate, and the case was taken up by the

London presbytery in the early part of 1830. As
yet the cliarge Ijrought against him was only that of

heresy—one, as we have already mentioned, so diffi-

cult to substantiate, and therefore the discussion ^\ as

prolonged fur eighteen months without any final

result. But during the interval the excesses at the

Caledonian Church, Regent Square, had become so

Mild, and withal so notorious, that the question of

his ofience was no longer one of nice metaphysical

subtlety. These were matters of fact, not of mere
ojiinion, and soon received from tiie dejiositions of

examined witnesses their full amount of proof It is

to be observed that, for some time, Mr. Irving had
Leen in the jiractice of exalting the authority of the

church as jtaramount and supreme, while by the

church he meant the ministers nnd ofhce-bcarers ex-

clusively, in their courts assembled for the purposes
of ecclesiastical legislation. Their dictates were in-

fallible, and therefore to be received M'ithout disputa-

tion or scruple. It was the system of his favourite

Iloolcer ])Uilicd into the extremes of Puseyisni, and
even of downright Voyicry. According, therefore,

to his own teaching, he should have accepted the

jiresbytery's award with imj)licit submi^sion. But it

iiap;)ened with him, in his own ca>e, as it has done
with many others, that this jiarticular instance was
an cxcejition to the general nde. His light and
knowledge, his vocation and labours, were ^Ujierior

to those of liis brethren ; they were working and
bhuviering in darluiess, upon subjects which tliey

were not worthy to comj)rehend; and how, tlicn,

cor.M they be qualified to judge in such a case as

iITn? This, Id^. conclusion, was a]:ijiarenl in his con-

duct during l!ic course of trial. He lost jjatiencc

during tile cro->-e.\aniinalion of tlie witnesses, and
charged the prcs'iytery with Ijcing a "court of Anti-

christ."' Hisd.cfeiice, which occujjicfl f)ur hours in

the delivery, \\-ai more the language of denunciation
end rcbul._- t!;an confession or exculpation; it was

|

even a fierce defiance and full rejection of presby-
teries, synods, and general assemblies to boot, when
they came in contravention with himself and his kirk-

session. The result of this trial was, that he was
found guilty of the charges libelled against him, and
sentenced to deposition from his local cure as minis-

ter of the Scotch National Church in Regent Square.
Regarding, or pretending to regard, this sentence as a
mere nullity, he attempted to hold his early morning
meetings in that building as before ; but when he
jiresented himself with his followers for that purpose,

he found the gates locked, and all access refused.

True to his new character, he uttered an awful pro-

phetic denunciation at this rejection, and turned away
in quest of another place of meeting.

This was but the first step of Mr. Irving's ecclesias-

tical punishment; for, though deprived of his church,

his standing as a minister of the Church of Scotland
was still untouched. The question whether he
should thus continue was, therefore, to be next tried

before the bar of that presbytery by which he had
been ordained— the presbytery of his native Annan.
This ecclesiastical assize was held on the 13th of

March, 1833, and Mr. Irving appeared at the sum-
mons. His conduct on this occasion was, if possible,

still more wild, as well as more peremptorj', than it

had been before the presbyteiy of London. The
most serious part of his offence was now to be taken
into account; and therefore the charge against him
was, of "printing, publishing, and disseminating

heresies and heretical doctrines, particularly the

doctrine of the fallen state and sinfulness of our
Lord's human nature." His answer was rather an
authoritative harangue to the by-standers, justifying

his doctrine, and commanding them to receive it,

than the reply of an office-bearer to his court cf

judicature; and at the conclusion he wound up his

rebellion in the following words: "I stand here, not

by constraint, but willingly. Do what you like. I

ask not judgment of you; my judgment is with my
God; and as to tlie General Assembly, the spirit of

judgment is departed from it. Oh ! ye know not

how near ye are to the brink of destruction. \'c

need not expedite your fall. All are dead around.

The church is struggling with many enemies, Init

her worst is within herself— I mean that wicketl x\s-

sembly!" After full trial he was found guilty, and
the sentence of deposition wasjust about to be pre-

faced with jnayer, when a loud voice was heard from
a pew behind Mr. Irving, exclaiming, "Arise, de-

]iart !—arise, depart I— flee ye out, flee ye out of her !

"S'e cannot pray. How can ye pray? How can ye
]iray to Christ, wliom ye deny? Ye cannot pray.

Depart—depart— flee— flee!" The cluu-ch, at this

late hour, was almost enveloped in darkness; ar.d

tlie cnjw(l of 2000 people within the walls started to

their feet, as if the cry of "Fire!" had been suddenly

sounded. But a minister, on lifting up the solitary

candle to whieh they were reduced, and searching

cautiously alxnit, discovered that the words were
uttered by Mr. Dow, late minister of Irongrny, who
had lieen dejxised for holding sentiments similar to

those of .Mr. Irving. The latter, who seemed to con-

sider tile call as a command from Heaven, rose up to

dejiart; and turning his colossal form toward the

])a~sage, which was almost blocked u]), he thundered
in a lone of inqtatiencc, ".Stand forth! .Stand forth!

\\ hat! Will ye not obey the voice of tlie Holy (ihost?

-As many as will obey tlie v<jicc of the Holy Ghost,

let them depart." He strode onward to the door,

and, ])ausing for a moment, he exclaimed— "I'mjer
indeed! Oh!'' Such was his parting salutation to

the church of which hi; had been so distinguished a

minister. In a few minutes more the sentence < i
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the presbyterj' was pronounced, and liis connection

with the ciiiuch dissolved.

The subsequent history of an indivichial so good
and talented, but whose course withal was so erratic,

may be briefly told. Immediately after his deposi-

tion, he commenced a tour of open-air preaching in

Annan, Dumfries, and other places, and then re-

turned to London. On his ejection from the Cale-

donian Church in Regent Scpiare, he had settled,

with a great portion of his congregation, who followed

him, in a building in Xewman Street, formerly the

])icture-gallery of IJenjamin West, which was fitted

up for a place of worship; and here, completely

removed beyond the control of church-courts, Mr.

Irving gave himself up to his prophets and prophet-

esses, whose exhibitions became wilder and revela-

tions more abundant than ever. A new creed, a

new church, and new office-bearers and rites were

soon established ; itinerant preachers were sent forth

to proclaim the advent of a better world at hand,

while miracles, effected upon the weak-minded and
hypochondriacal, were announced as incontestable

proofs of the divine authority of the new system.

At length 50,000 worshippers, and numerous chapels

erected throughout England, proclaimed that a dis-

tinct sect had been fully established, let its per-

manency be what it might. And now Mr. Irving had
attained that moiistrari dii^ifo which, with all his

heroic and disinterested labours, he never appears

to have lost sight of since his arrival in London.
But as the honoured and worshipped mystagogue,

with a church of his own creation, was he happy,

or even at peace with himself? His immeasurably
long sermons, his frequent preachings and writings,

his incredible toils both of mind and body, were
possibly aggravated and embittered by the apostasy

of some of the most gifted of his flock, and the

moral inconsistencies of others ; while the difficulties

of managing a cause, and ruling a people subject to

so many inspirations, and exhorted in so many un^

known tongues, would have baffled Sir Harry \'ane,

or even Cromwell himself His raven locks were
already frosteil, and his iron frame attenuated, by
premature old age; and in the autumn of 1834 he
was compelled to return to his native country for

the recovery of his health; but it was too late. His
disease was consumption, against which he struggled

to the last, with the hope of returning to his flock ;

but on arriving at Glasgow, his power of journeying

was ended by tlie rapid increase of his malady; and
he was received under the hospitable roof of Mr.
Taylor, a stranger, where, in much jiain and suffer-

ing, he lay down to die. In his la>t hours he was
visited by his aged mother, and his sister, Mrs.

Dickson, to the tirst of whom he said, "Mother,
I hope you are happy." Much of the time during

which he was sensible was emj^loycd by him in

fervent prayer. A short time before he exjiircd, the

Rev. Mr. Martin, his father-in-la\\-, who stood at his

bed-side, overheard him faintly uttering what appeared
a portion of the twenty-third ]\-ialin in tlie original

;

and on repeating to him the fir>t verse in Hebrew,
Mr. Irving immediately followed with the two suc-

ceeding verses in the same tongue. Soon after he
expired. This event occurred (jii the 6th of Decem-
lier, 1S34, v.hen he ^^as only forty-two years old.

His deaili occasioned a deep and universal sensation

in Cilasgow, where his niiiii>tiy as a preacher had com-
menced, and where he was sli!l beloved by many.
He left a widow and three yomig children, one of

them an infant only six months okl at his decease.

IVORY, JAMFS, LL.D.^-This excellent mathe-
matician u as bjrn at Dundee in 1765. After lie

had attended the public schools of his native town,
until the usual course of an JCnglish education was
finished, his father, who was a watchmaker in

Dundee, being anxious that liis son should be a
minister, sent him to the university of .St. Andrews,
to prosecute those studies which tlie church has
appointed. He entered the college at the age of

fourteen, and continued there six years; but of the

various departments of study comprised within this

course, mathematics attracted his chief attention;

and in this he made such proficiency as to attract

the notice of his fellow-students, as well as of the

Rev. John West, one of the professors, who en-

couraged and aided him in his scientific pursuits.

After these college terms had been finished. Ivory
spent two years at St. Andrews in the study of
theology, and a third in Edinburgh, where he had
Sir John Leslie for his class-fellow. But on com-
pleting his theological course, and leaving the

university, in 17S6, instead of becoming a licentiate

of the church, as his father had jiroposed, he became
assistant teacher in a newly established academy in

Dundee, where he continued three years, and after-

wards engaged with some other persons in a factory

for spinning flax, which was erected at Douglastowrr,

Forfarshire. How this last occupation, of which he
was chief superintendent, coincided either with his

previous studies as a theologian, or his predilections

as a mathematician, does not distinctly appear ; but

the result was a failure; for, after fifteen years of

trial, the company was dissolved in 1804, and tlie

factory closed. During all this period Ivory had
probably employed his leisure in the study both of

English and foreign works upon his favourite science

—pursuits not of a favourable nature certainly for

the mechanical operations of flax-spinning. He had
done enough, however, at all events, to show that

his leanings were not towards the office ol the

ministry.

The next change that Mr. Ivory underwent was
of a more congenial character, for it was to a pro-

fessorship of mathematics in the Royal Military

College, instituted a few years previous at Marlow,
in Buckinghamshire. Here he laboured with great

assiduity in his new charge, and afterwards at .Sand-

hurst, Berkshire, when the college was removed to

that cpiartcr. The manner in which he discharged

the duties of his imp-ortant professorship not or.iy

met with the high ajiproval of the governor of the

institution, but also the cordial esteem of the students,

whom lie was never weary of instructirg in a science

so essential to the military profession. He e;i-

deavoured, in his le.-sons, to simplify those demon-
strations that had hitherto been of too complex a

character; and for the more effectual accomp!i^!lnleI:t

of this purjiose he also iniblislied, but without liis

name, an edition of Euclid's Eliinciits, in wliich th.e

difficult problems were brought more witliin th.e

reach of ordinary understandings. So earne.-tly ar.d

indefatFgably, indeed, were these duties (Ii>LhargLd,

that in 1S19 his health unfitted him for furth.er j'u!)-

lic exertion, and he re-:gned Ins eliair in Sai..iha;r^t

College before the time liad. elnji-ed iliat entitle.] hhin

to a retiring pension. But th.e vah'.e of his -eiviees

was so justly estimated, th.it the full j
en-ion was

allowed 'him.' with which he retire^! into
]
riy.:te li;>,

in or near l.oiuh.n. where he pn-ecute'i his Ir.ver.rite

studies till the pvr;od of 1,;- (ieatli. which ocLUrred

on the 2i-t September, 1S4::, in the seventy-sevenili

year of his age.

Sucii were the L-w event- of a jniblic nature th.al

chnracteri/ed l!-.e life of I'rofe-sor Ivory; but liis

actions are thieiiv to be fmnd in his scientific

writin::-. \\liich uere liigh.lv estimated bv the mathc-
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maticians of his day. Of these we give the follow-

ing brief enumeration :

—

In 1796, 1799, and 1 802 he sent three communi-
cations to the Royal Society of Edinburgh. The
first of these was entitled A AVrc Seriesfor the Recti-

fication of the Ellipse; the second, A A'au Method of
Kesolz'itti; Cubic F.quations ; anil the third, A Nci.u

a>hi Universal Solution of Kepler''s Problem.

To these succeeded, between the years 1809 and
1S39, fifteen papers, transmitted to the Royal Society

of London, and published in their Transactions.

'I'he first of these, On the Attractions of Jlomo-

goieous Ellipsoids, possesses remarkable merit, in

which he solved, in a new and simple manner, the

attractions of these ellipsoids ui)on points situated

oti their exterior. Three of these were on the
Attractions of Spheroids, in which he substituted

a process of analysis so much superior to that of the

celebrated Laplace, that the latter frankly acknow-
ledged the su]ieriority. Another communication,
published in the Transactions for 1814, is entitled

-•/ Xeiu Method of Deducing a First Approximation
to the Orbit of a Comet from Three Geocentric Ob-
sen'ations. Two of the articles contain his investi-

gations on the subject of astronomical refractions;

and four on the equilibrium of fluid bodies. These
titles will suftice to show the subjects that chiefly

occupied his attention. Only one of these papers
was purely mathematical, and was entitled On the
Theory of Elliptic Transcendents.

The honours that were conferred upon a silent

recluse student, such as Mr. Ivory was, showed how
greatly his scientific acquirements and his writings
were valued. In 1 8 14 the Copley medal was
awarded to him for his mathematical communica-
tions to the Royal Society; in 1826 he received one
of the royal medals for his paper on Astronomical
Refractions, published in 1823; and in 1839 another
royal medal was bestowed on him for his theory of
Astronomical Refractions, which was published in

the previous year. In 1815 he was elected a fellow
of the Royal Society of London ; he was also an
honorary fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,
of the Royal Irish Academy, and of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society; a corresponding member of
the Institute of France, of the Royal Academy of
Sciences of Berlin, and of the Royal Society of

Gottingen. In consequence of a recommendation
of Lord Brougham to William IV., Mr. Ivory, in

the year 1831, was honoured with the Hanoverian
Guelphic order of knighthood, and a pension of

;i^300 per annum; and in 1839 he received the

diploma of Doctor in Laws from the university of

.St. Andrews.

J.

JACK, or JACH^US, Gilrert, an eminent
metaphysician and meilical writer, and professor of

philosophy at Leydcn, was born at .A.berdeen, as has

been asserted (altliough there seems but slight ground
for fixing the date so precisely), in the year 1578-

Early in life, and ajiparently before he had com-
menced a regular series of literary study, he lost his

father, and was committed by his mother to the

jirivate tuition of a person named Thomas Cargill.

He afterwards studied under Robert Howie: and as

t'.iat individual was made princijjal of Marischal

College on its erection into a university, in 1593,
it is probable that Jack obtained a portion of his

university education at Aberdeen, although he is

mentioned by Ereher as having studied ])hiiosophy

at St. -Xndrews, where he was un<ler the tuition of

Robert Hay, an eminent theologist.' liy the advice

of his tutor, who probaI)ly detected in his mind the

dawniiigs (;f high talent. Jack continued hi^ studies

in the universities on the Continent. He remained
for some time at the colleges of Herborn and Hclm-
stadt, when, incited by the high fame of the uni-

versity of Leydcn, lie removed tliitlier and ^ouglit

cmj'ijoyment as a {private teacher in ex]x-ctTtinn of

eventually obtaining a ))rnfessi)r,>lii[). Hi-> amt)iti'>n

wa> at length gratified by his appointment, in 1604,

t') what had Ijcen in general terms called the philo-

s >]iliical chair of that celebrated institution. Scot-

land, which seems to have acquired a jiermanent

celebrity fr'jm the numerous jjerscvering and ambi-
tious men it had dispersed through the world, was
at IK) time so fruitful in its supply of eminent men
ns during the lifetime of the subject of our memciir.

.\'lolphus \'orstius, a person known to fame chiefly

^ Fmii'yi Thrafrunt I irnruvt r.rufiitiiine C larnriiiii .w. 1313.

yii:ti.s utriits'juc tiiii^tur fjmdajjtrfi tis, ait arti(ti-iiiuiiit An-
<irr,zttii»i al<li-i;ntiisf/'hiliisnf<!iia o/rratit uavavit, prcccptore
usus Roberto I/a-jwo Thcolo^o cxifrio.

from his tributes to the memory of some eminent
friends, and colleague of Jack in the university of

Leydcn, in a funeral oration to his memory, from
which the materials for a memoir of Jack are chiefly

derived, mentions that at the period we allude to

there was scarcely a college in luirope of any cele-

brity, which did not number a Scotsman among its

j)rofessors : and whether from the meagre tuition in

our own universities, or other causes, most of the

Scotsmen celebrated for learning at that jieriod

—

and they were not a few—l^egan their career of fame
abroad. In the works or correspondence of the

continental scholars of the seventeenth century, we
frecpiently meet with names of Scotsmen now for-

gotten in their native country, and that of Jack fre-

quently occurs, accompanied with many indications

of respect. He is said to have been the first who
taught metaphysics at Leyden, a statement from which
we may at least presume that he ojiened new branches

of iiKji'.iry, and was celebrated for the originality of

the system he inculcated. During his ]lrote^sor.ship

at Leyden he studied medicine, and t(jok iii^ degree

in that science in 161 1.

In 1 61 2 ajijieared his first wf)ik, IiL^tiliitioncs

Physicr, Jinciitutis /.Ui^diiiioisis .Stiidns polissnnum

dicatiC, reindili-hed with notes in IO16. Tliis trea-

tise is dedicated to Matthew ( )verl)eguius (( )verl)eke),

and is in the usual manner prefaced by laudatory

addresses, which are from the pens of men of ccle-

biity— Daniel Heinsius, (Ireek jirofessor of Leyden
(who a]i])ropriately uses his ]irofessional language),

(iaspard liarkeus, tlie jirofes^or f)f logic at Leyden,

and Theodore Schre\-elius (probably father to the

lexicogiaj'hrr Cornelius). 'i'liis work, notwith-

standing its title, will be readily understood to be
generally ineta]>hysical, and the ])orlion tending to

that s]iecies of discu-sion is tliat from which a modern
student will derive most satisfaction. It consists of

nine books. 'I'he first is introductory, containing
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definitions, &c., the second is "De Xatura," the

tiiird "De Motu," the fourth "De Tempore," the

fifth "De Cc-ck)," the sixth "De Corpore Misto,"'

the seventh "De Meteoris," the eighth "De Anima,"
and the ninth "De Anima KationaH." Apart from

the doctrines now called vulgar errors, for an adher-

ence to which the limited bounds of our own know-
ledge must teach us to excuse our forefathers, this

work may be perused with interest antl even profit.

To have departed from the text of Aristotle might

liave been considered equal in heresy to a denial of

any of the evident laws of nature; but if Jack was,

like others, a mere commentator on the great law-

giver of philosophers, he frequently clotiies original

views in correct, clear, and logical language; his

discussions on time and motion might not be un-

grateful to a student of Ilutcheson or Reid; antl

though almost unknown to his country, and for-

gotten in his native city, he is no contemptible

member of the class of common-sense philosophers

of whom Scotland has boasted. In 1624 Jack pub-

lished another work, entitled Iitstiliitioucs Mcdicir,

republished in 1631. Alx)ut this ])eriod his celebrity

had reached the Dritish Isles; and, like his illus-

trious friend and comrade Vossius, the author of the

History of Pelagianisiii, he was invited to fill the

chair of civil history at Oxford, a proffer he declined.

Tills eminent man died on the i~\.\\ day of A]:iril,

162S, leaving behind him a widow and ten children.

He seems to have been on terms of intimate and
friendly familiarity with the greatest men of the age.

He is said to have been a hard student, to have pos-

sessed vast powers of memory, and to have been
more attentive to the elegancies of life, and to his

personal appearance, than schulars then generally

were.

JACK, or JACHEUS, Tu<-^^\\%, a classical

scholar of eminence, and author of tlie Oiu'/iiasticon

Poeticiitn. The ]5eriod of the birth of this author is

unknown: Dr. M'Crie has with his usual industry

made investigations into his history, but, excepting

the circumstances to be discovered from the dedica-

tion to his work, none but a few barren facts have
been found, which must have ill repaid the labours

of the search. He was master of the grammar-
school at Glasgow; but at what period he entered

that seminary is unknown. He relinquished the

situation in 1574, and became minister of the neigh-

bouring parish of Eastwood, from which, in the

manner of the time, he dates his book "ex syh-a

vulgo dicta oriciitali
;''

his work is entitled " Ouoiv.as-

ticoii Pcctkum, sive proi^riorum quibus in suis monu-
nientis usi sunt vcteres Pov.-ta;, brevis Descriptio I'oe-

tica;'' it is neatly printed in quarto, by Waklegrave,

1592. and is now very rare. It may be described as a

verbified topographical dictionary of the localities of

classical poetry, expressing, in a brief sentence seldom
exceeding a couple of lines, some characteristic,

which may remind the student of the subject of his

readings. He mentions that he has found the system
advantageous by experiment; and mo>t ufour readers

will be reminded of the repeated attempts to teach

the rules of grammar, and other matters necessary

t) l)e committed to memory, in a ^imilar manner.
Tlie subject did not admit of much elegance, and the

chief merit of the author will l)e acknowledged in

tlie ]ier>everance wliich has amassed so manv refer-

ences to .subject-, of classical research. A (luotatiiju

el tlij first few lines may not be unacceptaljle:

—

'' Caucnseus v.itc'i .MxTris ventum pn'fatiir,

Arjivuin Ijii scxtus .-Mbxs rc.\. riKirds in .-\rmi>

-Ai.er. Hypcrin:icstr.-i I.yiicc'que parcntil '.:- • r'.u.s;

Hinc et A!nntiai!;:ni >eHt;s dat jura lV!.;-;;;s.

I'.x nube l.\i'j!i Centauru:n gi^'r.it .\bar.t-;a,

VOL. II.

il'ncas comitem quo nomine clams habcbat
yl^gypti ad fines Abatus jacct Insula dives.:

(Juani arcum armavit lino natura tenaci,

Annifera: Thracis ({uondani urbs Alxlera Celebris."

This passage contains the accounts of Abaris,
Abaniiada', Abas, Abatos, and Alxlera.

In the dedication, which is addressed to James,
eldest son of Claud Hamilton, commendator of
I'aislcy, a pupil of the author. Jack complacently
mentions that he had been induced to publish by
the recommendation of Andrew Melville and Bu-
chanan, and that the latter eminent person had
revised the work, and submitted to a counter re-

vision of works of his own. Prefixed to the Oitom-
asticon are encomiastic verses by Robert Pollock,
Hercules Pollock, Patrick Sharpe, Andrew Melville,

and Sir Thomas Craig. Dr. M'Crie has discovered
that Thomas Jack, as minister of Rutherglen, was
one of those who in 1582 o]iposed the election of
Rfibert Montgomery as Archbishop of (Uasgow.
He appears to have been a member of the General
Assenddy in 1590 ; he is mentioned in 1593 as a
minister within the bounds of the presbjtery of

Paisley, and must have died in 1596, as appears
from the Testament Testamentar of "Eujihame
Wylic, relict of umepdiiU Mr. Thomas Jak, minr.

at Eastwod."

JAJVIESI., King of Scots, and illustrious both
in jiolitical and literary history, was born at Dun-
fermline in the year 1394. He was the third son of

Robert HI., King of .Scots (whose father, Robert II.,

was the first sovereign of the .Stuart family), by his

consort Annabella or Annajde Drummond, daughter

of Sir John Drummond of Stobhall, ancestor of the

noble family of Perth. It appears that John Stuart,

fur such was the real name of Robert HI., had
married Annaple Drummond at a period antecedent

to the year 1358; as in 1357 he and his wife received

a charter of the earldom of Athol from David II.

The unusual period of thirty-seven years at least

must thus have elapsed between the marriage of the

parents and the birth of their distinguished son.

riieir eldest child, David, born in 1373, and created

Ihike of Rothesay, was starved to death by his uncle

the Duke of Albany in 1402; a second son, John,
died in infancy. The inheritance of the crown was
tluis opened upon Prince James at the age of eiglit

vears, but under circumstances which rendered the

jiros'pect less agreeable than dangerous. The im-

becility of Robert HI. had permitted the reins of

government to l)e assumed by his brother the Duke
of .Vlbany, who meditated a transference of the sove-

reignty to his own family, and scrupled at no mea-

sures \\hich might promise to aid him in his object.

There was tlie greatest reason to apprehend that

Prince James, as well as his elder brother the Duke
of Rothesay, would be removed by some foul means

through the machinations of All)any ; after winch

the existence of the king's female children w.aild

present but a trilling (,L>taele to his assuir.ir.g the

rights of heir presumptive.

""'J'he e'hication of Prince Tames was early confide.l

to Wardlaw, ISidiop of St. .Andrews, the learned

and excellent prelate \\!m. in f. lunding the universitv

in his metrojioiitan ei'.y, became tlie originator of

tliat valuable cla-s of institutions in Scotland.

Sinclair, Tiarl of ( )rkney. and Sir David Fleming

of Cuml)eniau!d, were among the barons who super-

intended tlie instruction of tlie jirince in martial and

atliletic exercises. Por the express purpose of saving

liiin fri'in tl-.e fang- of his uncle, it was resolved by

:::e kir^ in 1405 t.i send liim t^ the court of Cl-.arlcs

\ 1. uf I'lT.r.c;, V. I:ere lie nii-b.! at once be safer in
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person, and receive a superior eJucation to what

could be obtained ni his own country. With this

view the young prince was privately conducted to

Kast Lothian, and embarketl on board a vessel at

the isle of the Bass, along with the Earl of Orkney
and a small party of fnentls. It would ap]>ear that

he thus escaped his uncle by a very narrow chance,

as Sir David Fleming, in returning from the place of

embarkation, was set upon at Long Hermandstone
by the retainers of that wicked personage, and cruelly

slain.

James pursued his voyage towards France, till,

cruising along the coast of Norfolk, his vessel was
seized by a squadron of armed merchantmen com-
manded by John Jolyff, and belonging to the port of

Clay. Though this event took place in the time of

a truce between the two countries (April 12, 1405),

Henry IV. of England reconciled his conscience to

the detention of the prince, for which, indeed, it is

highly probable he had made some arrangements
previously with tlie Duke of Albany, his faithful

ally, and the imitator of his conduct. When the

ILad of Orkney presented a remonstrance against

such an unjustifiable act, asserting that the education

of the prince was the sole object of his voyage to

France, he turned it off with a jest, to the effect that

he was as well acquainted with the French language,

and could teach it as well as the King of France,' so

that the prince would lose notliing by remaining
where he was. lie soon showed, however, the value

which he attached to the possession of the prince's

person by shutting him up in the castle of Pevensey
in Sussex. The aged King of Scotland sank
under this new calamity; and, dying April 4, 1406,

left the nominal sovereignty to his captive son, but

the real power of the state to his flagitious brother,

the Duke of All^any, who assumed the title of

jjovemor.

Having no dc^ign against the mind of his captive,

Henry furnished him in a liljeral manner willi tlie

means ofcontinuing his education. Sir John Pelham,
the constaljle of I'evensey Castle, and one of the most
distinguished knights of the age, was appointed his

governor; and masters were provided for instructing

him in various accomplisiiments and liranches of

knowledge. To quote the words of Mr. Tytler,"

'In all athletic and manly exercises, in the use of

his weapons, in his skill in horsemanship, his speed
in running, his strength and dexterity as a wrestler,

his firm and fair aim as a joister and tcnirneyer, the

young king is allowed by all coiitem]iorary writers

to have arrived at a ]iitcli of excellence which left

most of his own age far Ijchind him ; and as he ad-

vanced to maturity, his figure, although not so tall

as to be majestic or imposing, was, from its make,
])eculiarly ada]:)ted for excellence in such acc()ni])li>!i-

nients. His client was broad and full, his arm-, some-
what long and muscular, his flanks tliin and s]xare,

and his limljs beautifully formed ; so n-. to combine
elegance and lightness with sticng!h. In throwing
the hammer, and i)ro])elling, or, to use the .^coltish

];l)rase, 'putting' tlie stone, and in skill in archeiy,

we have the testimony of an ancient chronicle, that

none in his own dominions could surpass him. . . .

To skill in warlike exercisc-s, every youtlit'ul candidate

fir honour and for kniglitlK;od was expected to unite

.; variety of more pacific and elegant accom]>lish-

inc-iUs, which were intended to render him a delight-

f-j| Companion in the hall, as the others were calcu-

lated to make him a formidable enemy in the field.

' It v.iU !i'; r';r.,ll,jrtc'! tli.-it KrciK:li w.'L^ the c-ommnn l:in'.;ii.-i;;c

f.f the c-.Kri n{ Kn-l.-in.l. .-uvl < ( nil \<;z-d and f-uUic buMiie^s,
til! the ri-e f .IK.wiii;; th'd .( Ilenrv 1

\'.

' LiT'c-^ e/ScoUnA li'ori/iu-i, ii. ^03.

The science of music, both instrumental and vocal

;

the composition and recitation of ballads, roundelays,
and other minor pieces of poetry ; an acquaintance
with the romances and the writings of the popular
poets of the times—were all essential branches in the
system of education which was then adopted in the
castle of any feudal chief; and from Pelham, who
had himself been brought up as the squire of the Duke
of Lancaster, we may be confident that the Scottish

king received every advantage which could be con-

ferred by skilful instructors, and by the most ample
opportunities of cultivation and improvement. Such
lessons and exhibitions, however, might have Vieen

thrown away ujion many, but James had been born
with those natural capacities which fitted him to

excel in them. He possessed a fine and correct

musical ear; a voice which was rich, flexible, and
sufficiently powerful for chamber music; and an
enthusiastic delight in the art, which, unless con-

trolled by strong good sense, and a feeling of the

higher destinies to which he was called, might have
led to a dangerous devotion to it. . . . Cut off

for a long and tedious period from his crown and his

peopile, James could afford to spend many hours

each day in the cultivation of accomplishments to

which, under other circumstances, it would have
l)een criminal to have given up so much of his time.

And this will easily account for that high musical

excellence to which he .undoubtedly attained, and
will explain the great variety of instruments upon
which he performed. . . . He was acquainted

with the Latin language, as far at least as was
permitted by the rude and barbarous condition in

which it existed previous to the revival of letters.

In theology, oratory, and graminar—in the civil and

canon laws, he was instructed by the best masters;

and an acquaintance with Norman-French Avas ne-

cessarily acquired at a court where it was still cur-

rently spoken and highly cultivated. Devoted, how-
ever, as he was to these pursuits, James appears to

have given his mind with a still stronger bias to the

study of English poetry, choosing Chaucer and
Gower for his masters in the art, and entering \\\\\\

the utmost anlour into the great object of the first

of these illustrious men—the imjirovenient of the

English language, the production of easy and natural

rhymes, and the refinement of poetical numbers from
the rude compositions which had jireceded him."

Thus passed years of restraint, unmaiked by any
other incident than removal fiom one ]ilace of cap-

tivity to another, till the death of Henry 1\'., in 1414.

On the very day after this event the "gallant"'

Henry \'. ordered his royal ])risoiKr to be removed
to close confinement in the Tower. In general,

however, the n;straint im]iosed upon the young king

was not inconsistent \vitli liis enjoyment of the jilca-

sures of life, among which one of the most agreeable

must have been the intercour-'C w Inch he wns allowed

to hold with his Scottish friends. It is the opinion

(jf Mr. T_\tler, that the jxilicy (jf the luiglish kings

in this matter \vns much regulated by llie terror in

which they held a mysterious ])erson resi<ling at the

Scottish court, under the designation of King Richard,

and who was the object of ]ieii)elual conspiracies

among the enemies of the house of Lancaster. It

is at least highly ])iob:ible that Albany n;aintaii)cd

that ].ei^oiiage a> a kind of bugliear, to induce the

I'jigli-h monarcii to keep a close guaid over his

ne])liew.

'J'iie Duke of .Mbany died in 1419. and was suc-

ceeded as governor by his eldest son Murdoch, who
was as weak as his father had been energetic and
ami lit ions. Al)out the same time a large jiarty of

.Scottish kiiiglits and their retainers proceeded, under
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the command of the Earl of Buclian, seconfl son of

All)any, to assist the French kinj; in re[)ciling the

efforts which Henry V. of l-liigland was making to

gain the sovereignly of France. In tlie hope per-

haps of gaining his deHverance, James was jier-

suaded hy King Henry to acconi|iany him to France,

and to join witii him in taking the opposite side to

that which was assumed hy this j^arty of his subjects.

I5ut of this part of liis life no clear account is pre-

served ; only the consideration which he attained

with the ICnglish king is amply proved by his acting

{1422) as chief mourner at his funeral. This, how-
ever, was an event which he had little reason to

regret, as it opened a prospect of his obtaining his

liberty, a circumstance which would scarcely have
taken place during the life of Henry; or, at least,

while tliat prince lived, James could not look forward

to any dehniie period for the termination of his cap-

tivity'

The Duke of JJedftird, who was appointed pro-

tector of England on the death of Henry, adopting
a wiser policy with regard to Scotland than that

monarch had pursued, offered to deliver up the Scot-

tish king on payment of a ransom of ;i^40,ooo, to be

paid within six years by half-yearly payments, and
that hostages should be given for the faithful liquida-

tion of the debt. 'J'lie English, disavowing the term
ransom as derogatory, in this instance, to the national

character and dignity, alleged that the pecuniary con-

sideration was demanded as payment of the king's

maintenance while in England; but as Henry \'.

allowed only ;^700 a year for this purpose, and the

term of James" captivity was about nineteen years,

giving thus an amount of something more than

^f^ 1
3,000 altogether, it is pretty evident that they

did not intend to be losers by the transaction

—

though, as the money was never paid, they certainly

were not gainers. After a good deal of delay, and
much discussion on both sides, the arrangement for

the liberation of the king was finally adjusted by the

Scottish commissioners who proceeded to London
for that purpose, on the 9th of March, 1423; and
amongst other securities for the stipulated sum, ten-

dered that of the burghs of Edinburgh, Perth, Dun-
dee, and Aberdeen. Previously to his leaving h.ng-

land, James married Joanna, daughter of the Jhichess

of Clarence, niece of Richard II. To this lady the

Scottish monarch hatl been long attached. Her
j

beauty had inspired his muse, and was the frequent I

theme of his song. Amongst the ]ioems attril)uted
I

to the royal poet, tliere is one entitled .-/ Sau^' 011
\

Absence, beginning ".Sen that the eyne that workis
my weilfair," in which he bewails, in strains breath-

ing the warmest and most ardent attachment, the

absence of iiis mistress; and in the still more elabor-

ate production of the KniJs Qnair, he thus speaks
]

of lier:—
" Of !;ir .irr.-jy. t;ie f,>rni qif I srill write
Toward her i; ildiii haire and rich atyrc,

I

In fret wise couchit with f)erlis white; i

And grete lialas lemyn.:; as tlie fire,
I

With imnv ane cnierant and sai)hirc: !

And »;i hi'r Id le a (ihajilet fres!i cf hewe •

Of phiniys [larlit rede, and white, and bhie."

Ta this beautiful poem tlic enamoured king dcscrilics

Lini-eifas having fir-t fallen in love with his hitiire

<l',ieen as she wa> walking in the gardens mnier the

tower at Win Is.ir, in which he \\as contined. )

It i- probable that he lo-^t no time in making his

fair enslaver aware of the coiiciuest slie had made.
and it is al>o likely that her \\alk> under the t'uver

\

were not rendered le^s ficquenl bv the discoveiN'.

The splendour of Joanna'.s dre-s. as described in tlii-

]ioj',Ti. is very remarkable. .^he seems to have b-.-en

covered with jewels, and to have been altogether
:

arrayed in the utmost magnificence; not improbably
in the consciousness of the eyes that were upon her.

The result, at all events, shows that the captive
I)rince must have found means sooner or later of
communicating with the fair idol of his affections.

The marriage ccremf>ny was jK-rformed at the
church of St. .Mary's Overy in Southwark ; the king
receiving with his bride as her marriage ])ortion a
discharge for ;^lo,ooo of his ransom money I

James was in the thirtieth )ear of his age when
he was restored to his liberty and his kingdom.
Proceeding first to Edinburgh, where he celelirated

the festival of I'^aster, he afterwards went on to .Scfine,

accompanied I)y his rpieen, where they were both
solemnly crowned ; Murdoch, Duke of Albany, as

Earl of Fife, jjerforming the ceremony of installing

the sovereign on the throne.

Immediately after the coronation James convoked
a parliament in Perth, and by the proceedings of

that assembly gave intimation to the kingflom of
the commencement of a vigorous reign. Amongst
many other wise and judicious ordinations, this na-
tional council enacted, that the king's ]ieace should
be firmly held, and no jirivate wars allowed, and
that no man should travel with a greater number of

retainers than he could maintain ; that a sufl'icieni

administration of law be a]>pointed throughout the

realm; and that no extortion from churchmen or

farmers in particular be admitted. James had early

been impressed with the necessity of arresting with
a vigorous and unsparing hand the jirogress of that

system of fraud and rapine to which the country had
been a prey during the regencies that jireceded his

accession to the throne; a policy which, jierhajis,

though both necessary and just, there is some reason

to believe he carried too far, or at least prosecuted

with a mind not tempered by judicious and humane
considerations. When first iiilormed, on his arrival

in the kingdom, of the lawlessness which prevailed

in it, he is said to have exclaimed, "I'y the help of

Clod, though I should myself lead the life of a <!og,

I .shall make the key keep the castle, and the bush
secure the cow." Than such a resolution as this

nothing could liave been wiser or more praiseworthy,

and he ceitainly diil all he could, and jrobably ir.ore

tiian he ought, to accomplish the desirable end \\hieh

the sentiment ]irop,osed ; but he seems to have been

somewhat indisciiminating in his verigcar.cc. This

indiscrimination may be only a]")jiareiU, and ir.ay

derive its character from tlie imperfeciness i.f the

history of that periotl ; Init as we judge of the good
l)v -what is uiion record, we are bound to judge 01

the bad by the same rule; and i; would be rather a

singular mischance if error and misrcpre.-entaiion

were always and exclu-i\ely on the side ot the latter.

It is at any rate certain, that a remarkable lu:ir.ar::t}-,

or any remarkable inclination to the si'le of iinicy.

were by no means amongst the r.undier of Jnnus
good qualities, mimeroiis though thc-e .-..--r.iei.ly

were. With the be-t ir.temi(>ii> tow.-r.'- the im-

pro\-eincnt of his king-h in. arjl the It tteiir.g ! il;e

condition of his suliject>. jan;e- l.a 1 yttlie n:i-ior-

tune to excite, at the c imnKiic n'e:;t cf hi- rc-gn,

a very general feeling > d" d;--.ai-;';L;i' :! w;;ii !::s

giivoinnieiit.

d'hi-. am >ng-t the avi-t' cvacy. procic'ci iV' m the

sevciitv witli wiiich he t:::e.ite:"ied ;> v>;: lhe;r

(ilTence'- : an 1 nnvng-t the Kj^-v-vrA^yA \ C"; Ic. fn m liis

having iii,]'i.-cd a I:-\ to pny the r:-->om money
stipulated 1^'r hi> ve'en-e {-•m cavtivi^y. This ;"x

was ]ii-o]ioscl to be levk- 1 at the rnte <T twelve

reiinies in the j'or.nd o;i all soits (T ]
ro'ir.ce. on

f;r:iis and a;ini:al re:i!-. cat:!e and grain, and to con-

tinue lor two Near;, The tax wa^ wit!; great dim-
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culty collected the first year, but in the second the

popular impatience and dissatisfaction became so

general and so marked, that the king thought it

advisable to abandon it ; and the consequence was,

as already remarked, that the debt was never dis-

charged. The reluctance of the nation to pay the

price of their prince's freedom may appear ungenerous,

and as implying an indifference towards him per-

sonally; but this is not a necessary, nor is it the only,

conclusion which may be inferred from the circum-

stance. It is probable that they may have considered

the demand of England unreasonable and unjust,

and it certainly was both, seeing that James was no
prisoner of war, but had been made captive at a time

when the two kingdoms were at peace with each

other. To make him prisoner, therefore, and make
him pay for it too, seems indeed to have been rather

a hard case, and such it was probably esteemed by
his subjects. The policy which James proposed to

adopt was not limited to the suppression of existing

evils, or to the prevention of their recurrence in time

to come, but extended to the punishing of offences

long since committetl, and of which, in many in-

stances, though we are told the results, we are left

uninformed of the crime. At the outset of his reign

he had ordered the arrest of Walter, eldest son of

Murdoch, Duke of Alliany, the late regent, together

\vith that of Malcolm Fleming of Cumbernauld, and
Tiiomas Koyd of Kilmarnock ; and soon afterwards,

taking advantage of the circumstance of a meeting
of parliament at Perth, which he had convoked pro-

bably for the purpose of bringing them within his

reach, he ordered the arrest of Murdoch himself,

his second son Alexander Stewart, the Earls of

Douglas, Angus, and March, and twenty other gen-

tlemen of note.

Tlie vengeance, however, which gave rise to this

proceeding, was follcjwed out only in t!ie case of

.\ll)any ; at least his punishment only is recorded in

the accounts given by our historians of this transac-

tion, while all the others are allowed to drop out of

siglu without any further notice of them in connec-
tion with tliat event. Indeed the whole of this period

of Scottish history is exceedingly obscure ; much of

it is confused, inconsistent, and inexi)]ical)le, and is

therefore indebted almost wholly to conjecture for

any interest it possesses, and perhaps no portion of

it is more obscure than that which includes the oc-

currence which has just been alluded to. The king's

^Lngeance is said to have been exclusively aimed at

Albany. Then, wherefore the arrest of the others?

llccause, it is said, they were the friends of the late

regent, and might have defeated the ends of justice

had tlicy been left at liberty, or at least might have
been troublesome in the event of his condemnati(>n.
I')Ut h')W is this to be reconciled whh the fact, that

several of those arretted with Albany were of the

jury that found him guilty on his trial, wliich took
j)lace a few weeks afterwards? All that we certainly

know of this matter is, that Murdoch was committed
a close prisoner to Carlaveroc (

'astl,-, ^\hilc his

duchess, Isabella, shared a similar fate in Tantallon,

and tiiat the king immediately after scizc<l ujjon

and took possession of his castles of I'alkland in

I ife and Downe in Menteith ; that soon afterwards,

Albany, with his two sons, Walter and Alexander,

together with the aged T-arl of Lennox, were brouglit

t ) trial, condemned to deatli, and beheaded. Tiie

]ir;ncii)al offence, S') far as is known— for on this

jiiint aI>o tliere is much obscurity— charged against

tiiosj unfjrlunate j)ersons was their having dilapi-

dated the royal revenues while the king was caj-tive

in 1-^ngland. Tile fate of tlie i\v'> sons of the regent,

vh'j v/erc rcmarkaidy stout and handsome j'oung

men, excited a good deal of commiseration. The
moment their sentence was pronounced, they were
led out to execution. Their father and Lennox were
beheaded on the following day. The scene of this

tragedy was a rising ground immediately adjoining
Stirling Castle.

It is not improbable that circumstances unknown
to us may have warranted this instance of sanguinary
severity on the part of the king; but it is unfortunate

for his memory that these circumstances, if they did

exist, should be unknown; for as it now stands, he
cannot be acquitted of cruelty in this case, as well as

some others, otherwise than by alleging that he was
incapable of inflicting an unmerited punishment—

a

defence more generous than satisfactory. The par-

liaments, however, which James convoked, continued
remarkable for the wisdom of their decrees, for the

number of salutary laws w hich they enacted, and for

the anxiety generally which they discovered (or the

prosperity of the kingdom. Amongst the most
curious of tlreir laws is one which forbids any man
who has accused another from being of the jury on
his trial ! It is not easy to conceive what were the

notions of jurisprudence which permitted the exist-

ence of the practice which this statute is meant to

put an end to. The allowing the accuser to be one
of the jury on the trial of the person he has accused,

seems an absurdity and impropriety too palpable and
gross to be apologized for, even by the rudeness and
barbarity of the times. Anotlier curious statute of this

period enacts, that no traveller shall lodge with his

friends, but at the common inn. The object of this

was to encourage these institutions, only about this

time first established in .Scotland. They seem, how-
ever, very soon to have become popular, as it was
shortly afterwards enjoined by act of parliament, that

no one should remain in taverns after nine o'clock at

night. This of course was meant only to apply to

those who resided near the spot, and not to travellers

at a distance from their homes.
Tiie subjugation of the Highlands and Isles next

occupied the attention of tlie stern and active mon-
arch. Ihese districts were in the most lawless state,

and neither acknowledged the authority of the par-

liament nor the king. With the view of introducing

a better order of things into these savage ]M-ovinces,

and of bringing to condign punishment some of the

most turbulent chieftains, James assembled a par-

liament at Inverness, and specially summoned the

heads of the clans to attend it. The summons was
obeyed, and about fifty chieftains of various degrees

of note and power arrived at Inverness at the ap-

pointed time, and were all made prisoners; amongst
the rest Alexander, Lord of the Isles. .Several of

them were instantly beheaded after a sumniaiy trial,

the others were distributed throughout the different

prisons of the kingdom, or kept in \\ard at the ca>tles

of tlie nobility. The greater jiart of tliem were
afterwar'ls ])ut to death, and the remainder finally

restcjred to liberty. Witli a degree of cruelty nliich

tlic case does not seem to warrant, the C'cnintess of
Ro>s, tile mother of the Lord of the Lies, ^\•as made
a prisoner along with her son, and was long detained

in cai)tivity in the i-Iand of Inchcolm in the Lirth

of l-'ortli. Alexander, after a year's confinement, ^^as

alIowe<l to return to his own country, on condition that

he W(juld in future refiaiii from all acts of \iolence;

his niutlier in the nienminie being held a hostnge for

his good conduct. ICqiially regardless, however, of

his promisL-s and the i)redicanieiit of his ])arent, he,

soon after regaining his liberty, with a large body
of followers attacked and burned the town of Inver-

I ness. Jnni(->. to revenge this outrage, instantly col-

I

Iccted an anviv and marched against the perpetrator.
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whom he overtook in the ncicilihourhoo'l of I.och-

aber. A battle ensued, in whicli the Lord of the

Isles, who is said to have had an army of 10,000
men under him, was totally defeated. Humbled by
this misfortune, Alexander soon after made an
attempt to procure a reconciliation with the kinjj,

but failing in this, he finally resolved to throw him-
self upon the mercy of the sovereij^n. With this

view he came privately to Edinburgh, and attired

only in his shirt and drawers, he ]ilaced himself be-

fore the high altar of Ilolyrood Church, and on his

knees, in presence of the queen and a number of

nobles, presented his naked sword to the king. P'or

this act of humiliation and humble submission his

life was spared; but he was ordered into close con-

fmement in the castle of Tantallon.

Some curious and interesting considerations natu-

rally present themselves when contemplating the

transactions just spoken of. Amongst these a feeling

of wonder is excited to find the summons of the

king to the fierce lawless chieftains of the Highlands
so readily obeyed. To see them walk so tamely
into the trap which was laid for them, when they

must have known, from the previous character of

the king, that if they once placed themselves within
his reach, they might be assured of punishment

!

Supposing, again, that they were deceived as to his

intentions, and had no idea that he meant them any
personal violence, but were inveigled within his j^ower

by faitliless assurances; it then becomes matter of

astonishment, that in the very midst of their clans,

in the heart of their own country, and in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of their inaccessible retreats,

the king should have been able, without meeting
with any resistance, to take into custody and carry

away as prisoners no fewer than fifty powerful chief-

tains, and even to put some of them to death upon
the s[)ot. This wonder is not lessened by finding

that the Lord of tlie Isles himself could luring into the

field 10,000 men, while the greater part of the others

could muster from 500 to 5000 each; and it might
be thought that, however great was their enmity to

each other, they would have made common cause in

sucli a case as this, and have all united in rescuing
their chiefs from the hands of him who must have ap-

peared their common enemy. l!ut no such effort was
made, and the whole Highlands, as it were, looked
quietly on and jiermitted their chief men to be carried

away into captivity. In the midst of these some-
what inexplicable considerations, however, there is

one very evident and remarkable circum^tance; this

is the great power of the king, \\hich could thus
enable him to enforce so swee[Mng an act of justice

in so remote and barbarous a part of his kingdom;
and jKMhaps a more striking instance of the existence

of that extraordinary power, and of terror inspired

by the royal name, is not to he found in the jiages of

Scottish history.

Tlie jiarliament of James, directed evidently by
the S[)irit of the monarch, continued from time \.o

time to enact the most salutary laws. In 1427 it \\as

deci-eeil that a fine of ten pounds should be inipo>e(l

upiin liurgesses who, being summoned, should refuse

t 1 attend parliament, w-ithout showing satisfactory

cause fir tlieir absence; and in the same year several

acti were jiassed for the punishment of murder and
felony. The first of these acts, however, was re-

jxaled in the following year, by introducing a new
fL-aiiu'o into the legi>lature of the kingdom. Tlie

attendance of small barons or freeholders m jiarlia-

ment was dispensed with, on condition that each
shire sent two commissioners, whose expeuM'S -were

to l)e ]iaid by the freeholders. .Vnoiher singular

decree was al^o passed this }'ear, enj.)in.ing the suc-

cessors and heirs of prelates and barons to take an
oath of fidelity to the (piecn. This was an unusual
proceeding, but not an unwise one, as it was evi-

dently a ])rovision for the event of the king's death,

should it hap])en during the minority of his heir and
successor. It did so happen; and though history is

silent on the subject, there is reason to believe that

the rpieen enjoyed the advantage which the act in-

tende<l to secure to her.

In the year 1428 James wisely strengthened the
Scottish alliance with France, by l)etrothing his

eldest daughter, Margaret, but yet in her infancy, to

the dauphin, afterwards Louis XL, also at this time
a mere child. This contract, however, was not
carried into effect until the year 1436, when the
dauphin had attained liis thirteenth year, and his

bride her twelfth. 'Ihc marriage eventually proved
an exceedingly unhappy one. The husband of the

Scottish princess was a man of the worst dispositions,

and unfortunately there were others about liim no
less remarkable for their bad finalities. One of these,

Jamet I)e Villy, impressed him, by tales which were
afterwards proven to be false, with a suspicion of the

dauphiness's fidelity. Though innocent, the un-

happy princess was so deeply affected by the infam-

ous accusations which were brought against her, that

she took to bed and soon after died of a broken heart,

exclaiming befcMe she exjiired, "Ah I Jamet, Jamet,
you have gained your purpose;" such mild but affect-

ing expressions being all that her hard fate and the

malice of her enemies could elicit from the dying
princess. Jamet was afterwards proven, in a legal

investigation which took place into the cause of the

death of Margaret, to be a "scoundrel" and "com-
mon liar." The death of this princess took place

nine years after the marriage, and seven after the

death of her father; \\ ho, had he been alive, would
not, it is probable, have jK-rmitted the treatment of

his daughter to have passed without some token of

his resentment.

The short remaining portion of James' life, cither

from the defectiveness of the records of that period,

or because they really did not occur, presents us

with few events of any great importance. Amongst
those v.'orthy of any notice are, a commercial league

of one hundred years entered into between .Scotland

and Flanders; the passing of a sumptuary law, for-

bidding any one but lords and knights, their eldest

sons and heirs, from wearing silks and furs; a decree

declaring all Scotsmen traitors ^^ho travel into Fug-
land without the king's leave. .\nother enjoined

all barons and lords having lands on the western or

northern seas, j-articularly tho>e opi)osite to the

islands, to furni>h a certain numfier ol galley >, ac-

cording to their tenures; an injunction which was
but little attended to. In 1431 James renewed the

treaty of peace with Fnglantl, then just expiring, for

five years. In this year al-o, a dc-iu-rate encounter

took place at Inver'lochy between I )onald Dallocli

and the Farls of Mar and C'aithnc-s. in which the

former was victorious. The I'.r.r! of Caithness, wiili

sixteen squires of his family, fell in this sanguinary

engagement. .\noihcr conflict, slill nua-e ilcadly,

took place al'out the -nine time in Stmthnavcni, be-

tween Angu> Duff, chief of tlie M_ackay> of that dis-

trict, and Angus Moray. Tliere'were i^oomenoa
either side, and it i> -aid tliat on the termination of

the fight there were ^areely nine left alive.

laiiies, in the n;eantinie. proceeded with hissy-tcnr

(jf"ho>tilitv to the n.'Me-. availing himself of every

opportunity uliieh jM'e-ented it-elf of humbling them
and of Ie>-ening their power. He threw into j^ri-on

hi- own nephe\\<, t!ie liarl ff 1 'ouglas and Sir Johir

Ketined}-, ar.d procured the forfeiture of ih.e e.-tates
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of the Earl of March. The reasons for the first act

of severity are now unknown. That for the second

was, that the Earl of March's father had been en-

gaged in rebellion against the kingdom during the

regency of Albany. The policy of James in arraying

himself against his noliles, and maintaining an atti-

tuile of hostility towards them during his reign,

seems of very questionable propriety, to say nothing

of the apparent character of unmerited severity which

it assumes in many instances. He no doubt found

on his arrival in the kingdom many crimes to punish

amongst that class, and much feudal tyranny to suj)-

press; but it is not very evident that his success

would have been less, or the object which he aimed
at less surely accomplished, had he done this with a

more lenient hand. By making the nobles his friends

in place of his enemies, he would assuredly have
established and maintained the peace of the kingdom
still more effectually than he did. They were men,
rude as they were, who would have yielded a sub-

mission to a personal affection for their prince, which
they would, and did, refuse to his authority as a ruler.

James erred in aiming at governing by fear, when
he should have governed by love. A splendid proof
of his error in this particular is presented in the con-

duct of his great grandson James IV., who pursued
a directly opposite course with regard to his nobles,

and with results infinitely more favourable to the

best interests of the kingdom. Only one event now
of any moment occurs until the premature death of

James; this is the siege of Roxburgh. To revenge
an attempt which had been made by the English to

intercept his daughter on her way to Erance, he
raised an army of, it has been computed, 2CX),ooo

men, and marching into England, besieged the castle

of Roxburgh; but after spending fifteen days before

that stronghold, and expending nearly all the missive
arms in the king<lom, he was compelled to al^andon

the siege, and to return with his army without hav-
ing effected anylliing at all commensurate with the

extent of his prej^iarations, or the prodigious force

which acconijjanied him. The melanclioly catas-

trophe in wliich his existence terminated was now
fast approaching—the result of his own harsh con-

duct and unforgiving disposition.

The noljles, wearied out witii his oppressions, seem
latterly to have been restrained only by a want of

unanimity amongst themselves from revenging the

injuries they had sustained at his hands, or Ijy a want
of iniiividual resolution to strike the fatal blow. At
length one a])peared who possessed the courage
necessary for the perf(jrmance of this desperate deed.
Tills person was Sir R(jbert Graham, uncle to tlie

y.Avl of Slrathcrn. He also had been inijirisoned by
James, and was therefore his enemy on personal as

Well as general grounds.

At tiiis crisis of the (li^^ati-f^^ction of llie nr)bles

(iraliam offered, in a meeting of the latter, to state

llieir grievances to the king, and to demand the

redress of these grievances, provided those who tlien

heard him would second him in so doing. Tlie

l';rds acce]itcd his offer, and jdedgcd themselves to

support him. Accordingly, in the very next parlia-

ment, (jraham rose U]i, and having advanced to u here

the king was seated, laid his hand u\><m lii-i shoulder

and said, "1 arrest you in tlie name of all the three

estates of your realm here assembled in parliament,

f jr a-, your people have sworn to obey you, so are you
coiiTtrained by an equal oatli to govern by law, and
not to wrong your subjects, but in justice to maintain
and flefend them." Then turning round to the as-

sembled lords, "Is it not thu.^ as I say?" he ex-

clainie 1 — but the apjjcal remained unanswered.
Either awed by the royal presence, or tiiinking that

Graham had gone too far, the lords meanly declined

to afford him the support wdiich they had promised
him. That Graham had done a rash thing, and had
said more than his colleagues meant he should have
said, is scarcely an apology for their deserting him
as they did in the hour of trial. They ought at least

to have afforded him some countenance, and to have
acknowledged so much of his reproof as they were
willing should have been administered; and there is

little doubt that a very large portion of its spirit was
theirs also, although they seem to have lacked the

courage to avow it. Graham was instantly ordered
into confinement, and was soon after deprived of all his

possessions and estates, and banished the kingdom.
Brooding over his misfortunes, and breathing ven-

geance against him who was the cause of them, the

daring exile retired to the remotest parts of the High-
lands, and there arranged and perfected his plans of

revenge. He first wrote letters to the king re-

nouncing his allegiance and defying his wrath, up-

braiding him with being the ruin of himself, his wife,

and his children, and concluded with declaring that

he would put him to death with his own hand if

opportunity should offer. The answer to these threats

and defiances was a proclamation which the king
immediately issued, promising 3000 demies of gold,

of the value of half an English noble each, to any
one who should bring in Graham dead or alive.

The king's proclamation, however, was attended

with no effect. The object of it not only remained
in safety in his retreat, but proceeded to mature the

schemes of vengeance which he meditated against

his sovereign. He opened a correspondence with

several of the nobility, in which he unfolded the

treason which he designed, and offered to assassinate

the king with his own hand.
The general dislike which was entertained for

James, and which was by no means confined to the

aristocracy, for his exactions had rendered his govern-
ment obnoxious also to the common people, soon
procured for Graham a powerful co-o]>eration; and
the result was, that a regular and deep-laid con-

spiracy, and which included even some of the king's

most familiar domestics, was s]5eedily formed. In
tiic meantime the king, unconscious of the fate which
was about to overtake him, had removed with his

court to Perth to celebrate the festival of Christmas.
Wliile on his way thither, according to popular tra-

dition, he was accosted by a soothsayer, who fore-

warned him of the disaster which was to hap])en him.

".My lord king," she said, for it was a j^irojihetess

who spoke, "if ye pass this water" (the Eorlh), "}e
sjiajl never return again alive." The king is said to

have been much struck by the oracular intimation,

and not the less so that he had read in some \n()-

])hecy a short while before, that in that year a king

oi .Scotland should be slain. The monarcii, how-
ever, did not himself deign on this occasiiju to in-

terrogate the soothsayer as to what she meant, but

de])Uled the task to one (jf the knights, whom he
desired to turn aside and hold some conversation

with lier. Tliis gentleman soon after rejoined the

king, and re])re>ent:ng the ])roi)hetess as a foolish

inelnialed woman, recommended to his majesty to

pay mj attention to wiiat she had said. Accord-
ingly no further notice seems to have been taken
of the circumstance. 'J'he royal ]:)arty crossed the

water and arrived in safety at Perth; tlie king, with
his family and domestics, taking up his residence

at the Domiiiicans' or Plackfriars' monastery. The
conspiratoi'.^, in tlie meantime, fully informed of his

motions, iiad so far coni])leted their arrangements as

to have fixed the night on which he should lie

assassinated. This was, according to some author!-
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ties, the ni^ht of tlie sccoiid Wednesday of Lent, or

the 27th (lay of Febiiiaiy; by others, the first Wed-
nesday of Lent, or between the 20th or 2l.st of tliat

month, in the year 1437; and the latter is deemed
the more aeeurate date. James spent the earlier

l)art of the eveninij m playiny ehess with one of his

kniglits, whom, for liis remarkable devotion to the

fair sex, he lunnorously nieknamed the King of Love.

The king was in high sjiirits during the progress of

the game, and indulged in a number of jokes at the

expense of his brother king; but the dark hints which
he had had of his fate seemed, as it were, in spite of

himself, to have made an impression upon him, and
were always present to him even in his merriest

moods, and it was evidently under this feeling that

he said—more in earnest than in joke, though he

endeavoured to give it tlie latter character— to his

antagonist in the game, "Sir King of Love, it is not

long since I read a propliecy which foretold that in

tliis year a king should be slain in this land, and ye

know well, sir, tliat there are no kings in tliis realm

but you and L I therefore advise you to look care-

fully to your own safety, for I give you warning that

I sliall see that mine is sufficiently provided for."

Shortly after this a number of lords and knights

thronged into the king's chamber, and the mirth,

pastime, and joke went on with increased vigour.

In the midst of the revelry, however, the king re-

ceived another warning of his aiiproaching fate.

"My lord," said one of his favourite scjuires, tempted
])robably by the light tone of the conversation which
was going forward, "I have dreamed that Sir Robert
Graham should have slain you. " The Earl of Orkney,
who was present, rebuked the squire for the impro-
priety of his speech, but the king, differently affected,

said that he himself had dreamed a terrilile dream
on the very night of which his attendant spoke.

Li the meantime the night wore on, and all still

remained quiet in and around the monastery; but at

this very moment Graham, witli 300 tierce High-
landers, was lurking in the neighbourhood, waiting

the midnight hour to break in upon the ill-fated

monarch. The mirth and pastime in the king's

chamber continued until supper was served, probably
about nine o'clock at night. As the hour of this

repast ap[iroached, however, all retired excepting the

Earl of Athol and Robert Stuart, the king's nei.>hew,

and one of his greatest Hivourites— considerations

which could not bind him to '.lie unfortunate monarch,
for he too was one of the consi)irators, and did more
than any one of them to facilitate the murderous in-

tentions of liis colleagues, by destroying the fasten-

ings of the king's chamber-door. After supper the

amusements of tlie previous part of the evening were
resumed, and chess, music, singing, and the reading
of romances, wiled away the next two or tliree hours.

On this fatal evening another circumstance occurred
wdiich might have aroused the suspicions of t!ie

king, if he had not been most unaccountably in>cn-

sible to the frequent hints and indirect intimations
which he had received of some imminent ]ieril hang-
ing over him. The same woman who had accosted
liini before crossing the firth again appeared, and
knocking at his chamber door at a late lionr of tlie

night, si. light to be admitted to the presence of the
king. '• I'dl him," she said to tlie uslier who came
forth from tlie aiiartment when slie knocked, "that
I am the same \\oiiian who not long ago desired to

speak w itli him when he was about to cross i]ie sea,

and iliat I have something to say to him.'' The
usher immediately conveyed the me>sage to the king,

l)iit he being wholly engrossed by the game in which
he was at the instant engaged, moielv onleved her
to return on the morrow. "Well," replied tlie dis-

appointed soothsayer, as she at the first interview-

affected to be, "ye shall all of you repent that 1 was
not permitted just now to speak to the king." The
usher laughing at what lie conceived to be the ex-

pressions of a fool, ordered the woman to begone, and
she obeyed. The night was now wearing late, and
the king, having put an end to the evening's amuse-
ments, called for the ])arting cup. This drunk, the

party broke u]>, and James retired to his bed-cham-
iier, where he found the tpicen and her ladies amus-
ing themselves with cheerful conversation. The
king, now in his night-gi>wn and slippers, placed
himself before the fire, and joined in the badinage
wdiich was going forward. At this moment the king
was suddenly startled by a great noise at the outside

of his chamber-door, or rather in the passage which
led to it. The sounds were those of a crowd of

armed men pressing hurriedly forward. 'J'here was
a loud clattering and jingling of arms and armour,
accompanied by the gleaming of torches. The king
seems to have instantly apprehended danger, a feel-

ing which either he had communicated to the ladies

in the apartment, or they had of themselves con-

ceived, for they immediately rushed to the door with

the view of securing it, but they found all the fasten-

ings destroyed, and a bar which should have been
there removed.

This being intimated to the king, he called out to

the ladies to hold fast the door as well as they could,

until he could find something wherewith to defend
himself; and he flew to the window of the apartment
and endeavoured to wrench away one of the iron

stanchions for this purpose, Init the bar resisted all

his efforts. In this moment of horror and despair,

the unhappy monarch next seized the tongs, which
lay by the fireside, ami by their means, and with
some desperate efforts of personal strength, he tore

up a portion of the floor, and instantly descending

through the aperture into a mean receptacle which
was underneath the chamber, drew the boards down
after him to their original position. In the meantime
the ladies had contrived to keep out the conspirators,

and in this effort, it is said, Catharine Douglas hafl

one of her arms broken, by having thrust it into the

wall in place of the bar which had been removed.
The assassins, however, at length forced their way
into the ajiartment; and here a jiiteous scene now-

ensued. The f|ueeii stood in the middle of the fioor,

bereft of speech and motion by her terror, while her

ladies filled the apartment with the most lamentable

cries and shrieks.

One of the rulTians on entering inflicfed a severe

wound on the (jueeii, and would have killed her out-

right but for the interference of one of the sons of

Sir Robert (Jrahain, who, perceiving the dastard

about to repeat the l)low, exclaimed, "\\hal would
ye do to the queen? for shame of yourself, she is tjut

a woman; let us go and seek the king." 1 he con-

spirators, who Were all armed \\ ith swords, daggers,

axes, and otlier weapons, 11. iw ]
roceeded to search

for the king. They exaniiiied all the beds, j.re--es,

and other ]u-obable'places of concealment, overtiuned

forms and chair-, but to no ].mpo-e; the king couid

not be found, nor could they eor,eeive how he had

escaped them. Tlie eon>pirato:>. luitlked in their

pursuit, disper-ed them-ehes tliroi-.ghout the different

apartment- to exteiul their -eareh. This creating a

silence in the a] anmeiu ;:n;ned:ately above the king,

the unfortunate moii.iich conceived the conspirators

had eiuii-el\- withdrawn., and in Ids inqxitieiice to get

oiu of his disagreeable situation, called out to the

ladies to bring him sheet- lor that ]'urpose. In the

aitemi^t wdiieh ininie';i,\-el_\' folh.wed to raise him up
bv these means, i:ii.;a'..'etri L)uugla<, another of the
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queen's waiting-maids, fell into the hole in which

the -king was concealed. At this moment Thomas
Chambers, one of the assassins, and who was also one

of the king's domestics, entered the apartment, and
perceiving the opening in the floor he immediately

proceedetl towards it, and looking down into the

cellar, with the assistance of his torch discovered the

king. On descrying the object of his search Chambers
exultingly called out to his companions, "Sirs, the

bride is found for whom we sought, and for whom
we have caroled here all night." The joyful tidings

instantly brought a crowd of the conspirators to the

spot, and amongst the rest Sir Jolin Hall, who, with

a large knife in his hand, hastily descended to the

king's hiding-place. The latter, however, who was
a man of great personal strength, instantly seized the

assassin and threw him down at his feet; and his

brotlier, wlio followed, shared the same treatment

—

the king holding them both by their throats, and
with such a powerful grasp, that they bore marks of

the violence for a month afterwards. The unfortu-

nate monarch now endeavoured to wrest their knives

from the assassins, and in the attempt had his hands
severely cut and mangled.

Sir Robert Graliam, who had hitherto been merely

looking on, now seeing that the Halls could not ac-

complisli the murder of the king, also descended, and
with a drawn sword in his hand. Unable to cope

with them all, and exhausted with the fearful struggle

which he had maintained with the two assassins,

weaponless and disabled in his hands, the king im-

plored Graham for mercy. "Cruel tyrant," replied

the regicide, "thou hadst never mercy on thy kindred

nor on others who fell within thy power, and there-

lore thou shalt have no mercy from mc." "Then I

beseecli tliec, for tlie salvation of my soul, that thou

wilt permit me to have a confessor," said the miser-

able prince. "Thou shalt have no confessor but this

sword," replied Graham, thrusting his victim through
the body with his weapon. The king fell, but the

stroke was not instantly fatal. lie continued in the

most piteous tones to supplicate mercy from his

murderer, offering him half his kingdom if he would
but spare his life. The heart-rending appeals of the

hapless monarch shook even Graham's resolution,

and he was abouf to desist from doing him further

injury, wiien, his intentions being perceived by the

C'Misjiirators from above, they called out to him that

if he did not complete the deed, he should himself

suffer death at their hands. Urged on by this threat,

the three assassins again attacked the king, and
finally (les]iatched him, having indicted sixteen tleadly

wounds on hi.-, chest, besides others on different parts

of his l)jcly. .•X.s if every circumstance which could
facilitate his death had conspired to secure that

event, it hajipened that the king, some days before

he was murdered, had directed that an aperture in

the i)lace where he had concealed himself, and by
which he might have escaped, should be built up, as

the Ijails with whicli he jilayed at tennis in the couit-

yarrl were ajit to be kxst in it. After completing the

ninnler of the king, the assassins sought for the

ijueen, whom, dreading her vengeance, they ])roposed

I') ])at also to death; Ijut she ha<l escaped. A rumour
of the tragical scene that was enacting at the monas-
tery iiaviiig spread through the town, great numbers
of the citi/.ens, and of the king's servants, with arms
and torches hastened to the sjjot, but too late, to the

a>-.istance (A tiie murdered monarch. The conspi-

rators, lujwevcr, all e--capL'd for the time, excejiting

one, wlio \\a^ killed by Sir David Dunliar, who had
himself three fingers cut off in the contest. This
brave kniglit liad alone attacked the nceiiig conspira-

tors, but was ONXTprnvered and left disabled.

In less than a month, such was the activity of the
queen's vengeance, all the principal actors in this a]v

l>alling tragedy were in custody, and were afterwards
put to the most horril)le deaths. Stuart and Cham-
bers, who were the first taken, were drawn, hanged,
and quartered, having been previously lacerated all

over with sharp instnunents. CJraham was carried

through the streets of Edinburgh in a cart, in a state

of perfect nudity, with his right hand nailed to an
upright post, and surrounded with men, who, with
sharp hooks and knives and red-hot irons, kept con-
stantly tearing at and scorching his miserable body,
until he was completely covered with wounds.
Having undergone this, he was again thrown into

prison, and on the following day brought out to exe-

cution. The wretched man had, when released

from his tortures, wrapped himself in a coarse woollen
Scottish plaid, which adhering to his wounds, caused

him much pain in the removal. When this opera-

tion was performed, and it was done with no gentle

hand, the miserable sufferer fainted and fell to the

ground with the agony. On recovering, which he
did not do for nearly a quarter of an hour, he said

to those around him, that the nule manner in which
the mantle had been removed had given him greater

pain than any he had yet suffered. To increase the

horrors of his situation, his son was disembowelled
alive before his face.

James I. perished in the forty-fourth year of his

age, after an actual reign of thirteen years. His pro-

geny were, a son (his successor), and five daughters.

These were, Margaret, married to the dauphin

;

Isabella, to Francis, Duke of Bretagne; Eleanor, to

Sigismund, Archduke of Austria; Mary, to the Count
de Boucquan; and Jean, to the Earl of Angus, after-

wards Earl of Morion.

JAMES IV., King of Scots, was the eldest son of

James III., by Margaret, daughter of Christiern,

King of Denmark; and was born in the month of

March, 1^72. Of the manner of his education no
record has been preserved; Ijut it was probably good,

as his father, whatever might be his faults, appears

to have been a monarch of considerable taste and re-

finement. In the year 148S a large parly of nobles

rebelled against James HI. on account of various

arbitrary ])roccedings with which they were dis-

pleased; and llie king, on going to the north to raise

an army for their suppression, left his son, the sub-

ject of the present memoir, in the keeping of Shaw
of Sauchie, governor of Stirling Castle. While the

king was absent, the confederate nobles prevailed on

.Shaw to surrender his charge; and the prince was
then set up as their nominal, but, it would appear,

involuntary leader. The jiarties met, July 11, at

Sauchie, near .Stirling; and the king fell a victim to

the resentment of his subjects. 'J'he su1)ject of the

present memoir then mounted the throne, in llie

sixteenth year of his age.

Neither the jjreeiie objects of this rebellion, nor

the real nature of the ])rince's concern in its jirogress

and event, are (li>tinctly known. It is certain, how-
ever, that James I\'. always considered himself as

liable to the vengeance of Heaven for his share,

voluntary or involuntaiy, in liis father's death; and
accorilingly wore a ])enitential chain round his Ijody,

to which he added new weight every year; and even

contemi)lated a still more cons])icuous expiation of

his supjio^ed offence, by mulertaking a new crusade.

Wliatever might Ijc tlie guilt of the ]3rincc, the nati(jn

had certainly no cau^e to regret the death of James
III., except tlie man nor in which it was accomplished,

while they had ever} tiling to hope from the generous

voung monarch who v,as his successor.
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James posscsscl in an eminent degree even* quality

necessary to render a sovereign beloved by his sub-

jects; and ])erhaps no prince ever enjoyed so large a

])ortion of personal regard, of intense affection, as did

James IV'. of Scotland. His maimer was gentle and
affable to all who came in contact with him, whatever
might be their rank or degree. He was just and im-

partial in his decrees, yet never inflicted j^unishment

without strong and visible reluctance. He listened

willingly and readily to admonition, and never dis-

covered either impatience or resentment while his

errors were placed before him. He took everything

in good part, and endeavoured to amend the errors in

liis conduct pointed out by his advisers. He was
generous even to a fault; magnificent and princely in

all his habits, pursuits, and amusements. His mind
was acute, and dignified and noble. He excelled in

all warlike exercises and manly accomplishments; in

music, horsemanship, and the use of sword ancl spear.

Nor was his personal appearance at variance with

this elevated character. His form, which was of the

middle size, was exceedingly handsome, yet stout

and muscular, and his countenance had an expression

of mildness and dignity that instantly ]5redis]josed

all who looked upon it to a strong attachment to its

possessor.

His bravery, like his generosity, was also in the

extreme: it was romantic. Altogether he \\as un-

questionably the most chivalrous ]irince of his day in

luirope. A contemporary poet bears testimony to

this part of his character:

—

"And ye Christian princes, whosoever ye be,

If ye be destitute of a noble captayne,
lake James of Scotland for his audacitie

And proved manhood, if ye will laudc attayne:

Let him have the forwarde, have ye no disdayne,
Nor indignation; for never king was borne
That of ought of warr can showe the unicurne.

" For if that he take once his speare in hand,
Against these Turkes strongly with it .to ride,

None shall be able his stroke for to withstande
Nor before his face so hardy to abide;

^'et this his manhood increaseth not his pride,

But ever sheweth he mekcnes and humilitie,

In word or dede, to hye and lowe degree.'

A neglected education left him almost totally ignorant

of letters, but not without a high relish for their

beauties. He delighted in poetry, and possessed a

mind attuned to all its finer synqialhies.

The design of the rebel lords in taking arms against

their sovereign, James HI., being merely to free

themselves from his weak and tyrannical government,

without prejudice to his heirs, his son James IV.

was imnietliately after the death of his father pro-

claimed king, and was formally invested with that

dignity at Scone. However violent and unlawful

were the proceedings which thus jirematurely elevated

James to the throne, the nation soon felt a benefit

iVom the change \\hich could scarcely have Ijeen

looked for from an administration originating in

rebellion and regicide. The several parliaments

wliich met after the accession of the young king
jiasscd a number of wise and salutary laws, encourag-
ing trade, quitting down turbulence and faction, and
enjoining the strict execution of justice throughout
the kingiloni.

The i)iince and his nobles jilaced the most imiilicit

confivlence in each other, and the people in Ixjth.

This good understanding with the former the king
encouiagL-il and jimmoted, by inviting them to fre-

ijucnt tournaments and other amusements and war-
lil-ce exercises, in accordance witli his own chivalrous

s]iirit, and adapted to their rude tastes ami habits.

TliL^e tminiamcnts were oxcee<lingly s]ilendi<i, and
were inve--tod with all the romance of the brighte^t

days vi chivalr}-. l.adic.~, lord.s, and knights, in the

most gorgeous attire, crowded round the lists, or from
draperied balconies witnessed the combats that took
place within them. James himself always presided

on these occasions, and often exhibited his own prow-
ess in the lists; and there were few who could suc-

cessfully compete with him with s|)ear, sword, or
battle-axe. .Stranger knights frcjin distant countries,

attracted by the chivalric fiime of the .Scottish court,

fre(piently attended and took part in these tourna-

ments, but, it is said, did not in many instances prove
themselves better men at their ^\eapons than the
Scottish knights. One of the rules of these encoun-
ters was, that the victor should be yut in possession

of his opponent's weajion; but when this was a spear,

a purse of gold, a gift from the king, was attached
to the point of it. These trophies were delivered to

the contiueror by the monarch himself. The jieople

were delighted with these magnificent and warlike

exhibitions, and with their generous and chivalrous

author. Nor were the actors themselves, the nobles,

less gratified with them, or less affected by the high

and princely spirit whence they emanated. They
brought them into frec[uent and familiar contact with

their sovereign, and nothing more was necessary in

the case of James to attach them warmly and de-

votedly to his person. His kind and affable manner
accomplished the rest.

13y such means he was not only without a single

enemy amongst the aristocracy, but all of them
would have shed the last drop of their blood in his

defence, and a day came wheu nearly all of them
did so. In short, the wisest policy could not have
done more in uniting the affections of prince and
peers, than was accomplished by those warlike ]ias-

times, aided as they were by the amiable manners of

the monarch.
Not satisfied with discharging his duty to his sub-

jects from his high place on the throne, James fre-

iptently descended, and disguising his person—

a

])ractice to which his successor was also much ad-

dicted— roamed through the country unarmed and
unattended, inquiring into his own reputation

amongst the common people, and endeavouring to

learn what faults himself or his government were

charged with. On these occasions he lodged in the

meanest hovels, and encouraged the inmates to speak

their minds freely regarding their king; and tliere is

little doubt, that, as his conduct certainly merited it,

so he must have been frequently gratified by their

re]ilies. The young monarch, however, was charged

with stepping aside occasionally in his rambles horn

this laudable though somewhat romantic pursuit, and
paying visits to any of his fair aci'iuaintances whose

residence happened to be in his way; and it i.^ alleged

that he contrived they should very often be jo

situated.

Unfortunately for his courtier-. James conceived

that he possessed, and not im])rol.)ably actually did

possess, consideralde skill in surgery and medicine;

but there is reason to believe that the royal >uigeoirs

interference in cases of ailment ^a- ottener dreaded

than desired, although Lindsay -ay- iliat '-tliair was

none of that pnjfession (the medical 1
if they had any

dangerous cure in hand, but would have craved his

adwvse." Coniidinients, however, to a king- ex-

celle'nce in anv art or science are always >u-i ieious,

and this of I.i'nd.-ay's i> not a-cciatcd with any cir-

cuni>tances which .-houM give it a claim to cxenq tion

fnim such a feeling.

( )iie of the greate-t fauit- of the young monarch
was a ra-hiie-> and inq letUM-jty of temper. This

tVequeiitlv led him into ill-tinie<l and ill-juilgcd hos-

tilities witli the neighbouring kingdom, and. con-

joined with a Ijctter quality, his generosity, induced
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him to second the pretensions of the impostor Perkin

Warbeck to the crown of Knglanci. Tiiat adven-

turer arrived at James' court (1496) attended by a

numerous train of followers—all attired in magnifi-

cent habits, and sought the assistance of the Scottish

king to enable him to recover what he represented

as his birthright. Prepossessed by the elegant man-
ner and noble bearing of the impostor, and readily

believing the story of his misfortunes, which was
supporteil by plausible evidence, the generous mon-
arch at once received him to his arms, and not only

entertained him for some time at his court, but,

much against the will of his nobles, mustered an

army, and, with Warbeck in his company, marched
at the head of it into England, to reinstate his pro-

tege in what he believed to be his right at the point

of the sword—a project much more indicative of a

warm and generous heart than of a prudent head.

The enterprise, as might have been exi^ected, was
unsuccessful. James had counted on a rising in

I'jigland in behalf of the pretender; but, being dis-

appointetl in this, he was compelled to abandon the

attempt and to return to Holyrood. The King of

England did not retaliate on James this invasion of

his kingdom; ]jut he demanded from him the person
of the impostor. \Vith this request, however, the

.Scottish king was much too magnanimous to comply;
ami he not only refused to accede to it, but furnished

Warbeck with vessels and necessaries to carry him
to Ireland, whither he now proceeded. James is

fully relieved from ihe charge of credulity which
might appear to lie against him for so readily con-

fiding in Warl)eck's representations by the extreme
plausibility which was attached to them, and by the

strongly corroborative circumstances by which they
were attended. He is also as entirely relieved from
the imputation of conniving in the imposture—an
accusation which has b.-en insinuated against him

—

by the circumstance of his having given a near rela-

tion of his own, Catharine (iordon, a daughter of

l,<jrd Iluntly's, in marriage to the impostor, whicli

it cannot fnr a moment be believed he would have
done hatl he known the real character of \N'arbeck.

The species of roving life which the young mon-
arch led was now about to be circumscribed, if not

wholly terminated, by his entering into the married
state. Til is lie avoided as long as he po>iii)ly could,

and contrived to escajjc from it till he had attained

the thirtieth year of liis age. Henry of hhigland,

however, who had always been more desirous of

James' frieud-ihip than liis hostility, and had long
enteitiined views of securing the former by a matri-

nvinial connection with hi> faniify, at length suc-

ceeded in procuring J.^nle^' ci)n-.c-iit to marry his

dauL;hier .Margaret, an event wliicli ti;ok place in

\\ iiatever reluctance the monarch iiiiglil have had
to re>i_;ii hi> lilierty, lie was not wanting in gallami\-

to lii- fair ])artner wlien >lie came to ilaini it. He
fir-t waited upon her at -N'ewliattie, where he enter-

tained her wiili his own performance on tlie clnri-

cliord^ ami lute, listened to specimens of her own
.^kill in the same art fjii bended knee, and altogi/tlicr

ciii'hi ted himself like a true and faithful kniglit.

1 le a'-o c\Iiil):ted a care and elegance in his drr^s

on thi-, occa^inn sufl'iciently indicative of his desire

to ])li,a^e. He was arrayed in a black velvet jacket,

b irdcied with crimson velvet, and furred with white;
an 1 \'. hi;n he afterwards conducted his bride from
Dalkeith to Ivlinlmrgh, which he did, strange to tell,

seated i>n lior-ehack liehiiicl him, he ai)peared in a

jacket of clotli of gold, l>ordered with pur|(le velvet

furred witii l)lack. a d<)u!)let of violet satin, scarlet

hosj, the collar of his shirt studded with precious

stones and pearls, with long gilt spurs projecting
from the heels of his boots.

I5y the terms of the marriage contract the young
queen, who was only in her fourteenth year when
she was wedded to James, was to be conducted to

Scotland at the expense of her father, and to be de-

livered to her husband or to persons ajjpointed by
him at Lamberton Kirk. The latter was to receive

with her a dowry of thirty thousand pieces of gold;

ten thousand to be paid at Edinburgh eight days
after the marriage, other ten thousand at Coldingham
a year afterwards, and the last ten thousand at the
expiry of the year following. The marriage was
celebrated with the utmost splendour and pomp.
Feastings, tourneyings, and exhibitions of shows and
plays, succeeded each other in one continued and
uninterrupted round for many days, James himself

appearing in the lists at the tournaments in the char-

acter of the ".Savage Knight." But there is no part

of the details of the various entertainments got up
on this occasion that intimates so forcibly the bar-

barity of the times, as the information that real en-

counters between a ]iarty of Highlanders and Bor-

derers, in which the combatants killed and mangled
each other with their weapons, were exhibited for

the amusement of the spectators.

A more grateful and more lasting memorial of the

happy event of James' marriage than any of these is

to be found in Dunbar's beautiful allegorical poem,
the Tliistlc and the Rose, composed on that occasion,

and thus aptly and emblematically entitled from the

union being one between a .Scottish king and English

princess. In this poem Dunbar, who then resided

at the court, hints at the monarch's character of being

a somewhat too general admirer of the fair sex, by
recommending him to reserve all his affections for

his queen.

" Xor h.-iuld no other flower in sic dcnty
As the frc-schc rose, (.f culliir reid .ind white;
Kor gif thou dois, luirt is thine honesty,

Considdering that no (lower is so perfyt."

It is said to have been at the rude but magnificent

court of this monarch that the character of a Scottish

courtier first appeared ; this class so numerous at all

the other courts of luirope having been hitherto

unknown in .Scotland. 'J'hese raw courtiers, however,
made rapid progress in all the acquirements necessary

to their profession, and began to cultivate all their

winning ways, and to ])ay all that attention to their

exterior appearance, on which so much of the liojics

of llie courtier rests. A finely ami largely-ruftled

shirt, the especial lioast and delight of the ancient

.Scottish courtier, a llat little bonnet, russet hose,

perfumed gloves, embioidered slippers that glittered

in the sun or with candle-light, a iiandkerchiel also

]icrfiiiiied and adorned \\itli a golden tassel at each

corner, and garters knotted into a huge rcjse at the

knee- -were among the most reiiiarlvable- ])arls of

tile dre>s of the hanger---oii at the court of James I
\'.

In one inii)ortant i>aiticular, Iiowe\ei', these gentle-

men seemed to Iia\e woiiderfully resembled the cour-

tier of the ])reseiit day. Xa h'iinhuss at Court

-„'!!/i(Uit Si!/,-r is the title of a i.oeiii by Sir Richard

Maitland of I .ethiiiL;!' ui, who had every opportunity

of knowing jiersoiially what was the character of

that of hi-, native sovereign.

One of tin- sti]iu!ations of the marriage treaty bi;-

tween the king and the daughter of Henry \'H.

having secured an iiivi<jlal)Ie ])eace between the two
nioiiarehs and their subject-, the nation eiijo\ed for

several vtais after tliat e\eiU the most iirofound

tranquillity. '1 lii^ hi-ure lames employetl in ini-

in'oving the ci\il ] "lity of his kingdom; in making
efforts to introduce civilization, and an obedience to
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the laws, into the Highlands and Isles, liy cstabli>h-

injj; courts of justice at Inverness, Din<;\vall, and
various other places throu^liout tliese remote dis-

tricts; in enLar<^inLj and improving his navy, and, in

short, in doing everylliing liiat a wise prince could

do to promote the prosperity of liis kingdom. In

all tliese judicious jjroceedings James was cordially

sup[)orted by his parliament, a department of the

legislature in which he was perhaps more fortunate

than any of his predecessors had ever been, and cer-

tainly more than were any of his immediate suc-

cessors. The acts of the parliament of James IV. are

distinguished by the most consummate wisdom, and
by a constant aiming at the improvement and pro-

sperity of the kingdom, whether by suppressing

violence, establishing rules for the dispensation of

justice, or in encouraging commerce; and they are

no less remarkable for a spirit of cordiality towards
the sovereign, amounting to a direct and personal

affection, which breathes throughout the whole. How
much of this good feeling, and of this happy co-

operation in good works, depended upon liie king,

and how much upon the parliaments themselves, it

would not be easy to determine; but it is certain that

much of the merit which attaches to it niust be
awarded to the sovereign.

This peaceful and prosperous state of the kingdom,
however, after enduring for upwards of nine years,

at length drew to a close, and finally terminated in

one of the most disastrous events recorded in the
pages of her history. Henry \l\. died, and was
succeeded by Henry \TII. Besides the change
which this occurrence effected in the relationship

between the sovereigns of England and .Scotland,

the feelings and policy of the new monarch towards
tiie latter kingdom were totally dissimilar to those

of his predecessor. He seems, indeed, to have
brought with him to the throne a feeling of hostility

towards Scotland ; antl this feeling, the sensitive,

warm-tempered, and impetuous monarch against

whoni it was entertained was not long in discover-

ing. The consequence was, that, after some slight

mutual offences, which, under any other circum-
stances, might have been easily atoned for, war was
proclaimed between the two kingdoms, and both
made the most formidable preparations for deciding

their differences on the held of battle. James sum-
moned the whole an-ay of his kingdom, including

all the Western Isles and the most remote ]iarts of the

Higlilands, to assemble on the Borough .Muir within
twenty days, each, as was usual on such occasions, to

come i)rovided with forty ilays" provisions. Though
the impendingwar was deprecate<l by [anies' council,

and was by all consideretl imprudent, yet such wa-^

his popularity, such the general affection Un- the

high-si)irited and generous monarch, that no less

than 100,000 men appeared in arms at the place of

muster; disapproving, indeed, of the object fcirwh.ich

they were brought together, hut determined to shed
the last drop of their blood in their sovereign's

quarrel—because it was his, and because he had de-

termined on Ijringing it to the issue of the sw(3rd.

Deeply imbued with the superstition of the jieriod,

Janies spent much of his time immediately beiore

setting out with his army in the performance of re-

ligious rites and observances. On one (A tliese occa-
sions, and within a tew days of his marching on his

exiiedition, a circumstance occurred which the credu-
lity of the times has re[)resented as supernatural, but
in wiiich it is not dirficull to detect a d.esign to work
on the superstitious tears of the king to ileter h.im

from [iroceeding cm his intended enterprise. Wliile

at ills devutions in t!ie cliuich of l.inlithgow. a figme,

clothed in a blue "'own secured bv a linen i/iriile, and

wearing sandals, sud<lcnly appeared in the cliurch,

and calling loudly for the king, passed through llie

crowd of nobles by whom he was surrounde<l, ami
finally aii|)roached the desk at which his majesty was
seated at his devotions. Without making any sign

of reverence or respect for the royal presence, the

mysterious visitor now stood full befijre the king,

and delivered a commission as if from the other
workl. He told him that his expedition would
terminate disasln^usly, advised him not to procee<l

w ith it, and cautioned him against the indulgence of

illicit amours. The king was about to reply, but the
spectre had disappeared, and no one could tell how.
The figure is represented as having been that of an
elderly grave-looking man, with a bald uncovered
head, and straggling gray locks resting on his

shoulders. There is little doid)t that it was a
stratagem of the queen's, and that the Ion's who
surrounded the king's person were in the [dot. .Some
other attempts of a similar kind were made to alarm
the monarch, and to deter him from his purpose,

but in vain. Neither superstition nor the ties of
natural alTection could dissuade him from taking the

held. Resisting all ]K-rsuasion, and even the tears

and entreaties of his (jueen, who, amongst the other

arguments which her grief for the probable fate of

her husband suggested, urged that of the hel])less

state of their infant son; the gallant but infatuated

monarch took his place at the head of his army, put
the vast array in marching order, and proceeded on
that expedition fr(jm which he was never to return.

The .Scottish army having passed the Tweed began
hostilities l)y taking some petty forts and castles, and
amongst the latter that of Eord ; here the monarch
found a Mrs. Heron, a lady of remarkable beauty,

and whose husband was at that time a ]irisoner in

.Scotland. Captivated by this lady's attractions—

-

while his natural son, the Archbishoji of ."-^t. An-
drews, who accompanied him, acknowledged those

of her daughter—James spent in her society that time

which he should have employed in active service with

his army. The consequence of this inconceivable

folly was, that his soldiers, lel't unemployed, and
disheartened by a tedious delay, gradually withdrew
from his camp and returned to their homes, until

his army was at length reduced to little more than

30,000 men. A sense of huuour, however, still de-

tainetl in his ranks all the nol>lemen and ger.tlemen

who had first joined them, and thus a <lisj)r()por-

tionate number of the aristocracy remained to tall in

the fatal field which was soon afterwards fijuglit.

In the meantime the Earl of .Surrey, lieuter.ant-

general of the northern counties of England, ad-

vanced towards tlie ]iositiun occupied Ijv Jajiies'

forces, with an army of 31.000 men.
0:\ the 7th of .SeiHeml)er, 1513, the latter en-

camped at Woolerhaugh, w ilhin t'lve miles ol I'loiideii

Hill, the grountl on which the Scuii^li ainiy w;\s

encamp<ed. On the da}- following they adva:iee i to

Banmore Wood, distant ab'.ut luo umI<.> fp.ni tl'.e

Scottish p<jsHion, and (>n the ot!i pie-er.ted them-

selves in battle array at tlie l^.n of E!,,.iden Hid.

The Scottish n(4)les endeavoin-ed t" prevail wynn ihe

kingUMt to e\ii--e 1::-^ I'er- n in tile iir.|'er..iing ell-

eounlor. but he rejected tlie pn.; ,.-.-d with disdain,

saving, that to oatiiNe so niaiiv i.f his lirave country-

men wuiil.i be mo-e terril'ie to liim tlian deatii itsch".

binding tllev ^:<<::'. 1 r.' t dd--uade liim iVdm Ins y.v.v-

po-e v\ sb.avip.g in tlie dangers nf tl;e approaeldng

h'^hU tlii-'^' li"d ree^iirse to an expedient to lessen the

ei;ance> of a f.ital re,-ult. Seieeting several per^iT.s

who l)ore a re-eiuliiance to l',iin in figure and stature,

the\- cl ithevl tliem 1:1 a live-s exactly sindlar to tliat

wx.;-n l>v the niona;\h, and dispersei them thrcju -h-
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out the ranks of the arniy. The English army, when
it presented itself to the Scots, was drawn up in

three large divisions ; Surrey commanding that in

the centre, Sir Edward Stanley and Sir Edmund
Howard those on the right and left, while a large

body of cavalry, commanded by Dacre, was posted

in the rear. I'he array of the .Scots was made to

correspond to this disposition, the king himself lead-

ing on in person the division opposed to that com-
manded by Surrey, while the Earls of Lennox,
Argyle, Crawford, Montrose, Huntly, and Home
jointly commanded those on his right and left. A
body of cavalry, corresponding to that of Dacre's,

imder Bothwell, Avas posted immediately behind the

king's division. Having completed their dispositions,

the .Scots, with their long spears levelled for the

coming strife, descended froni the hill, and were soon

closed with the enemy. The divisions commanded
by Huntly and Home, on the side of the Scots,

and by Howard on the side of the English, first met,

but in a few minutes more all the opposing divisions

came m contact with each other, and the battle be-

came general.

The gallant but imprudent monarch himself, sur-

rounded by a band of his no less gallant nobles, was
seen fighting desperately in the front of his men, and
in the very midst of a host of English billmen.

After various turns of fortune, the day finally termin-

ated in favour of the English, though not so decisively

as to assure them of tlieir success, for it was not till

the following day that Surrey, by finding the field

abandoned by the Scots, ascertained that he had
gained the battle. In this sanguinary conflict, which
lasted for three hours, having commenced at four

o'clock in the afternoon and continued till seven,

there perished twelve earls, thirteen lords, five eldest

sons of peers, about fifty gentlemen of rank and
family, several dignitaries of the church, and about
10,000 common men. Amongst the churchmen who
fell v.'ere the king's natural son, the Archbishop of

St. Andrews, Hepburn, Bishop of the Isles, and the

Abbots of Kilwinning and Inchaffray. James him-
self fell amidst a heap of his slaughtered nobles,

mortally wounded in the head by an English bill,

and pierced in the body with an arrow. It was long

believed by the common people that the imfortunate

monarch had escaped fiom the field, and that he had
gone on a pilgrimage to Palestine, where tradition

represented him to have ended his days in prayer
and penitence for his sins, and especially for that of

his having borne arms against his father. This belief

was strengthened by a rumour that he had been seen
between Kelso and Dunse after tlie l)attle was fought.

That he actually fell at Flodden, however, has been
long since put Ijcyond all doubt, and the fate of his

body is singular. It appears to have been carried

to London, and to have been embalmed there, Init

by whom or by whose orders is unknown. In the
reign of Elizabeth, some sixty or seventy years after-

wards, the shell in which the body was dcjiosited,

and still containing it, was found in a garret amongst
a 'juantity of lumber by a slater while rei)airing the

roijf of a house. The body was still perfectly entire,

and emitted a pleasant fragrance from the strong

aromas which had been emjiloyccl in its preservation.

Looking on it as a great curiosity, though unaware
whose remains it was, the slater chopped off the

liL-ad, carried it home with him, and kept it for

s jvcr.il )ears. Such was the fate of the mortal part

r>f the noble-minded, the high-souled monarch, James
]\. of Scotland. He was in the forty-first year of
his age. and t! e twentv-sixth of his reign, when he
fell on Florlden field.

iVt lii:., distance of time everything relating to that

celebrated but calamitous contest—the most calami-
tous recorded in the pages of Scottish history—pos-
sesses a deep and peculiar interest ; but of all the
memorials which have reached us of that fatal event,

there is not one perhaps so striking and impressive
as the proclamation of the authorities of Edinburgh.
The provost and magistrates were in the ranks of
the king's army, and had left the management of the
town's affairs in the hands of deputies. On the day
after the battle was fought, a rumour had reached
the city that the Scottish army had met with a dis-

aster, and the following proclamation—the one al-

luded to—was in consequence issued. The hopes,

fears, and doubts which it expresses, now that all

such feelings regarding the event to which it refers

have long since passed away, cannot be contemplated
without a feeling of deep and melancholy interest.

"The loth day of September the year above written

(15 13), we do zow to witt. Forasmeikle as thair is

ane grait rumour now laitlie r^'sin within this toun,

touching oure soverane lord and his army, of the

quhilk we itnderstand thair is cum in na veritie as

yet. Quhairfore we charge straitely, and commandis
in oure said soverane lord the kingis name, and the

presidentis for the provost and baillies within this

burgh, that all manner of personis, nychtbours within

the samyn, have riddye thair fensabill geir and wap-
penis for weir, and compeir thairvvith to the said

presidents at jowing of the commoun bell, for the

keiping and defense of the toun aganis thame that

wald iiivaid the samin. And als chairgis that all

wemen, and especiallie vagaboundis, that thai pass

to thair labouris and be nocht sene upoun the gait

clamorand and cryand, under the pane of banising

of thair personis, but favouris, and that the uther

women of gude repute pass to the kirk and pray
quhane tyme requiris for our soverane lord, and his

army and nychtbours being thairat, and hald thame
at thair previe labouris of the gait within thair housis

as efferis."

James left behind him only one legitimate child,

James V. His natural issue were, Alexander, born
eight months after his father's death, and who died

in the second year of his age; Alexander, Archbishop
of St. Andrews; Catharine, wedded to the Earl of

Morton
; James, Earl of Murray; Margaret, wedded

to the heir of Huntly; and Jean, married to Malcolm
Lord l-'leming.

JAMES V. of Scotland, son of James IV., and
of Margaret, eldest daughter of Henry VII., King
of Erigland, was born at Linlithgow in the month
of April, 1512. This prince, on the death of his

father, was not more than a year and a half old.

The nation had, therefore, to look forward to a long

minority, and to dread all the evils which in these

turbulent times were certain to atterid a jnxjtractcd

regency.

.Scarcely any event coidd have been more disastrous

to .Scotland than the ])rematine death of James IV.

The loss of the battle of I'lodden, the immense
mniiber of .Scottish noblemen and gentlemen who
fell in that fatal field, were calamities of no ordinary

magnitude; but the death of James himself was more
fatal to the peace and prosperity of the kingdom than

all. ]>y the latter event Scotland was thrown open
to foreign influence and intrigue, and left to the fero-

cious feuds of its own turbulent and warlike chief-

tains, who did not fail to avail themselves of the

opportunity which the death of the monarch afforded

them of bringing their varif)us private qtiarrels to

the decision of the sword. It might have been ex-

pectefl that the overwhelming disaster of I''l(i<lden

field, which liroiight grief and mourning into almost
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every house of note in the land by the loss of some
member of its family, would have extinguished, for

a time at least, all personal animosities between
them, and that a common sympathy would have
prevented the few that were left from drawintj their

swords upon each other ; but it had no such effect.

Sanguinary contests and atrocious murders daily

occurred throuijhout the whole country. They in-

vaded each other's territories with fire and sword,

burned with indiscriminatintj vengeance the cottajje

as well as the castle; tlespoiled the lands of corn and
cattle ; and retired only when driven back by a

superior force, or when there was nothing more left

to destroy or carry away.

Such was the condition of Scotland during nearly

the whole period of the minority of James ; and by
merely substituting one noble name lor another, and
shifting from time to time the scene of their endless

stpiabblcs and skirmishes, adding an interminable

and scarcely intelligible story of intrigues, iluplicity,

and deception, we have the history of the kingdc^m

for the fifteen years immediately succeeding the

battle of Flodden field. During this period we oc-

casionally find the queen and her second husband,

the Earl of Angus, and sometimes the Duke of

Albany, cousin of the late king, in possession of the

nominal regency. At length the young monarch
comes upon the stage ; and it is not until that event

occurs that the interest of the story is resumed. It

then becomes a connected and intcUigilile tale, and
is at once relieved of the cumbruus and fatiguing

narration of occurrences, digressive, episodical, and
parenthetical, with wliicli it was previously disfigured

and obscured.

In tire meantime the young monarch, unconscious

of the storm that was raging without, was pursuing

liis studies in the castle of Edinburgh, where he had
been placed for safety, under the tuition of Gavin
Dunbar. The apartments appropriated to the youth-

ful sovereign in this ancient fortress seem to have
been in but a very indifferent condition ; his master,

Dunbar, though afterwards refunded, having been
obliged to rcjiairat his own cost, in the first instance,

the; chamber in which the king received his lessons,

one particular room having been set apart for that

purpose. Indeed, during the whole of AUiany's
regency, the wants of the young monarch seem to

have been very little attended to : even his per-

sonal comfort was so much neglected, that it was
witli great difficulty he couM procure a new doublet
or a new jiair of hose; and he at one time must have
gone without even them but for t!ie kintlness of his

natural sister, the Countess of Morton, who, from
time to time, supplied him with articles of wearing
apparel. The treasurer, too, frequently refused to

pay tile taihjr for tlie making of his clothes, when
tiie material instead of tlie dress happened to be sent

him. Though placed in the castle for security, this

consideration does not seem to have jv.ccludeil the

indulgence of going abroatl occasionally. .\ nude
was kept for him, on which he rode out during the
intervals of his study, and when the town and sur-

rounding country were reckoned suinciently quiet

and peaceful to admit of his doing so with safety.

The appearance, character, and temper of the young
monarch during his nonage are sj)oken of in \Narm
terms l)y his contenqioraries. In personal appear-
ance he is said to have borne a strong resemblance
to his iincle Henry VIII. of England; who, tyrant

tliov.gh he was, had certainly a very nol)le and kingly
pre-^ence. James' countenance was oval, of a mild
and sweet expression ; his eyes blue, and beaming
at once with gentleness and intelligence without
effeminacy; a head of yellow hair completes the pic-

ture. He was of an exceedingly affectionate disposi-

tion, and of a generous though .somewhat hasty

temper. "There is not in the world," says the

queen his mother, in a letter to Surrey, "a wiser

child, or a better-hearted, or a more able." This
is the language of a parent indeed; but, when corro-

borated as it is by other evidence, there is no occa-

sion to suspect it of partiality. James was about
this time in the eleventh or twelfth year of his age.

With his other good ([ualities he discovered a shrewd-
ness and sagacity su])erior to his years. Surrey,

speaking of him to Wolsey, says, "He speaks sitre,

for so young a thing." The young monarch was
much addicted to all manly sports and exercises, and
in all excelled. He rode gracefully, was jiassionately

fond of the chase, and took much delight in hawks,
hounds, and all the other appurtenances belonging
to that amusement. He also sang and danced well,

and even in iiis boyish years felt much of that "stern

joy" which noble minds feel in possessing and hand-
ling implements of war. He was delighted with arms
and armour; and could draw a sword a yard long

before the hilt, when Inickled to his side, as well as

a full-grown man. His own weapon was of this

length when he was only twelve years of age. James
was altogether at this period of his life a noble and
princely boy. His amusements were all of a mar.Iy

character. His mind was generous and elevated,

his mien and carriage gallant and dignified. In short,

imagination cannot conceive a more striking image
of a youthful monarch in a rude and warlike age,

than is presented to us in the person and character

of James V. of Scotland. There is some reason,

however, to believe, that the royal colt was a little

wild, and that he was fully as fond of tilting with the

spear, or making the forest of Ettrick ring \\ith his

bugle-notes, as of studying his humanities, for his

Latinity was found to be sadly defective.

He seems to have kept .Stirling Castle, the ]dace

where he last resided before assuming the reins of

government, in something like an uproar, while he
lived in it, with his sports and amusements. He
was generally joined in these by his domestics ; and
as they were pretty numerous, we may readily con-

ceive what a noise and turmoil they would create,

led on in their wild and obstreperous frolics by their

bold and livcdy young leader. Pelting each other

with eggs is known to have been a fav(nirite pastime,

and it is one certainly which must have given rise

to many of the most ludicrous scenes. Although
the estates of the kingdom had fixed the eighteenth

year of his age as that which sliould terminate the

minority of James, and put him in full and uncon-

trolled possession of the stivereigrity of the kingiioni,

he was called upon to take his seat on the tlirme at

a much earlier period of life. The lords tl-icm-el\es,

whose feuds and quarrels had filled the cour.try \\ :\\\

slaughter and rapine, saw no other way ot teiii;iii-

ating the frightful scene but by codling on th.e ki; g,

young as he was, to assun-.e tlie rovrd (iigiii'.}-. ll.e

ambition o( his motlier, who hojed to j'o-se— liei-

self of the real jxiwer ami autliority. nl-o c'.>ntri!ir.:c 1

to facilitate the event; and. aecoidingiy. il;e b"y

king, for he was only tuehe years oi r.ge, w.is

brought, escorted liy a nuir.eroi;s train of r.obks,

fronrStirling Ca-tle lo Ilohr. .,id Ilou-e. ( 'n hr-t

learning the resolution t'.) which, ti'.e lor<ls liad cine
of investing him wi;h the royal cliaracter. heexpre--ed

nuieh delight, and seemed tilled with the most ji^y-

fiil anticii-alious. "lie wns wei'.l content," s.-_\ s

Eiii'lsav, "to leive ceirrecti'UU at the scooles, .-a; I

pa-, to his h>rdis at hlicrtie."

.\in'ing--t the fir^t things vdiicli t!'e young nirnnrcii

did ou arriving at lb.'-. r'^oJi, wa^ to cl.an;/e all ll.e
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officers of the royal household, from the treasurer

down to the carvers. Three noblemen, the Earl of

Lennox, the Lords Hamilton and Angus, and Arch-

bishop Beatoun, were appointed as liis guardians

and advisers. For a year after his arrival in Edin-

burgh and assumption of the royal dignity, the king
and his guardians lived happily, and Lindsay says

merrily together; but at the end of that period, a

"benefice vaiket," a temptation came in the way,

and destroyed tlie harmony of the association ; each

claimed it from the king, and each thought he had
a better right to it than his fellow. Angus said that

he was always scarce of hay and horse corn when he

came to Edinburgh, and that tlierefore it should be

given to him. The vacant benefice was attached to

Holyrood House. Whether it was the force of this

appeal, or the superior influence of Angus over the

royal mind, that decided the point, is left unexplained;

but that nobleman carried off the prize, to tlie great

disappointment and displeasure of tlie other three,

who shortly after retired in disgust from the court.

Lennox, who had got notliing at all, returned, in

despair of gaining anything by the royal favour, to

his own country; and Ilamilton, thougli he had pro-

cured the abbacy of Paisley for his son, tliinking

that he had not got enough, followed his example.

]!eatoun, who lived then in a house of his own in the

Friar's Wynd, refrained afterwards from going near

the court, but when expressly sent for.

Although James was now placed upon the throne,

and surrounded with all tlie insignia of royalty, he
neither of himself assumed nor was permitted to as-

sume the functions of the royal state. He was much
too young to be capable of holding the reins of

government, and there were those around him who
were not desirous that he should. Nor does it ap-

]iear that the young monarch cared mucli about the

matter, so long as he was permitted to enjoy himself;

an 1 there is no reason to believe that the defection

of his grave guardians sank very deep into his mind.

As the king advanced in years, however, this indif-

ference to tlie power and authority of his elevated

station gradually gave way to the natural ambition

of enjoying them ; and he at length determined to

rid himself of the thraldom under which he was kept

by the Earl of Angus, who had for several years ex-

ercised the royal authority in his name. The house

of Douglas, however, was too powerful, and their

inlluence too extensive, to admit of his effecting his

emancipation by any open effort; he therefore deter-

mined to have recour.^e to secret measures in the first

instance.

ng was now in the seventeenth year
when he carried his design into exe-

ing at Falkland, a favourite hunting-
;s of Scotland. Here he -was attended

I'.arl of -Aii-'us and several of liis

The young
of his age, ant

cution was resi

place of the kii

as u^ual bv tl

kindred, all of whom were united in the design of

keeping the king, as it were, to iheni'-elves. A 1 'oug-

1ns was cni)tain of his guard; a Houglas was treasiiier;

and a l.)ouglas was guardian and adviser, (ireat

numbers of that name, be-ides, filled sulxjrdinate

siuiations in the royal luiusehold, and the king's guard,

c ):vsi-ting of a hundred gentlemen, were all in the

interest of the l^arl of Angus and his family. 'J'hus

eiicomimssed, the young monarch had no other re-

source than to endeavour to elude their vigilance.

He was under no ])ersonal restraint, nor was he de-

barred from nr;y enjoyment or amusement with which
he chose to occu])y himself. On the contrary, they

all led an excec'lingly merry and joyous life togethei';

v.-ere alino-t daily out hunting and hawking and
f:a~ting w'nh the neiL;hbouring Jioblemen and gentle-

men, and amongst the rest w;th the Archbishop of

St. Andrews, who entertained the king and his at-

tendants with great "mirrines" for several days to-

gether ; but it was neces.sary that a Douglas should
always be present on these occasions. Hunting,
hawking, or feasting, still a Douglas must be there.

An opportunity such as the young monarch had long
and anxiously looked for of escaping from this annoy-
ing surveillance at length presented itself, and lie

availed himself of it. The Earl of Angus left Falk-
land for a few days, to transact some private busi-

ness of his own in the Lothians, leaving the king
in charge of his uncle Archibald Douglas, and his

brother George. These two, however, availing

themselves probably of the earl's absence, also left

the palace on different errands ; the former, it is

hinted, to visit a mistress in Dundee, and the latter

to arrange some business with the Archbishop of

St. Andrews. There was still, however, a fourth

left, whom it was necessary the king should dispose
of before he could effect his escape; this was James
Douglas of Parkhead, the captain of the guard, to

whom the absentees in the last resort had confided

the safe-keeping of the young monarch. In order
to get rid of Jiim, the king gave out that he intended
to go a hunting early on the following morning, and
having sent for James Douglas to his bedroom, he
called for licpior, and drinking to his guest, remarked
that he should see good hunting on the morrow.
Douglas, little dreaming of the equivoque, saw the

king safely to bed, and retired to his own, Ijy the

advice of his master, much earlier than usual, that

he might be up betimes in the morning, the king
having ordered dejcune to be served at four o'clock.

It is not improbable that his majesty, moreover, had
made him take an extra cup before they parted. As
soon as all was quiet in the palace, the king got up,

disguised himself by putting on the dress of one of

his own grooms, and descended to the stables, where
"Jockie Hart," a yeomen of the stable, with another

trusty servant, also in the secret, were ready prepared

\\'ith saddled horses for the intended flight.

They all three instantly mounted, and escaping all

notice from the wardens, took the road for .Stirling

at full gallop. On reaching ihe castle, which he did

by break of day, the king ordered the gates to lie

shut, and that no one should be permitted to enter

without his special order. This done, he retired to

bed, much fatigued with his long and rapid ride.

His escape from Falkland was not discovered until

the following morning. George Douglas had returned

to the palace at eleven o'clock at night, about nn
hour after the king's departure, but having learned

from the porters that his majesty was asleep in his

(nvn ajiartment, he, without further inquiry, retired

to betl; and it was not until he \\as roused at :m

early hour of the morning, by Patrick C'arniii liael,

bailie of Abernethy, who had recognize<l the king

in his flight, and \\ho came with all manner of de-

spatch to inform him of it, that he knew nnytliing

at all about the matter. He would not at first be-

lieve it, but rushed in great alarm to the kind's

chamber, which he found locke<l, and it v.as cjiily

whi-n he had burst up the door, and found theajiart-

meiit uno(cU]iied, that he felt assured of the dreadful

truth. The king must have already ac(iuirefl some
little reputation lor that gallantry amongst the ladies

\\liicli nft(.'rwards so much distinguished him, for on
this occasinn he was at first suspected to have gone
off on a nocturnal \isit to a lady at Bambrigh, sotne

miles distant fioni I'alkland.

liriinedialely after his arri\al in Stirling, the king
summoned a L;reat number of his lords to join him
there, to as-is[ him \\lth their advice and counsel.

The summons was readily obeyed, both from personal
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ntt.ichmcnt to tlie kinfj, nnd a jealousy and (li>like

of Iiis late yuariiian the Karl of Angus. In a few-

days James was surrounded wilii nearly a score (^f

the nolilest names in the land, all ready to perish in

his defence, and to assert and maintain his rights at

the point (jf the sword.

He seems to have resented highly the restraint in

which he had been kept by Angus and iiis kindred,

for it was now he said, addressing the assembled

lords, "I avow that Scotland shall not hold vis both

till I be revenged on him and his." The Earl of

Angus and all his immediate friends were now put to

the horn, and the R)rmcr deprived of all his ])ublic

offices. It is tlierefore at this period that the actual

reign of James commences, and not before. He was
now frceil from the inlluence of the Douglases, sur-

rounded by his nobles, who paid him a rea<ly and
willing homage, and was in every respect an indc-

])endent and absolute soveveign, capable and at liberty

to judge and to act for himself.

James' apjiearance and character were as inlercst-

ing as his situation at this period of his life. He
was now, as stated before, in the seventeenth year of

his age, of a robust constitution, which enabled him
to encounter any bodily fatigue. His s]ieech and
demeanour were mild and conciliating. His stature

was of middling height, but handsomely formed, and
"the fient a pride, iiae pride had he." He spoke
at all times affably to the meanest of his subjects,

and would partake cjf the humljlest repast of the

luimblest jieasant in his dominions, with a glee and
satisfaction whicli evinced the most amial)le kindness

of dispositicm. These qualities rendered him ex-

ceedingly beloved by the common people, of whom
he was ahvavs Ijcsides so steady and effective a friend,

as procured for liim the enviable title of King of llie

I'oor.

Amongst the first cares of James after his Ijecom-

ing jHissessed of the actual sovereignty of the king-

tlom, was to subdue the border thieves and marauders,

who were carrying matters with a high hand, and
liad so extended their business during the lawless

period of his minority, and so systematized their pro-

ceedings, that Armstrong of Kilnockie—the cele-

brated Johnnie Armstrong of the well-known old

ballad—one of the most noted leaders of tlicse pre-

datory l)an<is, never travelled abroad, even on peace-

ful jwrjioses, without a train (jf six and twenty
gentlemen well mounted, well armed, and alwa\'s

];andsomely dressed in the gayest and most chivalrous

garb of the times. As James, however, knew that

he would iiave little chance of laying hold of ihe--e

desperadoes if he souglit them with ojienly liostilc

intentions, their predatory habits and intimate know-
ledge of the localities of the country rendering it easy

for them to evade any such attempt, he had recourse

to stratagem. He gave out that he intended to have
a great hunting match on the borders, and really did

Combine both .-.[)ort and busiiU'ss in the cxpeilition

which followed. As was u^ual with tlie Scotti--h

liings on hunting occasion^, he Munmoned all the

iin])!einen and gentlemen in the country, wlio c<)uld

furl it coiu'cnient, to attend him w ith their ilog-. on
a certain day at I'Jiinburgh, and, wliat was nut so

cu>loinai'\'. to bring each a montli's victuals a!< nig with

liim. Such a provi'-iMn was alwavs rc'iuirod when
|

an army nt common men were called tog(.i]i(_'r. but ;

not in the case "f convocaf.i n> (if men ab-ive tliat

r.iiik. 'I'iie expe litii.u in this ca-e, however, was to

be b-'lli wai'lilsc and sportive; and the fciriner might
!

jireveiit the latter fi-'im affijriiing tliem a sufhcicncv
|

of game f u' th.eir .subsistence. The Mimmons of the

king fir the b -rder liir.r.ing wa- s" willin'_;lv obeved.

that a ho.-t ainoa'..'.iii ' to 12.000 a-sembled in Iidin-
,

burgh against the appointed time; and amongst these,

some chieftains from ver)' distant parts of tlie coun-
try, such as Huntly, Argyle, and Athol, all of whom
brought their large fierce Higliiand deer-dogs along
with them to assist in the ciiase. It was in the

month of June, 1529, that this i)rodigi(jus liost of
sportsmen, headed i)y the king in person, set out to-

wards the borders. The greater ])art of them were
well armed, and were thus jnepared for anything
that might occur. (Jn all such occasions pavilions,

tents, bedding, &;c , for the accommodation of the
s])ortsmen, were despatched si^ne days jirevious to

tile ground selected for the first day's amusement, and
were afterwards moved from place to jilace as the
scene of action was shifted. The king's pavilion was
very s]dendi<l; and might readily be distinguished

from all others by its superior richness and elegance.

His dogs, tfio, were elevated above all the dogs of

meaner men, as well by their extrinsic ornament'^ as

by their intrinsic merits. Their collars were gilt,

or were of pur]de velvet adorned with golden studs,

while tlie royal hawks were jirovided with collars

and bells of the same metal. The cavalcade having
reached Meggotland, on the southern border of

Peeblesshire, a favourite hunting- ])lace of James',

and wiiich was always reserved exclusively for th.e

king's hunting—the sjiort began, and in a few days

no less than 360 deer were slain. Soon after this,

Armstrong of Kilnockie, little dreaming of the fate

that awaited him, made his apjiearance among the

sportsmen, at a place called Caerlanrig, it is >aid by
invitation, but wh.ether it was so or not he >eems to

have calculated on at least a civil if not a corflial

reception from the king, being in total ignorance of

the real object of the king's visit to the borders.

-Armstrong was not altogether unreasonable in such

an expectation, for his robberies liad always been
confined to Kngland, and he was rather hjoked upon
as a protector than otherwise by his own counti-ymen,

none of whose property he was ever known to ha\e
meddled with. He always "cjuartered ujton tlie

enemy," and thought that by doing so he did good
service to the state; but not being consulted in the

various treaties of peace which occasionally tiM-k

jdace between the sovereigns of the two kingdom^,

he did not always feel himself called upon to icc(>g-

nizc them, and accordingly coiitiinied to levy Ids

black-mail from the borders all the way. it i- >r.id,

unto Xewca.-tle. Though the king had ma'ie ]ieace

with luigland, Johnnie Armstrong had not: and he

therefore continued to carry on the war in deiiance

of all those treaties and truces to which he was r.ct a

party. ( in this t>ccasion tlie daring l;ord.i.rcr. expect-

ing a graci<nis reccjition from tlie king, and desi;ni>

of ajipearing Ijefore his sovereign in a manner be-

coming wdiat he conceived to be his own rank.
;
re-

sented liimself and his retair.ers. all mngnit:ce:r.!_\- r.v-

]xirelled, before his majesty. The king, wh odi ! r.ct

know liim personally, at first mi-ti'ok liim i^r ^-ir.e

piiwerful nol)leman. and returned liis ^.di'le; br,t en

learning his name, he instanliy nniered liini ,:;id nd

hi- followers to be taken iir.o e':--.f ly ar.<! f.arged

upon the sp(.t. "NMi.i! wants that knave !!.:-t a k:rg

shnuld have," exclaimed Jame-. indi:;!..- r.'.' y st;;;ek

witli the splendour of Anv.s'.rong's -.w.t] his f. iilcweis"

equipments, and. at tlie same time. t'-,rr,i:-g round

iVum them on hi- heel a- he -:-ke. The f-veb^ <'\.r

at li:->i I'leade 1 hard t'r Li- l;te. nnd endeav-nred to

l)ri;.e l!ie king to -;'.^ie him. He ohVred l.i- own
-ervices and iliat of f •)".}• men at any time, when th.e

king sIi.T.M re-ndre it. free ( f nil exjcnse to his

inai' -tv-. He f.n'.k.er cKliei to biing to liim any

sid'ieet o!" fine; '.".id - I'nke. earl. !"r,I. .-ir jiar^n. ngain-t

ar.\" ijiven i.'a\', eit'ier t'.ead v: alive, w !;om liis maie-'.N-
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might desire eit'i "r to destroy or to have as a captive.

Finding that all he could say and all he could offer

had no effect in moving the king from his determina-

tion, the bold borderer, seeing the die was cast and
his fate sealed, instantly resumed the natural intre-

pidity of his character,
—"I am but a fool," he said,

raising himself proudly up, "to look for grace in a

jjraceless face. But had I known, sir, that you
would have taken my life this day, I should have
lived upon the borders in despite of both King Henry
and you; and I know that the King of lingland would
down-weigh my best horse with gold to be assured

tliat I was to die this day." No further colloquy took

place; Armstrong and all his followers were led off

to instant execution. A popular tradition of the

borders, where his death was much regretted, says,

that the tree on wliich Armstrong was executed,

though it continued to vegetate, never again put

forth leaves. After subjecting several other notorious

offenders to a similar fate, the king returned to Edin-

burgh on the 24th of July. In the following summer
he set out upon a similar expedition to the north,

with that which he had conducted to the south, and
for similar purposes—at once to enjoy the pleasures

of the chase, and to bring to justice the numerous
and daring thieves and robbers with which the coun-

try was infested.

This practice of converting the amusement of

h.unting into a means of dispensing justice through-

out the kingdom, was one to which James had often

recourse, for on these occasions he took care always

to be attended with an armed force, sufficiently strong

to enforce the laws against the most powerful infringer;

anl he did not spare them when within his reacli.

For thieves and rol)bers he had no compassion; com-
mon doom awaited them all, whatever might be their

rank or pretensions. In this particular he was stern

an 1 inflexible to the last degree; and the times re-

quired it. There was no part of his policy more
beneficial to the kingdom than the resolute, inces-

sant, and relentless war which he waged against all

marauders and plunderers.

Oa the expedition which he now undertook to the

nortii, he was accompanied by the queen mother and
the papal ambassador then at the .Scottish court. The
Earl of Athol, to whose country the royal parly pro-

posed first j;)roceeding, having received intelligence of

the visit which he might expect, made the most splen-

did iireparation for tlieir reception. On the arrival of
the illustrious visitors, they found a magnificent palace,

constructed of bouglis of trees, and fitted with glass

windows, standing in the midst of a smooth level

])ark or meadow. At each of the four corners of this

curious structure there was a regularly formed tower
or block-hou^e; and the whole was joisted and floored

t'j the height of three stories. A large gate between
two towers, with a furnii labie portcullis, all of green
wood, defended the entrance; while the whole was
surrounded with a ditch sixteen feet dee)) and tliirty

feet wide, filled with water, and stocked with various

ki;ris of fish, and crossed in fiont of the jialace

by a commodious drawbridge. The walls o[ all the

a;)artnicnts v.-ere hung with the mf)sf s])lendid tapes-

try, and the floors so thickly strewn with flowers, that

no man would have known, says Lindsay, but he had
been in "ane greine gardeine." The feasting wliiLh

f/ilowed was in keeping with this elaborate and
costly i^reparation. lOvery delicacy which the season

nu'l the country could supply was furnished in ]iro-

digious f[uantitics to the royal retinue. The choicest

^vines, fruits, anrl confections were also ])Iaced be-

fore them with unsparing liberality; and the vessels,

liii-jn, beds, tVc, with which tliis fairy niansif)n was
i;u^i2'lied for the occasion, were all of the fmcit au'.l

most costly description. The royal party remained
here for three days, at an expense to their noble host
of as many thousand pounds. Of all the party there
was not one so surprised, and so nuich gratified with
this unexpected display of magnificence and abund-
ance of good living, as his reverence, the pope's am-
bassador. The holy man was absolutely overwhelmed
with astonishment and delight to find so many good
things in the heart of a wild, uncivilized, and barbar-

ous country. But his astonishment was greatly in-

creased when, on the eve of their departure, he saw
a party of Highlanders busily employed in setting

fire to that structure, within which he had fared so

well and been so comfortably lodged, and which had
cost so much time, labour, and expense in its erec-

tion. "I marvel, sir," he said, addressing the king,

"that ye should suffer yon fair palace to be burned,
that your grace has been so well entertained in." "It
is the custom of our Ilighlandmen," rejdied James,
smiling, "that be they never so well lodged at night

they will burn the house in the morning." The king
and his retinue now proceeded to iJunkeld, where
they remained all night. From thence they went
next day to Perth, afterwards to Dundee and St.

Andrews, in all ofwhich places they were sumptuously
entertained—and finally returned to Edinburgh.

James, who had now passed his twentieth year,

was in the very midst of that singular career of frolic

and adventure in which he delighted to indulge, and
which forms so conspicuous a feature in his character.

Attended only by a single friend or two, and his

person disguised by the garb of a gentleman of ordi-

nary rank, and sometimes, if traditionary tales tell

truth, by that of a person of a much lower grade, he
rode through the country in search of adventures, or

on visits to distant mi.stresses; often on these occasions

passing whole days and nights on horseback, and
putting u]) contentedly with the coarsest and scantiest

fare which chance miglit throw in the way. Sleep-

ing in barns on "clean pease strae," and partaking

of the "gude wife's" sheep-head, her oaten cakes,

and ale, or whatever else she might have to offer,

was no uncommon occurrence in the life of James.
Such visits, however, were not always iHOinpted by
the most innocent motives. A fair maiden would
at any time induce the monarch to ride a score of

miles out of his way, and to pass half the night ex-

posed to all its inclemency for an hour's interview.

James was no niggard in his gallantries: where
money was required, he gave it freely and libeiali}-;

where it was not, his munificence took the shaj;e of

presents—such as rings, chains, &c., of gold and other

descrijitions of jewellery. In one month he gave
away in this way to the value of u]>wards of ;[{^4CO.

The roving monarch, however, made even his vag-

rancies subservient to his great object of cxtirjiating

thieves and robljers. During his \\alllk•ring^ he fre-

cpiently fell in with numerous bands of them, orsouglit

them out; and on such occasions never In dilated to

attack them, however formidable tliey might be, and
however few his own followers.

As the roving iirojiensities r.f the king thus fre-

f|uently put his life in jeopardy, and as his dying
witliout lawful i.-sue wcnild have left the country in

all ])robability a i>rey In civil war, the nation becnnie
extremely anxious for his marriage, an event which,

after many delays, aiising from pcditical objections

to the various connections from time to time jjrojjosed,

at length took place. The .Scottish ambassadors in

!•' ranee concluded, by James' authority, a niarringe-

tieaty wiih -Marie de liourlion, daughter of the Duke
of \'end(jiiie. ( )n the final settlement of tjiis treaty

the young monarch ]<roceeded to \'en<loine, to claim

ill person his afUauced bride; but here hi.i usual gal-
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lantry failed him, for on seeing the lady he rejected

her, and annulled the treaty.

Whether it was the result of chance, or that James
had determined not to return home without a wife,

this occurrence did not doom him, for any length of
time, to a single life. From Vendonie he j^roceeded

to I'aris, was graciously received by Francis I., and
finally, after a month or two's residence at that

monarcli's court, married his daughter Magdalene.
The ceremony, which took place in the church of

Kotre Dame, was celebrated with great pomp and
splendour. The whole city rang with rejoicings,

and the court with sounds of revelry and merriment.
The marriage was succeeded by four months of con-

tinued feasting, sporting, and merry-making. At
the end of that period James and his young bride,

who was of an exceedingly sweet and amiable dis-

position, returned to .Scotland; the former loaded
with costly presents from his father-in-law, and the

latter with a dowry of 100,000 crowns, besides an
annual pension of 30,000 livres during her life.

The royal pair arrived at Leith on Whitsun-eve,
at ten o'clock at night. On first touching Scottish

ground, the pious and kind-hearted young queen
droppcti on her knees, kissed the land of her adoption,

and after thanking God for the safe arrival of her hus-

band and herself, prayed for happiness to the country

and the people. The rejoicings which the royal pair

had left in France were now resumed in Scotland.

Magdalene was everywhere received by the ]ieople

with the strongest proofs of welcome and regard, and
this as much from her own gentle and affable de-

meanour as from her being the consort of their sove-

reign. Never queen made such rapid progress in the

affections of a nation, and fewever acquired during any
period so large a proportion of personal attachment
as did this amiable lady. The object, however, of

all this love, was not destined long to enjoy it. She
was in a bad state of health at the time of her mar-
riage, and all the happiness which that event brought
along with it could not retard the progress of the

disease which \\as consuming her. She daily be-

came worse after her arrival in Scotland, and finally

expired within forty days of her landing. James was
for a long time inconsolable for her loss, ant! for a

season buried himself in retirement, to indulge in the

sorrow which he could not restrain.

Policy required, however, that the place of the de-

parted (jueen should, as soon as propriety would ad-

mit, be sujiplied by another; and James fixed upon
Mary of Cluise, daughter of the duke of that name,
and witlosv of the Duke of Longueville, to be the

I

successor of Magdalene. An embassy having been
j

despatched to France to settle preliminaries, and to

bring the queen-consort to Scotland, she arrived in

the latter kingdom in June, 1538. Mary landed at

Balcomie in Fife, where slie was received by the king,

surrouniled by a great number of his nobles. From
thence the royal party proceeded to Dundee, .'^t.

Andrews, then to .Stirling; from that to Linlithgow;
and la^lly to ICdinlnirgh. In all of these placc> the

royal \y.uv were received ^xith every demonstration of

popular joy, and were sumptuously entertained bv
the magistrates and other authorities of tlie different

towns. James, by a long and steady perseverance iii

the administration of justice without regard to the

wealth iir raid-: of the culprits, and by the wholesome
restraint under which he held the turbulent noliles,

had now sectux'd a degree of j^eace and prospeiitvto
i

the country which it had not enjoyed for nianv vcars <

before. His jiower was acknowledged and felt in

the most remote parts of the Lowlands of Scotland,

and even a great part of the Highlands. ISut the

A\"estern Isles and the most northern extremity of the
,

\0L. II.

kingdom, places then difficult of access and com-
paratively but little known, were still made the
scenes of the most lawless and atrocious deeds by the
fierce and restless chieftains and their clans, by
whom they were inhabited. James, however, re-

solved to carry and establish his authority even there.

He resolved to "beard the lion in his den;" to bring
these desperadoes to justice in the midst of their

barbarous hordes; and this bold design he determined
to execute in person. He ordered twelve ships, well
provided with artillery, to be ready against the 14th
of May. The personal preparations of the king,
and those made for his acconimodalion in the ship in

which he was himself to embark on this expedition,

were extensive and multifarious. His cabin was
hung with green cloth, and his bed with blackdama.sk.
Large cjuantities of silver plate and culinary utensils,

with stores for cooking, were put on board; and also

a vast number of tents and pavilions, for the accom-
modation of his suite when they should land in the
isles. The monarch himself was equipped in a suit

of red velvet, ornamented with gold embroider}-,

and the ship in which he sailed was adonied with
splenditl flags and numerous streamers of red and
yellow serge.

The exjiedition, which had been delaved for four-

teen days beyond the time appointed by the advanced
state of the queen's pregnancy, finally set sail for its

various destinations in the beginning of June.
The royal squadron, on reaching the western

shores, proceeded deliberately from inland to i>land,

and from point to point of the mainland, the king
landing on each, and summoning the various chief-

tains to his presence. Some of these he executed on
the spot, others he carried away with him as hostages

for the future peaceful conduct of their kinsmen and
followers; and thus, after making the terror of his

name and the sternness of his justice felt in every

glen in the Highlands, he bent his way .ngain home-
wards. James himself landed at Dumbarton, but

the greater part of his ships, including those on board
of which were the captured chieftains, were sent

round to Leith.

Having now reduced the whole country to such .a

state of tranquillity, and so effectually accomplished

the security of private projjerty everywhere, that it

is boasted that at this period of his reign flocks tf

sheep were as safe in Fttrick Forest as in the province

of Fife, he betook himself to the improvement of his

kingdcjm by j->caceful pursuits. He imported su-

]ierior breeds of horses to improve the native race C'f

that animal. He promoted the fisheries, and invited

artisans and mechanics of all descrijnions to settle

in the country, encouraging them by llie offer "(

liberal wages, and in many ca-^es by bestowing

small annual pensions. With every jirnmise of a

long and hap]iy reign, and in tlie nii<lst ot exert jor-s

which entitled him to expect the latter, the cu]-) was

suddenly dashed from hi.s lips. M isfortune (>!i mis-

fortune crowded on tlie ill-stnrred monarch, and

hurried him to a i-^rematiire grax e. '1 v. r, princes

who were born t<i liim by Mary of (ir.ise. <iied in

their infancy within a (cw nny- oi' ea.h o-.lier, a

calamity wh'ich sank dee], in tlu- luart nf tlieir royal

jiareiit.' His uncle, the King of L.ngland, with whom
he had hitherto been on' a frieiuily fluting, for

reasons now not verv well known, invaded hi.s do-

minjnns with an army of 20. coo men, un:der the

eomniand of ll'.e Dul^e of N.ut'olk. James gave

oidei's to assemble an nrmy of 30,000 men on the

lloroiigli Muir, ar,l witli tliis force he marched to

oppose them. The hostile armies met at Solway

^t !ss. l,;;t wiili little disposition on the j^art of the

ka'!e:s of the Scottish arniv to maintain tlie cred.t
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of their sovereign by their arms. James had never

l)een friendly to the aristocracy, and they now re-

taliated upon him by a lukewarmness in his cause

in the hour of need. The unfortunate monarch

liimself increased this spirit of defection at such a

critical juncture by appointing Oliver Sinclair, a

mean favourite, and a man of no ability, to the com-
mand of his army. The intelligence of this appoint-

ment excited the utmost indignation in the Scottish

army. All declared that they would rather submit

to be taken prisoners by the English than be com-
manded by such a general ; and they were thrown

into such a state of commotion by this infatuated

proceeding of their sovereign, that the English

general perceived the disorder, and taking advantage

of it, attacked the Scottish army with a few hundred

light horse. The former making no resistance were

instantly put to flight. James was at Caerlaverock,

about twelve miles distant, when this disaster took

place. When informed of the disgraceful flight of

liis army, he sank into a state of dejection and

melancholy from which nothing could rouse him.

His proud spirit could not brook the disgrace which
liad befallen his arms, and the conduct of his nobles

excited a degree of irritation which soon threw him
into a violent fever. In this state of despondency
lie retired to Falkland. Here he took to bed and
refused all sustenance. While in this condition in-

telligence was brought him that the queen, then at

Linlithgow, was delivered of a girl. " It came with

a lass and it will go with a lass," said the dying

monarch, reckoning it another misfortune that it was
not a male heir that had been given to him.

A little before his death, which was now fast ap-

]iroaching, he was heard muttering the words "Sol-
way Moss," the scene of that disaster which was now
h.urrying him to the grave. On tlie day of his death,

which happened previous to the I3lh of Uecember,

1542, but within two or three days of it, although^

the precise day is not known, he turned round to the

lords who surrounded his bed, and with a faint but

benignant smile, held out his hand to them to kiss,

and in a few minutes thereafter expired. James died

in the thirty-first year of his age, leaving tlie unfor-

tunate Mary, then an infant, to succeed to his digni-

ties and to more than his misfortunes. Besides

?»Iar}', his only surviving legitimate child, James left

six natural children. These were—James, abbot of

Kelso and Melrose; the Regent ^Ioray; Robert,
jirior of Holyrood House; John, prior of Coldingham;
Janet, wife of the Earl of Angus; and Adam, prior

t)f the Chartrcux at I'crlh.

JAMES VI. of Scotland, and I. of England, was
born in llie cattle of I->iinl)urL;li, |une 19, 1566.

He was the son of tlie reigning sovereign Mary, by
her husband Henry Lord Larnley, who was nomiii-

ally associated with her in the government, and \\as

the eldest son of the exi^^ling lOarl of Lennox. IJolli

by his father and motlier James was the great-grand-

son of Henry V'H. of luigland, and, failing (^ueen
Idizabeth and his own motlier, st'jod nearest t(j the

throne of that kingdom at tlic same time that he was
heir-apparent to the Scottisli crown. The character

of his parents and their jirevious history are so well

known that it is unnecessary to touch upon them
hero. It may only be mentioned, t'lat while the

royal infant brought with him into the world jireteii-

sinns tlie mo^t brilliant that could have befalleii a

m^pital creature, he also carried in his constitutif)n a
weakness of the most lamentable nature, affecting

botli his body and his mind. Aliout three months
before liis birth his fatlier heatled a band of consjiiia-

tors who broke violently into the jjrivacy of his

mother's chamber, and almost in her presence slew
her favourite counsellor David Riccio. The agitation

of the mother on that occasion took effect upon the
child, who, though intended apparently to be alike
strong in mental and bodily constitution, showed
through life many deficiencies in both respects,

though j^erhaps to a less extent than has been re-

presented by popular history.

It is well known that a confederation of the
Scottish nobles dethroned Mary about a year after

the birth of her son. While this ill-fated princess

was condemned to imprisonment in Lochleven Castle,

her son was taken to Stirling, and there crowned at

the age of thirteen months and ten days. The real

government was successively administered by the
regents Moray, Lennox, Mar, and Morton, under
the secret direction of the English queen, by Avhom,
in time, her rival Mary was put to death. James,
after a weakly infancy, was placed under the care of

the celebrated Buchanan, whose religious principles

and distinguished scholarship seemed to qualify him
peculiarly for the task of educating a Protestant

jnince. It would appear that the young king re-

ceived at the hands of his master a great deal more
learning, classical and theological, than he was able

to digest, and thus became liable to as much of the

fault of pedantry as consists in a hoarding of litera-

ture for its own sake, or for purposes of ostentation,

accompanied by an inability to turn it to its only true

use in the ordinary purposes of life. A pliability of

temper, subject alike to evil and to good influences

;

a sly acuteness in penetrating the motives of men,
without the power to make it of any practical advan-

tage ; and a proneness to listen to the flattering coun-
sellors who told him he was a king, and ought to

have the power of one, were other characteristics of

this juvenile monarch ; whose situation, it must at

the same time be acknowledged, was one of such

difficulty as to render a fair development of the best

faculties of the mind, and the best tendencies of the

heart, hardly to be expected.

Though made and ujiheld as a king, in conse-

quence of a successful rebellion against the monarchi-
cal jirinciple, James was early inspired with a high

sense of his royal jiowers and ]:>rivi!eges, probably by
some of those individuals who are never wanting
around the persons of yoting princes, let their educa-

tion be ever so carefully conducted. Even before

attaining the age of twelve he had become the centre

of a little knot of courtiers, who clustered about him
at his residence in Stirling Castle, and plotted

schemes for transferring the reins of government
into his own hands. Morion ]icmiittcd himself to

be surprised in 1578 by this party, who for some
time conducted the affairs of state in the name of the

king as if he had been in full jiossession of his birth-

right. McH'ton, however, soon after regained nearly

all his wonted ascendency, and it was ncjt till Iwn or

three years later that the king became completely

emaneii)ate<l from this powerful agent of the English

queen. ,\ young scion of nobility, named Captain
Stuart, from his coininanding the king's guards, and
I'.snie, Marl of Lennox, the king's cousin, \\ere his

chief instruments in obtaining the sovereign ]iower,

and in raising that ]irosecution against Morton
which ended in his execution, June 2, 1581. The
farmer is represented as a jjrolligate adventurer, who
studied only liow, by Haltering the king and enforc-

ing his du^iiotic \'ieu>, to ])roniote hi-, o^\"n intere:-t.

Lennox was a gentler and worthier j)erson, but was
obnoxifuis to popular fidium on account of his prrifes-

sing the Catholic faith. The Protestant an(l I'^ng-

li^h interest sr)on rallied, and in .August, 1582, took

place the celebrated Raid of Ruthven, by which a
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few Presbyterian nobles, headed l)y the Earl of Gow-
rie, were enaltlctl to take possession of the royal per-

son, and use his authority for some time in behalf of

liberal government and their own relij^ious principles,

while Stuart and Lennox were forbicUien his pre-

sence.

It was not till June, 15S3, that James emancipated
himself from a control which, however well he a])-

peared to bear it, was far from agreeable to him.

Lennox had now been banished to France, where he

died of a broken heart ; Stuart was created Earl of

Arran on the ruins of the Hamilton family, and
became almost sole counsellor to the young monarch.
The nobles who had seized the king at Ruthvcn
v.-ere pardoned ; but Ciowrie, having soon after made
a second and unsuccessful attempt, was beheaded at

Stirling. During the interval between June, 15S3,

and November, 15S5, the government was of a de-

cidedly anti-popular and anti-Presbyterian character,

Arran being permitted to act entirely as he pleased.

The Presbyterian nobles, however, who had fled

into England, were, at the latter period, enabled by
Elizabeth to invade their own country with such a

force as overturned the power of the unworthy fa-

vourite, and re-established a system agreeal)le to the

clergy and people, and more closely respondent to

the wishes of Elizabeth. In this way James grew
up to man's estate.

In 15S4, when eighteen years of age, he made his

first appearance as an author by publishing a small

thin quarto, entitled Essaycs ofaPrentice in the Divine
Art of Poesie, -with the Ren-lis ami Caiiteles to he pitr-

siied and ai-oided. This work consists of a mixture
of poetry and prose ; the poems being chiefly a series

of sonnets, which bear very much the appearance of

school exercises, while the prose consists of a code
of laws for the construction of verse according to the

ideas of that period. There is little in the king's

style or his ideas to please the present age ; yet, com-
pared witii the efforts of contemporary a\tthors, these

poems may be said to bear a respectaljle appearance.

The main effect of the late revolution was to re-

establish the Englisli intlucnce, which had been de-

ranged by the ascendency of Captain .Stuart. In

June, 1586, James entered into an arrangement
with Elizabeth, by which, in consideration of a pen-

sion of ;i{^5C)00, rendered necessary by his penurious
circumstances, he engaged to support England against

the machinations of the Catholic powers of Europe.

It was also part of this treaty that a correspondence
which he had entered into with his mother should
lie broken off; and he even submitted so far to the

desires of his new superior as to write a disrespectful

letter to that unhap])y princess, who reiilied in an

eloquent epistle, threatening to denounce him as a

usurper, and load liim with a parent's curse. James,
in reality, during the whole of his occujiancy of the

Scottish throne, was a mere tool in the liancis of one
jiarty or another, and had no personal inlluencc or

iiideiiendence whatever till the advanced age of

l^lizabclh gave him near hopes of the English crinvn.

In 15SS, wliile the shores of England were threat-

ened Willi the Spanish Armada, James fulfdled, as

far as he could, the treaty into wliich he had entered
witli JOlizabeth, by using his best exertions to sup-
press the movements of a powerful Catholic jinrtv

aiiTing his own subjects in sup]iort of tlie invasion.

In return fir this Elizabeth ]iLnniittcr! him to take a

wife; and his choice ultimately fell uixin the I'liiicc-s

.\nne of I )enmark, second daughter of the deceased
Frederick II. He was married by ]-)roxy in .August,

15S9; Ir.it the jtrincess, having been delayed in

ISorway by a ^torm, which threatened to detain her

for the winter, he gallar.tly cro^.-ed the seas to

Upsala, in order to consummate the match. After
spending some months at the Danish court, he re-

turned to .Scotland in May, 1590; when the recep-
tion vouchsafed to the royal pair was fully such as to

justify an expression used by James in one of his let-

ters, that "a king with a new married wyfe did not
come hame every day."
The king had an illegitimate cousin, Francis,

Earl of Bothwell, who now f<jr some years embittered
his life by a series of plots and assaults for which there
is no parallel even in Scottish history. P.othwell had
been spared by the king's gf>odness in 1589 from the
result of a sentence for treason passed on account of
his concern in a Catholic conspiracy. Soon after

James returned from Denmark it was discovered that

he had tampered with professing witches to take
away the king's life by necromancy. He at first pro-

posed to stand a trial for this alleged offence, but
subsequently found it necessary to make his escape.

His former sentence was then permitted to take
elTect, and he became, in the language of the times,

a broken man. Repeatedly, however, did this bold
adventurer approach the walls of Edinburgh, and
even assail the king in his palace; nor could the

limited powers of the sovereign either accompli>h his

seizure, or frighten him out of the kingdom. He even
contrived at one time to regain his place in the king's

council, and remained for several months in the en-

joyment of all his former honours, till once more ex-

]ielled by a party of his enemies. The king appears
to have purjiosely been kept in a state of powerless-

ness by his subjects; even the strength necessary to

execute the law upon the paltriest occasions was de-

nied to him ; and his clergy took every opportunity

of decrving his government, and diminishing the re-

spect of his people, lest, in becoming stronger or

more generally reverenced, he should have used his

increased force against the liberal interest and the

Presbyterian religion. If he could have been de-

pended upon as a thorough adhererit of these abstrac-

tions, there can be no doubt that his Scottish reign

would have been less disgraced l)y the non-execution

of the laws. Put then, was his first position under

the regents and the Protestant nobles of a kind calcu-

lated to attach him sincerely to that party? or can it

be decidedly affirmed that tlie zeal of the clergy of

those rough and diftlcult times was sufficiently tem-

pered with hiunan kindness to make a young ]iri;ice

jirefer their peculiar system to one which acklressed

him in a more courteous manner, and was more
favourable to that regal power, the feebleness of

which had hitl.crto seemed the cau^e of all his dis-

tresses and all his humiliation?

In 15S5, while under the control of .\rran. lie l.r.d

written a parajihrase and commeiUary on ilie Revela-

tion of .St. John, which, however, was ivt c-m-

pleted or published for some years after. In 1591

he produced a second volume of vev-e. entitled

Poet:ea/ Pxereises, in tlie preface to which I'.e i;.f 'ims

the reader, as an apology for inaccuracies, tliat

"scarcelie but at stolen nioineni^ !;ail h.e lei-uie to

blenk upon any paper, and yet noelit tliat wj-.h free

unvexed sjiirit.''' I le al>(> apjiear^ to lir.ve at tin- time

onie len-th witli lii^ tran-iati.m nf 'die

.f tlie poet

]iroceeclea sf

]isalnis into Seottidi ver>e. It i-- curi.u- that, wl

the king manife.-tcd in his literary -li:

"

j-iure seiisiliilitii's :

tiniis of the -aim.

iiis nnu'.-eineiit-

I

speeeh renrK-rcd <

It i< har'ily ov.i

]

<if the o-ciilatini;-

i reign l)et\M--eii I'r

portien as the kir

hotn tl'.e

iv.t a-pii-a-

lii- [Hr-'i;ial n:anr.ers were e^ar-e,

;>f IM rclii:ed cl;aiacter, ZivA his

lim;- I'v common -wearing.

(ii;:v to enter ir.to a niiriUte detail

of tlie Scolti-h church during t::is

-'oNtery and I!]'i>co;\icy. In j
ro-

^ was weak tlie flinier -;.-ite;n
j
re-
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vailed; and in proportion as he gained strength from

the prospect of the English succession and other

causes, the episcopal polity was re-imposed. We
are also disposed to overlook the troubles of the

Catholic nobles—Huntly, Errol, and Angus, who,
for some obscure plot in concert with Spain, were
punished to as great an extent as the personal

favour of the king, and his fear of displeasing the

English Papists, would permit. The lenity shown
by the king to these grandees procured him the

wrath of the church, and led to the celebrated tumult

of the 17th December, 1506, in which the clergy

permitted themselves to make so unguarded an ap-

pearance, as to furnish their sovereign with the

means of checking their power without offending the

people.

In Febniary, 1594, a son. Prince Henry, was bom
to the king at Stirling Castle; this was followed some
years after by the birth of adaughter, Elizabeth, whose
fate as the Queen of Bohemia, and ancestress of the

present royal family of Britain, gives rise to so many
varied reflections. James wrote a treatise of counsel

for his son, under the title of Basilkon Duron, which,

though containing some passages offensive to the

clergy, is a work of much good sense, and conveys,

upon the whole, a respectable impression at once of

tile author's abilities and of his moral temperament.
It was published in 1599, and is said to have gained

him a great accession of esteem among llie Englisli,

for whose favour of course he was an.xiously solici-

tous.

Few incidents of note occurred in the latter part

of the king's Scottisli reign. The principal was the

famous conspiracy of the Earl of Gowrie and his

brotlier, sons of the earl beheaded in 1584, which
was developed—if we may speak of it in such a man-
ner—on the 5th of August, 1600. This affair lias of

late been considerably elucidated by Robert Pitcairn,

Ilsq., in his laborious work, the Criminal Trials of
Scotlajid, though it is still left in some measure as

a question open to dispute. The events, so far as

ascertained, were as follows :-»-

Early on the morning of the 5th of August, 1600,

Alexander, master of Ruthven, with only two fol-

lowers, Andrew Henderson and Andrew Ruthven,
rode from Perth to Falkland, where King James was
at that lime residing. He arrived there about seven
o'clock, and stopping at a house in tlie vicinity of the

palace, sent Henderson forward to learn the motions
of the king. His messenger returned quickly with
the intelligence that his majesty was just dejiarting

fur the chase. Rulliven proceeded immediately to

the jjalace, where he met James in front of the

sta!)les. They spr)ke together for al)out a quarter of

an hour. None of the attendants overlicard the dis-

course, but it was evident from the king's laying Ills

hand on the master's shoulder, and ciapi>ing his back,

that the matter of it pleased him. Tlie liunt rode
on, and Ruthven joined tlie train ; fir>t, however,
despatching Henderson to inform his brother tliat

his majesty was coming to Pertli witli a few attend-

ants, and to desire him to cau.>e tiinner to tje ])re-

]iared. A buck was slain about ten o'clock, when
tiie king flesired tlie Duke of Lennox and the l^;ul

of Mar to accompany liim to Perth, ti) s])eak \\\\.\\

the Earl of (iowrie. The master of Ruthvrn now
despatched his other attendant to give the earl notice

of the king's approach; and immediately afterwards

James and he set off at a rate tliat tlircw behind the

royal attendants, who lost some time in changing
horses, ^\'h{n the Duke of Lennox overtook them,
the king, with great glee, told him th.il lie was rifl-

ing to Pertli to get a /cj,' (trca>ure). He then asked
the duke's opinion of Alexander Ruthven, which

proving favourable, he proceeded to repeat the story

which that young man had told him, of his having
the previous evening surprised a man with a large

sum of money on his person. The duke expressed
his opinion of the improbability of the tale, and some
suspicion of Ruthven's purpose; upon which the
king desired him to follow when he and Ruthven
should leave the hall—an order which he repeated
after his arrival in the Earl of Cowrie's house.

Meantime Henderson, on his arrival at Perth,

found the elder Ruthven in his chamber, speaking
upon business with two gentlemen. Gowrie drew
him aside the moment he entered, and asked whether
he brought any letter or message from his brother.

On learning that the king was coming, he took the

messenger into his cabinet, and inquired anxiously

in what manner the master had been received, and
what persons were in attendance upon his majesty.

Returning to the chamber, he made an apology to

tlie two gentlemen and dismissed them. Henderson
then W'Cnt to his own house. When he returned, in

about an hour, the earl desired him to arm himself,

as he had to apprehend a Highlander in the .Shoe-

gate. The master of the household being unwell,

the duty of carrying up the earl's dinner devolved
upon Henderson. He performed this service about
half-past twelve; and afterwards waited upon the

earl and some friends who were dining with him.
They had just sat down when Andrew Ruthven
entered, and whispered something in the earl's ear,

who, however, seemed to give no heed. As the second

course was about to lie set upon the table the master
of Ruthven, who had left the king about a mile from
Perth, and rode on before, entered and announced
his majesty's approach. This was the fii'st intelli-

gence given the inhabitants of Gowrie House of the

king's visit, for Gowrie had kept not only his com-
ing, but also the master's visit to Falkland, a jiro-

found secret. The earl and his visitors, witli their

attendants, and some of the citizens among whom
the news had spread, went out to meet the king.

The street in wdiicli Gowrie House formerly stood

runs north and south, and parallel to the Tay. The
house was on the side next the river, built so as to

form three sides of a square, the fourth side, that

which abutted on the street, being formed by a wall,

through wliich the entry into the interior couit, or

close, was by a gate. 1 he scene of the subsequent

events was tlie south side of the square. The in-

terior of this part of the edifice contained, in the first

story, a dining-room, looking out upon the river, a

hall in the centre, and a room at the fuilher end

looking out upon the street, each of them occujiying

the whole breailth of the building, and opening into

each other. The second ^tory ccMisisted of a gallery

occupying the sjiace of the dining-room and hall

below, and at the street end of this gallery a ehani-

lier, in the north-west corner of whicli \\as a circu-

lar closet, formed by a turret which oveihung the

outer wall, in whicli were two long narrow win-

dows, the one looking towards the Spy-tower (a

strong tower liuilt over one ol the city gates), the

other looking out upon the court, but visible from

the street before tlie i;ate. The access to the hall

and gallery was by a large tunqjike stair in the south-

east corner of the court. The hall likewise com-
municated %\ ith the garden, which lay between the

house and the river, by a door opptjsite to that which
o|)cned from the turnpike, and an outward stair.

'I'lie access to the chamber in which was the round
closet, was either thiough the gallery, or by means
of a smallei' turnpike (called the Black Turn]iike),

which -.tood halfwa}' bLl\\i.\t the princii)al one and
the street.
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The unexpected arrival of llie king caused a con-

siderable commotion in Oowrie's establishment.

Craigingelt, the master of the household, was
obliged to leave his sick-bed and bestir himself.

Messengers were despatched through Perth to seek,

not for meat, for of that there seems to have been
plenty, but for some delicacy fit to be set upon the

royal table. The bailies and other dignitaries of

Perth, as also some noblemen who were resident in

t!ie town, came pouring in,—some to pay their re-

spects to his majesty, others to stare at the courtiers.

Amid all this confusion somewhat more than an

hour elapsed before the repast was ready. To judge

by the king's narrative, and the eloquent orations of

Mr. Patrick Galloway, this neglect on the part of

the earl seems to have been regarded as not the least

criminal part of his conduct: and with justice; for

his royal highness had been riding hard since seven

o'clock, and it was past two before he could get a

morsel, which, when it did come, bore evident marks
of being hastily prepared.

As soon as the king was set down to dinner, the

earl sent for Andrew Henderson, whom he conducted
up to the gallery, where the master was waiting for

them. After some short conversation, during which
Gowrie told Henderson to do anything his brother

bade him, the younger Ruthven locked this attend-

ant into the little round closet within the gallery

chamber, and left him there. Henderson began
now, according to his own account, to suspect that

something wrong was in agitation, and set himself

to pray in great perturbation of mind. Meanwhile
the l'3arl of Gowrie returned to take his place behind
the chair of his royal guest. When the king had
dined, and Lennox, Mar, and the other noblemen
in waiting had retired from the dining-room to the

hall to dine in their turn, Alexander Ruthven came
and whispered to the king to find some means of

getting rid of his brother the earl, from whom he had
all along pretended great anxiety to keep the story

of the found treasure a secret. The king filled a

bumper, and drinking it off, desired Gowrie to carry

liis pledge to the noblemen in the hall. While they

\\'ere busy returning the health, the king and tlie

master passed quietly through the hall, and ascended
the great stair which led to the gallery. They did

not, however, pass altogether unobserved, and some
of the royal train made an attempt to follow them,

but were repelled by Ruthven, who alleged the king's

wish to be alone. From the gallery they passed into

t!ie cliamber at the end of it, and the door of this

room Rutb.ven appears to have locked behind him.

When the noblemen had dined they inffuired after

their master, but were informed by Gowrie that he

had retired and wished to be ]irivate. Tlic earl imme-
diately called for the keys of the garden, whither he

was followed by Lennox and jiart of the royal train;

whilst Mar with the rest remained in the house.

John Ramsay, a favourite page of the king, says in

his deposition, that, on rising from table, he had
agreed to take charge of a hawk for one of the

servants, in order to allow the man to go to dinner.

I Ic seems while thus engaged to have misscfl Gowrie"s
cxphmation of tlic king's absence, for he sought hi.^

niajcsiy in the dining-room, in the garden, and after-

waiil-. in the gallery. He had never l)efore seen

thi^ gallery, which is said—we know not U]ion wliat

authority— to have been richly adorned with paint-

ing-, by the earl'^ father, and he stayed some time
aihniring it. Oncoming (kuvn stairs he found the

wliole of the king's attendants hurrying towards the

oiuer gate, and was told liy Thomas Granstone, one
of the earl's servants, that tlie king had rode on be-

. fore. Ram>av. on hearing this, ran to the staMe

where his horse was. Lennox and Mar, who had
also heard the report of the king's departure, asked
the porter, as they were passing the gate, whether
the king were indeed forth. The man replied in the
negative. Gowrie checked him with considerable
harshness, and affirmed that the king had passed out
by the back gate. "'I'hat is impossible, my lord,"

answered the ])orter, "for it is locked, and the key
is in my pocket." Gowrie, somewhat confused, said

he would return and learn the tnith of the matter.
He came back almost instantly, affirming positively

that the king had ridden out by the back gate. The
greater j)art of the company were now assembled on
the High .Street, in front of the house, waiting for

their horses, and discussing how they were to seek
the king. At this moment the king's voice was
heard crying— "I am murdered I Treason I my lord

of Mar, help I help!" Lennox and Mar, with their

attendants, rushed through the gateway into the

court, and up the j'jrincipal stair. Sir Thomas
Erskine and his brother James seized the Earl of

Gowrie, exclaiming, "Traitor! this is thy deed!"
.Some of the earl's servants rescued their master, who
was, however, thrown down in the scufile, and re-

fused admittance to the inner court. On recovering

his feet he retired a short way; then drawing his

sword and dagger, he cried, "I will be in my own
house, or die by the way."

During these proceedings the king had found
himself rather critically circumstanced. Alexander
Ruthven, having locked the door of the gallery cham-
ber, led the way to the round closet. James was
not a little astonished when, instead of the captive he

expected, he saw a man armed at all points except

his head. He was more astonished when the master,

putting on his hat, drew the man's dagger, and pre-

sented it to his breast, saying, "Sir, you must be

my prisoner I remember my father's death !" James
attempted to remonstrate, but was interruptctl with
" Hold your tongue, sir, or by Christ you shall die 1"

P)Ut here Henderson wrenched the dagger from
lUithven's hand, and the king, then resuming his re-

monstrances, was answered that his life was not w hat

was sought. The master even took off his hat when
the king, who, amid all his perturbation, forgot not

his princely demeanour, reminded him of the im-

jiropriety of wearing it in his presence. He then

requested James to give him his word not to oj-icn

the window, nor call for assistance, whilst he \\ent

to bring his lirother, the earl, v.lio \\as to determine

what farther should be done. Ruthven then left the

closet, locking the door behind him; but, according

to Henderson's belief, went no farther than the next

rciom. This is more than probable; for, by the

nearest calculation, Ramsay nui>t have been at tl'.at

time still in the gallery. The master re-entered,

therefore, almost instantly, and telling the king tliere

vv-as now but one course left, proiluced a garter, with

which he attempted to bind his majesty's hands.

James freed his left with a violent exeitioii. excl.rim-

ing, "I am a free jirincc, man ! I wiil r.ot be bound !

Ruthven, %\ithout answering, seized him l)y the

throat witli one liand, wjiile b.c t!;rust the other into

his mouth to prevent Ills crying. In tlie struggle

which eiisueii the king ^\ns driven again-t the win-

dow wliich overlo-ked tlie court, and at liiat mo-
ment Ileiider-on tliru-t hU arm over the master's

shoulder and pudied up t!ie \\iiii'..Av. whicli afiordcd

the king an o]i|-),.rtui)ily of calling for as-istaiice.

The master thereu)'on ~aid to Henderson, "Is there

no help in thee? Thou wilt cause us all to die:"

and tieinblinglv. lietween excitement and exertion,

he r.ttempted to draw his s\\<,rd. The king j-erceiv-

in- his intent laid h.-dd of Ids hand: and thus cla-p.eil
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in a death-wrestle, they reeled out of the closet into

the chamber. The king had got Ruthven's head

under his ami; whilst Kuthven, finding himself held

down almost upon his knees, was pressing upwards
with his hand against the king's face, when, at this

critical moment, John Ramsay, the page, who had
heard from the street the king's cry for help, and
who had got before Mar and Lennox by running up
the Black Turnpike formerly mentioned, while they

took the principal staircase, rushed against the door
of the chamber and burst it open. The king panted

out when he saw his page, "Fy ! strike him low, he
has secret armour on." At which Ramsay, casting

from him the hawk which still sat upon his hand,

drew his dagger, and stabbed the master. The
next moment the king, exerting all his strength,

tlirew him from him down-stairs. Ramsay ran to

a window, and called upon .Sir Thomas Erskine, and
one or two who were with him, to come up the

turnpike. Erskine was first, and as Ruthven stag-

gered past him on the stair, wounded and t)leed-

ing, he desired those who followed to strike the

traitor. This was done, and the young man fell,

crj-ing, "Alas! I had not the wyte [blame] of it."

The king was safe for the meantime, but there

was still cause for alarm. Only four of his attendants

had reached him; and he was uncertain wliether tlie

incessant attempts of Mar and Lennox's party to

break open the door by which the chamber com-
municated with the gallery, were made by friend or

f )e. At this moment the alarm-bell rang out, and
the din of the gatliering citizens, who were as likely,

{or anything the king knew, to side with their pro-

vost, Gowrie, as with himself, was heard from the

town. There was, besides, a still more immediate
danger.

Gowrie, whom we left attempting to force his way
into the house, was met at the gate by the news that

his brother liad fallen. Violet Ruthven, and other

women belonging to tlie family, were already wailing

his death, screaming their curses up to the king's

party in the chamber, and mixing their shrill execra-

tions with the fierce din which sliook the city. The
earl, seconded by Cranstone, one of his attendants,

forced his way to the foot of the Black Turnjiike, at

which spot lay the master's body. "Whom have
we here?" said the retainer, for the face was turned

downwards. "Up the stair!" was Gowrie's brief

and stern reply. Cranstone, going up before his

master, fnin.l, on rushing into the cliamber, the

swortls of .Sir Tiiomas Erskine, and Ilerries, the

king's physician, drawn against him. They were
holding a j^arley in this threatening attitude when
Gowrie entered, and was instantly attacked liy Ram-
say. The earl fell after a smart contest. Ramsay
inmiediately turned upon Cranstone, who had proved
fully a match for the other two, and having wounded
him severely, f)rced him finally to retreat.

All thi-, time they w lio were witli tlie Inike of

Lenu'ix had kept battering at the gallery-door of the

cli.iniher with hammers, but in vain. I'lie ])artition

was constructed of boards, and as the %\liole wall

gave v.ay equally before the blows, the door could

not be forced. Tiie ]')arty with the king, on the

otlier hand, were afraid to open, lest tiiey shouM
t!ius give admission to enemies. A servant was at

la-it (le^patclvjd round by the turnjiike, who assuied

his niajoty tliat it was the Duke of Lennox and the

l.arl of Mar whf) were so clamorous for admission.

Tlie hanimers were then handed through behnv the

do'ir, and the bolts sjieedily fli-placed. When these

noblemen were admitted, they found the king un-
harmed amid his biave deliverers. Tlie door, how-
ever, which entered from the turnpike had been

closed upon a body of Gowrie's retainers, who were
calling for their master, and striking through below
the door with their pikes and halberts. The clamour
from the town continued, and the voices from the

court were divided—part calling for the king, part

for their provost, the Earl of Gowrie. Affairs, how-
ever, soon took a more decided turn. They who
assaulted the door grew tired of their inefiectual

efforts and withdrew; and almost at the same mo-
ment the voices of bailies Ray and Voung were heard
from the street, calling to know if the king were
safe, and announcing that they were there, with the

loyal burgesses of I'erth, for his defence. The king

gratified them by showing himself at the window,
requesting them to still the tunmlt. At the command
of the magistrates the crowd became silent, and gra-

dually dispersed. In the course of a few hours peace

was so completely re-establi>ihed that the king and
his company were able to take horse for Falkland.

This bird's-eye view of the occurrences of tiie 5th

of August will be found correct in the main. Al-

though some details have been necessarily omitted,

they are sufficient to establish a preconcerted scheme
between the brothers against the king, but of \\ hat

nature, and to what purpose, it would be difficult,

without further evidence, to say. Of all the people

that day assembled in Gowrie's house, not one seems
to have been in the secret. Henderson, to whom an
important share in the execution of the attempt had
been assigned, was kept in ignorance to the last

moment, and then he counteracted instead of further-

ing their views. Even with regard to Cranstone,

the most busy propagator of the rumour of the king's

departure, it is uncertain whether he may not have
spread the report in consequence of the asseverations

of his master; and we have his solemn declaration,

at a time when he thought himself upon his death-

bed, that he had no previous know ledge of the plot.

The two Ruthvens of Frecland, Eviot, and Hugh
Moncrieff, who took the most active share in endeav-

ouring to stir the citizens up to mutiny to revenge the

earl and his brother, may have been actuated, for

any evidence we have to the contrary, solely by the

feelings of reckless and devoted retainers, upon see-

ing tlieir master's fall in an affray whose origin and
cause they knew not. To this evidence, partly neg.i-

tive and partly positive, may be added the deposi-

tion of William Rynd, who s.nid, when examined at

Falkland, that he had heard the earl declare
—"He

was not a wise man who, having intended the execu-

tion of a high and dangerous purpose, should com-
municate the same to any but himself; because, kec])-

ing it to himself, it could not be discovered nor

disappointed." Moreover, it does not sufficiently

appear, from the deportment of the master, that tl.ey

aimed at the king's life. He spoke only of making
him prisoner, and grasjied his s\\<nd only when the

king had made his attendants aware fif his situation.

.•\t the same time, it was nowhere discovered that

any measures haii bei'U taken lor rciiKning the royal

prisoner to a ])lace of security; and to ktep him in

a place so ojien to (jbscrvation as Gowrie House was
out of the (piestion. \\'ithout some other evidence,

therefore, than that to wlich we have as yet been
turning our attention, we can scarcely look uj.on

these transactic)ns otherwise than as a fantastic dream,
wliieli is incoherent in all its parts, and the absurdity

of which is only apparent when we rellect how irre-

concilable it i^ with the waking world around us.

The letter^ of Logan of Restalrig, which were m t

di.>.covered till eight years afterwards, tlirow some
further light u])on the subject, though not so much
as could be wislied. Of their authenticity little

doubt can be entertained, when we consider the
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number and respectability of the witnesses who swore
positively to their beiiij^ in Logan's handwritinjj. It

appears from these letters that Gowrie and I.ogan

had agreed in some plot against the king. It ap-

pears also that Logan was in correspondence with
some third person who had assented to the enter-

prise. It woidd almost seem, from Logan's third

letter, that this person resided at Falkland :
" If I

kan nocht win to Falkland the first nycht, I sail be

tymelie in St. Johnestoun on the morne." And it

is almost certain from the fifth letter that he was so

situated as to have oral communication with Ciowrie,

the master of Ruthven :
" Lray let his lo. be qwik,

and bid M. A. remember on the sport he tal<l me."
It does not appear, however, that any definite plan

liad been resolved upon. The sea excursion, wliich

Mr. Lawson in his lltstory of tlie drn'ru' Conspiracy

supposes to have been contemplated with the design

of conveying James to Fast Castle, was only meant
to afford facilities for a meeting of the conspirators

with a view to deliberation. Logan's fifth letter is

dated as late as the last of July, and yet it does not

appear that the writer knew at that time of the Perth

project. Taking these facts in conjunction with the

hair-brained character of Gowrie's attempt, it seems
highly probable, that althougli some sciieme might
be in agitation with Logan, and perhaps some other

conspirators, the outrage of the 5th of .-Vugust was
the rash and premature undertaking of two hot-

bloodc'l fantastical young men, who jiroliably wished
lo distinguish themselves above the rest of their asso-

ciates in the plot.

The very scanty information that we possess re-

specting the character and previous haljits of these

two brothers is quite in accordance with this view of

the matter, and goes a good way to corroborate it.

Tliey are allowed on all hands to have been men of

graceful exterior, of winning manners, well advanced
in the studies of the times, brave,, and masters of

their weapons. It is not necessary surely to prove
at this time of day how compatible all these quali-

fications are with a rash and headlong temjier, com-
pletely subject to the control of the imagination—

a

turn of mind bordering upon frenzy. A man of

quick perception, warm feeling, and ungoverned fancy,

is of all others the most fascinating, when the world
goes smoothly; but he is of all others the most liable,

having no guiding reason, to err most extravagantly in

the serious business of life: being "unstable as water,"

.he is easily irritated and lashed into madness by ad-

verse circumstances. How much Ciowrie was the

dupe of his imagination, is evii.lent from the fondness
with which he clung to the delusions of the cidiala,

natural magic, and astrology. Armed (according to

his own belief) with powers beyond the common
race of man, doomed by his stars to achieve great-

ness, he laughed at danger, and was ready to neglect

the calculations of worldly prudence alike in his aims
and the means by which he sought their attainment.

The true state of his brother's mind is jiortrayed

incidentally by Logan in his first letter:— " Hot inca.ve

ye and .M. A. R. forgader, beca\vse he is somqiiat
consety, fnr Godis saik be very var with his rakek>e
toy is of Padoa; ffor he tald me ane of the strangc-t

taillis of ane nobill man of Padoa that ever I hard in

my lyf, resembling the lyk purpose." This suggests

at once tlie very picture of a young and hotdilucjiled

man, whose brain ha 1 been distracted, during his

residence in Italy, with that coinitry'.-, numerous
legends of wild vengeance. Two such chaiacters,

bro.jding conjointly over real or fancied wrnngs, were
capable of projecting schemes against which the
most daring would remonstrate; and, irritate 1 bv the
cold;ic.->s of their fneiuls, were no Joubt iiiduccl to

undertake the execution alone, and almost un-
assisted.

It only remains to inquire what was the object

which Gowrie proposed lo liimself in his mad and
treasonable attemi)t, and upon whose seconding he
was to depend, sujjpose his design had succeeded?
These two inquiries are inseparably connected, and
have been rendered more interesting by a late attempt
to implicate the Presbyterian party in the earl's guilt.

We are not a little astonished that such an attempt
should have been made at this late period, when we
recollect that, notwithstanding all the ill odour in

which the Presbyterian clergymen stood at court; not
one of the thousand idle rumours to which Gowrie's
enterprise gave birth tried to direct susjiicion to-

wards them. The sole grounds ujwn which such
an accusation can rest for su])port, are the facts

—

that Gowrie's father was a leader among the Pres-

byterians, and his son strictly educated in that faith;

that shortly after his arrival in Italy he wrote one
letter to a Presbyterian minister; and that some of

the Edinburgh clergymen manifested considerable

obstinacy in throwing discredit \\\iO\\ the reality of

the consjjiracy. The two former are of themselves
so weak that we pass them over the more willingly,

that we shall immediately point out the motives from
which Gowrie acted, and the sort of assistance upon
which he really relied. The conduct of the clergy-

men admits of an easy explanation. James, whose
]iercej;tion was nearly as acute as his character was
weak, was fully sensible of the ridicule to which he
had exjiosed him.-,elf by allowing his desire of money
to lead him into so shallow a device as Kuthven's.

In addition to this he wished, upon all occasions, to

appear as much of the hero as possible. The con-

sequence was, that his edition of the ston,- was so

dressed up as to render it inconsistent, first, with his

well-known character; secondly, with the nio>t dis-

tant possil)ility of his having been deceived with the

master's pretences; and, thirdly, with the depositions

of the witnesses. Inconsistencies so startling were
Kufllcient to justify some preliminary scepticism; and
if ever there was an occasion where it was allowable

openly to call a king's word in cjucstion, it was when
James demanded, not merely that his party should

"hypocritically pnjfoss a belief which tliey did net

entertain, but that tliey should, daringly and blas-

phemously, mix up tliis falsehood in the solemn
services of devotion. A sliort time, however, was
sufficient to convince the most incredulous of the

truth of the consjiiracy, stripiK-d of the ad\eiUitio'.',

s

circumstances wliich the king linked with it; and th.e

obstinate recusancy of Pruce the clergyman is suffi-

ciently accounted for by James' insisting ujion \xc-

scribing the manner in which he was to tre.at the

subject, and by that individual's overstrained iKjtijns

of the guilt incurred by a minister who allowed ary

one to dictate to him concerning the mode in w!;:l!i

he was to com'.uct jiublic woi'sliip.

P>ut Gowrie relied upon tlie si-.j ]H>it of no I'.'Ction,

religious or jjiilitical. His si'Ic n,o;i\L- scer-.s ti) l.r.ve

been a fantastic idea of the I'aity ir.cun.bti.t v.; > n

him to revenge his t'ltl.er's dratli. He is reported,

on one occasion. w::cn s,,ir.c one directed l.is atten-

tion to a pers^di who \y:A licen eiiiol'.^eil a^ an agent

against his latlicr. to l;ave -.v;,'. •.,'.;,..•/,/ r.cn ca/tai

muscas'' Riitliven also expressly declared, to the

king when he \v\-\ him i>r:soner'in the closet, \\::.l

his'onlv object '-^ .is t > obtain revenge for th.e death

of liis f.ulier. Tiie letters of Lc\gaii (excejn in one

s 'lit.iiv instance, where a sclieir.e of aggraivli/emci.c

is 'lar'klv Idiited at. and ti'..Tt as suir.cthing quite

irrelevant to tlie i in^'ise they had on han^ii har;> ' \\

ihi^ sti-itig alone, ; :-ovi::g that Gcwric and h;. ;V;c:v-:.
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seek only " for the revange of that cawse." The
only members of the conspiracy who are known to

us, are men likely enough to engage in such a cause,

but most unlikely to be either leaders or followers in

a union where the parties were bound together by
an attacliment to certain political principles. The
three conspirators are—the earl and his brother, such

as we have already described them, and Logan of

Restalrig, a broken man—a retainer and partisan of

Bothwell—a maintainer of thieves and sorners—

a

man who expressly objects to communicating their

project to one who he fears "vill disswadeus fra owr
purpose with ressounes of religion, quhilk I can never

abyd.'^ And if any more evidence were required to

show how little Gowrie relied upon the Presbyterians,

we might allude to his anxiety that Logan siiould

sound his brother, Lord Home—a Catholic.

\\\ short, everything leads us to the opinion we
have already announced, that tlie Ruthvens were
instigated to their enterprise by feelings of private

revenge alone, and that they did not seek to make
any political party subservient to their purposes. It

is to this isolated nature of their undertaking—its

utter want of connection with the political move-
ments of the period—tiiat we attribute tlie circum-
stance of its history having so long remained un-
known, and are satisfied that much of that history

must ever remain a riddle. It is with it as with the

mystery of the Man in the Iron Mask, and that whole
class of events which seem political merely because
they befall persons who rank high in the state. They
generally appear more mysterious than they really

are, because, if no chance unveils them at the time,

they stand too far apart from all other transactions

to receive any reflected light from them.^
On the 9th of November, 1600, was born Charles,

James' second son, afterwards Charles I. of England.
With that country the king now carried on a close

correspondence; first, with the Earl of Essex, whom,
on hearing of his imprisonment, he besought Eliza-

beth to spare, and afterwards with the Earl of Xor-
thumbcrland. Sir Robert Cecil, and other infiuential

men, on the subject of his title to the English succes-

sion, which was generally acknowleclgecl by the dis-

tinguished men connected with the English court.

On the 28lh of March, 1603, Elizabeth expired,

having named James as her successor, who was ac-

cordingly proclaimed King of England. His claim
to the succession arose from his relationship to

Margaret, daughter of Henry VIL, who married
James I\'. of .Scotland, great-grandfather of James
\T. ImmcdiatclyafterElizabeth's deceaseSir Robert
Carey, who had formerly been kindly entertained by
James, set off on a private expedition to .Scotland,

to convey to the new sovereign the message. I -caving
London on 'iliursday morning, and stopping at his

estate of Wilherington on the way, from which he
issued orders for proclaiming James at several ])laccs

in the north of lOngland, he reached Ivliiihiirgh on
Saturday night, wlien the king had gone to bed, l)ut,

gaining admission, saluted him as King of lOngland.

Next morning Carey was created gentleman of the

bedchamber, and was at last elevated by Charles I.

to the title of Earl of Monmouth. 'I'he regular

messcn.;ers to James, announcing his succe>sion,

soon arrived. One of the attendants, called Davis,

the king recognized as the author of a poem on the

inini'-irtality of the soul, which seems to have given
him higli satisfaction, and jiromised him his p.alron-

age, which he afterwards faithfully liestowed.

1 In this ac'.ount of the conspiracy aiul summary cf tlie

cvidcnc'-. wc usu a masterly condensation of the matter of
Mr. Piir.airn's ti..c:ument.s which appeared in ihe Edinbur^li
Literary Journal.

"

' On the Sunday after his accession the king
attended at the High Church. After sermon he
addressed the audience on his aflfection for his Scot-
tish subjects ; and after committing his children to

the care of trusty nobles, and making arrangements
for the management of Scottish business, he set off

with a small number of attendants from his ancient

kingdom, over which he had reigned for thirty-five

years. The reception he met with on the way was
very magnificent, especially at Sir Robert Cecil's,

Sir Anthony Mildmay's, and Mr. Oliver Cromwell's.^
In his progress many petitions were presented and
granted—volumes of poems were laid before him by
the university of Cambridge, and the honour of
knighthood was conferred on no fewer than 237
individuals. Even in these circumstances, however,
he displayed his notions of royal prerogative by
ordering the recorder of Newark to execute a cut-

purse apprehended on the way. On reaching Lon-
don, he added to the privy-council six Scottish

favourites, and also Lord Montjoy, and Lords
Thomas and Henry Howard, the son and brother

of the late Duke of Norfolk ; and, on the 20th of

May, created several peers. Numerous congratula-

tions flowed in upon the king. The Marejuis de
Rosni, afterwards Duke of Sully, arrived on the 15th

of June. The following sketch of James, as he ap-

peared on this occasion to the marquis, is strong and
striking:

—"He was upright and conscientious; he
had eloquence and even erudition—but less of these

than of penetration and of the show of learning.

He loved to hear discourses on matters of state, and
to have great enterprises proposed to him, which he
discussed in a spirit of system and method, but with-

out any idea of carrying them into effect—for he
naturally hated war, and still more to be personally

engaged in it—was indolent in all his actions except

hunting, and remiss in affairs—all indications of a soft

and timid nature, formed to be governed." The
king entertained the marquis and his attendants at

dinner; when he spoke with contempt of Elizabeth

—

a circumstance which prol)ably arose from the control

which he was conscious she had exercised over him,

and especially the idea, which he expresses in one of

the documents in the negotiations on an alliance with

Spain, that she was concerned in the attempts of his

Scottish enemies against him—and also of a double

marriage he desired between the French and English

royal families.

The queen followed James a few weeks after his

arrival, having on the eve of her departure cpiarrelled

with the Earl of Mar, to whom James had com-
mitted the care of Prince Henry, and whose letter

to her, advising her not to treat him with disresjiect,

excited the passion of that high-spirited w(jnian.

.She was crowned, along with her husband, on the

25th of July, by Archbishop Whitgift, with all the

ancient solemnity of that imposing ceremony. He
soon after, by jiroclaniation, called upon his subjects

to solenmi^e the 5th of August in hcjuour of his escape

from the (jowrie conspiracy.

At the commencement of the fjllowing year was
held the famous Hamilton Court Conference. On
the first day a few select individuals only w ere ad-

mitted to the king; on the following four jnuitan

ministers, chosen by the king himself, apjteared

—

and his majesty presided as moderator. He con-

versed in l.atin, and engaged in dispute with Dr.

Reynolds. In answer tc) an ol)jection against the

Apocrypha started by that learned divine, the king

interjn-eted (jiie of the chapters of Ecclcsiasticus,

according to his own ideas. He also jjronounced

* L'ncle of the Protector.
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an unmeasured attack on Presbytery', which he said
" agreed as well with monarchy as God and the
devil."— "Stay," he added, "I pray, for one seven
years, before you demand; and then, if you find me
grown pursy and fat, I may jicrchance hearken unto
you. For that government will keep me in breath,

and give me work enough." On this occasion
I>ancroft, IJishop of London, flattered him as "such
a king, as, since Christ's time, the like had not been"
—and Whitgift professed to believe that his majesty
spoke under the special influence of the Holy .Spirit.

With such flattery, is it to be greatly wondered at

that the king esteemed himself an accomijlished
theological dis]5utant? Indeed, the whole conference
seems to have been managed in a most unreasonable
manner. It was followed by a proclamation en-

forcing conformity, and a nunibcr of puritans, both
clergy and laity, severely suffered.

In March, 1604, the king, the queen, and the
prince rode in splendid procession from the Tower
to Whitehall ; and at the meeting of parliament, a

few days after, James delivered his fust speech to

that assembly. One part of it excited general dis-

approbation— that in which he expressed himself
willing to favour the Roman Catholics—a feeling on
his part which probably arose from the prospects
afforded him of friendship with countries so powerful
as France and .Spain, and also perhaps from some
degree of attachment to the Romish faith, as that of

his royal ancestors. At this meeting of parliament
tlie king also brought forward his favourite proposal
of a union betwixt England and .Scotland, the result

of which was the aiipointment of a committee for

drawing up articles of union; one of the most zealous

members of wliich was Sir Francis IJacon. To this

great man James showed strong attachment ; and
even if Sir Francis had not proved himself to be
devoted with peculiar ardour to the king, it may be
supposed that he would have been regarded by the

latter with peculiar pride from that splendid series

of writings which he had already begun to publish,

and of which The .IJi'anccmciit of I.Mniiu;^, with a

very flattering dedication to the king, came forth in

1605.

A great part of the summer following the meeting
of parliament the king devoted to his favourite sport

of hunting—his attachment to which continued
through life, even when corpulence, arising from
excess in drinking, which was a noted fault of James,
had unfitted him for every active exercise. About
this time we find him engaged in arranging a mar-
riage ijetween .Sir I'hilip Herljert and I.ady .Susan

Vere; writing from Roy>ton to the council that hunt-

ing was the only means to maintain his health, de-

siring tliem to take the charge and burden of alTairs,

and foresee that he should not be interrupted nor
troubled witli too nnich business; and inquiring into

the case of IIadd(jck, calletl the slrepiiti^ prcacliLr,

from his being said to deliver excellent sermons, and
speak excellent Cireek and Hebrew in the midst of

sleep, although very stuj^id wlien awake, who was
brought by llie king to cimfess that tlie whole was
an imposture. I!ut James was soon jilaced in a more
seriou--. situation by the celebrated Gunpowder Plot,

which was discovered on the 5th of November, for

whicli (lay [larlianient had been summoned. A letter

was found, suiiposed to have been written by the

s:-ter of Lord Monteagle, who, tliough apiiro\ing
of tlie cons[>ii-acy, and the wife of one of the con-

spirators, wished to preserve her l)rother from the

meditatetl ruin. On examination liarrels of gun-
powder were found deposited below tlie jilace w lierc

]\arliament was just aI)ont ti) meet, and the very train

and match for the dischar^'c of iheir contents were in

readiness. The conspirators were with considerable
difficulty discovered, and were found to comprehend
some Jesuits; and to have been united by their com-
mon attachment to the Roman Catholic religion,

which in England had been lately treated with in-

creased severity. Indeed, there is much reason to

believe that the plot in some degree depended on
Spanish influence. At the meeting of parliament, a
few days afterwards, James expatiated at great length
on this terrible conspiracy ; but still expressed him-
self indulgent to the Engli>h Catholics. Shortly after

api)eared a Discourse on the Huupcni'Jer I'lol, w hicli

is supposed to have been the composition of the king.
The consj)irators were condemned, and acts against

the Catholics were passed in parliament; but James
continued to discover his unwillingness to treat them

I with severity.

In July, 1606, he received a vi^it from the King
of Denmark, who was welcomed with impo>ing

, splendour. Prince Vaudemont, a French relative

of James, also paitl a visit about this time to his

royal kinsman. In Xovendjer the king again sup-

ported before the parliament his favourite scheme of

a union between his .Scottish and English kingdoms.
The following passages give a curious example of his

mode of conversation. The circumstances are given
by Harrington as having occurred about this time:—"He engaged much of learning, and showed me
his own in such a sort as made me remember my
examiner at Cambridge aforetime. He sought much
to know my advances in philosophy, and introduced

profound sentences of Aristotle, and such-like

writers, which I had never read, antl which some
are bold enough to .say others do not understand."'
—"The prince did now press my reading to him
part of a canto in .\riosto, praised my utterance, and
said he had been informed of many as to my learning

in the time of the queen. He asked me what 1

thought pure wit was made of, and when it did best

become; whether a king should not be the best clerk

in his own country; and if this land did not entertain

good opinion of his learning and good wisdom. His
majesty did next press for my o])inion touching the

power of Satan in matters of witchcraft, and a-ked

me with much gravity, if I did truly untierstand why
the devil did work more with ancient women than

others. His m.ijesty asked much concerning my
opinion of the new weed tobacco, and said it would
by its use infuse ill qualities on the brain, and that

no learned man ought to taste it, and wi>hed it fir-

bidden." After di.-?coursing on religion, at length he

said, "I pray you, do me ju>tice in your report, and
in good season I will not fail to add to your under-

standing in such points as I may find you lack amend-
ment." Before this time the king had pulili>lie 1 ii<.t

onlv his Dcinouolo^Y, but also ./ Criuitcri!.:-' tj

Tobacco.

In 1607 he ]iublished an answer to a work I'V

Tyrone, and soon alter his 'J'rip';r! Aii-v' 7;vA(.v

Ciinais— a defence of an r.atli whicIi wa^ imposed on

foreigners by an act of I'arliainent after the Gun-

powder Plot. In 1609 lie repul)ii-l;ed it. w itli a

dedication to all Cliri-tian kiiig>aii.! prince-, aii-wers

h.aving been previously niad.e to i: liy Peliarniine and

other writers. This has lieeii c.-n-idered a- among
tlie best of tlic king"- prodiicti^.n-. and i- tharaaer-

ized liy a late lii-ti>riaii (f hi- cT.it a- "a le.-.riie 1

defence <jf I'rote-taiU principles, an aaite exposure

of the I'alsc statements and false reasonings ot P.ellar-

niiiie, and a vigorous but not iiitemjierate maiv.fe.sto

against pa]~>al usurpati'jn and lyrann_\ ; yet a vain and

Useless ostentation of parts and knowledge: and a

truer iud_;nient. I'v a(inionisliing the royal autb.or o|

llie incompatibility uf the polemical character with
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tlie policy and dignity of a sovereign, would have
spared him the numerous morlitications and incon-

veniences which ensued.'"'

One great cause of the king's unpopujarity was his

excessive favour for a Scotsman of the name of Carr.

In February', i6io, at the meeting of parliament, he

did not a]>pear in person, but he had tiie mortifica-

tion soon after, of having his plan of a union dis-

approved by parliament, and a supply to himself

refused. They were accordingly summoned to meet
the king at Whitehall, where he explained to them
hii singular views of royal prerogative. The same
year Henry was appointed Prince of Wales, on which
occasion the ceremonies were continued for three

days.

In 1611 James, when on a hunting expedition,

received a book on the iVatin-e and Attrilmtcs of
God, by Conrad Vorstius. The king selected several

doctrines which he considered heresies, and wrote to

the Dutch government, signifying his disapprobation
— \''or.->tius having lately received a professorship of

divinity at Leyden as successor of Arminius. He
also ordered the book to be burned in London.
Soon after, Bartholomew Legate was brought into

his presence, accused of professing Arianism in the

capital, after which he continued for some time in

Newgate, and was tiien burned at Smithiield. About
the same time a similar example of barbarous in-

tolerance occurred. But it was in the same year

tliat our English translation of the Bible was pub-
lished—an undertaking which the king had set on
foot, at the suggestion of Dr. Reynolds, in 1604,
which had been executed by forty-seven divines,

whom James furnislied with instructions for the

work ; and the fulfilment of which has been justly

remarked as an event of very high importance in the

history of the language as well as of tlie religion of

Cireat Britain. About the end of this year the king
fountled a college at Chelsea for controversial theo-

logy, with a view to answer the Papists and Puritans.

His own wants, however, now led him to create the

title of baronet, which was sold for £,IQOO\ and a

man niight purchase the rank of baron for /"5000,

of viscount for ;!^io,ooo, and of an earl for ;^20,ooo.

He also suffered about tliis time Ijy the death of the

Earl of .Salisbury, whom he visited in his illness.

But a domestic loss awaited him—which however,
it is said, occasioned him slighter suffering than

might have been expected, although the nation felt

it as a painful strf)ke. During preparations for the

marriage of the jH-incess, the king's daughter, to the

cKctor palatine, who arrived in England for the pur-

j)o>c on the i6th of October, 1612, Prince Henry
was cut off by death on the 6th of Xoveni])er, having
been taken ill the very day befcM-e the elector's ar-

rival. This young prince was eminently distin-

guUhed by piety and hoiiuur, amiable manners and
literary hal)its. His dcath-bed was cheered by the

practice and consolations of the religion to which,

ami. 1st the seductions of a court, he ha<l adhered in

life, an. I he died, lamented by his family and coun-

try, in the nineteenth year of his age.

In I'ebruar/, 1613, the Princess Elizabeth was
married to the elector palatine— not, it is sai<l, with-

out tli-i dissatisfaction of her father. The prepara-

tions, however, were of the most splendid kind
;
so

that means were again adojHed t(j supjdy the royal

waiit^, as also in the following year.

\\\ 161 5 James paid a visit to the university of

Camhridg •, where he resided iu Trinity College, and
was received with many literary cxhiliitions, in the

form of disputations, sermon^, plays, and rjrations.

^ Mr.,v::, Court ijjuinc,.

In this year he wrote his Remonstrancefor the Right
of Kings and the Independence of their Cretans, in
answer to a speech delivered at Paris in January by
Cardinal Perron, who sent it to James. This year
also occurred the celebrated trials for the murder
of Overbury, in the examinations previous to which
James personally engaged. He had now lost his

enthusiastic attachment to Carr, the person chiefly

accused of this foul deed, whom he had created Earl
of .Somerset, and who had lately been replaced in his

affections by Villiers, the royal cup-bearer, whom he
knighted, and appointed a gentleman of the bed-
chamber, and whom he gradually advanced, until

he was created Duke of Buckingham.
In 16

1 7, after some changes in the court, James
paid a visit to .Scotland, leaving Bacon as principal

administrator in his absence. On this occasion liter-

ary exhibitions were presented to him by the univer-

sities of Edinburgh and St. Andrews, and he also

amused himself with his favourite sport of hunting.

But he soon proceeded to enforce the customs of the

English hierarchy on the .Scottish people— a measure
which, notwithstanding considerable encouragement
from a General Assembly, convoked with a view to

the proposed alterations, the nation in general deemed
an infringement of a promise he had made many years

before, and which they succeeded, to a considerable

degree, in resisting.

The following year was marked by another act of

cruelty. Sir W'alter Raleigh, who had been con-

fined in the Tower for twelve years on the charge of

having been engaged in a Spanish conspiracy, but

had at last obtained release from his imprisonment,

was condemned and executed, in consecpience of his

marked misconduct in an expedition to explore a

mine in Guiana which he had represented to the king

as well fitted to enrich his exchequer. His execu-

tion, it will scarcely be doubted, was owing to the

influence of (jondomar, the Spanish ambassador, an
enemy of Raleigh at the Phiglish court, in pros]5ect

of a marriage between Prince Charles and the .Span-

ish infanta. Soon after tlie queen died—a woman
who seems to have been by no means destitute of

estimable qualities, but still more remarkable for the

splendour of her entertainments, to \\hich Ben Jon-

son and other writers contributed largely of their

wit. Indeed, that eminent dramatist seems to have

been a person of considerable consequence at the

English court. At this time James' own literary

character was exhibited to the world in a folio edition

of his works, edited, with a jireface well seasoned

with flattery, by the Bishop of Winchester. Soon

after, on an aj^plication from Prince Maurice for the

appointment of some English divines as members of

a council for the settlement of the controversy between

the Armiiiians and Gomarists, which was held at

Dort in .November, 1618, five learned men were

nominated on that connnission, directed by James to

reconmiend to the contending jiarties the avoidance

ill public instruction of the C(jntroverted topics.

Flis favour to the Church of E.ngland was manifested

about the same time by his treatment of the cele-

brated Selden, who had written a wcu'k on " the his-

tory of tithes," in which he held the injustice of con-

sidering the alienation of what had once been church

lands to any other than ecclesiastical pur])Oses to be

in every case an act of sacrilege. For this work the

king reriuire<l an explanation, and it was shortly

afterwards itrohibited l)y the high-commission court.

The nation in general was displeased with the rigour

of the king's administration; with the plan, which

he had not yet abamUjued, of a marriage Ixtwcen his

son and the Infanta of Spain ; and with the favour-

itism which he manifested, especially towards Villiers,
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wiiose connections called on him for bountiful pro-

visions, which tile king, at his retjuest, with gross

facility conceded.

lu 1620 the circumstances of his son-in-law, the

elector jjalaline, began to occujjy the particular atten-

tion of the king. That prince, after having been
chosen king by the Bohemians, who had thrown oil"

the .Vustrian sway and received support from various

states of Germany, was at last in a very perilous con-

dition, and on the Slh November, 1620, defeated at

the battle of Prague. After much delay, in wiiich he

carried on a diplomatic interference, James at la.->t

agreed to send a supply of chosen men. I5ut he soon
resigned this active interference in his behalf; he
called in vain for a benevolence from his wealthy
subjects to enable him, as he said, to give him a

vigorous support in the event of future urgency ; and,

finally, summoned a parliament, which had not met
for many years, to deliberate on the subject. It met
in January, 162 1—a parliament memorable for the

investigation it made into the conduct of Lord Bacon,
and the sentence it pronounced on that distinguisiied

man, who had pul)Iished only a short time before the

second part of his immortal A'ontm Or.::;annin. The
king, however, had previously promisetl him either

freedom from such a sentence, or pardon after it,

and Bacon accordingly was soon released from im-

prisonment, and, in three years after, fully pardoned
by the king. This parliament also granted supj^lies

to James, but in the same year refused farther sup-

plies to the cause of the palatine. James atljourned

it in spite of the remonstrance of the House of Com-
mons ; and on the same day occurred a well-known
conversation of the king antl the Bishops Neale ami
Andrews: "My lords," said the king, "cannot I

take my subjects' money when I want it, without all

this formality in parliament?" "God forbid, sir,"

saitl Neale ; "but you should—you are the breath of

our nostrils. '' "Well, my lord," rejoined his majesty
to .\ndrews, "and what say you?" He excused him-
self on the ground of ignorance in parliamentary
matters. "No put-ofi", my lord," said James, "an-
swer me presently." "Then, sir," said the excel-

lent prelate, "I think it lawful for you to take my
brotner Neale's money, for he offers it." The king,

however, had himself recommended to this parlia-

ment the investigation of abases, and especially in-

veighed against corruption and bribery in courts of

law. In this year he conferred the seals, which
Bacon had resigned, upon Williams, afterwards Bishop
of Li-.icoln, wlio induced him to deliver the Karl of

Northumberland from imprisonment ; and sfion after

he very creditably interfered for the continuance kA

Archljishop .\bbot in his ofiice, after he liad involun-

tarily committed an act of homicide.

I'arliameiit meeting again in Feljruary, 1622, the

con^mons pieparcil a remonstrance to the king on
the dissatisfaction which was generally felt witli the

position of alTairs both at home and abroad, and
calling on him to resist the measures of the King of

.Spain —to enlorce the laws against Popery— many
li:s S'ln to a Protestant— support Protestantism
abroad, and give his sanction to the bills svliicli they
should pass w ith a view to the interest of the nation.

On livaring of this proceeding the king addressed
an iiuempeiaie letter to the speaker, asserting, as

u-'.;al. the intere-t of his "prerogative-royal." It

was answered by the commons in a manly and Irnal

ad irc.->. to whi:h the king replied in a letter still

more iiitemp.erate tlian the former. Tlie comnirjns.

notwithstanding, drew up and recorded a prutc>t,

cluming the right of delivering their sentiments, and
of deciding freely, witliout e\p')--ure to imieachment
from their .-;'ceclies in pai-I.amentary ueija:e, a:;.!

proposing that, should there be objection made to

anything said by a member in the house, it should be
officially reported to the king before he should re-

ceive as true any private statement on the subject.

This protest the king tore out of the journal of the

house, ordered the deed tt) be registered, and im-
prisoned several of the individuals concerned, who,
however, were soon afterwards liberated. But James
still maintained Jiis own authority ; he strictly pro-

hibited the general discussion of political sul)jects,

and enjoined on the clergy a variety of rules, guard-
ing them against preaching on several subjects, some
of which must be regarded as imjxjrtant parts of the

system which it is the duty of the clergj- to j)rocIaini.

On the 17th of lebmary, 1623, Prince Charles
and the Manjuis of Buckingham set off on a visit to

.Spain, with a view to the marriage of the former
with the infanta, although the king had resisted the
proposal of this journey, which had been urgently

made by the prince and Buckingham. On the cir-

cumstance being known in England, the favourite

was loudly blamed, and the prince suspected of an
attachment to Popery. The travellers proceeded in

disguise, visited Paris for a single day, and reached
Madrid on the 6th of March. Tlie Earl of Bristol,

the English ambassador, met them with surprise.

James corresponded with them in a very character-

istic manner, and sent a large su])ply of jewels and
other ornaments, as a jiresent for the infanta. The
.SiJaniards were generally anxious for the consumma-
tion of the marriage. But the pope, unwilling to grar.t

a dispensation, atldressed to Charles a letter entreat-

ing him to embrace the Roman Catholic religion, to

which the prince replied in terms expressive of re-

spect for the Romish church.

Accordingly, all was pre])ared for the marriage,

which was appointed to take place on the 29th of

-August. But before the day arrived Pope Gregory
had died—a circumstance which destroyed the torce

of the matrimonial articles ; and the prince left Sjjain

in the midst of general demonstrations of attachment

to his person, and inclination towards the intLivlcd

marriage. On his way to England, however, he I'.i^-

covered a coKlness towards the measure, and shortly

after his arrival, in Oct(jber, the king acceding to the

proposal of the favourite, who was di-pleasetl at Ids

reception in .Spain, a letter was sent to the Larl ot

Bristol ordering him not to grant the pnxy which
was required according to the treaty, after tl;e I'.i] al

dispensation was olitainetl, before security should 1 e

given by .Spain for the restoration of the jalatirie.

But even al"ter the King of Spain had agreecl to tl.^s

proposal, James, persuaded by the favourite, cx-

])ressed a wi^li that the matter should be broken of:".

But the low state of jtecuniary resources ir.to wiiiLli

these negotiations had reduced the Kngiidi l-.::;g

induced liim to call a jiarlianu-iit, in Icljiuaiy,

1624, to submit to them the matiei> al-'Ut whic'.i

he was now particularly inicrc.-te 1. It i_it:i.:e! ,-'.;p-

])!ies to the king for a war witli S| ain. War v.'-.

declared, an<l the favourite of tiie kir.g bvC.-.nic I'.ie

favourite of a large proportion oi' the r..--.t'.< 'ii. Al - at

the same time an accu-a:i")i of Puckini^Iiam Lr !i.\-,

conduct in regard ti>S])ain ai-.l B. ilicmia \\a- 1 re-

sented secretly to tlie king by the Mar^jv/.s Iivm^-o.

It threw his majesty into ixce— i-.c agi;a:;-n : .".r.'i "W

setting out f >r Wlmix.r lie rej'-.d-ed the liiii.e as lie

iMTered to enter tl;e r^yal carriage. '1 i:e duke \".-

quired, wit): tear-, in wliat re-pect lie had tra:i-gre>^ed,

hut received oi.ly tear> ?.w\ rej roache-- in rctr.:::.

( >n receiving an an>v,er i^v Wiliiains to tlie ehaige-;

aga;ii>t t!ic liake, he aga;:i received him into tav it.

and ^")\\ nKer kr-ke oif ;dl iViendlv negotiation- v. idi

>;;a;.i. He re.i.tcJ, hu-,vcver, tl^ough n >: su.ec.o-
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fully, the proposal of Buckingham and Charles, that

he should impeach the lord-treasurer on the ground

of corniption in office. He also resisted, with much
better reason, the petition of Buckingham that the

Earl of Bristol should be forced to submit, exclaim-

ing, " I were to be accounted a tyrant to engage an
innocent man to confess faults of which he was not

guilty." The earl, however, was prevented from

appearing in the presence of the king, who also cau-

tioned the parliament against seeking out grievances

to remedy, although they might apply a cure to ob-

viously existing ones.

June, 1624, was occupied by the king and Buck-
ingham in carrying on measures for a marriage be-

tween Prince Charles and Henrietta Maria, sister of

Eouis XHI., and daughter of Henry IV. ; and on
the lOth of November a dispensation having been
with some difficulty obtained from the pope, the

nuj:)tial articles were signed at Paris. But in the

spring of 1625, the king, whose constitution had
previously sufl'ered severely, was seized with ague, of

which he died at Theobald's on the 27th of March,
in the fifty-ninth year of his age. He was buried in

Westminster Abbey, and the funeral sermon was
preached by Williams.

On the character of James, so palpable and gene-

rally known, it is not necessary to offer many obser-

vations. Much of his conduct is to be attributed in

a great measure to his political advisers, who were
often neither wise nor faithful. His own character

embraced many combinations of what may be almost

denominated inconsistencies. He was peculiarly sub-

ject to the influence of favourites, and yet exceedingly

ilisposed to interfere with the course of political

affairs. Indeed, to his warm and exclusive attach-

ments, combined with his extravagant ideas of his

own office and authority, may be traced the principal

errors of his reign. He was accordingly resolute,

and yet often too ready to comply; sensible to feel-

ing, and yet addicted to severity ; undignified in

manner, and yet tyrannical in government. Erring
as was his judgment, his learning cannot be denied,

though the use he often made of it, and especially

tlie modes in which he showed it in the course of

conversation, have been with reason the subjects of

amusement or scorn. His superstition was great,

but perhaps not excessive for the age in which he
lived ; and it is said that in his latter days he put no
faith in witchcraft. His religion was probably in

some degree sincere, tliough neither settled nor com-
manding. Neither his writings nor his political

courses, it is to Ije feared, have done much clirectly

to aflvaiice the interests of lilieral and prudent policy;

but in hotii there are jileasing specimens of wisdom,
and both may teach us a useful lesson by furnishing

a melancholy view of the nature and tendency of

tyranny, even when in some degree controlled by the

check-5(jf])arliamcntary influence and p<;i)ularoi)inion.

JAMESONE, flEORGE, the first eminent painter

produced by Britain, was bcjrn at Aberdeen towards

the end of the sixteenth century. Tiie year 1586 has

lijcii given as the ])recise era of his birth, but this we
can di-.prove by an extract which has been furnislied

to Us from the burgh records of his native tcnvn, and
wliich shows that the eldest child of his i)arents (a

daugliter) was liorn at such a period of this year as

reii'lcreil it im]>ossible that he could have been born

wiiliiii -,ome months (jf it. ^ It is alone certain that

' The riiirrin;;o r'f the parents of J.imcsonc is thus entered
ill the>e biir^rli rc'-Mrris :

"' I'hnir is promess rjf marriage bctwix
Anfi laiiicsone ( .1 \ , r, „
M " >

i
-in lyth .-\u;:iibt, 1505.

the date of the painter's birth was posterior to 1586.
Of the private life of this distinguished man few par-
ticulars are known, and of these few a portion rest

on rather doubtful authority. Previously to his ap-
pearance no man had so far succeeded in attracting

the national attention of Scotland to productions in

painting as to render an artist a person whose appear-
ance in the country was to be greatly marked.
At that period of our history, too, men had other

matters to occupy their minds ; and it may well be
believed, that, in ])assing through the fiery ordeal of

the times, many men who in peace and prosperity

might have had their minds attracted to the orna-

mental arts, were absorbed in feelings of a very dif-

ferent order, which hardly allowed them an oppor-
tunity of knowing, far less of indulging, in the elegant

occupations of peace. The father of Jamesone was
Andrew Jamesone, burgess of guild of Aberdeen, and
his mother was Marjory Anderson, daughter of David
Anderson, one of the magistrates of that city. What
should have prompted the parentsof the young painter

to adopt the veiy unusual measure of sending their

son from a quie»; fireside in Aberdeen to study under
Peter Paul Rubens in Antwerp must remain a mys-
tery. The father is said to have been an architect,

and it is probable that he had knowledge enough of
art to remark the rising genius of his child, ancl was
liberal enough to ]>erceive the height to which the

best foreign education might raise the possessor of

that genius. If a certain Flemish Imilding projecting

into one of the narrow streets of Aberdeen, and known
by the name of "Jamesone's house," be the produc-

tion of the architectural talents of the elder Jamesone,
as the period of the style may render not unlikely, he
must have been a man of taste and judgment. Under
Rubens Jamesone had for his fellow-scholar Sir An-
thony Vandyke, and the early intercourse of these

two artists had the effect of making the portraits of

each be mistaken for those of the other. In 1620

Jamesone returned to Aberdeen, and established

himself as a portrait-painter. He there, on the I2tli

of November, 1624, married Miss Isobel Tosh"—

a

lady with whom he seems to have enjoyed much
matrimonial felicity, and who, if we may judge by
her husband's representation of her in one of his best

pictures, ' must have been a ])crson of very consider-

able attractions ; he had by her several children, of

whom the sons seem to have all met early deaths, a

daughter being the only child he lel't behind him.*

Soon after the above entry, there occurs one rcpardin}; the

baptism of their eldest child, the sister of the painter, in these

terms:
"I'he penult day July, 15S6. Ando. Jamesone, Marjnrc

Andersone, dochtar in mareaj;e, callit I'dspett; James Robert-
son, Kdward Donaldson, Klspatt Cuttes, Klspatt Mydilton,
witnesses."

2 'I'he marriage is thus entered in tlie Imrgh records: " 12th

Novendjer, if;;.4, (;e<.rge Jamcsoune. Isobdl Tosche."
^ This picture represents the painter himself, and his wife

ind daughter. The grouping is very neat, and the attitudes

of the hands as free from stiffness as tliose of alnupst any pic-

ture of the age. 'I he daughter is a fine round-cheeked spirited-

looking girl, apparently abo\it twelve years old. M'alpole
says this picture was painted in 1623. Kroiii the date of
Jamesone's marriage, this must be a mistake, 'this ])icture

w.is engraved by Alexander Jamesone, a descendcnt of the
painter, in 172S, and a very neat line engraving fif it is to be
found in D.dlaway's edition of W'alpole's Aiicci/otes.

4 The following entry in the council records of Aberdeen
relates to the birth of one of Jamesone's children: " 1C29 yieris
— (ieorge lamesone and I'oche, ane sone, baptized
be Mr. Koberi Ilaron the 27th day of July, callit William;
Mr. l^itriik Done. Robert Ale.xander, Andrew Meldrum,
William fiordone. god-f ithers." The next notice of him which
ue find in the same authority shows, that on the 2d January,
I'^'jo. he was present at the liaptisni of a child of "Jarne.s
'loshe," probaiily a rebition of his wife, at which, it may be
mentioned, William I'orbes, liishop of Kdinburgh, officiated.

In October of the same year we find liim again demanrling a.

similar duty for his own family: " October, i6_,o yeires, George
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A curious evidence of the locality of Jamesone's
residence in Aberdeen is to he found in an epigram
on that city l)y the ])ainter's intimate friend Arthur
Johnstone, author of the Latin version of tiie Psalms.

It is interesting, as proving that Jamesone possessed

what was then seldom to l>e found in Scotland, a

habitation, which added to the mere protection from

the inclemency of the seasons, some attempt to ac-

quire the additions of comfort and taste. 'Ihe epi-

gram proceeds tlius:—
" H.inc quoqiie Lanaris mons ornat, .imcenior illis,

Hinc fernigincis Spada colorat aquis:

Iiulo siibnr/'aiiiiin Jiimcsoiti liespicis Iwrtum
Quern domini pictuiu suspicior esse iiianu."

In A Succinct Siin'cy ofthe Famous City of Aberdeen,

by Philo/^oliteius, the jjassage is thus "done" into

what the author is pleased to term "English :"'

—

"The Woolman hill, which all the rest outvies

In pleasantness, this city beautifies;

There is the well of Spa, that healthful font.

Whose yrne-hewcd water colourcth the muunt:
Not far from thence a garden's to be seen
Which unto Jamesone did appertain:
Wherein a little pleasant house doth stand,

P.aintid as I guess with its m.astcr's hand."'

Jamesone appears to have been in Edinburgh dur-

ing the visit of King Charles I. in the year 1633.

To gratify the taste of that prince he was emjiloyed

by the magistrates to paint portraits, as nearly re-

sembling proliable likenesses as he could devise, of

some of the real or supposed early kings of Scotland.

These jiroductions had the good fortune to give

satisfaction, and the unhappy king, who liad soon

far different matters to occujiy liis attention, sat for

his portrait, and rewarded the artist witli a diamond
ring from his own finger. It is alleged that the

painter was on this occasion indulged with a permis-

sion to remain covered in the presence of majesty

—

a circumstance which is made to account for his hav-

ing always represented himself (and he was not spar-

Jamesone, and Isobell Toshe, ane sone, baptized the 27th

day. ca'lit Paull; Paull Menzies of Kinmundie, provest, Mr.
Alexander JalTray, bailzie, Mr. David Wedderburne, Mr.
Kfjbert Patrie, Patrick Jack, Patrick Fcrgusson, .Andrew
Strachan, godfathers." This is a curious evidence of Jame-
sone's respectability as a citizen. Paul, afterwards .Sir Paul
Atenzies, a man of considerable note in Aberdeenshire, and
provost of the city, appears to have been name-fath.er, and
Alexander Jaffrey, another of the sponsors, was himself after-

wards provost. The extractor of these entries remarks, that

the chief ma<;istrate appears to have acted as sponsor only at

the baptisms of the children of very influential citizens.

' With farther reference to 'his piece of pleasure-ground,
and an an.xiety to collect every scrap of matter which concerns
J.imesone, we give the following entry regarding .a petition,

of date the 15th of Jan\iary, 1645. given in to the trnvn-cnmcil
of .Vberdeen by "Mr. John .\lexander, advocate in Kdinburgh.
niakand mention that where that piece of ground callit the
play-field besyd y* Wolman-hill quhilk was set to umquhill
George Jamesone, painter, burges of Kdlnburgh in liferent,

and buildet be him in a garden is now unprofitable, and that

the said John .Alexander, sone in law t'l the said imuiuhiil
(leorge Jamesone, is desirous to have the same peice of ground
set to him in few heritablie to be houlden of the provest.

bailzics, and of the burghe of .Abcrdene, for paymer.t of .a

re isonable few dutie yeirlie theirfor;" praying the magistrates
t> set to him in feu tack the foresail i)iece of grouml : the
repiest is granted by the magistrates, and farther oinriil

nienti'in is made of the transaction of d.ite the loth Xo-
vonber, 1646, whore the "marches" of the garden are set

firth in fidl. This piece of ground was the ancient "Play-
field" of the burgh, which remained disused after the Refor-
mation had terminated the pageants and mysteries there
p-rf >rmed. Pcr^ons connected with .Aberdeen will know the
spit when they are informed, that it is the piece of flat grciuid
extending from the well of .Spa to Jack's Ilrae, liounded on tlie

east by the \Vo.,lman-hiil, and the burn riuining at its foot;

on the south by the I)eid>urn and the ridge of ground on
wliich Skene Street now stands; on the west liy Ja^'k's I'rae;

and on the north by the declivity occupied by the tiilcom-tiMi

brewery. The appropriation of the spot to the garden of x\:c

pointer is still n-ited bv the name of a fumtain. called " 1 he
r.arden Xcuk WcWr-'Ccuncil Record ofAbo accn, liii. p. _;;.

ing in portraits of himself) with his hat on : neither

is the permission characteristic of ihe monarch, nor
its adoption by the artist ; and the peculiarity may
be better attributed to a slavish imitation of his mas-
ter Rubens in a jjractice which had been sanctioned
by the choice of Carracci and Guido.

It is probable that the jiatronage and notice of the
monarch were the circumstances which introduced
the jiaintings ofJamesone to the notice of the nobility.

He a])pears, soon after the jicriod we have alluded
to, to have commenced a laborious course of portrait-

painting, then, as now, the most lucrative branch of
the art ; and the many portraits of their ancestors,

still in ]iossession of families disp.ersed through various

parts of Scotland, attest the extent of his industry.

The Caini)bells of Glenorchy, then an opulent and
powerful family, distinguished themselves by their

jiatronage of Jamesone. \Vhat countenance he may
have obtainetl from other cjuarters we do not know,
and the almost utter silence regarding so great a
man on the part of contemi>orarics makes a docu-
ment which \\ al[iole has rescued from oblivion, re-

lative to his labours for the family of Glenorchy,
highly interesting. From a M.S. on vellum, contain-

ing the genealogy of the house of Glenorchy, begun
in 159S, are taken the following extracts, written in

1635, page 52:— "Item, the said .Sir Coline Camjv
bcll (eighth lairil of Glenorchy), gave unto Cieorge

Jamesone, painter in lulinlnugh, for King Robert
and King David Bruysses, Kings of Scotland, and
Charles I., King of Cireat Brittane, France, and
Ireland, and his majesties qucin, and for nine more
of the queins of .Scotland, their portraits, quhilks

are set u]) in the hall of Balloch (now Taymouthl,
the sum of twa hundrelh thrie scor pounds.'"— "Mair
the said .Sir Coline gave to the said (ieorge Jamesone
for the knight of I.ochow's lady, and the first Coun-
tess of Argylle, and six of the ladys of Glenurquhay,
their portraits, and the said .Sir Coline his own jjor-

trait, quhilks are set up in the chalmer of deas of

Balloch, ane hundrelh four scoire jiunds."- There
is a further memorandum, intimating that in 1635
Jamesone painted the Himily tree of the house of

Glenorchy, eight feet long by five broad. What
may have become of the jiortraits of Robert and
David Bruce, and of the nine queens, wliich nu:--t

have taxed the inventive talents of the artist, ^^'e do
not know. Their lo^s may be, however, of little

consequence, as we can easily argue from the general

effect of Jamesone's [iroductions, that his talent con-

sisted in giving life and expression to the fcaiuris

before him, and not in de>ign. The <dl:er pa;iuin:.;s

have, however, been carefuHy j-rcservcd l)y tl;e

family into whose liaiuis they fell. They consi-t

of portraits of Sir Duncan Caniphell, the I'.arl of

.\irth, John Earl of Rothes, James .Marquis if

Hamilton, Archibald Lord Xapier, William L.irl

of Marischal, Chancellor Loudoun, L'ud liinniii:,-,

the L.arl of Mar, Sir Robert Cniiipbell. Sir J. 'I::!

Canipl)ell, and tlie gc!-.eaIo.;ie;\! tree nieiitii 'iied in

the nieinoranduni. .MI tlx--e are. we believe, s'.iil

to l:>e seen in good preservation in Taynior.i!! (a-'.le,

where in 1769 they were vi-:te'i by Leiinaiit, \\ho

thus descril)es tlie geiie.^.lo-ic.;l tree: " ThiVi s;iigi:'..;r

]ierforniaiice of l;is. the -eiie.\o\L;ic.-d ]';cH:re. is iu

good i-ireserv;ition. The ehief of the .\r,.,'yle family

is placed lecunibeiit at the foot of a tree, wiili a

br.ineh ; on the ri^ht i- a -ino'e head iA his eMe-t

son, Sir Duncan Campiiell, L.ird d'Lochow: but on

the xarious raiiiifications ;ire the names pf his cle-

sceiidants. and along the i-'oly .^\ the tree are iii;:e

small heads, in ov.-d iVanies, \\;;!i tiie nanie> on tiio
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margins, all done with great neatness : the second

son was first of the house of Breadalbane, which
branched from the other above four hundred years

ago. In a corner is inscribed 'The Geneologie of

the House of Glenorquhie, quhairof is descendit

sundrie nobil and worthie houses, yameson facidhat,

i6j5."" After a life which must have been spent

in great industry, and enjoying independence, and
even wealth, Jamesone died at Edinburgh in 1644,
and was buried without a monument in the Gray-
friars' Church there.

Walpole, who obtained his information from a

relation of the painter, says, "By his will, written

with his own hand in July, 1641, and breathing a

spirit of much ]iiety and benevolence, he provitles

kindly for his wife and children, and leaves many
legacies to his relations and friends, particularly to

Lord Rothes the king's picture from head to foot,

and Mary with Martha in one piece: to William
Murray he gives the medals in his coffer; makes a

handsome provision for his natural daughter; and
liestows liberally on the poor. That he should be
in a condition to do all this seems extraordinary,

his prices having been so moderate ; for, enumerat-
ing the debts due to him, he charges Lady Hadding-
ton for a whole length of her husband, and Lady
Seton, of the same dimensions, frames and all, but

300 merks : and Lord Maxwell for his own picture

and his lady's to their knees, 100 merks, both sums
of Scots money."" The average remuneration which
Jamesone received for his portraits is calculated at

twenty pounds .Scots, or one pound thirteen shillings

and four pence sterling. People have wondered at

tlie extreme smallness of the sum paid to so great an
artist ; but, measured by its true standard, the price

of necessary provisions, it was in reality pretty con-
siderable, and may easily be suj")p0bed to have en-

abled an industrious man to amass a comfortable
fortune. Walpole continues, "Mr. Jamesone (the

relation from whom the facts of the account were
received) has likewise a memorandum written and
signed by tliis painter, mentioning a .\IS. in his pos-

se^don, 'containing 200 leaves of parchment of ex-

cellent write, adorned with diverse historys of our
Saviour curiously limned,' which he values at £2.00
sterling, a very large sum at that time! What is

become of that curious book is not known." It is

jirtjbable that the term "sterling" affixed to the sum
is a mistake. It was seldom if ever used in Scotland
at the period when Jamesone iive<i. \\'e arc not

given to understand that tlie "limning" was of the
])ai!iter's own work, and we are wA t(j presume he
was in i)ossj-->i(jn of a volume superior in value to

the produce of many years' labour in his profession.

The manuscript, though mentioned with an estima-
tion so disjiroportionate to that of the works of its

proprietor, was ]ir')baijly some worthless volume f)f

monkish illuminations, of which it would waste time
to trace the ownership. The description might applv
to a maiuncri]it ".Mirror of the Life of C'hrist," ex-

ta'.it in the .Advocates' Library.

We have alrea-ly mentioned a cr)nsidernl)le nnm-
bjr of the pf>rtraits by Jamesone as extant in Tnv-
mouth Castle. An almost equal number is in the

]) obsession of the Alva family; and others arc dis-

]iersed in smaller numbers. Carnegie of .'^outhcdv

])ossesscs portraits of some c;f his ancestors, by Jame-
sone, wiio was connected with the family. Mr.
Carnegie, town-clerk of Aberdeen, possesses several

of his pictures in very good preservation, and among
them is the original of the portrait of the artist him-
R -If which has been cn-'raved fjr this work. An-

' Tch: ' Anc:dctcs, i. 250.

Other individual in Aberdeen possesses a highly
curious portrait by Jamesone of tlie artist's uncle,
David Anderson of Finzeauch, merchant-burgess of
Aberdeen, an eccentric character, the variety of whose
occupations and studies procured him the epithet of
"Davie do a' thing." Some of Jamesone's portraits

hang in the hall of Marischal College in a state of

wretched preservation. Sir Paul Menzies, provost

of Aberdeen, presents us with a striking cast of coun-
tenance boldly executed ; but in general these are

among the inferior productions of Jamesone. They
are on board, the material on which he painted his

earlier productions (and which he afterwards changed
for fine canvas), and are remarkable for the stiffness

of the hands, and the awkward arrangement of the

dress; two defects which, especially in the case of

the former, he afterwards overcame. There is in

the same room a portrait of Charles I. of some merit,

which the exhibitor of the curiosities in the university

generally attributes to Vandyke. It is probably the

work of Jamesone, but it maybe observed, that there

is more calm dignity in the attitude, and nmch less

expression, than that artist generally exhibits. Wal-
pole and others mention as extant in the King's Col-

lege of Aberdeen, a picture called the "Sibyls,"

partly executed by Jamesone, and copied from living

beauties in Aberdeen: if this curious production still

exists in the same situation, we are unaware of its

being generally exhibited to strangers. There is a

picture in King's College attribittcd to Jamesone,
which we would fain bestow on some less celebrated

hand. It is a view of King's College as originally

erected, the same from which the engraving prefixed

to Orem's account of the cathedral church of Old
Aberdeen is copied. It represents an aspect much
the same as that which Slezer has given in his

Thcatnim Scotiir, and, like the works of that artist,

who could exhibit both sides of a building at once,

it sets all perspective at defiance, and most unreason-

ably contorts the human figure. In characterizing

the manner of Jamesone, Walpole observes that "his
excellence is said to consist in delicacy and softness,

with a clear and beautiful colouring; his shades not

charged, but helped by varnish, with little apjiear-

ance of the pencil." This account is by one who
has not seen any of the artist's paintings, and is very
unsatisfactory.

It is indeed not without reason that the portraits

of Jamesone have frequently Ijcen mistaken for those

of Vandyke. Poth excelled in jiainting the human
countenance—in making the flesh and blood ])rojcct

from the surface of the canvas, and animating it with

a soul within. That the Scottish artist may have
derived advantage from his association with the more
eminent foreigner it were absurd to deny; but as they

were fellow-students, candour will admit that the

advantage may have been at least ])artly re])aiil, and
that the noble style in which both excelled may
have been formed by the ojmmon labour of both.

It can scarcely be said tliat on any occasion Jame-
sone rises to the high dignity of mental expression

re])rcsented by X'andyke, nor does he exhibit an equal

grace in the adjustment of a breast-plate or the

hanging of a mantle. His pictures generally repre-

sent hard and characteristic features, seldom with
much ])hysical giace, and rejiresenling minds within,

v/liich liave more of the fierce or austere than of the

lofty or elegant ; and in such a s])irit has he ])resentcd

before U'l the almost breathing forms of those turbu-

lent and austere men connected with the dark troubles

of the times. The face thus represented seems gene-
rally t'j have commanderl the whole mind of the

artist. The back-ground jirescnts nothing to attract

attention, and the outlines of the hard features gene-
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rally start from a j^round of dinjjy dark brown, or

deep gray. The dress, frciuently of a soml)re hue,

often fades away into tlie back -{ground, and tlie atti-

tude, thoui^h frecjuently easy, is seldom stuched to

impose. The features alone, with their knotty brows,

deep expressive eyes, and the shadow of tlie nose
falling on the lip—a very picturesque arrangement
followed by V'andyke—alone demand tlie attention

of the spectator. \'et he could sometimes rej^rcsent

a majestic form and attitude, as the well-known
picture of Sir Thomas Hope testifies. We shall

notice one more picture by Jamesonc, as it is ]5ro-

bably one of the latest which came from his brusli,

and exhibits peculiarities of style not to be met with

in others. This portrait is in the possession of Mr.
Skene of Rubislaw, and represents his ancestor Sir

<jeorge .Skene of Fintray, who was born in 1619.

The portrait is of a young man past twenty; and it

will be remarked, tliat the subject was only twenty-
five years of age when the artist died. The picture

is authenticated from the circumstance of a letter

being extant from the laird of Skene to .Sir George
Skene, requesting a copy of his portrait "by jame-
sone," and in accordance with a fulfdment of this

request, a copy of the portrait we allude to is in tlie

fiimily collection at Skene. Jamesonc has here in-

dulged in more fulness and i)riHiancy of colouring
than is his general custom : the young man has a

calm aspect; his head is covered witli one of the

monstrous wigs then just introduced; he is in a

]iainter's attitude, even to the hand, whicli is beauti-

fully drawn, and far more graceful than those of

Jamesone generally are. On the whole, this portrait

lias more of the characteristics of .Sir Peter Lely
than of Vandyke.
Jamesone has been termed the "Vandyke of Scot-

l.ind," l)ut he may with equal right claim the title

of the Vandyke of Britain. Towards the latter end
of lilizabeth's reign Hilliard and Oliver had become
somewhat distinguished as painters in miniature,

and they commanded some respect, more from the

inferiority of others, than from tlieir own excellence;

but the first inhabitant of Great IJritain, the works
of whose brush could stand comparison with foreign

painters, was Jamesone.
A Latin elegy w-as addressed to the memory of

Jamesone by l)avid Wedderburn; and his friend and
fellow-townsman Arthur Johnston (whose portrait

bad been painted by Jamesone) has left, in one of

iiis numerous epigrams, a beautiful poetical trilnite

to his memory. After his death the art he had done
so much to sujiport languislied in Scotland. His
daughter, who may have inlierited some portion of

plastic genius, has left behind fruits of her industry

in a huge mass of tapestry which still dangles from
the gallery of the church of St. Nicholas in .Aber-

deen. This lady's second husband was Gregory the

mathematician. A descendant of the same name as

the painter has already been alluded to as an en-

graver in the earlier part of the eighteenth century,
and John .Vlcxander, another descendant, who re-

ti'.r;ied from his stmlies in Italy in 1720, acquired
cclelirily as an inventor of portraits uf Oueen Marv.

JAMESON, Ror.F.RT, regiu< profess or of natural
Iiistory in the university of J'Ldinhurgh, and keeper of
the university mu-euni,&c.—Thi>eminent naturalist,

will) has rrequcntly Ijccu called the father of modern
natural hi-tory, was third >on of Thomas lameson,
soap manufacturer, I.citli, and was born there in lulv,

1772. .Vfter the u^ual ]ireliminary education he was
set to t'le study of medicine, with a view to followiiii^'

the jirnfe~>ion of the healing art; Init his predilect:o!'.s

for natural history were so strong and early as to

decide the course of his future life. Even while a boy
at tlie grammar-school of Leith, he was more intent

ill stuffing birds, and collecting animals and plants

on the beach, than in conjugating Latin verbs,

and studying the measures of verses. As these

pursuits grew upon him until he became a confirmed
naturalist, liis study of medicine in its various

departments aided his researclics, and was wisely

adopted as tlieir handmaid. It was by this science

that his investigations were reduced to form and
order, and that he was enal)lcd duly to appreciate

the physiological as well as the systematic elements
of natural history. What remarkable proficiency he
had made in geology was attested by his Otillitia 0/
the .}fii!(-ral(>j^v of tin Slivtlaud Islands atid of the

Island of A)-rtin, zcith an Ap/endix containing 01'-

sen'ations on Peat, Keif', and Coal— a work which
he i^roduced in his twenty-fifth year. Two years

afterwards (1800) he published his Outlines of the

J/ineralogv of the Seott/sh Isles.

These early achievements in his favourite scicr.cc,

di.-,tinguished though they were, did not satisfy the

aspirations of Jameson, and what would have suf-

ficed a less craving appetite for knowledge, in him
only whetted it into renewed vigour. Having mas-
tered all that the schools of our island could teach,

and visited London in 1793, where he enjoyed per-

sonal intercourse with .Sir Joseph I'anks, Dr. .Shaw,

and other chief mendicrs of the I.innaan .Society,

he resolved to apply to the cfnitincntal schools; he
accordingly passeii over to Germany, and at Frey-

burg in Saxony became the discijde of the celcbi-ated

Werner, whose theories he adojited, and of which
he became for some time one of their most enllnisi-

astic propagators and expounders. After a stay of

nearly two years in .Saxony, during which, f )r tlie

jnirpose of improving his knowledge in geology and
mineralogy, he not only attended the lectures of

Werner, but wrought in the mines like a common
workman, he returned to Scotland in 1S04. He
would have again visited Germany, had it not been
for an important event which occurred in llie same
year. This was his appointment to the chair of

natural philosophy in the university of Ldinburgli,

in consequence of the death of Dr. Walker, who
had previously held that charge, and of wlmni
Professor Jameson had been the favourite p-u] il.

This appointment. Dr. I-'Ieming, his highly tli-tin-

guished i'riend, informs us, "raised great exjicctatior.s

and were speedily reali;'.ed. The notions of the

Iluttonians at tliis period resjiecting the laws of

superposition of the strata were very defective,

scarcely amounting to perceivable gliinmerir.g^.

lUit Professor Jameson, intimately acquainted with

the geognosy of Werner, speedily began to gr^ up

the rocks of the neighbourhood ir.to their d.i^titxt

formations, and to assign the relative jiosition oi < fr

transition rocks, old red sandstone, and ti.e inde-

pendent coal formation. 'VW\< inquntaiu step in tiic

jiroi^ress of our geolo^^y was followed by a -y~tt:n of

])relections. acconi|ianied by excursions to the nii-re

important localities where the jlKiioinena o u'.d

be studied in the field, and inoducL.l a nr.ml.er of

zealous observers, who ha\e not only extended otir

knowledge of the stnieture and cor.teiits of t!::s

localitw hut of the Liiitcd Kingdom and itsde[">end-

encies." While lii^ lessens a-fie'M were tints zcalor.-'y

]irosocutcd. Professor Jameson's course of lcetttr:;tg

in tlie class-rooin was not less distingitished \y
devotedncss to iiattiial science, ami it embrace 1

general views and jnirticular details in mcteoro!c::;y,

h\-<ho!.)i;v, mineralo_;y, geoloi^y, botany, and ;tool''^y.

In tile same year tliat Mr. Jameson was nj^; ninted

to the 1 reifessors!iij\ he published pr.it I in Svo,
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with maps and plates, of his Mhteralogical Description

of Scotland. This he intended to be only the

beginning of a series that should have comprised
geological accounts of all the counties of Scotland.

But from this highly useful purpose he was prevented

by the cares of attending to the university museum,
the publication of a System of Mineralogy^ and
a volume on the Characters of Minerals. In 1808

he founded at Edinlnirgh the Wernerian Natural

History Society. Hitherto the Huttonian doctrines

liad prevailed, while those of the Wernerian school

were comparatively unknown, until in 1809 Professor

Jameson published his Elements of Geognosy, by which
Wernerianism was promulgated, and converts made
to its theory among the scientific inquirers both of

Scotland and England. The establishment of such

a society, which was regarded as an intrusion, and its

doctrines, which were opposed as downright heresies,

roused the indignation of the Huttonians, who had
hitherto held possession of the field, and under the

distinctive titles of Plutonists and Neptunians, or

Huttonists and Wernerians, the rival parties com-
menced a war against each other which was carried

on with almost theological intensity. The strife

indeed has passed away, and even the combatants
are asking each other why they fought so fiercely; but

some such commotion was needed to quicken the

researches of the scientific, and drive them into

practical research instead of theory and hypothesis,

while science itself has been amplilied and improved
by the interest which the battle had kindled. Of the

\Vernerian Society which he founded in Edinburgh,
Professor Jameson was elected perpetual presiiient,

and to the seven volumes of its Transactions which
have been published he was a frequent contributor.

l^he Travels of Baron Leopold Vo)i Bitch through

Koriuay and Lapland during the years 1806-7-8
having been published in one volume quarto, Pro-

fessi;)r Jameson was so thoroughly impressed by the

scientific merits of the work, that he suggested a

translation of it for the press ; and this bemg done,

he esiriched the English version with an account of

its author the distinguished traveller and geologist,

and several notes illustrative of the natural history of

Norway. It was the professor's intention that this

should form one of a series of translations, chiefly

from the German, of the travels of scientific men,
who, like Von Buch, had described the appearance

and geological structure of the countries they visited,

as well as given an attractive account of their animal

and vegetable productions, and the manners and
customs of their inhabitants.

In 1816 another edition of his .System of A/iner-

alo^'v appeared in three volumes, and during its day
was the most complete work on the subject. About
the same period a new edition of his Characters of
Minerals was ])ablished, and only two years after-

wards (1820), so great was the demand for tliese

works, that fresh editions of both were jirejiared

an 1 issued from the press. In 1821 he published a

Mtnital of Minerals and A/onutain A'ochs. This
was reckoned by scientific judges the be^t textdjook

of its time, and so great was the demand for it tliat

1500 co]5ies were sold in the cc^urse of a few months.

A still more strenuous task for the improvement
and diffusion of scientific knowledge was undertaken

by Professor Jameson. He had planned in con-

junction with Dr. (afterwards Sir David) lirewsterthe

Kdinluirgh Philosophical Journal, and in 1819 the

pul)lication of the series commenced, which at Jame-
son's death, had extenfled to seventy vcdumes. For
the fir-t six )ears he edited the work in conjunction

with Sir D.ivid, but afterwards was sole editor until

the cl jse of his life. Speaking of this work in 1^54)

the biographer of Jameson adds, "It is, we believe,

admitted to be the most valuable repository of

scientific information in Britain for the period of its

existence. The earlier volumes contain not a few
contributions from himself; and besides numerous
original articles from other hands, the journal com-
prehends translations of memoirs from the French,
German, Italian, and Swedish languages, with many
communications from foreign correspondents on all

the branches of natural history. It will form one
of the most durable monuments of his talents and
industry." Our ideas of his industry and enthusiastic

zeal for science are enhanced by our knowledge of

the fact, that during this busy life of authorship,

he was diligently performing the duties of his pro-

fessorial office, and giving two courses of lectures

annually, the one in summer and the other in

winter.

Although we have mentioned the principal writings

of Professor Jameson, there were many others with
which he was connected, editorially or otherwise,

wdiich were enlarged or illustrated by his pen. This
was especially the case with Cuvier's celebrated

Discourse on the Theory of the Earth, which was
translated into English and pulilished by Mr. Kerr
in 1 81 3—a translation which ran through five edi-

tions, and made Cuvier familiar to the British public,

who until now had known little of this eminent
scientific Frenchman. This translation Jameson
entirely remodelled in the fifth edition, and so en-

tirely, that it was extended from 190 to 550 pages.

"The notes I have added," he modestly says in

the preface, "will, I trust, be found interesting; and
the account of Cuvier's geological discoveries, Avhich

accompanies them, will be useful to those who have
not an opportunity of consulting the great work."
Another demand was made upon Jameson by Captain
Parry, on the return of the latter from his Polar

expedition; and the professor on this occasion drew
up, from the specimens brought home, a sketch

of the geology of the different coasts discovered

and touched upon, which was jnddislied in Parry's

narrative of the voyage. 15esides this, he drew uj)

for the Cabinet Lil>rary an account of the geology
of those Arctic regions ^\hich Captain Parry had
visited. He wrote excellent articles on the physical

geography of Africa and India, which were publishe<l

in the Kdi}tburgli Cabinet J^ibrary. He also revised

and arranged in a scientific manner a new edition

which was published of Wilson's American Ornith-

ology in four volumes, making it suitable for a text-

book in our universities and schools. Among the

detached articles which he wrote at different i)eriods

f)r the Scottish encyclopaxlias, may be mentioned

those entitled "Adelfors," "Ailsa," " Alaliaster,"

",'\ltai," ".Mleghany Mountains," "Amber," "Am-
])ergris," "Ammoniac," "Ammonites," "Amiihibia,"

" Am])hibious," "Arran," "Diamond," "llartz,"

and "Mineralogy," which aj'ipeared in the Edinburgh
Encychfu'ilia— and the articles "Mineralogy,"
"(ieology," an<l "Organic Remains," vliich were
published in the I-'.ncyclopirdia Trilannica, when
edited by Macvey Xa])ier. Reverting again from his

works in authorship, to the effects (jf his teaching, the

]nipils of Jameson were such as few ])rofessors could

Ijoast of Of these his biogra])her has enumerated
nineteen who rose to the highest eminence in the

sciences which he taught, and of each of whom he

might say, as Ulysscs does of Achilles—
" rnjccic]ue nianiiin, fortcmiiue ad fortia iiiihi :

ErR'i (ipijra illiiis, nica sunt."

The fallowing testimony to his teaching and its

effects, was given by Professor Edward T'orbes, his

scholar, and afterwards his distinguished succe:.sor:

—
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"The value of professional worth should chiefly be
estimated by the number and excellence of disciples.

A large share of the best naturalists of the day re-

ceivetl their first instruction in the science that was
afterwards to prove their fountain of honour, from
Professor Jameson. Not even his own famous
master, the eloquent and illustrious Werner, could

equal him in this genesis of investigators. Under
his auspices, too, were lasting friendships and unions

of kindred minds formed, that have been productive

in good to the cause of knowledge. \'aluable as

were his writings—each, when estimated with regard

to the»position of science at the time of its issue, an
etTective advance—his pupils were even more valu-

able. The greatest praise of a great professor is

that which proclaims that he has founded a school.

And where else in the IJritish empire, except here,

has there been for the last half century a school of

natural history?"

While Professor Jameson was thus unwearied in

publishing and lecturing, another subject of his care

was, that there should be a proper collection of

specimens, by which the several departments of

natural history might be illustrated. But on his

appointment to the professorship scarcely the em-
bryo of a museum existed in the university of Edin-
burgh. The splendid bequest of Sir Andrew Balfour

to the college, in 1694, of the extensive collection

which he had been forty years in accumulating, and
which was supposed at the time to be the finest in

Europe, had been so little appreciated and so care-

lessly kept, tliat it had mouldered away into a few
specimens, which were regarded as unsightly rulibisli.

Accordingly, when Jameson became professor of

natural history, in 1804, the beggarly inventory

of this sometime famous collection had dwindled
into a few glasses of birds and serpents, a small

collection of minerals, and a few dresses and weapons
of savage nations. It was such a museum as is

sonietinies to be found in a cellar, and shown to

spectators for the sum of one penny. Even the

birds, too, were in such a decayed condition, that

Jameson was soon forced to throw them out. Such
was the germ out of which he evolved the rich and
widely-famed Edinl)urgh museum, of which he may
be justly considered the founder and builder. His
first step was to place his ov,-n collection of natural

I'iistory in the museum, and afterwards to collect or

procure, as far as his influence went, such additions

as were best suited for the purpose, much of the

expenditure for which was defrayed from his own
pocket. As the cost, however, of such a process scon
outgrew his means, he laid the case before govern-

ment, and obtained an order that ;^loo should be
paid annually to the professor of natural history for

the use of the museum. The early increase of the

collection through the zeal of the professor necessi-

tated increased accommodation, and on applying to

the town-council, a very spacious and handsome
museum was fitted up for the reception of the articles

of natural history—and when tliisaccommodationalso
in course of time became too limited, he applied for

ami olitained that part of the building of the univer-

sity, then in the course of erection, which was after-

wards distinguished by the title of the New Museum.
This grant \\-a-s not more than necessary, for in 1S19
the famous Dufresne collection had become the pro-

perty uf the university f>f Edinburgh by purchase,

and at tlie instigatii^n of Professor Jameson, althougli

the Emperor of Austria and also tlie Emperor of

Russia had offered mucli larger sums for it. About
the same time a good many valuable articles of

natural history were purcha-cd by the university

at the sale of Mr. Bullock's cabinet—and the-e,
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with the Dufresne collection, and all the previous
collections, were safely housed and arranged, in

1820, in their new college buildings. Yet still his

own private outlay had been going on, and was
continued till the hour of his death. But far more
ample resources were needed for such a great national

undertaking, and these were obtained, although still

most inadequate for the occasion, by admitting the
public in 1820 to the museum, at the cost of half-

a-crown for each visitor, which was afterwards re-

duced to a shilling. He also made another appeal
to government, and the annual grant of ;^lOO per
annum for the benefit of the museum was raised to

;^200. And yet these would have been only drops
in the bucket or sprinkled upon the sand, but for

his indomitable energy, as well as his personal sacri-

fices. What the museum had been in 1804, when
he first took possession of it, we have already seen:

what it h.ad become under little more than twenty
years of his fostering care, he thus stated in his

evidence before the royal commission in giving a
history of the museum from the year 1804 to 1826:
— "Since that time [the removal into the new build-

ing], the museum has increased more than at any
former period, so that the collection is nearly double
what it was in 1S20. About a year ago I again
stated to the commissioners for college buildings,

that further accommodation for objects of natural

history was wanted, the cases in the New Museum
being completely filled. The commissioners, with
their usual liberality and activity, after considering

my proposal, ordered a suite of rooms, five in num-
ber, to be immediately fitted up. This series of

rooms, at the time this report is writing, is "nearly

filled with beautiful and interesting objects of natural

history. The museum is rapidly increasing, and
will, ere many years pass, equal in extent and
splendour some of the most distinguished museums
in other parts of the world."

In concluding this part of his evidence before the

royal commission, the professor had stated the ne-

cessity of still larger accommodation, and declared

that another series of rooms must be provided before

these hopes for the museum could be realized. Eor
this he memorialized the crown, the city, and the

senatus, and was enabled in conclusion to declare,

"The commissioners for college buildings, to %\honi

I have again applied, are now considering the pro-

priety of erecting another museum of natural history,

on the ground to the westward of tlie preser.t

museum." But notwithstanding his apjieals the

subject was allowed to slip aside, and Professor

Jameson was left to "find ample room and verge

enough" where he best could, or make shift without

them. Thus affairs continued until 1S52, when
the collection had so greatly increased ib.at it cmli
not be exhibited without more liberal accommodatior

;

and this he explained in a statement which was laid

before the town-council. Convinced of tlie lact,

the council presented a memorial to government h r

niuseum extension, ami for corivcrting tl:e ])re>er.t

museum into a national museum f'r Scotland

—

himself also forwarding a strong memorial to the

same effect. And \\'e kr.ow how sv.ccessfu! tliese

ap]ieals were at last. The national museum was

built, and its collection constitutes r.oi only one of

the proudest ornaments of our country, but one of

the nol)lest collections of which scicr.ce can boast.

But Tanieson, who had clone so much for it, antl

witliout wliom it would probably have never existed,

was not permitted to see the rising of the walls, or

even the laying of the foundation-stone. After he

had reached the age of eighty years, filled his ofticial

chair fur half a ceiiturv, and obtained a world-wide
60
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renown, which every year has tended only to deepen

and confirm, he passed away in the full brightness

of his fame, and left a void which will not soon be

filled. His death occurred on the 19th of April,

1854. Although of slender body, his general health

was good, and his wiry frame could endure much
fatigue without injury'; and his first tokens of decay

were from repeated and severe attacks of bronchitis

during the last two yeai-s of his life, under which he
finally yielded. His remains were honoured with a

public funeral, and interred in the W'arriston ceme-

tery. His chief characteristics are thus described by
the biographer from whose account we have chiefly

drawn up tliis memoir.
"Robert Jameson was the father of modern natu-

ral history. His loss is deeply to be deplored; a man
of the same grasp of mind, devoted to physical science,

only at times appears to enlighten his age. He was
eminently fitted for the station which he had filled

with so much success. He had fine natural talents,

which had been carefully cultivated, and were applied

with vigour to the studies in which he delighted.

He was a careful observer, a comprehensive thinker,

and his industry was unwearied. He was never

satisfied with loose and general notions upon any
subject; his range of information was wide, and
what he knew he knew thoroughly. He was prac-

tical, and an.xious to be useful, in days when science

and practice stood apart, as if they were two repellant

forces. He did much towards neutralizing these

states; and was one of the pioneers to whom we
are indebted for that union of science and practice

which is now the prevailing feature of our time."

JAMIESON, Rev. John, D.D., F.R.S., F..S.A.

—This excellent national philologist was born in

Glasgow, in March, 1759. His father, the Rev. Mr.
Jamieson, was one of the early ministers of the Seces-

sion, and presided over the Antiburgher congregation
of Duke Street, Glasgow. As John was also de-

signed for the ministry, he was sent in early life to

the university of his native city, where his philologi-

cal capacities obtained for him respectable notice as

an apt and diligent scholar in Latin and (jreek. But
this was by no means the field in which he was ulti-

mately destined to excel; and his bent was already
indicated, in his love of ancient ruined towers and
black-lelter books. His vocation evidently was not
to master a dead, but to revive a dying language; by
far the more glorious achievement of the two. After

the usual course of logic, ethics, and physics, he be-

came a student in theology, and his proficiency ex-

cited the highest expectations of future success as a
minister. At the close of his theological course he
was taken on trials as a licentiate by the General
Associate presbytery of Glasgow, and licensed as a
jireacher in 1780. Two congregations were soon de-
sirous to have him fjr their minister; tlie one in

Dundee, and the other in l'"<jrfar. In lliis question
of contending claims, it was fur the Associate Synod
to decide; and in consecpience of tlieir preference to

the call from ]'"orfar, Mr. Jamieson was ordained to

the pastoral charge in that town Ijy the Secession
])resbylery of Perth, in 17S1.

At the early age of twenty-two Mr. Jamieson tlius

entered upon tlie sacred office of a minister. It was
at that time one of ])eculiar difficulty among the

.Secession body; for the ferment produced in this

country by tlie French revolution, and the j)olitical

suspicions which it diffused through tlie whole com-
munity, caused all who did not belong to the Estab-
lished church to be considered as disloyal, or at

least discontented, subjects. Mr. Jamieson of course
was regarded, at his entrance into Forfar, as one

who might become a teacher of sedition, as well as
a preacher of the gospel of peace. But he had not
been long there when his conduct disarmed the sus-

picious, and procured him general confidence and
esteem; while his able clerical labours were rewarded
with a full congregation and permanent usefulness.

He thus made trial of his ministry for sixteen years,

during which period he married the daughter of a
neighbouring proprietor, who gladdened the course
of his long life, and died only a year before his own
decease. It was in Forfar also that he commenced
his life of authorship, and his first production was of

a kind the least to be expected from a plodding, word-
sifting antiquary—it was a poem! It was published

in 1789, and entitled the "Son-cnas of Slavery, a
Poem, containing a Faithful Statement of Facts re-

specting the Slave-trade." We suspect that though
most of our readers may have read the splendid lyrics

of Cowper and Montgomery on the same subject,

they have not chanced to light upon this production

of Jamieson. He made another attempt of the same
nature in 1798, when he published ^'' Eternity, a
Poem, addressed to P'ree-thinkers and Philosophical

Christians." But during the interval between these

two attempts his pen had been employed in more
hopeful efforts. These were, an "Alarm to Britain;

or, an Inquiry into the Causes of the Rapid Progress

of Infidelity," which he published in 1795; and a

''''Vindication of tlie Doctrine of Scripture, and of the

Primitive Faith concerning the Divinity of Christ, in

reply to Dr. Priestley's History of Early Opinions,^^

which appeared in the same year. The last was a

work of great scholarship and research, as well as

cogent argument; and in these departments, at least,

he showed himself a full match for his formidable

antagonist. Another work which he published dur-

ing his ministry in Forfar was of a different bearing,

as may be learned from its title, which was Sermons
on the Heart.

By these labours Jamieson won for himself an
honourable name in literature, that was especially

grateful to the religious community to which he be-

longed, and they testified their feeling in a way that

was not only creditable to him, but to themselves.

A call was sent to him in 1796, from the congrega-

tion in Kicolson Street, Edinburgh, whose pastoi",

the Rev. Mr. Banks, had left them for America.

The synod at the time judged his transfer from

P'orfar to Edinburgh inexpedient, and decided ac-

cordingly; but the Nicolson Street congregation

thought otherwise, and renewed their call and were
successful, so that he was inducted as their minister

in June, 1797. Jamieson's clerical duties were thus

multiplied by a new and more extensive field of

labour; but he did not remit thf)se literary exertions

which had thus far been crowned with success. In

1799 he published \-\\^ Remarks on A'o'wlaml Hill's

Journal. In 1802 apjieared his work, in two volumes

octavo, entitled tlie Use of Sacred History; and in

1806, the Important Trial in the Court of Conscience.

His next work, and by far his most important, ^^ as

the Etymolo;j;ical Dictionaiy of the Scottish Lani^na;<^e.

The herculean attempt which he prop(jsed to him-
self in this work, and which he has so successfully

accomplished, was tlie f illowing:— I. To illustrate

tlie words, in their different significations, by exami)ks
frDin ancient and modern writers. 2. To show tlieir

affmity to those of other languages, and especially

the northern. 3. To exjdain many terms which,

though now obsolete in Englr.nd, were formerly

common to both countries. 4. To elucidate national

rites, customs, and institutions, in their analogy to

those of other nations.

The history of this national production ofJamieson
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is worthy of particular notice. When he first en-

gaged in a task to which his early studies and pur-

suits had been so congenial, he had meant to produce
notiiing more than a work of small dimensions—

a

mere vocabulary or glossary of the Scottish tongue;

and in the notes which he had prepared for the occa-

sion, the names of his authorities were merely men-
tioned, without further reference. It was then sug-

gested to him that the Dictionary would be more
acceptable to the public, as well as more satisfactory

as a standard, if he quoted those j^assages at full by
which his definitions were confirmed. He acted

upon this advice, being fully persuaded of its correct-

ness, and the consequence was, that his drudgery
was again to be undergone, and that too with many
heavy additions, so that he went over the whole
ground not only a second, but in many cases a third

time. It was not wonderful if, under such a process,

the result w^as two goodly quarto volumes, instead

of a slim duodecimo. The new light, also, which
broke upon him in the course of his studies, was
sufficient to inspire him with tenfold ardour in the

task. At the outset he had supposed, in common
with the prevalent opinion, that the Scottish language
was, in fact, no language at all, but a mere dialect of

the Anglo-Saxon; and that, as such, its fountain w-as

at no greater distance than England, and of no higher
antiquity than the days of Ilengist and Horsa. His
interviews, however, with a learned Icelander, sug-

gested another and more important theory: this was,

that the primitive words of the Scottish dialect were
not .Saxon, nor even Celtic, but Gothic. Were the

Lowlanders of .Scotland, then, the descendants not

merely of Anglo-Saxon captives and refugees, but of

a still more illustrious race—even of those who con-

quered Rome herself, and opened the way to the

regeneration of Europe? Such, he concluded, viiist

be the case; and the only difficulty that remained
was to prove it. This he endeavoured to accomplish,
by demonstrating that the Picts were not a Celtic

but a Gothic race; and that from them, and not the

Welsh or the Saxon, we derive these peculiarities of

the Scottish tongue. This theory, which he supported
w'ith a great amount of learning and probability, is

published in his "Dissertation on the Origin of the

Scottish Language," prefixed to the Dictionary. The
Dictionary itself was published in 1808- 1809, to

which a Sttpplcnicnt, in two other quarto volumes,
was added in 1825. As the first portion of the work
was soon out of print, he published an abridgment
of it in 1818, in one volume octavo. All this was
an immense amount of labour for a single mind, and
the literary world was astonished at his long-con-
tinued, unshrinking perseverance, as well as the suc-

cessful termination that requited it. But still he
never considered it completed, and continued his

additions and improvements to the last; so that, at

his death, two large volumes in manuscript had ac-

cumulated, nearly ready for the press. And besides
all this, his antiquarian industry was employed upon
otlicr task- of a kindred nature. In 1811 he published
An Historical Account of the Ancient Citldecs of lona,
and of tiicir Settlement in En^^laiid, Scotland, and
Ireland. In 1S14 appeared his ''J/ernies Scythicus,

or the Radical Affinities of the Greek and Latin
Lan:;uages to the Gothic." In 181 7 he contributed
to tlie EdnibHr'.^h J'/'iil. Trans, a paper "On the
()ii:;in of Cremation, or Burning of the Dead."
In the year following he unex]iectedly appeared in

a (irantmar of I\hetoric and Polite Idteratuir. He
also edited two important national productions, which,
on account of their obsolete language, were fast

hn-^tening into general forgetfulness. Tliese were the

Wallace of Blind Harr\% and the Bruce of Barbour.

This list of Jamieson's publications, of a strictly

scholastic nature, may startle some who recollect that

all the while he was minister of an Antiburgher con-
gregation; and that, too, in the heart of Edinburgh.
How were his clerical cluties fulfilled, and his people
satisfied? But while he was delighting the literary

world by his valuable productions, and winning the
foremost place in .Scottish antiquarianism, he was
not regardless of theology as his proper sphere. In
i8ll he published a sermon entitled T/ie Beneficent

Woman; in 1818, a sermon on llie Death of tlie

Princess Charlotte; and in 1819, Three Sermons con-

cernins^ Brotherly Lo7'e. His close attention to his

pastoral duties had also endeared him to his con-

gregation, while they were proud of the high repu-

tation of their minister, which was thrown with a

reflected lustre upon themselves. An event also

occurred in their religi(5us body that highly gratified

his Christian feelings of brotherly affection and unity,

as well as the enlarged and liberal aspirations of his

intellectual character. This was the union of the

Burgher and Antiburgher divisions of the Secession

church, who, after having kept apart until there

were no longer grounds for separation, at length

agreed to reunite and be at one. This consumma-
tion he had long earnestly sought; and besides using

every effort to procure it, he preached and published

two sermons recommendatory of the imion, which
was accomplished in 1S20. Ten years after this

gratifying event. Dr. Jamieson, whose age had now
passed the threescore years and ten, and had entered

the last decade of the series whose "strength is but

labour and sorrow," resigned his charge of Xicolson

Street congregation, and withdrew into private life.

And in his old age he was soon alone, for his nume-
rous family of fourteen children had gone successively

to the grave before him, many of them when they

had reached the season of manhood, and one of them,
Robert Jamieson, when he had become one of the

most distinguished lawyers in Scotland. Last of all

his wife died also, only a year before his own death,

and while his final illness was creeping upon him.

But it was then, when nothing more ren-vained for

him, that he felt the immeasurable superiority of rcr

ligion, and the comfort which it can impart, when
even literary fame, the purest of all earthly consola-

tions, has no longer the power to charm. He died at

his house in George Street, Edinburgh, on the I2th

of July, 1838, in the eightieth year of his age.

JARDINE, George, A.M., for many years pro-

fessor of logic in the university of Glasgow, was bom
in the year 1742 at Wandal, in the upper ward of

Lanarkshire, where his predecessors had resided for

nearly two hundred years. The barony of Wandal
formerly belonged to the Jardines of Applegirth—

a

younger son of whom aj^pears to have settled there

about the end of the sixteenth century, and to have

also been vicar of the parish during the time of Ljv.s-

copacy. The barony having passed from the Aj-ijile-

girth to the Douglas family, Mr. Jardine's forefalliLrs

continued for several generations as tenants in the

lands of Wandal, under that new race of landlon:-.

His -mother was a daughter of Weir of Birkwood, in

the parish of Lesmahagow.
Al'ter receiving his elementary education at the

parish school, he. in October, i7(.o. reijaired to tjla.—

giiw College, ani.l eiUered as a memljer of a society,

where, with very litile in'.errupti>_in, he was destined

to spend the whole <if his life. After going througli

the preliminary cia>>es, where his aljilities and dili-

gence attracted the attention and acquired for him
the rriend--hip of several of the jirofessors, he entered

the divinity Iiall under Dr. Trail, tlxn professor of
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theology, and in due time obtained license as a

preacher from the presbytery of Linlithgow. He
dill not, however, follow out the clerical profession,

having, from the good wishes of several of the pro-

fessors of Glasgow College, reason to hope that he
might eventually be admitted to a chair, which was
the great object of his ambition.

In 1 77 1 he was employed by Baron Mure of Cald-

well to accompany his two sons to France, and to

superintend their education at an academy in Paris.

The baron, who was at that time one of the most
influential men in Scotland, and who lived much in

the literary circle of Edinburgh, obtained from his

friend David Hume letters of introduction to several

of the French philosophers of that day; by means of

which Mr. Jardine had the advantage of being
acquainted with Helvetius and with D'Alembert, who
were then in the zenith of their fame, and whose
manners he used to describe as presenting a striking

contrast—Helvetius having all the style and appear-
ance of a French nobleman of the first fashion, while
D'Alembert preserved a primitive simplicity of dress

and manner, at that time quite unusual in Paris.

During his residence there he lived a good deal in

the society of Dr. Gemm, the uncle of Mr. Huskisson,
who was then settled as a physician in Paris, and
noted not only for his eminence in his profession, but

for his talents as a philosopher. Dr. Gemm was an
ardent friend to liberty, and at that time did not

.scruple to anticipate, to those with whom he was in-

timate, the fall of the French monarchy as an event

at no great distance.

Soon after his return from France, in July, 1773,
a vacancy occurred in the humanity chair of Glasgow
by the death of Mr. Muirhead, for which a very keen
competition arose between him and Mr. Richardson,

the result of wliich was doubtful until tlie very morn-
ing of the election, when, notwithstanding every

e>:ertion made in behalf of Mr. Jardine by Lord
Frederic Campbell, the lord-rector, Mr. Richardson
carried the election by a majority of one vote. Upon
this occasion Mr. Clow, the professor of logic, who
had always befriended Mr. Jardine, though, from a

l>rior engagement, he on this occasion felt himself

obliged to support the other candidate, told him not

to be discouraged, for that there might ere long be
an opportunity of his being admitted into their society.

The expectations which Mr. Clow thus kindly threw
out he very soon realized ; for, towards the end of the

following session, he intimated to the college, that,

from his advanced age, he required to be relieved

from the labour of teaching, and expressed a wish
that Mr. Jardine might be associated with him in the

professorship. About this time, too, Dr. Moor, pro-

fessor of Greek, gave in his resignation ; and in June,

1774, upon the same day, the faculty of Glasgow
College elected Mr. Young to the Greek chair, and
appointed the subject of lliis memoir assistant and
successor to .Mr. Clow.
Uy this arrangement the charge of the three junior

classes of Glasgow college came, at the same time,

to devolve upon three men in the vigour of life, who
all entered most zealously into the Inisiness of their

respective dei)artments, in whicli they soon intro-

duced very material improvements:— in particular,

they contrived to infuse a spirit of emulation among
their pupils by the institution of prizes publicly dis-

trilnited at the end of each session to those who had
distinguished themselves during the course—an in-

stitution which was gradually extended to other

classes at Glasgow, and which has now been gener-

ally introduced into the other universities. These
prizes have been increased during recent years by
the munificence of several of the lord-rectors and

the generosity of public-spirited individuals. There
are prizes bearing the names of James Watt, Lord
Jeffrey, Mr. James Ewing, the Marquis of Breadal-
bane, &c. , arising from large sums of money perma-
nently invested for that purpose.

The business of the logic class had hitherto con-
sisted in an explanation of the Dialectics of Aristotle,

followed up, towards the end of the course, by an
exposition of the most abstruse doctrines of meta-
physics and ontology, embracing the general attri-

butes of being, existence, essence, unity, necessity,

&c., and other similar abstract conceptions of pure
intellect. For the first year or two the new profes-

sor followed the same track ; but he soon discovered,

from the exammation of his students, that by far the

greater number of them comprehended very little of

the doctrines explained ; that a few only of superior

abilities could give any account of them at all, and that

the most of the young men remembered only a few
peculiar phrases or technical expressions \\ hich they
delivered by rote, unaccompanied by any distinct

notion of their meaning. Besides, even when these

abstract doctrines were understood, intelligent per-

sons who sent their sons to the logic class could not

fail to observe that the subjects to which their atten-

tion was directed had no relation to any profession

or employment whatever, and that little could be
derived from prelections on such topics, which was
likely either to adorn conversation, or to qualify the

student for the concerns of active life. Mr. Jardine

soon perceived, therefore, the necessity of a thorough
and radical change on the subjects of his lectures,

and after a simple analysis of the different powers of

the understanding, with the means of their improve-
ment, accompanied with a short account of Aristotle's

logic, he devoted by far the greater part of the course

to the original progress of language, the principles

of general grammar, the elements of taste and criti-

cism, and to the rules of composition, with a view to

the promotion of a correct style, illustrated by ex-

amples. His course of lectures was accordingly en-

tirely new-modelled, and he soon found that a great

proportion of the students entered with awakened
interest upon the consideration of these subjects, in-

stead of the listless inattention which had been be-

stowed on the abstract doctrines of metaphysics.

But the greatest improvement which he introduced

into the mode of conducting the business of the class

was a regular system of examinations and exercises.

He was of opinion with Dr. Barrow "'that com-
munication of truth is only one half of the business

of education, and is not even the most important

half. The most important part is the habit of em-
ploying, to some good puri)ose, the acquisitions c.f

memory by the exercise of the understanding; and
till this be acquired, the acfiuisition will not be found

of much use." The mere delivery of a lecture, espe-

cially to very young persons, he held of very little

advantage, unless they were jjlaced in the situation

of those who were bound to give an account of it, and
the exjiosition of the rules of coni])osition to be of

little avail unless acconqianied by the application of

those rules by the student himself Accordingly, r.t

a separate hour in the forenoon the students were
examined each day on the lecture of the morning,
and written essays were recpiired from time to time

on subjects more or less connected with those em-
braced in the lectures. These were regularly criti-

cized by the professor in the presence of the class
;

and after the principles of criticism had been ex-

jilained, they were, towards the end (jf the session,

distributed among the students themselves, who were
required to sulijoin a written criticism upon each

other's performances, under the superintendence of
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the professor ; and prizes were bestowed at the end
of the session, according to the determination of the
students, to those who excelled in these daily ex-

aminations and exercises. This system of practical

instruction is exjilained in all its details in a work
]iublished by Mr. Jardine before he relinquished the

charge of the logic class, entitled Outlines of Philoso-

phical Education, in which is to be found a full expo-
sition of a system of academical discipline which was
pursued in the logic class of Glasgow during the

jieriod of fifty years it was under his direction, and
which was found by experience to be attended with
the most beneficial effects.

The details of this system were, of course, attended
with no small additional labour to the professor ; for,

besides two, and occasionally three, hours each day
of public teaching, he had every evening to examine
and correct the essays of the students, which were in

such numbers as to occupy a large portion of his

time. He was reconciled, however, to this tedious

and laborious occupation by a thorough conviction

of its great practical utility, which each year's addi-

tional experience tended more and more to confirm.

Me had the satisfaction, too, of knowing that his

labours were not without success, both from his stu-

dents themselves, many of whom did not hesitate to

ascribe their advancement in after-life to the active

and industrious habits acquired in the logic class,

and also from the opinion of the public at large,

which was very clearly evinced by the progressive

increase of the number of students, the average of

which, when he entered upon the office, in the pub-
lic class was about 50, but which increased to nearly

200. This was no doubt partly owing to general

causes, applicable to the times, but to a certain ex-

tent it was assuredly to be attributed to the great

estimation in which this class was held by the public

at large. Few teachers have ever enjoyed so large a

]^ortion of the respect and afTection of their pupils.

This was owing not a little to the warm interest

which they could not fail to perceive he took in their

progress—to his strict impartiality, which admitted
of no preference or distinction of any sort except
that of talents and industry—and to a kindly, affec-

tionate, and almost paternal regard which marked
the whole of his demeanour to his students—who,
(bspersed as they afterwards came to be into all

quarters of the globe, have very generally concurred
in expressions of cordial esteem to their old precep-

tor. With such a hold upon the affection of his class,

he scarcely ever required to have recourse to the ordi-

nary means of enforcing academical discipline.

From 1774, when he first entered upon his office,

till 1S24, when he gave up teaching, the business

\vas systematically carried on in the way here described,

with such improvements from time to time as were
suggested by his experience ; and he possessed such
an excellent constitution, aided by a tenqier remark-
ably cheerful, that during the wliole fifty years he
^vas scarcely a single day absent from his class on
account of indisposition. Ilis ]ircdecessor, Mr. Clow,
survive I till 17SS, having the year before his death
rc.-igncd lo his successor tlie wliole privileges of the
oince, with his seat in the faculty ; and, notwith-
standing the very laborious duties which he had im-
posed on himself by his mode of teaching, Mr. Tar-
dine still contrived to devote a portion of his time to

the extrication of the patrimonial affairs of the college,

and the arrangement of their accounts, which his

business habits enabled liim to undertake without
much ditficulty, and whicli, chiefly liy his exertions,
were brought from a state of comparative confusion
into a very satisfactory arrangement. In 1792, like-

wise, when the Royal Infirmary was erected at Glas-

gow, he bestowed very great labour in promoting the

undertaking, and for more than twenty years after-

wards officiated as secretary, taking on himself the

chief management of the affairs of the institution,

from which he only retired a short time before his

death, when he received the thanks of the managers
for the unwearied attention he had bestowed on their

business for nearly thirty years.

The private life of .Mr. Jardine did not present any
great variety of incident. During the session he
lived in college in terms of great friendship with
several of Ids colleagues, particularly with Pro-
fessors Millar and Young, whose views in college

affairs generally coincided with his own ; and in sum-
mer he resided at a small property which he pur-
chased in the neighbourhood of Hamilton, which he
took great deliglit in adorning, and entered with
much relish upon the employments of a country life,

which formed an excellent relaxation after his win-
ter labours. His residence in that quarter naturally

occasioned a connection with the presbytery of

Hamilton, who, for upwards of thirty years, returned
him as their representative to the General Assembly,
which he regularly attended, taking a considerable

share in the business, and generally coinciding in

opinion with the late Sir llenrv' Moncrieff Wdlwood,
with whom he lived for a great many years in habits

of the most unreserved friendship. One of the last

public appearances which he made was in May,
1825, upon the question of pluralities, to which he
had on all occasions been a determined adversary;

\\hen he opened the second day's debate by a forci-

ble sjiecch on the impolicy of uniting professorships

with church livings, which, considering his great age,

was viewed at the time as a verj- remarkable effort,

and was listened to with profound attention.

In 1824, afier having taught for fully half a cen-

tury, he thought himself fairly entitled to retire from
his labours. Those who attended the class during

that last session did not perceive any abatement
either of his zeal or energy ; and during that winter

he was not absent from his class a single hour. IJut

he foresaw that the time could not be far distant when
these exertions must cease, and he preferred retiring

before he was actually compelled to do so by the in-

firmities of age. At the end of that session he ac-

cordingly requested his colleagues to select a person

to fill his place, declaring that he left the arrange-

ment entirely to them, and that he would not inter-

fere either directly or indirectly in the appointment
farther than by expressing an earnest wish that they

might select one who would take a zealous interest

in the prosperity of the class, and would continue the

same system of active employment on the part of the

students which had been found to be attenderl with

so much benefit. Their choice fell upon the Ke^.

Robert Ruchanan, minister of Peebles, v ho had him-

self carried off the first honour at this cla>s ; wliose

literary attainments were of a high order, and who
zealously continued to follow out the same system c^f

daily examinations and regular exercises wliich was
introduced liy his jiredecessijr.

U]ion the occasion of his retirenicnt bom ]niblic

teaching a number of those who had been his pupils

determined to show their respect by giving him a public

dinner in the town-hall of Gla-gow, which was at-

tended bv uuNvards of 200 gentlenien. many of whom
came from a great distance to evince their respect

for their \ei"',eial)le instructor. .^Ir. Mure of Cald-

well, his earlic'-i pu]>il, was in th.e chair, and the

late Marquis of llreadalhane. who l;ad Ijeen j/ccu-

liarlv uniler his charge at Glasgow C(jllege. and to

whom he wa^ very much attached, came from a great

tlistar.ce to Cifuciate as croupier.
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Mr. Jardine survived about three years after his

retirement from public duties, during which time he
resided as usual during winter in college, and con-

tinued to take an active interest in the affairs of the

society. While attending the General Assembly in

May, 1826, he was seized with a bilious attack

—

almost the first illness he ever experienced—from
which he never completely recovered, and he sank
under the infirmities of age on the 27th of January,

1827, having just completed his eighty-fifth year;

contemplating his dissolution with the composure of

a Christian, and expressing his gratitude to the Author
of his being for the many blessings which had fallen

to his lot, of which he did not consider as the least

the numerous marks of esteem and regard evinced by
his old pupils, with whom he was ever delighted to

renew a kindly intercourse. His death was deeply
regretted by the society of which he had been so long

a member, and by the inhabitants of Glasgow, where
he was very generally respected and esteemed.

In 1776 Mr. Jardine married Miss Lindsay of Glas-

gow, whom he survived about twelve years, and by
whom he had one son, John Jardine, advocate, who
held the ofhce of sheriff of Ross and Cromarty, and
died in 1850.

JEFFREY, Francis.—This eminent barrister,

and still more distinguished critic, was born in Edin-
burgh, on the 23d of October, 1773. His father was
George Jeffrey, one of the depute-clerks of the Court
of Session; his mother was Henrietta Louden, daugh-
ter of Mr. John Louden, farmer in the neighbourhood
of Lanark. Francis, tlie subject of our memoir, was
tlie eldest son of a family of five children; and it

will be seen, from the foregoing particulars, that the

success of his future career, be it what it might, could
derive little aid from paternal wealth or interest.

After having learned to read and write, he was sent,

at tlie age of eight, to the high-school of Edinburgh,
and there he continued six years, employed almost
entirely in the dry study of Latin—for in those days

the high-school curriculum had not expanded beyond
its ancient limits. The first four years of this long
course were spent under Mr. Fraser, one of the

teachers who had the distinguished honour of being
preceptor successively to Walter Scott, Francis

Jeffrey, and Henry Brougham; the last two years

he was taught by Dr. Adam, rector of the institution,

an'l author of the Roman Aiitiqitilies, under whose
able tuition he matured his knowledge of Latin. One
day, towards the close of this course, an incident oc-

curred which seldom fails to influence a young aspir-

ing mind at its outset: lie saw one of the truly great,

whom the world is proud to worship. On the Higli

Street his notice was arrested by a yilain country-
hjoking man, in whose appearance there was nothing
remarkalile but a pair of large dark eyes, which,
when animated, were wont to glow from their deep
recesses like liglited charcoal. The young critic

even already seemed to have disc(;vcred liiat no c)r-

diiiary merit was thus passing before liis view, so

tliat he continued to gaze after the stranger, until a

pers'jn standing at a shoi)-door tapi)ed him on tlie

shoulder, and said, "Ay, laddie, ye n)ay weel look at

that man I That's Robert Burns!" After this Jeffrey

might -lay, "/,/;////;« Vir:^ilium vidi,''' kix althougli he
afterwards enjoyed the intercourse of Campbell,
Scott, and Byron, he never saw Burns again.

Having finished his preparat<')ry education at the

high-school, Jeffrey, now in his fourteenth year, was
sent to the university of (ilasgow. His first year
was devi)tcd to the study of Greek under Professor

John \'oung, one of the most finished (Grecians and
elegant scholars of his day ; the secund to logic,

under Professor Jardine, a teacher in whom the
faculty of calling forth the latent capacities of his

pupils, and turning them to good account, seemed
to be a kind of instinct. He was thus singularly

fortunate in having two such preceptors as an educa-
tional institution seldom possesses at the same time;
and to the benefits which he derived from their in-

structions he bore a most honourable and enthusiastic

testimony many years after, in his inaugural address
to the college on being elected its lord-rector. Of
Jardine he said, "It is to him and his most judicious

instructions, that I owe my taste for letters, and any
little literary distinction I may since have been en-

abled to attain." Such was his declaration when he
had attained the very highest literary distinction;

and there are some who can still remember how
the tears rolled down the cheeks of the good old

professor when he found himself thus gratefully and
unexpectedly requited. During his third season at

college, Jeffrey attended the course of moral j^hilo-

sophy under Professor Arthur, the successor of Reid,

a man whose promise of high distinction was closed

by an early death. Thus fortunate in his opportuni-

ties of superior instruction, the young student devoted

himself with earnestness to his successive tasks, and
appears, even then, to have indicated not only his

future bent, but the eminence he would attain in it.

His note-books at the different classes were not

merely vumoranda, but regular digests of the lectures;

he was already a keen critic both of sentiment and
composition; and in the debating society of the

students, of which he was a member, he was soon

distinguished as one of its most ready speakers.

These aptitudes, however, were still more distinctly

exhibited in his private studies from May, 1789, when
he left the college of Glasgow, till September, 1791,

when he went to Oxford. This interval of a home
life, which so many youths of seventeen regard as a

season of rest, or spend they know not how, was
with Jeffrey anything but a period of repose or frivo-

lity, as his piles of manuscript written between these

dates sufficiently attested. Seated by the light of

his "dear, retired, adored little window," as he called

it, of the garret of his father's house in the Lawn-
market, he handled his already indefatigable pen
upon subjects of poetry, history, criticism, theology,

metaphysics; and the result of his diligence is attested

by twelve letters in the manner of the Spectator, and
thirty-one essays, the latter being written within the

compass of six months, while his criticisms alone

comprise fifty authors, chiefly French and Englibh.

I'^en then, too, the voice of propliecy was not want-

ing to predict his future renown. (Jne night, while

taking his "walk of meditation," he found James
Boswell, the biographer of Johnson, utterly pro-

strated upon the pavement by intoxication. It was

a fresh case of that (juare adiucsit pai-iniciito, for

which Boswell, on awakening from one of his bivouacs

in the street, found in his right hand a brief and re-

tainer. Jeffrey, aided by some lads, carried the fallen

worshiiijK-r of Paoli and Johnson to his home, and
put him into be<l. On the following morning Boswell,

on learning who had been his benefactor, cla])ped

young Jeffiey's head, and among other com])Iinients

said, "If you go on as you have begun, you may live

to be a Bozzy yourself yet."

At the close of the last centuty a conviction or

prejudice was prevalent in Scotland, that the educa-

tion of an I'jiglish university was necessary to com-

l)lete that of a Scottish one. It was deemed essen-

tial, therefore, that Francis Jeffrey, after having

ended his curriculum at (Glasgow, should amplify

and confirm it at Queen's College, Oxford ; and

thither accordingly he repaired at the close of
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September, 1791. But there he found neitlier the
happiness nor improvement he had expected. His
hopes, perhaps, had been raised too high to be ful-

filled; and to this disappointment was superadded
such a pining consumption of home-sickness as would
have been enough for either Swiss or Highlander.
It is no wonder, therefore, if, among his letters of

this period, we find such a lugubrious sentence as

the following:— "I feel I shall never be a great man,
unless it be as a poet." In the following month he
writes:— " Whence arises my affection for the moon?
I do not believe there is a being, of whatever de-

nomination, upon whom she lifts the light of her

countenance, who is so glad to see her as I am !

"

A poet, it is evident, he was in danger of becoming,
instead of a censor and scourge of poets; and this

melancholy and moon-staring was but the commence-
ment of a hopeful apprenticeship. With the same
morbid feelings he contemplated the society around
him, and characterized them all as drunkards, ped-
ants, or coxcombs. Few men depended more upon
Ljcalityfor happiness than Jeffrey, and .Scotland was
not only his native country, but his native element.

To this, therefore, and not to any inherent defects

in the education or students of Oxford, we may trace

his querulous murmurs; so that the whole world was
changed when he looked at it from .Vrthur's Seat or

the Pentlands.

On returning to Edinburgh at the age of nineteen,

Jeffrey appeared little changed by his sojourn in

I'^ngland. He was the same vivacious, slim, short

stripling as before, with the same wide range of

tliought and fluency of language that had so often

charmed or nonplussed his companions. In one
respect, however, a material change had occurred;
he had abandoned his native Doric dialect for that

sliarp, affected, ultra-English mode of pronunciation,

which afterwards abode with him more or less

through life, and which was in such bad taste, that

Lord Holland declared, "Though he had lost the
broad Scotch at Oxford, he had only gained the

narrow English." It was now full time to make
choice of a profession in good earnest, and prepare
for it, as hitherto his law studies at Oxford had been
little more than nominal. He might, if he jileased,

be a merchant under his paternal uncle, who was
settled at Boston in America; but he felt no vocation
for mercantile labour and adventure. Literature he
would have chosen in preference to anything, and,

of all literary occupations, that of poetry; but author-

ship as a trade was too precarious, and the fame of

a poet too unsubstantial. Then tliere was the Eng-
lish bar, which gave full scope to the utmost ambi-
tion; but Jeffiey knew withal that tlie great expense
of preparation, followed by that of waiting for prac-

tice, was more than his resources could enciuuUer.

Nothing remained for him but the profession of a

.Scottish advocate, for which his father's legal ac-

quaintanceships coukl secure him as much practice

as would suffice for a commencement. Here, then,

his choice rested, and he became a student of the

classes of .Scotch law in the university of Ivlinburgh.

r>ut besides these he had, in the Speculative Society,

of which he became a member at tiie end of 1792,
a still more effectual spur to progress, as well as

Ivjtter training both for law and criticism. Tliis

society had been established in the college of Edin-
burgh in 1764, for the purposes of reading literary

an<l scientific essays, and holding forensic debates
upon the subjects of these essays; it had already pro-

duced during the forty-eight years of its existence

some of the most distinguislied characters of the dav;

and \\lien Jeffrey enrolled he found himself a fellow-

debater of those who afterwards obtained the fjremust

name in their respective walks of life. Of these it is

sufficient to name .Sir Walter .Scott, Lord Brougham,
Lord Moncrieff, Francis Horner, and William .Scar-

lett, at that time young men, but with whom it was
impossible for the most talented to contend without
being braced by such formidable exercise. It was
no wonder, therefore, that by such weekly meetings
Jeffrey soon ])erfected himself in the practice of com-
]iosition, and became a ready and eloquent debater.
Three years was the usual period of attendance; but
after this term he continued for four years a volun-
tary visitor, and took part in its proceedings with
unabated interest. In 1834, when he had reached
the full summit of his reputation as sovereign of the
empire of criticism and champion of the Scottish bar,

he presided at a dinner to celebrate the seventieth

anniversary of the institution, and gloried in acknow-
ledging the benefits he had derived from it.

Jeffrey had now reached his twentieth year, and
was busy in preparation for passing as a Scottish

advocate, while he thus characterized himself: "I
have lived on this earth very nearly one score of
years, and am about to pass some professional trials

in a few months, who have no fortune but my edu-
cation, and who would not bind myself to adhere
exclusively to the law for the rest of my life for the

bribery of all the emoluments it has to bestow." He
had so learned to love literature for its own sake, that,

be his occupation what it might, his favourite re-

creations would still be found in criticism and the

bdlcs-lettrcs. This he afterwards more distinctly

intimated in a letter to his brother, where he writes:

"I shall study on to the end of my days. Not law,

however, I believe, though that is yet in a manner
to begin; but something or other I shall—I am de-

termined." But what was that something? as critic

or poet—reviewer or reviewed? It will scarcely be
believed, that while studying law he had also been
equally diligent in verse-making, so that a poetical

translation of the A>\^oi!aiiticon of AppoUonius
Rhodius, two dramatic productions, and a large

bundle of descriptive and sentimental poems, were
the fruits of this dangerous pursuit. Happily, how-
ever, a healthier spirit was rising within him ; and
he manifested it by keeping his poetry not merely

from the press, but the jjcrusal of his Iriends. At
length the full cure of this intermittent disease was
effected on the i6th of December, 1794, for on that

day he was admitted to practise as an advocate at

the Scottish bar—an occupation from which there is

no retreat cxceju to politics or agriculture, and a

place at which of all others the Muses have \cix>X

dared to intrude.

The position which the northern barristers at that

period occupied could only be peculiar to such a

country as .Scotlanti. In England, indeed, the occu-

pation could raise a talcntei-l ])ractitioner to greater

wealth and higher political rank; but the English

bar was only a part of the great whole, and had but

a single voice in the compHcated admini-iralion of

the common weal ; and to whatever height it might

lead its best and ablest, tliere was still a summit

above them which they could not reach, and under

which they were over>ha(lowe(l. liut in Scotland

the case was different. The union iliat had anni-

hilated every national iii>t;ncti' in liad left our tribunal

untouched. 1 lere. then, was the jjace around which

the whole nationality of tlie country could rally, and

through which the iu:;cu!hm pcyfcrr-idiiiii could find

utterance; and tlicrefcre the I'arliament House, be-

sides being a court of la\\'. \\as I'alace, council, and

senate of tlie no%\- abrogatetl kingdom of Scotland.

Such were the attractions which the Scottish bar

po.->es?cd, and hitherto they had sulYiced, nwt only
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for the highest tnlent, but the best aristocracy of the

country. But here, also, the old feudalism of Scot-

land had made its last rallying eflbrt, so that the

divine right of kings, the unquestionable right of

lairtls, and the superiority of everj'thing that was
ancient, were the favourite axioms of the Edinburgh
Court of Session. All this, indeed, would soon have
died out had it not been for the French revolution,

which ministered new fuel to an already decaying

flame, and made it burst forth with greater vigour

than ever. While every nation took the alarm, and
began to draw the old bands of order more tightly

around its institutions, this process was judged espe-

cially necessary for Scotland, which had neither king

nor parliament of its own, and was therefore deemed
the more likely to join the prevalent misrule. Modern
Toryism was therefore ingrafted upon the ancient

Scottish feudalism, and unqualified submission be-

came the order of the day. Even the distance from
the seat of government only made our northern poli-

tics the more sensitive to every indication of indepen-

dent thought or action; and thus, what was nothing

n)ore than Whiggery within the precincts of West-
minster, was sheer rebellion and high treason in the

Parliament .Square of Edinburgh.
Such was the condition of that honoured and in-

fluential class into which Jeffrey was now admitted.

It will at once be seen that the difficulties of his new
position were of no trivial amount. Even at the out-

set his undistinguished birth was against him; and
those who belonged to the " lordly line of high Saint

Clair" could scarcely be expected to admit the son

of a clerk-depute into full fraternity. lie undoubt-
edly possessed a superiority of talent that might more
than counterpoise such inferiority; but here, instead

of holding the field without a rival, he had many
who were fully his match—competitors as well

equipped for the encounter, and who attained as high

professional rank and reputation, as himself. Still,

however, one remedy remained. The tide of Toryism
was at the heiglit, and by throwing himself implicitly

upon it, he would be borne onward to fortune. And
this, too, he might do not only without degradation,

but with universal approval; for loyalty was the order

of tlieday, and every step was commended that went
against the anarchy with wliich throne and altar were
menaced. But Jeffrey was a Whig. From an early

period he had revolved the questions of civil and
political liberty, and instead of discarding them as the

mere Brutus and Cassius dreams of college boyhood,
he had clung to tlienvwith all the greater tenacity as

years went onward; and now that he was aljout to

enter into active life, he boldly avowed them as the

conclusions of his matured judgment, and the prin-

ciples of his future political conduct. And what
chance had he, then, of success in a profession where
his opinions of popular rights were not only con-

demned as mischievous, but despised as vulgar and
mobhish ? Tliere were men, indeed, not only in

Edinburgh, but even the Court of .Session, who in

political jn-inciples were like-minded with himself;

but they were for the most jiart so independent, either

by family, or fortune, or position, tliat they could

better afford to ojijiosc the prevailing current than a

young man to whom the pathway of life was just

opened, with nothing but his own energies to bear

him f irward. Taking all these circumstances into

accf)unt, there is none, be his princi]>les in politics

what they may, wlio can refuse to Jeffrey the award
of unswerving integrity and high heroic consistency.

And truly he reaped the reward he merited, not only

in his own advancement, but the final ascendency
of those obnoxious political df)ctrines which he so

bravely advocated and consistently maintained.

On commencing practice at the bar, JefTrey la-

boured under a difficulty upon which perhaps he had
not calculated. This was the unlucky half English
mode of speaking which he had learned or assumed
at Oxford, but which he had not the good taste to

discard at Edinburgh ; and such was the strength of
popular prejudice at this period, that there were few
who would not have scrupled to intnist the manage-
ment of a law case to an "Englified" pleader.

With this mode of speech, which was thought to

savour of affectation, he combined an oppressive
sharpness of tone, volubility of words, and keenness
of sarcasm, calculated to wound the self-love of those
who could not parry and return the thnists of such
an agile fencer. His business, therefore, as an ad-
vocate went on very slowly, and his fees were pro-

portionably scanty. Most of the cases, indeed, which
]")assed through his hands, were obtained by the in-

fluence of his father. The necessity of having some
other dependence than the bar became so strong,

that in 1798 he conceived the idea of commencing
authorship in Eondon as his future profession ; and
for this purpose he repaired thither, furnished with
introductions to the editors of some of the principal

reviews and newspapers, and buoyed up with the

expectation that he would cjuadruple the scanty re-'

venue that he could ever hope to enjoy from his

profession in Edinburgh. But London was not

destined to be his sphere, and notwithstanding his

introductions, he got so little encouragement that

he was soon glad to return. He resumed his very

limited practice as an advocate, although with a

thousand plans of emancipation that ended as such

dreams generally do, but still improving his know-
ledge, as well as increasing the circle of his literary

acquaintances. At length, as if to place the cope-

stone upon his desperate fortunes, he adventured

upon marriage, and in 1801 became the husband of

Catherine Wilson, daughter of the Rev. Dr. Wilson,

professor of church-history at St. Andrews, a second

cousin of his own. Jeffrey's income at this time

averaged nothing more than ;^ioo per annum, while

his wife had no fortune, except the inestimable one
of an amiable affectionate disposition and pleasing

manners, that shed a gentle charm over her whole
household economy. The happy pair established

their domicile in a third story of Buccleugh Place,

which they furnished upon the most cautious scale

of economy. But it was in the study of this dwelling,

and around the plain table and few chairs of which
the study could boast, that a plan was foiTned by
which not only the literature of Scotland, but of

Europe itself, was to be revolutionized, and upon
which Jeffrey himself was thenceforth to depend for

the high literary reputation and prosperous career

that accompanied him to the end.

We allucle to the establishment of the F.dinhuriih

Revietv. Hitherto, in the critical department of

literature in I'jigland, a review had been little more
than a ]icg upon which to hang a book for advertise-

ment; and the individual merits of each work were
more attended to than the great general questions of

science, literature, or politics, which it more or less

involved. In Scotland the department of criticism

was at a still lower ebb; for the country had no rc-

f^ular review, the only one which it possessed, called

the F.dinhur;^lt Rr<nr>i', having expired in 175^^ after

a short twelvemonth of existence. But the world

was ri]ie for change, and the whole framework of

intellectual and political society was already loosen-

ing, for the purpose of being resolved into new forms

and combinations. It was evident, therefore, that

either in London or in Ldinlnirgh some standard

periodical should be established, to meet, and if
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possible to direct an;l control, tlie coming change

—

and this, it was evident, couhl only be done by a

more ample system of reviewing than had hitherto

been attempted. Such was the impression that for

some time had been floating through the minds of

the more observant in Edinburgh; but to embody
that impression, and reduce it to action, was still the

difficulty. This, however, was soon obviated. A
meeting of Jeffrey's literary friends was assembled at

his dwelling in Buccleugh Place, and there the idea

of such a review was started, and the plan of its

management deliberated. The proposal was due to

the Rev. Sydney Smith, who is entitled "the ori-

ginal projector of the Ediitbiiri^h Kcvicii'
;'''' an eager

discussion followed ; and as the night without was
very tempestuous, the coterie made themselves merry
with the thought of the still greater storm tliey were
devising within. The plan, after several such meet-

ings, was settled, and it was resolved to l)ring out

the first number of the work in June, 1S02, but, from
several causes, the publication was delayed till the

loth of October. Its descent upon the literarj' world
was followed by a burst of astonishment— it exhibited

such a form and character of criticism as the British

public had never yet thought of—and that such should
have been produced in a remote nook like Edinburgh
greatly heightened :he general wonderment. The
contributions of Jeffrey on this occasion were five in

number, and his criti<jue upon "Mourier on the In-

fluence of the French Revolution," was the first m
the work. His importance in the future character

and success of the Rcz'ic7i' was even thus early pre-

dicted by Horner, also one of the contrilnitors, who
made the following entry in his private journal:

—

"Jeffrey is the person who will derive most honour
from this publication, as his articles in this number
are generally known, and are incomparably the best.

I have receivetl the greater pleasure from this cir-

cumstance, because the genius of that little man has
remained almost unknown to all but his most in-

timate acquaintances. His manner is not at first

pleasing; what is worse, it is of that cast which
almost irresistibly impresses upon strangers the idea

of levity and superficial talents. Yet there is not

a ly man whose real character is so much the reverse.

He has, indeed, a very siiortive and playful fancy, but

it is accompanied with an extensive and varied in-

formation, with a readiness of apprehension almost
intuitive, with judicious and calm discernment, with

a profound and jjenetrating understanding." It was
no small praise that Jeffrey should already have ac-

quired so high a character in a talented community
such as we might now look for in vain in Edinburgh.
The chief of these, besides I lorner himselfand Sydney
Smith, were Lord Brougham; Brown, the professor

of moral philosoj^hy ; Lord Webb Seymour: Mr.
Hamilton, afterwards professor of Sanscrit nt Haley-
bury College; Dr. John Tiiomson, who became jiro-

fessor of pathology in the university of Edinburgli;
Mr. Reddie, afterwards town-clerk of Cilasgow; rilr.

Thomas Thomson, the eminent Scottish antiquary;
and Lord .Murray, late judge of the Court of .Session.

All these were young men full t)f talent and ambi-
tion, to whom the Ji.inihur^/t Rciic^^ at its com-
mencement was a vent for feelings auvl theories that

had been accumulating for years. Above all, it

enabled them to give full utterance to those ]iolitical

principles that were so obnoxious to the rulers of the

day, and >o dniil)ly proscribed in Scotland. Eacli
individual no longer >too(l alone, but was jiart of a

collected and well-di-Ncipiined ])lialaiix; and instead

of being obligeil to express his opinions in bated
breath, and amidst an overwhelming uproar of con-
tradiction, he could now announce them in full and

fearless confidence, through a journal which was sure

of being heard and feared, at least, if not loved and
respected.

As the Ea'iitlitir^h Refitn' was a new experiment
in literary adventure, its outset was accompanied
with many difficulties, arising from want of experi-

ence among its chief conductors; and therefore it was
obliged, in the first two or three years of its exist-

ence, to grope its way, step by step, as it best could.

It was launched even without a pilot, for Sydney
Smith edited no more than the first number. 'J he
meetings of the contributors were held with all the

dread and mystery of a state-conspiracy, m a little

room off Willison's printing-office in Craig's Close,

to which each member was requested to steal singly,

by whatever by-way would be least suspected; and
there ihcy examined and criticized each other's pro-

ductions, and corrected the proof-sheets as they were
thrown off. These contributions, also, for tiie first

three numbers at least, were given gratuitously.

No journal, it was soon felt, could long make head
against such deficiencies ; and the first important

advance in improvement was to api)oint Jeffrey sole

and responsible editor. The dismal and ludicrous

secret meetings in the back-room of the printing-

office quickly disajipeared— for vhat author, however
in love witli the anonymous, could long continue to

be ashamed of being a writer in the Ediiibuigh

Kezic-Li'! The rapid sale of the work and the large

profits it realized made the payment of articles a

necessary consequence, and therefore the first re-

muneration was fi.xed at ten guineas a sheet, which
rose to sixteen as the yiiiitimtim price, while the

editor was salaried at £}fX) per annum. By these

changes a coalition of talented writers was bound
together, and pledged to the furtherance of the work.

But the life and soul of that coalition was Jcfirey,

and nothing could have been more appropriate than

his apiwintment to the editorship. Unconsciously

he had made his whole life a training for the office,

not only by the multifariousness of his studies, but

his early practice of analyzing the authors he read,

as well as his own miscellaneous compositions, so

that the practice as well as the talents of a critic

were ready for instant action. On the appointment
being offered to him he had some dubitation on the

subject, which he thus expresses at full to his ex-

cellent friend and adviser, Francis Horner:— "There
are/rcr and cons in the ca>c, no doubt. What th.e

pros arc I need not tell you. ;r^3oo a-year is a

monstrous bribe to a man in my situation. The cons

are—vexation and trouble, interference with jirofes-

sional employment and character, and ri>k of general

degradation. The first I ha\e had some little ex-

perience of, and am not afraid for. The second,

upon a fair consideration, I am pcr-uadcd I oui^Iit t.>

ri>k. It will be long before I make /'300 more than

I now do by my profession, and by far the greater

jiart of the employment I have will remain with me,

I know, in spite of anything of thi> s"rt. The char-

acter and success of the work and the liberality if

the allowance are not to be oi>regnrded. L.ut what
inlluences me the mo-t i>. tliat I engaged in it at

first graluitoi;.-ly, along with a set of men whose
character and hituatinn in lite mu>t command tl;e

respect of the multitude, and th.at I hope to go on

with it as a matter of enio'ument along with the

same associates. .Ml the men here will take their

te:i guinea^. 1 llnd. and. up.der the sanction tif tliCt

example, I think I may take my editor's salan.- also.

I without being su] po>ed tn have sutTered any de-

' gradation. It would be easy tn say a great deal on
' tliis subject, but the sum c^{ it, I believe, is here, and
1
vouwill understand me a> well as if I had been mere
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eloquent: I would undoubtedly prefer making the

same sum by my profession; but I really want the

money, and think that I may take it this way, with-

out compromising either my honour or my future

interest.'

Such was the train of reasoning by which Jeffrey

committed himself to the Rt-view. It was tliat im-

portant step in life which a man can take but once,

and by which the whole tenor of his after-course is

determined. In Jeffrey's case it was both wise and
prosperous, notwithstanding the manifold feuds of

authorship in which it necessarily involved him.

It was not merely from the small fry of writers, who
writlicd under his critical inflictions, that these

quarrels arose ; but also from men of the highest

mark, whom he tried by a standard proportioned

to tiieir merits, and therefore occasionally found

wanting. In this way he offended such distinguished

authors as Scott, Byron, Soutiiey, Wordsworth, and
Coleridge ; but in most instances the resentment he

kindled was transient, and followed by a cordial

reconciliation. Even Byron, tiie most iiuiignant and
most formidable of the whole, recanted his vilifica-

tions of JelTrey in a mucli higher strain of poetry

than that which characterized \\\% English Bards ami
Scotch Rezicwcrs. But of all these quarrels, that

with Thomas Moore threatened to be the most
serious. In l8o6 the young poet of Erin published

a volume, wiiich will ever remain a blot upon his

fair fame. It was entitled Epistles, Odes, and other

Poems ; and notwithstanding its undoubted merits,

which no one was more ready to acknowledge than

Jeffrey, he opened his critique with such a burst of

indignation as the offence of the poet merited. After

acknowledging the high talents of Moore in a few
sentences, the reviewer thus continues: "He is in-

debted, we fear, for the celebrity he actually enjoys

to accomplishments of a different description; and
may l)>)ast, if the boast can please hun, of being the

most licentious of modern versifiers, and the most
poe'.ical of those who, in our limes, have devoted
their talents to the pnj])agation of immorality. We
regard his book, indeed, as a jjublic nuisance, and
wouM willingly trample it down by one short move-
ment of conieinpt and indignation, had we not rea-

son to ajjprchend that it was abetted by patrons

wlio are entitled to a more res]icctful remonstrance,
and Ijy admirers who may require a more extended
exposition of their dangers." The article throughout
was judged to Ije so personal, that the ]>oet re^^<)lved

to redre>s himself in another way than by writing

a rejoinder, eitlier in ])rose or verse. In short, he
resolved to call the critic out, a purpose which he
was enabled to effect in consequ nee of a visit tliat

Jefl'rey made to London a shfjrt time after the article

was i)ublished. 'I'lie hostile parties met in a field

near London, and JelTrey was attended on this occa-

sion by his friend Horner. The police, however,
had got intelligence of their i)Urpose, and arrested

the combatants when the duel was al)f)ut to com-
mence. On reaching the ])olice-orfice the pistols

Were exaniine'l, when it w.vs fnuul that Jetfrey's

contained no bullet, as it had proitaljly drop]>ed out

when the weapon was snatched from iiim; while that

of the ]joet \\a> furnished with the usual com])lenient

of leacl, and ready for execution. .\ fooli^h aftair

in it-elf, the meeting was rendered more ridiculous

still iiythe re|)(irt-) that were fninded u])on the harm-
less pi-tol, both weapons being represented as in

the same condition, and fit to produce nothing more
than a little noise. The offending parties, being
b'jund over to keep the ]:)eace, rciohed to adjourn
the comljat to the neutral ground of Hand)urg. Liit

belter thoughts occurred, and an exj)lanalion fol-

lowed, in which Jeffrey declared that it was the
morality of the book, and not of the man, which he
had judged and condemned ; v\ hile Moore professed
himself satisfied with the explanation. Nothing was
more natural than that two such fiery spirits should
pass from the extreme of dislike to that of friendship;

and such was the case with Moore and Jeffrey,

whose affection for each other continued till the
close of life.

We have already seen the misgivings of Jeffrey

as to the effect which his literary censorship would
produce upon his progress at the bar. In this re-

spect his fears were hap])ily disappointed ; for, al-

though liis progress was not rapid, it was steadily

growing from year to year, accelerated on the whole,
rather than retarded, by his office of reviewer. The
literary society of Edinburgh, also, was constantly

increasing, and among these he was enabled to take

an important stand, as the highest and most influen-

tial of British critics. Even the death of his amiable
wife, which occurred in 1805, and which he felt

more deeply than any calamity that ever befell him
either before or after, only drove him more keenly

into the duties of ac'ive life. And these were neither

few nor trivial; for, besides his practice, both in the

civil and criminal courts, he took an important share

in the legal business of the General Assembly, in

which he continued a pleader for twenty years.

Saving this mournful domestic bereavement, all

things went prosperously onward, so that by the

commencement of 1807 he thus writes to his brother:

"I work at the .A'tTVtW still, and might make it a

source of considerable emolument if I set any value

on money. But I am as rich as I want to be, and
should be distressed with more, at least if I were
to work more for it." Of the journal itself, also,

.Sir W. Scott, who disliked its political princijdes

with a full measure of feudal and Tory dislike, thus

testifies to its popularity: "Of this work 9000 copies

are printed quarterly, and no genteel family caji

pretend to be without it ; because, independently of

its politics, it gives the only valuable literar)' criti-

cism which can be met with." This unprecedented

success not only alarmed the enemies of political

innovation, but excited their literary ambition.

Could not a coterie be assembled in London as

learned and talented as that of ICdinburgh, and an

antagonist journal be started as formidable as this

critical (loliath? At length the decision was preci-

pitated by an article in the Edinburgh Ka'irui for

October, 1808, on "Don I'edro Cevallos on the

French Usurpation of Sjwin." 'J'his talented paper,

written by Jeffrey himself, which ventured to run

counter to the political enthusiasm of the day upon

the subject of .Spanish patriotism, excited the Tory

resentment to the highest pitch; and the feeling was

expressed in every form, from the m.ngnificent disdain

(jf the I'larl of I'lUchan—who kicked the (offensive

number through his lobby, and into the street, be-

lieving that thereby he had sealed for ever the fate

of the Eduihiirgh A'r.'iiio^W) the calm liut stern dis-

approval of Sir Walter Scott, who thus wrote to its

puldisher: "The J:dinhnrgh J\e-,iew had become
such as to render it inqiossiblc for me to continue a

contributor to it ; no-,' it i> such as I can no longer

contiinie to receive or read it."

The ])lan of the Quarterly, which had for some
time been contemplated, was soon arranged, and
its first number ajjpeared in l-'ebruary, 1809. It is

honourable to the d.dinhurgh A'crido to state, that

its system of management was the one adopted by
the new rival journnl, at the recommendation of Sir

Walter Scott. Thi> ])lan was unfolded by Sir Wal-
ler in a letter to Giflord, the newly-appointed editor
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of the Qtiarkrly, previous to its commencement.
His letter, from which we give the following extract,

sufficiently shows how essential Jeffrey had been to

the prosperity of the Edinburgh periodical, as well

as the sagacious measures which he had adopted for

the purpose. Indeed, they may be said to have
formed the exemplar of all the numerous magazines
of our day:— "The extensive reputation and circula-

tion of the Edinl'urgli Kciieiv is chietly owing to two
circumstances: first, that it is entirely uninfluenced

by the booksellers, who have contrived to make
most of the other reviews merely advertising sheets

to puff off their own publications; and, secondly, the

very handsome recompense which the editor not only

holds forth to his regular assistants, but actually

forces upon those whose circumstances and rank
make it a matter of total indifference to them. The
editor, to my knowledge, makes a point of every
contributor receiving this bonus, saying that Czar
Peter, when working in the trenches, received pay
as a common soldier. But there is still something
behind, and that of the last consequence. One
great resource to which the Edinburgh editor turns

himself, and by which he gives popularity even to

the duller articles of his Rciiew, is accepting contri-

butions from persons of inferior powers of writing,

provided they understand the books to which the

criticisms relate ; and as such are often of stupifying

mediocrity, he renders them palatable by throwing
in a handful of spice—namely, any lively paragraph,

or entertaining illustration, that occurs to him in

reading them over. Uy this sort of veneering, he
converts, without loss of time or hindrance of busi-

ness, articles which, in their original state, might
hang in the market, into such goods as are not likely

to disgrace those among which they are placed."

In this way Jeffrey plumed many a heavy article,

and sent it soaring heavenward, which, without such

aid, would have been doomed to dabble in the mud.
It is evident, however, that this, the.most important,

was also the most difficult, of all editorial labours
;

and without a very skilful hand, would have converted

t!ie process of fine veneering into clumsy patchwork.
It must have been amusing in not a few cases, to see

a grave contributor to the Edinb!ir;:;h Rcvicii' reading

his article for the first time in print, and wondering
at Ills own wit and vivacity I

Notwithstanding the merited success of the Quar-
terly, Jeffrey felt neither envy nor alarm ; there was
now room enough in the literary workl for lioth

journals, and the excellence of the one was a healthy

stimulus to the other. His affiirs were also so pros-

perous, that after successive removals to more fashion-

able mansions in Edinburgh, he was enabled, in

i8i2, to occupy a country-house at Ilatton, near

Edinburgh, once a seat of the Earls of Lauderdale.
This antique residence was soon enlivened by an
additional tenant. In iSio Jeffrey had met \\\\.\\

?*Iiss Charlotte ^^'ilkes, grand-niece of the celebrated

John Wilkes, who was on a visit to Edinlnngh willi

her uncle and aunt, and this acquaintance ripened
into an attachment, that was followed l)y marriage
in 1S13. As the lady, however, resided in New
York, it was necessary that Jeffrey should rep.iir to

America for his bride; and thither accnniingly he
went, notwithstanding his invincible abhorrence of

the sea, and impatience of the restraints of naviga-

tion. His journal c.if the voyage, as niiL^ht be ex-

pected, is a wratliful enumeratinn of cloudy ,~-kic>,

gale>, sea->icknes^, lumbered tlecks, soured com-
panions, and squalling chddren ; ending with

get liack safe to my own place from tlii,-^ expe
I shall never williu'dv ''o out of si'dit of lani'

in WW life. It Nsa:> well that such a con^olat

'If I

ition,

au'ain

ion

awaited his landing, in one who, for thirty-four years,

was the comfort of his life and enlivener of his home.
At his return to Edinburgh, in the beginning of

1814, he threw himself into the work of the Mtvicio

with fresh ardour, for the disastrous campaign of
Napoleon in Russia, and the series of important
events that rapidly followed, by which the whole
history of the world was changed, gave full scope to

his political prelections. In 1815 he removed his

country residence from Hatton to Craigcrook, about
three miles to the north-west of Edinburgh, and
there his summers were spent till the close of liis life.

The mansion at first consisted of nothing but an old
tower; but this and the adjacent grounds he enlarged,
improved, and beautified, as he would have done
with some article for the A'airw that was too dull

to be published in its original state, but too good to

be neglected. By successive additions the building
was expanded into a stately baronial residence, while
the thirty or forty acres that surrounded it gave full

exercise to that taste for the pleasing and the beauti-

ful which hitherto he had exi)ressed only in theory.

There, also, he gathered round him such distinguished

characters as Alticus himself might have envied.

"What can efface these days," exclaims his affection-

ate biographer, "or indeed any Craigcrook day, from
the recollection of those who had the happiness of
enjoying them I"

A change in the .Scottish tribunal at the beginning
of 1816 brought Jeffrey into greater legal practice

than ever. This was the introduction of juries for

the trial of facts in civil causes ; and for such a de-

partment he soon showed himself well fitted, by his

versatile intellectual powers, the variety of his know-
ledge, and ready commantl of every kind of oratory.

Here, too, the fact of his connection with the /\c~ir..i;

instead of retarding his progress, only brought him
clients in multitudes, for he was now recognized as

the champion of popular rights, as well as a most
able and accomplished pleader. "S'et, with this great

addition to his professional duty, neither his diligence

nor productiveness as a writer was abated, so that,

independently of his wonted labours in the /vVr/cTi',

he wrote the article "Beauty" in the Eiicycloludia

Britannica—a treatise that, notwithstanding the

fluctuating nature of every theory upon that .subject,

will always continue to be adniiretl fiir the nieta-

idivsical depth of its sentiments, and the cln.-sic

fini>hed elegance of its style. This tide of success,

however, ^\as on one occasion interru]ted. Strarge

to tell, Jeffrey stuck a speech I In i Si 8 John Kenible

was about to take leave of the Scottish >tnge; and as

his admirers proposed to give him a public ciir.ner

in Edinl)urgh, Jeffrey was commissioned to jiroeut

him a snuft'-box at the banquet. He ro.-e for the

purpo.se with full confidence in that extenq oranci r.s

power %\hich had never failed him ; but \\ hen l!;e

dramatist raised his kingly form at the same in.-tar.I,

and confronted him witli magnificent f liei.-ai'ce, tlie

most fluent of speakers \\a> sudderily >tri;Lk (Ir.nil>—
he sat do^n, %\ ith his speecli hall-tiuislied and his

gift unpresented I

It \\as now time that honi^rary distinctions ns well

as sub.-tantial jirofits >h< ai;d (iescend ujion the suc-

ce.->--hd critic and b.',rri>ter. si> tliat lie -houl 1 becnie
something more tlian plain Francis Jeffrey. The>e

were now at hand; and the f,i-t that adorned him
a]-')u\)]iriatelv enough came troin a seat of learning.

His own co'llege of ( ila^-ow had not hi-t si-!it of

its earlv cdunums : aiKi alter having electe<l the li;gh.e>t

an'l mo>t talented to the ofnce of lord-rector of the

mr.versit v, the claims of tlie prince eif critics to hll it

ouglu not to be overlookeil. So felt the young
stuuer.t.-. bv wh^.^c ^l;t'fr..:e:. the rector is cho:enj
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and in iS^o, notwithstanding the hostility of the

professors, whose dislike of Jeffrey's Whiggism could

not be overcome, he was invested with the honoured
distinction. After this, proposals were made from
influential quarters to obtain for him a seat in parlia-

ment ; but these he declined : it was from the court

of law and not the senate that his next honours were
to be obtained. Accordingly, in 1829, he was unani-

mously elected dean of the Faculty of Advocates,

the highest honour which his own profession can

bestow, and all the more honourable that the elec-

tion was by the votes of his brethren. It was no
trivial indication of political change, that the editor

of the Edinbtirgh Ket'ii'w should have been appointed

to such an office, in the very heart of Edinburgh,
and by a body of men who had in former times been
the keenest and most influential champions of Tory-

ism. It was necessary, however, that his editorship

should cease, and he gladly resigned it into younger
hands. It was not an easy sacrifice to relinquisli an

office so congenial to his tastes and habits, wliich

lie hatl held for twenty-seven years, and wlvich he

had raised by the force of his talents to such high

distinction in the literary and political world. The
list of his contriljutions during this period is truly

astounding, not only for quantity, but variety. Tliey

amounted in all to 201 articles, a selection from which
was pulilished in eight volumes, under his revision,

in 1843. After having been dean of faculty for a

very sliort period, JeflVey, in 1830, was appointed
lord-advocate. This office, although resembling that

of the attorney-general in England, has few recom-
mendations, beyond those of mere distinction, to a

successful practitioner at the Scottish bar; for, besides

affording a salary of only ^^300 per annum, it has
legal and political duties attached to it sufficient

for the utmost energies of the most talented indivi-

du.al. I'or three years and a half he continued in

this laborious office, during which period he was
almost exclusively occupied with the important mea-
sures of parliamentary and burgli reform, and spent

much of his time in attendance upon the House of

Commons, wliicli he did as member for the Forfar-

shire burglis, and finally for the burgh of Malton.
His situation in tlie House of Commons was any-

tliing but a sinecure, as the passing of the reform
bill for Scotland, of which he was tlie official man-
ager, cost him many speeches and sleepless nights,

as well as a vast amcjunt of daily anxiety. After this

great work was successfully accomplished, his chief

ambition was to reju'csent his native city in the first

ref'irmcd jiarliament. Nothing, indeed, could be
more legitimate than such ambition after the toils he
lia-l undergone in tiie cause of reform, not merely
a:i l.ord-advocate of Scotland, but rdso as the ablest

of political writers in behalf of the measure, when
its very idea was reckoned tantamount to high-treason.
His \\i>li was gratified. lie was jnit in nominati(Ui

n-> candidate for the representation (;f Kdinburgli,

.".n 1 returned by a majority of votes on the 19th of

1 'eceniher, 1832, after which he resiuned his ])arlia-

i:ie:Uary duties, and the incessant worry with \\hich

the adjustment of the details of the Reform Hill was
connected, ^\'llile thus employed, a vacancy oc-

ciined on the bench of the Court of .Session, in

1S33, and Jeffrey was appointed to this, the highest

oflice \\i)ich a .S(;otti--li lawyer can attain. IJut what
he \ahie'l more highly was, that it freed him from
the harassing labours of parliament, and those rif

1 jrd-advocate. and restored him U) the society of his

friends and full enjoyment of his home. It was the

natural feeling rif one who had aln-ri'lv pnssed three-

score years of life, and passed them in se\Lre toil an 1

intellectual exertion.

Having ceased from his avocations as lawyer and
reviewer, and passed into that peaceful but dignified

office to which his merits had so honourably won
their way, the rest of the narrative of Jeflfrey's life

may be briefly told. On the 7th of June, 1834, he
took his seat on the bench, with the title of Lord
Jeffrey, instead of assuming a territorial one from
the landed property whidi lie possessed. Was this

humility, escliewing a pompous designation as savour-

ing too much of aristocracy and feudalism—or pride,

that felt as if his own family name had now been
raised to such distinction as to make a lordly change
unnecessary? Both feelings may have been so curi-

ously blended in the choice, that it would be belter

to leave them unquestioned. At all events, the

familiar name of Jeffrey was more grateful to the

literary ear than Lord Craigcrook, or any other such

title could have been. His official duties required

his attendance in the court every morning at nine

o'clock, and thus, with him, the virtue of early rising

was enforced by necessity. During the winter, when
the court was sitting, his place of residence was
Edinburgh ; he then usually repaired in spring to

London or its neighbourhood ; and in autumn he
lived at his residence of Craigcrook, which seemed
every year to become more and more endeared to

him. Having now so much leisure upon his hands,

and that too, it may be added, for the first time in

his life, he was often urged by his friends to write

soine important original work, in which his whole
intellectual power would be condensed, and his fame
embodied for the esteem of posterity when the Edin-
burgh Rrt'iciu itself would be supplanted by younger
and more popular candidates. Hut to this his answer
was, "I have no sense of duty that way, and feel

that the only sure or even jirobable result of the

attempt, would be hours and days of anxiety and
unwholesome toil, and a closing scene of mortifica-

tion." It was the apology of one who had already

written so much that he had become weary of the

task—or who had written so well, that he was
afraid of risking all he had already won upon such

a final and decisive cast. At all events, he rested

satisfied with the fame he had already acquired, and
in this way it may Ite that he acted wisely. On the

27th of June, 1 838, his daughter, and only child, was
married to William Empson, Esq., professor of law
in the East India College, Hailcybury ; and this

union, besi'Ies imparting an additional charm to his

yearly visits to England, produced to him those

solaces for his old age, which perhaps a new suc-

cessful literary undertaking would have failed to im-

part. These were the little grandchildren who w ere

soon entwined like rich tendrils around his affection-

ate heart, and in whose society he renewed all the

freshness and buoyancy of his early youth.

In his cajiacity of judge. Lord Jeffrey was con-

nected with those decisions of the Court of Session

that preceded the disruption of the Church of .Scot-

land; and his award was in favour of that party by
whom the I'rce Church was afterwards constituted.

He took an iiUensc interest in the whole controversy

from the commencement, and even at an early ju-riod

fiu'csaw that a disrui)tion was inevitable, while he
lamented such a fatal necessity. I!ut still his heart

was with the dissentients, for he saw that they could

not act otherwise consistently with their convictions

as to the spiritual inde])endcncy of the church. 'Ihus

he felt while their case was discussed in the (_!ourt of

Session, and afterwards removed by appeal to the

House of LfU'ds, and he regarded the final award of

the supreme tribunal as short-sighted, unjust, atid

tyrannical. .'Xt length the crisis ap]iroached, for the

meeting of the General Assend;ly of 1843 was at
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hand. His interest about the result in the great

coming conflict of the church was thus expressed:
" I am anxious to hear what her champions and
martyrs are now doing, and what is understood

to be their plan of operation at the Assembly. It

will be a strange scene any way, and I suppose there

will be a separation into two assemblies." He knew
too well the elements of the Scottish character, and
was too conversant witli the history of our national

church, to believe, as most of the politicians of the

day believed, that the opposition of the evangelical

party would break down at the last moment under
the argunrent of manse, glebe, and stipend. But
would tlie secession be on such a scale as to consti-

tute a great national movement? Or when the crisis

came, might there not be such a fearful winnowing
as would reduce the protesting party to a mere hand-
ful? At length the day and the hour of trial arrived.

Jeffrey was reading in his study when tidings were
brought to him that tlie whole body had departed as

one man—that 450 ministers had fearlessly redeemed
their pledge to sacrifice their earthly interests at the

command of duty, and had left the assembly, to con-

stitute another elsewhere ! He threw the book from
him, and exclaimed in a tone of triumph, " I am
proud of my country! no other than Scotland," he

added, "would have acted thus."

'llie remainder of Lord Jeffrey's life was passed in

the enjoyment of a happy old age, his duties of

judge, to which he attended to the last, being alter-

nated with social intercourse, domestic enjoyment,
and reading—that incessant process of acquiring new
ideas, without which it seemed as if he could not have
survived for a single hour. Thus his course went on
till the close of 1S49; but though still exhibiting

much of his former activity, as well as enjoying every

source of hap]:>iness, he knew that this must soon
terminate. "I have made," he thus writes to his

son-in-law and daughter, "a last lustration of all my
walks and haunts, and taken a long farewell of

garden and terrace and flowers, seas and shores,

spiry towers and autumnal fields. I always bethink
me that I may never see them again." He had in-

deed seen the last of his autumns; for on the 22d of

January following, after a brisk afternoon walk round
the Calton Hill, he was attacked by bronchitis, a

complaint to which he had for several years been
more or less subject; but so little did he apprehend
the consequences, that he thought that at the worst
they would only compel him to resign his place on
the bench. But death was advancing with a swift

though silent step, and after four days of illness, in

which he suffered little, and anticipated a speedy re-

covery, he breathed his last. This was on the 26th
of January, 1S50. He, too, felt his ruling passion

strong in death; for in his dreams during the three

nights previous to his dissolution, the spirit of the

Edinburgh reviewer predominated, so that he was
examining proof-sheets, reading newspapers, and
passing judgment upon arguments or events as they
rose before his mind's eye in the most fantastical

variety. During the last year of his life his walks
had carried him to the Dean Cemetery, where, amidst
its solemn vistas, enlivened with the song of the
blackbird, he had selected the spot which he wished
to be his fnial resting-place; and there accordingly
his remains were deposited on the 31st of January. .

Mrs. Jeffrey outlived her husband only a few
months. She died at Haileybury on the iSth of

M;iy, and licr remains were interred beside his in the

Dean Cemetery.

JOHNSTON, Sir Archibald, of Warriston (a

judge by the designation of Lord Warrislon), an

eminent lawyer and statesman, was the son of James
Johnston of Beirholm in Annandale, a descendant

of the family of Johnston in Aberdeenshire, and
who for some time followed a commercial life in

Edinburgh, being mentioned in a charter of 1608 as

"the king's merchant." The mother of the subject

of our memoir was Elizabeth, daughterof Sir Thomas
Craig, tiie first great lawyer prochiced by Scotland,

and whose life has already been given in the present

work. Of the date of the birth of Archibald John-
ston, and the circumstances of his education, no me-
morial has been preserved : he entered as advocate
in 1633. In the great national disturbances which
commenced in 1637 Johnston took an early and di>.-

tinguished i)art, acting apparently as only second
to Sir Thomas Hope in giving legal advice to the

Covenanters. The second or general supplication of
the nation to Charles I. for relief from his E])iscopal

innovations was prepared by the Earl of Rothes and
Archibald Johnston— the former being preferred on
account of his distinction as an active and influential

partisan, and the latter from the general character

given of him by his friends, as singularly well ac-

quainted with the history and constitution of the

genuine Presbyterian Church of Scotland. This
document, which was presented to the privy-council

on the 24tli of September, 1637, in the presence of a
band of the supporters of its principles, which made
the act more solemn than a regal pageant, leaves for

the politicians of all ages a fine specimen of that

calmness in reasoning and statement which men of

judgment and principle know to be necessary for llic

preservation of order in a state when they are re-

presenting grievances, however deep, to a governor,

however unreasonable; and of that firmness of posi-

tion which, when supported by a hold of popular
opinion, must either be allowed to prevail, or leave

to him who obstructs it the odium of the confusion

which may follow. After the supplicants, who had
increased to a vast body of men, spreading over the

whole of the southern part of Scotland, had united

themselves under a representative constitution, termed
"The Tables," a renewal of the national covenant
was judged a useful measure for a combination of

effort and the insurance of a general union and pur-

pose. Johnston and the celebratetl Alexander llw.-

derson were employed to suit the revered obligation

to which their ancestors had sworn, to the ne^v

purpose f(3r which it was applied, Ijy including the

protestations against the liturgy of the Episcopal

church, under the general declarations which it [ire-

viously bore against the doctrine of the Church of

Rome, and adtlucing authorities in support of the new
application. The obligation was signed in Marcli,

1638, under circumstances too well known to be re-

capitulated. ^

Johnston, although from his secondary rank lie

did not then assume the authority i.>f a leader, was,

from his knowledge and perseverance, more trusted

to in the labours of the opposition than any tiiher

man, and his name continually recurs as the agent

in every active measure. Ti.) the unyielding and
exasperating proclamation vhich ^\as read at ib.e

market-cross of Edinl)urgh on the 22d of February,

1638, he i^reiiared and read aloud, on a scafluLl

erected for the ]iurpose, tb.e celebrated protestation

in name of the Tables, wliile the dense crowil wh.o

stood around prevented the issuers of tlie proclama-

tion from denarting Ijetore thev Iieard the ausv.er to

1 F'>r stich matters c^mnertcd with thU period .ts .-^.ro here,

t'l prevent repetition, but sli,:;htly .illitded to, see the Rien-.-irs

of Hkmihksox. of .MoNTKosE, aitd of the first DuKi; c i-"

II.\:.ULTO.N', in thii collection.
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their challenge. On the 8th of July the king issued

another proclamation, which though termed "A
proclamation of favour and grace," and though it

promised a maintenance of tiie religion prisottly

proftsscd 'i'ithin the kitigdom, without innovation, an

interim suspension of the service-book, a rectification

of the high-commission, and the loudly called for

General Assembly and parliament, was, witli reason,

deemed more dangerous than a defiance. Johnston

had a protestation prepared for the delicacy of this

trying occasion, which, with the decorum from

which he seems on no occasion to have departed,

he, "in all humility, with submissive reverence,"

presented in presence of the multitude.* \Vhen, on

the 22d of September, the parliament and General

Assembly were proclaimed, he prepared another

protestation in a similar tone to the former, which
he read in his own name, and in tliat of the Earl of

Montrose, for the nobles; Gibson younger of Uurie

for the barons; George Porterfield, merchant in

Glasgow, for the burghs; and Henry Pollock, min-

ister of Edinburgh, for the clergy. It will be easily

conjectured that, at the period when he was thus

publicly employed, Johnston was privately acting as

a partisan of the covenant, and an enemy of Prelacy

and arbitrary power, by all the means which a po-

litical agent invariably uses. At such a period the

more we can trace the private proceedings and feel-

ings of the public man the better can we hold him
up as a biographical example. As the only curious

dijcunient connected with our subject at this period

of his existence, we give the following somewhat
mutilated letter to Johnston, from a person who did

not choose to sign his name; it is characteristic of

the feeling of the party, and of the occupation of

the subject of our memoir; and if to a speculative

politician it may breathe an illiberal spirit, let him
remember that there never existed a party, however
pure, which did not wish to suppress the opposite

]iarty, and that not having power and numbers on
tiieir side, the opponents of the covenant were in

the situation of disturbers of society, in as far as

they wished to impose rules on the whole kingdom.
" F'or Mr. Archibald Johnston of Warriston, advocate.
" Dear Christian lirothcr and courageous Protestant

—

Upon some rumour of the Prelate of St. .-Vndrcws his coining
over the water, and finding it altogether inconvenient that he
or any of that kynd should show themselves peacably in pub-
licke, some course was taken how hce might be entcrteyned
in such places as he should come unto: we are now informed
that hec will not come, but th.at Hroughen is in Edinburgh
or thereabout; it is the advyce of your friends here, that in a
private way some course may be taken for his terror and
di>grace if he offer to show himself in publick. Think upon
the best r . . . by the advyce of your frienils there. I fear
that their publick appearance at Glasgow shall be prejudiciall
to our cause. We are g ling to take order with his cheefe
supporter-, there, (ilaidstaines, .Skrymgoor, and Hallyburton.
. . . Wishing y<iu both protection and direction from your
inairiter, 1 cmlinew, youre owne whome you know. G.

"28/'A October, 1638."=

.Such was the feeling in which the leaders of the

covenant ])re])ared tliemselves for tlie renowned
General Assembly held at Glasgow in N(jvc-mber

and December, 163S. On that occasion Johnston
was, by a unanimous vote, chosen clerk of the

assembly. On its being discovered tliat his j)re-

cursor had been enabled to procure only two of the

seven volumes of minutes of the General Assemblies
held since the Reformation, the mo<lerator, jirobabiy

in pursuance of a preconcerted measure, called upon
all iho.'-e who were aware of the existence of any
others to give information on the subject to tlie

assembly. Johnston hereujion produce<l the other
five volumes—how obtained by Jiim we know nf)t

—

' ililf .ur's Atitinh. n. 276.
* Wudrowj CuLcciioH, Advoc. Lib. vol. l.wi. Xo. 58.

by which service he greatly increased the confidence
previously placed in him. On the day before the

session terminated the assembly elected him pro-

curator for the church, and, as was afterwards ratified

by act of parliament, he received for the former of

these oflfices 500, and for the latter icxx) mcrks
yearly."

Johnston was one of the commissioners appointed
by the Scots to conduct the treaty at Berwick. The
General Assembly, which was the consequence of
that pacification, passes over, and the unsatisfactory

parliament which followed is commenced, ere we
again observe Johnston's name connected with any
public affairs beyond the usual routine of his duties.

The parliament commenced its sittings on the 31st

of August, 1639. On the 14th of November Sir

Thomas Hope, inhisofficial capacityas lord-advocate,

produced a warrant from the king addressed to the

commissioners, which, on the ground that the royal

prerogative was interested in the proceedings, ordered

a prorogation to the 2d of June, 1640. The warrant
was read by Sir Alexander Gibson of Durie, one of

the clerks of session, on which the lord-advocate

took the usual protest, calling on the clerk actually

to dissolve the meeting. On this the clerk, Mho
was performing an unpleasing office, answered "that

he had already read the said warrant containing the

said prorogacioun, and was readie to read the same as

oft as he should be commanded, but could not other-

ways prorogat the parliament." The Earl of Rothes
added to his embarrassment, by challenging him to

"do nothing but as he would be answerable to the

parliament, upon payne of his life." And the

junior clerk, Mr. ^Villiam .Scott, being called on to

dissolve the meeting, sagaciously declined officiating

in the presence of his senior. Johnston then came
forward, and, in name of the three estates, read a

declaration purporting that his majesty, having, in

compliance with the wish of his faithful subjects,

called a free assembly and jiarliament, and submitted
matters ecclesiastical to the former, and matters civil

to the latter; the commissioner had (it was presumed),
without the full jiermission of the king, attempted
to dissolve the parliament— a measure which the

estates maintained could not be constitutionally taken

without the consent of the ])arliament itself. \\ ilh

that respect for the j^erson of the king which, as the

advocates of i)eaceful measures, the Covenanters
at that period always professed to maintain, the

document proceeds to state that the estates are

constrained to the measure they adopt by "our
zeal to acquit oursclfs according to our place, both

to the king's majesty, whose honour at all tynies,

but especially convened in jiarliament, we ouglit to

have in higli estimation, and to the kingdom whicli

we represent, and whose liberties sail never be i)ro-

stituted or vilified by us." Having denounced the

])rorogation as unconstitutional, this remarkable
state-paper thus ])rocecds— "Rut becaus we know
that the eyes of the world ar u])on us, that declara-

tions have been made and ])ublished against us, and
malice is ])rompted for hir oblociuics, aiul wateth on
with ojiin mouth to snatch at the smallest shadow of

disobedience, disservice, or disrespect to his m.njesty's

connnandnients, that our proceedings may be made
odious to such as know not the way how thes com-
mandments are ])rocined from his majesty, nor how
they are made kiiowin and intimat to us, and doe
also little consider that we are not now ])rivate

subjects bot a sitting jiarliament, quhat natior.al

l)reju(lices we have sustcnit in tyme past by mis-
information, and (juhat is the ]")resent state of the

' Calf .•};;. ii. 301, 313; Scots Worthies, 271; Act. Pari. v. 316.
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kingdom;" so arguing, the presenters of the declara-

tion, that they may put far from them "ail shaw or

appearance of what may give his majesty the least

discontent," resolve, in the meantime, merely to

vindicate their rights by their declaration, and,

voluntarily adjourning, resolve to elect some of

each estate, as a permanent committee, endowed
with the full powers of a parliamentary committee,

to "await his majesty's gracious answer to our

humble and just demands, and farther to remonstrat

our humble desires to his majesty upon all occasions;

that hereby it may be made most manifest, against

all contradiction, that it wes never our intention to

denie his majesty any parte of the civill and temporal

obedience which is due to all kings from their sub-

jects, and from us to our dread soverane after a

special maner, bot meerlie to preserve our religion,

and the liberties of the kingdome, without which
religion cannot continue long in safetie."

—"And if

it sail happen," continues this prophetic declaration

"(which God forbid), that, efter we have made our

remonstrances, and to the uttermost of our power
and duetie used all lawfull meanes for his majesty's

information, that our malicious enemies, who are not

considerable, sail, by their suggestions and lyes, pre-

vaill against the informations and generall declara-

tions of a whole kingdom, we tak God and men to

\vitness, that we are free of the outrages and in-

solencies that may be committed in the mean lyme,

and that it sail be to us no imputation, that we are

constrained to tak such course as may best secure

the kirk and kingdome from the extremilie of con-

fusion and miserie."

It is to be remarked that this act of the Cove-
nanters did not assume the authority of a protest; it

was a statement of grievances to which, for a short

time, they would submit, supplicating a remedy.
The assertion that the crown had not the sole power
of proroguing parliament may be said to be an
infringement of prerogative; but this very convenient

term must owe its application to practice, and it

appears that the royal power on this point had not

been accurately fixed by the constitution of the

Scottish parliament. The choice of the lords of

articles by the commissioner—a step so far a breach
of "privilege" (the opposite term to prerogative),

that it rendered a parliament useless as an indepen-

dent body— was likewise remonstrated against, along

with tlie application of supplies without consent of

parliament.

The Earls of Dunfermline and Loudon were sent

as commissioners to represent the declaration to the

king. "They behaved themselves," says Clarendon,
"in all respects, with the confidence of men em-
ployed by a foreign state, refused to give any account

but to the king himself; and even to the king himself

gave no other reason for what was done, but the

authority of the doers, and the necessity that required

it; that is, that they thought it necessary; but then
they polished their sturdy behaviour with all the

]:)rofessions of submission and duty which their

language could afford."

As cf)nnected wUh this mission, some historians

have alluded to, and others have narrated, a dark
intrigue, of which Johnston was the negative instru-

ment; a matter which has never Ijeen cleared uji.

W'e shall give it in the words of Burnet, the nephew
of Johnston, and who had therefore some reason to

know the facts. "After the first pacification, upon
tlie new disputes that arose, when the Earls of

Loudoun and Dumfermling were sent up with the

petition from the Covenanters, the Lord Saville

came to tlicm, and infornied them of many jiarli-

culars, bv wliich thev saw the kinir was hi"l:lv

irritated against them. lie took great pains to

persuade them to come with their army into Eng-
land. They very unwillingly hearkened to that pro-

position, and looked on it as a design from the court

to ensnare them, making the .Scots invade England,
by which this nation might have been provoked to

assist the king to conquer Scotland. It is true, he
hated the Earl of Strafford so much, that they saw no
cause to suspect him; so they entered into a treaty

with him about it. The Lord Saville assured them,
he spoke to them in the name of the most consider-

able men in England, and he showed them an
engagement under their hands to join with them
if they would come into England, and refuse any
treaty but what should be confirmed by a parliament
of England. They desired leave to send this paper
into Scotland, to which, after much seeming diffi-

culty, he consented; so a cane was hollowed, and
this was put within it; and one Erost, afterwards

secretary to the committee of both kingdoms, was sent

down with it as a poor traveller. It was to be com-
municated only to three persons—the Earls of Rothes
and Argyle, and to \Varrislon, the three chief confi-

dants of the Covenanters. . . . To these three only

this paper was to be showed, upon an oath of secrecy;

and it was to be deposited in \Varriston's hands.

They were only allowed to publish to the nation that

they were sure of a very great and unexpected assi>t-

ance, which, though it was to be kept secret, would
appear in due time. This they published; and it

was looked on as an artifice to draw in the nation;

but it was aftenvards found to be a cheat indeed,

but a cheat of Lord Saville's, who had forged all

those subscriptions. . . . The Lord Saville's

forgery came to be discovered. The king knew it;

and yet he was brought afterwards to trust him, and
to advance him to l)e Earl of Sussex. The king

pressed my uncle (Johnston) to deliver him the

letter, who excused himself upon his oath ; and
not knowhig what use might be made of it he cut

out eveiy subscription, and sent it to the person

for whom it was forged. The imitation v.as so

exact, that every man as soon as he saw his hand
simply by itself, acknowledged that he could not

have denied it."' Burnet had certainly the best

opportunities for both a public and private acquaint-

ance with such an event, and the circumstance has

been at least hinted at by others; but Mr. Laing
justly remarks that "in their conferences with the^e

noblemen, and with Pym and Ilambden, the Scotti.-h

commissioners during their residence in London mu^t
have received such secret assurances of support, that,

without this forged invitation, the committee oi

estates would have chosen to transfer tlie var into

England. "-

At the parliament which met on the 2d of June,

1640, the representative of majesty in tliat Ixniy

choosing to absent himself, or dreading the danger

of a journey to Scotland, the estates ]M-ocee.;ei.l to

reduce themselves to a formal and del;l)erati\e body

by the choice of a president. To lh;s cun\'ention

Johnston produced a petition frcni tlie General

Assembly, which had been ratified liy tlie li ivy-

council, praying for a legi^'ati\e ratitieation ^^i ti.e

covenant, and an order that it should 1)C er.fijiced on

the inhabitants of the country with all civil [ains,"

— a requisition which the c invention wa> net in a

disjiosition t(i refuse. On tiie iitli of June. l)y the

34th act (if this parliament, tlie celeluated connuittee

of forty having, in al>-ence of tiie .-uperior body \\ hich

called it into exi>tence, the full legi^-lative i)ower of

a reriulilican cor.''re.--s, was elected, and the mcmliers
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were divided betwixt the camp and Edinburgh. Our
surprise that so intluential and laborious a man as

Johnston was not chosen a member of this body is

relieved by the place of higher, though somewhat
anomalous, trust to which we find him appointed, as

general agent and adviser to the body—a sort of

leader without being a constituent member. "And
because," says the act, "there will fall out in the

camp a necessitie either of treatties, consultations,

or public declarations, to schaw the reasones of the

demands and proceedings in the assemblie and par-

liament, and the prejudices agains either of them,

the estates ordaynes Mr. Archibald Johnston, pro-

curator for the kirk, as best acquaint with these

reasons and prejudices, to attend his excellence (the

general) and to be present at all occasions with the

said committee, for their farther information, and
clearing thairanent. "

' Johnston was one of the eight

individuals appointed to treat with the English com-
missioners at Ripon, by an act of the great committee
of management, dated the 30th of September, 1640."

AVhen this treaty was transferred to London, John-
ston was chosen a member of tlie committee, along

with Henderson, as supernumeraries to those ap-

pointed from the estates, and probably with the

peculiar duty of watching over the interests of the

church, "because many things may occurre concern-

ing the church and assemblies thereof."^

The proceedings and achievements of this body
are so well known that, in an article which aims at

giving such memorials of its subject as are not to

be readily met with in the popular histories, they

need not be repeated. On the 25th day of Septem-
ber, 1641, Johnston produced in parliament a peti-

tion that he might be exonerated from all respon-

sibility as to the public measures with which he had
for the previous four years been connected, mention-
ing the important office which he held as adviser to

tlie commissioners attending on the motions at the

camp, and the duties he was called on to perform at

the treaty of Ripon and I^ondon; and observing, that

it has been considered necessary that others so em-
ployed should have their conduct publicly examined
in parliament, he craves that all requisite inquiry

may immediately be made as to his own proceedings;

that, if he has done anytliing " contrair to their in-

structions, or prejudicial! to the publict, he may
undergoe that censure which the wrongers of the

countrey and abusers of such great trust deserves;"

but if it has been found that he has done his duty,
" tlien," he says, "doe I in all humility begg that,

seing by God's assistance and blessing the treattie of

peace is closed, and seeing my employment in thir

publict business is now at an end, that before I rc-

turne to my private affaires and calling, from the

which these four yeires I have l;cen continually dis-

tracted, I may obtaine from his gracious majesty and
your lordships an exoneration of that charge, and
an approbation of my former carriage." The ex-

oneration was granted, and the act ratifying it stated,

that after due examination, the estates found that

Johnston had "faithfullie, dilicgentlie, and cairfullie

behaved himselff in the foresaid chairge, employ-
ments, and trust put ui)on him, in all the passages

tliairof, as he justly deserves thair trcu testimonie of

his approven f'ldelitie and diligence."*

In 1641, when the king paid his pacificatory visit

to Scotland, Johnston obtained, among others, a

liberal peace-offering. He had fixed his eyes on tlie

office of lord-register, probably as bearing an affmity

to his previous occuj)ations; but the superior inllu-

Art. I'nrl. V. 371.
' \jSS. An. li. 416.

" P>a'foiir's Ati. II. 408.
* Act. Pari. V. 414.

ence of Gibson of Durie prevailed in competition fot

that situation; he received, however, the commission
of an ordinary lord of session, along with a liberal

pension, and the honours of knighthood. During
the sitting of the parliament we find him appointecl
as a commissioner, to treat with the king on the sup-
plementary matters which were not concluded at the
treaty of Ripon, and to obtain the royal consent to

the acts passed during the session. Much about the
same period he was appointed, along with others, to

make search among the records contained in the
castle, for points of accusation against the " incen-

diaries;" the persons whom he and his colleagues

had Just displaced in the offices of state and judica-

ture. It may be sufficient, and will save repetition,

to mention that we find him appointed in the same
capacity which we have already mentioned, in the

recommissions of the committee of estates, and in

the other committees chosen to negotiate with the

king, similar to those we have already described,

among which may be noticed the somewhat menac-
ing committee of 1641, appointed to treat as to com-
merce, the naturalization of subjects, the demands as

to war with foreigners, the Irish rebellion, and par-

ticularly as to " the brotherlie supplie and assist-

ance" of the English parliament to the Scottish

army.

'

In the parliament of 1643 Sir Archibald Johnston
represented the county of Edinburgh, and was ap-

pointed to the novel situation of speaker to the

barons, as a separate estate. In this capacity, on
the 7th of June, 1644, he moved the house to take

order concerning the "unnatural rebellion" of Mon-
trose,^ and somewhat in the manner of an impeach-
ment he moved a remonstrance against the Earl of

Carnwath, followed by a commission to make trial

of his conduct, along with that of Traquair, of which
Johnston was a member.' During the period when,
as a matter of policy, the Scots in general suspended
their judgment between the contending parties in

lingland, Warriston seems early to have felt, and not

to have concealed, a predilection for the cause of the

parliament, and was the person who moved that the

General Assembly should throw the weight of their

opinion into that scale.
^

Johnston had been named as one of the commis-
sioners, chosen on the 9th August, 1643, for the

alleged purpose of mediating betwixt Charles I. and
his parliament ; but Charles, viewing him as a

dangerous opponent, objected to providing him \\ith

a safe-conduct, and he appears to have remained in

' Act. Pari. V. 357, 371, 372, 489, &c.
•" Balfour's Annals, iii. 177. ' Act. Pail. vi. C, 8.

' A curious evidence of his opinions, and the motives of his

political conduct at this yjeriod, exists, in the form of some
remarks on the aspect of the times, which appear to have been
addressed to his friend Lord Loudon. 'l"he mannscriiit is in

scroll, very irregularly written, and with numerous correction.'.;

circumstances which will account for any imintelllgil-ility in

the portion we extract. It bears date the 2:st of June, 1642.

"Seeing thir kingdoms most stand and fall togctlier, and that

at the first design in all thir late troubles, so tile last effort of

thcs evil counsels prevailing slil to the suppression of religion

and liberty and the erection of poperye and arbitrary power,
it is earnestlye desyrd by good ChristUuis and patriots that the

(|nestion of the warr be right stated, as a warr for religion ami
hbertie, against papists and prelates, and their abackers and
adherents; and that now, in thair straits and difficidties, they
miglit enter in a covenant with (jod and amongst themselves,
f <r the reformation of the churche, alxjlishing of popery and
prelacy out of Kngland and Scotland, and pre.sersation of the

roide and peace of thir kyngdoms, i\^ without dimunition of
his majesty's authorities, might not only free tliem of fears

from this, bot also fill them with hopes of their bearing alongst
with their proceedings the hearts and confidence of thir king-

doms. I'ltmaylie may remember weal what of this kynd was
motioned at Rippon, and spoken of agaync, v/hen the Knglish
armye was n-ported to be comyng up."—Wodrow's PnJ>crs,

.\d. Lib. vol. l.xvi.
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Edinburgh. He, however, conducted a correspond-

ence with the commissioners who repaired to London,
as a portion of which, the subjoined letter to him
from the Earl of Loudon, which throws some light

on the policy of the Scots at that juncture, may be

interesting.*

We find Johnston sent to London on the 4th of

July, 1644, but it is probable that, before that time,

he had managed to visit England without the cere-

monial of a safe-guard from the falling monarch; and
on the 9th of January, 1645, we find him along with

Mr. Robert Barclay, "tuo of our commissioners

lattlie returned from London," reporting the pro-

gress of their proceedings to the house.* The pro-

ceedings of this commission, and of the assembly of

1 "My Lord,—The sending of commissioners from the par-

liament here to the parliament of Scotland at this tyme was
upon the sudden moved in the House of Commons befoir wee
wer acquainted thereof by the solicitor, and seconded by
some who profes to be o' freinds, as a greater testimonie of
respect than the sending of a letter alone, and was in that

sens approved by the whole hous, who, I believe, does it for no
other end, neither is ther any other instructions given by the

house than these, whereof the copy is sent to you, which ar

only general! for a good correspondence betwixt the two king-

domes. Bot I cannot forbear to tell you my apprehensiones,
that the intention and designs of some particular persons in

sending down at this tyme, and in such a juncture of affaires

'when ther is so great rumor of division and factiones in Scot-

land , is by them to leame the posture of business ther in the

pari", assemblies, and kingdome, that they may receave privat

information from them, and make ther applicationes and uses

thereof accordinglic. That which confirms this opinion to me
the more, is, that the sending of these persones to Scotland
w.as moved and seconded by such as profes themselves to be
o' freinds w'out giveing us any notice thereof till it was done

;

and the day before it was motioned, they and yo' old friend

Sir Henry Vaine, younger, wer at a consultation together, and
yo' loP : knowes how much power Sir Henrie Vain hes with

Sir \V™ Armyne and Mr. BowUs.* Sir William Armyne is a
very honest gentleman, but Mr. Bowlls is very deserving, and
doubtless is sent thoghe not of intention of the pari'; as a spy
to give privat intelligence to some who are jealous and curious

to understand how all affairs goe in Scotland. Thomsone I

hear is a Independent, and if he goe not away before I can
meitt with .some freinds) I shall c'tryve that there may be a
snare laid in his gaitt to stay his journey; they wold be used
with all civilitie when they come, bot yo' loP : and others wold
be verie warie and circomspect in all yo' proceedings and deall-

ings w' them; seeing the hous of pari' and all such heir as

desyres a happie and weell-grounded peace, or a short and
prosperous warre, ar desyrous that the Scottish armie advance
southward ^although I dare not presume to give any positive

judgment without presyse knowledge of the condition and
posture of o' own kingdom , I cannot see any human means
so probable and lyklic to setle religion and peace, and make
o' nation the more considerable, as the advancing of o' armie
southward if the turbulent comotions and rud distractions of
Scotland may permitt, nor is it possible that so great an armie
can be longer entertained by the northern counties, so barren

and much waisted with armies; nor can it be e.\pected that the

pari' of England can be at so great charge as the entertain-

ment of that armie if they did reallie intertain them', unless

they be more useful for the cans and publick service of both
kingdomes than to lye still in thes northern counties, being

now reduced, and the king to ve.\e the south with forces

equall to theirs; bot there needs not arguments to prove this

P'lynt, unless that base crewe of Irish rebells and their perfidi-

ous confederates, and the imnatural factions of o' countrymen
forgetting o' covenant, ar grown to such a bight of mischeef
and misery, as to make such a rent at home as to di.sable us

to assist o' freinds, and prosecute that cause which I am con-
fiilent God will carrie on and perfyte against all oppositione;

and in confidence thereof I shall encour.age myselfe, and rejoyce
under hope, althoghc 1 should never sie the end of itt. I be-

seache you to haist back this bearer, and let me know with
hint the condition of affairs in Scotland; how o' good freinds

are, and how soon we m.ay e.xpect yo' returne hither, or if I

must come to you bcfoir ye come to us. I referr the M.arquiss
of .\rgyle and my Lord Balmerinoch, and other freinds to you
for intelligence, to spair paines and .supply the want of le.asurc;

and will say noe more at this tyme, bot that I am your most
alTectimate and faithfull friend, LoroofNE."—Wodrow's -l/.S'.

Ci'Ui-ciii"i, vol. l.wi. The letter is dated from Worcester
Iliiiise. Januarv 6, 1644.

- B.iif. All. iii. 204, 24S.

* The English commissioners were—the Earl of Rutland,

Pir William .-\rmyne. .'>ir Henry Vane younger , Thom.is
Thatcher, .and Henry Darnly.

VOL. n.

divines at Westminster, with which Warriston had
a distinguished connection, may be passed over as

matters of general history. Warned, probably, by
the cautious intimations of the letter we have just

quoted, Johnston was the constant attendant of the
English commissioners on their progress to Scotland,
and was the person who moved their business in the
house.' On the death of Sir Thomas Hope, in 1646,
Johnston had the influence to succeed him as lord-

advocate, an office for which he seems to have adapted
himself by his numerous motions against malig-
nants. W' ith a firm adherence to his previous poli-

tical conduct, Johnston refused accession to the well-

known engagement which the Duke of Hamilton
conducted as a last efibrt in behalf of the unfortunate
monarch.
On the loth of January, 1649, the Marquis of

Argj'le delivered a speech, " wich he called the breck-
ing of the malignant.s' teith, and that he quho was to

speake after him (viz. Warriston) wolde brecke ther

jawes." Argyle found the teeth to be five, which
he smashed one by one:—"His first was again.st the

ingagers being statesmen, and intrusted with great

places, quho had broken their trust. 2. Against
the engagers' committee-men, quho by ther tyranny
had opprest the subjects. 3. Again.st declared

malignants, formerlye fyned in parliament, or re-

mitted, and now agayne relapsed. 4. Against thesse

that wer eager promotters of the laitt ingagement
with England. 5. Against suche as had petitioned

for the advancement of the levey." After these were
demolished, Johnston commenced his attack on the

toothless jaws; he "read a speache two houres in

lenthe off his papers, being ane explanatione of

Argjle's five heads, or teith, as he named them;
with the anssuering of such objects he thought the

pr)'me ingagers wolde make in their awen defence

against the housse now convened, wich they did not

acnouledge to be a lawful! parliament."*

On the 6th of January, the imminent danger of the

king prompted the choosing a committee to act for

his safety under instructions. The instructions were
fourteen; and the most remarkable and essential was,

that a protest should be taken against any sentence

pronounced against the king. "That this kingdome
may be free of all the dessolatione, miser>-, and blood-

shed, that incertablie will follow thereupone, with-

out offering in your ressone, that princes ar eximed

from triall of justice."* This was by no means in

opposition to the principles which Johnston had pre-

viously professed, but his mind appears to have been

finally settled into a deep opposition to all monarchy.

Along with Argyle he distinguished himself in op-

posing the instructions by a method not honourable

to their memory—a proposition that the measure

should be delayed for a few days to permit a fast to

be held in the interim. One of the last of his minis-

terial acts as lord-advocate was the proclamation of

Charles H. on the 5th of Februar}-, 1649; and he

was, on the loth of March in the same year, ap-

pointed to his long-looked-for post of lord-register,

in place of Gibson of Durie, superseded liy the act

of classes. At the battle of Dunbar in 1650 he was

one of the committee of the estates appointed to

superintend the militar>- motions of Leslie, and was

urgent in pressing the measure wliich is reputed to

have lost the day to the Scot.s. He was naturally

accused of treachery, but the charge has not been

supported. "Waristoun," .says Bumet, "was too

hot, and Lesley was too cold, and yielded too easily

to their humours, which he ought not to have done;"

"

3 r.:df. An. iii.

i Ibid. 3S4.

< Ibid. --.:7.

<5 Burnet, S3.
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and the mistake may be attributed to the obstinacy

of those who, great in the cabinet and conventicle,

thought they must l>e equally great in war.

\Varriston was among the few persons who in the

committee of estates refused to accede to the treaty

of Charles II. at Breda; an act of stubborn con-

sistency which, joined to others of a like nature,

sealed his doom in the royal heart. After the battle

of Dunbar, the repeal of the act of classes, which
was found necessary as a means of re-constructing

the army, again called forth his jaw-breaking powers.

He wrote "a most solid letter on the subject to the

meeting held at St. Andrews, July l8, 165 1, which
appears never to have been read, but which has been
preserved by the careful Wodrow,* for the benefit

of posterity. He wrote several short treatises on
The Sinfulness ofJoining Alalignauts, assailing their

arguments in a ver>' considerate and logical manner.
One of these is extant, and lays down its aim as

follows:

"The first question concerning the sinfulness of

the publick resolutions hath bene handled in a former

tractat. The other question remaines, anent y'' sin-

fulness and unlawfulness of the concurrence of par-

ticular persons." The question is proposed in the

following terms:— "viz', when God's covenanted
people intrusts God's covenanted interest to the

power of Ciod's anti-covenanted enemies, though
upon pretence to fight against ane other anti-cove-

nanted enemy—whether a conscienscious covenanter

can lawfullie concurre with such a partie in such a

cause, or may lawfullie abstane, and rather give

testimonie by suffering against both parties and
causes, as sinfuU and prejudicial! to God's honour
and interest. It is presupposed a dutie to oppose
the common enemie. The question is anent the

meanes of resisting the unjust invader."

"Three things premitted. I. The clearing of

terms. 2. Some distinctions. 3. Some conjunctions

handled. "- The postulates are, perhaps, rather too
sweeping for general opinion, but, jiresuming them
to be granted, the reasonings of this lay ^divine

are certainly sufficiently logical within their narrow
space, and may have appeared as mathematical de-

monstrations to those who admitted the deep sin

of accepting assistance from opponents in religious

opinion. This resistance appears, however, to have
been of a negative nature, and not to have extended
to the full extremity of the remonstrance of the
west; at least ^\hen called on for an explanation by
tlie committee of estates, he declined owning con-
nection with it : "Warreston did grant that he did
see it, was at the voting of it, but refussed to give
his votte therin. He denayed that he wes acces-
sorey to the contriving of it at first.

"^

After tliisperiorl he ap]:icars to have been for some
time sick of the fierce politics in whicii he had been
so long engaged, and to have retired Jiimself into the
bosom of a large family. He is accused by a con-
temporary—not of much credit—of peculation, in

liaving accepted sums of money for the dis])osal of
offices under him; and the same person in tlie same
])age states the improbable circumstance of his liav-

ing restored the money so gained, on all tlie offices

being abolished by Cromwell, and that he was not
aftluent, having "conquest no lands but Warriston,*
of the avail of 1000 merks Scots a year, where he
now lives freed of trouble of state or country."^
He was a member of the committee of protestors

' Wodrow's CoUcctioti, Ad. Lib. xx.xii. 5. 15.
- Ibid. 16. 3

j->_.,if y},; i^. ^f,^. y^^,^j ;/>;•.'/;,'«, 27;;.
' A smrill c<it.-\te so near Edinburgh as to be now encroached

upon by its suburbs.
^ Scot of Scotstarvet's .5"/^^. State, 127.

who, in 1657, proceeded to Tondon to lay their com-
plaints before the government. Cromwell knew the

value of the man he had before him, and persuaded
him to try the path of ambition under the new govern-
ment. Wodrow and others have found it convenient
to palliate his departure from the adherence to

royalty as an act for which it was necessary to find

apologies in strong calls of interest and facility of

temper. It will, however, almost require a belief

in all the mysteries of divine right to discover why
IVarristoii should have adhered to royalty without
power, and how the opinions he always professed

should have made him prefer a factious support of

an absent prince to the service of a powerful leader,

his early friend and coadjutor in opposing hereditary

loyalty.

On the 9th of July, 1657, he was re-appointed

clerk-register, and on the 3d of November in the

same year he was named as one of the commis-
sioners for the administration of justice in Scotland.*

Cromwell created Johnston a peer, and he sat in the

protector's upper house with the title of Lord War-
riston, occupying a station more brilliant, but not

so exalted as those he had previously filled. After

the death of Cromwell, Warriston displayed his

strong opposition to the return of royalty, by acting

as president of the committee of safety under Richard
Cromwell. Knowing himself to be marked out for

destruction, he fled at the Restoration to France.

It is painful, after viewing a life spent with honour
and courage in the highest trusts, to trace this great

man's life to an end which casts a blot on the times

and on the human race. He was charged to appear
before the Estates; and having been outlawed in the

nsual form, on the lOth October, 1661, a reward of

5000 merks was offered for his apprehension. By
a fiction of law, the most horrible M'hich a Aveak

government ever invented for protection against

powerful subjects— but which, it must be acknow-
ledged, was put in force by Warriston and his con-

federates against Montrose—an act of forfeiture in ab-

sence was pas.sed against him, and lie was condemned
to death on the 15th of May, 1661. Tlie principal

and avowed articles of accusation against him were,

his official prosecution of the royalists, and particu-

larly of Gordon of Newton, his connection with the

Remonstrance, his sitting in parliament as a peer of

England, and his accepting office under Cromwell.
It was necessary that the victim of judicial ven-

geance should be accused of acts whicli the law
knows as crimes; and acts to which the best pro-

tectors of Charles II. 's throne were accessory were
urged against this man. For the hidden causes of

his prosecution we must, however, look to his ambi-
tion, the influence of his worth and talents, and the

unbending consistency of his jiolitical ]irinciples;

causes to which Wodrow has added his too ungra-

cious censure of regal vice.

In the meantime Johnston had been lurking in

Germany and the Low Countries, from \\hich, un-
fijrtunately for himself, he jinjceeded to I'rance. A
confidant termed "Major Johnston" is su])])Osed to

have discovered his retreat; and a s]iy of llie name
of Alexander Murray, commonly called "CJrocjked
Murray," was emjjloyed to hunt him out. Tliis in-

dividual, narrowly watching the motions of Lady
Warriston, discovered his dwelling in Rouen, and
with consent of the council of France he was brought
])risonerto England, and lodged in the Tf»wer on the
Sth of June, 1663; tlience he was brought to Fdin-
bin-gh, not for tlie purpose of being tried, but to

.suffer execution of the sentence jiassed on him in

' Haig and Brunton's J/iit. College pf Justice, 308.
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absence. When presented to parliament to receive

sentence, it was apparent that age, hardship, and
danger had done their work effectually on his iron

nerves; and the intrepid advocate of the covenant
exliihited the mental imbecility of an idiot. His
friends accused Dr. Hates of having administered to

him deleterious drugs, and weakened him by bleed-

ing ; an improbable act, which would have only

•raised unnecessary indignation against those who
already had him sufficiently in their power. The
apostate Sharpe and his other enemies are said to

have ridiculed the sick lion;' but there were at least

a few of his opponents not too hardened to pity the

wreck of a great intellect before them.

Probably affected by the circumstances of his situa-

tion, some of the members showed an anxiety for a

little delay; but Lauderdale, who hail received im-

perative instructions regarding him, fiercely opposed
the proposition. He was sentenced to be hanged at

the cross of Kdinburgh on the 22d of July, his head
being to l)e severed from his body, and placed beside

that of his dejiarted brother in the cause, duthrie.

Of the mournful pageant we extract the following

characteristic account from Wodrow:

—

"The day of his execution, a high gallows or

gibbet was set up at the cross, and a scaftbld made
by it. .\bout two o'clock he was taken from prison;

many of iiis friends attended him in mourning. When
he came out he was full of holy cheerfulness and
courage, and in as jierfect serenity and comjiosurc

of mind as ever he was. Upon the scaffold he ac-

knowledged his compliance with the English, and
cleared himself of the least share of the king's death.

He read his speech with an audible voice, first at

the north sideand then at the south siile of the scaffold:

he prayed next, with the greatest liberty, fervour,

and sense of his own unworthiness, frequently using

tlie foresaid expression. After he had taken his

leave of his friends, he prayed again in a perfect

rajiture, being now near the end of that sweet work
lie had been so much employed about through his

life, and felt so much sweetness in. Then the napkin

being tied upon his Jiead, he tried how it woukl fit

him, and come down and cover his face, and directed

to the method how it should be brought down when
he gave the sign. When he was got to the top of

the ladder, to which he was helped because of bodily

weakness, he cried with a loud voice, 'I beseech you
all who are the people of God, not to scar [be scared]

at sufferings for the interests of Christ, or stumble at

anything of this kind falling out in those days; but

be encouraged to suffer for him; fur I assure vou, in

' One of these was M'Kenzie. who. with iiiichnritable .and

imprnb.thle inferences, liraws the following graphic picture

of the scene:
—"He w.is brought up the street discovered |un-

coveredj : .and being brouc;ht into the council-house of Edin-
burgli, where the chancellor .and others waited to examine
hint, he fell upon his face roaring, and with tears entreated
they would pity a poor creature who had f.irgot all that was
in his Biljle. This niovcki all the spectators with a deep melan-
choly; and the chancellor, reflecting upon the man's former
esteem, and the great share he had in all the late revolutions,
could not deny some te:irs to the frailty of silly mankind. Ai
his examination he pretended that he had lost so nnich blood
by the un-,kilfidness of hi< chirurgeons, that he lost his memory
wiili his blood: and I really believe that his courage liad indeed
lie^n drawn out with it. Within a few days he" was brought
bjf >re the parliament, wliere he discovered nothing liut much
weakness, running up and down upm his knees Ijegging mercv.
r.ut the parliament ord.ained his firmer sentence to be put into
execution, and accordingly he was executed at the cross of
Edinburgh. At his execution he showed more composure than
formerly, which his friends ascribed to (iod's miraculous kind-
ness fir him, but others thought that he had onlv f irmerly put
on this ilisguise of madness to escajie death in it. and that, find-

ing the mask useless, he had returned, not to his wit, which he
had lost, but from his madness, which he had counterfeited."
— Sir CJ. M'Kenzie's -J«'/ir/j', 134.

the name of the Lord, he will bear your charges.'

This he repeated again with great fer\our while the
rope was tying about his neck, adding, 'The Lord
hath graciously comforted me.' Then he asked the
executioner if he was ready to do liis office, who an-
swering he was, he bid him do it, and crying out,
'() pray, prayl praise, jiraisel' was turned over, and
died almost without a struggle, with his hands lift

up to heaven. "-

The same partial hand has thus drawn his char-

acter: "My Lord Warriston was a man of great
learning and eloquence; of very much wisdom, and
extraordinary zeal for the public cause of religion

and reformation, in which he was a chief actor; but
above all, he was extraordinary in piety and devotion,
as to which he had scarce any equal in the age he
lived in. One who was his intimate acquaintance
says, he spent more lime, notwithstanding the great

throng of pid)lic business upon his hand, in jirayer,

meditation, and close obserwition of providences, and
self-examination, than ever he knew or heard of: and
as he was very diligent in making observations on the

Lord's way, so he was visited with extraordinary

discoveries of the Lord's mind, and very remarkable
providences. He wrote a large diary, which yet re-

mains in the hands of his relations; an invaluable

treasure of Christian experiences ancl observations;

and, as I am told by one who had the happiness to see

some part of it, there is mixed in sometimes matters
of fact very little known now-, which would bring a
great deal of light to the history of .Scots affairs in

that period wherein he lived.''*

But his nephew, Burnet, has, in his usual charac-

teristic manner, elrawn a more ha]ipy picture of the

stul)born statesman and hardy zealot, too vivid to he
neglected: "Warristoun was my own uncle; he was
a man of great application, could seldom sleep above
three hours in the twenty-four: he had studied the

law carefully, and had a great quickness of thought,

with an extraordinary memory. He went into very

high notions of lengthened devotions, in which he
continued many hours a-day: he woukl often pray
in his family two hours at a time, and had an unex-
hausted copiousness that way. What thought soever

struck his fancy during these effusions, he looked on
it as an answer of prayer, and was wholly determined
by it. He looked on the covenant as the setting

Christ on his throne, and sowasout of measure zealous

in it. He had no regard to the raising himself f>T

his family, though he had thirteen chiKlren; but ]M'0-

sperity was to him more than all the world. He
had a readiness and vehemence of speaking that

made him very considerable in public assemblies;

and he had a fruitfid invention; so that he wa^ at ail

times furnished with expedients.''

JOHNSTON. Dr. A rtuvr. a poet and jihysician.

was born in the }'ear 15S7, at CaskiLbcn, the >eat uf

his family, a few miles iVuni Aberdeen. He ^^Tl^ tlie

fiftli son of (Jeorge Johnston of that ilk and of Cas-

kieben, the chief of the family of Johnston, by Chris-

tian k'orbes, daughter of William, seventh Bartin

Forbes. He apj'cars to h.ave been named aft>.T his

uncle the Honmirable William k'orbe.- of Logic, \\ho

was kill(.-il at I'aris in the year 1574.'' Tliis poet,

\\lio->e chief characteristic was tlie elegance ^\ith

which he eNjuvssed his own simple feelings as a ]^f>et,

in the language a]"ipro]iriate to the customs and feel-

ings of a pa-t nation, has left in hi^ !]/•!^ravnt-ata

an address to his r.ative spn'.; and, altli'mgh Caskie-

- ;r,.,./r.-r(.. i. ;,-^s.

" ]V,^,i>:-.,. i, j'l. Much search has lately been mai'.c f'f

tlii- li-t'_Testing .l.Munient. init with* ait success.
' J' ibi-.^ti-n's liistC'--, f.y tlic lai'iiiycf Joiinsicn, y^.
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ben is a piece of very ordinary Scottish scenery, it is

surprising how much he has made of it by the mere

force of his own early associations. With the min-

uteness of an enthusiast, he does not omit the cir-

cumstance, that the hill of Benochie, a conical eleva-

tion about eight miles distant, casts its shadow over

Caskieben at the periods of the equinox. As we
shall be able, by giving this epigram, to unite a

specimenof the happiest original efforts of the author's

genius with circumstances personally connected with

his history, we beg leave to extract it:

—

yEmula Thessalicis en hie Jonstonia Tempc,
Hospes! hyperboreo fusa sub axe vides.

Mi!le per ambages nitidis argenteus undis,

Hie trepidat Istos Urius inter agros.

Explicat hie seras ingens Bennachius umbras,
Nox ubi libratur lance diesque pari.

Gemmifer est amnis, radiat mons ipse lapil is,

Queis nihil Eous purius orbis haljet.

Hie pandit natura smum, nativaque surgens
Purpura felicem sub pede ditat humum.

Aera per licjnidum volucres, in flumine pisccs,

Adspicis in pratis luxuriare peeus.

Hie seges est, hie poma rubent, onerantur aristis

Arv-a, suas aegre sustinet arbor opes.

Propter aquas arx est, ipsi contermina coelo,

Auetoris menti non tamen a;qua sui.

Imperat hsec arvis et veetigalibus undis,

Et famula stadiis distat ab urbe tribus.

H«ec mihi terra parens: gens has Jonstonia lymphas,
Ar\aque per centum missa tuetur avos.

Clara ^iaron^Eis evasit Mantua cunis;

Me mea natalis nobilitabit humus.

TR.\NSLATION'.

Here, traveller, a vale behold
As fair as Tempe, famed of old.

Beneath the northern sky !

Here Urie, with her silver waves,
Her banks, in verdure smiling, laves,

And winding wimples by.

Here, towering high, Bennachie spreads
Around on all his evening shades,

When twilight gray comes on :

With sparkling gems the river glows;
As precious stones the mountain shows

As in the East are known.

Here nature spreads a bosom sweet.

And native dyes Vjeneath the feet

Bedeck the joyous ground :

Sy)ort in the liquid air the birds.

And fishes in the stream ; the herds
In meadows wanton round.

Here ample bam-yards still are stored
With relics of last autunm's hoard

And firstlings of this year

;

There waving fields of yellow com,
And ruddy apples, that adorn

The bending boughs, appear.

Beside the stream, a castle proud
Rises amid the passing cloud.

And rules a wide domain
Unequal to its lord's desert :

A village near with lowlier art.

Is built upon the plain.

Here was I born ; o'er all the land
Around the Johnstons bear command,

(Jf high and ancient line:

Mantua actjuircd a noted name
An Virgil's birth-place ; I my fime

Inherit shall from mine.

In a similar spirit he has left an e])it^ram on the

small Vnirgh of Inverury, in the iieiglilKuuhoud of

Caskieben, in whicli he does not cjinit the circuni-

.stance, that the fuel of the inhaliitants (vulgo, the

])eats) comes from the land in which he was born.

A similar epitjram to another neiglil>ouring liurgh,

the ro_y<t/ Imrgh of Kint'iie, now holding the rank of

a very small village, informs us that at the grammar-
Kcliool of that place he conmienced the classical

studies whicli afterwards ac<iuired for him so much
eminence:

"flic ciro sum memini miisnrum factus alumnus,
Kt tiro didici ver!ja Latina io(jui."

After leaving this humble seat of learning, he is

said to have studied at Marischal College in Aberdeen;
a circumstance extremely probable, but which seems
to have no other direct foundation than the conjec-

ture of Benson, from the vicinity of his paternal

estate to that institution, and his having been after-

wards elected rector of the university, an honour
generally bestowed on illustrious alumni.'

Johnston, intending to study medicine, a science

which it would have been in vain at that period to

have attempted in Scotland, proceeded to Rome, and
afterwards to Padua, where he seems to have acquired

some celebrity for the beauty of his earlier Latin

poems, and took the degree of Doctor in Medicine.*

He afterwards travelled through Germany, Holland,

and Denmark, and finally fixed his abode in France.

If he remained for a considerable period at Padua,

he must have early finished his curriculum of study

at Aberdeen, as he is said by Sir Thomas Urquhart

to have been laureated a poet in Paris at the age of

twenty-three.

He remained for twenty years in France, a period

during which he was twice married, to ladies wliose

names are unknown, but who bore him thirteen

children to transmit his name to posterity. On his

return to Britain, about the year 1632, probably at

the recommendation of I.aud, who was his friend, and
had commenced the career of court influence, John-

ston was appointed physician to Charles I., a circum-

stance which must have preceded or immediately

followed his arrival, as he styles himself in the first

edition of his Parerga and Epigravunata, published

at Aberdeen in 1632, "Medicus Regius." The
Parerga consists, as its name may designate, of a

variety of small pieces of poetry, which cannot be
conveniently classed under a more distinct name.
A few are satirical, but the lyrical (if they may be

said to come correctly under that designation) form the

most interesting portion. Johnston seldom indulges

in the metaphoric brilliancy whicli characterized the

native writers in the language which he chose to

use; but he has a considerable portion of their ele-

gance, while much of the poetry is founded on asso-

ciation and domestic feeling, of which he has some
exquisitely beautiful traits, \\hich would have been
extremely pleasing had he used his vernacular tongue.

He is said to have wished to imitate Virgil; but

those who have elevated Buchanan to the title of

the "Scottish Virgil," have designated Johnston the

"Scottish Ovid;" a characteristic which may apply

to the versification of his Psalms, but is far from

giving a correct idea of the spirit of his original

pieces.

Benson mentions, that Johnston was a litigant in

the Court of Session in Fdinburgh at the period of

his return to Britain; and probably the issue of his

suit may account for a rather unceremonious attack

in the Parerga on advocates and agents, unblushingly

addressed "Ad duos rabulas forcnses, Advocatum et

Procuratorem," of whom, without any rcs[iect for

the College of Justice, the author says,

".M:igna minorque fer.-c, qnnrum jiaris ahem lites;

Altera dispensas, utraque digna mori," iK:c.

On ajij^roaching the ]K'riod when Johnston ]ii;b-

lished his translation of the Psalms of David, we
cannot help being struck with the circumstances
under wliieh he appears to have formed the design.

Dr. Faglesham had, in the year 1620, pul)lished a

criticism (^f considerahle length, for the purjjose of

' Benson's "Life" prefixed to Johnston's I'saiiiis, vi.
'-' "(Juod ex t.irnniie nianuscrijito in Advocatorum Biblio-

theca, Kdinburgi servato, intelliginuis." 'i'he circumstance
is irientioned in Sir Robert Siljliald's lublingrapliia Scotica,
which tiiough not a "carmen," may be the MS. referred to.
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proving that the public voice had erred in the merit
it allowed to Buchanan's version of the Psalms, and
modestly disj)laying a translation of Psalm civ.,

of his own workmanship, between which and the
psalms of ]5uchanan he challenged a comparison.'
Dr. William Ilirclay penned a critical answer to this

challenge,^ and Johnston made a fierce stroke at the

offender, in a satirical article in the Parerga, which
he calls "Consilium Collegii Medici Parisiensis de
Mania Hypermori Medicastri," commencing

"Quae Buchananseis medicaster crimina musis
Objicit, et quo se jactat inane melos;

Vidimus : et quotquot tr.ictamus Pa;onis artes,

Hie vates, uno diximus ore, furit," &c.

Johnston, however, did not consider himself in-

capacitated to perform a work in which another had
faileil, and he, probably at that period, formed the

resolution of writing a version of the Psalms, which
lie afterwards produced under the auspices, and with
the advice, of his friend Laud, whicli he published at

London and Aberdeen in 1637. No man ever com-
mitted a more imprudent act for his own fame; as

he was doomed by the nature of his task, not only to

equal, but to excel, one of the greatest poets in the

world. His fame was not increased by the proceed-
ings of his eccentric countryman Lauder, who many
years afterwards endeavoured with a curious pertina-

city to raise the fame of Joimston's version far above
that of ]5uchanan. Mr. Auditor Benson, a man
better known for his benevolence than his acuteness,

was made the trumpet of Johnston's fame. This
gentleman published three editions of Johnston's
psalms; one of which, printed in 1741, and dedicated
to Prince George, afterwards George IH., is orna-

mented with a very fine portrait of the poet by
Vertue after Jamesone, and is amply illustrated with
notes. The zealous editor received as his reward
from the literary world, a couplet in the Dunciad, in

wliich, in allusion to his having procured the erection

of the monument to the memory of Milton in West-
minster Abbey, it is said,

''On two unequal crutches propt he came,
Milton's on this, on that one Jolinston's n,-\me."

A late writer, considerably versed in classical and
bil)Iical criticism—Mr. Tennant—finds, that even
after the luxuriant fervidness of Buchanan, there is

mucli to admire in the calm tastefulness and religious

feeling of Johnston, and that the work of the latter

is not only a more faithful translation, but given in

a manner better suited (in his opinion) to the strains

of the holy minstrel, than that followed l^y the fiery

genius of Buchanan, when restricted to translation.

"He is not," remarks this author, "tempted like

Buchanan, by his luxuriance of phraseologv, and by
the necessity of filling up, by some means or other,

metrical stanzas of prescribed and inexoral)le length,

to expatiate from the psalmist's simplicity, and
weaken, by circumlocution, what he must needs l)eat

out and expand. His diction is thereft)re more firm

and nervous, and, though not absolutely Hebrxan,
makes a nearer approach to the unadorned energv
of Jewry. .Vccorilingly, all the sublime passages
are read with more touching effect in his than in

]5uchanan's translation: he has many beautiful and
even powerful lines, such as can scaicc be matched
by his more popular competitor; the style of John-
ston possessing somewhat of Ovitlian ease, accom-
panied with strength and simplicity, v.hile tlie tra^'ic

pomp and worldly parade of Seneca and i'rudeutius

are more afiected by Buchanan.'"^

' I'.;;llsenni C'ertamen cum Gc"rL:io I'.nciiannno jiro Pi^iiitatc
Par.iphrascos I-*s:ihni civ. London, if 20.

'- IJ.irclaii Judicium de Cert.Tmine I'!i;liMeraii cum Cuchan.mo
pro I'ignitato Paraplirascos I'sahr.i civ.

2 Kd. Lit. Jo-.iiii.il, iii. .?.-j.

Let us conclude this subject with remarking the
peculiar circumstance, that while Scotland has pro-
duced two Latin versions of the psalms, rivals in ex-

cellence, the talent of the whole nation has been
unable to produce any English version which can be
considered as their ecjual in point of versification.

In 1641 Johnston died at Oxford, where he had gone
on a visit to a daughter married to a divine of the
Church of England. Besides the works already
mentioned, he wrote Mns<t Aidictr, addressed to his

eminent contemporaries, translated Solomon's Song,
the Creed, and the Lord's Prayer, and edited the
DclidiC Poclarum Scotoniin, in which he introduced
not a few of his own productions. His works were
published at Middleburg, in 1642, by his friend

Scott of Scotstarvet. The representatives of his

family are Sir William Johnston of Hilton in Aber-
deenshire, and Mr. Johnston of Viewfield in the

same county.

The brother of the poet was a man of some local

celebrity; he was Dr. William Johnston, professor

of mathematics in the Marischal C(dlege of Aberdeen.
"He was," says Wodrow, "ane learned and expe-

rienced jihysitian. He wrote on the mathematics.

His skill in the Latin was truly Ciceronian."*

JOHNSTONE, Mrs. Ciiristi.vn Isobel. This
talented literary lady and popular novelist was born
in Fifeshire in 1 781. ^Vhen very young she mar-
ried a Mr. M'Leish, whom .she was afterwards com-
pelled to divorce. Her second and last husband
was Mr. John Johnstone, schoolmaster at Dunferm-
line, to whom she was married about the year 1812.

Having removed to Inverness, where Mr. Johnstone
jnuxhased the Inverness Courier, of which he also

became editor, the literary talents of his wife so

effectually aided him, that the paper soon acquired

a character superior to that of most of our provincial

journals. While residing in Inverness she also

wrote Claii Alhyi, a A'atioiial 1'alc, which was pub-
lished anonymously at Edinburgh in 1815, and ob-

tained great popularity. Sir \\'alter Scott's novels

were already bringing Scotland into vogue, and
several writers were throwing themselves into the

popular current; but of all the followers of the

"Great Unknown," none was received with greater

favour than Mrs. Johnstone. Although the memory
of Chin Albyn is now extinguished in the public

mind by the myriads of novels which have succeeded

it, the recollections of the vigorous sketches in that

work both of Highland and Lowland characters and
scenery, and those ».'f the disasters of Sir John
Moore's camjiaign in Spain, are still fresh among
many whose lives commenced with the jiresent cen-

tury. Having soUl the Iitvcrucss Courier, Mrs.

Johnstone removed with her husband to Edinburgh,

where she was engaged l)y Mr. ]'>lackwood the pub-

lisher to write another no\x-l : in consefpience she

produced her Kli-atcfh dc h'nire, a tale of which the

locality and events are jiartiy of Scottish ami partly

of Irish character. It was published in 1827, but

although superior to Cltiu A/i\v'i, it scarcely obtained

the same jiopularity. blither the standard of tlie

author of Wavcrlev was too high, or his imitators t(,>o

numerous, to insure succc-s in -ucii a kin<i of coni-

]K'tition. It is only justice, however, to Mrs. John-

stone to add, that while the usual impression of

a three-volumed novel was 500 coj ies, the pub-

lisher jirinted 2000 of I-'.liiabcth de }<ruce, and that

of thc-e al'imt I 200 .t 1400 Ci'j ies were sold at the

rcguLu- I'.ricf.

ibu^li, isjCp.
published by Mr. ^•aid-
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Mi-s. Johnstone and her husband being now com-
niilted to literature, embarked in it with hearty and
mutual zeal ; the latter opened a printing-office in

St. James' Square, and Mr. Blackwood and Mr.
Johnstone having purchased the copyright of the

Edinburgh Weekly Chronicle, the printer and his

talented wife became the joint editors of the news-
paper. But while their views in politics were those

of the liberal party, Mr. Blackwood was heart and
soul with the Tories, which made a lasting co-pro-

prietorship impossible ; and in consequence of this

incompatibility of temper, the union was dissolved,

and the Chronicle sold. The Johnstones now threw
themselves into other literary undertakings, the

chief of which was the periodical called The School-

master, supposed to have been the earliest series of

our cheap literature in Edinburgh, the plan of which
was first suggested by Mrs. Johnstone, and after-

wards matured by her husband. As it was the

first, it was also one of the best, of our Edinburgh
cheap and popular literature, as none of its followers

can be said to have surpassed the Schoolmaster.

But it was too good to be higiily popular : the im-

portance of its articles and the talent with which
tiiey were discussed was "caviare to the multitude,"

while its cheap price repelled those readers who
estimated the value of literature merely by the amount
of its cost. On this account it was found necessary

to merge the publication into yohiistoiie's Magazine,
which was published monthly for a considerable

period at eightpence. This new periodical, in which
politics were almost wholly avoided, and sul)jects of

literary and social interest chiefly discussed, pro-

mised to be successful, when a difficulty occurred :

Tail's Magazine was also printed at St. James'
Square office, and both magazines were issued by
the same publisher. A compromise was the conse-

quence, by which yohnstones A/agazine was absorbed
into that of 7ait, while the latter, still retaining the

name of Tails Alagazine, was reduced from its

monthly price of half-a-crown to a sliilling. It was
a satisfactory arrangement to botli parties, while the

popularity of the periodical in this new form was
insured by the appointment of Mrs. Johnstone to be
its chief contributor and director. Although she
was nominally the editor, her authority was subject

to the contnjl of Mr. Tait, who still retained the

principal management, and thus she acted the same
part for Taifs Ma.^azine that Wilson did for

Blaclru'oocfs. After the accession of Mrs. Johnstone
to 'Taifs Magazine it was inspired with new life,

and rose rapidly in popularity, while this success

was owing not so much to the p(jiitical articles

it contained, as to its elaljorate, al)le, and just criti-

cisms, whicii were written almost exclusively Ijy

Mrs. Johnstone. It may be remarked also, that

although a ju.it she was a gentle critic, and wherever
true merit ajJiJcared in the subjects of her review, or

the promise of future excellence, she was always
careful, with feminine gentleness, to pcjint out the

one and encourage the other.

The next separate work i)ul)lislicd liy Mrs. J(jlin-

stone after Clan Alhyn and l:lizalnlh dc Ihiice, was
J.iz'cs and Voyages ofDrake, Caiendish, and Dainpicr,
includiir^ a History of the />nccaneers. This wcjrk,

which formed the fifth volume of the Iviinl)uri;h

Cabinet Library, was ])ul)lislied in 1831, and in the
foljijwing year apjjeared her .Vii^'lits of the Round
Table, a [tunning title, in which were incliulcd a

series of lively tales and sketciies. This she always
considered as the best of her works of fiction. But
a still more 5)')]nilar work was the l-Ulinburgh Tales,

chietly written l)y herself in the Srhoohnastcr, John-
siones Magazine, and 'Tail's Magazine, and \\hich

were now published with several contributions of
other writers in a regular series, in weekly numbers
and monthly parts, and which when finished com-
posed three large volumes. These were so popular,

that in their weekly and monthly form more than
30,000 copies were sold, while in their collective

form they still obtained a considerable sale. Of
these tales, by far the best are Mrs. Johnstone's own,
while the largest of the series— Violet llaviilton and
the Western Exclusives—are equal to her best pro-

ductions. Few sketches, indeed, of Glasgow society

at the beginning of the present century are at all to

be compared with those contained in the Western Ex-
clusives. The last and also the most popular of all

her works which we have occasion to mention, bore
the following well-known title, 'J'he Cook and Ilouse-

zoifis Manual. A PracticalSystem ofModern Domestic
Cookay and Family Management. By J\/rs. Alar-
garct Dodds, of the Cleikuni Inn, St. Konans. It

was written at the earlier period of her life in Inver-

ness, and besides being lively and fanciful in style,

with the principal epicures of Scott's St. Konan's
Well and other popular novels as the principal

speakers and actors, the valuable directions and re-

ceipts contained in it made it the oracle of the kitchen,

and ]\Icg Dodds' Cookery became a household word.
This combination indeed of the lively and witty

with the wise and the practical, formed the chief

attraction of the work; it was the new experiment of

investing culinary operations with the charms of

novel-writing ; and even those who did not care for

luxurious dinners were interested in the directions

given for concocting them, and the alluring style in

which these directions were conveyed. This singu-

lar volume was in such great demand, that in 1858
ten editions of it had appeared, and from the sale

Mrs. Johnstone derived a regular revenue for the rest

of her life.

While her popularity in the literary world was so

great, and alv\ays increasing, "her manner of life,"

writes one of her biographers, "was that of a perfect

gentlewoman. She miglu have easily obtained a
greater name in the workl if she had sought it. She
sought it not. Even the good she did was often

concealed frcjm those for whom it was done. Many
persons now occupy respectable positions in the

world who are indebted exclusively to the plans of

this gentlewoman—devised without solicitation, and
untold when they were successful. . . . Whenever
she thought that it was within her [lower to be useful

to those with whom she had ir. any way become ac-

quainted, however slightly, Init so far as induced her

to believe that their conduct would supj)ort her recom-
mendation, she said nothing on the subject to them,

hut sought to accomplish her tibject. If >he failed,

no hopes had been erected to be cast down again;

and if she succeeded, the success was seldom told

by herself, and the originator of scjme change in life

was not always known—perha])s in some cases nevir
known— to him whose course of life was changed."

It is only necessary to add, that after 1846 Mrs.
lohnstone's coiniection with Tait's Sl/agiizi/ie ccnsvt],

and tliat she retiretl into private life with the com-

1 etenee which her industry had ac<[uire(l. At length,

full of years, Ixjnoured by society, and beloved by
all who knew her, she died at l'^<linburgh on Aug. 26,

1857. Her affectionate husband, the director and
often the partaker of her literary exertions, followed
in a few months after, and over their grave in the

(irange Cemetery stands an elegant obelisk with the

following inscrijition: "Mrs. Christian Isobel John-
stone, die<l 26 August 1857, aged 76. John Johnstone,
died 3 November following, aged 78. A memorial of

literary excellence and private worth. Erected 1S58."
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JOHNSTON, George, M.D. This distinguished

naturalist, and attractive writer in natural science,

was born in 1798, but of what parentage we have
seen no record. He was destined for the medical
profession, and apprenticed to Dr. Abercrombie of
Edinburgh, who, in his day, was one of the most
eminent medical practitioners of Britain. Having
gone through the usual medical education and ]5rac-

tical training, George Jolinston graduated in Edin-
burgh in 1819, and afterwards settled down in the

general practice of his profession at IJerwick-upon-

Tweed. Having accpiireil a taste at Edinburgh for

the study of natural history, it was so suited to his

inquiring mind and refined poetical temperament
that he contnuied to prosecute it till the end of his

life; and although occupied witli a laborious ])rofes-

sional practice, which leaves small leisure or inclina-

tion for other pursuits, the works which he puljlished

in natural history have sufficed to establish his name
among the most distinguished writers in that depart-

ment.
At the time when Dr. Johnston first settled as a

medical practitioner in Berwick-upon-Tweed, little

was known of tlie lower forms of animal life, to

which he devoted his attention; and thus, altliough he
stood alone, he occupied a field in which his re-

searciies might go on without a rival, and which, by
the right of pre-occupation, he coukl make his own
for the time being. And nobly did he justify the

advantages of such a starting-point. .Vfter he had
established himself in Berwick, he proceeded to

publish the results of his inquiries in the various

natural history journals and the tmnsactions of natu-

ral history societies. Thus his principal papers, in-

dicating the wide range of his sympathy with natural

objects, his remarkable powers of observaticjn, and
his sound and cautious judgment, ajipeared in the

Edinl>iir;^Ii Philosophical yx>uniiil, the Mui^aziiie of
iVatural History, the Amtals of Xatitral History (of

which latterly he was one of the editors), the Transac-
tions of the Xatural History Society of Xeiocastle, and
the Proceedings of the Bem'ickshire Xatitralists'' Club,

of which he was one of the founders. But the work
by wliich he was best known to the scientific world
at large, and which perhaps will constitute the most
lasting monument of his fame, was liis History of
British Zoophytes. Of this im[Dortant work we see

the original elements in his "Descriptive Catalogue of

the Recent Zoophytes found on the Coast of JJurham,"'

wliich ajipeared in the second volume of the Trajis-

actions of the Xatural History Society of Xe^ocastle-

upon- 'Pyne, and in his "Catalogue of the Zoophytes of

Berwickshire, "published in the l''roeeediii.:;s c>fthe Ber-
Xinckshirc Xatiiralists'' Club. His great original His-

tory of British Zoophytes was published first in Edin-
burgh in 1838, and afterwards a second edition of it

was issued from the London press in 1847. The
work was welcomeil as by fiir the most complete and
accurate account of the Brilisli forms of these animals
we yet jiossessed; and to enhance its value, it was
beautifully illustrated by Mrs. Johnston. But while
employed upon the zoophytes, the sponges ami coral-

lines did not escape his notice, and in 1842 he pub-
li-licd . / History of British Sponges and Lithophvtes.

This work, like the previous one, is still the best and
most omplete in our language on the subject of
which it treats; ami the effect of both was to raise

the reputation not only of the author, but the town in

which he dwelt, so that Berwick, only distinguished a^

yet by its traditions of border warfare, had now be-

come so notable in science, as to be scarcely second to

Selborne. The subjects indeed which emiiloyed the

pen of Dr. Johnston had not the same attractive and
popular interest as those on which White of .Selborne

had written; but his lively fancy and elegant pleas-

ing style could impart to them a charm which ele-

vated them from their dulness and apparent insig-

nificance into objects of popular importance. Having
devoted much of his attention to the mollusca, as

appears from many of his papers on the subject, Dr.

Johnston published in 1850 his Introduction to Con-
choloifv, or lilements of the Xatitral History of Mol-
luscous Animals. This is a delightful literary per-

formance, and full of interesting illustrations of the

structure and habits of the shell -fishes of Great
Britain.

Hitherto we have viewed this excellent naturalist

ranging among zoophytes and lithophytes, Crustacea

and molluscs, and all the forms of invertebrate life.

Wherever he went he observed; his j)rofessional

visits were made with restless inquiring eye to what-
ever was interesting in the kingdom of nature; and
even while standing upon the sea-shore, every object

which the waves deposited upon the sand arrested

his attention, and became a subject of study. To
him the sea was a populous and living world, instead

of a picturescjue mass of water. "It is very true,"

he said, "that I have been a scholar for many years

in the book of nature; and I have taught myself to

take note of, and pleasure in, those works with which
the Creator has crowded and adorned the paths I

daily walk; and sure I am that now I can see and
appreciate a beauty and excellence where otherwise

they would not have impressed me." .Such was his

declaration in the preface to a new work entitled

Terra Lindisfarnensis, of the first volume of which,

The Xatural History of the Pastern Borders, Dr.

Johnston was the author. The field over which it

ranged comprised the whole of Berwickshire, the

liberties of Berwick, North Durham, and the imme-
diately adjacent parts of Northumberland and Rox-
burghshire; and while the specific object of the

volume was to describe the "botany" of that dis-

trict, it was abundantly interspersed with anecdote

and folk-lore, legend, poetr)-, and biography, local

objects and scenery to interest every reader. To the

active mind of its author, however, such a produc-

tion was a recreation and relief from more severe

studies, to which he returned with redoubled ardour.

He had long been investigating the anneliiia, the

true worms of the naturalist, but a greatly neglected

branch of British zoology, and had written several

papers on British annelidesand Irish annelides, which
were greatly admired, and had called the attention

of naturalists to the subject. Thus encouraged to

persevere, he had made preparations for writing a

complete work on British annelides, when he was
seized with paralysis, and died on the 3d of July,

1855-
'il-.e unexpected death of Dr. John>tr.n w.is j.i-

mented in the scieiUilic \\orld as no ordinary Ijc-

reavcment. To a mind untireil in investigation, and
which phenomena, however minute, cindd not e>cape,

he added those powers of eloquence and charms of

imagination wliich adorned whatever he tcniclied, and

invested the hunible^-t olijecls of nature with new-

interest and beautv. He rocmbled indeed the la-

mented Hugh Miliar, ahh.uigli in a iliffereiU heUl of

natural science. It was hi^ olx-ervant eye that first

detected the new w ater-weed {.Inaeharis alsiiiaslruin)

in the lake at Dun-e Ca-ile in 183S, and again in

the water> of tlie Whiteader in 1S41. Hi-- intere>t

in science was al>" raanit'e-ted ni)t imly in his writ-

ing-, Inu the M'cietie--- witli wliich he was conr.ected.

He was an active nienilier. if not aI>o the founder,

of tlic l!erwick>hire Natural Hi>tory Club, and one

of tlie founders of the Ray Society for the juiblica-

tioa of works u:i natural history, and wa.-, one of the
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secretaries of the society till his death. With regard

lo his personal and private character, one of his

biographers adds, "He was a man of the most genial

and kindly disposition, and greatly beloved in the

circle of naturalists by whom he was surrounded, and
whom he often met in the Naturalists' Field Club he
had established. He was well read in the literature

of natural histoiy, and nothing delighted him more
than imparting his copious stores of information to

others. His correspondence was extensive, and many
a living naturalist is indebted to him for encourage-

ment in the prosecution of his earliest labours." Such
was the man who contributed so largely to the litera-

ture of the natural history of Great Britain, and who,
although half-buried in a humble position and ob-

scure border town, obtained so high and so wide a

renown in the scientific world.

JOHNSTONE, James, a physician of some emi-

nence, was born at Annan in the year 1 730. He
was the fourth son of John Johnstone, Esq., of Gala-
bank, one of the oldest branches of the family of that

name. He received the rudiments of his classical

education from Dr. Henry, the well-known author
of the History of Great Britain. The science of

medicine he studied first in Edinburgh and after-

wards in Paris; and such was his progress in these

studies, that he took the degree of Doctor of Medicine
before he had completed his twenty-first year. On
this occasion he published a thesis, Dc Aeris Factitii

Impcrio in Corpore Hitmano, which discovered an
ability that procured him many valuable friends.

On completing his education, Dr. Johnstone com-
menced practice at Kidderminster, in Worcestershire,

where he quickly acquired a great degree of celebrity

by the successful manner in which he treated a pecu-

liar epidemic, called, from its remarkable virulence

in that locality, the Kidderminster fever. Of this

fever, and his mode of treating it, he published an
account in 175S, an exceedingly important treatise,

from the circumstance of its pointing out the power
of minerals and vapours to correct or destroy f^utrid

febrile contagion. This discovery, now so frequently

and successfully employed in arresting the progress

of infection, and in purifying infected places, though
since claimed by others, belongs beyond all doubt
to Dr. Johnstone; who pointed out also the simple
process by which it was to be effected—viz. by pour-
ing a little vitriolic acid on common salt.

Dr. J')hnstone was well known in the learned
world by several interesting publications on suljjects

connected with his profession, and by several im-
portant additions which he made to the general stock
of medical knowledge. Amongst these w-as the dis-

covery of a cure fjr the ganglion of the nerves and
of the lymphatic glands.

P>om Kidderminster he removed to Worcester,
where he continued to ])ractise till within a few days
of his death, which hajipened in 1S02, in the seventy-

third year of his age. His death v.as much regretted,

•and it was then considered that the medical science

iiad by that event l<jst one of its brightest ornaments.
I)r. Johnstone acquires no small degree of additional

celebrity from his having been the intimate friend of

the amiable George Lord Lyltleton, and from his

being the author of the affecting account of that

nobleman's deatii inserted by Dr. Johnson in his

Li: cs of the IWts.
In a letter which lie addressed to the editor of

Doddridge s Litters, he says—"Lord IJacon reckons
it a great deficiency in biogra]:>hy that it is for the
most part confined to the actions of kings and princes,

and a few ]iersons of high rank, wliile tlie memory
cf men distinguished for worth and goodness in the

lower ranks of life has been only preserved by tra-

dition." The latter character was Dr. Johnstone's,
and the deficiency would indeed have been great had
his name been omitted in the list of those who have
deserved well of their country and of posterity. His
general character and conduct are spoken of in terms
of high admiration by all his contemporaries and
biographers; and the serenity of his death, the cheer-

ful and resigned spirit in which he contemplated and
awaited that event, is made a conspicuous feature in

the history of his useful but unobtrusive life. His cele-

brity as a medical practitioner was very great, and his

professional skill was fortunately associated with a
singular degree of kindness and amenity of manner

—

qualities to which the Rev. Job Orton, a man himself
celebrated for piety and talent, thus bears testimony:—"I left Shrewsbury and came to Kidderminster that

I might have the advice of a very able and skilful

physician, Dr. Johnstone, who hath always proved
himself a faithful and tender friend, to whose care

as a physician I, under CJod, owe my life, and to

whose friendship I am indebted for some of the

greatest comforts of it."

Several of Dr. Johnstone's physiological inquiries

were published in "the I^hilosophical Transactions, and
are to be found in the 54th, 57th, and 60th volumes
of that work. They were afterwards enlarged and
printed separately.

JOHNSTON, Jam f.s F. W. This excellent prac-

tical chemist, who applied the science of chemistry

to. agriculture, was born at Paisley in 1796, but in

infancy and boyhood, in consequence of the repeated

migrations of his father, he first removed to Man-
chester, and afterwards to Kilmarnock in Ayrshire.

During this time his education had been going on ;

and resolving to devote himself to the clerical pro-

fession, he studied at the university of Glasgow,
supporting himself in the meantime, like many of

his fellow-students, by private teaching. Having
finished his courses of philosojjhy and theology,

he became a licentiate of the Church of Scotland;

he also opened a school at Durham, and solaced

himself with its drudgery while he patiently awaited

the uncertain chances of clerical promotion. From
this uncertain position, however, he was delivered

by a marriage with one of the daughters of the late

Thomas Ridley, Esq., of Park End. Possessing by
this union a conijietcnt income, he abandoned his

school, and devoted himself to the study of chemist r)',

to whicli he had long felt a preference, and to perfect

himself in the science he removed to .Sweden, and
became the pupil of tlic celebrated llcrzclius. His

proficiency was so rapid and remarkable, and his

reputation as a chemist so fully established, that

before returning to Scotland in 1S33, he was ap-

])ointed to the readershij) of chemistry and mineralogy

in the university of Durham, then newly estalilished,

the charge being kept vacant until his return froni

Sweden. This apjiointment he retained until his

decease, although he made the neighbourhood of

Edinburgh his regular home, giving his attendance

during term time only at Durham.
During the first year of his readership. Professor

Jcjhnslon a])pears to have chiefly confined himself to

researches in jiurc chemistry, and in this j)eriod

he ]iroduced a valuable series of pa))ers on the

Chemistry of the Kesins, and other similar subjects.

This, however, was too narrow a range fur the

j^ractical and expansive mind of the professor, and
in 1840 the periorl arrived when his general reputa-

tion was to cimimence. In that year Liel)ig laid

before the ISritish Association his Treatise on Chem-
istry applied to Agriculture and Thysiology, and
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Johnston enthusiastically threw his mind into the

subject. His proper vocation had been suggested;

he devoted himself at once to the study of agricultural

chemistry, and soon afterwards he delivered a course

of lectures in that department of the science to the

Durham County Agricultural Society, which, com-
mencing in 1841, were finished in 1844, and com-
posed when published, during the last year above
mentioned, one large octavo volume. During the

issue in parts of this publication, which contained

the pith and substance of his lectures, the attention

not merely of the practical farmers of England, but

those of Scotland also, was powerfully attracted to

the subject; and while his Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry and Geology confirmed his reputation

as the chief British authority in tliis important de-

partment, in 1843, when the Agricultural Chemistry
Association of Scotland was established. Professor

Johnston was elected as the fittest person to hold

the office of itscliemist. His laboratory in Edinburgh
thus became the central point of the agricultural

chemistry of his native country, and during the five

years in which he held this office his assiduity was
unwearied, while his researclies, which were of ex-

traordinary extent and immense practical utility,

inspired our farmers with a scientific intelligence of

their profession to which hitherto they had been
almost entirely strangers. As the Agricultural Chem-
istry Association for Scotland had been established

only for five years, being incorporated at the end of

that time with the Highland Society, Johnston left

Edinburgh, and returned to his permanent charge at

Durham.
While thus actively employed in experimenting,

the pen of the professor had not been idle; and
besides his higlily popular lectures, he published a
Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology,

which was so popular that thirty-three editions have
been published in this country alone. Nor was this

all, for it has been translated into nearly every lan-

guage in Europe, and been widely disseminated over
the United States of America, where his reputation

is as warmly cherished as in Britain, and where his

lessons find a freslier and wider field of occupa-
tion. Soon after his return to Durham he was
invited to deliver lectures on agricultural chemistry
in the United States and Canada, with which he
complied ; and on coming home he published his

work entitled Notes on North America, which though
less professional than his other writings, contains

important observations on the agriculture and general
social condition of North America, and its vast

resources in soil and climate. Besides these entire

productions, he wrote several articles which were
]niblished in literary and scientific magazines, among
the latter of which it is sufficient to mention Black-
loood's Magazine ami the Edi)tlnirgh Revie7iK I]ut

the most popular, and perliaps the most useful, of all

his works was tlie Chemistry of Common Life, \^hich

he commenced only two years before he died.

Than tliis work no scientific publication has been
more popular, and while the style is so simple as to

attract general readers, and so intelligible as to be
understood by the most unlearned, the sul)ject is

of sucli vital importance that all feel interested in

it. Tiie last effort of his pen was employed in the
]:)roduction of a kindred work entitled the Geology oj

Common Life, when his career was unexpectedly
terminated. He had been upon the Continent for

several months, and was aliout to return to England,
when he caught cold, but ditl not apprehend anv
serious results. Scarcely, liowever, had he reached
his home in Diu'liam, wlien symjitoms of hemor-
rhage in the lungs ajipeared, and he died of a rapid

decline on the i8th of September, 1855, aged fifty-

nine years. Such was the entl of this scientific

Triptolemu.s, who taught mankind at large how to

cultivate the soil to the best advantage, and how to

use its produce, and who will continue to be the
benefactor of millions who may be ignorant even
of his name. His valuable scientific apparatus he
generously bequeathed to the Free Church College
of Edinburgh.

JOHNSTON, John, a Latin poet and classical

scholar of considerable eminence in the earlier part

of the seventeenth century. Though this individual

is one of the ornaments of a very distinguished age
of Scottish literature, the date of his birth is not ac-

curately ascertained, but it must have been previous

to the year 1570, as in 1587 he began to be known
to the world. He styles himself " Aberdonensis ;"

and as he was a member of the House of Crimond,
he was probably bom at the family s, at near Aber-
deen. Dr. M'Crie, whose minute labours have
thrown so much light en the literary history of this

period, has, among other facts connected with John-
ston (which we shall here carefully rccajnlulate),

discovered the name of his master from the last will

of the poet, in which he affectionately leaves to that

individual his white cup with the silver foot.^ The
same instrument appoints as one of his executors,

"Mr. Robert Johnston of Creimond," probal)ly his

brother, a person who appears to have l>een in 1635
elected provost of Aberdeen." Johnston studied at

King's College in Aberdeen, whence, after the usual

custom of the age, he made a studious peregrination

among the continental universities, which he continued

during a period of eight years. In 1587 we find

him at the university of Helmstadt, whence he trans-

milted a manuscript copy of Buchanan's Sphura to

be re-edited by Pincier, along with two epigrams of

his own.' In 1587 he was at the university of Ros-
tock, where he enjoyed the intimacy and correspond-

ence of the elegantly learned but fanciful Justus

Lipsius.

Johnston appears to have early embraced the doc-

trines of the Presbyterian Church of Scotland, and
to have retained them with the characteristic firmness

of the body. He was the intimate friend of its ac-

complished supporter Andrew Melville, whose in-

fluence probably procured him the appointment to

the professorship of divinity in the new college of

St. Andrews, as successor to John Robertson— an
advancement which he obtained previou^ly to the

year 1594, as he is discovered, under the term

"maister in the new college," to have b-cen elected

one of the elders of St. Andrews, on the 28ih No-
vember, 1593. Johnston was a useful assistant to

his illustrious friend in the opposition to tlie harass-

ing efforts of King James to introduce Ei'i>co]iacy.

He must have been included in the inlenlict of the

visitation of the university commission, by wliicli tlie

professors of theology and philoMiphy, not licing

pastors of the church, were prohibited Irum sitting

in clnirch-courts, except throuL'h an election regu-

lated by the council of tlie viMtntion: nnri in the

General Assembly which nitt at Dundee in 1598,

whither both had resorted to oppose the too great

tenderness of James for the church, in jirojiosing to

admit its representation in parliament, Melville ar.d

Johnston ^\ere charged to ([uit the city, widi tl;e

1 Itcm-T k-ave to Mr. Robert Merser. Per-..;in of V,i

quhorie Itai'.chorT.-. near Al'crclccn , niy aiild kyml inaister.

taiken of my thankful dewtie. my qub.yit cope witl'. the tilv

fit."— M'Cn'e's Mclriii,'. i. 351.
- Ilisirrv of thi- I'aiitilv of jch>!:t:n, rj.
s M'Cne's".l/.-/:77/<-, 1. 331.
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usual formality of the pain of rebellion in case of

refusal. In 1603 these friends again appear acting

in concert, in a correspondence with l)u Plessis, on
the subject of the synod of Gap in France having

censured certain peculiar opinions on the doctrine of

justification. "They did not presume to judge of

the justice of the synod of Gap, but begged leave to

express their fears that strong measures would in-

flame the minds of the disputants, and that a farther

agitation of the question might breed a dissension

very injurious to the interests of the evangelical

churches. It appeared to them that both parties

held the Protestant doctrine of justification, and only

differed a little in their mode of explaining it. They
therefore, in the name of their brethren, entreated

Du Plessis to employ the authority which his piety,

prudence, learned writings, and illustrious services

in the cause of Christianity had given him in the

Galilean church, to bring about an amicable adjust-

ment of the controversy."^ Without inquiring into

the minutiiT; of tlie controversy, the knowledge that

it was a theological one is sufficient to make us ap-

preciate the advice as exceedingly sound ; and we
have the satisfaction to know, as a rare instance,

that it produced the desired effect.

During the previous year Johnston had published

at Amsterdam his first complete poetical work, en-

titled ''^ Iiiscriptioncs Historiccs Kcgum Scotoritin, con-

tinuata annorum serie a Fergusio I. ad Jacobum VI.
Pri^jfixus est Gathelus, sive de gentis origine, Frag-
mentum Andrea; Melvini. Additas sunt Icones

omnium Regum nobilis Familia:- .Stuartorum," 410;
and in 1603 he pul)lishcd at Leyden Ikraes ex oinni

JItstoria Scotica Lcctissimi, 4to. Both these pro-

ductions have been preserved in the Delitiie Poetantm
Sco/onim, by the author's relative, Artluir Johnston.
The former is a series of epigrammatic addresses to

the .Scottish monarchs, commencing with Fergus I.,

and duly passing through the extendetl list to the

reigning monarch James VI. ; regarding whom it is

wortiiy of commendatory remark, that the author is

more lavish of congratulations on the good fortune

whicii Providence had bestowed on him tlian on his

talents or kingly qualities. The Heroes is a tissue of

similar epigrams addressed to the heroes who dis-

tinguish the reigns of the same line of kings, com-
mencing with Ferchard, the great commander-in-
chief of King Reuther. Of course, both works laud

the virtues of many men who never drew breath.

The merits of J(jhnston as a poet cannot be said to

rise beyond those of the mere e])igramniatist: to the

classical elegance of his Latinity we believe few
objections can be fjund, but he (iis[)lays more of the

neatness (jf illustralitm and precise aptness of asso-

ciation, which may be tauglit, than of the inborn

poetic fire; and liis works are ])erhai)S more ])leasing

in the restrictions of a classical tongue, than tliey

might have been had he allowed himself to range in

the freedom <jf his vernacular language. \\'hen treat-

ing of those who never existed, or of whom little is

known, the ab>ence of all interest from tiie subject

a Ids lo the coldness of the epigram, and leaves room
fir the mere conceit to stand alone; but in treating

of interesting or remarkable events, Johnston could

s iinctimes l)e lofty, and strike a clujrd of feeling.

\\'e might instance, as favourable specimens, tiie

cjiigrani to the family of the Frasers, massacred by
the ( lanranald in 1544, and that to Robert the IJruce.

In 1609 [ohn^ton published at Leyden, Coiisolalio

Chri:tia>ttt suh 'Cniee, et lavihi de I-'elicitate Homiiiis

7)ei> rerouri/iati, Svo; in 161 1 he published laniln

Sacri : and in 1612, Tetrastiiha et J.ennnala Sacra—

' M 'trie's .l/c/rv7/.-, 11. 10,

Item Cantka Sacra—Item Icones Hegum jfitdece et

Israelis. Lugd. Bat.*

Johnston died in the month of October, 1612; the
last scene of his life is drawn by James Melville in

a letter to his uncle, dated the 25th of November
ensuing ; of which we cannot avoid giving the terms
as translated by Dr. M'Crie. "Your colleague John
Johnston closed his life last month. He sent for the
members of the university and presbytery, before

whom he made a confession of his faith, and pro-

fessed his sincere attachment to the doctrine and
discipline of our church, in which he desired to die.

He did not conceal his dislike of the lately-erected

tyranny, and his detestation of the pride, temerity,

fraud, and whole conduct of the bishops. He pro-

nounced a grave and ample eulogium on your in-

structions, admonitions, and example; craving pardon
of God and you for having offended you in any in-

stance, and for not having borne more meekly with

your wholesome and friendly anger. As a memorial
he has left you a gilt velvet cap, a gold coin, and one
of his best books. His death would have been a

most mournful event to the church, university, and
all good men, had it not been that he has for several

years laboured under an incurable disease, and that

the ruin of the church has swallowed up all lesser

sorrows, and exhausted our tears.
"^

We learn that he had married Catharine Melville,

of the family of Carribee—but at what period seems
not to be known—and he has left behind him epi-

ta])hs on her and their two children. It appears that

in 1600 he had been solicited to become "second
minister" of I laddington. Besides the works already

mentioned, there exist, or did exist, by him in MS. in

the Advocates' Library, "Ilfpi 'S.recpavwi' sive de Co-
ronisMartyrum inScotia Liber Unus"— "DeCoronis
Martyrum in Anglia Libellus alter"— and "Peculium
Fcclesia:; Scoticana;, et alia quaxlam Poemata." He
wrote epigrams on the chief towns of .Scotland, which
have been appropriately inserted in Cambilen's />';-/-

taiinia; and some of his letters are in be found in the

corres]5ondence of that eminent antifjuary. Andrew
Melville says, " Mr. Johne Davidsone left sum nots

behind of our tyme, and so did Mr. Johne John-
stoun:" what has become of these we know not.

JOHNSTON, R()I!I:rt, an historian, existed in

the eaiiicr part of the seventeenth century. Tlie

works of this individual are \\ell known, but he has

not achieved personal eminence'; and we neither know
when he was bom, nor the station which he occupied

in life. At Amstertlam was printed, in 1655, his

Ilistoria A'eriiDi Britainiicarunt, tit et inultaruiii Gal-

liearian, Jyeli(ieariii/i, et Gerinaiticarinn, tain politi-

cariiii! qitam eeclesiasticariuii, al> anno 1572 (/(/ 162S.

This work was intended as a continuation of

Buchanan; and Bishop Nicholson, no bestower of

heedless praise, ap])ears to think that It nearly

equals in style the woik which it imitated.* Lord
Woodhouselee, a less scru|)ul()us critic wliere a
.Scotsman was concerned, calls it "A work of great

merit, whether we consider the judicious structure of

the narrative, the sagacity of the rellections, the acute

discernment of characters, or the classical tincture of

the style. In tliose ])assages of his history," says this

writer, "where there is nunn fur a display of el(5-

queiice, he is often singularly happy in touching

- M:iHlmciit's C,i/c,t->,i:"fs <'/ Srois Writers, 14: Silibald's

l>:l'lii<llii\a Sintuii. MS. 49. 'ihcrc is soiiic (liffcreiicc ill

the naiin.--., .ts rcO'Tiicl I'V tlnjse tu<i writers, and never havinjj

seen the works tlieniselves, we take what appear to be the

ni'ire icjrrect titles.
' M'Crie's M.h'ilt,-. ii. .84.
* Xlehulsun'.s SLOttish 11niorical Library, 121.
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those characteristic circumstances which present the

picture slron,jIy to tiic mind of the reader, without
a vain parade of words or artificial refinement of

sentiment. We may cite as an example, his descrip-

tion of the death of Mary, Queen of .Scots, Hb. iv.

sub (Vino 1586: and the circumstances attending the

death of E.sse.K, with the autlior's reflections on that

event, lib. i.x. sub anno 1641." The same author
farther mentions that Robert Johnston was one of the

executors of George Heriot, the founder of the hos-

pital.' Johnston, besides this Ilistoria Kcruin Bri-

tantiicaruin, wrote The History of Scotland durim^
the Minority of James VI., published at London in

1646. Wodrow mentions an Epitome Ilistoriie Rerum
Britannicarnm, published, according to his account,

in l2mo, in 1642, some time previously to the ap-

pearance of the larger work." .Sir Robert Sibljakl

seems to find nothing more remarkable to tell us

about Johnston than that he was on intimate terms

with Bruce, liaron of Kinloss. " Robertus Jon-
Stonus baroni Killosensi Brusio dum viveret, charus:

vir varia; lectionis, egregis eruditionis, limati judicii."

He mentions that Johnston is said to have died in

1630, and gives us an epigram on his history from
the pen of Joannes Owen.^ There is in the Ad-
vocates' Library a ponderous manuscript history of

Scotland, by a person of the name of Johnston, and
generally understood to be at least partly written by
the subject of our memoir. The manuscript has

belonged to Lord Fairfax, and at the commence-
ment is the following note in his handwriting:—

•

"Of the gift of ^Ir. David Johnston, burgess of

Edinburgh, itt beinge the labour of his late father

and granilfather (the first draught). A transcript

whereof he reserves to himself (but is not all printed),

nor is ther any coppy therof, but onlye this, beinge

for the most part a translation of Bucquhanan, but

with very many additions not thought fit to publish.

F.A.IRFAX.

—

20t/i October, 1655."

JONES, Pati. (originally John Paul), a nautical

genius of no ordinary cliaracter and endowments,
was born at Arbigland, in the parish of Kirkbean,
and stewartry of Kirkcudbright, in tlie month of

July, 1747. He was the reputed son of John Paul,

who acted as gardener to Mr. Craik of Arbigland,

by his wife, who had been cook to the same gentle-

man. It was generally believed, however, that Mr.
Craik was the real father of this extraordinary ad-

venturer. The education of Paul Jones— to use the

name which he assumed in after-life—was in no
respect different from that usually given in Scotland

to boys of his rank ; antl it is not recorded that he
showed any symptoms, wliile at school, of that capa-

city by which he was undoubtedly distinguished in

advanced life. From his earliest years he manifested

a decided predilection for a seafaring life, and at the

age of twelve was ajiprenticed as a mariner to a Mr.
Young, a res])ectable merchant in Whitehaven,
wiience he made his first voyage in 1760, in the ship

Friendsiiip of that port, under the care of a Captain
]?enson, for the RapjiahannDC, Mrginia. Living on
the slKu^e of the Solway, all the amusements and
ideas of young Paul seem to have l.ieen from his very

cradle iiiaritime. While yet a mere child he hoi>ted

his mimic flag, rendezvoused his tiny lleet, and gave
forth Ills on.lers to his imaginary captains, \s'\X\\ all

the consei|uence of a veteran commantler. The
town of Dumfries was at this period deeply engaged
in Anvjrican trade, particularly in importing loljacco,

' 'Vvtlcr's h\\»!.-s. i. Ap. i.

= \\^..!r.\vs C.,tahi:i<,-s r/Sr^ttish Writers, i.;.

^ Sii-i'.tidi Biiliotii. S:o'. M.S. 221.

and the Nith being too shallow to float the larger

vessels up to the town, their cargoes were discharged

at Carsethorn, on the Galloway coast, where the

subject of this memoir was a daily ob.server of their

operations, and not unfrequently ventured to chal-

lenge the modes of procedure followed by experienced

seamen. Here, too, he had early and abundant
opportunities of becoming acquainted with the colo-

nists engaged in that traffic, whose bold and liberal

sentiments seem, at a very early period of his life,

to have made the New World, as he afterwards ex-

pressed himself, "the country of his fond election."

These early impressions were doubtless aided by the

circumstance of an elder brother having settled there,

and being in the full enjoyment of the peace and the

plenty with which, so long as the states were sub-

missive colonies of Great Britain, it was universally

admitted the inhabitants were generally blesse<i.

With this brother he made his alxjde during the

time his ship was in the Rappahannoc on his first

voyage, and most probably on his subsequent voyages;

which could not fail in some degree to have attached

him to the country, though he had been devoid of

any prepossessions in its favour. The early indica-

tions of genius which we have noticed above, were
fidly supported in his new station. His singular

intelligence and propriety of conduct excited the

wonder, and, in some degree, the respect of his

shipmates, at the same time that they gained him
tlie esteem and the confidence of his employer, ^^ho

promised to give him the proof of his approbation

l)y appointing him to the command of one of his

ships. Unfortunately for both parties untoward cir-

cumstances prevented the master from having it in

his power to pay this substantial tribute of respect

to the merits of his faithful apprentice, whose time

having expired, he entered upon the command of a

slave-shij), and made several voyages to the coast of

Africa in prosecution of that disgraceful traffic.

How long he continued in this trade his biographers

have not told us; but to his honour they have stateil

that he felt disgusted with the employment, and at

length "confined his services to the command of

vessels engaged in a more reputable and legitimate

commerce."' In the year 1773 the death of his

brother in Virginia, without having left any children,

called him over to that country to look after the

settlement of his affairs, on which occasion, all his

transatlantic predilections being revived, he resolved

to withdraw from the vicissitudes of a seafaring life,

to settle in the coli:)ny, and to devote the remainder

of his days to the peaceful pursuits of rural industry

and i)hilosophic retirement.

There is nothing more curious in the history of

the human mind than that satie:yand languor wliich

so frequently come over the nio,-t active spirits.

Cowley often h.ad thoughts of burying himself in the

woods of America, where he fancied he w.aild be

hajipy, in seclusion fr(.)m all intercourse with the

busy and bustling portions of society : Cromwell,

with all his unconqueraljle daring and unquenchable

activity—and Ilanqiden, one of the brightot, the

boldes't, an<l the most di.-interc-tcl spirit> tliat liave

adornetl any age or country, dc-i ailing ot tlie >tate

of political' affairs in tlicir native land, souglit to

escape tlieir uneasy sensati'>nr,, and to secure religious

peace and happine.-s, by the same exjiedient. Akin
perhaps to the<e ca>es was that of Paul Jones, whose

mind seems from the hr>t to liave been replete with

loftv a>]v.rations. fitting him t'or greatne>s, while his

connections in his own country were (jf a nature to

prevent his ever gratifying them. We can easily

conceive this bold antl enthu>ia.-.tic man sensible of

the >uperiority of his pow ers above those of mo:;L
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other men, hut fretting at the cold obstructions which
were put before him by the rules and habits of

society in his own country, and also perhaps at the

notoriety of his ignoble origin ; and therefore pre-

ferring to lose himself in an American forest, where,

if he did not gain any distinction, he would not at

least be esteemed as lower than his personal merit

warranted. Had the colonies been in a state of

tranquillity, Jones would probably have spent the

remainder of his days as a simple colonist, or perhaj^

gone back to sea to escape the monotony of a life

but little suited to his faculties. The country, how-
ever, was now in a state of high effervescence, which
was every day increasing, and which called forth the

energies, such as they were, of every individual

among them, either on the one side or the other.

Great dissatisfaction had for a long period been pre-

valent respecting the measures of the British govern-

ment in reference to the colonies, and in the specula-

lions of the colonists with regard to the steps neces-

sary to be taken for counteracting these measures

Jones found the tedium of his retirement wonderfully

relieved. Open resistance was no sooner proposed
than he found that he had mistaken the natural bent

of his genius, which was much more turned towards
action than solitary speculation; and when congress,

in the close of the year 1775, began to equip a naval

force to assist in asserting American independence,

he stepped boldly forward to offer his service. He
was at once appointed to be first lieutenant aboard
the Alfred, one of the only two ships belonging to

the congress; and in that capacity hoisted with his

own hands for the first lime the flag of independent
America. In the course of a few months, liy his

activity and success, he gained the entire confidence

of the marine committee, and from the hands of the

president received a captain's conmiission. In the

end of the year 1777 he was sent to France in com-
mand of the Ranker, a new sloop of war, with des-

jiatches containing an account of tlie victory obtained

by the colonists at Saratoga. As a reward for the

important ser\'ices he had already rendered to the

Americans, it was ordered that he should be pro-

moted to the command of the Indian, a fine frigate

liuilt for the congress at Amsterdam, tlie A'lini^cr

r.t tlie same time acting under his orders; but the

American commissioners at Paris, from motives of

])'i!icy, assigne<l the Indian over to the King of

rVance. Captain Jones, of course, remained in

command of the I\an.;cr, with which he convoyetl a

ileet of merchantmen to Quiljeron Bay, and there,

from the French commandant, received tlie first salute

t'lat had ever been given to the American flag.

Highly in<]ignant at the resolution taken by the

Britisli government to treat every colonist who
supjjorted congress in their aims at independence as

traitors, anil emulous of the exjiloits of some British

seamen on the .American coast, Jones soon after

enteretl the Irish Channel, and on the night of the

22'1 of .\j)ril came to anchor in the Solway Firth,

almost in sight of the trees wliicli sheltered his native

C)ttage. The ])lace mu>t have awakened many
strange associations, but they were of no friendly

imjiort. With tiiirty-one volunteers he sailed in

tw ) row-boats ffjr the Fnglisli side of the firth, with

intent to burn the shiijjiing (u]iwards (jf 200 sail) in

the harbour of Whitehaven. This bold and hazardous
]'r'>ject he had certainly executed if the receding

tide had not retarded his jirogress so much, tliat the

day began to dawn before he reached the shore; as

it was, he could scarcely have failed had he been
seconded bylii> followers. 'I'he smaller of the Ijoats

he -out to the north of the jiort, to set fire to the

.ships, whilst he hirn.~clf j'a-,-,ed southwards to secure

the fort. The morning was cold, and the sentinels,

unsuspicious of the approach of an enemy, were in

the guard-room; a circumstance of which Jones knew
well how to take advantage. Climbing up by the
shoulders of one of his men, he crept through one
of the embrasures, and was promptly followed by
all his company. Making fast the door of the
guard-room, he spiked every gun on the fort,

thirty-six in number, and, without having hurt a
single individual, proceeded to join the party who
had it in charge to burn the ships. A false alarm
had deterred this party from executing their orders.

Jones, however, proceeded to fire the ships within
his reach ; but the inhabitants were by this time
alarmed, and hasting to the protection of the port

;

and he was compelled with his small party to retreat,

after having set fire to three ships, one of which only
was totally destroyed. This achievement cannot be
denied the praise of singular daring

;
yet there is

something so unnatural in making war upon one's

native land, and especially one's native city, improv-
ing all the knowledge and the associations of early

years for the purposes of destruction, that every

generous mind revolts at the idea, and cannot award
the praise which, it may be admitted, would other-

wise be due to the undertaking. But this attempt

was only the first exploit which signalized the 22d
of April. Early in the forenoon he landed with a

part of his crew at St. Mary's Isle, on the Galloway
coast, the beautiful residence of the Earl of Selkirk,

whom he hoped to have surprised, and carried off a

prisoner to America, that he might serve as a hostage

for the security of such of the colonists as should fall

into the hands of the British. Happily for his lord-

ship he was not at home, and Jones, as he approached
the house, and learned that there were only ladies

within it, wished to return to his ship without farther

procedure ; but his followers had no such exalted

ideas. In venturing upon an undertaking so hazard-

ous, they were influenced by the ho])e of plunder,

which, being now in view, they refused to relinquish.

He succeeded, however, so far, that they agreed to

offer no violence to any one, that they should not

enter the house, and that the officers, having made
their demand, should accept of what might be put

into their hands without further iiKpiiry. These
stipulations were punctually fulfilled; but the inmates

of the house were not aware of them, and, terrified

for their lives, were glad to redeem them by deliver-

ing up the whole family plate, which was carried off

in triumph by the sailors. Mho neither understood

nor cared for the discredit which it brought upon
their intrepid commander and the cause they served.

The circumstance was, as he ]irol)ably foresaw, im-

|)r()ve<l with great effect to his disadvantage. To
lieighlen the odium of the affair, it was industriously,

but most falsely, given out that the father of Jones
had been gardener to the l.arl of Selkirk, and that

it was from this circumstance he had learned all the

localities of the estate, which enabled him to com-
mit the rol)bery without danger either to him^-elf

or his maraudnig crew. Not one of Jf)nes' relations

had ever been in the service of Ford Selkiik ; and
he showed that he had a spirit far above the mean-
ness imputed to him, by buying the whole of the

articles from the captors, who claimed them as their

right by the u-ages of war, and, at a subsequent
])eriod, restoring tliem, in their original jiacknges,

to the noble owner. In a correspondence which
was carried on between lones and Lady Selkirk

relative to the affair, her la(hshi]> most gratefidly

acknowledged the generosity and the integrity (jfliis

character.

But these exploits on shore did not exhaust the
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good fortune of Jones. The very next day, in the

bay of Carrickfergus, he fell in with the Drake, a

king's ship of twenty guns, and after a desperate re-

sistance, in which the English captain and his first

lieutenant were both killed, made her his prize, with
which, and another large ship, he returned to Brest,

after an absence of twenty-eight days. In this short

period, besides destroying a number of valuable

ships, he had thrown the coasts both of Scotland
and Ireland into the deepest consternation. This
cruise, short as it was, occasioned the British govern-

ment immense sums of money for the fortiiication

of harbours, and it was the ostensible cause of em-
bodying the Irish volunteers.

Notwithstanding the brilliant success that had at-

tended his exertions, Jones was now subjected to no
small degree of mortitication. As a token of good-
will to the United .States, the French ministry had
promised to furnish him with a ship, aboard of which
he was to hoist the American flag ; but after multi-

plied applications, and a numberof written memorials,

the engagement seemed to be forgotten or disregarded.

Wearied out with the delays and apologies which he
was daily receiving, Jones set out for Paris to make
his application to the French ministry in person, in

conseciuence of which he obtained the command
of the Duras, a ship of forty guns, the name of which,

in compliment to a saying of Poor Richard, "If you
would have your business done, come yourself," he
changed to Lc bo)i liciinnij Richard. In this vessel,

badly manned and poorly furnished, Jones sailed

with a little squadron, to which he acted as com-
modore. This squadron consisted of the AHianci:,

of thirty-six guns, the PaUas of thirty-two, tiie Serf
of eighteen, the / 'civ^cajicc of twelve, and two priva-

teei's, who were promised their share of the prizes

that might be made. Having taken a number of

prizjs, the Alliance, the Serf, and the privateers

deserted him, in order to jjursue their own plans

singly. The courage and skill of the commodore,
however, did not forsake him, and after again alarm-
ing the coasts of Ireland, he sailed by the North Sea
round to Leith, in the roads of which he appeared
with his own ship, the Richard, accompanied by the

Pallas and the / 'eiii^eance, in the month of September,
evitlently determined to seize upon the guard-ship
and two cutters that lay in the roads, and to lay

Leith and perhaps the city of Edinburgh under con-
tribution. The wind, however, whicli was fair when
he made his appearance, sliifted tluring the niglit,

an 1 the next day he continued working u}) the firth

with great labour and slow progress. While he was
thus employed, a boat from the shore, sent out by
an official character, who mistook his shi]is for Brit-

ish, informed Jones that he was greatly afraid of a

visit from that desperate buccaneer Paul Jones, and
begging that he would send him some powder and
shot. Highly amused with his mistake, the good-
humoured republican sent him a barrel of gunpowder,
witli a civil answer to quiet his fears, and a motlest

apology for not including sh(jt in the present he had
sent him. In the meantime he relaxed nothing in

his exertions to come at the ships of war in tlie roads,

an<l other two tacks would have laid him alongside
of them, when a sudden gale of wind sweeping down
the firth sunk one of his prizes, and carried his

S(iua(lron irresistibly out to sea. The captains of
the y'7//<?j- and rtv/^vi/z/iv were so much deiected at

tiiis accident, that lliey CDuld not be prevailed upon
to renew the attempt. His little scjuadron shortly

after fell in with the homeward-bound Baltic tlect,

under convoy of his majesty's ships the Scra/is and
the Cotiiitess of Scarboroi<;:;h. A desperate engage-
ment ensued, in which Jones di.-phyeJ the must

consummate skill, dauntless intrepidity, and perfect

presence of mind. The battle was obstinately con-

tested; but the Countess of Scarborough was at last

obliged to strike to the Pallas, and the Serapis to

the Jion Ilomme Richard, which was so shattered

in the action, that next moming, after all hands had
left her, she went to the lx)ttom. Though the

Serapis was nearly in the same condition, Jones
hoisted his flag aboard of her, and under jury-masts

with some difficulty steered her along with his other

prizes into the Texel. He now used all his influence

with the French court to have his prisoners ex-

changed against American prisoners in England, in

which he had the pleasure of succeeding to the ut-

most of his wishes, receiving, in a short time after,

a letter from Benjamin Franklin, the American min-
ister at Paris, which informed him, "that he (Frank-
lin) had just completed the noble work which he
(Jones) had so nobly begun, by giving liberty to all

the Americans that then languished in England."
The French ambassador at the Hague was at the

same time ordered to communicate to Commodore
Jones the high sense which his majesty the King
of France entertained of his merits, and the ])ersonal

esteem he bore for his character, and especially for

his disiriterested humanity.

Jones now took the command of the Alliance, the

captain of which had been summoned to Paris to

answer for his insubordination in deserting the com-
motlore on the coast of Ireland; but his situation was
now perilous in the extreme. Summoned to deliver

him up to the vengeance of the English govemment
as a pirate and a rebel, the Dutch were constrained

to order him out to sea, where an English scjuadron

was watching to intercejJt him. From this dilemma
he could have been saved by accepting of a commis-

sion from the King of France, whose ambassailor

earnestly pressed him to adopt that alternative; but

he thought himself bound in honour to decline the

offer, and determined, at whatever hazard, to abide

by and support the flag of the country which he had,

upon the maturest reflection, adopted. " Fortune

favours the brave" is a maxim we see every day ex-

emjilified. Jones weighed anchor and escaped

through the Straits of Dover, almo>t under the eyes

of the English men-of-war, all of which had strict

orders to secure him, and were besides inflamed

against him in a high degree from the rejieated

defeats that ISritish ships had sustained at his hands.

Towards the close of the year 17S0 he sailed with

important despatches for America in the sldp Ariel,

and by the way, meeting an Engli>h ship of twenty

guns, engaged her, an<l with his usual gallantry made
her his prize. Tiie King of France had, previously

to this, testified his a])probation of Jones' services

by presenting him with a superb gold-hilted sworci;

and a letter from the French minister, M. de Sartine,

was now transmitted to the President of the United

States, requesting liberty "to decorate that l)rave

officer with the cross of the order of military merit."'

The letter was laid l.)ef.ire ci:>r.gress, and, a law ac-

ceding to the pr<>j>usal lieiiig pas>ed on tlie 2-\\\ ol

February, he was f irmally invested iiy the Chevalier

De la Luzerne, at a [.uMic fete given to the mendiers

of that bodv. Congres.-, in the month of .\pril fol-

lowing, on tlie reiM.rt of a O'inniiltee, pa>sed a vote

of thanks to tlie Chevrdier ].\\\\ Paul Jones "for the

zeal, inu.Ience, ar,d intrej'i'Uty v.ith \\hieh he had

su>l."iiMed tiie hcjiiour of the .Vmerican flag, fur li;s

I

l)ol<i ar.d successful enterprises to redeem from cap-

tivitv those citizens of America who had fallen under

I

the ] lower of the enemy, am! in general for the good

j

conduct and eminent services by which he had added
i lu?tre to hi; cl.arajter ar.d to the arms of America."
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No farther opportunity for distinguishing himself

occurred during the war; but, after its conclusion,

congress, as an expression of gratitude, had a gold

medal struck with appropriate devices to perpetuate

the memory of his valour, and the singular services

he had performed for the States.

In the year 1787 the Chevalier Jones, being

charged with a mission to the court of Denmark,
sailetl for that country in the month of November,
and passing through Paris on his way, he was
strongly solicited by the agents of Russia to take

the command of the Russian fleet in the Black

Sea. This he declined, but he was scarce arrived

at Copenhagen when the Empress Catharine sent

him, by a special messenger, an urgent invitation to

visit St. Petersl)urg. After what he had ]:)erformed

it would have been strange if the Chevalier Jones
had not felt some reluctance to enter into the service

of Russia, where every maxim by which he had been
guided during his exertions for liberty behoved to be

reversed, and where, instead of being directed by the

united voice of an intelligent people, he must regu-

late his conduct by the single will of a des]5ot. It

is one of the greatest evils of despotism that the

despot, once established, has the means of corrupt-

ing and enslaving even the most generous minds.
Tiie Chevalier Jones saw many reasons for declining

to enter into the service of Catharine; but, flattered

by lier attention and kind offers, he tliought he could
not do less than to wait upon and thank her in per-

son for her friendly intentions. For this purpose lie

set out instantly from Copenhagen, by tlie way of
Sweden, but at Gushelham found the Gulf of Bothnia
blocked up by the ice. After making several un-

successful attempts to reach Finland by tlie islands,

he conceived a plan for effecting his progress by
doubling the ice to the southward. With this view
he sailed from Gushelham in a boat thirty feet long,

f )llowed by a smaller one that miglit be hauled over
the ice, but told none of those wlio accompanied
him what were his intentions. Having set out early

in the morning, he had by the evening got nearly

opposite .Stockholm, when, instead of landing as the

boatmen expected, he drew out a ])air of jiistols and
ordered them to proceed in tlie direction he had yiic-

viously determined upon. Resistance with a man
of tlie chevalier's character was prolxaljly judged by
the simple boatmen to be in vain; and following his

orders, with a fair wind they expected to reach the

coast of Finland by the morning. An impenetraljle

bar of ice, however, defied ail their efforts, nor from
the state of t!ie weather was it possible for tliem to

return. Their only resource was to sail for the (julf

of Finland, which they did, steering at night by a

pocket-compass, lighted by the lamji of tlie clievalier's

carriage, aufl in four days, having lost the smaller of
their boats, landed at Revel in Livonia. The cheva-
lier halted from Revel to St. Petersburg, where he
met with a most gracious recc])tion, and, unable any
longer to hold out against the kind wishes of the

empress, entered into Iier service without any sti])U-

lations but that he should not be at any time con-

demned without being heard. Invcste<l with the

rank of rear-admiral, he proceeded without delay to

take the command of a fleet stationed at the I.inian

or mouth of the Dnieper, destined to o].]«)se the

'i"urki>h fleet under the Capitan Pacha. He hoistetl

his Hag as commander of this fleet on the 26th of

May. 17SS, on board the I'/oiiinuv; and was sup-

I'ortcd l,y ;i flotilla under the Prince of Na'.sau, and
a number of land troops under Prince Potemkin.

Throughout this campaign, though it produced little

that is worthy of the notice of the historian, the

Chevalier Jones had many opportunities of display-

ing his professional skill and the singular intrepidity

of his character; but mean jealousy and the malig-

nant caballing of heartless and narrow-minded cour-

tiers denied him the well-earned praise that was due
to his services. He was however, on his return to

St. Petersburg, as an acknowledgment of his fidelity,

invested with the order of St Anne, and informed
that in a short time he would be called to perform a
part in services of much greater importance. He
had seen enough of the Russians, however, and dis-

gusted with the sordid selfishness and the low sensu-

ality that reigned in the court of Catharine, took
leave of her dominions in the month of August, 1789.

The remainder of his days he spent partly in Holland
and partly in France, devoting his leisure hours to

the arrangement of his affairs, and to the prejiaration

of papers which might exhibit his character and his

services in their true light to posterity. He also

made a large collection of important documents re-

lating to the public transactions in which he had
been engaged, which will be at some future day, it

is to be hojied, given to enrich the history of the im-

portant period in which he lived. He was seized

with water in the chest, and died at Paris in the

month of July, 1792. As the laws relative to the

interment of Calvinists or heretics were not then

abolished in France, application was made to the

national assembly, which gave free liberty for his

being buried with all public honours, and ordered a
deputation of their number to attend, one of whom
pronounced an elegant eulogium upon his character

over his grave. He left among his papers a copious

memoir of his life written with his own hand, which
his friends, it has been said, had it in contemjilation

to publish. We cannot doubt but that its ]iublica-

tion would add to the history of that important era

many valuable notices, and be hailed by the public

as a most valuable contribution to the general stock

of literature. From the brief sketch of his life which
we have given, the reader will be at no loss to ap-

preciate the character of Paul Jones, which, in his

own country, has been misrepresented liy prejudice.

That he was a naval genius of the first order his

actions abundantly demonstrated. He was the man
who first flung u])on the winds the flag of the United
.States; and he graced it by a succession of victories,

all of which were relatively of the most s]")len(lid

character. Unlike the vaunted achievements of single

ships belonging to the same nation in the subsequent
war, every one of which jiossessed a vast superiority

of men and of metal, Jones accom])lished his jnirjioses

with means to all appearance inadequate to the

end, his ships l)eing often half-rotten, only half ])ro-

vided in necessaries, and his sailors of the most
motley description. In every battle which he fought

superior skill and bravery were the evident sources

of victory. Nor can the circumstance \\liicli has

been so often urged against him, that of turning his

arms against his native coimtry, detract in the small-

est degree from his merit. He was, be it remem-
bered, at the commencement of the war, a regular

colonist of America, and was therefore no more
'jablc to this charge than was any other individual

out of all the thousands who at first took up arms
against Great P.ritain, and eventually constituted the

American republic. Less, however, can be said for

his entering tlie scr\ice of Russia, which was dis-

creditable to liis generosity and love of freedom.
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K.

KAMES, Lord. See Home (Henry).

KAY, John, long well known in I-2clinbiirgh as

a miniature-painter and caricaturist, and almost the

only artist of the latter kind produced in Scotland,

was bi)rn in April, 1742, at a place called Gibraltar,

near Dalkeith. His father and an uncle named
Norman were both stone-masons, and he was him-

self destined to follow the same profession. Having
lost his fatlier, however, in his eighth year, this

scheme was given \\\i, and he was placed with some
relations of his mother in Leith, wlio, it appears,

treated the poor orphan boy with great cruelty

—

almost to the hazard of his life. He also was oftener

than once, while in this situation, in danger of drown-
ing in Leith harbour.

At the age of thirteen he was placed by his mother
with a barber in Dalkeith, whom he served for six

years; he then set up in Edinburgh, having first paid

about £^0 to the society of surgeon-barbers for the

freedom of the corporation, and soon after married

a young woman, by whom he had eleven children,

all of whom long predeceased himself. The trade

of a barber was then more lucrative, and consequently

more dignified, than latterly. Kay had good emj)loy-

ment in dressing the wigs and trimming the heads
of a certain number of gentlemen every morning, all

of whom paid him a certain annual sum (generally

about four guineas) for his trouble. Among his

customers was a fine sj'jecimen of the old Jacobite

country gentleman, Mr. Xisbet of Dirleton, who took

a fancy for him, and frequently invited him to the

country, to the great injury of his business. Kay
had, even in his boyhood when residing in Leith,

manifested a turn for sketching familiar objects, such

as horses, dogs, ships, &c., using chalk or coal, and
tracing his delineations on such pieces of dead wall

as presented a large enough ground. Now and then

in later life he made some attemjjts in miniatures

and pencil sketches. It may easily be conceived

that, finding himself possessed of this talent, and
encouraged by a man of rank in developing it, he
felt some difficulty in restraining himself to the

humble career which destiny seemed to have marked
out for liim. At Mr. Xisbet's country-seat he for

the first time found proper opportunities and proper
materials for his favourite study; while any com-
punctious visitings he might feel as to tlie danger to

which he thus exposed tlie permanent livelihood of

himself and family, were laid to rest by the kindness

of his patron, who, in tlie meantime, sent money to

support his domestic establishment in Ivlinburgh,

and promised speedily to obtain for him some ]ier-

manent provision which should render him inde-

pendent of business. Unfortunately, in 17S2, Mr.
XisViet died, without having executed his kind inten-

tion; and Mr. Kay was left in somewhat awkward
circumstances, having, as it were, fallen to the ground
between certainty and hope. The heir, however, so

far rejmireil the omission of his ]iredecessor as to

settle an annuity of ;^20 upon Kav for life.

lie now began effectually to follow out his bent

for linming and etching, and, after a few trials, aban-
doned his trade as a barber. \n 17S4 he published
his first caricature, which represented a half-crazed

Jacobite gentleman, named I-aird Robertson, who
was wont to amuse the citizens of Ediiil)urgli l)y cut-

ting caricatured resemblances of public characters.

which he fixed on the head of his stick, and whose
figure was perfectly known to all the inhabitants.

The portrait accordingly excited some attention, and
the author was induced to attempt others. The style

assumed by Mr. Kay was the stippled or dotted style,

and nothing coultl equal the felicity of the likeness.

From that time forward, till he was about eighty

years of age, this untutored son of genius ])ursued

his vocation, taking off, one after another, the whole
of the public and eccentric persons who appeared in

the Scottish capital, and occasionally caricaturing

any jocular incident that happened to attract atten-

tion. To speak of his portraits as caricatures is

doing them signal injustice. They were the most
exact and faithful likenesses that could have been
represented by any mode of art. He drew the man
as he walked the street every day: his gait, his cos-

tume, every peculiarity of his appearance, done to a

point, and no defect perceptible except the stiffness

of the figures. Indeed, he may be said to have
rather resembled one of the prosopographuses or

apographs of modern times, than a living artist

trusting to his eye and hand. Hence, nothing can
be more valuable in the way of engraved portraits

than his representations of the distinguished men
wiio adorned Edinburgh in the latter jiart of the

eighteenth century—the Klairs, the Smiths, and the

Robertsons. It was only in certain instances that

his productions could be considered as caricatures,

namely, in those combinations by which he meant
to burlesque any ridiculous public transaction : and
even here his likenesses displayed all his usual cor-

rectness. During a considerable part of his career

Mr. Kay was a professed miniature painter, and
executed some specimens which, for delicacy and
finish, would surprise such individuals as have only

been accustomed to inspect his published etchings.

It is said that his only fault in this capacity was a

rigid and unbending adherence to likeness—a total

want of the courtly system practised in so eminent a

degree by Lawrence and other fashionable painters.

Once, it is related, he was "trusted"' with an exceed-

ingly ill-looking man, much pinq-)led, who, to add
to the distresses of the artist, came accompanied by
a fair nymph to whom he was about to be married.

Honest Kay did all he could in favour of this gen-

tleman, so far as omitting the ravages of bacchan-

alianism would go; but still he could not satisfy his

customer, who earnestly appealed to his inamorata

as to the injustice which he conceived to be done to

him, and the necessity of imjiroving the likeness, for

so he termed the fiattery which he conceived to be
necessary. Quite tired at length with this literally

ugly customer, and greatly incensed, the miniaturist

exclaimed, with an execration, that he would "'luaint

every plook in the inip]n-'s face : \\(U!ld tliat ]ilca-e

him!"' It is needK-ss to remark that in tli:<, as in

other instances, Mr. Kaylo-t bylii> unbending accu-

racy of delineation.

1 )uring almost tlie wli<-.le of his career as an arti-t

Mr. Kay had a small prir.t--l;op in the Parliament

S(iuare, the window of which wa~ usually stuck full

of his ]iro<iuctions. He eiclicd in all nearly nine

hundred jilates, forming a conqjlete record of the

]niblic characters, of every grade and kind, includ-

ing many disiingui-hed strangers, who made a figure

in I-'.dinburgh for nearly half a century. It may be
safely afilrmed that no city in the empire can l.ioa>t
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of so curious a chronicle. From the first to the last

there is a remarkable similarity in his style. After

forty years' experience he was just as deficient in

grouping, and other acquired gifts in the art, as when
he first began to use the graver. It would almost

appear as if nature had designed him for that pecu-

liar style alone in which he so much excelled all

other men, and had denied him every common effect of

his art, which other men generally attain with ease.

In a profile of himself, executed about the year

1785, Mr. Kay appears with a handsome aquiline

countenance, of much delicacy and ingenuity of ex-

pression. In his latter days, when tlie writer of this

notice first saw him, he was a slender but straight

old man, of mitldle size, and usually dressed in a

garb of antique cut; of simple habits, and quiet un-

assuming manners. His head was of a singidar

structure, presenting a very remarkable protuberance

in the forehead, where phrenologists, we believe,

place the organs of observation : in Kay, the profile

of this feature formed the arc of a perfect circle, be-

ginning under the hair, and terminating at the root

of the nose. According to the information of his

widow (a second spouse, whom he married in 1787),

he cared for and could settle at no employment
except that of etching likenesses. He would sud-

denly quit his lucrative employment in miniature-

drawing in order to commit some freak of his fancy

to copper, from which perhaps no jMofit was to be

hoped for. It was the conviction of this lady, that

if he had devoted himself to the more productive art

he would soon have acquired a competency.
Mr. Kay died in Edinburgh, some time in the year

1830. His wife survived him till 1835. After her

death the copperplates of his works were purchased
by Mr. Hugh Paton, Edinburgh, who republished

them in two quarto volumes, with biographical

sketches, under the title oiA'ays Edinbitrgh Portraits.

Tlie work forms a collection altogetlier unitjue, and
possesses great general as well as local interest, even
in a generation comparatively unacquainted with the

subjtjcts of the prints.

KEILL, James, a physician and pliilosopher of

eminence, the younger brother of tlie celebrated per-

son whose memoir follows this in alphabetical order,

was born in Scotland on the 27th of March, 1673.
He received his early education in Edinburgh, after-

wards studying the sciences and languages at Leyden
and other continental universities. t)n liis return to

JJritain he applied himself assiduously to the acf^ui-

sition of a knijwledge of anatomy, studying the science

jiractically by constant attendance at the dissecting

rooms. Having accustomed himself to deliver his

opinions on anatomy privately to his friends, he at

last undertook pul^lic tuition, and delivered with
considerable applause lectures on analnmyat Oxford
and Cambridge, by the latter of wliieh universities

he was presented with the degree of Doctor of Medi-
cine. In 169S he translated from the I'rench,

Lemery's Course of Chemistry, and soon after pub-
li.ihed in the Philosophical 'J'raiisactioiis, "An Ac-
cmuit of the Death and Dissection of John I'ayles of

Xorthampton, rejiuted to have been one lunidred and
thirty years old."' To Xo. 361 of the same journal

he gave "De Viribus Cordis I'lpistola." In 1708 he

jnil)Ii>he<l An Account ofAnimal Secriiion, the Quan-
tity ofBloo. I in the Human Pody, and Muscular Mo-
tion. On tlie subject of animal secretion, and the

manner in which the fluids of tlie animal l^ody are

sjp.ir.ited from the blood, he undertakes to show:
I. How iliey are formed in the l)lood beft;re they

come to the place appointed for secretion ; 2. In
what manner they are separated from the blood by
the glands. Upon the former head he shows, " that

the blood consists of a simple fluid, in which swim
corpuscles of various figures and magnitudes, and
endued with different degrees of attractive force.

Hence he concludes, that of such particles as the
blood consists of must the fluids be composed which
are drawn from it. This he proceeds to show to be
not only possible, but actually so in several secre-

tions. From this principle, that the blood consists

of corpuscles of various figures and magnitudes, and
endued with various degrees of attractive power, &c.,

he attempts to show the force of the air upon the
blood in breathing, in order to demonstrate that by
the pressure of the air the cohesion of the globules

of the blood is dissolved. After this he shows how
the union of the attractive particles is hindered near
the heart, and that the particles which unite first,

after the blood is thrown out of the great artery,

must be such as have the strongest attractive force;

and that such as have the least, must unite last; and
all the intermediate ones according to their respective

attractive power. "^ Besides this work, Keill pub-
lished Anatomy of the Human Body, for the use of
his pupils; and in 1 71 7, Pssays on Several Parts of
the Human Economy. He appears to have given

up public tuition, and some time previously to the

publication of his last work to have established him-
self as a practising physician at Northampton, where
he gained considerable fortune and reputation, and
remained till his death, which took place in July 16,

1 7 19, from a cancer in his mouth. He was buried

in the church of St. Giles, where his brother John,
to whom he left his property, erected a handsome
monument to his memory.

KEILL, John, an eminent mathematician and
natural philosopher, the elder brother of the preced-

ing, was l)orn in Edinljurgh on the 1st of Decendjer,

1671.^ He received the rudiments of educatic^n in

the schools of his native city, and remained at the

Edinburgh university until he was enabled to take

the degree of Master of Arts. He early displayed a

genius and predilection for mathematics, and had
the good fortune to study the science, along with the

Newtonian system of philosoiihy, under Dr. Gregory.

When, in the year 1O94, Gregory went to try his

fortune in lingland, Keill followed him, and con-

trived along with him to find admission to Oxford,

where he held one of the Scottish exhibitions in

]5aliol College. Keill made his first aj^pearance be-

fore the scientific world in his Examination of Dr.
Burnetts Theory of the Earth, together loith some

Remarks on Mr. Winston's A Wi' Pheory of the Jiarth,

published at Oxford in the year 1698. Any "theory

of the earth," or account of its formation and state,

in anticipation (jf the iliscovery of facts to support

it, always formed a fruitful subject of debate; but

ISurnet's Theorv affordeil more ample field for cen-

sure than any other which jiretended to su]ip(jrt from
the enlightened ([octrines of modern ]ihilosopl)y, 'i'he

grand outlines of his theory were of themselves suffi-

ciently imaginative, and llieir effect was increased by
the curious speculatio ,s uilh which he filled uj) the

minor details oi his edifice. He supposes the earlli

to have been originally a heterogeneous mass of fluid

matter, of which the heavier portions fell to the

centre, forming there a dense body, surrounded and
coated by lighter l)o(lies, \\hlle the water- the

lightest of all the heterogeneous mass—remained on
the outsifie of the wlnjle. The air and oilier celes-

' riiil. Traiis. .\xv. 2, 247. - Martiu's liiot;>-apJ:iii riiilosflpliica, 4C0. ' Ibid. 437.
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tial fluids floated round this body : while between it

and the water was gradually formed a coat of unctu-

ous or oily matter, higher than water. Upon this

unctuous coat certain impure particles which had at

first been mingled with the air descended, and float-

ing about covered the surface, forming a shell over

the water, which became the crust of the earth. This
crust was level and uniform, without hill or vale; so

it remained for about sixteen centuries, until the heat

of the sun having cracked it in divers places, the

water rushed forth, causing the general deluge. This
water found, however, a means of partially subsiding

betwixt the broken masses of the crust, thus leaving

the globe in the state of ocean, hill, and valley.

Keill, who, besides being a man of accurate science,

•was a person of clear good sense and critical acumen,
saw clearly the evil done to science by the admission

of suppositions which have a fully greater chance of

being wrong than of being right, while the richness

of the doctor's imagination, and the poetic beauty of

his language and illustration, did not protect his

principles from a subjection to the strict rules of

logic. Keill's book is full of the clear argumenta-
tion of a man who is rather formed to correct and
check the discoveries of others, than to allow his in-

vention to stray so far as to make any of his own.
He occasionally condescends to use demonstration,

while, well knowing that there may be positions

against which the gravity of an argument is misap-

plied, he makes very frequent use of sarcasm, a

power of which he is an accomplished and apt

handler. Most of the vigour of the attack is derived

from the manner in which the different parts of the

theory are found inconsistent with each other, with-

out any very extensive reference to other authority.

"After this fashion," says Keill, after giving an out-

line of Burnet's first formation of the earth, " has the

theorist formed his antediluvian habitable world,

which doth not much differ from the Cartesian

method of making the earth : only Des Cartes, being

somewhat wiser than the theorist, would not allow

the outward crust, within whose bowels the waters

were shut up, to be a habitable earth, knowing well

that neither man nor beast could live long without
water. But he made the crust first be broken, and
the waters flow out, before he placed any inhabitants

on it. Another small difference betwixt the two
hypotheses is, that Monsieur Des Cartes never
thought of making the exterior orb of oily liquids,

whicli the theorist asserts to be absolutely necessary

towards the formation of the crust; for if it were not,

says he, for the oily liquor which swims upon the

surface of the abyss, the particles of earth which fell

through the air had sunk to the bottom, and had
never formed the exterior orb of earth. ])Ut not-

withstanding this, I believe it may be easily made
evident (though neither of these systems is true),

that the theorist's hypotJiesis is the worse of the two,

wliich I will prove from his own concessions : for

he has already owned that the oily liquor is much
lighter than the watery orb. He has mentioned also

tliat the terrestrial particles when falling from the

air, if the orb were only water, would sink to the

bottom; and therefore these particles must be heavier

than water. From thence I think it does necessarily

follow, iliat tlicse terrestrial particles must also be

heavier than the oily fluid, which is lighter than

water, and therefore they will more easily descend
through it than they did through water, it lieing well

known that there are several bodies which will swim
in water, but sink in oil."''

Proceeding on such positions Keill destroys \\liat

' Exaniviation, 37, 33.

has Ijcen raised by his adversary, wisely substituting

nothing in its stead, except what experiment and
demonstration support; the general aim of the prin-

ciples he espouses being that, excepting in so far as
we know hy experiment the operation of nature, we
must take the cosmogony of the earth, either liter-

ally as we find it laid down in holy writ, or, admit-
ting our inability to penetrate into its secrets, be
content with what is afforded us by experience, de-
monstration, and rational or certain deduction.
Whiston, in his Xciii Tluwy of the Earth, from its

OriL^inal to the Coitsiinniiation of all T/iings, main-
tained that the Mosaic account of the creation did
not give a philosophical account of the formation of
the universe, but that it was merely intended, in the
most simple and intelligible manner, to give a history
of the formation of the globe we inhabit; that before
being brought into existence as an inhabited world,
it had been a comet, which being subject to perpetual
reverses from heat to cold, became by the alternate

congealing and melting of its surface, covered with
a coat of heterogeneous matter or a chaos, within
which the solid nucleus formed a great burning globe.

This great mass of matter, as the eccentricities of
its orbit decreased, became more nearly circular,

and the materials ranging themselves according to

their gravities, assumed at the period of the "crea-
tion" the forms of earth, water, and air. If this

theory does not pc)ssess any recommendation to our
belief superior to that claimed by Burnet, its author
had at least the art to found a greater number of his

conclusions on experiments, and to deduce others in

a less imaginative manner. Keill treats this adver-

sary with more respect than he affords to Burnet,

seldom proving his positions " impossible," and
generally contenting himself with being sceptical; he
allows that the author "has made greater discoveries,

and proceeded on more philosophical principles,

than all the theorists before him have done.'"

Keill's small work isoften referred to as an authority

by geologists and natural philosophers; it contains

many experimental calculations, among which is that

estimate of the depth of the sea on \\hich Breislak

in later times founded his celebrated calculation, that

there never could have been a sufficient quantity of

water in and about our globe to have kept the matter

of it at any time in solution. It \\'as considered by
many that Keill had used the venerable Dr. Burnet,

much his elder in years, a scholar, and a man es-

teemed for his private virtues, with too much asperity

and unbecoming sarcasm. It appears that the re-

spective theorists answered the attack, although in

what manner we have been unable to discover.

In 1699 Keill published a rejoinder, entitled Ait

Examination of the Kcflcctions oil the Theory of the

Earth, tOL:;Lthcr loith a Dfouce of the Roniarks on

Mr. Winston's Xc-i< Theory. The defence of the

Theory appears V)y no nieans to have infused into

Keill a greater spirit of politeness. He proceeds

with the impatience of a man of sense and knowledge

interrupted, terminating with an advice 10 Burnet to

study "numbers and magnitude, a>iriini>niy and

statics, that,'" he continue^, "he may Ix- the belter

able to understand the force of my arguments against

his 7'heorv, after whicli I doubt not Jnit that he will

easily perceive its errors, and h.ive the ingenuity to

acknowledge thtin. Ihit till then, nil farther dis-

putation between him and me nni>t needs be vain

and frivolous, since true reasoning on natural philo-

sophv depends on such I'lrinciph-s as are demonstrated

in those sciences, the knowledge of which he has not

vet attained."- To his other opponeiU, \\"histnn.

±,.iair.!':a::'j
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Keill has in this work, probaMy owing to the man-

ner in which he was answered, forgot his former

courtesy, treating him with no more deference than

he has used toward Burnet.

In I7CX3 Dr. Thomas Millington, Scdleian pro-

fessor of natural philosophy in Oxford, on his ap-

pointment as physician in ordinary to the king, sub-

stituted Keill as his assistant to read his iniblic

lectures; and the term for enjoying the Scottish ex-

hibition at Baliol College then expiring, he accepted

an invitation from Dr. Aldrich, dean of Christ's

Churcli, to reside there. As his master Gregory was

the first who introduced the Newtonian philosophy

to the universities, Keill himself possesses the repu-

tation of having been the first to demonstrate its

principles on experiment; a task he is said to have

performed through machinery of his own invention,

but of what description, or to what extent he pro-

ceeded in his proofs, we are not informed.

In 1 701 Keill jniblished his Iiitrodtutio ad Vcram
rhysicam, a useful and popular treatise on the New-
tonian pliilosophy. It is considered as an excellent

introduction to Sir Isaac Newton's Principia, and
has frequently been reprinted in England, and in a

French translation. About the year 1708 Keill was
chosen a fellow of the Royal Society, and after his

admission he published in the Philosophical Transac-

tions a pretty lengthy paper, "in which the laws of

attraction and other principles of pliysic are shown."'

.\t this period the scientific world became disturbed

by the dispute, which had assumed the aspect of a

national question, whether Leibnitz formed his idea

of the doctrine of fluxions from some unpublished

discoveries of Sir Isaac Newton, and which of these

two great men could properly be considered the in-

ventor of that sul)lime acltiition to the power of tlie

human intellect. In tlie Acta Eniditoriim, published

at Leii<^ic, it was maintained that Leibnitz was tlie

sole inventor, all right on the part of Newton being

denied. To this Keill answered in a paper which
he communicated to the Royal Society, defending

his friend witliout much regard to tlie accusations

wiiich he brought against his opponent.

In 171 1 Leiljnitz complained to the Royal Society

that Keill had accused him of obtaining and publish-

ing his knowledge in a manner not reputal)le to a

philosopher, or even exactly consistent with honesty;

he appealed to Sir Isaac himself as a witness of his

integrity, and rccpiired tliat Keill should puljlicly

disavow tlie offensive construction wliicli might be
apijiicable to his words. Tlie Royal Society l)eing

apjiealed to as pliil')soi:)liical judges in the matter,

app'/mled a committee to examine the papers and
d'jcunienls connected with the di-jMile, wlio did not

find it ditTicult to ])roduce a report rather unfavour-

able to tlie ciMitinental jdiilo'-oplier, Ijcaring "tliat

Mr. Leibnitz was in London in 1673, and ke]:l a

correspondence with Mr. Collins, Ijy means of Mr.
Ol(lenl)urgh, till .Septemlier, 1676, wlien lie returned

from Paris to Hanover by way of London and .Ani-

-terdam; that it did nf)t appear that M. I.eilinitz knew
anytliing of the differential calculus before iiis letter

of the 2l-,t June, 1677, whicii was a year after a copy

of a letter wrote l>y Sir Isaac Newton, in the year

1672, liad l;een sent to Paris to be communicated to

him, and about four years after Mr. Collins began to

comniunicate that letter to his cf)rres])ondents; where-

in the method of lluxions was sufliciently exjilained

to I'.-! a nun of liis sagacity into the whole matter:

and tli"it Sir 1. N(;wton had even invented his metliod

bjt'ore t!ie year 1G69, and of con-equence fifteen years

1 • Ki,i-,tMla .i<l r.l;,r: Vlr: V,n\

I) ct ir.-:i in .••,:i I,.q<;^ Atlrac
c'.pi.^ ;r;;J..ntur." - / /;./. Trans.

.\\r,\ Ok kiiurn. M'r'n ii-:i

.i-, Ali/i'iU'j VV-'y-X.^ J'lin

before Mr. Leibnitz had given anything on the sub-
ject in the Leipsic Acts;" from which train of cir-

cumstances they concluded that Keill was justified

in his imputations. The censure of the society, and
the papers connected with it, were published apart

from the Transactions, in 17 12, under the title Covi-

vicrcium Kpistoliann dc Analysi Promota. For some
time the philosopher appears not to have answered
this array against him, until the Abbe Conti, in the

year 1716, addressed him, calling on him, if he did

not choose to answer Keill, at least to vindicate him-
self from the non-admission of his claim on the part

of Newton;^ and he just commenced the work of
vindication at a period when death prevented him
from completing it.

In the year 1709 Keill was appointed treasurer to

the Palatines, and in performance of his duties at-

tended tiiem in their passage to New ICngland. On
his return, in 17 10, he was appointed successor to

Dr. Caswell, Savilian professor of astronomy at Ox-
ford. At this period he again entered the field of

controversy, in support of his friend .Sir Isaac New-
ton, whose philosophy had been attacked on the

foundation of Des Cartes's theory of a jilenum; and
he published in the Philosopliical Transactions for

1713 a communication to the society on the rarity

of matter and the tenuity of its composition.^ In

this controversy he was, however, interrupted by his

appointment to the situation of decipherer to the

queen, and he was soon afterwards presented with

the degree of Doctor of Medicine by the university

of Oxford. About this period we find him gratefully

remembered by that unfortunate scholar .Simon

Oakley, for having permitted him the use of the

Savilian study.*

Keill, in the year 171 7, took to himself a wife.

The name of the latly who made him the happiest

of men has not been preserved; but it is said he
married her "for her sini^iilar accomplishments."'

In the Gentleman^s JMagazinc for 1739 we find a

curious Iloratian ode adclresscd to Keill by the cele-

Ijratecl Anthony Alsop; its jieriod of jniblicalion is

some years after the death of b(;th the parties, and
there is no comment alluding to the date of its com-
position; but the circumstances mentioned show it

to be a congratulatory epistle to Keill f)n his mar-
riage. The ode is extremely sp.irited and not desti-

tute of elegance; but whether from other motives,

or the anxiety of the author to reach the familiar

vivacity of the Roman lyrist, he has treated his grave

subject in a manner which would not now be con-

sidered very worthy of a divine, or to convey a pleas-

ing compliment to a venerable professor. The sub-

ject was one of some delicacy to Also'p, who was
then enduring a species of ban isliment, the con sequel- ce

of a verdict obtained against him ior breacli of a

contract of marriage; andwiiether from tliis circmii-

st.nnce, or his classical feelings, he has dwelt on the

haliits f)f his friend in a manner which would hardly

fail to draw "damages" from a nioilern jury. In

171.S Keill ])ublished Inlroiliiclio ad I 'cran/ .Istro-

noniiiiin, sen l.cctioncs .]slyouoniici,\ a work w hicli was
reprinted in the year 1721, at wliieh period, at the

request of the Duchess of Cliandos, he ])ublished a

translation of this work in Lnglish, with cmenda-
tif)ns, mider the title of./;/ /ntrodnction to the Tnw
,-l ^trouKniv : or, A st)-onoi)iic(il /.cftni-cs rend in t'ic

Astronomical School of the Cr.iversity of Oxford.

- I'n'.ll-,1,';(1 In llu; /'////. 7;v,;/.f. x;.x. r.,..,.

^ 'Ili'M.ri.Tiintn (pi.-i/'lani iiifliiit.-iiii i/.aturl.x f!i\ i'il i'itr:t'.:-i

ipcrt-nitla. 'pi.-r; cjiis'lem raritatcia ct tcniicni Ciiiii"!- i' v i '.rai

ciiaiK.iistraiit, <|r."nn]i ityii [>]urini;i; in pliysim tuUuiUur ditncill-

lal'.-. " /'//•/. 'I'ruii.';. xwia. S-z,

I •> Ni'.l.uls' Liter, i>y Anecdotes.
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Tlie year in wiiich he accomplished the>e literar)-

labours was the hist of iiis life; durinij the summer
of 1 72 1 he was seized with a violent fever, (>( which
he died in the moiuh of Septemlier, in the fiftieth

year of his ac;e. Besides the works we have inen-

tioned, he jnihlished in 1715 'I'l edition of Coni-
niandinus' Etuiid, with aikUtions.

KEITH, Gi-ORCK. fifth Earl Marisclial, founder

of the -Marisclial College of Aberdeen. The period

of this nobleman's birth is unknown ; his father was
William Lord Keith (eldest son of the fourth Earl

Marisclial), a person known in history as having

been taken prisoner into England in 1558, and re-

leased for a ransom of ^2000. This individual

married Elizabeth Hay, daughter to the Marl of

Errol, by whom, at his death in 15S0, he left, besides

the sul)ject of our memoir, three sons and four

daughters.' George succeeded his grandfather in

the year 1581, and we find him towards the end of

the year following doing his duty in parliament."

We are led to understand, that, previously to his

succeeding to the title, he had spent some time

among the seats of learning on the Continent. As
with most men who have been remarkable in ad-

vanced life, it was recollected of him after his death,

that in youth he showed an extreme desire for know-
letlge and a facility in its acquisition. We are in-

fjrmed that he studied at the King's College of

Aberdeen,^ and that at the age of eighteen he was
an adept in the Latin, Cireek, and Hebrew lan-

guages, and in the studies of antitpiities, history,

and literature; wlien, discontented with the scope

allowed in his own country, he resolved to study in

Erance.* On this journey it is said that he v\-as

courteously received by the Landgrave of Hesse (the

chief among the descendants of that celebrated tribj

of "Catti,"' from which the fabulous historians have
traced the family of Keith), along with the other

noble youths of the age. While he- was accumu-
lating knowledge, he did not forget the opportunities

affjrded him in Erance of perfecting himself in the

knowledge of arms and the feats of atliletic jugglery

then in vogue. After some time Keith left Erance,

]irefei"ring a residence in Geneva, with the illustrious

Theodore I5eza, by wliom he N\as instructed in divin-

ity, history, and the art of speaking. During his

residence there an. accident of a melancholy nature

happened. His younger brother, William, who had
accompanied hint on his journev, and liad, apjarently

with high promise of future eminence, shared in his

studies, was killetl in a tumult during an excursion

into the country. His eminent master, along with

Gaulter and An Ire-.v Melville, have celebrated the

memory and talents of this yi;)ung man. ISe/a, in

the dedication of his /cones Viivni/n Doitrina ct

P.ttdte lUiistrinni to King James, mentions with

much satisfaction the circumstance o{ having been
intrusted with the education of jwjiils so illustrious.

After the death of his brother Keith left Geneva,
and visited the courts f)f Europe, where his rank and
great wealth admitted his making a considerable

tigure. It is saiil tliat even in this em]d<iyment.
pre-umed to be full of gaiety, he was a grave and i

nccur.ite student : that he indulgeil in the sidendriur
!

of C'.'urt.- nii're for the pui-pwse of ,;c(iuiring hi>toricaI 1

1 l)..:i..!.i^' }\;-ra-;,\ ^Q^. - .\ct. I'ayl. iii. z-f-.

" Mil ilcton's .-hvr'.v/// ,'/•' Av,- A7;/^':>- CV/.-c.- (•/.;/.;/,,//

n-:/ /'/.;<• i;>-.„f M,->i ih/yc. MS. liib. .Ail. >f. ^."15.

*"()]-.ui'i Fuin;l>ri<. in oliitum m.iximi \ir"ni;n flc >r;ii

M:iri>challi comitis. I). Keith ct Altre, .^c, Acadcniin; Mai-
ischall.-in;i; Aliord'iiii;e Amtlatiiris, et Mu'-.-cnatis immiticen-
ti<--inii: script.a et prommciata a I'.ii'.io'.ino ( );;>tnnn. phi'j.si'pl-.ia;

luor.aUs ibidem prL'fess'jre. "

—

Al\'''. Kalaii, v'.2i, 41 i. ;>. 11.

knowledge than of |:)ursuing pleasure, and that he
travelled less for the pur])ose of recreation and
variety, than for tiie acquisition of correct knowledge
of the various countries of the world, having seldom
.seen a country of which he did not show his acquaint-
ance by embodying his knowledge in a map.'^ He
returned to his native country after an absence of
seven years. The Scottish ]ieer w ho in the sixteenth

century founded a university and encouraged learn-

ing must have been a man whose j)enetration and
grasp of mind were very different from those of his

colleagues in rank, yet he apjsears not to have been
totally exempt from the barbarous habits and feelings

of the day.

On the 8th of June, 1585, we find him obtaining
a remission under the great seal, for "art and ]:)art''

(jf the slaughter of his relative William Keith, ap-

parent of Luduquhairn ;•" and in 1595 he is charged
to appear before tlie king and council as a jx-rson

entertaining a <1eadly feud with the laird of Mel-
drum." .Soon after his accession to the earldom the

celebrated Raid of Ruthven took jdace, a jjolitical

movement as to which it is difhcult to discover his

view, but with which his cc)nnection seems to have
somewhat displeased the king. He was apjareiuly

not present at the " raid," nor does he apjxar to

have approached .so hot a piditical atmosphere until

the king's escape from Falkland to St. Andrews,
whither he repaired apparently as a neutral ]u-rson;

but he is rej)resented as having retired to his own
home in disgust, on the king changing the lenient

measure he had at first proposed towards the rebels.'

The earl was a member of that j arliament which,

on the 19th of October, 1582, approved the acts of

the conspirators, holding their proceedings as legal,

and protecting their persons from inimshment, by an
act which was afterwards expunged from the statute-

l)Ook." It is not without surprise, that, after such

a measure, we find him acting as chancellor of the

assize of peers, which, with considerable partiality

in its proceedings, found the Earl of Gowrie guilty

of treason on account of his share in the Raid of

Ruthven."' It can scarcely be doubted, that in tliese

proceedings he was guilty of inconsistency: it is not

likely that any one attended a parliament held uPider

the auspices of the cons]iirators for the purjiose of

noting against them, and it was not customary for

the crown to chijose assizors who would ac(]uit, while

his having acted as chancellor leaves no doulit that

he voted for a verdict of guilty ! Charity can only

]^alliate this tergiversation on the circumstance, that

Gowrie had, in the iiiter\al between these events,

been guilty of additional acts of disobedience.

After tlie singular proceeding- on the jiart r>f James
towards the court of Denmark in atteni]';ipg a

negotiation of marriage witli the elde.-t daughter if

Erederick II., which terminated in tliat nn'r.nrcli

(not presuming the King of .Scotland to lie -ev;' i;,-

in his jiroposais) marrving his daiigliter to the Duke
of Brunswick; the lover, disappointed of one daugli-

ter, was re-nhed to try n-ore ci.in-i-ter.t jda;;.- t^r

obtaining the other, and lan^.es jn.] i->ei! to -er:>!

Lord Altry. unele to ilie "h.nrl MaiNchal. to Den-

mark, to make serious pr. -po-al- t<i I'rederick s

second daugliter, .\ni-.e. Tiie <i;>i-'n>iiion of the

C'luneil of SeotIai;d wa> >ueh a- ]ironii'te<l Altry. an

old and infirm stale-man. avcr-e to engaging in tlie

excitenieiit nf jhiHtie-. to (ieeline 'lie higl'i office, ar.d

hi- nephew, tlie i;arl Mari-eh.al. -Imwe'l a de-ire M

M-1
i'lt.

/\:.-
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officiate in his stead. "Now the Earl Marischal,"

says Sir James Melville in his cautious manner,
"was desirous to supply the place of his uncle, my
lord of Altry : and his majesty was content that he
should be sent thither. Whereupon I took occasion

to represent to his majesty that the said earl was
very well qualified for that employment, and that

he would go the better contented if he might have
in commission with him some of his own friends and
acquaintance. His majesty answered that it was his

part to choose his own ambassadors; that the Earl

Marischal should have the first place as a nobleman,

but," continues Sir James with his usual comj^la-

cency, "that he would repose the chief handling

with the regent and council of Denmark upon me.'"
It is probable that the great wealth of the earl, who
was then the richest nobleman in Scotland, was a

cogent reason for appointing him to superintend an
expensive expedition. It was the policy of Queen
Elizabeth to object to the proposed alliance, and the

privy-council of Scotland showed a disposition to

acceile to her wishes. In the meantime the trades-

men of Edinburgh, instigated, it is said, by the secret

interference of James, took the matter into their

hands, threatening the privy-council, and denouncing
vengeance against Thirlestane, the cliancellor, whom
they looked upon as the chief agent of Elizabeth.

James had made his resolution, and the earl was
finally despatched to Denmark, along with the con-

stable of Dundee, and Lord Andrew Keith, whom
he had requested permission to take as an associate.

Owing to the vacillating policy of James, "his power
to conclude was so limited, and his commission so

slender, that he was compelled to send back again

my Lord Dingwall, either for a license to come home
or for a sufficient power to conclude."" Dingwall
found the king at .Vljerdeen, who, as the chancellor
and most part of the council were absent, was now
in a situation to give more ample jiowers. The
storm which interrupted the voyage of the princess

is well known as an amusing portion of .Scottish

history; in the meantime the cliancellor, who was
the deadly enemy of the Earl Marischal, had, from
his opposition to the measure, sunk in the favour of

James, and did not recover his former estimation

without suffering the expense of procuring the hand-
some fast-sailing vessel, in which the monarch made
that voyage to Denmark which has been considered
so unaccountably inconsistent with his general char-

acter. We shall give, in the words of Sir James
Melville, an account of the very characteristic squab-
bles which took jjlace between the two rival peers

at the court of Copenhagen. "The company who
were with his majesty put him to great trouble to

agree their continual janglings, strife, pride, and
partialities. The Earl .Marischal, by reason that he
was an ancient earl, and had been fir>t employed in

this honourable commission, thought to have the

fir-.t place next unto his majesty so long as he was
there. The chancellor, by reason of his ofTicc, would
needs have the pre-eminence. There were also con-
tentions between him and the justice-clerk. The
con-table of Dundee and my Lord Dingwall could
not agree about place. George Hume did riuietly

shoot out William Keith from his office of master of

the wardrobe. At length they were all divided into

two factions; the one for the J^arl .Marischal, the

other for the chancellor, who was the stronger, be-

cause the king took his part; so that the chancellor

triumphed.'" The munificence and great wealth (^f

the earl prompted him to bear, in the first instance,

the expense of tlie mission; he could not have done

' -Melville's .lAv,v^; 3 Ibid.

a service more acceptable to his sovereign, and it

appears to have finally reinstated him in favour. In

1592 the earl received a parliamentary ratification of
his acts as concerned the mission, and was at the

same time empowered to recover from a forfeited

estate the expense he had incurred, stated as amount-

i"S to 3156 merks.* Up to the commencement of

the eighteenth century the debt was, however, un-
recovered,' and it is not probable that after that

period it was ever paid.

In 1583 the earl was one of the commissioners
appointed to superintend the "new erection" or

alteration in management of the King's College of

Aberdeen; and it is probable that the duties in which
he was then engaged prompted him ten years after-

wards to perform that act of enlightened munificence,

which has perpetuated his name as the founder of

Marischal College. The charter of the university

was granted by the earl on the 2d April, 1593; it

was approved of by the General Assembly of Dundee
on the 24th of the same month, after having been
submitted to the examination of a committee, and
was ratified by parliament on the 21st of July fol-

lowing. The college was endowed to maintain a
principal, three regent-professors, and six bursars.

By the foundation the languages and sciences aj)-

pointed to be taught were Greek, Hebrew, and
Syriac, natural history, geometry, geography, chrono-

logy, and astronomy. In opposition to the pv'm-

ciple previously pursued, by which each professor

conducted a class of students through all the branches
of knowledge taught in any university, the subjects

taught in Marischal College were divided among
separate masters, each of whom adhered to his

peculiar branch—an excellent regulation, afterwards

departed from, but resumed in the middle of the

eighteenth century." Without descending to the

particular benefits of this institution, the circum-
stance that many eminent names are connected with
Marischal College, and that its small endowments
have cultivated intellects which might have long
lain unproductive, are sufficient of themselves to

speak to the honour of its noble founder. There are

1 14 bursaries connected with the college, of the an-

nual value of ;^II50. About seventy of these are

open to competition. Two of them are of the annual
value of ^^30 each, and are adjudged for excellence

in matliematics to students wlio have studied that

science for two sessions, and are held for two years.

The bursaries range in value from ;{^3 to ;i{^i5 an-

nually— the smallest paying the full fee of the pos-

sessor for the four years during which he remains at

the university, and the larger frequently forming for

a time the chief sup];ort of one or two iiulividuals

who would otherwise remain uneilucated. They are

carefully protected as the rewards of talent ami
labour, and held by those who gain them as their

right, indejiendently of the aiUhority of the officials

of the university. The ancient buildings of the
utiiversily having fallen into decay, the foundation
of a s])lendid new building in the (jothic style from
designs liy Mr. Archibald .Simpscjn, architect, was
laid with masonic honours l)y theDuke of Richmond,
chancellor of the university, on the iSth of October,
1S37. The builder's coiUract amounted to ;i^2l,420,

of which sum ^^ 1 5,000, with interest thereon from
182C, was granted by government, the remainder

< .hf. l\ni. iii. :;4i.

^ "A Short Kcliition of the Or,f;in 0/ the Keiths in Sint-
land, with a list of the predecessors of the present Karl
M.-irisch.il of that kingdonie. tieinij ane abstract of the history
of that nohle family, anno TJijniini, 1690. Aberdeen, \- die
Aprilis, An. Dorn. 1700."

^ For a farther account of this matter, sec the memoir of
.Alexamjkk Gek.aku in this collection.
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heing raised by private subscription. The new
buildings were completed in 1842. Several new
chairs have been instituted. The average number
of students for the succeeding twenty years was
—in arts, 190; in divinity, 120; in law, 35; in

medicine, 84.

Within the same year that Marischal College

was founded, we find its patron engaged in other

works of public utility. He granted a charter to

Peterhead. And by the act 1593, c. 48, we find

him empowered to exact a toll of twenty pence for

every last of goods entering or leaving a harbour he

had attached to that town.' At the same period the

secret transactions with the court of Spain, of which
some of the northern peers were suspected, and the

discovery of those mysterious documents known by
the name of "the Spanisli blanks," created alarm in

the nation and consternation at court ; and by the

same act of 1593 the Earl Marischal, as a trusty

statesman, was empowered to act the jiart of king's

commissioner in the shires of Kincardine, Aberdeen,
and Banff, and to in(iuire into the conduct of the

Earls of Errol, Huntly, Angus, and others.'^ A
trust of still higher order was reposed in the earl in

June 6lh, 1609, when, by commission under the

great seal, he was appointed lord high-commissioner
to the parliament of Scotland.

In the year 1622, in the old age of a well-spent

life, the earl felt his last illness come upon him,
and he retired to his fortress of Dunnotter, where
he is said to have borne his sickness with patience

and religious resignation. Dr. Dun, one of the pro-

fessors of his college, attended him as physician,

and the disease for a time yielded to medicine, but

finally relapsed.^ The latter days of this great and
useful man do not appear to have Ijeen permitted to

pass in domestic peace, and his death-bed was dis-

turbed by the desertion and crime of an unfeeling

wife. The circumstance to which we refer is one of

a very singular nature; and as it is impossible at this

period to trace all the motives from which it origi-

nated, we shall state it, almost verbatim, as it

occurs in the criminal record, avoiding antiquated

orthography. "On the 3d of March, 1624, Dame
Margaret Ogilvie, countess-dowager of Marischal,

along with her then husband, Sir Alexander Strau-

chane of Thornetoun, knight, and Robert .Strauchan,

doctor in physic, were accused before the high court

of justiciary, of the ignoble crimes of masterful theft

and stouthrief, in having stolen from the [dace of

Eenholm, l)elonging to the eail. certain jewels, silver

plate, household stuff, g<ild, silver, an<i title-deeds,

in (_)ctol)i.-r, 1622, a little before the said earls

decease."' On the same day James Keith of Ben-
holme was cited to answer ior a similar crime,

committed at the same time, and in the same place.

The two cases are evidently connected togetiier, and
the minute in the latter jirovides us witli the follow-

ing inventory of articles stolen, which is an evidence
of the magnificence and wealth of tlie carl, an<l an
extraordinary feature in the transactii.m. ( )f Portugal

ducats, and t)ther species of foreign gold, to tlie avail

of y^26,0OO or thereby; thirty-six dozen gold buttons;

a riclt jewel set with diamonds, which the deceased
eail received as a gift when he was ambas-;ador in

I )enmark, worth 6000 merks; tlie ([ueen t)f Denmark's
]'icture in gnld, ^et aI)out with rich diamonds, esti-

mated at 5000 merk>; a jasper stone fnr stemming
of blood, olimated at 500 French crowns; a chain
of "c'luall perle," wherein were 400 jx'arls great

.Ic-f. Pari. iv. -s.
' .1,-.'. l\t>l. Iv. 44. Pitr

Oriitio l-'uHL-bra, ut s;:j

Triais, i. 23j.

and small; two chains of gold, of twenty-four ounce
weight; another jewel of diamonds set in gold, worth
3000 merks; a great pair of bracelets, all set with
diamonds, price thereof 50x3 crowns; the other pair

of gold bracelets at ;{^6oo the pair; a turquois ring

worth ten French crowns; a diamond set in a ring,

worth twenty-eight French crowns, with a number
of other small rings set with diamonds and other

rich stones in gold, worth 300 French crowns; also

l6,cxx) merks of silver and gold ready coined, which
was within a green coffer; together with the whole
tapestry, silver-work, bedding, goods, gear, and
plenishing within the said ]5lace. The case, as re-

garded the countess and Sir Alexander and Dr.

Strauchane, was post]-)oned by a royal warrant to the

2(1 of July, from thence to the 27th of July, and
from thence to the 8th of December, of which date

no entry appearing, the lord-advocate seems to have
been prevailed witli to give up the pursuit; Keith of

Benholme, who seems to have occupied, or been
steward of, the house so strangely dilapidated, was
outlawed for not ajipearing.''

The earl died at five o'clock on the morning of the

5th day of April, 1623, ^nd a monument with a

poetical inscrijition was erected to his memory.
The funeral oration, so frequently referred to, was
read at Marischal College, on the 30th of June, 1623,

by Ogston, the jirofessor of moral j)hilosophy; it

compares his death to an earthcpiake and sundry

other prodigies of nature—heaps 100 great a load of

virtues on his shoulders for mankind to bear with

comfort, and in detailing the perfections of the dead
Mecrenas, the author does not neglect those of the

living Solomon. A book of Tears was also pub-

lished to his memory, chiefly composed by Massy
and Alexander Wedderlturn.^ The lady already so

ec[uivocally mentioned was his second wife, a daughter

of James, sixth Lord Ogilvie : he had previously

married Margaret, daughter of Alexander, fifth Lord
Hume,'' and by both he had several children.

KEITH, the IIoxouRABl.E J.\mi;s, commonly
called Marshal Keith, the younger son of \Villiam,

ninth Earl Marischal, and Lady Mary Drummond,
daughter to the Earl of Perth, was born in the year

1696. His aptness for learning seems to have been

very considerable, since he ac<iuired in after-lile a

reputation for letters scarcely inferior to his militaiy

renown; a circumstance which was jiossibly in no

small degree owing to his having had the good

fortune to receive the rudiments of his education

from the celebrated Bishop Keith, who was allied

to his family by consanguinity, and who officiated

as tutor to himself and his elder br(Hher, the tenth

Earl Marischal.

Mr. Keith was originally designed for the law, and

with the view of making it his profe>sion he was

sent to Edinburgh to complete his studies. It was

soon discovered, however, that he entertained a

much stronger predilection fir the camp ilian tlie

bar;—he seems indeed to have been very early

attached to the military profe^ion. His language,

when the subject happened at any time to be alluded

to, was always full of niaitial enthu>ia-m, even while

yet a mere stripling. "I have begun t'.) .-tudy the

law," he said, "in compliance witli the de-ires of

the fountes> of Mari-ehal (lii- mothen, Imt com-

mend me, gentlemen, to .-tar.d before the nic-uth (jf

t I'itraim':
' •I.a.hri

r.TL'nati^ ct Fi

tn^-iinii. t 'C'
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Ci'ii'.itis Mari-chalU, D'lmini dc Kci;h i.
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a cannon for a few minutes; this either makes a man
in an instant, or he dies gloriously in the field of

battle." Such was the spirit in which the young
soldier entered on his career of fame.

The Earl Marischal, elder brother of the subject

of this memoir, was one of those Tory noblemen
Avho signed the proclamation of George I. The
party being disappointed in their hopes of office

under the new dynasty, he returned in a state of high

irritation to .Scotland, and at York met his brother

James, who was on his way to London for the pur-

pose of asking a commission in the army. The two
young men returned home together, burning with

resentment, and on the commencement of the insur-

rection of 1715 they were incited at once by tlieir

own feelings, and by the advice of their mother, who
was a Catholic, to declare for the Pretender. The
meeting held by the Earl of Mar (who was their

cousin), under the semblance of a hunting match,
was attended by the two brothers, and they continued

throughout the remainder of the campaign to act a

bold and conspicuous part under that unfortunate

leader. Tiie immediate subject of this memoir is

said to have manifested a degree of resolution and
conduct which attracted much attention, and inspired

hopes of his future fortune. On the final disijcrsion

of the rebel anny at Ruthven in I?adenoch, they had
110 resource but to make the best of their way to a

foreign land, where they might be safe from the

consequences of their enter])rise. They proceeded,

in company with many other Lowland gentlemen, to

the Western Isles, where they designed to wait till

a vessel could be procured to convey them to France.

AVhile in the isles, whero they were detained nearly

a month, the fugitives were frequently alarmed by
reports of their retreat having been discovered, and
that an armament had lieen despatched in quest of

tliem; and on one occasion they were informed that

three frigates, with two battalions of foot on board.

Were within ten miles of them. They, h(j\vevcr,

were not molested. On the 20th of Ajiril a ship,

which had been despatched from I'rance for the

purpose, arrived at tlie i>Iand on which they were
concealed. Losing no time, they, along willi al)out

a hundreil com4ianic:)ns in misfortune, embarked on
board of this vessel, and arrived in safety at .St. Paul

de Leon in J5riltany, on the I2lh of May, 17 16. On
their arrival at this port the greater yiavl of them
proceeded immediately to wait upon tlie Pretender,

wh(j was then at Avignon; the oliiers, amongst wiiom
was Keith, went straight to Paris, where the latter

had at that time several relations residing. On reach-

ing Paris Keitli waited ujion tlie fiucen-motlier, by
v.h'im he v.ms most graciou>!y received, and wlio,

amongst otlier flattering tilings, said, tliat slie had
heard of his good services in lier son's cau>e, and
that neither of tliem slioiild e\er fjigel it. Keith
now j>roposed to the queen-mother to vi^,it tlie king,

by which he meant the Pretender, and asked her
])ernii>sion to do so. S!ie, however, (ii->suaded him
from taking tliis step, raying tliat he was yet jjut

yMi'.ng, and had belter remain in Paris and reconi-

nieiite his studies, and concluded by llI|)p'l-^ing to

Lear the charge of his future education. Nutwitli-

standing tiiis flattering recciitiun, a wliole month
clap-ed before Keith lieard anytliing furtlier from
the fjuecn-ni'jther, and, in tlie meantime, he was
r;."I-aced tn great straits for want of money, living

jiiineipally by selling lior^e-funiilure, wliicli military

<)l!ic';rs Were at tliis period in the habit of carrying

about witli them, and which, being sometimes riclily

ornamented witli >ilver, was a very valuable article.

There Were many friends of Iiiniself and his faiiiiiy

in Pari-, wlio would readily have afforded him any

pecuniary assistance he might have required, but, as

he himself says in a MS. memoir of his life, written
with his own hand, to which we have access, "I
was then either so bashful, or so vain, that I would
not own the want I was in." His wants, however,
of this kind were .soon amply provided for, and from
various unlooked-for sources. The queen-mother at

length sent him looo livres, and much about the
same time a Parisian banker waited upon him, and
informed him that he had instructions from Scotland
to supply him with money, and an order from King
James to pay him 200 crowns a year, with an apology
for the smallne.ss of the sum, as it was all that his

(the king's) circumstances enabled him to do. Re-
lieved now from his pecuniary difficulties, he betook
himself to study, to which he devoted the whole of
the remaining part of the year 1716, and a great

part of the following year. Previous to this, and
while iiursuing his studies, he received a coinmission

as colonel of horse in the service of the King of

Sweden, who entertained a design of making a

descent on Scotland in favour of King James. 'J'he

project, however, was discovered long before it could
be carried into execution, and thus both the intended

invasion and Keith's commission fell to the ground.

Another opportunity, although equally fruitless in

its results, jiresenled itself to the young soldier, now
in his twentieth year, of jnishing his fortune with his

sword. This was the appearance in Paris of Peter

L Emperor of Russia. Keith made every effort to

obtain admission into the service of that potentate,

but without effect, he himself supposes on account

of his not having emj^loyed the projier means. In
tlie following year, 1718, learning that there was an
intention on the part of Sjiain, similar to that which
had been entertained by the King of Sweden, viz.

to attempt the restoration of King James by invading

Scotlantl— Keitli and his brother the Earl Marischal

set out for Madrid, with the view of offering their

services in the proj^osed expedition. These were
readily accej^ted, and the two brothers, after repeated

interviews with Cardinal Alberoni, then ])rime minis-

ter of Spain, were furnished with instructions regartl-

ing the intended descent, and with means to cany
that jiart of it which was intrusted to them into

execution. I'y jirevious appointment Keith and
his brotiier the ICail Marischal were met at Havre
de (iracc, the point at which they had fixed to em-
bark for .Scotland, by se\eral of the Scottish leaders

in the rising of 1715, who were still lurking about

France. All of them having been advised of llie

undertaking, were furnished with commissions from

the King of .Sjiain, to ajiply cfpially to the Spalli^h

forces which were to be sent after tliem, and to those

which they .should raise in the country.

Tlie co-operation in this eiiteri>rise w hich they were

led to ex]iect was the landing in luigland of the I )uke

of Orniond with an army, which it was jiroposed

should immediately take place. Two frigates, w ith

Sjianirili tr('o))s on board, were also to follow them
within a day or two, to land witli them in Scotland,

and enable them to conuiK'nce their ojjerations in

that kingdom. On the Kjlh of Marcli the expatri-

ated ehieis eiiiharked on hoard a small ^essel of about
tweiity-hve tons, and after encountering some stormy
weather and running great risk from some I'iiiglish

sliips of war which they fell in with, they reached
the island (jf Lewis on the 4th of April. They were
soon afterwards joined by the two frigates, and a

deliaikalion on the mainland was immediately de-

te-rmined upon. In the exiiectation of being joined

by large Imdies of Highlanders, they ])roj)osed to

march forward to Inverness, from which they liojied

to drive out the small force by which it was garrisoned.
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The whole enterprise, however, liurried on to a

disastrous conclusion. The Duke of {)rnion<i's fleet

was dispersed; the Iligidanders refused to embark in

the desperate undertakini;; a very few only joining

the invailers, and these showing little enthusiasm in

the cause; and to complete their ruin, they were at-

tacked and defeated by a body of troops which had
been despatched to arrest their progress. They were,

however, not so comi)letely routed but that they were
enabled to retire in partial order to the summit of

some high grounds in tiie vicinity of the scene of

action. Here a council of war was held during the

night, in which it was resolved that the Spaniards

slioulil on the next day surrender themselves prisoners

of war, that the Highlanders should disperse, and

, that tlie officers should each seek his safety in the

best way he could.

Tlius Keith found himself placed in exactly the

same desperate circumstances in whicli he was after

the rising of 171 5—an outlawed fugitive, witliout

means and without a home. After lurking some
months in the Highlands, during the greater part of

which, to add to his misfortunes, he was in bad
health, he found liis way to I'eterliead, where he
embarked for Holland, whither his brollier had gone
before him. Being here joined by the latter, they

both proceeded to the Hague, and some time after-

wards to Madrid. Here Keitli's pecuniary difficulties

became as pressing and infinitely more desperate

than they were in Paris on his arrival tliere in 1715.

"I was now," he says, "as tlie Erench have it, an
fie dc ia Itttre siir le pave. I knew nobody and was
known to none, and had not my good fortune brouglit

Rear-atlmiral Cammoek to Sladrid, whom I had
known formerly in Paris, I don't know what would
have become of me; he immediately offered me his

h.ousc and his talkie, both wliich I was glad to accept

of." Thus shifting, togetlier with the aid of some
arrears of pay which he received from the King of

Spain, he remained the greater part of the year 1720,

and with tlie exception of some short absences, all the

year 1721, at Madrid. He then removed to Paris,

where he lived for the next three or four years, receiv-

ing the pay of a Spanisli colonel, but without being
attaclied to any regiment. At the end of this ]5criod

Keitli again returned to .'^pain, and was emi)loyed
in active service up to tlie year 172S. Tliinking

himself, however, rather overlooked, he in tliis year

addressed a letter to tlie king, soliciting his {patronage,

and requesting that he might be appointed to the

command of the first Irisli regiment which should

become vacant. The answer of his majesty to tliis

application was, that so si ion as he knew tliat lie was
a Roman Catliolic he shnuld not only liaxe what he
asked, but that his future fortunes should l)e care;l

for. Einding all liopes of promotion in the .S]ianish

service thus cut off on account of his religious l)elief,

Keith solicited a recommendation from his .'-Spanish

inaje-ty to tlie court of Russia, where he now deter-

mined to try his fortunes. The recommendation
wliieli he sought was at once granted and forwarded
to the Emperor of Russia, wlio soon after intimated
to him his admission into his service as a major-
general. On Keitli's leaving Madriil fir Moscow
the King of Spain prese*ped him with a douceur of

1000 crowns, and soon aUer his arrival in Russia he
was promoted to the command of a regiment of
guards, an a]ipointn)ent of great tru>t, and whicli

l;ad liillierto been l)e^to\\ed on none but e^iK'cial

favourites 1)1 the sovereign. He was further named
one of tliree inspectors of ai'my details, and awarded
as his tlepartment tlie frontier of .Vsia, with tlie

country on botli sides of the \"o!ga and Don, togetlier

v.-ith part of t!;e frontier of Poland. About this time

one of his early instnictors, a Mr. Morton, hearing
of his good fortune, wrote to him a letter of congra-
tulation on his prosperity. The general's reply par-

took of his nature; it was kind and unaffected. "I
am a true Scotsman indeed," he .said amongst other
obliging things, "wise behind the hand; for had I

been more careful to imbibe the excellent instructions

I received under your inspection, I had still made a
better figure in the world." Hitherto the general,

though he had proven himself at once a zealous and an
able officer in the discharge of his military duties, had
had no opportunity of exhibiting his talents for active

warfare. Such an 0]iportunity, however, at length
offered. On the death of the King of Poland, that

unhappy kingdom was entered by a Russian anny
to overawe, or rather control, the election of a new
king. On this occasion the general was despatched
into Poland with six battalions of foot, 600 dragoons,

and 4000 Cossacks. While on this ser\dce he was
ordered by the commander-in-chief, Prince Schali-

ofskoi, to ravage the country. With a feeling of

humanity and in a spirit of honour which reflects

much credit on his character both as a soldier and
a man, he endeavoured to evade the painful and, as

he felt it, dishonourable duty. Einding that no
dictates of humanity would weigh with the com-
mander-in-chief, he tried the effects of interested

considerations; representing to him, that if the system
of devastation was continued, not only would the

inhabitants, but the Russian army also, be reduced
to a state of absolute starvation. This had the

desired effect. Tiie general ^\•as immediately ordered
to desist from further spoliation. During the ^^hole

of this war the general conducted himself with a
degree of judgment and gallantiw, and in short,

discovered throughout such a possession of the best

and most valuable qualities of the srjldier, as now
ranked him indisputably amongst the first cajitains

of tlie age. He was severely wounded in the knee
in this service at Ocrakow. The injury was of so

serious a nature that the Russian surgeons recom-
mended that the wounded limb should be ampu-
tated, and the general at once gave his consent to

the operation being ]5erfoniied. Put his brother,

who had gone to visit him on this occasicai, v.ould

not listen to the proposal. "I hope,'" he said,

"James has yet more to do with that leg, and I

will not ]iart with it so easily, at least not until I

have the best advice in Eurojie." In the spirit of

brotherly affection which these expressions bespeak,

he immediately removed tlie general to Paris, to

procure the advice of the surgical skill of tr.at city,

and the result was liighly favouralde. Tlie Erench
surgeons, doing v hat tliose of l\u^sia liad neglected,

laiii ojien tlie general's knee, and extracted some
]iieces (if cloth wliich Iwl been driven ir.to the

wound liy the shot, and had all along jireverited

that cure which was now soon effecteil.

The military fame of (Jeneral Keith was r.mv

s]iread over all ]".ur<.ipe, and had attracted in a jiar-

ticular manner tlie notice of tlie wailike Ere.krick of

Prussia, who lost no time in inviting liim into his

service, offering liim tlie rank of a held-niar>!-.al and

the gmernoi-sliip of I'.erlin, with ample means to

sujiport the dignity of tlie-e .-ituations. Tlie-e (iffers

were too tempting to lie refuse.'.. Tlie general ac-

ce])ted th.ni. and immediately jir.'ceed.ed to the

Prn>-ian court. His alTable manners and military

gciiiu- S'lon A\-on him the per>onal e>teem of his new
ma>!er, wlio not on!v admitted but invited him to

the nv>~t familiar intercourse, travelled with him
ihroughorit his own dominions and those of the

neighbouring states, and acknowledgcl li'm a-- an
ad\i;er in maltera of military Lu.?:ne>.-, and a? h.ij
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companion in his hours of relaxation. For some
time after his arrival in Prussia the marshal enjoyed

a respite from military service, Frederick happening

then to be, we cannot say at peace, but not at actual

war with any of the European powers. This leisure

he devoted to literary pursuits, entering into and
maintaining a correspondence with some of the most
eminent politicians and philosophers of the day, all

of whom bear testimony to the great talent and
ability with which he discussed the various subjects

on which he wrote, and not the smallest portion of

their praise was bestowed upon the elegance and
felicity of language which his correspondence ex-

hibited.

P'rederick's, however, was not a service in which
much repose of this kind could be expected. He,
of whom it is said, that he looked upon peace only

as a preparation for war, was not likely either to

remain long idle himself, or to permit such a man as

Marshal Keith to be so. The outrageous conduct of

Frederick in repeated instances had long given great

umbr.ige to many of the European powers, but none
of them had dared to come to open hostilities with
him. At length, however, they fell upon the plan

of combining their efforts for the chastisement of the

warlike monarch, whom none of them woukl venture

to face singly.

Austria, Russia, Germany, and France all took

the field against the Prussian monarch. During the

vicissitudes and operations which ensued, in attack-

ing at one time, and resisting at another, the various

efforts of his numerous enemies, Frederick intrusted

the most important tasks, next to those \\hich he him-
self assumed, to Marshal Keith, whose military talents

and sound judgment he found during the arduous
struggle which followed had not been overrated.

When summoned by the Prince of Saxe-IIildburg to

surrender Leipsic, which Frederick had left him to

defend with Sooo men, the gallant soldier, then up-

wards of sixty years of age, replied to the messenger,

"Let your master know that I am by birth a .Scots-

man, by inclination as well as duty a Prussian, and
shall defend the town in such a manner that neither

the country which gave me birth, nor that which has

adojUed me, shall be ashamed of me. The king,

my master, has ordered me to defend it to the last

extremity, and he shall be obeyed." Early on the

following morning the marshal summoned the magis-

trates of the tcjwn together, told them of the com-
munication which he had from the enemy, and ad-

vised them to wait ujmju the prince, and beg of him,

for their own sakes and that of the inhal;itants in

general, to refrain from j)rocectiing to extremities

against the city; "for," said he, with a tact which
showed tlie coii>ummate soMier, "if lie ])rocee(ls in

this resolution, I will myself begin to set fire to the

suburbs, and if tliat be not sufficient to oldigc the
enemy to desist from his enterpri>e, I will go further,

and not spare even the city itself;" and with many
exjiressions of reluctance to have recourse to such
dreadful measures, to which he said necessity alone
could compel him, he flismissed the terrified citizens,

who in>tanl]y desjiatched a dejiutation to wait upon
the ])rince. iVll, however, they could obtain from
the latter was a morlification of the terms of the

original .>unnnons. .Another was sent, in which the

Pru-sians were offered the liberty (jf marching out

of the town without molestation. This summons
Mar-hal Keith rejected with the same determination
as the former, to the great provocation of the prince,

who, in hi.s resentment at the tone of defiance as-

sume<l by tlie Prussian commander, declared that if

the latter carritvl his threat into execution regarrling

the buriiing of the town, he woukl lay Jjerlin or

Potsdam in ashes. The extremities which were thus
threatened on both sides were, however, prevented by
the approach of the Prussian monarch, who arrived
in the neighbourhood of Leipsic with a large force,

and averted the destruction of the city by bringing
on the celebrated battle of Rosbach, in which he
was completely victorious. Soon after this Marshal
Keith marched into Bohemia with an army, and laid

that kingdom under contribution, having previously

dislodged the Austrians from the mountains of
Saxony, where they had been strongly posted. The
brilliant career, however, of this soldier of fortune

was now about to close for ever; the death which
became him awaited him, and was close at hand.

Frederick had taken up a position in the village

of Plochkirchen, which he was particularly desirous

of retaining, and which the enemy were equally de-

sirous of possessing. The consequence was, that

this point was attacked during the night following

its first occupation. On the first alarm of the

enemy's motions. Marshal Keith mounted his horse,

and hastily collecting what troops were in his imme-
diate neighbourhood, marched towards the village.

On arriving there he found it already in the hands of

the enemy. Chaiging, however, at the head of his

troops, he drove them from the j)osition. Fresh
bodies of the enemy came up, and the marshal was
in turn forced to retire. Again he returned to the

combat, leading on his men, and cheering them as

he advanced; and again he cleared the village of the

enemy. Determined on possession of the position,

the latter once more returned with increased numbers,
until latterly the whole flower of the Austrian army
were concentrated on this sanguinary spot, defended
by a handful of Prussians. At eight o'clock in the

morning, and while the combat was yet at the hot-

test, although it had now lasted several hours, the

marshal received a severe and dangerous wound.
He refused, however, to quit the field, but contiimed

to conduct the desperate encounter with unabated
enthusiasm and gallantr}'. At nine o'clock, an hour
after he had received his first wound, a second shot

passed through his breast, and instantly stretched

him lifeless on the ground. His body was stripped

by the Austrians, who had now driven the Prussians

from the field, and was thus left exposed until it was
recognized l)y Count Lasci, who had been one of his

pupils in the art of war. That nobleman imme-
diately gave orders for its interment; but this having

been done with little reverence, it ^\as shortly after-

wards taken up by the curate of Hochkirchen, and
again committed to the earth with every mark of

decency and resijcct. The remains of the marshal

were, by the special orders of the king, finally re-

moved to Perlin, and buried there with all the hon-

ours which a nation and a great monarch could j ay

to s])lendid talent and great moral worth.

If anvthing were wanting to coini>lete the illustri-

ous character <jf this great man, it is to be found in

the circumstance of his death having been nearly as

much lamented by the .Austrians, then the enemies

of Prussia, as by the Prussians themselves. His

humanity was ever on the alert to jirotect even those

against whom he fought from any unnecessary vio-

lence, and the .Austrians had, in a thousaiul instances,

been indebted to this ennobling trait in a character

admirably calculated in all its jiarts to gain the estecni

and admiration of mankind. Marshal Keith died in

the sixty-third year of his age. He was never mar-

ried, but to w lialever chance this was owing, it does

not ap]tear to have jiroceedcd from any want of

susce])tibility, for, while in I'aris in 1718, on Ijeing

first urged by some of his friends to ofHjr his services

to the court of Spain, which he was then informed
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meditated some designs on Sicily, he says, "But I

was then too much in love to think of quitting Paris,

and, although my friends forced me to take some
steps towards it, yet I managed it so slowly, that I

set out only in the end of that year; and had not my
mistress and I quarrelled, and that other affairs

came to concern me more than the conquest of Sicily

did, it's probable I had lost many years of my time

to very little purpose—so much was I taken up with

my passit)!!. " (3f the final result of this attachment
we are not informed; but it does not appear that he
ever formed another.

Some years after his death, a monument was
erected in the churchyard of Hochkirchen to the

memory of the marshal, by his relative Sir Robert
Murray Keith. It bore the following inscription,

composed by the celebrated Metastasio

:

J.icobo Keith,
Gulielmi Cumitis Marescelli Hered.

Regni Scotia;,

Et Mariae Drummoiid, Filio,

Frederici Horussorum Regis
Summo Exercitus Praefecto;

Viro
Antiquis Moribus et Militari Virtute claro,

Dum in praclio non procul hinc,

Inciinatam suorum aciem
Mente, Manu, Voce, et Exemplo

Restituebat,
Pugnans ut Heroas decet,

Occubuit,
Anno 1758, Mense Oct.

The Earl Marischal, elder brother of Marshal
Keith, also deserves some notice in the present work,

as an enlightened and distinguished man. Attainted

for his share in the insurrection of 1715, his fate con-

tinued for some time identified with that of his

younger brother; till, in 1750, he was appointed by
Frederick II. of Prussia as ambassador extraordinary

to the court of France. He at'terwards served the

same sovereign as ambassador to the court of Spain,

and in this capacity had an o]iportunity of reconcil-

ing himself to his native court. Having discovered

the secret of the family compact, by which the dif-

ferent princes of the house of Bourbon had bound
themselves to assist each other, he communicated
that important intelligence through Mr. Pitt to the

]5ritish government, to whom it was of the highest

importance. The consequence was a pardon cx-

teniled by the king to Earl Marischal, and an act of

parliament to enable him to inherit properly in Great

Britain.

After this happy event he jiroceeded to London,
and was introduced to the king (George II.), who
received him very graciously. It afterwards was
discovered that, by this mnvenient, he escajjed a

very considerable danger, for witliin thirty-six hours

of his departure from ^ladriil, notice was received by
that court of the communication he had made. The
reconciliation of the earl to the house of Brunswick
appears to have given great offence to the relics of

the Jacobite party, who, it is needless to mention,
still retained all their ])ristine antipathy to that family.

Among the pajiers of ]5ishop Forbes of Leith is an
anecdote to the following effect: '"It had been a

constant practice in the jiarish of Laiig>iile in Aber-
deenshire, to have bontu'es, and even to ring the

jiarish bell, on the 2d of .\pril, o.s., the birtliday

of Earl Marischal. On Thursday the 12th February,

being a general fast throughout .Scotland, when the

bellman was ringing the hr-t bell, tlie new> came to

I.angside containing the accounts of the Farl Maris-

chal having taken the oaths at London; and at that

very instant the said bell rent from the top chjwn-

wards. and then across near the mouth, and that soon

after the bell had begun to ring.

"A gentleman," continues this curious memorial,
"walking in his garden, about a quarter of a mile

from the church of Langside, asked a man passing

by, what the matter was with the bell in stopping so

suddenly. The answer being that she was rent,

'NVell,' said the gentleman, 'do you know what the

bell says by that?—even, the deil a cheep mair sail

I speak for you, lia.r\ NLarischal
!'"'

'i'he earl resided in Britain for several years, pur-

chased back some of his family property, and intended

finally to settle for the remainder of his life in Scot-

land. The King of I'russia, however, ])ressed him
so warmly to return to his dominions—saying, in one
of his letters, "If I had a fleet, I would come and
carry you off by force, "^— that he once more became
an exile from his native land. He spent the rest of

his life in Prussia, on the most intimate terms of

friendship with its extraordinary monarch, and the

enjoyment of every pleasure that a cultivated mind
and a virtuous course of life can secure for mortals.

Frederick had discovered that the earl was sincerely

attached to his person, and he therefore bestowed
upon him in return more of his own friendship than

was ever experienced by any other individual. The
earl was also the friend and correspondent of Hume
and other literary men of his own countr)-, be>ides

the European literati in general. He died at Pots-

dam, May 28, 1778, in the eighty-sixth year of his

age—two days before Voltaire, who had nearly at-

tained the same age, expired at Paris. An Eloi^e

dc My-!ord MiU-ischal, by the celebrated D'Alembert,
was published at Berlin in 1779.

KEITH, Roiu-.RT, commonly called Bi-hop Keith,

an eminent scholar and antiquar\', wns burn at Eras
in Kincardineshire, I'^diruary 7, 1681. He was
named Robert after the \'iscount of .Vrbutlmut, who
had been suckled by his mother. His father, Alex-

ander Keith, having died while he was only two
years of age, the care of his education devolved upon
his mother, a most exemplary woman, who spared

no pains and no ex]iense within the reach of a veiy

limited income, to inculcate those lessons of virtue

and religion, and that kncnvledge of letters, ^\hich

afterwards procured her son so nuich honourable dis-

tinction.

The bishop seems to have entertained, during his

whole life, a deep sense of the obligations under

which he lay t<; this amiable parent, ar.d to have

taken great ])leasure in expressing it. Though in

but indifferent circumstances in the early ])eriod of

his life, he %\as yet closely related to one of the nio^t

ancient and noble families in the kii^gitoin, being

lineally descended from Alexander, the }' ungest son

of William, third Earl Marischal.

When he had attained the age of seven year- his

mother removetl with him to Aberdeen, where he

obtained the earlier ]iart of his eiUication. In 1703

he [irocureil the situation of tutor to the \.-img l.onl

Keith and his brother, and in this enij 1 %me'.'.t lie

remained till 1 710, wh.en he was aiiinitied to the

order of deacons in the Scottisli L]i:-e"] al Ch.i-.reh,

by ILiliburton, (titular) lUshoj-. of Aberdeen; ami in

November following became d;.niest:c chajilain to

Charles Earl of I'.rri'l, and liis mo'lier the counte-s.

Two ^-ear^ after, he accompanied hi- lor'.l-hiji to the

baths'of AiN-la-Chai'elle. and had thu- an opj., irtu-

nitv of visiting some of the nio-i celebrated towr.s

and citie- on the Continent. I.ea\-ing tlie earl at

.Vix-la-Clia] e!!e. he returne'l t'> Ijigland, and landed

at 1 ""Ver, where he was conijKlieil to remain fa"

hi- tai'ic i'V th'j ccicbr.iteJ M:
iiuni-tcr at Larg.-iUe.

ar.eo.' >'

. Joi.n

rci.if-i at
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several months in consequence of a severe illness,

brought on by exposure during a violent stomi which
he had encountered in crossing the Channel. On
recovering sufficiently to enable him to undergo the

fatigue of travelling, he set out for Edinburgh, where
he arrived in February, 1713. Me was shortly after

this invited by a congregation of .Scottish Episcopa-

lians in that city to become their minister, and was
accordingly raised to the priesthood by Bishop Hali-

barton, on the 26th May, in the year just named.
His talents and learning had already attracted some
notice, and had jirocured for him a considerable de-

gree of influence in the church to which he belonged,

and of which he was always a steady, zealous, but

rational supporter; for although firmly attached to the

faith in which he was educated, he was yet extremely
liberal and tolerant in his religious sentiments. In

June, 1727, he was raised to the episco]iate, and was
consecrated in Edinburgh by Bishops Miller, Rattray,

and Gadderar. He w.is, at the same time, intrusted

with the superintendence of the district of Caithness,

Orkney, and the Isles, and in 1733 was preferred to

that of Fife.

For upwards of twenty years after this period

Bishop Keith continued to exercise his duties in

Eiiinburgh, filling a respectable, if not a dignified,

jilace in society, and employing his leisure, it would
appear, chiefly in the compilation of those historical

works which have transmitted his name to posterity.

In a manuscript memoir by Mr. Murray of Broughton,
secretary to Prince Charles Stuart—which the i)re-

sent writer has perused—it is clearly signified tliat,

previous to the insurrection of 1745, the bishop cor-

res]X)n(led on subjects relating to his depressed and
suffering communion with the court of the Pretender,

and that the latter personage, as the supposed head
of a supposed church, gave \\\^ conge ifdire neces-

sary for the election of individuals to exercise the

episcopal ofTice.

The first historical work puljlished by tlie bishop
appeared in 1734, in a folio form, under the title of

a "History of tiic Affairs of Cliurcli and Stale in Scot-

land, from the Be;_;inning of the Reformation in the

Reign of James \'. to the Retreat of Queen Mary
into England." 'I'hough tingefl here and there with
liigli-church prejudices, the original narrative is a

useful and, ujioii the wiiole, a candid record of a

very controverted ])art of our history: while the stale

d'jcuments quoted in tlie body of the work and at its

clo>e have ]>roved of incalculable service to every
later writer ui)on the same subject. The list of sub-

scribers prefixed to this work is liighly curious, as

being an alin<jst comjdete mu-ter-roU of the Jacobite
nohility nnd gentry <jf the jieiiorl : among the rest is

iiie fanio-.H Ruh Rny. In 1755 the hisliop pul)li>hed

his welKknown dUalo.nic of Srottish lUslufs, which
has ai:^o hei-n a mine of valual)le knowledge to later

writers. The latter years of thi^ venerable jierson

r.pi>ear to have been spent at a villa called pDiiiiy-

hr.ugh, on the banks (jf the Water of I,e]tli, wliieh

l.'.'l'inged to himself Here he died on the 20th of

fanuarv, 1757. in the seventv'-^ixth \"car of his age.

He \va^ bnrie'l in the Canongate ('hurchyard, a fe-w

f J t from the w\\\ on the ue.-.tern side, where a jilain

L i:iib-.tone, in-criljcd simj)ly with his name, ha>

f ;;i.;e be-en erected.

Resides lii> eminent ''junliricntir)ns as an historian

?•^\ antiijiiai'v, the subject of this notice ])o>~e-;--ed

tlio-e- of an aeute and painstaking geiiealogi-l, a study

t ) V. liieh he- was probably directed liy the high value

\'.!i;cli lie al-vavs attached to the dignity of his own
de-'ent, niil \\ liich Ik; was at much paiiis to establish.

.\n in^'aii'-e of liis ti;nacity in this jiarticidar, and of

hi- ;ie.juiiar talei.t fir ''enealo^ical research, was ex-

hibited in a dispute into which he entered with Mr.
Keith of Ravelstone, on the subject of the compara-
tive proximity of their several families to the house
of the Earls Marischal. On that occasion he printed

a "Vindication of Mr. Robert Keith, and of his

young grand-nephew Alexander Keith, from the un-
friendly representation of Mr. Alexander Keith, jun.,

of Ravelston." In this vindication he not only suc-

ceeded in establishing his superior claims to the par-

ticular honour in dispute, but showed that he was
also related to the Dukes of Douglas and Hamilton.
His reason for being at so much pains in vindicating

the nobility of his descent is thus spoken of in the

document above alluded to : "For although he him-
self (he speaks in the third person), now in the clo.se

of the seventieth year of his age, and having only
one daughter, might be pretty indifferent about any-
thing of this nature, yet he suspects his young grand-
nephews (for there are no less than three of them,
Alexander, Robert, and John), when they came of

age, might reproach the memory of their uncle, and
justly perhaps, for his not endeavouring to .set their

birth at right against so flagrant an attack, seeing

the one was capable, and the others might not have
the same means of knowing, or the same abilities to

perform it." The good bishop seems to have been
no hoarder of money, for at his death he left only

£,Ar^O, while his colleague and assistant died worth
^3000.

KEITH, Sir Robi-rt Murray, K.B. In this

di.stinguished personage we have presented before us

the rare character of a high-minded, honourable,

upright diplomatist. But, what is perhaps erptally

rare, he was a Scottish diplomatist. That our country,

which has produced so many distinguished men,
should have left such a profitable M'alk almost un-

occupied, and that a people so accustomed to veil

their feelings, so h.abituated to self-command, and so

shrewd and penetrating, should yet be able to pro-

duce so few names illustrious for diplomatic talent,

is one of those inexplicable anomalies tliat stand out

so strongly in the national character, to the great

l^eri)lexity of ethnical psychologists. It classes with

the fact that the .Scot, who at any moment is ready

to die for his country, is equally jirompt to quit it,

and in no great hurry to return to it.

That branch of the Keiths to which the subject of

this memoir bekuiged was descended from the

Keiths of Craig, in Kincardineshire. He vas the

eldest son of Cieneral Sir Robert Keith, who for

some time was ambassador at the courts of \'ieima

and St. I'etersburg; his mother was a daughter of

Sir ^^'ii!iam Cunningham, of Cajjibigton ; his sister,

Mrs. Anne Murray Keith, the intimate and esteemed

friend of .Sir \\'alter Scott, was beautifully delineate'd

l)y the gieat novelist, under the name of Mis.

I'elhune Baliol, in the Chronicles of tlic Ctinoiigatc.

Robert was born on the 20th (^f S\'ptember, 1 730.

His fuller being much abroail, cnijijoyed in his

pulilic duties, and his mother lia\ingdied when he
had only rt-ached the early age of eleven, the \'outh

was thus left in a great measure to iiis own manage-
ment ; but even already the maternal care liad cul-

ti\Mted that lii:;h moral sense and delicacv (jf feeling

wliieli his character afleiwards exhibited ; while his

fatlier's lett(.-is ]>re'|)ared him for those di])lomalic

emjiltjymt-nts b} whieh he was to secure fu' himself

an liono!:re'f| name in the jiolitical world. The edu-

cation of Robeat .Murray K(;ilh \vas for some lime
conducted at the liigh-sehool of hidinlnirgh, and
tliis he turned to good account in after years, by
Using I.aiin, wliiih he' could do fluently, both by
speech and writing, in \arious parts of luirope, when
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his communications could not be so fitly expressed

in ordinary language. At tiie age of sixteen he was
reuKjved to an academy in London ; and as the

military profession was at tliis time liis clioice, lie

studied riding the great horse, fencing, Erench, for-

tification, music, and drawing. All this was enough
for an accomplished soldier, hut to these he addeti a

tliorough knowletlge of modern languages, at that

time too much neglected in education; so that besides

Erench, he had a complete command of Dutch,

German, and Italian—a circle which he afterwards

widened so greatly, that among his studies he was
able lo specify his '" ten tongues" as part of his daily

employment.
On completing his education, Robert Murray

Keith received a commission in a Highland regi-

ment employed in the Dutch service, and known by
the name of the Scotch-Dutch, where he continued
till the age of twenty-two, and had attained tlie

rank of captain when the regiment was disbanded.

He then entered the service of one of the German
states, but found it the roughest of all military

schools, on account of the hardships and privations

that attended it. Among the other necessaries of

lite, the article of fuel was dealt out with such a

sparing hand, that he was obliged, in the depth of

winter, to keep constant watch over it—a necessity

that brought upon him the habit of sleep-walking.

With all this, the chance of military glory as a re-

compense was somewhat uncertain, for he was at-

tached as adjutant-general ami secretary to Lonl
George .Sackville, who commanded the English
contingent of the allied army under Prince Eerdinand
of ih-unswick. Sackville found it necessary to resign;

but Keith, thr<.iugh the influence of his father, was
soon appointed to serve in anew Highland corps,

raised for the war in (jermany, with the rank of

majiir-commandant. lie wa> now one of the leaders

of a body of men from whom much was expected,

and who by no means disappointed tlie expectation.

Although these Celts were raw undisciidined lads,

fresh from their native hills, they were marched into

the fire only the third day after their arrival ; and
under Keith they attacked a village sword in hand,
and drove out of it a regiment of veteran dragoons
with great slaughter. In consequence of their gallant

behaviour more Highlanders wei^e sent to German v,

and well di'l they justify the wise policy (>f Chatham
in employing them, as well as the declaration of the

Erince of lirunswick, that "they did wonders."'

Such was the case througiior.t the campaign of 1760,

and at the battle of Eellinghaujen, in July, 1761.
(In tills occa.--ion the claymore was more than a

match for the bay<.)nets of the choicest trooj?s of

Erance, whop.i the Highlanders defeated with great

loss; while their kindness to the wounded and.

prisoners after the battle, if ]iossible, surjiassed their

valour in the field. In fact, the celebrated but

diminutive Mars'nal Ilroglie, who commanded against

tliem, and contrasted their pr..)we-s with tlu'ir liglit,

slion, ^-pare figures, declared, when the fight was
owr. that "lie once wislied he were a man six feet

high, but now he was reconciled to his size, since

he liad seen tlie wonders perfonned by the little

ni iu:ita:noers."'

Soon alter Keith's military career terminated, f r

the Ilighlanl corps was .lis' landed in 1703. After
a war >p '111 in I'aris, where his manners and aceoni-
jili-hnients made him a universal fi\ourite, he re-

f.irne-l to London, and was promoted to the ran.k of

c lonel. Eotir years were spent in the nietrojioli^,

wlien. in I7('9. Colonel Murray Keith, wlio-e hi:_;h

civil ca;\acities and r.iititude f .r busine-s h;vl been
di.-cerne.! by Mr, Tilt, was ajipointed l!rilidi envoy

to the court of .Saxony. To Dresden he accordingly

repaired, where he apjiears to have had little occu-

pation besides that of keeping open the friendly re-

lationship between that country and Great IJritain,

and playing a conciliatory part with all the gay as-

semblies in which Dresden abounded. His letters

at this ])eriod give an amusing sketch of the nature

of his duties, and the manner in which they were
])erf(jrmed:— "Ell give you a little sketch of my way
of living.—Morning, aif/j/ dclock: Dish of coffee,

half a basin of tea, billds-doiix, embroiderers, toymen,
and tailors. 'Jen: Business of luirojie, with a little

music now and then, pour iy;aycr Us affaires. 7iJi'hc':

Dcroirs at one or other of the courts (for we have
three or four), from thence to fine ladies, toilettes,

and tender things. 'Jhco: dine in jHiblic— three

courses and a dessert; venture ujion half a glass of
pure 7i)iui', to exhilarate the spirits without hurting

the complexion. I'our: Rendezvous, sly visits, de-

clarations, cccLirissiinens, <S:c. &c. ^ix : I'olitics,

philosophy, and whist. S~'cn: Opera, appartcw/ieuf,

or private part}'; a world of business, jealousies, fears,

poutings, &c. After settling all th.ese jarring interests,

play a single rubber of whist, ai atlcudant le souper.

'J\')i : Pick the wing of a partridge, propos t^alatis,

scandal, and pe///s eZ/a/iSivis. Crown the feast -with

a bumper of ]5urgundy from the fairest liaiifl, and at

t:^'i/7e steal away mysteriously home to /'<•</." "And
is this the way a kingdom may be nded?"' exclaims

the disappointed reader. But why not, if peace in-

stead of war is to be the order of the day? P'rom

this drolling sketch it will be evident that Colonel

Keith always kept his head cool fur action, whatever
might occur, and that, too, in a country w here dissi-

pation and dee]') drinking, even in courtly halls, made
the latter half of the day little better than a nullity.

If Keith secretly felt that he occu]Med an unworthy
p.osition, from having so little to do, he was soon

cured of this uneasiness by l)eing transferred to the

court of Denmark. At Copenhagen the whole
scene was changed. There foreign influence was
jealously vxatched, and foreign diplomatists held at a

wary distance. The gay parties, in which jniblic

measures could be oi;enly and frankly di>cusseil,

were discountenanced.; and so coi"nriletely was tlie

society of the court broken into circles, that even r.t

the theatre they were obliged to confnie tlieniselves

to their sejiarate jdaces. "Those who sit two boxes

from me," he writes, "might as well be in Norway,
fir any manner of comnuinicalion I can liave with

them. It is really ridicuhais to see h.ow tlie world

is parcelled out l;ere into no less than nine c!as-e~,

six of whom J must never encounter without horror."'

.\11 this, however, he endured and sunnouute;! v. ith

his Usual tact, and performed tlie duties of hi- niis-ion

to the satisfaction of his own court, but without ex-

citing the suspicion of the Danish governnier.t. It

was much, indeed, that a heart so open and a (iis-

po>ition so buoyant shouid ha\"e niaimaiited this

tranijuillity in .such a freezing atr.io-piiere : and

tlieref)re, 'while he waited for or.iers, aitd mifiiied

them p.iinctually wlieii sent, he il.u- e\;'re--eii l,i->

jirivate feeling-:— "In the nieartime I l.taniiy con-

sign that old harri.ian bitiotiette. with ail Iter

triunj-:erv, to the lowest underliiig of all po,--;b!e

ileviw.""'

.\ fatal r.ece>dtv -oon occurre 1 f 'r Keith t''> givj

all the>e jealou- e-itrt re-lrietions to the wiitds. and

harl <iellance at the very thnme of Denmark, d'o

uuder-tar.d tlii-, the nio-t important event of his life,

we mu-t jirenii-e t:;at the 1 'ani-Ii -'.vereign, Cliri-

t:an \'ll.. Iiad U>r hi> oueen. MatlMa, si.-ter (f

(;.''v,e 111. I'.ut C!;r:-tiai), unf .rtun.ately. v.a- a

slrar.^e c^'mtioutul of iiliot and mauman, sucli f.s
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Europe had scarcely seen even in the worst clays of

the Roman empire. In the course of his travels he
had picked up a certain physician, Struensee, whom
he ennobled and appointed to the first place in the

jTovemnient; and so implicitly did he j)ut trust in

his favourite, that every measure, whether of court

or kingdom, was wholly regulated by the parvenu
Count Struensee. It is easy to imagine with what
feelings both nobles and people regarded his eleva-

tion; but as if their united dislike had been insuffi-

cient for the ruin of the luckless stranger. Christian

himself aggravated their hatred of the man of his

choice by the incredible fooleries in which it was
his pleasure to indulge. Among these, one of his

royal pastimes was to go down on all fours, and play

the part of a horse!—and not content to top his part

by gambolling and neighing, he must needs also

complete the resemblance by receiving a due portion

of the kicks and cuffs too often bestowed upon the

nobler animal which he aspired to imitate. Count
Brandt, the friend of Struensee, who was compelled
to play the part of the surly groom on this occasion,

by being threatened with the punishment of a traitor

if he disobeyed, was afterwards beheaded for his

compliance. Such was the husband of Matildal

But this was not the utmost of her calamity; for an
ambitious and unprincipled queen-mother was also

dominant in the court of Copenhagen; one who had
studiously perverted poor Christian both in mind
and body from infancy, that she might pave the way
for the succession of her son, Prince Frederick, and
was now bent upon the ruin of Matilda, as one by
whom her aims were likely to be defeated. It \Nas

by this Ate that the court was set against the young
ancl beautiful queen, and her husband, who really

loved her, withdrawn from her society; and when
Matilda, thus forsaken, was obliged in self-defence

to form a coalition with the powerful minister, it

was foully insinuated that their meetings were for

the purjiosc of adulterous intercourse. Slie was thus

tra<luced, that she might be the more easily and
effectually destroyed. Even the high talents which
Struensee undoubtedly possessed, and his superior

acc(Mni)lishments and manners, were quoted to con-

firm the accusation. To seize the queen and minister

was now the aim of their enemies; but although
several schemes were laid for the puri^ose, they were
always defeated by accident. At length a masked Ijall

was given one niglit at the palace; and amidst the rest

and security that usually follow a revel, the conspi-

rators entered the king's bed-chamber, and by fright-

ening him with the report of a conspiracy against his

life, obtained from him an order for the ijistant arrest

of tlie queen, Count .Struensee, and their followers.

Struensee and Brandt were seized in their beds, and
hurrie<l f)ff to the citadel of Co])enhagen; Matilda,

in her night-dress, was apprehended in her own bed-
chamber, and after an agonizing strugLjle to gain
access to the king, wliicli was ])revented by llie

guards with their crossed muskets, was incarcerated

in the fortress of Cronenburg. ()n the following

morning the streets of Co|)enhagcn rang with huzzas

of mob loyalty, and in the evening they were lighted

with an illumination. The pco])]e were taught that

the queen was not only an adulteress, but had at-

tempted to ]X)i-,on her husband; and while the

churches were fdled with thanksgiving f )r the i>re-

servation of such a valuable sovereign, it was easy

for the senate, without waiting the ceremony of trial,

to declare her guilty of both charges.

It was now the season for Cohjnel Keith to des])ise

etiquette, and dare the utmost. Hitherto he had
seen and lamented the situation of his sovereign's

sister; Irjt the jealousy with which the proceedings

of the court were guarded had prevented his inter-

ference, and the astounding explosion had taken him,
as it did every one else but the queen-mother and
her agents, at unawares. Alone, amidst an excited

and infuriated capital, he forcecl his way into the
council where the fate of the queen was at issue, and
denounced war against Denmark if a single hair of

her head was touched. The British fleet was to be
immediately summoned to Copenhagen, and the

bombardment of the capital commenced. It was an
act worthy of the proudest days of Rome, when her
ambassador drew a line upon the sand, and com-
manded the king of Egj-pt not to cross it until he
had decided whether he would have peace or war.

After having delivered this stern declaration before

the council, u])on whom it fell like a thunderbolt,

Keith despatched a messenger to his own court with
an account of the proceedings, and a request for

further orders, and till these should arrive he locked
up himself and his household, and remained for four

weeks in a state of quarantine, or rather of siege and
defiance. At the end of that time the expected
packet arrived, and on eagerly opening it the insignia

of the order of the Bath fell at his feet. It had been
inclosed by the king's own hands, to mark his sense

of Sir Robert's heroic conduct, and was accompanied
with a command to invest himself forthwith, and ap-

pear at the Danish court. It was thus seen that the

ambassador's menace was no idle threat, but would
be made good, if need were, by a British armament.
Brandt and his patron Struensee were indeed tried

as traitors, and executed with revolting cruelly, having
first their right hands cut off, and aftervvards their

heads. But against Matilda they dared not proceed
to the extremities they intended. After being con-

fined two montlis in a fortress, she was sent to the

castle of Zell, in Hanover, where she died before

her day, the broken-hearted victim of infamous accu-

sations.

After this tragic event Sir Robert was weary of

Copenhagen. During nearly a twelvemonth that he
had resided there he liad never experienced anything

like kinilness, and this reserve would soon, in all

likelihood, have been changed into downright rude-

ness. P"or was Danish priile likely to forget how he
had braved it at its height ? Fortunately he was not

subjected to the experiment; for in November, 1772,
he was appointed to hold at Vienna the situati(jn of

British amliassador, the same office which his father

had held nearly twenty years before at the court of

Maria Theresa. Vienna ap])ears to have been more
to Sir Robert's taste than Copenhagen, but it was
only because it was the least of two evils, for, in

other resj^ects, the Austrian capital appears to have
been a huge compound of frivolity and dulness.

The f)llowing is his sketch of it:
— "The ephemeral

fly, which is born in the morning to die at night,

might hold up the conversation of one-half of our

n»c;st brilliant aides. The J'lay, the dance, your

jiorse, my coach, a i)retty embroidery, or a well-

fancied lining, these are the favouiite to])ics; upim
every one of which I am a numskull of the first water.

I never play at cards; c'>X(', I am not only a stupid

fellow, but a useless one.'' Cards, indeeil, he held

in utter detestation, and cf)uld not be persuaded to

touch them, either in jest or earnest; and yet the

\'iennese were such a gandding, card-jilaying people,

that a diplomatist cmdd have little chance among
them uidess he couiUenanced them in their folly. Sir

Rfibert, in this case, hit iqjon the following comjiro-

mise, fin tiie ingenuity of wliich he valued himself

not a little: ".X lady who is generally remarkably
lucky at cards, l)ut who had lately a bad run of about

a week, conqjlained t'other tlay loudly of her misfor-
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tunes, and said she must soon relinquish cards, her
favourite amusement. I immediately thought I might
strike an advantageous bargain with this dear creature,

and satisfy all mankind. 1 therefore agreed to attack

Dame Fortune with luy money and her fingers; and
now she plays her three parties every day in my
name, and at my risk; and I am now one of the

prettiest card-players in Vienna

—

i>y proxy!" All

this was dull enough at the best; but one of his

official duties was to endure it with a contented

countenance, and appear happy with everything

arouiul him. His chief consolation consisted in

epistolary correspondence with his friends at home,
and while he freely imparted to them those lively

communications in which his duties of political

secrecy were not compromised, he was urgent for a

full requital. Amidst these interchanges, also, the

thought of his own country, of which he had seen so

little, was always uppermost, and he was anxious for

its improvement; so that amidst his diplomatic cares

he would attend to the welfare of Scottish plantations

as zealously as if he had been a retired country gentle-

man. Upon this head, among many other topics,

he thus writes to his only sister, the Margaret
Bethune Baliol of Sir Walter Scott: "And now
pray, my dear Anne, let me appoint you my substi-

tute with G (his bailiff in Tweeddale), to din

into his ears ' Trees, trees, frees,' every time you meet
him. I have not a twig of his planting at the hall,

and I own I expected a forest. This is no joking
matter; I would rather be master of a handsome
plantation and kedgeroxcs, than a mine of gold; so

you know you can and will pursue it. You shall be
the ranger of the new forest in Tweeddale, and your
husband, when you get one, shall be lord-warden of

the marches." Want of trees at this time did indeed
constitute the nakedness and the shame of Scotland;

and though exertions had for some time been going
on to repair the deficiency, all that had as yet been
dcHie was little better than Adam's fig-leaf. It is

pleasing to contrast with this the gay costume of

foliage with which our country is clothed in the pre-

sent day.

After having ably discharged his duties of envoy
at \'ienna, Sir Robert was a second time appointed

to the office. The sky of Europe was already lower-

ing with the coming French revolution, so that

the utmost political foresight and circumspection
was necessary; and here he showed himself a states-

man fitted for the crisis. In his duties he was griev-

ously hampered by the remissness of the home
government, that left his despatches unanswered;
and in 1788 we find him writing to the Marquis of

Caermarthen, then secretary of state, upon the sub-

subject, with an honesty somewhat rare in diplomatic
correspondence, and with a strict stern disinterested-

ness which few of our envoys would venture to use
towards their official superiors. Fifty-three letters

he had already written to the secretary's ofiice,

without receiving an answer to any of them. After
an indignant remonstrance at such neglect, he adds:
" A complete change of system, in regard to German
politics, has become not only expedient, but indis-

pensably necessary. I5ut that it should have taken
place in the king's councils without any secretary of

state's having ever given me the most tlistant intima-
tion of such a decision, is what I cannot comprehend.
I am bold to say (and I should not deserve the
honour of serving the king as his minister at the first

court of Germany if I refrained from saying it ioudiv),

that such concealment is disgraceful to me in the

position in which the king has placed me, and like-

wise prejudicial to his service." The conclusion to

this remonstrance was inevitable:—unless the injury

was "immediately repaired by confidential informa-

tion and instructions," he must tender his resignation

(jf an office for which he was thus declared unfit.

The integrity an<l decision of the justly offended

statesman were too well known to be trifled with,

and his appeal was followed with due acknowledg-
ment.
The political career of Sir Robert Murray Keith

was closed with the pacification of Austria, Russia,

and Turkey, previous to the excesses of the French
revolution—a pacification which his labours tended
greatly to accomplish. He died at Hammersmith,
near London, in 1795, in the sixty-fifth year of
his age.

KEITH-ELPHINSTONE, Gkorge (Viscount
Keith, K.B., Admiral of the Red, «S;c. ), a distin-

guished naval officer, was the fifth son of Charles,

tenth Lord Elphinstone, by the Lady Clementina
Fleming, only child of John, sixth Earl of Wigton,
and niece and heir-of-line to the last Earl Marischal.

His lordship was bom on the I2th January, 1746,
at Elphinstone in East Lothian, the ancient but now
dismantled seat of the family of Elphinstone.

Mr. Elphinstone was early taught, by his remote-

ness from the chance of family inheritance, to trust

to his own exertions for the advancement of his for-

tune ; and having from his earliest years shown a

predilection for the navy, he was at sixteen ranked
as a midshipman in the Gospori, commanded by
Captain Jervis, afterwards Earl St. Vincent. The
peace of 1763 soon put an end to his immediate
hopes of naval glory—though not before he had ex-

perienced much advantage from the tuition of his

eminent commander. He subsequently sersx-d in

the Juno, Lh'ely, and Emerald frigates, and, enter-

ing on board an Indiaman, commanded by his elder

brother, the Honoural;le W. Elphinstone, made a
voyage to China, where, however, he suffered con-

siderably from the climate. Xotwithstanding this

latter circumstance, he did not scruple to make a
voyage to the liast Indies in 1767, under Commodore
Sir John Lindsay, by whom he was promoted to a

lieutenancy.

In 1772 he was advanced to the rank of com-
mander in the Scorpion of fourteen guns. In the

spring of 1775 he was made post-captain on board
the ^Iarlboroit;e;h, seventy-four guns, and soon after

he obtained, first, the command of the Pearl, and
then of the Perseus frigate. In the Perseus, which
was remarkable as the first ship in the British navy
that was sheathed with copper, he made a con-

spicuous figure during the early years of the contest

with America as an active and intrepid office: on the

coast of that country, under Lord Howe and Admiral
Arbuthnot. He was likewise often engaged in the

services, in this unhapjiy war, where sea and land

forces were united— in particular, at the reduction of

Charleston, he conducted himself with such gal-

lantry in the command of a detachment ot seamen as

to gain frequent and most honourable nientiem in the

official despatches of Cieneral .Sir Henry Clinton.

The experience which he thus acquired %\'as of great

service to him long afterwards, \\lien he had a more
prominent and distinguished jiart to jierfonn.

In 17S0, having returned to England with de-

spatches from Admiral Arbuthnot, he was on his

arrival apjiointed tn the command of the Wa)-ieiek

of fiftv guns. In the general ekction which took

place this year, he was chiisen member of parliament

for Dumbartonshire, where his family possessed some
influence; and he was one of those who met at the

.St. .\lban"s Tavern to attemjit a reconciliation be-

tween Fox and I'itt and the Duke of Portland, with
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tlij view of forming what was called "a broad-

boltomed administration."' Tills attempt, as is well

known, proved unsuccessful. In the following year,

as he was cruising down the Channel in his ship the

U'lni'hl; he encountered the Rcttcrdavi, a Dutch
ship of war, bearing fifty guns and 3C0 men. The
manner in which he attacked this vessel and com-
pelled her to strike—more especially as the engage-
ment happened immediately after the Iris, a ship of

equal force, had been battled in the attempt—gained

Captain Elphinslone much public notice. Soon
after he went out to the coast of America, where
he served during the remainder of that disastrous

war. While on this statioil, he, in company with
otiur three British vessels of war, cajitured the

French frigate V.iigL' of forty guns (twenty-four

pounders on the main deck), and a crew of 600 men,
commanded by Count de la Touche. Unfortunately

for tlie captors, the enemy's captain escaped to shore

with the greater part of a large quantity of specie

which was on board the frigate. Two small casks

and two boxes, however, of this valuable commodity
f,;ll into the hantls of the victors. Along with the

cajitain, there also escaped several officers of high
rank, and amongst them the commander-in-chief of

the French army in America. During his service

on the .\merican coast Captain Elphinstone had the

honour to receive on board his ship as midshipman.
Prince William Henry, afterwards King William IV.

;

a distinction the more flattering, that the choice of

the ship and officer was made by his royal higliness

liimself. At the close of the war, when the subject

of our memoir returned to Ihitain, the Prince of

Wales appointed him for life to be secretary and
chamberlain of the principality. of Wales.

In April, 1787, Captain I'^lpliinstone married Jane,
ilaughter of William Mercer, Esq. of Aldie, in the
county of Perth, a lady of large property, by whom
he had a daughter, afterwards Viscountess Keith,

and wife of Count Plahault, aide-de-camp to the
liinperor Napoleon. In 17S6 Captain Eljihinstone

was chosen to represent the shire of Stirling, 'i'hc

breaking out of the French war in 1793 opened a

new field for his enterprise and activity, and soon
after the occurrence of that event he was ai^pointed
to tile Kolnist of seventy-four guns, and sailed under
the command of Ford Hood to the -Mediterranean.

The object for which tlie latter had been sent t<j

thi;--e seas was to endeavour to effect a co-operation

with tlie royalists in the south of l-'rance. In this

hi> lordship so far succeeded, that the sections of

Tuuloii immeiliately proclaimed Louis WII., under
a premise (jf ])r(>tection from tlie Jjritish lleet, and
Mar-,eilles was only ])reventcd from taking a similar

step liy the a]>[)roach of a repulilican army, before
taking ])ossessii)n of Toulon, which was ])art of the
arrangement made witli the I'lench royali-^l-^ bv Lord
Hood, it was deemed jiroper to secure tlie f)rt> whiLli

commanded the sliips in the roads, and for this duty
l5ao men were landerl under Captain Keitii, who,
after effecting this service, was directed to as>uiiie

the command of tlie whole as governorof Fort Malgiic.

In a fi;'.v flays afterwards General Carteaux ap])eaied

at t!ie head of a detachment of tlie republican aniiy

on the iieiglits near 'i'oulon. Cajitain l'.l])hiiiston(.-,

placing himself at the head of a small body of ISriti-^h

and Spanish soldier^, instantly marclied out to attack

linn, and after a gallant contest completely routed

tlie encnir, and captured his artillery, ammunition,
hor-e-, and two stand of colouis.

Ill the ' )i;tober following Ca].tain Flpliin-tone,

wi'li l-oid Mulgi'ave and Kear-adniiral (iravina, at

the hi'Td of a coiTiiiined force of Pritidi. Si)aniard-<,

aii'.l Xeapolitans, obtained another complete victory

over a detachment of the French army, consisting of
nearly 2000 men, at the heights of Pharon. In thi.s

engagement the enemy's loss in killed, wounded, and
prisoners was about 1500 men, while on the ]iart of

the allied force it amounted only to eight killed,

seventy-two wounded, two missing, and forty-eight

prisoners.

These successes, however, were insufficient to

secure the British in jiossession of Toulon. Tlie
whole force of the republicans became directed to

their expulsion ; and finding the place no longer
tenable, it was determined, though not without much
reluctance, to abandon it. In ])ursuance of this re-

solution, the whole of the combined troops, to the

number of Sooo men, together with several thousand
royalists, were embarked on board the British ships

early in the morning of the 8th December, without
the loss of a single man. This inqiortant service was
superintended by Captains Elphinstone, Ilalliiiel,

and Matthews; and it was princijially owing to the

care, attention, and vigorous exertions of these

officers, and more es]5ecially of the first, that it was
so well and sjieedily accomplished. Captain I^lphin-

stone's efficient services on this and some of the

immediately preceding occasions procured him high

encomiums from both Ford Hood and Lieutenant-

general Dundas. On his return to England, which
was in the year 1794, he was invested with the

knighthood of the Bath, having been previously pro-

moted to the rank of rear-admiral of the blue, and
in July the same year was made rear-admiral of the

white, and in this capacity hoisted his llag on board
the Barjlcur of ninety-eight guns, and in the year

following, having shifted his tlag to the Ji/oiiairk,

he sailed with a small sc[uadron for the Cape of Good
Hope, then in the possession of the Dutch.

A war being about to commence between Great

Britain and the Batavian repuldic, the object of

Admiral kilpliinstone was to reduce the settlements

at the Cape— a service which he effectually accom-
plished, besides capturing a sfpiadron which had
been sent out for its defence. On the comjiletion of

this important undertaking he returned to Juigland,

now advanced to the rank of vice-admiral; and the

cabinet was so highly gratified with the great service

he had rendered his country by securing to it so

valuable a colony as that of the Cajie, that they

conferred upon him yet fiirther honours.

In 1797 he was created an Irish peer by the title

of Baron Keith of Stonehaven-Marischal, and shortly

after assumed the command of a detachment of the

Channel lleet. In this year also he was ])resented

by the directors of the h'.ast India Company with a

splen<lid sword, valued at 500 guineas, as an acknow-
ledgment of his eminent services. In 179S Lord
Keith hoisted his flag on board the /'atiirovdiit, and

mailed for the Mediterranean as second in coiniiiaii'l

under the Earl St. \'iiicent, who was alrea<ly there

with a large lleet.

I'^arly in the beginning of the following year he
wn.^ promoted to tlie ranlv of vice-admiral of the red,

and on the occasion of a tt.-inporary indisposition of

liarl St. \'inceiit, a--sU!iied the entire command of

the th;et. Here he coiitinue<l eiiqiloyed in blockad-

ing the Si>anisli lleet till May, 1799, \\lien he went
ill pur-uit of tlie Brest lleet. His search, h.r.vever,

being un^ucces^f^d, he- returned to I'.nglaiid. In

.Xoveniber he again sailed for the Meditenanean to

take the command of the lleet there, and which was
now wholly resigned to him in coiisc'|uence of the

increa-ing illness of the l-.ail St. \'incent. While
in this coniiiiaiid Loul Keith jierfirmed a series of

inipfirtant servic"^. By the judicious arrangement

of his ships and the co-operation of Lord Nelson he
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succeeded in ca])turing two large French ships pro-

ceeding to La Valetta witli troops and stores. He
blockaded the ports of Toulon, Marseilles, Nice,

and the coast of the Riviera; and, co-operating with

the Austrians who were besieging Genoa, he so

effectually cut off all supplies from the French gar-

rison in that place by the activity of his blockade,

that tliey were compelled to surrender. In the fol-

lowing September the island of Malta was captured

by a cietacliment of his fleet. The British cabinet

having determined to make a descent on Spain, Lord
Keith and Sir Ralph Abercromby entered the bay
of Cadiz with a large fleet, having on board about

18,000 troops. Circumstances, however, occurred,

which the admiral and general conceived warranted

them in not attempting the proposed landing, and
thsy accordingly withdrew without making any de-

scent.

The greatest and most Ijrilliant of all Lord Keith's

services, however, was yet to be performed; this was
the celebrated landing of Aboukir, one of the most
splenditl affairs in the annals of war; and it was in a

great measure owing to the promjititude and skill of

the admiral alone, that this critical and perilous

enterprise "was so triumphantly accomplished. For
this important service Lord Keith received the thanks
of both houses of parliament, and on the 5th De-
cember, 1 801, he was created a Iwron of the United
Kingdom, by the title of Baron Keith of Barheath,

ccjunty of Dumbarton. He had been previously

advanced to tiie rank of admiral of the blue. In the

fulness of the country's gratitude for his services he
was also presented by the corporation of London
with the freedom of the city in a gold box, together

with a sword of the value of lOO guineas, and was
invested by the Grand Signer with the order of the

Crescent, which he had estal)lished to perpetuate the

memory of the services rendered to the C)ttoman

empire by the British.

In 1803 Lord Keitli was appointed commander-
in-chief of all his majesty's ships in'tiie North Sea.

In 1805 he was further advanced to the rank of rear-

admiral of the white, and in 1812 succeeded Sir

Charles Cotton as commander-in-chief of the Channel
lleet. While on this station it was his lot to be the

means of capturing the person of Napoleon Bona-
parte on his flight from France after the battle of

Waterloo. The disposition which Lord Keith made
of his ships on this occasion was such, that the dis-

tinguislied fugitive, after being taken by Captain

Maitland of the Bcl'crophon, acknowledged escape

to have been" impossil;le. His treatment of his

])risoner was as noble, delicate, and humane, as the

arrangements for seizing him had been dexterous.

He acted throughout the whole affair with so much
good sense and right feeling, that he at once gained

the esteem and gratitude of Napoleon, and the ap-

probation of the government which he represented.

In 1S14 Lord Keith had l)een created a viscount;

and at the conclusion of the war by the exile of

Napoleon to St. Helena, he retired to enjoy his well-

earned honours in the bosom of his family and the

society of his former friends. Latterly he resided

constantly on his estate of Tulliallan, where he erected

a mansion-house suited to his rank and fortune.

There he also expended large sums in works of per-

manent utility, and united with constant acts of volun-

tary bounty the encouragement of industrious pursuit

and usel'ul occupation, those sure sources of comfort

to a surrounding population. The strength of his

natural understanding enal.ilcd him to derive the

utmost benefit iVom all that he had occasion to see

or to contemplate. A niiist tenacious menK>ry and
great readiness enabled him to bring all his informa-

tion effectually into action when the occasion called

for it. Such powers, united to a fertility of mind
which is rarely excelled, rendered him a most dis-

tinguished character in all tiiat regarded his profes-

sion. In social intercourse his kindly nature was
constantly predominant: he was entirely free of

affectation in conversation, and he dealt out the facts

and anecdotes with which his memory was stored in

a most interesting and amusing manner. Lord Keith
was invariably influenced by the kindest feelings for

all who were cc)nnected with him, and, without
solicitation on their, part, he \yas uniformly alive to

whatever could promote their interest. But this did

not limit the extent of his usefulness to others ; on
the contrary, being always open to approach, he was
zealous in forwarding to the utmost of his power the

objects of deserving men. Accordingly, it may be
safely said of him that he could reckon as great a
number of meritorious officers of all ranks and de-

scriptions, who had been placed in their proper
stations by his efforts, as any man of his rank who
served during the same distinguished period of cur

naval history.

His tirst lady having died in 1789, I,ord Keith

married, in January, 1808, the eldest daughter of

Henry Thrale, Esq., M.F. for Southwark; of which
union the issue was one child, a daughter. In 1822

Lord Keith was permitted by the king to accept the

last additional honour he was to receive on earth, in

the shape of a grand cross of the royal Sardinian

order of St. Maurice and St. I azare. He died at

Tulliallan House on the lOlh of March, 1823, in the

seventy-eighth year of his age.

KELLIE, EAiiL OF. Stc Ekskine (Thomas
Alexanher).

KEMP, Ge(.)R(;e Mkikle.—This architect, whose
great work, the Scott Monument, one of the noblest

ornaments of Edinburgh, has secured the admiration

of Europe and the approbation of the highest judges

of architectural excellence in every country, was tlie

son of a lowly shepherd, who pursued his occupation

on the southern slope of the Pentland Flills. Such
a scenery, where nothing but nature predominated,

in the form of bare brown mountains and da^hir.g

waterfalls, was the least of all adapted to create a

perception of the beautiful in art; so that, had r.ot

Kemp been born an architect, he would ]irobabl>- have

been to the end of his days a shepherd or a mechanic.

But at the age of ten years, having lieen sent with

a message to Roslin, only six miles distant, he then,

and for the first time, beheld the creative power
of man, in the remains of the ancient castle of Roslin,

and above all, in its exquisite gem, the chapel. Th.e

delight he experienced at this new revelation, and

the earnestness with which he gazed at each portion

of the work, not only confirmed his choice of life,

but abode with him as vivid remembrances to tlie

end of his days. The present, ho%\'ever. had to be

cared for in the meantime; and young Ken'ip, as

soon as he was fit for work, became n| 5
rent ice to a

joiner near Lddlestone; antl when his term of service

had expired, he went to tiala-liiels. where he wns

emploved nearlv a twelvemonth in the v.orkshop f f

a millwright. The last-mentioned locality brought

him into "the ncighbourliood of those districts v. here

some of the richest specimens of ancient cathedral

architecture which our islar.d contains are all but

grouped together, and thus he had many an oppor-

lunitv of in~]X'Cting the remains of the abbeys of

Melrose, Dryburgh. Kelso, and Jedburgh. After

having fully studied these inspiring lessons, until

Kemp, the hunilile millwright, had become b.eart

and soul an architect, lie went to England, where he
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worked a short time as a joiner, but omitting no op-

portunity of pursuing his natural vocation by studying

the remains of Gothic architecture. A specimen of

his zeal in this way was his walking fifty miles to

York, to inspect its cathedral, and afterwards return-

ing on foot. From Lancashire he removed to Glas-

gow, where he lived some time as a journeyman at

liis craft, and as a student within the massive shadows
of the cathetlral. Mr. Kemp came to Edinburgh in

lSi6 or 1817, and remained in the employment of

the same party, as a joiner, until May, 1824, when
he went to London. During this period he displayed

the same bent of mind, as he was in the constant

habit of making excursions into the country, even to

remote districts, to examine some object of interest.

A Roman camp, a fragment of Norman or early

Gothic architecture, a battle-field, or the birthplace

of some poet or warrior, all alike interested him.

In pursuit of some such object he would often leave

his work for days together. He was fortunately an
excellent pedestrian, and could walk forty miles

a day with ease; for in those days the facilities of

raihv.iy travelling did not exist. Kemp was an
ardent admirer of our older ]5oets. Chaucer, .Sir

David Lindsay, and Drummond were his favourites;

Burns he could almost repeat by heart; and he wrote

occasional verses himself Nor did he entirely

neglect his musical powers. He was fond of the

violin, and could bring out his favourite Scotch airs

on that instrument with taste and feeling. Kemp,
tlierefore, while following his humble calling, was
recognized by his immediate friends as a man of

genius; and during the whole period of his residence

in Edinburgh, he was on terms of closest intimacy

with the family of his employer, with whom, on all

festive occasions, he was a welcome guest.

Having learned all that Britain could teach him
in the science of Gothic architecture, Mr. Kemp
resolved to carry his researches into a more ample
field. His design was to travel over I£urope, inspect-

ing its ancient remains of arcliitecture, wherever
tliey were to be found, and supporting himself,

during his stay in the neighbourhood of each, by
working at his ordinary trade. It was the sjMrit

of the ancient builders, who roamed in companies
from land to land, and wliose footsteps a thousand
years have not erased—men who were content to

merge their individual names into the band of which
they were a part, and into the art which they so de-

votedly and disinterestedly loved ; and who cared
not, if their works only survived to future ages,

whether posterity should retain or throw aside the

memory of those by whom sucli permanent sanctu-
aries for peace and contemplation were created in

the midst of universal strife ancl havoc. It must
have been such men as Kemp who were tlie leaders
and master-spirits of such bands. In 1824 he com-
menced his tour, which extended from lioulogne to

Abbeville, to Beauvais and Paris, lialting at each
]ilace for some weeks, and studying their architec-

tural remains during every lunir of leisure in his

handicraft employment. In such a city as Paris his

]K-cuniary difficulties might liave been increased but
for the flemand of English workmen in France for

mill machinery; and as Kemp was skilful in this de-

jjartmcnt, he ol)tained full and profitable employ-
ment, so that he could confront the exjienses of

living in the capital, and stuciy at leisure the details

of -Notre-Dame, and other less noted structures.

After two years' travel of this kind in England and
Prance, Kemp, on returning to Edinburgh, com-
menced Inisiness as a joiner, but was unsuccessful

—

and CMuld fie well be otherwise, when his iieart was
neither in the wood-yard nor at the planing-board?

His hand, indeed, was more conversant at this time
with the pencil than with axe or saw ; and he was
busy in the study of drawing and perspective, in

which he soon became a proficient without the aid
of a master. Having been unsuccessful in business
as a master-joiner, Kemp returned to his former sta-

tion as journeyman, to which he added the employ-
ment of an architectural draughtsman; and such was
now the superior beauty and correctness of his draw-
ings, that they soon found purchasers. One of the
commissions of tliis kind he received was from Mr.
Burn, the eminent architect, by whom he was em-
ployed to copy some of the working-drawings for

the palace proposed to be built at Dalkeith as the
future mansion for the princely house of Buccleuch.
Instead, however, of proceeding with the drawings,
he set about modelling a section of the building in

wood, and with such success, and so greatly to the

satisfaction of the architect, Mr. Burn, that it re-

sulted in a commission to do the whole edifice in

the same style. On receiving this commission he
commenced the model with characteristic enthusiasm,

and his own modest apartments soon becoming too

small for the work, the architect's ample drawing-

room was, for the time being, converted into a work-
shop, and in it this remarkable specimen of zeal,

ingenuity, and neat-handedness, was brought to a
satisfactory conclusion, after occupying Kemp and
an assistant for two whole years. After the minia-

ture palace was finished, it was transferred to the

vestibule of the ducal residence at Dalkeith, of which
it forms an attractive ornament.
Amongst the engagements into which the occupa-

tion of draughtsman brought him, was that of furnish-

ing drawings for a work illustrative of the ecclesi-

astical antiquities of Scotland, similar to Britton's

Cathedral Aiidijiiitics, projected by Mr. James John-
ston, engraver, Edinburgh. P'or this his intimate

knowledge of architectural detail eminently qualified

him; and he accordingly, during the years 1832
and 1833, executed a number of drawings of singidar

correctness and beauty, besides a laige series of pre-

parative sketches, embracing Elgin, Pluscardine,

Kinloss, Melrose, Roslin, and other of our ecclesi-

astical remains. During the progress of these draw-
ings Mr. Kemp and the puldisliers of the present

work became acquainted. After Mr. Johnston's

premature death, the drawings made for him came
into their possession, and Mr. Kemp subsecpiently

completed, at their expense, the measurements artd

drawings of the Glasgow Cathedral, during the years

1834-35. ^V]liIe he was making these drawings,

the project of repairing and completing this beauti-

ful specimen of early pointed architecture was put
forth by Mr. M'Lellan, in Glasgow. This led Kemp
to prepare a design for the restoration and comple-

tion of the building. r\dly to exhil)it the character

of this design, and to demonstrate his a!)ility to con-

struct it if em])loyed to do so, he, in the years 1837,

1838, and 1839, at nnich sacrifice and labour, pre-

]iared a model of the entire cathedral, in wliich so

perfectly did the new portions harmonize with the

old, that it would have puzzled any architect not
conversant with tlie Iniiiding as it really stood, to

tell what jjart was old, and what were Mr. Kem])'s
additions. Unhajipily, the design would have cost

more money to execute than there was at that time
any expectation of obtaining from government or

otherwise ; and it remains only an evidence of Mr.
Kem])'s ])ersevering patience, skill in handicraft, and
architectural genius.

Thus matured in taste, talent, and skill, by an
apprenticeship that was unique in the history of

modern architecture, it was now full time that the
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knowledge of Mr. Kemp's abilities should be ex-

tended beyond the circle of his admiring friends,

into tlie world at large. Nothing less, indeed, than
a great national work was adequate to such a genius;

but wliat ciiance was tiiere tiiat an aproned, hard-

handed meciianic would be intrusted with such a

commission, especially when so many learned Vitni-

vios were in the fielii? Happily enough, however,
the chance did come. The more than national, the

universal desire to erect a monument to Sir Walter
.Scott in the fair metropolis of that country for whicli

he had done so much, and the proposals that were
issued for plans of the work, excited an unwonted
stir of artistic emulation ; it was an opportunity l)y

which the fortunate candidate might link himself to

the undying fame of the great poet and novelist.

Fifty-four plans sent to the head-tjuarters of the

committee of subscribers in Edinburgh were the

fruits of this competition, of which plans there were
twenty-two Gothic structures, eleven statues com-
bined with architectural accompaniments, fourteen

Grecian temples, five pillars, one obelisk, and one
fountain. Amidst such a profusion the committee
made no decisive choice ; but, in terms of their

agreement, they selected the best three for the prize

of £,~p a piece, and laid themselves open for fresh

competition. Of the three designs thus distinguished

above the rest, two were by eminent English archi-

tects, and the third by some individual who as yet

had no name of his own, or was shy of bringing it

into notice, for he signed himself John Morvo. Who
was this John Morvo? It was no other than Kemp
himself, who had thus come timidly forward, and
secured a safe retreat in case of failure. In five days
he had drawn the plan, during which period he had
suspended his work on the model of the Glasgow
Cathedral, with which he was at this period occupied,

and as soon as it was done he resumed his labour,

apparently thinking no farther of a trial in which
the chances were so hopelessly against him. In this

mood he trudged home from Linlithgow on the even-

ing of the day of decision, and on crossing his thresh-

hold was met by his wife with news of the three

lucky candidates, which she had learned from an
acipiaintance, and whose names she repeated. What
a hapjiy moment it must have been for both when
the real John Morvo was revealed !

As the lists were now opened for a second trial,

Kemp, animated by his late success, was ready to

resume it with double ardour. His first plan had
l;een a tall Gothic tower or spire, wh<:)se original

conception and details he had adajited from Melrose
.Vbbey, a structure the lines of which had l>een for

years impressed upon his memory, and of which,

also, three drawings that lie had executed in 1830
first brought him into notice as an architect in the

highest sense of the term. Adopting his earlier

design as the groundwork, he now produced such an
improvement upon it as secured for it the choice of

the whole committee, with the exception of only two
dissenting voices—one on the plea that Kemp was
unkn(jwn, and the other tliat his plan was a jilagiar-

isni. The declaration, however, of the committee,
that the "design was an imposing structure (if 135
feet ill height, of beautiful proportions, in strict c<3n-

formity with the jnirity in taste and style of Melrose
Abbey, from which it is in its details derived," and
the atte.--tation of Mr. I'urn, who ex]->ressed to the

committee "his great admiration of the elegance of

Mr. Kemp's design, its purity as a Gothic ci imposi-

tion, and nKjre particularly tlie constructive ^kill

exhibited ihrouglujut in the coml)ination of the grace-

ful features of that style of architecture, in such a

manner as to sati:>fy any professional man of the
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correctness of its principle, and the perfect solidity

which it would possess when built"—these testi-

monies sufficed, in the first instance, to show that

Mr. Kemp's plan was a congenial inspiration, not a
plagiarism, and that, if he was still unknown to the
wurld, he ought to be so no hunger. But who would
now think of adducing such frivolous objections,

with the testimony of the whole world against him?
The .Scott M(jnument has been visited from every
land ; engravings of it are diffused over the wide
earth ; and as long as it stands in its majestic and
imposing beauty, the pilgrims of future centuries,

who gaze upon it in silent a<lmiration, will connect
the name of its builder with the thought of him
wiiom it commemorates.

Mr. Kemp had thus passed, I)y a single stride,

from the condition of a humble mechanic to the
highest rank in architectural talent and distinction ;

and having won such an elevation while life was
still in its prime, a long perspective of professional

achievements, and the rank and profit by which they
would be accompanied, was naturally anticijiated

for him by his friends, and perhaps by himself also.

The buikling, too, which he had planned, was
rapidly rising from base to summit, while at each
,tep the public eye detected some new beauty, and
waited impatiently for the completion. Liut here

the life of the artist was brought to a sudden and
most disastrous termination. lie had been absent

from home, employed in matters connected with the

structure; and on the evening of the 6th (jf March,
1S44, was returning to his dwelling at Morningside,
through Fountainbridge, when, in consequence of

tlie darkness of the night, he had diverged from the

direct road, and fallen into the canal-basin at the

opening. His body was found in the water several

days afterwards, and the whole city, that had now
learned to appreciate his excellence, bewailed the

mournful event as a public calamity. It was in-

tended to deposit his remains in the vault under the

Scott Monument, as their fitting resting-place ; but

at the last hour this purpose was altered, and the

interment took place in St. Cuthbert's Churchyard ;

while every street through which the funeral passed

was crowded with spectators. Such was the end
of this promising architect, when his first great work,

at that time nearly completed, surpassed the latest

and best of those of his contemporaries, and gave

promise that architecture wiiuld no longer be classed

among \\\&aytcs ferditic in Scotland. >Ir. Kenqiwas
marrietl, in September, 1S32, to Miss Fli/abeth

lionnar, sister to the eminent arti>t Mr. William
]>onnar. He left four chiklren, two boys and two
girls. His eldest son, a student of architecture,

died in December, 1S53, at the age of twenty. He
was a vouth of rare jiromise and amiable manners,

inlieriting all his father's genius and eniliu>ia;ni

for art.

KEMP, Kknnkth G. Of this talented scientific

ex]ierimenter and lecturer, our notice must neces-

sarily l)e brief, in con>equence of his jireniature de-

l^arture while his high fame was yet in pn'gre>s.

He was born in 1S07; and asso^qias he\\a>ab!e

to make choice of a particular pith in intellectual

life, he selected tl:at >'f chenii-try, into which he

threw himself with nil the ardour of a devotee, or

even of a niartvr— this l,->t exiire>-i<.>n being fully

needed to expie-< the daring investigations into

which he d.irecte 1 lii^ >tudie-. and tlie equally dan-

gerous experiments bv which he arrived at new an I

imiiortaiit re-uits in chemical science. Not the least

of tlie>e were hi> experiments on the theory of com-

bu>tiun and the liquefaction uf the gases, with whicli

63
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he delighted the British Association at their meet-

ings in Edinburgh in 1836. It was not surprising,

also, that in such pursuits his inquisitive energetic

mind should have made not only discoveries on
several chemical compounds, but have recommended
the science itself, as yet too generally neglected in

Scotland, to the attention of his countrj-men—more
especially when he had obtained the situation of

lecturer on practical chemistry in the university of

Edinburgh. Besides his researches into the com-
pounds of substances and the evolvement of gases,

Mr. Kemp studied deeply the mysteries of electricity

and magnetism, and was so fortunate as to be the

discoverer of the use of zinc plates in galvanic bat-

teries, by which that invisible power of galvanism

can be controlled at pleasure, and directed to the

most useful purposes. "Let us never forget to

whom we owe this discovery, which, of itself, en-

ables galvanic batteries to be used in the arts. ' Ages
to come will perhaps have to thank the inventor,

whom we are too apt to forget—yet still the obliga-

tion from the public to Mr. Kemp is the same."
This testimony, from an eminent writer, who could

well appreciate the subject, will, we trust, have its

weight in identifying the discovery with its originator.

Another which Mr. Kemp was the first to make

—

at least the first in .Scotland—was the solidifying of

carbonic acid gas.

Thus, even at an early period of life, Mr. Kemp
had attained to higli scientific distinction, and made
tlie abstruse researches of chemistry a sul^ject of

popular interest in Scotland, while his example had
stimulated those kindred intellects by whom further

progress in the science was certain to be secured.

Althougli this was much, still more was anticipated,

when his career was cut short by a disease of the

heart, under which he had laboured for years, and
which perhaps the peculiar nature of his studies

among strange substances and deleterious atmos-
pheres had tended silently to aggravate. He died

in Edinburgh, on the 30th of December, 1843, at

the early age of thirty-six.

KENNEDY, Grace. This amialjlc and talented

authoress, who sliunneJ fame as earnestly as others

seek it, but who nevertheless acquired the liighest

reputation in her own humble department of litera-

ture, was the fourth daughter of Robert Kennedy,
Ksfj. of Pinmore, Ayrshire, and Robina, daughter of

John \'ans Agnew, Esq. of liarnbarroch, in the

county of Wigton. She was born in the family

mansion of Pinmore, near fiirvan, in 1782, but at an
earlyage was removed with her parents to Edinburgh,
where the re>t of her life was chiefly spent. Her
chilflliood and youth were jjcriods of silent intellec-

tual pirogrcss, in which tlicre was nothing to attract

the eye or arrest attention ; chiefly consisting of
general reading and the acquirement of languages,

\\iiiie of female accom])li>lHncnts she had an average
share. For music indeed she liad no prclilection,

and never studied it, Init this defect \\'as compensated
l)y her talent for drawing, in \\hich her aliility was
attested l)y the sketches ])refixe<l to her works, which
were designed by her own ])encil. Amidst the ]nir-

suits, however, of a shy and retiring but very active

mind, religion was llie great ol)ject of iier s<ilicitude,

and this she studied not only as the chief theme of

intellectual interest, but of her liest affections, and the

guide of lier whole inner and external life. She was
tiui- unconsciously in training for the de]iartment of

autlKirship in wliich s1ie was to take so cons])icuous

a part, and her writings were b;it the transcripts of

her iiabitual tlviVights and emotions embodied in

interesting narratives.

The entrance of Grace Kennedy into literary life

was consistent with her personal character. She felt

within herself the consciousness of a power as yet

untried, while her desire to promote the best interests

of society suggested its direction and use. During
the intervals of home occu])ations, or the demands
of social intercourse, her chief recreation had been
to convert her place of retirement, whether in town
or country, into a study; and there, with a scrap of

paper and a pencil, and with a book for a desk, she
was wont to write down her thoughts as they arose,

and reserve them for future use. All this too was
done so quietly and unobtrusively, that even the

members of her family were ignorant of these stolen

hours of study ; and w hen her first works issued

from the press, they were astonished to find that

this new anonymous author of whom every one
spoke was no other than their own sister. Although
her pen had been employed for years, her first ])ub-

lication did not make its appearance until 1 821, when
she was now thirty-nine years old. It was called

llie Decision ; or Keli;j;ion must be All, or is Xothiii^;

and while works of this nature had hitherto been
confined to scenes of humble life, and were exclu-

sively written for the instruction of the poor, Miss
Kennedy, in The Decision, had selected that higher

and more educated class of society to which she her-

self belonged, and with which shewas best acquainted.

Her reasons for such a selection she thus stated in a
letter to her publisher: "It has often struck me,
that amongst the great variety of excellent little

works published of late years for the purpose of at-

tracting the attention and regard of young people to

the subject of religion, scarcely any have been ad-

dressed to the youth of the higher classes. At least I

know of veiy few indeed. It is tnie, works suited

to the poor are equally calculated to teach truth to

the rich, when written in the correct and beautiful

style that many of them are; but the characters de-

scribed, and the attendant circumstances, are gene-

rally taken from the lower ranks and habits of life,

and young people of a higher class too soon learn

from those whose opinions they naturally adopt, to

consider religion as an excellent thing for the poor,

without, at the same time, feeling that they are

equally interested in the truths it leaches. I have
attempted," she adds, "to make the accompanying
little work such as a religious friend might present

to a young ]icrson of a better class, with a hoi)e

that it might Ijring tlic necessity of personal religion

home to the conscience. I am sensible that I have
mingled a good deal that is perhajis trifling in th.e

conversations; but feared, from what I have observed

in young people, that tliey otherwise woukl have rqi-

peared stiff and unnatural."'

This puldicatifm having jiroved eminently success-

ful. Miss Kennedy \i"as encouraged to bring out in

the following year a work of a sinnlar cliaracter,

under the title of Projcssioii is not Pri)iciplc: or, tlie

Xatnc of Christian is not Clu-istianity. This was
closely followed in the same year by a smaller work
devoted to the "short and sinijile annals of the jioor,"

entitled, "yixw A!!<in, or the Lame iiirl, a Stcjry

founded on h'acts."' This religious sketch or tale con-
tained the history of a young woman whose real

name was Nanny Henderson, with whose ]iersonal

character and history the auihorcss hail become con-
versant. In Decendier, 1823, appeared the most
pojndar of her works, under the title of Father Cle-

ment, which, in the form of a well-told and interest-

ing tale, end)odies the chief jioinis at issue between
Protestantism and Popery, and shows the insuffi-

ciency C)f the latter to satisfy the cravings of a sen-

sitive inquiring mind, dissatisfied with its present
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weakness, and anxious about its future safety. Futlier

Clement at once became deservedly ]K)pular with
every class of readers, and the number of editions

through which it subsecjuently passed showed the

permanent hold it had established upon the public

favour. On the ensuing spring Miss Kennedy pub-
lished her religious tale called Anna Koss, of equal

interest but less pretension, being a "story f )r chil-

dren." Two tracts from her pen followed soon after,

the first being Andrrro CampheWs Visit to his Irish

Cousins, and the second The Word of God and the

Word of Man, a work addressed to Irish Roman
Catholics. At tlie end of the following year ap-

jjeared her largest production, Dunallan: or, A'no-u<

'.ohat you fudi^e. Although so late in its appearance
it should have been the first of her publications,

liaving been written several years before the rest; but

its equivocal form, which somewhat partook of tlie

appearance of a novel, was such an offence in the

eyes of the strictly religious, as miglit have sulTiced

to extinguish her authorship at the outset. Even as

it was, it was condemned l)y many wlio had piously

abstained from reading it, notwithstanding its ad-

monitory title, A'now 'what you jfudge. The last

work of Miss Kennedy had for its title, Philip Col-

7'ille, a Coz'enanters Story, and was a vindication of

the aspersed children of the covenant, against whom
the ancient odium was revived in double heat by Sir

Walter Scott's Old Mortality. The authoress boldly

entered ui)on her self-imposed task by selecting the

murder of Archbishop Sharpe as the principal event,

and some of the agents of the deed as tlie chief heroes

of the tale.

Such is the list of the writings of Grace Kennedy
during the short space of little more tlian three years

over which her authorship extended, and which,
since her death, liave been ])ublished in six goodly
volumes. Lulepentlently, however, of the industry

which they indicate, their literary merits are of no
small amount, so that they deservedly held their

jilace as the most popular writings of their class, al-

though at the time such religious works for the young
employed not a icw talented writers, and were pro-

duced in great abundance. The incidents they relate

are happily devised and full of interest; the char-

acters, besides Ijeing natural, are admirably deline-

ated; the dialogues in which they exjjress their sen-

timents are given in natural every-day phrase, instead

of stilted declamation; while their religious teach-

ing, instead of being obtruded, arises spontaneously

from the actors of the scene, or the incidents de-

scrii:)ed. Such are their excellencies, not usually to

be found in that species of literature which may be
termed the religious novel, and the w<)rks of Cirace

Kennedy show how well she was qualified to obtain

distinction in the more ambitious tlepartments of in-

tellectual competitiiin. but to the young her whole
]iowers and aims were devoted, independently of

literary fame, an<l it wouM be (iifticuU tij estnnate

the number of youthful minil> \\ horn >he thus traineil

fir a maturity of excellence and distinction. And
still her labours were conducted so unol)lnisi\cly,

that her name remained unknown till the la>t year

of her life even to her publisher, while his book-
shelves were laden with her productions, and his

shop with their jiurcha-ers, while every toiiLjue was
ready with the quotion, "Who is the author of

I-\ith:r Ctciuoi; '"
It was only when laid upon her

death-bed, and a short lime previous to her depar-

ture, that she absolved her family fi'om their pro-

mise of secrecy in regard to Jier works—declaring

that the truths which >he had endeavoured to urge
'

upon others, she now found sulTicient to support her
1

own soul, and that she lliuu^dit if this were kiKnvn
!

it might tend to their being of more use to those who
read them. After a severe and tedious illness, she
died on the 28th of ?"ebniary, 1825. Her venerable
pastor, Dr. Jones, one of the ministers of Edinburgh,
who unexpectedly made her death the subject of a

funeral sermon, after describing with deep emotion
the many noble and amiable (pialities by which her
life was distinguished, thus spoke of her last mo-
ments : "Fifty years and more I have l)een honoured
by being permitted to attend the dying beds of Chris-

tians, and many a calm, and many an instnictive, and
many a peaceful, and many a joyful, and many a
dignified, and many a triumphant death have I seen
— but never have I seen one more placid, more edi-

fying, or more glorious than that of Cirace Kennedy.
Full of faith and the Holy Ciliost, nothing silly or

frivohnis could fall from her; all her words were
words of wisdom, and all her actions were great and
good. On much better grounds than he did, we
may say with Addison, 'Come, see how a Christian

can die I' Let me die the death of the righteous,

and let my last end be like hers I"

KENNEDY, James, Bishop of St. Andrews, was
the younger of the two sons of James Kennedy of

Dunure, and Ins wife, the C'cnintess of Angus,
daughter of Robert III. King of .Scotland. He was
born about the year 1405 or 1406. The earlier part

fif his education he received at liome, under the eye
of his mother, and was aflersvards, agreealdy to the

practice of the times, sent abroad to complete it.

]5eing early destined to the church, the only road to

preferment at that period, and the only profession

worthy his dignified descent, he devoted himself to

the study jxarticularly of theology and the canon
law; but besides his acquirements in these depart-

ments of knowledge, he made a singular proficiency

in the languages and other branches of learning, and
was altogether looked upon as by far the most ac-

com])li>hed prelate of his day.

On his entering into holy orders, he ^\'ns preferred

(1437) by his uncle James I. to the sec of Dunkeld.
The good bishop was no sooner installed in his office

than he set assiduously to work to reform abuses in

the church, and to compel his vicars and parsons to

a faithful discharge of their duties. He enjoined

them to remain in their parishes, and to instruct their

parishioners in the kno\\ledge of religion, to ]'reach

to them regularly, and to visit, comfort, and en-

courage the sick. He himself visited all the churches

within his diocese four times every year. ]uenching

in each of them as he went along. ( >n tlie-e occa-

sions he never failed to inquire of the I'eoi'le if they

were iluly instructed by their pastors; if they liad no
complaints against tliem; whether their jK-or were
]iroperly cared for; and if their youth wei'c brouj^ht

uji in the fearof Ciod. .^uch were the ]'ious labours

of this excellent man at the outset ot l;is career, ar.d

he never tleviated from them during the whole ^^'i a

liing ami active afterdife. Fir.ding liis own av::l;o-

rity insurficient to enalile him to accoirq li-h all tl:e

good he was des!r(.>us <^{ (bang, in relorming tl;e

abuses which had crept into tlie church, lie went

over to l-'lorence t<i procure additional 1
ower> f t

\\\\> purpose friim the jiopc. luigcnius I\". ( in tl;:s

occasion hi> h-linc^-. a- a mark of his e>teem 1". a- ih.e

worlliv prelate, be-towed upon him the cci::!i:e;:di:vt

of the'al-.l.acy of l.eone.

( »n the death of Wardlaw, I-i-liMp f.f St. .\r.-

d.rews, an event wldch hap]xaied on 6th April. 144O.

Keiuic'lN' ^va- cho-en a- his .--uccc-^or in that see;

and to tlii^ r.ew ar,d more inq'ortaiu charge l;e

brought all that acti\-ity and anxiety to do gor.d

which liad dijiin^-aished 'him at Dunkeld. Ile'c^iti-
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tinued his efforts to reform the manners and practice

of the clergy, and in 1446 set out on a second jour-

ney to Italy, to consult with and obtain the co-

ojx'ration of the pope in his work of reformation.

On this occasion he was accompanied by a train of

thirty persons; for though moderate in all his enjoy-

ments, he was yet of an exceedingly liberal disposi-

tion, and a scrupulous maintainer of the dignity

of his sacred office. His dislike of turbulence, his

constant efforts to reconcile dilTerences where they

existed, and to discountenance oppression, rendered

him peculiarly obnoxious to the house of Douglas;

and in revenge of the part he took in restraining the

power of that ambitious family, his lands were plun-

dered by the Earl of Crawford and Alexander Ogilvie

of Inveraritie, at the instigation of the Earl of Douglas,

who had farther instructed them to seize if possible

the person of the bishop, and to put him in irons.

This fate he only avoided by confining himself to his

castle. He was, however, eventually the means of

reducing the power of the Douglases within limits

more consistent with the peace and safety of the

kingdom. James H., almost driven from his throne

by the increasing insolence of the chief of that house,

went in despair to St. Andrews to seek the counsel

of its able bishop. On the prince and prelate meet-
ing, the former informed him that Douglas was
mustering a large army either to dethrone him or

drive him from the country; that he knew no means
of resisting him, and was utterly at a loss what steps

to take in this emergency. " .Sir," replied the bishop,

"I entreat your grace to partake, in the meantime,
of some refreshment, and while ye do so I will pass

into my chamber and pray to God for you and the

commonwealth of this realm." Wlien the king had
finished his repast the bishop came forth, and taking
him by the hand led him into the apartment in which
he himself had been praying, and there tliey both
knelt down and besought the guidance and assist-

ance of Him who directs all things. When they had
concluded their devotions, the bishop proceeded to

point out to the king such a mode of procedure as

lie deemed the most suitaljle to the circumstances.
He advised the monarch immediately to issue pro-

clamations calling upon his suljjects in the north
to muster around his standard, which he afterwards
erected at .St. Andrews, and offer pardon to all who,
having previously attaclied themselves to the Earl of
Douglas, would now abandon his cause and aid that

of the king. The cnnsequence was that James s(jon

fjund iiimseif at the head of 40,000 men. The final

muster took place at Stirling, and a battle, which
was to decide .vhetlier a Douglas or a .Stuart was to

be King of Scotland, aiij^eared to Ije at hand; for

the former with an equal force was at that moment
encamped on the soutii side of tiie Carron. But
wliile in the very act of advancing, Douglas detected
the effects (jf the amnesty proclainie<l l)y James by
the advice of the bisliop. \ spirit of disaffection

and indications of wavering a])peared in his ranks.

Alarmed by these sym[)toms he marched his army
Inck to their encampment, hojjing to restore their

Confidence, but the result was very different, for on
the following morning there were not a hundred men
remaining of all Douglas' host. r'mding himself
thus deserted, the earl lied; and in this manner fell

the overgrown power of the house of Douglas—

a

circumstance mainlv, if not entirely, attrihulajjle to

the wisdom and energy of the Bishop u{ St. .Vn-

drews.

On tlie death of James 1 1. I'.i>hf)p Kennedy was
intrusted with the charge and education of his son,
afterwarijs James III., then about seven years of age.
His known wisdom, prudence, and integrity, pointed

him out as the fittest person for this important duty,

and on the same ground there was added to it a large

share in the management of public affairs during the

regency of the queen-mother. He had acquired an
authority in the kingdom by the mere influence of
his character, which few had ever attained, and he
was thus enabled to accomplish more amongst a rude
people than would have been effected by mere power
or rank. The consequence was, that unusual (juiet-

ness and prosperity pervaded the whole kingdom
during his administration. He enjoyed the confid-

ence of all parties, and was no less esteemed for

his probity, humanity, and wisdom, than admired
for the splendour of his abilities; and so universal

was the satisfaction which his government afforded,

that the chief management of public affairs was still

left in his hands even after the death of the queen-
mother, and remained with him until his own death,

which took place on the loth May, 1466.

Bishop Kennedy was not less remarkable for his

munificence than for his other splendid qualities.

He founded the college at St. Andrews called St.

Salvador's, in honour of our Saviour, and endowed
it with a fund for the maintenance of a provost, four

regents, and eight poor scholars or bursars, at an
expense of about ;i^io,ooo. He built a ship, which
was afterwards known by the name of the Bishofs
Barge, at a similar cost; and his tomb is said to have
been equally expensive with the two former. In

1444 he was appointed chancellor of the kingdom,
but this office he resigned a few weeks afterwards,

as he found that it interfered with those projects for

doing good in his clerical capacity, which he had
resolved to follow out from the beginning of his

career. He was, by his own desire, interred in

the collegiate church of St. Andrews, where his

tomb is still shown, along with several silver maces
which were found in it some years ago.

KENNEDY, Gicner.\l Sir James Shaw, K. C. B.

This gallant soldier and skilful military tactician

was born in 17SS. His name was originally James
Shaw, that of Kennedy being added at a sul)se(|uent

period. After being educated at the Royal Military

College, he entered the army at Ilythe as ensign in

the 43d regiment, went through the course of drill

and discipline put into practice liy Sir John Moore,
and was present at the siege of Copenhagen and
battle of Kioge in 1807. Under that distinguished

commander, also, he accompanied the 43d in 1S08

in the advance from Corunna to Sahagun; and during

the retreat and afterwards, was attacked by violent

fever, followed l)y long illness, from which he never

fully recovered.

In 1S09 James Shaw accom]ianicd the 43d to

I,isb(jn, and was present with his regiment at the

battle of Talavera. It \\as on this occasion that the

43d, 52d, and 95th regiments, under General Robert
Crawford, reached the I'>ritisli camp, after ])erforniing

the incredible march of sixty-two English miles in

twenty-six hours, in the hottest season of the year,

and although each scddier carried from fifty to sixty

))ouiids weight of arms and lugi^age. At Talavera
Shaw became adjutant (jf his regiment, and atCampo-
Mayor he was appointed aide-de-camp to Major-
general Robert Crawfi)rd. Under this daring and
impetuous commander, to whom danger seemed the

main charm of a military life, .Shaw was present in

the numerous affairs that took place on the Agueda
and around Ciudad-Rodrit^o, and tcjok jiart in that

most interesting charge of cavalry which occurred

near to \'illa del I'uerco. On this occasion a square

of French infantry, consisting of about 200 men com-
manded by Captain Gouachcj had formed in such a
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peculiar position, that Shaw was commissioned to

ride up close to the face of it, and ascertain its exact

position before the attack commenced. He accord-

ingly looked at and over the sejuare, but though so

chjse at hand, not a shot was fired at him—the enemy
were too intent upon keeping their ranks compact
and steady to discompose their order by bringing

down one man. To Shaw it seemed a golden

opportunity of deciding the long-pending question,

wlietiier well-formed and .steady infantry can be
broken by a charge of cavalry. The square was first

attacked by a troop of the King's German Hussars
and a troop of the i6th Light Dragoons, and after-

wards by a squadron of tlie 14th Light Dragoons;
but, in both cases, the attacks failed, and their

assailants were beaten off, with the loss of their

colonel and thirty-two troopers, while the French
did not lose a man.
When Ney advanced towards Almeida on the Coa,

and General Crawford rashly resolved, with little

more than 5000 Britisli and Portuguese, to abide the

onset of 30,000 French, Shaw received a wound in

tlie left elbow-joint, which, owing to exfoliations of

the bone, was long in healing, so tliat he was
secluded for a consideralsle period from active service.

When the Duke of Wellington undertook the siege

of Ciudad-Rodrigo, in January, 1S12, Shaw, now
cured of his wound, was with General Crawford as

aide-de-camp, and carried the duke's summons to

the governor of tlie town for its surrender. He also

accompanied General Crawford when the light

division advanced to the storming of the place. On
this occasion Crawford, with that recklessness of

danger which had always characterized him, and
which seemed to l)e justified by his numerous escapes,

separated himself from the advancing column to about
sixty yards on its left, and planting himself on the

very crest of the glacis, issued his orders in the

loudest tones. He was thus a mark which the

enemy coukl not miss, except by a miracle, and he
fell desperately wounded. Shaw, who alone was
with him on this occasion, raised and removed his

dying commander from the spot, and received his

last instnicticjns. His chief desire in his last moments
was, that Shaw should tell his wife " he was quite

sure that tliey would meet in heaven."
Tiie death of Crawford having freed him of his

duties as aide-de-camp, Lieutenant Shaw rejoined the

43d regiment, and was present at the siege and assault

of liadajos in 1S12. The attack was to be made
upon the town from different quarters simultaneously,

and was so well planned that it was hoped it would
prove irresistiljle; but, from some of lliese casualties

which are so frequent in war, tlie unity of the effort

was prevented, and the enemy put upon tlieir guard.

On tliis account the \vh(jIo was reduced tf) a trial of

desperate fighting, in wliich the r>rili>li had ti.) con-

tend not only with a determined foe, Init a fortress

doubly and trel)ly fortified, so that to jiress on was
almost with the certainty to perish. lUit the assail-

ants, aniinaletl with the thirst of revenge and plunder
in adiiilinn to their native cnurage, surged on through
a tempest of fire and steel tliat met tliem at eveiy
ditch, gate, and ravelin. They only went onward
to I'all in heaps, while the enemy taunted their vic-

tims as they fell, \\h\\, U'/iy t/wv did not ccnw into

luiddjos.-' "In this dreadful situation," \\rites the

historian of the l'enin>ular war, "wliile the dead
were lying in lieaps, and otliers continuallv falling,

the wounded craw ling abiuit t.iget some sheher from
tiie merciless >lio\ver above, and wiilial a sickening

stencil from the br.rneil tle^h uf tlie sKain, Captain
Nicliolas of tlie engineers was observed by Lieu-

tenant Shaw c>f tlie 43d, making incretlible efforts to

force his way with a few men into the Santa Maria.

Collecting fifty soldiers, of all regiments, he joined

him, and, passing a deep cut along the foot of the

breach, these two young officers, at the head of their

band, rushed up the slope of the ruins; but ere they
gained two-thirds of the ascent a concentrated fire of
musketry and grape dashed nearly the whole dead
to the earth. Nicholas was mortally wounded, and
the iiitre|:)i<l .Shaw stood alone." This was a situa-

tion which might have confininded the courage of
the bravest, but even at this moment the coolness
and considerateness of .'^haw remained unshaken;
and while thus standing alone, he delil>erately jnilled

out his watch, repeated tiie hour aloud, and declared

that the breach could not be carried that night. Tliis

instance of intrepid coolness Captain Nicholas saw,
while lying mortally wounded, and afterwards re-

ported before he died. The lieutenant's jirediction

was correct ; the attack on the breach of the .Santa

Maria bastion was not repeated that night; and, col-

lecting the remains of his followers, and a few chance
stragglers from otlier regiments, .Shaw withdrew
them to a mined ravelin which afforded them some
slielter from the enemy's fire, and there resolved to

continue until the morning, in the correct belief that

the occupation fif the ]iosition was of importance,

should the assault on liad.ajos be repeated on the

following day. Rut they had not long been on the

ravelin when the alarm was raised that the P'rencli

were making a .sortie into the ditch, which compelled
the handful of British to a hasty retreat.

These, liowever, were not the whole of Lieutenant

Shaw's exploits in the siege of Radajos. Two or

three days before the assault was given, an order was
issued that the light division was to fonn for the

assault, for which purpose it was stationed after dark,

and in the greatest silence, on the left of the Rivellas,

with the head of the column near to the quarry, and
pointing to the bastion of Trinidad. The head of

the ci^lumn was not to pass the jioint at which it

would be exposed to the enemy's shot; but to ascer-

tain this point would be extremely difficult in the

darkness, and impossible by daylight. It was hon-

ourable to Lieutenant Shaw that he was chosen to

solve the difficulty; and to make it as safe as possible.

Colonel M'Leod and another officer posted them-
selves on tlie height of St. Michael, to signalize him
of any movements of the French from Rad.ajos, or

the fort of I'anlaleras. The cool, courageous, and
scientific manner in which this dangerfius midnight
exploration was effected, \\'ill be best told in Shaw's
own language from his autobiography:— "Com-
mencing at a well-ascertained point on the left of

the Rivellas—which jioint could not be mistaken
even in tlie night— I took regular paces—counting

my paces—and proceeded directly to\\anls tlie bas-

tion of Trinidad, until 1 got Very near to the covered

wav of that Ijastion, and saw that no further advance

could be made by a column wiilmut exposure to

the fire both of the linstion and of the I'ardaleras.

M'Lcod now made the signal, indicating that the

French had sent i>ut a party fiom the I'ardaleras to

intercept my retr.rii. l'.}' returning at tlie same mea-

sured and slow jMce .".t which 1 had advanced I

accuniplished tw.i tilings. \ i/. measuring again the

ilistaiice, and ini])"^jiig on the Freiicli detachment;

for thev evideiitlx were intimidated, frcui su]iii(ising

thai I wa^ ^i;pj)i)ned.. This successful niea-urement

of the required distance for the column to stand uj^on

in -at"et\- \\a^ I't' much impnrtance on tlie niglu cf the

a-saiilt. liv it the cdluinn of the light division was
|)!acei ill the pnvition from^\hiehil pmcceiled to

the a— aul!."

Alter the caj'ture of Ratiajos Lieutenant Sliaw
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continued with the 43d during the advance to Sala-

manca in 1S12, the taking of the forts there, the

operations on to the Douro, and the retreat to Sala-

manca. He also did his duty in the memorable
battle of Salamanca, where the Duke of Wellington,

to use a French officer's expression, '"defeated 40,000

men in forty minutes." He then accompanied the

army in its advance to Madrid, the reduction of the

Retiro, and until after the retreat from Madrid had

commenced. During this retreat he became aide-

de-camp to General Baron Alten, commanding the

light division, and was with him in that capacity

in tlie retreat to Salamanca, and afterwards to Rod-
rigo, and in the affairs that took place in the retreat.

At'ter the retreat of the army to Portugal at the close

of 1812, the state of Shaw's health recpiired a return

to England on sick-leave, and his return was suc-

ceeded by a long and severe fever, the effects of which,

and some partial relapses, made his health ever after

delicate and precarious, and unfit for severe field-

service. But his genius for the higher military opera-

tions on which success in war so greatly depends,

only slione out the more brightly, and won for Idni

that rank and distinction not always accorded to

mere soldierly courage and activity.

Having only partially recovered from these re-

peated attacks of fever, .Shaw rejoined the army, and
in 1S15, on Napoleon's return from Elba to France,

was attached in Belgium to the third division of the

Anglo-allied army, which was commanded by General
Baron Alten. In this division Sliaw held the office

of deputy assistant quartermaster-general. Scarcely,

however, had the army been a tjuarter of an hour on
the field of Quatre Bras, when the assistant quarter-

ma.^ter-general was wounded, in consequence of

which Shaw succeeded to the whole cliarge of his

department for the third division during the momen-
tous days of tlie i6th, 17th, and iStli of June. This
division having been severely engaged on tlie l6th,

had on the following day to be withdrawn under
circumstances of jjeculiar danger, in consecjuence of

the advance of tlie army under Napoleon from the

lield of Eigny ; and preparatory to this critical process,

Shaw was ordered to rec<jnnoitre the country from
near I'iermont, wliere the division was stationed, to

the Dyie, and fix upon its line of retreat, and tlie

p'jint at which it should pass the I>yle, so as to leave

the i)a-,sageat (ienappe free f<jr theotlier portions of
the army. This trying duty of the (piarterma.ster-

general was ably performed, as was sliown by the

oji'Malions of wliicli it formeil tlie guide. The third

divi^iuii retired upon the line wliich Shaw had
mapi)ed out fur it, in the face of Napuleon's army,
with wliich they actually came into contact, although
Hot more than 6000 strong—crossed a c(jnsiderable

river—and at length reached in safety the great road
leading from (ieiiappe to Waterloo. This successful

retreat is thus described by the quarterma>.tcr him-
self in his autobiography :-" Every possible iire-

caution was taken to withdraw a great portion of the
divi-.ion before tlie enemy jierceived that it was mov-
ing in retreat, and the three ijrigades were so arranged
that they kept in echelons (jn the line of retreat, each
brigaile f<jrmiiig <jn ground favoural;le for repelling

an attack, and so tliat each brigade shouhl retire in

succession; thus the enemy coii.--tantly found, as he
a Ivaiiced, brigade after brigade regularly formed for

ac'ioii. Altliougii the enemy cIo>ely followed the
• iivi^jiin, he never attempted air/ regular attack
upon it.''

\\ lull the great conllict of Waterloo followed, the
subject of (jur iiifiuoir performed an important ])art

in that eveiuful <lrama. On the iStli of June, when
til: f .fir.atioii of the French army indicated the de-

sign of an attack on the British position, the Prince
of Orange and General Baron Alten were anxious
to know how the third division sliould be formed in

order of battle, and referred the question to the Duke
of Wellington, who joined them during the discus-

sion, "Form in the usual way," replied the duke,
and rode on. This answer did not satisfy the anxious
officers, who knew tiiat the division would be parti-

cularly exiK)sed to the fire of the enemy's artillery,

and the attacks of their numerous and efficient

cavalry; and after Wellington had passed onward,
the discussion was renewed, but without any result.

At length Shaw interposed, and begged that he
might be allowed to form the division, to which
Baron Alten assented. Aware of the terrible charges
of cavalry to which the division would be exposed,
and that its formation ought to be such as to give it

facilities of rapid formation for resisting cavalry, and
equal facilities for the reformation of the line, the

quartermaster-general formed the front line into five

oblongs, and the second line into four, i)laced as

nearly as possible in exchequer, so that the oblongs
of the second line should close uj) the openings of

the first. The propriety of this arrangement was
admirably manifested in the engagement: as soon as

the French cavalry advanced to charge, the third

division readily threw itself into the prescribed ob-

longs, and the terrible onset, that, in ordinary cir-

cuni,stances, would have sufficed to tramjde down
resistance, or sweep their opponents off the field,

was met, broken, and driven l)ack with fatal recoil.

In the action Shaw himself had one horse killed and
another wounded, and for a short time was disabled

by a shot, which, first breaking to pieces the strong

steel handle of his sword, struck him on the side.

Baron Alten also was wounded, and compelled
to quit the field. But these were such trivial dis-

asters compared with the great victory, that the

wounded heroes felt no room for regret. Nor was
General Alten unmindful of the merits of his cpiarter-

master-general; and in his re})ort on the following

day to the Duke of Wellington, he acknowledged
them in these words:—"The services of Captain

Shaw, deputy assistant quarterniaNter-general, who
was senior of the department in the absence of Major
Jcssop, from a wound, were indispensable to me for

executing the disposition of tlietroops for the attack.''

On the following day, also, he thus expressed him-

self upon the same subject in a letter to the duke:

"Captain Shaw% deputy assistant quartermaster-

general, whose services previous to and during the

action were most inii)ortant to me,"is an oflicer who
should be brought fijrward and placed in situations

where his military talents can be best tniployed."

This, however, was not all. After the victory of

Waterloo, and the triumphant entrance of the allies

into Paris, Baron Alten thus recommended Sliaw,

who had been promoted to a majority, to General

.Sir C;e<uge Murray, who was api)ointed chief of the

staff to tiie allied army of occupation: ^

"As I ])erceive by the general orders of the 3d

in^t., that Major Shaw of the 43<1 regiment, as^-istant

(piartermaster-general to the third division, will be

discontinued on the>'taff fioni the25thinst., I beg leave

to inform )-ou that his grace the Duke cjf \Vellington

was go(jd enough to appoint that officer on the staff

in May la>t, and to the third division, then under my
commancl, in consequence of my recomnieinlation,

which I gr(nuided on a long acquaintance 1 had with

.Major Shaw in the Peninsula, where he served on
my staff, aii<l gave me an op]iortunity to know his

value as a starf-oflicer. Since liis late ajipointment

in this country, and ]>articularly during the actions

of the i6th and iSth of June last, where he was ia
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charge of the department with the division, he has
again so much confirmed the high o])inion I always
entertained of his gallantry, zeal, and abilities, that

I feel it due to him to bring it to your knowledge,
and to say that, should you at any period have an
opening in the quartermaster-general's department,
and are disjjosed to fix your choice on him, I can
with every confidence recommend him as an ac-

quisition."

On the formation of the allied army of occupation

in France, the contlition thatCalais should be open for

this jjortion of the British troops in its communica-
tions with England was inadvertently omitted. The
Duke of Wellington obtained the consent of the

French government that this error should be rectified,

and that Major Shaw on the part of his grace should

settle at Calais, with a colonel on the part of France,

as to how this town should be partially occuined by
a British detachment until the army of occupation

was withdrawn. The negotiation to that effect was
conducted I\v Shaw so ably and effectively, that the

F)uke of Wellington e.xpressed his ap]:)robation, and
declared that but for tliis settlement, he should have
been obliged to change the establishment from Calais

to Ostentl. The arrangements for the eml:)arkation

of the army of observation fell upon the major and
Captain Hill of the navy. Five thousand Russian
troops were previously to be emliarked, and for his

services on this occasion Major Shaw received the

thanks of the Emperor Alexander, and the present

of a diamond ring, through Count Woronzow.
After the army of occupation had been broken up
in France, he was also promoted to the brevet rank
of lieutenant-colonel upon the recommendation of

the Duke of Wellington.

The active services of Colonel Shaw in the field

being now terminated by the establishment of a

lasting ])eace, he returned to his native country, and
ia 1820 espoused Mary, daughter of David Kennedy,
Esq., in consequence of which marriage he added
the latter name to his own. In.lSaG he was ap-

pointed assistant adjutant-general of the northern
district of Ireland, and near the close of 1S26 he was
removed to Manchester in llie same capacity, where
he remained till 1836. That long period was one of

considerable excitement among the workpeople of

the potteries and manufactories of Lancashire, and to

suppress these fell entirely upon Colonel Shavi- Ken-
nedy, as the general otlicers who commanded the

nortiiern districts had their head-fpiarters in York-
siiire, and seldom entered Lanca>hire. In describing

his situation under sucli trying circumstances, the

colonel says, "I leave others to judge what degree

of difficulty and delicacy there is in the management
of so wide a district, with so great a poinilation,

when it is much disturbed. The prompt sui)ply of

troops as they may be properly wanted; tiieir proper
distiibution; the preparation of temporary barracks;

the arrangements to be arrived at with the magis-

trates in their respective districts ; and, above all,

the personal command of the troops wlien opposing
riots, are presumed here to present no trilling diffi-

culties, if they are so managed as to prevent K)ss of

property, and maintain the supremacy of the law and
the omplete authority of the magistrates, and yet

s<) as '.o avoid the necessity of absolute colli---ion and
bloodshed." Coming to the conclusion, he adds,

'•Tiie>e objects, I presume to state, were thoroughly
accomplished during the whole period of my being
on the staff in the northern district, not only for

Manchester, but for the whole of the surrounding
district;—for the \\hole of Lancasliire and tlie dis-

trict of the potteries."' How well they were performed
was indicated by the official thanks of the military

authorities, and those at the home-office, at his de-

I)arlure; and by a handsome address and a testi-

monial of a service of plate from the town of Man-
chester.

After holding office for about nine years at Man-
chester as assistant adjutant-general. Colonel Shaw
Kennedy was offered the appointment of first com-
missioner of the metropolitan ])olice force, then alwut
to be formed by .Sir Robert I'eel, secretary of state

for the home department ; but, being unwilling to

leave his own profession, he declined the offer. But
his talents being now recognized in the sujipression

of civil commotions, he was desired by government
to take the situation of inspector-general of the Irish

constabulary force when it was consolidated into a
civil army of 8000 men, and as this situation was
more of a military character than the other, he un-
dertook the office. Among the other regulations by
which this large force was organized for its peculiar

duties. Colonel Kennedy wrote out for its express

use a system of drill and field exercise, which was
so effectually carried out, that the Irish ])olice was
fit to form the advance or rear guard of an army, or

to have formed in a solid order of liattle. Having
brought the body into this efficient state, he resigned

his command, afier he had held it for two years.

1 )uring the great Chartist demonstration in London
in 1S48, government, being anxious about the state

of Liverpool, resolved to send there a body of troops

under the command of a general officer, and Kennedy,
having two years previously been promoted to the

rank of major-general, was appointed to command
it. In the same year a still more formidable in-

surrectionary movement having taken place in Ire-

land, he was appointed, in company with \"iscount

Ilardinge, to assist in its suppression. But at the

time he was in .Scotland, and so ill in health that

he was unable to sit on horseback even for an hour,

so that he was obliged reluctantly to forego so hon-
ourable an appointment. The same cause obliged

him in 1S52 to resign the command of the forces in

Scotland, after he had accepted the office, and been
in readiness to jiroceed to Edinburgh.
Thus full of years and of honour, and distingui>hed

by talents alike fitted for foreign Mars and intestine

commotions. Major-general .Sir James Shaw Ken-
nedy died at Bath, on the 30th of May, 1S65, at the rijie

age of seventy-seven. His character is thus summed
u]5 in the Gnardiaji, by the Rev. W. C. Luke, who
enioyed his intimacy and appireciated his worth:

—

"If it had not been for a delicacy of health, like

that which Xapier describes in Colonel M'Leod,
' whose feeble b(,)dy woulil have been (juite unlit lor

war if it had not been sustained by an unconrpier-

able spirit,' General .Shaw Kennedy would unques-

tionably have been one of the greate^t commanders
of the time. 'I'his, I believe, wah Sir William
Xajiier's opinion. He was. in a'ldition to this, a

man of extensive reading and remarkable ]iower> of

conversation; and there nuist be s('n^.e of your readers

who were brought in contact with him in later life,

when at seventy-five he retained the freshness and

animation of a l)ov, who niu>t have been imp.re>>ed

like myself with the feeling that they scarcely ever

met with a man of greater natural power and energy.

. . . In many <iua!ities tlieie i- (iften said to be a

reseinl)lance between the profes>ion of a clergyman

and that of a soldier, and I iliiiik that few clergymen

coiihl have been brou_L;ht into the presence of so much
resolution, enerLjv, and mode>ty, without feeling

them>el\-e- tlie better for it. and believing that their

own profe-Mon would not be injured by tlie study of

such e\anii)le~."'

Aliiieugli the general was so well qualified to
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illustrate the important subject of military science,

liis only literary production in this department was
a single volume, entitled A'oUs on the Battle of
IVatcn'oo, jiublished in London in 1865. It consists

of critical and explanatory notes of that rjreat con-

flict, with a map of the battle-field, and sketches of

the positions of the different battalions—a brief

autobiography of his own services, from which the

foregoing account has been taken—and a plan for

the defence of Canada, a subject of daily growing
importance.

KER, John", third Duke of Roxburgh, distin-

guished by his eminent bibliographical knowledge,
and his extensive and valuable collection of books,

was born in Hanover Square, London, on the 23d
April, 1740. He was the eldest son of Robert, the

second duke, by Essex Mostyn, daughter of Sir

Roger Mostyn, of Mostyn, in Kentshire, Baronet.

In 1755 he succeeded his father in the dukedom, to

which was attached the Britisli peerage of Earl and
Baron Ker of Wakefield; and he appears to have
soon after proceeded upon his travels on the Conti-

nent. It is stated that while in Germany he formed

an attachment to Christiana Sophia Albertina, eldest

daughter of the Duke of Mecklenburg Strelitz, and
that their nuptials would have taken place, had not

her sister Cliarlotte just at that time been espoused

by the King of Great Britain. Etiquette then inter-

fered to prevent what would otherwise have been
an equal and proper match, it being deemed im])ro-

per that the elder should l^ecome the subject of the

younger sister. Both parties, however, evinced the

strength of their attacliment, by devoting their after-

lives to celiliacy. It seems to have been to this event

that .Sir Walter .Scott alludes, when he says of the

duke:' "'S'outhful misfortunes, of a kind against

which neither wealth nor rank possess a talisman,

cast an early shade of gloom over his prospects, and
gave to one s])lendidly endowed with the means of

enjoying society, that degree of reserved melancholy,

which ]>refers retirement to the siilendid scenes of

gayety." To whatever extent George III. might
be the innocent cause of his grace's misfortune, it

does not ajjjiear to have in the least marred a strong

friendship wliich existed between tliem—"a tie of

rare occurrence," Sir Walter .Scott justly oliserves,

"between prince and subject." In 1767 his grace

was appointed a lord of the bed-chamber, and next

year was invested with the order of the Thistle.

The former honour gave him a title to be much
about the court; but he never fartlier engaged himself

in a ])ublic career.

The taste which his grace imbibed to so extra-

ordinary an extent for book-collecting, is stated by
•Sir Walter to liave originated in an accidental cir-

cumstance. "Lord Oxford and Lord .Sunderland,

both famous collectors of the time, dined one day at

the house of the seconrl Duke of Roxburgh, when
their conversati<jn ]iai)])ened to turn u])on the rJitio

frinccp.^ o^ lloccaccio, printed at \'enice in 1471, and
so rare that its very existence was doubted of Tlie

fluke was himself no collector, but it hajipened tliat

a copy f)f this very Ixjok had ])assed under his eye,

and been offered to him for sale at a luindred guineas,

then thouglit an immense jirice. It was therefore

with Complete assurance tliat he undertook to jiro-

(luce to the onnoisseurs a co])y fjf the treasure in

qucsfion, nnd did so at the time a])]iointed, with no
small triunijih. His son, then .Marq\iis of lieamnont,
never fm-gi.t the little scene ujion this occasion, and
Used tij ascribe to it tlie strong jiassion which he
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ever afterwards felt for rare books and editions, and
which rendered him one of the most assiduous and
judicious collectors that ever formed a sumptuous
library." But a still stronger instance of the power
of bibliomania was afforded at the sale of the duke's
library, and in the case of this very book. When it

was put up, the first offer was lOO guineas, the origi-

nal sum which his grace had paid for it—but at the
sight of it a tempest of enthusiasm pervaded the
meeting, the biddings rose, and after a long and
almost frantic competition, it was at length knocked
down to the Marquis of Blandford for £22bo. Such
a sum for a copy of the works of Boccaccio ! Well
might it be said by one who describes the scene, that

the sound of the fall of the auctioneer's hammer was
"heard in the libraries of Rome, of Milan, and St.

Mark." The jnirchaser had previously a coj)y of the

same edition, Init it wanted five leaves, and he was
resolved to secure the present one, thougli he should
go as far as ;^5ooo for it.

There can be no doubt, at the same time, tliat the

duke chanced to possess that perseverance of char-

acter and genuine literary taste, without wliich such
an impulse as this must have been of no avail.

".Sylvan amusements," says .Sir Walter, "occupied
the more active jjart of his time when in .Scotland;

and in book-collecting, while residing in London,
he displayed a degree of patience wliicli has rarely

been equalled, and never excelled. It could scarcely

be said whether the Duke of Roxburgh's assiduity

and eagerness were most remarkable, when he lay

for hours together, though the snow was falling at

the time, beside some lovely spring in the Cheviot

Hills, where he expected the ]irecarious chance of

shooting a wild goose, when the dawning should

break; or when he toiled for hours, nay, for days,

collating and verifying his edition of the Black Acts

or Caxton's Bokc of Troy.

With the exception of singularly fortunate adven-

tures in the procuring of old books, the duke's life

passed on in an almost unvaried tenor, in the pursuits

just alluded to. At his seat of Fleurs in Scotland,

where he spent but a small jjortion of his time, he
had a proportionately small library; but at his house
in .St. James' Square, London, where he chiefly re-

sided, he, in time, amassed the most valuable private

library in the country. In 1796 he was api)ointed

groom of the stable, and initiated a privy-councilior,

and in 1801 was honoured witli the Garter, which he

was permitted to bear along with the Thistle, a mark
of honour conferred on no other subject since 1712,

when the Duke of Hamilton had the same distinction

from Queen Anne." For upwards of forty years he

continued his book-collecting hal)ils without inter-

mission, being much aideil during a great jir.rt of the

time by Mr. G. Xichol, bookseller to tlic king,

whose services towards the excellent library collected

l)y (ieorge HI., and afterwards given by George IV.

to the nation, were also very eminent. At length,

on the iQtli f>f March, 1804, the duke died of inilam-

matif)n in the liver, at his house in London, in the

sixty-foiuth year of his age. He was buried at

Pjowden, near Melrose.

His library, at liis death, consisted of ujnvards of

10,000 distinct articles, many of them of the greatest

rarity and of high value, thougli it was understood

that in many cases he had ])urchased them at coni-

]iaratively low ])riees. It would be vain to jiretend

that his grace had made, or could make, a good use

- No m.-in rould have liornc tlicse lionfuirs willi more nr-ice

ihmi llic Duke of Koxljiirph, whose "lofty jireseiicc and
felicitous address." .-iccordlni; to Sir Walter Srotl, "recalled

the ideas of a court in which Lord Chebterfield iiiij;lu have
acted as master of the cerenionici.."
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of such a vast mass of literature, much of it of an
obsolete kind; yet, neither can there be any doubt
that he read much of what he purchased, and seemed,
upon the whole, to aim rather at gratifying an innate

taste for letters, and a devout and worshipful regard

for their brightest ornaments, than either for the pride

of possessing so many curiosities, or the usual anti-

quarian appreciation of minute peculiarities in the

extcrne of books.

Early English literature and the Table Ronde had
been the chief objects of his research. Of the fonner
he possessed not only the rarest, but, in point of

condition, the most beautiful specimens in existence.

He idolized the talents of Shakspeare and Cervantes,

and collected everything that could illustrate their

works. Eifteen different editions of Shakspeare's
complete works, with seventy-five sejjarate j>lays in

different editions, and fourteen distinct works re-

specting this great dramatic author, are to be found
in the catalogue. In the poetical department of early

English literature he had a great collection; in which
the most curious article was a very large assortment
of ancient ballads and fugitive pieces of poetry, in

three volumes folio, which had been first formed for

the library of the Earl of Oxford, afterwards enlarged
by Major Pearson and Mr. Isaac Reid, then increased

to a great extent by the duke himself, and which
brought at the sale no less than £^']'J, i^s. The
duke had also collected many ancient manuscripts,
some of them splendidly illuminated; and it is men-
tioned, that he read these with great facility, as was
testified l)y various remarks which he wrote upon
them with his own hantl. He had the largest and
finest collection of the books printed by Caxton, in

England. At his death he was in full pursuit of the

English ilramatic authors; and when the large collec-

tion he possessed is taken into account, along with
the comj:arative briefness of the time during which
he had directed his attention this way, his industry

seems prodigious. lie had an uncommon quantity
of books and tracts relative to criminals, detections

of witches, and other impostors. Mr. Nicol, in the

preface to the catalogue, says, "He had a particular

pleasure in exercising those discriminating powers
which he so eminently possessed in tracing out the

images by which the perverted ingenuity of the
human mind often attemj^ts to impose upon the

credulity of its fellow-creatures." This splendid
library was, after a long and distressing delav from
litigation, brought to sale, in May, 1S12; an event
which may be said to have created more sensation

than any other connected with literature during the
present century— the disclosure of the \VaverIev
secret alone excepted.

KERR, RoiiERT. a miscellaneous -writer, was horn
in the year 1755.' ^^^ ^^'^^ f'^'-' ^'"'' of -^I''- J^'Hes Kerr
of Jjiighiridge, jeweller in Edinburgh, ccnvcner of

the trades and Si. P. for the citv, whicli honours he
held at the same time,- by Elizabelli, daughter of

' 'I'ho exact place I'f his birth isn'>t known: b;it it was a

man.-i >n in Roxburghshire, near the (Jhe%iiit Hills, where his

mother happened to be on a visit at the time, 'i'he u>ual
re>-iJence of his parents was in Edinbiirffh.

- An intimate friend of Mr Robert Kerr supplies us with the
fallowing information respectinji his father:

—

"Mr. J.imes Kerr was the son of a jeweller in the P.irhameiit
Pipuire. l',dinburc;h. whose sliop was attached to the walls of

the old cathe.lrai t,f St. C.iles; the first on the richt hand in

g .ina; into the stiuarc. Tlie /i^'usc occupied by this person
was a mere cellar under the shop, and partly projecting below
the adjacent pavement, from which its sole light was derived
by means of a grating. In consequence of the family, whicli
was very numerous, licing brought up in this miserable and
unhealthy hiivel. they all died in infancy, except the father of
the author, whose life was saved by his being removed to

niure roomy accommodations on the opposite .side of i!ie sauare.

Eord Charles Kerr, second son of Rol^ert, first Mar-
quis of Eothian. Mr. Kerr was educated at the

high-scho(jl and university of Edinburgh; and having
qualified himself to act as a surgeon, entered into

business as partner with an aged practitioner named
W'ardrope, whose daughter he subsequently married.
He had the misfortune to be very lame in one of his

limbs, which caused him to sink greatly to one side

in walking. His first literary effort was a translation

of Lavoisier's Elements of Chemistry, puVjlished in

1789, in which year he also gave to the world a
version of lierthollet's Essay on the Xew Method of
lileaehiiii^ by Means of A/iirintie .'let'd and Oxyi^ett.

The approbation with which these jmblications were
received induced him to commence a translation of
Linnie'us' Zoolo;^ieal System; two volumes of which
were published (4to) in 1792, but which did not
meet with so much success as to tempt him to pro-

ceed with the rest. Having failed with the dry
classifications of the Swedish philosopher, he com-
menced a translation of the more popular work of
Buff )ii on Oz'iparoics Quadrupeds and Serpents, the

first volume of which appeared in 1793, and the

fourth and last in iSoo. The execution of these

translations was highly extolled in the reviews of

the time, and caused Mr. Kerr to be respectfully

known in the world of letters.

The political jiredilections of this gentleman being

decidedly Whiggish, he ]>ublishcd in 1794 a ]iam-

plilet, entitled A I'indieation of the Friends of J'ree-

dotn from the Aspersion ofDisloyalty ; being designed,

as its name imports, to prove that the liberality of

his party was not inconsistent with a steady attach-

ment to the existing monarchical form of government.

The prevailing tone of his mind was political, and he
used to argue on topics \\hich interested him with

great ardour and even enthusiasm, insomuch that he
often appeared suffering from passion when he was
not.

In the year 1794 Mr. Kerr was induced to embark
his fortune, which was not inconsiderable, in the

jnirchase and management of a paper-mill at Aytoun
in ISerwickshire. The speculation, after a trial cd

several years, turned out unfortunately, and reiluced

him in the latter ]iart of life to circumstances \ery

inconsistent with his merits, either as a man or as an
author. These circumstances, liowcvcr, renewed

his exertions in literature, after tlicy had Ik-cii I-nig

intermitted. In 1S09 he iiublislied a Ce/ieral /'/(T.'

of the A:;rie!ilture of Bei-ch-kshtrc. and in 1811 Me-
moirs of Mr. William Smellie, and a Jlistory of Scot-

land darin^^ the Kei:^n of Robert Rriiee. l)oth of which
last were in two volumes octavo. About the s.inie

time he conducted through the ju'ess, for Mr. l!l;ick-

wood, a General Collection of l'oya.;e.< and 'I'rarcls,

in eighteen volumes octavo. The Memoirs ef Mr.
Smellie, though disj^roportioncd to tlie subject, con-

tain much valuable literary anecdote. Mr. Kerrs
last work was a translation f)f L'uvier's P'.csjy a: /kc

llieory of the f.arth. wliicli \\as jiuljlishe^i 111 1S15

(after his deathi, with an introduction and notes Ijv

I'rofessor Jameson. The event jiist aihulc'l I" tocik

place on the Iltll of (>ctoliev, IM,^;. wlien he was

about fiftv-eight years of a_L;e. He left one son. a

cajitain in tlie nav\-, au'l two ti.iu,,h;ers, botli ot

wlioni were married.

Mr. James Kerr was ti

represent the > itv in \<:

he w:

last citii'cn wh" h"i! the honour ti

anient. It may :e :iie:nioned th.it

of the jur\- oi] t!ic finvus iri.d • f Cirnegie of Fm-
haven. f'r the nuirier of tlie T.irl of .s-tr:it:'niore in 17^°,

when, throi;,;h the I'ersuasive el'oucnce of the first l,.rd-

prcsi lent I liindas. then at the bar, and counsel fr the

prisoner, the j;;ry recognised the liberty of Scotland,, by
resun-.iiiL: the right t" ju<!ge not only of the naked fact, but

cf the f.ict and the law conjunctively."
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Mr. Kerr was a kind and wami-hearted man,
liberal and honoural)le in his dealings, possessed of

extensive information, and in every respect an orna-

ment to society.

KIRKALDY, William, one of the earliest con-

verts to the Protestant faitli in .Scotland, and a brave

and accomplished man, was the eldest son of .Sir

James Kirkaldy of Grange, high-treasurer to James
"\'. of Scotland.* Of the period of his birth and the

method of his education we have been unable to

discover any satisfactory information; but like the

greater number of the Scottish barons at tha:t time,

he seems to have chosen, or to have been devoted

by his parents, to the profession of arms. At the

death of James his fatlier seems to have lost his

situation in the government; yet with a view of

procuring that nobleman's assistance to the cause of

Protestantism, he was one of the most active assist-

ants in raising Arran to the regency; but in the hope
he had formed he was to a considerable extent dis-

appointed.

Young Grange, as well as his father, had embraced
the principles of the Reformation ; and his first

appearance in the historic page is as one of the

conspirators against the persecutor Cardinal David
Beaton. The circumstances of this renowned con-
spiracy have already been commemorated in these

pages. The conspirators having, by an act which
cannot be justified, avenged the death of the martyr
Wishart by assassinating his murderer, shut them-
selves up in the castle of .St. Andrews, wliich they
held for several months, and only surrendered after

being besieged by a French force, in the end of July
or the beginning of August, 1546. It was stipulated

tliat the lives of all tliat were in the castle should be
spared; tliat tliey sliould be transported to France,
whence, if they did not clioose to continue in that

country, they were to be transported to whatever
other country they chose, Scotland excepted. The
victors, however, did not find it necessary or con-
venient to attend to the terms of the stijudation; the

greater part of tlie garrison were sent tcj the galleys,

and the leaders immured in different dungeons.
Norman Leslie, Peter Carmichael, and tlie subject

of tiiis memoir, were imprisoned in Mount St.

Micliael, where they lay a considerable time. From
this place they wrote a letter to John Knox, who
was in the galleys, asking the somewliat superfluous
quesii<m whether they might not with a good con-
science break their jirison. To this Knox naturally
answered in the aliirmalive, with the ]:)roviso that

they were not morally entitled to shed blood in the
attempt.

Fnil)racing tlie ojip')rtunity of a festival night,

when the garrison were inl<jxicated, they bound
every man in the cattle, lucke<l the do(ns, and de-
])aitcd, having, it is said, strictly adhered to the
humane reconnnendation of Knox. The two I.e>lies

came to Rohan and speedily escaped; but Kirkaldy
and Peter Carmichael, disguised as beggars, wan-
dered through the country for ui)wards u( a (piarter

('f a year; at the terniinati(jn of which period tliey

gnt .,11 board a Frencli ship, which lantled them in

the West of Scotland, whence they fmnd their way
ihtw i'.ngland.

Kirkaldy ajijiears to have spent a considerable

I'ortiin (>{ the ensuing i)eriod of his life in ]•' ranee,

where he entered the army, and was distinguished

' I '; f.ict-, in t}iis nrtlrlc- nre in gcner.il trike-n from the
m'jiii ir .,f KirkriMy of (iran^'.; I,y Mr. (;r.'ihani Drilycil. a
K-r-t'-'ni.in who ha> bcc-n so jmnutc in his inv<jsti;;atioiis that
it Would be dilficull I'j find a fact of imp ;rlaiicc omitted by
hi.ii.

as a brave and skilful soldier in the wars between the
French king and the Emperor Charles V. Sir James
Melville informs us that in these wars he commanded
a hundred light hoi-semen; and for his useful ser-

vices received the commendation of the Duke of
Yendome, the Prince of Conde, and the Duke of
Aumale. Henry II., he adds, used to point him
out and say, "Yonder is one of the most valiant

men of our age." Henry indeed seems to have usetl

him with the most endearing familiarity, and in all

the pastimes which he attended, is said to have chosen
Grange as a supporter of his own side in their mimic
battles; while, according to the same writer, who is

always circumstantial in recording the honours paid
to a Scotsman, the great constable of P'ranee would
never speak to him uncovered. We are not aware
of the exact date of his return to Scotland, but we
find him in that country in the year 1559.

During the border wars of this period an incident

occurred peculiarly characteristic of the chivalrous

temper of Kirkaldy, which is otherwise remarkable
as being the latest "passage of arms" which has
been handed down to us, described with all the

minute "pomp and circumstance" of Froissart.

Lindsay of Pitscottie, who describes the circum-

stance, tells us, tliat Lord Evers' brother desired to

fight with Kirkaldy "ane singular combatt u]ione

horseback with speares." Sir \N'illiam was "very
Weill content" with such a species of amusement,
and consented to meet the challenger on any s[K)t he
might prefer. The Lord levers' brother was at-

tended by the governor of Berwick and his whole
garrison, while Kirkaldy was waited on by "Mon-
seor Doswell (Mons. D'Oswell?), the King of France
lieftennent," with the garrison of Ileymouth, and
other .Scottish gentlemen. In bringing the oppos-

ing armies so near each other, and within view of

example so seducing, it was necessary to "decerne
under paine of treasoun, tliat no man should come
near the cham]jiones, be the sjiace of ane flight

shot." Each of the champions had a scjuire to bear

his spear, there were two trumpeters to sound the

charge, ami after the most a]iproved method, two
lords were appointed as judges of the field, "to sie

the matter finished." "And when all things war
put to ordour, and the cham]:iones horsed, and tlieir

speirs in their hands, then the trumpeters sounded,

and the heralds cryed, and the judges let them go,

and they ran together very furiously on both siiles,

b(;t the laird of (irange ran his adversar, the Iiiglis-

man, throw his shtnilder blaid, and aff his hors, and
was woundit deadlie, and in perill of his lyll; but

cpihidder he died or lived 1 cannot tell, but the

laird of Grange wan the victorie that day.'"-

Kirkaldy liecame after this incident actively en-

gaged in the cause of the Reformation. When the

French troojxs arrived to subdue Scotland, and by
means of the Popish faction reduce it to a ])r(ivince

of France, nf) man stood liniier to the interests of

his countrv, and in the fir>t encounter he is said to

have slain the first man with his own hand. To the

French, who were aware of his l)ravcry and military

>kill, he was particularly obnoxious, and in one of

tlieir inroads through Fife they razetl his liou^e of

(irange to the foundation. Naturally exasperateil

at such an act, Kirkaldy sent a defiance to tlie i''renc!i

coniniander; rejji'oached him for liis barbarity, and
reminded him of the many Frenchmen whom he had
saved when engaged in quarrels not his own. Tlie

commander, les,-, chivalrous than (iiange, paid no
regard to the connnunicatifjn; and the latter took

vengeance by waylaying a jiarty of marauders, and

' Lindiay 0/ riiscoiiic, ii. 52
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"cuttiiij; tliem ofT to a man. During this invasion of

Fife by tlie Krench lie liad a mere liandlul of men,
and tlicse were but poorly provided, yet he retarded

the powerful and well-appointed troops of France at

every village and at every field, disputing as it were
every inch of ground, and making them purchase at

a ruinous price every advantage.

In common with all the wise and good among his

countrymen, Kirkaldy was convinced of the danger
of the French alliance, and of the far superior ad-

vantages which might be derived from a connection

with Fngland, which by a barbarous and ignorant

l^olicy had been always overlooked or despised, and
he contributed materially to the formation of that

friendship which subsisted between the ministers of

Elizabeth and the Scottish reformers, without which
it may be doubteil if the Reformation of that country

could have been effected. In the contests that arose

between Mary and her subjects, while it must be
admitted that his correspondence witli the English

was clandestine, contrary to the law, and not perhajis

dictated by motives quite purely patriotic, he steadily

adhered to the popular cause. Kirkaldy was among
the number of the adherents of Moray who, on the

temporary success of the ([ueen, were compelled ini

1565 to take refuge or "banish themselves'' in Eng-
land, and the criminal record shows us some instances

of barbarous punishment denounced on those who
had intercourse with them, as "intercommuning
with rebels.'"'

When, after h-:^ unhappy marriage and flight to

Dunbar, she returned with an army to meet the lords

who had entered into a confederation fjr the pre-

servation of the ]M-ince, Grange was one of the most
active and influential among them, having the com-
mand of 200 horse, with which he intended at Car-
berry Hill, by a stratagem, to have sei/.ed upon the

Earl of Bothwcll, which he hoped would have been
the means of jiutling an end to the contest between
the queen and her subjects. The queen, however,
who highly respected him, perceivfng tlie approach
of the troop, anil understanding that he was their

leader, requested to speak with him, which prevented

the attempt being made. While he was in this

conference with the (jueen, Bothwell called forth

a soldier to shoot him, who was in the very act of

taking aim, when the (jueen perceiving him, gave a

sudden scream, and exclaimed to Bothwell that he
surely would not disgrace her so far as to murder a

man w!io stood under her protection. With tliat

frank honesty which was natural to him, Kirkaldy
told lier that it was of absolute necessity, if she ever

expected to enjoy the services and the confidence of

her sul)jects, that slie should abandon Bothwell, who
was the murderer of her husband, and who could
never be a husband to her, having been so lately

married to the sister of the Earl of Iluntly. PMjih-

well, who sto(Kl near enough to ovtyhear part of this

collofpiy, offered to vindicate himself by single com-
bat from the charge of any one who should accuse
him of murdering the king. Grange told him he
should have a spee<ly answer; and returning to the

lords, found little difnculty in persuading them of tlie

jn-iipriety of his acceijling tlie challenge, which he
di 1 without hesitation. JJothwell, however, thought
it prudent to decline, on the plea that Kirkaldy, b.-ing

only a baron, wa^ not his equal. To the laird of

Tulliiiardine he objected on the same ground. The
l.oril Lindsay then came f irward, whom he could
not refuse on tlie score of ine'iualily; but he finally

doclino! {o engage. The queen then sent again for

Gr.T.igo, and jM'Mposed surreiulcring herself to tlie

' I'i'.c.iirn's Cii:::. Trials, i. p. i. .v'-' . 4-3.

lords. Bothwell in the meantime made his escape.

The queen holding out her hand, Kirkaldy kissed it,

and taking her horse by the bridle turned him about,

and led her down the hill. This was almost the full

measure of Mary's humiliation, which was accom-
plished by her entry into Edinburgh amidst the

execrations of the rabble. The lords (jiarticularly

Kirkaldy) were still willing to treat her with kind-

ness, if she could have been prevailed on to abandon
I5othwell. The same night, however, she wrote a
letter to him, calling him "her dear heart, whom
she should never forget nor abandon, though she was
under the necessity of being absent from him for a
time;" adding, that she had sent liim away only for

his own safety, and willing him to be comforted,

and to be \\ atchful and take care of himself This
letter falling into the hands of the lords, convinced
them that her passion for Bothwell was incurable;

and they determined to secure her in Lochleven.
Grange alone wished to excuse her, and hojied that

gentle usage might yet reclaim her; but they showed
him her letter t(j Bothwell, which left him no room
to speak more on her behalf The queen, in the

meantime, sent him a letter, lamenting her hard
usage, and complaining of broken promises. He
^\•rote to her in return, stating w hat he had already
attempted in her behalf, and how his mouth had
been stopped by her letter to Bothwell; "marvelling
that her majesty considered n<5t that the said earl

could never be her lawful husband, being so lately

before married to another, whom he had deserted

without any just ground, even though he had not

been so hated for the murder of the king her hus-

band. He therefore requested her to dismiss him
entirely from her mind, seeing otherwise that she

could never obtain the love or respect of her subjects,

nor have that obedience jiaid her which otherwise

she might expect." His letter contained many other

loving and humble admonitions, which made her

bitterly to weep. Eager to free the (jueen and the

nation of Bothwell, Grange most willingly accepted
the command of two small vessels that had lieen

fitted up from Morton's private purse (for Bothwell
had not left a sufficient sum for the purpose in the

Scottish treasury), with which he set sail towards
(_)rkney, whither it was reported liolhwell liad fled.

He was accompanied by the laird of Tullibardine

and Adam Bothwell, liishoii of Orkney. Bothwell
having made his escape fnim Orkney, ^vas pursued

by Grange to the coast of Xor\\ay, where, at the

moment when they had almost overtaken tlie fugi-

tive, the impetuosity of Kirkaldy, who called on
the mariners to hoist more sail than the vessel was
able to carry, lost them their ]irize, and they were
wrecked on a sandbank. liothwell escaped in a

small boat to tlie shcjie, lca\iiig his slii]i and his

servants a prcv to Kirkaldy. This luihaj-ijiy man
fled to Denmark, and the method of his end is too

well known to be repeated.

The Regent Morav was in the meantime establish-

ing order and tranquillity generally through the coun-

trv. The king, an infant, had been crowned at Stir-

ling, and. his authority in tlic ]-cr-oii of the regent very

generally ackm nvlciged, wlien the queen, making
iier escai'C fi-"m Lochleven, and ivjtting her-elf into

the har.iis of tlie Ilamiltons. created ne\\- and serious

calamities. 'I'he regent being at that time in (das-

gow Imlding his j;i>ticc-e}re, was just at hand, and
meeting with the <jueen and her f dh iwers at I.ang-

si<Ie, on the wa} fir Dumbarton Ga>tle, gave them,

tlio;iL;h they were far more in inmiber than all the

kin^'^ tVi<-ni;^ that he could mu~ter, an entire over-

tlirow. 'I'he regent led the battle himself", assisted

by Grange, \\\v\ being an experienced soldier, was
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appointed to oversee the whole battle; to ride to

everj- wing, and to encourage and make help where-

cver it was most required. The dispositions of the

reijent were excellent, and his followers behaved
with great courage; so that the victory was soon

won, and there being few horsemen to pursue, and
the regent calling out to save and not to kill, there

were not many taken or killed; the greatest slaughter,

according to Sir James Melville, being at the first

rencounter by the shot of some troops that were
)ilanted behind the dykes at the head of the lane

leading up to the village.

Having taken the command of the castle of Edin-

burgh from Sir James Balfour, the regent bestowed

it upon Grange, wlio ajipears to have had the prin-

cipal direction of affairs during the time that Moray,
through the intrigues of the queen's faction, was
called up to the conferences at York. Lcthington,

subtle, restless, and changeable, had by this time

turned to the queen's side, whom he almost openly

owned during the time of these conferences, and he
liad imposed upon the unsuspecting disposition of

Grange, enticing him into a kind of doubtful neu-

trality, which had an unhappy influence upon the

public cause, and ended fatally for Grange himself.

Lethington and Sir James Balfour having been both

at last arrested under an accusation of having been
concerned in the king's murder, Grange took them
into his own hands and protected them in the castle,

which he refused to deliver up to the regent. On
the murder of the Regent Moray in 1570, it did not

immediately appear what party Grange would em-
brace. It was evident, however, that for some time
previous to this event he had leaned to the side of

the queen, and the castle of Edinburgh in a short

lime became the resort and general rendezvous of all

who opposed the party of the prince.

The Earl of Lennox succeeding to the regency was
supported by Elizabeth, who sent an army into .Scot-

land for that purpose, and to retaliate upon some of

the border chieftains who had made inroads into the

English territories, particularly Buccleugh and Ferni-

hurst. Grange, in the meantime, by the orders of

the queen's faction, who now assembled ]>arliaments

of their own, liberated all those who had been for-

merly given him in charge as prisoners, for their

opposition to the king in the person of the regent.

These dispersing themselves over the country, some
j)retcn(ling to be employed in a civil, and others in

a military cajiacity, carried dissension and rebellion

al'):ig with them, to the entire ruin of the miserable

inhabitant^. Lord .Seton, to intimidate the citizens

i)f Edinburgh, wlio in general leaned to the side of

the king, aMemblcd his vassals at llolyrood House,
while tile Hamihoiis, with tlie whole strength of

their faction, a^.^embled at Liiilitligow, when they

made a sudden and unexpected attack ujjon the

ca-.tle of (ila^gow, the residence of Lennox tlie

icgeiit. Coming upon tlie jilace liy surprise, they

gaineil the court and set fire to the great hall; but

they were soon repulsed, and the ajjproach of the

kiug'^ army, a princiiial ])art of which was I'jiglish,

compelled them to rai^e the siege. The Ilamiltons

siiffeied ino>t severely on this occasion, tlieir lands

in Clydesdale being ravaged, Cadzow jiluiidered, and
the town of Hamilton, with the seat of the Hamil-
ton^, iiunied to the ground. .\or did this suflice;

they also burned the house of the Luke of Chatel-

herauU in Linlithgow, the ]>alace of Kinnoul, the

liou^e of I'ardovan, and liyiiie, Kincavil, and the

chapel of Livingston.

Grangt;, meanwhile acting somewhat dul)i'')usly,

and not snp|>ortiiig the extreme measures of either of

the j^arties, was confounded to see a foreign foe in

the heart of the kingdom, and Mar)'s friends used
with such extreme rigour; and afraid of being en-
trapped him.self, began to fortify the castle with all

haste, and lay in everything necessary for a siege.

Lennox in the meantime summoned an army in the
king's name to attend him, with twenty days' provi-

sion, and to conijilete his equipments he applied to

Grange for some field-pieces. The request was,
however, refused, under a pretence that he would
not be accessory to the shedding of blood. The
purpose of this armament was to interfere with a
parliament which the queen's party intended to have
held at Linlithgow, which it effectually accomplished;
and in the following month (October) Lennox held
one for the king in Edinburgh. The insignia of
royalty being supposed necessary to the legality of
parliaments, they were demanded from Grange, who
llatly refused them, and from that time forth lie was
regarded as determinedly hostile to that cause for

which he had done and suffered so much. Through
the mediation of Elizabeth, however, who was at the

time amusing Mary and her friends with ])roposals

for restoring her to some part of her authority, a

cessation of hostilities was agreed upon for two
months, which being renewed, was continued till

the succeeding April, 1571.

The truce, however, was not strictly observed by
either of the parties. Fortresses were taken and re-

taken on both sides oftener than once, and in the

month of April, iJumbarton Castle, reckoned im-

pregnable, was taken by surprise by the friends of

the regent, who, on a sentence of forfaulture in ab-

sence, hanged Hamilton, Archbishop of St. Andrews,
who had taken refuge in the place. Alarmed at the

fate of Humbarton, Grange repaired the walls of the

castle, cut away all the prominences on the rock, and
smoothed the banks to prevent the possibility of an
escalade. He also pre]iared the stee])le of St. Giles

for receiving a battery, and carried away the ordnance
belonging to the town. His brother James at the

same time arrived from France with "ten thousand
crowns of gold, some murrions, corslets, hagbuts, and
wine, whilk was saillie convoyit from Lcyth be the

horsemen and soldiers of the town." All men who
favoured not the queen were now commanded to

leave the town, and even his old tried friend and
fellow-sufferer, John Knox, was obliged to quit his

]ilace, which was supplied by Alexander, Bishop of

Galloway. The regent's soldiers, however, took

possession of some ruinous houses close to the walls,

whence they annoyed the town. There was now an
end to all business; public worshiji ceased, and there

was nothing to be heard but the thundering of

artillery. The rjueen's jiarty had now, however, the

])ride of also holding a ]iarliament in ICdinburgli,

which declared the demission of Maiy null; forliade

any innovation to be made in the Presbyterian reli-

gion; and after two or three hours' deliberation, rode

in prficession from the Caiiongate to the castle, hav-

ing tlie regalia borne before it. Prayers for the fjueen

Were ordered by this meeting, and all \\ ho omitted

them were forbidden to preach. Luring these ])io-

cecdings there were daily skirmisher on the streets,

and the regent still kept ])ossession of llolyrood

House. In the month of .August, in this }ear, an
envoy arrived from the King of !•"ranee, with nionc}',

arms, and ammunition ff)r Grange; but the money
fell into the hands of the regent. In the ensuing

month (iraiige laid a ])lan for seizing the I'egent at

Stirling, and bringing liim safe to the castle, %\liich

failed of success f)nly through the imjirudence of those

who conducted it. The regent was actually made a

jjrisoner, and mi the rfiad for I'.diiiburgh, wlien,

principally through the valour of Morion, he was
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rescued, but shot by one of the party when they saw
they could not carry him away. David Spens of

Wormiston, who had him in charge, and used every

endeavour to save him, was also shot in revenge,

though the wounded regent attempted to protect

him. This was unfortunate for Grange. Mar was

immediately elected regent; a man of far higher

merit, and much more respected, than Lennox, and

in still greater favour with the ministers of Elizabeth;

and he in the end proved too strong for the misled

though patriotic Grange. The war now assumed the

most ferocious character. Morton destroyed the

whole of Grange's ])roperty in Eife. Grange on the

same day retaliated by burning Dalkeith; and for

upwards of two months they reciprocally hanged
their prisoners.

The distress of the town and the surrounding dis-

tricts now became extreme; the poor were turned

witliout the gates, and the empty houses pulled down
and sold for fuel; a stone weight being sold for what
would purchase a peck of meal. Through the media-

tion of the English and Erench ambassadors an

armistice was at last agreed to, and all the differ-

ences between Morton and Grange nearly made up.

Through the intrigues of >Laitland, however, who
had gained an extraordinary influence over him,

Grange rose in his demands, and nothing was accom-
plished further than a renewal of the truce. In the

meantime Mar, who was a sincere, good man, and
truly devoted to the public interests, died, and was
succeeded by Morton, a man of great address, and
the mortal enemy of Maitland. lie too, however,
professed to desire peace, and offered the same terms

as Mar. Grange was to deliver up the castle in six

months, and a convention was called to consider the

means of effecting a double pieace. Both parties

were at the same time attempting to overreach each
other. Morton thirsted for the wealthy estates of

some of the queen's adherents; and the queen's ad-

herents wanted to gain time, in the hope of procur-

ing effectual aid from France. The liamiltons,

Iluntly, Argyle, and their followers, were now weary
of the war; and in a meeting at Perth accepted of

the terms offered by Morton, and, according to Sir

James Melville, abandoned Grange, who would will-

ingly have accepted the same terms; but from that

time forth Morton would not permit the offers to be
mentioned to him. The day of the truce had no
sooner expired than a furious cannonade was com-
menced by Grange on the town from the castle. He
also shortly after, on a stormy night, set fire to the

town, and kept firing upon it to prevent any person

coming forth to extinguish the tlames; a piece of

wanton mischief, which procured him nothing but

an additional share of odium. Being invested by
the Marslial of Berwick, Sir William Drury, with an
English army, the garrison was soon reduced to great

straits. Their water was scanty at best, and the falling

of one of the chief towers choked up their only well.

The .Spur, a building ofgreat strength, but imperfectly

manned, was taken by storm, with the loss of eight

killed and twenty-three wounded. Sir Robert Mel-
ville, along with Grange, were, after l)eating a par-

ley, let over the walls by ropes, for the gate was
choked up with ndjbish. They demanded security

for their lives and fortunes, and that Maitland and
Lord Hume might go to England, Grange being
permitted to go or stay as he might deem best.

These conditions not being granted, they returned to

the garrison, but their soldiers refused to stand a new
assault, and threatened in case of another that they

would hang Lethington, whom they regarded as the

cause of their protracted defence, over the wall.

Nothing remained therefore but an unconditional

surrender; and so odious were the garrison to the

citizens, that an escort of English soldiers was neces-

sary to protect them from the rabble. After three

days they were all made prisoners. Lethington died

suddenly, through means, it has been supposed, of

poison, which he had taken of his own accord.

Grange, Sir James Kirkaldy (his brother), James
Mossman and James Leckie, goldsmiths, were
hanged on the 3(1 of August, 1573, and their heads
afterwards set up on the most prominent places of

the castle-wall.^

Thus ignominiously died one of the bravest war-
riors of his age; the dupe of a volatile and crafty

statesman, and of his own vanity to be head of a
party. He had been one of the earliest friends, and
during its first days of peril one of the most intrepid

defenders, of the Reformation. Knox, who knew
and loved him well, lamented his apostasy, and with
that sagacity which was peculiar to his character

admonished him of the issue. "That man's soul is

dear to me," said Knox, "and I would not willingly

see it perish; go and tell him from me, that if he
persists in his folly, neither that crag in which he
miserably confides, nor the carnal wit of that man
whom he counts a demi-god, shall save him; but he
shall be dragged forth and hanged in the face of the

sun." Kirkaldy returned a contemptuous answer
dictated by Maitland; but he remembered the warn-
ing when on the scaffold with tears, and listened

with eagerness when he was told the hope that Knox
always expressed, that though the work of grace

upon his heart was sadly obscured, it was still real,

and would approve itself so at last; of which he
expressed with great humility his own sincere con-

viction.

KIRKWOOD, James, an eminent teacher and
writer on grammar, in the latter part of the seven-

teenth century, was born near Dunbar. The circum-

stances of his education are unknown ; he was first

schoolmaster of Linlithgow, and subsequently of

Kelso. His school at Linlithgow was one of con-

siderable reputation, and he would appear to have

been intrusted, like many teachers of the present

day, with pupils who boarded in his house. The
celebrated John, second Earl of Stair, was thus

educated by him. The first work ascertained to

have been pul)lished by him was an Easy Gra/umar
of the Latin language, which appeared at Glasgow
in 1674. In 1677 he pul)lished at London an octavo

fasciculus of SciittUits for the use of learners. In

the succeeding year appeared his CoinpaiJiiim of
Rhetoric, to which was added a small treatise on

Aiialvsis. After the Revolution he was sent for by

the parliamentary commissioners for colleges, on the

motion of Lord-president Stair ; and his advice was
taken about the best Latin grammar for the Sc<)tti>h

schools. The lord-president asked him what he

thought o{ Dcspaiitcr. He answered, "A very ui^;!lt

grammar; but by some pains it miijht be made a

good one." Tiie Lord Crossrig desiring him to be

more plain on this puint, he said, "My lord-pre.-i-

dent, if its superfluities were rescinded, the defects

supplied, the intricacies cleared, the errors rectiheil,

antl tlie method amended, it might pa,-s for an excel-

lent grammar." The lord-pre-id.ent afterwards sent

f(jr him, and told Iiim it \\a> the desire of tlie com-
missioners that he should inuneiliately reftjrm Dcs-

paulcr. as he had pro[io>ed; as tliey knew none titter

for the task. He accordingly ]>ubli?hed, in 1695,

' In the c.KO (i KirkiiUiy tiiere .Tppears to have been cn-
siderat.le .ieVuite on tlic relevancy of the indictment on which
lie wa.-, tried, too technical t'> he interesting tu the general

reader.— i'itcairn'i Cr:>:!. Trtals, iL 3.
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a revised edition of Dcspaiiter, which continued to

l)e commonly used in schools till it was superseded

by Ruddiman's Ktidimaits. Kirkwood was a man
of wit and fancy, as well as of learning; and having
fallen into an unfortunate quarrel willi his patrons

tlie magistrates, which ended in his dismission, he
took revenge by publishing a satirical pamphlet, en-

titled The Tu'ciity-src'en Gods of Linlit/ii^im', meaning
thereby the twenty-seven members of the town-
council, lie appears to have afterwards been chosen
schoolmaster at Kelso, where he probably died.

KNOX, John, the most eminent promoter of the

Reformation in Scotland, was born at Haddington
in tiie year 1505. His father, though himself a man
of no note, was descended from the ancient house
of Ranfurly in the shire of Renfrew. Of the mother
of t'ae great reformer nothing farther is known than

tliat her name was Sinclair— a name which he fre-

quently used in after-life, when to have subscril)ed

his own would have exjiosed him to danger: thus

many of his letters in times of trouble are signed

"John Sinclair." Though a man of no rank in

society, his father would yet seem to have been
possessed of a competency beyond that of the ordin-

ary class of the peasantry of the times, if such an
inference be permitted from the circumstance of his

having given his son an education whicli was then
attainable only by a very few. This is a point, how-
ever, on whicli there has been also much dispute

;

some representing his parents as in a "mean condi-

tion," others as persons ofextensive property. What-
ever may have been the condition of his parents

—

a matter of little moment—there is no doubt regard-

i.ig tlie only circumstance of any importance con-
nected with the cjuestion, namely, that he received

a liberal education.

His course of learning began at the grammar-
school of Ha(Ulington, where he acquired tlie ele-

ments of the Latin language. He was afterwards,

al)out the year 1524, sent to the university of St.

Andrews. From the circumstance of tlie name
"Juhn Knox" appearing on the list of matriculated
students for the year 1520, in the Glasgow College,

it has been presumed that he studied there also, and
this, as appears by the dates, four years previous to

his going to .St. Andrews; but the supposition that

thi-, John Knox was the reformer is much weakened
by the fact that many of the Knoxes of Ranfurly,

the house from which his fatlier was descended,
were educated at the university of Glasgow. Amongst
the last of these of any note were Andrew Knox,
IJishop of tlie Isles, and, after him, his son and suc-

cessor, .Sir Thomas Knox. In the absence, there-

rjre, of all cHlier evidence, this circumstance in the
life of the refurmer must be held as extremely doubt-
ful, especially as no allusion is made to it, either by
hini.ielf, his contenqioraries, or any of the earlier

writers who have s])oken of liim. Knox, when he
\vent to St. .Andrews, was in the nineteenth year of

his age, and was yet undistinguished by any indica-

tion-, iii that peculiar character and tenqier, or that

talent, which afterwards made him so conspicuous.

His literary jiursuits had hitherto been limited to

the acquisition of the Latin language, (ireek and
Hebrew being almost unknown in Scotland, although
r.t an after ]ieriod of life Knox acquired them I)olh.

His rerpioval to St. .Andrews, however, o])ened U]i

new .-(urces of learning and of kiiowledge. John
Mair, a celebrated doctor of tlie Sorbonne, \\\v) had
studied at the colleges of Lngland and I'aris, ^\as

t!ien principal (;f St. Salvator's College, St. .An-

drews. I ie was a man of no great strengtli of mijid,

nor of Very h:g!i attainments; but he had while in

Paris imbibed, and he now boldly inculcated, civil

and religious principles directly at variance with the
opinions and practices of the times. He denied the
supremacy of the pope, and held that he was amen-
able to a general council, which might not only re-

buke and restrain him, but even depose him from
h'.s dignity. He held that papal excommunications
were of no force, unless pronounced on just and
valid grounds, and that tithes were not of divine

origin. He, besides, fearlessly censured the avarice

and ambition of the clergy. And with regard to

civil matters, his ojiinions were no less daring, and
not less boldly inculcated. He taught his pupils to

consider kings as having no other right to their eleva-

tion but what proceeded from their jieople, to whom
they were amenable for their conduct, and by whom
they might be judicially proceeded against. Such
were some of the doctrines taught by JNIair; and that

they had taken a strong hold of Knox, who was one
of his pupils, his after-life sufficiently shows. For
we find him, with the courage which belonged to

his character, practising himself, and showing others

how to practise, that which his preceptor only

taught.

In the studies of the times Knox now made rapid

progress. He was created Master of Arts, and or-

dained a priest before he had attained the age (twenty-

five) appointed by the canon-law for receiving ordina-

tion. It will not perhaps be lost time to pause
for a moment at this period of his life, since it pre-

sents us with the interesting sight of a great mind
slumbering in its strength, and unconscious at once

of the darkness with which it was surrounded, and
of there being a brighter and a better world beyond
the narrow precincts which it had been taught to

consider as the utmost limits of its range. Here we
find the great reformer, passively and without re-

mark or objection, becoming a minister of that

church which he was afterwards to overturn and
erase from his native soil; becoming a minister of

that religion which he was afterwards to drive from

the lanfl, with a violence which shook both the

kingdom and the throne. A little longer, however,

and we find this mighty mind emerging gradually

but majestically into the light of day. The discovery

had been made that there lay a wider and a fairer

region beyond the bounds of the prison-house, and
Knox hastened himself to seek and to point out the

way to others.

He soon betook himself to the study of the writ-

ings of the fathers of the Christian church; and, in

the works of Jerome and Augustine, found the doc-

trines and tenets which effected that revolution in

his religious sentiments, afterwards productive of

such important results. He was now in the thirlieili

year of his age, but he did not either publicly avow
tlie change which had taken place in his religious

creed, or attempt to impress it u])on otheis, for

several years afterwards. \n the meantime the work
of reformation had been making irregular but ra])i<l

]irogress. I'atrick Hamilton had already preached

the new faith in Scotland, and had fallen a martyr

to its doctrines, and several others of not IcsS zeal,

hut of less note, had shared a similar fate. Copies
of the .Scri]>tures were now surreptitiously introduced

into the kingdom, and eagerly read by those into

whose hands they fell. Poets employed their fascin-

ating ])owers in bringing the (/luirch of Rome and
its mini-ters into ccnitempt. The effect of all this

was a violent agitation of the ])ublic mind. The
reformed doctrines were everywhere spoken of and
discussed. They became the to])ics of common con-

versation, and were the themes ol disquisition anu)ngst

the learned. It was at this critical period, about
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Ihe year 1542, in the midst of this feverish excite-

ment of public ojiinion, tiiat Knox first stepped into

the arena as a combatant in tlie cause of the new-

faith, lie was still a teacher of jiliilosophy in tlie

college of St. Andrews, but lie availed himself of the

opportunities which this appointment afforded of

disseminating his doctrines amongst his jiupils, whom
he taught to look with abhorrence and contemjit on
the corruptions and errors of the Romish church.

Though such opinions were now spreading witlely,

and were made matter of ordinary discussion, their

abettors were not yet by any means safe from the

vengeance of the Romish ecclesiastics, who were still

struggling hard to suppress the heresies which were
everywhere springing up in the land, and threatening

the speedy ruin of their church. Knox's case was
too marked and too conspicuous an instance of de-

fection to escape for any length of time some proof

of that wrath which it was so well calculated to

excite. He was degraded from the priesthood, had
sentence passed against him as a heretic, and only

escaped assassination by lleeing from St. Andrews,
that fate having been marked out for him by Caixlinal

Beaton. On leaving St. xVndrews Knox found ]iro-

tection in the family of Douglas of Langniddrie,

where he acted in the capacity of tutor. Here,
Douglas himself being a zealous advocate for the

new faith, Knox continued to preach the doctrines

which had driven him from St. Andrews ; and in

these doctrines he not only instructed the family

with which he lived, but also the ]3eoi)le in the

neighbourhor^d, whom he invited to attend his pre-

lections. From the consequences which must in-

fallibly have attended this perseverance in disseminat-

ing principles so inimical to the church, Knox was
only saveti by the death of Cardinal IJealon, who
was assassinated in the castle of St. Andrews, on the

29th of May, 1546. Though, by the death of

Jjeaton, Knox probably escaped the utmost severities

which prelacy could inflict, he yet did not escape all

visitation from its wrath. John Hamilton, the suc-

cessor of Beaton, souglit his destruction with as much
eagerness as his predecessor had done, compelling

him to flee from place to place, and to seek his safety

in concealment. Apprehensive of falling at last into

the hands of his enemies, he, after having led a

vagrant and miserable life for many months, at length

sought an asylum
. in the castle of St. Andrews,

which had been in the possession of the cardinal's

assassins since the period of his death, and ^\hich

liicy had held out against repeated attempts of the

Earl of .Vrran, then Regent of Scotlaiul, to take it.

Knox entered the castle of St. Andrews at the time

of Master, 1547. This step he had been prevailed

upon to take by two of his wannest friends, t!ie

lairds of Langniddrie and (Jrmiston, at a time when
he had hiniself determined to retire to Germany.
The circumstance of Knox's having taken slielter,

on this occasion, with the assassins of Beaton, has

given rise to reflections on his character, involving

cliai'gcs of the most serious nature. Some of llicni

are wholly unfauided, others unreasonable. lie

has been accused of being one of the conspirators

who projected the death of ISeaton ; which is totally

un-supported by any evidence, and must therefore,

in common justice, be utterly rejected. He has been
said to have made himself accessory to the crime of

the cardinal's murder by taking shelter aniongst those

by whom it was perpetrated—a most unreasonalile

and unwarrantable c<.)iichision. His own life was
in imminent danger, and he naturally sought shelter

where it was most likely to be found, without refer-

ence to place or circumstances, and we cannot see

by what reasoning lie could be reduced to the dilemma

of either sacrificing his own life or submitting to be
accused as an accessory to murder; the one conse-

(luence threatening him by his remaining at large,

the other by his fleeing to a place of refuge. He has

been accused of vindicating the deed in liis writings.

This length he certainly has gone; but, considering

all the circumstances connected with it, such vindica-

tion on the part of Knox is not much to be wondered
at, nor is it calculated to excite much reasonable

prejudice against him. Beaton eagerly souglit his

life; he was his personal enemy, and a relentless and
cruel enemy to all who were of the same faith. If,

therefore, we are called upon to disapprove of Knox's
justification of the death of Beaton, we should at the

same time be permitted to remark that it was an
event which he had but little reason to regret.

After entering the castle of .St. Andrews, Knox
resumed his duties as a teacher, and proceeded to

instruct his pupils as before. He also resumed his

lectures' on the Scriptures, and regularly catechised

his hearers in the parish church of the city. Hither-

to Knox's appearances as a disciple and teacher of

the reformed doctrines had been rather of a ])rivate

character, or at least only before select audiences,

such as his own class of pupils, or a k\v neighbours

congregated together, as at Langniddrie. He was
n(<w, however, about to come forward in a m(;re

public, or at least more formal, capacity. At the

time that he sought refuge in the castle of St. An-
drews there were three persons of note there, all

zealous reformers, who had also fled to it as a sanc-

tuary. These were Sir David Lindsay of the Mount,
Henry ]5alnaves of Ilallhill, and John Rough, a

celebrated reformed preacher, and who was at this

moment publicly preaching in St. Andrews. These
persons were so much stnick with Knox's talents

and his manner of instructing his pu]iils, that they

earnestly exhorted him to come pul)licly forward as

a preacher of the reformed doctrines. This, how-
ever, Knox declined; not from any unwillingness to

expose himself to the dangers which then attended

the discharge of such a duty, nor from any reluctance

to devote himself to the great cause which he had
espoused, and of wdiich he was afterwards so singular

a promoter; but from a feeling of diftldence in his

own powers, and a deep sense of tlie awful import-

ance of the charge to which he was invited; he boides
entertained some scruples as to the regularity of tlie

call wdiich was now made upon him, and, with a

conscientiousness and feeling of delicacy which be-

came his religious professions, expres>ed a fear that

his coming forward as a jireachcr, on the summons
of only two or three individuals, might be decme I

an intrusion into the sacred oftlce of the ministry.

Bent on their object, however, the three jxrsor.s

above named, without l\nox"s knowdedge, con.-uhed

with the members of the church in which Rougli

]ireached, and the result w-as the fixing of a certriin

day wdien Knox should, in the name and in the (ace

of the whole ccnigregat ion. be called upon liy the niouili

of their preacher to accept tlie otTice of the mir,i>t:y.

( )n the day appointed, and while Kr.ox wa-, yet

wholly unaware of what was to take ]ilace, Kov.gii,

after preaching a sermon on the election ol m!nister>,

in which he maintaineil the ri__;iit of a congregation.

h>)wever small its number-, to elect it- own ])a>l'ir

(and he fartlier maintahieii that it wa- -inful to ref.ise

to ol)ev -.uch a call when n'.adei : then suddenl)- turr.-

ing to Knox -" r>rother," he said, "you shall riot be

oiiended although I -peak unto you that which I

have in charge, even iVom all those that are liero

]ive-ent. which is thi--- In the name of (iod and of

ill- Son le-us Chri>t. and in the name of all that pre-

sently call you by my mjuih, I charge you thai yuu
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refuse not this holy vocation, but, as you tender the

glory of God, the increase of Christ's kin<;dom, the

edification of your brethren, and the comfort of me,

vhom you understand well enough to be oppressed

by the multitude of labours, that you take the public

office and charge of preaching, even as you look

to avoid God's heavy displeasure, and desire that he

shall multiply his graces unto you." Turning now
to the congregation, "Was not this your charge

unto me?" he said, "and do ye not approve this

vocation?" "It was, and we approve it," was tlie

reply. Deeply impressed with the circumstance,

Knox made an attempt to address the audience, but

his feelings overcame him ; he burst into tears, and
rushed out of the church. Though not without the

hesitation and the doubts and fears of an ingenuous

and religious mind, Knox accepted the charge thus

solemnly and strikingly imposed upon him, and on
an appointed day appeared in the pulpit. On tliis

occasion, a highly interesting one, as being the first

public appearance of the great reformer as a preacher

of the gospel, he gave out the twenty-fourth and
twenty-fifth verses of the seventh chapter of Daniel

—a choice which shows the great changes which
he already anticipated in the religious establish-

ments of the land, and the confidence with which
he looked forward to the result of the contest now
begun with the Church of Rome. The sermon
which he preached on this occasion subjected him to

the high displeasure of the church dignitaries ; he and
Rougli were summoned before a convention of

learned men to answer for the heretical doctrines

which they entertained and promulgated. In the

controversy which took place in this assembly between
Knox and the person ajipointed to dispute with him,

a grayfriar of the name of Arbukill, on the various

points at issue, the former so utterly discomfited his

opponent, and so strongly established his own posi-

tions, that the Romish clerg\-, resigning all hcjpes of

maintaining their ground either by scriptural ap-

])eals or by force of reasoning, carefully avoitled for

the future all such exhibitions of public disputation.

The castle of .St. Andrews, in which Knox still

found refuge, was soon after this (June, 1547) be-

sieged by a French fleet, which had been despatched
from France to assist the governor in its reduction,

and after a stout resistance of several weeks' dura-

tion, the garrison was compelled to capitulate, and
all within it were made prisoners of war. Knox and
all the others who were taken with him were carried

on board the French shijis, which so(jn afterwards

jiroceeded with them to France. On their arrival

tliere the greater part of them were distributed

throughout different prisons, but Knox, with tw(j or

three otiiers, were detaine<l on board the galleys in

the Loire during tlie whole of the succeeding winter.

His confinement on ship-board altogether extended
to nineteen months. At the end of that long period

hi> liberatiDU took place ; and the cause is ascertained

t<j have been the inlercesiion of Fdward \T. emplcjyed

in Ilia behalf

On ol>taining his liberty Knox immediately pro-

ceedcd to F.ngland, where the Reformation was
making considerable progress, under the auspices of

Archbi.ihoj) Cranmer and other powerful persons in

that kingdom. Knox's reputation as a ])reacher and
zeal'nrs reformer was already well known to Ciranmer
and his colleagues, ^\ho were not long in finding him
suit.ihle em])loymunt. lie was despatched by the

privy-council to IJerwick to preach the reformed doc-

trine.-, and was allowc<l a salary for his maintenance.
Here he remained for two years, daily sti'englhening

the great cau.^e in which he was emljarked, and
weakening that of its opponents. During this period

too great numbers were converted by his powerful
reasoning and impressive eloquence ; nor were the
good effects of his ministry confined to the effecting

a beneficial change in the religious sentiments of his

hearers; their morals and manners were also greatly
improved by the force of his example, and the strik-

ing truths exhibited in his precepts. While in Ber-
wick, Knox was involved in another controversy or
public disputation similar to that in which he had
been engaged in St. Andrews. The scene on this

occasion was Newcastle, whither he had been sum-
moned by the Bishoi) of Durham to appear before an
assembly of the learned men of his cathedral to dis-

cuss the doctrines which he taught. These Knox
defended with his usual ability, and with his usual

success. He retired triumphant from the debate,
leaving his opponents silenced and confounded by
the ingenuity and strength of his arguments, and
the fervour and energy of his eloquence.

His reputation was now daily spreading wider and
wider, and so highly did the privy-council appreciate

the value of his services, tiiat they conferretl on him
in December, 155 1, a singular mark of their aj^pro-

bation, by appointing him one of the king's chap-
lains. \Vhile residing in Berwick Knox formed an
acquaintance with a young lady of the name of Mar-
jory Bowes. This lady afterwards became his wife,

but without the consent of her father, who could

never be induced to approve of the connection. He,
however, had a warm friend in the young lady's

mother, who not only gave her sanction to the mar-
riage of her daughter, but used every effort, though
without effect, to reconcile her husband to the union.

Family pride, together with some differences of

opinion in religious matters, are supposed to have
been the cause of Mr. Bowes' objection to accept

the reformer as a son-in-law. As a natural result,

the malevolence of Knox's enemies, those who ad-

hered to Po]5ery, kept pace with the success which
attended his efforts against the Romish church.

They narrowly watched his every word and action,

and at length laying hold of some expressions of a

political nature which they conceived miglit be em-
ployed to his prejudice, they denounced him to the

privy-council. In consequence of this charge, which
was supported by the Duke of Northumberland, who
entertained a personal dislike to Knox, he was sum-
moned up to London. The result, however, was in

the highest degree favourable to him. He not only

convinced theQouncil of the uprightness of his inten-

tions and the malice of his accusers, but succeeded in

gaining a yet greater degree of favour with that body
than he had before enjoyed. He was appointed to

preach to the court, and gave such satisfaction in the

discharge of this duty, that the privy-council deter-

mined to invite him to jireach in London and the

southern counties during the following year. They
offered him the living (jf All-Hallows m the city.

He, however, declined the api)ointment, as also that

of a bishopric, which \\as soon afterwards tendered

him at the sjiecial request of the king, by whom he

was much esteemed. These splendid offers of jiro-

motion he refiised for conscience' sake— there being
several things connected with the Fnglish ecclesias-

tical establishment repugnant to the faith which he
had adopted, such as the reading of homilies, the

chanting of matins and even-song, the prevalence of

l)hiralities, i\;c.

In the meantime the king, Edward \T., who had
evinced s<) much readiness to ])atronize our reformer,

died, and was succeeded by one of the most sanguin-

ary and relentless enemies which the reformed reli-

gion had, <iuring any ])eriod, to contend with, 'i'liis

was Mary. The accession of this princess to the
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throne totally altered Knox's situation and his views.

Her bigotry and persecution soon made England
unsafe for him to live in it.

Finding his danger becoming daily more and more
imminent, heat length came to the resolution, though
not without much reluctance, of retiring to the Con-
tinent ; and making choice of France, proceeded to

Dieppe in that kingdom in the year 1554. Here he
remained till the latter end of the following year,

occasionally visiting Geneva, then the residence of

the celebrated Calvin, with whom he formed a close

intimacy. At the latter end of the autumn of 1555
Knox returned to Scotland, induced by the tem-

porary favour which the queen-dowager, Mary of

Lorraine, had extended to the Protestants in her

dominions. As this favour, however, did not pro-

ceed from any feeling of regard for those who had
adopted the new faith, but was emjiloyed as a means
of checking the clergy who had been averse to the

dowager's obtaining the regency of the kingdom, it

was of short duration, and lasted only so long as that

princess thought it necessary to her interests. In the

meantime Knox was zealously and industriously em-
ployed in disseminating the doctrines of the reformed

religion. He went from place to place preaching
the gospel, and gradually increasing the number of

his disciples, amongst whom he was soon able to

reckon some of the first persons in the kingdom.
While thus employed, he received an invitation from
an English congregation at Geneva to become their

pastor. With this invitation he thought it his duty

to comply, and accordingly proceeded thither in the

month of July, 1556. He was on this occasion ac-

companied by his wife and mother-in-law, the hus-

band of the latter being now dead. On learning that

he had left Scotland, the clergy there proceeded to

evince tliose feelings regarding him which they had
not dared to avow, or at least to act upon, while he
was present. Knowing that he could not appear,

they summoned him before them, passed sentence

against him in absence, adjudging his body to the

flames, and his soul to damnation. The first part

of the sentence they made a show of carrying into

effect, by causing his effigy to be burned at the cross

of Edinburgh. On reaching Geneva he imme-
diately took charge of his congregation, and spent

the two following years in promoting their spiritual

interests. This was perhaps the happiest period of

Knox's life. He lived upon the most affectionate

footing with the members of his church, by all of

whom he was greatly beloved. He enjoyed the

society and friendship of Calvin, and the other

ministers of the city; and to complete his felicity, he

lived in the bosom of his own family, a happiness

of which he had hitherto had but a small share.

No degree of enjoyment, however, or of earthly

felicity, could wean him from the desire of pro-

moting the Reformation in his native country; to this

he continued to look forward with unabated eager-

ness, and only waited for more favourable times to

gratify this ruling passion of his life.

When he had been about two years in Geneva,
the long-cherislied wishes of our reformer to exercise

his ministry in his native land seemed about to be
realized. Two persons, citizens of Edinburgh, the

one named James Syme, the other James Barron,

arrived in Geneva with a letter signed by the Earl

of Glencairn, the lords Lorn and Erskine, and Lord
James Stewart, an illegitimate son of James ^'., and
afterwards Earl of Moray, inviting him to return to

Scotland. Knox immediately obeyed the call, and
had proceeded as far as Dieppe on his way to Scot-

land, when he received letters from the latter country

containing the most discouraging accounts of the state
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of the kingdom and of the Protestant interest there.

Grieved and disappointed beyond expression, he
again returned to Geneva, where he remained for

another year. During this period he assisted in

making a new translation of the Bible into English,

and also {published his Letter to the Queen Re.;eut, his

Appellation and Exhortation, and The First Blast of
the Trmnpet against the Jifonstrous Ke'^itnent of
Women. Matters having at length taken a more
favourable turn in Scotland, the Protestant lords

sent a second invitation to Knox to join them, ac-

companied by the gratifying intelligence that the
queen-regent had promised them her countenance
and protection. He placed little reliance on these

promises, but he readily obeyed the call of his

friends to return to his native country.

He sailed from Dieppe on the 22d of April, and
arrived safely in Leith on the 2d of May, 1559. The
distrust which Knox entertained of the good faith of
the queen-regent was not without sufficient cause.

By the time he arrived, that artful and able princess,

conceiving that she had no longer any occasion for

assistance from the Protestants, not only gave them
to understand that they had nothing more to hope
from her, but openly avowed her determination to

suppress the Reformation by every means in her
]5ower, and to em])loy force for that purpose if it

should be found necessaiy.

In this spirit she authorized Archbishop Hamilton
to summon the reformed preachers before him in St.

Andrews to answer for their conduct, giving him at

the same time a similar assurance of protection and
support with that which she had a short while before

given to the Protestants. A threat, however, having
been conveyed to her that the preachers would not

go unattended to the impending trial, she deemed it

prudent to prorogue it imtil she should be in a better

state of preparation, and accordingly wrote to the

primate to delay any further proceedings in the

matter for the time. On the faith of receiving as-

sistance from France, which had united with .Spain

for the extirpation of heresy, she soon after resumed
the process against the Protestant preachers, and
summoned them to stand trial at Stirling. Thither

Knox, though he had been proclaimed an outlaw
and a rebel, by virtue of the sentence fomierly pro-

nounced against him, determined to repair to assist

his brethren in their defence, and to share the dan-

gers to which they might be exposed; but the artifice

of the queen-regent deprived him of the oi^portunity

of carrying this generous resolution into effect.

The preachers in their progress to Stirling were
attended by large bodies of people, who had deter-

mined to abide by them during the impending trial.

Unwilling, however, to give the queen-regent any
offence by approaching her in such numbers, they

halted at Perth, and sent Erskine of Dun before

them to Stirling to assure her that they meditated

no violence nor entertained any but the most peace-

able intentions. Unsatisfied by this rLiire>entation

at the approach of so great a muItituiJe, she had

recourse to dissimulation to prevent their cumiiig

nearer. She informed Erskine tliat ^lie would stoj)

the trial if he would prevail upon his brethren to

desist from their journey. Unsuspicious of the de-

ception she meditated, Erskine was j^ersuaded to

write to the assembled Protestants, requesting them
to proceed no furtlier, and intimating that he was
authorized by the (]ueen to jjromise them that no
trial of their preachers should take place. Rejoiced

l)v thc>e very welcome and very tuiexpected over-

tures, they instantly complied, and the greater part

of them returned to their homes. But when the

niipointed day of trial came, the summonses of the

64
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preachers were called in court by the express orders

of the queen. They were outlawed for non-appear-

ance, and all persons prohibited under pain of re-

bellion from harbouring or assisting them.

When this infamous proceeding took place, Knox
was with the rest of his brethren at Perth, where he
had preached a sermon against idolatry and the cele-

bration of mass, on the very day on which intelligence

reached that place of what had occurred at Stirling.

On the conclusion of the sermon a priest who was
present had the impudence to uncover an altar-piece

on which were some images, and prepared to cele-

brate mass, regardless of the excited state of the

public feeling, which had just been roused by the

eloquence of Knox, and armed, as it were, for vio-

lence by the duplicity of the regent. Under these

circumstances little was required to bring on a crisis,

and that little was not long wanting. A boy having

uttered some disrespectful expressions, was instantly

struck by the hot-headed priest. The boy retaliated

by throwing a stone, which, missing his assailant,

for whom it was intended, stnick the altar and broke
one of the images. Tliis fired the train. In an in-

stant all the interior decorations of the church were
torn down and destroyed, altar and images were
overturned and trampled underfoot; a mob collected

outside, but finding the work of destruction already

completed here, they proceeded to the monasteries,

which they in a short time laid in ruins. This was
tlie first ebullition of popular feeling connected with

the Reformation, and Knox has been accused of

having 1)een the cause of it. If he was, he certainly

was so unconsciously and innocently, forhereprolsated

the violence which had taken place, and in speaking
of it says it was perpetrated by "the rascal multi-

tude"— language sufficiently indicative of the light

in which he viewed it. The Protestant lords, find-

ing now that they had not only nothing more to hope
for from the queen, but that she was their declared

enemy, determined to make a vigorous effort to

establish the reformed religion without either her
assistance or consent. They proceeded to ascertain

the numbers of their friends, established a corres-

])ondence with them, and united the whole by pro-

curing their subscriptions to a religious covenant

—

copies of which they despatched for tliat purpose to

dilTerent districts throughout the country. These
thus united were distinguished by the name of tlie

'Jongregation, and the noblemen who were included

by that of the Lords of the Congregation. The latter,

still flesirous of accomplishing their jniqiose rather

l)y the force of reasoning than by the sword, engaged
Knox to meet them on a certain day at St. Anclrews,
where they pro])osed he should deliver a series of

sermons. On his way to St. Andrews he preached
rX Anstnither and Crail, and arrived at the first-

named j)lace on the 9th of June.
Here occurred a striking instance of that personal

intrepidity for which the great reformer was so re-

markable. The archbishop, informed of his design

to ])reach in his cathedral, assembled an armed force,

and sent word to Knox, that if he ajipeared in the

l>ulpit he would order the soldiers to fire ujion him.
Alarmed for his safety, Knox's friends endeavoured
to dissuade him from preaching, but in vain. "He
could take (jod to witness," he said, " that he never
preached in contempt of any man, nor w itii the de-

sign of hurting an earthly creature; but to delay to

jMcach next day, unless forcibly hindered, he could

not in coirscience agree. As for the fear of danger
thai may come to me," he continued, "let no man
be solicitous, for my life is in the custody of Him
whose glory I seek. I desire the hand nor weapon
of no man to defend me."' Knox accordingly ap-

peared in the pulpit at the appointed time, and
preached to a numerous assembly, without ex-

periencing any interniption; but although the threat-

ened attempt upon his life was not made, he retains

a full claim to all the courage which a contempt and
defiance of that threat implies.

On this occasion he preached for three successive

days; and such was the effect of his eloquence and
the influence of his doctrine, that both the inhabi-

tants and the civil authorities agreed to set up the

reformed worship in the town. The monasteries
were demolished, and the church stripped of all

images and pictures. The example of St. Andrews
was soon after followed in many other parts of the

kingdom. At the latter end of the month Knox
arrived with the forces of the Congregation in Edin-
burgh, and on the same day on which he entered

the city, he preached in St. Giles', next day in the

Abbey Chinch, and on the ytli of July the inhabi-

tants met in the Tolbooth, and appointed him their

minister, there being then only one place of worship
in Edinburgh, viz. St. Giles' Church. In this

charge, however, he was not long permitted to re-

main. The forces of the regent soon after obtained
possession of the city; and, although against his own
inclination, his friends prevailed upon him to retire

from the town. On leaving Edinburgh he under-

took a tour of preaching through the kingdom; and
in less than two months had gone over the greater

part of it, disseminating with the most powerful

effect the doctrines of the reformed religion. He
next retired to St. Andrews, where he officiated as

minister for several months; and on the conclusion

of the civil war, which the determination of the Con-
gregation to establish the reformed religion, and the

regent's efforts to suppress it, had created, he re-

turned to Edinburgh. In 1560, after an arduous
struggle and many vicissitudes, the faith for whicii

Knox had fought such a "good fight," seemed to be

securely established in the land. The queen-regent

was dead, and by the assistance of l-'.ngland—an
assistance which Knox had been the chief instrument

in procuring—the arms of the forces of the Congrega-
tion were completely triumphant.

The accession, however, of Mary to the actur.l

government, who was known to be strongly altachetl

to Pojieiy, again excited the fears of the Protes-

tants, and of no one more than Knox, who insisted

that the invitation sent to France to that ])rincess to

ascend the throne of her ancestors should be accom-
panied by the sti]Hilation that she should desist from
the celebration of mass; and when the rest of the

council urged that she ought to be allowed that

liberty within her own chai)el, he jiredicted that

"her liberty would be their thraldom."

A few days after the queen's arrival at Ilolyrood

she sent for Knox, and taxed him with holding jxiji-

tical opinions at once dangerous to her autliority

and the peace of her realm, and with teaching a

religion different from that allowed by its princes.

Knox entered at great length into these subjects,

defending himself and his doctrines with his usual

ability and boldness. His language on tliis occasion

was so stern and decisive as to throw the queen into

a fit of weeping, but her tears were those of rage

rather than sorrow. The arrival of ihe dinner hour
broke off this interesting interview, and Knox retired

from the presence with some expressions of gtjod

wishes for the cpieen's hai)piness. Frequent confer-

ences took ])lace afterwards between the reformer

anrl Mary, but with little increase of regard on either

side. On one of these occasions, when he had
spoken with even more than his usual boldness, and
just as he was about to retire, he overheard some of
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the queen's Popish attendants say, "lie is. not

afraid." "Why should the pleasing face of a gentle-

woman frighten me?" replied the stout reformer,

turning round upon them; "I have looked in the

faces of many angry tmn, and yet have not been
afraid beyond measure." Knox's ministerial duties

were in the meantime exceedingly laborious. His
charge, as already mentioned, was St. Oiles' Church,
where he had fulfdled these duties since the year 1560.

He preached twice every Sabbath, and thrice on
other days of the week, besides meeting regularly

with his kirk-session once every week for discipline,

and with others for exercises on the Scriptures. He
also regularly attended all the meetings of the General

Assembly and the provincial synod ; and at almost

every meeting of the former a mission to visit and
preach in some distant part of the country was im-

posed upon him. With the view of relieving him
of part of these overwhelming labours, the town-
council, in April, 1562, solicited John Craig, minister

of Canongate, to undertake the half of his charge.

From the difficulty, however, of obtaining an addi-

tional stipend, Knox remained without assistance

till June in the following year. It has been already

said that many iiiterviews took place from time to

time between the queen and Knox; these were still

occasionally occurring ; but their only effect was to

increase her dread and dislike of the reformer; and
although some instances occurred in which there was
something like an approach to a better understand-

ing, yet on the part of the queen it was never sincere;

and there is little doubt that she longed for an op-

portunity of getting rid of so troublesome a subject,

whom neither her threats nor blandishments could

divert from the strict path of his duty. Such an
opportunity as she desired, or at least such a one as

she certainly rejoiced in, seemed now unexpectedly
to present itself. Two persons, Protestants, were
indicted to stand trial for having, with several others,

intiiided into the palace during a temporary absence
of the queen, for the purpose of interrupting the

celebration of certain Roman Catholic rites which
was about to take place in the chapel of Holyrood.
The Protestants of Edinburgh, dreading that the

queen would proceed to extremities against these

men, requested Knox to write circular letters to the

principal gentlemen of their persuasion, detailing

the circumstances of the case, and inviting their pre-

sence on the day of trial. One of these letters fall-

ing into the hands of the Bishop of Ross, he im-

mediately conveyed it to the queen, who again lost

no time in laying it before her privy-council, by
which it was pronounced treasonal)le, and the writer

was soon afterwards indicted to stand trial in Edin-
burgh for the crime of high treason.

The queen presided in person at the trial, and w\\\\

an ill-judged and ill-timed levity, burst into a fit of

laughter, when, on taking her seat in court, she per-

ceived Knox standing uncovered at the foot of the

table. " That man," she said, pointing to the re-

former, "had made her weep, and shed never a tear

himself: she would now see if she could make him
weep." The trial now proceeded, and after the

charge against him had Ijcen read, Knox entered

upon his defence at great length, ar.d witli such sclf-

pi)--c>sion, intrepidity, and ability, that altliough he
had several enemies amongst his judges, he was, by
a great majority, acquittecl of the crime of \\-hich he
had i)cen accused. Alluding to tiie queen's feelings

on tills (icca-^ion, he says in his history, "Tliat nii^hl

(tlie evening after the trial) was nytlier dancing nor
iiildling in the court; for madamc was disnpovntcd
of hir purpose, quhilk was to have h,a:! jclm Knox
in hir will, be vot of hir nobilitv."

A second attempt on the part of the queen and
her husband Darnley to suppress the stern and un-
compromising truths, both political and religious,

which the reformer continued to proclaim to the
world, was soon after made. He had given out a
text which occasioned such ofTence to the strijiling

king, that on the afternoon of the same day he was
taken from his bed and carried before the privy-
council, who suspended him from his office. As the
suspension, however, was limited to the time of their

majesties' residence in the city, it was but of short
duration, as they left Edinburgh before the following
Sabbath, when Knox resumed his ministry, and de-
livered his sentiments with the same boldness as

before. This occurrence was soon after followed by
the murder of Rizzio, the queen's secretarj-—an event
which gave the queen, now at Dunbar, a pretence
for raising an army, ostensibly to enable her to resent

the indignity which had been shown to her person
by the assassins of Rizzio, and to punish the per-

petrator of that deed, but in reality to overawe the

Protestants. On the approach of the queen and her
forces to ICdinburgh, Knox, long since aware of the
dislike which she entertained towards him, deemed
it prudent to leave the city. On this occasion he
retired to Kyle, and soon afterwards went to England
to visit his two sons, who were there living with
some relations of their mother's, who had died in

1560. Knox returned again to Edinburgh after an
al)sence of about five or six months. During that

interval two events had taken place which entirely

mined the queen's authority in the kingdom, and
left him nothing to fear from her ]iersonal resent-

ment: these were the murder of iJarnley and her
marriage with Eothwell. He therefore resumed his

charge without interruption, and proceeded to take

that active part in the national affairs, both political

and religious, which the times required, and for

which he was so eminently fitted; and, soon after,

had the satisfaction of seeing the Protestant reli-

gion securely established by the laws of the land,

and that of the Popish church utterly overthrown bv
the same authority. During these commotions our

reformer in 1564 had married his second wife, a

daughter of Lord Ochiltree, who survived him.

In the month of Octol)er, 1570, he was stitick

with apoplexy, and although it only interrujitcd h,:s

preaching for a few days, he never recovered from
the debility which it produced.

The irriialMJity of the times and the \indictive

spirit of the Pojnsli faction, still animating its ex-

piring efforts, placed the life of the great reformer

once more in danger, and once more compelled him
to seek safety in flight. His enemies endeavoured
first to destroy his re]iutation by the most absurd and
unfounded calumnies; and, failing utterly in these,

they made an attempt upon hi.- life. A shot ^^as

fired in at the ^\indow at which he usually sat; br.t,

haiipening to lie seated at a different ]'iart ('f tiie

table from that which he generally occiqiied. ti;e

bullet missed liini, Ivat struck the caii'lle-tick which

was before liini, and tl'.en lodged in tb.e roof of ti.e

apartment.

Finding that it wa> no Linger >t-Sk: for him to re-

main in l-idin!)urgh. iie retiivd to St. Andrews. whe:'e

he continued till tlie end of Augu-t, 1 5 72. v. lien I.c

again returned to J-'.dlidiurgh. His valuable ar.d

active life was now drawing fa>t to a close. ( >n t!;e

litli of the Xo\-eml)cr following he was seized witli

a cough, ^\l^;ch greatly affected his breathing, and
on the 24111 of tile >aiiie nior.th he expired,, aiu-r an

illne--> Mliich crilled forth nv.nier<.'us in-tances (A tin;

ina^'n.iiMii.^tv of !,;- eliaiacter, aiidi f.f th.e purity ar.d

fervour of tiiat re'i^i't;.- zeal bv wliieh he hatl i eeii
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always inspired. He died in the sixty-seventh year

of his age, "not so much," says Dr. M'Crie, "op-
pressed with years as worn out and e.\hausted by his

extraordinary labours of body and anxieties of mind."
His body was interred in the churchyard of St. Giles',

on Wednesday the 26th of November, and was at-

tended to the grave by all the nobility who were
in the city, and an immense concourse of people.

When his body was laid in the grave, the regent,

who was also at the funeral, exclaimed in words
which have made a strong impression from their

aptness and tnith, "There lies he who never feared

tlie face of man."

KNOX, William. "It may not be impertinent

to notice that Knox, a young poet of considerable

talent, died here a week or two since. His father

was a respectable yeoman, and he himself, succeed-

ing to good farms under the Duke of Buccleuch,

became loo soon his own master, and plunged into

dissipation and niin. His talent then showed itself

in a fine strain of pensive poetry, called, I think.

The Loucly Hearth, far superior to that of Michael
IJruce, whose cotisumption, by the way, has been the

Hfc of his verses. . . . For my ]"iart, I am a bad
]>ronioter of subscriptions ; but I wished to do what
I could for this lad, whose talent I really admired

;

and I am not addicted to admire heaven-born poets,

or ])oetry that is reckoned very good, considering.

I had him (Knox) at Abbotsford about ten years

ago, but found him unfit for that sort of society. I

tried to help him, but there were temptations he
could never resist. He scrambled on writing for

the booksellers and magazines, and living like the

Ot\\'ays, and .Savages, and Chattertons of former
days, though I do not know that he was in extreme
vant. His connection with me terminated in beg-
ging a subscription, or a guinea, now and then. His
last works were spiritual hymns, and which he wrote
very well. In his own line <jf society he was said

to exhibit infinite humour ; but all his works are

grave and pensive—a style, ]ierlia]is, like Master
Stephen's melancholy, affected for the nonce."

In this extract from Sir Walter Scott's Diary, an
outline of the life, moral character, and literary pro-

ductions of an erring and unfortunate son of genius

is briefly sketched ; but with the great novelist's

wonted perspicuity, sharp intuitive sagacity, and
immeasurable good-nature, that never could see a
fault where there was a tolerable per contra to re-

comniL-nd.

William Knox was born upon the estate of I'irth,

in the parish of I.illiesleaf, Roxburgh, on the \~\\\

August, 1789, and was the son of an extensive and
]iastoral farmer in the shire.-> of Ro.\l)urgh and Sel-

kirk. As his ])arents were in cr)mfortable circum-
stances, he received a liberal education, first at the
])arish school of I.illiesleaf, and afterwards at the

grammar-school of .Musselburgh. After having be-

come a tolerable classical scholar, and acquired a
taste for reading, es])ecially in ])oetry and romance,
he was sent, at little more tlian the age of sixteen,

I0 a lawyer's office, not, however, for the ])ur])ose

of studying the law as a future jirofession, l)ut of

acquiring the general knowledge and practical hal)its

of business. This was necessary, as he was the

eldest son of a family of six cliildren, and would
naturally succeed to his father's extensive farming;
but as a scho(jl of morals and \irtuous habits, a

lawyer's office, at the beginning of the ])rcsent cen-

tury, could scarcely be reckoned the hapjiicst (A

selectifjns. After a few nif)ntli-i' training at law, in

which he made little Jirogre---, he wa-. called home
to assist his father; and in 1S12 he commenced farm-

ing on his own account, by taking a lease of the
farm of W' rae, in the neighbourhood of Langholm.
But steady though he apjiears to have been at this

period, so that he soon acquired the reputation of a
diligent and skilful farmer, he was so unsuccessful

that he lost all interest in agriculture, threw up the
lease of Wrae in 181 7, anil commenced that pre-

carious literary life which he continued to the close.

Indeed, while he was ploughing and sowing, his

thoughts were otherwise occupied ; for even at the
schoolboy age, he had been infected, as half of the

human race generally are at that ardent season, with
the love of poetry; but instead of permitting himself,

like others, to be disenchanted by the solid realities

and prosaic cares of life, he cherished the passion

until he became irrecoveral)ly a poet. Unhappy is

such a choice when it can lead no higher than half-

way up Parnassus ! His boyish efforts were exhibited

chiefly in songs and satires written in the .Scottish

dialect ; and although, when his mind was more
matured, he had the good sense to destroy them, it

was only for the purpose of producing better in their

season. In this way his first publication. The Lonely
Hearth, and other Poems, was nearly ready for the
press before he had quitted his fami.

It would be too much to follow each step of

Knox's progress after he had committed himself to

the uncertainties and mutations of authorship. His
life was henceforth occupied not only in writing

works which issued from the press, but others which
were not so fortunate. It was not merely to poetry

that he confined himself, in which case his stock, as

a source of daily subsistence, would soon have failed;

he also wrote largely in j^rose, and was hajipy when
he could find a publisher. Such a course, sufficiently

precarious in itself, was rendered tenfold worse by
those intemperate practices that had already com-
menced, and which such a kind of life tends not to

cure, but to aggravate. .Still, amidst all his aberra-

tions, his acknowledged talents as a genuine poet,

combined with his amialjle temperament and con-

versational powers, jMocured him many friends

among the most distinguished literary characters of

the day. We have already seen the estimate that

Sir Walter Scott had formed of him : to this it may
be added, that .Sir Walter repeatedly su]i])lied the

necessities of the unfortunate poet, by sending him
ten pounds at a time. Professor Wilson also thought
highly of the jioetical genius of Knox, and was ever

ready to befriend him. Nor must .Southey, a still

more fastidious critic than either .Scott or Wilson,

be omitted. Writing to William Knox, who had
sent him a copy of one of his jioetical works, lie thus

ex])resses himself: "^'our little volume has been

safely delivered to me by your friend Mr. (i. Mac-
donald, and 1 thank you for it. It has given me
great ]ileasure. To jiarajjlirase sacred poetry is the

most diffnull of all tasks, and it ajipears to me that

you have been more successfid in the atleni])! than

any of j'our ])redecess<)rs. You may ]irobal)ly have
heard that the I'ishop of Calcutta (before he was
ajijxjinted to that see) was engaged in fi)rming a col-

lection of hymns and sacred pieces, with the lio]ic

of having them introduced int(j our l^nglish churches.

Some of yours are sd wl-11 adajiti'fl to that oliject

that I will send out a copy of your bool< to him."
The ]irincipal works of Kimx, besides the I.oneiv

//earth, whicli we have already mentioned, were a
( hristnias tale, entitled Mariatnne or the U'n/o-irrs

J)au_^'hter, .1 J'isit to Diihlin. So:i,i:s of Israel, and the

Harp oj /.ion. Much of his authorship, however,
was scattered rivcr the ]K-riodicals of the day, and
especially the Literary (iazette. .\s a jirose writer

his work> are of little account, and have utterly dis-
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appeared; but the same cannot be said of his poetry,

whicii possesses a richness and originahty that places

it on a higher intellectual scale, and insures it a more
lasting popularity. It is pleasing also to record,

that it is not only undefaced by a single line which
a dying author would wish to blot, but elevated

throughout into the highest tone of pure devotional

feeling and religious instruction. In these cases.

Sir Walter Scott seems to think that poor Knox
was assuming a part—that he was speaking " accord-

ing to the trick," and nothing more. We would fain

charitably believe, however, that the pensiveness of

the erring bard was something else than affectation,

and his religious feeling than hypocrisy. Had he

not cause to write sadly when he yielded to his

better feelings, and sat down to give vent to them in

the language which he had learned in happier and
purer days ? Or was he singular under that

" video meliora proboque,
Deteriora seqiior"

which converts so many an unfortunate genius into

a sign-post between time and eternity, where he can

do nothing more than direct others upon their

heavenward journey? In the following stanzas, by
which his So/igs of Zion are prefaced, we can both
recognize and understand his sincerity, notwithstand-

ing all those unhappy inconsistencies with which it

was contradicted:

—

" Harp of Zion ! pure and holy

!

Pride of Judah's eastern land!
May a child of guilt and folly

Strike thee with a feeble hand?
May I to my bosom take thee,

'1 rembling from the prophet's touch,
And, with throbbing heart, awake thee
To the songs I love so much?

" I have loved thy thrilling numbers
Since the dawn of childhood's day,

When a mother sooth'd my slumbers
With the cadence of thy lay

—

Since a little blooming sister

Clung with transport round my knee,
And my glowing spirit blessed her
With a blessing caught from thee.

"Mother—sister—both are sleeping
Where no heaving hearts respire,

While the eve of age is Creeping
Round the widowed spouse and sire.

He and his, amid their sorrow.
Find enjoyment in thy strain

—

Harp of Zion ! let me borrow
Comfort from thy chords again."

It is only necessary to add, that this life of literary

adventure to which William Knox committed him-
self, and in which he unwisely squandered his re-

sources of health and strength, was a brief one, for

he died at Edinburgh on the I2th of November,
1825, in his thirty-sixth year. The cause of his

death was a stroke of paralysis, which he survived

only three or four days.

L.

LAING, Alexander Gordon, whose name is

so mournfully connected with the history of African

discovery, was born in Edinburgh on the 27th of

December, 1793. His father, William Laing, A.M.,
was the first who opened an academy for classical

education in the new town of the Scottish capital;

where he laboured for thirty-two years, and was one
of the most popular teachers of his day. His mater-

nal grandfather, William Gordon, was also a teacher

of very considerable note, and is known as the author

of a system of geography, a treatise on arithmetic,

a translation of the first six books of Livy, &c.

With such a parentage it might naturally have
been supposed that the subject of this memoir was
more likely to have spent his days amid the quiet

pursuits of literature than in the bustle of the camp
and amid the din of arms: the aspect of his early

years seemed to favour the supposition. Under the

tuition of his father young Laing received the ele-

mentary education tliat was necessary to prepare him
for the university, and he was enrolled in the human-
ity class at the early age of thirteen years. Previous

to this he had acquired a very considerable knowledge
of the Latin language, of which he was passionately

fond; and the apjiearances he made in the class then
tauglit by Professor Christison were of so marked a

kind as to secure him the very flattering notice of

his preceptor; he was held up as a model for the

imitation of his fellow-students, and there were but

few wlio could entertain any hope of excelling him.
At the age <^f fifteen Mr. Laing entered on tlie

business of active life, having engaged himself as

assistant to Mr. Pruce, a teacher in Newcastle. Here
he remained only six months, when he returned to

Edinburgh and entered into company with his father,

taking cliarge of the commercial department of the

academy, for which his beautiful penmanship and
other accpiirements singularly qualified him.

But the time was fast approaching when the sub-

ject of our memoir was to exchange the fcnila for

the yii<ord. In iSog volunteering was very general

in Edinburgh, and young Laing attached himself

to a corps then forming. In 1810 he was made
an ensign in the Prince of Wales' volunteers, and
from that period the academy had no more charms
for him. In his eighteenth year he abandoned the

irksome duties of teaching, and set off for Bar-

badoes to his maternal uncle. Colonel (afterwards

Lieutenant-general) Gordon, through whose kind

offices he looked forward to an introduction into

the army. At that time Colonel Gordon held the

office of deputy quartermaster-general in Barbadoes,

and on his nephew's arrival he gave him a situation

as clerk in his counting-house. In this situation

Mr. Laing repeatedly came in contact with Sir

George Beckwilh, then at the head of the com-

mand of the military on the station, who was so

much pleased with the young clerk, and took so

deep an interest in his fortunes, as to secure fur him
unsolicited an ensign's commission in the \ ork

light infantry.

]^ut we must hurry over the first years of Laing's

service in the armyj to detail the more important

passages in his history. Having obtained the en-

signcy in the York light infantry, he immediately

joined his regiment in Antigua; in two years he was

made a lieutenant, and shortly after, on the reduc-

tion of the regiment, he was put on half-pay. Dis-

satisfied with the inactivity consequent on such a

meaMire, as soon as the necessary arrangements could

l)e made, he exclianged into the 2d West India re-

giment, and proceecled to Jamaica. Here over-

exertion in couseqiience of his discharging the duties

of ([uartermaster-general caused him to suffer much
from disease of the liver. He retired to Hondv.ras

I for the recovery of his health, where Colonel Anliur,
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appreciating his excellence as an officer, detained him
with another division of the regiment, and appointed

him fort-major. His distemper, however, which at

first seemed to yield in Honduras, returnetl with
increasing violence, and compelled him to seek relief

in the air of his native land, and the sympathies of

his relations.

During the eighteen months he remained at home,
the division of the 2d West India regiment to which
he belonged was reduced, and he was again put on
half-pay. Restored, however, to health, he could

not remain inactive. Towards the end of 1819 he
went to London, was sent for by the colonel of his

regiment .Sir Henry Torrence, received many flatter-

ing compliments for his former services, and having
been appointed lieutenant and adjutant, he proceeded
to Sierra Leone.
from the beginning of the year 1822 his history

as an Africati tnn'cllcr may properly be dated. In

January of that year he was despatched by Sir

Charles M'Carthy, governor of Sierra Leone, on an
import.int embassy to Kambia and the Mandingo
country, where he collected much valuable informa-

tion regarding the political condition of these dis-

tricts, their dispositions as to commerce, and their

sentiments as to slavery. Having so far achieved

tlij object for which he set out, he crossed to Mala-
couri, a Mandingo town situated on the banks of

the river Malageea. Tliere he learned that San-
nassee, the chief of the district of Malageea, and a

friend of the British government, had been captured
by Amara, the king of the Soolimas, and was about
to be put to death. Well knowing the unrelenting

disposition of Amara, Laing, although labouring

under a severe attack of fever and ague, resolved to

go to the Soolima camp and intercede for the life

of llie unfortunate Sannassee.

With this view he crossed the Malageea near its

source, and after experiencing many difficulties in

meeting with .Soolima guards, he at length reached

t!ie camp. Having witnessed the feats of warlike

exercise, the dancing, and the music exhibited by
Soolimas, Bennas, .Sangaras, and Tambaccas, he
w,as invited to a palaver with Varradee, the general

of the .Soolima army. This officer received him witli

much kindness and with many protestations of friend-

sliip. .Subsequently he was introduced to and had
a conversation with Amara himself, and having ob-

tained an assurance that Sannassee would not be put
to death, he retired to Sierra Leone, where he ar-

rived on the sixth day, exhausted by tlie fatigues of

his journey and continued illness.

.Scarcely had Laing recovered, s\hen a report at

.Sierra Leone that his mission had Ijcen of no avail,

induced the governor to send him on another em-
bassy f(jr the same object. Having once more
\i^ited t!ie Soolima camp, he %\as assured indeed
that Sannassee had been ^et at liberty, but he also

learned that his town had been Inirned, and his ])ro-

perty jilundered or destroyed. Of tliis conduct lie

ex;jres^ed in the name of his government the most
decided reprobation; and after a journey of six and
r, half days, during which he had never for a single

l.our been under shelter, he once more reached .Sierra

Le'jiie.

It was now that Lieutenant Laing assumed the

chir.ictcr of a xolutilccr traveller. Having l)een led

t > l)eliuve during the last end)assy that the Soolimas
v.L-ic in ])')ssess;on <jf considerable cjuantities of gold
."nd iv'iry, he suggested to the governor the pro-

I'ricty and probaljle advantages of opening u]) a
conimcrcial intercourse with them; and the sugges-
tion having been a]Ji)rovcd cif by tb.e council at large,

r.e Ie!i .^i'.;na Leone again on the i6lh of Aj)ril, 1822,

with the view of furthering such an object, accom-
panied by two soldiers of the 2d West India regi-

ment, a native of Foutah Jallow, eleven carriers,

natives of the Jolof district, and a boy a native of
.Sego. When he set out upon this journey little was
known of the Soolimas except the name; they were
said to be distant from Sierra Leone 400 miles to

the eastward: it afterwards appeared that Falaba,
the capital, is only distant 200 miles. They were
represented as a powerful nation, rich in gold and
ivory; but this also turned out not to be the fact.

On his arrival at Toma in the country of the Tim-
manees our traveller found that no white man had
ever been there before him, although the town is

situated only sixty miles from .Sierra Leone. His
appearance, as was to be expected, excited no little

astonishment—one woman in particular stood fixed

like a statue gazing on the party as they entered the

town, and did not stir a muscle till the whole had
passed, when she gave a loud halloo of astonishment,
and then covered her mouth with both her hands.
Of the Timmanees he writes in his journal very un-

favourably; he found them depraved, indolent, avari-

cious, and so deeply sunk in the debasement of the

slave traffic, that the verj' mothers among them raised

a clamour against him for refusing to buy their child-

ren. He further accuses them of dishonesty and
gross indecency, and altogether wonders that a coun-
try so near Sierra Leone should have gained so

little by its proximity to a British settlement.

From the country of the Timmanees Lieutenar.t

Laing proceeded into that of Kooranko, the first

view of which was much more promising— he
found the first town into which he entered neat and
clean, and the inhabitants bearing all the marks
of active industry. It was about sunset when he
approached it, and we give in his own language a
description of the scene. "Some of the peojde,

''

says he, "had been engaged in preparing the fields

for the crops, others were penning up a few cattle,

whose sleek sides denoted the riclmess of their pas-

turages; the last clink of the blacksmith's hammer
was sounding, the weaver was measuring the cloth

he had woven during the day, and the guarange, a

worker in leather, was tying up his neatly-stained

pouches, shoes, and knife-sheaths; while the crier at

the mosques, with the melanch(jly call of 'Allah

.\kbar,' summoned the decorous Moslems to their

evening devotions." Such were our traveller's first

impix-ssions of the Koorankoes; but their subsecpient

conduct did not confirm the good opinion he had
formed of them.
On approaching the hilly country, Lieutenant

Laing informs us that nothing could Ijc more beau-

tiful or animating than the scene presented to his

view—well-clothed rising grounds, cultivated valleys,

ami meadows smiling with verdure; the people in the

ilifferent towns were contented and good-humouied,

and in general received the stranger with veiy great

kinrlness. In illustration of this he has given us the

burden of the song of one of their minstrels:— "The
white man lived on the \\aters and ate nothing but

fish, wliich made him so thin; l)ut the black men
will give him cows and sheep to cat, and milk to

drink, and then he will grow fat." At Komato, the

last tcnvn of the Koorankoes on his route, our tra-

\cller fijund a messenger from the King of Soolimana,

with horses and carriages to convey him to Falaba,

the cajiital of that nation. Crossing the Kokelle

river, about a hundred yards broad, by ro])cs of twigs

susiiended from the branches of two immense tiees

(a susjicnsioii bridge called by the natives nyanhata),

he proceeded to that city; and, having been joined

liy the king's son at the la.-,t tov, n upon this side of
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it, he entered Falaba under a salute of musketry
from 2000 men, who were drawn up in tlie centre of

the town to receive him. Not long after reaching

Falaba, Lieutenant (now Captain) Laing (for about

this time he was promoted), was seized with a fever,

which brought on delirium for several days. While
in this state he was cupped by one of the Soolima
doctors, and that so effectually as to satisfy liim that

it was the means of saving his life. The oj)eration

differed in no respect from ours, except that the skin

was scarified by a razor, and the cup was a small

calabash gourd.

Our traveller enters in his journal into a long

detail of the habits and manners of the Soolimas,

with which he had made himself fully acquainted

during his three montiis' residence in Falaba. To
give even a short abstract of this would be incon-

sistent with our limits. Suffice it to say that tiie

main object of his mission fiiled. The king all along

promised to send back with him a company of

traders ; but when the time of departure arrived,

these promises ended in nought. Although within

three days' journey of the source of the Niger, he

was not permitted to visit that often-sought spot,

and deep was the grief which the loss of such an
opportunity cost him; by measuring, however, the

height of the source of the Rokelle, wliich he found

to be 1441 feet, and l)y taking into account tlie

heiglit of the mountains in the distance, which gave
rise to the Niger, he calculated (as he himself thought),

with a toleraljle degree of accuracy, that tliat river,

which has had so mucfi importance assigned to it,

has an elevation at its source of from 1500 to 1600

feet above the level of the Atlantic. We cannot

resist quoting here the testimony of an eminent
writer in the Ediiilntrgh yoiinial of Natural and
Ga\<;raphical Science (June, 1830), more especially

as the measurements of Captain Laing have been
rather lightly spoken of in the Quarterly Kei'Lii< (we
believe by >Ir. Barrow): "Major Laing," says the

Edinburgh journalist, "assigned the position and
the elevation above the sea of Mount Loma, from
whence the Niger takes its origin: and /^t' first traced

on the map the first part of its course towards the

north for an extent of about twenty-five leagues."

Oa the 17th of September our traveller quitted

Falaba, accompanied by numbers of the natives,

who escorted him to a consideraI)le distance; tlie

last to leave him was the king himself. Of his
" adieu"' the captain speaks in the most affecting

terms. On returning the route of the party was
nearly the same as that by which they set out.

Before our traveller's return hostilities had com-
menced between the British government and the

king of the Ashantees—the conse<juence was, that

no sooner had he tasted the comforts of a Ih^tish

settlement, than he was ordered to join his regiment

on the Gold Coast without delay. Having trans-

mitted details to his friend Captain Sabine in

London, of the geographical deterniinati(j'.is of the

latitude, longitude, and elevation of the ]ilaces he
had lately visited, he hastened to the Cold Coast,
wliere he was employed in the organization and
command of a very considerable native force, de-

signed to be auxiliary to a small British detachment
v.'hich was then expected from Britain. During tlie

greater ])art of the year 1823 tills native force was
stationed on the frontier of the Fantee and Ashantee
countries, and was freijuently engaged, and always
successfully, v.-;th detachments of the Ashantee army.
On one of these occasions the enemy was completely
beaten, and ilie fame of the victory spread o\cx the

whole coasts, and so effectually, tliat Sir Charles
INLCarthv received the allei^iance of most of tlie

Fantee tribes. On another occasion Captain Laing
made two gallant and successful attacks on a larger

division of the enemy; and entering into the terri-

tories of the King of Ajumacon, who was suspected

to be friendly to tlie Ashantees, he compelled that

prince to place his troo])s under the British command.
On the fall of Sir Charles M'Carthy, which took

place in 1824, Lieutenant-colonel Chisholm, on
whom the command of the Gold Coast devolved,

sent the subject of our memoir to England, to ac-

quaint government more fully than could otherwise

be done of the state of the countr}-, and the circum-

stances of the war. He arrived in England in

August, and immediately afterwanls obtained a leave

of absence to visit .Scotland for the recovery of his

health, which had been seriously affected by so many
months of constant and extreme exposure in Africa.

In Scotland, however, he did not continue long. In
October he returned to London, and an opportunity

having unexpectedly presented itself of proceeding

under Lord Bathurst's auspices in the discovery of

the course and termination of the Niger, he gladly

embraced it. It being arranged that he should ac-

company the caravan from Tripoli to Timbuctoo in

the ensuing summer, it became necessary that he
should depart early in the year from that fatherland,

which, alas I he was destined never to revisit.

Our traveller, now promoted to a majority, left

London for Tripoli in the month of February, 1825.

While in the latter city he had occasion to have fre-

quent intercourse with the British consul, Mr. War-
rington; a close intimacy was formed between them,

and the bond was strengthened by the major's niarn.--

ing Emma Maria, the daughter of the consul. This

event was celebrated on the 14th of July, 1S25; and
two days after the marriage the major proceeded on
his pilgrimage to Timbuctoo. He left Tripoli in

company with the sheik Babani, whom he aftenvards

discovered to be no less a personage than the gover-

nor of Ghadamis. The sheik engaged to conduct

him to Timbuctoo in ten weeks; the wife and the

family of Babani resided there. The travellers pro-

ceeded with their koffila by the route of Beneoleed,

the passage by the Gharan Mountains being rendered

unsafe in consequence of the turbulence of a rebel-

lious chief in that district. On the 2 1st of August

the party reached Shate, and on the 13th of Sep-

tember, after a tedious and circuitous journey of

nearly 1000 miles, they arrived at Ghadamis. Al-

ready had the major experienced much to vex and

annoy him; his barometer had been broken; his

hygrometers had been rendered useless by evapora-

tion; the tubes of most of his thermometers had been

snapped by the warping of the ivory; his glasses had

been dimmed by the friction of the sand; his chro-

nometer had slopped (in all likeliliood fnmi the

insinuation of sandy particles); and in addition to

this lengthened li?t of mishaps, his rille->tock liaci

been broken by the tread of an elephant.

Our traveller left Ghadamis, ^\here he was treated

with the utmost kindness and hospitality, on tl;e 27lh

of October; and on the 3d of December lie arrived

at Ensala, a town on the eastern fiontier of the pro-

vince of Tual, !)eIongiiig to th.e Tuaric, and said to

be thirty-live days" jramiey from Timl)uctoo. Here

as in Ghadamis he exju-rienceil the kindest reception,

an<l he did all he could to repay it by administering

of his meilieines to ti'.e diseased.

He <]uitted luisala on tlie loth of January, 1S26,

and on tlie 26th of tlie same month entered on the

cheerless, Hat, and sandy desert of Tcnezaroff.

Hitherto neitlier liis entluisiasm nor his health had

tailed him; the jieople had all lieen friendly and kind

to him, th.e elements onlv had been his foes; but in
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the desert he was to enter on a different course of

experience, and bitter assuredly it was. The Tuarics

attacked, and plundered, and most cruelly mangled
him. The following letter, written by himself and
addressed to his father-in-law, discloses the amount
of authentic information concerning this barbarous

outrage:

—

"Blad Sidi Mahomed, May loth, 1826.

"My dear Consul,—I drop you a line only by an
imcertain conveyance, to acquaint you that I am
recovering from my severe wounds far beyond any
calculation that the most sanguine expectation could

have formed; and that to-morrow, please God, I

leave this place for Timbuctoo, which I hope to

reach on the iSth. I have suffered much, but the

detail must be reserved till another period, when I

shall 'a tale unfold' of treachery and woe that will

surprise you. Some imputation is attachable to the

old sheik (Babani); but as he is now no more, I shall

not accuse him; he died very suddenly about a month
since.

'
' When I write from Timbuctoo I shall detail pre-

cisely how I was betrayed, and nearly murdered in

my sleep. In the meantime, I shall acquaint you
with the number and nature of my wounds, in all

amounting to twenty-four; eighteen of which are

exceedingly severe. I have five sabre cuts on the

crown of the head, and three on the left temple; all

fractures, from which much bone has come away.

One on my left cheek, which fractured the jaw-bone,

and has divided the ear, forming a very unsightly

wound. One over the right temple, and a dreadful

gash on the back of the neck, which slightly scratched

the li'iiidpipc,'^ &c. I am nevertheless, as already I

have said, doing well, and hope yet to return to

England with much important geographical infor-

mation. The map indeed requires much correction,

and, please God, I shall yet do much in addition to

what I have already done towards putting it right."

It would appear from tliis letter, that the major
intended on the day after he wrote it to set out for

Timbuctoo. The intention, however, was frustrated.

The illness and subsecpient death of Sidi Mahomed
Mooktar, the marabout and sheik of the place, to-

gether with a severe attack of fever in his own person,

detained him for two months longer. By this dis-

temper he lost also his favourite servant yack, to

whom he was much attached. We can easily enter

into his feelings when, writing again on the 1st of

July to his father-in-law, he concludes the epistle by
saying, " I am now the only surviving member of the

mission."

On the 1 8th of August he arrived at Timl^uctoo,

and from the following letter, which he left behind
him there, which was afterwards forwarded to Tripoli

by the nephew of Babani, and is the last that any of

his relations ever received from him, we learn only

enough to deepen our regret that he should have
perished in the hour of success, and that his valuable

pajjcrs should have been lost to the world.

" Timbuctoo," Septomlur 21, 1S26.

"My dear Consul,— .\ very short ei<i>tlc must
serve to api)rise you, as well as my dearest I'^ninia,

of niy arrival at and departure from the great capital

of Central .\frica; the former of which events took

place on the i8th ultimo, the latter, please God, will

take i)lace at an early hour to-morrow morning. I

have abandoned all thcjughts of retracing my steps

to Trii)oli, and came here with an intention fif ])ro-

ceeiliiig to Jcnne by water; l)ut this intention has

' It shf.ul'l be the sfiiiie.

- In this letter the major ;

tal TinbuctU.
spells the n.anie of the capi-

been entirely upset, and my situation in Timbuctoo
rendered exceedingly unsafe, by the unfriendly dispo-

sitions of the Foulahs of Massina, who have this year
upset the dominion of the Tuaric, and made them-
selves patrons ofTimbuctoo, and whose sultan, Bello,

has expressed his hostility to me in no unequivocal
terms, in a letter which Al Saidi Boubokar, the sheik
of this town, received from him a few days after my
arrival. lie has now got intelligence of my arrival

in Timbuctoo, and as a party of Foulahs are hourly
expected, Al Saidi Boubokar, who is an excellent

good man, and who trembles for my safety, has
strongly urged my immediate departure. And I

am sorry to say, that the notice has been so short,

and I have so much to do previous to going away,
that this is the only communication I shall for the

present be able to make. My destination is Sego,
whither I hope to arrive in fifteen days; but I regret

to say that the road is a vile one, and my perils are

not yet at an end; but my trust is God, who has
hitherto borne me up amidst the severest trials, and
protected me amidst the numerous dangers to which
I have been exposed.

"I have no time to give you any account of Tim-
buctoo, but shall briefly state, that in every respect,

except in size (which does not exceed four miles in

circumference), it has completely met my expecta-

tions. Kabra is only five miles distant, and is a

neat town situated on the margin of the river. I

have been busily employed during my stay, searching

the records in the town, which are abundant, and in

acquiring information of eveiy kind; nor is it with

any common degree of satisfaction that I say my
perseverance has been amply rewarded. I am now
convinced that my hypothesis concerning the termi-

nation of the Niger is correct.

"May God bless you all ! I shall write you fully

from Sego, as also my Lord Bathurst, and I rather

apprehend that both letters will reach you at one

time, as none of the Ghadamis merchants leave

Timbuctoo for two months to come. Again may
God bless you all ! My dear Emma must excuse

my writing. I have begun a hundred letters to her,

but have been unable to get through one. She is

ever uppermost in my thoughts, and I look forward

with delight to the hour of our meeting, which, please

God, is now at no great distance."

The following abstract of the testimony of Bungola,

the major's servant, when examined by the British

consul, gives the catastrophe of this melancholy story:

When asked if he had been with the major at

Mooktar's, he answered, Yes.

Did you accompany \\\\\\ from thence to Tindnic-

too? Yes.

How was he received at Timbuctoo? Well.

How long did he remain at Timbuctoo? About
two months.

Did you leave Timbuctoo with Major Laing? Yes.

Who went with you? A k(jflle of .\rabs.

In what direction did you go? The sun was on

my right cheek.

Did you know where you were going? To San-

sanding.

Did you see any water, and were you molested?

We saw no water, nor were we molested till the

third (Lay, when the Arabs of the country attacked

and killed my master.

Was any one killed beside your master? I was
wounded, but cannot say if any were killed.

Were you sleejiing near your master? ^'es.

I low many wounds had your master? I cannot

say, they were all with swords, and in the morning

I saw the head had been cut off.
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Did the person who had charge of your master
commit the murder? Sheilc Bouraboushi, who ac-

companied the reis, killed him.

What did the sheik then do? lie went on to his

country; an Arab took me back to Timbuctoo.
What property had your master when he was

killed? Two camels; one carried the provision, the

other carried my master and his bags.

Where were your master's papers? In his bag.

Were the papers brought back to Timbuctoo? I

don't know.

Thus perished, a few days after the 2 1st of Septem-
ber, 1826, by the hand of an assassin, one of the most
determined, enthusiastic, and thoroughly accom-
plished of those daring spirits who have perilled

their lives in the cause of African discovery. The
resolution of the unfortunate Laing was of no ordin-

ary kind; his mother has told the writer of this article,

that years before he entered on his last and fatal

expedition, in providing against hardships and con-

tingencies, he had accustomed himself to sleep on
the hard floor, and to write with the left hand; yea
more, with the pen between the first and second toes

of the right foot. It is melancholy to think that he
should have perished unrequited by tliat fame for

which he sacrificed so much, and undelivered of that

tale of the capital of Central Africa, which he had
qualified himself so well to tell. In any circum-

stances the death of such a man had been lamentable;

but it seems the more so, inasmuch as the result of

his successful enterprise is likely for ever to be un-

availing for the benefit of the Hving. Many years

have elapsed since his melancholy murder, and there

seems not the shadow of a hope that his papers will

ever be recovered.

But we cannot conclude this memoir without
adding a few sentences regarding these important
documents. Facts which were established at Tripoli

during the year 1829, and established to the entire

satisfaction of the consuls of Britain, the Netherlands,
Denmark, Sweden, and Sardinia, develop a system
of treachery and plunder regarding the major and
his property, which almost amounts to the incredible.

It seems to have been fully made out that the very

guide (Babani) who set out witli the traveller from
Tripoli, was under the secret direction of Ilassunah

D' Gliies, son of the prime minister of the Tripolitan

bashaw, and the conspirator against the major's life

—that by his (D' Ghies') instructions the ferocious

Bourabouschi, the eventual murderer, was appointed

to be the conductor of the major from Timbuctoo,
and that into his (D' Ghies") hands the major's papers

(fourteen inches long Iw seven thick) were put I)y

another of his emissaries shortly after the murder.
In short, it was afterwards fully ascertainetl that this

packet was secreted in Tripoli in the month of July
or August, 1S28.

The most amazing part of the tale of treaclieiy yet

remains to be told. It would further aj^pear that

the documents referred to were given by D' (iliies to

the French consul at Tripoli, the Baron de Rosseau,
and that during the greater part of the major's journey
this ollicial from France had been in secret corre-

sjiondence with the conspirators—that he exerted
himself in securing the flight of Ilassunah D' (ihies

after the treachery had been disco\ered, and ga\e
protection to and tampered with his brotlier Mo-
hamed, who made the disclosure.

It were out of ]ilace, in this memoir, to detail the
strong chain of evidence by which these allegations

are supported. A masterly summary of it will be
found in the Quarterly A'lV/tTi', No. 84. Suffice it

to say, that neither M. Rosseau nor the French

government did anything to acquit themselves of the

fearful charge there preferred against them. Till

removed, it must stand a foul blot upon their national

honour.

LAING, Mai.coi.m, a lawyer and distinguished

constitutional historian, was bom in the year 1762,

at .Strynzia, his paternal estate, situated on the main-
land of Orkney. He received the rudiments of his

education at the respectable grammar-school of Kirk-
wall ; a seminary which is generally attended by
about a hundred boys, the sons of the neighbouring
proprietors and farmers. When he had reached the

proper age, he was sent to the university of Edin-
burgh, then superintended and attended by men of
great talent. Along with many of the latter class,

he joined in the establishment of the .Speculative

Society, an institution whose subjects of discussion

were perhaps to a certain e.xtent guided by his

peculiar tastes, and certainly coincided remarkably
with those in which he afterwards distinguished

himself.

In 1785 he passed as a Scottish advocate: we do
not know whether he had any predilection for the

practice of the law, or whether he made choice

of the profession for the mere respectability of the

title, and the opportunity it might afford of attract-

ing notice as a politician; but assuredly, notwith-

standing his very high talents in general, and his

peculiarly great powers as a reasoner or special

pleader, he never was much employed, or known as

a distinguished practising barrister. It will scarcely

account sufficiently for this circumstance, that the

manner in which he delivered his powerful arguments
was neither majestic nor pleasing, that ''his speeches

were uttered with an almost preternatural rapidity,

and in harsh and disagreeable tones." If he could

speak and compose with facility—and in parliament

he was considered an able iipeaker—such arguments
as he might have used did not require the extraneous

assistance of manner, even for a jury; while almost

the whole pleading in Scotland at that period was
addressed to the judges, from whose well-practised

intellects reason and powerful argument only C(.)uld

find attention. Laing has shown in his writings a

minute knowledge of all branches of Scottish law;

he voluntarily acted the part of a lawyer in historicrd

subjects, in a manner which has called forth the

highest praise to his merely forensic abilities; and
it may, on the whole, be safely concluded, that the

limited extent of his practice at the bar must be at-

tributed more to his choice than to his want of talent.

The first fruit of Mr. Laing's laborious constitutional

investigations was the preparing for the press ih.e

last volume of Dr. Wawxy' 'i History of Great Britain,

in 1793, after that author's death. The matter col-

lected by Henry did not extend to a ]icriod at wliicli

the work could be closed, and Laing was requested

In' his executors to write two terminating clia]>lers,

to which he annexed a di.-sertatinn on the alleged

crimes of Richard III. The lal;ours of ihe two

authors could not lie very aptly v.r,i;cd, aivl many
consider Laing as a fierce 'lil)erali>t. wliose di)ctrines

appeared har>li and ]Mcjud;ced \\hen cmnpnicd to

the calm narrative df Henry. Tlie .autli<T> were

indeed extremely di->imi!nr, Intt we nui.-t pau-e

befire we decii'.e in favour of the former. Her.ry

was a man of tame mind and t(ilerab!e good sense;

ln;t it he appeared calm and moderate in his hist<'r;crl

ojiinioiis, he wa^ so in tlie very safe and re]"".;tal)'e

cause of desj'oti-m. in wliicli he ensconsed himself

as an inqiregnable fortress, whicli it did not require

nmcli skill to defend. Laing. i^w the other l-,ai;d,

was a man of strong judgmeiU ami profound sjccu'.a-
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tion; and i/he was violently argumentative in support

of the opinions he had adopteil, he was so not as a

man who is determined to maintain a given point

because he has chosen it, and is personally interested

in its being shown to be true; but as one who had
considered the matter accurately, had submitted it

to the arbitration of his strong judgment, and was
resolved to crush those prejudices which prevented
others from seeing it as it appeared to himself. It

is the height of all prejudice to blame a historian

for his opinions; but many have deserved to be cen-

sured severely for twisting facts to support opinions,

instead of bending opinions to accommodate them
to facts. It was the object of Laing to discover the

truth. Perhaps prepossession in favour of the line

of principles he had adopted may have therefore

prompted him to derive improper deductions from
the facts which he produced ; but his strongest

political opponents have never accused him of per-

^erting facts. Laing is said likewise to have com-
]iosed the memoir of Henry which accompanied the

history; but it certainly does not display his usual

energy of style. Whatever defects some may have
discovered in the continuation of Henry's History,

the critical world in general saw its merit, and be-
stowed the countenance of its approbation. The
author, thus encouraged to new historical labours,

looked towards his native countr)', and in l8oO he
published " The History of Scotland, from the Union
of the Crowns on the Accession of King James VI.
to the Throne of England, to the Union of tlie King-
doms in the Reign of Queen Anne. With Two
Dissertations, Historical and Critical, on the Gowry
Conspiracy, and on the supposed Authenticity of
Ossian's Poems." As in the previous case, his book
was very dissimilar to that of the person of wliose
labours his were a continuation—Dr. Robertson.
(Jf the flowing academical ease of that author it is

very destitute. It cannot l^e called eitlier inelegant

or harhh, but it is complicated ; and by. being
laljoured to contain much meaning, is occasionally

obscure. There is much in tlie profundity of the

remarks and reflections which Dr. Robertson could
not have reached; but the chief merit lies in the dis-

]i]ay of critical power on matters of evidence, in which
he displays all the acumen of the practised lawyer
and tlie close observer of human nature. From this

peculiar merit the separate dissertations, containing

notliing but special pleadings, are the most useful

and admiraljle parts of tlie book. In all parts of tlie

work tlie autlior's ruling spirit has prompted him to

search for del)ated facts, few of which he has left

without some sort of settlement. lie has treated in

tills manner many points of English history, among
^^llich is the celelirated question of tlie author of
JCikon Inisilikc, concerning which he has fully proved,
that whatever share Charles may have had in the
suggestion or partial composition, Gauden was the
pcr>on who prei)ared tiie work for the ])ress. Mr.
Laing apjjears to have enjoyed a peculiar pleasure
in putting local and personal prejudices at defiance;

and exidilng in tlie exercise of strong reasoning
]i )\veis, lie has not hesitated to attack all lliat

i> ].cculiarly sacred to the feelings of his country-
ir.L-n ; a characteristic strikingly displayed in his

dissertation on the ]ioems of (J^sian, the authenticity

of \shich he attacked with great learning and in-

veterate rancour.

'I he author of such an attack on one of tlie for-

tresses of the natliinal ])ride of .Scotland did not
])erj)''!:tate Ills work without suitable reprobation;
the Iliglilaiiders were "loud In their wall," and the
]inl)kc jirlnts swarmed with el)ullitions of their wrath.
?dr. l.aing was looked on as a man who had set

all feelings of patriotism at defiance: to many it

seemed an anomaly in human nature, that a Scots-

man should thus voluntarily undermine the great
boast of his country; and unable otherwise to ac-

count for such an act, they sought to discover in the
author motives similar to those which made the
subject sacred to themselves. His dissertations on
tlie poems of Ossian had the merit of causing to be
produced "The Report of the Committee of the
Highland Society appointed to Inquire into the
Nature and Authenticity of the Poems of Ossian,"
conducted under the superintendence of Henry Mac-
kenzie, published in 1805.

At the same period Mr. Laing brought the coii-

troversy to a final issue by publishing a work which,
with a sneer in its designation, he entitled " The
Poems of Ossian, &c., containing the Poetical Works
of James Macpherson, Esq., in Prose and Rhyme,
with Notes and Illustrations." The nature of the
"notes and illustrations" may easily be presumed;
the work indeed is a curiosity in literature. The
edition of Ossian is a very splendid one; and, like

an animal decked for sacrifice, the relentless editor

introduced it conspicuously to the world, with the
apparent purpose of making its demolition the more
signal. Within the same year Mr. Laing's line of

argument was answered by Mr. M 'Donald, and two
years afterwards a long and elaborate work, com-
placently termed a Confutation, was produced by
the Rev. Mr. Graham, who, however, made a some-
what unlucky development of his qualifications for

this task by quoting the De Morilnts Gernianortivi

of Tacitus, referring entirely to the Teutonic nations

as authority concerning the Celts. Mr. Laing never
confuted his arguments, having never made the at-

tempt.

In the meantime Mr. Laing's controversial dis-

position had prompted him to discover another sub-

ject, in the treatment of which he excited a still

greater degree of wrath. In 1804 he published an
edition of his History of Scotland, to \^hich he pre-

fixed two volumes containing "A Preliminary Dis-

sertation on the Participation of Mary Queen of

Scots in the Murder of Darnley." The purpose of

the treatise was, with the author's usual decision and
boldness, declared in the title, and through the whole
of the lengthy detail of two volumes on one historical

incident, he never wavers in the slightest degree

from the conclusion of guilt. Having first formed
his opinion in the matter—on good grounds, it is

charitably to be presumed—he lays down and ar-

ranges his documents and arguments with the pre-

cision and circumstantiality of a lawyer, and no more
hints at the possibility of the innocence of the queen

than the crown-lawyer at that of his victim. Lew
who have ever read this extraordinary work can for-

get the startling exactness with which the arguments

are suited to the facts, and to the guiding ])rincli)ks

of the whole narrative of the renowned event laid

l)efore tlie reader. "Mr. Laing's merit," says a

writer in the Juiinl>nre^h /v'tTvWi', who refers to this

work as to one peculiarly characteristic of his genius,

"as a critical inquirer into history, an enllglitened

collector of materials, and a sagacious judge of evid-

ence, has never been surpassed. If any man believes

the Innocence of (^)ueen Mary, after an inqiartial and
dis])assionate perusal of Mr. Laing's examination ol

lier case, the state of sucli a man's mind would be a

subject wortliy of much consideration by a phlhjso-

]iiiical (d)server of iiuman nature. In spite of his

ardent love of liberty, no man has yet presumed to

charge him with the slightest sacrifice of historical

integrity to his zeal, 'fhat he never jjerfectly at-

tained the art of full, clear, and easy narrative, was
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owing to the peculiar style of those writers who were
jwpular in his youth, and may be mentioned as a
remarkable instance of the disproportion of parti-

cular talents to general vigour of mind."'
Laing was intimately acciuainted with Charles

Fox, with whom he conducted an ample corresjwnd-
cnce, the letters of which on both sides still, we
believe, exist unpublished, and would certainly form
a very interesting addition to our epistolary informa-

tion regarding great men. That eminent statesman

frequently quoted the historical works of Mr. Laing,

as containing matter which could be relied on for its

authenticity; and Laing became an active and zealous

suj)porter of the short administration of his friend,

during which he represented his native county in

parliament. It is said, that notwithstanding the

disadvantages of his manner, he was listened to and
much respected as a speaker; and he gave all the

assistance which so short a period admitted to tlie

plans of the ministry for improving the Scottish

courts of law. After his brief appearance as a legis-

lator, the state of his health prevented him from
interfering in public business. \Vhellier from exces-

sive study and exertion, or his natural habit of body,

he suffered under a nervous disorder of excessive

severity, which committed frightful ravages on his

constitution; and it is said that he was required to

be frefjuently supported in an artificial position to

prevent him from fainting, lie retired to his estate

in Orkney, and his health being to a certain extent

restored by a cessation from laborious intellectual

pursuits, his ever-active mind employed itself in

useful exercise within his narrow sphere of exertion :

he improved his own lands, introduced better methods
of cultivation than had been previously practised in

the district, and experimented in the breeding of

merino sheep. He died in the end of the year 1818,

having, notwithstanding the great celebrity of his

works, been so much personally forgotten by the

literary world, that it is with dilTiculty we have been
enabled to collect matter sufiicient for an outline of

his life. He was married to Miss Carnegie, daughter
of a gentleman in Forfarshire, and sister-in-law to

Lord Gillies. His property was succeeded to by
Samuel Laing, his elder brother.^ Besides the works
we have discussed above, it may be mentioned that

he edited the L'Jc of JaDics VI., published in 1S04.

LAING, William. This well-known dealer in

ri-h and rare literary productions, whose shoj') was
a Herculaneum of the treasures of j)ast ages, was
born in Edinburgh, on the 20th of [uly, 1764. After

having received his education at the grammar high-

school of the Canongate, he made choice of the trade

of a printer for his future occupation, and served to

it a six years' apjM-enticeship. This selection -was

an unlucky one, owing to the weakness of his eyes;

and therefore, instead of following it out, he became
a bookseller, for which his ap[)renticeship had com-
pletely qualified him. In his case, too, it was not

tlie showy and ephemeral, yet nn)ney-making, books
of modern literature that constituted his stock in

trade; but the choicest British and foreign editions

of the old classical authors of every language—works
which only the learned could appreciate, in spite of

the dust and dingy vellum with \\hicli they were
covered. His shoj) for this species of unostenta-
tious, slow-going, and precarious traffic, was lii^t

opened in the Canongate in 17S5; after%\ards he re-

nii'ved lower down tlie street to Chessel's BuildinL;,s,

%\liere he remained till 1803, at which date he re-

mi)\-ed to the South !'.rid;^e, where he pernianenlly

1 La. Kci-. .\liv. ^7. ' E.i. .ii-.Ku.il K.-Ut^>\ loiC, p. 2 so.

established his emporium. During these changes
his reputation as a collector of valuable old books
continued to increase, until it was established among
the learned over the whole island, so that his shop
became a well-known repertory for those scarce

volumes which his thriving brethren in the trade did

not ])ossess, and probably had never even heard of.

All this, too, was the fiaiit of ardent disinterested

zeal and untiring diligence in his profession. From
the year 17S6 he had continued to issue an almost
annual succession of catalogues. He knew all the

scarce works of antiquity, as to the best editions in

which they had been published, the places at which
they were to be found in Britain or upon the Con-
tinent, and the prices at which they were to be p-ur-

chased. And he was ready to communicate this

valuable information to the literary inquirers who
frecjuented his shop for intelligence that could not

well be obtained elsewhere. The labour of travel

was added to that of painstaking home research and
inquiry, and that too at a time when Edinburgh
booksellers and traffickers in general limited their

journeys to the coast of Fife, or even the ranges of

the Bentlands. Thus, in 1793, when the French
revolution was at the wildest, he visited Paris, for

the purpose of making himself acquainted with such
knowledge of his vocation as his own counti'y could
not sujjply, and ascertaining what were the best

editions of those authors that are most in request.

It was no ordinary zeal that made him pursue such

a task amidst the roar of the I'arisian pikemcn and
the clank of the guillotine—more esj^ecially when
every stranger there was at least "suspected of being

suspected." Another similar pilgrimage he made in

1799. Learning that Christian VIL, King of Den-
mark, had been advised to dispose of the numerous
duplicates contained in the royal library at Copen-
hagen, and being instigated by the advice of the cele-

brated Niebuhr, at that time a student in the univer-

sity of Edinburgh, Mr. Laing repaired to the Danish
capital, and there made such arrangements upon the

sale of the duplicates with the privy-councillor, Dr.

]\Ioldenhawer, as was satisfactory to both j^arties.

When the jieace of Amiens had introduced a breath-

ing interval in the wars of the revolution, Mr. Laing
repeatedly visited France and Holland, still for the

purjiose of extending his jirofessional knowledge,
which he readily imparted to the scholars of his own
country. The immense amount of information he

had thus ac(piir&l, was enhanced by his kind gener-

ous temper, and modest unassuming manners.

During the war that followed the delusive peace

of .\miens, by which the \\ hole Continent was closed

against British visitors, Mr. Laing was worthily tm-
ploye<l in raising the literaiy character of his native

country in the department of printing. And fir this,

indeed, he saw that there was too much need. The
distinguished brothers, the Foulis of (;ia>go\v, r.ad

]3assed away, and left no successdrs in their room.

In Edinburgh, so soon to as>ume the name of "Mo-
dern Athens,"' the case was still worse: fur except

Ruddiman's I.ivy and Cunninghanvs J'l'xii, r,o

classical work had issued from her ])re>s worih men-
tioning. In 1S04 he comniciiced the aueirqit by

publishing the works of Thucydides in six volumes,

small Svo', under the f )llo\ving title, 'J'hucydhus GmcJ
li Lalntc; adwin'it In.iiccs: c.x Edilniic Wassii d
Diiki-ii. In priming this work Mr. Laing was for-

tunate in having f )r tlie sujierintendent of the ]M"ess

the Rev. I'cter Idnisley, who attained such a high

I'.ur' 'ix-an lii-tinction in Grecian literature. In lSc6

tlie works iif Thucyilides were followed by tho.-e of

Herodotus, in seven volumes, small Svo, under the

title of /A7v.;;/;/j Gi\ccc ct Lat:i:: ; ac:cdui:t Anno-
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tatioius scIcrtiC, tnrtion ImUx Latinns: ex Edition-

ibns H'c-ssdnti^ii d Kc-izii. P'orcililing this work Mr.

Laing hatl secured the valuable services of Professor

Person; but as the latter went no farther than the

second book, the rest was carried on and completed
under the superintendence of Professor Dunbar. Tiie

next classical author whose wTitings Mr. Laing pub-
lished, in iSll, was Xenophon, in ten volumes, also

of small Svo, under the title of Xoioplwniis quiC

extant Opera Gricee et Latine ; ex Editionihus Schnei-

dcri et Zeunii: accedit Index Latinns. This impor-
tant publication was admirably edited by Mr. Adam
Dickinson, whose Clreek scholarship was only

equalled by his retiring modesty, that prevented his

worth from being more widely known. Mr. Laing
would have followed these with similar editions of

the works of Plato and Demosthenes, but was pre-

vented, chiefly by the difficulty of obtaining com-
petent Greek scholars to superintend such important

])ubIications. Still, however, he had done much :

the editions which he had jjublished w^ere standard

specimens of their class, and have given an impulse

to classical reprinting in Scotland which, we trust,

will neither be fruitless nor yet soon abandoned.
During the latter part of his life, when Mr. Laing

was in easy and comfortable circumstances, he was
able to devote himself to the more general interests

of merchandise, and to this purpose was one of the

original founders of the Commercial Bank of Scot-

land, and also a director. After having nearly com-
pleted his sixty-eighth year, and attended busmess
till within three days of his death, he died at his

house, Ramsay Lodge, Laurieston, Edinburgh, on
the lOth of April, 1832, leaving a widow and family.

His name honourably survives in one of his sons,

whose valualjle labours are well known in Scottish

liislory and antiquarianism.

LANDSBOROUGH, Rev. David, D.D. This
pious divine, zealous naturalist, and poet, was born
in the parish of Dairy, Kirkcudbrightshire, in 1782.

After an early education, first at the school of his

native parisli, and afterwards at Dumfries Academy,
he entered the university of I'^dinburgh, wliere he
passed through the usual course of study prescribed

by the church for tlie office of the ministry. Wiiile

a student, he was also for some time tutor in the

family of Sir William Miller, who was also a lord

of session, under the title of Lord Glenlee, and whose
influence was exerted in Ijehalf of David Lands-
borough when he was licensed as a preacher. David
was first an assistant in the old church of Ayr, and
in 181 1 was ordained as minister of the jjarish of

Stevenston. Belonging to what was called the

"evangelical" party in the Church of Scotland, he
naturally felt a deep interest in that thecjlogical con-

flict of which the chief subject was the right of the

jjcople to elect their own minister; and when the

severance known as the "Disruption" occurred, lie

\\as one of those self-denying country ministers who
al)andone<l the Established churcii for the sake of

tho>e ])rinciples he had steadfastly advocated. (Jn

relinquishing the clerical charge of the jiarish of

.Sicvenston, he became minister of a congregation at

.Saltcoats in connection with the Tree Church of

Scotland.

It was not until 1847—a late jicriod in life for a

poet's first appearance in the press —that he ]>ublished

".Imm, a I'oem in Six Cantos." This jiroduction

was well received in its day, and is not « ithout some
])(>etical merit, hut still not enough U) buoy uy a

])o._:in of -ix cantos, and save it from sinking into

oblivion. Happily, however, his menifiry will rest

on a sounder basis than his poetry. He had a still

stronger enthusiasm and better natural aptitude for

the study of natural history, and the hours that were
not occupied with the duties of his sacred calling

were spent in the study of the plants, flowering and
cryptogamic, with which the picturesque district in

which he dwelt abounds. He thus became to his

own particular locality what Gilbert White was to

his parish of Selbourne. He also carried his re-

searches into the marine and land shells, an<l the
mysteries of fossil botany contained in the coal-fields.

But as old age came on, his principal and favourite

investigations were the algasof Ardrossan and Arraii,

of wdiich several of his discoveries are announced in

Dr. Harvey's Phycologia Britaniiica. These con-
tributions of the minister were so highly valued, that

Dr. Harvey in gratitude conferred his name upon a
little a/ga or seaweed, by calling it Eetocarpns Lands-
burgii. In like manner his friend Dr. Johnston of

Berwick named a zoophyte after him, Lepialia Lands-
huro-i.di. On a similar honour being conferred upon
him by naming a shell as one of the iMndsbttrgii, the

Free Church minister sportively asked, "Is it possi-

ble to sail far down the stream of life in a scallop?"

Thus passed the life of the Rev. David Lands-
borough in retirement, but with a growing reputa-

tion, which, had he been ambitious of distinction,

might well have compensated for the obscurity of Ins

position ; and his scientific friends, who were en-

lightened by his discoveries, were also charmed by
the amenity of his gentle manners, and improved liy

his Christian example. His works connected with

his favourite science were also highly appreciated.

These, besides the various jiapers he communicated
to Harvey's LViyeologia Britannica, were the follow-

ing: ^^ Excursions to Arran, Atlsa Craig, and the

Ihi'o Ciimbraes, with Reference to the Natural His-

tory of these Islands," Edinburgh, Svo, 1852; Pop-

ular History of Lh'itish Zoophytes and Coralline,

London, Svo, 1852; &x\(\ Popular History of British

Sca-tveeds. He also contributed to the Christian

Herald the biographies of several of his parishioners,

and others distinguished for their excellence, which
he afterwards collected and published in a sninil

volume, under the title of Ayrshire SketeJies. He
was an associate of the Linn;van Society, and had
the title of Doctor in Divinity c(mferred upon him
by an American college. Dr. Landsborough was
cut off suddenly, and by cholera, on September 12,

1854.

LAUDER, Sir John, Lord Fountainhall, an
eminent lawyer and statesman, was born at l-^din-

burgh, on the 2d of August, 1646.' His father was
lohn (afterwartls Sir John) Lauder, l)aronet, a mer-

chant and bailie of Edinburgh, a younger branch

and afterwards chief of the family of Lauder of Bass

and Lauder. The subject of our memoir was his

eldest son, by his seconcl marriage, with Isabel Ellis,

daughter of .Mexander TLllis of Mortonhall. By this

wife he had fourteen sons and two daughters; by a

])revious marriage he had three children, and by a

third wife, of whom mention will l)e made hereafter,

he had four sons and two daughters. Of the early

education of young Lauder we know nothing, \\itli

the exception of a ])assiiig incmorandum in his volu-

minous memorials of legal matters, which shows that

he had ])assed some time at the imiversity of Le\(len,

at that time the jirincipal continental rc.-ort of ^tll-

' Kc-istcr of bapti'-ins in Iviiiil.iirKli. F'T this .ind all the

nther iiiforiD.ilion rclalivc l'> Lord Foimtaiiih.ill not to hi; f.nni'l

in printed works, wc an; ohh^cd to a very curious MS. roll(;( tinii

ru'^jardinf,' hirii, made hy liis descendant, the hate .Sir 'I'hi^ri.as

fhck Lander, of which that gentleman kindly permitted us

tile use.
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dents at law. "Tlie university of .St. .Andrews," lie

says, "claims to be freed from paying excise for all

drink furnished to the scholars, and that ujion the

general privilege competent to all universities by
custom. I remember we enjoyed that privilege at

Leyden after our immatriculation." Having accom-
plislied his preparatory studies, he passed as an ad-

vocate on the 5lh of June, 1668, and commenced the

jsractical pursuit of his profession with vigour, after

having previously, as his early proficiency as a lawyer
shows us, jirepared his mind by intense and accurate

study. "From my admission as an advocate," he
says, "in June, 166S, I began to mark the decisions

of the Court of .Session;" and it is to his uninter-

rupted industry in this occupation that we owe that

valuable mass of precedents known by the name of

Fouiitainhall's Decisions, published in two volumes
folio, and latterly more fully re-edited from the original

manuscripts. In a case which he reports tluring his

earlier years at the bar, strong internal evidence

—

arising from the use of the first person singular, the

unusual prolixity of the speech,' and the aljsence of
the name of the counsel—shows himself to have acted

in that capacity. This action was at the instance of

the town of Stirling, against the unfreemen in Fal-

kirk and Kilsyth, Ijearing date January iSth, and
June 25th, 1672. Lauiler's speech is a curious

specimen of the mixed logical and rhetorical elo-

quence of the forensic pleading of the age, when
the judges acted more as a deliberative assembly
than as a body of lawyers bound to the letter of

certain enactments; and the person who addressed

them, if lie could not sway their passions as those

of a modern jury are affected, had a wide field

of influence in their reason or prejudices. Con-
trasted with the restricted legal pleadings of the

present day, the following commencement on the

part of "the learned gentleman for the prosecution,'"

Avould appear very singidar: "My lord commissioner,
may it please your grace, what hapjiiness and
cheerfulness the eminent and most eloquent of all the

apostles, St. Paul, expresses, when he is put to

plead his cause before Festus and Agrijipa, because
the one had long been a judge in his nation, and the

other was expert in all the manners and customs of

the Jews, the same gladness ])ossesses the town of

.Stirling, and with them the whole royal burghs, that

they are to plead in behalf of their privileges this

d.ay before your grace, the great patron and con-

servator of them."' It is to be remarked that, in

this case, Lauder is pleading for the exclusive privi-

leges of burghs, and in favour of monop(_)lies. He
opens his speech with a sketch of the argiunents of

his adversary, on which, prol)ably with a wish to

caricature them, he has bestowed an amiable liber-

ality of doctrine which .\dam Smith could not have
excelled, and told many politico-econoniicrd truths

which few had then imagined. His own an>wers to

the principles he tiuis beautifully lays d(jwn, sound
harsh and jarring in comparison, although they were
far more accordant to the princi]iles of the time.

"Do not," he says with considerable tact, "think it

a light matter to rob the royal burghs of their jMivi-

legLS, which are become their jiroperty by as good
a title as any of you bruik your lands and e>tate.

Ijy what liand ye shall comnnuiicate these lilierties

(now c.illed in ([uestion) to the defenders, by that

same shall ye lop off the royal burghs from being the

third estate in the kingdom. Remember that a

tlircefoM cord ought not to l)e ea>ilv lirnken. C'l in-

sider that lamentable confusitin niav I'ollow on luos-

' KMcndins: fr.

where it is stvleJ
[p.^ p. 642 to f^

' I ounl.uuhaU':
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ing one pin of the government; that the touching
such a fundamental .sacred constitution may unhinge
the whole; that government is like a sheaf of arrows
fast bound: jndl out one, all will follow and fall to

the ground; and how terribly dangerous such an
innovation may be." It will be held in mind, how-
ever, that each counsel was fee'd for the principles he
maintained, and that the genuine oi)inions of both
may have almost united in "a happy medium." 'I he
speech, on the whole, is full of classical learning

and statistical information, and cannot fail to convey
a pleasing idea of the intelligence and talent of a
forensic orator of the seventeenth century.

Soon after this pericjd we find the subject of our
memoir connected with one of those constitutional

acts of resistance for which the bar of Scotland has
only, in a very few instances, been celebrated. It

is well known to those ac(]uainted with .Scotti.sh

history, that a jirivate litigation betwixt the Farls of

Dunfermline and Callender interested the feelings

or cupidity of Lauderdale, who was determined to

influence the decision in favour of the former by
swaying the judges through his personal ajipearance

on the bench, in virtue of his honorary title of "an
extraordinary lord of session." The affair was man-
aged by having the cause jjrematurely called in court,

in defiance of statute; and, a decision being come to

in favour of the pursuer, Callender lodged an aj^jieal

to jiarliament, a novel ]irocedure, which it was the

interest of the king and of the judges to stifle at its

first appearance. There are few who will not ac-

knowledge that a final apjieal of litigated cases to

the legislative tribunal of the country, is, if not a

preventive, at least a check to the consecjuences of

influence or prejudice in inferior judicatories. The
absence of such a principle, and the decay of jury

trial in .Scotland, had both originated from the same
cause. Parliament was anciently the great jury of

the nation, and, with the king as its president, the

court of last resort in all litigations: but becoming,
from the nature of the inferior courts, overburdened
with judicial business, which a large body of men
could not easily accomplish, the full ]iowers of ]xir-

liament, in this res]3ect, %\ere bestowed on a judicial

committee called the lords auditors, from which,

through a gradation of changes, was formed the

C"ourt of Session, which thus, by its origin, united

the duties of the jury, the law court, and the legis-

lative body of last resort. In thoe circumstances

it was not difficult for government to discover that

a measure so unpleasing to itself was a tlaring in-

novation of the "constitution." The counsel for the

ajiiJcllants, Lockhart and Cunningham, were desired

to make oaih regarding their share in this act of

insubordination, and not only refusing, but maiiuain-

ing the ju>tice of appeals, were summarily jirohibited

the exercise of their profession. The member^ of the

bar united to resent the insult anil )u-otect their

rights, and fifty advocates (]irobal.)ly very nearly the

whole number then at the bar), of whom Lauder

was one," fiillowed their distinguished brethren to

retirement, and at the instance of Lauderdale were

banished twelve miles fiom Ldinburi^h. After a

year"s exile they wcie all^.wed to return, having

managed to eftect a conipmmise \\\\\\ the court. In

another ai>]''oal, which was attenijited not long after,

the appellant was jiersriaded to tru>t to the efl'ect nf

recalling his apj^eal ; but the judges, on whom the

mixture (.>f intimidation ami llatlery apjiears to ha\e

- Mriikcr./ic's ."/,•;'.'/' J. ;,;,. wl-.cre Lnuccr. .Tnion:; > :h'T-.

s;il'>':ri'icv an a<'.i.'.rL---s !iy the .ieharred advocates t'' the irivy-

fninoil. I'ora farther a.-,-, .unt of tlie atTair. see the nieir.uiri

'.('.r;:; G. l.'jeKHA:rr .ma b!K G. Mackenzie.
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produced little effect, adhered, notwithstanding an
implied promise to the contrary, to their previous

interlocutor. "And so," remarks Lauder in refer-

ence to the case, "he was either ill or well served

for his complimenting them. But the times were
such that no rational man could expect a rectifica-

tion from them of what had once, even though un-

awares, escaped them. When their honour was
once engaged at the stake, they blushed to confess

what is incident to humanity itself, nam hmnauitm
est errare." With regard to his own sufferings for

judicial integrity, he remarks, "I have few or no
ol).-;ervations for the space of three sessions and a

half, viz. from June, 1674, till Januarj', 1676, in

regard I was at that time debarred from any employ-
ment, with many other lawyers, on the account we
were unclear to serve under the strict and servile

ties which seemed to be imposed on us by the king's

letter, discharging any to quarrel the lords of session

their sentences of injuslice, and was not restored till

January, 1676." After his restoration to his powers,

his collection of decisions shows that he was a well-

employed and active counsellor.

His next appearance in public life is at the cele-

brated trial of the Earl of Argyle, in 16S1, for a

treasonable explanation of the test, for whom Lauder
acted as counsel, along with Lockhart and six others.

The vulgar prejudice against vindicating a person
accused of any crime, together with the cautious

vigilance of the crown, trammelled for a long time
the legitimate powers of counsel in Scotland, and,

especially in cases of treason, brought their duty so

much under the arbitration of the court, that a prac-

tice prevailed by which it was considered illegal to

defend a person accused of such a crime without
the permission of government ; and therefore every
jirudent advocate declined interfering till he could
produce a royal warrant. In tb.e present instance

Argyle's counsel had prepared and signed, as lawyers,

an "opinion" that his explanation of the test was a

legal one. The consequence of this, as detailed in

Lauder's own words, was, that "The councell named
a committee to call my lord Argyle's eight advocates,

vizt., .Sir George Lockhart, .Sir John Dalrymple,
Messieurs Walter Pringle, David Thoi''s, Patrick

Home, John Stewart, James Graham, and myself,

for subscribing an opinion that his explanation con-

tained nothing treasonable in it. We were examined
upon oath ; and it was called a new practice to sign

opinions with us, especially in criminall cases im-

porting treason, and a bad ]irei:iarative ; though
lawyers should not be prelimitcd nor overawed freely

to plead in defence of their clients; the privy-council

having authorized us to that purpose. Tho' some
aimed at imprisoning and depriving us, yet, after we
had spoke with his royal hynes, he was i)leased to

pass it ; tho', he said, if any bad use were made of

our signed opinion, by spreading it al)road in I'-ng-

land to incense them, or rejiroach the duke or the

ju'lges, he could not but blame us. It was afterwards

jjrinted in England, and .Xrgyle's triall, \\ ith anutlvjr

piece, called a Scotch Mist to I'/ct cTiie J:it:^lisli»iiui

to tlic Sknt: being sundry animadversions on Argyle's

process."'

Althougli his political proceedings do not seem
to have Ijcen calculated to bring liim witliin the

atmosplierc of court favour, he early received the

dignity of kniglithood; at what precise jjeriod is not

known, but ajiparently previous to the year 16S1.

Mucli about tlie same period, or some )-ears afler-

war'l>, he appears to have acted as one ui the as-

sessors U> the city of Edinburgli ; a circumstance
discoverable from his remarking, that f)n the 4th of

November, 16S5, the other gentleman who held that

office was removed, from some cause connected with
burgh politics, while he was retained.

In 1685 Sir John Lauder became a member of the
committee of estates; and for more than twenty
years,* until the treaty of union, he appears from
the journals of the house to have performed his

parliamentary duties with activity and zeal. He
was returned for the shire of Haddington on the 23d
of April, along with Sir John Wedderburn of Gos-
ford. His election was disputed by Sir James Hay
of Simplum ; and the committee on controverted
elections having reported that the votes were equally
divided, a new election was proposed, when one of
the voters for Sir James Hay being discovered to

have given his vote after the election had been
formally terminated. Sir John Lauder was declared
the sitting member by a majority of one. Lauder
was early discovered in his legislatorial, as he had
been in his professional capacity, not to be a docile

and obedient supporter of the measures of govern-
ment. In the first parliament which he attended
he refused to vote for the forfaulture of the Earl of

Melville, who had fled from the wrath of government
after the discovery of the Ryehouse Plot."

He was a zealous friend to the Protestant faith,

when there were few in Scotland who risked an open
defence of the religion to which they were so ardently

attached. The government, who found it difficult

to make the protection of Protestantism a crime,

had nevertheless power enough to harass him. "On
May 1st, 1686," he says, "Mr. James Young, son
to Andrew Young, writer to the signet, is appre-

hended by Captain Graham, and kept in the court

of guard, being delated as a copier and dispenser of

a paper, containing reasons why the parliament

should not consent to the dispensing with the penal

laws against Papists, and reflecting in the end on
such Protestants as had apostatized I and for having
verses against the Bishop of .St. Andrews and IJishop

of Edinburgh ; and he having in his examination
named John Wilson and John Nasmyth, my servants,^

as bringers of these papers to his chamber, the chan-

cellor signed an order to Captain Graham to arrest

them, apprehending possibly to reach myself for

litjclling, as he termed it. Put they having named
their authors from whom they had them, were liber-

ated, and their authors, viz. Mr. John Ellis, Robert
Keill, &c., were cited."

—"My two ser\ants," he

afterwards says, "being imprisoned, and I threat-

ened therewith, as also that they would seize upon
my papers and search if they contained anything

offensive to the party then jarevailing, I was neces-

sitat to hide the manuscri]>t, and many others, and
intermit my historick remarks till the Revolution in

the end of 1688, after which I Ijegan some observes

of our meeting of estates of parliament held in

1690-93 and 95, and other occurrents forreign and
(lomcslick, brielly summed up, and drawin togither

ycirly (but wA with such enlargements as I have
used heir), and are to be found uj) and downe in

several manuscri])ts besyde me, to be reviewed cmii

dabit otiiim J)iiis.'^

When James made his well-known recommenda-
tion to tlie parliament of Scotland to rescind the

])enal statutesagainst Roman Catholics, Lauderjoined
in the debate on the a])])r(jpriate answer, in a spirit

of moderation, wliieh, acctjrding to the amount of

' I Tit: record sli'iws him to have l)ccn returned of the follow-

ing dates: 2 jrl .April, if'Ss; zr,th April, i^.S^j
;

3CI Septenii.cr,

i^ ,0: 9th >ray. I'os: Kth Sei>teniber, ii^i/j; 21st May, i7'<-
;

f.lh Mav, i7o{; ''tli [iilv. 1704; 2Sth June, 1705; 3d Octoler,
17 of>.- ;;,7. /'art. vol-,.'viii. ix. x. xi.

= .;-//Vr/. ix. Ap. 45.

••The ti;nri " s'.rvant is invariably used by Lau'Ier and
other lawyers of tlie period for " clerk."
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his charity, the reader may attribute to prudence, or

liberality, or both united. On the question, what
term llie parHamcnt should bestow on those who
professed the Romish faith, "I represented," says

he, "that there was no man within the house more
desirous to have these odious marks of division

buried, and that we might all be united untler the

general name of Christian. It is true the names
under which they were known in our law were the

designations of the papistical kirk, heresy, error,

superstition, popish idolatry, and maintainers of the

cruel decrees of the council of Trent ; and though
it was not suitable to the wisdom and gravity of

parliament to give them a title implying as if they

were the true church, and we but a sect, yet I wished
some soft appellation, with the least offence, might
be fallen on, and therefore I proposed it might run
thus, those commonly called Roman Catholics: that

the most part of our divines calls lis the catholics,

and so Chamier begins his Panstratia, 'V'ertuntur

controversia:!, Catholkos inter et Papistas.'' The
chancellor called this a nicknaming of the king,

and proposed it might run in general terms thus,

as to those subjects your majesty has recommended to

US," &c. The motion of the Archbishop of Glasgow,
that they should be simply termed "Roman Catho-
lics"—a repetition of the king's own words—was
finally carried. But however he might be inclined

to be conciliatory about epithets, Lauder resisted

with firmness the strong attempt made by James
and his commissioner, the Earl of Moray, towards
the conclusion of the parliament, finally to abolish

the penalties against Roman Catholics. In his

manuscripts are preserved seventeen closely written

pages of matter on this subject, entitled "A Dis-

course in defence, whereof part was spoken in the

Parliament, of the Penal Laws against Popery, and
why the Toleration Act should not Pass ; and the

rest was intended, but was prevented liy the sudden
rising of the Parliament." P'requent application,

often in the most contemptible of causes, has made
the arguments contained in this able document too

hackneyed to please a modern taste ; an impartial

posterity, however, will reflect, that though liberal

feeling has often been disgusted by a similar discus-

sion of a question which to this day bears the same
name, the supporters of the penal laws against

Roman Catholics in the reign of James \\\. were
not striking against freedom of opinion ; that they
were a party which had just halted from a battle for

their own privileges and liberties, and once more
beheld them sternly menaced; tiiat they did not wish
to dictate to the consciences of an oppressed body
of men, but were boldly preserving the purity of their

own, by using the only means in their power to pre-

vent the resuscitation of a church which sat in judg-

ment over the mind, and was armed with a sword
to compel obedience to its dictates. "It were,"
says Lauder, "a strange excess and transport of

Christian lenity and moderation, to abolish our laws
against Papists, who, by the principles and practice

of their church, may show no favour to us; but will

turn the weapons we arm them with to the total

subversion of our religion:" words which had a

meaning when a bigoted papal monarch sat on the
throne, and the horrors of a high-commission were
in too fresh recollection; but which have none when
used towards that body grown poor and powerless,
aiul only desiring to enjoy their own religion in

peace.

^^ e niu^t not omit to mention that at the trial of

the Duke of Monmouth in 16S6, Sir John Lauder
and other two counsel were employed to protest fur

the interest of the duchess, who was absolute pro-

prietrix of the estate enjoyed by her husband. The
criminal court would not condescend to receive a
protest in a matter purely civil ; but did condescend
to forfeit the property of the duchess for the crime
of her husband. It was afterwards, however, given
back by the king.

We pause in the history of his political career
to record a few domestic events which characterized
the life of .Sir John Lauder. He had been married
on the 2 1 St January, 1669, to Janet Ramsay, daughter
of Sir Andrew Ramsay, Lord Abbotshall, wiiose
father was the celebrated Andrew Ramsay, minister
of the Grayfriars' Church. This lady, after bearing
him eleven children, died in 1686. Her husband
has thus affectionately noted the event, "27 F"ebruarii,

1686, at night happened nnvs charissima vte<e con-
jiti^s tnihi amarissima et liictuosissima ; so there is

little to the loth of March, I not having come aliroad

till then." On the margin is written nota non ob-

liviscenda. In the curious familiar memorials which
he has left behind him we find frequent instances

of that warm domestic feeling which is often the
private ornament of men illustrious for their public
and political intrepidity. To any disaster in his

numerous family—for he had seven children by a
second wife—we sometimes meet such simple allu-

sions as the following, buried among the legal notanda
or the political events of that feverish period: "17
Decembris, 1695, I entered on the bills; and my
dear child Robert dying this day, the observes are

the fewer, in respect of my absence for two days, and
my other affairs, which diverted my constant atten-

tion that week." Again, "21 July, 1696, Tuesday:
my dear son William dying this day, I was absent
till his burial was over." Sir John was a second
time married, on the 26th of March, 1687, to Marion
Anderson, daughter of Anderson of lialram, who
sun'ived him.

The domestic tranquillity of this excellent man
was long harassed by the machinations of a step-

mother—his father's third wife, of whose heteroclite

proceedings we must give a slight sketch. Tins
woman, ^Iargaret Ramsay, daughter to George Ram-
say of Iddington, to whom .Sir John Lauder's father

was united in 1670, at the ripe age of eighty-six,

prevailed on her husband to jirocure a baronet's title,

which he obtained in July, 16SS, and the lady, shew-
ing that she had more important designs tiian the

gratification of female vanity, managed, by an artifice

for which parental affection can scarcely form an
excuse, to get the patent directed to her own snii

George, and the other heirs male of her body, with-

out any reference to the children of the previous

marriage.

A document among the papers of Sir John Lauder,

being a draft of an indictment, or criminal libel, r.t

the instance of the lord-advocate, before the jirivy-

council, against the lady and her relations, gives v.s

his own account of the transaction: it is dated 1690,

and commences "Memorandum for Sir John Laudt-r,

to raise ane libell at privy counsel! at the in-taixe

of .Sir J. D. (Sir John l)alrymp!e), his niaj-.^sty's

advocate, for his majesty's iiUcrc-t. and of Sir J'ib.ii

Lauder, Mr. ^^"i]l:a^1 and Anihc\v l.audcrs, his

brothers german, against Margaret Ram>ay," tVo.

Neither the Medea of luirip.ides, nor the old ballad

of Lord Kaudal inv Sen, gives a more bean ideal

j>iclure of the jirocecdings of the "cruel step-dame.'

than this fi)rniidable document. It accuses her of

liaving "wearied her husl)and by her excessive ini-

p.ortnnity an<l anil.)ilion to procure and accept ar.e

kniL;l;t baronet's j^atent ;" that, having managed
through her relations to direct the destination in the

manner we have mentioned, the old gentleman ir.i-
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mediately sent the patent to Mr. Robert Lauder to

be altered, and Mr. Robert, certainly not having the

fear of what are awfully termed consequences before

his eyes, proceeded to his duty, when the enraged

lady, "with several others of her accomplices, in-

tentling by force to have taken the patent from him,

threatened to see his heart's blood if he did not

deliver it presently." Farther, "to fright her hus-

band to comply with her unreasonable and unjust

demands, she threatened that she would starve her-

self if that patent was not taken to her son, and that

she would kill herself if she saw any of the com-
plainers come near the house, and if he did not

absolutely discharge them his presence;" and still

more emphatically, "she tore the clotlies off her

body, and the hoods off her head, and sware fearful

oaths, that she would drown herself and her children,

and frequently cursed the complainers, and defamed
and traduced them in all places, and threatened that

she hoped to see them all rooted out, they and their

posterity, off the face of the earth, and her children

would succeed to all."' A decree appears to have
been obtained against the defenders in the privy-

council ; and the patent being reduced in the civil

court, a new destination was obtained, by which Sir

John Lauder succeeded to the family title and estates

on the death of his father in 1692.

Meantime, the Revolution had brought him a

relief from the dangers and difficulties of opposition,

and the hope of preferment and influence. He was
appointed a lord of session, and took his seat with

the title of "Lord Fountainhall," on the 1st Novem-
ber, 1689. On the 27th of January following he
was also nominated a lord of justiciary. In 1692
Sir John Lauder was offered the lucrative and influ-

ential situation of lord-advocate ; but the massacre
of Glencoe, an act characteristic of a darker age and
a bloodier people, had just taken place ; the luke-

warmness, if not criminality, of the government
formed an impediment, and, to his honour be it

mentioned, he would not accept the proffered situa-

tion except on the condition of being allowed to

])rosecute the murderers. At the time when the

.Scottish parliament found it necessary to strike a

blow for the property of the nation invested in the

Darien- scheme, it was proposed that the parliament
should vote an address to the king, calling on him
to vindicate the honour of Scotland, and protect the

company. The more determined spirits in that ex-

asperated assembly demanded an act as the legiti-

mate procedure of an independent body. Among
these was Lauder. The address was carried by 108
to 84, and a body of those who voted otherwise,

v.itli Hamilton and Lauder at their head, recorded
thL-ir dissent.* He began at this jjcriod to show
oi)i)()sition to the measures of government. Along
with Hamilton he recorded a dissent from the mo-
tion of the high-commissioner, for continuing for

f)ur months the forces over and nljovc tlie 3000
which constituted the regular establishment.''' He
nttcndeci parliament during the tedious di'^cussion

otwithstanding her ferocity, this woman seems to liave

;ed to be regretted .Tt her de.Tth. She i^ the only pcrsnn
im, from the d.Tte Ajjril 18. 1713 , we can apply .a piece

Cgreh " In obltnm jiia; ac generosissirna; iJomin.x J). A.
ainhall, Klegidiiim, ad iisum et capt\ini adolc-ccntiili

Mil fiiii Alexandri Lander, ex industna acconiinodatum."
s elegantly commences :--

"An (]uia matrona es, gcneroso stemmate nata
I'atorum rigido nurnine, santta cadis."

it i~ Englished—
" I'.illen by the dismal stroke of tinrsher fate,

lle'.au^e In- birth, but more bv virtue, great."
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of the several articles of the union, and we find his

protest frequently recorded, although to one or two
articles, which did not involve the principle of an
incorporating union, he gave his assent. In the
final vote his name is recorded among the noes.

Soon after the union, on the appointment of cir-

cuits, old age interfered with Lord Fountainhall's

performance of all his laborious duties, and after

some unwillingness on the part of royalty to lose so

honest a servant, he resigned his justiciary gown,
and a short time before his death he gave up his

seat in the Court of Session. This good and useful

man died in September, 1722, leaving to his numer-
ous family a considerable fortune, chiefly the fruit

of his own industry. On a character which has
already spoken for itself through all the actions of a
long life, we need not dilate. His high authority

as a rational lawyer is well known to the profession.

His industry was remarkable. His manuscrijDts, as

extant, fill ten folio and three quarto volumes ; and
there is reason to believe, from his references, that

several were lost.

In 1822 was published ^^Chronological N'otes of
Scottish Affairs from 1680 //'// 1 701, being chiefly

taken from the Uiary of Lord Fountainhall." Un-
fortunately this volume is not taken from the original

manuscript, but from an abridged compilation by a

^h•. Milne, a writer in Edinburgh; a fierce Jacobite,

who has disturbed the tranquil observations of the

judge with his own fiery additions, apparently judg-

ing that his cause might be well supported by making
an honest adversary tell falsehoods in its favour. A
genuine selection from the historical manuscripts

of Lord Fountainhall, however, was published by the

Bannatyne Club in 1840 and 1848, under the titles

o( Historical Ol'scrz'cs, and Historical Notices of Scot-'

tish Affairs, by v\-hich much light is thro\\-n upon the

political events and social condition of the period.

LAUDER, Sir TnoMA.s Dick, Bart. This
multifarious and distinguished writer was the eldest

son of .Sir Andrew Lauder, Bart., of Fountainhall,

Haddingtonshire, and was born in 1784. The family

was originally of Norman extraction, its founder, iJe

Lavedre, having come from England with Malcolm
Canmore, when the latter drove Macbeth from the

Scottish throne; and from him descended a race

who took part in all the subsequent wars of .Scottish

independence, and fought gallantly under the banners

of Wallace, Bruce, and the Douglases. It was
natural that these family recollections .should influ-

ence the early studies of .Sir Thomas, and inspire

him with that love of chivalry and antiquarian re-

search which he afterwards turned to such good ac-

count. At an early period he entered the army, and
was an officer in the 79th regiment (Cameron High-

landers). Here he continued only a short jieriod;

and on (juitling the army he took up his residence

in Morayshire, where he married Miss Cumming,
only child and heiress of George Cumming, Esq. of

Relugas, a beautiful property on the banks of the

Findliorn. ]*"rom this time till the cl(;sc of life he

was fully occiq^iied with the civil a])p(jintnients he

held, and with the pursuits of science and literature,

in which he sustained a high rejjutation to the end.

The first efforts of Sir Thomas in authorship, so

far as can be ascertained, were in the dejiartments

of natural science; and his diligence in these studies

is well attested by his numerous contributions to the

scientific jfuirnals of the day, and especially to the

Ainuils of I'liilosopliy, edited by the late Thomas
Thomson, professor of chemistry in the tuiiversity

of Glasgow. To this magazine we find hiin, in 1815

and the three following years, contributing papers on
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the following subjects, from which the nature of his

researclies can i>est be understood:—"Account of a

Toad Found in the Trunk of a Beech;" "Account
of llie Worm with which the Stickleback is infested;"

"Account of the Aluminous Chalybeate Spring which
has lately appeared on the Property of Sir Andrew
Lauder Dick, IJart. , at Fountainhall, in East Lothian.

"

(To this he subsequently added a register of its diur-

nal alternations contrasted with the barometer, during
nineteen months, a daily list of which had been
made by his father, who was also a lover of natural

science.) "An .\ccount of the Earthquake in Scot-

land;" "Account of Different Currents of Wind ob-

served at the same time." 15ut the most im])ortant

of his philosophical investigations, ujion which he had
spent much study, and made more than one explora-

tory journey to tiie wilds of Lochaber, was contained

in his paper "On the Parallel Roads of Glenroy,"
which he read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh
in 181S. Tliese singular roads, it was generally sup-

poseil, had been constructed either by the ancient

Celtic kings of .Scotland when their royal abode was
the castle of Inverlochy, or by the Fingalian "car-
borne" chiefs who had flourished at a still earlier

jieriod. Sir Thomas, however, attempted to show,
by a careful induction, that these stupendous path-

w.ays, instead of being constructed by kings, heroes,

or jirimitive giants, had been formed by the action

of the waters of a lake that had stood at different

heights, corresponding with those of the siielves,

until it had finally burst through its latest barrier in

consequence of some great natural convulsion

—

probably the same that f)rmed the great glen of

Scotland through which the Caledonian Canal has

been carried. This simple theory, although it sorely

discomfited the lovers of the wonderful, and wor-
shippers of "superstitious eld," was greatly admired
by the sober and scientific, not only for its origi-

nality, but the powerful array of facts and argu-

ments adjtluced to support it, illustrated as it farther

was by eight drawings, with which Sir Thomas ac-

companied his dissertation. This essay, with en-

gravings of his sketches, was published in the Trans-
actions of the Society. He had thus not only the

merit of throwing new light upon the theory of

natural geological formations in opposition to the

artificial, but of directing particular attention to these

phenomena of Lochaljcr, which have been investi-

gated l)y subsequent geologists, among whom may
be mentioned Mr. Milne and Sir G. S. M'Kenzie.
Another subject of scarcely less importance, that

occupied the researches of Sir Thomas, was the

natural transport, by means of ice, of a large boulder

on the shore of the Moray Frith. His account of

this huge isolated stone, and his conjectures as to

the mode in which it had found its ultimate landing-

place, was published in the third volume of the

IVcniLfian Transactions; while his theory farmed
the basis oi^ which several scientific writers alter-

wards endeavoured to account for still more imjior-

tant revolutions by means of ice, wliich had been

effected over a large j^ortion of the earth's surface.

The nature of these stutlies, extending cner so

many fields, anil the reputation v.hich tlicy had
already won for him, would have constituted a sti.ick

in life upon which most of our comfortable countr}--

gentlemen would have contentedly rcjiosed to the

end. but the mind of .'^ir Thomas Dick Lauder
possessed an amount of intellectual vigour that could

not be so easily satisfied; he had only thus com-
inencetl, not concluded, his career; and after having

begun with science, he turned, by w.iy of relief, to ilie

lighter departments of liteiature, through which he

was to be better known to the world at large, than

VuL. II.

by his more laborious investigations among migratory-

rocks and water-chiselled highways. ()\\ the com-
mencement of Blackivood^s Alagazitie, at the begin-

ning of I Si 7, he became one of its earliest contribu-

tors; and his first tale which appeared in it, under
the title of "Simon Ray, (jardener at Dumjihail,"
was written with such vigour and truthfulness, that,

for a time at least, it was suj^posed to have proceeded
from no other pen than that of .Sir Walter Scott
himself. Some impression of this kind, indeed,

seems at first to have been made by the anonymous
contribution upon the conductors of the magazine
also, f )r they a])pendeil to the tale the flattering an-
nouncement of "Written, we have no doubt, by the
author of Har't-r/cy." The great era of magazines
had now fully commenced, as well as that of steam,
in which the impatient mind, no longer booked for

the slow conveyance of folios and (juartos, was to be
carried onward with railway s]5eed; and to the most
important of these periodicals .Sir Thomas became a
frequent and welcome contributor. Besides these

light but attractive sketches, he also became a writer

in the grave methodical pages of the Iidi)ibiirgli

Encyclopedia, for which he drew up the statistical

account of the ]:)rovince of Moray. It was in the
midst of these and such other lileran," occup.ations

that he succeeded to the baronetcy of Fountainhall,

by the death of his father in 1S20, and was the
seventh who had enjoyed that title.

After having preluded for some time in the depart-

ment of fiction, and as an anonymous contributor to

the i)eriodicals, .Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, having
now fully essayed his strength, adventured ujjon the

decisive three-volumed exjjeriment, by puijlishing

his historical romances of Lochmdliu and the Wolfof
Badenoch. The scenery of both of the^e works was
laid in Morayshire, a county with which he was so

well acquainted, while the time of action was that

which succeeded the days of Bruce, the period when
chivalrous warfare was at the hottest in .Scotland,

while it had Froissart for the chronicler of some of

its best passages of arms. It was a right perilous

attempt to follow the sandalled steps of the warrior

monk; and Sir Thomas, stalwart though he Mas,

and a knight to boot, was scared) able to keep pace
with his mighty leader. But who, indeed, would
read modern chivalrous romances in the hope of

finding newer and more stirring deeds of warlike

emprise, after what Froissart has written ?— or

search for keener ridicule of the fooleries of chivalry

than can be found in the pages of Cervantes? The
attempts of .Sir Thomas, therefore, in these produc-

tions, partook somewhat of the inferiority of .^mollet,

when the latter endeavoured, in his Sir Launcclot

Greaves, to produce an linglish similitude of Don
Quixote dc la Manclia. It hapjiened unfortunately

also for Lochindliii and the Wolf cf Tadenoch,

that their author, not content with entering a field

so preoccupied, must needs accommodate himself to

the language of the period, by interlacing hi- phraseo-

logy with antique and consequently uncouth words;

and' thus his style, which after all woidd lirtve been

a patois unintelligiljle to the fourteenth ceiUury, (.f

which it purports to bo tlie lyp.e, beconio utter bar-

barism to reailers of the nineteenth, for who-e grati-

fication it \\'as written. Thi> is generally the f.ae of

such literaiy compromi>es; and Sir Walter Scott was
guiltv of the same blunder when, in his romance of

/ri/z/'/cT, he jund.)led together llie characters anil

1 events of the carlv period of Richard Comr de Lioii

1
\\\-\\ the rehnenients of that of Richard II., and

!
crowned the wiiole \\\\\\ tlie Lngii?h phraseology of

I

the ilays of (Jueen F.li/aleth. But, in spite of tliese

i

inciingruities, liauhoi. is a ir.r.gnificent ep'ic. and
65
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Lochindhu and the Wolf are heart-stirring captivat-

ing romances. In scenic description and dehneation

of events Sir Thomas has approaclied the nearest to

Scott of all the ambitious imitators of the "Great
Unknown" of the period. But it is in individuality

of character that he chiefly fails, and his knights,

like the brave Gyas, and the brave Cloanthes, are

little more than facsimiles of each other. They
have all the same complement of thews and bones,

and are equally prompt to use them; and they only

differ by virtue of the scenery with which they are

.surrounded, and the historical actions of which they

form a part.

But of all the works which Sir Thomas Dick
Lauder has produced, that entitled I'hc Moray Floods

111 1829, is perhaps the one by which he will continue

to be best appreciated. lie had himself not only

been an eye-witness of these tremendous inundations,

but an active philanthropist in the relief of those

who had been ruined by the havoc; and the account
which he wrote of the event will long be prized by
the lovers of vigorous writing, and vivid, poetical,

and truthful description. Another descriptive work
which he produced, commemorative of a great

national event, was the Qitcoi's I'isit to Scotland in

1842. But reverting during this long interval to

that kind of study which gave full scope to his ima-
gination, as well as brouglit the varied resources of

his experience and observation into complete act and
use, he published his ''''Hii^hland Rambles, with Long
Tales to Shorten tlie Way;" a work which, indepen-

dently of its attractive narratives, is an interesting

memorial of the Celtic character, manners, and super-

stitions, and the intimate knowledge which he liad

acquired of them. Besides these original produc-
tions, he edited GilpuCs Forest Scenery, and Sir L've-

dale Price on the Picturesque. To the latest period

of his life, also, he continued to be a contributor to

our periodicals, in which his articles, chiefly consist-

ing of Highland and Lowland tales and sketches,

were always gladly welcomed by the reading public.

These, we doubt not, if collected and i)ublished in a

separate work, would soon become the most popular
<jf his literary productions.

P'rom the foregoing account it might be supposed
that the life of Sir Thomas had been chiefly spent

in the study; and that when he emerged into society,

it was rather for the purpose of enjoying relief, than
taking an active part in its occupations. But, on
t!ie contrary, he was an industrious, public-spirited

man, fully conscious of the duties of his position, and
indefatigal)lc in promoting the best interests of his

country. In this way he bestirred himself in the

great ]K)litical questions of the day, and was one of

liie mo-,t active promoters in .Scotland of the reform
V)ill. In 1S39 he was ajijiointed secretary to tlie

Board of .Scottish Manufactures, which was soon
•ifterwards united by the lords of tlie treasury to

the Board of \Vhite Herring I'isliery; and as secre-

tary of both his labours were sufficiently diversified,

as WiA\ as widely distinguished from eacli other. It

was a Janus-like office, that required a d<niiile and
"])]iosite inspection—or rather, a ])laiiting of "one
i'lii on sea and one on shore," like the very personi-

tication of an inconstant man, which Sliakspeare's

ditty so touchingly describes. But faithfully and
al^ly were these opposite functions discharged. In
iii^ dejjartment of manufactures .Sir Th(jmas quickly
perceived tliat, in consequence of the extension of

our commercial and manufacturing operations, the

original jiurpose for wliich the Scottish board had
been created was in a considerable degree superseded.
He therefore enfleavoured to restore it to full effi-

ciency, by adapting it to the j/rogress of modern im-

provement; and for this puqiose he proposed that
its surplus funds should be employed in the exten-
sion of schools for teaching pattern-drawing. On
the proposal being sanctioned, he carried it into

execution so zealously, that artistic taste was diffused

anew throughout our manufactories of fanciful design,

and a love of the fine arts promoted among those

classes that had hitherto been contented with humble
imitations of foreign excellence. His task as secre-

tary of the White Herring Fishery Board was ful-

filled with eijual diligence; and as one of its duties

was an annual voyage round the British coast, and
an examination of its places of export, he turned the
experience he thus acquired to good account, by
aiding in the sujiply of materials for a narrative of
the voyage in 1842, which was written by Mr. Wilson,
the naturalist, who accom]ianied him. He also

wrote several books of directions for the taking and
curing of herring, cod, ling, tusk, and other fish,

which were translated into (iaelic for the instruction

of the Highlanders. While so much w^as accom-
plished in the course of his professional duties, he
was not neglectful of those jjublic movements which
concerned the general weal, and from which he
might have excused himself under the plea of a
press of occupation elsewhere. Among these public-

spirited exertions we can only allude in passing to

the interest he took in the proceedings of the original

Scott Monument Committee, of which he was one
of the most active agents—and his efforts for the
construction of the Queen's Drive round Arthur's

Seat and Salisbury Crags, already become the fairest

ornament of the fairest of European cities.

Such was the life of Sir Thomas Dick Lauder to

the close—a twofold life of diligent study and active

exertion, in each of which he was a benefactor to

society, and a distinguished ornament of his countr)-;

while several of his writings, translated into the
French and German languages, acfpiired for him a
European reputation. His private worth and amenity
of character had endeared him also to the learned
and talented, so that scholars, authors, and artists

sought his society, and were benefited by his counsel

and conversation. Even strangers were arrested, as

he passed along the streets of Edinburgh, by the
sight of his noble stately form, long white locks,

and remarkaljly liandsome expressive countenance,
and felt convinced at once that this man must be some
one as much distinguished above his fellows by in-

tellectual as by personal superiority. This round
of activity was only interrupted by his last illness,

which was occasioned by a tumour on the spine, that

for fifteen months incajiacitated him for attendance
at the Board of Trustees for Manufactures, cVc, and
finally obliged him to lay aside a work descriptive

of the rivers of Scotland, of whicli i)art had alicndy
appeared in a serial form in Pail^s Mai:;aznie. He
died at his residence called the (irange, near I'.diii-

burgh, on tlie 29th .May, 1848, at the age of sixty-four.

Imlependently of the ofiices ^ve liave mentioned,
.Sir Thomas held that of deputy-lieutenant of tlie

county of Haddington; he was al>o a fellow of tlie

Royal .Society (jf ]Odinl)urgh. He was sur\ived Ity

two sons and six dau^iiters, and succeeded in the
baronetcy by his eldest son, ('a]itain Dick, who, a

short time previously, Iiad retired from the army after

fourteen years of military service as an oflicer in the

East India C(jinpany.

LAUDER, Wiii.iAM, a man renowned in literary

history for having turnetl sujierior talents, and very
high classical acrpiirements, to an attem])t to defraud
Milton fjf his fame. Of the jicriod of his birtli, which
has escaped the patient investigation of Chalmers,
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we are totally ignorant. The earlier part of his life

was passed in great obscurity, although it has heen
ascertained from his own remarks— in after-life we
believe—that he was connected, and not very dis-

tantly, with the respectable family of Lauder of

fountainhall. He received all his education in

Edinburgh, and passed through the university with

considerable credit. After leaving college he seems
to have immediately resorted to teaching, as a means
ofgaining a liveliliood; but his early career in tliis ]iro-

fession was for some time interrupted liy an accident,

whicli must have materially affected his future course

of life. While standing near a party engaged in the

game of golf, on Bnmtsfield Links, near Edinljurgh,

a bail struck him on the knee ; the wound, which
cannot have been very serious, festered from careless

treatment, and he was compelled to submit to the

amputation of his leg.' In 1734 he was employed
by Professor Watt, then in bad health, to teach for

him the class of humanity or Latin ; and on tlie

death of that gentleman he naturally exerted himself

to procure an appointment as successor; but though
he had talents to teach, he had not suftlcient influence

to be appointed a professor. We are, however, in-

formed that on this occasion the professors gratui-

tously honoured him with "a testimonial from the

heads of the university, certifying tliat he was a fit

person to teach humanity in any school or college

whatever."" After this disappointment his amliition

sunk to an application for the subordinate situation

of keeper to the university library, but this also was
denied him. lie appears indeed to have been a

person whose disjjosition and character j)roduced a

general dislike, which was only to a small extent

balanced by his talent and high scliolarsjiip. "He
was," says Chalmers, with characteristic magnilo-
quence, "a person about five feet seven inches high,

who had a sallow complexion, large rolling fiery

eyes, a stentorian voice, and a sanguine temper;"
and Ruddiman has left, in a pamphlet connected
with the subject of our memoir, a manuscript note,

observing, "I \vas so sensible of the weakness and
folly of that man, that I shunned his company as

far as decently I could." Ruddiman's opinion, how-
ever, if early entertained, did not prevent him from
forming an intimate literary connection with its sub-

ject.

In 1738 Lauder printed a proposal to publish by
subscription ^ CoUcclioii ofSacred Poems, "with the

assistance of Professor Robert Stewart, Professor

John Ker (professor of Greek in Aljcrdeen, and
afterwards of Latin in Edinburgh), and Mr. Tliomas
Ruddiman." The promised work was pul)lished l)y

Ruddiman in 1739, and forms the two well-known
volumes called Poctarum Scotonnn Miisie S(U-r<r.

'

What assistance Stewart and Ker may have given to

this work appears not to be known; Ruildiman pnj-

vided several notes and three poems. This work
was creditable lioth to the scholar and typograj^her.

It contains a beautiful edition of the translation of

the Psalms and the Song of Solomon by Arthur
Johnston, and similar sacred poems of merit liy Ker,

Adamson, and Hog: it contains likewise a reprint

of Lglisham's somewhat ludicrous attempt to (.-xcel

Puclianan's best translated psalm, the 1041I1, * with

1 C'h.iliiiers' Ruddimati. 146.
- Nichols' Anecdotes, ii. 13^..

•• Poftnriun Scotorimt M iisir Sncrir, j/Vr guntitor sacri
codicis Siriptonim. Pn-'idh ct SoloDionis, Joti it JcrcinUr.
J'oetici libri, /er t-^tidevt Scotos, Arch. Johustonuiit. ct J.
Kcrrum /'. Adiunsonuin. ct G. Iloi^crum. Latino cnrjitinc.

rcdditi: <;uihns oh a>xui>ic>iti shnilituditiem, obttcctautiiraiia
Scotofunt itidcii! o/'uscula surra. Kdi>il\ Kuddiiit: ij^o.

* Ccrtan'oi cum Gcoy.^:o Buc'iauauo /ro di^uitatc Vara-
phrasccs J'sahni ch\

the sarcastic "judicium" of Barclay on the rcsjiec-

tive merits of the competitors, ' and several minor
sacred jjoems by Scottish authors are dispersed
through the collection. The classical merit of these

elegant j)oems has, we believe, never been disputed
by those who showed the greatest indignation at the

machinations of their editor; nor is their merit less,

as furnishing us with much biographical and critical

information on the Latin literature of Scotland,
among which may be mentioned a well-written life

of .Arthur Johnston, and the hyj>erboIical jiraises

which jiroved so detrimental to the fame of that

poet. To support the fame of the author he had
delighted to honour, Lauder afterwards engaged in

the literary controversy al)out the com])arative merits
of liuchanan and Johnston, known by the name " Bel-

lum Grammaticale."'"'

In 1740 the (ieneral Assembly recommended the
Psalms of Johnston as a useful exercise in the lower
classes of the grammar-schools ; but Lauder never
realized from his i^ublication the permanent annual
income which he appears to have expected, "because,"
says Chalmers, "he had allowed expectation to outnin
probability." In 1742 Lauder was recommcn<led
by Mr. I'atrick Cumming, professor of church history

in the university of Edinburgh, and the celebrated

Colin Maclaurin, as a ])erson fitted to hcild the rector-

ship of the grammar-school of Dundee, which had
been offered to his coadjutor Ruddiman in 1710; he
was again, however, doomed to suffer disappoint-

ment, and in bitterness of spirit, and dcs]iair of reach-

ing in his native place the status to which his talents

entitled him, he appears to have fled to London,
where he adopted the course which finally led to the

ruin of his literary reputation. His first attempts on
the fame of Milton were contained in letters ad-

dressed to the Gentleman''s Mai^aziite in 1747, which
that publication, certainly witb.out due caution re-

garding charges so susjMcious, unresenedly admitted
for pulilication. The literary world indeed received

the attacks on the honesty of the great poet with

singidar complacency, and the periodicals contained

praises of the acuteness and industrj- of Lauder, some
of which he afterwards ostentatiously published.

The first person who attempted a discover)' of the

true merit of the attack was the Rev. Mr. Richard-

son, author of Zoilomasli.v, -vvho, on the Sth of

January, 1749. wrote a letter to the editor of the

Gentleman's J/a:^a:/>te, in which he maintained tlie

fal>ity of Lauder's quotations from some books not

very well known even to the leanied ^^•orld, ]iarticu-

larly insisting that the passage "non me judice,"

which Lauder had "extracted"* from Grotius, was
not to be found in that author, and that passages

said to be from Masenius and .Sta])horsiius belonged
to a partial translation of MiIton"s Paradise Lost l:>y

Ilog, who had written twenty years subsequently to

the death of Milton." .Mthough the editor of the

Gentleman's jl/(7;'(7c/;/£'arr(jgated to himself the prai>e

of candour for admitting the strictures of Lauder, yet

this communication was not ]iut>li.-he<l luuil the tor-

geries had been detected in another quarter, on the

ground of unwillingne>- 10 give c;irreiK_v to so grave

and unex]K'Cted a charge, without full examination.

In 1750 Lauder, having 1-roughi liis (!e>ign to r.ia-

Barc/a YuJic. (r.

Buc '/'
; Ccrtainiric K^LiO-nrii
/\ira/,':ra.~cos J'sniini c::\

•n I'll this matter sec the mcnir.ir .f

Ai; I n; R _Ii iHNsi I 'N in t!;i- C 'llecti 'ii. The reader m.Tv remark
thai we h ive there jrai^eil tile cla^-ical acquirements '('.Aiitlit'T

F.eiison :t'hc was the a;'.th< r .f the hfe of Johnston pretlxcd

to the editi'ii of liis /'sai'ii:s. The cim:mstaiire that ilie l;fe

in the Mii.iic .\'a. i\i- is exactiv llie san;e leaUs t'.' the conclusion
that i: i~ hv l.aniler.
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turity, published his Essay on Milton^s Use and /mi-

taiion ofthe Moderns in his *' Paradise Lost,^'' to which

he prefixed as a motto the ver)' appropriate line from

the author he traduced, "Things unattempted yet in

prose or rhyme." The reader is aware that this

book consists of a tissue of passages from obscure

authors, from which it is maintained that Milton sur-

reptitiously filched the materials of Paradise Lost.

In the list are two of the critic's own countrymen,
Andrew Ramsay and Alexander Ross, both respec-

table Latin versifiers and good scholars, but neither

likely to have been suspected of giving much aid to

Milton; in the introduction of the former of these

the critic may have gratified a little family pride

—

he was father-in-law to Lord Fountainhall, and con-

sequently a connection or relation of the author.

Had the author confined his book to the tracing of

such passages of Milton as accident has paralleled

in far inferior poems, he might have produced a

curious though not very edifying book : and, indeed,

he has given us a sufficient number of such genuine

passages to make us wonder at liis industry, and ad-

mire the ingenuity with which he has adapted them
to the words of Milton ; but when he produces

masses of matter, the literal translations of which ex-

actly coincide with the poem unequalled in the eyes

of all mankind, we express that astonisliment at the

audacity of the author which we would have felt re-

garding the conduct of Milton had the attempt re-

mained undetected. As he spreads a deeper train

of forgerj' and fraud round tlie memory of his victim,

the authors indignation and passion increase, and
from the simple accusation of copying a few ideas

and sentences from others, passion and prejudice

rinise him to accuse Milton of the most black ajid

despicable designs in such terms as these: "I can-

not omit observing here that Milton's contrivance of

teaching his daughters to read, but to read only,

several learned languages, plainly points the same
way as Mr. Philips' secreting and suppressing the

books to which his uncle was most obliged. Milton
well knew the loquacious and incontinent spirit of

the sex, and the danger, on lliat account, of intrust-

ing them with so important a secret as his unbounded
plagiarism : he therefore wisely confined them to the

knowledge of the words and pronunciation only, but
ke])t the sense and meaning to himself." It is gene-
rally l)elieved tliat a character for probity is so dear
to every man, that nolliing but the temjitation of

gain, mingled generally witii a prospect of conceal-

ment, will prompt a man to dishonesty. Here,
however, was a man whose oljject could not be gain,

courting that which depends more than any other
acquisition upon probity of mind—real or assumed
fame; and doing so by a bold act of dishonesty,

which could not escape discovery, and which, in

proporti(jn as he had traduced others, would be
revisited upon himself "As I nm sensijjle," he
solemnly says at the conclusion, "tliis will be deemed
most outrageous usage of the divine, the immortal
Milton, the ])rince of English poets, and the incom-
])aral^le author of Paradise Lost, I lake tliis ojii^ortu-

iiity to declare, in the mf)st solemn manner, that a

strict regard to 'IKfTir alone, and to do justice t(j

th<i>e authors whom Milton has so liberally gleaned,

without making the least distant acknowledgment to

whom he stood indebted: I declare, I say, that these

motives, and these only, have induced me to make
this attack upon the re])utatif)n and memory of a per-

son iiithcrto universally a])])lauded and admired for

his uncommon poetical genius: and not any difler-

ence of country, or of sentiments in political or reli-

gious matters, as some weak and ignorant minds may
i.iir.ginc, or some malicious jx.-r-cjns mny be disjx^sed

to suggest." The violence of party spirit to which
Lauder here alludes has been alleged as a partial

excuse, or rather motive, for his audacious act : but
it may be more charitably, if not more naturally, pre-
sumed, that the accidental discover)' of a few of the
parallel passages we have alluded to above had
prompted him to form a theory of univei^sal plagi-

arism on the part of Milton, which a more than or-

dinary' perverseness in favour of the creation of his

own mind prompted him rather to support by false-

hood than resign; while, as he afterwards partially

admitted, spleen and disappointment may have suffi-

ciently blackened his heart to make him scruple at

no means of gaining celebrity, and triumphing over
the world that had oppressed him. Add to this the
angry feelings which may have been roused, and the
real injury done to his interest, by a ludicrous con-
trast of his favourite author Johnston with Milton,
in that passage of the Dunciad which is levelled at

the literary predilections of Benson :

—

" On two uneqii.ll crutches propp'd he came;
Milton's on this, on that one Johnston's name."

There is no crime so severely punished by the world
as injustice, which is always repaid by a repetition

of itself; hence the learned world which applauded
the courage and ingenuity of Lauder, on the appear-

ance of a full and explicit detection of his crimes, by
his countryman Dr. Douglas,' were seized with a
confirmed hatred against the person who had duped
them, and would not admit to his degraded name the

talents and information he undoubtedly possessed and
displayed. Lauder subscribed a confession, addressed

to I)r. Douglas, explaining his whole conduct to have
been caused by the neglect with which the world had
looked on his previous labours. This confession is

said to have been dictated by Dr. Johnson, who was
one of those on whom Lauder had imposed, or rather

of those who chose to submit to be imposed on,

which we may safely trace, ii: his case, to the gnidge
he never ceased to bear towards the republican

poet. The connection ofJohnson with Lauder's work
is indeed somewhat mysterious. In a manuscript
note on the margin of Archdeacon Blackburne's
remarks on the life of Milton, Johnson has said,

"In the business of Lauder I was deceived, partly by
thinking the man too frantic to be fraudulent."^

But others have alleged, that he did more than
believe the statements of Lauder, and even gave
assistance to the work. Dr. Loit had a volume of
tracts c)n the contn^versy, in which he wrote, "Dr.
Samuel Johnson has been heard to confess, that he
encouraged Lauder to this attack upon Milton, and
revised his pamphlet, to which he wrote a jjreface

and postscript." On the same subject Dr. Douglas
remarks, "It is to be hoped, nay, it is expected,

tliat the elegant and nervous writer wb.ose judicious

sentiments and inimitable style point out the author
of Lauder's preface and ])ostscript, will no longer

allow one to jjlume himself w ith his feathers who
api)eareth so little to deserve assistance; an assistance

which, I am persuaded, would never have been
communicated, had there been the least susj)icion

of tliose facts which I have been the instrument of
conveying to the world in these sheets.''^ Bosweil
rejiels the insinuation that Jolmson assisted in the
])rei)aration of the body of the work, assuring us
that l)ouglas did not wish to create such a suspicion;
while he acknowledges the preface anil postscript to

' Milton Vindic.-itcd from the chnrcc of Plagiarism brought
against him liy Lauder: and Lander himself convicted of
several forgeries and gross impositions on the pnl-lic, in a
letter addres>-e<l to the Kigl:t Hon. (he Jv.rl of llath, 1751 by
Dr. Doutjlns. nfterivarfis lli^liori of .Sali-bury .

I
XirholV A„r,<','t.-^. ii. 551.'

- becuiid edit'.-jn, yi.
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have been tlie work of his hands.' On a first per-

usal of the book we were indeed struck with tlie

sonorous eloquence and majesty of the commence-
ment and termination, when compared to the bare-

ness of the other portions of the work, and a slight

hint is quite sufficient to convince us of the author-

ship. The postscript contains matter much at

variance with the other contents of the book, and
had it been the work of Lauder, it might have gone
far to redeem at least the soundness of his heart

from the opprobrium which has been heaped upon
him. It called for the admirers of Milton's works
to join in a subscription to the grand-daughter of

Milton, who then lived in an obscure corner of

London, in age, indigence, and sickness.

Notwithstanding his penitence, a desire to traduce
the fame of Milton seems to have haunted this un-
happy man like an evil spirit. In 1754 he published
The Grand Impostor Detected, or Milton detected of
Forgery against King Charles I. An answer to

this pamphlet aj^peared in the Gentleman's Magazine
for 1754, supposed to be from the hand of Johnson.
After this period Lauder quitted England, and for

some time tauglit a school in Barbadoes. "His
behaviour there," says Nichols, "was mean and
despicable; and he passed the remainder of his life

in universal contempt. He died some time aVjout

the year 1771, as my late friend Isaac Reed was in-

formed by the gentleman who read the funeral service

over him."- Chalmers mentions that there was
published in 1754 (probably just after his retreat from
London), a pamphlet entitled " /-//r/V/j-; or a Modest
Attempt towards a History of the Life and Surprising
Exploits of the Famous W. L., Critic and Thief-
catcher,^'' a somewhat inappropriate name for the
traducer of Milton.

LAW, John, of Lauriston, comptroller-general
of the finances of France under the regency of
Orleans, was born at Edinburgh, in' the month of
April, 1671. His mother, Jean Campbell, was
descended from one of the numerous branches of
the ducal house of Argyle. His father, William Law,
was great-grandson of James Law, Archljishop of
Glasgow, and second son of James Law of Brunton
in Fife. \Villiam Law acquired a considerable for-

tune by his profession as a goldsmith in the Scottish
metropolis, and purchased the two estates of Laur-
iston and Randleston, a property of aljout 180 acres

in the parisli of Cramond and c:iunty of Edinburgh.
He died shortly after making this purchase leaving

an only son, the suljject of the present memoir, then
fourteen years of age.

John received his education at Edinburgh, and
early evinced an uncommon aptitude for the more
abstruse brandies of study. He likewise Ijecame
skilled in games of dexterity and hazard, andacfjuired
an enviable reputation in the tennis-court, a ])Iace of

amusement then much frequented l)y young men of
fashion in Scotland. But the early 'death of liis

father had relieved him from many salutary restraints,

and Beau Law—as he was commonly called by his

companions—shortly after reaching majority, found
his aflairs in a state of emliarrassment, from whicli
they were only extricated by the kindness and excel-
lent management of his mother, who having obtained
a disposition of tlie fee of Lauriston from her son,
paid his debts, relieved the estate of its encumbrances,
and executed an entail of the ]>ropertv.

Law was now in Lonilon, \\liere his ]>crsonal ac-

compli>hnicnts, fascinating manners, ami dcvution

1 n,w
- A KC

to gambling, procured him admittance into some of
the first circles. An affair of gallantry, however,
with another dissolute young man, led to a hostile

meeting, in wliich Law killetl his antagonist on the

spot. After a trial before the king and queen's com-
missioners in the Old Bailey, which lasted three

days, the jury found the survivor in this duel guilty

of murder, and sentence of death was accordingly
passed upon him, 20th April, 1694. On a represen-

tation of the case to the crown. Law obtained a
pardon; but was detained in the King's Bench in

consequence of an ai:ipeal against this extension of
royal clemency towards him having been lodged by
a brother of tlie deceased. He found means, how-
ever, to make his escape, and got clear off to the

Continent.^

Law was at this critical period of his life in the

twenty-sixth year of his age. His dissipation had not
destroyed the tone of his mind, nor enfeebled those

peculiar powers which had so early developed them-
selves in him. He visited P>ance, then under the

brilliant administration of Colbert, where his in-

quiries were particularly directed to the state of the

public finances, and the mode of conducting banking
estaljlishments. From France he jiroceecied to

Holland, where the mercantile system of those

wealthy republicans who had succeeded the mer-
chant princes of \enice in conducting the commerce
of Europe, presented to his mind a vast and most
interesting subject of investigation. Amsterdam was
at this period the most important commercial city in

Europe, and possessed a celebrated banking estab-

lishment, on the credit of wliich her citizens had
been enabled to baffle the efforts of Louis XIV. to

enslave tlie liberties of their countrj-; a treasury,

whose coffers seemed inexhaustible, and the whole
system of which was an enigma to the political econ-

omists of other countries. Law, with the view of

penetrating into the secret springs and mechanism
of this wonderful establishment, took up his residence

for some time at Amsterdam, where he ostensibly

officiated as secretary to the British resident.

About the year 1700 he returned to Scotland. Wo
was now nearly thirty years of age, and had acquired

a more accurate accpiaintance with the theor}' of com-
mercial and national finances, as well as with tlieir

practical details, than perhaps any single individual

in Europe possessed at this time. The contrast « hich

Scotland presented to those commercial countries

which he had visited during liis exile now struck

him forcibly, and he immediately conceived the de-

sign of creating that capital to the want of which lie

attributed the depressed state of Scottish agriculture,

manufacture, and commerce. Law's views were no:

without foundation; l:)ut unfortunately, he >tumblc(l

at the outset, by mistaking the true nature of cn])ital.

The radical delusion under which he laboured fnir.i

the outset to the close of his financial career, origin-

ated in the idea which had got ]>ossession ot his

mind, that by augmenting the circulating medium
of a country we jiroportioiially augment its ca[);t;,l

and ]iro<luclive energies. Now. money is not always

convertible into capital, that is, into something w liieh

•» ( >n tliis nccasii .n tlie f> illinviiicr .idverti-eincnt was p-,;i>lished

in the /,('//</rw (Azi.V.-,- .«r Mi.mlay. jth January, icys: f.ij)-
tain Jolm Law. a ."-cdchnian. l.itciy a pri^'intrr in the Kin.;'s

IJcnch ft>r nuirther, a^cd -'>. a vcrv tall, ilack. lean man. well

Miaped. above six feet hi_-h. larj;e i-Mck-hnles in his face. Mg
Iul;!! n.'sed, speaks bread and l'>ud, made his escape fr.mi the
said prison. Whoever secures him. su .as he may be deli\ered
at the said prison, ^h.dl have fifty pounds paid immediately 1 y
t!^c mar^hall of the Kini;'s l!ench." We may here obvene.
that this d.e-cription was iipim the whole inaccurate, and
leaves r- <m to believe that it wa- designed rather with the
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may be emi)loyed towards further production; for

the creation of exchangeable products must, in the

nature of tilings, precede the creation of a general

medium of commerce, and it is quite evident, that if

we double the amount of the circulating medium
without doubling the products of industry, we just

depreciate the currency in the degree of the excess,

and do not increase the resources or industry of a

country in the least. But Law conceived that to her

overflosv of money alone Holland owed her national

prosperity; and he calculated that the increase of the

circulating medium in Scotland would be al)sorbed

by the increase of industry, and have no other effect

than to lower the rate of interest. This view he
developed in a publication entitled Proposals and
Reasonsfor Constituting^ a Council of Trade, dated at

Edinburgh, 31st December, 1700, and published at

Glasgow in the following year; and in a second and
more important work, entitled ''Money and Trade
Considered, with a Proposal for Supplying the Nation
with Money," printed at Edinl:)urgh in 1705.

In the latter work Law developed his views of

banking and the credit system. He proposed to

supply Scotland with money by means of notes to be
issued by certain commissioners appointed by parlia-

ment; which notes were to be given out to all who
demanded them, upon the security of land. In

answer to the supposition, that tiiey might be depre-

ciated by excess or quantity, he observed, that "the
commissioners giving out what sums are demanded,
and taking l:)ack what sums are offered to be returned,

this paper-money will keep the value, and there will

always be as much money as there is occasion or

employment for, and no more." Here his project

evidently confounds the quantity of good security in

the country, and the quantity of money which people
may wish to borrow at interest, with the quantity

necessary for the circulation, so as to keep paper-

money on a level with the precious metals and the

currency of surrcjunding countries— a mistake which
has prevailed to a very considerable extent in our

own times. I5ut notwithstanding of this capital

error. Law has in the latter publication developed
the [irinciples and mechanism of banking in an aston-

ishingly able and luminous manner for the period at

which he wrote. The court party, and the squadrone,

headed by the Duke of Argylc and the Marquis of

Tweeddale, entered warmly into Law's views; but

])arliamcnt passed a resolution "that to estal)lish any
kind of pajjer-credit, so as to ol)lige it to pass, were
an inqirojjer expedient for the nation."

Law now resolved to offer his system to some of

those continental states whose fniances liarl been ex-

liau.ited Ijy the wars of Louis XI\'., and in which
the principles of credit were imperfectly under-
stood. With this view he went to lirussels, and
from that city proceeded to Paris, where he won
immense sums at jilay, and introduced himself into

the good graces (^f the young Duke of (Jrleans. The
.Succession war was at this moment occu])ying the

attention of tiie French court; (^haniiliart, unable t<j

extricate himself from the difficulties of his situation

in any other manner, was aljout ti; resign his functions

a-; mini-.ter of fuiance; the moment aj)peared favour-

aljlc to our jjrojector, anfl he made offer of his ser-

vices to the French monarch. Hut the leading men
ofliie day were totally unai)le to comprehend the jjlau'^

of tile new financier, and the name ui Huguenot was
no jja^sport to the r(jyal favour: so that the unex-
pected result of this negotiation was an order from the

intenilaiu of jiolice to quit Paris in twenty-four hours
as a ^tate-enenly. Law found himself in .a similar

predicaiiieiit at ' ienn.i .ind Turin, but not before he
had pursued hi.i u-ual run of luck at tlie ;;aining-

tables in these cities. After visiting several other
continejital cities, in all of which his fascinating

manner procured him admission to the first circles,

our adventurer found himself possessed of a tangible

fortune of considerably more than ;^loo,ooo—the

fruits of his skill and success at play. The death of

Louis XIV., the succession of the Duke of Orleans
to the regency, and the deplorable state of the

F'rench finances, prompted Law to present himself
once more to the attention of the French ministry.

During the war of Succession—now brought to a
close—Demarest, who had succeeded Chamillart as

comptroller-general, had exhausted every possible

means of raising money; he had issued promissory
notes under every conceivable name and form

—

promesses de la caisse des eniprunts, billets de Let^endre,

billets de textraordinaire des guerrcs—but all without
success;* the credit of the government was gone, and
its effets of every description had sunk from seventy

to eighty per cent, in value. In this extremity the

expedient of a national bankruptcy was proposed to

and rejected by the regent, who also refused to give

a forced circulation to the royal billets, but a])pointed

a commission to inquire into the claims of the state-

creditors. The conmiission executed its duties with

great ability; but after reducing the national debt to

its lowest ]:)ossible form, and providing for the pay-

mentofthe interest, amounting to8o,ooo,ooooflivres,

or about one-half of the revenue, there hardly re-

mained a sum sufficient to defray the ordinary ex-

penses of the civil government, and that too, after

having had recourse to a measure tantamount, in its

effects at least, to a breach of faith, namely, a change
in the nominal value of the currency. I5y the latter

scheme the government foolishly imagined that they

would pocket 200,000,000 of livres, but the sum on
which they had calculated only went into the pockets

of the Dutch and the clandestine money-dealers.

At this critical juncture Law stepped forward, in the

full confidence of being yet able to rescue the govern-

ment from bankruiitcy, by the establishment of a

well-regulated paper-credit. His first proposal was
to establish a national bank, into wliich was to be
transferred all the metallic currency of the nation,

which was to be replaced by bank-notes. Law re-

garded the whole nation as one grand lianking com-
pany, and his reasoning was this:— If a bank may
increase the issue of its notes beyond the amount of

its funds in bullion without risking its solvency, a

nation may also do the same. But the private for-

tunes of the individuals of a nation, it is quite evi-

dent, can never be held as security for the notes

which the sovereign authority may choose to issue;

and unless such security is to be found in the re-

sources of the government itself, it is e([ually clear

that a pa]ier-currency might sink in the course (jf a

few montiis fifty or a hundred per cent, below the

value of the precious metals, and deprive individuals

of half or the whole of their fortunes. Law seems
to have regarded credit as everything—as intrinsic

worth—as specie itself Still, notwithstanding this

capital delusion, the memoirs which he addressed to

tile regent on the subject contain many just ob-

servations on the ])eculiar facilities afforded to trade

by the existence of a ])a]ier-currency; thout^h they

failed to remove the douJHs of one sajiient objector,

who thonght a pa])er-currency highly dangerous, on
account of its liability to Ijeiiig cut or violently

destroyed I The council of finance, however, re-

jected this scheme. The jiresent conjuncture, they
thought, was not favourable for the undertaking;
and this reason, added to some ])articular clauses of

the i)roject, dcteiniiiied them to refuse it.

Law next prop(;vjd a private bank for the issue of
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notes, the funds of wliich should be furnished en-

tirely from his own fortune and that of others who
might l:e willing to engage with liim in the specula-

tion. He represented the disastrous conseeiuences

which had resulted from a fluctuating currency, the

enormous rate at which discounts were effected, the

difticulties in the e.\change between Paris and the

provinces, and tlie general want of an increased cur-

rency; and succeeded in convincing the regent that

these evils might be obviated by the adoption of his

plans even in their limited modification. The bank
was accordingly established by letters-patent, bearing

date the 2d of May, 1 7 16. Its capital was fixed at

1200 shares of 5000 livres each, or about ;/^300,ooo

sterling. The notes were payable at sight in specie

of the same weight and fineness as the money in

circulation at the period of their issue; and hence
they soon bore a premium above the metallic cur-

rency itself, which had been sul)jected to many vio-

lent alterations since 1689. The good faith which
the bank observed in its proceedings, the patronage
which it received from the regent, and the want of

private credit, soon procured for it a vast run of

business. Had Law confined his attention to this

single establishment, he would justly have been con-

sidered as one of the greatest benefactors of the

country, and the creator of a beautiful system of

commercial finance; but the vastness of his own
conceptions, his boundless ambition, and the un-

limited confidence which the public now reposed in

him, suggested more gigantic enterprises, and led the

way to that highly tbrced and unnatural system of

things wliich eventually entailed ruin upon all con-

nected with it.

Law had always entertained the idea of uniting

the operations of banking with those of commerce.
Every one knows that nothing can be more hazard-

ous than such an attempt; for the credit of the banker
cannot be made to rest upon the uncertain guarantee
of commercial speculations. But the French had
yet no accurate ideas on this suljject. Law's con-
fidence in the resources of his own financial genius
was unbounded, and the world at this moment ex-

hibited a theatre of tempting enterprise to a compre-
hensive mind. The Spaniards had established colo-

nies around the Gulf of Mexico—the Lnglish were
in possession of Carolina and \'irginia— and the

French held the vast province of Canada. Although
the coa>t lands of North America were already colo-

nized, luiropean enterprise had not yet penetrated

into the interior of tiiis fertile country ; but the

Chevalier de Lasalle had descended the Mississippi

to the (iulf of .Mexico, and taking jiosscssion of the

countrv through which he passed in tiie name of the

f^rench monarch, gave it the appellation of Louisiana.

A celebrated merchant of the name of Crozat had
obtained the privilege of trading with this newly dis-

covered country, and had attempted, but without
success, to establish a colony within it. Law's
imagination, however, was fired at tlie boundless
field of enterjirise which he conceived %\as here
presented; he talked of its beauty, of its fertility, of

tlie at)UU(lance and rarity of its jiroduce, of the rich-

ness ol its mines, outrivalling those of Mexico or
j

Peru— and in the monlli of August, 1717, within
j

five months after his embarkation in the -clieme of

the bank, our projector had jilaceil himself, under
the auspices of the regent, at the head of the famous
Mississijipi scheme, or West Indian C'om])any. This
company was inx'otcd \\ith the full sovereignty of

Louisiana, on condition of tluing honinge for the
investiture to the King of France, and ]u-esenting a

crown of gold, of thirty marcs, to e.uli new iimnarch
of the French empire on his accession to the llu'op.e.

It was authorized to raise troops, to fit out ships of

war, to construct forts, institute tribunals, explore

mines, and exercise all other acts of sovereignty.

The king made a present to the company of the
vessels, forts, and settlements which had been con-

structed by Crozat, and gave it the monopoly of the

beaver trade with Canada for twenty-five years. In
December following the ca])ital of the West Indian
Company was fixetl at icx),ooo,ooo livres, divided
into 200,000 shares; and the billets- d'etat, were
taken at their full value from those wishing to i)ur-

cliase shares. Government paj^er was at this moment
vastly depreciated on account of the irregular pay-
ment of the interest; but although 500 livres nominal
value in the public funds could not have been sold

f(jr more than 150 or 160 livres, the billets d\'tat, by
this contrivance, soon rose to par. It was evident

that these fictitious funds could not form stock for

commercial enterj^rise; nevertheless, the advance of

the government debts to a rate so advantageous to

the holders, increased the value of the government
securities that remained in circulation, and the de-

preciated paper rose to full credit with the aston-

ished public, who now began to place implicit con-

fidence in Law's schemes. The council of finance,

however, looked w ith mistrust on these proceedings;

and its president, the Duke de Noailles, gave in his

resignation, and was replaced by D'xVrgenson, a man
far less skilled in matters of finance. The jealousy

of the parliament, too, was excited by the increasing

inthience of the Scottish financier, who had been
heard imprudently to boast that he would render the

court indejiendent of parliamentary supplies. By
an aret of the 18th of August, 1 71 7, the parliament

atteinpted to destroy the credit of the notes of the

bank, by prohibiting the officers of the revenue from
taking them in payment of the taxes; but the regent

interposed, and Law was allowed to continue his

operations. He, however, encountered another for-

midable rival in D'Argenson, who now proposed,

with the assistance of the four brothers I'aris, men
of great wealth and inthience in the commercial

world, to form a company, which, with a ca))ital as

large as that of the West Indian Company, should

advance large sums of money secured on the farms,

posts, and other branches of the public revenue. This

anti-system, as it was called, soon fell to pieces for

want of the same energetic and fearless directioii

which characterized the schemes of its rival.

Law now prevailed on the regent to take the bank
under royal guarantee, persuading him that it was
quite possible to draw into it the whole circulating

specie of the kingdom, and to replace it by the

same amount of paper-money. The notes issued

by the royal bank, however, did not promise, as

those of Law's jirivate establishment had done, t')

pay in specie of the same weight and tnieness as the

specie then in circidation, but merely to pay in silver

coin. This ojiened a door for all the riuctuations

which might occur in the real value of the coin called

a livre, altecting the value of the jiaper-nioney. Law
was made director-general of ilie royal bank, which,

in a few months, issued 1 , 000. 000. 000 of livres in

new notes; 'Mess,'' says the royal aret, "not being

sufficient iV.r its various operations:" although this

sum was more than all the banks of Lurope could

circulate, keeping good faitli with their creditors.

The director-general f )und it extremely ditiicult to

supjHirt the ciedit of such an enormous issue, and fjr

a while hesitated between the ]>lan of insensil)ly

transtorniing Ixmk-notes into a real pajier-money, by

gi\ing ilie latter a decided advantage over specie,

"which should be kept constantly tluctuating, and by

receiving it in pa}ment of the taxe-; or of creatii;g a
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new and apparently lucrative investment for this

paper, so as to prevent its returning upon the bank
to be exchanged for specie. The latter plan ap-

peared at last the preferable one. A colossal estab-

lishment was projected with a capital equal in

amount to the public debt. This capital was to be
divided into shares, wliich the regent was to buy
with the paper-money that he was to manufacture;

he was then to borrow this paper anew to pay the

creditors of tlie state; and then by selling the shares,

to retire the paper-money, and tlius transfer the

creditors of the state to the company.
Accordingly in May, 17 19, the I'^ast India Com-

pany, established by Richelieu in 1664, the affairs of

which were then at a very low ebb, was incorporated

with tliat of the West Indies; and the conjoined

companies received the name of the Company of the

Indies, "with the four quarters of the world to trade

in." "Moreover," says tlie edict issued on this

occasion, "beside the 100,000,000 of public debts

already subscriiied into tiie Western Company's
capital, there shall b3 a new suliscription of 50,000
shares of 55'^ livres each, payable in specie." In a
short time the newly created company engaged, by
extending its capital to 624,000 shares, to lend the

king the immense sum of 1,600,000,000, at three

per cent, interest, and declared itself in a condition

to pay a dividend of 200 livres upon each share.

The public faith being yet unshaken, the shares here-

upon rose to 5000 livres; and when tlie king began
to pay off the state-creditors witli the loan now pr(j-

cured, many not knowing how to employ their capi-

tal, a new competition for shares in the great com-
pany arose, and shares actually rose in consequence
to 10,000 livres. Tlie slightest consideration miglit

have serverl to convince any cool speculator that the

company had come under engagements which, in no
circumstances however prospennis, it could fulfd.

How was it possible that the com[)any could raise

annually 124,800,000 livres for the dividend upon
624,000 shares? Or sujjposing it able to make an
annual dividend of 200 livres a share, still the rate

of interest Ijeing at this time about four per cent.,

the shareholder who had bought in at 10,000 thus

lost one-half of the revenue lie might otherwise have
drawn from the employment of his capital. The
truth is, tlie whole scheme was designed for the sole

purpo-e of relieving the state from its debts by the

ruin of its creditors; but the immense fortunes which
were realized by stock -jobliing at the very outset of

the scheme led on others to engage in the same
speculation; sj^lcndid fortunes were realized in the

course of a single day; men found themselves sud-

denly exalted, as if by the wand of an enchanter, from
the lowest station in life to the command of princely
fortunes; 1200 new equipages apjieared on the streets

of I'aris in the course of six weeks, half a million of
]ieop!e hastened from the country, and even from
distant kingdoms, to procure shares in the Indian
Company; and happy was he who held the greatest

numlier of tliese bubbles. The negotiations for tlie

sale and purcliase of sliares were at fust carried on
in the Rue Quincampoi.x, where fortimes were made
liy letting lodgings to the crowds who hastened
thither f jr the jnirpose of s])eculating in the stocks.

The murder f)f a rich stock-jobber, committed here
i.)n the 22d of March, 1720, liy a ycjung I'lemish
nobleman, occa>ioned the proscription of that street

as a ])l;ice of t;usine--s, and the transference of the
stock-johhing to the Place \'endome, and fmaljy to

the Ilotel de Soissons, which Law is said to have
jnuxliAscd from the Prince of Carigiian for the enor-
mr)us sum of 1,400.000 livres.

Innumerable anecdotes are on record of the extra-

ordinary vicissitudes of fortune which took placfe

during this season of marvellous excitement; footmen
stepped from the back to the inside of carriages;

cooks appeared at the public places with diamond
necklaces; butlers started their l>erlins; and men
educated in poverty and of the lowest rank suddenly
exchanged tlie furniture and utensils of their apart-

ments for the richest articles which the upholsterer

and silversmith could furnish. Law himself, now
arrived summa ad vcstii^ia rcnim, shone super-emi-

nent above all the other attractions of the day;
princes, dukes, marshals, prelates, flocked to his

levees, and counted themselves fortunate if they

could obtain a smile from the great dispenser of for-

tune's favours; peeresses of France, in the excess of

their adulations, lavished compliments upon the

.Scottish adventurer which set even decency at defi-

ance; his daughter's hand was solicited by princes;

and his lady bore herself with hauteur towards the

duchesses of the kingdom. Land in the neighbour-

hood of Paris rose to eighty or a hundred years' pur-

chase; the ell of cloth of fifteen livres sold for fifty;

coffee rose from fifty sous to eighteen livres; stock-

jobbers were known to treat their guests to green

pease at a hundred pistoles the pint; every yard of

rich cloth or velvet was bought up for the clothing

of the new elh'cs of fortune; and the value of the

silver-plate manufactured in the course of three

months for supplying the demands of the French
capital amountefi tOp^7, 200,000! The regent, sharing

in the general delusion, wished to place the wonder-
ful foreigner at the head of the finances of the king-

dom; but then, in addition to his being an alien, he
was a Protestant also; so I'Abbe de Tencin was
charged with the important duty of his conversion,

and this ecclesiastic succeeded so well in the task

assigned to him, that on the 5th of January, 1 720,

all obstacles being removed, Law was elevated to

the comptroller-generalship of the finances of France,

and for some time after his elevation to the premier-

ship governed France with almost absolute power.

Law's fame had now reached its acme; his native

city of Edinburgh hastened to transmit to her illus-

trious son the freedom of citizenship in a gold box
of the value of ;^300; the l^arl of Ilay republished

some of his works with an adulatory preface; Pritish

noblemen disdained not to pay their court to so suc-

cessful an adventurer; even the Farl of Stair, then

the British ambassador at Paris, trembled at the

idea of Law's overweening influence in the affairs of

France, and viewed his boastful sjieeches in so seri-

ous a light, as to deem them matter of grave com-
munication and advice to his government— a piece

of good faith for which the meritorious and tlisccrn-

ing minister met with small thanks.

The great drama, however, which Law was now
enacting before the astonished eyes of all I'.urope

was soon to shift; the glittering bubble on which lie

had fixed the exes and ex])eclati<jns of all Fiance was
rajiidly attenuating to its e\plosit)n; the cliarni by
which he had swayed the mind of the million lay not

in the rod of the magician, liut in the im])licil faith

which people repose<l in the sl<ill and the power of

its master—and, that fail'i once shaken, the game of

delusion was over.

We have said that the shares of the India Com-
])any had risen to 10,000 livres each in the month of

November, I 7 19. So long as they kept at this ele-

vatifin the credit of the bank remaiiie<l uu'-l'.aken.

Its notes were found so very convenient in conduct-

ing the rapid negotiations of the Rue Quincamjioix,

that they were souglit after with avidity, and even
bore a ])reinium f)f ten jier cent, in exchange for

sj.ecie I Not\\ ithstanding, however, of the bound-
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less delusion under which men acted at this moment,
it could not escape the eyes of tlie vigilant financier,

that a constant and enormous tlrain of sjjecie was
going on, either in the way of exportation to foreign

countries, or for the consumption of the jewellers

and goldsmiths. To answer the large orders of the

wealtiiy Mississippians, and to guard against a run

upon the l)ank in these circumstances, ihe master-

jirojector had again recourse to forced measures.

Edicts were issued declaring the value of hank-notes
to be five per cent, above that of specie, and forbid-

ding the use of silver for the payment of any sum
exceeding lOO livres, or of golil in payments exceed-
ing 300 hvres. Law thought by tliese expetlients to

confine the use of specie to small transactions alone,

while those of any magnitude could still Ix; conducted
by the fictitious currency which he had called into

existence. At the same time, to give a fresli impulse
to the stock-jobbing transactions, which liad expe-

rienced a perceptible decline, he presenteil himself

personally in his ministerial robes, and surrounded
by a number of the nobility, in tlie Rue (^uincampoix,
where his presence instantly excited a lively sensa-

tion; and the report being industriously propagated
that new edicts were about to be issued, conferring

additional privileges on the great company, the

actions whicli hatl fallen to 12,000 livres rose to

15,000. Still the public creditors hesitated to em-
ploy tiie notes now issuing in extinction of their

debts in purcliasing India stock; and the enormous
sum of 1,000,000,000 remained floating in the form
of bank-notes, for which no species of investment

could be found.

A publication issued at tliis juncture by Law, under
the title of Ldtrc a iin Crcaiicicr, failed to satisfy

their scruples, and actions again fell to 12,000 livres.

Meanwhile specie, in spite of successive deprecia-

tions etTected upon it at the suggestion of the minister

of finance, entirely disappearetl; still the government
kept issuing notes to the immense amount of

1,925,000,000, between the ist of January and the

20th of May, 1720, and the price of everything ad-

vanced in almost hourly progression. On tlie nth
of Marcli a second letter from the minister of finance

appeared, in wliich he employed the most ingenious

sophistry in defence of the exaggerated value at

which the paper-currency was attempted to be main-
tained. The choice of a standard value, the great

financier contended, was wholly a matter of opinion.

To suppi-irt the value of any article in tlie ojiinion of

the community, it is only necessary to decline selling

it under a certain price. Houses, lands, and otlier

articles of property, have a certain value in the

opinion of mankind, just liecause some people desire

to purchase them, and others will not ]\art witli I hem;
but if all the proprietors of houses and land were
willing to get rid of their projierty at one and tlie

same time, what value would it have in the market?
It is easy to answer such palpable sophistry as this.

Houses and lands are possessions fit for certain

purposes which men retiuire; it is their fitness which
constitutes their value; but in the case of those shares,

whose value, Law contended, ought to be cpiite as

real as that of any otlier article of property, it is most
evident iliat they have no value, unless the jirofit to .

be derivc<l from commerce in tiiem be not jiropor-
;

tione'.l to the price at which the st(jck was purchased;
{

from the moment, in fact, that they cease tn iiecoine
1

markctalile they are strijijied of their v.ilue. .\
j

system sunp(jrtcd by such desperate reasoning as

Law had here recourse to must have appeared tot-
|

tering to its fall in the eyes of every rational man; 1

the public credit of ]" ranee %\"n-; about to give wav;
tlie .Vtlantean shoulders uu which it liad been hitherto

\

supported could no longer prop the mighty burden.

Government at last perceived that too great an ex-

tension had been given to what Law called ctedil,

and that to re-establish the value of paper, it would
be necessary to diminish its amount. On the 21st

of May the death-blow was given to the \\hole

gigantic system of our Scottish projector, by an edict

which announced that a progressive reduction of tlie

India Company's actions, and of bank-notes, ^\as to

tak^ place from that day till the Ist of Hecember,
when it was declared that the bank-notes should re-

main fixed at one-half of their present value, and the

actions at fijur-ninths. Law, whose influence with
the government was now rajndly sinking, or rather

was annihilated, felt himself too weak to resist this

measure, and actually consented to announce it him-
self. The public eye was now opened in one in>tant

to the delusion which had been practised u];on it,

and the next day every one was anxious to get rid of
his paper-money at any sacrifice. The catastrophe,

though inevitable in the nature of things, was has-

tened by the a^rtifices of the Cardinal Duljois, who
used everv' means to injure Law in the opinion of the

regent; and by the irritation of the finance-general

and the parliament of Paris, who regarded the foreign

])rojector as their bitter enemy. The united efforts

of such a powerful jiarty appear to have made a deep
imjjression on the mind of the regent, who, in a letter

of Lord Stair's, dated 12th March, 1720, is repre-

sented as abusing the comptroller cruelly to his face,

and even threatening him with the Bastile. The
same authority informs us that the minister himself

was at this period reeling under the weigiit of that

complicated and stupendous system of which he nriw

found himself the prime support and mover. '" Law's
head is so heated," he writes, "that he doe? not

sleep at nights, and has formal fits of frenzy. He
gets out of bed almost ever}' night, anrl runs >iark-

staring mad about the room making a terrible noise

—sometimes singing and dancing, at other times

swearing, staring, and stamping, cpiite out of him-

self. Some nights ago his wife, who liad conic ir.tj

the room upon the noise he made, was forced to ring

the bell for people to come to her assistance. '1 he

officer of Law's guard was the first that came, and
found Law in his shirt, who had set two chairs in the

middle of the room, and was dancing round tlier.i

ciuite out of his wits.''

Tlie consecpiences of this rash edict were friL;litfu'

;

the government was upbraided for having L'ccn the

first to impeach that credit to which it had ii^cii

given original existence, and charged with ilie dc-'gn

to ruin the fortunes of the citizens; sedition? aiiii i;;-

flammator}- libels were posted throughout the strcc'^;

the mob assailed the hotels of Law and other r.iLir.-

bers of the cabinet; and even the life of the legti::

himself was threatened. In this emergency tl:c ]ar-

liament assembled on the 27th of May, and tciriti-.'i

at the consetiuenccs of their own measures, wciv ;d)' •\\i

to ]>etition the regent to revoke the unfortunate ^A'wx ;

but while yet (lelibcrating \\\\\\ this jn-.rp --c. a;!

ofllcer announced to them that the y>a;iLr had l)cen

restored to it? former value by a new procl."in,-.iion.

However, if the hi>t .-tep liad lieeii bad, the -ccon 1

was little le--s weak an<l uin\ary. To declare that

the actions and billets had re>ii;iied th.eir full \alr.e,

wa? doing nothing of real con?eiiuence \o alh'.y tl;e

ferment of the jniblic mind; fur >uch a measure was
founded on no princij'Ie which could ojierate in "lie

>liglue^t degree 10 restore to ]ia'per-mone}Athe ci 'U-

fidence it had lo>t ; it was doing nothing to reccni-

]ien?e tho^e \\'ho had already >UiTered iniur}'. and it

\\a> effectually securing the ruin of all o;lur> rin

wIkhu the valueless paper could r.ow be f;\ed ,-- a
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legal tender. And to add to all this confusion and
distress, the repositories of the bank were sealed up
the same day, uiuler pretence of examining the books,

but in reality to prevent the specie from being paid

a\vay in exchange for notes. At last, after the first

moments of alarm and outrage were over, the regent

ventured to resume those expressions of confidence

towards Law which he had been compelled to with-

hold from him for a time; he received him in his own
box at the opera, and gave him a guard to protect

his hotel from the insult of the exasperated populace.

Tiie infamous Dubois, who had enriched himself by
his speculations during the height of the Mississippi

madness, now united with Law to expel Argenson
from the cabinet; and the regent, whose character,

though intrepid, was not without its weak points,

was persuaded at their instigation to take the seals

from his faithful minister, and bestow tliem upon
Agnesseau, who tamely resumed the high office,

from which he had been expelled by the very men
to whose influence he now beheld himself indebted

for his second elevation.

Notliing could now save the system of the great

financier ; his billets and actions were for ever

stripped of their value in the eye of the public; and
the most expedient measure tliat could now be
adopted with regard to them, was to withdraw them
as promptly as possible from circulation. To de-

molish in the most prudent manner the vast structure

reared by his own lal)our was now the highest praise

to which Law could aspire. By a series of arbitrary

financial operations, which it would be tedious here

to relate5.the public creditors were reduced to the

utmost distress, the national debt annihilated, and
the whole affairs of the kingdom thrown into the

utmost perplexity. " Thus ended," to use the words
of \'oltaire, "that astonishing game of chance played

by an unknown foreigner against a whole nation."

Its original success stimulated various individuals

to attempt imitations of it—among which the most
famous was the .South Sea Ijuljble of England, which
entailed disgrace and ruin on many thousands of

families. It would be doing injustice to Law's
character were we to view him as the sole author (jf

these misfortunes: his views were ]il)cral lieyond the

spirit of the times in which he lived; he had unques-

tionaljjy the real commercial interests of his adopted
fjster-country at heart; he did not jiroceed on specu-

lation alone; on tiie contrary, his j^rinciples were to

a certain degree the very same as th(jse the adoption
of which has raised liritain to lier present commercial
greatness, and given an impulse to trade tliroughout

the world, such as was never witnessed in the trans-

action-; of ancient nations. His error lay in over-

e.itiniating the strength and Ijreadth of the foundation
on which his gigantic suj)erstructure rested. Un-
fjuc^tionalfly in Ills cooler moments he never contem-
plated carrying the jirinciple of ])ublic credit to the
enormous and fatal length to which he was afterwards

driven by circumstances; it was the unbounded con-

fidence of the public mind, jirompted by tlic desire

of gain and the miraculous effects of the s)'.stcin in its

earliest development—the enthusiasm of that mind,
tran^jiorted bey(jnd all bounds of moderation and
f irhc-arance by a first success ecli]jsing its most san-

guine expectations, realizing to thousands o( indivi-

(hi.ils the po.ises^ion of wealth to an amount beyond
all tliat tliey liad ever conceived in imagination—the

ontagious example of the first fjrtunate specidators

intoxicated with success, and fired to the most ex-

travagant and presumptuous anticipations, by wliicli

men can be lured into acts of Idinded infatuation or

thoiiglnle-s folly— it was these circumstances, we say,

over which Law had necessarily little control, that

converted his projects into the bane of those for

whom they were at first calculated to serve as a
wholesome antidote.

Law was in fact more intent on following out his

idea than aggrandizing his fortunes. Riches, in-

fluence, honours, were showered upon him in the
necessity of things; the man who had given birth to

the wealth of a whole kingdom, whose schemes had
for a while invested all who entered into them with
imaginary treasures—by whose single mind the work-
ings of that complicated engine which had already

produced such dazzling results as seemed to justify

the most extravagant anticipations of the future, were
comprehended and directed—must have risen during
the existence of that national delusion to the highest

pinnacle of personal wealth and influence, and might,
though only endowed with a mere tithe of the fore-

casting sagacity of Law, have provided for his retreat,

and secured a sufficient competency at least beyond
the possibility of loss or hazard, as thousands in fact

did upon the strength of his measure. But Law, in

deluding others, laboured under still stronger delu-

sion himself; like the fabled Frankenstein, he had
created a monster whose power he had not at first

calculated, and the measure of which he now found

he could not prescribe, and he awaited the result

with mingled feelings of hope, fear, and distrust.

It was the ignorant interference of others with his

own mysterious processes which finally detennined
the fatal direction of those energies which he had
called into being, and which he might have been able,

if not to restrain, at least to direct in another and less

ruinous manner. \Ye are far from professing our-

selves the unqualified apologists of our enterprising

countryman. It was criminal in him to make use

of remedies of such a desperate kind as those to

which he had recourse when his system began to

stagger under its first revulsions ; doubtless his

temptations were strong, but, invested as he was
with authority, it was in his power to have resisted

them, and adopted a less empirical mode of treat-

ment. In estimating his moral character, it docs

not appear to us that his renouncing Protestantism,

under the circumstances in which he was placed,

ought to weigh much against the uprightness of his

intentions. Religion was with him a matter of in-

ferior moment. In his previous life he had mani-

fested no symptoms of piety; an utter stranger to the

faith and power of the gospel, Protestantism was
su])erior to any other I'sm with him, just in as far as

it favoured his worldly ]iolicy. He believed himself

possessed of means to elevate a whole nation in the

scale of wealth and power, with all their attendant

benign influences, and to give an imjudse by means
of the fortunes of France to the destinies of the human
s])ecies: and is it to be supposed that this considera-

tion, thrown into the Ijalance, should not have caused

that scale in which was placed a mere nominal jiro-

fession of a religion—the truth of whicli he neither

knew nor respected -to kick the beam?
Before resuming the thread of our biography, let

us for a moment comjiare tlie financial catastrophe

wc have now been considering with that of the as-

signals of revolutionary France, and the celelirated

crisis of the P)aid< of I'jigland in 1 797: we shall dis-

cover striking ])()ints of resendjlance in the circum-

stances which led to these events, and draw from

their com]iaris<jn a few im[)orlant truths. Credit is

founded on the su]i])osition of future ^•alue; it is this

prospective value which is made to circulate as if it

were existing value, in the form of a Ijank-note.

Law founded his schemes upon the great basis (jf

credit, which again he ])ro])osed to create by the

profits arising from speculation in the shares of his
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India Company. The financiers of revolutionary

France wished to pay the national del)t and the ex-

penses of a universal war with the national funds;

but, finding it impossible from the want of public

confidence or credit to sell these funds, they antici-

pated their sale, and represented their supposed
future value by paper-money called assii;!tals. The
Bank of England, in return for its loans to the gov-

ernment, supposed the existence of two species of

value, and accepted of these species in payment: the

effects themselves, namely, of commerce and the

securities of the state; the former a certain value, and
the latter necessarily fluctuating with the political

aspect of the times. In these three cases we per-

ceive three species of doubtful value; Law's share

represented a future, but speculative and very un-

certain, value; the assignats rejiresented certain funds

which might ere long pass from under the hands of

their present administrators; and the notes of tlie

Bank of England represented a value depending upon
engagements regarding the ability of the state to

fulfil which there existed no absolute certainty.

Now the crisis produced by the fluctuation of these

three species of credit corresponded to the difference

of circumstances in the three cases. The sudden
displacement of an enormous sum raised the shares

of the ICast India Company to an enormous premium;
but a rapidly establislied credit is exposed to an
equally or still more precipitous decline ; for that

true credit which is founded on the solid basis of

real success must necessarily be as slow in its growth
as the success itself. The assignats again could not

experience such a sudden rise in value, for they re-

presented a certain portion of land, a species of value

least of all exposed, in the nature of things, to rapid

fluctuation. In proportion, however, as the public

confidence in the permanence of the administration

declined, the assignats declined in value; and in pro-

portion as they declined in value, the existing govern-

ment was compelled to supply the loss of funds by
increasing the issue, which again operated to depre-

ciate its paper-money. The notes of the Bank of

England, depending on mercantile credit or the real

security of responsible funds, as well as on govern-

ment security, were only slightly affected in credit

by the political aspect of the times. In all the three

cases public credit was attempted to be supported

by forcible measures, the injustice of which was
just in proportion to the degree of suspicion at-

tached to that false systeni of credit which they were
designed to supjKjrt. Law fixed the value of shares

in notes, and thus forced a circulation for the latter.

The French revolutionary government punished the

refusal of its assignats at their miminal value w^ith

death. In England the bank was relieved of tlie

obligation to cash its notes at sight. Law again

endeavours to drive sj)ecie altogether out of the

market, and render pa[)er the only legal tender; the

revolutionists t"ix the maxinium of all exchange; and
the Bank of England, wiiose security was less ques-

tionable, threw itself on the patriotism of the London
merchants, who relieved it from its embarrassment
by agreeing to accept of its notes in payment from
their deljtors. Thus we see, 1st, that every system
ol piiltlic credit ought to represent a certain real

value, and ni,>t to l)e fouixled on mere anticipatinn

of a value x'et to be created ; 2dly, that it is inqvjs-

sible by fix.-d measures to sustain an arbitrary value;

and, 3dly, that where forced values are resorted to,

they are rejected by all who are at lil)erty to reject

them, and are foIIowe<l by the ruin of those who are

not in a condition to refu>e them.
Law, at his la^t interview with the Duke of

Orleans, i> rei)0rted to have said:— ".My lord, I

acknowledge that I have committed great faults; I

did so because I am a man, and all men are liable

to err; but 1 declare to your royal highness that none
of them proceeded from knaver)-, and that nothing

of that kind will be found in the whole course of my
conduct;" a declaration which the regent and the

Duke of Bourbon bore frank testimony to, at the

same time that they suggested the expediency of his

leaving the kingdom, for which ])urpose they offered

to supply him with money, his whole property hav-

ing been confiscated ; but Mr. Law, though in pos-

session of only 800 louis d'ors, the wreck of a fortune

of 10,000,000 of livres, refused to receive any assist-

ance from other funds than his own, and on the 22d
of December, 1720, arrived at Brussels, where he
was received with the greatest respect by the governor
and resident nobility. Early in January, 1721, he
appeared at Venice, under the name of M. du Jardin,

where he is said to have had a ccmference with the

Chevalier de .St. George, and the famous Cardinal

Alberoni, miniMter of Spain. From \'enice he tra-

velled through Germany to Copenhagen, where he
had the honour of an audience with I'rince Frederick.

During his residence at the Danish capital he re-

ceived an invitation from the British ministry to

return to his native countr)% with which he com-
plied, and was presented on his arrival to George I.

by Sir John Norris, the admiral of the Baltic

squadron. On the 2Sth of Noveml^er he pleaded

at the bar of the King's ISench his majesty's pardon
for the murder of Edward Wilson, and was attended

on this occasion by the Duke of Argyle, the Earl of

Hay, and several other friends.

^Ir. Law's reappearance in Britain excited some
uneasy feelings on the part of various senators. The
Earl of Coningsby, in particular, moved the House
of Lords for an incjuiry whether Sir John Norris had
orders to bring over a person of his dangerous char-

acter. The affair, however, was hushed, and it is

thought that he at first received some kind of pen-

sion or allowance from the British government.
Meanwhile, he maintained a constant corresjiond-

ence with the regent of France, who caused his

official salary of 20,000 livres jier annum to be re-

gularly remitted to him, and held several consulta-

tions with the council respecting the propriety of

recalling him. The sudden death, however, of the

regent, on the 2d of December, 1723, was a fatal

blow to the reviving hopes of the ci-devant mini:5ter

of finance. Mis ])ension ceased to be remitted, his

prospect of a reversion from the sale of his property

in France was annihilated, his embarrassments at

home increased, and demands were made upon him
by the India Comiiany to the enormous amount of

20,236,375 livres. On the 25th of August. 1724,

we find him addressing a letter to the Duke e-f

Bourbon from London, in which he writes:—
''Notwithstanding the confusion in which my

affairs have become involved, osie hour will .-ulnee

to put your highness in full ac(iuaintance with ihcm.

The subjoineil meninir exi)lains by what means I

purpose to fulfil my eiigag nients and ubtain a live-

liliood for myself The mean- which I suggest are

of the very siniple-1 nature. It is likewi-e the in-

terest of the state that my affairs sh'iuld l.)e wnund
up; i'lir althuugli the number nf tli^se who desire my
return is nut great, their cunfiilence in me is cni-

sideralile, and nnist either destroy or retanl the suc-

cess iif tJMse measures which have been adupted by
those persons to whom the king has tjeen ])lea-ed to

i)Uru-t tlie inanageuieiU of the finances. If my
matters were arranL;ed. Madame Law. m\ daughter,

mv hrotlier. and his family, would return t') h.ngland,

aivl I Would fix nnseif here in such a manner as
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should convince the public that I entertained no
intention of ever again setting foot in France.

"Those who have set themselves to oppose me by
retarding the decision in my case have acted thus

upon a mistaken principle altogether, and against

their own view of things; they accuse me of having
done the thing which they would have done them-
selves if they had been in my place; and in examin-
ing into my conduct they are unintentionally doing

me a great honour. There are few, perhaps no
instances, of a stranger having acquired the un-

limited confidence of a prince, and realized a real

fortune by means perfectly honourable, and who yet

on leaving France reserved notliing for himself and
his family, not even the fortune which he had brought
into the country with him.

"Vour highness knows that I never entertained

the idea of making my escape from France. I had
made no provision for this purpose when it M-as

announced to me that the regent had ordered me to

be provided with passports; for I had indeed at one
time thought of quilting the kingdom, when I re-

quested his royal highness' permission to resign my
office; but after that I had deliberated upon the rea-

sons which the prince then urged against my taking
this step, I renounced the idea altogether, although
fully aware of the personal danger to which I would
expose myself by remaining in France after having
ceased to hold office in the administration.

"I have said that my enemies have advised
measures opposed even to their own principles; for

if what they allege had been true— if I had carried a
great sum of money with me out of the kingdom— it

would surely have been their truest policy to have
induced me to return with my son. If they had
acted dispassionately in this matter they would have
afforded me every facility in arranging my affairs;

and it is my belief that, had his highness the Duke
of Orleans lived, I would have been invited back to

France. A short time before the prince's death he
was pleased to express his approbation of my con-

duct; to give me certain marks of his esteem; he was
satisfied that my plans would have completely suc-

ceeded if the juncture of extraordinary circumstances
had not compelled others to interfere with them; he
filt that he yet recjuired my assistance; he asked my
opinion regarding the present situation of the king-

dom; and he was pleased to say that he yet counted
on my aid in raising France to her projjer elevation

and weight in Europe. These are facts with which
I am persuaded your highness was made acquainted
by the prince himself."

Tlie late M. Law de Lauriston transmitted to Mr.
Wood, the biographer of the comptroller-general,

a complete copy of the memorial which accompanied
this letter, and of which only some detached frag-

jncnts are published in the (Eitvrcs dc J. Laiv, Paris,

1790. Mr. Wood supplies us with the following

jia-isage from this document:—"When I retired to

(juerinande," says the menKjrialist, "I had no ho]ies

that the regent would have jjermitted me to leave

the kingdom; I had given overall thoughts thereof
\\ hen your highness sent to inform me of his inten-

tion to accord that permission; and the next day,

immediately on receiving the ]iassports, I set off.

(Jonsider, my lord, if being in the country, removed
from any ])aper ar.d Ixjoks, it were in my ]>ower to

]iUt in order affairs that required not only leisure,

but al-o my presence in Paris, to arrange pro]ierly;

and if it is not a ])iece of great injustice for the India
Conqiany to wish to take advantage of the condition

to which I was reduced ; and of the dishonest conduct
I'lf clerks in requiring from me jjayment of sums I do
not in fact o\\e, and which, even though I Iiad been

owing, were, as I have shown, expended for their

service, and payable in actions or notes, of which
effects belonging to me they at that time had, and
still have, on their books to the amount of double or
treble the sum they demand. No, my lord, I cannot
bring myself to accuse the company of so much as

the intention to injure me. That company owes its

birth to me. For them I have sacrificed everything,
even my property and my credit, being now bank-
rupt, not only in France, but also in all other coun-
tries. For them I have sacrificed the interests of my
children, whom I tenderly love, and who are de-
serv'ing of all my affections; these children, courted
by the most considerable families in France, are now
destitute of fortune and of establishments. I had it

in my power to have settled my daughters in mar-
riage in the first houses of Italy, Germany, and Eng-
land; but I refused all offers of that nature, thinking
it inconsistent with my duty to, and my affection

for, the state in whose service I had the honour to

be engaged. I do not assume to myself any merit

from this conduct, and I never so much as spoke
upon the subject to the regent. But I cannot help

observing that this mode of behaviour is diametri-

cally opposite to the idea my enemies wish to impute
to me; and surely all Europe ought to have a good
opinion of my disinterestedness, and of the condition

to which I am reduced, since I no longer receive

any proposals of marriage for my children.

"My lord, I conducted myself with a still greater

degree of delicacy : for I took care not to have my
son or my daughter married even in France, although
I had the most splendid and advantageous offers of

that kind. I did not choose that any part of my
protection should be owing to alliances; but that it

should depend solely upon the intrinsic merits of my
project."

These representations failed to produce the de-

sired effect; the India Company refused to allo\\him

credit for the notes and actions in their hands be-

longing to him, while they at the same time insistetl

on his making payment in specie of the sums owing
to them; the government with equal injustice confis-

cated his whole property in P'ranee. In 1725 Mr.
Law bade a final adieu to Britain, and retired to

Venice, where he died in a stale little removed from
indigence, on the 21st of March, 1729, in the fifty-

eighlh year of his age. He lies buried in one of

the churches of the city, where a monument to his

memory is still to be seen.

.Such is a brief outline of the histoiy of one of the

most extraordinaiy projectors of modern times.

Tiiat he deceived himself is, we think, (juite evident

from the whole tenor of his conduct; that he shoulil

have deceived others is not wonderful, if we consitlcr

the spirit and circumstances of the times in which
he lived, the ignorance of the public mind resi)ecl-

ing the great ]>rinciples of credit and currency, and
the personal advantages and experience which the

master-projector possessed. lie is said to have pre-

sented an uncommonly engaging external a])])earancc.

"C/z/tv//," says the h'rench historian of his system,

''sails Jlaltcric, Ic mcttrc an raii;,^ Jcs Iwnnncs Ics

viietix fails.'''' In Brunley's Catalo-^uc ofJh'itisli Por-

traits four engravings of Law are noticed, by .'\nglois,

Hubert, Des Kochers, and Schmidt. The best por-

trait of him was a crayon portrait by Rosalba in the

I'^arl of Oxford's gallery. (>f his moral character we
have already spoken. Lockhart of Carnwath relates

that, even before he left Scotland, he was "nicely

exjjcrt in all manner of debaucheries."

Law never conq)osed any treatise; his woiks are

confined to memorials aii'l justificatory statements,

or exjilanatiuns of his views and plans. Towards
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the end of the year 1790, tlie epoch of the creation

of the assignats, there appeared at Paris an octavo

vohinie, entitled lEuvres de J. Law, ControlUur-

general dcs Finances de France sous le Rci^ent. This

work was ably edited by M. Senour, and is in hiijh

estimation in Erance. The writinijs relating to

Law's system are very numerous ; Stewart, Ganilh,

and Storch have all commented with ability upon
his measures; and Duclos and ^L^rmontel have com-
posed very interesting memoirs of the projector and
his system. In general, however, all the French
writers of the eighteenth century have commented
with great severity upon I-aw and his proceedings.

Fourbonais was the first to do justice to this great

but unfortunate man. Dutot, in his Reflexions Poli-

tii/ues stir le Commerce ct les Finances, [irinted at the

Hague in 1738, has discussed the state of affairs at

the giving way of the system, and the effect of the

famous edicts of the 5th March and 2 1st May, with
great sagacity; Duvcrney's Ilistoire dii Systcme des

Finances sons la Minorite de Louis XI'., pendant les

Annees 1719 ^t 1720, is a most valuable collection

of edicts and state-papers relative to French finances,

in two volumes. Mr. John Philip Wood's Memoir
0/ the LJfe of yohn L.a7u of LMurisfon^ is the best

account which has yet been given to the British pub-
lic of this extraordinary man, and the rise and fall

of his fortunes.

Law married Lady Catharine Knollys, third

daughter of Nicholas, third Earl of Banbury, by
whom he had one son, John Law of Lauriston, and
one daughter, Mary Catharine, who married her
first cousin, William Viscount Wallingford, who
was afterwards called to the House of Peers by the

title of Baron -Vlthorp. Lady Wallingford survived

her husband more than half a century, and died in

London on the 14th of October, 1790, leaving no
issue. Her brother succeeded his father in 1729,
and died a cornet of the regiment of Nassau Erics-

land, at Maestricht, in 1734. William I^aw, third

son of Jean Campbell of Lauriston, succeeded to the

entail on the extinction of the issue male of her eldest

son. His eldest son John rose to the rank of com-
mandant-general and president of council of the
French settlement in Lidia, and died at Paris about

1796 ; and on the 2ist of May, 1808, Francis John
William Law, a merchant in London, of the reformed
religion, was served nearest and legitimate heir of

entail and provision of his father John Law, and
entered into the possession of the estate of Lauriston,

to the exclusion of his elder brothers, who were
Roman Catholics. Law's grandson. Count de Lauri-
ston, was one of the generals of Napoleon ISona-

parte.

LEE, Rev. Dr. Joiix. Tiiis venerable clergy-

man, who filled so many high offices in our literary

institutions and the church, and left behind him so

high a reputation in ecclesiastical antiquarianism,

was the son of parents in humble life, and born at

Torwoodlee Mains, parish of -Stow, on the Clala

\N ater. Being intended for tlie medical profession,

he was some time under the celebrated Dr. Lcyden,
and afterwards studied in the university of F.dinburgli,

where he took the degree of M..\. The C/ar of

Russia having resolved to establish a university at

Wilna, in Russian Poland, its chair of moral philo-

sopliy was offered to Mr. Lee; but, ]X'rhaps fortu-

nately for him, a change of the political relati(ins

between Russia and CJreat Britain jn-cvented Jiis np-
]^ointment. Having finished his mclical studies at

Eilinburgh, and gra<Iuated as M.I)., he obtained an

' KJiaburgh, iS;4, i2;n'), pp. 234.

appointment in the hospital ilepartment of the army,
but did not hold it long, as he had now directed hi.i

views to the clerical profession; in con.secjuencc of

which he returned to college, attended the usual
courses of theologj', and was licensed to preach by
the j)resbytery of Edinburgh in 1807. His first

clerical charge was one of the Scottish chapels in

London in connectif)n with the Church of Scotland;
but in 1808 he was jire.^ented to the parish of Peebles,
of which he lieeame minister, and where, during a
.stay of four years, his rising talents began to bring
him into notice. \\\ 1812 he was aiijiointed professor
of church-histor\- in the university of St. Andrews,
by the crown, to which the patronage of the chair
belongs, and from this he was transferred to the pro-
fessorship of moral philosophy in King's College,
Old Aberdeen, which charge he filled during the
session of 1820-1. After this short stay in Aberdeen
he was pre.sented by the crown to the first charge of
the Canongate Church, Edinburgh, w here he had for

his colleague the venerable Dr. Buchanan.
While he held this charge in the Canongate, Dr.

Lee engaged in a bold and difficult enterprise, a\ hicli

will endear his memory to Scotland and the Chris-

tian world at large. It was the emancipation of the

Scriptures from the monopoly of the royal printers.

A single company enjoyed this privilege in .Scotland,

and the consequence of such restriction was that the

price at which Bibles were sold weighed heavily

upon the poor. Aware of this evil. Dr. Lee com-
menced an agitation for a free and cheap circulation

of the Scriptures; and he was leader of the ]iarty

who held that no British sovereign had the right to

trammel the publication of the Bil)le, or confine its

printing to any privileged company whatever. He
also, with much trouble and expense, collected mate-
rials for several treatises which he wrote upon the

subject—and the result wa.s, that after a litigation of
several years, this exclusive right of printing the

Bible was abrogated. Having now become a jierson

of some note and influence, he was in 1S24 appointetl

one of the commissioners for inquiring into the state

of the universities of -Scotland, on -which occasion he
drew up the report on the university of Clasgow;
and in the same year he was presented to the church
and parish of Lady Vester's, Edinburgh. .\n ap-

pointment still more important to the Church of
Scotland followed in 1S27, ^\llen he \\as elected

clerk of the Cicneral Assend)Iy. It may be averred,

that from his jirofcjund knowledge '>f the hi>tory of

the church and its f )rnis, no one wa> >o well (jualihed

for such a responsible situation; and in every doubt-

ful question, when such subjects were at i.-'>ue, his

memory could readily produce tho^e jirecedents

by which all cavil or uncertainty was terminated.

Another oflice which he admiiably discharged,, .ns

clerk of the assemblv, was to draw up the ]ia>toi-al

addresses in the name of the church to it> >everrd

congregations; and these were Jxr^a(led -witli such

apostolic sim]ilicity and unction, that they continued

to be remembered after the living \oice <.'t their

writer had ceased to lie heard. In the meantime,

the various promotion.- of Dr. Lee \\ere still goin_;

on, and with alino'-t unexampled rapi'iity. In 1830

lie was appointed one of tl;e royal cl-.:iplain> lor

Scotland. In 1S35 lie\\a- inducted to tlie collegia!

j

charge of the < i!d ('liincli. Edinlnirgh. as successor

to Dr. ISnnvn, an-I colleague of Dr. Macknight; and
in 1S37 he received from the ciown tlie apjviintmer.t

of jiiineiinl of the united colleges of St. Salvador

and .'^t. l.eonan!. St. .Andrews, wliieh cliarge. liow-

evcr, lie held only f vr a .-ingle ses.-i'iii. In 1S39 he
was apjiointcd principal of the univcr.-ity of .^t.

Andrew-, and iu 1S40 I-.e \\as elected principal ef
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the university of Edinburgh by the town-council,

who were its patrons. As an ecclesiastic he could

rise no higher; and, resigning his charge in the Old
Church, he continued in the principalship to the end
of his days. Several offices, however, chiefly hono-
rarj', were added to it. In 1 841 he was ajipointed

one of the deans of the chapel royal ; in 1S43, the

memorable year of the disruption, in consequence (rf

the retirement of Dr. Chalmers from the Establish-

ment, he was ajspointed professor of divinity in the

university of Edinburgh, which charge he held

along with that of principal; and in 1844 he was
chosen moderator of the General Assembly. He
was doctor of every faculty except that of music,

being M.D., D.U., and LL.D., but of the three last

titles he had shown himself everyway worthy, by
his profound erudition, his varied attainments, and
his manifold services as minister, clerk of assembly,

professor, and principal.

From the extensive scholarship of Dr. Lee, and
especially his profound and accurate knowledge in

Scottish anliquarianism, it was expected that some
great work commensurate with such attainments

would have proceeded from his pen to endure as an
evidence of his worth. Such was the yearly expec-

tation of his friends, and it was encouraged by his

avowed purpose to attempt such an undertaking.

But it was never fulfilled. It may be that the nervous
irresolution to make a beginning whicli sometimes
besets even the highly intellectual, and persuades
them to pause until the opportunity has gone for ever
•—or the rapid series of changes through which he
jjassed, that kept his sandals continually girt and the

pilgrim's staff in his hand—disinclined him to such
an attempt, even when the season was favourable.

As it was, his productions were chiefly pamphlets
for the hour and the occasion, and his Lectitres on
the History of the Church of Scotland from the AV-
formation to the Rti'olution, which were ]:)ublished

after his death by his son, the Rev. William Lee.

After a short illness the princi])al died at his resid-

ence in the college of Edinburgh, on the 2d of May,
1S59, having reached the seventy-ninth year of his

age.

LEIGHTON, Robert, an ecclesiastic of singular

learning, integrity, and benevolence, was born in

161 1, and descended from an ancient and respectable

family, who were long in possession of the estate

called Ulyshaven, in Forfarshire. Their names are

mentioned in several parts of history, and even so

far l)ack as Doomsday Book. In 1424 Dr. Henry
Leighton, ]Sisho[) of Moray, and afterwards of Aber-
deen, was dejiuted as one of the commissioners to

negotiate for the release of James I., at that time a

l^ri.ioner in England. The family estate oi L'lyshaven

was lost to tlie house of Leighton in the seventeenth

century, as they had by that lime decayed in wealth
and interest.

Dr. Alexander Leighton, father of the subject of

tliis memoir, was educated at St. Andrews, where
he obtained the degree of Doctor of Divinity. lie

afterwards went to Leyden, and a])])lie<l himself to

the study of [jhysic, and so far succeeiled as to gradu-

ate there. The Scottish church at Utrecht Ijeing

in want of a minister, and he being, according t<j

all accounts, a man of great ])iety and learning, the

charge was offered to him, which he accepted, and
he continued to oft'iciate there f(;r some time; but

not ajjproving of the holidays observe<l by the Dutch
cliurch, and having some difference on tlie subject,

he linally resigned. lie was there st)led Doct(jr

of Medicine and Scottish minister. We shall com-
[>ress, in the shortest limits possil^Ie, tlie most pro-

minent actions of this man's eventful life, as his namq
is conspicuous in history from the cruel persecution
which he suffered.

On his arrival in London from Holland he saw
with grief and indignation that the Presbyterian
church, of which he was a stern defender, was likely

to be subverte<l in Scotland, through the policy of
Charles I. and his ministers—and being a man, ac-

cording to Burnet, "of much untempered zeal," and
fond of polemics, he published several tracts against

Episcopacy, which gave great offence to the members
of that persuasion. He at this time intended to

commence the medical profession in London ; but
the College of Physicians interdicted him from prac-
tice within seven miles of the city, as a person they
considered disgraceful to their profession; an allega.

tion he dis])uted and disproved, by claiming a right,

in virtue of his having graduated in the college of

Leyden. They did not deny his being a clergyman;
but at that time he had no living. He soon after

this drew down upon himself the vengeance of that

tyrannical and unconstitutional court, the Star-cham-
ber. The work for which he was prosecuted, ac-

cording to Burnet, is entitled Zions Plea agahist

Prelates ; the name of the author and printer were
omitted, and instead of the date of publication, the

following words were added—"Printed the year and
moneth wherein Rochelle was lost,"—evidently in-

tended as a stigma for that city being allowed to be
taken by the French Catholics from the Protestants

in 1628; an event which it was well known Charles

might have prevented, if he had had the interests of

Protestantism really at heart. There was also pre-

fixed to this work—which it appears was printed in

Holland—a hieroglyph ical vignette, seemingly de-

signed to recommend the subversion of Prelacy.

This is described in the informations by Rushworth,
"as a most seditious scandal upon the king, state,

and kingdom, wickedly affirming that all that pass

us spoil us, and we spoil all that rely upon us, and
amongst the rest the black pining death of the

famished Rochelles, to the number of 15,000 in four

months ; by which passages he did, so much as in

him lay, scandal his majesty's person, his religious

wife, and just government, especially the reverend

l)ishops." Soon after this offensive work was put

into circulation Dr Leighton was arrested by a war-

rant from the high-conmiission court, and connnitted

to Newgate, where he was confined for fifteen weeks
in a loathsome cell full of vermin, without a bed to

rest upon, and openly exposed to the inclemency of

the weather: none of his family or friends were per-

mitted to see him ; and in the meantime his house

was forcibly entered, and not only his books and
papers, but every article of furniture, carried away.

The cause was tried <jn the 4lh of June, 1630.

The defendant, in his answer, owned the writing of

the book, but denied all intention of evil, his end
being only to remonstrate against certain grievances

in clnn-ch and state, under which the jieople suffered,

to the end that parliament might take them into

consideration, and give such redress as might be for

the honoiM" of the king, tiie quiet (jf the jieople, and
the ])eace of the church. Nevertheless, the court

adjudged unanimously, that for this offence the doc-

tor "should l)e committed to the prison of the h'leet

for life, and ])ay a fine of /"lo.ooo; that the higli-

commission shoidd degrade him from his ministry,

and that then he sliouid be brought to the pillory

at Westminster, while tlie coiu^t was sitting, and be
wlii|)])eil; nfter wliii)iiing, be set in the ])illory a con-

venient time, and have one of his ears cut off, and
one side of his nose slit, and lie branded in thi- face

with a douljle .S. S., ioY so'.^'cr of sedition ; that then
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he should be carried back to prison, and after a few
days be pilloried a second time in Cheapside, and
be there likewise whipped, and have the other side

of his nose slit, and his other ear cut off, and then
be shut up in close prison for the remainder of his

life;" a sentence only to be comjiared with the worst
acts of the infernal inquisition of Spain. Archbishop
Laud, on hearing the unfortunate man condemned,
pulled off his hat, and holding up his hands, gave
thanks to God who had given him the victory over
his enemies. This barbarous sentence being given

towards the end of Trinity term, and the court not

usually silting after the term unless upon emergent
occasions, and it requiring some time in the eccle-

siastical court in order to the degradation of the

defendant, it was Michaelmas following before any
part of the sentence could be put in execution. On
the loth of November he was to have undergone
the punishment awarded to him; however, the night

before he contrived, with the assistance of one Liv-

ingston and Anderson, to effect his escape. A hue
and cry was immediately issued by order of the

privy-council, ordering his appreliension, which de-

scribed him as a man of low stature, fair comjilexion,

high forehead, and yellowish beard, about forty or
fifty years of age. He scarcely was at large one
week when he was seized in Bedfordshire, and
brouglit back to the Fleet. Rushworth, in his His-
torical Collections, says, "On Friday, tlie i6th of
November, part of the sentence on Dr. Leighton
was executed upon him in this manner, in the new
palace at Westminster. Fie was severely whipped
before he was put in the pillory. Being set in the
pillory, he liad one of his ears cut off, one side of
his nose slit, was branded on the cheek with a red-

hot iron with tlie letters S. S., so'^ver of sedition, and
afterwards carried back again j)risoner to the Fleet,

to be kept in close custody. And on that day seven-

night, his sores upon his back, ear, nose, and face

not being cured, he was whipped again at the pillory

in Cheapside, and there had the remainder of his

sentence executed upon him, by cutting off the other
ear, slitting tlie other side of the nose, and branding
the other cheek." His unfortunate companions who
aided him to escape were also brought before the

Star-chamljer, and out of respect to their "penitency"
they were only fined ;[f500 each, and committed to

the Fleet during the king's pleasure.

\\\ that vile prison, in a filthy, dark, and unwhole-
some dungeon, the unhajipy Leighton was incarcer-

ated for upwards of eleven years, without once being
suftered to breathe in the open air; and when at

length released from his miserable confinement, he
could neither walk, see, nor hear. His release was
only effected when the sitting of the long parliament
had changed the state of things in England. "At
the reading of his petition in the House of Commons,"
says Brook, "giving an account of the dreadful bar-

barity with which he had been treated, the members
were so deeply moved and affected, that they could

not liear to hear it without several interruptions with
lloods of tears." A committee was appointed to

investigate his case, and the result was, as might
be expected, the exposure of one of the most uncon-
stitutional and horrible pieces of Ijarbarity that ever
stained a nation's annals. The whole proceedings
were declared illegal, and reversed, and "gt)od
satisfaction and reparation were ordered to be made
to hinr for his great sufferings and damages." Six
thousand pounds wore Vdied on his .iccount : but it

is \zx\ uncertain in those distracted times if he ever

received it.

In 1642 Lambeth House was converted into a

prison, and he was made keeper of it, on account,

it is said, of his knowledge of the medical profession.

He did not survive this unworthy appointment long,

and the wonder only is, how human nature could
have borne up against such dreadful inflictions as he
had endured.
RouKKT Leighton, some time Bishop of Dum-

blane, and afterwards Archbishop of Glasgow, son
to Alexander, and the proper subject of this memoir,
was, according to Pearson in a late edition of his

works, born in Edinburgh, and received his educa-
tion at that university, which he entered as a student
in 1627. F'rom his earliest years he was conspicu-
ous for exemjilar)' piety and a humble disposition

;

with talents of the rarest description, and a happy
facility of accpiiring a knowledge of languages. He
was, above all, fond of studying the Scrij)tures, and
was profoundly skilled in every branch of theologncal

learning. Two of the masters at that time in the
university whose classes he attended, namely Robert
Rankin, professor of philosophy, and James Fairley,

j)rofessor of divinity, were strongly in favour of l-^jiis-

copacy; the latter having afterwards become l;i^hop

of Argyle. It is more than probable that their

opinions, being early imbibed by Leighton, continued

in after-life to exercise a considerable influence over

him. This may in a great degree serve to explain

why he seceded from the Presbyterian church. He
became Master of Arts in 1O31, and having by that

time comjdeted his course of academical studies, he
was sent abroad for further improvement, and took
up his residence at Douay in France, where some of

his relations lived. There he formed an intimacy

with many of the best educated of the Roman Catho-
lic gentlemen who were attending the college, and
being naturally fond of exploring every system of

ecclesiastical polity, where he found men of worth
adhering to forms of religion even at variance with
his own, he loved them in Christian charity for the

virtue they possessed, and thought less rigidly of

their doctrine. While in France he acquired a per-

fect knowledge of the language, which he spoke
with all the fluency of the most polished native. It

is impossible to ascertain how he passed the inter-

mediate ten years from the time he went to Douay.
All we can gather with certainty is, that in 1641, on
his return from the Continent, and immediately after

the triumjih of Presbytery in Scotland, he was, at

the age of thirty, and in the very year of his father's

liberation from his cruel confinement, settled as

Presbyterian minister in the ]")arish of Newlxittle, in

the county of Edinburgh. There he was must un-

remitting in the sacred duties of his oftice, preaching

jieace and good-will amongst all men, carefully

avoiding to mix or interfere with the distractions of

that stormy period, when the pulpit was made the

vehicle of jiolitical disputes. It being the custom
of the presbytery to inquire of the brethren twice

a year, whether they had preached to the A ;;/;,-.•

"For God's sake," answered Leighton, "\\hen nil

my Ijrethren preach to, the times, suffer f)iie ]ioor

priest to preach for eternity." This moderation

coukl not fail to give offence;—the fict i>, he >eenis

to have regarded their di-]aite> as trivial in compari-

son with the high and >acred dutie.- he felt himself

called upon to perform in his holy office. He seldom,

or never attended the meetings of the presbytery,

which was undoulitedly jiart of liis duty as a Presby-

terian minister, but chose rather to live in strict

retirement, alive only to tlie care of liis cAvn ]iari-h,

in which he ])roved himself a faithful and zealous

pastor. Oi all the accounts of this eminent divine

there is none so strictly correct as that left on record

by liis friend and illustrious conleiiiporary, Bishop

Burnet, \\liich we shall here quote in full, as we are
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persuaded that nothing could be given either so

entertaining or so full of information.

"Robert, eldest son of Dr. Leighton, was bred in

.Scotland, and was accounted a saint from his youth

up. He had great quickness of parts, a lively ap-

prehension, with a charming vivacity of thought and
expression. He had the greatest command of the

purest Latin I ever knew in any man; he was master

of both Greek and Hebrew, and of the whole com-
))ass of theological learning, chiefly in the study of

the Scriptures. But that which excelled all the rest

was, he was possessed with the higliest and boldest

sense of divine things that I ever saw in any man

;

he had no regard for his person, unless it was to

mortify it by a constant low diet, that was like a

perpetual fast. He had both a contempt of wealth

and reputation: he seemed to have the lowest thoughts

of himself possible, and to desire that all other i)er-

sons should think as meanly, of him as he did him-

self. He bore all sorts of ill usage and reproach

like a man that took pleasure in it. He had so

subdued the natural heat of his temper that in a great

variety of accidents, and in the course of twenty years

of intimate conversation with him, I never observed
the least sign of passion but upon one single occa-

sion. He brought himself into so composed a gravity

that I never saw him laugh, and but seldom smile;

and he kept himself in such a constant recollection,

that I do not remember that I ever heard him say

one idle word. There was a visible tendency in all

he said to raise his own mind, and those he conversed
with, to serious reflections. He seemed to be in a

perpetual meditation; and, though the whole course

of his life was strict and ascetical, yet he had no-

ticing of the sourness of temper that generally pos-

sesses men of that sort. He was the freest from
superstition, of censuring others, or of imposing his

own methods on them, possible ; so that he did not
so much as recommend them to others. He said

there was a diversity of tempers, and every man was
to watch over his own, and to turn it in the best

manner he could. His thoughts were lively, oft out

of the way and surprising, yet just and genuine.

And he had laid together, in his memory, the great-

est treasure of the best and wisest of all the ancient

savings of the heathens as well as Christians, tliat I

have ever known any man master of, and he used
them in the adeptest manner possible. He had been
i)red up with the greatest aversion possible to the

whole frame of the Church of T'.ngland. From
Scotland his father sent him to travel. He spent
some years in France, and spoke the language like

fjne born there. He came aflerwarcls and settled

in .Scotland, and had the I'resbyterian ordination;
l)ut he quickly bore through the prejudices of his

education. His preaching had a sublimity both of

thought and expression in it. The grace and gravity

of his i)ronunciation was such, that few heard him
without a very sensible emotion ; I am sure I never
did. His style was rather too fine; but there \\as a
majesty and beauty in it that left so dee]) an inq>ies-

siijn, that I cannot yet forget the sermons I heard
him jjreach thirty years ago ; and yet with this he
S'jL-me'l to look on himself as so ordinary a preacher,

that while he had the cure, he was read)- to employ
all others, and when he was a bishop he chose to

preach to small auditf)ries, and would never give

notice beforehand. He had indeed a very low voice,

and s(j could not be heard Ijy a great crowd. He
soon came to see into the follies of the Presljyterians,

and t ) dislike their covenant, ])articularly their iin-

])')>ing ii, and their fury against all who differed fnjin

them. lie founfl tlicy were not capable of large

thoi'.^f'.ts; theirs were narrow as their teiiipcr:; were

sour ; so he grew weary of mixing with them. He
scarce ever went to their meetings, and lived in great

retirement, minding only tiie care of his own parish
at Newbattle, near Edinburgh. Vet all the opposi-
tion that he made to them was, that he preached
up a more exact rule of life than seemed to them
consistent with human nature ; but his own practice

did outshine his doctrine.

"In the year 1648 he declared himself for the
engagement for the king. But the Earl of Lothian,
who lived in his parish, had so high an esteem for

him, that he persuaded the violent men not to meddle
with him, though lie gave occasion to great excep-
tion ; for when some of his parish who had been in

the engagement were ordered to make public pro-

fession of tlieir repentance for it, he told them they
iiad been in an expedition in which he believed they
had neglected their duty to God, and had been guilty

of injustice and violence, of drunkenness, and other
immoralities, and he charged them to repent of these

seriously, without meddling with the C|uarrel or the
grounds of that war. He entered into a great cor-

respondence with many of the Episcopal jsarty, and
with my own father in particular, and did wholly
separate himself from tlie Presbyterians. At last he
left them and withdrew from his cure, for he could
not do the things imposed on him any longer. And
yet he hated all contention so much that he chose
rather to leave them in a silent manner, than to en-

gage in any disputes with them. But he had gene-

rally the reputation of a saint and of something above
human nature in him; so the mastership of the Edin-
burgh College falling vacant some time after, and it

being in the gift of the city, he was prevailed on to

accept it, because in it he was wholly separated from
all church matters. He continued ten years in that

post, and was a great blessing in it ; for he talked

so to all the youth of any capacity or distinction, that

it had a great effect ujion them. He ])reached often

to them, aiul if crowds broke in, which they were
apt to do, he would have gone on in his sermon in

Latin, with n purity and life that charmed all who
understood it. Thus he had lived ab(jve twenty
years in Scotland, in the highest reputation that any
man in my time ever had in the kingdom. He had
a brother well known at court. Sir Elisha, who was
very like him in face and in the vivacity of his parts;

but the most unlilvc him in all other things that can
be imagined. Vov though he loved to talk of great

sulilimities in religion, yet he was a very immoral
man. He was a Papist of a form of his own; but

he had changed his religion to raise himself at court,

for he was at that time secretary to the Duke of

York, and was very intimate with Loril Aubigny,

a brother of the Duke of Richmond's, who had
changed his religion, and was a priest, and had
jirobably been a cardinal if he h.ad lived longer.

He maintained an outward decency, and had more
learning and better notions than men of fiuality who
enter into the church generally have. Set he was
a very vicious man ; an<I that ])erhaii> made him the

more considered l)y the king [Charles 1 1.], w lio loved

and trusted him to a high degree. No man had
more credit with the king; for he was in the secret

as to his religion, ar.d was more ti'usted with the

whole designs that were then managed in order t<j

establish it, than any man whatsoever. Sir Llislia

brougln hi-- brotliur and him aciiuainted ; for Leighton
loved to know men in all the varieties of religion.

In tile vacation time he made excursions and came
often to London, where he ob>er\-ed all the eminent
men ill (roiiiweH's court, and in the several parties

then about the city of Londf)n ; but he told me that

th'-'v were men of ur.quiet and meddling temjiers;
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and that their discourses were very dry and un-
savoury, full of airy cant or of bombast swellings.

Sometimes he went over to Klanders to see what he
could find in the several orders of the Church of
Rome. There he found some of Jansenius' fol-

lowers, who seemed to be men of extraordinary

tempers, and studied to bring things, if possible, to

the purity and simplicity of the primitive ages ; on
which all his thoughts were much set. lie thought
controversies had been too much insisted upon, and
had been carried too far. His brother, who thought
of nothing but the raising himself at court, fancied

that his being made a bishop might' render himself
more considerable ; so he possessed Lord Aubigny
with such an opinion of him, that he made the king
apprehend that a man of his piety and his notions

(and his not being married was not forgot) might
contribute to carry on their designs. He fancied

such a monastic man, who had a great stretch of

thought and so many other eminent qualities, would
be a mean at least to prepare the nation for Poperj-,

if he did not directly come over to them, for his

brother did not stick to say he was sure that lay at

the root with him. So the king named him of his

own proper motion, which gave all those who began
to suspect the king himself great jealousies of him.

Leighton was averse to this promotion as much as

possible. His brother had great power over him,
for he took care to hide his vices from him, and to

make before him a show of piety. He seemed to

be a Papist rather in name and show than in reality,

of which I will set down one instance that was then
much talked of. Some of the Cinirch of England
loved to magnify the sacrament in an extraordinary

manner, affirming the real presence, only blaming
the Cinirch of Rome for defining the manner of it,

saying Christ was present in the most inconceivable

manner. This was so much the mode that the king
and all the court went into it; so the king, upon some
raillery about transubstantiation, asked Sir Elisha if

he believed it. He answered he could not well tell,

but he was sure the Church of England believed it

;

and when the king seemed amazed at that, he re-

plied, Do you not believe that Christ is present in

the most inconceivable manner—which the king
granted. Then said he, That is just transubstantia-

tion, the most inconceivable thing that was ever yet

invented. When Eeighton was prevailed upon to

accept a bishopric, he chose Dumblane, a small

diocese as well as a little revenue. Put the deanery
of the chapel-royal was annexed to that see. So he
was willing to engage in that, that he might set u[3

the common prayer in the king's chapel, for the

rebuilding of which orders were given. The Engli>h

clergy were well pleased with him, finding him both

more learned and more thoroughly versed in the

other points of uniformity than the rest of the Scot-

tish clergy, whom they could not nnich value; and
though .Sheldon did not much like his great strictness,

in which he had no mind to imitate him, yet he
thought such a man as he was might give credit to

Episcopacy, in its first introduction to a nation much
prejudiced against it. Shaqje did not know what
to make of all this. He neither liked his strictness

of life nor his notions. He believed they would not

take the same methods, and fancied he niiglit be

much obscured by him, for he saw he would be well

supported. He saw the Earl of Lauderdale began
to magnify him, and so Sharpe did all he could to

discourage him, but without any effect, for he had
no regard to him. I bear still the greatest venera-

tion for the memory of tliat man that I do fur any
person, and reckon my early knowledge of him,

which happened the year after this, and n-.y Knig
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and intimate conversation with him, that continued
to his death, for twenty-three years, among the
greatest blessings of my life, and for which I know
I must give an account to God in the great day,, in

a most particular manner ; and yet, though I know
this account of his promotion may seem a blemish
upon him, I wouhl not conceal it, being resolved

to write of all jjersons and things with all possible

candour. I had the relation of it from himself, and
more particularly from his brother, liut what hopes
soever the Papists had of him at this time, when
he knew nothing of the design of bringing in Popery,
and had therefore talked of some j^oints of Popery
with the freedom of an abstracted or sjieculative

man
; yet he expressed another sense of the matter

when he came to see it was really to be brought m
amongst us. He then spoke of Popery in the com-
plex at much another rate ; and he seemed to have
more zeal against it than I thought was in his nature
with relation to any points in controversy, for his

abstraction made him seem cold in all these matters.

But he gave all who conversed with him a very dif-

ferent view of Popery, when he saw we were really

in danger of coming under the power of a religion

that hati, as he used to say, much of the wisdom that

was earthly, sensual, and devilish ; but had nothing
in it of the wisdom that is from above, and is pure
and peaceable. He did indeed think thecorTU])tions

and cruelties of Poper\' were such gross and odious
things, that nothing could have maintained that

church under those just and visible prejudices but
the several orders among them, which had an ap-

pearance of mortification and contempt of the world,

and with all the work that was among them, main-
tained a face of piety and devotion. I le also thought

the great and fatal error of the Refonnation was,

that more of those houses, and that course of life

free from the entanglements of vows and other mix-
tures, M'as not ]~ircserved ; so that the Protestant

churches had neither places of education, nor retreat

for men of mortified tempers. I have dwelt long

upon this man's character, but it was so singular that

it seemed to deserve it ; and I was so singularly

blessed by knowing him as I did, that I am sure he
deserved it of me, that I should give so full a view
of him, which I hope may be of some use to the

world."'

Leighton remained ten years principal of the col-

lege of Edinburgh, where he conducted himself with

a degree of diligence, wistiom, and prudence, that

engaged universal respect and esteem, and proved of

essential benefit to the students. The funds of that

seminary were then very low, and Leighton did not

scruple to go to London to ajipeal to the generosity

of Cromwell in favour of his object. That extra-

ordinary man ordered an annuity of ;^200 a year to

be granted in 1658, a sum that at the time was of

considerable use; but on the death nf the Protector,

which took place shortly after, it fell to the ground,

as all his acts were rescindetl at the Re>t' nation.

The state of the Presbyterian chureh in Scoilan I

when Charles II. ascended the throne was extremely

critical—betrayed by its own mini'-ters, and secretly

hated by tlie king, who had sworn to defend its

rights. James Sluir]ie, \\Iii-i ^\a< commis.-ioiied to

go to Loiuion to delen 1 the ri-lit- of the Scottish

church, wa-; a man capaiile ot any duplicity or base-

ness that wivald in the main advanee Ids own in-

terests, while his communications with his brethren

at home were lying and deceitful. He had the

effrontery to im])res> on the minds (<f the court that

the j^eoi'Ie of Scotland ^^cle at heart unfriendly to

Trc>bvt'.Ty, and secretly nttaelled to E])isco](acy.

However Charles mav l.r.vc doubted tlie truth of
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such an account, he was glad to avail himself of

Sharpe's duplicity to give ascendency to Prelacy; and
notwithstanding the memorials and remonstrances

from the Scottish church, and the interference of men
of rank and importance, he determined on the re-

establishment of a hierarchy in Scotland.

Sharpe, as a reward for his perfidious apostasy, was
to be elevated to the primacy. He had the recom-
mendation also of other persons to fill the different

vacant sees; but Leighton was the last man he would
ever have thought of pointing out, as he slninik from
approaching a character so upright and virtuous, in

every way superior to himself. But .Sir Elisha Leigh-

ton, already referred to by Burnet, having an eye to

his own interests, considered that by having a brother,

over whom he had already gained some ascendency,

high in the church, much might be expected. As
he affected to be strongly attached to Popery to

please the Duke of York, whose secretary he was,

he vainly thought, as his relative was on many occa-

sions known to evince a great respect for some good
men connected with the Church of Rome, that in

time he might be gained over to promote and adopt
that faith. Blinded by selfish ambition, he was in-

capable of perceiving, like the illustrious Burnet, that

of all men Leighton was the least likely to favour a

religion which he characterized as "earthly, sensual,

and devilish, with nothing in it of the wisdom that

was from above, and was pure and peaceable." In-

ileed it was a matter of considerable difficulty, as it

will appear, to prevail upon him to join the Episco-
l>alians. The king, though pleased at finding Sharpe
.-ind otiiers subservient in all points to his wishes, still

knew tiiat their characters must stand degraded in

the eyes of the people, as they were men neither of
piety nor moderation, and that it would be, above
all, necessary to_ strengthen their ranks by those who
.stood high and wortliy in the eyes of the world; for

this reason he personally solicited Leighton to accept
of a mitre. Tlie Earl of Lauderdale and his brotlier,

and some of the most moderate and respectable of his

countrymen, exerted themselves to gain the same re-

sult, but all seemed of no avail. Leighton still refused,

as he evidently mistrusted the men to whom the go-
vernment of the new cliurch was to be confided, and
he could not but see that the methods they resorted to

were violent and repugnant to the principles and
desires of the people of .Scotland. "It was at last

mentioned to him tliat the king had issued positive

orders for him to yield, unless in fact he regarded
the episcopal office as unwarrantable." To that ex-

treme he would not go, as he all along was favour-
al)Ie to that order, if divested of its useless ]")omp.

He was at length jiersuaded tliat a regard to the
interests of the church rendered it his duty to acce]it

it; but in order to demonstrate to the world that

avarice was not his ]irinci]ile, he made choice of
Dumljlane, as of small extent and little revenue.
He was consecrated, along with .Sharpe and two
otiier Scottish bishops, at the Aljbey Church of
Westminster, which occasion was celebrated with
great feasting and jiomp. I-eighton could not liel])

remarking, "that it liad not such an ajipearance of
seriousne>s or piety as became the new modelling of
a church." It is with considerable hesitation we
.are obliged to remark, that in this instance the con-
lUiL't of Leighton exliilnts a want of tlie Christian
(•on-,istency and simplicity generally displayed in his

character. A<lmitting that his reason for joining
the J-^jiiscopal church was the virtuous intention of
softening down the as]ierities cjf two rival systems
wjiicli had long struggled for a'-cendency, yet tlie

time was unsen.sonable, when selfisli and ]>mI men
were endeavouring bv all crooked means to build

their foiiunes on the ruin of their country and their

shameful apostasy. He was induced, too, to lend
the weight of his virtuous name in countenancing the

acts of a reckless and unprinciided tyrant, bent on
the total subversion of those forms of religion con-

nected with his earliest associations, and in whose
defence his father had almost suffered martyrdom.
That he was free from all interested motives every

one must admit; and in justice to his character we
shall quote from Pearson (ji. 43) tlie following

extract of a letter written by him in reference to his

appointment:—"There is in this preferment some-
thing that would allow of reconciling the devout on
different sides, and of enlarging those good souls you
meet with from their little fetters, though possibly

with little success. Yet the design is commendable
—pardonable at least. However, one comfort I

have, that in what is pressed on me there is the

least of my own choice; yea, on the contrar)', the

strongest aversion that I ever had to anything in all

my life; the difficulty, in short, lies in a necessity of

either owning a scruple which I have not, or the

rudest disobedience to the authority that may be.

The truth is, I am yet importuning and struggling

for a liberation, and look upward for it; but whatever
be the issue, I look beyond it and this ^\eary, weary,

wretched world, through which the hand I have re-

signed to, I trust, will lead me into the path of his

own choosing: and, so I may please him, I am satis-

fied. I hope if ever we meet, you shall find me in

the love of solitude and a devout life."

He lost no time in endeavouring to persuade

Sharpe to join with him in some moderate ])lan,

founded on Archbishop Usher's scheme for uniting

the Presbyterians and Episcoj^alians, but to his aston-

ishment he found him unwilling even to talk on the

subject. He and the other newdy made bishojis

seemed only anxious to get possession of their sees.

This circumstance was discouraging to Leighton,

who soon perceived that such men were not designed

by Providence to build up the church. .Soon after

their consecration the .Scottish bishops went down to

Scotland in one coach; but when they came to Mor-
peth, finding that they intended to be received at

Edinburgh with pomp and ostentation, Leighton
parted company from them, and arrived at the capi-

tal some days before them. He would not even
have the title of lord given to him by his friends,

and was not easy wdien others used it in addressing

him. Leighton soon perceived with deep regret that

the government was resolved to enforce conformity

on the Presbyterians by severe means. He laboured

all in his power to show the impolicy of such ])ro-

ceedings, and in tlie session of iiarliament in A])ril,

1662, wlien the ministers to whom the oath of alle-

giance and supremacy was tendered, consented to

take it with an exjdanation, which they ])resentcd to

the house, he i>leaded strenuously that it might be
accejited, and insisted tliat the conditions asketl by
the Presbyterians were just, and should in reason be
granted, .'sharpe with his usual vehemence answered
tliat it was below the dignity of government to make
acts to satisfy the scruples of peevish men, and "that

it ill became those who hacl im])osed tlieir covenant

on all ]ieople, without any explication, and had
fi^rced all to take it, now to expect such extraordinary

favours." "Lor that very reason," replied Leighton,

"it ought to be done, that all jieople may see the

difference between the mild jjroceedings of tlie

government and their rivals; and that it ill became
the very same jiersons who had com])laiiied of that,

now to ]iractise it themselves, for thus, it may be
said, the world goes mad at tinie^." But the voice

of violence ju'evailed. The Scottish lji/>!io| s v.cre
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entitled to a seat in parliament on their consecration,

and were one and all invited to avail themselves of

the privilege. Leighton was the only one that de-

clined the honour. lie retired to his see, and re-

solved never to appear in parliament unless the in-

terests of religion were called in question, or by his

presence he might assist it. In his own diocese he
set a bright example to his brethren by practising the

moderation which he recommended, lie studied to

make his clergymen a well-informed, serious, and
useful body of men; and he even tolerated the preach-

ing of non-conforming ministers in districts where the

people were particularly attached to them. He con-

tinued a private and ascetic course of life, and gave
all his. income, except the little he expended on his

own person, to the poor. By these means he became
generally beloved through his diocese, and even
softened down the feelings of those who were most
adverse to Episcopacy.

In the year 1665 the proceedings In Scotland by
the ecclesiastical high-commission were so severe and
illegal, that Leighton was [irevailed on to go to

court and lay before the king a true account of them.
On this occasion he assured his majesty that the

measures which Sharpe and other members of the

court pursuetl were so violent, "that he could not
concur in planting of the Christian religion itself in

such a manner, much less a form of government.
He therefore entreated leave to quit his bishopric,

and to retire, for he thought he was in some sort

accessory to the violence of others." The king
seemed to be deeply affected with the complaints of

the worthy j^relate, and issued an order in council

for discontinuing the ecclesiastical commission, and
less rigorous measures were promised to be pursued
with respect to Scotland; but the king would not
hear of Leighton's resigning his see. Deceived by
the specious conduct of Charles on this interview,

and perhaps aware that if he retired he would lose

all authority or chance of standing between the

people of Scotland and persecution, he returned to

his see, and resumed the charge of his sacred func-

tions. It is almost needless to add that no reliance

could be placed on the promise of protection from so

deceitful a monarch. Matters in Scotland were
driven to such dreadful extremities by the base and
tyrannical authorities, that it was impossible to bear
up much longer against them.

In 1667 LeiglUon was once more prevailed on to

go to London, where he laid before the king the

outrageous conduct of the former administrations of

church affiiirs, and implored him to adopt more
moderate counsels; in particular he proposed a com-
prehension of the Presbyterian party, by altering the

terms of the laws a little, and by such abatements as

might preserve the whole for the future by giving a

little for the present. This audience had the good
effect of inducing the king to write a letter to the

privy-council, ordering them to indulge such of the
Presbyterians as were moderate and luyal, so far as

to suffer them to serve in vacant churches, though
they did nut submit to the ecclesiastical establish-

ment. This small indulgence enraged the Episcopal
party in Scotland; they thought it illegal and fatal

to the interests of the church, and directed an ad-

dress to be drawn up expressive of their sentiments,

though they did not venture to present it. A cojiy,

however, %\as jirivately sent up to the court, and
drew down the king's resentment on the head of tlie

,\rchl)ishoii of Cdasgow. When parliament assem-
bled an act was ol)tained. a clause of whicli declared

the settling of all tilings relating to the external

governnieiit of the church to be the right of the

crown. This clause, Leighton informed Ijurnet,

was surreptitiously inserted after the draught and
form of the act was agreed upon, and was generally
thought to be the work of Lauderdale. Such a fear-

ful stretch of the prerogative alarmed both Episco-
lialians and Presbyterians; the former said it assimi-
lated the king to a poi)e; the latter that it placed him
in Christ's stead. The Archbishop of Glasgow
thought it prudent immediately to resign his see, as
he dreaded the coming storm, and knew he had no
other chance of escaping its vengeance. Lauderdale
and Lord Tweeddale fixed upon Leighton, and im-
mediately offered to have him promoted to that high
dignity; but though eagerly solicited by these noble
lords, he respectfully declined the ajipointment. The
king at last sent for him, and promised that he should
be backed by the assistance of the court in his en-
deavours to accomplish his long-meditated and
favourite scheme of a comprehension of the Presby-
terians. He was at length persuaded to comply, and
in 1670 he, without removing from Dumblane, under-
took the administration of the see of Glasgow; nor
was he at all willing to be consecrated archbishoj)

until a year after. The plan of accommodation
between the Episcopalians and Presbyterians, the

particulars of which may be seen in Burnet's History.,

was, by the king's direction, limited to certain in-

structions, by which Lauderdale was empowered to

embody the concessions that were to be offered into

laws. Encourage<l even by this support, Leighton
had frequent conferences with some of ihe most
eminent Presbyterian ministers, but in vain; he found
it impossible to gain them over even to the mo.->t

moderate form of Episcopacy. It is evident the

Presbyterians mistrusted the overture in question,

and looked upon it as a snare to lull their vigilance;

and they had already too many deceitful examples in

a former reign to think that the friends of Prelacy

were now either more humane or honourable. The
result of these negotiations grieved Leighton very

much, while they delighted Sharpe and all of the

same party, to whom ever)thing like liberality or

concession in favour of peace and religion was alike

unknown or despised. They even went so far as to

hint, in verj- intelligible terms, that under the mask i_'f

moderation he was secretly undermining their cau>e.

Being thus unhappily situated, and desiwiring of

being able to carry his great designs of healing the

divisions and reforming the abuses in the church, he
resolved to relinquish his see and retire into seclu-

sion. He said "that his work seemed to be at an
end, and that he had no more to do, unless he had
a mind to please himself with the lazy enjoying of a

good revenue." His friend Dr. Ihirnet endeavoured
all in his power to make him give up this idea, but

all to no purjwse; the good man was resolute. He
repaired to London, and after much difficulty ob-

tained the king's reluctant consent to his resignation

on condition that he would remain in ofiice for

another year. The court thought it po>i;l_)lc in llie

interval that he might l)e gained over to remain and
assist a cause fast falling into hatred and contempt
by his pious and venerable name. He returned

"much ])leased with what he had obtained, and said

to Dr. Burnet upon it, that thcie wa^ no\\- but one
uneasy stage lietwecn him and re-t, and he would
\\re;-tl'e through it the best he could." He O-Uitinued

to i)erform his iluties w itli the same zeal as before,

and at the end of the year l('>73 he hastened to

London and tendered his resignation, and was suc-

ceeded by the former po—essor of the see, Dr. Alex-

ander Burnet.' .\lter re-id.ing for some time in ti.e

1 Tlic f n.uin;; paper wa. left !;y l.ci^lit-r. f t the purp.-.-

jf CNp!a'.:'.i:;j his rc.ii'jni fur rcsigr.iii^' the bco uf Olaa^'^w. I:
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collejje of Edinburgh, where he had long been prin-

cipal, amongst a set of select friends, equally distin-

guished for their learning and piety, he removed to

Broadhurst, an estate in Sussex belonging to his

sister, M rs. Lightwater, for whom he entertained the

strongest affection. Here he lived ten years, occu-

pied in stuily, meditation, and prayer, and doing all

the good in his power. lie distributed througii the

hands of other persons whatever he possessed beyond
the means of subsistence—so unostentatious was he
in his charity. He was in every instance through

life most generous in pecuniary matters. When
principal of the college of Edinburgh he presented

tlie city with ;^i5o, the income of which was des-

tined for the support of a student in philosophy.

The college of Glasgow is also indebted to him for

two bursaries, or for a sum the interest of which is

to be appropriated to support two students. On the

hospital of .St. Nicholas, Glasgow, he bestowed ;^i5o,

the proceeds of which were to be given to two poor
men of good character. Three such persons are now
enjoying the benefit of that sum, which yields /^4,
los. annually to each of them. This forms but a

small specimen of the good works he performed
during his long and valuable life.

Five years after he had retired from the business

of active life, he was surprised and alarmed at receiv-

ing from his sovereign the following epistle :

" IV/jidsor, July 16, 1679.
"My Lord,—-I am now resolved to try what

clemency can prevail upon such in Scotland as will

not conform to the government of the church there

;

for effecting of which design I desire you may go
down to Scotland with your first conveniency, and
take all possible pains for jiersuading all you can of

both opinions to as much mutual correspondence
and concord as may be; and send me from time to

time characters of both men and things. In order
to this design I shall send you a preceipt for two
hundred pounds sterling upon my exchequer till you
resolve how to serve me in a stated employment.
Your loving friend,

"CHARLES R."
"/"(»;- the Bishop of Dunihlam.''''

has Ireen preserved in the university of Edinburgh, over which
he s') lonj; and ably presided.

"Whatsoever others may judge, they that know wliat past
liefore my engaging in this charge, will not I believe , impute
my retreat from it from Icvitic or unfixedness of mind, con-
sidering how often I declared before hand, baith by word and
write, the great suspicion I had that my continuance in it

votild l>e very short; neither is it from any sudden passion or
sullen discontent that I have now resigned it; nor do I know
any cause imaginab'c for any such thing, but the true reasons
of my retiring are plainly and brietly these :

" I. The sense I have of the dreadful weight of whatsoever
charge of souls, and all kinds of sjiiritual inspection over per^ple;

but much more over ministers; and withall of my own extreme
unworthinessand unfitness for so high a station in the church;
and there is an episcopal act that is above all the rest most f ir-

midable to me—the ordaining of ministers.
"2. The continuing and deeply increasing divisions and

contentions and many other disoniers of the church, and tlie

little or no api^carance of their cure for our time; and the little

liope, amidst those contentions and disorders, of doing anythitig
in this station to promote the great design of religion in the
hearts and lives of men, which were the only worthy rea-ons
of continuing in it, though it were with nuich pains and reluct-
ance.

"3. The earnest desire I have hmg had of a retired and
private life, wliicb is now nnich increased by sicklyness .and
oil age drawing on, and the sufficient experience 1 have of
the folly and vanity of the world.

"Tcj add any farther discourse, a large apologlc in thi.s

mittcr were to no purpose; but, instead of removing otlier mis-
takes and misconstructions, would be apt to expose me to one
m'ire, for it would Iriok like too much valuing either of mvself
or of the world's opinion, both of which I think I base so n'lucli

reason to despise."— Hower's ltisto>-y oj the LiUTcr^^ty ij
Edinburgh, \ol. i. App. Xo. 6.

Leighton was now in his sixty-eighth year; and
however flattering such a notice might be to a mind
of an inferior grade, to his, which was exclusively

bent on preparing for a heavenly kingdom, it gave
only pain and apprehension. What were the vain

disputes of angry men to him? besides, he could
have little or no liopes in succeeding in the mission.

He was saved however the trouble of trying the ex-

periment, as the Duke of Monmouth, with whoni
the humane j^lan originated, fell into discredit, and
the offer made to Leighton was never again renewed.
This was the only serious interruption he met with
in his retirement. Burnet saw him two years after,

and says, "I was amazed to see him at above seventy

look so fresh and well, that age seemed as it jvere to

stand still with him. His hair was still black, and
all his motions were lively ; he had the same quick-

ness of thought and strength of memory; but above
all, the same heat and life of devotion that I had
ever seen him in." "When I took notice to him,"
continues this celebrated writer, "upon my first see-

ing him how well he looked, he told me he was veiy

near his end for all that, and his work and journey

were now almost done. This at the time made no
great impression on me. He was next day taken
with an oppression, and it seemed with cold and
with stitches, which was indeed a pleurisy." This
disease he foretold was doomed to be his last ; he
grew so suddenly ill, that speech and sense almost

immediately left him ; and in twelve hours after the

first attack he breathed his last, without a struggle,

in the arms of his long-revered and faithful friend

Dr. Burnet, on the 26th Jinie, 1684, at the ad-

vanced age of seventy-four. The place in which his

pure S]iirit departed from its earthly tenement was an
inn in Warwick Lane, London ; and it is somewhat
singular that he often used to say, that if he had the

power to choose a place to breathe his last in, it

would be an inn. "It looked," he said, "like a \>\\-

grim's going home, to whom this world was all an
inn, and who was weary of the noise and confusion

of it." He thought, too, that the distress of friends

and relations at the time of tieath was apt to with-

draw the mind from serious thoughts; to keep it from

being wholly directed to God. He beciueathed his

books to the cathedral of Dumblane, and the residue

of his limited fortune to his sister, Mrs. Lightwater,

and her son, to be distributed as they thought fit to

charitable purposes. After the character already

given of him by his friend Burnet, it would be

sujjerfluous to add anything iicre.'

His body was interred in the burial-ground of

Horstead Heynes, in the parish which for ten years

had been honoured by his residence. A sim])le in-

scription marks the spot where his remains are laid."

The family of his sister is now extinct, and the estate

is in the hands of another. His brother Sir I'^lisha,

it may be here stated, died a few months before him,

and was interred in the same ])lace.

LEITH, Gr.NKRAi. Sir J.\mi.s, G.C.B., a hero

of the Peninsular ^^ar, was the third son of John
Leith, Esq. of Leithhall, .Xbenleensliire, where he

1 The writings of Archbishop Leighton are thus enumerated
in Watt's lUl'lifltluni liritainiica:— " .Si-riiioiis, London, 1692,
4to. l')riritii>ni:i Tlicoloi^iccr, 1693, 4to. A J'rnrtiinl Cciti-

mfiitni-y pv tlic T-.i;' First Cluiptm 0/ the First Fpistif i'/

St. /'itrr, \'i>rk, 1*93, 2 vfils. 4t<); also in 2 vols. 8vo- an
admirable commentary, wliich has been often reprinted, 'three
po«thnmons tracts; viz. Riiirs/or a Iloly Life; -.x Ser)iii»i; and
a Cnteehisiii. London, 1708, 120.0." The best eilition of
Leighton's whole works is that by Jarment, in 6 vols, 8vo,

1806.
'- Dejiosltum Rob-rti Lcightounii, Archlepiscopi CilasguenMs,

apud Srijius, <jui ubi.t xxv. die Jiuiii anno L)iii, 1C84, a;tatis

iu;e 74.
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was bom, on the 8th of August, 1763. lie was
educated first under a private tutor, and afterwards

at the university of Aberdeen; and even in his boyish

years was noted for an intrepidity and generosity of

nature which gave promise of no common career.

At Lisle he perfected himself in the studies suitable

for a military life, and in 1780 entered the army,

having been appointed to a second lieutenant's com-
mand in the 2 1st regiment, from which he was soon

after raised to the rank of lieutenant and captain in

the Sist Iligliland regiment. At the peace in 1783
he removed to the 5th regiment, then at Gibraltar,

and was appointed aid-de-camp to Sir Robert lioyd,

governor of the fort. Upon tlie appointment of Gene-
ral O'llara to serve at Toulon, he was engaged in

the defence of that station against the French re-

])ublican army, as his aid-de-camp. He served

-Major-general David Dundas in a similar capacity,

and upon the British forces being witlidrawn from
Toulon, he returned to England, being appointed
major by brevet in 1794.

Alajor Leith raised a regiment of fencibles in Aber-
deenshire, at tlie head of which he served in Ireland

daring the rebellion. He was there successively

raised to the rank of colonel, brigadier-general, and
major-general. He was next ordered to active ser-

vice in the Peninsula. He joined the British army
under Sir John Moore, being at first appointed to

the command of the 26th and 8lst regiments, which
he afterwards exchanged for the Ijrigade of the 51st,

59th, and 76lh. Napoleon had now taken possession

of Madrid, defeated the army of the Estremadura,
and retiring to the north of Europe, left Marshals
Soult and Ney to follow up the British army, which
at this Lite season of the year, and under many dis-

advantages, had made good their retreat to Corunna.
Sir John Hope's division had been ordered to keep
in check the French corps, which had bivouacked
on the heights oj^posite Eugo; and on 7th January,
1S09, they attacked Major-general Eeith's brigade,

with four pieces of cannon, on the side of a ravine

wiiich separated the two armies; but were gallantly

repulsed ijy General Leith, who, at the head of his

light companies, drove them into the ravine, and
dispersed them. When the British had reached
Corunna, after one of the most arduous retreats ever

undertaken, in tiie depth of winter, and the minds
both of men and ofiicers were cast down with the

hardships of their situation, they encamped in front

of the town, tliat they miglu afibrd protection to

the harbour and the commissariat; the lleet not having
yet arrived from Vigo. The P'rencli army, having
passed the river on the l6th January, 1S09, occupied
the rising ground above tlie village of Burgos: their

left was protected by the wood above the village of

Elvina, and their right rested on tlie great road from
Betanzos, under the command of Niarshal Soult.

The third column of the enemy, directing from its

centre an attack against the left of ilie guards and
the 8ist regiment, Cjeneral Leith being ordered to

i)Iace iiimself at the head of the 59th, made a charge,
jirincipally with the gren.adiers of the regiment, and
f jrced the enemy to retreat upon his position; while
Maj(K-general Paget, willi part of the reser\-e, bravely
sustained an attack on the British right, and threatened
tJ outllank the enemy. The heavy cannonade kept
up by the French, in which they had a dt_-cided

advantage, did fital execution; but the village on
the El Burgo road, that had been occupied by a
column which prevented the British from sending
succours to the cliicf points of attack, being carried

by ]iart of the 14th regiment, under tlie command of

Lieutenant-colonel Nicolls, at the point of the])ayo-

net, tlie enemy retired to liis commanding position.

The advanced posts of the British took possession of

their original station, and the darkness of the night

put a stop to a battle in which the chief by his

bravery, and the sacrifice of his own life, redeemed
the honour of the British army from a retreat allowed
to have been somewhat precipitate.

Having been in September, 1810, appointed to

the command of a corps of 10,000 men, General
Leith was next engaged in the affair of Busaco in

Spain, where the wliole French army, under Marslial

Massena, was assembled. This corps was stati(jned

between thedivision of .Sir Rowland Hill on his right,

flanked by the Mondego river and the third division

on his left. At break of day the guns at the con-
vent of Busaco Oldened a heavy fire, and a serious

attack was made on the third division posted on that

jjart of the sierra near the great road to St. Antonio
lie Cantara. General Leith moved to the supj^ort

of this division, but meeting with a strong column of

the enemy on their way to this point, he quickly

brought up Colonel Barnes' brigade, the 9th and
3Sth regiments, to the head of the column, and after

a well-managed fire, drove them, at the head of the

9th regiment, from their position. The light troops

of the third division were already driven back from
the heights, with loss, by the enemy ; but with that

j)romptitude and firmness for which he was distin-

guished. General Leith attacked them by a rapid

movement, and, after a brilliant charge at the head
of the 9th or 88th regiment, before they had time to

form or collect in numbers, (jencral Regnier was
obliged to desist, while tiie column which attacked

the left was driven into the valley of Mondego. In

this engagement 7000 of the enemy were either slain

or taken prisoners, and, in consequence of it, Mas-
sena's direct communication with Lisbon was ob-

structed. Had General Trant arrived in time at the

position of Sardao, as Lord Wellington had ex-

pected, the French army would have been placed in

a very critical situation, and with difficulty have
escaped.

Lord Wellington was now reinforced by two divi-

sions, the fifth, which was committed to the charge of

Major-general Etith, consisting of Major-general

Hay's, Major-general Dunlop's, and Brigadier-gen-

eral Spry's brigades ; and the sixth, commanded by
Major-general Campbell. The British army was
now encamped in the strongholds of the Torres-

\'edras, covering the town of Lisbon, to take -which

the enemy found impracticable, and soon retreated.

But General Leith, suffering a severe attack from th.e

Walcheren fever, was under the necessity of leaving

Lisbon and returning to England. The French now
made a rapid retreat, and being pursued by Welling-

ton, were speedily driven from Portugal, with tl;e

exception of one garrison at Almeida. Having re-

joined the army which had taken possession of Ciudad
Rodrigo, General Leith sat down before the fortress

of Batiajos. The siege of this fortified place had

been commenced on the i6th March, and a fire being

opened on the 25th, with 28 pieces of ordnance, the

outwork called La Picurina was stormed by 5C0

men of the third division ; the second parallel was
opened, and 26 pieces of cannon were directed against

the bastion of the south-east angle of the fort called

La Trinidad, the tlank of Santa .Maria, and the cur-

tain of La Trinidad, \\l;erc three breaches \\ere

effected. The fourth and light divisions, which dur-

ing the siege had occupied tlie ground that was now-

assigned to the fifth, under Major-general Leith, were
apjHiinted to attack the trenches on the bastions ui

La Trinidad and ."^anta Maria. Th.e Honournb'e
Major-general Ci'lville, with the fourth and ligl'.t

diviiiuus un'.'.cr Colonel IJarr.ard, j;roceeded by the
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river Rivellas, descended without difficulty into the

ditch, and advanced to the assault of the trenches

with great bravery ; but from the numerous explo-

sions which took place at the top of the breaches,

the whole place appearing to be one mine, and throw-

ing out bullets, they were unable to enter. The
governor, Philippon, allowed to be one of the best

engineers in the French service, had provided for the

defence of the breaches by placing a chevaux-de-

frise, its beam a foot square, with points projecting

a yard in every direction, across the gorge, and by
fastening to the ground, around the mouth of the

breach, pieces of wood with sword-blades and bayo-
nets, besides placing a column of soldiers behind,

eight deep. An incessant fire was kept up by the

front ranks, which were supplied with loaded pieces

by those who stood behind. Major Wilson, of the

48th regiment, which had been sent against the

ravelin of San Roque, had carried it by the gorge,

and with the assistance of Major Squire established

himself in the place.

In the meantime Lieutenant-general Leith, who
had been directed to make a false attack on the

Pardaleras, and, if possible, escalade the bastion of

San Vicente, had executed the former part of his

order with the 8th cacadores under Major Hill. He
now pushed forward Major-general Walker's brigade
on the left, supported by the 38th regiment, under
Lieutenant-colonel Nugent, with which he proceeded
about eleven o'clock to the attack of this almost im-
pregnable fortress. He forced the barrier on the

road to Olivenza, and entering the covered way at

the bastion of San Vicente, descended into the ditch,

and was already at tlie foot of the scarp of the bottom,
which was thirty-one feet six inches high, defended
by a flank with four gims, with a counterscarp wall

eleven feet nine inches deep, and a ditch. Of all

the other divisions engaged in the reduction of this

fortress, the third or fighting division alone had been
able to execute their orders; this, under the gallant

Lieutenant-general Picton, had forced the palisadoes,

passed the ditches, surmounted the wall (twenty-six

feet high) with ladders, and, exposed to a heavy fire

and severe loss, fought its way to the castle, which
eventually was taken. The fourth division, in en-

deavouring to mount the breach of La Trinidad and
Santa Maria, was obliged to retire on its reserves in

the quarries by means of a strong concentrated and
cross fire. But General Leith, who set all calcula-

tion at defiance, and was exposed to a most destruc-

tive fire while yet on the glacis, neglecting entirely

the flanks, escaladed the bastion of San Vicente with
less than twelve ladders, and in the face of the enemy,
who lined the works, mounted the ramparts, thirty-

one and a half feet higli, drove the defenders before
him, and thus gave the signal of victory, by taking
possession of the town. He now silenced the bat-

teries near the breach, which had greatly annoyed
the third division, oijened a communication at the
breaches for the light and fourth divisions to enter,

and the sound of the trumpets giving the signal of

advance was now heard in every direction, while the

enemy, distracted on all hands, were able to make
but a feeljle resistance. This escalade, which has
been considered by the historians of tlie Peninsular
war as an extraordinary instance of Pritish valour
and intrepidity, was decisive as to the fate of Padajos.
'I'he fortress quickly yielded to the allied troops, and
tlie Pritish flag was quickly seen waving over its

battlements, the Frencli eagle being trampled in the

du-,t, but not before 700 alone of the fifth division

were either killed or woundcfl.
Lord Wellington now jnishetl ff)rward to Sala-

manca, tlie d(_put for the army of Portugal, where

the Duke of Ragusa had left a garrison of 800 men,
and encamped his army on the plain of Villares, a
position at no great distance. The convent of San
Vicente was reduced by means of hot shot, Gaye-
tano carried, and these, together with another fort,

entirely destroyed. The P>ench and British armies
—the former of which was vastly superior—after

several unsuccessful attempts to bring each the other
into action, marched in column simultaneously along
the heights, by parallel movements, in the direction

of Salamanca, frequently cannonading and skirmish-

ing. The Duke of Ragusa, on the left bank of the
river Douro, occupied one of the Arapiles, his left

resting upon an extensive forest; an important station,

where he could readily annoy the communication
with Ciudad Rodrigo, and otherwise embarrass the
British army in its movements. In making a feint

opposite the fifth division, however, and bringing
forward his left wing in a direction parallel almost
with the right of the British, and apparently to force

their post on the Arapiles and annoy them on the
right, he extended his army too far; and Lord
Wellington, who had determined to retire into his

stronghold at Ciudad Rodrigo, observing this favour-

able opportunity, resolved to give battle, and for

this purpose rapidly moved the third division across

the valley to the left of the enemy, from the extreme
right on the Ciudad Rodrigo road, where it had
commenced its retreat, and attacked them by surprise

on the flank. The main body of Marmont's army
had crossed the Tormes by the fords of Huerta. To
the left of the British cavalry stood the fourth and
fifth divisions, which extended in two lines to the

foot of the Arapiles, near the Portuguese regiments;

the first and light divisions being drawn up to the

left of the Arapiles, and the sixth and seventh kept
in reserve. Lieutenant-general Leith, having opened
himselfupon Brigadier-general Bradford's Portuguese
brigade, when it came parallel with his front-line,

was ordered to direct his march to the heights, and
dislodge the enemy. In conjunction with the fourth

and fifth divisions the front was attacked by Briga-

dier-general Bradford's brigade and the cavalry under
the command of Sir Stapleton Cotton. This order

was the more welcome as the fifth division had been
for an hour exposed to a galling and murderous fire;

and having equalized the two lines into which it had
been divided, and regulated the advance, the gallant

captain, afterwards Colonel Leith Hay, M.P., who
had at this time a horse killed under him, was de-

spatched as aid-de-camp with an order for the light

infantry in front to clear the line of march of the

enemy's voltigeurs, and secure, if practicable, some
of the most advanced of their guns, which amounted
to 20 opposite the fifth division alone, (kneral
Bradford's brigade, and the heavy cavalry of General
Le Merchant, which had been on the right of the

fifth, moved in unison with that division. The second

line of the division was about a hundred yards in the

rear of the first, and between these at one time Lord
Wellington was stationed, while watching the jiro-

gress of the attack. In front rode General Leith,

directing its movements and regulating the approach
of the troops, who had formed into squares; and
when with his staff he reached tlie summit of the

eminence where the artillery wliich had so annoyed
them had been ])laced, about a mile from his former

station, he found the enemy drawn up in contiguous

sf|uares, the front rank kneeling, and ready to jiour

their murderous shot into the Pritish line. A heavy
fire commenced as soon as they broke over the

heights, and discharging their musketry when about
thirty yards frr)m tlie enemy, the fifth raised a shout

of triuin[)h, advanced to the charge, and at the point
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of the bayonet pierced the enemy's squares, which
were soon put into disorder and broken, tlie cavalry

having cut in pieces a body of their infantry. The
victorious fifth pressed forward, supported on the

right flanlc by the heavy cavalry of Le Merchant,
while (Jeneral Pakenham, brother-in-law to Lord
Wellington, at the head of the third division and
the Portuguese cavalry of D'Urban, turned the

enemy's left in four columns, and attacking them
in flank overthrew everything that opposed them.
For a time the fourth division were unable to drive

back Bonnet's column, which outflanked it; but on
the approach of the fifth and sixtli divisions, which
came to their assistance, the other parts of the French
army Ijeing already in disorder, they were driven
back in confusion on their own centre, and the

third and fifth pressing forward, had the honour
of deciding the battle of Salamanca, although the

other parts of the British army fought bravely, and
upheld the glory of the British name. General
Leith, who had stationed himself in front of tlie

colours of the 38th regiment, still maintained his

position between the two hostile fires, and drove the

enemy before him ; but during this tremendous
charge, while in the act of breaking tlie French
squares, he received a severe wound which eventually

caused him to tpiit the field. The right wing of the

enemy's army was the last to give way, but being
charged by the sixth, third, and fifth divisions in

front, and pressed on tlie right by the fourth, light,

and Portuguese divisions, it at length fled through
the woods towards the Tormes, and was pursued by a
brigade of the fourth, and some squadrons of cavalry,

until night put a stop to the chase. The loss of the
fifth division alone was 800 killed and wounded.
The loss of the other divisions of the British army
was equally severe, amounting in all to 840 killed,

and 4723 wounded; but that of the enemy under
Marmont, who was himself wounded by a howitzer
shell, was 22,000 killed, and 7000 prisoners, out of

an army amounting to between 46,000 and 50,000
men.

General Leith and his aid-de-camp, Captain Leith

ILiy, who was also severely wounded, were carried

to the village of Las Torres, and from thence to the

house of the Marquis Escalla in Salamanca, where
the victory was celebrated by song and sequidillas,

and every demonstration of joy. The distinguished

merit of Lieutenant-general Leith during the Penin-

sular war was rewarded by the insignia of the Bath,

as a special mark of the prince-regent's favour "for
his distinguished conduct in the action fought near
Corunna and in the battle of Busaco; for his noble
daring at the assault and capture of Barlajos by storm

;

and for his heroic conduct in the ever-memorable
action fought on the plains of Salamanca, where, in

personally leading tlie fifth division to a most gallant

and successful charge upon a part of the enemy's line,

which it completely overthrew at the point of the

bayonet, he and the whole of his personal staff were
severely wounded." Several other marks of royal

favour, in the spirit of ancient chivalry, were con-

ferred ujion him. I lis majesty gave his royal license

and command "that to the armorial ensigns of his

family, being a cross crosslct fitchee between three

crescents in chief, and as many fusils in base, he
may bear the following honourable augmentation,
vi/. on a chief, a bastion of a fortification intended

to represent San \icente, the British ensign hni>te'l

on the angle, and the two faces near the salient angle

surmounted each by two scaling ladders; and the

following crest of honourable augmentation, viz.

out of a mural crown inscribed with the word 'Sala-

manca,' a demi-lion, regardant (piitte de sang, in

the mouth and sinister paw an eagle, or standard
reversed, the staff broken, intended to represent the

French standard taken by the saitl fifth division of

his majesty's army in the said ever-memorable battle

of Salamanca, to Ix; borne and used with the motto
'Batlajos,' by the said -Sir James Leith, and by his

descendants, as a memorial to them and to Ids

majesty's beloved sulijects in general, of the sense
which his royal highness entertains of his loyalty,

ability, and valour; provided the said armorial dis-

tinction be first duly exemplified, according to the
law of arms." The hero of Badajos and Salamanca,
for so he is virtually acknowledged to be by this mark
of royal favour, was also permitted to wear the

insignia of an honorary knight-commander of the

Portuguese royal military order of the Tower and
Sword, conferred upon him as a mark of distinction

for his bravery by the government of that country.

In April, 1813, the subject of our memoir, from
the effects of the Walcheren fever, which he still felt,

and the severe wound which he had received, was
obliged to retire to England. Subsequently to tliis

period the British army, under its renowned leader

the Marquis of Wellington, took the offensive, and
defeated the army of the south, the army of Portugal,

and the army of the centre, under Marshal Jourdan
in the battle of Vittoria, and compelled Joseph
Bonajiarte, who ha<l been crowned King of Spain,

to retire and quit that country. The marquis was
successful in the battles of the Pyrenees, and resumed
the siege of San Sebastian, which had been inter-

rupted by the advance of the enemy. .San Sebastian

is situated in a peninsula, on the extremity of which
rises a conical rock, of remarkable a])pearance, called

Monte Orgullo, where the castle stands, distinctly

separated from the town by an outer line of defence.

The town, previously to the siege, contained a large

population; its northern wall being washed by tlie

river Urumea, the southern by the sea; and the

western defences consist of a double line of works.

It was a place of great strength, and possessed a

garrison of 4000 troops. The siege had been com-
menced by the fifth division of the army and two
Portuguese brigades, under Lieutenant-general Sir

Thomas Graham; but it was not till the 23d of July

that two breaches, one of them 100 feet in length,

had been effected, when an attempt was made to

take the citadel, and the British were driven back,

after they had penetrated into the town, with the

loss of 900 men. Lord Wellington ordered another

assault, after reconnoitring the breaches on the 31st

of August, and as Sir James Leith had now joined

the army, the immediate command of the storm was
intrusted to this brave officer. The sea-wall having

been levelled to the ground, the storming commenced
at the two breaches, which were in the same curtain,

at eleven in the forenoon, when the fall of the tide

had left the wall dry; and in approaching, there was
but one point where it was pos^ible to enter, as the

inside of the wall to the right of the curtain formed

a perpendicular scarp of at least t\\ enty feet to the

level of the streets, and every point which bore upon
the narrow passage was covered with men ]n-()teeted

by intrenchnients ami traver'^es, who poured their

destructive and succc<>ful fire upon the as-ailants as

thev approached. Many vohniteers from the i/ther

divisions of the army liad joined the fil'th divi-i.^n,

and notwithstanding the lira very of the troops, and

the judicious arrangements of Sir James Leith, as

thev advanced they were mowed d(nvn like grass by

the musketry of the defenders, particularly from the

lu)rnw(>rk, and the shell and gra]ie-shot from the

lotteries u{ (he ca-t!e. The siorm had now become
a desjierate one; but tlie presence uf their coniriiamier,
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who stood in a commanding and most exposed situa-

tion, about thirty yards in advance of the debouche
from the trenches, and who conducted the attack

in a truly heroic style, inspired them with unshaken
confidence as they threaded their way through the

large masses of the wall thrown down by the explo-

sion of two mines; and General Robinson's brigade

advanced to the breach, although for a long time no
one outlived the attempt to gain the ridge of the

wall. As they filed onwards they stumbled over

their prostrate companions; and so great was the

slaughter, that Sir James was obliged to send a staff

officer with directions to remove the dead and the

dying for the passage of the troops. About the same
time Sir James Leith was thrown to the earth in an
insensible state by the rebound of a plunging shot

which had stnick the ground; but refusing to quit

the field, he continued to issue his orders in his

usual precise and energetic manner, and while he was
himself stooping to the ground cheered forward his

troops.

I^Iajor-general Hay's division, consisting of the

royals, 9th and 38th regiments, and a column of

Portuguese infantrj', forded the Urumea, and reached
the lesser breach, under a very heavy and destructive

fire. The British had persevered under a most mur-
derous shower of round shot, grape, and musketry,

to force an entrance into the town for two hours;

and General Robinson's brigade had ascended to

the crest, where he was severely wounded, whilst

a fire of artillery had been directed against the

curtain, passing only a few feet over their heads
on the breach, which produced an immediate and
advantageous effect. But although the exterior wall
was completely beaten down, together with the houses
fronting the interior, the inner retaining wall, which
added greatly to the strength of the curtain, was as

perfect and perpendicular as at first, varying from
sixteen to thirty-five feet of altitude from the level of

the town. Forty-seven pieces of heavy ordnance
playing from the choffres and hills over the heads
of the British troops, a mode of attack which evinced
the resolution and self-confidence of Colonel Dickson
and Sir Thomas Graham, who had recourse to it, as

well as the skill of the British artillery, dispersed

the fire of musketry, soon dismounted all the guns
but two, and had the effect of driving the enemy
l)ack. To descend into the town by the breaches
was yet found impracticable, for the enemy had
constructed traverses, behind whicli were stationed

French grenadiers, who put to death in safety the
gallant soldiers as they attempted the passage, cap-
able of admitting only one at a time ; and yet

theii' commander was convinced, and by his personal

courage had shown that he was so, that British

troops were invincililc, and would do what human
])ov,er could accomplish. A great explosion had
taken place along the line of the wall, of fire-barrels,

live shells, and hand-grenades, which had been
placed in rear of the traverses by the besieged, and
cleared it of the enemy. Under the jianic occasioned
by this catastro})he, the soldiers of General Hay's
brigade, now commanded by Colonel (ireville, the

Royal Scots, and gih regiment, under Colonel
Cameron, entered by the passage along the curtain,

close to the exterior wall, which was capable of

admitting only one at a time; and charging the enemy
at the point of the liayonet, down the flight of steps

which led from the cavalier bastion, entered the town,
and maintained their ground. Sir James Leith, who
had long directed the progress of the assault from
the strand at no great distance from the great breach,

and who was cf)m|)lctely exposed to tlic fire of the

enemy, wliile in the act of tlirecting additional sup-

port from the trenches, had before this time l^een

wounded by the bursting of a shell near him, which
broke his arm in two places, tearing the flesh from
his left hand, and was reluctantly carried from the
field, after fainting from loss of blood. In passing
through the trenches he was recognized by the gih
regiment, whose dangers he had so often shared, who
spontaneously cried out, that they should not return
until the fifth division was crowned with victory, and
the citadel of San Sebastian was taken. Soon after-

wards Sir Richard Fletcher, the chief engineer, who
had continued with Sir James during the siege, was
killed by a musket-ball, which pierced his heart.

The command was now taken by Major-general
Hay, who conducted with ability the attack to the
last; and the issue was no longer doubtful, for the
troops easily nishing forward, the hornwork was
carried; the ruined fragments of the houses ])oured

forth the assailants ; the Portuguese detachments
carried the lesser breach; and although the com-
mander of the brave garrison. General Roy, had
raised traverses across the streets, which were de-

fended by cannon, one street was taken after another,

till the allies gradually gained possession of the town,
and at three o'clock this awful and murderous
struggle terminated, which had raged with unabated
fury during a period of four hours, and was main-
tained by both parties with desperate gallantry and
resolution.

A barbarous scene of pillage and plunder now
took place, unworthy of the British name and the

high character of her soldiers; while on the i8th of

September the castle surrendered, and thus the allies

obtained possession of this northern Gibraltar of

Spain, as it has been termed, with the loss of 500
killed and 1500 wounded.

Sir James Leith remained for two months in the

country, trusting that an early recovery w^ould per-

mit him to resume his command; but it was at length

found more advisable to return to England, which
he did in November. He was now appointed com-
mander of the forces in the West Indies and cap-

tain-general of the Leeward Islands, and, sailing to

assume his important duties, arrived at Barbadoes
on the 15th of June, 1814. The revolutionary spirit

which broke out in France on the restoration of

Napoleon soon extended itself to the French islands

in the West Indies, and Martinique and Guadaloupe,
which Sir James had restored to the crown of France,

now at peace with Britain, soon manifested symptoms
of revolt. The former, agreeably to instructions,

was kept in awe by the presence of 2000 British

troops, which were landed at Fort Royal; but at

Guadaloupe the tricoloured flag was soon displayed,

and the entire colony declared for the em])eror.

Transports, conveying troo]is, ammunition, and stores,

immediately sailed from Barbadoes, and landed at

Saintcs, in the neighbourhood of Guadaloupe, which
is upwards of 200 miles in circumference, and con-

tains a population of iio,cxdo peojilc. Preparations

for war were then made, and Marie-galante was
secured by a detachment of troops. The Comte de
Linois, the French governor, who had organized a

large body of militia, and never believed that the

French army could be ready for action before the

commencement of the hurricane months, was some-
what taken by surprise; and the commander (jf the

forces having des])atche(l 800 of the York rangers

near Pautrizcl, and an additional reinforcement, they

drove the enemy from Dolet. CajUain Leith Hay,
ai<l-de-canip to Sir James Leith, obtained possession

of Mome Boucannier, a height which commanded
their pfjsition at Palmiste, from which they were dis-

lodged, rapidly pressed their rear near Morne Honel,
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and the heavy rains being now set in, on the lOth of

August Sir James Leith was prepared to give battle,

when they agreed to capitulate and surrender the

island.

As a reward for these important services, the

privy-council voted _i^2000 for the purchase of a

sword, and the King of France, as a mark of the

sense which he entertained of his great zeal, ability,

and bravery, conferred upon him the grand cordon
of the order of Military Merit. The object of these

honours was soon, however, to be insensible to the

pleasure which tliey were calculated to bestow. Ilis

constitution, shaken by the wounds which he had
received, sank under the sultry climate of the West
Indies; and he died of fever, after six days' illness,

on the i6th of October, 1816.

Sir James Leith is invarialjly allowed to rank among
the very highest of the excellent officers who seconded
the efforts of Wellington during the Peninsular con-

test, and to whom that illustrious commander, who
has now followed so many of his companions in arms
to the grave, was himself the readiest to attribute

the better share of the success which attended him
in those memorable campaigns. lie possessed all

the qualities which form a great military character

—intrepidity unbounded, or bounded only by the

soundness of his judgment; skill in taking advantage
of every contingency; and a genius for contriving,

as well as perseverance and dexterity in executing,

the most brilliant enterprises. To all these charac-

teristics Sir James added that spirit of humanity
which forms the crowning grace of this, even more
peculiarly than any other, profession.

LESLIE, Alexander, the celebrated militar}'

leader of the Covenanters during the civil wars of

Charles I., created Lord Balgonie, and afterwards

Earl of Leven, was the son of Captain George Leslie

of Ealgonie, by his wife Anne, a daughter of Stewart
of Ballechin. Of the place of his birth, or the ex-

tent of his education, little can be said with certainty.

Spalding says he was born in Balveny, which Gordon
of Straloch affirms was never possessed by the Leslies,

and of course, according to him, could not be the

place of his birth. This he supposes to have been
Tullich, which lies over against Balveny, on the east

side of the water of Fiddich; or perhaps Kininvie,

which lies a mile to the north of Tullich, on the same
water of Fiddich. Gordon adds, that he "was a

natural son of Kininvie's, and that his mother, during

her pregnancy, could eat nothing but wheat bread,

and drink nothing but wine, which Kininvie allowed

her to be provided witli, although she was nothing

but a common servant." There is, however, much
reason to suppose that this account of his birth is

only a cavalier fiction.

Educated for the military profession, Leslie very

early in life obtained a captain's commission in the

regiment of Horatio Lord de \'ere, then employed
in Holland as auxiliaries to the Dutch in fighting

for their liberties against the overwhelming power of

Spain. In this service he acquitted himself wiili

singular bravery, and obtained the reputation of a

skilful officer. lie afterwards, along with many
thousands of his countrymen, passed into the service

of Sweden, under Ciustavus Adolphus, by whom,
after many heroic achievements, he was promoted to

the rank of fiekl-marslial, with the a]iprohation of

the whole army.
In the year 162S he defended Stralsund, which

was besieged by the wiiole force of the Imperiali>ts,

at that lime masters of all Germany, that fortress

excepted. Here he acquitted himself with the

utmost bravery and skill. The plague had already

broken out in the city, and the outworks were in a
most deplorable condition; yet he compelled Count
Wallenstein, with a formidable army and flushed

with victory, to raise the siege, after having sustained

a severe loss. The citizens of Stralsund were so

sensible of the services of the field-marshal on this

occasion, that they made him a handsome present,

antl had medals struck to perpetuate their gratitude,

and the honour of their deliverer. In the year 1635
he had charters granted to him, his wife, and son,

of the barony of Balgonie, and other lands in the
counties of Fife, Berwick, and Roxburgh. He was
at this time serving in Lower Saxony. In the year

1639, when the Covenanters were preparing to resist

their sovereign in the field, Leslie returned from
.Sweden, where he had continued after the death of
Gustavus in the service of Christina. " This Leslie,"

says Spalding, "having conquest from nought wealth
and honour, resolved to come home to his native

country of Scotland and settle himself beside his

chief, the Earl of Rothes, as he did indeed, and
bought fair lands in Fife; but the earl foreseeing the

troubles, whereof himself was one of the principal

beginners, took hold of this Leslie, who was both
wise and stout, acquainted him with the plot, and
had his advice for the furtherance thereof to his

power."
It was a fortunate circumstance for the Covenanters

that the oppressions to which they had been subjected,

and the persecutions that were evidently preparing

for them, were well known on the Continent, where
thousands of their fellow-countrymen had been shed-

ding their blood in the defence of the religion and
liberties of their fellow-Protestants, and excited the

deepest interest in their favour. Leslie had un-

doubtedly been invited home,, and he brought a
number of his countrj^men along with him, \s ho,

having perilled their lives for the same cause among
foreigners, could not reasonably be considered as in-

different to its success among their own countrymen.

Half a century had, for the first time since it was a

nation, passed over Scotland without anything like

general warfare. The people had, in a great measure,

become unaccustomed to its hardships and its dangers,

and the chieftains, such as had been abroad excepted,

were unacquainted with its practice, and ignorant of

its details. This defect, by the return of so many
who had been in the wars of Gustavus, was amply
supplied. Leslie was, by the committee of estates,

appointed to the chiefcommand ;—many of his fellow-

adventurers of less celebrity, yet well acquainted with

military details and the equipment of an army, were
dispersed throughout the country, where they were
employed in training the militia, which in those days

comprehended every man that was able to bear arms
from the age of sixteen to sixty. By these means,

together with a manifesto by the Tables (committees

of the four estates assembled at Edinburgh), entitled

SYa/e of the Question, and Reasonsfor Defenshe War,
which was circulated so as to meet the eye or the ear

of every individual in the nation,—the Covenariters

were in a state of prcj^aration greatly superior to the

king, though he had been meibtating ho>tilitics long

before he declared tlicm. Though now an old man,

little in stature, and deformed in jjerson, Leslie was

l^ossessed of ceaseless activity, as \\c\\ as cm^um-
mate skill; and in both he was piiwerfully seconded

bv the zeal of the jieople in general. Early a]ii'rised

of the intentions of Charles, he so managed nK-^tters

as to render them entirely nugatoiy. It was tlie in-

tention of tlie latter, while he aiivanced with his main
force upon his ancient kingdom by the eastern

marches, to enter it ]~.reviou>ly, or at ka>t sinni!-

taneou?lv, 0:1 the western side, with a !:o.lv t'l
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Highlanders and Irish, and by the Firth of Forth

with a strong division of his English army, under

his commissioner the Duke of Hamilton. To meet

this formiilable array ever\thing that lay within the

comjiass of their limited means was prepared by the

Covenanters. Military committees were appointed

for every county, who were to see to the assembling

and training of the militia generally, and to forward

to the army such levies anil such sujiplies as might

be from time to time demanded. Smiths were every-

where put in requisition for the fabrication of

muskets, carbines, pole-axes, Lochaber-axes, and
halberts; magazines to supply the troops were also

provided; and to call them together when occasion

should require beacons were provided, and placed

in every shire. .\rms to the amount of 30,000 stand

were provided from Holland, in addition to those of

home manufacture, and a foundiy for cannon was
established in the Potter Row, at that time one of

the suburbs, now a street of Edinburgh. Leith, the

port of the capital, was, however, still defenceless;

but, aware that the Duke of Hamilton proposed to

land there witli hostile intentions, it was immediately
resolved to put the place in a posture of defence.

The plan of a new fort, the old defences of the town
being in ruins, was laid down by Sir Alexander
Hamilton, who acted as engineer to Leslie; and
several thousands came spontaneously forward to

assist in its erection. Noblemen, gentlemen, and
citizens—men, women, and children—even ladies of

quality—claimed the privilege of assisting in forward-

ing tlie good work, and in less than a week it was
tlnished, and the security of Edinburgh was considered

complete. Along the coast of Fife, too, every town
was surrounded with batteries mounted with cannon
carried on shore from the ships; and with the excep-
tion of Inchkeith and Inchcolm, which were some-
how neglected, there was not a resting-place in the

Firth for an enemy till he should win it at the point

of the pike.

In the meantime the Duke of Hamilton, lying in

Yarmouth Roads, was conunanded to sail for the

Forth, and l)y all or any means to "create an awful
diversion." His first sail was no sooner discovered

as a speck in the distant horizon, tlian the beacons
were in a blaze from the one extremity of the country
to the other, and ere he approached the shores of

Leith they were lined l>y upwards of 20,000 intrepid

defentlers, among whom was his own mother,
mounted on horseback at the head of her vassals,

with a pair of pistols in tlie holsters before her, with
which she declared she would shoot her son with
her own hand the moment he set a hostile foot on
shore. I lamilton now found that he could do nothing.

The troops on boarfl his fleet did n(A exceed 5000
men, all raw young peasants, miserably sea-sick, and
many of them labouring under thesniall-pf)X. Instead
of attempting hf)stile o])erations, he landed his men
upon the islands of Inchkeith and Inchcolm, which
served him for hospitals, and contenterl himself with
sending into the town-council some more ol Charles'

proclamations, wiiich were promised to l)e laifl be-

fore the states, who were expected to meet in a few
day-;. Tliis, as the measure of their obedience,
Hamilton was for the time obliged to accept. Of
this circumstance, with the strc'ngth which they
mustered, he failed not to acquaint his master, ad-

viMng him at the same time to negotiate.--We are

not detailing the history (if the war, but tlic ])art

jierformed in it by an individual, or we should have
stated that .Argyle liad been sent to the west, where
he had seized ujion tlie cattle of Ih'odick in Arran,
where the I^aii of Antrim was to have fir-t heade<l

his Irisii baiid>, in con.-,equence of whicii they were

for a time unable to come forward. The castle of
Dumbarton had also been seized by a master-stroke
of policy, as that of Edinburgh now was by the same
in war. In the afternoon of the 23d of March, Leslie

himself, with a few comi>anies which he had been,

according to his usual custom, training in the outer

courtyard of Holyrood House, some of which he
secretly disposed in closes at the head of the Castle
Hill, a])proached to the exterior gate of the castle,

where he called a parley with the captain or governor,
demanding to be admitted. This being refused, he
seemed to retire from the gate, when a petard which
he had hung against it burst and laid it open. The
inner gate was instantly assailed with axes, and scal-

ing-ladders were applied to the wall, by which the

Covenanters gained immediate admission; while the

garrison, panic-struck with the sudden explosion and
the vigour of the attack, surrendered without offering

any resistance. The castles of Dalkeith, Douglas,
and Strathaven in Clydesdale, and, in short, all the

castles of the kingdom, with the exception of that

of Carlaverock, were seized in the same manner.
Huntly, who was making dispositions in the north

to side with Charles, had also in the interim been
kidnapped by Montrose, so that he had actually not

the shadow of a party in the whole kingdom. To-
wards the end of May, the king beginning to move
from York, where he had fixed his head-quarters,

towards the north, the army under Leslie was ordered
southward to meet him. The final muster of the

army previous to the march took place on the Links
of Leith, on the 20th of May, 1639, when from
12,000 to 16,000 men made their appearance, well

armed in the CieiTnan fashion, and commanded by
native officers, whom they respected as their natural

superiors, or by their own countrymen celebrated

for their hardihood and that experience in military

affairs which they had attjuired abroad. With the

exception of one German trumpeter there was not

a foreigner among them: all were Scotsmen, brought

immediately from the hearths and the altars which it

was the object of the war to defend. The private

men were, for the most ]iart, ploughmen from the

western counties; stout rustics whose bodies were
rendered muscular by healthy exercise, and whose
minds were exalted by the purest feelings of patriot-

ism and religion. It was on this day that they were
properly constituted an army by having the articles

of war read to them. These had been drawn out

by Leslie with the advice of the Tables, after the

model of those of Cuistavus Adolphus, and a jirinted

copy of them was delivered to every individual

soldier. The general himself, at the same time,

took an oath to the estates, acknowledging himself

in all things liable both to civil and ecclesiastical

censure. Leslie had by this time accpiired not only

the respect and confidence, but the love, of the vhole
comnumity, by the judgment with which all his

measures were taken, and the zeal he dis])Iayed in

the cause; a zeal, the sincerity of which ^\as suffi-

ciently attested by the fame of his exph^ts in (ier-

many, and by the scars which he bore on his person

in consequence of these ex])loits. I le was deformed,

old, and mean in his a]i])earance; but the consum-
mate skill which he displayed, and the ])iety of his

deportment, rendered him, according to IJaillie, who
was along with him, a more po])ular and respected

general tiian Scotland had ever enjoyed in the most
warlike and beloved of her kings. \\ith the van of

this army, %vhich was but a small part of the military

array of Scotland at this time, Leslie marched for

the borders on the 2 1st of May, tlie main body fol-

lowing him in fuller. He was abundantly supplied

on his march, and at every successive stage found
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that his numbers were increased, and his stock of
provisions becoming more ample. The first nij^Iit

he readied Haddington, the second Dunbar, and tiie

third Dunghxss, a strong castle at the east end of
I^ammermoor, wliere he halted and threw up some
intrencliments. Charles in the meantime advanced
to the borders, indulging in the most perfect assur-

ance of driving the Scottish insurgents before him.
Learning from his spies, however, that they were
within a day's march of him, and so well marshalled
that the result of a contest would be at best doubt-
ful, he ordered a trumpet to be sent with letters from
himself to the Scottish army, conveying overtures of
a friendly nature, but forbidding them to approach
within ten miles of his camp, and on this demonstra-
tion of their temporal obedience promising that all

their just supplications should be granted. Finding
them disposed to an amicable agreement, Charles
advanced his camp to the Hirks, on the banks of the

Tweed, and directed the Earl of Holland, his general

of horse, to proceed with thirteen troops of cavalry,

3000 foot, and a number of field-pieces, to drive

some regiments of the Covenanters which had been
stationed at Kelso anil Jedburgh under Colonel
Robert Monro, for the jirotection of the borders,

from their station, as being within the limits stipu-

lated with the noblemen who commanded the main
body. Proceeding, in the execution of his order, to

Dunse, the first town that lay in his way within the
Scottish border, the Earl of Holland found it totally

deserted of its inhabitants, except a very few, who
heard him read a proclamation declaring the whole
Scottish nation, especially all who were in arms and
did not immediately lay them down, traitors. Pro-
ceeding westward to Kelso, and having reached a
height overlooking the town, he found the Scottish

troops in the act of being drawn out to receive him.
Startled at their appearance, Holland sent forward
a trumpeter, to command them to retire, according

to the promise of their leaders. His messenger was
met by a stern demand whose trumpeter he was, and
on answering that he was Lord Holland's, was told

that it would be well for him to be gone. Displeased
with this reception of his missionaiy, his lordship

ordered a retreat, and the Scottish soldiers were with
dift'iculty restrained from pursuing them to their

camp. What share Leslie had in the proposed sub-

mission to Charles is not known; but he no sooner
heartl of the above affair than he broke up his en-

camimient at Dunglass, and set forward to Dunse,
where he ordered Monro to join him. Finding here

an excellent position commanding both roads to

Edinljurgh, he formed his camp on the law behind
the town, where he could see the royal camp at

Birks, on the other side of the Tweed. This move-
ment was madewithout the knowledge of the English,

whose camp Leslie, had he ])een left to himself, would
most probably have surprised and secured with all

that was in it. Charles himself, walking out after

an alarm from the Scottish army, was the first to

descry their encampment on Dunse Law, and he
rightly estimated their number to be from 16,000 to

18,000 men; they were soon, however, increased to

24,000 by the reinforcements that hastened up to

them on the report of the luiglish incursions at

Dunse and Kelso; and never was an army led to the

field Ijclter appointed, or composed of better mate-
rials. "It wciuld have done xnur heart gruvl," said

an eye-\\"itncss. "'to have cast your eyes aihuart our

brave and rich hills as oft as I did, with great con-

tentment and joy. Our hill was garnished on the

top toward the si.nith an<l east with our moimted
cannon, well near to forty, great and small. ()ur

regiment lay on the sides ; the crowncrs [superior

officers of regiments] lay in canvas lodges, large and
wide; their captains about them in lesser ones; the
sohliers about all in huts of timl)er, covered with
divot or straw. Over every captain's tent door
waved the flag of his company, blue, with the arms
of .Scotland wrought in gold, with the inscription

'For Christ's Crown and Covenant.' Leslie himself
lay in the castle of Dunse, at the bottom of the hill,

whence he issued regularly every night, rode round
the camj), and saw the watches regularly set."

Throughout the whole army there was the most
perfect harmony of opinion, both as to matters of
civil and ecclesiastical polity; and there was a
fervour in the cause they had undertaken, that
burned with an equal flame in the bosom of the
peasant and the i)eer. The latter took their full

share in all the fatigues of the camp; .slept, like

the common soldiers, in their boots and cloaks
on the bare ground; and in their intercourse with
their inferiors used the language of afieclion and
friendship, rather than that of command. Ministers
of the gospel attended the camp in great numbers,
carrying arms like the rest, and many of them at-

tended by little partiesof their friendsand dependants.
There were sennons morning and evening in various

places of the camp, to which the soldiers were called

by beat of dnun; and while the day was devoted to

the practice of military exercises, its rise and its fall

were celebrated in every tent with the singing of
psalms, reading the Scri]5tures, and prayer. The
general tone of the army was ardent, full of devotion

to God and of the hope of success against the enemy.
"They felt," says ISaillie, "the favour of God shin-

ing upon them, and a sweet, meek, humble, yet

strong and vehement feeling leading them along.

For myself, I never found my mind in better tem];er

than it was all that time since I came from home, for

I was as a man who had taken my leave from the

world, and was resolved to die in that service without
return." While they were thus strengthened in

spirit, the body was equally well attended to. The
regular pay of the common men was sixpence a day;

fourpence purchased a leg of lamb, and all of them
were served with wheaten bread; a luxury which it

is probable many of them never enjoyed either be-

fore or after. Leslie kept open table daily at Dunse
Castle for the nobility antl for strangers, besides a
side-table for gentlemen waiters; and as there had
been an extraordinary crop the ]ireceding year, and
the peojjle were zealous to offer supplies, the camp
abounded with all the necessaries of life. An
amicable arrangement, however, having been entered

into between Charles and the Covenanters, ]ieace

was proclaimed in both camps on the iSth of June,

1639.
In the month of April, 1640, it was found neces-

sary by the Covenan.ters to reassemble their army,

and Leslie was again apjxuntetl general ; but from
various causes it was the beginning of August Ijefore

the general armament coukl lie collected at Dunse,

where, in the earlv ]\art of that month, it ^\as re-

viewed bv the general. It amounted to 23,000 foot,

3000 horse, and a train of heavy artillery, l)esides

sume light caimon, formed of tin and leather corded

round, capaljle nf <u>taining twelve discharges each.

This was a s]iccie> <if artillery u>ed by Gustavus
A<lolphus, and which the Scottish general had
addjited in imitation of hi-- ma>tor. This army was
compiled uf the same men w !m had last year occu-

jiied Dunse Law. The hur,-e were chielly composed
of res]U"ctable citizens and country gentlemen lightly

arme(l; some of them ha\"ing lances, and generally

mounted on the small but active horses of the Cf)un-

trv. Their attire and accoutrements were the same
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as ill the preceding year, including the broad Low-
land blue bonnet. Their march over the border was,

however, delayed for some weeks for the want of

money and necessaries. "It was found," says Mr.

John Livingston, who accompanied the army in the

capacity of chaplain to the Earl of Cassillis' regi-

ment, "when the whole army was come up, that

there was want of powder and of bread, the biscuit

I)eing spoiled, and of cloth to be huts to the soldiers.

This produced some fear that the expedition might
be delayed for that year. One day when the com-
mittee of estates and general ofticers and some
ministers were met in the castle of Dunse, and were
at prayer and consulting what to do, an officer of the

guard comes and knocks rudely at the door of the

room where we were, and told there was treachery

discovered; for he, going to a big cellar in the bottom
of the house, seeking for some other thing, had found

a great many barrels of gunpowder, which he appre-

hended was intended to blow us all up. After search

it was found that the powder had been laid in there

the year before, when the army had departed from
Dunse Law, and had been forgotten. Therefore,

having found powder, the Earls of Rothes and
Loudon, Mr. Alexander Henderson and Mr. Archi-
bald Johnston, were sent to Edinburgh, and within

a few days brought as much meal and cloth to the

soldiers by the gift of well-affected people there, as

sufficed the whole army. With the same readiness

that these people had parted with their cloth and
their meal, others parted with their plate, and to such

an extent was this carried, that for many years after-

wards not even a silver spoon was to be met with

in the best houses." "It was very refreshful," adds
Livingston, "to remark that after we came to a

quarter at night, tliere was nothing to be heard al-

most through tlie whole army but singing of psalms,

prayer, and reading of the Scriptures \>y the soldiers

in their several tents; and I was informed there was
much more the year before, when the army lay at

Dunse Law. And indeed, in all our meetings and
consultings, both within doors and in the fields,

always tlie nearer tlie beginning there was so much
the more depenilence upon G(xl, and more tender-

ness in worship and walking; but through process of

time we still declined more and more."
General Leslie crossed the Tweed on the 20lh of

August with his army in three divisions; the College

of Justice's troop of horse, consisting of l6o gentle-

men, under .Sir Tliomas liopi:, riding on the right

wing in order to break the stream for the foot; all of

whom gf)t safely through but one man, mIio was
drowned. In their march the officers of the .Scot-

tish army were greatly embarrassed by a fear of
offending the r-nglish nation, with which they had
no quarrel, and with wliich they knew well they
were not able to contend. \\"illi ail the difficulties

imposed on him by his situation, lunvever, Leslie

continued his march till the 28th, wlicn he coni-

])letely defeated the king's troojis, wlio had been
sent to defend the fjrds at Newljurn. This success

put him in possession of Newcastle, Tynemouth,
Shields, and Durham, together with several large

magazines of provisions, and again reduced Charles
to the last extremity—a crisis which ultimately Jiro-

(luced the treaty ^>f Rijion, afterwards transferred

to London. The king liad nf)w, however, the i<ar-

lianiL-nt of England upfjii his hands, and was less

occupied with Scottish affairs than formerly. Ten
months elapsed before tlie English parliament saw
fit to allow the treaty to be conchulcd, the Scottish

army being all the time quartered in Newcastle, that

they migln he at hand to as^i^t, in case (>( matters
coming to extremities between the kinc: and the lords

of St. Stephen's Chapel. Embarrassed and con-
trolled by his parliament, Charles now attempted to

conciliate the Scots by conceding to them all their

demands; hoping thereby to engage them to take
part with him against the former. With this view
he came himself to .Scotland in the month of August,

1641, when, passing through the Scottish army at

Newcastle, he was received with the utmost respect,

and entertained by the general, who was created

Lord Balgonie, and on the nth of October, 1641,

Earl of Leven by patent to him and his heirs what-
soever. In the following year the earl was sent over
to Ireland in command of the forces raised for sup-

pressing the rebellion there. In the next year he
was recalled to take the command of the forces sent

into England to the assistance of the parliament, in

pursuance of the Solemn League and Covenant.
He commanded the left of the centre division of the

parliamentary forces at the battle of Marston Moor,
and was driven out of the field, though the honour
of his own name and that of his country was gal-

lantly sustained by David Leslie, whose valour con-

tributed in a great degree to the victory there ob-

tained. He afterwards, assisted by the Earl of Cal-

lander, took the town of Newcastle by storm; but

treated both the town and the garrison with lenity.

The king having made overtures to the Scottish

generals, Leven sent a coj^y of them to the parlia-

ment, which in return awarded him a vote of thanks,

accompanied by a present of a piece of plate. He
now laid siege to Harford, but being left by David
Leslie, who had marched with all the horse into

Scotland to oppose Montrose, and the king ap-

proaching in great force, he raised the siege, and
marched northward. He was appointed to com-
mand, at the siege of Newark, an army composed
of both .Scottish and English troops, where the king

came to him privately on the 5th day of May, 1646.

He was afterwards one of a hundred officers who on
their knees besought his majesty to accept the ]iro-

positions offered him by the parliament, and thus be
merciful to himself and to the nation. \\'hen the

engagement for the king's rescue was entered into,

the Earl of Leven resigned the command of the army
in disgust, pleading the infirmities of old age. On
the failure of that project he was again restored to

the ])lace he had so honourably filled; but before the

battle of Dunbar he again resigned on account of his

great age, but apjicared in the field as a volunteer.

The year following, at a meeting of some noblemen
fijr concerting measures in behalf of Charles II. at

Eliot in Angus, he was, along with the rest, sur-

prised by a detachment from the garrison of Dundee,
carried to London, and thrown into the Tower. At
the re()uest of Christina, Queen of Sweden, lie ^\•as

liberated, had his sefjuestration taken off, and no

fine imposed upon him. He returned to Scotland

in the month of May, 1654, and shortly afier went

to Sweden, to thank Christina for the favour she had
done him by interceding with Cromwell on his behalf

How long he remained in .Sweden is not known; but

he died at IJalgonie on the 4th of A])ril, 1661, at a

very advanced age. He was buried on the 19th

of the same month in the church of Markincli.

Few men have been more fortunate in life than Alex-

ander Leslie, liarl of Leven. He appears to ha\e
entered ujion its duties without fortune and with a

scanty education, and by the force of his talents,

seconded by habits of religion and perseverir/g in-

dustry, raised himself to the highest honours which
society has to confer, both in his own and in foreign

countries. His services were at the time of immense
value to his country, and would have been mucli

more so, had they nut been sliackled by the pre-
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judices, the prepossessions, and the ignorance of

those whom the circumstances of birth placed over

him as directors. His lordship acquired extensive

landctl property, particularly Inchmartin in the Carse

of Gowrie, which he called Inchleslie. lie was twice

married: first to Agnes, daughter of Renton of Billy

in Berwickshire, and by her had two sons, Gustavus
and Alexander, the latter of whom succeeded him as

Earl of Leven, and five daughters. After the death

of his first wife, which took place in 1651, he married
Frances, daughter of Sir John Ferriers of Tamworth
in StafTordshire, relict of Sir John Parkington, Baronet

of Westwood, in the county of Worcester, by whom
he had no issue. Mis peerage finally became merged
by a female with that of Melville, in conjunction

with which it still exists.

LESLIE, David, a celebrated military com-
mander during the civil wars, and the first Lord
Newark, was the fifth son of Patrick Leslie of Pit-

cairly, commendator of Lindores, by his wife. Lady
Jean Stuart, second daughter of Robert, first Earl
of Orkney. Of his early life little more is known
than that, like many others of his countrymen, he
went into the service of Gustavus Adolphus, King
of Sweden, where he distinguished himself by his

military talents, and attained to the rank of colonel

of horse. Returning from the Continent at, or
shortly after, the commencement of the civil wars,

he was appointed major-general to the army that

was sent into England under the command of the

Earl of Leven to the assistance of the parliament.

This army, which marched for England in the month
of January, 1644, after suffering greatly from the

state of the roads and want of provisions, joined the

parliamentary forces at Tadcaster, on the 20th of
April, witii whom they were united in the siege of

York, which was raised on il\e night of Sunday, the

30th of June, by the advance of Prince Rupert, with
all the strength of the royal army. Determined to

give him battle, the confederates took post on Mar-
ston Moor, on the south side of the Ouse, about five

miles distant from the scene of their former opera-
tions. Here they hoped to have interrupted the

march of the prince towards the city, which he was
desirous of gaining; but permitting their attention to

be engrossed by a party of horse which he despatched
for this purpose, to contest the passage of a river, he
in the meantime succeeded in throwing the whole of

his army into the town. His immediate object thus
gained, he was advised by his colleague, the Marquis
of Newcastle, to rest satisfied till he should receive

reinforcements, or till the dissensions which now
appeared among the confederates should rise to such
a height as to destroy the unanimity of their proceed-

ings. Rupert, however, was not of a disposition to

wait for remote contingencies ^^hen he conceived
the chances to be already in his favour; he therefore

hastened to Marston Moor, the position the enemy
thomselves had chosen, and came u])on their rear

when they were already on their march for Tadcaster,

Cawwood, and Selby, by occupying ^\hich they in-

tended to cut off his supplies, and to hem liim in till

the arrival of additional forces should render his cap-

ture easy, and his escape impossible. The Scottish

troops in atlvance of the army were already witliin a

mile of Tadcaster, when about nine o'clock of the

morning of the 22(1 of July, 1644, the alarm ^^•as

given that Prince Rupert's horse, to the number of

5000, were pressing on the rear of the confederates,
while the main body of his army occupied tlie moor
which they had just left. The march was instantly

countermanded, and preparations for an engagement
maile with the least possible delay. The jirince.

however, having full possession of the moor, they
were compcdled to draw up part of their troops in an
adjoining field of rye, their right bearing upon the

town of Marston, and their line extending about a
mile and a half fronting the moor. By three o'clock

in the afternoon both armies, amounting to 25,000
men each, were formed in order of battle. The royal

ariny was commanded on the right by Prince Rupert
in person; on the left by Sir Charles Lucas, assisted

by Colonel Harvey; while the centre was led by
Generals Goring, Porter, and Tilyard. The Mar-
quis of Newcastle was also in the action, but the
place he occupied has not been ascertained. The
Iiarliamentary army was composed on the right of
horse, partly Scottish, conmianded by .Sir Thomas
Fairfax; on the left, likewise horse, by the Earl of
Manchester, and Cromwell his lieutenant-general,

assisted by Major-general David Leslie; and in the

centre by Lord Fairfax and the Earl of Leven. The
battle commenced \vith a discharge of great gims,

which did little execution on either side. A ditch,

separating the combatants, rendered the assault a
matter of difllculty and peculiar danger, anti both
stood for some minutes in breathless expectation

waiting the signal for attack. On that signal being
made, Manchester's foot and the Scots of the main
body in a running march cleared the ditch, and ad-

vanced boldly to the charge, accompanied by the

horse, ^vho also rushed forward to the attack. The
fiery Rupert with his squadrons instantly advanced
upon the no less fiery, but far more cautious, Crom-
well. The conflict was terrible ; every individual,

being under the eye of his leader, exerted himself as

if the fate of the day had been intnisted to his single

arm. The troops of Cromwell, however, supported

by David Leslie and the Scottish horse, charged
through the very flower of the cavaliers, putting them
completely to flight, while Manchester's foot, keep-

ing pace with them, cut down and dispersed the

infantrj'. The Marquis of Newcastle's regiment

alone disdained to flee, and their dead bodies, dis-

tinguished by their white uniforms, covered the

ground they had occupied when alive. On the

other extremity of the line Sir Thomas Fairfax and
Colonel Lambert, with a few troops of horse, charged

through the royal army, and met their own victorious

left wing. The remainder, however, were completely

defeated, and even Fairfax's victorious brigade was
thrown into confusion by some new raised regiments

wheeling back upon it, and treading down in their

flight the Scottish reserve under the Earl of Leven,

who, driven from the field, fled to Tadcaster, cariy-

ing with them the news of a total defeat. Cromwell,

Leslie, and Manchester, perceiving the rout of their

friends, returned to the field as the victors were about

to seize upon the spoil. The fate of the day was now
reversed. The royal troops occupied the field of lye,

and the parliamentary forces the moor. Each, how-

ever, determined if jiossible to preser\-e the advan-

tage they had gained, and both once more joined

battle. The struggle now, however, though bloody,

was short and decisive. Tiie shattered remains of

the royal army sought shelter in York; leaving all

their baggage, artillery, military stores, and above a

hundred" stand of colours, in the hands of the con-

querors. Upwards of 3000 men were left dead on

the field; and upwards of 1500 prisoners— more than

100 of whom were princi]'al officers— fell into the

hands of the comjuerors. This victory was the deatli-

blfiw to the affairs of the king, and greatly added to

the re]uitati<)n of Cromwell and Leslie, between whom
the whole merit of the affair was divided; the In-

dependents claiming the largest share for Cromwell,

and the Presbvicrians f.r Leslie. The combined
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army immediately laid siege to York, which surren-

dered by capitulation in a few days. The confeder-

ates, after the capture of York, separated; the Scot-

tish troops marching northward to meet the Earl of

Callander, whom they joined before Newcastle in

the month of August.

General Baillie, in the meantime, had been re-

called from England to command the raw levies that

were raised for the defence of the country ; but he
was accompanied in his progress by a committee of

the estates, who controlled all his movements; and,

contrary to the opinion of the general himself, com-
manded him to leave a strong position and expose

himself with an army of inexperienced soldiers to

certain destruction on the fatal field of Kilsyth,

August 15th, 1645. The issue of this battle left the

kingdom entirely in the power of Montrose and his

army. In this emergency David Leslie, with the

whole of the cavalry attached to the Scottish army,

then lying before Hereford, was recalled. Arriving

at Berwick, whither the estates had fled from the

plague, which was then raging in Edinburgh, Leslie

took measures for cutting off the retreat of Montrose
to the north, amongst whose mountains he had for-

merly found refuge. For this purpose he proceeded

as far as Gladsmuir, about three miles to the west of

Haddington, where he learned that Montrose was
lying secure in Eltrick Forest, near Selkirk. Leslie

was no sooner apprised of this than he wheeled to

the left, and marched southward by the vale of Gala.

The darkness of the night concealed his motions,

and the first notice Montrose had of his ajiproach

was by his scouts informing him that Leslie was
within half a mile of him. A sanguinary encounter

soon followed; but Montrose's troops, though they

fought with a desperation peculiar to their character,

were comi^letely broken and driven from the field,

leaving 1000 dead bodies beliind them. Their
leader, however, had the good fortune to escape, as

did also the Marquis of Douglas, with the Lords
Crawford, Sir Robert Spotiswood, A. Leslie, William
RoUock, Lrskine, Fleming, and Napier. The Lords
Ilartfield, Drummond, and Ogilvy, Philip Nisbet,

William Murray (brother to Lord Tullibardine),

Ogilvy of Innerquharity, Nathaniel Gordon, Andrew
Guthrie (son to the Bishop of Moray), and two Irish

colonels, G'Kean and Lauchlin, were made prisoners,

and reserved for trial in the castles of Edinburgh and
Stirling. Upwards of loo Irish soldiers taken were,

in conformity to a decree of the legislatures of both
kingdoms, shot upon the field.

Leslie now proceeded with his victorious army to

Lothian, and from thence, acconi[)anied by the com-
mittee of estates, to (ilasgow, where, in conjunction

with the committee of tlie church, they deliberated

on the measures necessary for com])leting the reduc-

tion of Montrose, and securing the internal i:)eace of

the kingdom. .Some of the ])risoners taken at I'liilip-

haugh were here tried and executed; and as a mark
of gratitude, the committee, out of a fine they im-
posed on the Mar([uis of Douglas, V(jted to Le>!ie

50,000 merks, with a gold chain, and to .Middlelon,

who wa-> second in ccmimand, 30,000. Montrose,
restless and intriguing, in the meantime wandered
from place to ])lace, endeavouring to raise a new
army. Leslie now returned to liis station in tlie

Scottiih army luider tlie Earl of Leveii, whom he
joi]ie<l in the siege of N'ewark-U])on-Trent. It was
liere that Ciiarles, bafiled in all his ])rojects, came
inli) tlic Scottish camp a helpless fugitive, on the 5th

cjf May, 1646. lie was received with great respect,

the commander-in-chief, the I^arl of Leven, present-

ing him with his sword upon his knee. (.)n tlie

return of tlie Scotti-h armv it was reduced to r.buut

6ooo men, of whom Leslie was declared lieutenant-

general, with a pension of ;^iOOO a month over and
above his pay as colonel of the Perthshire horse.

With this force Leslie proceeded to the north, where
the Gordons still kept up a party for the king. These
men, who had been so formidable to Argyle, Hurrj',

and Baillie, with the parliamentary commissioners,
scarcely made the shadow of resistance to Leslie.

He seized upon all their principal strengths, and
sent their leaders prisoners to Edinburgh. The
lives of the inhabitants, according to his instruc-

tions, he uniformly spared ; but upon the Irish

auxiliaries he as uniformly did military execution.

Having gone over the northern districts, and secured
every castle belonging to the disaffected, he left Mid-
dleton to garrison the country, with instructions to

seize upon the person of Huntly, who had taken
refuge among the hills. These arrangements made,
he passed into the peninsula of Kintyre, to look after

Montrose's colleague, Alaster M'ColI. This chief-

tain, after making some ineffectual resistance, took
to his boats with his followers, and sought safety

among the western isles, leaving his castle of Duna-
vertie to the care of a body of Irish and Highlanders,

to the number of 300 men. As this force, however,
was wholly inadequate to the defence of the fort, it

was taken, and the garrison put to the sword.

Alaster himself was pursued by Leslie, with eighty

soldiers, to his castle in Isla. He had, however,

fled to Ireland, leaving 200 men under the command
of Colkittoch, his father, to defend his castle of

Dunevey. This stronghold Leslie also reduced, the

garrison having surrendered, on condition of having
their lives spared, but to be sent to serve under
Henry Sinclair, a lieutenant-colonel in the French
service. Colkittoch, being given to the Campbells,
was hanged. Having gone over the other islands

with the same success, Leslie returned to the low
country in the month of September, where he was
honoured with the ajiprobation of his party for the

fidelity, diligence, and success willi which he had
executed his commission. The king, in the mean-
time, had been delivered up to tlie Englisli parlia-

ment, and passed through that series of adventures

wliich ended in his taking refuge in the Isle of Wight.
When the Duke of 1 lamilton in 1648 raised an army
of moderate Scottisli Covenanters, to attempt the

rescue of his royal master, Leslie was offered the

command; but, the church being averse to the under-

taking, he declined accepting it. After the duke
had marched on his unfortunate expedition, the re-

maining strength of the country was modelled into a

new army under the less moderate C<jvenanlers, and
of this the Earl of Leven was appointed coinmander,

and David Leslie major-general, as formerly. Im-
mediately after the death of Charles I., when the

cavaliers rose in the north for his son, in what was
called " Pluscardine's Raid," Leslie sent a jiarty

against them in the month of May, 1649, under the

command of Charles Ker, Hacket, and .Strahan, by
whom they were totally disjiersed. ( )n the resigna-

tion of tlie Earl of Leven, Leslie was appointed to

the chief command of the army raised on behalf of

( harles II., after he had accepted the covenant, and
been admitted to the government. In this situation

he showed himself an able general, re]ieatedly balil-

ingby his skill the sujierior forces of Cromwell, whom
he at la;,t shut up at J)unbar; and but for thefiillyof

the church and state committee, which had been the

plague of the army during all the previous troubles,

liad uii<loul)te(lly cut olf his whole army. Yielding
to the importunities of tliis committee, he rashly

descended from his commanding ]iosition, mid was
signally defeated on the 3d of September, 1650.
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Upwards of 3000 men were left dead on the field,

io,cxx) were taken prisoners, 200 colours, 15,000
stand of arms, with all the baijgage and artillery,

fell into the hands of the English. Leslie, with the

wreck of his army, retired upon Stirling, and again

made such dispositions for defending that important

line of defence as Cromwell found himself unable to

force. Here he was joined by Charles, who himself

assumed the comman<l of the army, having the Duke
of Hamilton and Leslie for his lieutenants. In this

capacity Leslie accompanied the king to Worcester,
where, on the 3d of .September, 165 1, Cromwell
completely routed the royal army. Leslie was in-

tercepted in his retreat through Yorkshire, and
committed to the Tower of London, where he re-

mained till the Restoration in the year 1660. By
Cromwell's act of grace he was fined in ;,^4000 in

the year 1654. After the Restoration lie was created,

in consideration of his services and sufferings in the

royal cause, Lord Newark, by ])atent dated the 31st

of August, i66l, to him and the heirs male of his

body lawfully begotten, with a pension of ;i{^500 per
annum. His lordship, however, does not seem to

have been without enemies, as the following letter

from the king, assuring him of his unabated con-

fidence, sufficiently implies:—"Although we have,

on all occasions, both abroad and since our happy
return, declared ourself fully satisfied with your con-

duct and loyalty in our service, and although, in

consideration of tlie same, we have given you the

title and honour of a lord; yet, seeing we are told

that malice and slander do not give over to persecute

you, we have thought fit to give you this further

testimony, and to declare under our hand, that while
you was the lieutenant-general of our army, you did,

both in England and Scotland, behave yourself with
as much conduct, resolution, and honesty as was
possible or could be expected from a person in that

trust: and as we tokl you, so we again repeat it, that

if we had occasion to levy an army fit for ourself to

command, we would not fail to give you an employ-
ment in it fit for your quality." His lordship died

in the year 1682. He married Jean, daughter of

.Sir John York, by whom he had a son, David, who
succeeded him as Lord Newark, and three daughters;

the eldest of whom, Elizabeth, was married to

.Vrchibald Kennedy of Cullean, and was mother to

.Susanna, the celebrated Countess of Eglintounc.

LESLEY, CrEORc.E, of Monyniusk, a Capuchin
friar of the earlier part of the seventeenth century.

The introduction of this individual as an illustrious

Scotsman, and the manner in which we intend to

treat the events of his life, require some ex])lanation.

John Benedict Rinuccini, Archbi^ho]) of Fermo,
published in Italian the life ar.-A'<^x.-}^r\-ellous adven-
tures of his friend George Lesley, a Scotsman of
rank, who had been miraculously converted to the

Roman Catholic faith.' A work on so pleasing a

sul)ject did not remain long in obscurity ; it was
translated into French, in which language it wa-;

published at Rouen in 1660, at Paris in 16S2, and
again at Rouen in 1700. In 1673 it was <lramati/A;d

at Rome, and tlie decent inhabitants of Monymu>k,
a remote liamlet in .Vijerdeenshire, were clothed in

names suitcfl for an audience in the imperial citv;

such as Lurcanio a Calvinist clergyman, the jiari^h

minister of Monymu>k; Forcina, his servant; Tlien-

philus, an old cottager; be>ides an angel, I'luto. and

' X' 't havin.:; l>cen

the Ita'iiui cli-.i'.n, w,
CVOil oi t!lC vi.lLC.

f 'rti:n-ite .ts to meet with

Beelzebub, in the form of Calvin.- The work, even
in its ])rimitive form, is a jjure romance, manufac-
tured for the laudable purpose of supporting the
holy Catholic church; while in the midst of the ab-
surd topography, and still more absurd displays of
character, it is evident from names and circum-
stances, that the whole is founded on fact, and that
George Lesley must have been a man remarkable
for enthusiasm, eccentricity, villany, or some other
qualification on which it is difficult to determine.
'I'here have already been published two abridged
translations of his life, one by Lord Hailes in his

SkcU/u-s of Scottish Bioi^raphy, the other in the Scots

Magazine for 1 802. A search into such contem-
porary records as we thought might throw any light

on the real adventures and merits of this wonderful
man, has proved vain; and, unable to separate the
truth from the falsehood, we are compelled to follow
the ste])s of those w ho have already treated the sub-
ject by giving an abridgment of the French transla-

tion, without omitting any of its marvels.

The author commences with an account of the city

of Aberdeen, which, as we know it to be incorrect,

and can "separate the tnith from the falsehood''

in it, we omit. In its neighbourhood lived James
Count Lesley, and Jean Wood his wife, the father

and mother of George, who received from them all

the treatment of a beloved son, with the exception,

that along with his mother's milk he sucked in the
dawning doctrines of Calvinism. Count Leslie died
soon after the birth of his son, leaving him vast

wealth, aiid the lady afterwards married the baron
de Torry.^ In his eighth year the young count was
sent to pursue his studies in France, with a train and
equipage suited to his rank, a heretic preceptor, and
a fund of advice steadfastly to maintain the faith

he had been taught. He applied diligently to his

studies, and became acquainted with two noble
Parisian brothers, whose society, contrary to the
usual expectation of the world regarding such asso-

ciates, confirmed him in his studious disposition, and,
like .St. Basil and St. Gregory Nazianzen, he knew
no other street in Paris save that which communi-
cated with their house and the school. The Parisian

youths, compassionating the state of their companion's
soul, proceeded to effect his conversion, in which
they were assisted by their father, who, instead <jf

the ordinary method of balancing the doctrines of

the two religions with each other, appears to have
merely contrasted Calvinism, the atTection (jf his

relations, and eternal danmation, with the Catholic
faith, eternal felicity, and the loss of his near rela-

tions. The discussions were conducted at the old

gentleman's country-house, beneath the shadow of

an oak, and as a recreation from the pastimes of

hunting and fishing. The effect of the w hole was
irresistible

;
young Le>ley submitted to become a

men\l)er of the holy Catholic church, and wa> inin.e-

tliately conducted to a confessional, after which his

companions beheld in his face a glimpse of tliat

glory which formerly a]ipeared in the face nf M(,>e>.

Meanwhile the heretic jirecept'ir was naturally <iis.

pleased with what he saw; he argued, and tlireat-

ened, and represented the grief of the vmuig C(>unt">

mother, but in vain. He then sent an account nf

tlie matter to Monymu>k, and the lady in great

trepidation (lemanded the return of her Min; but he,

aii\iou> li,r liie -afetv (_'f lii> new f,\i!!i, t'.ecliiied. and

- I! C.-ipi ucchin 1 Scozrc'ic. in >i.i.-n,i. en la secdn'.a jnrte.

^iia iii'Ttc. !vn a'K-.ir niai I'T,; -ta'v;T'ita. Ilata in liic: ral

i_;,i'T 1 ra;icc-C'-i K'jzzi d'.vlatri. In R-'iua, per i! ir.ancini,

Prvbably the \.v.t1 of T. rry,
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the enraged parent disowned him. "Alas!" groans

tiic archbishop, "to what an extent will bigotry

drive us in matters of religion." The young count,

who had now reached the mature age of sixteen, put

himself under the protection of his new friends, and
accompanied them on a pilgrimage to Loretto.

Here he formed an acquaintance with the Capuchin
fathers of St. Francis, and particularly with Ange
Joyeuse, a noble Frenchman, who had exchanged
rank and wealth for the cord of St. Francis. On
the departure of his friends he intimated his intention

of remaining at Rome to prepare for the conversion

of his miserable family: he expressed a desire to enter

the fraternity of St. Francis, but was horrified to

discover that certain bulls proliibited the reception

of newly-converted heretics. The ingenuity of his

friend Ange attempted to relieve him from this

dilemma. It was represented that there was a ra-

tional distinction betwixt heretics in a Catholic coun-

try and the children of Huguenots, who had no means
of knowing the true faith. The distinction, how-
ever, was not satisfactory to the general of the order,

and Lesley formed the bold design of bursting into

the papal presence, and enforcing his request. When
the youth lifted up his adoring eyes, to look at the
countenance of the vicegerent of God, the whole
chamber beamed with a dazzling light, more lumin-
ous than the sun, the brighter rays of light being
there accumulated to form a tiara for the majesty of
the sacred head;—a phenomenon which we are con-
fidentially assured by the biographer always attends
the pontifical presence, although it is not often visible

to the naked eye. By the intervention of the pope
he was received into the order, and became a Cajui-

chin, and assuming the ecclesiastical name of Arch-
angel, he preached with edification. Twenty years
had elapsed since his departure from Scotland, when
his mother, hearing that he had disgraced his family
by joining a fraternity of beggars, at first (according
to the charitable presumption of the archljislio]i)

wished to assassinate him, but preferred the more
humane alternative of sending her second son, the
Baron of Torry, to convert him. It would be tedi-

ous to tell how the brothers met, and how the re-

verse of what was expected took place, by the baron
joining the true faith, and both forming a ]:)roject for

the conversion of their mother and the other inhabi-

tants of Scotland. The baron was the first to return
to Scotland, and accident soon revealed the change
in his faith ; in the meantime Lesley was chosen
Capuchin jjreacher at the court of Mary of Medicis,
Queen-regent of France, and on the institution of
the college dc propa;^anda fide, by Cregcjry XV., he
was appointed papal emissary to Scotlanil, to jirocure
the re>toration of that lost land to the true faith, at

the same time accepting the additional situation of
interpreter to the .Spanish ambassador in I'.ngland.

Lesley, or as his biogra])her at this ])cri()(l com-
monly terms him, .Archangel, wrote a letter to his

mother, which with much discretion he delivered
himself. He was received with considerable cold
jK)liteness, and entertained in the castle ; wliere,

however, he could not eat his dinner in peace from
being compelled to sit beside a heretic clergyman,
wluj pocketed 300 crowns annually for teaching the
doctrines of damnation, to whom, says his author,
whenever he turned his eyes, he thought the banquet
assumed the as]K'Ct of a funeral meal. Archangel
l<ept his secret about six days, when a remark which
he made connected with a change in the establish-

ment, proverl him not to be a stranger, and he was
compelled to make himself known. The rejoicings

at this event can scarcely be described in words.
The old lady received thoucands of visits of congra-

tulation, the fame of the event reached even to Aber-
deen (about twenty-five miles), fires of rejoicing were
lighted up on the castle of \lonymusk,' and the in-

habitants of the toioti^ discharged culverins and let

off sky-rockets. He commenced a vigorous discharge
of the duties of his mission; he led the people to an
adjoining mountain, where he had not been preach-
ing half a quarter of an hour, when the peoj)Ie shud-
dered, changed colour, and knelt at his feet—he
converted 4000 to the true faith in eight months.
He now naturally turned his eyes towards the salva-

tion of his mother, to which he was resolved to make
his way through the heretical priest. The reverend
gentleman at first declined any discussion, but he was
at length compelled to come to issue. He was asked
what was the denomination of his peculiar faith, and
with much simplicity answered, it was the church of
Geneva. Archangel then .asked if the church of
Geneva was ever mentioned in Scripture? this was
a home-tlirust to the minister, who had seen no
more in Scripture about the church of Geneva than
about the stipend of Monymusk. Like a pnident
man, however, he promised to produce what was
wanted if he could get time; but after repeated delays

having failed. Archangel triumphantly pointed to the

epistle to the Romans as a proof of the existence of
Ids church; the heretic was dismissed for incapability

and error, and his mistress' faith ceded to the victor.

The conversion of the mother was followed by that

of the other members of the family and the whole
establishment of the castle. A splendid chapel was
fitted up for the celebration of the rites of the Roman
Catholic church, and the object of the mission made
rapid progress for two years, at the end of which
period one of King James' edicts against Roman
Catholics coinpelled Archangel to retire to England,
and there prosecute his mission in secrecy, having
been compelled to leave his books and papers as a

prey to the enemy. His mother's goods were con-

fiscated, and she was reduced to the utmost misery
by Protestant persecution. In these circumstances

her son resolved to visit her, and dressing himself as

an itinerant vender of herbs, passed through the

stnvts of Monymusk, vociferating "Buy my greens:"

he olnained an interview with his mother, who was
reduced to the necessity of being conq:)elled to pur-

chase some of his commodity, and a scene ensued,

which our limits Mill not permit us to describe.

Being interrupted in his visit by the Protestant "in-

quisitors," he was compelled to return to luigland,

whence he was summoned to Italy to attend the head

of his order, on the ground of some alleged malver-

sation, the cause of which is not very lucidly ex-

plained. The plague raged in Italy during his

journey, and h" for some time occui)ied him>^elf in

attending the ^ •' ,. Cremona. He was then ap-

pointed guardian of the convent of Mount George in

the diocese of Fermo. Here he became acquainted

with the archbishop who has so lucidly written his

memoirs, and llirough a mutual miracle a second

mission to Britain was concocted between them.

.•\rchangel set out, accom])anied by another Scottish

Capuchin called hqiiphanes; their vessel was over-

taken by a violent storm, and after a few amiable

discussions about tossing overboard some useless

hands, in onler to lighten her, she \Nas wrecked, the

two Ca]iuchins being miraculously saved, along \\ith

some passengers, among whom were two Fnglish

gentlemen, whom .Archangel converted by the f<jl-

lowing comfijitable argument :
'^ ll'd liold \.\\Tii yon

cannot be save<l, ri'" admit that r.-rmay; judge, then,

' 'I'li'j cn'-tlc iif Munyinusk is .-» neat old Flc-niish building,

•hic'i wiaild mnkc a rather (Hminntive modern mansion.
- TIkj hamlet of M'jnyniii; k cor.tair.s aLuut fifty nihahitants.
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•which is the safest religion."' He after this met a

youn<j Scotsman, who yave him tlie pleasing intelli-

gence, that, notwitlislanciing the persecutions suf-

fered by the true faith in .Scotland, one inlluenlial

family in the neighbourhood of the /</ri,v town of

Monymusk had i)een sjiared, the influence of the

King of Erance having j^rocured the restoration of

their estates, and permission to exercise tiieir re-

ligion. This gentleman turned out to be his younger

brother Edward, from whom he learned also the

sad intelligence that their mother had fillen into a

fever, and died, from the dread that her son had
been drowned in his voyage. After this many ad-

ventures happened to Archangel, among which some
too curious remarks made by him on the fortifica-

tions of Newport caused his aj)i)rehension as a spy.

His zeal not decreasing, he wore out the patience of

the monarch, and becoming again amenable to the

laws against Papists, was commanded to quit the

kingdom. On his journey southward he made many
miraculous conversions, and ]iarticularly on the per-

sons of noblemen in the neighbourhood of the city

of Torfecan (Torphichen). While near the borders

of England, his exertions produced a fever, of which
he died, and a Jesuit in the neighbourhood per-

formed over him the last offices of charity. So
terminate the adventures of Le Ca]:>uchin Ecossois,

of which we are sorry we are compelled to omit
many choice portions.

LESLIE, John, Bishop of Clogher, was bom at

Balquhain, in the north of Scotlanil, after the middle
of the sixteenth century. He was of an ancient and
highly respectable family. The earlier part of his

education he received at Aberdeen, tlie latter part

at Oxford. He afterwards travelled into Spain,
Italy, Ciermany, and Erance, and acquired such a

proficiency in the languages of all these countries,

excepting the last, that he s])oke them with the fluency

of a native. In the Latin language he particularly

excelled, and was so familiar with it, that it was said

of him in Spain when he resided there, Solits Leslciits

Latine loquitur. He remained on this occasion

twenty-two years abroad, and during that time was
present at the siege of Rochelle. He also accom-
panied the Duke of Buckingham on the expedition
to the Isle of Khe.

Leslie stood high in favour with Charles I., and
was by that monarch admitted a member of his privy-

council. In 1633 lie was appointed to the bishopric

of Kaphoe, in Ireland, where he built a handsome
jxalace. This Iniilding he afterwards held out against

Cromwell, adopting the loyal alternative of enduring
a siege rather than submit to the usurper.

On the death of his royal patron he went abroad,

where he remained till after the Restoration. He
then returned to lingland, and in 1661 was trans-

lated to the see of Clogher. Here he remained till

his deatJi, which took j^lace in 167 1, when he was
upwards of one hundretl years of age. He was then
the oldest bishop in the world, having filled that

dignified station for fifty years.

I.j-.SI.II-^, CHARLIES, a celebrated non-juring
divine, was the second son of the lii^hop of Clogher.
He was horn in the year 1650. He commenced his

educaliun at Inniskillen, Ireland, and was admitted
a fellow-coninioner in Trinity College, Dulilin, in

1664. Here he ciintinued till he commenced Master
of Art-, and during this period acted as tutor to -Mr.

Michael Ward, afterwards ISislinp of ] )erry. After
tile dealli of his father in 1 67 1, he came over to

' A f.iv nirite arsiiment with Rn;nan C.-ithclici. to which
Jereiny i'aylor nuido a well-known and unanswerable answer.

VuL. n.

England, and entered himself in the Temple at

London, and for some years studied the law. Eind-
ing this an uncongenial ])ursuit, he relinquished it

and applied to divinity. In 16S0 he was admitted
into holy orders, and in 16S7 became chancellor of
the cathedral church of Connor, and also acted as a
justice of the peace. Soon after his ap[)ointment he
distinguished himself in a public religious controversy

with Patrick Tyrrel, a Roman Catholic, who liad

been appointed to the see of Clogher. The disputa-

tion was numerously attended by persons of the per-

suasions of both the cliampions, and each assigned
the victory to the defender of his own faith; but it is

beyond doubt that Leslie had greatly the advantage
of his antagonist. I le afterwards held another ]Hiblic

disputation with two eminent Popish divines in the

church of Tynan, diocese of Armagh. The contro-

versy was maintained in the presence of a large

assembly, com])osed, as in the former case, of per-

sons of both religions; and here again the talents of

Leslie brought him off triumjihantly. He was now
become exceedingly j)opular in the country for his

theological acquirements, and a circumstance soon
afterwards occurred which procured him equal cele-

brity for his political knowledge, and for his in-

trepidity of character. A Roman Catholic high-

sheriff having been appointed for the county of
Monaghan, the gentlemen of the county, in great

alarm at this indication of Cathulic ascendency, has-

tened to wait upon him f)r his advice as to how
they should act with regard to the newly-appointed
officer, whose religion disqualified him by law for

the situation. Mr. Leslie told them that it would
be ecjually illegal in them to permit the sheriff to act,

and in him to attempt it; that though appointed by
the authority of the crown, he, being of the Roman
Catholic persuasion, could not have taken the oaths

necessary to qualify him for the ofiice. and that there-

fore his nomination was illegal. This doctrine he
afterwards held at the quarter-sessions, where the

case came to be decided, and so effectually did he
urge his objections, and that in the presence of the

sheriff himself, that the bench unanimously agreed
to commit the pretended officer for his intrusion.

Mr. Leslie thus placed himself in conspicuous oppo-
sition to the dominant party, and ojienly declared

that he no longer considered James as the defender

of the faith.

Notwithstanding, however, of his hostility to the

Papists, he continued a stanch supporter of the

exiled family at the revolution in 16SS, and refused

to take the oaths to King William and Hueen Man,-.

The consetpience of this fidelity was the lo.>s of all

his preferments.

When Ireland became disturbed in 16S9, Mr.
Leslie removed with his family to England, where
he employed himself in writing jiolitical jiamphlets

to serve the cause which he had embraced ; l)Ut

though opposed to the existing government, he con-

tinued a zealous and active supporter <^'i tlie Church
of England. About this time he entered ir.to a con-

troversy with the (Juakers. wliicli is said to h.ave

arisen from the circumstance of his lojilging with a
family of that jiersuasion. Tliis family lie Ci inverted.

The first of tlie sever.il treatises which' he \\'rote

against the (Juakers is entitled Tlic Snake in iiic

Grass. It ap]>e.ired in 1696, and soon ran into a
sec'iiid edition. It was an>uereil by (ieoige \\liit-

liead, in a jiamphlet entitled ./;/ A):t:d,tL to the

Snake in t'te Grass. In hi- second edition Mr. Leslie

noticed this an-wer: but he was again assailed in a
producti'Mi called Satan Disss!: ed from his Disguises

of Li.:Iit, which also njipeared in 1696. To tliis and
several other attacks Mr. Leslie replied at great

67
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length, in A Defence of n Book cittitlcd the Snake in

the Grass. This again provoked a host of answers,

amongst which was one by the Quakers entitled A
S'i'iUh for the Snake. To this Mr. Leslie again re-

plied, in A Second Defence, or the Third and Last

Part of the Snake in the Grass.

The most celebrated works of Mr. Leslie, though
these just enumerated discovered singular ability,

were those which he wrote against the Deists. The
first of these was published in 1697 in a letter to a

frientl, and was entitled A Short and Easy Method
ivith the Deists. The friend alluded to in the title

was a lady, though the work bears that it was a

gentleman. Having been thrown accidentally into

the company of infidels, she applied to Mr. Leslie

for "some short topic of reason, without running to

authorities and the intricate mazes of learning." The
treatise was effectual, and Mr. Leslie, although it

was not his original intention, was prevailed ujjon to

publish it. This work he enlarged considerably in

a second edition. Xo answer appeared to the Short

and Easy Method till 1710, when it was replied to

in a treatise entitled A Detection of the True Mean-
ing and IVicked Designs of a Book entitled, &c.

Mr. Leslie replied to this attack in The Truth of
Christianity Dononstrated, to which was prefixed A
Vindication of the Short Method with the Deists.

Tliese works against Deism produced a powerful

effect, and amongst others the conversion of a person

of the name of Giklon, who had acquired consider-

able celebrity as a member of that persuasion. This
man not only professed himself convinced of his

errors, and publicly retracted them, but wrote a book
against the opinions which he had formerly enter-

tained, entitled The Deisfs A/aniial, or a Rational
Iiiijuirv into the Christian Religion.

Encouraged by the success of his attack on Deism,
Mr. Leslie in 1699 produced his Short Method unth

the Jeii's, a work which was first suggested by a

similar circumstance with that which had given rise

to his Short Method with the Deists. An eminent

Jew had been converted by his reasoning, and had
intimated his intention of publicly owning his con-

viction. The convert, however, died during Mr.

Leslie's absence, witiiout exhibiting the recantation

wliich he had proposed.

The next controversy in which Mr. Leslie was en-

gaged was with the Socinians. It began in 1694.

In 1697 he published the first of the six dialogues,

entitled The Socinian Controz>ersy Discussed. This
was answered in a short tract, entitled Remarks on
.1/r. Charles Leslie''s Eirst LJialogue on the .Soci>iian

Controz'ersy. Mr. Leslie replied, and was again

answered by his opponent in A Vindication of the

Remarks. Mr. Leslie now jniblished A Reply to the

Vindication, and wilii this ended the first part of the

controversy.

Hisprinci[vil works against tlie Papists were, ^'The

True Xature of the Catholic Church, in answer to the

]ii-,hop of .Meaux's Letter to Mr. Nelson," jirinted

in 1703; The Case Stated betxi-een the Church ofRome
and the Church of Llngland, published in 1713; and
Of Private fudgment and Authority in Matters of
Edith. Tlie^e works are said to have made several

converts from Pojiery.

Although thus earnestly and lal:oriously employed
in tlie cause u( reiigifjn, Mr. Leslie did not neglect

the intere-its, so far as any efforts of his could serve

them, of the exiled family. lie wrote several ])oli-

tical tracts during this ])eriod, and made several

journeys to iJar le Due, to vi>it the Pretender, who
was then r(.->iding there. These journeys, however,
and his political treatises, especially one entitlerl

The Good Old Cause, published in 17 10, gave such

offence to the ruling party, that it is said a warrant
for his apprehension was actually issued against him.
However this may be, he found it necessary to quit

the kingdom in 17 13, when he proceeded to Bar le

Due, and took up his residence by invitation with
the Pretender, who procured a room to be fitted up
for him in his own house. \Vhile here Mr. Leslie

was permitted to officiate in a private chajiel after

the manner of the Church of England, and it is even
said that the l^retender had promised to listen to his

arguments concerning his religion, and that Mr.
Leslie had in vain endeavoured his conversion. This,

however, is contradicted by Lord Bolingbroke, who
asserts that he not only refused to listen to Mr.
Leslie, but forbade all discussion on religious mat-
ters. Notwithstanding of this, however, and of
several other subjects of dissatisfaction with the
Chevalier, whose conduct towards him does not ap-
pear to have been altogether adjusted to his deserts,

Mr. Leslie continued to remain with him, and in

1 7 16 accompanied him into Italy after his unsuccess-

ful attempt upon lingland. Here he remained till

1 721, when he found his situation so exceedingly dis-

agreeable that he determined on returning to his

native country. This he accomplished, but died in

the following year, on the 13th April, in his own
house at Glaslough, in the county of Monaghan.
The list of Mr. Leslie's works, political and theo-

logical, is exceedingly voluminous. The theological

works, in seven volumes, were printed in 1S32 at the

Oxford university press.

LESLIE, JoHX, Bishop of Ross, and distinguished

for his indefatigable exertions in behalf of Queea
Mary, was born in 1526, being the son of Gavin
Leslie, an eminent lawyer descended from the

Barons of Bahjuhain, one of the most respectable

branches of the ancient family of Leslie. He re-

ceived his education at the university of Aberdeen,
and in 1547 was made canon of the cathedral church
of that diocese. He subsequently pursued his studies

in the universities of Toulouse, P(uctiers, and Paris,

at which last place he took the degree (jf Doctor of

Laws. In 1554 he was ordered home by the queen-

regent, and made official and vicar-general of the

diocese of Alierdeen. In the turmoil of the Refor-

mation, which soon after commenced, Leslie became
a noted champion of the Romish faith, and appeareil

on that side in the famous disputation at I'^dinlnirgh

in 1560. ^Vhen it was resolved to bring over the

young queen from France to assume the gcnernment
of her native country, Leslie was the chief deputy
sent to her by tiie Catholics, to gain her exclusive

favour for that party; but though he had the dex-

terity to arrive before the Protestant deputation, he

was not successful. Leslie, however, returned to

.Scotland in the queen's company, ami was ajipointed

by her a privy-councillor and one of the senators of

the College of Justice. In 1564 the al)l)ey of Lin-

dores was conferred iq^on him, and he \\ as soon

after promoted to the bisliopric of l\o>>; offices

catholic in form, Ijut which now referred to little

more than certain temporalities to which tliey con-

ferred a title. Leslie was one of the sixteen com-
missioners a])pointed in this reign to revise the Scot-

tish laws, and it was chiefly owing to his care that

the volume of the acts of parliament, usually called

the Black Acts, from its being ])rinled in the old

English character, was given to tlie world in 15*^6.

'Phe name of the liishop of Ross derives its chief

lustre from the steadfastness and zeal with which he

adhered to the fortunes of his royal mistress after

they had exjierienced the remarkable reverse which
is well known to have befallen them. When Mary
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had become an almost hopeless captive in England,
tills amiable prelate, at the hazard of all his temporal

enjoyments, continued to adhere to her, and to exert

himself in her behalf, with a fidelity which would
have adorned any cause. He was one of her com-
missioners at the conference of York in 1568; on
which occasion he defended her with a strength of

reasoning which is allowed to have produced a great

impression, though it did not decide the argument in

her favour. He afterwards ap|)eared as her ambas-
sador at the court of Elizabeth, to complain of the

injustice done to her; and if the English princess had
not l)een a party interested in the detention of his

mistress, his solicitations could have hardly fiiiled of

effect. When he found that entreaties and appeals

to justice were of no avail, he contrived means for

the escape of the queen, and ])lanned the project for

her marriage to the Duke of Norfolk, which ended
in the execution of that unfortunate nol;leman. Leslie

was examined in reference to this plot, and notwith-

standing his i^rivileges as an ambassador, which he
vainly i^leaded, was committed prisoner, first to the

Isle of Ely, and afterwards to the Tower of London.
It appears to have been during this confinement that

he wrote the historical work by which his name is

now chietly known. In 1573 he was liberated from
])rison, but only to be l)anished from England. He
then employed himself for two years in soliciting the

interference of the continental princes in behalf of

his mistress, but without obtaining for her any active

assistance. Even with the pope, whom he requested

to use his influence witli these princes, he met with
no better success. While at Rome he jniblished his

history in Latin, under the title oi De Orii^iiw, Mori-
has, d Rebus Gestis Scoiortun. This appeared in

157S: next year, having removed to France, he was
made suffragan and vicar-general of the archbishopric

of Kouen in Normandy; and while visiting the dio-

cese, was apprehended and thrown into prison, and
obliged to pay 3000 pistoles to prevent his being

given up to I'llizabeth. During the remainder of

the reign of Henry HI. he lived unmolested; but

on the accession of the Protestant Henry I^^, who
Avas the strict ally of Elizabeth, he fell again into

trouble. In the course of his visitation of the diocese

in 1590 he was once more thrown into prison, and
forced to purchase his freedoni at the same expense
."s before. In 1593 he was made Bishop of Con-
sLTUce, but being now apparently tired of life, which
for many years had presented only disappointments
and vexations, he soon after retired into a monasteiy
at Inuicnburg, about two miles from lirussels, where
he s]ient tlie remainiler of his days in tranquillity.

He died May 31st, 1596, and lies buried in the mon-
astery, under a monument erected to his memory by
his nejihew and heir, John Leslie.

Bishop Leslie is generally allowed tlie praise of

great learning and of high diplc:)matic abilities, tliough

it is almost as generally regretted that lie did not

turn tliom to a better use. His fidelity to a declin-

ing cause is also allowed, even by its enemies, to

have been a sentiment as free from the dross of

worldly or selfish views as tlie motives of a line of

jiublic conduct ever are. The isolation of a Catholic

church dignitary in society seems favourable to the

ik-vclopnient of such sentiments; and there are not

many cases in which the principle is observed to

hive lueu more powerful than in the hi>toiy i.if this

Scottish prelate. His ti)ngue, his pen, the travel of

his bo<ly, his temporal fortune, were all devoted w ith

the most generous unreser^•e to the cause which lie

tliought tiiat of justice and true religion; and what
more can any man do to show the superiority of his

nature to the meaner jiassio:is?

The works of I'ishop Leslie are as follow

:

I. ^'' Defence of the Honour of Mary Queen of Scot-

land ; with a Declaration of her Right, Title, and
Interest to the Crown of England;" Liege, 1571, 8vo,

which was immediately sujjpressed. 2. Afflicti Atiimi
Cottsolationes et 7'ranc/ui/Ii Auimi Conscnatio; Paris,

'574- 3- -^'•' Orii^iite, Moribus, et Kelms Gestis Scot-

oruni; Romre, 1578, 4to. 4. A Treatise sho^i'ing that

the Rci^iment of II omen is Confortnable to the l.avj of
God and Xature. 5. De Tdulo et Jure Maricr Scct-

oruin J\e:^'inic ; <pio Amelia Successionem Jure sibi

7'indicat ; Rheims, 15S0, 4to. 6. " Z/'c- History of
Scotland, from the Death of James I. in 1436 to the
year 1561; Edinburgh, 1830, 4to.

The volume last mentioned was printed from a
manuscript in the possession of the Earl of Leven
and Melville. It is in the Scottish tongue, and
forms the original of the three latter books of the
Latin history, which differs from it in no respect

except in being a little more ample. It appears to

have been com]io?ed in the vernacular tongue in

order that it might be of use to his captive mistress,

who, it is to be ])resumed, was not so good a Latinist

as her cousin Elizabeth. The reason of his present-

ing her with only this detachment of the history of

her country was, that the preceding part was already

to be had in Pellenden's version of Boece. That
work stops at the death of James I., and it would
naturally occur to Bishop Leslie that a continuation

to his own time was a desideratum, both to the people
and to her whom he maintained to be their sovereign.

He finished his work in March, 1570, and presented

the unfortunate queen with the manuscript in 157I;

but it never saw the light till the date above men-
tioned, when 100 copies were printed for the Banna-
tyne Club, with fifty additional for sale to the ])ublic.

The style of the work, though it could not fail to

sound rudely in the ears of a modem Englishman, is

highly elegant and dignified, forming a wonderful
improvement upon the rude sim]>licity of Bellenden.

The worthy bishop informs us that he stops at the

beginning of Queen Mary's reign, because the trans-

actions subsequent to that period contain much that

he does not think would refiect honour upon his

country: there could be few whose words were more
worth listening to respecting that important and
greatly controverted part of our history.

The volume alluded to contains a portrait of Leslie,

representing him as a grave and venerable man, wi'Jn.

an aquiline nose, a small beard, and a veiy lofty

and capacious forehead. As a specimen of the .'Scot-

tish which a learned jirelate would then write, and
a fpieen peruse, we may quote the bishop's character

of James V. :

—

" Their was gr}"t dule and nieane maid for him
tlirow all the jiartis of his realnie. Ijccause he ^^as a

nobill prince, and travaillet mekill all liis da^is for

manitening of his subjectis in peace, justice, aiid

cpiietnes. He was a man of jiearsor.age and sta'ane

convenient, albeit miclitie and strong theirwith: C'f

countenance amiable and lufely. spieci.-ill)' in h.is com-
munication; his eyes grave and scliarp of siclu. th.at

([uhomsoever he lii 1 ones see and niarke, he wall
perfytly knawe in all tymes tliairefter; i^f win in ail

things fjuick ami prompt, of a princely stomacke and
heich courage in greit perillis, doulitful afi'airis and
materis of weichtie importance; he had in a maner
a divine fore-icht, for in sic tliiiigis as lie went aliout

to don, he did them aiivisedlve, and with grit delib-

eracif.m, to the intent that aniangis all men his witt

ani piU'ience might be noted and regardit, and
alsfarre exceil and pa^ all uthers in estait ainl digr.ilie.

Besides tliis. he was so'.ier. moderate, honest, efiabill,

curtc"us; and so larr abhorrit pri'ie aii.I arr-jgance.
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that he was ever sharpe and quick to thame
quhilk were spotted or nottit with that crime. He
was alsua a good and suir justiciar, be the quhilke

one thing he allurit to him the hartis of all the people,

because they lived quietlie and in rest, out of all op-

pressioun and molestacioun of the nobilitye and riche

persones; and to this severyte of his wes joinit and
annexit a certane merciful pitye, quhilk he did

oftymes shaw to sic as had offendit taking rather

composicions of money nor mcnis lyvis.

This gude and modest prince did not devoure and
consume the riches of his countrey, for by his hcich

pollicye marvellouslie riched his realme and himselfe,

l)oth with gold and silver, all kinds of riche sub-

stance, quhairof lie left greyt stoir and quantitie in all

his palices at his departing. And so this king, liv-

ing all his tyme in the favour of fortune, in heich

honour, riches, and glorye, and for his nobill actis and
prudent pollyces, worthye to be registrat in the buike

of fame, gaif up and randerit his spreit into the hands
of Allmichty God, quhair I doubt not bot he hes

suir fruition of the joye that is preparit for these as

sell sitt on the richt hand of our Salveour."

LESLIE, Sir John, professor of natural philo-

sophy in the university of Edinliurgh, and distin-

guished by his valuable writings and discoveries, was
born at the kirk-town of Largo, in Fife, on the i6th

of April, 1766. His father, Robert Leslie, by pro-

fession a joiner and cabinet-maker, and originally

from the neighbourhood of .St. Andrews, was a much
respected and worthy man, and seems, in point of

education and general attainments, to have been
superior to the majority of persons in his station at

that period. The mother of Sir John Leslie was
Anne Carstairs, a native of Largo. When very
young he was sent to a woman's school in the vil-

lage, but remained only a short time there. After-

wards he was placed under a Mr. Thomson at Lundin
Mill, with whom he learned to write; and lastly he
went to Leven scliool and began to learn Latin; but
being a weakly boy and unable to walk so far, he
was obliged after about six weeks to give up attend-

ance. As these were the only schools he attended
before going to college, it is evident that his elemen-
tary acquirements must have been exceedingly im-

])erfect. He received however, while at home, some
lessons in mathematics from his elder brother Alex-
ander, and soon began to show a surprising aptitude

for that branch of science. His manners at this

jieriod of life were remarkably reserved and shy.

I le seemed bent on devoting himself entirely to study,

and read with peculiar avidity all the books that

came within his reach on mathematics and natural

];hilosophy. To Latin he t<jok a strong dislike, and
could not be induced to resume tiic study of it till

after his first year at cullci^c.

His extraordinary jiroficiency in geometrical exer-

cises, joined to a consideration of tlie unfivouraljle

circumstances under which hehad acquired it, brought
him at an early period under tlie notice of Professors

Roljison anil .Stewart, of the university <>{ Edin-
burgh, who were much imjiressed by tlie extraor-

dinary powers which he displayed. It was at lciiL;tli

resolved by his jiarcnts that he should be sent to ilie

university of St. Andrews, in order to fit himself for

a learned profession, and he was accordingly entered

there as a student of mathematics in 1779. At the

first distribution of ]:irizes he attracted some atten-

tion by his proficiency, which was the means of in-

troducing him to the patronage of the Earl of Kin-
noul, then chancellor of the university, lieing now
destined fir the church, he went through the regular

routine of instructions for that jjurposc. After at-

tending for six sessions at St. Andrews, he removed
to Edinburgh, in company with another youth

—

destined like himself to obtain a high niche in the
temple of fame, and to be honoured, at the same
moment with himself, more than forty years after,

with a royal favour expressive of his equal merit

—

James (afterwards Sir James) Ivory. At St. An-
drews he had also formed an acquaintance with Dr.
William Thomson, the continuator of Watson's Li/'e

of Philip II., and latterly a professed author of no
small note in London. At the university of Edin-
burgh Mr. Leslie studied three years, during which
time he was introduced to Dr. Adam Smith, and
employed by that eminent man in assisting the
studies of his nephew, afterwards Lord Reston. He
now gave up his intention of adopting the clerical

profession, which he found to be in a great measure
incompatible with the strong bent which his mind
had taken towards physical studies.

In 1788 he went to \'irginia, as tutor to two young
college friends, Messrs. Randolph ; and after spend-
ing more than a year in America, returned to Edin-
burgh. In January, 1790, he proceeded to London,
carrying with him some recommendatory letters from
Dr. .Smith ; he has been heard to mention, that one
of the most pressing injunctions with which he was
honoured by that illustrious philosopher, was to be
sure, if the person to whom he was to present him-
self was an author, to read his book before approach-
ing him, so as to be able to speak of it, if there

should be a fit opportunity. His first intention was
to deliver lectures on natural philosophy ; but being

disappointed in his views, he found it expedient to

commence writing for periodical works, as the

readiest means of obtaining subsistence. For ob-

taining employment of this kind he was mainly
indebted to his friend Dr. William Thomson, who
engaged him upon the notes of a new edition of the

ISible, which he was then publishing in numbers.
.-Vbout three months after his arrival in London he
made an agreement with Mr. Murray, the bookseller,

to translate ISuffon's Xatural Ilistoiy of Birds, \\\\\c\\

was published in 1 793, in nine octavo volumes. Tlic

sum he received for it laid the foundation of that

pecuniary independence which, unlike many other

men of genius, his prudent habits fortunately enabled

him early to attain. The jireface to this work, which
was published anonymously, is characterized by all

the peculiarities of his later style ; but it also be-

speaks a mind of great native vigour and lofty con-

cejJtions, strongly touched with admiration for the

sublime and the grand in nature and science. Dur-
ing the progress of the translati(.)n he fulfilled an

engagement with the Messrs. Werlgewood of hJruria

in Staffordshire, to superintend their studies ; he left

them in 1792. In 1794 Mr. Leslie spent a sliort

time in Holland; ami, in 1796, he made the tmir

of Ciennany and Switzerland with Mr. Thomas
Wedgewood, whose early death he ever lanunted

as a loss to science and his countr_\-. ,\l)oiit this

]ieriod he stood candidate foi- a chair at .'-^t. \w-
drews, and subsequently for that of natural ]'hiIo-

sojthy in (ila^gow, but without success. The fortun-

ate candidate cju the latter occasion was Dr. James
I'rr>\vn of ."-^t. .Andrews, with whom Mr. I^e.^lie to

the encl of his life maintained a constant intimacy.

In 1799 he travelled through Norway and .Sweden

in company with Mr. Robert Ciordon, whose friend-

ship he had acquire<l at St. .\ndrews College.

.\t what yieriod Mr. Leslie first struck into that

brilliant field of inquiry where he became so con-

s]iicuous for his masterly experiments and striking

discoveries regarding radiant heat, and the connec-

tion bet\veen light and lieat, we are unable to say.
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Eut his differential thermometer—one of the most

Leautiful and delicate instruments that inductive

genius ever contrivetl as a help to experimental in-

quiry, and which rewarded its author by its happy
ministry to the success of some of his finest experi-

ments—must have been invented before the year

1800, as it was described in Nicholson's Philosophical

Journal some time during that year. The results

of those fine incjuiries, in which he was so much aided

by this exquisite instrument, were published to the

world in 1804, in his celebrated Essay on the Nature
and Propa^^^ation ofHeat} The experimental devices

and remarkable discoveries which distinguish this

j^ublication far more than atone for its great defects

of method, its very questionable theories, and its

transgressions against that simplicity of style which
its asjiiring author rather spurned than was unable

to exemplify ; but which must be allowed to be a

quality peculiarly indispensable to the communica-
tion of scientific knowledge. The work was hon-
oured, in the following year, by the unanimous
adjudication to its author, by the council of the

Royal Society, of the Rumford medals, appropriated

to reward discoveries in that province whose nature

and limits he had so much illustrated and extended.

Mr. Leslie had thus distinguished himself by his

acquirements, when, early in 1S05, in consequence
of the translation of Professor I'layfair from the

chair of mathematics to that of natural philosophy
ill the university of Edinburgh, the former became
vacant, and the subject of this memoir appeared as

a candidate for the situation. It might have been
expected that, where the qualifications of the indi-

vidual were so decidedly above all rivalry, there

could have been no hesitation in his native country
to confer upon him the honour wliich he sought.

Such there might not have been, if what is called

t'le moderate party in the Scottish church had not
been inspired by a jealousy of his liberal principles

in politics, accompanied hy a desire of advancing
V'^XQ of their own number to oppose his election.

The person brought forward as the rival candidate
was Dr. Thomas Macknight, one of the ministers

of the city, and son of the venerable commentator
on the epistles—a gentleman highly qualified, no
doubt, not only for this, but for almost any other
chair in the university; but who, nevertheless, could
not be matched against an individual so distinguished
for the benefits he had conferred on science as Mr.
Leslie; and who was moreover liable to the dis-

(jualifying consideration that he was already engaged
in an office which, to be well done, requires the

whole man, while Mr. Leslie stood in the light of

a most useful member of society in a great measure
unprovided fir.

The electors in tliis case were th.e magistrates and
town-council of Ltlinlnu'gh, and to them Mr. Leslie

was recommended not only by fame, but by the

warmest testimonials from Sir Josepli Lanks, Mr.
Dempster of Dunnichen, Dr. Mutton of \\'uolwich,

]!aron Masseres, and Dr. Maskelyne. In tlie sup-
]iositio:i that these electors were disposed to discharge
their trust with fidelity, they could have no hesita-

liiin in preferring .Mr. Leslie; and it is to be related

to tlieir credit, tliat they liad no such hesitation. ( >!i

learning the lient of their resolution, the ministers

of Ldinlnngh held various private meetings, as if

t.) indicate the mnre pointedly that they had a ]iecii-

liar interest of tlieir uwu in the matter; and it was
resolved to o;-.po>e Mr. Leslie's election on tlie

1 Previfius to tliis period Mr. Le-!ie, -when n-it nthicnvi-c or
c'^nvhcre cncnijeJ, U-'-cm! to Hve with his Irothers at I.ar,~ >;

an.l there wore the experir.icnts fur his Es^iij- en Ucai c:irneJ
e:;, and t!ic bu^k written.

grounds of what they deemed an infidel note in his

Essay on Heat ; employing for this purpose a clause

in the fundamental charter of the college, directing

the magistrates to take the advice of the Edinburgh
clergy in the election of professors.

The note alluded to was one in reference to the

unphilosophical theories which once attempted to

exjjlain the phenomena of gravitation by means of

invisible ethers. Mr. Leslie, in treating this point,

found it convenient to refer to Mr. Hume's theory
of cause and effect, in which, as is well known, he
makes use of certain generally received doctrines to

invalidate the argument for the existence of the

Deity. In making the reference it did not seem to

Mr. Leslie to be necessary that he should condemn
the ultimate use made of these doctrines by Mr.
Hume, since he was only engaged in a physical ex-

amination. His note, therefore, stands as follows:

"Mr. Hume is the first, so far as I know, who has
treated of causation in a truly j.hilosophic manner.
His Essay on Necessaiy Connection seems a model
of clear and accurate reasoning. I!ut it was only

wanted to dispel the cloud of mystery which had so

long darkened that important subject. The un-

sopldsticated sentiments of mankind are in perfect

unison with the deductions of logic, and imply at

bottom nothing more in the relation of cause and
effect than a constant invariable sequence." From
these words, however, it was evident, in the opinion

of his clerical opponents, "that Mr. Leslie, having,

with Mr. Hume, denied all such necessary connec-

tion between cause and effect as implies an operat-

ing principle in the cause, has of course laid a

foundation for rejecting all argument that is derived

from the works of God to prove either his being or

attributes."

^Vhen Mr. Leslie was informed of the grounds
on which the Edinburgh ministers rested their op-

position, he addressed a letter to the Rev. Dr. Hun-
ter, professor of divinity, and one of the few clergy-

men of the city who were not opj^osed to him, laying

before him some explanations of the note, to which
he begged him to call the attention of his brethren.

These explanations were chielly what are stated

above, and are thus followed up: "I have the fu!le>t

conviction that my ideas on the question to which
the note refers would appear to coincide, in eveiy

essential respect, with tho>e of the most enlightened

adversaries of Mr. Hume's philosuphy. Hut, lindted

as I am to a few moments of time, I can only dis-

avow (which I do with the greatest sincerity and
solemnity) every iiiferencc which the ingenuity of

my opponents may be jdea^ed to draw from the

partial view I have taken of the general doctrine, to

the preiiidice of those evidences on which the truths

of religion are founded. If I live to ]HibIi>h another

edition of my work, I pledge my>elf ti.) sh.ow in an
additional jiaragrarh how grossly and in;ur;ou?ly

I have been treated on this occasion. . . It is

jiainful to be called on, aficr the halrits of ir.timacy

in which I have lived with tl;e most exemplary char-

acters in botli parts of the i.^iand, to re]iel a direct

charge of at]iei.>:n; ln;t whatever may l)e the effect

of such calumnies on the minds of straii.gers, it afloriis

nie nnicii con>o!ation t(j tliink that lliey will lie

heartl with coritenqn and indignation by tliose \vlio

know the real state oi my sentiments, and particularly

]>y such as are acquainted with the .strictness of those

religioiis principles in which I had the hajqdness
to lie educated iront my earliest years.''

Tins letter wa> laid liefore tlie ministers at a

meeting held by tliem on ilie 12th of .March., 1S05;
but being, to i-.-e tlieir owit jilira^e, bv no mea];<
sati^licd v.d:h it, tliey aj-pointed a committee, con-
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sisting of Dr. Grieve, Mr. David Black, Mr. David
Dickson, aiul Dr. Ingiis, to proceed to the town-

council and protest against the election of Mr. Leslie.

As the council was to be that day engaged in the

election, the committee went accordingly to their

chamber, and presented a protest which had been
prepared, in which, besides stating the grand objec-

tion of the note and their inferences from it as to

Mr. Leslie's religious principles, they stated that,

"in the event of his being elected, notwithstanding

this representation, they reserved to themselves full

power of questioning the validity of such election,

and of employing whatever means may to them be

found competent for preventing Mr. Leslie's induc-

tion into the office of professor ; with full power, in

the event of his induction, to prosecute for his ejec-

tion from said office in any competent court, civil

or ecclesiastical." Immediately after this paper was
given in and its bearers had left the hall, the council

elected Mr. Leslie.

At the meeting of the presbytery of Edinburgh on
the 27th, the committee of the city clergy gave in

a representation stating these transactions, along with

a copy of their protest, and requested the reverend

court to take such steps in the matter as they might
judge proper. It was here determined by vote to

carry the affair before the synod ; a step formally

necessary for bringing it under the decision of the

highest national church-court, the General Assembly.
At the meeting of this court on the 22d of May,

the case of Mr. Leslie came before it in the shape
of a complaint by the Rev. Sir Henry Moncrieff and
other members of the synod, against the reference

of the case to the General Assembly. It was thus

apparent that the leaders of the more zealously pious

party of the church had taken the part of Mr. Leslie

against their accustomed opponents. The interest

which the public could not have failed to entertain

respecting the question, even if confined to its native

merits, was excited to an uncommon degree by this

ciMiiplication of the phenomenon. The case, never-

theless, furnished only an unusually striking example
of what must always be the result of a party system

in any deliljerative body. It happened to be con-

venient for the "moderate" party on this particular

occasion, to show an anxious desire for the purity

of faith anfl doctrine; and for this purpose they raked

up a negative title in the Edinburgh clergy to be

consulted in the exercise of the town-council patron-

age, which had not been acted upon for twenty-six

years, during which time several of the very men
now prosecuting had been elected to chairs in the

university without regard to it. It was equally con-

venient for the evangelical party, though adverse to

all their usual principles, to regard the suspected

infidelity of Mr. Le-^lie with a lenient and ap(jlogelic

spirit, in order that they might be in tlieir usual

position regarding their opponents, and because they
hoj^ied to gain a triumph for themselves m the non-
success of a prosecution which they could easily

see restcfl upon no valid grounds, and could hardly,

in the face of pul)Iic opinion, be carried to its ut-

most extent, even though a majority of servile votes

couM have been obtained fjr the ]5ur])0se.

la the course of the long debate which followed

the introduction of the case, some very strong testi-

monies were brought forward in favour of Mr. Leslie's

m')ral and religious character ; and the speeches on
eitlier side, which occupied two days, were charac-

terized by a metajihysical dejith and an amount of

scientific knmvledge which perha|)S no otlier church-
court in Lurojie cuuld have equalled. Near midnight
on the second day of the deiiate, it was determined
by 96 against S4 to dismiss this vcxalious case with-

out further notice. On the vote being announced,
a shout of applause—an unwonted sound in the
General Assembly—burst from the crowd assembled
in the galleries.

Mr. Leslie entered without further opposition upon
the duties of his chair, and upon a course of experi-

mental discoveiy by which he was to confer lustre

upon the university. Through the assistance of one
of his ingenious contrivances—his hygrometer—he
arrived in iSlo at the discovery of that singularly

beautiful process of artificial congelation, which en-

abled him to convert water and mercury into ice.

"We happened," says a brother professor, "to
witness the consummation of the discovery—at least,

of the performance of one of the first successful re-

petitions of the process by which it was effected

;

and we shall never forget the joy and elation which
beamed on the face of the discoverer, as, with his

characteristic good nature, he patiently explained the

steps by which he had been led to it."

In 1809 Mr. Leslie published his Elejuents of Geo-

metry, which immediately became a class-book, and
has since gone through four editions. He also pub-
lished, in I Si 3, an Account of Experirnotts and
Instnimcnts depending on the relation of Air to Heat
and Moisture. In 1S17 he produced his '''Philo-

sophy of Arithmetic, exhibiting a Progressive View
of the Theory and Progress of Calculation," a small

octavo; and, in 1S21, his " Gco7netrical Analysis and
Geometfy of Curve Lines, being volume second of a

Course of Mathematics, and designed as an Introduc-

tion to the Study of Natural Philosophy."^ In 1S22

he published jC/t-Wi-w/j- of A'atnral Philosophy for the

use of his class—reprinted in 1S29—and of which
only one volume appeared. Rudiments of Geonwtry,

a small octavo, published 1828, and designed for

popular use, was his last separate work. Besides

these separate works he wrote many admiral;le

articles in the Edinhur^^h Kci'icio, three profound

treatises in A'icholson\ Philosophical Journal, a few

in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh, and several very valuable articles on difierent

branches of physics in the Supplement to the

Encyclopedia Britannica. In 1819, on the death of

Professor Playfair, whose promotion had formerly

made room for him in the chair of mathematics, he

was elevated to the professorship of natural philo-

sophy, by which his powers were of course brought

into a far wider field of display and of usefulness

than they had been for the preceding fourteen years.

Among the preliminary treatises of the seventh edition

of the Encyclopicdia Britannica, which began to be

published in 1830, he wrote a "Discourse on the His-

tory of ^Llthematical and Physical Science during

the Eighteenth Century," which may lie described

as one of the most agreeable and masterly of all his

compositions.

The income enjoyed by Mr. Leslie was f )r many
years so much above his necessities, that he was able,

by careful management, to realize a fortune not far

short of ten thousand pounds. Part of this he ex-

pended, in his latter years, upon the jnirchase and

decoration of a mansion called Coates, near his native

village, where he s])ent all the intervals allowed by

his college duties. ICarly in the year 1 832, at the

recommendation of the lord-chancellor (l!i-ougham),

he was invested with a knighthood of the Gueljihic

' Tlic Elcnu-iits 0/ (',i-0)i!,-t>y included trigonometry and
ijeometricnl analysis in one voluine, for tlic three first editions;

and the curve Hues f>f the second order was a small separate

work. In the fourth edition of the (Geometry, 7820, one volume
included geometry and trif;onf>metry, and the second, pub-

lished some time after, consisted of geometrical analysis, in-

cluding tlic curves of the second order formerly published,

with the aJditiuu of ihc higher curves.
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order, at the same time that Messrs. Herschel, C.
Hell, Ivory, Brewster, South, and Harris Nicolas,

received a similar honour. Sir John Leslie was not

destined long to enjoy the well-merited distinction.

In the end of October, while superintending some of

tlie improvements about his much-loved place, he

incautiously exposed himself to wet, the conseejuence

of which was a severe cold. Among the various

foibles which protruded themselves through the better

]iowers and habitudes of his mind, was a contempt
for medicine, and an unwillingness to think that he

could be seriously ill. He accordingly neglected his

ailment, and was speedily seized with erysipelas in

one of ills legs; a disorder at that time raging in

Scotland with all the symptoms and effects of a

malignant ei)idemic. On Wednesday, October 31st,

lie again exjjosed himself in his grounds, and from
that day the malady advanced very rapidly. On
the evening of Saturday, November 3d, he breathed
liis last.

The scientific and personal character of Sir John
Leslie has been sketched with so bokl and free a

pencil by Mr. Macvey Napier, his brother in both
academic and literary labours, that we make no
apology for presenting it to the reader, in lieu of

anything of our own :—

•

"It would be impossiljle, we tliink, for any intelli-

gent and well-constituted mind to review the labours

of this distinguished man, without a strong feeling

of aiimiration for his inventive genius and vigorous

powers, and of respect for that extensive knowledge
which his active curiosity, his various reading, and
his haiijiy memory had enabled him to attain. Some
few of iii-; contemporaries in the same walks of science

may have excelled him in profundity of understand-

ing, in philosophical caution, and in logical accuracy;

but we doubt if any surpassed him, whilst he must
lie allowed to have surpassed many, in that creative

faculty—one of the highest and rarest of nature's

gifts—which leads and is necessary to discovery,

though not all-sufficient of itself for the formation of

safe conclusions; or in that sublilty and reach of

discernment which seizes the finest and least obvious

relations among the objects of science—which elicits

the hidden secrets of nature, and ministers to new
combinations of her powers. There were some flaws,

it must be allowed, in the mind of this memorable
person. He strangely undervalued some branches
of philosophical inquiry of high importance in the

circle fif human knowledge. 11 is credulity in matters

of ordinary life was, to say the least of it, as con-

spicuous as his tendency to scepticism in science.

It has l)een profoundly remarked by Mr. I)ugald

Stewart, that 'though the mathematician may be ]ire-

vented, in his own jnirsuits, frr)ni going far astray, by
the absurdities to which his errors lead him, he is

seldom apt to be revolted by absurd conclusions in

other matters. Thus, even in jihysics,' he adds,

'mathematicians have been led to acquiesce in con-

clusions which appear ludicrous to men of difterent

habits.' Something of the same kind was obscrv-

a!)le in the mind of this distinguished mathematician,
fir sucli also he was. He was a]it, tiio, to run into

.s )nic startling hypothesis, from an unwarrantable ap-

]ilication of mathematical ]irinciples to subjects alto-

gether f ireign to them; as when he finds an analogy
between circulating decimals and the lengthened

cycles of the seasons. In all his writings, with the

exception perhaps of his last consideral)le jierform-

ance, tlie discourse ]irefixed to the seventh edition of i

the Jiih-yrlo/', Cilia Ih-ilanuica, even in tlie sober field

of ]iure mathematics, there is a constant straining after !

'thoughts that breathe and words that burn,' and a
]

love of abstract, and figurati\e, and novel modes of
|

expression, which has exposed them to just criticism

by impartial judges, and to some puny fault-finding

by others, more willing to carp at defects than to

point out the merits which redeem them. I5ut when
even severe criticism has said its worst, it must lie

allowed that genius has stnick its captivating im-
press deep and wide over all his works. His more
airy speculations may be thrown aside or condemned;
but his exquisite instruments, and his original anil

beautiful experimental combinations, will ever attest

the fniitfulness of his mind, and continue to act as

heljJS to farther discovery. We have already alluded
to the extent and excursivcness of his reading. It is

rare, indeed, to find a man of so much invention,

and who himself valued the inventive above all the
other powers, jjossessing so vast a store of learned

and curious infijrmation. His reading extended to

every nook and corner, however obscure, that books
have touched upon. He was a lover, too, and that

in no ordinar)' degree, of what is commonly called

anecdote. Though he did not shine in mixed society,

and was latterly unfitted by a considerable degree of

deafness for enjoying it, his conversation, when seated

with one or two, was highly entertaining. It had
no wit, little repartee, and no fine turns of any kind,

but it had a strongly-original and racy cast, and was
replete with striking remarks and curious informa-

tion.

"He had faults, no doubt, as all 'of woman born'

have : he had prejudices, of which it would have
been better to be rid; he was not over charitable in

his views of human virtue; and he was not quite so

ready, on all occasions, to do that justice to kindred

merit as was to be expected in so ardent a worshipper
of genius. But his faults were far more than com-
pensated by his many good qualities—by his constant

equanimity, his cheerfulness, his simplicity of char-

acter almost infantine, his straightforwardness, his

perfect freedom from affectation, and, aijove all, his

unconquerable good nature.' He was, indeed, one
of the most placable of human beings; and if, as has

been thought, he generally had a steady eye, in his

worldly course, to his own interest, it caiuKJt be

denied that he was, notwithstanding, a warm and
good friend, and a relation on whose affectionate

assistance a firm reliance could ever be placed.

"There is one other matter which, in justice to

the illustrious dead, we cannot pass over in silence;

we mean the permanent service rendered to the cla-s

of natural phdosophy by the late Sir John Leslie in

the collection of by far the finest and most complete
set of apparatus in the kingdom. Augustus Iwasted

that he fountl Rome built of brick, and left it a city

of palaces antl temples constructed of marble. With-
out any exaggeration, something analogous may be

predicated of Sir John Leslie in regard to the ajipar-

atus of this class. He found it a collection of ar.ti-

rpiated and obsolete rubbish; he left it the most

complete and perfect of its kinil in this kingdom; and
if it had pleaseil CioA to spare him a few years longer,

it would, beyt)nd all tioubt. have been rendered the

' The person of Sir John I.o-li

rAiiily. He was >hort ami c_^T\t\

in laicr life, far from
.vi;h a lloria face and

)niewhat unsightly priijcction f\ the front tcct!;. and tottered

con>u!eral_>ly in walking. He was, moreover, very slovenly in

his mode of'i're'->inj; -a peculiarity the nii>re cnn- us, a^ it was
accompanied by U" incoi>>ivler,il)le share of ,>(/,-;)•,../,.-/, and an
anxiety to 'he thou,;ht y 'unc and en5a;;'.n;;. the mi.Mure t'f

1,'reat intellecitial pi'Uers with the humbler weakne-ses < f

h-aman n.ature can seld. nn have been more strikin.,-ly e.xcm-

plitietl th.in in his case: thou,jh it is evident that, as hi-< weak-
nesses were very much tho^e to which ininiarned men in ad-

vancc'l life are supposed to be m-st peculiarly liable, they

inijlit have probably lieen ob\ iatecl in a great mea-;re if he
I'.a i happened t > spend his life ui the more furtui;,\;e coa-
diii-n of ...y.x'v.v. :'.\\.
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first in Europe or the world. The renovation which
he etTecteti was, indeed, most radically complete.

The whole of the old trash was thrown aside, and
its place supplied by new instruments, constructed

on the most improved principles by the most cele-

brated artists both in this country and on the Con-
tinent ; while its absolute amount was increased

tenfold, and adapted in the happiest manner to the

present advanced state of science. His perseverance

and enthusiasm in this respect were indeed boundless;

and as his predecessors were not experimentalists,

in the same sense in which he was, and had made
little or no effort to accommodate the apparatus to

the progress of science, or even to repair the wear
and tear of time, he had the whole to create, in the

same way as if the class had only been founded when
he was first promoted to the chair. By his own
continued and admirably-directed efforts, aided by
the liberality of the patrons, who generously made
him several grants in furtherance of the object which
he had so much at heart—and also by very consider-

able pecuniar)- sacrifices upon his own part, for which
he has never as yet got the credit that is so justly

due to him—he at length succeeded in furnishing

the apparatus-room in the manner in which it may
now be seen by any one who chooses to visit it, and
thus conferred upon the university a benefit for which
it ought to be for ever grateful to his memory. Tliis

may sound strange in the ears of those who have
been accustomed to hear it said, as it has often been,
most falsely, that Sir John Leslie was a bad experi-

menter. The truth is, that of all his great and varied

gifts, none was more remarkable than the delicacy

and success with which he performed the most diffi-

cult experiments, excepting perhaps his intuitive

sagacity in instantly detecting the cause of an acci-

dental failure; and it is a known fact, that, after he
had discovered and communicated to the world his

celebrated process of artificial congelation, particu-

larly as applied to the freezing of mercury, some of
the first men of science in London failed of performing
it, till the discoverer himself, happening to be on
tlie spot personally, showed them wherein consisted

the fault of their manipulation, and at once performed
the experiment which had j^reviously baftled all their

efforts. It is equally well known to those who
were acquainted with him, that the most elegant

in form as well as the most delicate in operation of

the beautiful instruments invented by himself were
constructed by his own hand, and that this, to him
most agreeable employment, constituted the recrea-

tion of his leisure hours. 'i'he a])paratus-room,

indeed, contains many specimens of his workmanship
in this line, and they are of such a description as

would noi do any discredit to ilie most practised antl

skilful artist. To his immediate successor his acqui-

sitions and his laliours will therefore be of incalcu-

lable importance; l)ut the merit which really belongs
to him can only be duly estimated by those who
know what he fjund when he became jjrofessor of

natural philosophy, and can compare it with the

treasure^ which he has left l)ehind hini.'''

' S'linc further pnrticulars rcspcctincj lii^ various taluuts and
acllllircIllcIlt^ jriay I"j ^'atlicrcd from the follouiiif; notice which
api.e irtil in tli<j I-ldinbiiri^k C<'urniit, and seems to he the |)ro-

d, action of one qnahtied in more ways than one to speak upon the

suijjcct;
—

" Sir John Leshe has been for many years known in

tti.-> L iUntry, and over all Europe, a^ one of the most eminent
char.'.' I'^rs of the a:,'e. As a mathematician and philosoplier- -as

a prof juii 1 and accomplished scholar- -as a proficient in j^eneral

h.teratur',-, ami m history and many other brandies of know-
led,,"; —he hrid few nvaU. liiit it was for mathematical science
an'l it, kin'irc'l stU'hes that lie disc'ivered, at a very early
perioj, a il'j:i'l':d predilccti'in; anrl it i, in tlic successful illus-

tration of sci'^ritifu- truth and of all the complicated phenomena
of phy-!C-i th.it hi.-, great rjputati'jii ha» been adiuired. In

LEVEN, Earl of. See Leslie (Alexander).

LEYDEN, John, a man of singularly varied genius
and accomplishment, was bom on the 8th of Sep-
tember, 1775, at Denholm, a village on the banks
of the Teviot, in the parish of Cavers and county of
Roxburgh. His parents were John Leyden and Isa-

bella Scott, who had three sons and two daughters
younger than himself. His ancestors in both lines

had been farmers on the estate of Cavers for several

generations; but his father, though skilful in rural

affairs, declined to engage on his own account in

the same occupation, thinking even the fortunate
pursuit of gain a poor compensation for the anxiety
that attends it. About a year after the birth of their

first child, he removed to Henlawshiel on the farm
of Nether Tofts, which was then occupied by Andrew
Blythe, his wife's uncle, whom he first served as

shepherd, and subsequently as overseer, his master
having had the misfortune to lose his sight. The

these pursuits he was eminently qualified to exxel by the great
original powers of his mind, which were further stimulated by
an ardent enthusiasm, and an early desire of distinction amon^
the illustrious names of his day^ Along with a profound
knowledge of his subject, he possessed great inventive powers,
which not only enabled him to sound the depths of science, but
to expound its important problems with a simplicity and elegance
rarely equalled. In making his way through the intricacies of
physical research, his severe judgment guided him in the right
path; and hence his demonstrations always afford a striking
and beautiful di.splay of pure reason, without any tendency to

that spirit of metaphysical subtlety which occa.sionally per-
plexes the speculations of Laplace, Legendre, with others of
the continental philosophers; and it is worthy of remark that,

along with the penetrating force of his judgment, he carried

into those studies that taste and fancy—that predilection for

the beautiful—which maybe recognized in all his speculations,
whether in literature or in science. His taste in geometry was
founded on the purest models of Grecian philosophy; he de-
lighted to expound to his pupils the simplicity and elegance of
the demonstrations by the great masters of antiquity; he com-
mended them to their imitation, and expatiated on the subject
in a manner well fitted to inspire a kindred enthusiasm; so

that we miglit have fancied that he was dilating, not on the
merits of a mathematical problem, but on some of those beauti-

ful forms and cla.ssic models of ancient art which have been
the wonder of all succeeding times. Nor was this admiration
of ancient geometry a mere pedantic or barren si)ecu!ation.

The great philosopher of whom we are speaking carried his

principles int(j practice, and applied the abstract properties of
figures with the happiest success to experimental philosojihy

;

many branches of which he greatly extended by his discover-
ies; and in all of them he developed the most original views,
which may yet be traced to important results. The range of
his studies was amazingly extensive; and he had accunuilated
vast stores of knowledge, especially on scientific subjects. He
was deejjly versed in the history of science, which he had
traced from its earliest d.aw-nings in the times of ( jreece and
Rome, through all the subsequent vicissitudes which it expe-
rienced during the dark ages of barbarism, till it was revi\ed
by the Arabians in the Hast, and was .afterwards improved aii'l

perfected by the more brilliant discoveries of modern times.

We speak liter.ally when we say, that we doubt if there is a

single publication relating to this subject, either in tlie ancicrt

or the modern languages, which he had not diligently p'-ruscd;

and his knowdedge, minute an<l accurate nn every iioiiit, and,
once acquired, never forgotten, overtlowed in his cons ersati' ii

and in Ids writings. 'I'he d.ate of any gre.it di-,i(ivcry w.ls

familiar to him; he could give aneciotes or bii>L;r.',phic:d

sketches of all the great promoters of science in CNcry age;
and the prodigality <.f his information was not more surprising

than the ease with which he pre.-erved its disjxisition and ar-

nuigenient. under cert.iin great leading jirinciples. whi' li were
the lan-lmarks of his mind, by which' the store of facis which
he had been treasuring tiii for years was reduced into order,

and each distributcil into its projier place in the great system
of whicli it firmed a i>urt. l"r tlie truth of this remark we
may refer to the ' Hi-tory of the D.irometer' in the l-'.dinhfdx!'-

J\'r7'ii"i.\ and to his ]i.-q)ers on metcori >logy and otlier subjects

in the l'.)i,ycli\/>,iditi Brilajinidt, to his continuation of I'lay

fair's Itilroductiny />/.>, ('«;-.iv.v prefixed to that work, .as «eil

as ti> many of his other pro'luctions, which dis))lay the gre.it

extent of his researches. ( )n other subjects also, not con-
nected with his petailiar studies, his inf irmalion w.is minute
and extensive. He was deeply read in Scottish history ,and
antiquities; .and on all modern qiiestions of p')litics or jjolitical

ec'inomy lie ha'l Ids own oriijinal ideas, which he was .ah^ays

ready to exjircis and expound in a fair and temperate strain."
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cottage in which the family resided was of a

humble construction; its internal accommodations
were equally simple; hut it was situated at the foot

of the majestic hill of Rubislaw, and there, among
the "dun heathy slopes antl valleys green," did

Leyden imbibe that enthusiasm and manliness of

character which aflerwarils displayed themselves so

strongly in his domestic affections, in his love of

country, and in his unweared pursuit of knowledge.
With the inmates of his father's house dwelt in-

telligence, cheerful content, and piety; and in this

scene of the domestic virtues Leyden was taught to

reail by his granilmother, under whom he soon ac-

quireil a familiar acquaintance with the events re-

corded in the sacred volume, the historical passages

in the OM Testament having first attracted his atten-

tion. His taste for reading, once kindled, sjiread

like the moorbiirn on his native heaths, first over the

books in his father's possession, and then to the

shelves of the neighbours. Some popular works on
Scottish history supplied the inspiring recital of the

deeds of Wallace and Bruce, which, beyond their

immediate benefit, have continued as examples
through succeeding ages to cherish sentiments of

independence in every generous bosom. Among
the other productions with which he was greatly

delighted, have been enumerated the poems of Sir

Daviil Lindsay, Paradise Lost, Chapman's transla-

tion of Homer, and the Arabian Xi;^hts Entertain-
ments. An odd volume of the last-named work he
obtained, when he was about eleven years old, by a
resolute perseverance of solicitation quite commen-
surate with the ardour of his subsequent literary

career. He had received from a companion some
account of its contents, and been told that the trea-

sure belonged to a blacksmith's apprentice who re-

sided at some mdes' distance from his father's house.
The very next morning Leyden waded through the
snow in the hope of being allowed to peruse a part
of the volume in the owner's presence— for he had
no title to expect a loan of it in any other way; and
that he might have leisure to do so, he set out be-
times. On reaching the smithy, learning that the
lad had gone from home to do some work, he pro-
ceeded to the place, and, having preferred his re-

quest, met with a refusal. But he was not to be so
dismissed; and continuing beside the lad the whole
day, he either succeetled in gaining his good graces,
or prevaileii by the mere force of [jertinacity, so that

he got the l)()ok as a present, and returned home by
sunset, "exhau>ted hy hunger and fitigue," says Sir

\\'aher Scott, "Init in triumphant ])ossession of a
treasure f )r which he would have subjected himself
to yet greater iirivations."

At nine years (jf age Leyden had been sent to the

parish school of Kiiktown, where, to writing and
aritlnnetic, he added a little knuwleiige of Latin

grammar. He continued here three years, witli tlie

interval of two very long vacations, in consequence
of the deatli of one teacher and the removal of an-
otlier. At these times he assumed the jilaid, and
looked after liis father's llock when his assistance

was needed. I lis parents now clearly percei\'ed tliat

the bent of tlieir son"s mind was for learning, and
lie was accordingly placed under the charge of Mr.
Duncan, a Canieronian minister at Denliolni, \\\\o

instructed a icw pujiils,—he could not usually draw
togetlier more than five or six—in (ireek and Latin.

"Df tlie eau^erness of his desire for knowledge," says

tiie Rev. James Morton, '"it may not be impro],er
to relate an anecdote which teiok place at tliis time:
L>enholm being about three miles from his residence,

which was rallier too long a walk, his fatlier was
going to buy liim an asS to convey him to and from

school. Leyden, however, was unwilling, from the

common prejudice against this animal, to encounter
the ridicule of his school-fellows by appearing so

ignobly mounted, and would at first have declined
the offered accommodation. But no sooner was he
informed that the owner of the ass hajjpencd to have
in his possession a large book in some learned lan-

guage, which he offered to give into the bargain,

than his reluctance entirely vanished, and he never
rested until he had obtained this literary treasure,

which was found to be the Caiefiiti Dietionartutn
Oetolim^iie."

After he had enjoyed the advantage of Mr. Dun-
can's instrxictions for two years, it was judged that

he was qualified for college; and in November, 1790,
his father accompanied him half-way to Edinburgh,
with a horse which they rode alternately ; he per-

formed the rest of the journey on foot. His views
being directed to the church, he began the usual
course of study by attending the Greek and Latin
classes; in the preparations for which he was assidu-

ous, allotting a stated portion of time daily to the
tasks of each jirofessor, and enqdoying the remaining
hours in desultory reading, from which, having the
command of the college library, he was not deterred,

like some young men, by any difficulty of deter-

mining which books it would be most proper and
advantageous for him to read first. His public ap-

pearances threatened at the outset to draw down
upon him some degree of ridicule ; but Professor

I)alzell used to describe, with some humour, tlie

astonishment and amusement excited in his class

when John Leyden first stood up to recite his Greek
exercise. The rustic yet undaunted manner, the

humble dress, the high harsh tone of his voice, joined

to the broad provincial accent of Teviotdale, tiis-

composed on this first occasion the gravity of the

professor, and totally routed that of the students.

But it was soon perceived that these uncouth attri-

butes were joined to qualities which commanded
respect and admiration. The rapid progress of the

young rustic attracted the approbation and counten-

ance of the professor, wlio was ever prompt to dis-

tinguish and encourage merit ; and to those amijrig

the students who did not admit literary proficiency

as a shelter for the ridicule due since the da}"s of

Juvenal to the scholar's worn coat and unfashionalile

demeanour, Leyden was in no respect averse from
showing strong reasons adapted to their comprehen-
sion, and afiecting their personal safet\-, lor keeping
their mirth within decent bounds.'
The Cireek language was long his favourite stivl}',

and, considering his o]iportunities, he became muc'.i

more intimately acquainted with its best authors than
is usual in Scotland, even among those who make
some pretensions to literature. The Latin he voa-

tlerstood thoroughly; and it is perhaps tlie best jto' f

of his classical attainments, that at a later perioil. t.)

use his own expression, "he iiassed mu-ter ]retty

well when introduced to L'r. I'arr."

Leyden \\-as now at the f luntain-her.d ijf kn-iv.--

ledge, and availed himself ut lonner privatii i!,s bv
(juatiing it in large draughts. He not oiil)' atter.ded

all the lectures usually cnnected with the stuiiy oi

thc'ilogy, but se\'eral olliers, particidai-ly s: ^me < f il;e

medical classes— -a circuni-trmce which atterv.ard.s

pro\cd inqioriant to his outset in life, although at

the time it could only lie ascrii-ed to b.is restless and
inq-atien.l ptu'suit after seienee of ever\' dcscript'.' ':'..
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Admission to these lectures was easy from the libe-

rality of the professors, who throw their classes

gratuitously 0]x;ii to young men educated for the

church, a privilege of which Leyden availed himself

to the utmost extent. There were indeed few
branches of study in which he did not make some
progress. Besides the learned languages, he ac-

quireti French, Spanish, Italian, and German, was
familiar with the ancient Icelandic, and studied
Hebrew, Arabic, and Persian.

But though he soon became particularly distin-

guished by his talents as a linguist, few departments
of science altogether escaped his notice. He in-

vestigated moral philosophy with the ardour common
to all youths of talent who studied ethics under the

auspices of Professor Dugald Stewart, with whose
])ersonal notice he was honoured. He became a
respectable mathematician, and was at least super-

ficially acquainted with natural philosophy, natural

history, chemistry, botany, and mineralogy. These
various sciences he acquired in different degrees, and
at dilVerent times, during his residence at college.

They were the fruit of no very regular plan of study:

wliatever subject interested his mind at the time
attracted his princijial attention till time and in-

dustry had overcome the difliculties which it pre-

senteil, and was then exchanged for another pursuit.

It seemed frequently to be Leyden's object to learn

just so much of a particular scierice as should enable
him to resume it at any future period; and to those
who objected to tlie miscellaneous, or occasionally
the sujierficial, nature of his studies, he used to answer
with his favourite interjection, "Dash it, man, never
mind: if you have the scaffolding ready, you can run
up the masonry when you please." But this mode
of study, however successful with John Leyden,
cannot be safely recommended to a student of less

retentive memory and robust aj^jjlication. With
him, however, at least while he remained in Britain,

it seemed a matter of little consec[uence for what
length of time he resigned any particular branch of
study; f<jr when either some motive or mere cajirice

induced him to resume it, he could with little difl'i-

culty reunite all the broken associations, and begin
where he left off mc)nths or years before, with(jut

having lost an inch of ground during the interval.

The- vacations which our student spent at home
were enqiloyed in arranging, methodizing, and en-

larging the information which he had acquired during
his winter's attendance at college. His father's cot-

tage alforfling him little opportunity for quiet and
seclusinn, he was obliged to look out for accom-
modations altroad, and some of his places of retreat

Were ~utliciently extraorrlinary. In a wild recess, in

tlie dc!i or glen whicli gives name to the village of
Dcnh'ihn, he contrived a sort of furnace f<jr the \n\r-

pose ot" such chemical experiments as it was adequate
to jierforming. But his chief jilace of retirement
\va^ llie small parish church, a gloomy and ancient

buiMiiig, generally believed in the neighbourhuod
t) be haunted. To this chosen i)Iace of studv,

u>ually locked during week-days, Leyden made en-

trance by means of a window, read there f )r manv
liour^ in the day, and de)iosiled his books and sjjcci-

niens in a retired ])ew. It was a well-choNcn spot of

Seclusion, for the kirk (excepting during divine ser-

vice) i- rather a place of terror to the Scottish rustic,

and tint of (,'avers was rendered more so by many a

talc of ghosts and witchcraft, of which it was the
sjppo^cfl >cene; and \n which Leyden, partly to in-

didge Ills humour, and partly to secure his retire-

ment, cf;ntrived to niake some modern additions.

1 he nature of his ab>tru^e studies, some specimens
of nattir.U history, a., toads and ad'lcfs, left exposed

in their spirit-vials, and one or two practical jests
played off upon the more curious of the peasantry,
rendered his gloomy haunt not only venerated by the
wise, but feared by the simple, of the parish, who
began to account this abstracted .student, like the
gifted person described by Wordsworth, as pos-
sessing

—

Waking empire wide as dreams,
-An ample sovereignty of eye and ear;
Rich are his walks with supernatural cheer;

The region of his inner spirit teems
With vital sounds, and monitory gleams
Of high astonishment and pleasmg fear."

This was a distinction which, as we have already
hinted, he was indeed not uin\illing to affect, and to
which, so far as the visions existing in the high fancy
of the poet can supply those ascribed to the actual
ghost-seer, he had indeed no slight pretensions.

Books as well as retirement were necessary to the
progress of Leyden's studies, and not always attain-

able. But his research collected from everj- quarter
such as were accessible by loan, and he subjected
himself to the utmost privations to purchase those
that were not otherwise to be procured. The re-

putation also of his prosperous career of learning
obtained him occasional access to the library of Mr.
Douglas of Cavers— an excellent old collection, in

which he met for the first time many of those works
of the middle ages which he studied with so much
research and success. A Froissart in particular,

translated by Lord Berners, captivated his attention

with all those tales "to savage virtue dear," which
coincided with his taste for chivalry, and with the

models on which it had been formed ; and tales of
the Black Prince, of the valiant Chandos, and of
Geoffrey Tete-Noir, now rivalled the legends of

Johnnie Armstrong. Walter the Devil, and the
Black Douglas.

In the country Leyden's society was naturally

considerably restricted, but while at college it began
to extend itself among such of his fellow-students

as were distinguished for proficiency in learning.

Among these we may number the celebrated author

of the rU'asitrcs of Hope: the Rev. Alexander Murray
united with Leyden in the kindred pursuit of oriental

learning, and whose lamji, like that of his friend,

was extinguished at the moment when it was placed
in the most conspicuous elevation; William I'.rskine,

author of a poetical epistle from .St. Kilda, with whom
Leyden renewed his friendship in India; the ingeni-

ous Dr. Thomas Brown, distinguished for his early

proficiency in the science of moral ])hilosophy, of

which he was afterwards ]irofessor in the lulinburgh

college; the Rev. Robert Lundie, minister of Kel>o;

and several other young men of talent, \\ho at that

time ])ursued their studies in the university of Ldin-

burgh.

In the year 1796 the recommendation of Professor

Dalzell procured Leyden the situation of ]irivate

tutor to tlie sons of .Mr. Campbell of Lairfield, a

situation Mhich he retained lor two or three \ears.

1 )uring the winter of 179S he attended the two young
gentlemen to their studJes at ttie college of St. \\\-

(Irews. Here he had thi,: advantage of the acquaint-

ance of Professor Hunter, an admirable classical

scholar, and to whose kind instructions he jirolessed

much obligation. The secluded situation also of .^t.

-Andrews, the monastic life of the students, the frag-

ments of antiquity with %\hich that once metro])olitau

town is surrounded, anc'. the libi-aries of its colleges,

ga\'e him additional ojipf)rtunity and inq)ulse to

pursue his favourite ])lans of study.

About the time he resided at St. .Andrews, the

renown of .Mungo Park, and Leyden's enthusiastic
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attachment to all researches connected with oriental

learning, turned his thoughts towards the history of

Africa, in which he found much to enchant an ima-

gination which loved to dwell upon the grand, the

marvellous, the romantic, and even the horrible, and
which was rather fired than appalled by the picture

of personal danger and severe privation. Africa in-

deed had peculiar charms for Leyden. He delighted

to read of hosts whose arrows intercepted the sun-

beams; of kings and soldiers who judged of the num-
berless number of their soldiers by marching them
over the trunk of a cedar, and only deemed their

strength sufficient to take the field when such myriads

had passed as to reduce the solid timber to impalpable

dust: the royal halls also of Dahomey, built of skulls

and cross-bones, and moistened with the daily blood

of new victims of tyranny;—all, in short, that pre-

sented strange, wild, and romantic views of human
nature, and which furnished new and unheard-of

f;ict5 in the histoiy of man, had great fascination for

his ardent imagination. And about this time he used

to come into company quite full of these extraordin-

ary stories, garnished faithfully with the unpronounce-

able names of the despots and tribes of Africa, which
any one at a distance would have taken for the exor-

cism of a conjuror. The fruit of his researches he
gave to the public in a small volume, entitled A
ILstcrical and Philoscphical Sketch of the Discoz'eries

and SiiUcments of the Ein-opcaiis in Northern and
I Festern Africa at the Close ofthe Eighteenth Century,

crown Svo, 1799. It is written on tiie plan of Ray-
nal's celebrated work, and as it contains a clear and
lively abridgment of the information afforded by
travellers whose works are of rare occurrence, it was
favoural)Iy received by the public.

On Leyden's return to Edinburgh from St. An-
drews, he resided with his pupils in the family of

Mr. Campbell, where he was treated with that re-

spect and kindness which eve:y careful father will

pay to him whose lessons he expects his childi-en to

receive with attention and advantage. His hours,

excepting those of tuition, were at his own uncon-
trolled disposal, and such of his friends as chose to

visit him at Mr. Campbell's were sure of an hospit-

able reception. This class began now to extend
itself among persons of an older standing than his

contemporaries, and embraced several who had been
placed by fortune, or had risen by exertions, to that

fixed station in society to which his college intimates

were as yet only looking forwards. His acquaint-

ar.ce with Mr. Richard Heber was the chief means
of connecting him with several families of the former

description, and it originated in the following cir-

cumstances.

John Leyden's feelings were naturally poetical, and
he was early led to express them in the language of

]:(oetrv. 13efore he visited .St. Andrews, and while

residing there, he had com))osed both fragments and
complete pieces of poetry in almost every style and
stanza \\hich our language affords, from an unfinished

tragoiiy on the fate of the Darien settlement, to I

songs, ballads, and comic tales. Many of ihe^e
|

e.—ass afterwards found their way to the jiress
j

tlirnugli tlie medium of the lidinhitrgJi Ma;^aznu\ at !

tiiat time under the management or tlie patronage of
j

I>r. Riibcrt Anderson, eilitor of the Jhitish /'oe/s,

V, ith \\!iom Leyden was on terms of intimacy. In
j

t'lis periodical miscellany appeared from time to ;

time 'poetical translations from the Greek Anthology,
!

fr.)m the Norse, from the Hebrew, from the Araliic. >

from the Syriac, from the Persian, and so forth,
j

with many original ]">ieces, indicating more genius
!

than ta-ite, and an extent of learning of most unu>iial

dimensions. These were subscribed J. L. About 1

this time also Mr. Archibald Constable was opening
business, chiefly as a retailer of curious and ancient

books, a department in which he pos.sessed extensive

knowledge; Mr. Richard Heber, the extent of whose
invaluable library is generally known, was, in the

winter of 1799-1800, residing in Edinburgh, and a

frequenter of course of Mr. Constable's shop. In
these researches he formed an acquaintance with
Leyden, who examined as an amateur the shelves

which Mr. Heber ransacked as a jnirchaser, and the
latter discovered with jdeasure the unknown author
of the poems which have been already alluded to.

The acquaintance soon ripened into friendship, and
was cemented by mutual advantage. Mr. Heber
had found an associate as ardent as himself in the
pursuit of classical knowledge, and who would will-

ingly sit up night after night to collate editions, and
to note various readings; and Leyden, besides the
advantage and instniction which he derived from
Mr. Heber's society, enjoyed that of being introduced,
by his powerful recommendation, to the literary gen-
tlemen of Edinburgh, with whom he lived in inti-

macy. Among these may be reckoned the late Lord
Woodhouselee, Mr. Henry Mackenzie, the distin-

guished author of the J/an of Feeling, and the Rev.
Mr. Sidney Smith, then residing in Edinburgh, from
all of whom Leyden received flattering attention,

and many important testimonies of the interest which
they took in his success. By the same introduction

he became intimate in the family of Mr. Walter
Scott, where a congenial taste for ballad, romance,
and border antiquities, as well as a sincere admira-
tion of Leyden's high talents, extensive knowledge,
and excellent heart, secured hin^ a welcome recep-

tion. And by degrees his society extended itself still

more widely, and comjarehended almost every one
who was distinguished for taste or talents in Edin-
burgh.

The manners of Leyden when he first entered into

company were very jjeculiar; nor indeed were they
at any time much modified during his continuing in

Europe; and here perhaps, as jM'operly as else\\'here,

we may endeavour to give some idea of his personal

appearance and habits in society. In his complexion
the clear red upon the cheek indicated a hectic pro-

pensity, but with his brown hair, lively dark eyes,

and well-proportioned features, gave an acute and
interesting turn of expression to his wh(.)Ie counten-
ance. He was of middle stattire, of a frame ratlier

thin than strong, but muscular and active, and well

fitted for all those athletic exertions in which he
delighted to be accounted a master. For he \\ as no
less anxious to be esteemed a man eminent for learn-

ing and literary talent, than to be held a fearle.-s

player at single-stick, a formidable boxer, and a dis-

tinguished adejn at leaping, running, walking, clind)-

ing, and all exercises which depend on animal >jMrits

and muscular exertion. Feats of this nature he u.-ed

to detail with such liveliness as sometimes le 1 his

audience to charge him with exaggeration; but, un-

like the athletic traveller in .Eso|)'s apologue, he \\as

always readyto attempt therejietition of his great leap

at Rhode-^, were it at the pieril of breaking his neck
on the spot. And certainly in many ca-e- his .-[lirit

and energy carried him tliiough enterpri>e> \\liicli liis

friends considered as nio>t ra>lilv undertaken. An
instance occurred on lioard of ship in India, wh.ere

two gentlemen, bv way of quiz::u^ Leyden's jr-tter.-

sions to agility, ofTered him a I'Ot of twenty g'-Id

mohrs that he could not gi) al^'t't. Our bard in-

stantly betook himself to t!ie .-lirouds, and, at all tiie

ri>k incident to a land.-man \vho first attempts such
an ascent, succc-slully scaled the main-toi). Tliere

it v.-as intended 10 sulject him to an unusual practical
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sea-joke, by sehiitg him up, i.e. tying him, till he
should redeem himself by paying a fine. But the

spirit of Leyden dictated desperate resistance, and
finding he was likely to be overpowered, he flung

himself from tlie top, and seizing a rope, precipitated

himself on deck by letting it slide rapidly through

his grasp. In this operation he lost the skin of botli

hands, but of course won his wager. But when he
observed his friends look grave at the expensive turn

which their jest had taken, he tore and flung into the

sea the order for the money whicli they had given

him, and contented himself with the triumpli which
his spirit and agility had gained. And this little

anecdote may illustrate his character in more respects

than one.

In society John Leyden's first appearance had
something that revolted the fastidious and alarmed
the delicate. lie was a bold and uncompromising
disputant, and neither subdued his tone, nor molli-

fied the form of his argument, out of deference to

the rank, age, or even sex of those with whom he

was maintaining it. His voice, which was naturally

loud and harsh, was on such occasions exaggerated

into what he himself used to call his saw-tones, which
were not very pleasant to the ear of strangers. His
manner was animated, his movements abrupt, and
the gestures with which he enforced his arguments
rather forcil^le than elegant; so that altogether his

first appearance was somewhat appalling to persons

of low animal spirits or shy and reserved habits, as

well as to all who expected much reverence in society

on account of the adventitious circumstances of rank
or station. Besides, his spirits were generally at top-

llood, and entirely occupied with what had last

arrested his attention, and thus his own feats, or his

own studies, were his topic more frequently than is

consistent with the order of good society, in which
every person has a right to expect his share of con-

versation. He was indeed too much bent on attain-

ing personal distinction in society to choose nicely

the mode of acquiring it. For example, in the course

of a large evening party, crowded with fashionable

people, to many of whom Leyden was an absolute

stranger, silence being imposed for the purpose of a

song, one of his friends, with great astonishment and
some horror, heard Leyden, wlio could not sing a

note, scream forth a verse or two of some border

ditty, with all llie dissonance of an Indian war-whoop.
In their way home he ventured to remonstrate with

his friend on this extraordinary exhibition, to which
his dc-fcnce was, "Dash it, man, they would have
ihouglit I was afraid to sing beftjre them." In short

his egi<tism, his bold assum[)tion in society, his affcc-

tatif)!! of neglccling many of its forms as trifles be-

nc;ith his notice— circumstances which often excited

against his first a])pearancc an undue and disprojior-

ti/iiate ])reju(lice—were eiUiicly founded upon the

resolution to supi)Oi"t his independence in society,

and to assert that character formed between llie

Ij'.tered scliolar and the wild rude borderer, the

Counterpart as it were <jf Anacharsis, tlie iihilosophic

Sc\thian, whicli, from his infancy, he was ainbitiinis

of maintaining. His humble origin v.ns with him
r.i'.her a subject of honest jiride than ()f false shame,

and he was UMt unwilling that his depcjrtmeiit sliuuld

to a certain degree ])artake of the simjilicity of tlie

ranks from wliich lie had raised himself by his

tal'-nts t') bear a share in the first society.

Hiving thus marked strongly the defects of his

manner, and the ])reiudice whicli they sometimes

excited, we crave credit from the ])ul)lic while Nve

record the real virtues and merits hy which they were
atoned a thousand-fold. Leyden's ajiparent harsh-

ness of adtire.so cuveretl a fund of real altection to his

friends, and kindness to all with whom he mingled,
unwearied in their service and watchful to oblige
them. To gratify the slightest wish of a friend he
would engage at once in the most toilsome and diffi-

cult researches, and when perhaps that friend had
forgotten that he even intimated such a wish, Leyden
came to pour down before him the fullest information
on the subject which had excited his attention. And
his temper was in reality, apd notwithstanding an
affectation of roughness, as gentle as it was generous.
No one felt more deeply for the distress of those he
loved. No one exhibited more disinterested jdea-

sure in their success. In dispute he never lost tern-

per; and if he despised the outworks of ceremony, he
never trespassed u[ion the essentials of good breed-
ing, and was himself the first to feel hurt and dis-

tressed if he conceived that he had, l)y any rash or
hasty expression, injured the feelings of the most in-

considerable member of the company. In all the
rough play of his argument too he was strictly good-
humoured, and was the first to laugh if, as must
happen occasionally to those who talk much, and
upon every subject, some disputant, of less extensive

but more accurate information, contrived to arrest

him in his very pitch of pride, by a home fact or in-

controvertible argument. And when his high and
independent spirit, his firm and steady principles of
religion and virtue, his constant good humour, the

extent and variety of his erudition, and the liveliness

of his conversation were considered, they must have
been fastidious indeed who were not reconciled to

the foibles or peculiarities of his tone and manner.
Many of those whose genius has raised them to

distinction have fallen into the fatal error of regard-

ing their wit and talents as an excuse for the un-

limited indulgence of their passions, and their bio-

graphers have too frequently to record the acts of

extravagance and habits of immorality which dis-

graced and shortened their lives. From such crimes

and follies John Leyden stood free and stainless.

He was deeply impressed with the truths of Chris-

tianity, of which he was at all times a ready and
ardent asserter, and his faith was attested by the

])urity of nujrals which is its best earthly evidence.

To the pleasures of the table he was totally indifier-

ent, never exceeded the bounds of temperance in

wine, though frequently in society v.here there was
temptation to do so, and seemed hardly to enjoy any
refreshment excepting tea, of which he sometimes
drank very large cpiantities.^ \Vhen he was tra\el-

ling or studying his temperance became severe ab-

stinence, and he often passed an entire day without

any other food than a morsel of bread. To sleej^ he

was etiually indifferent, and when, during the latter

jiart of his residence in Ldiiiburgh, he frequently

s])ent the day in company, he used, u])on retiring

home, to ]iureue his studies till a late hour in the

morning, and satisfy himself with a very brief ]ior-

tion of re]iose. It was the ojunion of his frien<ls that

his strict temperance alone coiilil have enabled him
to folluw so hard a course of reading as he enjoined

himself. His ])ecuniary resources were necessarily

much limite<l; i)ut he knew that independence, and
the title of maintaining a free and uncontrolled de-

meanour in society, can oidybe attained hy avoiding

])ecnniar}' eniharrassments, and lie managed his

funds vvilli such severe economy that he seemed
always at ease upon his very narrow income. \N'e

have only another trait to add t(j his character as

a member of society. V.'ith rdl his blimtness and
licculiarity, and under disadvantages of iiirth and

' A l:rlv wIi.-m; Iioum; 1,c frc

(,f t!ic oiitor tl.al she li;id hl!c

;ucntcil mcnlifiied li

i l.iiil out ciiihtceii cu
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fortune, I-eydcn's reception among females of rank

and elegance was favourable in a distinguished degree.

Whether it is that the tact of the fair sex is finer than

ours, or that they more readily pardon peculiarity in

favour of originality, or that an uncommon address

and manner is in itself a recommendation to their

favour, or that they are not so readily offended as

the male sex by a display of superior learning— in

short, whatever was the cause— it is certain that

l.eyden was a favourite among those whose favour

all are ambitious to attain. Among the ladies of

distinction who honoured him with their regard, it

is sufficient to notice the Duchess of Gordon and
Lady Charlotte Campbell, who were then leaders

of the fashionable society of Edinburgh.— It is time

to return to trace the brief events of his life.

In iSoo Leyden was ordained a jMeaclicr of the

gospel, and entered upon the functions then con-

ferred upon him by preaching in several of the

churches in Edinburgh and the neighbourhood. His
style of pulpit oratory was marked with the same
merits and faults which distinguish his jioetry. His
style was more striking than eloquent, and his voice

and gesture more violent than elegant; but his dis-

courses were marked with strong traits of original

genius; and although he pleaded an internal feeling

of disappointment at being unequal to attain his own
ideas of excellence as a preacher, it was impossible to

listen to him without being convinced of his uncom-
mon extent of learning, knowledge of ethics, and
sincere zeal for the interest of religion.

The autumn of the same year was employed in a

tour to the Highlands and Hebrides, in wliich Eey-
den accompanied two young foreigners who had
studied at Edinburgh the ]^receding winter. In this

tour he visited all the remarkable i)laces of that in-

teresting part of lii.5 native country, and diverging

from the common and more commodious route,

visited what are called the rough bounds of the High-
lands, and investigated the decaying traditions of

Celtic manners and story which are yet preserved in

the wild districts of Moidart and Knoidart. The
journal which he made on this occasion was a curi-

ous monument of his zeal and industry in these re-

searches, and contained much valuable information

on the subject of Highland manners and tradition,

which is now probably lost to the [niblic. It is re-

markable that after long and painful research in

quest of original passages of the ]ioems of Ossian, he
adopted an opinion more favourable to their aullien-

ticity than has lately prevailed in the literary world.

But the confessed infidelity of Macpihcrson must
always excite the strongest suspicion on this subject.

Eeyden compose<l, with his usual facility, several

detached poems upon Highland traditions, all of

which have probably peri>hed, exceiiting a liallad,

founded upon the romantic legend respecting Mac-
Phail of Colonsay and the mermaid of Correvrecken,

inscribed to Lady Charlotte Cam|ibell, and published

in the third volume of the Jnvdcr Mijistycl-y, which
ajipeared at the distance of alwut a tv.clvcmonth
alter the first two volumes. The opening of this

ballad exhibits a power of haiinoni' ms numbers
wliicli has seldom been excelled in k.ngi;>h piu-tiy.

Xi>r were these legendary eflusions the imly fi-i:ii of

his journey; for in his jiassage through Aberdeen
Le}den so far gained the friendship of the venerable
I'rntessor Beattie, that he obtained his permission to

make a transcrijit from the only existing ccjn' of the

interesting poem entitled "Albania.'" This \\iirk.

wliich is a jianegyric on Scotland in nervous blank
ver-e, written by an anonymous author some time
in ilie beginning of the eighteenth century, I.cyiien

afterwards republished, along with \\'ilsou'3 '•Ci;'vle,"

under the title o{ Scottish Descriptive Poems, l2mo,
1S02.

In iSoi, when Mr. Lewis jniblished his Talcs of
Wonder, Leyden was a contril)Utor to that collection,

and furnished the ballad called the "Idf-king;" ami
in the following year he employed himself eaniesily

in the congenial task of procuring materials for the

Minstrelsy 0/ the Scottish Border, the first jiublication

of Walter .Scott. In this labour he wa> equally m-
terested by friendship for the editor, and by his own
jjatriotic zeal for the honour of the Scotti>h Ixjrders,

and both may be judged of from the following cir-

cumstance. An interesting fragment had been ob-
tained of an ancient historical ballad, but the re-

mainder, to the great disturbance of the editor and
his coadjutor, was not to be recovered. Two <!a}S

afterwards, while Mr. .Scott was sitting with some
company after dinner, a sound was heard at a dis-

tance like that of the whistling of a temjiest through
the torn rigging of the vessel which scuds before it.

The sounds increased as they approached more near,

and Leyden (to the great astoni.-hment of such of the

guests as did not know him) burst into the room,
chanting the desiderated ballad with the most enthu-

siastic gesture, and all the energy of the saw-tones
of his voice already commemorated. It turned out

that he had walked between forty and fifty miles and
back again, for the sole purpose of visiting an old

person who possessed this precious remnant of an-

tirpiity. His anti([uarian researches and jioetic talents

were also liberally exerted for the support of this un-

dertaking. To the former the reader owes in a great

measure the "Dissertation on Eairy Superstition,"

which, although arranged and digested by Mr. Scott,

abounds with instances of such curious reading as

Leyden alone had read, and was originally conqnled
by him; and to the latter the spirited liallads en-

titled "Lord Soulis" and the "Cout of Keeldar."

Leyden's next publication was "7'Z't' Comf-laynt cf
Scotland, a new edition of an ancient and singularly

rare tract bearing that title, written by an uncertain

author about the year 154S." This curious work
was published by Mr. Constable in the year iSoi.

As the tract was itself of a diffuse and comprehensive
nature, touching upon many unconnected tojiics,

both of puldic policy and private life, as well as

treating of the learning, the poetry, the mu>ic, an<l

the arts of that early period, it gave l.eyden an c'p-

portunity of pouring forth such a profusion (A anti-

<iuarian knowledge in the iircliminary dijsertat:r'!\

notes, and glossary, as one would have thought could

hardly have been accumulated during so short a lil'e,

dedicated too to so many and varied studies. The
iiuimate acquaintance which he b.as di-i'laycd ^\ itli

Scottish anti(juities of every kind, from manuscri| t

histories and rare chronicles, down to the tradition

of the jK-asant atid the rhymes even of the nuisery,

evince an extent of research, power of arrai!genie:i:,

and facility of recollection, whieh b.as r.e\er been
eqitalled in this department.

Meanwhile other pursuit- were not alar.do.ned in

the study of Sctitti~h amiqi'.ities. Tlie J-^d:i:' :i:\':

Miig!:ii:e vwas united in 1S02 M";th the C;M Sc.ts

J/iigdzmc. and was now |vai under tlic management
of Leyden by Mr. Constalile the ]

aiMid'.er. To lliis

]-.ublication during the period of his nianagemer.t.

which was about live or six months, he c^ 'iitri! utC'l

several occasional pieces of jirose and poetry, in ail

(>f which he was successlul, exceptitig in tliose w liere

humour v.as required, vldcli, n< tv. ithstanding his

unvaried hilarity of teiiqier, l.eyden diiil not pos-e-s.

He %\as al-o, during this year, engaged with his

.s;-,7;<-j cf Ik!Iu!cv. a poem which v.as after\\'ari|s \n:h-

lished on tiie eve of his leaving ISritain; and in w liicli
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he has interwoven his own early feelings and recol-

lections witli the description and traditional history

of his native vale of Teviot.

The friends of Leyden began now to be anxious

for his present settlement in life. He had been for

two years in orders, and there was every reason to

hope that he might soon obtain a church through the

numerous friends and powerful interest which he now
possessed. More than one nobleman of high rank

expressed a wish to serve him should any church in

their gift become vacant; and, from the recommenda-
tion of other friends to those possessed of political

interest, he was almost assured of being provided

for by a crown presentation on some early oppor-

tunity. l>ut his eager desire of travelling, and of

extending the bounds of literary and geographical

knowledge, had become, as he expressed himself to

an intimate friend, "his thought by day and his

dream by night, and the discoveries of Mungo Park
haunted his very slumbers." When the risk was
objected to him, he used to answer in a plirase of

Ossian, " Dark Cuchullin will be renowned or dead;"

and it became hopeless to think that this eager and
aspiring spirit could be confined within the narrow-

sphere, and limited to the humble thougli useful

duties, of a country clerg)-man. It was therefore now
the wish of his friends to turn this irresistible thirst

for discovery into some channel which might at once
gratify the predominant desire of his heart, and be
attended witit some prospect of securing his fortune.

It was full time to take such steps; for in 1S02 Ley-
den had actually commenced overtures to the African

Society, for undertaking a journey of discovery

through the interior of that continent—an enterprise

which sad examples have shown to be little better

than an act of absolute suicide. To divert his mind
fnjm this desperate project, a rej^resentation was
made to the Right Hon. William Dundas, who had
then a seat at the Board of Control, stating the

talents and disposition of Leyden, and it was sug-

gested that such a person might be usefully employed
in investigating the language and learning of the

Indian tribes. Mr. Dundas entered with the most
liberal alacrity into these views; but it happened,
unfortunately as it might seem, that the sole appoint-

ment tlien at his disjxjsal was that of surgeon's assist-

ant, which could only be held by a person who had
taken a surgical degree, and could .sustain an examin-
ation befjre the medical board at the India House.
It was upon this occasion that Leyden showed, in

their utmost extent, liis wonderful powers of ap]ilica-

tion and c<jniprehen.--ion. He at once intimated his

readiness to accept tlie appointment under the con-

ditions annexed to it, and availing himself of tlie

superficial information he had formerly actjuired by
a casual attendance upon one or two of the medical
classes, he gave his whole mind to the study of

medicine and surgery, witii the ]nirpose of qualifying

himself f )r his degree in the short space of five or six

months. Tlie labour which he underwent on tliis

occasion was incrediljle; Ijul with the ])o«-erful as,-,i.it-

ance of a gentleman of the highest eminence in lii->

]irufe^iiou (Mr. John I'ell of Ldinburgli), he suc-

ceeded in acquiring such a knowledge of this coni-

jj'.icated and mo^t difficult art, as enabled him to

obtain his (li])Ioma as surgeon with credit, even in

tile city of Ivlinburgh, so long famed ftr its medical
sclviol, and for the wliolesmne rigour adopted in the

di'-lribuiion of degrees. Leyden was, h<jwever, in-

cautious in boasting (jf his success after so short a

cour-e of -tudy, and fouii'l liimself obliged, in con-

sequence of his inijjrudence, to rclinciui^li liis inten-

tion of taking out the degree of M.D. at Ivlinburgh,

and to liave recourse to anotlier bcollish university

for that step in his profession. Meanwhile the sudden
exchange of his profession gave great amusement
to some of his friends, especially when a lady having
fainted in a crowded assembly, l)r. Leyden advanced
to her assistance, and went through the usual routine

of treatment with all the gravity which beseemed his

new faculty. In truth, the immediate object of his

studies was always, in season and out of season, pre-

dominant in Leyden's mind, and just about this time
he went to the evening party of a lady of the highest
rank with the remnants of a human hand in his

pocket, which he liad been dissecting in the morning;
and on some question being stirred about the muscu-
lar action, he was with difficulty withheld from jiro-

ducing tliis grisly evitlence in support of the argu-

ment which he maintained. The character of Leyden
cannot be understood without mentioning those cir-

cumstances that are allied to oddity; but it is not so

easy to body forth those qualities of energy, a])]di-

cation, and intelligence, by which he dignified his

extravagancies, and vindicated his assumption of

merit, far less to paint his manly, generous, and
friendly disposition.

In December, 1802, Leyden was summoned to

join the Christmas fleet of Indiamen, in consequence
of his appointment as assistant-surgeon on the Matlras

establisliment. It was sufficiently understood that

his medical character was only assumed to bring him
within the compass of Mr. Dundas's patronage, and
tliat his talents should be employed in India \vith

reference to his literary researches. He was, how-
ever, /;-<? y^rw;?, nominated to the Madras Hospital.

While awaiting this call, he bent his whole energies

to the study of the oriental languages, and amused
his hours of leisure by adding to the Scenes ofLifaiicy
many of those passages addressed to his friends, and
bearing particular reference to his own situation on
the eve of departure from Scotland, which, flowing

warm from the heart, constitute the principal cliann

of that impressive poem. Mr. James liallantyne,

an early and intimate friend of Leyden, had just then
estaljlished in Edinburgh his press, which afterwards

became so distinguislied. To the critical skill of a

valued and learned friend, and to the friendly as

well as professional care of liallantyne, Leyden
committed this last memorial of his love to his native

land. The last sheets reached him before he lelt

Britain, no more to return.

About the middle of I )ecember John Leyden left

Edinljurgh, but not exactly at the time he liad ]>ro-

posed. lie had taken a solemn farewell of his friends,

and gone to Roxburglishire to bid adieu to his parents,

wliom he regarded witli tlie most tender tilial affec-

tion, and from thence he intended to have tal^cen his

dejiarture for London witliout returning to Edin-

burgh. .Some accident changed his purjiose, and

his unexpected arrival in Edinlnirgh was ])icture~i|ue

and somewhat startling. A party of his blends liad

met in the evening to talk over his merits, and t(j

drink, in Scottisii plirase, his bonallic. \\'hile about

the witching hour they were crowning a solemn

Ijuniper to his liealtli, a figure bur.st into the room,

inufiled in a seanian's cloak and travelling caj), cov-

ered witli snow, and distinguisliable only by the

sliarpness and ardour of the tune with which he ex-

claimed, "Dash it, l)oys, here I am again 1" '1 he

start with which this unexjjected ap])aritiou wa.-, re-

ceived was sul/iect of great mirth at the time, and
tlie circumstance \\'as subsequently recalled by iiio>,t

of tile party witli that mixture ol jjleasure and melan-

choly which attaclies to the ]iarticulars of a last

meeting with a beloved and valualjle friend.

In London, the kindness of .Mr. Heber, his own
reputation, and the recommendation of his Edin-
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burgh friends, procured Leyden much kindness and
attention among persons of rank and literary distinc-

tion. His chief protector and friend, however, was
Mr. George EUis, the well-known editor of the

Specimens of Ancient Iini:,lish Poetry. To this

gentleman he owed an obligation of the highest

possible value, in a permission which he kindly

granted him to change, on account of illness, from

one vessel to another, the former being afterwards

unfortunately cast away in going down the river,

when many of the passengers were drowned.

After this providential exchange of destination,

the delay of the vessel to which he was transferred

permitted his residence in London until the begin-

ning of April, 1803, an interval which he spent in

availing himself of the opportunities which he now
enjoyed of mixing in the most distinguished society

in the metropolis, where the novelty and good
humour of his character made ample amends for the

native bluntness of his manners. In the beginning

of April he sailed from Portsmouth in the IIi(:^h

Iiiglis, where he had the advantage of being on
board the same vessel with Mr. Robert Smith, the

brother of his steady friend tlie Rev. Mr. Sidney
Smith. And thus set forth on his voyage perhaps
the first British traveller that ever sought India moved
neither by the love of wealth nor of power, and who,
despising alike the luxuries commanded by the one
and the pomp attached to the other, was guided
solely by the wish of extending our knowledge of

oriental literature, and distingui>hing himself as its

most successful cultivator. This pursuit he urged
through health and through sickness, unshaken by
all the difficulties arising from imperfect communica-
tion with the natives, from their prejudices and those

of their European masters, and from frequent change
of residence; unmoved either by the charms of plea-

sure, of wealth, or of that seducing indolence to

which many men of literature have yielded after

overcoming all other impediments. To this pursuit

he finally fell a sacrifice, as devoted a martyr in the

cause of science as ever died in that of religion.

We are unable to trace his Indian researches and
travels with accuracy similar to that with which we
have followed those which preceded his departure

from Europe, but we are enabled to state the follow-

ing outlines of his fortune in the East.

After a mutiny in the vessel, which was subdued
by the exertions of the officers and passengers,

and in which Leyden distinguished himself by liis

coolne>s and intrei)itlity, the IIui;h Iiiglis arrived at

Matlras, and he was transferred to the duties of his

new profession. His nomination as surgeon to the

commissioners appointed to ^urvey the ceded di>tricts

seemetl to promise ample opportunities for tlie cul-

tivation of oriental learning. Rut his health gave
way under the fatigues of the climate; and he has

pathetically recorded, in his Addyas to an Indian
Gold Coin, the inroads wliicli were made on his

spirits and constitution. He was obliged to leave

tlie presidency of Madras, suiTcring an accumulatiun
ot diseases, and reached with difficulty Prince of

Wales Island. During the passage the vc->cl was
chx-ed by a French privateer, which was the cicca-

sion <.)f I.L-yden's composing, in his best style of li'ivder

enthiLsiasm, an Otie to a Malay Cns, or dagger, the

only weapon which his reduced strength now nd-

niitted of his wieltling. The following letter to Mr.
Rallantyne, dated from Prince of Wales Rland, 2J,\\\

I'ctoher, 1S05. gives a lively and interesting account
of hi-; occupations during the first two year.> uf his

residence in India.

"/\'i'oo Fcnan:^, Ortoh-r 24/'';, 1S05.
"My dear Rallantyne,—Findmg an extra India-

man, the Rtfcnge, which has put into this harbour
in distress, bound to Eurojje, I take another oppor-
tunity of attempting to revive, or rather commence,
an intercourse with my Euro])ean friends, for since

my arrival in India I have never received a single

scrap from one of them,— Proh Deum! Mr. Constable
excepted; and my friend Eiskine writes me from
Rombay, that none of you have received the least

intelligence of my motions since I left Europe. This
is to me utterly a^^tonishing and incomprehensible,
considering the multitude oi letters and parcels that

I have despatched from Mysore, especially during
my confinement for the liver disease at Seringa]>atam,

where I had for .some months the honour of inhabiting

the palace of Tippoo's prime minister. I descended
into Malabar in the beginning of May, in order to

])roceed to Rombay, and perhaps eventually U]) the
Persian Gulf as far as Rassorah, in order to try the

effect of a sea voyage. I was, however, too late,

and the rains had set in, and the last vessels sailed

two or three days before my arrival. As 1 am always
a very lucky fellow, as well as an unlucky one, which
all tliC world knows, it so fell out that the only vessel

which sailed after my arrival was wrecked, while
some secret presentiment, or rather 'sweet little

cherub, that sits up aloft,' prevented my embarking
on board of her. I journeyed leisurely down U)

Calicut from Cananore, intending to pay my respects

to the cutwall and the atlmiral, so famous in the

Lusiad of Camoens ; but only think of my disap-

pointment when I found that the times are altered,

and the tables turned with respect to both thc.-e

sublime characters. The cutwall is only a species

of borough-bailiff, while the admiral, God help him,

is only the chief of the fishermen. Eroni Calicut I

proceeded to Paulgautcheriy, which signifies in the

Tamal language 'the town of the forest of j)alms,'

which is exactly the meaning of Jadinor, the name
of a city founded by Solomon, not for the (Jueen oi

Sheba, but as it happened, for the equally fanifius

Queen Zenobia. Thus having demonstrated tliat

Solomon understood the Tamal language, we may
proceed to construct a syllogism in the following

manner: 'Sohuiion understood the Tamal language,

and he was wise—I understand the Tamal language,

therefore I am as wise as Solomon 1' I fear you
logical lads of Europe will be very little disposed to

admit the legitimacy of the conclusion; hut, howcvt.r

the matter may stand in Europe, I can assure yuu it's

no bad reasoning for India. At Paulgaulclierry I

had a most terrible attack of the liver, and should

very probably have pas^:ed away, or, as the Indians

say, changed my climate—an elegant jieriphra^is for

dying, however—had I not ob-^tinately rc>oIvi;il ipii

living to have the pleasure <.>f being rere//^rd on ail

of you for y(3ur ol)stinate silence and 'jjcrseverance

therein to the end.' Hearing about the middle of

August that a I!. )mbay cruiser had touched at AIcj P'O,

between Quilod aiul Cochin, I made a iiL'~]'L-r,:ie

]Hi>h through the jungles of the Cochin rajrJi's

country, in order to reach her. and ar:i\ed about

three h(;urs after she had set sail. Anybody ei>e

would have died of chagrin, if they had not har.ged

themselves outright. I did neither oi:e nor the

other, but 'tuned my jupes and ji'ayed a .-; ring to

fohn o' Piadenvon;' at'ter \\hich I >et niy>elt coolly

down and traii>lated the famous Je\'.i>li tab'.ets of

bra-s, ]ireserved in the synag<jgue of C'licldn ever

-ince the days of Methusa'.eni. Probaiily \ou n^.ay

lliink thi- no more difiicult a ta.-k tlian decii'heririg

the brazen tablet on any door of Princes or <^>i;ee:i

Street. Rut here I beg your pardon; for, ^o far

t'i'om an}l)ody, Jew, Pagan, or Christian, having

ever been able t'.> do this before, I a^-sure yuu tlie
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most learned men of the world have never been able

to decide in what language, or in wliat alphabet, they

were written. As the character has for a long time

been supposed to be antediluvian, it has for a long

time been as much despaired of as the Egyptian
hieroglyphics. So much was the diwan or grand
vizier, if you like it, of Travancore astonished at the

circumstance, that he gave me to understaml tliat I

had only to /^dss through the sacred caio in order to

merit adoption into the holy order of Bramins. I

was forced, however, to decline the honour of the

sacred cow, for unluckily I'halaris' bull and Moses'

calf presented themselves to my imagination, and it

occurred to me that perhaps the Ram-rajah's cow might
be a beast of the breed. Joeing on the eve of a new
attack of the liver, I was forced to leave Travancore
with great precipitation, in the first vessel tliat pre-

sented itself, a Mapella brig bound to Puloo Penang,

the newly erected presidency on the Straits of

Mal.icca, where I have just arrived, after a perverse

pestilent voyage, in which I have been terrii)ly ill of

revulsions of bile and liver, without any of the con-

veniences which are almost necessary to a European
in tliese parts, and particularly to an invalid. We
have had a very rougli passage, the cabin very often

all afloat, while I have be;n several times completely

drenched. In addition to this we have been pursued

by a Erenchman, and kept in a constant state of

alarm and agitation; and now, to mend the matter,

I am writing you at a kind of naval tavern, while all

around me is ringing with the vociferation of tar-

paulins, the hoarse bawling of sea -oaths, and the

rattling of the dice-box. However, I flatter myself

I have received considerable benefit from the voyage,

tedious and disgusting and vexatious as it has

been. . . .

"You know when I left Scotland, I had determined
at all events to become a furious orientalist, ' ucniiin

sccundus,^ but I was not aware of the difficulty.

I found the expense of native teachers would prove
almost insurmountable to a mere assistant-surgeon,

whose pay is seldom equal to his absolutely necessary

exj^enses; and, besides, that it was necessary to form

a library of M.SS. at a most terrible expense, in every

language to which I should ajiply, if I intended to

])r(jceed beyond a mere smattering. After much
con^^deration, I determined on this plan at all events,

and was fortunate enough in a few months to secure

an ajipointment which furnished me with the means
of doing so, though the tasks and exertions it im-

posed on me were a good deal more arduous than

the common duties of a surgeon even in a Mahratta
cam])aign: I was ajiiiointcd medical assistant to tiie

My.iore survey, and at tlie same time directed \.o

carry cm iiicjuiries concerning the natural histwry of

the country, and the manners an<l languages, cVc, (jf

the natives of Mysore. This y<ju v.'ould imagine

was the very situation I wished for; and so it wijuld,

had I previously had time to acquire the country

languages. I!ut I had them now to acquire after

severe marches and countermarches in the heat of

the sun, night-marches and day-niarciies, and amid
the disgusting details of a fiel(l-hos])ital, tlie dutici

of whicli were con-.ideral)ly arduoiis. However, 1

wrought incessantly and steadily, and without being

discouraged by any kind f)f difl^culty, till my health

ab^olutely gave way; and \\hen I could keej) the field

no longer, I wrought on my couch, as I generally do

still, though I am much Ijet'er than I liave heeii.

As I had the as.-istance (;f no intelligent ]uiro])eans,

T wa< obliged long to grope my way; but I have nov,-

acquired a pretty correct idea iA India in all its

departments, which increases in geometrical ])rogres-

siun as 1 advance in the languages. The languages

that have attracted my attention since my arrival have
been Arabic, Persic, Hindostanee, Mahratta, Tamal,
Telinga, Canara, Sanscrit, Malayalam, Malay, and
Armenian. You will be ready to ask where I jiicked

up these hard names, but I assure you it is infinitely

more difficult to j)ick up the languages themselves,
several of which include dialects as different from
each other as Erench or Italian from Spanish or
Portuguese; and in all these I flatter myself I have
made considerable ]irogress. \Vhat would you say
were I to add the Maldivian and Ma])ella languages
to these? Besides, I have deciphered the inscriptions

of Mavalipoorani, which were written in an ancient
Canara character that had hitherto defied all at-

tempts at understanding it, and also several Lada
Lippi inscriptions, which is an ancient Tamal dialect

and character, in addition to the Jewish tablets of

Cochin, which were in the ancient Malayalam, gene-
rally termed Malabar. I enter into these details

merely to show you that I have not been idle, and
that my time has neither been dissijwted, nor devoid
of plan, though that plan is not sufficiently unfolded.

To what I have told you of, you are to add constant

and necessary exposure to the sun, damps and dews
from the jungles, and putrid exhalations of marshes,

before I had been properly accustomed to the climate,

constant rambling in the haunts of tigers, leoi)ards,

bears, and serpents of 30 or 40 feet long, that make
nothing of swallowing a buffalo, by way of demon-
strating their appetite in a morning, together with
smaller and more dangerous snakes, whose haunts are

dangerous, and bite deadly; and you have a faint

idea of a situation in which, with health, I lived as

happy as the day was long. It was occasionally

diversified with rapid jaunts of a hundred miles or

so, as fast as horses or bearers coukl carry me, by
night or day, swimming through rivers, afloat in an
old brass kettle, at midnight ! Oil could tell you
adventures to outrival the witch of Endor, or any
witch that ever swam in egg-shell or sieve; but you
would undoubtedly imagine I wanted to im]50se on
you were I to relate what I have seen and passeil

through. No! I certainly shall never rejjcnt of hav-

ing come to India. It has awakened energies in me
that I scarcely imagined I possessed, though I could

gnaw my living nails with pure vexation to think

how much I have l;een thwarted by indisposition.

If, however, I get over it, I shall think the better of

my constitution as long as I live. It is not every

constituti(jn that can resist the combined attack of

liver, si)leen, bloody flux, and jungle-fever, which is

very much akin to the plague of ]''.gy])t and yellow

fever of America. It is true I have Iteen five times

given up by the most skilful physicians in tlu'se jjart-.;

but in spite of that I am firmly convinced that 'my
doom is not to die this day.' You are to commend
me kindly to your good motherly mother, aiui tell

her I wish I saw her oftener, and then to your brother

Alexander, and request him sometimes, on a Saturday

night, i)recisely at eight o'clock, f .r my sake, to ])lay

'(iingling Johnny' on his flageolet. If I had you

both in mv tent you should diink your-elf drunk

with wine of .Shira/, which is our easlt-rn Ealerninn,

in honour (jf llali/, our Persian Anacrcon. As for

me, I often drink your Iiealth in icatty (ohon a ree 1),

having long abandoiieil both wine and animal fiiod,

not from clioice, Lut dire necessity— .Adieu, dear

P)allan!)r.e, and believe me, in the .\Ialay Isle, to be

ever yours liiicerel}', J""^ l,r/il;KN. '

I.cyden soon Ijccame reconciled to I'u'of! Penang
(or Prince of Wales l-,lan(l), where he found many
valuable fiiends, and enjoyed the regard of Philip

Dundas, Escp, then governor of the island. He
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resided in that island for some time, and visited

Achi, with some other jilaces on tiie coasts of Sum-
atra and tlie Malayan peninsula. Here he amassed
tiie curious information concerning the language,

literature, and descent of the Indi-Chinese tribes,

which afterwards enabled him to lay before the Asiatic

Society at Calcutta a most valuable dissertation on

so obscure a subject.

In 1806 he took, leave of Penang, regretted by
many friends, whom his eccentricities amused, his

talents enlightened, and his virtues conciliated. His
reception at Calcutta, and the effect which he pro-

duced upon society there, are so admirably illustrated

by his ingenious and well-known countryman Sir

John Malcolm, that it would be impossilile to present

a more living picture of his manners and mind, and
the reader will pardon some repetition for the sake

of observing how the same individual was regarded

in two distant hemispheres.

"to tpie editor of the bomday courier."'

"It is not easy to convey an idea of the method
which Dr. Leyden useil in his studies, or to describe

the unconqueralile ardour with which tliese were
pnirsued. During his early residence in India I had
a particular opportunity of observing both. When
he read a lesson in Persian, a person near him, wliom
lie had taught, wrote down each word on a long slip

of paper, which was afterwards divided into as many
jiieces as there were words, and pasted in alphabeti-

cal order, under different heads of verljs, nouns, &c.,

into a blank book that formed a vocabulary of each
day's lesson. All this he had in a few hours in-

structed a very ignorant native to do; and this man
he used, in his broad accent, to call 'one of his

mechanical aids.' He was so ill at Mysore, soon
after his arrival from England, that Mr. Anderson,
the surgeon who attended him, despaired of his life;

but though all his friends endeavoured at this jseriod

to prevail upon him to relax in liis application to study,

it was in vain. He used, when unable to sit up-
right, to prop himself up with pillows, and continue
his translations. One day that I was sitting by his

bedside the surgeon came in.
—

'I am glad you are

h.ere,' said Mr. Anderson, addressing himself to me,
'you will be able to persuade Leyden to attend to my
advice. I have told him before, and now I repeat,

that he will die if he does not leave off his studies

and remain quiet.' '\'ery well, doctor,' exclaimed
Leyden; 'you have done your duty, but you must
now hear me: I caimot be idL\ and whether I die or

live, the wheel must go round till the last;' and he
actually continued, under the depression of a fever

and a liver complaint, to study more than ten hours
each day.

"The temper of Dr. Leyden was mil! and gene-

rous, and he could bear with perfect good humour
raillery on his foibles. When he arrived at Calcutta

in 1S05 I was most solicitous regarding his rcc-jptinn

in the s<3ciety of the Indian capital. '1 entreat ynu.

my dear friend,' I said to him the day he landed., 'to

be careful of the impression you make on your enter-

ing this community ; for God's sake learn a little

luigli-^h, and be silent upon literary subiccts, except

among literary men.' 'Learn Lngli^iil' he ex-

claimed 'no, never; it was trying to learn that lan-

guage that spoilt my Scotch; antl as to being sile-.it.

I will promise to huld my tongue, if ycu will niai-.e

fools hold theirs.'

"His memory was most tenaciou-., and he some-
times loaded it with luml)er. \\!icu he v.as at M\'-

' \Vc omit the earlier por'.ion of t!u< ief.cr, rjfcrrir,^- tu t'.:c

eneral character and .-nar.ncrb uf LcvJc.n.

sore an argument occurred upon a point of English
history; it was agreed to refer it to Leyden, and to

the astonishment of all parties he repeated verbatim
the whole of an net of parliament in the reign of

James relative to Ireland, which decided the point
in dispute. On being asked how he came to charge
his memory with such extraordinary matter, he said

that several years before, when he was writing on the
changes tliat had taken place in the English language,
this act was one of the documents to which he had
referred as a specimen of the style of that age, and
that he had retained every word in his memory.
"His love of the j)lace of his nativity was a pas-

sion in which he had always a pride, and which in

India he cherisiied with the fondest enthusiasm. I

once went to see him when he was very ill and had
been confined to his bed for many days; there were
several gentlemen in the room; he inquired if I had
any news; I told him I had a letter from Eskdale.
'And what are they about in the borders?' he asked.

'A curious circumstance,' I replied, 'is stated in my
letter;' and I read him a passage which described the

conduct of our volunteers on a fire being kindled by
mistake at one of the lieacons. Tliis letter mentioned
that the moment the blaze, which was the signal of

invasion, was seen, the mountaineers hastened to their

rendezvous, and those of Liddesdale swam the Liddle
river to reach it. They were assembled (though
several of their houses were at a distance of six and
seven miles) in two hours, and at break of day the

jjarty marched into the town of Hawick (at a distance

of twenty miles from the place of assembly), to the

border tune of ' Wha daur meddle 'vP met ' Leyden's
countenance became animated as I proceeded with
this detail, and at its close he sprung from his sick-

bed, and with much strange melody, and still stranger

gesticulations, sung aloud, '11 Via daur jiieddle zc'i'

me? li'ha daur meddle li'P me?'' Several of those

who witnessed this scene looked at him as one that

was raving in the delirium of a fever.

"These anecdotes will disjjlay more fully than any
description I can give, the lesser shades of the charac-

ter of this extraordinary man. An external manner
certainly not agreeable, and a disposition to egotism,

were his only defects. How trival do these appear
at a moment when we are lamenting the loss of such

a rare combination of virtues, learning, and genius,

as were concentrated in the late Dr. Leyden I

'John M.mxolm."

We have little to add to General Malcolm's lu-

minous and characteri.stic sketch. The efilcient and
active patronage of Lord Minto, himself a man of

letters, a poet, and a native of Teviottiale, was of the

most essciitial importance to Leyden, and no less

honoural)le to the governor-general. Leyden's first

ajipointment as a professor in the bengal College

might appear the sort of promotion best suited tu

his studies, but \\'as soon exchanged for that of .a

judge of the twenty-four pcrgunnahs of Calcutta.

In this capacity lie had a cb.arge of jiolice, which
'jumped witli his humour %\l-I!;" for tl:e task of

pursuing and cii>i)ersnig the bands of robbers who
infest Bengal had something of active and militan."

duty. He also excrciscfi a judicial capacity among
tile natives, to the discharge of ^\hich he ^\"as a'lmir-

al)ly tilted Ijy his knowle'lgc of their language, man-
nei's, and cu^tcnn-. To tliis office a veiy consider-

able yearly income \\as annexed. This was neither

expended in suiierlluities, nor even in tliose ordinary

expenses which the tasiiion of the La>t has pro-

nounced indi>jien>alile ; f)r Dr. Leyden kept no
esta!)!i>hment. gave no entertainments, anrlwas, with

tiie rcceiot ot this revenue, tlie verv same simple,

68
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frugal, and temperate student which he had been at

Edinburgh. But, exdusive of a portion remitted

home for the most honourable and pious purpose,

his income was devoted to the pursuit which engaged

his whole soul; to the increase, namely, of his ac-

quaintance with eastern literature in all its branches.

The expense of native teachers of every countiy and

dialect, and that of procuring from every quarter

oriental manuscripts, engrossed his whole emolu-
ments, as the task of studying under the tuition of

the interpreters, and deciphering the contents of the

volumes, occupied every moment of his spare time.

"I may die in the attempt," he writes to a friend,

"but if I die without surpassing Sir William Jones
a hundred-fold in oriental learning, let never a tear

for me profane the eye of a borderer." The term

was soon approaching when these regrets were to be

bitterly called forth, both from his Scottish friends

and from all who viewed with interest the career of

his ardent and enthusiastic genius, which, despising

everj' selfish consideration, was only eager to secure

the fruits of knowledge, and held for sufficient reward

the fame of having gathered them.

Dr. Leyden accompanied the governor-general

upon the expedition to Java (August, iSii), for the

])urpose of investigating the manners, language, and
literature of the tribes which inhabit that island, and
partly also because it was thought his extensive

knowledge of the eastern dialects and customs might
be useful in settling the government of the country,

or in communicating with the independent princes

in the neighbourhood of the Dutch settlements. His
spirit of romantic adventure led him literally to rush

upon death; for, with another volunteer who attended

the expedition, he threw himself into the surf, in

order to be the first Briton of the expedition who
should set foot upon Java. When the success of the

well-concerted movements of the invaders had given

them possession of the town of Batavia, Leyden dis-

played the same ill-omened precipitation in his haste

to examine a library in which many Indian manu-
scripts of value were said to be deposited. A li-

brar)', in a Dutch settlement was not, as might have
been expected, in the best order, the apartment had
not been regularly ventilated, and, either from this

circumstance, or already affected by the fatal sick-

ness peculiar to Batavia, Leyden, when he left the

place, had a fit of shivering, and declared the atmo-
sphere was enougli to give any mortal a fever. The
jiresage was too just; he took his bed, and died in

three days (August 28), on the eve of the battle

which gave Java to the British empire.

Thus died John Leyden, in tiie moment perhaps
mo-^t calculated to gratify the feelings which were
dear to his heart; upon the very day of military

glory, and v.'hcn every avenue of new and interesting

discovery wa^ opened to his ].enctraling research.

In the emplialic words of Scripture, "the l)owl

was broken at the fountain.'' His literary remains
were intrusted by his last will to the cliargc- of Mr.
Helier nnd Dr. Hare of Calcutta, his executors.

They are understood to contain two volumes of

poetry, with many essays on oriental and genera!

literature. His remains, honoured with every re-

spect by Lonl Minto, now rejifjse in a distant land.

Jar from tlic green-sod graves of his ancestors at

Hazeldcan, to v.hich, with a natural anticijiation r>f

such an event, he bids an affecting farewell in the

s jlemn passage wliich concludes the Scciws of In-

fincy:^

''The ^i!ver moon, at n-.iJnight cold and still,

Ix> >k<. -ad and -ilent, o'er yon western hill:

Wliile laree and yiale the ghostly structin-cs j;rj-.v,

Reare ! on the conihies of the world Lelow.

Is that dull sound the hum of Teviot's stream?
Is that blue light the moon's or tomb-fire's gleam.
By which a mouldering pile is faintly seen,
The old deserted church of Hazeldean,
NVhere slept my fathers in their natal clay,
Till Teviot's waters roU'd their bones away?
Their feeble voices from the stream they raise,
' Rash youth ! unmindful of thy early days,
Why didst thou quit the peasant's simple lot?
Why didst thou leave the peasant's turf-built cot.
The ancient graves, where all thy fathers lie,

And Teviot's stream, that long has murmured bv?
And we—when Death so long has closed our cy(;s
How wilt thou bid us from the dust arise,

And bear our mouldering bones across the main,
From vales that knew our lives devoid of stain ?

Rash youth ! beware, thy home-bred virtues save,
And sweetly sleep in thy paternal grave !"

Such is the language of nature moved by tlie

kindly associations of country and of kindred affec-

tions. But the best epitaph is the story of a life

engaged in the practice of virtue and the pursuit of
honourable knowledge ; the best monument, the
regret of the worthy and of the wise ; and the rest

may be summed up in the sentiment of Sannazario.
" Haeccine te fessum tellus extrema manebat
Hospitii post tot terraeque marisque labores?
Pone tamen gemitus, nee te monumenta parentum
Aut moveant sperata tuis tlbi funera regnis.

Grata quies patrise; sed et omnis terra sepulchrum."

To this eloquent and highly picturesque memoir,
upon which we have drawn so largely, it is only to

be added, that the Poetical Rcniams of Dr. Leyden
were published in one volume 8vo, in 1819, with a
memoir by the Rev. James Morton; and that another
posthumous work, entitled Memoirs of the Emperor
Baher, and commemorating for the first time an
Indian hero little inferior to Cjesar or Napoleon,
but heretofore totally unknown in Europe, in

which he had had the co-operation of his friend Mr.
William Erskine, appeared at Edinburgh in 1826.

LIDDEL, Dr. Duxcax, a physician of eminence,

was born in Aberdeen in the year 1561, and was son

to a respectable citizen of that town.^ He received

his education at the schools, and the university of

King's College, in his native city. In the year

1579, at the early age of eighteen, he visited the

Continent, passing over to Dantzic, whence he
travelled through I'oland to P\ankfort-on-the-C)der,

where he had the good fortune to meet with a bene-

ficent countryman, Dr. John Craig, afterwards ]")hy-

sician to James VI., who then taught logic anrl

mathematics. His views, which were previously

wavering, were fixed by the kind attention and
assistance of his friend, who enabled him to stud}'

mathematics, philosophy, and medicine for three

years in the university of Frankfort, where Craig

was himself a professor. In 1582 Craig projiosing

to return to Scotland, his pupil proceeded to ])ro>e-

cute his studies at Breslau in Silesia, under the eon-

duct of a statesman at that period of consideraljie

note— .'\ndreas Dudithius, to whose atteiUion iiis

zealous countiyman had recommended him. In this

new sphere of exertion he is said to liave made ex-

tensive progress in his favourite study of the matlie-

matics, under the ttiition of l'rofess(U' I'aulus A\ itti-

chius. After spending somewhat more than a )ear

at Breslau he returned to Lrankfort, where he again

turned his attention to medicine, and commenced a

' Inscription cm a brass jilatc in the church of St. Nicholas,

Aberdeen: .Sketch r/ tl:,' I. iff of ]>>: /hoiran Liddcl, A/r>-
itccn, 1790. This pamphlet, understood to have been written

by Mr. John .Stewart, jjrofessor of Oeek in .Mariscli.d ('oHeKe,

gives so accurate and concise an account of its subject, that

little can be added. We are aware of but one work having
at]y reference to Liddrl which has been overlooked. 'I'iie

I.it'-riT a.d Joan)U))i Kippicruin contain one or two letters

fro.Ti him.
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course of private tuition in mathematics and pliilo-

so])hy. A contagious distemper which broke out

at Frankfort in 1587, dispersing the students in vari-

ous directions, induced him to change his place of

residence for the celebrated university of Rostock.

Here he appears to have first acquired celebrity for his

professional knowledge and conversational informa-

tion, and particularly for his knowledge of astronomy
and mathematics. He became the companion and
pupil of Bruc?eus, a physician and philosopher of

Flanders, who, although the senior of Liddel both
in years and celebrity, acknowledges himself to have
received much useful information and assistance from
the young philosopher; while Caselius, another com-
panion and friend of Liddel, pays a tribute to the

comprehensiveness of his genius and reading, by
remarking that "he was the first person in Germany
who explained the motions of the heavenly bodies
according to thethreediffereiit hypotheses of Ptolemy,
Copernicus, and Tycho Brahe."
The illustrious individual last mentioned had like-

wise studied at the university of Rostock : it is pro-

bable that the pursuits of the two philosophers brought
them into contact, and the author of the biography
of Liddel considers it sufficiently established, that

they were intimate with each other in after-life, and
that the Danish philosopher frequently visited the

subject of our memoir in his journeys to Scotland.

There is, however, a shadow of authority for sup-

posing' that Liddel held the higher rank of an op-
ponent of Tycho Brahe, and maintained a disputa-

tion with him on equal terms. The eccentric Sir

Thomas Urquhart, who, whatever information he
may have chosen to receive on the subject, certainly

was enaljled to have made himself master of the true

state of the circumstances which he related, says,

"These mathematical blades put me in mind of that

Dr. Liddel, who, for his profoundness in those sciences
of sensible immaterial objects, was everywhere much
renowned, especially at Frankfort-de-Main, Frank-
fort-on-the-Oder, and Heidelberg, where he was
almost as well known as the monstrous bacchanalian
tun that stood there in his time. He was an eminent
jirofessor of mathematics, a disciple of the most ex-

cellent astronomer Tycho Brahe, and condisciple of
tliat worthy Longomontanus : yet in imitation of
Aristotle (whose doctrine with great proficiency he
had imbued), he esteemed more of truth than either
ot Socrates or Plato ; when the new star began to

appear in the constellation of Cassiopxia, there was
concerning it such an intershocking of opinions be-
twixt Tycho Brahe and Dr. Liddel, evulged in jnint

to the open view of tiie world, that the understand-
ing reader could not but have conimended both for

all ; and yet (in giving each his due) praised Tycho
Brahe most for astronomy, and Liddel for his know-
ledge above him in all the other jxirts of philoso[)hy.

"

It is not improl)abIe tliat the imaginative author of
the j'tti'd may have thought jiropcr, without much
inquiry, to bestow on a jjcrson burn in liis own near
luiglibourhood the merit of a contlict in %\hich a
Scotsman, whose name may not have then been
kaown, was engaged; at the same time adding to tlie

lii^tre of the achievements of his countryman. The
author of the li!e of Dr. Liddel ob:-er'vcs, "Ujion
what authority this circumstance is f mnded canimt
be discovered, for there is no mention of it in eitlier

of the very full .accounts of the liie and writings of
Tyciio Bralie by Ciassendi and Montucla, nor in a
huge voknne written f)y Tycho himself concerning
this new star; altlmugh he there animadverts at

I >!i th^ authi'rity nf C.iS!

funeral oratijii en. Licc'.-I.

dccicati' 11 t'j Cra;

great length upon the opinions of many other astro-

nomers who had also treated of it. Nor could any
such controversy have possibly happened at the time
mentioned by Sir Thomas Urquhart, for the new
star there spoken of was observed by Tycho Brahe
in 1572, and the account of it published in 1573,
when Dr. Liddel was only twelve years of age.
There is indeed, in the volume of Astronomical
Epistles of Tycho Brahe, a long letter from him to
his friend Rothmannus, chietly filled with severe
reflections upon the publications of a certain .Scots-

man against his account of the comet of 1577, not
of the new star in Cassiopa-ia ; but it appears from
Gassendi that this Scottish writer was I)r. Craig,
formerly mentioned, and not Dr. Liddel." When
we recollect that Liddel and Craig, as intimate liter-

ar)' associates, may have imbibed the same theories,

and similar methods of stating them, this last cir-

cumstance approaches a solution of the difficulty.

In the university of Rostock Liddel received the
degree of Master of Philosoidiy, and in 1590 he left

it to return to Frankfort, at the request of two young
Livonians of rank, to whom it is probable he acted
as tutor. He did not long remain at PTankfort on
his second visit, having heard of the rising fame of
the new "Academia Julia," founded at Helmstadt
by Henry Julius, Duke of Brunswick, in 1576. Here
he accompanied his pupils, and was restored to the
company of his old friend Caselius, whom the duke
had invited to his youthful establishment.

In 1 59 1 Liddel, by the recommendation of his

friend, and of Gnmefeldt, an eminent civilian, was
appointed to the lower professorship of mathematics
in the new university, as successor to Parcovius, who
had been removed to the faculty of medicine; and,
on the death of Erhardus Hoffman in 1594, he suc-

ceeded to the first or higher mathematical chair.

This eminent station he filled during the course of

nine years, giving instractions in geometry, astro-

nomy, and universal geography, and keeping the

information he communicated to his pupils on a
level with the dawning progress of discover}-. In

1596 he obtained the degree of Doctor in Medicine;
and, in a science which was not at that period con-

sidered as so completely abstracted from the circle

of general knowledge as its practical extent i-.ow

compels it to be, he acquired the same celelu'ity

which he had achieved in philosf)phy and mathe-
matics. He is said by his lectures and writirigs to

have proved the chief sujiport of the medical scb.ool

of Helmstadt; he acted as first physician to the court

of Brunswick, and enjoyed a lucrative juivate prac-

tice among the opulent families in the neighbciur-

hood. In 1599 he was elected dean of the faculty

of philosophy, a post of honour to \\hich he was
freriuently re-elected, both by the faculties of philo-

sojihy and of medicine. McanN\hi!e, in llie )ear

1603, he resigned to IK-nricus .'^chaperus the chair

of mathematics, of which he had remained occupant,

notwithstanding his lal>ours in another science; and
in tlie year following he was chosen ]'ro-rector of

the university. The method of studying his ]>rofes-

sion, and his courses of public tuition, had already

made Liddel an auth(n- of no inconsid.eralile extent,

and about this [leriotl the fame he f.ad acquired,

probably induced him to jTescr.t the aca^iendcal

Works which he had written or superir.tenTied in a

distinct manner bef )re tlie worUI. In 1605 wa< ych-
lished ['):sf-utati^}ics McJiciUulcs ])i:jiian! Liddclu
Srcti. Phtf. ,-f M,J. 7):,-;,r:s. ct rr.ylsscrjs PuMic: n:

Ai-d'louia yiilia lk'in,rstadtu. This ^\ork, fdling

f lur volumes 4to, contains the theses or j.ul.lic (:;>.

jiutations maintained by Idni-^elf aiul los ] u; ils at

Ilelnotadt from 1502 tj 1606; it is dedicated as a
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mark of gratitude to his early friend and patron

Craig, accompanied by the usual multitude of com-
mendatory verses on the author and his works. This

book is mentioned by the author of the memoirs of

Liddel as having been reprinted at so late a period

as 1720. In 1607 he produced a better-known \vork,

.4rs Medica, Siucitute et Pcrspiciic Explkata, pub-

lished at Hamburg. This work was dedicated to

King James. A second edition was published at

Lyons in 1624, and a third at Hamburg in 1628.

As in other works on medicine of the period, the

range of the autlior's investigation was not confined

to sulijects to which the term medical would now
exclusively refer ; metaphysics were included. Into

the merit of this as a work on practical medicine

it would now be useless to inquire, and we may be

content with ranking the merit of the author accord-

ing to the estimation of the work during the seven-

teenth century, which was by no means inconsider-

able. At the time when the last-mentioned work
was published, motives which we cannot now dis-

cover induced Liddel to retire for tlie remainder of

his life to his native country, which he had frequently

visited during his honoured residence abroad. It

would appear that he privately left the university, as

Caselius remarks that the Duke of Brunswick, if

aware of his intention, would probably not have
permitted so active a teacher to leave his favourite

institution, which was then falling into confusion.

On his return he passed through Germany and Italy,

and finally took up his residence in Scotland, al-

though in what part of the country seems not to be
known, the earliest infijrmation obtained as to his

locality being of the year 1612, wlieu he subscribed

at Edinburgh a deed of settlement, mortifying cer-

tain lands in the neighbourhood of Aberdeen for

the support of six bursars in Marischal College. The
magistrates of Al^erdeen were appointed trustees for

the application of the fund ; and, according to a not

unusual practice, the curse of Clod was denounced
against any one who should abuse or misapply it.'

By a settlement dated the 9th December, 16 13, he
confirmed the previous donation, and left for the

establishment of a professorship of mathematics in

Marischal College, the sum of 6000 merks, which
was afterwards ])rofitably laid out on land by the

trustees. To the same institution he left his books
and instruments. This may be considered the last

performance of his active life, for he died eight days

after its date, on the 17th of December, 1613. He
was buried in the ciiurch of St. Nicholas in Aber-
deen, where a taljlet of brass, on which his portrait

has been boldly and expressively engraved by an

artist at Antwer|i, was erected to his memory. He
is likewise commemorated by a small obelisk erected

in the lands of I'itmedden, near Aberdeen— the same
which he mortified for the support of bursars. Dying
unmarried, the children of a brf)ther and sister in-

hcritcfl liis property, and one of the former succeeded

Dr. William J(>hnslr)n in the mathematical chair

which Dr. Liddel had fouii<led.

Besides the literary efforts already mentioned, a

postliumous work by Liddel was published at Ilani-

l)urg in 1628, entitled 7'rac/aliis dc J)c}iti- Axrco

;

Ijeiiig an answer to a tractate by Jacobus liorstius,

^\•ho liad maintained the verity of a fable which bore

that a boy of Silesia, who had lost a tooth, received

from nature in return one of pure gold. The cir-

cam^tance was considered an omen to encourage the

' In n minutf; of the council rccor'k of Abcrdocn, of date

Cth December, 1638. it is ordained that Ur. Liddel's bursars

sh.all wear a black bonnet anrl a blacl-: ^oun. both in the college

and in the street, crmform to the will of the mortifier, under
the pain of dejiriN ,aion.

Germans in their wars with the Turks, and predica-
tive of the downfall of the Mahometan faith. The
subject can be interesting only to those who study
the extent of human credulity.

LINDSAY, Sir D.avid, a celebrated Scottish
poet of the sixteenth century, was born about the

year 1490. He is distinguished by the title "of the
Mount," from the name of his family seat near Cupar
in Fife, and which is presumed, tliough not certainly

known, to have been also the place of his birth.

The early part of his education he received at Cupar,
the after part of it at St. Andrews, to which he re-

moved in 1505. Here he remained till 1509. From
this period till 1512 there is a hiatus in his historj-,

and it is not known how the intermediate space was
employed. In that year, however, he is found to

be in attendance upon the young prince, afterwards

James \., who was born on the loth of April, 1 5 12.

The particular nature of his appointment on first

settling at court cannot be ascertained ; but it docs
not appear to have been of a very dignified descrip-

tion. His attendance on the infant monarch seems
also to have been divided with the royal parent James
IV., on whom he is found waiting as a special

servant on the remarkable occasion of the feigned

spectre's appearance before that prince in the chapel

of Linlithgow in 151 3. I^indsay stood close beside

the king during the whole of that extraordinary scene,

and, according to his namesake the historian, declared

that he, along with the oilier servants in attendance,

made several ineffectual attempts to lake hold of the

ghostly intruder.

The death of James IV., which took place soon
after, does not appear to have affected Lindsay's

situation at court. He still continued his attendance

on the young prince, and this in rather a singular

capacity, considering the respectability of his family,

although probably it may be thouoht that there was
no degradation, if indeed it was not a ]:iosilive honour,

to take the personal charge of an infant king. This,

however, he seems to have done literally, and, as is

gathered from passages in his own works, much in

the character of a dry nurse. The following are

amongst those alluded to. The lines occur in the

dedication of his poem entitled the Dream:—
" Quhen thou was young I bore thee in my arme,

I- uil tcnderlie till thou benouth to gang ;

And in thy bed aft haiipit thee full warnie,

With lute in hand, sine sweitly to tlicc sang."

And again at an after period, when complaining

of the neglect which he met with at court, he tlius

reminds the king of the days of his childhood, and

of the ])]ayful and lender kindnesses \\ liich then passed

between ihem :

" TI"W as nne chapman beiris his pack,

I bure tliy grace U|ion my back;

And sonietunes stry<ilinges nw my neck,

]>ansand with mony Ijeml and beck.

The tirst syllabis that thou did mute
^\as p.i, da lyne, upon tlie lute :

Then playit I twenty springis ].eriiuicr,

(Juliilke was great pleaMire f^r to heir;

l''ra play tlou let me never rest,

Hot Oyiikertomi tliiiU luilit ay best."

Lindsnv's attendance on the young king was nrit

dignified 1)\ ;iny charge wiialcver connected will) liis

education. His services were entirely of a personal

nature, anil were oidy put in reriuisilion %\hen the

royal youth returned from "scule.'' James' education

was intrusted to Gavin Dunbar, an eminent and

learned j.relate, so that, witli all Lindsay's genius,

he seems not to have been thought comjietent to this

important and li' mnurable trust. That which lie

filled, however, such as it was, he retained till the
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year 1524, when lie was dismissed from it by the

intrigues of tlie queen-mother, who, aiming at tlie

sole directi(m of the national affairs during the min-

ority of the king, carefully remcjved from the royal

presence all whom she feared might exert an influ-

ence over the young monarch inimical to her own
views and interests, and amongst thai number she

seems to have reckoned the poet. His dismissal,

however, seems by no means to have taken place

with the king's consent, although it is evitlent that

he was obliged to submit to it. He was too young
to assert his own will in opposition to that of his

mother, but he did the next best thing he could

for the kinil companion of his tender years—-he pro-

cured a pension to be bestowed upon him, and took

especial care of its punctual payment.

On the king's assuming the reins of government
in his own person, and when his will could be no
longer opposed, Lindsay was recalletl to court, and
about 1530 was appointed lyon king-at-arms, and
as a necessary accompaniment, invested with the

lionour of knighthood. In the dedication of the

Dream to the king, already quoted from, and which
was written during the time of his banishment from
court, although he comjilains of the treatment which
he had received, he not only acquits the king of

liaving any part in inflicting it, but speaks in terms
of the warmest gratitude of the kindness of his royal

master. He seems, indeed, to have formed a strong

personal attachment to the monarch, and there is

every reason to believe that it was recii)rocal. Lind-
say had now begun to make some figure as a ]ioet.

He had already written the JhwiDi and the Com-
flayitt, both productions of great merit; l)ut it was
to his talent for satire, a quality which he had not

yet exhibited, that he was chiefly indebted for the

singular degree of popularity whicli he afterwards

accjuired. Uf the felicity and point with which he
could exercise this dangerous gift, the following
curious instance is related by Dr. Irving in his life

of the poet:—"The king being one day surrounded
by a numerous train of nobility and prelates, Lindsay
approached him with due reverence, and began to

jirefer a humble petition that he would install him
in an olTice which was then vacant. 'I have,' saicl

lie, 'servit your grace lang, and luik to be rewardit
as others an>, and now your mai>ler tavlor, at the

])leasure of C!od, is departit, wlieiefore I wald desire

(if your grace to bestow this little benefite upon me.'
The king replied, that he was amazed at such a re-

([uest from a man who c<.iul'i neither shape nor sew.

'.Sir,' rejoined tlie ]ioet, 'that niaks nae matter, for

you have given bi>lio[iricks and benefices to monv
standing here about you, and yet tliey can noutlier

teach nor jireach, and why not I as \\eill be your
tavlor, though I can noulher shape nor se\\', seeing

teaching and preaching are nae Ie>s requisite to llieir

vocation than shaping and sewing to ane tailor?'

The effect of this well-managed jcu (/'rs/'/-;/ upon the

bystanders, many of whom came within its range,

may be rt-adily conceived. Whatever niig!;t be their

leclings on tlie sul)jeet, James hini.^elf enjoyed it

greatly, and f)und much aniusenienl in ci iiitenipLu-

i:ig tile angry looks whieli it occasioned."
Tiiis and other witticisms at the expense of the

clergy are supjiosed by Lindsay's biographers to

liave l)een the iirineipal cause of that \\anl of jiro-

motion of which he so frequently eomjilains; but \\u-
I

seems <loubtfuI. James liim.-elf had but little rever- !

ence i'or tlie clergy, and it is not therefore likeh' that

he would be displeased with Lindsay lor entertaining 1

similar sentiments. ()f the king's opinion (jf tlie

holy men of his time, his answer to a deputation of

them which waited upun him with a li-t of rre'testanl i

peers and chiefs whom they desired might be brought
to jiunishment, is suflicieiilly indicative. "Pack, ye
jugglers," said he, "get ye to your charges and re-

form your own lives; be not instruments of discord

between my nobility and me; or I vow to God I

shall reform you, not as the King of Denmark by
imprisonment, nor as he of England by hanging and
beheading, but yet by most severe punishments, if

ever sucli motion jiroceed from you again." It is

not therefore easy to say, considering the intimate,

nay familiar, fooling on which Lindsay stood with
the king, what were the causes that afforded him
grounds for his frecpient complaints, if indeed he
had any at all that were reasonable—a jiomt by no
means made evident. Whatever might be the emolu-
ments arising from his services, they were now
occasionally of a sufficiently dignified and important

nature. In 1 531 he was despatched on an emfjassy

to Antwerp, to renew an ancient commercial treaty

with the Netherlands; antl in 1548 he was sent to

the court of Denmark, to solicit ships to protect the

Scottish coast against the Lnglish, and to negotiate

a free trade in grain for the .Scottish merchants.

liesides being a man of genius, Lindsay was al>o

a man of great ])ractical good sense, if the latter be
not indeed a necessary attribute of the former, and
this enabled him to see in a peculiarly strong and
clear light the errors and absurdities, if not in-

herent in, at least which had been then ingrafted on,

the Church of Rome, and against these he directed

the whole force of his satirical powers, and with an

effect which rendered him at once extremely forniid-

alile to the clergy, and singularly pojnilar w ith the

great bulk of the peojile.

Of his talent for ridicule the following exquisitely

humorous specimen of his manner of dealing with the

impositions of the Romish church will give a correct

idea. It is the speech of a pardoner— of one who
dealt in miracles and traded in holy relics and ab-

solutions. It occurs in his play entitled ^hw Satyn
0/ the I'liric Eslaitis:—

".My potent p.irdonnis ye may se

Cum I'rae tfie C.in of T.irtarie,

\\'t:ill scillit witli tster schellis.

']"!ioclit yi; haif no discretioun,

\e sail haif full reniissioun.

With help of biiikis and bcllis.

Heir is a reilik lang and braid,

Of Fynniack'Avll the richt chaft blade,

\\'ith teith and all togidder;

Of Collingis Row heir is a home,

—

I'ur cittin,< of Makanieillis corne
Was slane into li.aquhidder.

Heir is the cordis baith grit and lang

CJuhllk hangit Johnnie .-Xnnistran:;,

I If gude hempt saft and .symid:

Oudc h.aly jiei.iil. I stand f.rd,

(Juhaeir liei^ hangit m this cord.

Xeid.is never to be dp'wncJ.
The ciihnn "f St. llryddis cw,
'the gruntill .^f Sanct Antonis s'>«-,

(Juhilk bure his haly led:
(J\:ha evir heiris tliis bell clink

Oifc nie a diiccat to the drinke.

Me sail ne\ Ir gang till he!l—
VN'lib.out he be with liclliall borne.

Maisteri--. trew ye that this be sL<irne?

I'uiii, uin thi~ i),ird.,-n. cnn; '.

( hiha hiiv i- t!i,i;r wxvis \v\ with t.h.dr liairt

I h.aifi-wcr 1! i::^e't.. depairt:

.Mc think you I'lLif and C:.\\v.\.

Hes nar.e of \( .; curst '.v-.cket uy\ is

That hahhs yu hit' . stun am! ^;ryvi^?

Cum take my dispells.itt 'im;

( >f that cummer I -.id iiiak vou 'jUN t,

ibwbcid V ur-clf be in the'uvte.
'

An ! mak .tue taU n.irratmun.

1-
'
r niciih f 't malt, or f t nioni

For .ok. hen. gu-e. or
I M rclhkkis heir I half a hunde
Ouhy cu'o ye not? -Ihi. i- a ^

I trov. ye be not wys^,
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From this it will be plainly seen what a dangerous

and powerful enemy the Romish church had to

contend with in the person of Lindsay—infinitely

more dangerous and more powerful than the ablest

preacher or the most acute reasoner. The effect,

indeed, aided as it was by the circumstance of the

public mind being already attuned to such feelings

and sentiments regarding religious matters, was alto-

gether irresistible; and there is no doubt that this

and similar productions of the satirist tended more
to the accomplishment of the final overthrow of

Popery in Scotland than any other circumstance

]5revious to the Reformation. Lindsay himself was
the Burns of his day. His poems were in every

mouth, and were equally appreciated in the cottage

as in the castle. Among the lower orders he was
especially popular. His broad humour delighted

them beyond measure, and there was scarcely one of

them but coukl repeat large portions o{ Davie Lind-
say from memory. Indeed it is not yet a very great

while since his popularity among this class began
to fade. Nor, though now certainly fast losing

ground, is he by any means yet entirely forgotten in

the country. Many an ancient tiller of the soil, and
his equally ancient better half—for what remains of

liis fame is more vigorous in the country than the

town—still cherish and appreciate the merits of their

old favourite native poet.

The dread and detestation in which Lindsay's satiri-

cal poems were held by the clergy is expressively

enough indicated by their having procured an act to

have his "buick" burned during the regency of Mary
of Loraine, when they had regained a temporary
ascendency under that princess, and a wonder arises

that Lindsay himself was not subjected to a similar

fate; indeed, that he escaped it at all is a circumstance

not easily accounted for.

During his lifetime many unfortunate persons were
brought to the stake for heresy, and for contemning
the ordinances of the existing religion ; and how it

happened that he, incomparably the most dangerous
and most notorious offender of tliem all, should have
escaped, is a question that may well be asked; but

we suspect it is one which cannot be satisfactorily

answered, otherwise than by supposing that he was
protected by the strong arm of royalty.

In 1537 Lindsay acted as sort of master of cere-

monies on the occasion of the arrival in .Scotland of

Mary of Guise, queen of James V. He contrived a

variety of pageants, and prepared orations for the

reception of her majesty at .St. Andrews, and super-

intended in person the execution of his designs. Some
of them were absurd and fantastic enough, but they
were of course in accfjrdance with llie taste of the

times.

fjf the concluding years of his life nothing is known,
nor is it ascertained when or where he died. Dr.

Irving states that he survived till the year 1567; but

how long he lived after is unknown. He must,

however, from this account, have been at least up-

wards of seventy years of age at the time f)f his dc-alh.

Lindsay's merits as a poet are not of the very higlic'-t

f<rder. I'.road humour was his forte, anci the speci-

men given will sufficiently show, that when he tru.st<;d

to this talent he did not trust to a broken reed. His
])rineipal pieces are I'lw Drcmc, The Coinpl(iy)tt, 'J'lu-

Cc'ia/'/ayitt 0/ t/ic A'in-^'s J'dpiii'^o, Sdtvrcoii the 'J'liric

/lilaifis, Aii~,i\>- to the A'inifs Fhiiir^, and 'J'hc

Coin/iayiit I'f Basche the k'niifs Hound.

LINDSAY, JriHX, eighteenth I'.arl of Crawford
and fourth I'^arl of Lindsay, was l)orn on the 4tli (jf

( )cti fber, 1 702. I le was the eldest son of John, seven-

teenth I'^aii of Crawfurtl, by Linilia, daughter of

James Lord Doune, and grand-daughter to the
Duchess of Lauderdale. His mother having died
while he was yet an infant, he was committed to the
charge of an elderly female domestic at the family
seat of Struthers in Fife; his father, who was at this

lime captain of the second troop of horse grenadiers,
and lieutenant-general of Queen Anne's forces, resid-

ing constantly in London.
His lordship in after-life has been frequently heard

to repeat an interesting anecdote which occurred
about this period of his life. The Duke of Argyle
and the Duke of Hamilton were one day dining with
his father. After dinner a warm debate ensued about
the then all-engrossing topic the union. In the
midst of it the Duke of Argyle caught up the young
earl, then a child, who was jdaying about the room,
placed him on the table in the midst of the crowd of

bottles and glasses by which it was occupied, and,

after contemplating the boy for an instant, "Craw-
ford," he said, addressing his father, " if this boy lives,

I wonder whether he will be of your sentiments."
"If he has a drop of my blood in his veins," replied

the earl, "he certainly will." "I warrant, at any
rate, he will make a brave fellow," said Argyle,
kissing the child, and placing him again on the

floor.

In 1713 his lordship succeeded, by the death of

his father, to the family titles and estates, and was
soon after invited, together with a younger and only

brother and two sisters, by the Duchess of Argyle,

their grand-aunt, to take up their residence with her

in the Highlands, where she then lived in retirement.

Here he remained until he had attained a pro])er age

for college, when he was sent to the university of

Glasgow. His biogra])her Roll informs us, that

while residing with the Duchess of Argyle, the young
earl had fallen desperately in love with a little High-
land girl; but he unfortunately gives no account of

the progress or termination of this boyish attachment.

The circumstance, however, affords an early indica-

tion of the warm, chivalrous, and romantic dispo:-i-

tion for which his lordship was afterwards so much
distinguished.

While at the university he rendered himself famous
amongst his fellow-students by his boldness and
courage. He led them on in all their battles with

the citizens, headed every expedition of difficulty or

danger, and stood forward on all occasions as the

champion of the college, when any of its members
were injured or insulted, or conceived themselves to

be so. He, in short, took the vv-hole burden of the

university's honour on his own shoulders, and guarded

and protected it with the most watchful zeal and

uncompromising intrepitlity. h'rom the college of

Glasgow he went to that of lulinlnugh, where he

remained for some time, and then returned to the

retirement of tiie Duchess of Argyle in the High-

lands. Here he now jirosecuted his studies under

the tuition r)f a i)rivate i)recei)tor, and continued tliis

course until he attained his nineteenth year.

On arriving at this age it was thought proper that

he should, agreeably to the usual ])iactice in the cases

of young men of rank and fortune, jn'oceed to the

Continent, at once to comjilete his education,

and to im])rove himself by travel. With this view

he set out in the year 1721, first fiir Londcm, where

he remained fi)rashort time, and (hereafter to I'aris.

Here he entered the academy of \'audeuil, and c(m-

tinued to attend that seminary during tlie two suc-

ceeding years. His ])rogress in h'aming, and in the

acquisition of e\ery c-legant acconqdishment while

he resided in the I'rench cajiilal, \\as so remarkable,

as to excite a strr)ng feeling of resjiect fi)r his talents

amongst his felhjw-academicians, \\\\u saw him sur-
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passing many students of much longer standing, and
attaining an eminence which left him few competitors.

In horsemanship, fencing, and dancing, he was con-

sidereti, even in the refined city of Paris, to be with-

out a rival.

In 1723 he quitted the academy of Vaudeuil, but

continued to reside in France till 1726. In the same
year in which his lordshi]) left the seminary just

named, an incident occurred strongly illustrative of

his daring and determined character. Amongst the

other sights exhibited during the festivities which
vere hekl in celebration of the accession of the young
French king, was that of drawing one of the fish-

ponds in the gardens of Versailles. The Earl of

Crawford was amongst the crowd assembled to wit-

ness this novelty. In pressing forward to the edge

of tiie water to obtain a sight of the young monarch,

he was rudely jostled by a h'rench marepiis. Irritated

by this incivility, the earl instantly caught up the

Frenchman, who was in full court-dress, in his arms,

and tossed him, robes and feathers and all, into the

middle of the fish-pond. The sjiectators, highly

delighted with the unexpected exhibition, burst into

immoderate fits of laughter, in which they were
cordially joined by the young king himself, who
eagerly inquired who the person was that had thrown
the manpiis into the water. The latter himself did

not think fit to take any notice of the affair either at

the time or at any after period.

In 1726 his lordshii^ returned to Ihitain, acknow-
ledged by all to be one of the most accomplished
gentlemen of the age. On the 25th of December of

the same year he obtained a cajitain's commission in

one of tlie additional troops of the 2d regiment of

Royal Scots CJreys. This appointment he held till

1730, when, these troops being disbanded, he again

repaired to the Duchess of Argyle's residence in the

Highlands, and remained there feu- the next eighteen

months. In January, 1732, he once more left this

retirement to mingle with the wi)rld, being appointed
to the command of a troop of the 7th or Queen's
Own regiment of dragoons. He was also, in the

same month, elected one of the sixteen representa-

tives of the Scottish jieerage, in place of the Earl of

Loudon deceased. This honour was again conferred

upon him at the general elections in the years 1734,

1 741, and 1747. In the month of June, 1733, his

lordship was appointed gentleman of the bed-chamber
to the i'rince of Wales. On the iSth of February,

in tlie year following, he obtained the captain-lieu-

tenancy of the 1st regiment of foot-guards, and on
the 1st of October, in tlie same year, a company of

the 3d foot-guards. Notwitlistanding these various

appointments, the earl, who entertained from his

youngest years a strong passion for military fame,

finding his life but an inactive one, and the I-",iigli>h

service unlikely at the time to pre.-.enl him with any
opportunity of distinguishing himself, souglu and
obtained the king's permission to go out as a volunteer

to the Imperial army, the emperor being at that time

engaged in a war with I' ranee.

Ilis liinl>hi]i joined the Imperialists in 1735- ^-^

Briichsal on the Rhine, where he was received with

every mark of distinction and favoiu' \>\ the cekbrnted
I'rince Eugene of Savoy, then in command nf the

troops in that quarter. Finding, however, that there

vvas no immediate appearance of active service here,

his liH-.Nhip, aceonqianied l)v \'i--eouiu i'riinrose and
Capitain Dalrymple, both volunteers like liimseif,

liroeeeiled to the army under Count Sackeni.loi ff. The
fir.^t <hity imposed i-'U them by this general \\a^ to

reconnoitre the enemy, wlio were posted near Clnu.--

sen. As tltey advanced towards the French lines

ihey \\ere met by a party of the enemy, three times

the number of their own escort, and a skirmish ensued,

in which Count Nassau, who accompanied them,
was killed, and Lord Primrose severely wounded by
a muskel-ball close beside the Earl of Crawford.
On the evening of the same day, 17th of October,

1735, the battle of Claussen was fought, affording his

lordship an oj)portunity of distinguishing himself,

which he did not let ])ass. lie attached himself to

the Prince of W'aldeck, who comman<led the left

wing of the Imperialists, and attended him throughout
the whole of tlie battle. The ])osition in which the

earl was ]ilaced was the first attacked by the enemy,
and was the most sanguinary part of the field. The
intelligence, bravery, and good conduct of his lord-

ship in this engagement excited the warmest admira-
tion of the juince, and laid the foundation of his

future fame as a soldier.

Preliminaries of peace between the emperor and
France having been soon afterwards signed, the earl

left the Im])erial amiy, made a tour of the Nether-
lands and Holland, and again returned to Britain.

On his arrival he was graciously received by George
II., who honoured him with many warm exjiressions

of esteem. His lordship remained at home for two
years. At the end of this period he again became
desirous of exchanging the monotony of a peaceful

and idle for an active life, and sought the king's

permission to serve as a volunteer in the Russian

army, under Field-marshal Munich, then engaged
with the Imperialists in a war against the Turks.
Having obtainetl the royal permission, he embarked
at Gravesend in AjumI, 1738, for Petersburg. On
his arrival there he waited upon the czarina, who
appointed him to the command of a regiment of

horse, with the rank of general in the Russian ser-

vice. His lordship then left Petersburg in the

middle of May to join the army, which he effected

after a dangerous and tedious journey of a month's

duration. Several sanguinary engagements with the

Turks soon followed, and in all the earl eminently

distinguished himself, both by his militar}' skill and
fearless intrepidity. In one of these murderous con-

flicts, which took place on the 26th of July, and in

which the Turks and Tartars were repulsed with great

loss, his lordshi]i, vdio ^\as at the head of a party of

Cossacks, excited the astonishment and admiration

of even these Ixdd and skilfid riciers by his dexterity

in horsemanship. Nor were they less delighted

with the gallantry also \\liich he exhibited in this

battle, in the instance of a single combat with
a Tartar, whom, after a desperate encounter, he
sabred and striiiped of his arms. The latter he after-

wards lirought to England with him as objects of

curiosity.

The season being now far advanced, Marshal
Municli thought it advisable to retire from tb.e scene of

operations, and acconlingi}- retreated to Kiow, v hither

he was accompanied b)- the earl, who remained -with

him fi^r three weeks after the cessation of hostilities.

1 le then lett Munich, and joined the Imjierialists near

Pelgrade. The earl had now aciiuired a large stock

of military knowledge, and. had been especially ini-

jM-oved in tlie art by hi> ex]Hrience ur.<ler Munich,
\\hom he justly reckoue;! the lir-t caj Iain of ih.e age.

Six \\eeks after he joined the Imperial army, it \\as

marched into wimer-q;iarters. ( )n tliis occasion he
attachecl himself to Prince liugeiie's regimer.t, and
proceeded witli tliat crps to Coniorra, tlvirty-thrce

miles S.E. of I'reslnirg. Here, and at \'ier.na, to

wb.ich he occasionally resorte*!, he reiiiaine'.i till the

n;id(!Ieof April. 1730. During thi.> leivare his lord-

sl'iip employed him>elf in reilucing to method ar.ii

ss-^tein the military knowleiige whicli he haii acquired,

by cirawin.g p'lar.s a;;d writing c<!).-erva:ion= on tlie
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Russian campaign ; thus availing himself of every

means and opportunity that ofTcretl of improving

himself in that art, to attain an eminence in which
had been from his earliest years the object of his

fondest hopes.

His lordship now joined the Imperialists assembled
near Peterwaradin, under the command of Marslial

Wallis, and attached himself to his old friend and
fellow-soldier the Prince of Waldeck, lieutenant-

general of infantr)-. In a short time after the battle

of Krotzka, near Belgrade, was fought. In this

engagement the earl, while fighting the Turks at

the head of Palfi's cuirassiers, had his favourite black

horse killed under him: another was immediately
brought him, but he had scarcely gained the saddle

when he himself was struck witli a musket-ball,

which, entering the outside of his left tiiigh, shattered

the bone to pieces, and brought him to the ground.

Here he lay for some time in a state of utter insensibi-

lity, when he was accidentally discovered by General
Count Sucheri, who, on perceiving him, ordered

some grenadiers to raise him up and place him on
one of his horses. This, however, was all the atten-

tion which tlie urgency of the moment would permit.

Having been mounted on the horse he was left to

his fate, and received no further assistance until the

following morning, when he was found by one of his

own grooms, his face deadly pale, his head uncovered

,

and himself holding fast by the horse's mane with
both hands to prevent his falling off. He was now
immediately carried to Belgrade, where surgical

assistance was obtained. So desjjerate and severe

was his wound, that his lordship walked for the first

time, and even then with the assistance of crutches,

only in tlie beginning of September, 1740—about a
year and a half after he had received it.

Being advised to try the effects of the baths of

jJaden, lie proceeded to that quarter, and remained
there till the lith of August, 1741; but finding there

no effectual cure, he embarked for England. Not-
withstanding his absence, the earl's interest had not
been neglected at home. In July, 1739, he was
made a olonel of horse and adjutant-general, and
on the 25th October of the same year was ajipointed

colonel of the 42d regiment of foot, or Royal Scots

Highlanders. Tlie same inclination to forward his

military views marked his return. On the 25th of

December, 1741, the year in which he came to

England, he was a])pointed colonel of the second
troop of horse grenadier-guards.

His lordsliip's wound still annoying liim, he, in

1742, repaired to the baths of Bareges and Provence,

from the last of which he derived great benefit. He
llnaily joined the liriti^hnrmy, ofwliich I'ield-marshal

Stair was commander, on the 241)1 of May, 1743, at

Hochstet, where (ieorgell. ha]")i5cne(ltobeattliclinic.

At the Ij.ittle of Hetlingen, which took place on tlie

i6lh of tlie following month, the earl commanded a

Ijrigade oflife-guards, and conducted liini>elf through-

out that conllict with a coolness and intrepidity which
greatly enhanced his reputation for courng-; :ind iiiili-

tai-y skill. During tlie action his lord.-liip, on one

occasio)!, ordered the officers of his bi'iL;adc to tlic

iVont, the enemy being within fifty ]iace.> of tlicin.

He then addressed his men, "Hark, my dear lads,"

he said, "trust to your swords, liandle tlicni well,

and never mind your ]iistols.'' Placing hini^elf llicn

at their head, he led them on to the charge, the

trumpets the while soun'liiig the martial >train of
" Pritons, .Strike Home;" his soldiers, i)articipating

in his enthu--iasm, closed on the h'rencli, and drove
tlieni before them with jirodigious slaughter. In the

beginning of the battle a musket-bnll -.truck his lord-

ship's rigb.t h'jh/.cr-cavj, penetrated the leather, and.

hitting the barrel of the pistol which it contained,
fell harmlessly into the case. Here it was found by
his lordship, who showed it the day after the en-
gagement to the king at Hanau, where he then was,
and who, on seeing the earl approaching, exclaimed,
"Here comes my champion; following up after-

wards this flattering expression of his opinion of his
lordship's merits by the most gratifying remarks on
the gallantry of his C(mduct on the preceding day.

In this year (1743) the earl was appointed colonel
of the 4th or Scottish troop of horse-guards, and,
after the battle of Dettingen, was made a general of
brigade. In May, 1744, his lordship joined the
combined armies, in camp near P>russels; but, owing
to the over-caution of .Marslial Wade, no opjiortunity

offered of again distinguishing himself during the
whole of the campaign which followed. In the next
year, however, this was not wanting. The Duke of
Cumberland, having been appointed captain-general
of the British forces, arrived at Brussels on the llth
of April, 1745, his lordship being then with the army
as brigadier-general. The arrival of his grace was
soon after (30th April) followed by the battle of
Fontenoy. In this engagement his lordship con-
ducted iiimself with his usual gallantry, and exliibited

even more than his usual skill, particularly in con-
ducting the retreat, which he did in a manner so

masterly, as procured for him a reputation for mili-

tary genius not inferior to any of that age. His
lordship also wrote an exceedingly able and interest-

ing account of the battle. On the 30th of May fol-

lowing, he was promoted to the rank of major-
general.

The rebellion in Scotland now occurring, his

lordship was ordered, in February, 1746, from Ant-
werp, where he then was, to his native country, to

take the command of the Hessians employed by the

government on that occasion, and whose numbers
amounted to 6000. With these troops he secured

.Stirling, Perth, and the passes into the Lowlands,
while Cumberland ])roceeded by the north-east coast

in quest of the rebels. On this visit to .Scotland his

lordshi]) formed an acquaintance with, and afterwards

married. Lady Jane Murray, eldest daughter and
presumptive heiress of James, second Duke of Athole.

On the extinction of the rebellion he returned to the

army in the Netherlands, where he arrived early in

June. At the battle of Kocoux, which took place

on the 1st of (,)ctober fidlowing, he commanded the

second line of cavalry, with which he drove back the

French infantry, and threw them into irretrievable

confusion. His lordship soon afterwards accom-
panied the army into winter-quarters at Bois le Due.
His troop of horse-guards being this year disbanded,

he was appointed to the command of t!;e 23tli rei;i-

ment of foot on the 251)1 December, 1746.

In l''ebr;tary following (1747) his lordhliip ctn-

barked for I'higland, and at P>elford met by appoint-

ment Ladv jane Murray, to whom he was married o;i

the day of his arrival. I lis wound, which had never

vet been thoroughly healed, nowagain broke out fror.i

fatigue, and sul)ie( ted liim aneu' to all the ])ain and
sulTering which he had e\]ierienced immediately after

receiving it. Fi-oui lU'llord the carl and countess

proceeded to London, from thence to Hclvoetsluys,

ami finally to Pois le I )uc, where they arrived in June.
( )n the 22(1 .May his lordship, ]irevious to his leaviii;;

i'higlanil, wa-. appninied to the command of the 2 I

regiment ofdragooii^ or Royal Scots (Ire}-^, in room
(jf the I'.arl rjf Stair deceased; and on the 20th of Sei.-

temlier following he v.as promcAed to the r:ink of

lieutenant-g'-neral.

( )n t!ie conclusion of th.e campaign tlie carh a'--

companicd \>y liis coiuUe.-.-, went to Aix-la-Cliapelle,
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for the benefit of the baths there; being still seriously

annoyed by his wound, wliich hatl a^ain broken out

after a second temporary cure. W'iiile his lordship

was confined here to bed, his young countess she

had not yet attained her twentieth year—was seized

with a violent and mali^^inant fever, which carried her

off in four days. His lonlship, who was deeply

atfected by his loss, and for a lime wholly incon-

solable, orderetl that the body of his deceased lady

should be embalmeil, and sent over to his family

burial-place at Ceres in Fife. He himself remained

at Aix till liie opening of the campaign in 174S, when
he joined the Duke of Cumberland and confederate

army of 150,000 men. His lordship remained with

tiie army till the conclusion <>( the peace, which took

place in the same year. On the i6th of February
of the following year (1749) he superintended the

embarkation of the British troops at W'illiamstailt,

and soon after returned to London, where he died

on the 25th December, in the forty-eighth year of his

age, after suffering again severely from his wound.
His remains were carried to Ceres, and deposited
beside those of his countess.

His lordshiji is represented to have been of middle
size, remarkaltly stout, but fmuly foraied. His man-
ners were mild, elegant, and retined; his disposition

generous, brave, and charitable, often beyond his

means. His purse, open to all, was especially at

tlie service of the distressed widows of officers, num-
bers of whom were relieved from misery and destitu-

tion by his bounty. His lordship alwavs maintained a

splendid retinue, and lived in a style Ijeconiing his

rank, but was moderate at table, and temperate in

all his habits. His judgment was strong, his temper
serene and dispassionate. His lordship having died
without issue, the titles of Crawford and Lindsay
devolved on Cievjrge, \'iscount of Garnock.

LCTD3AY, RnnERT, of Pitscottie, author of the
Chroiich's of Scotland known by his name, was born
about the beginning of the sixteenth century. He
was a cadet of the noble family of Lindsay, com-
prising the Earls of Crawford and Lindsay and the

l^ords Lindsay of IJyres. He is not known otherwise
than as the author of the Chronicles alluded to, and
these have not had the effect of eliciting any informa-
tion regarding him from hi^ contemporaries, v.hich

could be of any avail t'.) a mi)'!(.-rn bi')grapher. He
has in tru'Ii be^n scarcely recognized even as a

literary man by the chriiniclers of Scott'Nh gen:u<.

and yet this is the only ground on which he seein^

to have any claim to commenioratio-n, there being
no other circumstance of any interest in his life but
that of ids liavlng written tlie v.'oric >p()kcn of aliove.

As to the C/ironlclcs lheni>eives, it is not jierhajis

very easy to d.eterinine in wliat language thov .should

be spoken of Tliey ]irLS.iU a s'range co!;i.i 'ovn.d vif

endless and aimless gi!-i'ul;;\-, s:ni|ilic;t\-, crci!ul;t\',

and graphic delineation; the latter, however, evi-

dently the effect not of art or de.-ign, but of a to;al

want of tliem. He deserilHS events w;-.h all the

circumstantiality of an eye-witness, an^l with all the
prolixity of one \\\v) i.s determined to leave no'.hing

untold, 111 >v.-cver trilling it inav lie. lUit his ere. 'u-

lity in ]\'.nicular seems to have bejn bomnile^r;. and
is remarkable even fir the creorJons age in which he
lived. I le apoears to have belijvel without oiies-

ti^n evei-ythin,; which was told him; and, l)el;e\":;ig

it, ha- caref'.dly recorded it. After detailing at sor.-.e

length, and witii great gravity, all the circiim-tance-
ot the m\'sterious sunim-ms of I'lrjtcock, jirevior.s to

the battle of Flo'lden Field. " verily," he say-, --the

author of this that causdl me v.rite the iviamierif

the lummuns was a landeil ^en;L-.i:a:i, v, ho w.ts a:

that time twenty years of age, and was in the town
the time of the said summons; and thereafter, when
the field was stricken, he swore to me, there was no
man that esca])ed that was called in this summons,
but that one man alone which made his protestation."

The earnest and honest simidicity of the good old

chronicler, however, is exceedingly amusing. He
aims at nothing beyond a mere record of what he
conceived to be facts, and these he goes on detailing

with a great deal of incoherence, and all the unin-

tellectual precisicjn of an artificial jmjcess, neith.er

feeling, j)assion, nor mind ever appearing to mingle
in the slightest degree with his labours. These
characteristics of the chronicles of Lindsay have
greatly impaired their credibility, and have almost
destroyed all confidence in them as authorities.

N\here he is corroborated by other historians, or

by an association of well-known and well-established

circumstances, he may be trusted; but where this is

not the case, his testimony ought to be received with

caution; for, where he does not absolutely create, he
is almost sure to exaggerate, and is thus in any event

a very unsafe guide.

If Lindsay was but an indifferent chronicler, he
was a still worse ]:)oet, as will be conceded, it is pre-

sumed, alter a perusal of the following intrfiductor/

stanzas of a jioetical address to Robert Stewart,

Bishop of Caithness, prefixed to the Chronicles:—
" O little book, pass thovi with diligence

'lo St. Andrews that fair city;

Salute that lurd with humble reverence,

Kcsceklii.!:; him, (jf fatlierly pity,

With er.tire heart, and perfect charity.

And that he would on noways offend

To look on thee, one day or two to spend.

" And there show him thy secrets, more and les.s,

I-'roni the beginning unto the end:
And also you to come utter and e.vpress

;

Show him the verity, and make it to him kcnd

—

The martial deeds, and also the fatal end,

(If his noble dainty progenitor,

In Scotland lived sometime in great honour."

The Chronicles begin with James H., 1436, and
end with Queen Mary, 1565. This latter reigt'.,

however, is not completed, being carried down only

a little beyond the period at wliich the marriage ef

that unfortunate j-rincess with Darnley took jdaee.

LISTOiSr, RoRERT, F.R.S. This great medical

teacher and in-actitioner v.as born on the 2Sth of

October, 1794. and was s:ui of the Rev. Heiiiy

Liston, minister of Lcclesmaclien, Linlithgowshire.

.\fter having finished his course of classical and | ro-

fessional education, he, at the termination ot tlie

latter, ]->ractisetl as ordinary house-surgetin in the

Royal Infirmary of Ldinburgh. It speaks much for

his professional attainments at this ] eiiod— for he

was onlvat the age of twenty-one— that hejerceive'i

tlie defects that i.revailed in the managenietit oft:;.-.:

institution; and not a little for his courage as wed a;

disinteresteiltiess. that h.e set himself in earnest to

reiiirm them. Like most of those daring }• r.ttg

geniuses, however, wv. 1 look too exclii-:\ely to tlie

good end in vi.'w. r.-i 1 r.re saii-fied with tlie rectitude

of their own nioiiw-. he rur-ueii hi- ]'lan of re!- nil

with such ariiour r.s to waken the wrath ot the oiiec-

tors, who were little 'lispo-ed to be taiigllt that they

Awre i;i tile wrong bv sr.ch a iuveiii'.e iiislriictor.

l.i-t' n. hin\e\er. i>er-evered.. wlv.le his gr.-witig re-

put.itioii cniing to his ni.i. at leiii^th gave hi- re; re-

seiitations such weight, that, when hi- connect:'. in

with the intirinary terniinate'.i, a full acktiow ledgiiiert

of the important scrxice- lie had reiv.lered wa- eiiterel

ui-ot! its reciif'!-. 1 :i 1S17 Mr. L:-to:i became a

-'ri'i-tate of the K.-yal ( '-hce- of Surgeons <if Fdir-

Lar^li a:id Leiiduii. end c:.:anience.l ; ractice ;:; the
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former city, where his reputation as a surgical ope-

rator grew yearly, until he attained that pre-eminence
which left him without a rival. For this department,

indeed, he was admirably fitted by nature; for in-

dependently of his acquired skill, he possessed a

decision of will, firmness of ner\-e, strength of muscle,

and quickness of eye, which qualified him for suc-

cessful operations, where many of liis gentler or less

jjfompt and active brethren would have failed. But
with all this, he was neither a rash experimenter nor

merciless practitioner: on the contrary, he not only

performed boldly and skilfully what was necessary,

but stopped short \\here danger was to be appre-

hended. His manner also combined such gentleness

with firmness, as secured the confidence and esteem
of his patients. In addition to his practice, he de-

livered lectures, first on anatomy, and afterwards on
surgep,-, between the years 1822 and 1834, which
were highly valued and numerously attended.

Having thus won for himself a high reputation

both as practitioner and instructor, it was natural

that Mr. Listen should anticipate those professional

honours which are so often bestowed upon candidates

of greatly inferior pretensions. His hopes were
directed to a professorship of surgery in the univer-

sity of Edinburgh, wliich no one in Scotland was
better (if as well) ciualified to fill; but as the wished-
for vacancy did not occur, or was won by a more
favoured competitor, he formed a professorship for

hnnself, with the world for his auditory, by pul)!ish-

ing in 1833 his Principles of Surgery, a work which
he afterwards repeatedly revised, and which went
tlirough several editions. Subsequently many of his

lectures on various subjects, and especially on litho-

tomy, were published in the Lancet. Of the merits

of these writings, wliich were recognized at once by
tlie whole medical profession, and which have spread
his fame through every medical school in Europe and
America, it would now be superfluous to speak;
tiieir scientific correctiiess and thorough ])ractical

cliaracter, as well as the improvements which tliey

have introduced into jiractical surgery, are sufficient

evidences of their worth. Disappointed in his hopes
of Edinburgh, and having fully tested his own powers,
Dr. Liston was now desirous of a wider field, which
was opened to him in 1S34, by his being appointed
surgeon to the Xortli London Hospital. He left the

Scottish capital in the November of that year; and
S(j fully was his value nowajjpreciated in Edinl;urgh,

that before his dejiarture a juiblic dinner was given

to him, at which the lonl-provost presided, while
the addresses delivered on the occasion l)y tlie most
eminent of the medical and surgical professions, who
attended, made eloquent acknowledgment o'i Ids high
talents and eminent services, as well as regret at tlieir

transference to another s[<here of action.

In London the fame of Dr. Linton l)ecame so

di.-itingui^hed, tliat his jirivate jjractice annually in-

creased, and the mo.^t difficult and critical operations

Were reserved fijr his experienced hand. After iiav-

ing filled for some time the office of surgeon to the

North London Hospital, he was ajipointed jirofessor

of clinical surgery in L'niversity College; and in iS4('),

in addition to that situation, which he rai^eil to hon-

our and distinction, he was appointed one fif the

examiners of the Royal (Jollege of Surgeons. In

this way, notwitlistanding a certain bhnitness of

manner wliich he had ])reserved from the begiiming,

h:-, ])rivate worth, as well as professional knowledge,
jii'ocured him not only the highest distinction in his

own tountry, but a uorld-wide rejiutation, whieh as

yet has sulfered ni) abatement. Here, however, his

career was unexpectedly closed when it Mas at the

bri;.;hte.-t. After enjoying almost uninterrupted good

health till within a year of his death, he was attacked
by a malady, the causes of which his medical advLsers

could not ascertain, but which was found, on a. post
mortem examination, to have been occasioned by
aneurism in the aorta. He died in Clifford Street,

London, on the 7th of December, 1S47, at the age
of fifty-three.

LITHGOW, William, a well-known traveller of
the seventeenth century, was born in the parish of
Lanark in the year 1583. Nothing is known of his

birth or parentage, or of the earlier period of his life.

He seems to have attracted very little general notice

prior to the publication of his travels in 1614; and
even the celebrity which these acquired for him does
not appear to have suggested any in(juiry into his

previous history.

There is no reason, however, to believe otherwise

than that he was a person of rather mean condition

and poor circumstances, though evidently possessed

of an education very far surpassing what was common
among the vulgar at the period when he lived. The
motives which induced him to leave his native coun-
try to perform a painful and dangerous pilgrimage

through foreign lands, are not more oljvious than

some of the other particulars of his early life. Lie

hnnself, in the strange and almost unintelligible

jargon in which he frequently indulges in the work
which records his adventures, obscurely assigns two:

the oppression of enemies—but who they were, or

what was the cause of their enmity, he does not say

—and an irresistible desire to visit strange lands.

It would indeed appear that this last was the ruling

passion of his life, and that, together with a roving,

unsettled, and restless disposition, it was the prin-

cipal agent in compelling him to undertake the

formidable journeys which he accomplished, and
enabled him to bear up with such a series of hard-

ships and bodily sufferings as perlia])s no man ever

before or since has endured.

From the obscurity in ^\hich his early life is in-

volved, it is not therefore until he has assumed the

character which has procured him celebrity, namely,

that of a traveller, that Lithgow is introduced to us.

In his youth, while he was, as he himself says, yet

a stripling, he made two voyages to the "Orcadian
and Zetlandian Isles." Shortly after this he pro-

ceeded on a tour through Germany, Loheniia, Hel-

vetia, and the Low Countries. Erom the latter he
v.-ent to Paris, wliere he remained for ten months.

William Lilhgcnv nowhere gives the slightest hint

reganJing the source whence he derived the funds

necessary to defray the expenses of these joiu'iieys;

but there seems to be some reason for belie^•ing that

he trusted in a great measure to chance, and to llic

casual assistance which he might recei\'e fioin any o!

Ids countrymen whom he might encounter in the

different places he visited. Tl'iis applies only, how-

ever, to the first part of his career; the latter was

])rovided for by a piece of good fortune which shall

be n(;ticed in its jiroper place.

On the 9th of March, 1609, Lithgow again started

fi'om Paris on another roving exjiedition, and on

this occasion proceeded in the first instance directly

to Rome. He was escorted several miles on his way
bv three or four of his countrymen, with whom he

had ])icked up an acquaintance ^\hile in Paris, and

who, not imi")rohably, su])ix)rted him during the lime

of his residence in that city. These jiersons he de-

scribes as gentlemen, and one of them, at any rate,

certainly had a claim to tliis character on the score

of rank. This was Hay of Sniithfield, Esq., (jf the

King of !•' ranee's body-guard. Although thus asso-

ciating hinisclf, however, with these gentlemen,
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Litligow docs not speak of them as equals, but in a

marked tone of inferiority; leaving altogether an im-

pression tliat their kindness and attention ])roceeded

from the circumstances of his l)eing a countrjnian, a

man of talent, and of a singular, hold, and adventur-

ous disposition. Having bid adieu to his compan-
ions, he trudged onwards to Rome on foot; for such

Mas his usual mode of travelling. He made it a

rule, and strictly adhered to it, never to avail him-
self of any conveyance during a journey wlien he

couUl accomplish it on foot, and his only deviation

was in the cases of crossing seas, rivers, or lakes.

During all his travels he never mounted a horse, or

put Ills foot into a carriage, or any description of

vehicle whatever.

While in Rome he made a narrow escape from

the Inquisition; the most sanguinary and ferocious

of whose members were at that time, singular to say,

Scotsmen. Two of these were from St. Andrews.
There were besides one of the name of Gordon, one
Cunningham, born in the Canongate of Edinburgh,
and several others; and it was from the eager ]3ursuit

of these, his own countrv'men, that poor Lithgow
found the greatest difficulty in escaping. This, how-
ever, he effected by the assistance of a domestic of

the Earl of Tyrone, who was then residing at Rome.
Tiiis man, whose name was Megget, concealed him
f<jr three days and nights on the roof of the earl's

palace, and on the fourth night conveyed him secretly

out of the city, iDy aiding him to scale the walls, as

the gates and streets were all carefully guarded by
persons appointed by the Inquisition to apprehend
him.
From Rome Lithgow proceeded to Naples, and

from thence to Loretto. On his way to the latter

place he overtook a carriage in which were two
young gentlemen from Rome with their mistresses,

all ])roceeding joyously on a pilgrimage to the shrine

of the Madonna. This lively group insisted upon
the lonely pedestrian's stepping into their carriage,

but adhering to the rule he had laid down of never
availing himself of any such conveyance, he obstin-

ately refused. Finding that they could not prevail

upon him to take a seat beside them, the good-
natured pilgrims descended from their carriage and
in-iisted on keeping him company on foot, and thus

associated the wliole party jogged merrily on for

Loretto. 1 1 ere he fell in with another of his country-

men, of the name of Artliur, with wliom he had been
fjnnerly acquainted, and who seems to have l^een

imbue 1 with some portion of his own restless and
ramliling disposition. Having spent some time in

Loretto they proceeded together to Ancona, and
thence by sea to \'enice. Here his companion left

him to cross the Al;i>, wliile liis own "purpose
readied for Greece and Asia.'' Arthur, it ajqu'ars,

had been a domestic servant of tlie fiarl of Glencairn.

Tlie circumstance tlierefore oi Lithgt.nv's making liim

a companion, would seem to he an additional proof
that he did not assume, or pretend to, llie character

of a gentlonan traveller.

Lithgow now jn'oceeded to vi.-it the various islands

in the Mediterranean, and tlicreafter wandered
thr'iugli (ireece and Asia, encountering iiniunieralde

dan_;ers and difficulties; now shipwrecked, now at-

tael^ed l)y banditti, now plundered and mailreated,

anl with all this, frequently exposed for days and
nigir.- together to the inclemency of the weather;
hi- religion excluding him in several places, not onI\-

fr iin the hospitality of the natives, hut even from tlie

slielter ni their houses. During liis ]ieregrinatio)is

througli (ireece, lie met ^\itll two gentlemen from
^'enice wlio entertained Idm kindly for ten davs, and
on his departure made him a present of fifty zechins

in gold; the first gift, he says, he received in all his

travels, and, it may be added, that this is also the

first allusion he makes to any pecuniary matters re-

lating to himself. He now proceeds to declare, that

if some such instances of good fortune had not befal-

len him he should never have l)een able to accom-
plish his "sumptuous peregrination."

Not contented with the adventures in which he was
unavoidably, on his part, involved, there were others

which he sought. Like another Don (Quixote, he
released captives, or at least assisted them to effect

their escape, and came to the aid of distressed

damsels. Altogether he aj^pears to have been a
singularly benevolent and kind-hearted man; ready

at all times to peril his life for the injured or op-

pressed, wdienever he thought such a risk could be
of service to them.
From Greece Lithgow proceeded overland to

Egvqjt, and finally reached Grand Cairo. During
his journey thither he had the good fortune to fall

in with three Dutchmen at Jerusalem, who were
journeying with a caravan in the same direction.

These he joined, and kept by them until they reached

the Egyptian capital. Here his three companions
speedily killefl themselves by drinking "strong
Cyprus wine without mixture of water." Each as

they died left the survivors all his property, and the

last bequeathed tlie whole accumulated amount to

Lithgow. He had, however, some difficulty in

rescuing his legacy from the grasp of the Venetian
consul; but by sacrificing a part he obtained posses-

sion of the remainder, \\hich amounted to 942 zechins

of gold, besides rings and tablets. Thanking God
f jr his good fortune, he now proceeded, quite at his

ease as to money matters, to inspect everjthing that

was curious in the city. From Cairo he proceeded

to Alexandria, where he embarked for Malta. From
thence he sailed for Sicily, walked afterwards to

Paris, and finally came over to England, where he
presented to King James, to Queen Anne, and to

Prince Charles, "certain rare gifts and notable relicks

brought from Jordan and Jerusalem."

After remaining in London for about a year,

Lithgow's propensity to roving again Ijccame loo

strong to be resisted, and he set out ujxjn a second

expedition. He now traversed the Netherlands and
Switzerland, and from thence jjroceeded to Calabria.

Here another windfall came in his way, but it v.as

one of a much more Cjuestionable nature in point of

morality than that which met him at Cairo, be-

tween Saramutza and Castello Franco he ibund the

dead boddes of two young barons lying in a field, who
hatl just killed each other in a duel. Seeing tliat

they were richly clad, Lithgow, "to speak the

truth," as he hiin-elf says, searched their pockets,

and found two silken jnirses v.'ell filled with Sp-ii:~h

pistoles. These, together with certain rings \\hiLh

they wore on their fingers, he carried off and a; j-ro-

priated to his own use; and h.e tlius moralizes on the

lact:
—

"\\'ell, in tlie mutability of time there is ay

some fortune falleth by aeciiieiU, wlietlier lawful or

not I will not questirm. It was now mine that was
la-t tlieirs; and to save the thing that v.as not lost

I travelled tliat dav thirtv miles turther to d'erra

Nova."'

l.itligow now visited Ai'rica. traversing Par'iary,

Morocco, Algiers, d'unis. nnd d'ripoli. Idien cross-

ing over to Italv, lie peranil)ulated Hungary, Ger-

many, anrl Poland, an'l finally reached 1 )antzic, wliere

lie emliarked inv hinglanii. and once more arrived in

safety in l.ond.on. 1 le was now an o'.iiect of curiosity

and interest, and ^^"!liIe he reniainei.i in hingland was
frenuenllv admitted to familiar au'iiences of his

mai'cstv, and was at all times a welc^jine guest at the
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tables of the first nobility and gentlemen in the king-

dom, where he repaid their civilities by relating the

story of his adventures.

Lithgow's spirit of enterprise and singular restless-

ness of disposition, however, were still unsubdued;

and neither all that he had seen, nor all that he had
suffered, could induce him to settle at home. In 1619

he again set out on another roving expedition, but on
this occasion he was furnished \\ ith letters of recom-

mendation from King James, addressed to "all

kings, princes, and dukes." Provided with these

documents he proceeded to Ireland. From thence

he sailed for France, travelled through Portugal

and Spain, and finally arrived at Malaga. Here he

was aj^prehended as a spy, and accused of giving in-

telligence to some English ships which were then on
the Spanish coast, respecting the return of the Plate

fleet. All poor Lithgow's proofs and asseverations

of innocence availed him nothing. He was sub-

jected to the most dreadful tortures. His limbs

were mangled and crushed, and his body torn and
lacerated with tightened cords and other engines of

torture. His innocence as a spy was ultimately es-

tablished to the satisfaction even of his persecutors;

but he was then handed over to the Inquisition,

which inflicted upon him a fresh series of tortures

not less horrible than the first. Maimed and muti-

lated, Lithgow was at length liberated by the inter-

ference of the English consul and of several English

residenters in Malaga, from whom all knowledge of

the unfortunate traveller's fate had been carefully

concealed until it was discovered to them by accident.

Shortly after his release he %vas carried on board
of an English ship, for his person w-as so fearfully

mangled that he was not only wholly unable to walk,
but was apparently beyond hope of recovery. In
this state, on his arrival in England, which was in

1621, he w-as exhibited, lying on a feather bed, to

the king and the whole of the court, all the persons
of whom it was composed crowding to see him.

His miserable situation excited universal sympathy,
and might under a more sj^rited prince have become
the ground of a national quarrel with the country in

which the cruelty and injustice had been inflicted.

If his majesty, however, failed in avenging the un-

happy traveller's injuries, he was not wanting in

compassion for his sufferings. He was twice sent

to Bath at the royal expense, and maintained by the

same hand for seven and twenty weeks, until he had
in a great measure recovered his original health and
strength, "although," he says, "my left arm and
crushed bones be incurable."

Soon after his arrival in England, Lithgow was
carried, by the king's direction, to the residence of

Gondoniar, tlie Spanish ambassador at the English

court, for the jiurpose of endeavouring to ])rocure

some redress of his grievances. By this celebrated

person he was treated with characteristic duplicity.

Lithgow finding the case ho[)eless, accused the

.S[)an!ard, in the presence chaml)er, and before a

crowd of courtiers, of deceit anil ungentlcmaiilike

conduct. This charge he followed up witli an act

of violence on the jjcrsou of the ambassador, for

v/iiich, though his s])irited conduct was nnich ap-

jilaudcd, he was sent to the Marshalsca, where he

^va; confined nin.e weeks. Lithgow after this made
;:,-vcral attempts to jirocure some sort of redress or

criniponsalion from the i louse of Commons, by a bill

(jf grievances, Inil none of these were successful.

Tile last effort of this kind wliich he made was in

1626. In the year following he returned to Scot-

land; and still under the influence <i{ that s])irit

whicli had urged him to roam through the world for

so many years, lie u;;dertook a tour through the

Western Isles. He speaks of himself as having been
in the island of Arran in the year 1628; but from
this period little more is known regarding him. He
finally, however, and probably soon after this, re-

turned to his native parish, where he remained till

his death; but when this took place is uncertain.

He was interred in the churchyard of Lanark, and
is yet familiarly spoken of in that part of the country,
wdiere it is said several of his descendants still exist.

The place of his sejndture is unmarked by any me-
morial, and cannot therefore be pointed out.

The first edition of his travels was printed in 1614,
4to. This work was again reprinted in the reign of
Charles I., with a dedication to that monarch. He
also published an account of the siege of Buda in

1637, a circumstance which shows that he had at-

tained a considerable age; as in 1637 he would be in

his fifty-fourth year.

LIVEN"GSTON, Joiix, one of the most revered

names in Scottish ecclesiastical history. He was
born at Kilsyth in Stirlingshire (then called Mony-
broch), on the 21st of June, 1603. His father, Mr.
Wdliam Livingston, \\ho ofiiciated as minister of

Monybroch from 1600 to 1614, and was then trans-

lated to Lanark, was the son of Mr. Alexander
Livingston, his ])redecessor in the charge of the

parish of Monybroch, and who, in his turn, w^as a

grandson of Alexander, fifth Lord Livingston, one
of the nobles intrusted with the keeping of Queen
Mary in her infancy, and the ancestor of the Earls

of Linlithgow and Callander. His mother was
Agnes Livingston, daughter of Alexander Livingston,

a cadet of the house of Dunnipace. His Christian

name he received at baptism in compliance with the

request of Lady Lillias Graham.*
"Worthy famous Mr. John Livingston," as he

was fondly termed by his contemporaries, received

the rudiments of learning at home, and at the age of

ten was sent to study the classics under Mr. AVallacc,

a respectable teacher at Stirling. During the first

year he made little j^rogress, and was rather harshly

treated by the schoolmaster; this was corrected by
a remonstrance from his father, after which he pro-

fited very rapidly by his studies. When he had com-
pleted his third year at Stirling, it was proposed that

he should go to the Glasgow university; but his

father eventually determined that he should remain
another year at school, and this, he informs us,^ was
the most profitable year he had at school, being

chiefly devoted to a course of classical reading. Dur-

ing the lime of his residence in .Stirling, Mr. Patrick

Simpson, a clergj-man of much ncjte, officiated in the

parish church; and Mr. Livingston relates that, on

receiving the communion from his hands, he ex]K'ii-

enced a physical agitation of an uncommon char-

acter, which he believed to have been occasioned
" by the Lord for the first time working ui)on his

heart." At his father's house in Lanark, to which

he returned in 1617, in order to attend the deatli-bed

of his mother, lie had further opportunities of profit-

ing religiously; for it was the occasional resort of

some of the most distinguished clergymen and "pro-

fess<jrs" of that age. The celebrated Mr. Robert

15ruce was among the numljcr of the former; and ot

the latter were the (.'ountess of NVigton (whom
Livingston himself calls the "rare"). Lady Lillias

(irahain, already mentioned, LadyCulross, still mcjre

famous than any of the rest, and Lady Barnton. It

' A f;(jnticwMiiian of il,.; house of Wis^ton, with wlinm, ns

witli iii.-iiiy pcrsi.iis (,f cjunl rank, his father was on intiniat',-

terms .if personal and reliKir>iis friendsliip, r.ml whose father,

hushand, and eldest son, were all of the same ai)pellation.

- In ills life, written by himself. Glasgow, 1754.
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seems to have then been a common practice for such
persons as were conspicuous for religious earnestness,

of whatever rank, to resort much tocach other's houses,

and to take every opportunity, when on a journey,

lo spend a nii^ht in a kindred domestic circle, wiicre

they might, in addition to common hospitalities,

enjoy the fellowship of a common faith. To a large

mingling in society of this kind we are no doubt to

attribute much t)f the sanctity for which Mr. Living-

ston was remarkable through life.

The subject of our memoir received his academical

education at the university of St. Andrews, where
Mr. R(^bert Boyd was then principal, and Mr. Robert
lUair, another eminent divine, the professor of the-

ology. IJeing tempted at this time by some pro-

l)Osals f )r a secular profession, he adopted the exjie-

dient of retiring to a cave on the banks of ^b)use-

water (jjerhaps the same which sheltered Wallace),

wliere he spent a whole day in spiritual meditation,

and ultimately resolved to become a jireacher of the

gospel, as the only means of securing his own eternal

interests. During the progress of his subsequent

studies in divinity, he gave token of that linn adher-

ence to Presbyterian rules which characterized him
in his maturer years. He was sitting with some of

the people and a few of his fellow-students in a

church in Glasgow, when the archbishop (Law) came
to celebrate the communion fi.ir the first time after

the Episcopal Hishion established by the Perth Ar-
ticles. Seeing the people all sitting as usual, Law
desired them to kneel, wliich some tlid, l)ut among
the recusants were Living>ton and the little party of

students. The archbishop commanded them either

to kneel or depart: to this Livingston boldly replied,

that "there was no warrant for kneeling, and, for

want of it, no one ought to lie excommunicated."
Law only caused those near them to move in order
that they might remove.

Mr. Livingston became a preacher in 1625, and
fir a considerable time preached for his father at

Lanark, or in the neighbouring parish churches.

He had several calls to vacant churches, especially

to Anwoth in Galloway, which was afterwards filled

by tlie celebrated Rutherford. The increasing rigour

of the Episcopal regulations apjiears to have pre-

vented him from obtaining a settlement. He was
at length, in 1627, taken into the house of the Earl
of Wigton at Cumbernauld, as chajilain, with per-

nu>sion to preach in the hall to such strangers as

chiise to accompany the family in their devotions,

and also to minister occasionally in the neighbour-
ing pulpits. He was living in this manner when he
]M-iKlucetl the celebrated revival of religion at the

Kirk of Shotts. This, it seems, was a [ilace where
he always f mnd himself in the enjoyment of an un-
usual degree of "liberty" in preaching. ( )n Sundav,

June 20, 1630, the commu:hon was celebrat.'d at

Shotts to a large assemblage of people, among whom
were all the more eminently pious women of rank in

lliat part of the country. The impression jiroduced

by the solemnities of the day was so vcrv great that

many did not depart, b'.it spent the whole niglu in

jirayer and conference.' Among llK>e ^\as Mr.
Living'-ton, who being requested to give a serni' ju

ne\t morning to the still lingering nni!ti;ude. w.ilked

f.rth very early into the lields. Hero, lie ^av>,

"tliere came such a misgiving of spirit up:)n ine,

considering my unwortliiness and weakne-s, .-nd tlie

multitude and cxjiectation of the jieople, that I v.as

cnsulting with myself to have stolen awav sonie-

where." He had actuallv gone to some distance, and

v.-h -

mot

wns f.V.v'l with J.

I

'lie r.j.'.-r.-.,.:n of I,;iJ.y Culros
a she pr.i.vc 1 "three hr^e h'Mirs' tiir.e,"

—

"
]:-i\-

in upon her."

—

Liz'ii^^Si'oH's L:j\-, M^. Ad. L:i

was losing siglit of the Kirk of Shotts, when tlie

words, " Was 1 ever a barren wilderness or a land

of darkness?" were brought into his heart with such
an overcoming power as constrained him to return.

In the ensuing service he "got good assistance about
an hour and a half" upon the text, Eze. xxxvi. 25,
26: "Then will 1 sprinkle clean water upon you,"
cVc. "In the end," says Mr. Livingston, "offering

to close with some words of exhortation, I was led

on about an hour's time in a strain of exhortation and
warning, w ith such hberty and melting of heart, as

I never had the like in jiublic all my lifetime." The
effect of the address is spoken of by Eleming, in his

FtilfiUiiti; of the Scriptures, as "an extraordinary a])-

pearance of God and down-pouring of the Spirit,

with a strange unusual motion on the hearers," inso-

much that live hundred, it was calculated, had at that

time "a discernible change wrougiit upon them, f)f

whom most proved lively Christians afler\vards. It

was the sowing of a seed through Clydesdale, so as

many of the most eminent Christians in that country
could date either their conversion, or some remark-
able confirmation of their case, from that day," The
importance of such a sermon in pro]iagating religion

in a country where it was as yet but imperfectly in-

troduced, has given this event a prominent ]ilace—

•

not perhaps in the history of the Chtnrh of Scotland,

but certainly in the history of xhe j^^ospel. It caused
Monday sermons after the celebration of the com-
munion to become general, and appears to have been
the origin of that now habitual practice.

Livingst(m gives some curious jiarticulars in refer-

ence to this signally successful preaching. He offi-

ciated on the ensuing Thursday at Kilmarnock, and
there he was favoured with some remains, as it were,

of the afflatus which had inspired him on the former
day. Next Monday, however, preaching in Irvine,

"I was so deserted," says he, "that the ])oints I had
meditated and written, and had fully in my memory,
I was not, for my heart, al)le to get them pronounced.
So it pleased the Lord to counterbalance his deal-

ings and hide pride from man. This so discouraged

me that I was upon resolution for some time not to

preach—at least not in Irvine; but Mr. David Dick-
son could not suffer me to go from thence till I

preached the next Sabbath, to get, as he e.xpressctl

it, amends of the devil. And so I sta\ed, and
preached with some tolerable freeciom."

Eiiuling all prospect of a jiarochial settlement in

his native country jireeluded by the bi>hops, Mr.
Livingston was induced in August, 1630, to accej.'t

the charge of the parish of Killinchie, in the north
of Ireland, where a considerable portion of the pop-
ulation consisted of Scots. Here he ministered with
great siicce<~. insonuich that by one sermon preaclied

in the neigiibouring parish of Ilolywood, he was cal-

culated to have coiueried a thousand jursons in as

cft'ectual a manner as he had done the live huiviied

at .^hotts. Such e\ten.>ive utility i-, perliayis only to

l)e exjiectcd in a eountrv ^uch a^ Scotland and Ire-

land then were, and as .America lias more reeentlv

been; but yet. as similar acts are recorded of no cc/ii-

temporary el-i'gvman who.-e name is familiar to us,

we mi;-L iu'ce^>ariiy e- 'iiela ie tliat there was sonie-

tliing in the orati>r;cal talent^ ati'l spiritual gifts of

Mr. Living^t.iu \\iiieh markeii him out as a most
extraorilinaiy man. I lis -ul'Ccss as a miidster is less

agreeably jnoved in ano;l-.er way— by the jicrsecu-

tion. namelv, of tlie bi-li-p m wliose diocese lie oth-

ciated. .\'irr beirg once su-jieU'led and rejdaceu,

he was. in May. 1032, di.'po>ed. along with Messrs.
iilair. Webli. and Dunliar; after which he couM
only hoM jrivate meetings \\\\\\ \\\i tloek. He and
several oi lii- peeple were r.ew Lecorne ^o desperate
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as to the enjo)TTient of religion in their own way,
under British institutions, that they formed a resoUi-

tion to emigrate to America. He accordingly set

sail from Weymouth; but being driven back by a con-

trary wind, some circumstances induced him to

change his mind. Almost immediately after his

return he and his deposed brethren were rein-

stated by a letter of the lonl-deputy Strafford;

and, for a year and a half, he continued to preach

at Killinchie.

Mr. Livingston's salary in this charge was only

;^4 a-year; yet he takes pains to assure us, that not-

withstanding all his travels from place to place, and
also occasional visits to Scotland, he never wanted
money. He lets slip afterwards, however, that he
received sums occasionally from the Countesses of

Eglintoune and Wigton, and other devout ladies.

His mode of life was so fully justified by the circum-

stances of the times, which rendered it by no means
singular, that Mr. Livingston was not deterred from
forming a matrimonial connection. He had formed
an attachment to the eldest daughter of Bartholomew
Fleming, merchant in Edinburgh, "of most worthy
memory." The young lady was also recommended
to him by the favourable speeches of many of his

friends. Vet—and the fact is a curious trait of the

age and of the man—he spent nine months "in seek-

ing directions from God," before he could make up
his mind to pay his addresses. "It is like," he says,

"I might have been longer in that darkness, except

the Lord had presented me an occasion of our con-

ferring together; for, in November, 1634, when I was
going to the Friday meeting at Antrim [the lady was
tiien residing on a visit in Ireland], I forgathered

with her and some others going thither, and pro-

jiounded to them, by the way, to confer upon a text

whereon I was to preach the day after at Antrim;
wherein I found her conference so just and spiritual,

that I took that for some answer to my jirayer to

have my mind cleared, and blamed myself that I had
not before taken occasion to confer with her. Four
or five tiays after, I proposed the matter, and desired

her to think upon it; and after a week or two I went
to her mcjther's house, and, being alone with her,

desiring her answer, I went to prayer and desired

her to pray, which at last slie did: and in that time

I got abundant clearness that it was the Lord's mind
tliat I should marry her, and then propounded the

matter more fully to her mother; and, albeit I wa^,

then fully cleared, I may truly say it was about a

month after before I got marriage affection to Jier,

although she was, for personal endowments, beyond
many of her equals, and 1 got it not till I obtained

it by prayer; but thereafter 1 had greater difficulty to

moderate it."

'I'he jiarties, having proceeded to Kdinburgli, were
married in the West Churcli there, June 23, 1635,

under circumstances of j^roper solemnity, notwith-

staufling that Arclibishoj:) Spottiswood, chancellor of

Scotland, was understood to have issued orders for

the apprehension cjf Mr. Livingston some days be-

fire. The wedding was attended by the Farl of

A\'igton and his son Lord Fleming, and a nnnd)er of

other pious friends. Having returned to Ireland,

lie was in the ensuing Xovenil)er once more disposed,

and even, it appears, excommunicated. He con-

tinued, nevertheless, to hold forth at ])rivate meet-

ings in his own house, where Blair, also again de-

jiosed, took up his abode. At length, in renewed
d.e^pair, lie cjnce more embarked aloiig witli his wife

fjr the .Vmerican c<;lonies; 1/at, strange to say, after

having sailed to a point nearer to the banks of Xew-
fjundland than to any ]iart of Furojie, he \\as again

driven back; after v.hxh, conceiving it "to be the

Lord's will that he should not go to New England,"
he made no further attempt.

For about two years Mr. Livingston preached
occasionally, but always in a somewhat furtive man-
ner, both in Ireland and Scotland. He was in the
latter country in 1637, when at length the bishops
brought matters to such a crisis, as terminated their

supremacy in Scotland, and enabled divines like

Mr. Livingston to open their mouths without fear.

Mr. Livingston was present at Lanark when the
covenant was received by the congregation of that

place; and he says that, excepting at the Kirk of
Shotts, he never saw such motions from the Spirit of
God; "a thousand persons all at once lifting up their

hands, and the tears falling down from their eyes."

Being commissioned to proceed to London, to confer

with the friends of the cause in reference to this grand
national movement, he disguised himself in a gray
coat and a gray montero cap, for the jiurpose of
avoiding the notice of the English authorities. An
accident which befell him on the way confined him,
after his arrival in the metropolis, to his chamber;
but he was there visited by many friends of liberty

in church and state, including several of the English
nobility. He had not Ijeen long in London when
the Marquis of Hamilton informed him through a

mutual friend that the king was aware of his coming,

and threatened "to put a pair of fetters about his

feet." He was therefore obliged to retire precipi-

tately to his own country.

In July, 1638, Mr. Livingston was enabled, under
the new system of things, to enter upon the ministry of

the parish of Stranraer in Wigtonshire—a place with

which he had long been familiar, in consequence of

his frequently passing that way to and from Ireland.

Here his zeal and eloquence appear to have been
deeply appreciated, insomuch that the people flocked

even to hear his private family devotions, filling his

house to such a degree, that he had at length to per-

form these exercises in the church. It is a still more
striking proof of his gifts, that multitudes of his Iri>h

friends used to come over twice a-year to be ]5resent

at his ministrations of the communion. On one

occasion he had no fewer than 500 of these far-

travelled strangers; on another he had twenty-eight

of their children to baptize! Such was then the keen
appreciation of "free preaching," and the difficulty

of oljtaining it under the restrictions of the Episcojial

system, that some of these people were induced to

remove to Stranraer, simply that they might be ot

tlie congregation of Mr. Livingston. It is confessed.

inde(;d, by the subject of our memoir, that the <il)-

structions which the Irish Presbyterians encountered

at that time in hearing the gospel preached after their

own way tended materially to excite ami ]<eei) alive

religious impressions in their hearts. "'llie per-

])etual fear," he says, "that the bishops would ]n;t

away their ministers, made them with great hunger

wait on the ordinances." The narrow views of that

age prevented the king or his ecclesiastical friends

from seeing the tendency of their measures; but the

result was exactly accordant to the more extended

philosophy of our own times. A\'e have ikjw less

jierseculion, and naturally a great deal jnore iiiiiil-

ference.

It is a fact of too great im]U)rtance to be o\c'r-

looked, that Mr. Livingston was a member of tlie

General Assendjly vliich met at Glasgow in Xovcin-

l)er, 1638, and decreed the abcjlition of Episcojiacy

in Scotland. He accompanied the army in the cam-

]iaign (;f 1640 as chajjlain to the regiment of the Fail

of Ca^sillis, and was jiresent at the lialtle of New-
burn, of which he composed a narrative. In No-
vember he returned to Stranraer, where, in one
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Sunday, notwithstanding the smallness and poverty

of tlie town, he raised a coiitriljiitiun of no less than

forty-five pounds sterling for the use of the army. A
large jjortion of this, it must be remarked, was given

by one poor woman under veiy peculiar circum-

stances. She had laid aside, as a portion to her

daughter, seven twenty-two shilling ])ieces and an

eleven-pound piece : the Lord, she said, had lately

taken her daughter, and having resolved to give

him her portion also, she now brought forward her

little hoard in aid of that cause which she seriously

believetl to be his. In these traits of humble and
devoted iiiety there is something truly affecting; and
even those who are themselves least (lisposed to such

a train of mind nuist/c-c'/ that they are so.

Mr. Livingston a]ipears to have always retained a

warm feeling towards the Presbyterians of the north

of Ireland. At the breaking out of llie rebellion in

1 64 1, when these poor people tied in a body from

the fury of the Catholics, multitudes came into Scot-

land by the way of Stranraer. Of the money raised

in Scotland to relieve the refugees, ;^iooo Scots was
sent to Mr. Livingston, who distributed it in small

sums, rarely exceeding half-a-crown, to the most
necessitous. He complains in his memoirs, that out

of all the afflicted multitudes who came in his way,
he hardly observed one person "sufficiently sensible

of the Lord's hand" in their late calamity, or of their

own deserving of it, "so far had the stroke seized

their spirits as well as bodies." This is a remark
highly characteristic of the age. One more valuable

occurs afterwards. Being sent over to Ireland with

the Scottish army, "he iound," he says, "a great

alteration in the country; many of those who had
been civil before were become many ways exceeding

loose; yea, sundry who, as could be conceived, had
true grace, were declined much in tenderness; so, as

it would seem, the r.^orJ opens a ;e:,ap, ami makes ciny-
body'i-^'eifse than before, an inward plague coming with

the outward; yet some few were in a very lively con-

dition." If Mr. Livingston had not been accustomed
to regard everything in a spiritual light, he would
have argued upon both matters with a view simply

to physical causes. He would have traced the savage

conduct of the Catholic Irish to the uniteil operation

of a false religion and the inhumane dominancy of

a race of conquerors; and t!ic declining piety of the

Presbyterians to that mental stupor wliich an un-

wonted accumulation of [)rivati<,)ns, op]iressions, and
dangers can hardly fail to jiroduce. It is strange to

a modern mind to see men, in the first [ilace, violat-

ing the most familiar and necessary laws respecting

their duty to tlieir neighliours (as the Lngli.-.h may
be said to have done in reference to the native Irish),

and then to h.ear the natural consequences ot such

proceedings described as a manifestation of divine

wrath towards a class of people who were totally

tniconnected with the cau^e.

Mr. Livingston was minister of Stranraer fir ten

years, during whicli time he liad not only brouglu h.is

own llock into a state of high religious cuhure, but

(lone much latterly to restore tlie firmer slate of

feeli:ig in the north of Ireland. In tlie sunnneri^f

164S lie was translated iiy the Ceneral Asseinoly lo

Ancrum \\\ Roxburghshire, whi.-re he f)und a j'eoplc

much more in neeil of his services than at Stranraer.

In 1650 he was one of three clergymen de])uted li}'

t!ie cliurch to accompany an emliassage ^vh;ch v,\-s

sent to treat with Charles II. at tlie Hague fir Isis

restoration to a limited aulb.ority in Scotland. l:i

his memoirs Mr. Livingston gives a minute accriuni

of tlie negotiations witli the young king, which thrir>\\-

consi',!c;-ai);e light i/n that transaction, but cannot

liere be eutere.i upoii. He seems to be convinced,

however, of the insincerity of the king, though his

facility of disposition rendered him an unfit per.scui

to oppose the conclusion of the treaty. IJeing tjf

opinion that the lay-ambassadors were taking the
curse of Scotldtid with them, he refused to embark,
and was at last brought off by stratagem. In the
ensuing transactions, as may be conceived, he took
the side of the jirotestors ; but, ujxjn the wdiole, he
mingled less in jiublic business than many divines of
inferior note in sjnritual gifts. During the protec-

torate he lived very (juietly in the exercise of his

parochial duties; and on one occasion, though in-

clined to go once more to Ireland, refused a charge
which was offered to him at Dublin, with a salar}' of

_,^200 a year. After the Restoration he ver)- soon fell

under the displeasure of the government, and, in

April, 1663, was bani.shed from his native countr\",

which he never more saw. He took up his residence

at Rotterdam, where there was already a little society

of clergymen in his own circumstances.

In narrating the events of this part of his life Mr.
Livingston mentions some curious traits of his own
character and circumstances. "My inclination and
disposition," he says, "was generally soft, amoreius,

averse from debates, rather given to laziness than

rashness, and easy to be wrought upon. I cannot
say what Luther affirmed of himself concerning
covetousness ; but, I may say, I have been less

troubled with covetousness and cares than many
other evils. I rather inclined to solitariness than

com]iany. I was much troubled with wantlering of

mind and idle thoughts. For outward things I never

was rich, and I never was in want; and I do not

remember that I ever borrowed money, but once in

Ireland five or six j^ounds, and got it shortly paid.

I choosed rather to want sundry things than to be in

debt. I never put anything to the fore of any main-

tenance I had; yea, if it had not been for what I got

with my wife, and Ijy the death of her brother and
some others of her friends, I could hardly have main-

tained my family by any .stipend I had in all tlie

three places I was in."

The remainder of his life was spent in a manner
more agreeable, perhajis, to his natural disposition

than any preceding jiart. He had all along h.ad a

desire to obtain leisure for study, but was so closely

]iressed by his ordinary duties tliat he could itot

olitain it. He now devoted himself entirely to iiis

favourite pursuit of biblical literature, and had jn'e-

]iared a polyghjt Ihble, which obtained the unquali-

fied approbation of the most learned men in .Sc< itla:;d,

Mdien he was cut oft", on the gih of August, 1O7J, in

tlie seventieth year of his age. Just Ijefore he ex-

jnred, his wile, foreseeing the approach cif tlissolutii iii,

(.lesired him to take leave of his friends. "I dare

not," sail' he, with an at'fecti<jnate tenderness; •bttt

it is likely our parting will be but for a short tin'.e.
"

Mr. Livingston, besides his Lible (as yet unjitb-

lished.l, left notes descrijitive of all the jirineit'al

clergvmen of his own time, which, with his iiienioif-,

were printed in 1754. .'-^onie of liis cliililren er.d-

grated. ti) America, where their desceinlaii.ts Itave

lieconie peoj.lc of tlie first (listinction and weight in

society. The late Dr. Jolm H. Livingston, iiiir.i~ter

Oif tile Reformed Dutcii clr.neh in New \'oik, iiro-

fessor (jf divinity to tli.it l.oiy, and jiresiileiit of

C'neen's College, N'ew lersev— one of tlie tlrst men
ot' li;,^ age and cour,tr\', and to whose iiiemoiiN 1 ^y

Mr. Alexan<ier (iu;in \'. e liave been indel'ted lor

Si line of tile preceding tacts—was the great-great

graiid.son of t!ie subject I'f this memoir.

LIZARS, T"HX. This distinguished surgeon and
teacher ef s;.;- -orv was 1 jin in Ldinbur^h ; but in
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Avhat year of the last century has not been stated.

He was educated at the high-school of that city.

Resolving to follow the medical profession, he was
so fortunate as to become the pupil and apprentice

of John Bell, the elder brother of Sir Charles Bell,

of whom biograi)hical notices have been given in this

work. Thus Lizars obtained for his master and
teacher one of the most accomplished masters in

surgery and anatomy; and being the right pupil for

such a preceptor, his progress in these departments,

to which he naturally directed his whole attention,

was correspondent to his advantages. In short, his

jirofessional cliaracter was insensibly moulded in

that of John Bell, than whom he could not have
found a better exemplar. Having obtained his di-

])loma in iSoS, Lizars passed several years as naval

surgeon during the Peninsular v»-ar, and served on the

Spanish and Portuguese coasts in the fleet commanded
by Lord Exmouth. One of the ships in which he
served had for its captain Charles Xajiier, afterwards

the distinguished admiral and hero of Acre, and be-

tween the pair a warm friendsliip was formed, which
lasted for life.

On leaving the sea-sersice in 1815, Lizars returned

to Edinburgh, and was admitted a fellow of tlie

Royal College of Surgeons in that city. So highly

r.lso was he valued by his former master, John Bell, that

I'.e was admitted into the partnership whicli subsisted

between Bell and Robert Allan, the eminent surgeon,

and author of tiie well-known work entitled AllaiCs

Sin-^^ery. Soon after forming this connection, Mr.
Lizars began to lecture in the school with Allan, the

fjrmer on the department of anatomy and physiology,

and the latter on surgery. In a few years tlie part-

ricrship was dissolved, when Lizars continued to

lecture on anatomy alone at the tlieatre. No. i

.Surgeon's Scpiare, which had long been distinguished

as an anatomical school. Having won a high re-

putation by his lectures on anatomy, he in the course
(if four or five years began to lecture on surgery also.

This double duty was a weighty undertaking, and
exhausting both to mind and ])ody, and reijuired

a careful economizing of time and capacity. His
mctliod, according to his biographer, was as follows:

— "First, a lecture on anatomy from eleven to twelve;

secondly, a half-hour's demonstration on anatomy
at one o'clock; and, thirdly, the lecture on surgery

from two to tliree. Tliis he did daily, Saturdays

excepted; besides wiiich he hatf a large class of

].radical anatomy—a department, the conducting of

which was tlien a much less easy or safe matter tiian

it novv-a-days proves to us, who have merely to

receive bodies under the peaceful operation of the

anat')my act." Of tlie comj^rehensive efficiency of

this extended and laborious range o{ instruction we
are also told Ijy tlie same autliority: "Mr. Lizars'

activity and success may be judged when we mention,

tliat on each of his tiiree classes tiierc was an average

attendance of about 150 students. His success as a

tcaclier may be said t<j have been due not only to

liis ability as an anatomist and surijcon, but to tlie

j;r-at attention he paid to his ]ni])ils in tlie time lie

spent with them, and to tlie zeal with which he in-

spired them.'
.\ change that must have l)cen welcomed as a

relief at length occurred in tiiis [irocess of teacliing,

in consequence of a re~olution (;f the Ivlinburgh (Col-

lege of Surgeons to recognize each teacher for one

science only. This judicious plan of conlming the

utmost talent to its one esjiecial de])artment was an

improvement in the science originated by the hidin-

burgh College of Surgeons, in consequence of the

advance of the prrifosion, and the number of its able

and eminent practitioner^; and the decision set Mr.

Lizai-s free from the oppression of his double toil.'

He therefore retained the department of surgery for

himself, and consigned to his brother Alexander
(afterwards anatomical professor in tlie university of
Edinburgh) his class of anatomy. In 1831 John
Lizars was appointed professor of surgery to the
Royal College of Surgeons, and in tliis office he
continued to teach and lecture until 1838-39, when
he resigned his charge. The vast store of anatomical
and pathological specimens which his enthusiastic
zeal had collected from his extensive range of ]irivate

and hospital practice, and most of which specimens
were prepared by himself were devoted by him to

the advancement of the science tliey illustrated. The
anatomical museum \\as consigned to the anatomical
class when his brother Alexander became its lec-

turer; and his surgical museum to the charge of Dr.
Handyside, who succeeded him as lecturer on surgery.

It was much that Mr. Lizars should have won so
high a reputation when such powerful rivals were in

the field. Of these it is enough to mention the names
of Barclay, Mackintosh, Fletcher, Argyll Robertson,
and John Reid. But i?erha]:)s more than tliese was
Liston, who was also his colleague at the hospital.

But although they taught and operated side by side,

while each had his fame and followers, no petty

jealousy interfered to mar their mutual cordiality.

While senior operating-surgeon of the Royal In-

firmary, Lizars had frequently to perform difficult

operations in which Liston also excelled; l;ut in both
there was the same professional knowledge and skill,

the same firmness of nerve, and the same exquisite

delicacy of touch that carried them successfully

through the most critical experiments upon the living

subject, and left the question undecided as to which
of them should be reckoned the greater. "Mr.
Lizars," says his biographer, from whom we again

quote, "could be equalled as an operator, but could

not be surpassed. He had the ease and trust Ijrouglit

by that thorough familiarity with anatomy which
years of teaching in the dissccting-rooni can alone

supply, and a rich endowment of that natural cool-

ness which is to the surgeon what natural bravery is

to the soldier. None who witnessed it are likely to

forget the coolness and dexterity with which he per-

formed the tiien laudable but anxious cx]ierinient of

exposing and tying the innominate artery ; no one,

probably, of the large and eager audience so cool as

the operator himself. It will be remenibereil, too,

that surgery is indebted to him for the introduction

of the operation of removal of the upper jaw." Nor
was it to lecturing and practice only that the crres

of Professor Lizars were confined, in which case ilie

best of his fame might have passed a\\ay w ith liini,

and left nothing but a vague memory behind, liis

writings ^\ere numerous in medical journals, and the

chief of his i)ublislied treatises on jirofessional sul)-

jects were Lhi tlic Extraction of Disaiscd C):'ai!j: (hi

Clnh-foot; On .Stral>is»i!is ; On Strictiirt: and his

\\Oi\-\i.\V)\\x\ System of rrcu-tudl S!tr;^cry. Put it was

cliielly by his large anatomical work, the .-i';/i//(';;/.''.'</.''

riatt-s, that he was best known in his day. It was
a noble attemjit, in the jirevalent difficulty of pro-

curing subjects, to assist students wilh substitutes;

and the engravings of this s]ilen<lid work, which were
executed with great care and at much exiiense, were
made cliielly finm original dissections. It.i u>efiilness

was indicated by iis iininen^e sale irrespective of the

cost; and although the superior facilities n'i\v af-

f irded to the study of anatomy have made all such

aids less necessary, it is still ccjiisulted v. ith benefit

both by the student and surgeon.

After he liad abandoned the office of public teacher

and lecturer, Pro.'essor Lizars devoted his time to
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private practice, surgical and general, and in this he
continued during the last twenty years of his life,

with occasional appearances as an author. It was
in keeping with his long and hard-working career,

that at the close he should die in harness. On the

20th of May, i860, he had been out as usual in the

forenoon on his round of professional duties, but

feeling drowsy, had returned home. Insensibility

gradually grew upon him without any return of con-

sciousness, and on the following evening he died

without pain.

LOCKHART, Sir George, a distinguished con-

stitutional lawyer, and lord-president of the Court of

Session, was the second son of Sir James Lockhart
of Lee, a judge of the Court of Session. The period

of his birth is unknown, and the earliest circum-
stance of his life which has been recorded is, that he
studied for the bar, to which he was admitted on the

8th of January, 1656, by the commissioners ap-
pointed for the administration of justice in Scotland
under the government of Cromwell.' The well-

known personal interest of his brother Sir William
Lockhart with the Protector, was probably the
means of introducing his talents to early notice; and
on the 14th May, 1658, he was ajipointed "sole
attorney," or lord-advocate of Scotland. On the

restoration of the monarchy his family influence pro-
cured hini favour at court; and after taking the oath
of allegiance, along with the jierformance of other
somewhat humiliating ceremonies, expressive of re-

gret for his support to the fallen government, he was
l^erniitted tiie exercise of his profession, and received
tlie honour of knighthood in 1663. Sir George dis-

tinguished himself as an able barrister, and became
a man of power and influence. Notwithstanding
favours extended towards him, such as monarchs too
often find sufficient to secure unhesitating tools, he
used the privileges of his profession frecpienily against

the court; and through the progress of the dark deeds
perpetrated by Tweeddale and Lauderdale, his name
frequently occurs in the Books of Adjournal (the

criminal record of Scotland), as using his professional

abilities in favour of the Covenanters. One of the
most prominent features of his life is the struggle

which he headed in 1674 for procuring by indirect

means, and partly through the influence of the bar,

an appeal fiom the courts of law to the legislature,

unauthorized by the theory of the constitution of
Scotland, and directly against the wishes of the court,

to which a body of paid judges, removable at plea-

sure, seemed a more plialjle engine than an assemlily

of men, partly elected, ]>artly holding by hereditary

right. He was the jK-rson ^\ho, in the suit between
the Earl of Dunfermline and tlie liarl of Callender
and Lord Almond, advised the last-mentioned to

present an appeal to parliament.- The earl being
cited before the privy-council to answer for this act,

applied to Sir George Lockhart, Sir Robert Sinclair,

.Sir George Cunningham, and Sir George Mackenzie,
for information how to act in the matter; and a pa])er

was drawn up for him by these eminent men, de-

claring '-that he desired nothing thereby, l)ut to

])rotest for remeid of law;" in other words, that he
did not wish the decree of the Court of Session to

be reduced on the ground of injustice or opprcs=.ion,

but a revisal by the parliament, declaratory or statu-

tory, as to the law on the point. "In ail which,"
says Sir George Mackenzie, with the l)itterness of

^ I'rinit 111 and Haig's Hist, of Col. r/ just. 419.
- Th^^e readers who are n.it acquairuod with the details of

this event, may hnd such circumstances connected with it as
arc here omitted, in the life of Sui Juii.v L.^iuek of TuUN-
TAINIIAI.I,.

VOL. a.

disappointment, ".Sir George Lockhart's design was
to Ijring in this trial before the parliament, hoping
thereby that they would lay aside the president, and
leave the chair vacant for him." Lauderdale im-
mediately proceeded to court, accompanied by the
president of the Court of Session and one of the
judges; and on their report of the jiroceedings Charles
found the matter of sufficient importance to demand
personal interference, and wrote a letter to the jirivy-

council, in which, exjiressing his conviction of the
necessity of preserving the supreme j)ower of the
College of Justice, and his "abhorrence" f)f appeals,

he was graciously pleased that no proceeding should
be instituted against those who had maintained the
]iolitical heresy, in case they disavowed it; but that

if they did not, they should be debarred the exercise

of their jirofessions. The consequence of this letter

was the banishment of Lockhart and Cunningham,
and the voluntary exile of fifty advocates, who chose
to resent the insult: but the manner in which the act

is detailed by Sir George Mackenzie, anil the curious

views which he casts on the motives and conduct of
his great rival, prompt us to extract the passage:

—

"Ilis majesty having ordained by his letters such as

would adhere to that ai)peal to be debarred from
pleading, and Sir George Lockhart and .Sir John
Cunningham being thereupon called in before the

lords, they owned that though formal appeals might
be said to be contrary to the 62 act. Par. 14 James
II., yet a protestation for remeid of law migiit be
allowed; whereupon they were debarred from their

emjiloyments till the king should declare his further

]:>leasure. And albeit it might have been reasonably

concluded that this exclusion should have pleased
the younger advocates whom those seniors over-

shaded, interrupting the chief advantage and honour
that was to be expected in that society; yet most
fearing to offend so eminent men, who they knew
would soon return to their stations, and being pushed
on by the lords of the party, and the discontented

])ersons to whom they owed their employments, went
tumultuarily out of the session-house with those who
were debarred ; and thus, as Sir George Lockhart
broke that society at first by his avarice in the matter
of the regulations, he broke them now again by his

pride in the matter of the appeals; and by raiding a

clamour against the president, and joining in tlie

popular dissatisfaction, he diverted early from him-
self that great hatred which was so justly conceived
against his insolence and his avarice—two crimes

whicli were more eminent in him tiian his learning."

Although the causes of the enmity entertained by
Mackenzie towards Lockhart are not fully explained,

the allusions of the former make it quite clear that

it arose from professional and political rivalry. The
king had written to the burghs, advising them to

renew their old acts against the choosing of repre-

sentatives. "The king's design in this was." >ay5

Sir George, "to exclude such as h.ad been lactiuus

in the f Miner parliament, and to engage the l)urghs

to an immediate dependence on the crown. " The dis-

affected advocates endeavoured to inspire the burghs
with a wish to oppose the designs of the court ; in

tlic mcanlime, however, it \\as necessary that the

king's letters should be answered, and a ilraught of

siicli a document \\as preparci fjr tlie committee by
Sir ( ieorge Mackenzie. This letter was sent for the

perusal of Lockhart, who altered it "so }s of a dis-

creet and dutiful letter, it became, by adding what
was humorous, and striking out what was diacreet,

a mo-t uni^olishl and indiscreet paper. And when
Sir (jeorge Lockhart was askt why he had dcf )rmed
it so, his answer to James Stewart was, that i: was
fit to make Sir George Mackenzie un;-)ardonaLle.''

69
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Sir George Macl<enzie alleges that Lockhart had
induced him to join the body in favour of appeals

on tlie ground that the union of so many members
of the bar would form a formidable opposition to

Lauderdale; and it is to his enmity against tliat minis-

ter at the period, that, without a better reason, we
must date Mackenzie's accession to the cause. But
when the king, on the I2th of December, issued a pro-

clamation, declaring, on the word of a prince, that

such of the advocates as should not petition for re-

admission before the 2Sth ofJanuary following should

never be permitted to return to their profession. Sir

George ^Iackenzie "did so much tender the reputa-

tion of his king, that he, having been bedrid of a

broken leg when the rest were debarr'd, shunn'd to

have himself debarr'd, or publicly to own the appeal;

though to secure such as had, he declared that he
would not return to his employment without them.

Which not satisfying Sir George Lockhart, who
pressed still that Sir George Mackenzie should be de-

barr'd, he was content, in a letter under his hand, to

oblige himself in those terms; but this letter not hav-

ing satisfied, and he being prest, merely to satisfy Sir

George Lockhart's private humour, he called for his

former letter, and wrote in a postscript these words:

'But if I enter and put myself in the same condition

with the rest, I do declare this letter, and all the

obligations therein, to be void and not obligatoiy.'

And having owned the appeal with a very undaunted
courage, did from that hour despise that party which
had jealous'd him, after so many proofs of his cour-

age and fidelity, to please a little creature, who had
never follow'd them, but his own passion, to whicli

he and they were become such slaves, that they had
thereby lost the glory and reputation of impartial

reformers, which had so much recommended them
at first, while tliey followed Sir George Alackenzies

disinterested advices." Mackenzie then adds a cir-

cumstance, which will hardly diminish the suspicion

<jf his tortuous conduct in the business, although it

may shed a ray of additional light on the causes of

his rancour towards Lockliart. This is the letter

from which the party concluded Sir George Mac-
kenzie to be guilty of perjury, in having entered

before the rest; dispersing copies of the letter witli-

out the postscript, because they knew the postscript

destroyed their malicious pretences. Before the day
which tiie court had named as the last for receiving

the submission of the recusant advocates, a document,
couched in the form of a petition, but steadily vin-

dicating the right of appeal for remeid of law, was
])rcsented to the privy-council. This very valual)lc

jjajier, which has been preserved at full length by
Mackenzie, is full of legal knowledge and clear con-

cise reasoning; it had, however, to strive, not only

against power, but also against precedent; no clear

estaldished law could be f nind on which to rest the

right of api)eal, and a course of ingenious s]iecial

j)leading had to be derived from implication, and the

l)lea that tlie Court of .Session was a distinct body
I'rom the daily session of old, which, being a com-
niillee of parliament set a])art for the purpose ofsaving

tlie time and trouble of liie main body, would have

defeated its end by the admission of ajijieals. The
grand constitutional argument of a check on the ven-

ality of judges coidd only Ije hinted at under tlie cloak

of deference and submission to the royal authority;

and the iietitioners thouglit it prudent to terminate

their certainly firm and manly statement of tiieir riglits

with the concession, that "as the jjctitioners acknow-
ledge there are eminent lawyers upon the session,

of deserved rejiutation; so, if the lords of session, by
an act of se'lcrunt orolherwise, will j^ilainly and clearly

declare that ]jrotestations fur remeid of law, to his

majesty and estates of parliament, were and are in

themselves unlawful, and that the parliament cannot
thereupon review and rescind their decreets, if they
find just cause; the petitioners will so far defer to

their authority, as to be concluded tliereby, and
satisfy what was prescribed and required by the
lords of session as to that point." ^Lackenzie was
induced to sign this petition: he says, "Sir George
Lockhart's love of money making him weary of
that love to revenge, he persuaded the appealers
(for so all the adherers were called) to give in an
address to the privy - council ; but so bitter and
humorous, that Sir George Mackenzie, though he
had concur'd in furnishing materials and argtiment,

did with some others dissent from it; till they were
again conjur'd by some of tlieir comrades not to

make a rupture at a time wherein their fixt adher-

ence to one another was their only security."^ The
petition was viewed by the privy-council and the

king as a daring and seditious piece of jdeading ; and
Sir John Cunningham proceeding to London to en-

deavour by his personal influence to alleviate tlie

threatened effects, was quickly followed by Sir

George Lockhart and Sir Robert Sinclair; "but
upon express promise," says Mackenzie, "that if Sir

George Mackenzie and those who had signed the

address should be pursu'd for it, they should return

and concur with him in the defence. Notwithstand-
ing whereof," he continues, "they having been pur-

su'd in a process before the privy-council, Sir George
Lockhart and Sir Robert Sinclair retir'd, and lurk't

near to North Allerton, without acquainting even

their wives of their residence, lest thereby they

might have been advertis'd. AVhereupon Sir George
Mackenzie gave in his defence," &c. The defence

deserted the constitutional origin of the struggle, and
assumed the aspect of a mere vindication of the

motives of presenting the petition. Mackenzie at

length yielded ; as a motive for so doing he says

—

but we are aware of no document that confirms the

assertion— that he " interce])ted at last a letter.

wherein they (L,ockhart and Sinclair) told their con-

fidants that they had resolved to wait the event ot

that process ; in which, if Sir George Mackenzie was
absolved, they would be secure by the preparative ;

but if he was found guilty, the malice of the pur-

suers would be blunted before it reacht them." Ac-
cordingly, on the plausible ground that "it was no
dishonour to submit to their prince, ceding being

only dishonourable amongst equals, and never being

so when the contest was rais'd by such as design'd

to make them knaves and fools," he prevailed on the

greater number of his brethren to submit. Sir George
Lockhart, left to maintain the struggle almost alone,

fully aware that unanimity and nuniljer only can give

effect to political resistance, presented a tardy sul)-

mission in December, 1675, and was re-admilted to

the privileges of his profession on the 2Sth of Janu-

ary, 1676.- We have dwelt thus long on this inci-

dent, because it is one of the very few constitutional

' With the pclulant remarks on Lockhart, so r)lentifiilly

sc.'ittcrcf! thnmsh the above <iu<itatiMiis, conijiare llie fnlluwinj;

/'ii/'iis/tfii cliaracter of the iirofessimial abilities of his ^reat

risal by .Sir Gcor^'e Mackenzie, in liis JCli'i/ut'ncc of tlie Bar—
it would be diflknilt tf) conceive a more perfect picture of a

great forensic orator:
—" Lockartius corjuis alternm juris civilis.

alter(|uc Cicero dici poterat. I Hi ctiam pecuhare erat argu-

menta sua eo (jrdine disponere, ul tanf|uam hipides in fornice

alter alterum sustineret; qua; ex imjiroviso, dum oraret, ci

siigf^erebantur. prompta solerlia indicabat, aptisquc locis dis-

ponebat. Nihil ah eo abscondit jurisprudcntia, clqviamprimum
casus il'i a cliciite aperirctur, sua omnia, omniacpie advcrsarii

arfjnmenta retexebat. Iracundia, qu;e alios oratores turbabnt,

euin tantuni excitare solebal; vocem tamen lalratu, vultumoue
ruc^is fleformabat."

- .Mm.kci;;!ie'b Mcjr.cirs, 2C7-31:;.
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straggles connected with the history of Scotland,

and the curious details lately hrought to light in the

J/c-Moirs o( Sir George Mackenzie are not very gene-

rally perused.

The next political transaction in which we find

Lockhart professionally engaged, is the trial of Mit-

chell, in 1678, for having four years previously at-

tempted the murder of Archbishop Sharpe. lie was
tried on his own confession, and there is no ])oint

of history more surely ascertained, or less liable to

doulit, than that the confession was obtained on a

promise of pardon. " But," as Burnet expressively

says," Sharpe would have his life." P~or the purpose

of facilitating the prosecution, Nisbet, the lord-ad-

vocate, was superseded by Mackenzie; and Primrose,

from being clerk-register, was appointed justice-

general. "He fancied," says Burnet, "orders had
been given to raze the act that the council had made
(the act offering the conditional pardon), so he turned

the books, and he found the act still on record. He
took a copy of it and sent it to MitchclTs counsel."

Thus armed, Lockhart appeared, to meet the con-

fession. Burnet, who says, "He was the most learned

lawyer and the best pleader I have ever yet known
in any nation," states tliat "he did plead to the ad-

miration of all, to show that no extrajudicial con-

fession could be allowed in a court. The hardships

of a prison, the hopes of life, with other practices,

might draw confessions from men when they were
perhaps drunk or out of their senses. He brought

upon this a measure of learning that amazed the

audience, out of the lawyers of all civilized nations.

And when it was opposed to this that the council

was a court of judicature, he showed that it was not

the proper court for crimes of this nature, and that

it had not proceeded in this as at a court of judica-

ture. And he brought out likewise a great deal of

learning upon those heads. But this was overruled

by the court, and the confession was found to be
judicial. The next thing pleaded for him was, that

it was drawn from him upon the hope and promise
of life : and on this Sharpe was exaniined. The
person he had sent to Mitchell gave a full evidence

of the promises he had made him; but Sharpe denied

them all. He also denied he ever heard any promise
of life made him by the council ; so did the Lords
Lauderdale, Rothes, and Halton, to the astonish-

ment of all that were present. Lockhart upon that

produced a copy of tlie act of council, that made
express mention of tlie promise given, and of liis

having confessed upon that. And the prisoner prayed

that the books of council, which lay in a room over

that in which the cuurt sat, might be sent for.

Lockhart pleaded that since tlie court had judged

that the council was a judicature, all people had a

right to search into their registers; and tlie prisoner,

who was like to suffer by a confession made tliere,

ought to have the benefit of those books. Duke
Lauilerdale, who was in the court only as a witness,

and so had no right to speak, stood up and said he
and ihoseothernoble persons were not brought thither

to be accused of jierjury; and added, that the books
of council were the king's secrets, and that no court

should have the perusing of tlieni. Tlie court was
terrified with this, and the judges were divided in

()]iinion. Primrose and one other \\as for calling

for the books, but three were of opinion that they

were not lo furni>h the jnisoner \\itli evide:ice, br.t

to judge of that which he l)rougIit, and here was imly

a Ijare copy, not attestetl upon oath, which ought

not to have been read. So this defence being re-

iected, lie was cast and conder.ineil."'- Perhaps tlie

annals of crime scarcely produce another so perfect

specimen of judicial villany.

The talents and courage of Lockhart were em-
ployed by the Earl of Argyle at his memorable trial

in 1681 ; three times the privy-council denied him
the sanction of their warrant—unfortunately often

necessary at that period for the safety of the lawyer
who should defend a person accused of treason—and
it was at last granted, lest Argyle, on the ground
that he was deprived of legal assistance, might in-

terrupt the trial by refusing to plead. In the parlia-

ment of 16S1 he was ajipointed one of the commis-
sioners of the shire of Lanark, a seat which he held

till his death ; and in 1685, after the fall of his op-

ponents in the ministry, we find him one of the com-
mittee appointed to answer the king's letter to the

parliament, and a lord of the articles.- In 1685, on
the death of Sir David Falconer of Newton, Lock-
hart was app<nnted president of the Court of Session,

and was soon afterwards made a privy-councillor

and a commissioner of the exchec]uer. Having in

the year 1679 boldly undertaken the task of repre-

senting before the king the grievances against Lauder-
dale, he was considered one of the chief political

opponents of that minister, and seems to have been
gradually led to a participation with the proceedings

of the Duke of York. After having followed the

actions of a high-minded man through the path of

honour, and seen him use his talents and intluence

in the protection of the weak, and resistance to the

powerful, it is painful to arrive at transactions in

which the presence of his accustomed firmness or

integrity may seem wanting. He is said to have
been at first opposed to a repeal of the penal laws

against Papists, but after a journey to London, con-

certed for the purpose of overcoming his scruples, to

have entertained a different view^—a view which,

it is to be feared, was produced more by the benig-

nant smile of royalty, than by a sudden accession of

liberal principles. On the question of the applica-

bility of the disabling laws to the Duke of York, lie

somewhat sophistically maintained that "a conim:>-

sion to represent the king's person fell not under the

notion of an oftice."* But, if he chose to assist the

court in obtaining its ends by legal means, his former

spirit returned on an attempted stretch of arbitraiy

power, and he objected to the priNy-councifs sanc-

tioning a relaxation in favijur of the Roman Catho-

lics, Ix'coming law, through the mere royal preroga-

tive.''^

This great man, whose talents and courage would
have ai-lorned a better period, fell a victim to the fuiy

of one of those savages which misgovernment jiro-

duces. He was murdered by John Chiesley of Dairy
on the 31st of March, 16S9.

The determination to commit the murder on I'le

part of this man arose from a dispute with his wife,

the latter claiming aliment for herself and ten cliil-

dren, and the parties consenting that the claim should

be settled ly the arbitration v{ Lockhart and Lord
Keninay, who gave a decree ajipointing an annual

sum out of Chiesley's estate to be paid, to his wife.

Infuriated at not being jiei-mittcd to deprive his wife

and otTspring of their tlaily bread, lie formed tf.e

resolution of taking vengeance on the president at

whatever co>t. On communicating his intention to

Mr. lames l^tewart, ailvocaie, he was answered that

"it wTiS a suggestion of the devil, and the very ini-

agin.atioii of it a sin before Ciod ;"' to which he replied,

"Let God and me alone ; we have many tilings to

reckon betwixt us, aiid we will reckon this too.
'
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The victim, it appears, was informed of his intention;

but he disdained precautions. The murderer con-

fessed that, when in London, he had walked up and
down Pall-mall, with a pistol beneath his coat, lying

in wait for the president. The day on which he
consummated the deed was Sunday. He charged

his pistol and went to church, where he watched the

motions of his victim, and when Lockhart was re-

turning to his own house through the close or lane

on the south side of the Lawnmarket, now known
l)y the name of the "Old Bank Close," following

close behind him, discharged a shot, which took

effect. The president fell, and being carried into

his own house, immediately expired, the ball having

])assed through his body. Chiesley did not attempt

to escape, and, on being told that the president was
ilead, he expressed satisfaction, and said "he was
not used to do things by halves." lie was put to

the torture and made a full confession, and having

been seen committing the act, and apprehended im-

mediately after, or as it is technically termed "red
hand," he was summarily tried before the provost

of Edinburgh, as sheriff within the city. He was
sentenced to have his right hand cut off while alive,

to be hanged upon a gibbet with the instrument of

murder suspended from his neck, and his body to

be hung in chains between Leith and Edinburgh.'

LOCKHART, George, a celebrated political

partisan, and author of I^Iemoirs concernin;^ the

Affairs of Scotia )id. Commentaries, &c. &c. , was the

eldest son of the above, by Philadelphia, youngest

daughter of Philip, fourth Lord Wharton. He was
born in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, in the year

1673. He appears to have been educated for the

Scottish bar, but having succeeded, on the death

of his father, to a very ample fortune, he seems to

have turned his attention chiefly to politics, and hav-

ing obtained a seat in the .Scottish parliament, 1703,
lie distinguished himself by his opposition to all the

measures of the court, and his ceaseless activity in

behalf of the fallen Episcopal church and the exiled

royal family. Singularly unlike his father in dis-

cernment of the justice of a cause and lil^erality of

principle, he appears to have resembled him in the

stubborn courage with which he pursued any favour-

ite object. To all the principles of the Revolution

he professed a deep aversion; and the union of the

kingdoms of .Scotland and England he considered,

especially in regard to the former, as likely to termin-

ate in that misery which a peculiar class of politicians

always argue to be the consefiuence of any change.

He was, however, named by the (pieen one of the com-
missioners upon that famous treaty, and, with the

exception of the Archbishop of York, was tb.e only

Tory that was so named. "He had no inclination

to the employment," he has himself U>\<\ us, "and
was at first resolved not to have accejited it, but his

friends, and those of his party, believing he might

be servicealjle, by giving an account how matters

were carried on, prevailed with him to alter his re-

solution." Before entering ui)on the dutie-. of his

high office, he accordingly took their advice in \\hat

manner he was to conduct himself, and in jiarticular,

"whether or not he should protest and enter his

dissent against those measures, being resolved to re-

ceive instructions from them, as a warrant for his

jirocedure, and to justify his conduct: so, when they

all unanimously returned this answer, that if he

should protest, he could not well continue longer

to meet with the other commissioners; and, if he

entered his dissent, it would render him otiious to

^ Arnot's Criin. Tr. iC£-;4.

them, and that they would be extremely upon the
reserve with him, so as he would be utterly incapable
to learn anything that might be useful afterwards in

opposing the design ; whereas, if he sat quiet, and
concealed his opinion as much as possible, they, ex-

pecting to persuade him to leave his old friends and
party, would not be so shy, and he might make dis-

coveries of their designs, and thereby do a singular
service to his country ; therefore they agreed in ad-
vising him neither to protest or dissent, nor do any-
thing that might discover his opinion and design,

unless he could find two or three more that would
concur and go along with him (which was not to be
expected), but to sit silent, making his remarks of
everything that passed, and remain with them as long
as he could ; and then, at last, before signing the
result of the treaty, to find out some pretence of
absenting himself." Such were the feelings and in-

tentions which he brought to the accomplishment
of a transaction which he was chosen for the purpose
of furthering, in the most expeditious and most effi-

cient manner; and he relates with pride that he acted
up to his instructions, that he acted as a spy on the
proceedings of the others, and at least was enabled
to interrupt and render more laborious the con-
summation of a measure which his party was unable
to stifle. The archbishop, disdaining to follow a
similar course, absented himself from the meetings.

But Lockhart had other and more dangerous duties

to perform for his party; he held a commission from
the -Scottish Jacobites to communicate with the Eng-
lish Tories, and if possible to ascertain how far the

latter might be brought to concur in a scheme, pro-

jected in Scotland, for the restoration of the son of
the abdicated monarch by force. This commission
he executed with similar fidelity, but he found the

English less zealous than the Scots, and disinclined

to any attempt, at least during the lifetime of the

queen. All the transactions which might be inter-

esting to the exiled fiiniily he faithfully reported to

the courts of \'ersailles and .St. Germains, through

the instrumentality of an emissary called Captain
-Straiton, while he submitted his proceedings to the

cognizance of his brother Jacolntes, whom he aptly

termed his constituents. His account of the proceed-

ings of the commissioners is distorted by party col-

ouring beyond the usual allotment of such documents,

and one is tempted to ask how a person who saw
in every branch of the proceedings something so

irredeemably wicked, could have so far com]iromised

his conscience, as to have permitted himself to be

chosen as one of those whose duty it was to assist in

and farther them.
The scheme of a general rising was designed for

the purpose of stifling the projected union; but the

attempt having failed, the Jacobites were conq)elled

to debate the treaty, clause by clause, in open par-

liament, where, notwithstanding every artifice for

exciting public clamour, it was triunqihantly carried.

Lockhart, through the whole, was uniform in his

opposition—adhered to every pmtot that was taken

against it, and, in more than oi;e instance, enterc<l

])rotests against it in his own name. He also, in

conjunction wi!h Cochrane of Kilmaronock, gave

fifty guineas to Cunningham of Aiket, for the purpose

of forwarding a design of forcibly dispersing the

])arliament by an army of Cameronians, ^^hich he

jiroposcd to raise in the western shires, but which, as

he alleged, he was prevented from doing by the in-

trigues of the Luke of Hamilton.
The union having been ratified by the parliaments

of both kingdoms, and peaceably carried int(; effect,

the next ho])e of the Jacobites was the French inva-

sion, which Houke had negotiated with them during
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the preceding year, and to which tliey now looked

forward with the most ardent expectation. Of all

the partisans of James, perhaps none were more
zealous, on this occasion, than the subject of this

memoir; but, fortunately for himself, he followed in

the train and acted by the advice of the Duke of

Hamilton, who, being at the time at his seat in

Lancaster, and taken there into custody by a king's

messenger, could not meet his Scottish friends at

Dumfries, according to agreement, till the defeat of

the French lleet rendered any further ajjpearance at

that time unnecessary, in consceiucnce of which he

himself, as well as his friends, escaped anything like

serious prosecution. Mr. Lockhart also, having the

powerful influence of his uncle Lord Wharton ex-

erted in his favour, remained unmolested.

The next hope of the Jacobites was in the inclina-

tions of the queen, which, with all her coldness, they

naturally expected, and indeed had, if we may be-

lieve their own account, and lay much weight on a

few accidental circumstances, a well-grounded hope,

that they might be extended to her brother and his

family; and that they might more effectually influence

her counsels, it was resolved that no influence or

endeavour should be spared in procuring seats in

parliament for the heads of the ])arty. Mr. Lock-

hart started for the county of Ldinburgh, and had
sufficient interest to secure his election, though he

was obnoxious both to the court and the Presby-

terians, to whom he seems to have been always

inimical. The first session of the first British parlia-

ment did not afford much scope for that species of

ingenuity for which Mr. Lockhart has taken so much
credit to himself; and by his efforts, joined to those

of Mr. Houston younger of Houston, Lag younger
of Lag, DutT of Drummure, and Cochrane of Kil-

maronock, all unwavering supporters of the same
political creed, little or nothing was effected. The
next session was almost wholly occupied with the

affair of Sacheverel, in whose behalf the Jacobites

were joined by those supporters of the house of

Hanover who either conceived, or for political pur-

poses alleged, that the church was in danger, while

the affairs of Scotland were neglected amidst more
exciting discussions. A field was soon, however, to

be opened, in which they doubted not shortly to reap

a rich harvest.

At the perio'l when a waiting-woman in the

queen's bed-chamber was sapping the foundation of

the Godolphin and .\Larlborough administration, that

ministry requested leave to dismiss Mrs. >Lasham,

threatening her with an address from the two houses

of jiarliament; to which was to be attached an in-

vitation to Prince George of Hanover. "As such

treatment much chagrined the (jueen against her

ministry," says Lockhart, "she was very desirous to

secure herself against such attempts, and did avowedly
solicite a great many members of both houses of

parliament, that they would not consent to a motion

to deprive her of the liberty allowM to tlie meanest
housekeeper in her dominions, viz. that of choosing

her own domestic servants."—"And I accordingly,"

continues the narrator, in a very remarkable passage

bearing on one of the most obscure points in Pritish

history, "procured an address, in a very high mon-
archical style, from the l)ari)ns and freehi)ldcrs in the

county of lidinlnirgh; and having brought it up with

me when I came to jiarliament, I was introduced by

the Duke of Hamilton to present the same: and
liaving read it to her m.ajesty, she seemed very well

lileased, gave a gracious return to the address, and
liien told me, tho' 1 had almost ahva_\s opposed her

measures, she did not doubt of my affection to her

person, and hoped I would not concur in tlie de>ig:i

against Mrs. Masham, or for bringing over the Prince

of Hanover. At first 1 was somewhat surprised, but

recovering myself, I assured her I should never be
accessary to imp<jsing any hardship or affront upon
her; and as for the Prince of Hanover, her majesty

might judge from the address I had read, that I

should not be acceptable to my constituents if I

gave my consent for bringing over any of that family,

either now or any time hereafter. At this she smiled,

and I withdrew; and then she said to tlie duke, she

believed I was an honest man; and the duke replied,

he could assure her I liked her majesty and all her
father's bairns."* The gradual stej>s towards a deli-

cate and dangerous subject, so naturally laid down
in this valuable passage—the hope expressed by the

queen that the Jacobite partisan was averse to the

removal of the favourite and the introduction of

the prince—the surprise of the Jacobite, and his in-

genious extension of the request—the queen's smile

and remark on his honesty—and, finally, the cautious

but bold extension of the insinuations in the kindly

rejoinder of the duke, all speak to the authenticity of

the scene, and the accurate observation of the nar-

rator. That he may be depended on there is little

doubt. The cautious Hallam considers that the

Lockhart Piipcrs sufficiently prove that the author

''and his friends were confident of the queen's in-

clinations in the last years of her life, though not of

her resolution." Nor can a vanity to be esteemed
the depository of the secrets of princes be likely to

operate on a man whose works are not to be
witnessed by his own age. On the whole, the

passage may be said almost to prove that the queen's

"inclinations ' were with her brother; but a "re-

solution" on either side she ap])ears to have never

attained.

The circumstance last mentioned was soon folLjwed

by the renowned downfall of Anne's Whig ministry.

Strong but ineffectual attempts were made by the

Whigs at the elections. Lockhart was violently

opposed in Ldinburghshire, but carried his election

by a great majority; as did Sir Hugh Paterson oi

Bannockburn for the shire of Stirling, and Sir

Alexaniler Areskine, lord lyon king-at-arms, for

the shire of Fife, both thorough-paced Jacobites

and violent Episcopalians. The last of these gentle-

men, along with .Mr. Carnegie of Boysack, Mr.

James Moray, second son to the Viscount .Stormoni,

afterwards created by the Pretender Lord Dunbar,
and .Sir Alexander Cuming of Cantar, joined Mr.
Lockhart in a close confederacy, agreeing to mutual
support in cordially prosecuting the great oljjects

for which they had come into parliament, viz. the

dissolving of the treaty of union, and the breaking
up of the Protestant successiun. Keeping their

agreement as secret as was compatible with its efn-

cacy, and jirudently cultivating tlie friendjhi]:) of the

English Tories, they soon became consjiicuous, and
were regarded by both sides of the house as men of

superior consecpience, whose feelings and views it

was necessarv to consult in all measures regarding

Scotland. The first fruit of this confederacy was a

breach of the union, committed by the House of

Lorils, in reversing a sentence of the mag;>trates of

I'jiinburgh, whicli shut up the meeting-liousc of a

Mr. (;reen>hichl>, the first clergyman whii introduced

the Fngli>h liturgy ir.io the service of the .'icols

Episcopal church. The full harvest was the act of

toleration, with the ua;h of abjuration annexed, to

be inip>i>ed u;ion all tlie ministers of the .'Scottish

church ; the act rotcaing lay patronage ; anrl the

act fir tlie iilxerving certain holidays, all of wlii^h
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ivere prepared by Mr. Lockhart, and by him and
liis friends forced upon the ministry, contrar}' to tlie

expressed opinion of the people, and with the avowed
jiurpose of undennining the Presbyterian interest.

At the same time that he was so deeply engaged
in fonvarding the particular views of himself and his

friends, in regard to affairs purely Scottish, Mr.
Lockhart was also employed upon the more general

business, or what may be calletl the dradger)', of the

house. He was one, and the only Scotsman, who
was upon the commission of the house for examining

the national accounts, with the view of criminating

the ex-Whig ministers ; and, as chairman of that

commission, gave in a long report, intended to im-

]'licate the Duke of Marlborough, a person whose
conduct was certainly not pure, while it still affords

a pleasing contrast to that of his accusers. The
report, however, when it came to be examined,
discovered only the headstrong party spirit of its

authors, and not much against the accused but the

usual political corruption, too characteristic of the

jieriod.

The duties of a commissioner upon the national

accounts did not, however, by any means absorb the

whole attention of the indefatigable Lockhart, for

\vhile he devoted himself to the service of the Pre-

tender, he also proposed a bill in parliament to be-

stow upon curates the bishops' rents, and to resume all

grants of church property that had been made to the

universities, which Ik; declared to be public luiisances,

mere nests of rebellion, which could not be soon
enough annihilated. The service to be accomplished
in favour of the exiled family by these measures is

not very clear, and we are prevented from knowing
the effect their proposal would have produced, from
his friendsdeclining to adopt them. So high, indeed,

was he borne by his zeal, that an order was obtained

by his friends from St. Germains, recommending to

him moderate measures, and dissuading him from
attempts to openly force the English ministry upon
desiderate projects, as they were themselves well

enough disposed, and were the best judges of the

means whereby their good intentionswould be carried

into effect. This order lie dared not disol:)ey, but he
owns it was nnich against his inclination, and takes

the liberty of affirming that it injured the Pretender's

interest.

On the Duke of Hamilton being appointed am-
bassador to the court of France, he selected the

suljject of our memoir to wait privately upon him,

and to act according to his orders upon an affair of

extraordinary moment which he never exj:)]aiiied, l)ut

wliich Lockhart understood to he the Pretender's

restoration, and he was just leaving .Scotland with
the hope of being called to accompany the duke
upon that i)leasing duty, when he heard that a

quarrel betwixt Hamilton and Lord Mohun had
brought both these distinguished noblemen to an
untimely end. This circumstance he afilrms to have
bceii fatal to the hopes of the Pretender, no one
liaving hecn found capable of conducting so delicate

a business till the period when disputes in the

cabinet and the death of the queen rendered the case

hopeless. Put these circumstances did not danqi his

ar'lour, or prevent him from im]ieding the govern-

ment which he could not overturn. Accurdingly,

on the attempt to extend the malt-tax to Scotland,

i:i the year 1 713, he made a flesperate effort, in

wliich he was seconded by the Earls of Mar, ICglin-

t'ln, Hay, i.\;c. , for the dissolutifjn of the union, a

j^rfiject which narrowly failed of success, as we have
narrated more at large in the life of John Duke of

Aigyle. The attemjit to assimilate the Scottish to

the English niilitia wliich foUov/ed, he resisted, and,

in his personal friendship, defended the hereditary

title of the Duke of Argyle to the lieutenancy of the

county of Argyle. His friends, who could not see

the advantage of such a measure, were displeased,

but his design was to bring over the duke to the

interests of the Pretender, of which he was always
suspicious the ministry were less careful than of their

own. He, however, continued to sit and to act with
them, under the strongest assurances from 15oling-

broke, that everything he could desire would jjc

done for the Pretender so soon as it was possible to

do it with safety, till the ]')rorogation before the

death of the queen, when he retired to his residence

in the countrj-, and though the same parliament was
assembled on the death of the cpieen, did not attend

it, having lost all hope of the Pretender's restora-

tion by other means than arms.

He accordingly began privately to provide horses

and arms for himself and his dependants, though
from his late conduct he was not tnisted by the

leaders of the party to the extent that might have
been expected. Nothing, indeed, but mere general

surmises seem to have reached him till the month
of August, 1715, when warrants were already issued

out against all who were suspected as favouring the

designs of the Earl of Mar, and under one of these

warrants he was, early in that month, apprehended

at his house of Diyden, and committed prisoner to

the castle of Edinburgh. In these circumstances

he immediately wrote to the Duke of Argyle, who,

in return for his services in regard to the militia bill,

procured his enlargement, after he had been fifteen

days a prisoner, on his giving bail for 6000 merks.

He was no sooner liberated than he waited upon his

rebel associates who had not been apprehended; but

finding them still disinclined to the communication,

he retired to his house at Camwath, where he

secretly and diligently employed his personal influ-

ence in the furtherance of the cause, though still un-

acknowledged by any of the ostensible leaders of the

insurrection, and waited till the arrival of tiie Pre-

tender, or the transit of the Forth by Mar, sliould

give the signal for him and his friends to appear in

arms. In the meantime a letter from the Duke oi

Argvde informed him that his practices were well

known to the government, and requiring him forth-

with to repair to his house at Dryden. Everything—
arms, horses, &c.—were again disposed of in the Ijcst

manner that could be devised, and he immediately

repaired to Dr}-den, where he negotiated with Ken-

mure and the southern rebels; his troop of horse,

under the command of his brother, Philij) Lockliart,

being sent to join them at Biggar, he himself slaying

behind for a few days to arrange some minor cou-

cenis. To insure his safety after concluding his

transactions with the rebels, he wrote to the lord

justice-clerk, requesting to know whether he shoidd

remain in Edinlnirgh or go home to Dryden, and

was ordered to choose the latter alternative. Mackin-

tosh, hiiwever, having tiiat night crossed the Forth

on his march to the south, a jiarty of soldiers was

sent out to Dryden, wIkj apprehended Lockliart, and

carried him again to the castle; a circumstance which

saved both his life and his estate, as well as those of

many others who were jjiepared to set out with him
on an exjiedition that jiroved desperate— his whole

troop being taken at Preston, along with the rest ot

their conqianions, and his lirother shot as a deserter

by order of a court-martial.

Mr. Lockhart suffered a long confinement, but

escaped, through the steadiness of his friends, that

])unishment wliich was likely to have followed his

conduct, and which the government, could they

have elicited .sufficient evidence, would most willingly
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have inflicted; but he was by no means cured of his

affection for the exiled family, and before two years

had elapsed he was employed as an agent to bring

up 6000 bolls of oatmeal, to be given to the King
of Sweden as the hire or the reward for his setting

the Pretender upon the British throne. Of all the

attempts made by the party in its despair this was
certainly the most singular; yet he seems to have
embarked in it with tiiat ardour whicli marked his

character, and he contrived to obtain from the Earl

of Eglinton the offer of 3000 guineas towards its

accomplishment. It was soon, however, found to

be a project which could not be carried into effect.

He narrowly escaped being involved in the affair of

(jlenshiel, and when the Spanish battalion was
brought to Edinburgh, he supplied the commander,
Don Nicolas, with what money he wanted till he
could be supplied with bills from the Spanish am-
bassador in Holland, telling him, at the same time,

that "it was unkind in him to allow himself to be
straitened, when he knew the king, for whose
cause he suffered, had so many friends in town that

would cheerfully assist him."
In 1718 the Pretender commenced a correspond-

ence with Mr. Lockhart, which continued with little

interruption till 1727, when it fell into the hands of

the government, by what means has never been fully

explained, though most probably it was in conse-

quence of a dispute Mr. Lockhart had got into with
the Episcopal college respecting the election of a

bishop of the name of Gillon, whose ordination was
keenly opposed by a number of the presbyters, who
objected to the nomination that had been made of

him by the Pretender, as unduly influenced by Lock-
liart, who for a number of years had been the only

channel through which they communicated with
their exiled prince. Many meetings were held, and
much rancour displayed on the subject, by the en-

raged presbyters, who threatened the consequences
of the rebellion, in which most of the parties were
implicated, if the consecration was persisted in. The
bitterness of the disputants made it impossible for

tliem to be secret: the whole came before the public,

and the government being masters of the channel of
communication, the earliest packet transmitted to

Lockhart was waited for and sent to London. Orders
were immediately sent to seize .Strahan, a merchant
in Leith to whom the packet had been directed, and,
under a strong guard of dragoons, to send him to

London, liefore setting out, however, he was well

instructed how to contluct himself, supplied with
money by Lockhart and the Earls of Kincardine and
Dundonakl, with the assurance that if he behaved
with fu'inne^s, nothing could be brought legally home
to him, while his family in the meantime shuuM be

carefully seen to, and he himself would gain honour
liy the incident. Warrants were at the same time
issued for the apprehension of Mr. Lockhart and
Mr. Corsar, one of his friends. The latter was a]i-

prehended at Glammis, but the firmer, taking the

alarm, effected his escajie into 1 )inliam. where he
remainetl in the liouse ofa friend till the Sth of .Ajiril,

when he sailed for Drn't, where he arrived in safety.

He immediately wrote to the Pretender, ihnnigh
Lord Inverness, stating the circumstances into which
he had iailen, and that he was waiting his master's

connnands beftre finally resolving how to dispose of

himself In tlie meantime he met Lord N'lnhand
( irey at l!ru>^el>, who had also been under tlie neces-

sity of leaving his native cmuitry f )r clabhlitig in the

affairs of the Pretender, and was thus far on l;is way
to the court of that persunage, \\here he hoped to be

trusted with the management of his affairs, which,

in the hands of Colonel Hay and James Murray

(created Lords Inverness and Dunbar), were gene-

rally supposed to have fallen into disorder, pressing

at the same time that Mr. Lockhart should accom-
pany him, and take charge of the affairs of Scotland,

wliile he attended to those of England. Lockhart,
however, would not approach the court of the Pre-

tender without his orders, shrewdly suspecting that

James was too fond of the Lady Inverness, who
was Lord Dunbar's sister, to part permanently with
either of the three. 'I'he Lord North and Grey pro-

ceeded to his destination, but found, instead of the

premiership which he expected, an appointment pro-

vided for him in the army of Spain, with which he
was obliged to be content. Inverness had been
nominally superseded by Sir John Graham, who pro-

posed the most flattering terms to Lockhart; but the

former was still first in the Pretender's affection, and,

along with Dunbar, held the entire management of

his counsels, which were, and had long been, verj'

far from what the latter gentleman wished. By their

advice, and in pursuance of his own feelings, the

Pretender no sooner heard of the death of George I.

than he left Bologna for Lorrain in the greatest haste,

intending to put himself at the head of the High-
landers, and with their assistance con<juer and secure

the throne of the three kingdoms; a similar project

to that which his son attempted in the year 1745.

A messenger was sent to consult Lockhart, who,
astonished at the folly of the jiroposal, assured the

Pretender that it would j^rove the ruin of himself and
all his friends, and would deprive him of the pov.-er

of ever again renewing the attempt. More wise than

his son upon a like occasion he accepted the ad\-1ce,

and returned to Avignon. Lockhart tendered him
afterwards some long letters containing verj' good
advices, with which he probably had little hope that

he would comply, and learning, in the month of

April, 172S, that his friends the Duke of Argyde,

Lord Hay, and Duncan Forbes, then lord-advocate

for Scotland, had procured him liberty to return and

to live at home unmolested, he embraced the oppor-

tunity of doing so, nothing being required of him Init

his simple promise that he would live in peace. He
was, however, required to go by the way of London,
and to return thanks personally to George II., who
was now in possession of the throne. ""This," he

says, "did not go well down with me, and was what
I would most gladly have avoided; but tliere was no

eviting of it; and as others, whose sincere attach-

ment to the king was never doubted, had often pre-

ceded me on such like occasions, I was under the

necessity of bowing my knee to liaal, now that I was
in the house of Kinnnon."' Having performed this

piece of unwillir:g sulnnission, he returned to his

family in 172S, evidently in despair of furthering the

cause in which he had so long exerted himself and
determined to resign all connection with politics.

Of his after-history we have been unable to learn

more than that he was slain in a <luel on 1 )ecember 1 7,

1731, having entered the fil'ty-ninth year of Ins age.

He was married on the 13th of April. 1697. to

Luphemia Montgimiery. third daughter of .Mexander,

ninth Earl of Eglinton, by his t'lrst wife, Margaret,

daughter of William Lonl Coclirane. s.m of the Earl

of Dundonald. 1 le had seven s.-.ns ami eight d.iiigh-

ters. His eldest s< .n Genrge. ]-"i~scs-ii-;g sumewhat
of the pruiient foresight of his fatlier, (ieliverc! him-

self up in the year 1746 to Sir John C.jpe. the day

after tlie l)attle of ( ilaisinuir, and was fir a coiisi-ler-

able time a ])risoner at large in I'.ngland. His
grand.son George c ir.tir.u^d with Charles till after

the fatal liattle of Cu'.loden, after which he e-caped

to the Coi-tinent. and died an exile at Paris s^Jme lew

months before his father, in the vear 176 1.
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As an author Mr. Lockhart is entitled to very

considerable praise. His memoirs concernintj the

affairs of Scotland, and his commentaries, though
neither so clear nor so impartial as could be wished,

are yet valuable materials for history, and throw
very considerable light both upon the individual

characters and transactions of those times. And his

register of letters is still more interesting, as giving

us not only an account of the proceedings, but the

acts themselves, of the Jacobites of the period. His
memoirs were surreptitiously published during his

lifetime, by a friend to whom he had lent them, and a
key to the names (given in the published volume in

initials) was afterwards circulated. He left his papers

carefully concealed, with instructions to his heir to

abstain from publishing them till the year 1750; but

the connection of his grandson with the rebellion of

1745 rendering their appearance even then inexpe-

dient, they lay unnoticed, until, at the request of

Count Lockhart, they were edited by Mr. Anthony
Anfrere in 1S17.

We have only to add, that in private life his char-

acter seems to have been exceedingly amiable, and
he enjoyed in a high degree the respect and affec-

tion, notwithstanding the contrariety of their political

principles, of the best and wisest public man of his

age—Duncan Forbes of CuUoden.

LOCKHART, Johx Gibson. This distinguished

miscellaneous writer, who occupied so high a station

in the tribunal of literary criticism, was born at Glas-
gow, and, as is generally supposed, in the year 1793.
His father, the Rev. Dr. John Lockhart, who for

nearly fifty years was minister of the College or
Blackfriars' Church, Glasgow, will not soon be for-

got by the denizens of that good city, not only on
account of his piety and worth, but also his remarkable
wit and extreme absence of mind—two qualities

which are seldom found united in the same character.

The stories with which Glasgow is still rife of the
worthy doctor's occasional obliviousness, and the
amusing mistakes and blunders it occasioned, are
even richer than those of Dominie Samson; for, when
he awoke from his dream, he could either laugh with
the laughers, or turn the laugh against them if neces-
san.-. Ijut his remarkable powers of sarcasm, as

well as his creative talents in embellishing an amus-
ing story, were so strictly under the control of reli-

gious principle and amiable feeling, that he would
often stop short when sensitiveness was likely to be
M-ounded, or the strictness of truth violated. It

would have been well if the same powers which
were so conspicuous in his talented son had been
always kept under the same coercion.

Of this amiable divine John Gibson Lockhart was
the second son, and the eldest by a second marriage,
his mother having been a daughter of the Rev. Dr.
Gibson, one of the ministers of Ivlinlnirgh. At an
early age he prosecuted his studies at the university of
< .la>gow, and with such success, that he received one
of its richest tokens of approval in a Sncll exhibition
to lialiol College, Oxford. Here he could prosecute,

with increased facilities, those classical studies to

which he was most addicted; and in a short time he
took a high station as an accomplished linguist, even
among the stmlents of ()xf(U-d. His studies at IJaliol

College, which were directed to the ]irofession of the
law, were followed by a continental tour; and, on
returning to Scotland, he was called to the Scottish
bar in 1S16. It was soon evident, however, that he
was not likely to win fame or fortune by the profes-

sion of an advocate. He lacked, indeed, that power
without which all legal attainments are useless to a
barrister— he cjuM not make a speech. Accordingly,

when he rose to speak on a case, his first sentence
was only a plunge into the mud; while all that fol-

lowed was but a struggle to get out of it. Had the
matter depended upon writing, we can judge how it

would have gone otherwise; had it even depended
on pictorial pleading, he would have been the most
persuasive of silent orators, for, during the course of
a trial, his pen was usually employed, not in taking
notes, but sketching caricatures of the proceedings,
the drollery of which would have overcome both
judge and jury. As it was, he became a briefless

barrister, and paced the boards of Parliament House
discussing with his equally luckless brethren the
p.issing questions of politics and literary criticism.

He made a happy allusion to this strange professional

infirmity at a dinner which was given by his friends

in Edinburgh, on his departure to assume the charge
of the Quarterly Kciiew. He attempted to address

them, and broke down as usual, but covered his

retreat with, "Gentlemen, you know that if I could
speak we would not have been here."

In Mr. Lockharl's case it was the less to be re-

gretted that he was not likely to win his way to the

honours of a silk gown, as he had already found a
more agreeable and equally distinguishing sphere of

action. He devoted himself to literature, and litera-

ture adopted him for her own. He had already

made attempts in periodical writing, and the favour

with which his contributions were regarded en-

couraged his choice and confirmed him in authorship.

A more settled course of exertion was opened up for

him in 181 7, the year after he had passed as advocate,

by the establishment of Black7uood''s ]\Iagazine. Of
this distinguished periodical he became, with John
Wilson, the principal contributor; and now it was
that the whole torrent of thought, which the bar

may have kept in check, burst forth in full profusion.

Eloquence, and wit, and learning distinguished his

numerous articles, and imparted a prevailing character

to the work which it long after retained; but unfor-

tunately with these attractive qualities there was
often mingled a causticity of sarcasm and fierceness

of censure that engendered hatred and strife, and at

last led to bloodshed. Eut into this painful topic we
have no wish to enter; and the unhappy termination

of his quarrel with the author of Paris Visited and
Paris Kei'isitcd, may as well be allowed to sleep in

oblivion. It is more pleasing to turn to his Peter's

Letters to his Kinsfolk, a wonderful series of eloquent,

vigorous, and truthfid sketches, embodying the dis-

tinguished men, in almost every department, by whonr
Scotland was at that period dislinguislicd above

every other nation. Not a few, at the ajqiearance of

this his first scjiarate work, were loud in their outcry

.against the author, not only as a partial delineator,

but an invader of the privacies of life and character;

but now tluat years have elajjsed, and that the livnig

men whom he so minutely dejiicted have passed

away from the world, the condemnation has been

reversed, and the resentment been superceded by
gratitude. I low could we otherwise have possessed

such a valuable picture-gallery of the great of the

past generation? .All this .Sir Walter Scott fully

ap]ireciated when he thus wrote to the author of

Peters Letters in 1S19:— "What an acquisitif)n it

would have l)een to our general information to have

had sucli a work written, 1 do not say fifty, but even

fivc-and-twenty years ago; aiul how much <.>{ grave

and gay might then have been jjreserved, as it were,

in amber, which have now mouldered away I W hen

I think that, at an age not much younger than yours,

I knew lilack, Ferguson, Robertson, llrskine, .Xdana

Smith, John Home, &c. &c., and at last saw lUirns,

I can aiipreciate better than any one the value of a
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work which, hke this, would have handed them
down to posterity in tlieir living colours."

It was in May, iSiS, that Lockhart first formed
that acquaintanceship with Sir Walter Scott which
so materially influenced the course of his after-life.

Tiie introfluction to the "Great Unknown" took
place in Edinburgh, at the house of Mr. Home
Drummond of IMair-Drummond, where a small but
select party was assembled; and Scott, who under-
stood that Mr. Lockhart had but lately returned

from a tour in Germany, held with him an amusing
conversation on Goethe and German literature. Tliis

introduction soon ripened into an intimacy, in which
Miss Scott became a principal personage, as a mar-
riage treaty, with the concurrence of all parties, was
settled so early as the February of 1S20. On the

29th of April the marriage took place at Edinburgh,
and Sir Walter, who was the worshipper as well as

recorder of good old Scottish fashions, caused the
wedding to be held in the evening, and "gave a

jolly supper afterwards to all the friends and con-
nections of the young couple." Mr. Lockhart and
his bride took up their abode at tlic little cottage of
Chiefswood, about two miles from .\bbotsford, which
became tlieir usual summer residence—and thither

Sir Walter, when inundated by sight-seers and hero-

worshijjpcrs, was occasionally glad to escape, that

he might breathe in a tranquil atmosphere, and write

a chapter or two of the novel that might be on hand,
to despatch to the craving press in Edinburgh.
These were happy visits, that spoke of no coming
cloud; "tlie clatter of Sibyl Grey's hoofs, the yelp-

ing of Mustard and Spice, and his own joyous shout
of rrcallce under our windows, were the signal that

he had burst his toils, and meant for that day to

'take his ease in his inn.' On descending he was to

be found seated with all his dogs and ours about
him, under a spreading ash that oversliadowed half
the bank between the cottage and tlie brook, jioint-

ing the edge of his woodman's axe for himself, and
listening to Tom Purdie's lecture toucliing the plan-
tation that most needed thinning." By the year 1S37
how completely all this had terminated ! In the
last volume of the Life of Sir ]Valtcr Scott, Lockhart
thus closes the description: "Death has laid a heavy
hand upon tliat circle—as happy a circle, I believe,

as ever met. Bright eyes now closed in dust, gay
voices for ever silenced, seem to haunt me as I write.

She whom I may now sadly record as,

next to Sir Walter himself, the chief ornament and
delight at all those simple meetings—slie to whose
love I owed my own place in tliem— Scott's eldest

daughter, the one of all his children who in counten-
ance, mind, and manners most resembled himself,

and who indeed was as like in all things as a gentle

innocent woman can ever hz to a great man, deeply
tried and skilled in the struggles and ]5cr]ilexities of

active life— slie, too, is no more." In Decemlier,

1831, John Hugh Lockhart, the Master Hugh Little-

john of tlie Talcs ofa Grandfather, died, ant! in 1S53
Lockliarl's only surviving son, Walter Scott Lock-
hart .Scott, leaving no remains of the family except
a daughter, Charlotte, married in Augu>t, 1S47. to

James Robert I lope-Suiart, who succeeded to tlie

estate of .Khbotsford. In this way the repie>en-

talives of both Sir Walter Scott and J..hn Lock-
hart have terminated in Monica, the only surviving

child of Hope-Scott of .\bbotsford.

Leaving this domestic narrative, so full of h.ippi-

nes'i, di-^appointment, and sorrow, we gladly turn to

the literary life of John ( lib^on Lockliart. After the

jiublication of Peter's Letters, his pen was in con-

stant operation; and notwithstanrling the large circle

of accpiaintance to which his marriage introduced

him, and the engagements it entailed upon him, he
not only continued his regular supplies to Black-
wood's ^[(igazhu, but produced several separate

works, with a fertility that seemed to have caught its

inspiration from the example of his father-in-law.

The first of these was Valcritts, one of the most
classical tales descriptive of ancient Rome, and the

manners of its people, which the English language
has as yet embodied. After this came Adam JUair,

a tale which, in spite of its impossible termination,

so opposed to all .Scottish canon-law, abounds with
the deepest touches of genuine feeling as well as

descriptive power. The next was Reginald Dalton,
a three-volumed novel, in which he largely brought
forward his reminiscences of student life at Oxford,
and the town-and-gown affrays with which it was
enlivened. The last of this series of novels was
MatthriU IVald, which fully sustained the high char-

acter of its predecessors. It will always happen in

the literary world, that when a critical censcjr and
sharp reviewer puts forth a separate work of his own,
it will fare like the tub thrown overboard to the
tender mercies of the whale: the enemies he has
raised, and the wrath he has provoked, have now
found their legitimate object, and the stinging cen-

sures he has bestowed upon the works of others are

sure to recoil with tenfold severity upon his own.
And thus it fared with Lockhart's productions; the

incognito of their author was easily penetrated, and
a thunder-shower of angry criticism followed. But
this hostile feeling having lasted its time has died

a natural death, and the rising generation, who
cannot enter into the feuds of their fathers, regard

these writings with a more just appreciation of their

excellence. After a short interval Lockhart came
forth in a new character, by his translations from the

Spanish Ballads ; and such was the classical taste,

melody of versification, and rich command of lan-

guage which these translations evinced, that tlie

regret was general that he had not been more ex-

clusively a poet, instead of a student and author in

miscellaneous literature. His next productions were
in the department of biography, in which he gave
an earnest of his fitness to be the literarj- executor

and historian of his illustrious father-in-law—these

were the Life of Robert Burns, which appeared in

Constable's Miscellany ; and the Life of Napoleon
Bonaparte, which was published in Murray s L'amily

Library.

Tlie varied attainments of Mr. Lockhart, and the

distinction he had won in so many different depart-

ments of authorship, obtained for him, at the clo-c

of 1825, a situation of no ordinary responsil^ility.

This was the editorship of the Quarterly Lezirw, the

great champion of Toryism, when the jjolitical prin-

ciples of Toryism were no longer in the ascendant,

and which were now reduced to a hard bniiie, ns

much for life itself as for victory and conquest. It

was no ordinary merit tliat could have won such a

ticklish elevatiim at the age of thirty-two. Lockhart
gladly accepted the perilous honour, linked, however,

as it was with the alternatives of fame and emolu-
ment; and for twenty-eight years he disch.irged its

duties through the gc^'d and evil report witli which
they were accompanied. In his case, as might be
expected, the Litter -prevailed, and the angry com-
plaints of scarified authors were loudly swelled liy

the outcries of a political party now grown into full

strength and actixity. \\ith the justice or the un-

reasonaI)leness of the^e complaints we have nothing
to do; but it >peaks highly for the able management
of Lockhart, that in s]>ite of such opposition, the

/u-r ie:o continv.ed to maintain tlie high literaiy and
intellectual ch.aractcr of its earlier \'ears. During
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the latter years of his life his health was greatly im-

pairetl; but for this his intellectual exertions, as well

as family calamities and bereavements, will suffi-

ciently account. In the summer of 1853 he resigned

his editorship of the Quarterly Ktficiv, and spent the

following winter in Italy; but the maladies under

which he laboured, although assuaged for a time,

came back with double violence after his return

home, and he died at Abbotsford, which had become
the seat of his son-in-law, on the 25th of November,

1854-

Although not directly enumerated in the list of his

authorship, the ablest, the widest known, and pro-

bably the most enduring of all Lockhart's produc-

tions, will here naturally occur to the mind of the

reader. Who, indeed, throughout the whole range

of educated society, has failed to peruse his Ijfc of
Scott, or will forget the impressions it produced?

But even here, too, the angry objections with which
Peter s Letters to his Kinsfolk was encountered, were
revived with tenfold bitterness, and the charges of

violated confidence, unnecessary exposure, or vain-

glorious adulation, were raised, according to the

mood of each dissatisfied complainer. But could a

more perfect and complete picture of the whole mind
of Sir Walter Scott, in all its greatness and defects,

have been better or even otherwise produced ?

LOCKHAP.T, Sir William, of Lee, an eminent

statesman under the protectorate of Cromwell, was
the third son of Sir James Lockhart of Lee, by Mar-
tha, daughter of Douglas of Mordingston. He was
born in the year 162 1, and received the earlier part

of his education in Scotland, whence he proceeded

to some one of the usual seminaries in Holland. He
did not long remain in that country, but after visit-

ing Scotland for a short period, joined the Frencii

army as a volunteer, and so far distinguislied himself

as to attract the attention of the queen-mother, who
])rocured for him a pair of colours.^ He subsequently

accompanied Lord William Hamilton to Scotland,

a'-id accepted the appointment of lieutenant-colonel

in that nobleman's regiment.

In the course of his military duty he was introduced

to Charles I., at his surrender to the Scottish army
before Newark. He was on this occasion knighted,

and was afterwards employed to negotiate for the

safL-ty of the Marquis of Moreton. Having joined

in tlie enterprise of the Uuke of Hamilton called the

Lngagement, he was taken prisoner in the unfortun-

ate action at Preston, and, after remaining a year in

custody at Newcastle, regained his liberty at the

>jrious cost (at that period) of /"looo. Having at-

tached himself to the hou.^e of Hamilton, he neces-

sarily attracted the jcal(jus notice of the rival noble-

man Argyle, and on several occasions subsef[uent

to the arrival of Charles II. in Scotland, suffered,

through its influence, a degree of contumely from the

king, which roused his iiaugluy sjiirit to exclaim

tiiat ' No king upon earth should use him in that

manner."' But while he did not conceive that he

siiuuM suffer the insults ui a king with more patience

tlian those of any other man, his private feeling to-

wards the nominal head of the government did not

interfere with his d.uty to his counlr)-, and his services

to the cause he had adojHed as the best. He re-

mained an officer in Charier,' army, and his regiment

was di.-tingui-hed f)r its services at tlie battle of

\\'oree>ter. The cause of monarcliy being now sup-

] re-,^cd in both ends of the inland, he remained for

two years in retirement; Init weary of kee])ing in

(iormancy ]iowers which lie was aware might distin-

'::.:al Mirror, ii:

guish him in the service of the state, he repaired to

London, and was welcomed by the Protector, who
never permitted a man of Lockhart's powers to re-

main unwillingly idle. From which side the ad-
vances were made appears not to be known; it wa.s

probably from that of Lockhart. This step is the

more surprising as he had belonged to that party of
the Scottish Presbyterians which used to regard
monarchy with most respect. On the i8th of ^Iay,

1652, he was appointed one of the commissioners
for the administration of justice in Scotland, and in

1654 the Protector gave him one of his nieces in

marriage," and raised him to the possession of the

highest political influence in the land. In 1654 and
1656 he represented the shire of Lanark in Crom-
well's parliaments. He was also appointed one of
the trtistees for disposing of the forfeited estates of

the royalists, and a member of the Protector's privy-

council for Scotland.

On the 14th December, 1655, he was appointed
ambassador from England to Louis XIV.; a duty
which, at that dangerous period, when the British

government was acknowledged abroad only from its

strength, was eminently calculated to bring out the

peculiar energies of his mind. He did not proceed

on his mission until April, 1656;^ a circumstance

which probably accounts for his having sat for Lanark
during that year. The character both of the govern-

ment and its servant quickly secured respect. "He
was," says Clarendon, "received with great solem-

nity, and was a man of great address in treaty, and
had a marvellous credit and power with the Cardinal

Mazarine."* His countryman Burnet, who probably

knew him better, says, "He was both a wise and
gallant man, calm and virtuous, and one that carried

the generosities of friendship very far. He was
made governor of Dunkirk and ambassador at the

same time. But he told me that when he was sent

afterwards ambassador by King Charles, he found

he had nothing of that regard that was paid him in

Cromwell's time."^ He arrived at Dieppe on the

24th of April, and was received with all the civic

honours which the town could bestow.'' An alliance

with France in opposition to Spain, and indeed any-

thing resembling amity towards the former nation,

was considered an anomaly in the British constitu-

tion, resembling an infraction of the laws of nature,

and the measure, although it was boldly undertaken

and successfully executed, has met the reprobation

of historians, whose simple statement of its impolicy

and folly is embraced in the terms, "An alliance

between Great Ihntain and France." But the union

was an act of almost diplomatic necessity on the

[lart of the Protector, from the alliance (as it was
termed) of Spain with the exiled Charles; and wiih

Harding calls the niece "Robina Sewster." IS'ohlcj thinks

the lady whom L(jckhart married was iir.ibalily a dauciitcr < f

I)eslior'.nij;h, because .Secretary 'J'hurlno writes td I.o.khart,
" H. H. the ]'rotect(ir doe very much rejoice to hear that your

lady is in a way of recovery, and so doth (.eneral 1 )es!,oniUgh,

and truly no more than yours," &c.

—

House of Croiiiiufil,

ii. 7.V''.

The following passage from the same source is perhaps more
conclu^ive:—

CiiI.riNi-:i, I.O( k-HArX TO Sf,CKKTAKV TlirRI.OF..

"When I had the honour to take leave of you. I had yovir

permission to ^'ve yon trouble in any business wherein 1 was
concerned; tlierefax- being engaged by articles of aureenient

with General Deshrowe to make a purchase in l-'.ngland for a

settlement to my wife and her children, and the ilaie being
elaj.sed, l)y whi';h tune I was Ijound cither to make a purchase,

or to secure sn much money by way of mortgage iipon lanil in

Kn:;land, I am bould to liesecch you to move his hightiess

fir leave to me f -r a nifnth to come to London for settling

that affair," cvc. Kdinburgh, L)ecember 25th, 1655.
—

'I'hurlac's

Stat.- I'aprrs. iv. 7,42.

^ I'liurio,-, iv. '.(7. 723. ' Itistory, vii. iSo.

5 iJurnet'.-, Oiun Ti:iics, i. 76. '' Tliurioc, iv. 739.
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whatever reluctance the French may have at first

luokcd upon the novelty, Mazarine found himself
associated with a government whr)se assistance was
useful, and whose enmity might be dangerous.
From the intluencc of the clergy alone was any

opposition to be dreaded. ''I have receaved," says

the ambassador, "many civill messages from persons

of honour anil good interest; and I fynd also that

my being here is much dislykcd by others, especiallie

by the assembly of the clergy. And," he continues,

in the manner of the period, "I shall make it my
endeavour to wait upon God for his directione and
protectione, and shall verie little trouble myself with

their menaces." But Lockhart found that the

French were at least lukewarm in assisting the vast

designs of Cromwell, and that they were naturally

averse to be the mere auxiliaries of their natural

enemies, in subjecting those neighbouring provinces

which had often called forth the full power of their

armies.

Lockhart accordingly takes many occasions to ex-

press the discontent of his energetic temjier at the

interrujitions thrown in his way. Alluding to the

cardinal's conduct about the dispute which then
divided France, he says, ''.So soon as I have the

opportunity of being at court, I shall endeavour to

inform myself as fully as shall be possible for me, of

what hath passed in this particular; and if I find

that the differences betwixt the cardinal and the

prince are in any good way of accommodatione, I

shall then persuade myself that the cardinal (what-

ever pretences he hath had to the contrary) intends

a peace with Spayne in good earnest, and hath got

over the greatest rub that was in his way: for in his

discourses on that businesse, I f )und tliat the resto-

ration of the prince stuck more with him than either

the re-delivery of towns, or the leaving of his alive

the Portugal, to the Spanyard's mercy.' ^ And,
probably under the irritation of delay, he wrote to

Secretary Thurloe in June, saying, " I beg leave to dis-

charge my conscience, by letting you know that I am
verie much convinced that his higlmesse affairs here

doe infinitelie suffer by mismanagement. They doe
requyre the addresse of a hande muche more happie
than myne; and therefore shall humbly beg, that you
may be pleased to lett his highnesse knowe how much
i: concerns his interest heare that some other person be
er.ir)loyed, whose parts and experience may be more
suitable to this trust than myne are."- But Lockliart

did not either give up his commission in discontent,

or submit to be dallied with. Towards the termina-

tion of the year, he says m his despatches, -'the

audience my la>t told you I demanded and was pro.

n.i^ed. hatit been defcred till this evening, m^itwith-

slauding my endeavi:)urs to llie Ci<ntrary: and tliougli

it lasted from six o'clock at night till ten, yet I can-

not say I had much satisfaction in it, fir Mons. I)e

Lion was with his eminence all the tyme, and by
his presence necessitated my sylence in Mime particu-

lars, that, if I had had tlie honour to entertain the

cir^linal l)y himself I il;ir-t have vemure'l upon.
1 1 iw-ocvcT, finding several jfar'iiculars, f)rnierly

a^^Tccd upon, que>ti^)ned, and otliei's absolutely

d-nycd. I was guiltie of the rudeiie--~e to tell his

c:ninence tliat I did n;jt untlerstand sucli proceedure

in businesse, and was astonished to meet so unex-

]v:-cle ! changes." ' Fr )m remonstrances the ani'.)a>-

s,; I'lr ]iroceeded to tlireats. It was the dciennina-

tionofthe L.nglislit'nat .Mardykeaivl Dunkirk sh-uM
be taken and Ict't in their hands; and in tl'.e cmn-
mencement of tlie year 1657, •' Lockhart." savs Clar-

endon, •nia'le such livelv instances witli the cardinal.

and comjilaints of their breach of faith, and some
menaces that his master knew where to find a more
punctual frien<l, that as soon as they had taken Mont-
meily and St. Venant, the army marched into

Flanders: and though the sea.s<jn of the year was
too far s])ent to engage in a siege before 1 Dunkirk,

they .sat down befi)re Mardyke, which was looked
upon as the most difficult part of the work; which
being reduced, would facilitate the other very much;
and that fort they took, and delivered it into the

hands of Reynolds, with an obligation 'that they
would besiege Dunkirk the next year, and make it

their first attempt.'"*

Lockhart's contests for the interests of Britain did

not terminate afier the capture of .\Lardyke: he ac-

cused the French of purposely leaving the t<n\n un-

defende<l, that the British might be compelled to raze

the fortifications, and gain no advantage from their

captures, while they weakened the enemies of

France. He urged Turenne to proceed inmiediately

to the siege of Dunkirk, then but ill defended, offer-

ing for the service 5000 veterans and 2000 recruits;

but he had to wait until June, 1658, ere the design

was put in practice. At this celebrated siege Lock-
hart commanded the British foot, with which he
charged and routed those of Spain. "'As to the

siege of Dunkirk," says Lord Fouconberg, "by the

little discourse I have had with the Duke de Crec|uy,

Chevalier Crammont, and others, I find they infinitely

esteeme my Lord Lockhart for his courage, care, and
enduring the fatigue beyond all men they ever saw.

These were their own words. "^ When the fortifica-

tions had yielded to his efforts and those of his illus-

trious coadjutor Turenne, he found himself still ])er-

plexed by the interruptions of the French: that the

possession of so important and long-hoped-for an
acquisition .should be left to foreigners, was humiliat-

ing; and whatever respect they paid to Cromwell's
government, these might at least indulge the privilege

of preventing their assistance from being so ample
as it appeared. Almost unassisted, Lockhart was
compelled with his small army immediately to put

the place in a posture of defence, and complaining

that he was "forced to buy the very {;allisades of the

Fort-Royall, otherwayes the French, norvvilhstand-

ing any order the king and cardinall can give, would
pull them out; and not only burn them, but pull

tlown the eanhern works in taking them out."''

-Vfter the siege Lockhart was visited by conimis-

sary Mandossi, a person who, und.er pretence of

pa}ing some debts which the Spanish army hacl in-

curred during the siege, acted as an emi.»ary fii-m

the Marcjuis of Caracine, privately to discover t!:e

extent to which Lockhart might countenance an im-

mediate treaty as the avenue to a peace; but the C' iU-

quering general returned polite and haughty answers

{o the hints laid before him. He was appointed

governor of Dunkirk, an oftlce in which he was
enabled to distinguish himself f )r his re-ohitiuu and
Consistency; and h.e was ei"n]il.)\ed as plcn:ii"tc::tiaiy

at the treaty of the Pyrciiccs. Afic-r theacccsMi'n

of Richard Cromwell, and evrn d.uri;;g tlie uncer-

tainty of the C'.uitinuance of a ])r'itect"ral gcvernniL-nt

in I'higland, Sir William Lt.ckliart si) far srqi] orted

in his uwn person the inlluence >! the cnnmii 'Tiwcalth,

thai the iriterfercnce of llie exi'.ed jirir.ce v. a- disre-

garded by bo'di th.e f ircign jiowcrs. After tb.e ]ieace

lie visited Lngland. an<l met ^v.til Mr.i'.k, whnni he
f lund still ap'Viarentlv i;;tcrii on the cuntinuation of

the ]M-')tectLU-aLe. lieing tlius lulled in.to security,

he rctr.rned to his f)reign station, which he hardly

reached when he heard rumiv.rs of th.e n];''roaciiing
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restoration of monarchy. When Monk first hinted

that his exertions would be at the service of the

king, and advised him speedily to quit Spain, lest

his person might be seized as a hostage for the re-

storation of Dunkirk, Charles fled to Breda; and
Lockhart might at once have obtained pardon for all

offences, and the prospect of high promotion under
the new order of things, if he would have acceded to

a request (made with many flattering promises) to

throw open to him the gates of Dunkirk. But the

man who had said he would not be insulted even by
a king, answered that "he was trusted by thecommon-
weath, and could not betray it."' "This scruple,"

says Hume, "though in the present emergence it

approaches towards superstition, it is difficult for

us entirely to condemn;" but the elegant historian

made the observation on the presumption that Lock-
hart "was nowise averse to the king's service."
" Whether this refusal," says Clarendon, "proceeded
from the punctuality of his nature (for he was a

man of parts and of honour), or from his jealousy

for the garrison, that they would not be disposed

by him (for though he was exceedingly beloved and
obeyed by them, yet they were all Englishmen,

and he had none of his own nation, which was the

Scottish, but in his own family); certain it is that,

at the same time that he refused to treat with the

king, he refused to accept the great offers made to

him by the cardinal, who had a high esteem of him,

and offered to make him marshal of France, with

great appointments of pensions and other emolu-

ments, if he would deliver Dunkirk and Mardyke
into the hands of France; all which overtures he re-

jected: so that his majesty had no place to resort to

preferable to Breda."^ After the termination of the

period of excitement and energy in which he bore so

active a part, little of interest remains to be told

connected with the events of Lockhart's life. He
was of course deprived of the government of Dun-
kirk, which was bestowed on Sir Edward Harley.

Through the intercession of Middleton he was suf-

fered to return to Britain, and was introduced to

Charles; he then retired to Scotland, where he
buried himself in retirement, and amused himself

with tcacliing his fellow-countrymen the luiglish

methods of agriculture; but, driven away by the pre-

vailing anarchy, he preferred a residence with the

relations of his wife, in Huntingdonsliirc. In 1665,

when a renewed struggle of the commonwealth's men
was expected in Scotland, the busy spirits who had
dreamed of rather tlian concocted tlie enterprise,

looked to tlie liarl of Cassillis and Lockhart as the

individuals who would probably become their leaders;

but neither countenancing the advances which were
cautiously made, the project fell for a period. In

167 1 he was brought to court by Lauderdale, and he

showed no disinclination to be employed, "not so

much," says Burnet, "out of ambiiicjn to rise, as

from a desire to be safe, and to be no longer looked

on as an enemy to the court." But Charles seems

to have considered him as one of his "natural" ene-

mies, "for when a foreign minister," continues

Burnet, "asked the king leave to treat with him in

his master's name, the king consented, but with this

severe rellcction, that he believed he would be true

to anybody but himself" "He was sent," continues

the same authority, "to the courts of Brandenlnug
and Lunenburg, either to draw them into the alliance,

or, if that cmild not be done, at least to secure them
from all apjjrehensions. But in this he had no

success. .Anrl indeed when he saw into what a

ncLjotiation he was engaged, he became very uneasy.

For though the blackest part of the secret was not
trusted to him, as appeared to me by the instructions

which I read after his death, yet he saw whither
things were going; and that affected him so deeply,
that it was believed to have contributed not a little

to the languishing he soon fell into, which ended in

his death two years after." This event took place on
the 20th March, 1675, a year after the death of his

father. Noble has told us that his death was attri-

buted to the alternate causes of "a poisoned glove,"

and disgust at the machinations betwixt Charles and
Louis, of which he had been the unconscious instru-

ment. "I have ever looked on him," says Burnet,

"as the greatest man that his country produced in

this age, next to Sir Robert Murray."

LOGAN, George, chiefly celebrated as the con-

troversial opponent of Ruddiman, was born in the

year 1678, and is supposed to have been the son of

George Logan, a descendent of the family of Logan
of Logan in Ayrshire, who married Miss Cunningham,
a daughter of the clergyman of Old Cumnock, and
sister to Mr. Alexander Cunningham, professor of

civil law in the university of Edinburgh towards the

latter end of the eighteenth century.^ George Logan
was educated at the university of Glasgow, of

which he entered the Greek class in 1693, and became
a Master of Arts in 1696. Being destined for the

church, he was licensed as a preacher by the pres-

bytery of Glasgow about the year 1 702, and on the

7th of April, 1707, he was ordained a minister by the

same presbytery, in pursuance of a popular call to

the parish of Lauder, the ministry of^ which he ob-

tained in preference to two other candidates, Mr.
Stephen Oliver and Mr. George Hall. He remained
at Lauder untd the 22d January, 1719, when, in

consequence of another call, which was unanimous
on the part of the parishioners, he was appointed to

tiie ministry of Sprouston, in the presbytery of Kelso.

A second time inducements were held forth, which
promjited him to change his sphere of duty, and on
the 22(1 January, 1722, he was inducted as minister

of Dunbar. Here lie married his fust wife, the sister

of -Sir Alexander Home of Eccles in the Merse, a

lady who left him a son and daughter, both of whom
survived him. His ministry appears to have secured

much popularity, for advancement was again hekl

forth to him; and on the I4lh December, 1732,

he was admitted one of the ministers of Edinburgh.

He whose fame and fortune had been so much ad-

vanced by the po]iuIar voice, now published a treati-e

O/i the Right of Electing Ministers, and it may safely

be presumed that the liberal opinions thus com-

menced, and continued through the rest of his life,

were at least fostered by the influence which tlie ex-

ercise of a popular right had produced on his own
fortune. It is probable that this tract was inibjislivd

jusi l)cfore his apjiointment to the charge in Ldiu-

burgh, being dated in the same year. When the act

for bringing to punishment those connected with the

I'orteous mob, in 1736, was ordered to be read in

all the churches, on the last Sunday of every month
during a year, "all the ministers, "sa)s Mr. Clialmers,

rather enigmatically, "did not think with Logan
that the will of the legislature ought, on this occa-

sion, to be obeyed. And he was carried, by the

activity of his temi>er, into a contest, in 1737) ^^'^'i

the Rev. Dr. .Mexaiider Webster, one of the ministers

of I'^dinburgh, on the propriety of refusing obedience

to an act of parliament, in a point wherein it is not

easy to jicrceive how either conscience or religion

could be concerned." (Jn the 8th of -May, 1 740,

^Huriut, L 00, Clu> CKcioH, Ut Su/>. 'Ch^ Life of Kuddiinnu, v/j.
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Logan was appointed moderator of the General

Assembly. During the occupation of Edinburgli by
the Highlanders, in 1745, Logan, in common with

most of the other ministers of Edinburgh, thought it

prudent to secure his personal safety by quitting the

town. His house being near the weigh-house, where
the Highlanders had a guard to prevent communica-
tion between the city and castle, was occupied by
them as a guard-house. After their retirement he

inserted in the newspapers an advertisement for the

recovery of some articles abstracted by his late guests,

a document containing more satire upon the Tory
party than his political pamphlets. His controversy

with Kuddiman originated in the edition of Buchanan's
works edited by that eminent scholar in 1715. He
had become a member of a society of critics, whose
ostensible purpose was to rescue the memory of

Buchanan from the prejudicial opinions of his editor,

but whose labours, though they appear to have
reached a considerable extent of matter, were never
published. In 1746 Logan published "A Tnatise

on Ginrrnmciit; showing that the Right of the Kings
of Scotland to the Crown was not strictly and abso-

lutely Hereditary;" and in 1747 he subjoined ".-/

Scroitd Treatise on Goi'ernvient ; showing that the

Right to the Crown of Scotland was not Hereditary
in the sense of Jacobites." The first answer he
received was in an anonymous letter, written in a

spirit of airy ridicule, and in July, 1747, appeared
the graver discussion of the grounds of his opinions

by Kuddiman. Logan, in company with many
men who have supported liberal and enlightened

political sentiments, had the misfortune to be more
anxious to establish them on historical precedent

than on their native merits, and the history of Scot-

land was peculiarly barren in ascertained facts for

such a purpose. His principles appear to have
been somewhat akin to those of Clrotius, which ad-

mitted nothing in hereditary right but a continuation

to the descendants of the permission given to their

ancestor to govern. To show that the crown of

Scotland did not descend though the .Stewarts in a

pure legitimate stream, he discussed the well-known
subject of the legitimacy of Robert HL, and the

question, certainly at one time debatable, whether
tlie Pretender was or was not the son of James II.

The former of these points has now been pretty

satisfactorily established by the labours of Innes, Hay,
Stewart, and Ruddiman, and the latter is no longer

a matter of doubt. But Logan is accused of having
gone to other and more frail sources; a fabulous list

of kings had been added to tlie number o{ the tenants

of the -Scottish throne by Boece and the other early

chroniclers. Buchanan, if he did not know the list

to be fabricated, knew the circumstances of the lives

of these persons to rest on so unstable a foundation,

that he found himself enabled to twist their characters

to his theories. On the events connected with the

reigns of these persons, Logan likewise comments;
but after having done so, turning to tlie writings of

Innes and Stillingfleet, he remarked— "But I shall

be so good as to yield it to Llovd, Stillingfleet, and
Innes; but then let our Scottish Jacoliites and the

young Chevalier give over their boasting of heredi-

tary succession by a longer race of kings in .Scotland

than in any kingdom in the known world.""' Kuddi-
man employed his usual labour in clearing the ques-

tions about Robert HI. and the birth of the Pretender;

but in another point—the wisli to ]')rove that Robert

tlie Bruce was a nearer heir to the .Scottish crown
by feudal usages than John Baliol— he faded.

Chalmers, who can see neither talent nor honesty

in Logan, and no defect in Ruddiman, obse^^•es,

that "it required not, indeed, the vigour of Ruddi-
man to overthrow the weakness of Logan, who laid

the foundations of the government which he affected

either on the wild fables of Boece, or on the more
despicable fallacies of Buchanan;" but the fables,

which were satirically noticed by Logan, were sub-

jects of serious consideration to the grave critic.

Kuddiman brings agamst his opponent the charge,

frequently made on such occasions, of "despising
dominions, speaking evil of dignities, and throwing
out railing accusations against kings, though the

archangel .Michael durst not bring one against the

devil himself, whom our author, I hope, will allow
to be worse than the worst of our kings. "^ This
was, at least, in some degree complimentary to Logan,
and the critic, proceeding, tries to preserve for the

ancestors of Charles II. both their length of line

and their virtues, and is anxious to show that, at

least, such as cannot be easily saved from the censures

of Buchanan and Logan, were not lineal ancestors

of the great Charles II. In point of philosophy,

Ruddiman's work cannot well be compared with the

several pamphlets of Logan, although even the argu-

ments of the latter against divine right would now
be considered too serious and uncalled for by any
power of defence. The different pamphlets will be
found accurately enumerated in Chalmers' Life of
Kmidityian. Logan was the more restless and deter-

mined of the two. and continued his attacks until

1749, when both had reached a period of life fitted

for more peaceful pursuits. Logan die<l at Edinburgh
on the 13th of October, 1755, ''^ ^'^^ seventy-seventh

year of his age.

LOGAN, John, a poet and sermon writer of no
mean eminence, was born in the year 1748, at .Soutrn,

in the parish of Fala, in the county of Mid-Lothian,
being the son of George Logan, a small farmer at

that place of the Dissenting persuasion. He received

the elements of learning at the school of Gosford, in

East-Lothian, to which parish his father removed
during his childhood. Being the younger of two sons,

he was early destined to the clerical profession, ac-

cording to a custom not yet abrogated in families of

the humbler rank in Scotland. -\t the university of

Edinburgh he formed an acquaintance with the un-

fortunate Michael Bruce, and also with Dr. Robert-
son, afterwards minister of Dalmeny, and known as

author of a life of Mary Queen of Scots. In the

society of the former individual he cultivated poeti-

cal reading and composition, being fondest, as might
be supi^osed from the character of his own elTorts,

of the writings of Spenser, Collins, Akcnside, and
Gray, the three last of \\hom bear so honourable
a distinction from the cold and eiiigrammatic man-
ner of their contemporaries. During one of tlie re-

cesses of the college, while residing in the cjumn.-,

he became known to Patrick Lord Eiiliank, \\lio.

with his usual enthusiasm in favour of genius Cl

ever)- kind, warmly patronized him.

C)n completing his education Logan wa^ roceive'l

as tutor into the liouse of Mr. -Sinclair <A Ulbster,

and thus l)ecaiiie precei'tor of Sir John ."siucLTir,

author of the Code cf As!'i<-'iiltii>'e. He did not long

retain this situation, in which he was succeeded by
his friend Robertson. In 1 770 he superintended
the pul)lication of the first edition of the joems of

Bruce, who had died three years before. The vol-

ume jirofcssedly contained a few supplemeiUarv
]iieces l)y otlier 'writers, and of these Logan was
himself the jirincipal author. The best of his con-

i Fint Trciitisc, Ru ;c:iaar. s .-.r.^-jL-cr, z~
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tributions was the "Ode to the Cuckoo," which,

nolwithstanding the obvious fault of a want of con-

nection l)et\veen the various parts of various stanzas,

is still one of the most popular poems in the lan-

guage.

In 1773 Logan was licensed as a preacher by the

presbytery of Edinburgh, thus joining the ranks of

the Established instead of the Dissenting church.

He soon became known as an eloquent and affecting

preacher, and in the same year was called by the

kirk-session and incorporations of South Leith to

l.e their minister; a situation always considered as

one of the most honourable in the Church of Scot-

land, and which had just been vacated by another

man of genius. Dr. Henry Hunter, whose life has

been given in the present work. Here he continued

to cultivate literature with devoted ardour, though
it was not till 1781 that he thought proper to publish

any poetry under his own name. Among the studies

of Dr. Logan, history was one of those in which he
most delighted. Li the winter of 1779 he delivered

a course of lectures on the " Philosophy of History,"

in St. Mary's Chapel, Edinburgh, under the coun-
tenance and approbation of Drs. Robertson, Blair,

Ferguson, and other eminent persons connected with
the university. So successful was he in these exhi-

bitions, that on the chair of universal history becom-
ing vacant in 1 780, he would uncjuestionably have
obtained it, if he had possessed the incidental quali-

fication of being a member of the Scottish bar. In
the succeeding year he published an analysis of his

lectures, so far as they related to ancient history,

under the title of Elei/ients of the Philosophy of His-
tory, which was followed by one of the lectures On
the Manners and Government of Asia. His poems,
pul)Iished in 1781, attracted so much attention, that

a second edition was called for next year. Li this

collection he reprinted several of the pieces which
he had formerly given to the world along with those
of Michael Lruce. A painful charge rests against

his memory regarding the real authorship of some
of those pieces, and also respecting the use he made
of a cojMOus manuscript of Bruce's ])oetry intrusted

to him after the publication of the first volume.
Into this controversy, which is fully stated in Ander-
son's edition of \.\\q British Poets, we deem it unne-
cessary to enter ; but we can state, as a fact not for-

merly known to the biographers of Logan, that he
asserted his innocence in a very decided manner,
after his removal to London, by ordering an Edin-
burgh agent to take out an interdict against an
edition of Bruce's Poems, in whicli several of his own
]"jieces had been appropriated, under the sup]iosilion

of their belonging to that poet.

Undeterred by the fate of Home, Logan produced
a tragedy in 17S3. It was entitled A'ltuniinede, and
aimL-d at combining the history c/f Magna Cliarta
v,-ith a love-story said to be expressly borrowed from
the TancreJe of Voltaire. Rjinnimede was rehearsed
by Mr. Harris at Covent Garden Theatre, but i)re-

vcnted from being acted by an order from the cham-
berlain, who, in the recent feeling of the American
war of inde[)enclence, took alarm at several of tlie

breat'aings in favour of liberty. Logan then ])rinted

it, and had it acted in the Eflinburgli theatre; but in

neitlicr form difl it meet with decided success. Tiiis,

with other disa])pointments, preyed upon the spirits

<.A tile ii'it-t, and he now bctotjk himself to the most
vulgar and fatal means of neutralizing grief It is

to he always kept in mind that his father had died
in a state of in-anity, tlie consequence of dejiressed

spirits. Hence it is to be presumed that the aberra-
tions of the uidiap-py poet had s<jme palliative in

constitutional tendencies. From whatever source

they arose, it was soon found necessary that he should
resign the charge of the populous parish with which
he had been intrusted.* An agreement to this pur-
pose was completed between him and the kirk-

session in 1786, and he retired with a certain modicum
of the stipend, while Mr. Dickson was appointed
his assistant and successor.

In the autumn of the preceding year Logan had
proceeded to London, apparently with the design of
devoting himself entirely to literature. He was en-
gaged in the management of the English Pe7ie7i<,

and compiled a view of ancient history, which passed
under the name of Dr. Rutherford. In 1788 he
published an anonymous pamphlet, entitled A Prrie'iU

of the Principal Charges against Mr. Hastings; which,
being construed into a breach of the privileges of
the House of Commons, caused a prosecution of the

publisher Stockdale, who, however, was acquitted.

This was the last production he gave to the world.

After a lingering indisposition he died in London,
December 28, 1788, about forty years of age.

Dr. Logan destined legacies to the amount of

;!^6oo to certain of his friends and relations, to be
realized out of his books and manuscripts. The lat-

ter consisted of sermons, miscellaneous prose pieces,

lectures, and a few small lyrical poems. In 1790
the first volume of the sermons was published, under
the superintendence of Drs. Robertson, Hardy, and
Blair. The second volume appeared in the follow-

ing year; and, before the end of 1793, both volumes
had undergone a second impression. None of his

other posthumous works have been published.

Except in the latter part of his life, when rendered
irritable and sottish by the results of his constitu-

tional temperament, Dr. Logan is allowed to have
been a man of the most amiable character, full of

refined sensibility, and free from all mean vices. Of
his poetry, which has been several times reprinted in

the mass, it is no small praise to say that it advances
before the age in which it was written, having more
of the free natural graces which characterize modern
verse, than the productions of most of his contem-
])oraries. ,It is also characterized in many instances

by singularly hajipy expressions, as it is in general

by extreme sweetness of versification. His ''Ode
to the Cuckoo" and his hymns are the pieces which
may be expected to last longest. A selection from
the latter, omitting portions of some of those chosen,

was embodied in the volume of paraphrases sanctioned

by the Church of Scotland as an addition to the

psalmody. "The sermons of Logan," says his

earliest biogra]5her, Dr. Anderson, "though not >o

exf]uisitely polished as those of Blair, jxjssess in a

higher degree the animated and jjassionate exjircs-

sion of Massillon and Atterbury. His com])o.siti"n

is everywhere excellent— its leading charaeleii-lics

being strength, elegance, and simplicity. The fir-

mation of his sentences ajipears the most inartifici;i!

;

though, at the same time, it will he found strictly

correct. But the manner, amidst all its beautie-,

is, on the first ])erusal, lost in the enjoyment the

reader fee's from the sentiment. Devotional ami
solemn subjects jieculiarly accord witii his feelings

and genius. In exhibiting dee]) and solemn views of

human life, his sentiments are bold aiul varied, and

' An .-if;<,-(l parisliinncr of Dr. Lopan mentioned to a fricml
of the editor of this work. t!iat he was jiresent in cliurch (jnc

day, wlien the condu(;t of the reverend K<^nllenian was such
as to induce an old man to };o up, and, in no very respectful

lancfuage, call upun the minister to descend from tlie pulpit
which he dis^^raced. Such an anecdote, if read immediately
after perusing; one of the elegant discourses of I.oi;an, would
form .a singular illustration of the propinijuity which .sometimes
exists between tlie pure and impure, the lofty and the de-
graded, in liuman tharactc.
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his imagination teems with the most soothing and
elevated figures. ... It appears to have been
no part of his plan to seek out for new subjects of

preaching, or to exert his ingenuity in exhibiting new
views of moral and reUgious topics. To embellish

the most common subjects, which are certainly the

most proper and useful, with new ornaments—to

persuade by more forcible and captivating illustrati<jn

— to unite the beauties of elegant diction and the

splendour of fine imagery—in this lay his chief exer-

tions, and here rests his chief praise.''

LOTHIAN, Dr. William, F.R.S.E., author of

a History of the United Proziiucs of the Xetlieiiands,

was born at Edinburgh in 1740, being the son of

Mr. George Lothian, a respectable surgeon in that

city. Having passed through the various stages of

his education with some eclat, he was licensed as a

preacher of the gos]:>el in 1762, and appointed in

1764 one of the ministers of the Canongate. As a

preacher his method of instruction was simple and per-

spicuous, his sentiments rational and manly, and his

manner unaffected and persuasive. For many years

before his death he was atilicted with a very painful

disease; yet he not only performed his professional

duties with unabated zeal, but found energy and
spirit to compose the work above-mentioned, which
appeared in 1780. Previously to this publication be
had been honoured by the Edinburgh university

with the degree of Doctor of Divinity. He died

December 17, 17S3, having only completed the

forty-third year of his age. Two sermons by him
are published in the Scotch Preacher, 4 vols. l2mo,

1776. For a more copious notice of this respectable

divine, reference may be made to the first volume of

the Transactions of the Royal Society ofEdinburgh.

LOUDON, John Clai-dtus. This eminent im-

prover of our gardening and agriculture was born
at Cambuslang, Lanarkshire, on the 8th of April,

1783. His father was a respectrdjle farmer, who
resided at Kerse Hall, near Gogar, in the neighbour-

hood of Edinburgh: his mother was only sister of the

mother of ]3r. Claudius Buchanan, so well known
by his philanthropic labours in behalf of the Hin-
doos, and his work entitled Christian Researches in

Asia. Even when a child, John Claudius Loudon
evinced that taste in gardening for which he was
afterwards so distinguished; and his chief jileasure

at that time was to lay out and make walks and
beds in a little garden which his father had given

him. He was early sent to Edinburgh for the bene-

fit of his education, where he resided with his uncle;

and besides studying botany and chemistry, he learned

Latin, and afterwards French and Italian, contriving

to pay the 'i^'if, of his teachers by tlie sale of his

translations from the tw(j last-mcniioned languages.

Eeing placed at the age of fourteen under the charge

of a nurseryman and landscape-ganlener, he continued
his studies in botany and chemistry, to whicli he

added that of agriculture, at the university tif Etlin-

liurgh; while, to obtain as much time as possible from
the duties of the day. he was wunt to sit up two
nights during each week, a jiractice that grew into

a habit, and which he continued for years during his

sul-)se(iuent studies.

In 1S03, when he had now reached his twentieth

year, and obtained a considerable reputation in laiul-

scape-gardening. Loudon went up to London, carry-

ing with him nimierous letters of iiUruiiuctiun to some
of the hr>t landed j.iroprietors in England. ( 'n

entering the great metropolis the tasteless manner
in which the public squares were laid out caught his

observant e\-e : tlv.ir .doomv trees and sliruls v.jrc

planted as if the places had Ix-en designed for church-

yards rather than haunts of recreation. As the soli-

tary voice of a stranger would have been unheard
upon such a prevalent evil, he had recourse to the

press, and published anarticle, entitlc-<l "Observations
on Laying f)ut the I'ublic Squares of London," in the
Literary fournal, in which he rccommen(le<l the
oriental ])lane, almond, sycamore, and other lighter

trees, instead of the lugubrious plantings that had
hitherto been in vogue. The advice gradually pre-

vailed, and the effect is to be seen in the cheerful,

graceful aspect of our public squares in London, as

well as over the kingdom. 1 le now became an author
as well as practical workman, and his pen went
onward with little intermission for forty years, until

his life terminated. His first publication, which ap-

peared in 1804, was entitled Ol'set" <ttions en the For-

mation and Alanagement of Usejid and Orttainental

Plantations. In the following year he published

A Short Treatise on some Improvements lately made
in Hot-houses; and in 1806 '''A Treatise on Forming.
Improving, and Managing Country Residences ; and
on the Choice of .Situations appropriate to every

Class of Purchasers." As Loudon was an excellent

artist, this work was enriched with thirty-two coj'per-

plate engravings of landsca;)C scener)-, drawn by him-

self.

A disaster which soon after Ijcfell him, and under
which the activity of others would have been para-

lyzed, only opened up for Loudon a wider range > if

action. In consequence of travelling upon a rainy

night on the outside of a coach, and neglecting after-

wards to change his clothes, so severe an attack of

rheumatic fever ensued that he was obliged to take

lodgings at Pinner, near Harrow. Here, during the

days of convalescence, he had an opportunity of ob-

serving the cumbrous, wasteful, and unskilful modes
of farming ]nirsue<l in I^r.gland, and so much a:

variance with those which were beginning to be put

in practice in his own country. With Loudon to

see an evil was to labour for its removal, and per>:?t

until it was removed. For the sake of giving prac-

tical illustrations of his proposed amendments, he
induced his father to join with h:m in renting Woo 1

Hall, near London, where their operations \\ere so

successful, that in 1S07 he was enabled to call p'uLl'.c

attention to the proof, in a pamphlet entitled '.-/•.'

Immediate and Effectual Mcdc cf Raising the Rc>:t:l

of the Landed Property of England, cvic, by a Scotcii

Farmer, now fanning in Middlesex." This excel-

lent work introduced him to the notice of General
Stratton, by whom he was induced to farm Tew
Park, a property belonging to the general in ( 'x-

furd.-hire. On mciving to this new locality Mr.
Loudon did not content himself with reajiing tlie

fruits of his su]ieri(ir farming; anxious that otl:ers

should sliare in the benefit, he established an acai ie^iy

or college of agriculture on tlie estate of Tew I '.irk.

where young meii were iuNtructed in the theory of

farming and the best mrx.Ies of cultivating the >o J ;

and, anxious to ditTuse this knowledge as wiilely a.-.

possible, he ]nibli>hed, in 1809, a i\im]ddet, entitled
•• I'he I 'tilitv of AgrKultura! "A'iu vlcagc to the .\as
cf the LanJcd' LV.prictcyj if Gicct FntaiK. A;c., ly
a Scotch Farmer and Land-agent.

"

In this way. while Loudon was generously doing
his uttermo,-t to be the Triptolemus of lingland. and:

teaching the liest mod.es vi increasing and elicitir:g

the riches of its soil, his own success was a practical

Comment upon the efncary of his theories; lor. in

181 2, l;e f>.itn'.d h;rn>eif tlie conulirtable ]-iris>e>-' r of

/"l 5.000. Tlds ^\as ev.ough fi..r one who had a

higher aim in life th.m n'.ere money-making, arid to

lit hinisclf mey^ efkctuaiiv f,.r that aitr:, \.-c i^i^lved
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to improve his mind by travel. Accordingly, he
resigned his profitable farm, and in March, 1813,

commenced his travels on the Continent, visiting the

principal cities of Germany and Russia. Short

though this tour was, for he returned to England in

the following year, it was associated with a variety

of interesting adventures, of which he published a

fall account, illustrated by sketches from his own
jiencil. On returning to London he found that the

greater part of his property had disappeared, from
the faithlessness of the investments to wiiich it had
been intrusted, and thus he had to begin, the world
anew. He returned to his original occupation, that

of landscape-gardening, on which he resolved to

produce an extensive work; and for the improvement
of his knowledge on this subject he made, in 1819,

a tour of France and Italy. Three years after the

Avork appeared, under the title of the Encyclopedia

of Gardening; and such was the high reputation it

acquired, that its author was reckoned the first horti-

culturist of his day. Of this work a second edition

appeared in 1824, containing great alterations and
improvements. Encouraged by the success that at-

tended it, Loudon commenced another equally copi-

ous, and upon the same plan, which appeared in

1825, entitled i}c\Q. Encyclopisdia of Agriculture. In

1826 he commenced the Gardener s Magazine, the

first periodical that had ever been devoted to horti-

cultural subjects. In 1S28 he commenced the Maga-
zine of Xatiiral History, which was also the first

periodical of the kind. In 1829 he published the

Jincyclopizdia of Plants, which was less his own work
than any of its predecessors, as he claimed nothing
of it beyond the plan and general design. During
the two years that followed he was chiefly employed
in producing new editions of his Encyclopedias of
Agriculture and Gardening, and of these, the first

was almost wholly re-written, and the latter entirely

so. But these occupations, although so laborious,

were not his sole nor even his chief task at the time,

for he was also closely engaged with the Encyclopcrdia

of Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture—so closely,

indeed, that himself and Mrs. Loudon used to sit up
the greater part of every night employed upon it,

never having more than four hours' sleep, and drink-

ing strong coffee to keep themselves awake. It

would have been hard, indeed, had such labour been
in vain; and therefore it is gratifying to add, that this

was not only one of the most useful, but also most
successful, of all his works, and is still a standard
authcjrity upon the subject. His next, and also his

greatest work, which would of itself have been suffi-

cient for any ordinary lifetime, was his Arboretum
ct Eruticetum Jiritannicum, in which he gave an
account, with pictorial illustrations, of all the trees,

wild or cultivated, that grow in (Jrcat IJritain. This
production, which was published in 1838, at his own
risk, was so unsuccessful, that after l>aying artists

and otlier persons engaged in it, he found himself in

debt to the amount of ^10,000 to the printer, sta-

ti^^ner, and wood-engraver, while the sale of such a
spleulid publication was so slow, that there was no
prospect that it would ever pay its own exjienscs.

\. \> to this period Loudon had been one of the
moit jjrolific of authors, while all that he had written

he Iki'.I written well. Nothing, indeed, could exceed
his indomitable resolution, unless it might be the

)>hilaiulir<)pic spirit by which it was animated. In-

dependently of the subjects which we have enume-
rated, he wrote several minor productions, supple-
mented his own works from time to time, and was
a contributor to IJrande's Dictionary of Science.

Even, also, while the pressure of these numerous
avocations was at the greatest, he was discharging

the office of editor to four separate periodicals, all

of them established by himself, and which he super-
intended at one and the same time. All this sug-
gests the idea of a frame of iron and a constitution

impervious to human weaknesses and wants, as well
as the most unflincliing energy of purpose. But our
wonder is heightened when we find that, during the
greater part of these labours, poor Loudon was an
invalid and a cripple. The rheumatic fever with
which he was attacked in 1S06 ended in an anchy-
losed knee, and a contracted left arm. Thus he
continued till 1820, when, while employed in com-
piling the Encyclopedia of Gardening, he had another
severe attack of rheumatism, that compelled him to

have recourse in the following year to Mohammed's
Baths at Brighton. Here he submitted to the rough
process of shampooing; but this remedy, so available

in many cases like his own, was too much for his

feeble bones: his arm broke so close to the shoulder,

that it could not be set in the usual manner ; and in

a subsequent trial, it was again broken, and this time
so effectually, that in 1826 amputation was found
necessary. But a general breaking up of the system
had also been going on, by which the thumb and
two fingers of the left hand had been rendered use-

less, so that he could only use the third and little

finger. Yet though thus so maimed and mutilated

as apparently to be unfit for anything but the sick-

chamber or a death-bed, the whole energy of life

seemed to rally round his heart, and be as ready for

fresh encounters as ever, so that his work went on
unchecked and unabated; and when he could no
longer write or draw, he had recourse to the services

of the draughtsman and amanuensis.

We have already mentioned the ill success of

Loudon's Arboretum Britatitiiciim. This was the

heaviest blow of all, and tended to accelerate the

disease that terminated in his death; but still, come
what might, he resolved that to the last he would
l)e up and doing. Accordingly, as soon as the above-

mentioned work was finished, in 1838, he began the

Suburban Gardener, which was jiublished the same
year, and also his Ilortus Lignosus Londoneusis; and
in the year following he published his edition of

Repto)i's iMiidscape Gardening. In 1840 he under-

took the editorship of the Gardener s Gazette, and in

1842 he pul)lished his Encyclopedia of Trees and
Shrubs. During the same year he finished his Sub-

urban Ilorticulturalist ; and in 1843 ajipeared his

last work, on Cemeteries. Disease in the lungs had
been meanwhile going on for three months, from

which he endured much suffering, until his life and

labours were terminated together on the 14th of

December, 1843, in the sixty-first year of his age.

Lew men have written so much under such depressing

circumstances as John Claudius Loudon, or whose

writings were so well adapted to the iniriiose for

which they were produced; and while their practical

character and utility have been universally acknow-

ledged, they are pervaded throughout with an earnest

desire to improve the character and elevate the

standing of those classes whose occupations are con-

nected with gardening and agriculture. Add to this

that "he was a warm friend, and most kind and

affectionate in all his relations of son, husband,

father, and brother, and never hesitated to sacrifice

])ecuniary consiilerations to what he considered his

duty."

We have already made a passing allusion in this

memoir to Mrs. Loudon, by whose aid he was mate-

rially benefited when aid was most needed. '1 <} her

he was married in 1831, and in her he found a fel-

low-student and literary co-operator, as well as a

doincslic companion and comforter. Her works,
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wliich also were numerous, were chierty connected
with Iier luisband's favourite departments of garden-

in{^ and botany ; and these she endeavoured to sim-

plify and recommend to the attention of her own
sex, a labour of love in which she was highly suc-

cessful. She and one daughter survived Mr. Loudon,
of whom she has written an alTectionale and truth-

ful biography.

LOVAT, Lord. Sec- Fkaskr (Simon).

LOVE, John, a controversial critic of celebrity,

was born at Dumbarton in 1695.' He was the son
ot John Love, a bookseller, who, as Chalmers in-

crKputably remarks, "like greater dealers in greater

towns, su[)j)lied his customers with such books as

their taste required." The son was educated at the

grammar-school of Dumbarton and the university of

(dasgow. Having finished his studies, he became
assistant or usher to liis old master Mr. David
.M 'Alpine, and in 1720 succeeded him in his humble
duty. On the 17th October, 1721, he married
Elizabeth, daughter of Mr. Archibald Cam[)bell, a
surgeon of Glasgow, who had been one of the bailies

of that city. I5y her he had thirteen children, two
of whom, a clergyman and an oft'icer in the navy,
were alive when Chalmers wrote his /,//t' 0/ Kicd-
diuian. In 1733 Mr. Love entered the field of con-
troversy by publishing Animadversions on the Latin
Grammar lately published by Mr. Robert 'I'rotter,

Sehoolmasler of J)iim/ries, a production chiefly de-
signed for the ].rurpose of defending Ruddiman,
whose grammar had been reflected on by Trotter.
" Like Ruddiman," says Chalmers very aptly, " Love
seems to have been delighted in marriage, or like

him, to have been driven to connubial connections
by his scholastic business, which required female
superintendence." Accordingly, in pursuance of the
disposition so aptly associated with his name, he
married in 1 741, for his second wife, Giles, the
youngest daughter of the Rev. Mr. James Llphin-
ston, minister of Dalkeith, who had "died in 1710.
Love was subjected, it would appear, at one period
of his life to a species of religious prosecution, on an
accusation of brewing on Sunday, preferred before
the church judicatories by Mr. .Sydserf, minister of
Dumbarton. It was a fearful charge in Sabljath-
loving Scotland, where abstinence from all work on
the fir^t day of the week was si ) scrupulou>ly observed;
and had it been substantiated, Love would not only
have li>t his situation, but also his respectability in

society. iSut the evil recoiled upon the liead of his

over-zealous accuser, and the minister, savs Chalmers,
"after a ju'iicial trial, wa-~ obliged to make a ]niblic

apology, for having nialici'iu-Iy accu>ed calumiii.-ited

innocence." In October. 1735, he was appointed
one "f t!ie ma.-ters of t!ie higli-scliool of I'ldin-

burgh; and in 1737, witli the a-^i-tance of Ruddi-
man and Rot)ert Hunter, he edited a very han l>ome
edition of t!ie translation of the l'-.;din>of buchanan,
whicli attracted the notice of the I luke of I'.accleucli,

and o!)iaine<l for the clitor in 1739 the rectorMiiii of
the grammar-scliodl , ,f Dalkeith--a situation wliich
has for a long period been deeiiied of coriMderable
importance, and very ably filleil. but which would
not now be considered an advanccmeiu tVoni that

wliich l.ove iirevi(.iisly enjoyed. In llie fol',. .wiiig

year he engaged in the controver>v abenit the iw-pec-

tive merits ol" J..linston and lluchanan as traad.^turs

o! the b-alr.i--, l<nown by the name of belhtni ( irani-

niaticale, and already referred to in our nuni-'ir of
AlMlirK b-llNsr<>\. 1 lewasofcovj-^e the -ut-oorter

v.f the w.'rk he h.id edited. "d'lie conque-! ^ '-vlii.li

Love had made over Trotter and Lauder," says

Chalmers, "probably gave him a Ajndness for con-
troversy." In 1749 he published A Vindication of
Mr. Geor^^e Buclianan, a work levelled at the im-
putations of Camden on the one part, and the reflec-

tions of Ruddiman, his former friend, on the other.

It says much for the candour of Love that Chalmers
allows him to have l)een actuated by "honest zeal."

The chief subject of discussion was the alleged peni-

tence of Ruchanan on his death-bed on account of his

attacks on the character of Queen Mary. In July,

1749, in his (dd age, Ruddiman published an answer,
termed Animadversions on a Late L'amplilet entitled

A I'lndieation of Mr. Geor;e;e Ihiehanan. The vener-

able grammarian survived his op])onent, who died
on the 20lh .September, 1750, at the age of fifty-five.

Chalmers admits that "he was certainly an eminent
scholar, an excellent teacher, and a go(jd man."

LOVE, Rr.v. John, D.D. This profound theo-

logian and elo(|uenl preacher, was born in Paisley,

on June 4th, 1757. When (jiily ten years of age he
became a student of the university of (ilasgow; and
during the long career of study which he jinjsecuted

at that ancient seat of learning, he distinguished him-
self by his classical attainments, and his proficiency

in the several departments of mathematics. These
studies he continueil to the end of his life; and there

are several yet living who can remend)er his hapjjy

facility in the quotation of Greek and Roman authors

upon any subject of conversational intercourse. With
the contents of Scripture, however, which formed
his chief study, he was more conversant still; and
even before he was twelve years old he had read the

Hible, according to his own statement, six times over.

A favourite practice, which he continued to the end
of his life, was to write short daily meditations, in

a regular series, up<m connected pass.ages of Scrip-

ture. These, as well as his sermons, were written

in short-hand, and therefore uninlelHgible, until the

key to his alphabet was found ; and from this dis-

covery several of his posthumous discourses were pub-
lished, which otherwise would never have seen the

light.

Having finished the apjjointed course of study at

college, and uinlergoiie the Usual trials of presbytery,

Mr. J^ove was licensed as a ])reacher in 177S, being

then only in his twenty-first year. Soon afterwards

he was employed as assistant by the l\ev. .Mr. .^Iax-

well, minister of I\uthei'glen, near (i'asgow; in I 782
he v.as ti'ansferred to Greenock, \\liere he otliciated

ill the same cajiacity to the Rev. David d'uruei",

minister of the we>t or (_ild p.;ri-li; and liere he con-

tinued till the death of Mr. d'urner in 1786. It will

thus be seen that while Mr. Love ha^! no ch.urch

patr(.in. or at least an etficient one. lie h.ad not th.at

kind of popular talent \\liicli secures the greate-t

number of vote- among town-cou;,eill"rs or seat-

hiili'ors. His indeed \\a- that su; erii^r excellence

which can c)!ily be appreciated by the ju'liciou- tew,

and in consequence of .t co:>i.!eral'le acquaintance-
ship. Al'ter leaving (ireeiiock, .Mr. l.ove, towar^l tl'.e

close of I7S('). was c.ille'l to the ministerial chai'ge of

the Scottish bresb;, teri.i.n congregation in .\rtiliery

Street, r.ishiq.s_^-ate, Lo-d^^n, an. I !uTe lie c-ntinued
to, lab..iir f >r near!;. t\\eb.e years. h i\.is in-ieed no
inviting tield tor o:,e '^•i his peculiar talents. His
nia.s,i\-e and proioa;i'i theology his sententious st\-Ie

"1 prcacliing. in which ever\- -i-:.teiice was an nph.'jr-

;-in - an i the wry iiiq ;\ ^ixe but si.)\v aiid alnv'st

nioiiot, ,:;li1 \oice in which Ills disconrscs were de-

liwred -Were Hot suitt-.i to the clrarch-going cit:;:ens

oi i.iindnn. wlio r-_q;;ire'i a li'.elier manner and iiKjre

ijUi.vant stvic of c rat'jrv. l-'r-:;"; these causes, addeii

70
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to the ignorance of the English about Presbyterian-

ism in general, and the tendency of the Scotch in

London to forsake the church of their fathers, Mr.
Love's place of meeting was but slenderly attended,

while his name as a preacher was little known be-

yond its walls. One important work, however, was
committed to the hands of Mr. Love, from which,
perhaps, more real usefulness redounded than could

have been derived from mere pulpit i5o])ularity. He
was one of those honoured men who rolled away the

reproach from Protestantism, as not being a mission-

ary, and therefore not a genuine, church of Christ

—

a serious charge that had often been brought against

it by the Papists—by his exertions and effective aid

in founding the London Missionary Society. This
occurred during tlie latter part of his residence in

London. Often he afterwards reverted with delight

to the fact of Ids having written the first circular by
which the originators of this imjjortant society were
called together, for the purpose of forming themselves

into a directory, and organizing their plan of action;

and when the society was embodied, he was very

properly appointed one of its secretaries. One im-
portant duty which he had to discharge in this capa-

city was, to select the fittest agents for missionary

enterjirise over the newly-opened field of the South
.Sea Islands. Not resting satisfied with this onerous
and somewhat critical duty, he endeavoured to qualify

the missionaries for their trying office, by planning
such a scries of discourses upon the principal doc-
trines of revelation as he judged would be best fitted

to persuade a primitive, sim])le-mindcd people, and
which would serve as models, or at least as sugges-

tions, for the use of the Christian teachers who were
to be sent among them. With this view he wrote
and published a volume, under the title oi Addresses
lo tlic Inhabitants of Olaheite. It \\as a series of
short discourses upon the chief and simplest points
of Christian theology, and such as were thought best

suited, by their earnest, impassioned style, to be
addressee! to the poetical children of nature, seated

beneath the spreading shad(jw of their cedars, or

ar<;und the genial glow of their council-fire. And
elofiuent indeed were these strange niodel discourses,

and such as the Christian world— es])ecially the

joung, who devoured them witli delight and wonder
—have seldom seen within tlie range of the(jlogical

auth'jrship. IJut little as yet were the .South .Sea

islanders known, for whose behalf these sermons
were written, anrl it was soon enough discovered

that they were more prone to eat a missionary tlian

to digest his d'^ctrines. IJut that such ras'ening aii-

tiiropophain should l)e changed into men, such be-

sotted iil<daters into Christians, and the i)rincij)les of

humanity, civilization, and order be established

among them—and that, too, in the course of a single

generation—was certainly tin: greatest, as well as tlie

most encouraging achieveini_-iit \sliicli ino'Ieni mis-

sionary eiiterjirise has yet aecoiiipjished. Mr. I.ove

v.as periiiJttei] to witness tlie dawn of tlii- hiiglit

iiMrniiig of ])romise, after so deep a midiiight cif

lic-jxiiidenc}'; and he saw his jioor < )taheiteaiis eh;i>-

tiani/ed, although the proucss had differed frcjin liis

])lans and aiuiciiiations.

Ill 179S Mr. I.uve's oftlcial connectif)!) witli Lon-
don ai.d ihe .Missionary Sijciety terminated, and two
)e:\rs aft.rwards he was called to tlie niinisteri.'d

cliaig?; of a eliaj)'.;! of ease newl)' foi'nied in .\nde^^ton,

tlieii oiieoftlieMibiirljsof (ila-gow. He must have felt

it a happy eliange from tlie echoes of the liMlely walls

in Aiiillery Slret.'t, to a jiopulous city, in which his

training lor the mini-try liad commenced, and where
he couM find a congenial ]ieople by u lioin his worth
v,-()\ild be fully ajipi-eciated. In < da-go\v, accord-

ingly, he soon gathered a congregation, by whom he
was enthusiastically beloved, and wiio rejoiced under
his pastoral charge to the close of his valuable life.

Here also he selected for his friend and chief com-
panion the Rev. Dr. Balfour, of the High Church,
Glasgow— of whom a memoir has been given in this

work—a congenial spirit in learning, talent, piety,

and apostolic zeal. Besides his labours in the j)ul]iit,

to which he brought all his powers of study and close

application, as well as the resources of a singularly

vigorous and richly endowed intellect, Mr. Love held
the office of secretary of the Glasgow Missionary
Society, and jjresided in its chief enterprise, the
establishment of the mission to CafTraria. Notwith-
standing his habitual reserveand dislike ofpopularity,
his reputation as a scholar and theologian was so

fully acknowledged, that in November, 1815, he
was invited to be one of the candidates for the pro-

fessorship of divinity, at that time vacant in King's
College, Aberdeen. Mr. Love complied; but not-

withstanding his fitness for the chair, which was
tested by long trial and examination, the question

was one not so much of ability and learning as of

party feeling; and the Moderates being still in the

ascendant were enabled to return a candidate of their

own election. Soon afterwards Mr. Love was hon-
oured with the degree of Doctor in Divinity. After

this the quiet unostentatious course of the good man
went on in its wonted tenor, until the cares and
toils of the Caffre mission, already giving tokens

of those dangers by which it was afterwards all but

overthrown, tasked the sensitive spirit of Dr. I-ove

for the last four years of his life, until December
17, 1825, when death terminated his anxieties,

in the sixty-ninth year of his age.

It was as a pulpit orator that Dr. Love was best

known and most highly appreciated in Glasgow,
although his manner in the pulpit was such as sel-

dom wins the popular favour. With little action,

his utterance was slow, his countenance calm and
even stern, and his voice deep and unchanged, ex-

cept in some sudden burst of emotion that lasteil

only for a moment;—but even as such, there was a

dignity in that mode of preaching which reminded
the hearer of an ancient prophet ratlier than a modern
minister, which com]iellecl attention at the moment,
and furnished matter for subsequent meditation.

.Such also was his bearing in everyd.ay life, except

when under some cheerful emotion, and then he

could become the hapjiiest of the gay and wittiest

of the witty. These were glim])ses of sunshine all

the more delightful because they \\ere only occa-

sional and unex])ected.

From his retiring spirit, that shrunk from jioinilar

distinction, and from the general slate of his health,

that agreed best with retirement and tramiuillity, the

authorship of Dr. Love has been limited, eonipaied

\\ilh his well-known talents and the wishes of Ids

many admirers. During his owii liKtime, iiid.eed,

he i)ublishe(l nothing, as far as is known, except h.is

AiidrcsSi-s lo the ]\\<fl,- of Otaluite, an<l a few sermons.

After his death, however, a careful research among
his ])apers enabled his fi-ieiids to give the following

po-.tliumous W(,'rks to the world deprived, however,

of that careful correctness which his own revising ])en

\\-ould uniloulitedly have br-towed on them: I. .\

reprint of sermons jireached hy him on various piddic

occasi(jns; including alsd hi., ( )talieitcan Ad.drcsscs.

This volume was re])ul)lished soon after Dr. Loves
death. 2. Two volumes of sermons and lectures,

from his unit-vised manuscripts. These were ])iil)-

lislied in 1S29. 3. In iSjS was juiblished a volume
containing ahoul three hundred of his letters. 4. In

1853 a volume containing thirl) -four seriiKjiis, which
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he preached in the West Church, Greenock, (hirin:;

the years 1784 5. Finally, in 1857-8 were jiuhlished

in two volunu's Svo, 'Wfcnioria/s of the Kc7\ jfo/m

I.oi'i', D.D., consistinfj of Diiry, Reminiscences, and
Oriijinal Papers. ICdited hylhe Coniniittee intrusted

with the Ciiarye of his UnpuLliahetl Papers."

LOW, Gr.oKr.K, an ingenious naturalist, was horn

at Edzel in Forfarshire, in the year 1746. He was
educated at the luiiversities of Aberdeen and St.

.Andrews, and afterwards was tutor in the family of

Mr. (Jraham at Slromness in Orkney. During liis

residence at this place, Mr. (afterwards Sir Joseph)
I5anks and Dr. .Solander arrived at the island, on
their return from tlie last voyage of discovery, in

which Captain Cook lost his life; and Mr. Low,
having aquired a taste for natural history, was mucli

noticed by these distinguished philosophers, and was
requested to accompany them in their excursions

through the Orkneys, and also to the .Shetland

Islands, which he accordingly did.

\i\ 1774 he was ordained to the ministerial charge

of the parish of liirsay anil Staray, on the mainland
of Orkney, to which he devoted the remainder of

his life, emjjloying his leisure in the study of nature.

Considering llie disadvantages of his situation, his

success was highly cre<lilal)le. Sir Joseph Banks,
with hisaccu.slomed zeal for the promotion of science,

introduced him to Mr. Pennant, by whose advice he
engaged to undertake a luiioia Orcadciisis and a

J-'iora Orcadtusis. Pxjfire tlie<e works cr)uld be given

to the wnrld, he died, in 1795. The .MSS. of the

I'lrmcr work, with his zoological collections, and
the manuscript of a translation of Torfeus' Jlistoiy

of Or/any, executed by Mr. Low, came into the

possc^-iion of Mr. George Paton, the eminent anti-

(p.iaiy, at -whose decease they were sold to different

jK-rsons. The Fauna was pui)lished in 1813, 410, by
W. F. Leach, M.D., F.L.S., and forms a very in-

teresting addition to the natural liistory of the ISrilish

Islands. The Flora has not been discovered. .-V

tour through Orkney and Shetland, containing hints

relative to their ancient, modern, and natural history,

was al-o prepared f(.ir tlie press by this industrious

individual, but. owing to his premature death, was
never puljli>hed.

LOWT], J"irN, a jKiet of considerable celebrity,

'liough the author of only one small lyrical jiiece

which has acquirci] pojjularit)-, was born at Kcnnmre
in the stewartry of Kirkcuilbiiglu, in the }'car 1750.

Ilis lalhcr was gardener to Mr. ( iordou of Kcninore,

son ol tlic inilortuna;e \i-couiil Kenniore; and young
Lowe was r'--arcd to tlic l)u-.ine-s of a country wca\-er.

Ha\'iiig, ho\\-c\"er, a strong doire r>f ri-ing al>ove his

native lot, he litted himself 1)}- his own exertions f )r

entering an academical career at the university of

l''.d;n!)i;rgh, wliere lii~ expen-es were chielly defrayed,

it is said, by friends v.hom lie had secure. 1 by his

agreeable character and evid.ent tr.lenN, While piur-

suing tlie study of iliviniiy, he was engaged a-, lainily

tutor liv a countrv -entlenian of hi^ natiw district,

Mr. M-( ihie of Ai'nis. The re-i-leiice of tlii- gen'de-

ma.il. a-
j
ar:l\- implied bv its ('eltic appellation, wa--

situate oil a piece of loi"ly aiiii piclures'iue ground,
a! til'.' e -nlh.ienee of the Dee with the I.-^iig narr-'W

lake in wliiili the Ken meet- with tliat r:\ei-, 1 .owe,

aliL-aily ad iieted to \-er--il":catioii. reioieed w itli a j'oit'^

a.rdour in the l)eautiud sceiieiy of tlie .Xir'ls. r;ni!'bt

which he con-ti-aete 1 an arbour, still called "l.ov.e'-

s.at." He here compo^cl a considerable ninr.!>er

(if poems, fragments of whieli are still recollectedi in

the '!i-triet; aiiil here abo lie became attached to .me
' )f the be.'.iitilul ilai;.:!iters :' his en.T 'lover, v. ho, it is t. >

be supposed, must liave materially added to the inspir-

ing i)owers of the scenery. His ha])py lyric, entitled

Marys Dnujui, hut for which, in all probability, lie

never would have been lieard of beyi.)nd his native

district, was written at the .-Mrds, in reference to the

death of a gentleman named Miller, a surgeon, at

sea, who was attached to the sister of his own mis-

tress, ami perished in the manner describe<l in the

poem.
( )f the merits of this remarkable production it

woukl now l)e superfluous to sj)eak : it caught at

f»nce the popular favour, and retains it unimj^aired to

the present hour, so that we still liear the pathetic

echo of "Mary, weep nae mair for me," in all its

original tenderness. 'I'he knowledge f)f it also has

been more w i'lely spread in conseijucnce of its np-

jiearing both in a Scotch and an English version, the

former commencing with

—

"The moon ha<i cliinliM the highe";t hill

Where e.-iglc.-, big iiboon the I )ee :

"

while the latter less poetically licgins with

—

•'the moon had climli'd the highest hill

'that rises o'er the source of I-)ee :"

Of course the former version has obtained the prefer-

ence, and is [irobably the form in which it was ori-

ginally conqiosed. Indeed, it is suiijiosed, with con-

siderable justice, that Lowe had no hand in the

I'higlish version, and that the striking excellence of

Marys Z^riv^w obtained for it an hhiglish ].)arai)hrast,

by which it l)ecame as jHipular in the south as in the

north of our island. Anotlier class of critics, how-
ever, have attempted to solve the difticulty, by sup-

jio^ing that Lowe v, rcite the song both in Lowland
Scotch and in h'.nglish.

It is not certain that Lowe, though he seems ti.i

have com])leted his theological studies, ever became
a licentiate of the .Scottish church. In 1773 lie was
induced to proceed to .\merica, in order to become
family tutor to a brother of the illustrious Washing-

ton. He subsequently set uji a boarding acadeiny

at Fredericksburg in \'irgiiiia, which succee led lor

a time, but afterwards failed. Leibie leaving Scot-

land, he had interchanged pletlges (jf mutual l.ive

with Miss .M'Chie. and it was und.er-te.o.I that their

marriage sliouM take i)lace as soon as he should be

properly settled in life. The lapse of years— distance

— hopelessness. ]Terlia]is, of ever reach.ing the neces-

sarv degree of fortune, and nor impossi|.ly the inter-

vention of seven years (.f war lietweeii the two coun-

tries. Conspired to) anntd tliis eiigageiiieii': ati'i the

jiarties eventually married ditl'erent individuals in

their respective countries. Lowe is charged by Ids

biographers with glaritig intr:elil\' to his j.roir.ise:

but the case is too obse;:r"Iy relate'! t'-> eiiai'le Us to

join in the ceii-ure wliieh he has thus incurre'l. lie

eventuallv pai'i his a'ldresses to a X'iiL'iinan la '\".
v. ho

rejected tliem, but whose .dster lia'.i conceived tor

him a violent alTection. an.'i wh."m he nt'terwards

married, from a sentiment, as he exp'resses it. of

gratitu'le. .\t what time this to, .k [lace Inis iMt

been slated bv his biogi'apher;' bv.t it is ii-q'-siMe.

from theacC''Unt gi\-eii bvtliat in l:\d'hi;.l, toi\si-t

the impressii.n ir.at it \>.a- alm.'st I'.a.h a litetinie after

hi- engagement at lite .\;ris. liis wile pr''\el

to'adv unv.o)-lv e.f his alrcti-n-. and. bv driving

liini li.r rebe!^ t^ the b-ttle. can-e'l h^ death under
the most miserai'h' cirentn-tances. ab.ut tlie \e,tr

1 70S. d'his s-,a:e'.-s,ii n of events a:"oe.;rs from Mr.
( iiile-i'i.-'s narrative t" Iiave been r.qid: lunceit is

ado\'.a!'le toeon-'Ctare that at lea-t twentv yi-!'-

nir.st li.Mi' ela; -e! betw^-.-n liis iiart'iii; v:\\]\ Mis-

K.Js. -.a Lr.,
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M'Ghie and his unhappy union to another. If such

was the case, we can hardly see how the most ardent

impressions of youth could have been maintained at

such a distance, and under the continued depression

of circumstances on the part of the gentleman, which

is acknowledged by the biographer, and which must

have tended so much to make sick the hearts of both

parties.

A letter from Virginia, from an early friend of the

poet, gave the following particulars respecting his

death:— " That perceiving his end drawing near, and
wishing to die in peace away from his own wretched
walls, he mounted a sorry palfrey, and rode some
distance to the house of a friend. So much was he

debilitated that scarcely could he alight in the court

and walk into the house. Afterwards, however, he
revived a little, and enjoyed some hours of that

vivacity which was peculiar to him. But this was
but the last faint gleams of a setting sun; for on the

third day after his arrival at the house of his friend,

he breathed his last. He now lies buried near

Fredericksburg, under the shade of two palm-trees;
but not a stone is there on which to write, 'Mary,
weep no more for me.'"
The wretched woman to wliom he had been united

made no inquiries after her husband for more than a
month afterwards, when she sent for his horse, which
had been previously sold to defray the expenses of
the funeral.

Lowe is said to have been a very handsome man,
of quick and lively apprehension, and very agreeable
as a companion. His reputation as a poet has the

strange peculiarity of resting on one small ballad.

That, however, has melody, pathos, and imagery of

no common character, and will probably be always
reckoned among the happiest small ])ieces in the

English language. Some fragments of his other com-
positions are given in Cromek's Remains ; but they
do not rise one step above the cold second-rate pas-

toral epics of the period.

LYNEDOCH, Lord. .9tv Graham (Thomas).
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